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Every-
where

that accurate time is valued the Elgin

Watch is needed. Every man who requires

exact time in the execution of his business is a prospec-

tive customer for the dealer who carries

ELGIN WATCHES
Every Elgin 'Watch is fully guaranteed against original de-

fect, insuring satisfaction to both buyer and seller.

See Jobber's list for prices or write the Company.

Every dealer is invited to send for the Elgin Art Booklet, "Timemakers

and Timekeepers," illustrating the history and development of the watch.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
Factories, ELGIN, Illinois, U. S. A.

General Offices, 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

NEW YORK OFFICE,
11 John St.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE,
206 Kearny St.
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Our Customers 

We wish you a

VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR
and ask you all to not fail to see our

new and beautiful lines of Necklaces,

Lockets, Brooches, Sleeve Buttons, Scarf

Pins, etc.

We have been too busy to prepare

illustrations for this page, but when you

have looked over our new spring line

you will be pleased that you gave the

" glad hand " to our traveling men.

Theodore W. Foster & Bro. Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers and

Silversmiths

ESTABLISHED 1873

100 Richmond St., Providence, R. I.



2 A Happy New Year to Our Many Friends
Introducing Our Traveling Representatives for 1905

LOUIS H. GREEN

STEVE SMITH
■ 

HENRY M. ABRAMS

The Character of Our House
is reflected in the character of our traveling representatives. All are men of iron-clad integrity,
with a thorough training in their business and an intelligent appreciation of the requirements of
their patrons. They have rigid instructions from us to care for the interests of their customers as
zealously as for the interests of their employers, and we have implicit confidence in their fidelity
both to us and to you. One or other of them is now on his way to you with the most salable line of
samples ever shown in your store. Wait for his visit or write us. Their territory is as follows :

JOHN F. GARLAND—Greater New York and Special Traveling Commissioner.
H. O. SCHRAMM—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota.
SAM. A. SCHREIBER—Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,

Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas.
LOUIS 11. GREEN—New York, Pennsylvania, Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,

Connecticut.
HENRY M. ABRAMS--Pacific Coast States.
STEVE SMITH—Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri.

The Keller Jewelry mfg. Co.
64 Nassau Street, New York

Vanguard,
66

Bli, number of all the wanted descriptions, so as to insure

prompt delivery. Our R, R. stock consists of these:

We give SPECIAL attention to orders for RAILROAD

WATCHES, and carry in stock at all times a very large

Waltham

Watches

23 J., 18 size, 0. F. and Htg.

21 J., "

Crescent St., 21 J., "

19 J., "
Premier (A.T. & Co.), 17J., 18 size, O. F.and II tg.

Vanguard, 23 J., 16 size, 0. F.

Elgin

Veritas, No. 2i4, 23 J. 18 size, 0. F.

No. 239, 21 J.

No. 274, 21 J.

Raymond, No. 240, 19 J.
Father Time, 21 J.

Raymond,

No. 270,

No. 280,

17 J.
21 J. 16 size, "

)7 J.,

1-1 
it

l6

Htg.

0. F.

" and litg
It 46 It

Hamilton

No. 942 and N0.943, 21 J. 18 size, 0. F. and Htg.

No. 94o and No. 941, 21 J.,

No. NO. 936 and No. 937, 17 J.,
No. No. 960,

No. 990,

No. 992,

21 J. 16 size,

21J.,,

21 21 J. "

We invite trial orders of Railroad Watches, to test our superior facilities

The Non-Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches and Chains

Lancaster, Pa.

3

Rea
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2 Tulpstraat
AMSTERDAM

MANuPACTURERS OP

\`‘ 4.
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ESTABLISHED 1866 12 MAIDEN LANE (one flight up)

P. O. Box 1625 NEW YORK

• \\\ \ 1/4

VVI-10L,ESAL.6 OEAL,ERS iI

Gold and Filled Watch Cases Elgin and Waltham Movements
Gold and Plated Jewelry New England Watches

INuPoRTERS OP

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS 
Loose

and

Mounted)

Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam, and we can 
therefore offer you substantial inducements

ORDERS ARE SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH OUR TRAVELERS

Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers 
Our goods are insured while in transit
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The advantage to you in dealing with us lies in the fact that we always carry a

large and complete stock and have the most ample facilities for filling your orders
immediately and giving you just what you want. Lathes and lathe attachments
have a special department, and the large number we sell enables us to furnish high-
grade tools at very moderate prices. If you think of starting
the New Year with a new lathe or wish to replace your old lathe
with a better one, don't fail to let us quote you prices—we
answer inquiries promptly.

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.25
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . 59.00

From theseprices there is a cash discount
which we will quote on request. W.-W.
Lathes are standard for quality the world
over.

Moseley Lathe No. 2
With 10 Chucks . $35.00a' 17 " . . 40.00
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . 59.00

Write for cash discount and notice the
further reduction in list price. The name'a Moseley " stands for the very highest
grade in watchmakers' tools.

Gem Lathe Outfit Complete
$21.15 net cash

14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and
Belting

There is no better lathe sold for the price
than our " Gem." Every one is warranted
true or you can have your money back.

Cleneva Lathe Outfit Complete
$15.00 net cash

Packed in wood box same as Oem Lathe
14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and

Belting
Our Geneva lathes are strictly first quality

and have index and latch.

No. 15
Swing Foot-Wheel
Each, $5.15 net

Foot-Wheel No. I
Each, $2.18 net

Countershaft No. 9
N. P., each, $2.58 net

Countershaft No. 12
N. P., each, 94c. net

SMALL MATERIAL. It is more difficult to fill material orders
each year on account of the new movements constantly placed on the

market by both old and new watch companies. We make every
effort to keep our large stock strictly up to date, and can

always furnish material for practically all watches that
find any extended sale. This enables us to fill all

orders for materials without delay, and this
prompt, accurate service will be found valu-
able to you.

F. & J. SWIGART
Cincinnati, Ohio
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One of the Cardinal
Principles of Our Business

QUICK ACTION
combined with

ACCURACY
All shipments received at our office from out-of-town patrons, receive prompt attention,
liberal appraisement—with the " benefit of the doubt " in your favor—and an immediate
remittance. This inflexible policy of our business has convinced us that we can

Make Customers and Keep Customers

While we appreciate a " one-time " trial order, we are proud of that feeling of mutual

confidence that our record of 35 years of business has created.

GOLDSMITH BROS.
Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

Offices-63 and 65 Washington Street
Works—Fifty-Eighth and Throop Streets

6,* A

CHICAGO, ILL.

We are paying 50 cents an
ounce for Old Silver
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Combination HandanzRoller Remover
No. 60

A new tool of great merit and approved by many to whom it was submitted
for test as to utility and strength. The illustrations serve better than lengthy
descriptions how to operate the tool.

FOR HAND REMOVER the outer tube is pushed down. Jaws are opened
by means of spring plunger. Releasing same will permit jaws to close under the
hands. Giving the large nut half a turn will remove the hands without risk of
losing by flying off. Leather pads fastened to the two legs are safeguards against
scratching dials. The pressure is removed from the center of dial (its weakest spot).

FOR ROLLER REMOVER the outer tube is pushed back. The jaws are
opened by means of the spring plunger. The pivot of staff is placed in the counter-
sunk hole in the crosspiece or bridge. A half turn of the large nut screw will
remove the most obstinate roller.

The tool is simple in construction, well made and easily operated.

Price, $1.25

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply you,
if you will write us we will
inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

35 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watch Cap Straightening Flier
No. 55

The annexed cut shows a new plier (patented) which will fill a long-felt want.
The cut shows the cap of a hunting case that is bent back, and all jewelers know
how hard it is to straighten a case thus bent with hand methods heretofore in use.
With this plier you simply grasp the joint as per cut with the narrow jaw inside the
case, and the wide jaw gripping the re-inforcement of the joint, then with the fingers
as per cut bend the cap slightly past the proper shape, remove the plier, close the
case, and with a common jeweler's wooden mallet tap the cap gently at the joint
until it fits properly. You will find with a very few moments' work you have made
the case as good as new, and your customer will be pleased to pay you 50 cents for
the job. Also, if the back cap of the case will not close tight because of it being
worn or bent, remove inside cap and use plier same as for front cap, and you will
find that with a slight bend your cap will close with a snap, and fit perfectly tight.
In the majority of cases it will not even be necessary to remove the case spring,
but in cases where the joint is badly worn it is advisable to re-pin the joint before
attempting to straighten the case. Where the case spring is not removed, see that
the lower jaw is under and not binding the spring. Use your mallet with discretion,
and with a very little practice you will be surprised how quickly and neatly you can
complete a job. This plier has paid the inventors $2oo.00 per year at their own
benches. It is made of the best Swedish Steel, Nickel Plated.

Price, $1.25

Jewel Inspector
This instrument is an indispensable one

for the use of watchmakers and jewelers,
and will form a most important part of
the outfit necessary for the trade. It
has a tray large enough to hold a watch
movement to display the workings of the
parts and to show the necessary repairs
to customer, such as a cracked jewel,
bent hairspring or other defects, and is
very useful to display diamonds or other
jewels beneath its powerful magnifying
lens. Is handsomely and substantially
made and will prove to be worth more
than its cost by considerable. Convince
yourself by purchasing one.

Price, each, $1.50

Combination Tool No. 6o
A Practical Combination Tool invented by a skillful Watchmaker of many years' experience. 

It is intended for holding Table Rollers

while setting the Roller Pin, will serve well as a Pallet Stone Adjuster ; Jewel Holder, 
Hand and Second-Hand Holder and Annealing Tool.

It is indispensable to any Watchmaker who wishes to do good, quick work. It is compact and its operation is most simple. It is not

necessary to remove roller table or hairspring. The lamp flame while heating conducting bar is 
above the balance-wheel, roller and staff,

making it impossible to injure any of these parts when setting Jewel Pin or Pallet Stones.

DIRECTIONS FOR SETTING ROLLER JEWEL

Press push piece 8 in end of handle which opens jaws 2 and 3, insert roller table in grooves of jaws
, release pusher and roller is clamped. Select

jewel, place heating bar ii in flame, take a shred of shellac and touch the hole with end of it till it 
melts and fills hole nice and even ; then withdraw

tool from flame of lamp, insert jewel upright using staff as guide (it is always better to warm up jewel bef
ore setting, the heating bar keeps cement

soft, giving plenty of time for this and uprighting jewel) press push piece 8 and release roller from 
tool and the work is done, leaving hairspring and

roller table in same position they were originally and obviating the necessity of putting watch on heat 
again.

TO SET PALLET JEWELS. Insert Pallet Arbor
between jaws on the reverse or flat side. If only one Stone
is to be set, only allow one arm of the pallet to rest on the
tool. There will not be sufficient heat conveyed to the

other stone to loosen it. If both stones are to be set, place
pallets so they both rest on flat face of tool (see sketch)
apply heating bar II to lamp. When sufficiently hot, take

a shred of shellac and run the end of it around the Stone—press Stones

down on flat surface which will align and true them up, and a good clean

job is quickly done.
The depthing of stones can be done without any trouble or danger of

injuring arbor forks or pallets by overheating by inserting the tool as above

and re-heating and pushing Stones in or out as required.

C
AS A JEWEL HOLDING DEVICE it has no equal.

To clean, or match Jewel to pivots, clamp Jewel in
grooves which will hold it firm and automatic. It can
not jump out and get lost.

"The Mascot" Pivoting Drills

Am. ■■■

END
VIEW
Or

BLOCK

OPEN WITH THIS S

PIVOT DRILLS THAT WILL DRILL.

"THE MASCOT" Price 35 cts. per doz.

hi

4k 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

NUMBERS DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

411111R— _

No. 14 Drill enlarged six times.

OPEN WITH T-IS VD \P.

"THE MASCOT" 2ND SERIES.

DRILLS THAT WILL DRILL. PRICE 50 CTS. PER DOZ.

28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

NUMBERS DENOTE THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH.

Sizes are a continuation of "Mascot': Pivot Drills.

  V

Is the best-made Pivot Drill

in the world. This assertion is

justified by the quality of drill

and the numerous unsolicited

testimonials in our possession.

They must be seen to have their

accuracy of size, symmetry of

form and beauty of finish

appreciated. They must be used

to have their cutting and last-

ing quality appreciated. They

are made in 24 sizes, Nos. 4 to

50 inclusive ; each number is

so many thousandths of an inch

In diameter. They are put up

in solid dozens of a size or

assorted as follows, in boxes of

1 dozen:

4 to 10, 6 to 10, 6 to 12,
4 to 26.

Use them once and you will

never use any other.

1st Series
" Mascot " Drills
Sizes from 4 to 26 thousandths

of an inch in diameter.

Price, per doz., 35c.

2d Series
" Mascot " Drills
Sizes from 28 to 50 thousandths

of an inch in diameter.

Price, per doz., 500.

AS A WATCH-HAND HOLDING DEVICE

it is a time-saver. Hour, Minute or Second-

Hands are quickly clamped and held firm when

filing or broaching is to be done.

AS AN ANNEALING TOOL, it is most handy

for drawing temper of steel parts of watches, such

as pinions and balance staffs prior to drilling same

for re-pivoting. This combination tool does the

work of numerous expensive tools that will be laid

aside when this tool has been tried.

Price, each, $1.25

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply you,

if you will write us we will

inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

35 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK



DALE CHUCKS

_

To reduce our large stock of odd sizes of chucks, we will sell wire and wheel chucks for all standard
makes of watchmaker's lathes, during the months of January, February and March, for 6o cts. each, net. We
will also sell, during this period, these other useful tools, at greatly reduced prices:

•12411--

The Impolial" filaillsmings are all right ". can be Ego." t blurtrrty"illitteyni

Nothillg belief f 
opportunity, 

miss this Igo44

They are the BEST, the MOST RELIABLE, have QUALITY, FINISH, ELASTICITY, TEMPER,

STRENGTH and DURABILITY, are COILED and TAGGED, arranged in the MOST CONVENIENT

manner, and "GUARANTEED."
For $12.00 net cash you will receive our 20 drawer, quartered Oak or Cherry Cabinet,

complete with labels, bottles and a full gross of the celebrated "Imperial " Mainsprings.
For $36.00 net cash you will receive our new 42 drawer quartered Oak or Cherry Cabinet,

complete with labels, bottles and three gross of the celebrated " Imperial " Mainsprings.

IMPERIAL MAINSPRINGS. W. GREEN a CO.
6 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

WALTHAM ELGIN HAMPDEN ILLU4 DIS I °VIAND HAMILTON TRENTON NEW DiGLAN

For further particu-
lars, read important
notice below

$1 2 .00 

Per Gross
amenuo

MINN

11101=11011222191 111 1111111 1■111 11101111111111111

111111111111 1111111111111
Cylinder Wire Chucks

of a
Sale Price   $4.00 per set
Regular Prirr .   ttrt.oe per set

Roller Chucks
Set of 6

Sale Price . . $4.00 per set
Regular Price, $5.00 per set

11111111111111 [II:111111i 14

0,1;!

Roller Remover Complete
Sale Price . . . $1.75
Regular Price

Roller Remover, Plain
LL IL I'rice . . $1.50

Ilcgolar Price, $1.75

4ARD.i
PIVOT

• POLISHER

SIZE

ST

IlII

4i000"7-1

oil

."TCHING TOOL DEPTHING TOOL -
&AO

2 Arm. Sale Price, $2.00. Regular Price
3 Arm. Sale Price, $2.50. Regular Prier
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Per Dozen

Sale Price . . $25.00
2.50 Regular Price, $30.00
:;.25 Fitted to any lathe. Send shoe to insure good fit.

Pin Vise for Finger Speeding
Sale Price, 40 cts. Regular Price, 60 cts.

‘1,
Brass and Steel Jeweling Chucks

Made to fit No. 38 or 50 Chuck
Brass ; Sale Price, $1.25. Regular Price, $1.50
Steel; Sale Price, $1.75. Regular Price, $2.50

 L, c.:•".„'1:,,-.-,......1-,.....,,,,,s....„:„...°■,..t.s.•+,..to. -"'W'--0.1'ro.. r...',5.,:t„.4,-„,;•.--,,,n-Z..,:s-,....o•.;,'2"...„.$11"-•••.:-;‘`Wtc•IA--.,..,"‘"=N-Zr,..,..'c''.„.......,,,:awr,,,,wc..,„ „.,-...,,,,,,,„,,....i.,,,,,,e,.‘..s•,-IN----,,--o•--4.-- _. A p pi can a,...,. ,,,,. „c•,4„,,,,c,-,,,,,sz.c....4%.,-e.,,,........,,..cto3.- -4.--ctatircis'-:1-,...........,-.w. -5_. .a.

Carborundum Wheel and Mount
Sale Price . . . $3.00
Regular Price . $3.50

Spectacle Screw Driver
LLII Price, 25 cts. Regular Price, 50 as.

Hardinge Balance Chuck
Sale Price, $3.75. Regular Price, $5.00

SPECIAL NOTE.-The Cabinets are far superior than represented by out. The 20-Drawer Cabinet (capacity of which is

5 gross) is worth $6,00, and the 42-Drawer Cabinet shown in cut (capacity of which is 15 gross) is worth $15.00

Pivot Straightener. Set of 6
Sale Price, 50 cts. toer ■et. Regular Price, 75 cts. per set

Hardinge Bros.
1034-1036 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MLL11. EY

HAROINGL BROS.

I

With Trefoil
Peep Holes

Sale Price,$6.75
Beg. Price, $8.00

ORDERS FOR

Watch
Materials,
Tools,
Jewelers' anB
Engravers'
Supplies
FILLED FROM
ANY CATALOGUE
AT LOWEST

MARKET PRICES

WORTHY OF ATTENTION

The following letter is but a sample of
unsolicited testimonials daily received from
most reliable sources in every State of the
Union:

Utica, N.Y., Sept. 15.
MESSRS.W. GREEN & Co., Now York City, N.Y.

Gentlemen :-Please send us the following
nutinsprings:

1 dozen 5057. 1 dozen 5043.
8 " 2203. 1 " 2220.
2 " 5053. 1 " 2209.
2 " 5046. 1 " 2210.

Be sure and send your "Imperial " main-
springs, as will not accept any others, having
had the best possible success with them. Wo
consider them far superior to any other main-
springs in the market, and your service is all
we could desire.

Yours very truly, EVANS & SONS.

N. B.-We carry in stock
In different styles and sizes of

"Imperial" American
and 450 sizes of

"Imperial" Swiss
Mainsprings

Waltham
Nos. 2203

I

Fac-
simile
of

Enlarged and correct view of Waltham No. 2203
" Imperial " Mainspring, coiled and tagged

Elgin
5043

Hampden
5056

Illinois

0

5061

" IMPERIAL" AMERICAN SPRINGS, Coiled and Tagged.

\ None genuine unless marked " Imperial," coiled, tagged and bearing our Registered
Trade-Mark, as shown in cut.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
With a first order for one gross of " Imperial " American or Swiss Mainsprings we send gratio

our 20 Drawer, or with an order for three gross our 42 Drawer improved, handsome, polished,
rubbed finish, Quartered Oak or Cherry Mainspring Cabinet, as shown in cut. These cabinets aro
splendidly made, hard wood, cabinet finished anti dove-tailed throughout ; are tile .1/ ly cabinets made
whiell properly arrange, systematize and keep in thorough order the many American or Swims Main-
springs necessary for constant use at the present time, and will be greatly appreciated by all 6151-
class watchmakers. Besides being very useful they are very handsome in appearance. The drawers
have fancy knobs, brass trimmed, and the tops arranged in grooves for screw-top bottles for various
watch, jobbing and other materials.

The 12 Drawer will hold 5 gross and the 42 Drawer Cabinet 15 gross of " Imperial"
American or Swiss Mainsprings. We also include a handsome set of perforated gummed labels,
with the mune, number and size of springs, to enable the drawers to be numbered as desired. These
milldams correspond loan up-to-date directory and guide of all the American Mainsprings made,which
directory accompanies the cabinet. The guide shows the correct style, width, strength and num-
ber by the genuine Dennison's Standard Gage, and the correct number and names for ordering.

The latest " Imperial " American Mainspring Chart and Guide sent free of charge upon application

W. GREEN Ci CO.,
A Maiden Lane
V NEW YORK, U.S.A.

( " We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence")

Importers ( Watch Materials, Tools,
Exporters
Jobbers Jewelers', Engravers' and
Manufacturers Opticians' Supplies



English Case as Received As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL C./ COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special Cases to Order in Gold and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind Cases changed to Stem-Wind.

English Cases changed to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance.
Bunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new case (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

$$
Stone-Setting

We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones
for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an  97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

Thebe two ruts Ow Flat and Roond Belcher Rings These cuts show the mune ring. with new, high claws,
a. reeeke 1 with e 1,1 badly worn off and too low to stones securely reset,aud entire rings refinished like new.
permit re etting at on again.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25
4 4 d i eight " " A 6 6 4 

" " " 1.00 to 2.00
We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost

from The. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws on setting.

ruffle glove ring w1111 one
*law at each and holding set.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
which hold the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 60c.
Four " " " " " 76c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 & 07 William St. 57 Washington St.
NEW YORK CHICAGO

Cameo glove ring with four
claws at corner. holding bet.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED

AS DELIVERED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWINO

AS DELIVERED

41.1 nm1.41.1111M1111.7.1.,0
-41,71.7 —7=16: 

Cold Chains Refilled, Renewed and lgtopairad
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

Clooct Work. Low IPriocnia. Prompt Attaznitliors

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO
93, 95 & 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work

BEFORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line 

' 
• looking

new parts to match the old ones that have
been melted or broken off,the same as new.

AFTER

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 an 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 anD 97 William Street. New York 57 Washington Street. Chicago

II

MASONIC RINGS
AND MAKERS OF RINGS OF ALL ORDERS

IN 10 K. AND 14 K.

GOLD

There is no

doubt but what

our Rings are

the finest on the market.

_

The Eagles

are exquisitely chased with mice, large

breasts for any size diamonds

orr7-7-7:7571!--)

We also fur-

nish Diamonds

in these at very

reasonable figures, as we are Direct

Importers and have an office at No. 16

Boulevard Leopold, Antwerp, Belgium

No.14 - 16 East Fourth. St. --, CINCINNAT1,0.
OFFICE, ANTWERP, BELGIUM.. .

MAKERS OF THE BE..S'T L,INIF, OF EMBLEMS ON TM: FACE OF 
THE EAU-2111

WC Falvit) d .lovvolry Ropoiririsz.
T FOX -,- EMBLEMS 

/
Send for our Job Work 1Prioo-List

■••■••■

WOOD AND
PHOTO-ENGRAVING

ZINC ETCHING
HALF TONE 404c)
FINE COLOR WORK

,JEWELRY CUTS
A SPECIALTY 6

3sianitto.

XI!
Fp0HR LEAST:Ell pL

)1I9So.FOURTHST7,),

I ELEPHONE CONNEC
T

United States Smelting and Refining Works
WOLL,STEIN

Office : 16 John St., New York

Telephone, 5644 Cortlandt Works : 17 John Street, New York

Sweep Smelters and Assayers

Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste

Manufacturers of Sterling Silver

Highest prices paid for Old Gold, Old Silver, Platinum Scraps

Ore and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and Platina

Filing Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturers

of Platina Jewelry

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other

goods.
They are always in motion and people will stop to

" Wonder Why."
Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue

tild names of nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER

Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.

I■1=11

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

'I'le• only perfected cigar lighter oil 111,, market

Made in Gun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate

Gold Plate and Solid (told

Write for Pi•ices

The Matchless Cigar Lighter

Manufacturing Co.

Office and Salesroom

i6 John Street New York City, N. V.
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_January : The Jeweler's " Housecleaning" Time
The rush is over ; good housekeeping now calls upon you to clean up.
Let us take care of the old stuff in Gold and Silver that turns up, in

your putting things in order.
We will send a check at once for the estimated value of your shipment.

If that estimate does not please you, we will return your old metal express
prepaid ; but our estimates are almost invariably satisfactory. For we give
you the fita value of your stuff, since there is no rake-off to some middle-
man : We do the work, in the most complete plant to be found anywhere.
We value our reputation as " the fair-and-square refiners."

T. B. Hagstoz Co., Smelters, Refiners and Assayers, 709 Sansom St., Philadelphia
Branch Office, 13-15 Franklin St., Newark, N. J.

Works, Riverside, N. J.

Cleaner and Neater Than Charcoal

FOR FINE SOLDERING

No. 124

Mogen Magoesium
N°124 SolOoring Block

BUFFALO, NLY.1

Size, 3" x 21i" x 1" thick

is superior, because it reflects
heat better than the ordinary
soldering block, and is loose
enough to admit of work being
pinned to it. Very popular.

Price, 15c.. by mail

Buffalo Dental Mfg. Co., Makers as oafn (di fltcredr (in ga so I i ne
Appliances

IVaili iair he, catalogue BK, Just issued, and a
free sample of Eleatic Cleansing Flux Mate? Buffalo, N. Y.

I I

AY1

ne 0 L

Ci D 0

SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

Ii()t ()Illy for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

A " WINTER " QUALITY OUTFIT

01/1)6'01 1141011

JAE 01,,Ilfi1iNG8

"Winfor"
Fixtures
Standard

of

Quality

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
separate tixt uts, eases, counters, floor cases,
soda fountain fixtures.

Illustrated fully, described and listed in
so plain a manner that. you can snake your
own plans and estimate the cost of your
fixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At pricesthat are right. Ask our customers. Anything from a store stool to the most completeoutfit.

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1866 The High-Grade Fixture Makers
Finlay-Dicks di. Co., New Orelsuis, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,

Mississippi and Alabama.
C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-

sas, Nebraska, Oklahoma Territory and Indian Territory.
R. H. Birdsall, Room 7, Hamilton Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent

for Washington and Oregon.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets ?

BEWARE

OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

TN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A

LATHE ; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE 
IMITATION

FOR SAL E BY AlL,L, JOBBERS

IN T11LE UNITED STATES AND 
CANADA

'3

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS

n
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(‘'‘' This guarantee is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

THE TRUE BLUE
Beaded Label 

French Watch Glasses

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISH,

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

SUSSFELDI LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

PARIS

21 Rue de l'Echiquier

NEW YORK

37 Maiden Lane
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710STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

BEST HUNGARIAN
OPALS

ROUND OVAL ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size Price

1-10 Sc. 3 mini 6c. 1-6 4c.
11-15 4e. 4 min) 7c. 7-8 5c.
16-21) 5c. 5 mm 8c. 9 7c.
21-25 70. 6 mite 9e. 10 9c.
26-30 11c. 7 min) 12c. 11 12c.
31-35 15c. 8 mlm 16c. 12-15 20e.
36-40 20o. 9 mlin 20c. 16-17 27o.
41-44 280. 10 m/m 26c. 18-21 35c.

22-23 45c.
24-26 70c.
27-29 84e.
30-31 $1.03
32-34 1.22
35-36 1.40

3 mlm 6c.
4 mlin 14c.
5 inlm 19c.
6 mint 39c.
7 mire 60c.
8 mlin 91c.
9 Infra $1.41

Order your stone stock from us. The above
prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-
pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen
Or Over.

Terms, July I, 1905, net

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.
Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

42 41 40 39 38 37 36

36
0 
0000000 034- 330.

A Handsome Polished Oak Display Stand FREE
Question.

What is the best way to sell
Silver Cream?
We have asked this of a

score of dealers who have made
a remarkable success selling
Silver Cream.

• . 7

Answer.
Display the polish.
Recommend it to your cus-

tomers.
Get them to try it.
After that it sells itself.

Our new jars are fitted with
a patent cap. They will not
leak. The jar is air-tight,
so the contents will keep
fresh for an indefinite time.
The cap can be removed in-
stantly. It won't stick-a
child can take it off. These
three points do away with
all the objectionable fete
tures ■,f a screw cap.

,.%7114.11,f6;eirrzei
,TWIRY,I^Aler"

Order from your jobber,
or direct

Special Offer-with an order for one gross half-pint or 25c. size Silver Cream,
price $1 8.00, or its equivalent in other sizes, we will give absolutely free this beautiful display stand.
This is the best advertising proposition ever offered by the manufacturers of Silver Cream.
This stand will more than double your sales of Silver Cream.

A Solder That Has Been Tried
and Not Pound Wanting

To do repair work you need a solder that flows easily, has a good color and
holds well. This is the kind of solder that jewelers find our ® brand to be.
What they say about our solder you can read below. Their testimonials will
undoubtedly interest you:

TESTIMONIALS
Your sample of " F" 10 K. Solder submitted to me for

trial I must say is the best I have ever used, and is
remarkable for its easy-flowing quality and when in need
of any more will use nothing else. Will you kindly send
sample piece to Robert F. Clarke, Prairiesburg, Iowa,
Jeweler, who is a brother of mine. Thanking you kindly,
I remain Yours truly, HARRY CLARKE.
Anamosa, Iowa, Sept. 26, 1904.

I have received your sample of " F " 10 K. Solder, have
used it on rings, and find it 0. K. Respectfully yours
Atoka, I. T., Sept. 21, 1904. J. J. DUNAGAN.

I have received the sample of " F" Solder you sent
and think it N good. Yours respectfully
Alton, Iowa, Sept. 26, 1904. E. J. KOOREMAN.

Yours with enclosed sample of " F " Solder of the 19th
came to hand all 0. K., and in reply will say " F " solder is
nothing new to me, and should not he to any up-to-date
Jeweler. And allow me to state further there is no solder
but " b'" Solder. Very truly, W. R. HASELWOOD.
Bardwell, Ky., Sept. 24, 1904.

Order through your

Established 1858

FROM JEVVELERS
Sample of "F" Solder received and would say I that

have tried same on a very bad job and found it to be first
class and all you represent it to be. I shall hereafter use it
in the place of others. Thanking you again, I am

Yours truly, G. J. DAUM.
Augusta, Ky., Sept. 24, 1904.
I have tried sample of " F" Solder and find it equal, if

not superior to any I have used. Yours truly,
Bern, Kansas, Sept. 23, 1904. F. G. MINGER.
I have tried your sample of " F" 10 K. Solder. It

flows nicely, looks well, and. I have no doubt will be just
the thing we need. I will remember the brand when
ordering. Yours truly, E. 13. MYTINGER.
Anita, Iowa, Sept. 21, 1904.

Your sample of " F" Solder received. Have tried
sante, find it to be all 0. K. Thanks for sample.

Respectfully yours, JOS. H. BAUER.
Alton, Ill., Sept. 14, 1904.
Your " F " Solder I received Sunday, and having some

low-grade spectacles to solder, I tried it Monday and I
must say it worked very nice. I also had a band ring ( eng'd)

Jobber as we do not sell to

and when I finished polishing same it had a fine color. I
will buy your solder the next time, as I think it the best
I have used, Thanking you for the sample, I remain

Centralia, Ill., Sept. 21, 1904. W. L. DERLETIL

Acknowledging the receipt of sample of " F " Solder,
beg to say that I have tried same on low-karat spectacle
frames of very red color. I am pleased to state that result
obtained was more than expected. The solder flowed
nicely without the use of blow pipe, and what I am parti-
cularly very pleased with is the color of the solder. Here-
tofore I was never satisfied with the greenish-yellow color
of the low-karat solders on the market., but this sample
you sent me proves that you do not claim the least more
for your goods than what they actually are. I shall after
this ask for " F " Solder only.

Very respectfully yours, HENRY EXNER.
Denham Springs, La., Sept. 27, 1904

fn reply to your several letters, beg to say we tried
your 10 K. " F" Gold Solder and found it good color and

Buffalo, N. Y., Oct:.

the 

easy. p3,ec1t9fottilly, C. M. PLARR MFG. CO.

the Retail Trade.

GEO. H. PULLER & SON CO.
Manufacturers of Jewelers' Findings Marl utticzturitig Jewelers

Fr:lc...tory, Pawtucket, Rhode Island

Incorporated 1898

toa stat Q st., Chicago, Illinois

The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and

we have recognized that promptness in re-

pairing comes next to good work and low

prices. We have adopted all three as our

standard, and if you appreciate promptness,

good work and low prices, give us a trial as

the best method of convincing yourself. We

guarantee the following service:

Repairing leaving
STATES your store on

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . . Monday

Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia
Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas
Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas .

64

66

66

Will be back in
your store on
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones In Ladies' Rings for 3c.

We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.

We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.

Other Repairing Accordingly

15

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

Perfect Diamonds
at $63 per carat

We obtained a large paper of white, per-

fect diamonds, running up to 4 carat, and

are selling them mounted at $63.00 per

carat. Write to us for a memorandum

package. We pay express charges both

ways and give you one-half July 1, 1905,

net; one-half January 1, 1906, net, terms

on all goods selected.

This is a BARGAIN
Do Not Delay

Write to us To-day .for a

You Need Rings
We Have Them

We carry woo different styles of io K. solid

gold stone-set rings, and advance three reasons

why you should write to us for a. selection

package:

I. We size our rings FREE of charge.

2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our
rings free of charge for two years after you
have sold them.

3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles
of stone-set rings at any time.

Write to us to-day. We pay express charges

both ways and give you one-third July 1, 1905,

net; two-thirds January 1, 1906, net, terms on

all goods selected.

Memorandum Package

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co.,
Beecher
Building, Buffalo, N. Y.



Wonders Never Cease
A noted professor at the

World's Fair added the
National Cash Register to the
seven wonders of the world.

It is an automatic mechan-
ical marvel.

It Does Your
Bookkeebing

by Machinery

It handles accurately and
automatically your
I. Cash Sales
2. Credit Sales
3. Money Rec'd on Acc't
4. Money Paid Out
5. Coin or Bill Changed

NATIONAL
CASH REGISTER CO.

DAYTON, OHIO

A MECHANICAL CASHIER
THAT DRAWS NO
SALARY
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CUT OUT Tills COUPON AND MAIL TO US TODAY

N. C. R. Co., Dayton, 0.
I own a 

store. Please explain to me
what kind of a register is best
suited for my business. This
does not obligate me to buy.

Name

Address

THE KEYSTONE
No. Clerks

The' 

B & C Glasses

WATCH GLASSES
are known to be the BEST

They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches

()
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The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

The prices on
are not higher z
much inferior •••4

sold by the
of the United
lows:

Genevas
Mi-Concaves   ,, " 3.25
Extra thick Mi-Concaves .   4/ AI 6.75
Patent Genevas   ,., ,g 5.50
Extra thick Parallels   4 i A A 5.50
Flat Concaves, thick   44 AI 7.50
Lentilles for Bascine Cases .   1, 

" 10.50

VI13 & C glasses
1:7 than other and

brands, and are
A.'  leading jobbers
V' States as fol.

  per gross $2.75

The only medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900 for
watch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826
Every !soli' knows that tho W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN. ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and ■ -orreetness of size makethem so that t leading jobbers in the 1. nited States will use no others at any price. Four-fifths of the ease manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and 1,erfe0 roiinliies. Theyused to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but S0011 found oul I he wisdom of the out proverb, "The Best Is the Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS ! I If you wish to save time and money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & c and don't be deceived by Mulling and humbug-ging advertisements, showing, a lot of nonsenical figures. The W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up In one day, and neverheard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W g & C

Swartchild & Company
17

Exclusive Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supply House

Jewelers' Building, 134-138 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Our 7oo-page Catalogue and Supplements will b
e sent free upon application
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RESILIENT AMERICAN MAINSPRINGS TO FIT ALL 
AMERICAN MOVEMENTS

Every dozen put up in our own special designed 
elegant tinned japanned case.

l'rice per dozen   
$ 1.25

Price per gross, including " Our Perfect" 8-drawer 
cabinet, holding 48 dozen mainsprings, 15.00

"OUR PERFECT" SPRING
--e_x

FOR WALTHAM

18 Size.

No. 2205.
PAT PEND

Cut Showing Individual Envelope Cont
aining I Mainspring

" Our Perfect " Mainsprings

Iut up a dozen in a box ; each spring wrapped in
oil paper is placed in an individual envelope 

marked

and labeled on the outside.
No gaging, necessary, no guessing as to the con-

tents, the selection is easily made, the useless 
handling

avoided.
All grades and sizes for American watches 

carried

in stock.
Price per dozen   $ 1.25

" " gross   13.50

" " including Cubinct as shown, 15.00

"OUR PERFECT"

RUBBER MOVE-

MENT AND DIAL

DUST BLOWER

Price, 25 cents

MAINSPRING

PLIER

For shaping or

adjusting inner coil

end of spring to fit

I arrel arbor. Price

each,50c. Reduced

from 75c,

usl` 4.1 this Mier.
preven I . breakage ot
maito.prings.

AN ANTI A
01101ZER. MUM

— — —

"Our Perfect" Mainspring

Cabinet

of 8 drawers ; capacity, 48 dozen. Made in 
solid oak,

piano finish.
Dimensions : t7.3.;: inches high ; 16!.‘ inches wide,

8 inches deep.

Price, $3.00

PRICE, 650, PER NOTTLL

FON SALE 1.11,

SWARTCHILD & CO.
'c.c.s' Si,

ANAXHICAGO

EUREMA
HARD SOLDERING

SOLUTION

4 Oz. bottle
Price, 65 cents

A NEW SOFT SOLDER
REQUIRINU NO ACIDS OR FLUIDS

Price per Stick, 20 cents

Imperial Solderene does everything that the soldering copper

did with bar or wire soft solder, and requir
es no fluid. Flows

rapidly—only four or five seconds necessary for sma
ll connections,

HAIRSPRING
TWEEZERS

Each, 35c. net

Value $1.00
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler 

Doubts the desirability of
as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard qualityand desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

mAi,K M. B. BRYANT & CO.
7 /VIEtidert Lane, NEW YORK

TRADE

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) l'at'd.

Sterling Silver and (old-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) l'at'd.

I do all kinds of
xvork for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, mid satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING
Solid Gold. Pard.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing jeweler
Indianapolis, Ind.

L. LELONG d BROTHER
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Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

WARK, N. J. Sweepings Our Specialty

SAMS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete, . . $12.50
Outfit without Bellows, 8.5o
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4 00
Sams' Flux,  25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(solo Mfrs.)

18-24 W.Handolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Size,
high, 5" diam.

MOSELEY
Has been spending his time for many yearsin making MOSELEY Lathes as good asLathes can be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-ture and no expense is spared to makeEverything about them Right.
It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathes

are (loud Lathes.
They are the result of years of pains-

taking, systematic and skilled endeavor to
satisfy the exacting requirements of the most
critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, covering every need ofthe Expert Watchmaker and Repairer, and at the present low prices a very complete assort-ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense.
MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are the Secrets of rapid,accurate and therefore Profitable Work.
Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacturers,

MO8E1_,Y LATHEE CO.
E1gin, III., U.S.A.

Be sure and see our line of Staple Goods for this season and our
samples of brand new ideas in BRACELETS and NOVELTIES. We
want you to get next to some of these money-makers, and get acquainted
with our complete staple line of CHAINS. We make all hinds. 

DORAN, BAGNALL 3 COMPANY
Estb1,61,etl t,r;i5

Successors to Young, EtkinallNorth Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK, 194 Broachuo

Manufacturers of
Ene Rolled-Gold Plate and Sterling Silver

Chains, Bracelets and Wovelties
CHICAGO, 67 Wabash Avenue SAN FRANCISCO, 126 Kearny Street

Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

19

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied

customers that will be most convincing. Give us

a chance to add your name to our satisfied list

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
1 0 2 and 1 04 Richmond Street

Gold and Silver Refiners . Providence, R. I.

A. N. CLARK 6c. SON, Plainville, Conn.
METAL NOVELTIES

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

J. R.Walbridge& Co., 337 Broad•
4,? way, New York City.agents for Twee-

zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

-S•r Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers

MANUFACTURERS OF

401 Sundries.
St..ewYork, agents tor Bicycle

Bottle Openers
In Sterling Silver, Silver Plate, Iluck Horn, etc. The
convenience and cleanliness of this form of bolt Ii ig
having brought it into general use, these glimmers will

be appreciated for the table. Send for Catalogue.

Made by GOODNOW & JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, 
BOSTON

Who have obtained the sole right from patentee to 
manufacture this article

IF YOU WANT THAT FULLY SATISFIED FEELING 
SEND US YOUR NEXT PACKAGE

JEWELRY REPAIRING JEWELRY

THE A. P. CRAFT CO., No. 10 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

STICKERS FOR THE ASKING
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Clement Combined Lathe Attachment, Waltham, Mass.Patented

Replacing

I.—Plain Tailstock.
2.—Screw Tailstock.
3.—Swing Rest.

Jeweling Caliper.

4.—Slide Rest.
5.—Pivot Polisher.
6.—Filing Fixture.
7.—Rounding-up Tool.
8.—Milling Fixture.
9.—Rusty Pinion Polisher.
to.—Profiling Fixture.
I.—Turret Head.
rz.—Table Rest.

Just as advertised.
As strong as the lathe.

The accuracy and FINE
WORKMANSHIP cannot
be excelled.

The automatic system.
All parts interchangeable
like the WALTHAM watch.

It has been our life study.
It WILL do the work.

Cut your lathe work in two
and double your salary.
You CERTAINLY can.

Postal will bring ATTACH- •
MENT to you on trial. We
do it continually all over
the WORLD.

We have spent thousands
to have this tool JUST
RIGHT.

Has 30 advantages over
ALL others. CATALOGUE
tells.

You can now afford Lathe
Attachments. Here they
all are, 12 in 1.

Workmanship Strictly First-Class

Fitted to any lathe

$40.00, Strictly Net

It replaces all others.
No others replace it.

Small parts (not shown)
furnished in fine morocco
case.

To do modern work you
must have modern tools.
If you can't do the work
you can't get the pay.

Annual Message "South Bollg" Domagilelizors

--
DAR Am oTfrIER

LETTAHs IN DE A I- FA 8E.
BLIT DAR AM ONI-Y ONE
EINSy Ft.owt NO "..11' Crow,

Sol-DER

INSIST 061 GE

CD Gold and Silver Solder has been made and stamped
with the above trade-mark for 20 years.

There are manufacturers and repairers who have used it con-
stantly all these years and declare it to be without equal.

The sale of Solder has increased rapidly each year, and we
believe it is used by at least 20,000 jewelers and repairers.

If there is a jeweler or repairer in the United States or Canada
who has not tried it, do not delay further, as it is no experiment, but
in the universal opinion of all " Absolutely the Best."

(in Id
and Solders.

Silver

Low K., 6 K., 8 K., lo K., 12 K., 14 K.,
16 K., 18 K., 20 K.

Solc.1 by all Jobbers

MADE BY F. H. NOBLE & CO.
NEW YORK OFFICE

51-53 Maiden Lane Chicago, U.S.A.

ORDER FROM YOUR JOB/3!.::

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England : GRIMSHAW-ic-BAXTER, 29 fioswell Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY

St3iLlth BC/id, fliclittotift

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair-
spring or Roller, and protect-
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE' GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

Its essential points are : It wil:
lill t 1.11C anything With eonical pivots, such RS balance wheels, escape wheel., mid pallets of h igh-
grin le watches; also :ill cylinder balances. It gives you the entire length of t lie pivot to work on ;
it protects the part held from any chance injury. No more twisted hairsprings, bent balances or
cracked rollers. It is impossible to remove a hairspring or roller without getting the balance out of
true, which changes the rating of the watch, and causes the loss of much time to true up the bal-
ance again. All this is avoided by t he use of my chuck. You can do a better job with it in two
minutes than you ever could in the old way.

Made for / Whitcomb 1 l,rj
G

Webster.Whitcomb Moseley I x 2 }

Moseley No. 2 eneva
Rivett LATHES

Price, $3.50. Your money back if not satisfied-all I ask is give the chuck a fair trial. Order
from your Inah.rial jobber or (111TM from the patentee and maker,

'

4

"
NOTICE TO THE TRADE  THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST 

a9"ezu

pERFECTIoN

GOLD
COLORING SOLUTION

— . SOF  _

'04. PRODUCING fok'
1 0,,BOTH
OLDROSE^..ROMAN i   
FINISH FROM SAME BOTTLE 1

DIRECTIONS.

Caution to Watchmakers
Our " U. S. MAINSPRINGS " are acknowledged by watch-

makers throughout the I hi! I States to be the best springs in

point of tiuish and qual ly h■I' the money ever placed on the

market. We desire to inaint9 in this reputation for the " U. S."

springs, and would therefore call your attention to the fact that an

imitation spring resembling the " U. S. " has been offered for
sale, and in some instances, we are informed, has even been 

placed

In " U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we would

suggest that you exercise the utmost caution in making 
your

purchases, and insist that the trade-mark "U. 5," appear

engraved upon each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

Henry lilliffiem & Co., •

Manufactured by
ThOcrtertionMid.Co.

The Perfection Gold Solu-
tion Co beg to announce that
they have given the sole
agency to Henry Simmern
Co. This solution has been
largely used by the trade for
years past and has the un-
qualified endorsement of all
who have ever used it. Put
UJ) in pint and quart bottles.
$1.75 for pint and $3.00 for
quart bottle. The solution
is sold by all leading job-
bers. Ask for it and accept
no substitute.

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is Superior

ist.—It is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.
2d.-It is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d.-Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which 

packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of rust 
is prevented.

4th.-Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the Watch it is 
intended for, which accuracy

is warranted.
5th.-Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, so

the handling of several springs at one tune is avoided.

6th.-The finish of the "Lafayette Spring" is, like its qua
lity, superior to any in the market.

Solid Nickel and White Metal Chains
a SpecialtyImporters of Watch Material, 60 John Street, New York

Foot arid Lathes
High-grade complete screw-cut.

ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
swing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,

draw-in chuck, taper, milling and

gear-cutting attachments, friction

countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of tine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and

Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. CO.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
(q0.)

" GREEN'S
IMPERIAL " -

Safety Guard
Patent aoplied Ir

Protection against
loss and theftr.>

Latest
Simplest

Neatest
Best

For Scarf Pins, Studs
Hat Pins, Brooches, etc.

C. CULMAN, 316 IN. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO,
Jobbers supplied by C,Culman, St.Louls, and Hammel,Riglandor &Co., 35 Malden Lane, NewYork

Will fit any

size Pin

Price 80 cents
per dozen

( ;old Plated
No. 79

Instantly adjusted by
one turn of screw

Price $1.00
Per dozen
Gun Metal

For sample 110/.. hy add 4c. for postage
1'4u. 80

W. Green 0 Co., Exporters
Manufacturers

6 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

PLATINUM
Sheet and Wire in all forms

Special grades of stock for Manufacturing Jewelers

PLATINUM SCRAP IPUIRCHASIEM

BAKER AND Co., INC.
Platinum, Gold and Silver Refiners and Smelters

Works—NEWARK, N. J.

New York Office : 120 Liberty Street

THE REPUTATION
this school has won during the last 15 years as a strictly 

high-class

Institution for the study of The Art of Engraving, could o
nly be

accomplished by the BEST instruction, the best location, the best 
light,

the best students, the references, the highest opinion of 
every former

student, in fact the besthbesttoif s 
year 

whinge.

have a schoolroom of special

construction, made especially for us with glass reflector, throwing the

most perfect light possible on each table. We are located 
in the finest

building in the city (nearly new), all modern improvements, and 
have

the best equipment money and experience can buy.

IP YOU COME HERB you will be instructed personally by Mr. Fred. Ho
lmes

ROCS, I h e author of "Modern Letter Engraving," The Art of Engraving," etc.,

acknowledged to be the greatest work ever written on the
 subject of engraving. Only

a limited number of students accepted at one time. Write at once

for prospectus.kl

Rees Engraving School,
Steele Memorial Building
ELMIRA, N. Y.



A Full Stock of Watchmakers' Tools of Every Description

r
ittVarmust

SIERUIRMNSF

Price, $ 1.00 Dozen
" 10.50 Ciross

Price, $ .75 Dozen
7.50 Gross

A Regent Mainspring Cabinet
is given FREE with your first order for 1 gross

Regent American Mainsprings

Height 3.

Aro.%

Height 4.

.00
Height 5.

Height 6.

Height 7.

Height 8.

PRICE=LIST

Lathe Cone for Rings
OF SOLID ORIT

A desirable article for repairing. Is made of solid grit
and will outwear thousands of paper shells. Has a metal
taper cone to fit on brush arbor.

In two grades—one to cut down solder, the other to
finish next to rouge.

Refuse metal can be removed in a few seconds with
ammonia and gold saved if desired.

Price per pair, 75 cents

Fee-Simile of Our Label
Genevas . . . $2.00 per gross
Thick Mi-Concaves . 2.75
Parallels . . . 4.50
I'lat Lunettes . . 1.50

Orders for less than gross will be charged at dozen price.

Cross & Beguelin,

PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

,00/11111111aN

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Patent Genevas . . .
Extra Thick Mi=Concaves
Lentilles . .
High Lunettes . .

$4.50 per gross
5.50
7.50
1.50 "

BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION
1-11RON1 ANY CATALOGUE:

Importers, Exporters and Manufacturers
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Silver-Plated Ware. Etc.

/\\,R it-1/N

-

Price, $ .15 Dozen
" 1.50 Gross

roCEJk.,,

7.
A

Price, .$_.75 Dozen
7 50 Gross

17 Maiden Lane, New York

)17k
_ •.••••

THESE ELECTRO-PLATING SALTS ARE
••I•11 1

•

•   ,..4-FREPARATION5 INIIIIMitaliKZ CONTAINING
• „--4,111LETALAND CHEMICALS IN ACCTJRATE PRO.

ORTI 01Z PRO DI: CIG AT fa.3.1111_11tZli CORRECT
SHR'DES. MISSOLVED 1NWATER:THE BATH IsATONCERETITIY FOR IISE_WORKED VaIR EITHER DYNAMO ern ••s BATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS. fres

SOME OF THE SALTS: Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Red, Guinea, Old EnglishGuinea Green, Guinea Rose, Gold Dip, Silver Salts, French Gray Dip, Silver Ebonizer, Oxides, lite.OUR ELECTRO•PLATING
SALTS FOR Dark Green Gold an.2 Orange Rose Gold

(Orange Yellow)
(Antique Green)S re I lie leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Directions for doing thiskind of work with order. Our Electro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK

BEFORE

Established 40 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing

OUR SPECIALTY—Changing old Antique Cases to
Stem Wind

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, New York City

A FT E R
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DON'T WORRY
23

over where you're going to get it—when you're

going to get it—or if it will be what you want when you do get it. SEND TO US

FOR IT. You'll get it right you'll get it so promptly, it will put a

SP11 ILE on your countenance " that won't come off," and show you the right

place to order your

MATERIALS, TOOLS, FINDINGS

We extend our thanks for your appreciation of our past efforts to give you the best scrvice
obtainable. To further increase our facilities for promptly and carefully attending to your wants,
and to take care of our largely increased business, we have added two thoroughly experienced

men to our already competent corps, and start the eNvieut year in every respect
the best equipped and best stocked

MATERIAL DEPARTMENT
SEND US A TRIAL ORDER. YOU'LL BE SURE TO SEND AGAIN

11

LESS THAN HALF SIZE

THE BOLEY LATHE AT IMPORTER'S PRICES

Write us for price on Moseley No. 2 Pattern. We've so to sell at a special low price

Dealers in Everything
for the Trade

DIRECT IMPORTERS
of BOLEY TOOLS 726 Chestnut St., PHILADELPHIA
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GIVE THEM WHAT THEY WANT

A shcrrt time ago a prominent publication printed a list covering
everything that a person could eat, wear or possibly desire, and

ASKED ITS READERS THESE QUESTIONS:

" What brand or make do you use or buy, and why
did you select it ?

" If you had to buy again or have not bought before,
what would you buy ? "

If Of the several thousand replies

THE RESULTS REGARDING SILVERWARE

were remarkable, as they showed that nearly seventy-five per
cent. of the people bought, preferred or would purchase if again in
the market, silverware of our make. This shows that when
silverware is mentioned

"1M7 ROGERS BROS."
is what the majority of people would select, and that the natural
demand for spoons, forks, knives, etc., in this brand is even more
universal than could be thought possible, unless the indisputable
evidence stated above had been furnished. Of course there are
substitutes which some people will accept, but the majority want
what they ask for.

GIVE THEM WHAT THEY WANT

While the line is particularly salable during the holiday season,
an active demand stimulated by continuous advertising is assured
throughout the year. No fear, therefore, need be entertained of
overstocking, the line being practically staple.
I{ With the large majority of the buying public already preferring
"1347 ROGERS BROS." goods to all others, a little extra
effort will show extraordinary results. The factory in Meriden,
with its various branches at New York, Chicago, San Francisco
and Hamilton, Canada, as well as leading jobbers, will supply
dealers at prevailing quotations.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Successor to

Meriden Britannia Company
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades

Subscription—one Dollar per year, postpaid, to all parts
of the United States, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippines,
Guam, U. S. Island of Samoa, Cuba, 'Alexico and Canada
(except Newfoundland); single copies, regular issues,
15 cents: special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign Countries
10 Shillings (82.44) per year; single copies,
1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when sent by mail,
should be made by a Post-Office Money Order, Bank Cheek

or Draft, or an Lxpress Aloney Order. When neither of
these oan be procured, send the money in a Registered
Letter. All Remittances should be 111a410 payable
to THE KEYSTONE.

Change of Address—Subscribers desiring their address
changed, should give the old as well as the tow address.

Advertisements—Advertising rates furnished on application.
No advertisements but those of a reputable character will

be inserted.

To Advertisers—copy for advert kements must reach us by
the 25th of each month to in,), w.ert ion in the issue of

the following month. No) Wes of Humges in advertise-

ments should reach us not later than the ti Ii of the previous

month.
All communications should be addressed

CHICAGO OFFICE

103 STATE ST.

THE KEYSTONE
19TH & BROWN STREETS

PHILADELPHIA PA.

FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION AGENTS
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Holiday Trade and New Year Prospects

REPORTS from our special correspond-

ents in the various trade centers inform

us that in most parts of the country the aggre-

gate volume of holiday business was much

better than expected, and that, as a whole,

the results of the season's operations were

eminently satisfactory. There are individual

complaints aplenty, and in some parts of the

East there was a falling off from the big

trade of the previous seasons, but everywhere

the volume of business seems to have sur-

passed expectations, and the Christmas rush

found many jewelers hampered by too con-

servative preparation. In the Central West,

the Northwest and the South, where the

farmers were in exceptionally comfortable

circumstances, the holiday business was most

satisfactory and the wholesalers in the big

centers, Chicago, St. Louis and Kansas City,

report a voluminous trade, the flood of late

orders, due to over-cautious buying earlier in

the season, being well nigh overwhelming.

Even in the East the industrial quietness

earlier in the year did not affect Christmas

buying to the extent anticipated, and the

wholesalers were taxed to keep up with the

avalanche of quick-delivery orders as the

season advanced.

LTOGETHER the Christmas trade of

1904 was an agreeable surprise, and had

several features that will favorably affect post-

holiday business. The cautious buying of the

fall season and over-conservative preparation,

taken in conjunction with the unexpectedly

liberal holiday purchasing, have left the trade

generally unencumbered with a troublesome

surplus stock, and new year operations can

thus be entered upon to greater advantage.

The gratifying results of the season, too,

have done much to restore confidence to the

normal condition that preceded the industrial

lull and election uncertainties of last fall and

summer, and enables the trade to look for-

ward to the present year with the happiest

forebodings.
Seldom, indeed, has our country, favored

of Providence as it is, entered on a new

year under more auspicious circumstances.

Agricultural conditions are so strong as

to insure, for the present at least, the

fabric of our prosperity. Our industries are

rapidly recovering their normal strength, and

no disturbing influence, political or economi-

cal, threatens the immediate industrial future.

There are even indications that the strife

between labor and capital has passed the

crisis and is gradually subsiding. A sugges-

tive new year event was a banquet of the

National Civic Federation, where Andrew

Carnegie and John Mitchell, Henry Phipps

and Samuel Gompers, August Belmont and

James O'Connell, etc., sat at the same board

after a harmonious meeting of the pacific

federation. The world is not without war,

poverty and impending trouble at this time,

but here, at least, the new year has found no

cloud on the luminous horizon.

The first duty that now confronts the

jeweler is to set his house in order and take

full advantage of the opportunities that a

kind fate has thrown in his way. There is

little time for post-holiday leisure or reaction

from the Christmas strenuosity, for the corn-

petition of the time knows no cessation, and

even a brief indulgence in inactivity may lose

the contestant his place in the race.

Protecting Trade Names

0 NE of the most vexatious annoyances
with which reputable manufacturers

have to contend, is the practice of unscrupu-
lous individuals in wrongfully using their

names for the purposes of imposition. Only

last month the two leading watch companies

were again constrained to take legal action

for their own protection and that of the trade

and public. The use of the words, "Waltham

Watch Company " in signs and advertise-

ments is the cause of a lawsuit entered by

the American Waltham Watch Company

against William Murphy and his wife, who

have been conducting an auction store at 755

Westminster Street, Providence, R. I. The

plaintiffs ask for $3000 damages for the

injury which their business is alleged to have

sustained from the operations of the defend-

ants. One million dollars, the complainants
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state, have been expended in estabnsning
their trade name and giving it a trade value.
Specificially, they declare that:

Defendants opened and established a store
and place of business for the sale of watches and
jewelry at retail, and mainly at auction, in the
premises designated as 755 Westminster Street, in
the city of Providence, and then and there and
thence continuously down to the date of the plain-
tiff's writ kept and maintained said store and place
of business, and therein carried on said business of
selling watches and jewelry mainly at auction, and
during said period of time continuously by adver-
tising in the public newspapers of said city of
Providence and otherwise using the name " The
Waltham Watch Company," and other similar
names containing the word " Waltham," held
themselves out and represented themselves to the
public to be the authorized agents of the plaintiff to
sell its watches in said store, mainly at auction,
and to be conducting a branch of the plaintiff's
business, although, as they and each of them well
knew, they were not in any way authorized so to
do by the plaintiff, thereby frandulently and mali-
ciously intending to deceive and defraud the public
into dealing with them under the belief that they
were the authorized agents of the plaintiff as afore-
said, and were carrying on a branch of the plaintiff's
business.

It is further alleged that defendants sold
watches of inferior quality in large numbers,
and that Providence dealers declined to
handle the complainant company's goods
upon the supposition that the defendants in
this case were agents of the company.
Furthermore, it is alleged that watches not
genuine Waltham watches were sold as
genuine by the defendants.

As the practice above described consti-
tutes one of the grievances of the legitimate
jewelers, the trade generally will be gratifial
at the action of the company.

ONLY a few months have elapsed since
we published a court decision in favor

of the Elgin National Watch Co. in a suit to
prevent the use of the name " Elgin " for
the purpose of misleading the public. Not-
withstanding this decision the company has
found it necessary to enter suit in the United
States Circuit Court, Grand Rapids, Mich.,
against Lincoln Rodgers, of Muskegon, Mich.,
for alleged improper use of the word " Elgin"
on watches not made by complainants. Dam-
ages are asked for to the amount of $5000.
Complainants allege that the defendant's
advertisements purported to exploit Elgin
watches, but that the watches so advertised
were the product of other concerns, inferior
to the genuine, and that thereby the good
name and reputation of the company were
damaged. It Is further alleged that the
complainant has a trade-mark right in the
name " Elgin " which, they claim, has been
nfri aged.

The plan pursued. in both cases of suing
for damages will naturally have a much
more deterrent effect than mere injunction
proceedings and a salutary lesson may thus
be taught to the transgressors.

K EYSTONE

NuTHER case of a somewhat similar
character is reported from New Haven,

Conn., where an auctioneer was arrested for
selling pens which he described as " Watter..
ton gold fountain pens," his suspected pur-
pose being to deceive the public by the
similarity of the name to that of Waterman.
The pen was stamped " 14 K. gold," and
the box containing it was marked " Watter-
ton." The pen was found to be made of
brass, with a thin gold wash. The result of
the trial is not known to us as we go to press,
but as Connecticut rejoices in a law which
bars the false stamping of articles in gold, the
prosecution has a weapon which may be used
to good purpose.

Responsibility for Guaranteed Watches

A SUIT recently tried in a New York
court points a moral for jewelers who

make exaggerated claims for the timekeeping
capabilities of watches. It appears that the
plaintiff in the case bought a watch, for which
he paid $r ro, at a jewelry store on Broadway,
the salesman who sold the timepiece guaran-
teeing it not to vary more than two seconds
a month from standard time. The watch, as
might naturally be expected, did not main-
tain this degree of accuracy, and the owner
felt aggrieved and demanded a refund of the
money. This was refused, and not without
reason, for it was admitted in court that the
watch varied only five seconds in one month
from standard time, a degree of accuracy
which should satisfy the most exacting.

The reports of the trial tell us that men
versed in horology testified that standard
time itself is variable, the observations at
Washington being influenced each day by
changing degrees of density in the atmos-
phere and by electrical conditions. Others
who had been in the watch business all their
lives said that it was practically impossible to
get a watch that would not vary a few
seconds in a month, and that the timepiece
in this suit, which kept within five seconds
of the standard, was about as perfect as could
be expected. But inexorable is the law.
The court held that the guarantee was made,
and that as the watch did not come up to
the promised standard the seller must refund
the purchase price.

Whether the case will be appealed is not
stated, but all three factors in the litigation
are supremely interesting : The watch which
varied from standard time only five seconds
a month, the eccentric individual who so
vigorously insisted on a better rate, and the
salesman who guaranteed such a rate in order
to, make the sale. The trial, too, was unique
in the novel character of the witnesses and
the interesting nature of their testimony.

3anuary,.1903

As all watch dealers, especially in the
large cities, are well aware, the watch

crank is vexatiously numerous. Comment-
ing on the case mentioned above, a Maiden
Lane watchmaker said : " At 12 o'clock
every day it is interesting to see men in the
jewelers' district watching, in rain or shine,
for the Western Union time ball to drop.
If, according to their observation, which is
generally not absolutely correct, their watches
do not indicate 12 o'clock, the second hand
exactly on 6o when the ball drops, the first
step is to complain to their jeweler about the
inaccurate watch he has sold or repaired for
them." This insistence on an impossible
degree of accuracy is at least an evidence
of marvelous faith on the part of the public
in the capabilities of the watchmaker.

Success of the St. Louis Fair

HE KEYSTONE takes pleasure in join-
ing in the chorus of congratulation that

is being wafted to St. Louis on the success
of its great exposition. The chief item of
interest, now that the fair has passed into
history, was exultantly stated by the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat in the historic head-
line " World's Fair does not Owe a Dollar;"
an achievement rare, indeed, in the story of
expositions. The St. Louis Republic repu-
diates the possibility of any post-exposition
reaction, and gives the country the assurance
that " St. Louis is in better financial and
industrial condition than it was when it set
about its great international enterprise."
Accepting these gratifying assurances of the
city's two leading journals, the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition will rank in industrial
history as probably the greatest success of
its kind. As was admirably stated by Presi-
dent Francis on closing day:

The results of this work cannot be adequately
measured by the beauty of its landscape, the grace
and symmetry of its buildings, the comprehensive-
ness of its exhibits, the intelligence of its con-
gresses, the elegance of its social features, nor by
the ineffable pleasures conferred on its patrons,
but time will be required to demonstrate that the
thought and the labor and the sacrifices that have
entered into it were not ill-advisedly bestowed.
The compensation will continue to flow for at least
a generation to come. Its influences will be felt
and appreciated in widening circles as the years
go by. It marks a new epoch in the intellectual
ana industrial advancement of the world, and the
dawn of a new era in the international relations of
governments and peoples."

It is, indeed, a matter for national con-
gratulation that the managers of the almost
incomprehensible undertaking succeeded in
carrying it through without finding them-
selves confronted at the end by a huge de-
ficit. We live in a country of magnificent
distances and magnificent projects, and we
may also congratulate ourselves on the mag-
nificent genius and nerve to make them
successful.
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A Benefit to Local Merchants

THOSE local merchants who feared en-
croachments on their business by the

inail-order houses, will be gratified with a
recommendation made by Fourth Assistant
Postmaster-General Bristow, and approved

by Postmaster-General Wynne. It will be

remembered that much dissatisfaction was

created by the manner in which the mail-

order houses made use of the services of the

rural mail carriers, not only to procure in-

formation as to addresses, etc., but also by

delivery of goods. This was when the rural

carriers were permitted to carry small pack-

ages for hire. . In July of last year, however,

this privilege was withdrawn as far as mail-

able packages were concerned, namely, those
weighing four pounds or less. The carriers

were still permitted to deliver packages

weighing more than four pounds, but only

upon an order from the bona-fide purchaser

of the goods.

THESE regulations were adopted to limit
or prevent the use of the rural carriers by

the mail-order houses, but the restrictions

caused considerable dissatisfaction among the

farmers along the free delivery routes, as

under these regulations they are obliged to

go or send to town for such articles, or pay

the full rate of merchandise postage if the

articles be mailed them. To retnove this

grievance of the farmers, and at the same

time protect and foster the interests of the

local merchant, are the reasons for General

I3ristow's recommendation, which is as fol-

lows: that Congress fix a rate of three cents

per pound, or any fractional part thereof, on

packages not exceeding five pounds which

may be mailed at the distributing post office

of any rural free-delivery service for delivery

to a patron on such route. This is to apply

only to packages deposited at the local post

office for delivery to patrons on routes

emanating from that office and not to mail

transmitted from one post office to another.

This recommendation, if adopted, will

give the farmer needed facilities for obtaining

small packages at a very low cost of delivery,

and will afford retail merchants in towns from

which rural free-delivery routes radiate an

advantage in competing with the mail-order

houses.

APROPOS of the foregoing, many of the

local retailers are beginning to realize that

their original ideas and fears of mail-order

competition were greatly exaggerated. Many

of them have discovered for themselves that

by energy, enterprise and advertising they

can not only hold their own with the mail-

order house, but even turn its competition to

advantage. Some of those who have done
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so have sent us samples of their advertising,

and, as a rule, it is forceful and convincing.

A sample heart-to-heart talk in one of these

advertisements reads as follows, and the

sender informs us that it might be of service

to his brother jewelers:

A Word About Supply Houses

Supply house competition is a condition
which must be met fairly and squarely by
smaller town merchants. We have no
fault to find or hard feelings toward those
who send away for goods. You have a
perfect right to spend your money where
and when you will. The old cry of " Pa-
tronize Home Merchants" has been used
by " dead ones" for years, and the supply
houses have grown apace. In this day
and age, business will not come by simply
crying " patronize home merchants."
You have got to show the people in cold
hard facts and figures. If we cannot sell
better goods as cheap as any supply house
we do not merit your patronage. We ask
in fairness to yourself and us, and to honest
business methods, that before placing your
order with a supply house you come in
and see us, tell us what you intend to buy,
and we will talk it over in a friendly way,
and if we cannot sell you better goods as
cheap or cheaper than the supply house
we will tell you so frankly. Below we
give you a list, taken from a catalogue
exactly as printed. We also show you one
of our bills exactly as we sell, which shows
a saving over supply house prices, with no
freight, no C. 0. D., and goods that you
know are right.

THE above was boldly displayed and fol-

lowed by the price comparisons referred

to. The other advertisements were much on

the same strain—no whining, no sentimental

appeals to local pride, but plain offers of as

good value and better treatment than could

be had elsewhere. As Chas. E. Rose, the

enterprising jeweler, of Telluride, Colo , ex-

pressed it in one of his announcements:

Particular People Prefer

to buy goods of their home dealer, when
quaizZy and price are the same. Besides,
there is a satisfaction in making your selec-
tion from goods before you, as you do not
have to accept substitutes, run no risk, loss
or damage in shipping, avoid express
charges and with few exceptions find just
what you want, at the time you want it.
We make a specialty of the best goods on
the market, and at as low prices as any
catalogue house, or any other dealer.

So run the published arguments, and

these we find now-a-days are supported by

strong editorials in the local papers, which

naturally plead for the home merchant.

Much, too, can be done by argument across

the counter. We have letters, from time to

time, telling the individual experiences of

local merchants who found no difficulty in

convincing customers of the advantages of

their borne store. Here is another case in

point: 

I live in a town of about 5000 population, and
having been here for a period of eight years, know
the majority of the people personally. On one
particular occasion, a feminine customer aggravated
me considerably by her constant remark that she
could "do better at one of the mail-order houses
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in Chicago." The glove was flung in my face so
persistently that I told her I would order any article
she selected from the catalogue and charge her the
marked price less to per cent., besides paying the
express myself. To be sure, this inviting propo-
sition was accepted.

On learning what she wanted, I made it a point
to try to induce her to buy the lowest-priced articles,
knowing only too well that the grandiloquent de-
scription and artistic illustration would elevate her
expectations to such a degree that when the
articles arrived and she would inspect them with
her own eyes her disappointment would be intense.

The plan worked successfully. The merchan-
dise was rejected, and my feminine victim made a
resolution to buy where she could see the goods.

When a situation such as that created
by the supply house confronts the merchant,
he should carefully consider it and adopt
promptly the measures necessary to combat
it or even turn it to account. Whining or
mere passive resistance never accomplished
anything. The comprehensive science of
modern merchandising furnishes ways and
means to cope with every possible situation.

Foreign Trade of $2,475,000,000

ALTHOUGH 1904 was regarded as some-
what of an off-year compared with its

immediate predecessors, the statistical com-
pilations afford a very gratifying showing.
For instance, the returns for the exports and
imports for the eleven months ended Novem-
ber 3oth indicate that our total foreign com-
merce for the year will materially exceed all
past records. Though the official figures for
December are not yet available, our foreign
commerce for 1904 is estimated as follows:

Exports   $1,455,000,000
Imports  i 020 000  000

Total   $2,475,000,000

The statistics relating to the exports of
manufactured products, show a material ex-
pansion in the sales in foreign markets. The
total of the exports of manufactures for 1904,
when officially announced, will not only ex-
ceed the highest figures of any earlier year,
but will probably pass the $5oo,000,000 line,
.as against $434,000,000 in the high record
year, r9oo; $151,000,000 in 1890; $103, -
000,000 in 188o; $68,00o,000 in 1870 and
$4o,000,000 in 1860. Not only did exports
of manufactures as a whole make the highest
record in 1904, but this is also true of iron
and steel manufactures, which form the
largest group of manufactures exported and
which will probably show for the calendar
year a total exportation of $13o,000,000, as
against $122,000,000 in the high record
year, 19oo; $26,000,000 in 1890; $15,000,-
000 in 188o; $13,000,000 in 1870, and
$6,000,000 in 186o. It would seem as if the
old year gave a much better account of. itself
industrially than was generally supposed, and
we can reasonably entertain much higher
hopes for the year just begun.
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Business and Living

T H K YST ONE

An Essay on the Philosophy of Business Life. by
F. H. Peavey—Business Man's Duty

to Society and his Family

LSINESS and Living go hand in
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hand. A first-class living is the
fruit of a prosperous business ; and

a prosperous business availeth not unless it
gives a first-class living.

I have been a close observer of success-
ful men, and few do more than sprout, up to
the age of thirty-five ; and if by that time
they have builded well and upon a sure
foundation, their chances are more than even.
Setbacks, disappointments and mistakes
are frequently the making of mem Uninter-
rupted success, as a rule, is dangerous.

Honesty is, of course, the
first, but not the only re-

of Success quisite : one must have
application ; be tactful and

have good judgment in knowing when to
seize an opportunity ; and my observation is,
that frankness—absolute frankness, where it
is due—is one of the jewels to cultivate ; it
inspires confidence and divides the load that
would otherwise be carried single-handed.

Of all things, the most important for
the merchant to nurse, cultivate and protect
is his credit, and he should sacrifice every-
thing else, commercially, for its preservation
and maintenance. I cannot lay too great
stress upon this advice. Money alone is
limited in its purchasing power to its in-
trinsic value ; credit is limited only by one's
ability to judiciously handle it. The mer-
chant can much better afford to lose his
money than his credit ; and he should never
trade beyond his ability to promptly and
cheerfully meet his obligations.

To successfully convert oth-
ers, you must first convert
yourself. Earnestness is a
winner, and if honestly earn-

est, one forgets himself and his surroundings
to accomplish the end in view ; his eyes and
every movement will carry conviction with it.
Communion with one's self is productive of
good results. It weakens a man to ask for
what he would not himself grant if the posi-
tions were reversed. Before undertaking an
important negotiation, go to your closet,
become yourself the other party, and argue
honestly the point against your true self, and
if you become convinced you would do what
you are seeking to have done, you can better
throw yourself with your whole force into the
deal, and can invariably win.

The greater part of business is done on
confidence ; most men are honest, and it is
the exception where one does not aim to be.
Confidence begets confidence, and while men

The Requisites

The Hypnotism
of Earnestness

are sometimes betrayed, the always suspi-
cious man is to be pitied, and his path is a
rugged one.

Many failures could be averted if debtors
would be frank with creditors ; few men
there are who would wreck others just for
the sake of the wreck. Give preference to
men who respect a moral obligation. Seek
the acquaintance of the best people you can
find, and absorb from them all the good
you can. So long as you are self-respect-
ing you are as good as any man, but no
better than the poorest who is equally self-
respecting.

Accept occupation at even a nominal
salary. Business men give preference to
employed applicants. Keep busy, and if
there is the right stuff in you, promotion will
be in order, or you will be sent for by some
outsider who sees growth in you.

I employ a great many men ; my
managers have come up from the ranks ;
they are my best friends, and I am theirs.
We are partners and I treat them as such.
Our interest is a common one—the success
of one means the success of the other. It
cannot possibly be otherwise. No man is
indispensable to a well-organized firm, and a
good manager will be educating boys to fill
men's places ; but no manager can afford to
be other than kind to his boys and make
their interest his ; and he should encourage
them to use their heads rather than their
arms and legs.

Sound
Philosophy

But success is only failure
without a happy home and
warm friends and a willing-
ness to do one's part for the

sake of humanity. We all, at times, have
our troubles ; our up-days and our down-
days, but the average are in favor of sun-
shine. The world is all right if we do our
part, but there is some good in every man ;
and why is it not better to seek out that
good ? I cannot think the world is going to
the dogs, but believe it is growing better all
the time. There is not a successful business
man of my acquaintance who is not doing
more or less for the cause of humanity ; and
the more intimately I know men the better I
come to believe them to be. I find almost
everybody, no matter how poor, willing to
do something for those less fortunate than
themselves ; sometimes they cannot give
more than a flower, a smile or a kind word,
but it is from the heart and goes to the heart,
and if any of you had a struggle at the start,
you know what a lift a kind word is.

Do not carry your troubles on your coat
sleeve—most people are loaded with their
own—but light up with a smile ; it will carry
good cheer and make your load the lighter.
Do not be in a hurry to get out of this world,
thinking it is against you ; it is only so be-
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cause you think it is so. Some old people
claim that crime is multiplying, and draw
their comparisons between their county
weekly paper of fifty years ago, that only
gave the doings of the township, and the
daily paper of to-day that gives the news
of the world.

Making and
Spending

The more money a man
makes the more he should
spend. He himself gets but
a living out of it anyway,

but he should distribute it in trade channels
so it will fall among the many ; or he should
help those who are honestly in need of help,
but I deprecate charity that pauperizes. The
man who gives us work is the man we should
most bless. Doing good for others is the
best remedy for the " blues." Say a good
word to every boy who seeks employment of
you. You or your boy may work for him
some day. To better equip one's self for
his daily work he should improve every
opportunity for study. Cultivate the taste
if it was not acquired in early youth. It
trains and rests the mind, and one should
have diversity of thought.

Do not be like the Frenchman on whose
tombstone in Paris is the epitaph : " He was
born a man, but died a grocer." You can-
not get beyond a shopkeeper, and will be-
come a dwarf intellectually if you do not have
other resources than a talent for money-
getting. Poverty of mind is the greatest of
misfortunes. One can be very poor in purse
and still happy if he can enjoy good books.
The environments of the public library are
conducive to good morals and better intelli-
gence.

Go past our public library any evening
in the winter and you will find the reading
rooms crowded with old and young, quiet
and orderly, who return to their homes better
men for the evening thus spent.

To get some pleasure and satisfaction
out of life one must do his part for his family,
his church, his schools, the hospital and insti-
tutions akin, as well as his city, county, state
and country. But one must do it intelli-
gently, first investigating. We lose all the
fun if we give quickly and thoughtlessly, just
to get rid of it.

It is the fault of some to speak kindly
only of the dead. It is far better to repeat
while they live only the good things we hear
about our neighbors ; it makes everybody
happy, and it certainly belittles one in his
own estimation to do otherwise.

Some people are very pessimistic. I
once gave a barrel of eggs to an institution
and received thanks for them if they were
good.

One should find happiness in his home
and in his office, and each day do the best
he knows how.
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A Suggestion at the Year's Beginning:
Get Out of the Rut

':i' HERE is .a positive commercial value inNew Year's Day, if we avail ourselves
of it. For it is Reminder Day—a day when
we are " brought up on a sharp turn " and

called upon to note the turn. If we all
would yield, for just a brief minute, to the
unavoidable suggestion conveyed by the anni-
versary, we would assuredly be profited.

Setting aside all the sentimental associa-
tions of New Year's Day, we are compelled

to "sit up and take notice • from the fact
that we must make a change on that day in
the mere year-dating of our letters, memo-
randa and bookkeeping. We cannot ignore
the fact, even if we would, that " old things
are passed away—behold, all things are
become new." The New Year forces itself
on our consciousness, however indifferent
we may be to anniversaries merely as such.
And there are very few of us who can hold
out against at least a brief spasm of heroic
resolution to make a change with the chang-
ing year. The old earth jogs along as usual

on its axis, and we still eat three meals a
day, and a dollar does not change its size,
and the drama of life goes on as before ; but
somehow the anniversary gets down into the
moral consciousness of each individual in the
mass, and the personal outlook is assuredly
different on this day.

TI
It seems, therefore, not only for " those

who are religiously and devoutly inclined,"

but for all those, also, whose concern is only
with the material and practical, that the day
should not be passed over with the passing

of the spasm of "resolve." Let us get out

of the day all the good there is in it ; for
assuredly it holds great potentialities of good
for all of us.

III
Our very first proceeding, then, is to

"take account of stock"--to measure up
and label our possessions of business wit

and capacity. It is the most difficult job in

the world ; for we are habitually self-deceivers.

We find it hard enough to inventory our

goods and merchandise at their true worth

(it appears that we value our association with
them so much more.highly than our creditors
do ! ) ; but when we come to reckon our
moral possessions the-difficulties of inventory
are multiplied tenfold. Vanity continually
holds the eraser when we would write down
our shortcomings. Nearsightedness ever-
lastingly presses down upon the pencil when

we would catalogue our virtues. No man

knows himself ; our neighbor's judgment of

us is better. than our own. Our real faults

seem to our prejudiced view to be positive
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merits. No man is so much fooled by an-

other as he is by himself.
The important thing, therefore, on New

Year's Day is to get outside of one's self long

enough to look one's self squarely in the

eye ; to take the actual dimensions of one's

business comprehensions—not the dimensions

which one conceives as his in his fancies ; to

throw out all the self-conceits and check up

the real values : to be honest with one's self.

Then, tack up in the chamber of the mind

this text :
Get Out of the Rut

IV

When one has made the self-examination

above suggested, he is out of one rut—the

rut of complacent self-satisfaction. He will

no longer be able to travel in the groove of

I-Am-It-ness. And he is then ready to study

the other ruts that have held back his

smooth going.
We do things in a certain way simply

from force of habit in many instances. We do

not continue in the set way from feeling sure

that it is the right way—we just think nothing

whatever about the question of right way or

wrong way. We follow our habit. We

stick to the rut because we never slop to

think that there's easier traveling outside of it.

Candidly, now. You, sir : Do you ever

take any thought at all of the fact that in the

twenty years that you have been in business

there has been an immense advance in the

average intelligence of your community ?—

not necessarily an increase in " book larnin',"

but surely increase in that kind of knowledge

which comes from observance of the wonders

of the telephone, and Japanese development,

and sane art, and the thousand phenomena

of progress. Do you ever reckon with this

heightened human perception in projecting

your business schemes? Do you keep step

with the quickened pace of the times and

show you are in touch with the latest ways

—as in advertsing, for instance? You must

know that the public taste has improved—

you see it in the more artistic forms of

jewelry, silverware, watch cases, everything

you sell--measured by the standard of twenty

years ago. And there are changes just as

great in every item of the composite human

intellect—but do you change to meet these

new conditions? Or do you run on in the

old rut which was your smooth track twenty

years ago: Are you " dead from your

chin up?"
V

Think these things over, now at the

Year's Beginning. Take account ot your

moral stock. You will likely find a good

deal of stuff that ought to be melted up and

refined—worn-out ideas, bad personal habits,

faulty theories of business, mistaken notions
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as to store-keeping, profits and publicity.

You will possibly discover an excess of per-

sonal industry, and a shortage of tact ; too

much anxiety, too little real economy ; an

abundance of complainings, few kind words ;

plentiful sins of commission and omission.

There's no telling the dreadful things you'll

find, if you are honest with yourself in making

your New Year's self-examination.

But if you succeed in performing the

difficult gymnastic feat of getting outside of

yourself and looking yourself in the eye,

there's no end of good that this day will

bring you—if you are not too old to learn ;

and it is only the self-conceited youngster of

twenty who is too old to learn. There is

something new to learn every day ; for

" Every day is a fresh beginning—
Every year is the world made new."

The wise merchant is he who, in busi-

ness, is newly born with each New Year ;

who discards the old idea when it does not

fit the new conditions ; who does not hold

to early practices, even if they were successful

in their time, when better practices are in

vogue ; who does not make a fetich of " the

old way," merely because it is old ; who

adapts himself to methods when he cannot

argue down the methods before the bar of

his own judgment ; whose judgment yields

to the evidence of improved ways ; and who

is willing to believe that the consensus of

opinion is better than his own beliefs.

VI

Such a merchant takes every opportu-

nity to inform himself fully on the methods

in up-to-date salesmanship ; on policies of

management and practices in storekeeping ;

on advertising ; on goods and prices, of

course ; on the changing character of trade

and the trends of taste. He reads the jour-

nals of his trade from cover to cover ; he

reads his local newspaper, but he reads a

metropolitan newspaper as well, in order that

he may keep in touch with the larger move-

ments in the world's activities. He reads

one or more good magazines, to lift the level

of his outlook. He travels to enlarge his

conceptions of life and to study the ways of

jewelers elsewhere. He works hard, but he

rests from his work, at the end of the day—

he locks his cares behind him in the store ;

and he runs away from the grind, once in a

while, when his mental machinery needs

overhauling, by taking a vacation. He comes

to realize that a merchant who does really big

things must now and then get some distance

away from his surroundings in order to get a

right perspective on his work. He broadens

out. He gets to appreciate the difference be-

tween essentials and non-essentials ; between

facts and frills, He gets out of the rut.
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The New Year Inventory of Stock

ON
page 29 of this issue we referred in

a general way to the advisability at this
season of a moral and material stocktaking.
In regard to the latter, we wish now to state
more particularly that the merchant who
neglects to make a searching inventory at
this time is guilty of a grievous sin of omis-
sion against himself and his business. Under
modern conditions stocktaking is an un-
shirkable duty, equally imperative on the
small merchant and the large one, the mer-
chant who is struggling to make ends meet
and the one who is achieving an unqualified
success. There is no other means by which
the jeweler can form an accurate idea of his
true financial condition, of the measure of
his success or the extent of his failure—abso-
lutely necessary knowledge in in.telligent
merchandising.

WE are well aware that there is a dis-
position among merchants, especially

in small towns, to shirk this duty of stock-
taking, some of them boldly maintaining that
it is not worth the labor. Said one of these
merchants, " taking account of goods on
hand does not add to their quantity nor in-
crease their value "—a plausible, but very
fallacious contention. While it is true that
the primary object of stocktaking is to
ascertain the value of the stock on hand,
this is only a part of the accruing benefits
when the work is properly done. If the
store is a large one, the necessity of ordering

a fresh supply of goods in certain lines may

be prevented by the discoveries of stock-
taking. Slow-selling goods that have been
hidden from view or forgotten may thus be
brought to light. On the other hand, unex-

pected deficiencies in some lines may be un-
earthed, and the merchant is thus enabled to

procure a new stock in time to prevent loss

of trade. But even for the smallest mer-

chant stocktaking has many uses besides its
chief function. Large quantities of dust will
thus be removed, goods will be straightened
out and put in their proper places, missing

articles will be discovered and order will be

evolved out of chaos. The jeweler will know

exactly what lines will require replenishing,

what goods must be marked down to be
gotten rid of, and what lines must be dis-

posed of at once and at any price, if at all.
Stocktaking, properly performed, tells the

merchant many things he did not know be-
fore, and makes possible practically a new
start with an intelligent conception of all the
details of his business.

IN taking stock to ascertain his exact finan-cial condition, the jeweler must be careful
not to assign to shop-worn or old-style goods
values in excess of what they would bring
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in the open market. In so doing he is only
deceiving himself: When such goods are
unearthed proceed at once to get rid of them,
even at a loss, for time will only decrease
their present value, and post-holiday clear-
ance sales furnish the opportunity. The
money they will bring, be it much or little,
will help purchase goods that will sell at a
profit, and the space they occupied can be
used to much better advantage. The large
stores of the time do not carry over old
stock, and it is good merchandising for the
small dealer to emulate as far as possible this
excellent example.

An Important New Year Duty
VERY appropriate text for this timely
little discourse is found in the following

news item:
All of the bookstore stock, printing

materials and type of Wm. W. Warner, of
Mt. Vernon, N. H., formerly of Monmouth,
Ill., were totally destroyed in a fire that
occurred in the house of Mr. Warner, on
November 5th. An insurance policy was
being made out but had not been delivered,
so Mr. Warner will have to stand the entire
loss of about $7500.

Our readers would be surprised at the
number of cases of this character that come
to our notice from time to time. Only
recently a corner building in a large country
town changed ownership. The store in this
building was rented to a jeweler, and the
living portion to a young man for hotel pur-
poses. Prospects looked bright for both,
but one night ere the work of preparation
was yet complete, fire broke out and destroyed
the entire structure. The jeweler in this
instance escaped loss, for he had already
attended to the matter of insurance. But
with the hotel man the conditions were dif-
ferent. He, too, had recognized the import-
ance of insurance, but, having much to do in
preparation for his new venture and but
limited means with which to do it, he had
put off taking out a policy until he could
better spare the money. That time had not
arrived when the fire occurred and his invest-
ment was a complete loss.

This story emphasizes the importance
of prompt action in insuring any property
which one may come into possession of.
Beginners in business may not always fully
realize that risk begins with taking possession
of inflammable things; that a store is just as
likely—perhaps more likely—to be damaged
or destroyed by fire while in process of being
fitted up and stocked as when it is in full
operation. Buyers of an established business
which is already insured may overlook the

fact that from the moment one takes over the
property, such insurance becomes valueless

unless it is legally transferred to him. The

formal taking possession of the property and
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the assignment of the policy should occur at
exactly the same time, it being remembered
that the consent of the insurance company in
writing is necessary to make the assignment
effective.

TT is not our province to inform the trade
as to the relative standing of fire insur-

ance companies, but reason dictates that the
merchant should convince himself of the
reliability of the concern which he pays for
insurance. It is important, for instance, in
sizing up a company to find out the extent
of territory over which its risks are distributed
and what its reputation is for fair dealing.
A strong company might fail if its risks were
in a single city and an extensive fire should
occur there. The company may be sound,
but have a reputation for quibbling over its
losses; such a company is, of course, a good
one to avoid.

Insurance, like other things, is apt to be
of a value proportioned to its cost. A mutual
company may accept smaller premiums than
a stock concern, but such a company is apt
to operate in a limited territory, and, as
noted above, where this is so an element of
uncertainty is added to its promise to pay.
The matter of assessments, or the possibility
of them, must also be considered when deal-
ing with a mutual company. It must be
said, nevertheless, that many mutual corn-
panies give ample security to the members at
very moderate terms.

As to the terms of the policy it is im-
portant that it should accurately describe the
things on which insurance is desired. For
instance when a jeweler insures his stock, he
must remember that fixtures, show cases, etc.
are not kept for sale and should be specially
mentioned. The insurance may, of course,
be made by the terms of the policy to apply
to stock and fixtures collectively, but it may
be better to follow what is probably the usual
custom, of placing a certain amount on each.

It is also necessary that the merchant
should study well the printed conditions on
the policy, as otherwise he may unwittingly be
guilty of some infraction of such conditions,
which would entirely nullify his insurance.
For instance, householders often violate at
least one of the customary conditions—that
prohibiting the keeping of benzine or gasoline
on the premises. They accept the policy
without actually knowing that this is one of
the things they must not do.

Insurance is a measure of protection
which every man of property owes to him-
self, and the immediate present is the time
for the jeweler to safeguard himself with this
protection. Taking chances on fate is a form
of economy that has brought disaster to

many, for no amount of individual care can
afford absolute security.
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Peter Crawford's Partner
NOTICED in the paper the other day the
death of Peter Crawford, of the firm of
Crawford & Co., iron merchants, of John
Street ; and among the news items of a
later issue I read that Peter Crawford had

left all of his money to a rich nephew to do as he
pleased with it, and that the nephew intended to
divide it among various deserving charities.

Twenty years ago I had exceptional opportu-
nities for observing Peter Crawford, as for a long
time Frank Aldrich, the man in whose employ I
worked, had desk room in the house of Crawford
& Co.

Peter was as hard as the iron he sold. Any
one on John Street would have told you that. He
would have told you so himself. He used to eat
his luncheon at Farrish's chop-house and always
sat by himself in the corner with his back to the
rest of the customers. And Mr. Farrish's.head bar-
keeper would point him out to those who came in,
and go through a pantomimic action expressive of
head-punching. It would have edified the old man
if he could have known this, for he gloried in his
hardness and was pleased at his unpopularity. Not
but that he had friends, but they were, in the main,
men in other lines of trade.

When I went to work for Frank Aldrich I
thought Peter Crawford the harshest and the most
unpleasant man I had ever seen. The very morn-
ing I began work he stopped at my desk and asked
me my name in a rasping, high-pitched voice that
went with his dried-leaf complexion and drum-
head skin.
" Alden Adams, sir," said I.
" Well, I suppose you'll fritter away Mr. Al-

drich's time. They all do. How much do you
get?"
" Two dollars a week."
" Well, it's more than any boy's worth. I

worked for a year just to learn the business, and
glad of a chance. To-day boys are paid for doing
nothing, and they don't learn anything."
" Well, I'm glad I don't have to work for

you," said I to myself, as he passed on.
That afternoon or the next, as I sat at my desk

addressing envelopes, a pale-looking woman came
down the aisle and asked me where Mr. Crawford's
office was. I told her and she went on.
" Well, what do you want?" said Crawford's

rasping, querulous voice.
" I'm Mrs. Seymour. My husband used to

work for you."
" What, John Seymour? Wasn't worth his

salt. I discharged him."
" Yes, sir, but he's just been run over by a

horse-car and he'll be unable to work for several
weeks —"
" Never was able to work."
Oh, how my blood boiled at his unfeeling

remarks.
" Yes, sir," said the woman ; " but I thought

that maybe you could find something for me to do,
so as to make a little money —"
" Never knew a woman yet who could do any-

thing worth paying fur. I wonder why you came
here to pester me."
" Well, sir, John told me you were not —
" Not sympathetic. Well, he told you right.

If John had been minding his business he wouldn't
have been run over. I can't do anything for you,
but if you want you can write to my partner.
Here's his address. I believe he saw some good
in John when he was here, but I didn't. If he's
fool enough to help you, all right. Now, do go
along, and don't bother me."

The woman came away crying, and I remem-
ber wishing I had been paid so that I might show
her that every one was not as hard as Peter Craw-
ford, but all I had was a cent for my ferriage—I
lived in Brooklyn—and I could do nothing.

Later in the week I was talking about Craw-
ford's hardness to Jimmy Egan, the shipping clerk,
and he said :
" I guess his partner must have fixed John up

all right, for Mrs. Seymour's got a job at dress-
making, and when I went to see John at the hospi-
tal he'd a bunch of flowers from Schutt."

The shipping clerk's eyes twinkled as he said
this, but though I noticed the twinkle I couldn't see
the occasion for it, and ascribed it to nervousness.
Twitching noses and lips and twinkling eyes are
sometimes forms of St. Vitus' dance.

KEYSTONE

Mr. Crawford's partner, G. W. Schutt, never
came to the office. I was on the premises for six
months and I never saw him, but I knew that the
firm had Western connections, and I understood
he represented the house at Pittsburg.

Christmas came along a month or so after
began to work for Aldrich, and the day before that
holiday Crawford said to the cashier in a voice that
pierced the remotest part of the store:
" I understand that old man Doane is giving

turkeys to his clerks. Doane is a blame fool. The
men won't work a bit better for him because of his
doing so. When I was a boy I had to work for all
I got, and there was no such thing as Christmas in
the town where I came from, up in Maine. If I
pay a man what he's worth, anything over that is
charity and tends to pauperize him."

His exit from the store was the cue for a chorus
of groans, in which I joined with heartiness on
general principles. Of course, I had nothing to
gain either way. Mr. Aldrich had already given
me a crisp two-dollar bill for my Christmas, so I
was happy, but I did feel sorry for Crawford's
men, and I told his new office-boy that he was the
meanest man on John Street.
" Meanest num in the iron business," said he.
About five o'clock there came a telegram from

Pittsburg signed " G. W. Schutt," and addressed
to the cashier. .He read it and then came to the
door of the counting-room and said:
" Hurrah, boys ; it's a good thing there's a

partner to this concern. Mr. Schutt tells me to
give you all one per cent. of your salaries as a
Christmas present."

I looked over at the shipping clerk at that
moment, and again his eyes were twinkling ; but
for me I felt a little down-hearted. I was sorry I
did not belong to the house of Crawford & Co.
The telegram had called for gold, and, strange to
say, the cashier had a good supply of it. He called
all the office staff in, and they came back, some
with eages, some with half-eagles, and two with
double eagles. Several stopped at my desk and
showed me their bright coins, and my heart felt
like lead.

In a few minutes the cashier came out and
said : " Alden, Mr. Aldrich says I may send you
around to King & Cumberland's on an errand, as
Tom is busy, and Mr. Crawford's partner wanted
me to give you this for your Christmas."

He handed me a gold dollar, the first I had
ever seen. I thanked him and went on that errand
with my feet very light indeed. How in the world
had Mr. Schutt ever heard of me ? How different
a man from that old curmudgeon, Crawford !

When I came back I stopped at the shipping
clerk's desk. He was a sympathetic young Irish.
man and the friendliest man in the place, and I
wanted to tell him of my good fortune.
" Isn't Mr. Schutt a Jim Dandy ?"
" Yes," said he, and again the eyes twinkled.

" It's a wonder he'd never come here to be
thanked. Did you ever see his photograph ?"
" No," said I.
" Neither did 1, but I think he's the living

image of Mr. Crawford."
Now, this struck me at the time and often after

as being inconsequent and entirely illogical, but I
never remembered to ask him what he meant.

Among the office force there was a black-
haired, dreamy-eyed boy from some place on Cape
Cod. We called him the artist and used to make
fun of him, because he was always seeing beauty
in things that looked desperately commonplace
to us.

He was a faithful fellow, but he always spent
his noon hours drawing, and at last Mr. Pulsifer,
the pump man next door, who was something of
an art-lover, told him that he ought to study
abroad.
" You'll never make your mark in the iron

business, and you may do a good deal as an artist.
You go and tell Mr. Crawford how it is, or else
get your mother to go."

Now, Story—his name was Waldo Story—was,
as I have said, a dreamy sort of chap, and it had
never occurred to him that Crawford was a hard
man, so what did he do but go home and tell his
mother what Pulsifer had said, and the next day
she came down to speak to the old man.

He sat with his hat on all through the inter-
view. I know, for I saw him through the open
door. You could not say that Peter Crawford's
manners were irreproachable.
" Well, what is it ? Whose leg is broken now?

When did he work for me ?"
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There was silence for a moment, and then
Mrs. Story said :
" I don't understand you, sir. I'm Waldo's

mother."
" And who in thunder is Waldo ?"
" Why, Waldo is your clerk," said she, as

proudly as if she had said he was the redoubtable
partner himself.
" Oh, the boy in a dream all the while. Well,

what did he fall through ? How long will he he
laid up? Why didn't he use his eyes?"

"' Waldo hasn't had anything happen to him,
but he wants to go to Paris to study art."

Mrs. Story plumped the words out more
quickly than she had intended, I dare say, and
they plainly staggered Mr. Crawford.
" Oh, he does, does he?" said he, raising his

already high voice, as he always did when he was
losing his temper.

"Yes, sir."
"Mrs. Waldo, or whatever your name is, do

you suppose that I went into the iron business so
that I could keep people in hospitals, and art
schools, and other places, and do my own work
myself.? Aren't there enough artists and other in-
capables without deliberately going to work to
make one? What earthly good is an artist? I
never bought a picture in my life. Iron's some
use. I can see a profit in iron, but do you suppose
there's any profit in pictures? A man buys a pic-
ture and his money's gone, and all he has is a lot
of paint smeared on a board. That's all a picture
is. Now, if Waldo stays here he may become a
respectable member of society, an iron merchant,
but if he becomes an artist he'll go to the devil
and be an object of charity all his days. And you
want me to help him on the road to perdition?"

He paused, and Mrs. Story said with dignity,
" Mr. Crawford, I had no idea I should hear any-
thing like this, or I should not have come. I
thought that if you cared for pictures you might
help him along, and he'd repay you when he got
a name. He is said to have great talent."
" Well, you've come to the wrong shop. If

my partner was here he might do something, for
Waldo is a good boy, but I have no use for artists.
They are fifth wheels, incurnbrances, utter no-
goods. Here, this is Mr. Schutt's address. If you
want to, write to him. He may do something.
Out in Pittsburg they go in for art, but I'm dead
against the whole theory of paying a man for fool-
ing away precious time."

He turned to his desk and she came out
crumpling up the paper in her hand and her eyet,
full of tears. As she passed my desk I rose to go
out to the shipping clerk, and I said to her, "You'd
better write to Mr. Schutt. He'll help Waldo."

She evidently took my advice, for about a fort-
night later Waldo came to the store with the hap-
piest look I had ever seen on his melancholy face.

'' Mr. Schutt is a brick," said he, and then he
told us that Mr. Schutt had seen his work and had
showed it to some Pittsburg people connected
with the art gallery there, and that he was to go to
Paris to study art, and that he was to give Mr.
Schutt an option on any picture he might paint.
" I'm glad to leave Crawford. My mother

says he was almost insulting."
Although I have changed his name, those who

follow art matters will have no difficulty in recog-
nizing Waldo Story. He certainly did have rare
talent, and he applied himself diligently and ex-
hibited in the salon ten years or more ago, and
afterward came to New York to live, but he never
could overcome his aversion to the man who might
have helped him, but who didn't.

Strange to say he never saw Mr. Schutt, all
matters being arranged by correspondence, but
that Pittsburg patron of the fine arts bought five
or six of his pictures.

Crawford's cashier told me two or three years
ago that once when he went up to the house of his
employer on business, he noticed three of Waldo's
pictures on the walls, and they were the only.
decent pictures the old man had.

I wish I knew what had become of Egan, the
shipping clerk. I think if I were to tell him how
Crawford, dying, had left all his money to a rich
nephew, with the injunction that he do as he
pleased with it, and that the nephew had divided
it among various deserving charities, his eyes
would have twinkled, and he would have said
something about that invisible Pittsburg partner.

Surly, humorous, irascible, kind-hearted old
Peter Crawford.

—Charles Ballet! Loomis, M Me &lanky Evetung Post
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The
J. D.

Bergen
Co.

38 Murray

Street

New York

Chicago

Silversmiths' Building

80-Page Illustrated
Catalogue

for the asking
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Egginton's Celebrated Cut Glass
Acknowledged to

be the most

beautikil, brilliant

and superior line on

the market to-clay.

I >esigns original,

finish unsurpassed.

Carried by best

dealers.

Look for trade-mark

J. HARE & CO.
Have, since 1853, led all other man-

ufacturers in the variety of new

shapes and designs. They have

over 10,242 different numbers actu-

ally registered, each number repre-

senting either a new shape or pat-

tern. Our goods are called for by

all leading dealers. We do not make

the cheapest, half-cut, so-called "Cut

Glass." Sooner or later the public

will not buy the cheapest trash be-

cause it is called Cut Glass. Good,

faithful labor represents a fair money

value. Imitation has no fixed price.

engraved on each piece

" Roman " Jug and Tumbler '

Manufactured by THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO., Corning, N.Y.
Oct. 11, '99

P. S.—Send for Illustra-
tions itid Prices. Special
$too. Assortment.

(010

NEW YEAR: HEYEAR'S GREETING

OLDEST WATCH HOUSE

ri).),■co

J. HARE & CO.
Corning, N. Y.
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J. HARE & CO.

Look on each piece of glass for our

trade-mark which signifies

not Better than the Best, that would

be impossible ; but "BETTER

THAN THE REST." Kindly

watch out for our new things and

wait for our salesmen.

J. HARE & CO.
Corning, N. Y.

iLZiCtiCkfera cSiliter rinte 0110[.* ILIcticttforra, 411.
I-IIGH=GRADE SIL,VF,RVVARE

We extend to the trade the compliments of the season, and

thank our patrons for the unstinted appreciation of our

goods, methods and service which made the past year's business the greatest in the

hundred-year history of our house.

The New Year finds its better equipped than ever to serve you. We have ample

supplies in all lines to make up for holiday depletions, and to enable you to begin the

year to best advantage. N'Ve vi1l show our appreciation of your patronage by the

same prompt service and satisfaction as in the past.

H. 0. HURLBURT & SONS 14 south Tenth street
Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 1112. Walter

Pleasing designs, both satisfactory and profitable Hollow and Flatware Catalogues for the asking
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CUT GLASS

Hawkes Cut Glass
GRAND PRIZE PARIS EXPOSITION

When you see a piece of cut glass a
little whiter in color than any cut glass
you have ever seen, more perfect in
cutting, more brilliant and sparkling,
you will find this trade-mark
engraved on same. No piece of HAWHES

Hawkes Cut Glass is genuine without
this trade-mark engraved on it.

Hawkes Cut Glass is sold only
to the legitimate jewelry and crockery
trades and cannot be purchased by
department stores.

T. G. Hawkes •Siz Co., Corning, N. Y.

/0••■••,„..••■•"%dr.'
dob

PRIDE OF THE AMERICAN HOUSEWIFE

-41411111■•■•.--

'T.
HE HOUSEWIFE of standing and taste properly prides herself upon the

setting of her table. If her napery and silver should be above criticism,

especially so should be her table glassware. This is merely the expres=

sion of correct, prevailing taste—which governs the purchaser and,

through her, the merchant. ci ot Both merchant and customer may rest

assured that such CUT GLASS TABLE SERVICE attains the very highest

standard, if it bears the mark of DORFLINGER. These words yield their full

meaning. Such TABLE SERVICE is at once easy to sell, and profitable to buy.

Satisfied merchant and satisfied customer mean permanent trade.
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ESTABLISHED 1852.

C. DORFLINGER & SONS
36 Murray Street

New York

Pacific Coast Agent : A. T. Hall & Son Canadian Agent : Jas. A. Pitts
645 Market St., San Francisco Temple Building, Montreal

tb4 "Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere."

TRADE-MARK

M6.

Rd. 'Bowl', Rembrandt

The month of January is a "line month" with us, and the reputa-
tion of the "Clark" goods for progress and new ideas is still maintained
in the new line just corning out.

Represented

New York City—J. D. Dithridge, 25 \Vest Broadway
San Francisco—J. A. Young, 115 Kearny Street
Boston—H. T. Edwards, 146 Franklin Street

T. B. CLARK & CO., INC.
Honesdale, Pa.

No. 125 1.ouicd bowl, "I■alcigti'

PHOTOGRAPH BOOKS of Our
complete lines loaned to the
trade for inspection.

"ft will pay you to investigale."

BRANCHES

38 Murray Street, New York City
120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Temple Building, Montreal, P. O.
Factories, etc., New Bedford, Mass.

Compliments of the Zeason

The Pairpoint Corporation

Superior
Silver-
Plated
Ware

New Bedford
Mass.

Rich
Cut Glass
Ware

No. 241; lking Dish Design Patented
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1W lien your thouakts turn to 1
I the Artistic in Rn. Creat\ons ■

I naturally you think of the Hi
mark. New desinsforthe
New Season --We whisper

' A GREETING to ourfriends
and patrons that we trust
will brin a co nt inued success
throughout. the Nev,Near.

HE/NTZ BO'
. RING MAKERS

BUFFALO I■01

J

COCRIMY OP INN 110/1111011,10 amonme
The United States now leads the world in the manufacture of cut glass, and ranks first not only in the extent of its product but in the artistic excellenceand beauty of the goods. The above illustration shows a workman polishing a monster 25-incl1 glass bowl which was exhibited at the St. Louis Exposition.



THE circle of time brings us around
again to the beginning of a New

Year, and we take pleasure in ex-
tending our congratulations and best
wishes to our customers and friends.
We hope that the holiday business has
been very good with all of you. As
for ourselves, we are already busy on
our stock for the coming season, which
we expect to make even more inter-
esting than ever before. Our represen-
tatives will be ready to show same
to the trade shortly.

Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry
ELK and E.

9 Maiden Lane, New York
"Sellers of Sellers"

January, 1905 THEE

Putting Advertisements in Type

AJOURNAL devoted to the printing trade
has recently been conducting a series of

ad.-setting contests, prizes being awarded to

the compositors who set the winning adver-

tisements in type. The matter for the last

contest was the Christmas announcement of

a jewelry firm, and though the Christmas

season is now over, it will be interesting and

instructive to our readers to see the prize-

winning setting. Many of the efforts of the

Christmas
Presents

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

THIMBLES—Gold and Silver
The Automatic

Eyeglass or Pencil
Holder

114

OMEN,

154

ESTABLISHED 1832

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
SEND FR CATALOGUE " E "

"--"1

I I E glad Christmas
lime will soon he

here, and of course
you will want to give

4--" some friend or rela-
tive or sweetheart, a beautiful
present. We have a large
assortment of Holiday Goods,
and we know that we can suit
you in variety, quality and
price. We give below a partial
list of our immense stock:

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

ing out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

burn-

149 103

Now Model, made in Gold, Silver,
Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Royal
Copper and Black Enamel.

Samples sent upon request.

French Stag Brushes

Christmas Cards
Books

Toilet Articles
Dressing Cases

Albums
Fine Sationery

Bibles
Musical Goods

Games
Dolls

Medallions
Toys

Bric-a-Brac

We have numerous other gifts,

but our stock is too large to

mention everything. Come and

look through our stock before

making your purchases.

Aims Hereford
an Bailey

No. 1

K LEES V STOINE

L

Christmas
Presents

The glad Christmas time will

soon be here, and of course,

you will want to give some

friend or relative or sweetheart

a beautiful present. We have

a large assortment of

Holiday
Goods

and we know that we can suit

you in variety, quality and price.

below we give a partial list of

our immense stock:

Dolls
Books
Games
Albums

Medallions
Toilet Articles

Fine Stationery
French Stag Brushes
Christmas Cards
Musical Goods
Bric-a-Brac,
Dressing
Cases
Bibles
Toys

We have numerous other gifts,

but our stock is too large to

mention everything. Come and

look through our stock before

making your purchases.

Hereford
6 Bailey

No. a

compositors bore a startling resemblanoe to

each other, and the task of selecting the

most worthy was by no means easy. The

prize-winning setting is that marked No. 1,

shown herewith. It is truly a brilliant effort

with plain rules, and gives the jewelers an

idea of what they should expect from the

journals which they patronize. Personally,

we have no fault to find with the judges who

awarded the prizes in this contest, but we

would venture the opinion that the adver-

tisement marked No. 2, shown herewith,

which was also offered in the contest, would

be selected by many in preference to the

4

prize winner. But, as Mark Twain said,

" it's a difference of opinion that makes

horse-racing," and, where both are excellent,

distinctions are invidious.
It is of interest to the jewelers to know

that the journals devoted to the printing

trade are doing such excellent service for

the betterment of the work of the composi-

tors on the daily press. The National

Printer-Journalist, like the Inland Printer,

conducts a department for this educational

purpose, and publishes samples of good

WATCHES! 
1

ELGIN - WALTHAM

'I'M; two finest movements in
the world—backed by iron-

clad warranty. Both of the
movements are In

GOLD OR SILVER CASES

At prices ranging according to
your requirements. We want
to sell one or the other, and we
can make a better deal for you
than Chicago stores can offer.

. Drop in and look at them.

J. A. SOMMERS
.. Jeweler

No. 3

" setting " by the smaller newspapers. One

of these from the issue before us is a repro-

duction from the Hinsdale, Ill., Doings, of

an advertisement by Jeweler J. A. Sommers,

of that place. This ad. (No. 3) is a plain

but tasteful announcement, and merits the

commendation given to.it. In the advertise-

ment No. 4 we show an announcement of

great beauty and effectiveness.

tligol/e in9ts

/0
Solid Gold
Eogagement and Wedding
Binge. Made plain ovel
bands, ducted or with set-
tings. We beve been head-
quarters for Rings for more
than half a century. Best
quality, neweat pattern..

Solid Gold Band Rings
Style A. 14 kt., $3.00
Style B. 18 kt., 5.00
Style C, 18 kt., '7.60
Made in ell Mem, post peid

on receipt of price. Name or
Initial, engraved free. Writo
lode), for Large Free OlLt•
slog No. 64. All kinds
tinge. also NVetebee,
inonde, Jewelry, Gold .ed
silver novelties

Wild. KENDRICK'S SONS

322 Fourth Ave. Louisville, Ky.

No. 4
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
10 Ligne, n Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS
SEND FOR PRICE—LIST

EDMOND E. ROBERT 1_ SELLING CROSS & BEGUELINAGENTS3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 
j
 • 

t7  Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

ART IN WATCH CASES
has reached its highest perfection in our new liii

Solid Gold Cases

1304

These new cases are not the work of
the mere mechanic : There's genius
in the design, art in the decoration
and an air of exclusiveness in the
finished goods which show up strik-
ingly in comparison with other makes
of gold cases. They have a sufficiency
of material to make a firm, solid case
and a richness of color that is very
distinctive.

We will gladly send you, express prepaid, a sample of any one
of our new patterns, fitted with an Elgin or Waltham movement of
any grade. You are free to return it if style and price fail to please.
You should see the cases to appreciate the beauty of the goods.

W. T. THOMPSON
WATCHES E.XCLUSWELY

9-11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

MO-Gfatie hill Store Fixtures
THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furni-ture is attained in our special jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS
Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and all manner of
artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE
Drawings and esI I i ttcs tiirnished free.

Glaser, Rohrer & Co.
First Ave., Forty=first to Forty=second St., New York

New York Letter

Twenty-four Karat
Club's Approaching
Dinner

The invitations sent out for
the dinner of the Twenty-four
Karat Club, which is to held
in the Hotel Astor, on Janu-
ary I2th, are being responded

to affirmatively at such a rate that the attendance
at the forthcoming feast promises to be a bumper
one. The limit has been placed at 350, and when
the assembly is called to order there will be few, if
any, vacant places. The success of the Twenty-
four Karat Club in the realm of entertainment is
inversely proportioned to its age. Never does it
fail to provide choice pabulum considered in the
light of humor, oratory or gastronomics, and the
evening of January 12th bids fair to mark a new
epoch in all these particulars. No effort is being
spared by the speakers' committee, of which Col.
John L. Shepherd is chairman, to add to the eclat
of the event. The speakers will include ex-Mayor
Warwick, of Philadelphia ; Lieutenant Governor-
elect E. Linn Bruce and ex-Attorney General
Griggs.

Effective Warning
from Security
Alliance

The Jewelers' Security Alli-
ance has been receiving many
commendations upon its fore-
thought in sending to the trade
a confidential circular regard-

ing the industry of thieves and burglars during the
holiday season, and suggesting a number of pre-
cautionary measures to obviate possible loss. Not-
withstanding the repeated warnings from the trade
press, the various impostures that are being con-
tinuously exposed and the dearly-bought expe-
riences of so many dealers in all parts of the

country, it is astounding that the thieving fraternity

pursues the even tenor of its way with undimin-
ished confidence and, too frequently, with serious
consequences for some over-trustful members of

the trade. That a minimum of credulity and an

adherence to the homely adage, "Prevention is

better than cure," is the right policy, is forcibly

shown in letters received by the Alliance early in
December from jewelers whom the timely warn-

ing saved from being victimized. " The card you

sent me," writes one dealer," saved me from ac-
cepting a $5o check that was a forgery." An object

lesson of a different, but none the less forcible
character, is afforded by another dealer whose

letter states that, had he seen the printed caution in

time, it would have prevented his acceptance of a
forged money order for $30, in exchange for a $7
watch. The panacea for all such fraud is sum-
marized in one of the suggestions offered, by the
Alliance, to wit, "Do not neglect to read the trade

papers."

A Typewriter
Exhibition

On Monday, Tuesday and Wed-
nesday, December 12th, 13th
and 14t11, the first Typewriter
Exhibition was held in Madison

Square Garden and, despite the very unfavorable

weather, was attended with a success which should

go. far to make this an annual event. There were
over two score exhibits, made up of typewriters,

typewriters' supplies and miscellaneous office acces-
sories. Brief talks on the various devices shown
were given by experts, and competitions during

the afternoon and evenings between representatives
of the prominent typewriter companies formed
another interesting feature. The judges of these
contests were selected from among those connected
with the most prominent schools in this city. The
manner in which the exhibition was managed was
very creditable to the executive.

The death of Thomas M. Grif-
fiths, of Griffiths Bros., manu-

T. M. Griffiths facturing jewelers, 8o Nassau
Street, this city, occurred some

weeks ago at his home in Brooklyn. Deceased
was a native of New York City, and had attained
his fifty-second year. He had been in the jewelry
business for about a score of years, during the
first portion of which time he had been in partner-
ship with his brother. Of late he conducted the
business alone.

Death of

Dodge Jewels

The President has denied the
appeal of Mrs. Phyllis Dodge

to be Sold for the return of her $4o,000
pearl necklace, which was seized

by the customs officers at New York, and ordered

sold because of her alleged attempt to smuggle it
into the country. The case has been in the courts

and before the Treasury Department for more
than three years, and it was only after the United

States Supreme Court had refused to interfere with

the confiscating and sale of the jewels that the
President was appealed to. His order suspending

the sale was opposed by Attorney-General Moody

and District Attorney Burnett, of New York,
whose statement of the case governed the Presi-

dent's decision. The sale of the jewels was sus-

pended pending the President's decision.

Importations of pearls and pre-
cious stones at New York con-
tinue to grow apace. So much
so that if there is no appreciable
abatement from the present

rising tendency, the aggregate volume for 1904

should surpass that for 1903, the shortage during

the earlier part of this season notwithstanding.

Indeed, it is not improbable that it may eclipse

that of 1902, thus far the banner year in this respect.

According to the report of Gen. George W. Min-

dil, jewelry examiner at this port, the November,

1904, volume exceeds the total for the corespond-

ing period of 1903 by $987,982, and that for 1902,

hitherto the record inonth,!by $879,618. Specifically,

the November, 1904, importations amounted to

$2,825,118.04, made up of $2,165,720 worth of cut

and $659,398.04 worth of uncut stones. Twice

heretofore during this year have individual monthly

importations exceeded all records for previous cor-

responding periods. According to Gen. Mindil

the classified exports for the month of November,

during the past five years are as follows:

Nov. Cut. Uncut. Total.

1904 . . $2,165,720.00 $659,398.04 $2,825,118.04
1903 . . . . 1,223,487.90 613,647.82 1,837,135.72
1902 . 1,307,306.39 838,192.78 1,945,499.17
1901 . . 1,092592.82 687,506,91 1,780,099.73
1900 . . . 905,691.34 062,041.80 1,867,738.14

(43)

Precious Stone
Imports Still
Increasing

Sale of Fair
Jewels

The sale, on Friday and Satur-
day, December 9th and loth, of

the diamonds and jewelry be-
longing to the late Mrs. Fair, the

unfortunate lady who, with her husband, was killed

in an automobile accident in France several months

ago, created much interest both in the jewelry trade

and among women anxious to see the gems. The

sale took. place at the Knickerbocker Art Galleries,

7 West Twenty-ninth Street. There was a large

crowd in attendance and the bidding was lively

throughout. The purchasers included a number of

jewelry dealers and the total amount realized by the

sale was $42,011. A necklace of fifty-two diamonds,

weighing about seventy-five carats, was purchased

by R. A. Breidenbach for $7100, this being the

highest sum paid for a single piece. A diamond,

pearl and platinum chain, with 379 diamonds and

38 pearls, the diamonds being about 6o carats and

the pearls 5 grains each, was bought by Robert

Stoll for $4200. A girdle of about 3800 pearls of

1900 grains, and seven, others of about 4 grains

each, realized $2050. A collarette, consisting of

about 900 pearls and 185 diamonds, said to have

cost $20,coo originally, sold for $5150, a cat's eye

ring for $125 and another ring for $4.
The regular monthly meeting
of the executive committee of

Security Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alli-
ance was held on December

9th, the following members being present : Chair-

man Butts, President Sloan, Vice-presidents Wood

and Champenois, Treasurer Karsch, Secretary

Noyes, and Messrs. Alford, Bowden, Brown and

Stern, of the committee. The following new mem-

bers were admitted:

The Jewelers'

Bridges & Heider, Iii,
Cole & McElwain, Atlantic,

Iowa.
B. F. Grohmann, Aiken, S. C.
John J. Keefe, Newport,
McIntyre Bros., Shawnee,

Okla. Ter.
D. C. Cornwell & Co., Athens,

Ohio.
E. W. Davis, Fillmore, Mo.
J. B. Hampton, Colby, Kans.
Jas. H. Skarry, Ilopkinsville,

Ky.
G. G. Case, Jackson, 311c4i.
S. Miller & Co., New York.
F. M. ()Maley, Denison,

Texas.
M. A. Scherffins, Sauk Center,

Minn.
A. 0. Snow, Goshen, N. Y.
11, W. Walker, Waxahachie,

Texas.
Shnon Zausmer, Sayre, Pa.
Dielschneider Bros., MoMilin-

yule, Ore.
W.A.Kraft, Davenport, Iowa.
W. P. McFarland, Orange,

Texas.

Waller If. Mellor, Michigan
ity,

J. II. l'adglutm & SOD, Santa
Alia, Cal.

Cheltenham Art Metal Alaurg
co., Philadelphia, Pa.

1Villiatn 1V. Howe, Clearfield,
l's.

J. 1. l',•ndleton & Bro., Bris-
tol, Tenn.

F..1. Scot t,Parkersburg,lowa.
John Stoecker, Syracu se,N. Y.
Walton &Acklin Co., Tyrone,

Pa.
Chas. 11.1Vinner, Perryjewa.
littitlie Bros., North Tona-

wanda, N. Y.
CliK,■• & Ernstene, Parker.

S. Dak.
A. E. Job, York, Pa.
White & Able, Julius R.

1Vhite & Co.
J. H. Yocum & I'. J. Kugler,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Herbert. L. McCarter, Ogdens-

burg, N. Y.
E. P. Su ndberg & Co., Fargo,

N. link.

Members of the Employees' Association of

the Knickerbocker Jewelry Co. and their friends,

to the number of about zoo, enjoyed a reception

and entertainment on Thursday evening, Decem-

ber 1st, in the Palm Garden, E. Fifty-eighth Street.
A formal reception was held, after which a number

of professional entertainers gave a vaudeville
performance.

Edwin S. Strauss, of Jacob Strauss & Sons,

14 Maiden Lane, sailed for Europe, per the steam-
ship Philadelphia, on December 3d. The object
of his trip is to purchase diamonds.

(Continued on page 45)
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1905

PROGRESSION
Increased floor space. Increased traveling force. Increased

facilities to handle larger business. Increased ambition to give
you the best values.,

C. H. SCHLEIKER,
IRA C. JONES,
JOHN B. CRAWFORD,
ALLEN FELLENCER,

OUR SALESMEN
in Greater New York
" Northwest States
" North Middle States
" New England

and Eastern States

FRANK H. MOORE,
F. E. CHASE,
A. M. MIX,

CHAS. L. TROUT,

in Middle West States
" Southwest States
' New York City
" New York Office

( Gold and Filled Jewelry
OUR Silver Jewelry

Ebony
LINES Gun Metal

Silver Novelties

Staple and Novelty Jewelry
Every desirable new fact in popular designs and prices.
Popular-selling goods throughout. Goods that are sold every day in the

year. Designs and price to make your selling easy. Goods of quality that oncesold bring you more trade.
We certainly should sell YOU who reads this. Absolutely honest

merchandising, and just the rig-ht goods.

60,

15 Maiden Lane

INVV YORK

January, 1905

New York Letter

(Continued puns page 43)
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A decision was handed down iii

Notable Victory the United States Circuit Court

of Appeals, New York, on

Thursday, December 8th, which

will be especially gratifying to pearl importers.

The case at issue was that of the United States vs.

Hahn, involving the question of duty on real half

pearls. When the present tariff act went into oper-

ation Albert Comstock, of Comstock & Washburn,

counsel for the importing firm, protested upon the

imposition of a sixty per cent. duty on half pearls.

I I is protests had been persistent until the spring of

1902, when the assessment of half pearls was fixed

upon a new basis and a tax of only ten per cent.

imposed on them thenceforward—the rate for

which the importers had been contending. This

was the result of certain rulings by the general

appraisers and of Mr. Comstock's determined

action at Washington. The decision rendered by

the general appraisers in the controversy known as

the Tiffany case established the right of drilled

whole pearls to entry at ten per cent. as assimilat-

ing more closely to natural pearls than to anything

else provided for in the statutes. Mr. Comstock

contended, therefore, that as it cost practically no

more to split a pearl than to drill it, and since the

split pearls were quite as far removed from their

final condition, set in pieces of jewelry, as were the

drilled pearls from their final condition strung in

necklaces and bracelets, the reasoning of the Tiffany

case compelled the conclusion that half pearls also

were more like pearls in their natural state than

like the " pearls set or strung " of the jewelry para-

graph. In this, however, the board of appraisers

did not acquiesce, holding that since half pearls

were sorted into commercial sizes and qualities for

importation, they were more strongly assimilated

to pearls set or strung, and should have been taxed

at sixty per cent. Naturally this caused uneasiness

among importers, and the next development was a

petition from Mr. Comstock to the Treasury

Department to stay the exaction of so high a duty

pending an appeal on behalf of his clients. The

petition was denied, but an arrangement was come

to by which pearls which were not sorted abroad,

but were brought over in mixed sizes and qualities

and sorted upon arrival, were to be assessed at ten

per cent. Thus far the importers had gained an

important advantage, and up to the latest adjudi-

cation assessments had been made accordingly.

Still dissatisfied, however, the importers appealed,

from this decision with the result that about one

year ago Judge Hazel reversed it and half pearls

were held to be dutiable at ten per cent., as the

importers from the beginning had claimed. The

government then took the case to the Circuit

Court of Appeals, and meanwhile a petition, signed

by half-pearl importers and manufacturing jewelers,

was presented to the Treasury Department asking

that the appeal be abandoned and giving reasons

for the request. This was not acceded to, and

when the case was once more gone into in the

Appellate Court last month, to the intense gratifi-

cation of the importers a decision was rendered in

their favor. More than that the opinion of the

presiding justice was expressed with a vigor which

there was no mistaking. Addressing Mr. Comstock

he said that it was needless to present oral argu-

ment ; that the court fully indorsed and accepted

his contentions in the matter ; that it was a matter

of surprise to them that the general appraisers

could have reached any other conclusion, and that

for Importers
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they should at once affirm judge Hazel's decision

reversing that of the board.
Almost simultaneously with the

Another Victory above, another favorable deci-

sion was rendered in the same

court when, in the case of Nere-

sheitner & Co. vs. The United States, it was

judicially affirmed that drilled pearls are dutiable

at ten per cent. by similitude to pearls in their

natural state under Par. 436, and not at sixty per

cent. as pearls set or strung under Par. 434. This

case has been running the gauntlet of the courts

for several years. There were two importations,

one in March, 5901, and another in the November

'following. There were forty-five drilled pearls in

the first and thirty-nine in the second, the aggregate

value exceeding $123,000. The importations were

experimental, and after a sale to Black, Starr &

Frost, the entries were made and duties assessed

at twenty per cent., or $24,761, which sum was

duly paid. At this time, however, the United

States Circuit Court had rectified a decision of the

board of appraisers assessing drilled pearls at

twenty per cent., and an .appeal to the United

States Circuit Court of Appeals was then pending.

The Tiffany case was decided on December 6th of

the same year, and in its adjudication the court laid

down the principle that if the collection of pearls

was made with so much care that their aggregate

value, because of their adaptability for use as a

necklace, exceeded the individual value of the

pearls, then the classification should be under the

jewelry section at sixty per cent. The Tiffany

pearls, being in various sizes, colors and shapes,

it was ruled were intended to go into a general

stock of pearls and were not designed for use as a

necklace. Subsequently, there was a reliquidation

of duty on the Neresheimer pearls by the Collector

at New York, who re-assessed them at sixty per

cent. under the jewelry section, this making the

total duty $49,532. A protest followed, W. Wick-

ham Smith being counsel for the importers. He

made the very reasonable plea that it was unfair

to the importer who had paid duties on merchan-

dise, and had disposed of the goods in trade at

prices which took into consideration the amount

of duties, to be called upon to pay a new and

higher duty. Such a proceeding, he submitted,

would assuredly mean losses to the importers and,

if followed to any extent, the practice would bank-

rupt almost any importing house whose goods were

affected. Apart from these considerations, he

argued that drilled pearls should not be classified

as pearls set or strung uncier the jewelry section

for reasons which he set forth. Neither the board

of appraisers nor the United States Circuit Court

would alter the collector's ruling, so that the case

was then taken to the Court of Appeals, in which,

on December 13th, the Circuit Court's ruling was

reversed, and the cause remitted, with instructions 

toto classify the merchandise under Par. 
4 

similitude, at ten per cent. duty. The importers

are entitled to a rebate of duty, having paid at the

twenty per cent. rate originally.
The tendency toward architec-

tural beauty, which is so plea-

Jewelry Store singly manifested in many of

the latest business buildings

erected in this city, finds unique expression in the

new premises of Theodore A. Kohn & Son, situ-

ated at 32r Fifth Avenue. To handsome architec-

tural effect, however, this establishment unites in

a harmonious degree a tasteful general equipment.

Externally, the appearance of this store is quite

unique. An arch spans practically the entire lower

portion of the facade, and in this the entrances—a

for Importers

A Handsome

door at either side, with salient display window in

the center—are fitted. These reacts but half way

up the arch, and here the wood work is hand-

somely ornamented. The space overhead, or arch

proper, is ingeniously equipped for maximum

lighting, ventilation and exterior impressiveness.

Three upper windows make an interesting varient

of a tri-sectional oriel, and a fourth, above these,

which opens on to a balcony, is artistically arched.

Inside, the store has a depth of 150 feet, affording

abundance of room and complete comfort to

customers and staff. The furnishings, too, are dis-

tinctive, and the stock naturally sustains the elegant

tone of the building which shelters it.
John B. McDonald, builder of

the New York subway, and

whose name will ever be insep-

arably linked with the construc-

tion of that famous underground

rapid transit road, was the recipient some weeks

ago, from members of the Manhattan Club, of one

of Tiffany & Co.'s most beautiful bronze statu-

ettes, a superb female figure of "Victory," by

Gasq, standing 48 inches high. She is repre-

sented in green bronze, standing upon a half

globe, with outstretched wings and hands, holding

a laurel wreath in her right hand and a branch of

laurel in her left. She is also crowned with laurel,

it being the symbol of success. The inscription

upon the globe reads : " John B. McDonald, from

his friends, Manhattan Club, December t, 1904."

The figure rests upon a pedestal of Mexican onyx.

The recommendation of the

New York Credit Men's Asso-

ciation that business men be

selected as trustees in bank-

ruptcy is a wise and practical one. It is understood

that the association is to submit to the judges and

referees in bankruptcy a list of men in various

branches of mercantile life who are expert in their

respective lines, and who would not only be com-

petent, but willing to act as trustees and receivers.

Action of this kind would lead to even more satis

factory operation of the law than has hitherto

obtained.
The death of his mother, on December tith,

prevented T. A. Brennan, of the jobbing firm of

L. Witsenhausen, from making his December trip,

and necessitated Mr. Witsenhausen going over his

territory and calling on his old trade in Philadelphia,

Baltimore and Washington.
Juan P. Julia, who for many years has been

representing the Julius King Optical Co. in South

and Central America, will start out in January for

a year's trip in Cuba, Mexico and Central America

in the interests of Aikin, Lambert & Co., Chas.

Keller & Co., H. F. Barrows & Co. and E. I.

Franklin & Co. Mr. Julia has a wide circle of

friends in the Spanish-speaking countries, and no

doubt will make some valuable connections for the

firms he will represent.
L. E. Waterman Company, 173 Broadway,

announce that by recommendation of the board of

international jurors, in session at the Louisiana

Purchase Exposition, with the approval of the

superior jury, and unanimous consent of the

officers of the corporation, Waterman's ideal foun-

tain pen should receive the grand prize. This,

the company states, is not only the highest honor

which the judges can bestow, but also the highest

recognition ever received by a fountain pen at any

international exposition.
J. Ehrlich & Sons, opticians and jewelers, at

present operating four retail stores in this city, have

purchased a ten year's lease of the entire building

at 350 Sixth Avenue, near Twenty-second Street.

Unique Presenta,
tion to John B.
McDonald

A Practical
Suggestion

(Continued on page 47)
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The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

YllOIEROI&OONSTONTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

oi E

0 *
CWST MAI\

THE LEADER in

TRADE-MARK.

1 Quality Durability
t Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

NOW 1081111818f181 at Easu Prices.r"sTAR" Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine
crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest special
steel ; the tips are fitted i erfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.net cash ; price per gross, $9.50 net rash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi=
net, with (20) drawers, worth $6.00. with your first order
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
suit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR" Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

90c. 14 Jewel grades. polished, $1.15. 17 Jewel grades. polished, $1.35 per dozen, net cash.* " STAR" Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set-tings, made by automatic machinery correctly gaged, special, pet dozen,90c. net cash.
* " STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. perdozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12bottles.
"STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. B. Peters & Co., BrUi7.9,„ New York

.„t1 )1/4, JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
sic0 0

‘!+‘4

C. B. RICHARD cl CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

Give Us a Trial!
Our methods of manufacture

No. 228 
are the most modern and up to
date.

Our rings are honest in quality, original and attractive in design,
of superior workmanship and finish, and of established reputation.

llN\'lTJ A TRIAL, ORLIPIER 
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No. 73

.No 201

Klein Brothers Co Inc.

Manufacturers of

Signet, Carved Mountings and
Fancy Rings

51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Jewelers' Bowling League of New York

The standing of the teams that are participating

in the bowling tournament of the Jewelers' Bowling

League of New York, are being continuously trans-

posed, and in consequence there is a constant eager-

ness to recapture lost laurels, which keeps interest

in the progress of the games well sustained. Some

high records have been made during the past few

weeks, and among the teams that have held lead-

ing places are those of C. F. Wood & Co., Avery

& Brown and Tiffany & Co. Appended are the

games played since our last report :

November 22d.—C. F. Wood & Co. vs. Tiffany

& Co.:

No. 1984

9170 Our Vatrattr4
That-thrig

We thank the trade for the liberal patronage which made
1904 our best year, and ,will shoctv our appreciation by
giving the same satisfactory service in goods and prices
during 1905.

FOR AFTER- HOLIDA Y REPLENISHING we have complete new
stocks of lvatches, clocks, jewelry, tools, materials and
optical goods, including many quick-selling offers for
between-seasons. Yours for another good year,

Korones Bros., 38 Chrystie Street, New York

J. B. Wood 165 199

Mumford . 164 114
Knox . . 148 196

W. G.Wood 204 193
E. E. Wood 203 16o

— —
Totals . . 884 862

124
134

138

172

181

749

Brower . . 141 206 165

Knapp • . 165 119 185

Martin . . 148 180 134
Thayer . . 175 143 123

Hemingway 164 158 178

Totals . . 793 8o6 785

November 23d.—Aikin, Lambert & Co. vs. A. H.

Smith & Co.:

Ilgen . .

Eggens .

Rolleston

Benjamin

Dean . .

Tickell .

Totals .

. III 138 140

• 138 149 170
. 149 129 .

. . . 172

. 139 18o 166

• 155 171 142

. 692 767 790

Gruner . . 165 145

Frazee . . 119 113

Hutchinson 130 117

Neely . . 77 131

Capouilliez 232 158

257

131

98
132

168

Totals . . 723 664 -,8

December 6th.—Dennison

and Crescent Co.'s:

Seyrnour

Hough .

Carroll .

Godine .

Townley

175

144

147
162

131

133 130

145 139
136 176

149 163

128 127

Totals . . 759 691 735

Mfg. Co. vs. Keystone

Flinn . . :. 113_8:1 91 .

Schierloh 5.t

Taylor . . 121 167 1 18

PearSail . . . 135 236

Roll . .

Brinck . . 146 148 116

16.7 19437
— — —

Totals . . 667 708 6to

December 7th.—Elgin National Watch Co. vs.

L. E. Waterman Co.:

Lane . . . 145 158 122

Mackay . . 127 129 141

Maylone . . 154 to6 114

Macclonough 90 125 131

Whitney . 178 173 132

— — —
Totals . . 702 681 640

Quip A
entmy Im

d Pallet Jewe
-MURPHY. el,

010 LUCA , CANADA',

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

IL has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job 1 han
shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-
ties make it invaluable for sen Mg line Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot work
through the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,
clean cement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY
Marl it 1,1,1ki rers mid J100,0 FS i IWO ITO fa 4.1

Polishers', Plalers' MOWS' Supplies Molars ana Dquamosproprith. of The " 0. O. S." Rouge, t I,e be,1 made for I lohl and Silver Polishing
Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK

b6o9ro64
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches
too state St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

November 25th.—Dennison Mfg. Co. vs. Avery &

Brown:

Howkell . 135 123 . Blindenhofer155 153 125

. 125 Cochran . . 168 108 200Seymour
14:1 130 151 Krauss . . 143 130 198

Carroll . . 155 166 119 Brown . . 182 122 126

GOdille . . 166 153 18 t Woodland 139 196 135

Townley . t5i 155 141
— — —

Totals . . 748 727 717 Totals . . 787 709 784

November 29th.—Elgin National Watch Co. vs.

Udall & Balton :

Lane . . 108 88 146

McKay . . 102 125

Black . . . . . 102

MaylOne . . 132 104 157

McDonough 98 . 89

Newman . . tot .

Whitney . . Ito 120 164
— —

Totals . . 550 538 658

Bush .

Kirby .

Cud I i pp

Miller .

Daub .

• • 139
• • 135
. . 129

• . 128

. . 139

Totals . . 670

177 114
166 123

146 144

120 141

164 142

773 664

November 3oth.—Udall & Balton vs. Jos. Fahys

& Co.:

Bush . . . 171 171 164 Labouseur . 192 158 166

Kirby . . . 115 136 167 Haines . . 167 140 162

Cucllipp . . Iii 137 128 Hall . . . 138 140 157

Graham . . 118 274 119 Ketcham . 146 171 130

Daub . . . 180 181 197 Martens . . 174 156 269

— — —
Totals . . 877 77-65 T-84Totals . . 695 799 775

December 1st. —Nissen & Lewis Co.'s vs. King

Optical Co.:

Knopf

H utten

Conner

Meyer

Ruefer

. . 113 168

. 201 156

. 130 143
. . 147 186

. . 208 153

136 Gorkum . . 148 149
169 Reast . . too 113

147 Bossong . . 168 105

264 Regenhard 186 16o

17o Holker . . 172 194

Totals . . 799 806 786 Totals . . 774 721

145
205

153

174

154

831

December 2d.—Aikin, Lambert & Co. vs. Gorham
Mfg. Co.:

Ilgen . .

Eggens .

Benjamin

Dean . .

Tickell .

Totals .

. 129

. 134
126

. 122

. 181

, 692

129 125

227 111

97 122

176 157

171 107

--- --
700 622

Siegman . 137 137 116

Smith . • . 150 133 125

Pinover • . 112 155 103

Cook . • . 232 150 151

Stone • 114 137 150

• 745 712 645Totals .

Kastner . . 133 234 128

Liddell • . 151 176 131

Chamberl'n 198 125 155

Thorburn . 117 153 103

Ferris . . . 148 176 164
— — —

Totals . . 747 764 681

December 8th.—Representatives B. A. vs. Udall

& Bal lou

Cook .

Lowe .

Toney

• • 143
• • 137
. . 134

• • 90
Horn . . . 223

Totals . . 727 

- 

681 637

143 130

143 142
137 128

90 90

168 147

December 9th. —Tiffany

& Co.:

Brower . . 144 153 198

Knapp . . 177 186 196

Moore . . 127 . .

Martin . . .

Thayer . . 118

Hemingway 161 253 148

Totals . . 727 782 856

133 149
157 165

New York Letter

Bush . . 180 167 165

Kirby . . . tit 158 169

Graham . . 168 132 122

Miller . . . 127 151 136
Daub . . . 208 154 144

-- —

Totals . . 795 762 756

& Co. vs. Jos. Fahys

Labouseur . 135 185 157

Haines . . 174 120 149

Talbot • . 132 134 112

Ketcham . 141 179 140
Martens . . 161 141 199

Totals . • 743 759 757

December t3th—Dennison Mfg. Co. vs. A. H.

Smith & Co.:

Seymour . 238 264 165 Gruner . 169 154 137

Knaggs . . 145 108 169 Greason . 123 160 137

Carroll . . 147 TOO 108 Neely . . . 82 201 123

Godine . . 143 182 137 Frazee . . 125 168 164

Townley . 155 154 130 Capouilliez 127 223 161
— — — — — —

Totals . . 728 708 709 Totals . . 626 8(36 722

• December t4th—Elgin National Watch Co. vs.

Avery & Brown :

Lane . . 146

MacDon'gh 91

Maylowe . 107

Clark . . . 124

Whitney . . 113

Totals . . 581 

- 

696 631

147 186

113112 110209

147 "3
159 103

Blin'hoefer 123 115 134

Cochran . . 156 135 149

Krauss . . 220 154 145

Brown . . 148 116 187

Woodland . 158 173 142

Totals . . 805 693 757

December 15th—C. F. Wood & Co. vs. Jos. Fahys

& Co.:

J. B.Wood . 136 203 162 Labouseur 141 158 142

Munford . . 176 102 179 HaIlle8 . . 150 159 176

Pelletreau . 84 129 137 Talbot . . 143 177 149

W.G.Wood 169 142 163 Beiderhase 222 171 180

E. E.Wood 151 159 185 Ketcham . 161 201 191

— — —— —
Totals . . 716 735 826 Totals . . 817 866 838

Standing of the Clubs

Won

Avery & Brown   16

C. F. Wood & Co.   17
Tiffany St Co.   13

L. E. Waterman Co 13
Jos. Fahys & Co.   17
DC111119011 Mfg. Co. VI
Julius King Optical Co.   11
Aikin, Lambert & Co.   7
Gorhain Mfg. Co.   7
Udall & Ballou   8
Nissen and Lewis Cos.   5
A. B. Smith & Co  6
Keystone and Crescent Cos. 6

Elgin National Watch Co  13
Representatives Bowling ASS9C111-

11011   2

Per- nigh
Lost centage Score

2 .888
4 .809

.722

.722

.708

.610

.611

.388

.388

.381

.333

.333

.333

.142

6
6
7
8
7
11
11
13
10
12
12
21

805
884
856
803
866
811
864
790
745
799
806
806
739
702

(Continued Jima page 45)

W. Tracy Bergen and J. Val. Bergen, the

hustling young travelers of the J. D. Bergen Co.,
will start out early in January with their new lines

of cut glass. Tracy will cover Pittsburg, Cincin-
nati, St. Louis, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland,

Buffalo, Rochester and Philadelphia on this trip,

while " Val " will visit his Southern trade, starting

in at New Orleans. Both trips will cover nearly

two months. For the past few months " Val " has

been acting as superintendent at the factory, at

Meriden, Conn., but is now anxious to do his regular

turn on the road.

Hammel, Riglander & Co. have leased the

entire second floor of the new building being con-

structed at 47 and 49 Maiden Lane. The building

will be finished early in the spring. The new

quarters will give the firm about 4000 square feet

of floor space, and being on one floor will be much

more convenient than the present location where

the firm occupies two floors.

Stocktaking is now in order. Many of the

large houses defer this to February 1st, which

leaves the present month for other work. The job

is one that is not relished, and is especially irksome

in the material houses, where the task of counting

all the small articles is a big one.

Maiden Lane has been a busy place the past

two weeks. What with the late rush orders that

were unusually heavy this year, owing to the slack-

ness of the buying earlier in the season when it

would have been more welcome, and the local

trade that gravitates to the Lane heavily during

the holiday season, the dealers, both wholesale

and retail, have had their facilities taxed to the

utmost. Extra help was secured, and work was

kept up till late in the night in an effort to take

care of the rush, which went far to compensate for

the slack trade that generally prevailed up to the

middle of November. The special detective patrol

was unusually vigilant, but were not called upon

in any serious cases. The crooks have learned

it is safest to give the Lane a wide berth.

The traveling force of Chas. L. Trout & Co.

will undergo quite a change next year. C. H.

Schleiker, of the firm, will give up road work and

confine his efforts to local trade and office service.

His old territory in the Middle West and Pacific

Coast States will be covered by Frank H. Moore,

who has represented a Chicago firm for several

years past, and is well and favorably known in this

territory. F. E. Chase, another new man for this

firm, who has represented a Dallas, Texas, house,

will look after the Southwestern trade, while Ira C.

Jones will take care of the Northwest, John B.

Crawford the Middle States, and Allan C. Fellenser

New York, New England and Pennsylvania. The

force will all start out this month with new lines.

Ralph Metzger has started in the whoelsale

jewelry business at 37-39 Maiden Lane. For the

Past six years he had been employed by Charles

Kahn.

D.W.
l Beaurnei,

the fountain-pen manufacturer,

has engaged E. J. McGrath as traveling salesman.

Mr. McGrath has been representing fountain-pen

manufacturers on the road for several years, and

he has a wide acquaintance with the trade. He

will start out early ill January on a trip that will

take in all the Eastern and Middle Western States.

Jos. L. Herzog, of the ring-manufacturing firm

of L. Kaufman & Co., has just returned from a

European trip, where he has bought heavily of

diamonds and other precious stones for the firm's

needs this coming season. Mr. Herzog spent

several weeks in Heidelberg on a little recreation

trip before his return home.

The Untermeyer-Robbins Co., 192 Broadway

and 9 and ii John Street, announce that George

Goldberg, for years with W. & S. Blackinton, is

now their Western representative.

Victor Nivois, selling agent for the New York

Standard chronograph, is breathing more freely

these days. A fair supply of these watches are

now coming to him from the factory. There has

been a very heavy demand for them ever since

they were first brought to the attention of the

trade, and Mr. Nivois was totally unable to meet

these demands, owing to their volume and to the

scarcity of delivery from the factory. He believes

-16 .111 727 that his troubles in this direction are now over.
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A Happy New Year and coin-producing out tit. " THE TRUE AND THE TRIED."
will be doubly certain to the Watchmaker who Is the prowl recipient of the following reliable

The name " Whitcomb " on the Lathe, backed by our own assurances of a satisfactoryguarantee on the entire outfit should satisfy the most exacting, to say nothing of the speciallow price for an outfit of such unusual merit.

BARCAIN CENUINE WEBSTER-WHITCOMB LATHE AND OUTFIT.

The

Regular

Price

of

this

Outfit

when

Bought

Separately

is

$59.75

:::: This Lathe has Hard Spindles Running in
Hardened Steel Bushings, and Per-

fection is Guaranteed.

No. 2527. GENUINE WEBSTER-WHITCOMB LATHE AND OUTFIT, as shown above, $35 00

No. 2806. No. 2883. No. 183.
NICKEL PLATED SPEED COUNTER- CROOVED LATHE WHEEL. SOLID OAK CURTAIN COVERED

SHAFT. $2 75 40 lbs. $5 00 BENCH. $17 00
No. 2412. The Total Outfit on this Page for $56.77, less 6 Per Cent. for Cash, or

$53.37 Net.

We

Make

a

Specialty

of

Watch

Material

Orders

and

Rush

them out

Without

Delay

Every mechanic knows the pleasure and satisfact ion to he derived from THE USE OF GOOD TOOLS—of such Is our well-assorted stock, supplemented by n large And varied assortment of
genuine American tnaterittls and a large staff of competcut salesmen to handle them, hence our well-earned reputation for prompt and careful shipments.
At, easy way to curtail transia .r1 al ion expenses by concentrating orders.

Our large Jewelry and Tool and Material Catalogues are reliable, comprehensive and easy to order from, containing everything needed by the Watchmaker, Jeweler and Engraver, suggesting

O
We are at your service, I; itchy let its hear from you early and often—we shall welcome you as a eustomer and do all in our power to make It both pleasant and profitable for you.

tto \I-oung ex Co., IMPORTERS and JOBBERS, Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver-PlatedWare, Tools, Materials and Optical Goods
149, 151 and 153 I.4tate Street, CHICAGO

anuary, t903 T H L4 KEYSTONE 49

WESTERN BUREAU OF THE KEYSTONE

ROOM 601 COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING

CHICAGO, December 24, 1904

This has been a great Christmas

season. The weather has been

pleasantly seasonable all over

the West, the Southwest and

the Northwest. Here in Chicago the past week

has amounted to a general furore, and the crowds

of shoppers have broken all records. The throngs

on the sidewalks, the crowds in the stores, the

loads of bundles in the cars and trains, the con-

gested condition of the express offices all show

that the people have been spending their money

freely. The Christmas business opened up far

earlier than usual in the down-town jewelry stores

—earlier in the day, earlier in the week and earlier

in the month. In most of these stores each day

showed an increase over the same day in last

December—the days that did not do this were the

exception. There was also a decided tendency

shown toward buying the finer grade of goods so

that the holiday trade in the Western metropolis

among the retailers has been quite satisfactory.

From all we can learn the jewelers of the inte
rior

towns have enjoyed a most satisfactory holiday

trade. This is especially true of the Middle West

and the plains country west of the Mississippi Ri
ver.

The high prices for grain and the rapidity with

which it has gone to market have added to the

supply of the farmer's ready cash. Investment

outlets for this income have been limited, howev
er,

as the cattle-feeding prospects are not flattering.

The land-buying craze and the St. Louis Worl
d's

Fair have been the chief absorbents, but even these

seem to have had little influence on the holiday

buying. Even in Missouri, where the big fair was

expected to affect trade in December, reports are

that the Christmas business was fine through
out

the State. This is especially true of St. Louis and

Kansas City, where the Christmas of 1904 has b
een

the largest demonstration of the kind that 
they

have ever kgown. Out in Iowa, Nebraska, Kan
sas

and Oklahoma the farmers and the townspeo
ple

have spent their money freely the past two wee
ks,

and the reports are that the Christmas business 
in

these States has been quite satisfactory. Prosperity

is abroad in the land and is still mounting up
ward.

Collections are good, failures are fewer in num
ber

and there is a general feeling among men in
 the

commercial world that the year 1905 will be a

prosperous and healthy one for business. The

approach of Christmas brought an almost o
ver-

whelming rush to the big wholesale h
ouses, which

report the aggregate volume of trade the 
largest

they ever experienced.

Prosperous
Holiday Season
in the West

Personals

Chicago's two oldest timepiece makers are

dead. Our oldest clockmaker in the city, William

Alexander Hendrie, and the oldest watchmaker

in the city, Henry Malzacher, died recently within

two days of each other. Mr. Hendrie was well and

favorably known among the " old-timers " in the

trade. His death occurred December 7th, at his

home, 6349 Jackson Avenue. He was seventy-

eight years old, and came to Chicago from Scot-

land in 1849. It was his boast that he built the

first " town clock " in the tower of the " old North

Market," which was destroyed in the great fire.

Mr. Malzacher died December 6th, at his home, 659

North Park Avenue. He was sixty-eight years

old, and was born in Chicago. For many years

he conducted a retail jewelry business on North

Clark Street.

Seth E. Thomas, the well-known head of the

Seth Thomas Clock Company, spent a few days in

Chicago the early part of the month. He was seen

among the wholesale and manufacturing trade in

company with W. J. Miller, the Western agent of

the Thomas Company.

John M. Cutter, secretary and general sales

agent of the Trenton Watch Company, was seen

among the Chicago trade hustling for business for

several days the early part of the month.

A. L. Kingsbury, the San Francisco agent of

the Elgin National Watch Company, arrived at

headquarters last week, and will spend Christmas

week in Chicago and vicinity. Mr. Kingsbury

reports that the jewelers of the Pacific Coast are

enjoying a fine holiday business, and that most of

them anticipate doing fully as well as they did 
last

December.

John C. Bradley, with J. W. Forsinger, whose

serious illness from typhoid has been mentione
d in

THE KEYSTONE, we are glad to announce has
 so

far recovered that he is up and about again. 
He

does not expect to be at business again until 
after

New Year's.

W. H. Kinna, New York agent of the Elgin

National Watch Company, is ill town this week

attending the annual gathering at headquarters

of the agents and missionaries of the company.

Mr. Kinna will not return to his post unt
il after

Christmas.
Howard Rowbotham, who formerly repre-

sented the Untermeyer-Robbins Company 
among

the Western jobbing trade, has accepted a 
position

with the Schrader-Wittstein Company, of t
his city,

and will represent them in the West and 
South

during the new year.

Fred. G. Thearle, junior member of the firm

of C. H. Knights & Company, is at his desk again,

after being confined to his home by illness for

several days right in the midst of the holiday rush.

Charles Biding, a retired jeweler, residing at

1347 West Madison Street, met with a shocking

death, December roth, by falling down the elevator

shaft in the Stewart Building. Mr. Bieling was on

the floor waiting to descend. The car stopped at

his floor and he got in. The operator start,d the

car up instead of down as Biding expected, and

he suddenly opened the door and tried to jump

off, but he was thrown under the elevator and ft ll

to the bottom, killing him instantly. Mr. Biding

was formerly in the retail jewelry bu,iness on the

West Side and was quite successful, retiring a few

years ago with a moderate fortune. He enjoyed

the reputation of being the most skillful watch-

mather in Chicago, and was noted in the trade as

a fine mechanic.
Frank Esterquest, cashier and accountant for

M. A. Mead & Company, is confined to his home

with nervous prostration.

Geo. H. Bosch, head of the house of Bosch,

Barthel & Company, of Sydney, New South Wales,

wholesale and manufacturing opticians, dropped

off here for a day en route to San Francisco, where

he expected to embark for home. Mr. Bosch

spent a half day at Elgin looking over the big

watch plant. He was delighted with his inspection

trip through this great factory. He regretted very

much that he could not remain longer in Chicago

aud see more of the trade of the Western

metropolis.
Ed. Beeton, Toronto and Canadian agent for

the Elgin National Watch Company, is spending a

few days at the headquarters of the company in

this city.
Carl F. Haber, formerly with Spaulding &

Company, but latterly on the road in Indiana, Illi-

nois, Missouri and Kansas territory from the Chi-

cago office of the Towle Manufacturing Company,

has resigned from the latter firm to accept a re-

sponsible position with the former.

M. Wendell, head of the manufacturing house

of Wendell & Company, returned the early part of

December from a month's stay in New York. Mr.

Wendell reports an unusually heavy business for

December at both their Chicago and New York

factories.
E. M. Lunt, manager of the Chicago branch

of the Towle Manufacturing Company, accompa-

nied by 0. F. Samuelson, Robert L. Clark, Egbert

R. Lusk and C. R. Downs, all members of the com-

pany's traveling force from their western office,

left yesterday for a two-weeks' visit at the corn-

pany's factory in Newburyport, Mass.

Gossip Among the Trade

Sproehnle & Company, of the Stewart Build-

ing, have leased quarters on the eleventh floor of

the new Heyworth Building, and will move there

about May r, 1905. Their new premises are

40 E 40 feet in the room at the northeast corner of

the building, which fronts on both Wabash Avenue

and Madison Street, affording good light and a

splendid view of Lake Michigan. The new office

will be modern in every way and creditable to this

enterprising firm.
Rath & Schuette, wholesale, at 52 State Street,

have dissolved, Ben. Shuette retiring and W. H.

Rath continuing the business at the old stand.

Mr. Schuette expects to again enter the wholesale.

trade early in the new year, making watches his

specialty. He will announce his location later.

(Continued on page 51)
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Thus early in the first year of the

second half-century of the establish-

ment of our business, we extend to

our patrons and friends our New

Year's greetings and best wishes that

1905 will bring them its full measure

of health, wealth and happiness.

Juergens & Andersen Company
Diamond Importers and Makers of Fine Jewelry

Stewart Building, Chicago

January, iv )6

Chicago Letter

(Continued front page 49)

Among the most recent matriculates of the

Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology are:

Maurice L. Epstein, of Milwaukee, Wis.; H. E.

Jarrett, Elgin, Ill.; L.W. Terry, Battle Creek, Mich.;

Ethel M. Rose, Minneapolis, Minn.; A. A. Barr,

St. Louis, Mo.; Geo. U. Shipley, Sheldon, Iowa;

Jacob H. Schneller, La Crosse, Wis.; I. L. Cooper,

St. Louis, Mo.; Miss E. L. Alvord, Ogden, Utah;

Charles R. Parker, Ohio ; Samuel Johnson, Chi-

cago, Ill.; E. J. Dunn, Tennessee ; M. B. Charles,

Ohio ; Frank H. Newton, New York ; I. F. Fried-

man, Chicago ; A. D. Haase, M.D., Indiana ; L. S.

Peck, Ohio ; C. N. Rice, Oregon.

News from the Trade

News has reached the trade here that Jeweler

J. J. Johnston, of Pittsfield, Ill., is dead. Henry

Fisher, of Jefferson, Wis., another jeweler well

known in this market, is also reported dead.

E. P. Felbeck has recently succeeded to the

business of King & Company, Harvard, Ill. For

the past fifteen years Mr. Felbeck has been in

charge of the watch-repairing department at

Spaulding & Company's and is well and favorably

known in the Chicago trade as a fine workman.

Henry G. Pfordresher, Chicago and Western

agent for Geo. L. Brown & Co., is on a trip over

the Western circuit with his new spring line.

0. F. Samuelson, of the traveling force of

Towle Manufacturing Company, Chicago office,

was married to Miss Waldin, of this city, on

December 14th.
J. W. Stoneburner, who formerly carried the

chain line of the J. G. Fuller Company over the

Western circuit, has made arrangements to repre-

sent Capron & Company among the jobbing trade

in the same territory after January 1st.

A. N. Moore, practicing optician, has removed

his office from the old Inter-Ocean Building to 163

State Street, over Rowe Bros.' jewelry store.

C. W. Pixley, practicing optician, for several

months past a member of the faculty of the

Northern Illinois College, has resigned to accept

a position in the refracting department of the

L. Manasse Company.

Earl Miller opened up a handsome new combi-

nation drug and jewelry store, December 1st, at

Hartley, Iowa. Irving Knapp is in charge of the

jewelry department.
Barney Schmidt, formerly with Jeweler A. F.

Hawkins, of Blue Earth, Minn., has recently

accepted a position at Moorehead, in the same

State.
Carl Olson opened up a new store in Esther-

villet,rIowa, early in December in time for the holi-

day 
G. Blyberg, of Salem, S. Dak., made exten-

sive improvements in his store in good time for

pride.
A. 

season. Mr. Blyberg now has an

up-to-date establishment in which he takes great

A. C. Parno, of Greene, Iowa, made a hit

during the holiday season with a unique and attrac-

tive changing electrical window attraction of his

momals bOwn usis.invention.nes  Mr. Parno reports a fine Christ-

Jeweler A. Eberhardt, of Elkader, Iowa, had

a series of very attractive window displays during

the Christmas season, so travelers report who have

called on him lately. These windows were de-

signed and decorated by Mrs. Eberhardt.

KEY STOIN E 5/

J. W. Forsinger, the watch jobber, announces

that there will be no change in his traveling force

for next year, but that the following list of travelers

will represent him on the road as heretofore in their

old territories : Arthur J. Perry, Joseph H. Craw-

ford, L. R. Millar and A. J. Wingblade.

J. J. Lewis, a recent graduate of the Northern

Illinois College of this city, has accepted a position

as refractionist with Ludy & Taylor, the well-

known jewelers, of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Mr.

Lewis is from far-away New Zealand and is an ex-

perienced and successful optician.

Mrs. Clara Smith has succeeded to the business

of Frank McGuire at Jamestown, Ohio. Mrs. Smith

has sold out the old stock and installed an entirely

new stock, enlarging it by adding a line of fancy

china and cut glass. Mrs. Smith has also put in

new fixtures and otherwise improved the store.

Mr. McGuire has removed to Chicago, where Ile

expects to engage in business.
Rudolph Riser, for six years past with Borsch

& Company, retail opticians, at 103 Adams Street,

has recently resigned his position with this house

to embark in the retail optical business for himself.

He has opened an office at California and North

Avenues on the Northwest Side in this city. Mr.

Riser already reports an encouraging business.

Sumner Blackinton, the well-known chain

man, has gone with S. 0. Bigney & Company, the

widely-known chain manufacturers, and will handle

their line among the wholesale trade in western

territory.
Harry Melchor, son of Lew. Melchor, the

well-known traveling representative of F. A. Hardy

& Company, will represent the Swigart Optical

Company, at Toledo, Ohio, on the road for another

year in his old territory.

Sam. H. Clausin, of S. H. Clausin & Com-

pany, wholesale, Minneapolis, Minn., spent several

days in the Chicago market early in December

on the lookout for goods in the " scarce " lines.

Mr. Clausin thought that the holiday trade through

the Northwest would be fully Up to last December,

if not a little ahead, as all indications pointed that

way.
C. A. Mitchell, formerly of the firm of Baber

& Mitchell, Peru, Ind., spent several days in Chi-

cago early in December, accompanied by his wife.

Mr. Mitchell is on the lookout for a good location

where he can engage in the retail jewelry business.

Frederick King, manager of the Cleveland

office of the Julius King Optical Company, spent

several days in town in the early part of the month

combining business with pleasure.

W. C. Hessee, of East Saginaw, Mich., just

before the holiday season moved into a handsome

new store. He reports a fine Christmas business.

J. I. Minteer, for several years a member of

the missionary force of The Keystone Watch Case

Company, Philadelphia, has resigned to accept a

position with C. H. Knights & Company as traveler

in the Northwestern territory. Mr. Minteer is well

and favorably known by many of the jewelers in

the West and Northwest, all of whom will wish

him success in his new position.

K. R. Irwin, who has covered the far Westerii

territory for Otto Young 8z Company, has resigned

to accept a position with C. G. Alford & Company,

New York, succeeding the veteran traveler, Harry

C. McConnell in his old territory, which extends

from the Missouri River to the Pacific Coast.

Mr. McConnell retires to enter the wholesale

jewelry business for himself in New York in com-

pany with Mr. Colyer, the Middle West traveler

for C. G. Alford & Company, under the firm-name

of the McConnell-Colyer Company.

C. Piper & Son have moved form Zeeland,

Mich., to Holland in the same State, where they

have opened a handsome new, modern store in

time for the Christmas season.

George F. Williams, J. M. Hadden and Paul

W. Serwich have made arrangements to continue

to represent William A. Rogers, Ltd., from the

Chicago office in the same territories as last year.

The annual Alumni gathering of the Northern

Illinois College occurs February 20th to 23d. The

event will be an interesting occasion to everyone

connected with the practice of optics, and a large

attendance is expected.
Sproehnle & Company announce the following

traveling force for 1905, in the territories men-

tioned : P. H. Winterberg, in the larger cities,
from Buffalo west to Denver ; A. E. Madsen, in

Minnesota, the Dakotas, Wisconsin and Northern

Michigan ; J. H. Donnelly, in Illinois, Missouri,

Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma ; Sol Hess,

in the South and the far War ; C. L. Caliger, in

Eastern Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Ohio, and

H. J. Bouchards, Chicago city trade and nearby

towns.
Harry M. Aller, buyer for the L. Bauman

Jewelry Company, wholesale, St. Louis, accompa-

nied by his family, spent Christmas in Chicago, at

the home of Mrs. Aller's parents. Mr. Aller was

a pleasant caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during

his stay in town. He reports that St. Louis and

the Southwestern country have enjoyed the greatest

holiday business in their history. There was a

lively demand for almost everything in jewelry,

and the calls for goods to replace those sold by

the retailer, were so frequent and constant that the

jobbers' stocks were cleaned out of holiday lines

several days before Christmas.

Out-of-Town Visitors

J. A. B. Keith, of Vandalia, Mo., was a late

holiday buyer in this market the early part of the

month.
Roy G. Rutherford, of Mt. Vernon, Ill., was

in Chicago a day or two the early part of December
scanning the market for the latest holiday novelties.

0. C. Lamphear, of The Wilber-Lamphear

Company, of Galesburg, Ill., a familiar and always

welcome figure in this market, was here for a clay

early in December selecting goods for his home

store. Mr. Lamphear reported an excellent out-

look for a fine Christmas trade, and felt quite sure

that it would equal their holiday business of last
year if not exceeding it somewhat.

I. Ziner, of the I. Ziner Company, Washington,
Ill., was a late holiday buyer in this market recently.

L. A. Higginbothan, of R. K. Higginbothan &
Son, Delphi, Ind., spent a day in this market the

first week in December replenishing the firm's

holiday stock.
A. R. Peters, of A. R. Peters & Son, Eureka,

Kans., spent a few days in town the early part of

the month visiting a married daughter and doing

some buying for the home store. Mr. Peters was
a welcome caller at KEYSTONE headquarters while

in town. He remarked that times were good in
Kansas this fall, and that everbody was anticipating

a good Christmas trade.
Henry Birkenbusch, of Pekin, Ill., was among

the late holiday buyers in this market. Mr. Birken-
busch was anticipating a lively Christmas trade and

was buying accordingly.
The A. Fahlen Company, of Calumet, Mich.,

were represented in this market the early part of
December by Mr. Fahlen and A. A. Lind, of the

firm, who were here on a holiday-purchasing trip.

(Continued on page 53)



Our Material Department
Our Mammoth 45=Drawer Cabinet

DESCKIPTION-Solld oak handsomely polished ; 20 in. long, 12 iii. in. high, andin. ileep ; 45 drawers, each large enough to hold a box of C. ti. K. Resilient51anispri ligs ; 3 of the large drawers in the bottom row are tilled with 70 bottles of3 sizes to hold. material. The cabinet is splendidly built by cabinet-makers, st ronglydove-taile4 together and the drawers have fancy brass-trimmed knobs. }orproperly arranging ;old sy stematizing your mainsprings we include a set of gummedlabel.- with every cabi uet.

The " Ideal " Jewelers' Scale
Full nickel-plated, removable pans, weights grain up to

2 ozs. Capacity, 4 ozs. Polished hard wood base.
Price, $3.00, less 6% for cash

No. 6o. Ruby Pin Setter
With this tool ruby pins can be set without removing the roller fromstaff. Operates with a push spring (8). Nickel-plated. Hard woodhandle. Price, $1.25, less 6% for cash

,AS)
SCRIM' (fief itCtriTt

ri \ r o R It

TIMING AND POISING BALANCE

1 0' lis\ /1
BMW hFTEI?

PRICE 756

Consists Of two double-
end cutters for all sites bal-
ance screws and nickel-
plated holder. To use, tit
balance screw in cutter and
turn with Screwdriver. The
stake, with cutters removed,
is very convenient for stak-
ing on a hairspring or put-
ting it in beat. Rollers can
be staked on without danger
to ruby pin.
Price, 73C.; less erh for cash.

Bead Necklace Clasps

c4744
No. 235

Gold Filled, briglit Or roman.
Per $2.75

Q4T4
No. 257

Gold Filled, bright or roman.
Per dozen, $3.50

'

No. 256
Gold Filled, brig,lit or rottein

Per dozen, $3.00

No. 238
Gold Filled, bright or roman.

Per dozen, $3.73

C. H. Knights & Co.
Columbus Bldg., CHICAGO

Quick, Accurate and Reliable
Our Resilient Mainsprings-the best at any pric.,(‘

For all American Watches- $1.25 per doz., $15.00 per gross

-

(--"C \ a 

To induce you to try our C. IL K. Resilient Mainsprings we make the following
offers with your first order:

8 gross C. H. K. Resilent Mainsprings and our Mammoth 95-Drawer Cabinet, 845.00 ) lessI gross C. H. K. Resilient Mainsprings and our Mammoth 45-Drawer Cabinet,$17.50 651 gross C. IL K. Resilient Mainsprinss and our Regular gn drawer Cabinet-$15410 ) for cash

A limited numbr
of

105-NO
StaRing TO013

$13.50
Net Caah

105 Punches
21 Stumps, Nickel-
Plated, large size
Stake, revolving

Base and Glass Shade
Manufacturer
well known

Consult
Our New

Supply
Catalog
for complete line of

Tools and
Materials

Seamless Beads
Roman or Polished

No. SO
14 K. Gold,
per doz.,
83.23

Gold Filled,
per doz.,
65c.

(11)

No. 65
14 K. Gold,
per doz.,
$1.85

Gold Filled,
per doz.,
60c.

No. 55. Watch Cap Straightening Plier

For straightening caps which have been bent back or "sprung."
Will also tighten a loose back cap. Made of best Swedish steel,
nickel-plated. Will save its cost in two jobs.

Price, $1..25, less 67 for cash

0
No. 60

14 K. Gold,
per doz.,
$2.30

Gold Filled,
per doz.,
65c.

No. 70
14 K. Gold,
per 111M.,
$1.60

Gold Filled,
per doz.,
60c.

Chain and Cord

Inoolnialaseasi

No. 16, Gilt Chain. Per foot, 20c.
No. 0. Silk Cord. Per yard, 20c.

No. 10. tint Chain_ l'er find 20c.
No. 1, Silk Cord. Per yard; 20c.

No. 45

Dumb-Bell Socket Blank
Used for repairing Dumb-lieli I nil-
Buttons. Two size sockets.
Rolled-Plate. Per dozen, 60c.

z.-

No. No. 5

Scarf Pin Protectors
No. 1 or No. 5. Gold Plated.

Per card of 1 dozen, 75c.; less
60 for cash,
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We are pleased to report that

State of Trade the volume of business for De-

an I Prospects
be

cember, among the jobbers as

for the New Year well as the retailers, will 

very large. Sales in most cases

are running ahead of last December. Sales of

holiday goods have been enormous, and the year

1904 comes down the home stretch at a pace whi
ch

looks like a winner, despite the fact that it lagged

somewhat during the spring and early fall. Chicago

jobbers have experienced an unusually good trade

for the month of December. In most cases the

business for the present month will exceed that of

December, 1903, which was a record-breaker with

most of our houses. The approach of the end of

the year is thus made under very favorable circum-

stances. The great West and South is certainly

prosperous. One Chicago jobber said that in all

his twenty years' experience he does not remember

when orders averaged so high a grade of goods.

People everywhere want the best and are not

afraid to pay for it. This is encouraging, and it is

to be hoped that the same feeling will prevail 
all

through the coming year. The weather may be-

credited with a part of the general activity, as it

was ideal for holiday shopping right up to Chris
t-

mas. The year, while not in all parts equally

satisfactory when judged by the volume of current

business, goes out with excellent business in hand

and in anticipation. The prosperous trade 
condi-

tions which, as a rule, hold throughout Chicago's

territory, have much to do with this satisfactory

situation and outlook. The general con ditions of

trade promise at least activity for the new ye
ar,

and the Western country will surely share 
in it.

Some territory has been crippled by a loss of p
art

of its crops from one cause and another, but it
 is

seldom that we have a year of fewer bad spo
ts,

due to short crops, than 1904 is leaving behind it.

Collections are up to the average, and the ou
t-

standing accounts will generally be a little less

than those of last year.
In the very nature of things,

trade during the holiday season

in the great West, Southwest,

Northwest and in the South,

has been brisk, and in the main

profitable. In fact, the December business of the

retail dealer in these sections, as a rule, has been
 a

record-breaker. The people have money to spe
nd

and have been good spenders. The following re-

ports from retail jewelers in different States in t
he

above territories tell of the main features of 
the

season. They give some interesting informati
on

as to trade -conditions in the various States 
men-

tioned. These advices are from representative

jewelers, and their opinions were brought out 
by

inquiry not only as to the outlook in general, but

especially as to whether there is any falling off 
in

trade when compared with December, 1903. It is

gratisfying to know that these reports show that

holiday sales with the retailers have been larger

than in December a year ago. This is especially

true in the country and west of the Mississipp,Rer
.
 

From Illinois : A leading jeweler in one of

the best towns in Eastern Illinois reports : Our

business all through December has been very

satisfactory, the demand for sterling silver bei
ng

especially lnrge. Silver jewelry and fancy bric-a-

brac in art brass sold exceptionally well. Our

watch sales were about even with former years. A

Holiday Trade
Among Western
Retail Jewelers
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decided increase for the month is so far sure, and

we attribute much to our " opening " showing of

holiday goods and the effective reminder of our

exceptionally-unique souvenir.

A leading fins of Galesburg reports: Re-

garding the trade for December we can say that

we have run ahead of last year. The class of goods

sold this season has been of the more expensive

kinds-very little of the novelties were called for.

But watches, diamonds, cut glass, toilet sets,

brooches and rings were the chief sellers. The

cash sales averaged about the same as the past

two years.
From Kansas: A leading firm in Wichita

reports : Our holiday trade closed last night with

the largest business ever done by our firm. The

trade for December, 19°3, had been the greatest

done by us until this year, which exceeds that of

1903 by about 30 per cent. The weather was ideal

-clear, warm and sunny-making what we term

" jewelers' weather." Our trade has been steadily

growing into goods of the better class. We have

thought that the greatly-increased cost of diamonds

would lessen their sale, but our views have proven

unfounded by a largely-increased sale of diamond

jewelry. Solid silver flatware of the substantial

weights has been in great demand. Watches have

sold freely with us, but largely in the good quali-

ties of filled cases. Cut glass has not been called

for as much as formerly, and we have made this

good by sales in fine china. The sale of several of

the very finest hall clocks helped to add to our

totals. On the whole, our holiday trade has been

very satisfactory and handled with the least friction

of any year. In conversation with the other jewelers

of Wichita we learn that their experience has been

similar to our own.
Another jeweler from a Southern Kansas town

reports: My trade up to December 25th runs

about the same as in December, 1903. Last year

we sold lots of diamonds ; this year fewer diamonds

and fewer watches, but more of other goods, espe-

cially silverware, both sterling and plated.

From Nebraska : A leading jeweler at Hast-

ings reports : We think our business will run

from 20 to 30 per cent. more than last year. 
It

may be a little less and might be more ; cann
ot

tell exactly. I sold more watches this year than

last, also more diamonds.

A leading jeweler in the busy town of York

reports : Our Christmas business has simply been

great. The trade was smooth, nothing irregula
r,

almost everything in our stock was in demand.

Fine goods had the call. We sold three times 
as

many diamonds as at any other Christmas seaso
n;

twice as many fine watches, while cut glass a
nd

hand-decorated china sold freely. One nice featu
re

was the continued good weather during the enti
re

Christmas shopping season. Such weather mad
e

it possible for purchasers to come long distanc
es

to do their buying, and the people took adv
antage

of it. On the whole, it was the most satisfacto
ry

Christmas trade we have ever gone through wit
h.

People seemed to know what they wanted, and d
id

not quibble about price.

From Missouri: A well-known jeweler of

Joplin reports : This season's holiday trade h
as

exceeded our expectations, and is fully up to 
49oo,

our banner year. The outlook in this section is

most favorable for a good spring business. 
Our

trade was larger than usual in watches an
d dia-

monds, up to the average in jewelry and cut 
glass,

but less in decorated ch1na.

Many jewelers were too busy to go into d
e-

tails, but all reported a satisfactory business
, with

the better class of goods in unusual dem
and.

Chicago's Great

Chicago jewelers have reason

to feel proud of their exten-

Window Displays sive and artistic window dis-

plays. In no other city from

New York to Denver can be seen such large spaces

devoted to window shows. Like everything else

in Chicago our show windows are immense. They

catch the people, too. The writer has visited hun-

dreds of towns and cities, both large and small, in

a dozen different States, and in none of them has

he seen so effective and extensive jewelry windows.

Of course, there are some individual stores else-

where the equal of any in Chicago in artistic

arrangement, but the Western metropolis has the

strongest and most striking jewelry windows to be

seen anywhere.

Manufacturers'
Agents and their
Spring Lines

The usual gathering of manu-

facturers' agents, representing

the Eastern jewelry factories,

will be on directly after New

Year's. The drummers make

their headquarters at the Palmer House, this city,

where they meet the buyers from wholesale houses

located in the interior cities of the West and North-

west like Omaha, Lincoln, Cedar Rapids, Des

Moines, Keokuk, Minneapolis, St. Paul and Kan-

sas City and display their lines of new goods for

the season. A fortnight is spent looking after the

out-of-town jobbers and the Chicago wholesale

trade, when these representatives depart for other

fields. While they do not expect any great boom

in sales, most of them hope that the interior

jobbers' stocks will be run down sufficiently to

allow them to place better orders for the spring

trade than they did a year ago at this time.

Miscellaneous Trade Notes

The new sixteen-page booklet just issued by

the Elgin National Watch Company is a dainty

little volume, well printed on a good paper, and is

exceedingly commendable for its arrangement and

artistic "get up." The purpose of the booklet is

to exploit the many advantages and desirable

features of the Elgin watch to the consumer who

answers the company's general advertisements in

the magazines and newspapers. It is written in an

entertaining and instructive manner, and in a style

that would inspire close attention and thorough

perusal by the intending watch buyer. We do not

see that we can explain the purposes of the book-

let better than its last paragraphs do, so we give

them here : "In requesting us to send this " book-

let" you may have expected an illustrated cata-

logue, with prices attached or with such other

information as would enable you to effect the pur-

chase of an Elgin watch direct from this company.

We, however, only manufacture the watch move-

ment or works, and do not handle watch cases or

sell at retail. Our dealings are wholly with

jewelers. They fit our movements into gold or

silver watch cases ol all sizes and countless styles,

thus forming the complete watch. This is a great

advantage to the purchaser, as it enables the in-

tending buyer to procure our finest movement in

any priced case desired, or to select any case for

his Elgin movement which his fancy may dictate.

Before buying a watch, the main thing is to be sure

the movement was made at Elgin, which you can.

readily verify by looking for our name engraved

upon it. We refer you to any reliable jeweler, who

will show you Elgin watches in all the various

grades and styles."
Walter Ghislin, Chicago manager for the Gor.

ham Manufacturing Company ;et. ;tsterday for a

two-weeks' trip to the factory at Providence,

(Continued on page 73)
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FACT °PIES

JERSEY CITY

No. 500
Nickel, 0. F., 18 size, screw back and joint bezel.

E.T. anti P. P.

The attention of the trade is called to a newly
patented Chronograph Watch, with 1-5 second,
start, stop and fly-back attachment, operating from
the stem, very simple in construction, and as
durable and accurate as the most expen=
sive imported chronograph.

This Chronograph Watch is manufactured by
the New York Standard Watch Company, thereby
insuring to the trade a perfect and reliable time-
keeper, the accuracy of the 1-5 second, start, stop
and fly-back attachment being the special feature or
this watch.

These movements are cased in Nickel ; Sterling
Silver ; Io-year guaranteed ; 14 K., 20-year Gold
Filled, and 14 K. Solid Gold Cases, made by leading
manufacturers.

The EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICE of this
perfect timekeeper and Chronograph, in cases
FULLY GUARANTEED, brings this watch
within the reach of all classes.

All parts of the Watch and Chronograph
q1.11111111Wammiumiger? attachment are interchangeable, and can be

duplicated at once at small cost.

Full line of illustrations and price-list will be
sent on application.

No. 504
o. , 18 size, 10 year g anteed, screw backF.

undjoint bezel. Z T. and engraved.

If your jobber cannot supply these Watches,

write us and we will furnish you the names

of jobbers from whom they can be had

VICTOR NIVOIS

No. 510
o. F.. 18 size gold filled, 20-vear guaranteed, screwback and joint bezel. lIorse and jockey.

AUENT FOR

New York Standard Watch Co.'s

Chronographs
21-23 Maiden Lane NEW YORK

No. 512
0. F., 18 slze gold filled, 20-year, screw bac*and joint bezel. Horse awl sulky.
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Destroying
Old Dies

All the dies used in the mints
for the coinage of 1904 are being
shipped to the Philadelphia
Mint, where all will be destroyed

on January 2d. Tons of these dies are now in

transit from the mints at New Orleans and San

Francisco, under special guards of the express

companies having contracted for their safe de-

livery. They are packed in small kegs, specially

sealed and marked with a private stamp of the

superintendents of the mints. Should any of these

dies be lost, perfect counterfeits of coins could be

produced and give the secret service operatives the

task of their lives to detect the fraud. To destroy

the old dies, they are placed on powerful emery

wheels and ground smooth. The old method was

to heat them into a mass by placing them in a fur-

nace, after which the most powerful man of the

foundry room wielded a heavy sledge hammer,

reducing the irregular mould to small particles.

It is reported that owing to a

Scarcity of Silver shortage in the supply of silver
bullion many employees in the

adjusting department at the Mint will probably

be laid off. The supply of silver at the local insti-

tution is almost exhausted, the New Orleans Mint

has none and the mint at San Francisco but little.

It will probably require national legislation to relieve

the situation. There are more than $500,000,000 of

silver dollars in this country and it is proposed to

convert part into subsidiary silver coins. At the

local mint there are in the vaults poi,000,000 of

silver dollars.

The business of M. F. Hamilton & Son, manu-

facturing silversmiths and retail jewelers, 112 South

Thirteenth Street, was liquidated last month for the

purpose of arranging the estate of Mr. Hamilton,

its late senior member, whose death occurred some

time ago. A liquidation sale, superintended by

Frederick Ruchdeschel, was held, and the stock

disposed of at specially reduced prices. This

latter feature, with the holiday time, conduced to

brisk buying.

The De Zeng Optical Co., of this city, have

moved from 1311 Walnut Street to new quarters

at the corner of Germantown Road and Chelten

Avenue, where they have increased space and

better facilities for attending to their growing

business.
A shuffle-board tournament is in progress

under the auspices of the Philadelphia Jewelers'

Club. Five prizes are being competed for, and

the games are evoking a good deal of interest

among the members. Judging by the good scores

that are being made at this writing there will be

some notable contests before the tournament has

been concluded.

Duckett Harman, refracting optician, formerly

at 2219 Frankford Avenue, has moved to 2216 on

the same street, where he has more desirable

quarters and a more complete equipment for the

practice of his profession.
According to the formal notice issued to the

trade, the manufacturing jewelry business of the

late Joseph K. Davison, at 718 Sansoin Street, will

%vill be continued by his sons, Joseph K. Davison,

Jr., G. Alex. Davison and 13. Franklin Davison,

under the firm-name, Jos. K. Davison's Sons.

KEYSTONE

The foregoing have been connected with the

management of the business for the past fifteen

years.
Lewis Breitinger, of the Amen -

Death of can Cuckoo Clock Co., died

suddenly of apoplexy on Thurs-

day evening, December 15th,

while returning from a meeting of Herman Lodge,

F. & A. M., of which he was a member. When

stricken, he was carried to his home, 449 N.

Marshall Street, where he died in the arms of

his son, Louis Breitinger. Having always enjoyed

good physical health, his sudden taking-off was

a great shock to his family and friends. Mr.

Breitinger was born in Wurtemburg, Germany,

sixty-three years ago and there learned the

watch and clockmaking trade. Thirty-nine years

ago he came to America and obtained a position

as watch and clockmaker with Russell & Co.,

Sixth and Market Streets. He remained with this

firm until twenty-five years ago when he went into

partnership with Gustav Kunz, who was a watch-

maker with I. A. Scherr & Co., and they jointly

Lewis Breitinger

Lewis Breitinger

established the firm of Breitinger & Kunz, at 37

North Ninth Street, of which Mr. Breitinger was the

head at the time of his demise, Mr. Kunz having

died some five years previously. The American

Cuckoo Clock Co. was established by this firm at

Fifth and Fairmount Avenue in 1894, and this enter-

prise, whose object as its name indicates, is the

manufacture of cuckoo clocks, has made remark-

able progress in the interim. Mr. Breitinger was a

man of superior personality, cultivated taste and

pleasing social qualities. He united a thorough

practical knowledge of watch and clockmaking in

all its phases to the musical talent characteristic of

his countrymen and an intelligent appreciation of

good literature. In his youth he composed and

published some poems of merit. He was Interred

at Glenwood Cemetery, and the funeral services

were attended by members of Herman Lodge,

No. 125, F. & A. 1\1., Philadelphia Turngemein
de,

the German Society, and directors of the F
air-

mount Building and Loan Association. Much

sympathy is felt for the widow, three daughters

and two sons by whom he is survived. Their

bereavement is especially touching in that the

deceased was a very personification of the domes-

tic virtues and the idol of his family.
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In the Days of the First Nuggets

Just a few miles outside of the limits of the

capital city of California, says Day Allen Willey,

in the Four Track News, are two spots among the

most noted in the history of the United States. In

connection with the discovery of gold in the mill-

race, near Sacramento, will always be remembered

the man to whom the revelation of this source of

wealth meant ruin. To Sutter, the German adven-

turer in the new world, the State of California

possibly owes its independence to-day, and the

fact that it is now a part of the United States

instead of being a portion of the Mexican Republic.

In the career of Sutter was indeed exhibited the

irony of fate, for, while the wealth which has since

been taken from the little empire which he founded,

in and about the site of Sacramento, has enriched

thousands, his last days were spent in comparative

poverty, as the pension, finally allowed him by the

commonwealth of which he was one of the founders,

was principally spent in vain effort to secure the

land which had been taken from him by the gold-

seekers.
Ten years before the discovery of the precious

metal he was cast ashore on the Pacific Coast, and,

wandering into the interior, was the first white

man to settle where the capital is now located, but

the rude fort which he constructed was situated

nearly forty miles from the present city. Every

reader of history is familiar with Sutter's Fort, as

it was called. During the early forties it was the

goal of the few travelers who struggled across the

prairies west of the Mississippi River, and the life

of many a white man was saved through the pro-

tection afforded by its builder. The fort was a

very simple structure, being little more than a

dwelling framed of heavy timbers, but pierced with

loop-holes for rifles. After it was completed the

few windows it contained were protected with

wooden bars, and for a time it was surrounded by

a stockade. The principal armament of the fort

consisted of two or three field pieces of about

6-pounder caliber, the first brought into that sec-

tion of the West.
As a rallying point for the settlers in the

vicinity during the famous " Bear Flag Campaign,"

the fort played a most important part in Califor-

nia's struggle for independence. During those

stirring times the military training which Sutter

had received in Germany caused him to be chosen

as one of the leaders, and dubbed with the title of

"general," which clung to him long after he had

been despoiled of his lands and sunk into obscurity.

The residents in the vicinity of the old mill-

race, which, by the way, is still in existence on the

Sutter tract, tell the visitor two stories about the

discovery of gold. One is that James Wilson

Marshall, who first brought the nuggets to Sacra-

mento, where their true value was ascertained,

picked them out of the bed of the race. In addi-

tion to Marshall, however, General Sutter em-

ployed a number of Mormons as laborers in his

mills and fields. The other story is that two of

the Mormons made the discovery before Marshall,

and that the latter accidentally found a pile of the

precious metal which they had secreted, waiting to

obtain an opportunity to send it to the nearest

settlement and sell it. Whether either tale is real

or imaginary, there is no doubt of the fact 
that

there the riches which still exist in such abundance

in the hillsides of the Pacific Coast first bec
ame

known.

"The Keystone is a splendid trade journal;

one that every jeweler can be proud of F..

Dudley, Jeweler, Boothbay Harbor, Maine.
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INTEREST

J. Engel & Co., Builders' Exchange, Baltimore,
Md., have issued a pretty New Year calendar con-
sisting of a handsome floral design in natural colors
on white cardboard of embellished surface. The
calendar proper is beneath and the whole effect
very pleasing.

Stanley Bros. is the name of a new firm of
manufacturing and wholesale jewelers, that has
been opened at 14 Temperance Street, Toronto,
Canada. Both members of this concern were
travelers for P. W. Ellis & Co., Toronto, and enjoy
an extensive acquaintanceship with the trade.

Among the graduates of Stone's School of
Watchmaking, St. Paul, Minn., who have obtained
positions in the trade are Lyman T. Smith, who
has joined the force of J. M. Radabaugh, of Has-
tings, Minn., and E. H. Prey, who has entered the
services of 0. M. Varnson, of Valley City, N. Dak.

C. W. Ernsting, manufacturing jeweler and
dealer in precious stones, 915 Fifth Street, San
Diego, Cal., recently issued an interesting four-
page folder containing a brief description of kun-
zite, the new gem found in San Diego County. A
supplemental feature is a list of the semi-precious
stones found in California.

Henry S Colyer, one of the best-known travel-
ing men out of New York City, will hereafter look
after the interests of W. T. Thompson, Jobber of
watches, 13 Maiden Lane, New York. Mr. Colyer
will cover his old territory, Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Ohio and parts of Indiana. He will
start out with the new line the latter part of this
month.

Shuttles Bros. & Lewis have issued a very
handsome lithographed calendar, the pervading
color of which is rich crimson. A life size repre-
sentation of a premiere dansuese, characteristically
attired, constitutes the pictorial feature. The ap-
pt arance of this calendar is so striking as to insure
that it will be preserved for its beauty no less than
for its use.

Phil. Harris, the enterprising jeweler, of Albany,
Ga., was an extensive advertiser during the recent
busy season. One of his announcements, entitled
"A Last Call to Xmas Shoppers," occupied three
entire columns in the Albany Daily Herald, and
his newspaper publicity was supplemented by an
eight-page booklet containing comprehensive lists
of gifts suitable for various individuals.

The S. T. Little Jewelry Co. recently became
established in its new building, 95 Baltimore Street,
Cumberland, Md., and signalized the event by hold-
ing a formal opening. This concern was founded
forty-three years ago on a very modest scale, by
Lieutenant Samuel T. Little, and its development
since has been continuous. The building in which
Lieutenant Little started was a one and a half story
log structure, and his capital which was borrowed
money, amounted to $1.75. In 1866 the building
occupied by the Littles for thirty-eight years was
erected on the site of the old log structure. In
1879, S. T. Little took his sons into the business as
partners under the firm-name of S. T. Little &
Sons. J. T. Little subsequently withdrew and is
now a physician in Pittsburg. Upon the distribu-
tion of the S. T. Little estate, in 1902, the property
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in which the business had been conducted since
1866 was sold to S. Isenberg, of Lonaconing, and
the present stock company, known as the S. T.
Little Jewelry Company, was formed. The Price
Building, on the south side of Baltimore Street,
near the German Savings Bank, was purchased,
torn down and in August of last year work begun
on the new building.

The Knoblock - Heideman Mfg. Co. have
announced that they have taken over and shall
carry on under that title the business hitherto con-
ducted by the Miller-Knoblock Electric Mfg. Co.,
South Bend, Ind. With increased capital and
facilities the new proprietors expect to enlarge
their already satisfactory business. They make
the " Quick Action " igniting apparatus, electrical
specialties, etc.

F. M. French, the enterprising jeweler, of
Albany, Ore., issued a very interesting eight-page
journal during the pre-Christmas shopping period,
entitled The Albany Holiday Messenger. This
little publication was abundantly and aptly illus-
trated, and to children must have been a genuine
delight. Jeweler French's store and stock were
pertinently exploited and jokes and interesting
anecdotal paragraphs were plentifully interspersed
throughout.

H. C. McConnell and Whitson Colyer, former
traveling representatives of C. G. Alford & Co.,
have formed a co-partnership and will conduct a
wholesale jewelry business at 200 Broadway, New
York City, under the firm-name of the McConnell-
Colyer Company. Both men have a wide acquaint-
ance in the trade and thoroughly understand all
branches of the business. It is likely that each
will continue to do some traveling in their own
interest, so that their friends will still see something
of them.

W. A. Cook, of Fontneau & Cook Co., Attle-
boro, Mass., received a pleasant surprise on De-
cember 24th. He was called into the shop on some
pretense and was soon surrounded by the roo em-
ployees of the firm. G. E. Boyden, on their behalf
and in a fitting speech, presented Mr. Cook a hand-
some couch and picture, as a testimonial of the good;
fellowship that exists in this shop between em-
ployers and employees. Mr. Cook, although taken
completely by surprise, responded appropriately.
He trusted, he said, that the goodfellowship that
now exists may continue for all time. This is the
first time in six years that Mr. Cook has been at
home at Christmas.

Charles C. Eckel, who traveled in the South
and Southwest in the interest of Wm. A. Rogers,
Limited, 12 Warren Street, New York, will in
future be the eastern representative of that con-
cern, visiting only the following principal towns :
Philadelphia and Pittsburg, Pa.; Baltimore, Md.;
Washington, D. C.; Boston, Mass.; Providence,
R. I.; Montreal and Toronto, Can.; Detroit, Mich.;
Cleveland, Toledo, Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio;
Indianapolis, Ind.; Louisville, Ky.; Buffalo, Ro-
chester and Syracuse, N. Y. Mr. Eckel formerly
covered the entire country in the interest of
Edmond E. Robert, watch importer, New York.
Harry A. Knoefel, for many years sales manager
of the John Church Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, and
who is well known in the music trade, will make
the southern territory hitherto covered by Mr.
Eckel.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good
long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley
lathes for moderate money are the result of his
painstaking efforts. —Adv.
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A Worthy Publication
The Youths' Companion has signalized the

new year by the announcement of a wonderful
abundance of high-class intellectual pabulum for
its vast circle of readers during the ensuing twelve
months. It is no exaggreation to say that this well-
known weekly is one of the cherished institutions
of the country. For light literature of the clean,
healthy, inspiring kind such as is welcome in the
home there is probably no other periodical which
is so highly regarded by the people. Its prestige
and resources enable it to secure contributions
from all the leading writers—novelists, statesmen,
sceintists, historians, etc., and its roll of contri-
butors comprises all the great names in the world
of literature. The editorial management has set
a very exacting standard for the writers who con-
tribute to its columns, the moral consideration
being quite as important as the intellectual one.
Fine critical discrimination is exercised in compil-
ing the journal, which reflects human feeling in all
its moods, grave and gay, always in a way that
appeals to our better nature. An unusually pre-
tentious programme has been arranged for the
present year, and few indeed can afford to miss the
varied intellectual feast prepared for them. The
Youths' Companion is published weekly in Boston,
Mass., and the subscription price is $1.75 per year.

" A Course in the Principles of Design"
Those of our readers who have artistic aspira-

tions or are gifted with a predelection for sketching
or picture making will find an invaluable aid in a
new book entitled " A Course in the Principles of
Design, " by Batchelder, and published fly The
Inland Printer, Chicago. While it is true that the
artist is like the poet, born and not made, much
can be done for him in the way of instruction and
direction of studies, and we know of no book that
will save for the art student so much time and gray
matter as this eminently practical treatise by Mr.
Bachelder. It is a series of illustrated lessons,
rich in reason and sound instruction, and many of
the s'uggestions are as original as they are excellent.
Even the accomplished art student, no less than
the beginner, will find many hints in this volume
that will benefit hint in artistic conception and
execution. The book, as might be expected from
the publisher, The Inland Printer, is handsomely
presented and the price is $2.50.

Aluminum and Oxygen
"Aluminum is in many ways a wonderful sub-

stance, albeit in the natural world most of it is
oxidized and turned to clay," says the Electrical
World and Engineer. " Its avidity for oxygen is
one of its most salient characteristics. It is said
that we never see the metal, directly, in air, but
always, and only, through a veil of superficial
oxide, which forms on its free surface with marvel-
ous rapidity. It is stated that if a fresh surface of
aluminum be prepared by scraping with a knife,
the oxygen of the air runs in as fast as the scale is
peeled off, and keeps close behind the knife-blade.
If It were not for this superficial scale of oxide,
which acts as a barrier to further action, the metal
would burn up, or deflagrate, in air. The large
amount of beat developed by thermit, a mixture
of powdered aluminum with oxygen-giving sub-
stances, bears witness to the activity of the oxidiz-
ing process when completed."

"Eternal hustle, coupled with honesty and integrity,
is the just price of success."-s. O. B.

We expect a splendid trade for the Spring, as the jobbers are already placing large orders.
Our new line is a winner. Those who have seen it call it a daisy. Send for one of our beauti-
fully embossed signs, 19" x 23". Will express it free of charge. Also ask for our velvet show-
case mats.

S. 0. Bigney & Co.
New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane Factory, Attleboro, Mass.



Our New Showrooms
are Directly Opposite U. S. Post Office
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HE STERNA U SHOWROOMS have been
moved opposite New York Post Office, where
Broadway and Park Place make a corner. 11 An

attractive and complete line of Coffee Machines, Chafing
Dishes, Bath-Room Fixtures and Fancy Articles in MetalWare will always be displayed there.

S. STERNAU & CO Showrooms, Broadway, cor. Park Place, New York., Factory and Office, 195 Plymouth Street, BrooklynALL COMMUNICATIONS AND PACKAGES SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO OUR BROOKLYN OFFICE AND FACTORY
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The World's Supply
of Ivory

How Ivory is Secreted—Where the Elephant Lives—
Different Qualities of Ivory—The Ivory Markets

H Mow Ivory iry is derived from the secre-
is Secreted

os matter called dentine,
tion and solidification of gelati
nu 

-

which is. contained ill the hollow part (pulp cavity)
of the tusk. This matter is conveyed through
minute veins extending radially to the surface of
the tusk, where it hardens in concentric layers.
The surface of the ivory is covered with a crust,
about three millimeters thick, which is removed
before the ivory .is turned into any industrial
product.

All intimate relation exists between the age of
the elephant and the rapidity of ivory growth.
The young elephant secretes a much larger quan-
tity of dentine than an old elephant. Its tusks are
hol oa ahintt) TeiriiointThiso‘iirtorpai

p  cavity gradually de-
creases in size with advancing age. About three-
fourths or four-fifths of each tusk of old animals is
solid ivory.

Another
way

to tell whether the tusk conies
from a young or an old animal is to examine the
hollow part of it. If the hollow is of the same
diameter where the tusk emeges from the head as
at the farther end of the hollow, the tusk is that of
an adult animal.

Some writers have referred to the large num-
ber of small tusks in the market as proof that
elephants are killed for their ivory before the tusks
Ill iture. The fact is that more than two-thirds of
the ivory sold is that of adult animals.

It is from the older tusks of
Ivory for solid, or nearly solid, ivory that
Billiard Balls billiard balls are made. Most

of the elephants are killed by
the natives, and ivory hunting with them is a sec-
ondary consideration. Their chief reasons for kill-
ing the elephant are that he destroys their planta-
tions and that his flesh is regarded as an excellent
food resource.

Elephants have not been so recklessly des-
troyed in Africa as ill India, where the wild elephant
is now almost unknown. It will be remembered
that in India, on account of their destruction of
crops, wild elephants were for a time poisoned in
large numbers.

Many tribes which organize great elephant
hunts in the Mobangi region of the Congo impair
the value of the ivory by driving a herd into an
enclosed space and then setting fire to the tall
grass, so that the animals are nearly burned to
death before they are finally killed with spears.
The tusks are thus more or less calcined and their
value is greatly reduced.

The elephant is found in all the well-watered
and fertile parts of equatorial Africa. The finest
and most transparent ivory is obtained from the
humid and low-lying regions.

In the higher and colder districts the ivory is
coarser in texture. Along the frontiers of the
animal's habitat, his ivory becomes very hard and
brittleigea;maba.as example, the ivory coming from
Senegambia.

About one-fifth of the tusks
Diseases of coming from Central Africa are
Ivory affected by some strange dis-

ease, the results of which are
seen in little masses or threads of a substance that
differs from ivory in structure and composition.
They are harder than ivory, darker in color and
evidently originate in some interference with the
secretion of the dentine. The Germans call this
disease " ivory small-pox."

The tusks that come into commerce greatly
vary in weight, with about two pounds as a mini-
mum. The maximum weight is not definitely
fixed. One pair of tusks from the same animal
that recently came to Europe weighed a little over
316 pounds, or about 158 pounds to the tusk.

Tusks are occasionally found of even greater
weight. One enormous tusk, for example, weigh-
ing ao6 pounds, was sold a few years ago to the
late King of Bavaria to serve as the principal piece
in a chandelier.

The most remarkable pair of tusks that has
yet been obtained in Africa were purchased at Zan-
zibar two and a half years ago, for the large price
of lits000. They were taken from an elephant that
was killed near Mount Kilimanjaro, German East
Africa, by an Arab, after he had chased the animal
many weeks.

His attention was attracted to this particular
elephant by its enormous size, but much time and
patience were expended before he got near enough
to put in a killing shot. The tusks weighed 459
pounds, one weighing about twenty pounds more
than the other. One tusk was very slightly longer
than the other and measured to. 16 feet.

One of the classifications of ivory
Classification is based upon the weight of the
of Ivory tusks. A heavy tusk weighs

twenty-five kilograms or more ;
medium tusks from eighteen to twenty-five kilo-
grams. The smaller tusks are adapted for bangles,
bracelets, billiard balls, and other such purposes.
About 30 per cent. of the stock imported into
Antwerp is heavy tusks, and about 17 per cent.
medium tusks, the smaller tusks making up more
than half of the total.

The form of the tusks also varies greatly.
The longest tusk yet obtained measured Jo. i6 feet.
As regards their form, tusks occasionally come
into the market that are absolutely straight, but
they are very rare.

Sometimes a tusk is found which has curled
around, forming ilniost a perfect circle. Such
pieces are defective, and their unusual form is
apparently due to some disease in the ivory. They
are usually without any hollow interior, and if they
continue to grow, must necessarily penetrate into
the flesh of the head.

Frequently, an elephant's tusks are not of the
same length or weight. This is due to the ten-
dency of most of these pachyderms to give prefer-
ence to one or the other tusk in defending himself,
in digging Up the soil or in any other use of his
tusks.

The particular tusk that is used more than the
other is likely to be a little longer and heavier.
Thus, as among human beings, there are right-
handed and left-handed men, so there are many
elephants that give the larger part of work and
exercise to the right or the left tusk.

1The tusks of the domestic elephants are likely
to be longer, more slender, sharper and also more
curved than those of the wild animals. There also
exists a species of elephant that has no tusks.
They have been found in the delta of the Rusisi
River and in certain parts of the Mobangi River
basin.

The fact is not generally known that there ex-
ists Iii the tropical forests a race of dwarf elephants
which are exactly like others, except in stature and
weight. Thus elephants as well as antelopes and
human beings have their pygmies.

The three great ivory markets
Great Markets of the world are Antwerp, Lon-
for Ivory don and Liverpool. For the

past six or seven years Antwerp
has forged ahead of London, for it controls most
of the great new field of the Congo. Since 1895
its ivory receipts have invariably exceeded those
of London, excepting in 1898. The receipts La.st

(59)

year were 323 tons for Antwerp, 208 for London
and 40 for Liverpool, a total of 571 tons.

The total receipts of these markets from 1894
to 1902 ranged between 524 and 620 tons a year.
The receipts of London are slowly declining,
while those of Antwerp are rapidly increasing,
though it is probable that the height of its trade
will be reached before many years. Liverpool cuts
a small figure in comparison with its rivals, its
receipts having varied in the past nine years from
thirty-two to sixty tons a year.

The ivory reaching the British market comes
from Zanzibar, Bombay, the largest sources of its
supply ; Egypt, West Africa and Abyssinia, a very
small amount also coming from Benguela and tbe
Cape. About one-third of the London ivory comes
from the West Coast of Africa and Abyssinia and
the supply is decreasing.

The West African ivory has been chiefly ob-
tained from Senegambia, Liberia, the Guinea
Coast and the Niger, which have been extensively
worked for many years. The supply is failing,
though it is now being reinforced by ivory from the
H interland.

The receipts from Abyssinia reached their
maximum in 1900. The important quantities ex-
ported from that country in recent years have been
due to the organization of large hunts with the best
weapons. Hunting the elephant in King Menelik's
domain has thus been abnormally stimulated of
late years, but the supply is now ducreasing.

About 43 per cent. of the ivory
Large Supplies sent to London collies from the
from India east coast of India, its quantity

has been nearly uniform, but
the present prospects are that it will slowly de-
crease. The ivory from Egypt will probably in-
crease in quantity for a few years, owing to the
reopening of the Egyptian Soudan.

The Antwerp market came into existence only
in 1893, and it has had very rapid development, its
great specialty being ivory from the Congo Free
State. The two great classifications of Antwerp
ivory are hard and soft ivory. About seven-eighths
of the total supply is hard ivory, which means
ivory that has been accumulating in the country for
many years, much of it having been collected by
the natives before they had any idea of its value.

In 1892, only 18 tons of soft ivory came from the
Congo State, though 124 tons of hard ivory were
shipped. The soft ivory is the fresh tusks obtained
from newly-killed animals.

The French Congo includes a very large
elephant domain, and the French began in 1900 to
export ivory from it. The shipments ill 1901 t'ere
32 tons, and they bid fair during the present year
to be 5o or 60 tons. The French Congo will be the
outlet for a great deal of ivory in the next few years.

It is not expected that the Congo State can
much longer keel) up its enormous shipment of
ivory. The maximum to all appearances will be
seached within the next four or five years. Then
there will probably come a period of about uniform
shipments for a number of years, which will be
followed by an era of rapid decline. The day is
soon approaching- when the reserve stock of ivory
accumulated by the natives will be exhausted.

When that source of supply is at an end the
ivory industry will decline until railroads open up
the far interior of the country in regions not now
accessible by steamboats. Then there will be new
fields to exploit, for the elephant still lives in
numerous herds in some parts of Central Africa.



You now stand on the threshold of a New Year,
and it is a fitting time to formulate your policy as to

the lines you will handle in the year ahead.
We submit the proposition that you will best serve your

own interests by making the KEYSTONE line of Watch Cases
your sfiecialty in that line; carrying in stock at all times a

representation of all the grades made by this Company, from Solid
Gold to Silveroid : and giving these goods strong preference in
your recommendations to customers.

The reason for this policy is two-fold : First, the Keystone
trade-mark is put in every kind of Watch Case that is needful
to make the jeweler's stock complete—it is not a line that stops
at Solid Gold, or stop at Filled, Silver and Nickel ; con-

sequently, when you advertise or recommend the name and
trade-mark, you advertise your comiNete provision of

Watch Cases. Second, you take no chances against
your future repute in your community in always

selling the best Watch Cases.

Consider: This Company is entering on the fifty-

seCond year of continuous manufacture of one of its

products, the JAS. BOSS case. With each succeeding year

the name " Boss," and the trade-mark which is common to

all Keystone products, increases in value ; and with each

increase in its value there is necessity on our part for increased

determination to safeguard the constantly-expanding reputation of

this name and this mark. Therein lies the protection of all who

sell our goods. It is'nt a matter of sentiment with us to make the

best Watch Cases : it is simply a matter of business necessity we

must insure the security of our large capital. We make the best

because we must.
So with you : If you would make sure your future pros-

perity you will sell the best Watch Cases—because it fiays

to sell only the best. Think it over.

We are sure that you would do well to sell the

Keystone line of Watch Cases exclusively, in 1905.



The
Coming rear is to be
a year of plenty—every
business weather-vane
points to this: Crop re-
ports figure profit for the
farmer ; the mining and
metal-working industries
have more orders than
they can fill; factories are
busy throughout the land,
and commerce is increas-
ing beyond all previous
records ; the birth rate is
high; the death rate is low.

Welcome,
New rear!

'

Va
  The

Horn of Plenty
is overflowing with splen-
did watches for 1905—for

boys and girls, mechanic,

farmer, electrician, profes-

sional man, society girl,

student, athlete—watches

for everybody. Plain,

fancy, large, small, nickel,

gun metal, royal cop-

per, sterling silver,

gold and gold filled,

enameled — every

metal — every style.

New England Witch
Company
Waterbury

Conn.
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Ellecan-ficfrb, in the jeweloy Tirade

ROM an article on this subject in Me Electrical Age we

quote the following paragraphs. The writer speaks

jJ first of the electric clock, which, although slow in

corning, has now been so perfected in construction that it will, he

thinks, in the near future banish to a large extent the old weights

;Ind springs for moving the mechanism. He goes on to say :

" The simplicity of the electric clock immediately

Electric Clocks recommends itself to all, and jewelers and clock

manufacturers anticipate better results from this

kind of timepiece than from any of the old-fashioned ones. By

',wails of an electro-magnet and a pivoted armature to which a

p. twl is attached that moves in the ratchet wheel, the ordinary

springs and wheels are dispensed with. With the swing of the

pendulum, the circuit of the electro-magnet and a battery is

opened and closed. One good dry-cell battery will operate

the clock for months, and when the current is exhausted the

cost of renewing is merely nominal. The electric clock thus

does away with intricate machinery and the trouble of winding it

every few days. The construction is so simple that any one familiar

with the element of electricity can repair it. As the repairs of

clocks and watches constitute a good part of the trade of the retail

jewelers, the electric clock is not apt to prove so popular among

them .as the weight and spring clock.

" The ease with which any number of these electric clocks may

be operated in synchronism is an advantage of no small moment.

In factories, mills and large manufacturing plants, where it is

essential to have the exact time in all the rooms, the electric clock

will prove of peculiar value. By removing the pendulums from all

but one clock, with the others connected in circuit, the exact time

can be kept with all the clocks in the plant. Furthermore, the

regulation of timepieces by electric power from some central station

is thus greatly simplified. With a wire running to the, main clock

of the plant, an exact regulation of all in the series could be

instantly obtained.

" Electric clocks for watchmen have also been devised,

that it is impossible for the operator to change the reg-

ister or in any way make the clock

show the wrong time when touched.

The electric apparatus is carefully

locked inside of the case, and when

the watchman puts his key in to reg-

:; ister the time of his patrol it is irnpos-

sible for him to manipulate the works in

any way to suit his plans."

But this is not the only way in

which electricity is used in the jewelry

trade. Electric motors are employed

for grinding, drilling, and cutting stones

and precious metals in many shops.

Drills and grinding machines formerly

operated by hand or foot power are

now worked by making connection with

the nearest electric-light outlet. These

are small affairs, but speed is essential,

and electricity has made the work

easier. To quote further :

" Most of the diamond cutting was

formerly done in Europe, and nearly all

the stones shipped to this country were

either set in jewelry or cut for imme-

diate use. A great many are to-day

me:

sent here for cutting and polishing, and a

considerable trade has grown up in New

York in this line. All the work abroad

is done by hand, and it was not supposed

for years that machinery could be adapted

to this labor ; but electricity has to some

extent solved the problem. The ope-

rator has his small cutting instruments

revolving before him. By a touch of a

button he can reduce or increase the

speed, adapting it entirely to the needs

of his work. Diamond cutting and

polishing is thus done in half the time

required when only hand or foot power

were used.
" The drilling of holes in precious

metals frequently requires a good deal of

careful and steady work, and jewelers

are now simplifying this by using small

electrically-driven drills. Likewise in

1,( dishing precious stones, the small

hand-lathe has been superseded by the

electrically-operated machine.

" The manufacture of paste diamonds, or imitation diamonds,

and other artificial precious stones occupies a good deal of the

attention of the jewelry trade. Millions of these imitation stones

are used in this country. Their extensive use has developed a line

of manufacture that is distinctly new and original. The stones

retail for a few dollars apiece, and consequently their manufacture

must be on a large scale. A jeweler's shop where they are cut and

ground is generally equipped with electrically-driven grinders,

cutters and drills, so that the work of preparing them for market

can be conducted on a large scale. The quartz diamonds are very

hard and demand a very hard cutting point. The quartz is also

brittle and easily fractured unless skill and power rightly handled

are employed. The electric cutting and drilling machines are con-

sidered the best in existence, and it is only through their extensive

use that Americans have excelled all others in the variety and

quantity of artificial stones.

" Rock crystal is the purest form of quartz, and this is

employed extensively in the manufacture of artificial diamonds.

As this is difficult to cut and polish, electric machines have been

found indispensable by the lapidary."

aidnalIling Around the Worild

The beat Of the " master-clock " in the observatory at Wash-

ington \'as heard around the world some weeks ago. Special time

signals were flashed across continents and under seas in honor of

the eighth session of the International Geographic Society, which

opened in the national capital. Chicago was included in the circuit,

and the beat of the clock which regulates the standard time
 for

every point in the United States was ticked off in a jagged blue

ink line upon the immaculate sheet of paper which Lieut. W. 
J.

Wilson had placed upon the cylinder of the chronograph in the

United States hydrographic office in honor of the occasion. The

signal, which was started from Washington at 11.55 P. Nt., was

received in Chicago at 10.55.21 and lasted until i t P. M. 'the

following points were included in the magical circle which

listened to Washington's clock beat : Cape Canso, Nova Scotia ;

the Azores, Lisbon, Gibraita, Malta, Alexandria, Port Said, Su
ez,

Aden, liwnbay, Madras, Penang, Singapore, Saigon, Hongkong,

Manila, Guam, Honolulu and San Francisco.
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Good The business for the year has
been very satisfactory, all things
considered, and the fact that the

holiday sales were so much heavier than had been

expected by the trade in general was the most

gratifying feature of the old year. During the last

half of December all manufacturers and jobbers

experienced a rush which was greater than ever

before experienced during the same period of time.

The class of orders was of a better character, also,

than in past years, and manufacturers were, in

many cases, obliged to work night time and on

Sunday. in order to get out the deliveries. Jewelers

in general look for a prosperous new year.

C. E. Smith, formerly with the Searls Jewelry

Company, Petoskey, Mich., recently went with the

firm of A. Zollner & Co., of Portsmouth,Ohio.

Miss Ada Deters, who has been connected

with the firm of E. & J. Swigart for the past six

years, recently severed her connection with the

house to enter a Cleveland convent as a novice.

She surrendered her temporal pleasures in order

to take up spiritual work under the veil.
Frank Herschede recently returned from a

short visit to the World's Fair, where he went to

look after the removal of the Herschede hall clock

exhibits from the fair grounds and to superintend

the closing of other business deals.
Exceptions to the discharge of Joseph Cantor,

of the firm of Lehr, Cantor & Co., were filed in the

United States Court early in December by a number

of the creditors of the firm. These exceptions will

come up for a hearing in the Federal Court the

first Monday in January. A number of creditors'

meetings have been held during the month for the

purpose of proving claims and hearing the report

of the trustee.
Joseph Reinstatler, who openecka nice store at

Clark and Baymiller Streets the first of December,

and who was doing a good holiday business, was

the victim of a window smasher after he had been

in business less than a week. On the night of

December 5th a stone was thrown through one of

the large plate-glass windows in front of his store

and about fifty dollars' worth of silverware was

carried away by the thief. The police have been

unable to find any clew to the indentity of the crook.

Thomas Lovell, the jeweler, at 428 Race Street,

after having recovered from a previous serious
has had another attack and was confined to

home.his 
 

Max Greenwald has opened a new store at 33
Arcade, having removed from his old stand on
Walnut Hills.

Albert Brothers report a very heavy holiday
trade, ending in a rush of orders just before
Christmas. Considerable extra help was needed
to business with the firm's customaryi 

The Gustave Fox Company a short time ago
completed two sterling silver gold-plated halos
composed of twelve stars, each star holding a
diamond. The work is valued at more than $500,
and was ordered by a foreign customer.

The trip of William Murray, with the firm of
Hornback & Co., was abruptly delayed some
weeks ago by his becoming very ill at Woodsfield,
Ohio. The flim subsequently decided to discon-
tinue it, as his illness lasted some time,

Holiday Business
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M. I. Schmuck, for a number of years a well-
known jeweler, at Celina, Ohio, died the last of
November after a brief illness. His wife has
decided that she will continue the business.

B. M. Davidson and wife, of Waverley, Ohio,
were recent purchasers in this city.

The ground for the elegant new home of the
Sterling Glass Company, on the site of the old
Highland House, on Mt. Adams, was broken some
weeks ago, and work upon the structure will be

pushed as fast as the weather will permit. The

firm expects to get into the place some time during
March.

S. R. Ousley, and wife, of Leesburg, Ohio,
were among the recent visitors.

It has again been authoritatively announced
that the general offices of the new and enlarged

C.H. & D. railroad system will not be removed from
Cincinnati, although statements have emanated
from Chicago from time to time that the head-
quarters would eventually be removed to that city.

It is also said that the Hollins syndicate of financiers
who arranged to take all of the old common and

preferred stock of the C. H. & D., have agreed
upon a plan of replacing the retired stocks with a

non-voting five per cent. preferred stock, the con-
trol resting with the common stock, which will be

retained by the Pere-Marquette C. H. & D. syndicate.

Albert P. Honer, of 410 Central Avenue, and

Miss Mary E. Morris, of Avondale, were united in

marriage the early part of December. The groom's

gift to his bride was a pretty new residence in

Hyde Park, where the newly-married couple are

making their home.
J. M. Wilson, a jeweler from Washington,

D. C., honored the trade with a visit of several

days, early in the month, while on his way West.

He placed several orders with the jobbers.
V. J. Miller, manager of the Arcade Jewelry

Store at Blanchester, Ohio, was here in the interest

of his firm and carried back with him a pretty line

of expensive Christmas novelties and jewelry.

Carl Beck, a young man who has been con-

nected with the jobbing firm of E. & J. Swigart

several years, early in December opened a jewelry

and optical goods store at Lockland, Ohio. The

young man has the best wishes of many associates

and friends.
The Cincinnati police were notified a short

time ago of the arrest at Dallas, Texas, of the

notorious Fritzie D. Lein, best known to the police

of this section as " Dayton Sammy's " pal. The

gang which the latter organized committed some

very daring robberies, among which was the theft

of $2o,000 from a former salesman for the Duhme

Jewelry Company. The plunder was afterwards

returned to the firm when the principals of the

robbery were apprehended. When taken in cus-

tody Lein registered as F. H. Hull, but by means

of the Bertillon system of criminal identification he

was recognized, and a charge to cover the offense

was placed against him. He is also said to have

gotten in trouble with the Dallas police, because of

the disappearance of a diamond.

H. 0. White, of Maysville, and J. S. Turner,

of Acworth, Ga., represented the Cracker State

among the Southern buyers in this city during the

holidays.
Noterman & Co. report a heavy holiday busi-

ness in high-class diamonds, the demand for which

was steady and profitable to the firm.

R. H. Dilley, the jeweler, of Cambridge, Ohio,

was in the city during holiday week, placing a lot

of special orders for his customers.

Window smashers have been getting busy

during the month, evidently taking advantage of
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the fact that the holidays had encouraged the

jewelers to exhibit wares in their show windows

which they would not have done under ordinary

circumstances. Emil Krone's store at 1022 Central

Avenue, was visited the middle of the month. A

large window was broken with rocks and two gold

and four silver watches were carried away. The

men who committed the robbery are supposed to

be the same gang that has been heard of in various

parts of the city.
Information was received here that George W.

Carrier had removed his jewelry store from Ridge-

ville, Ind., to Dunkirk.
P. H. Linnehan, of Birmingham, Ala., was in

the city the middle of the month and reports that
business is flourishing in all lines in the South.
The statement has been verified in various lines of

mercantile pursuits and, coming on top of a dullness

which prevailed there for a time, could only be
explained by the fact that cotton promises to bring

a big price and lots of money into the cotton states.
Before leaving for home Mr. Linnehan left a number

of nice orders.
The following were among the visiting jewelers

during the month : H. A. Rohs, Cynthiana, Ky.;

H. 0. White, Maysville, Ga.; W. Beckenstern,
Montgomery, W. Va.; B. H. Davidson and wife,
Waverley, Ohio ; S. R. Ousley and wife, Leesburg,
Ohio ; E. H. Didot, Versailles, Ohio ; E. F. Collins,
of Collins & Co., Newark, Ohio ; J. B. Owens, of
Davis & Humphreys, Bellefontaine, Ohio ; Frank
McGuire, Jamestown, Ohio ; 0. B. Lively, Fayette-
ville, W. Va.; J. W. Tufts, Mainsville, Ohio ; C. F.
Maurer, Lexington, Ky. ; J. M. Wilson, Washington,
D. C.; C. E. Long, Louisville, Ky.; John Knocke,
with Victor Bogart, Lexington, Ky.; E. 0. Denny,
Jasonville, Ind.; H. Reistneyer, Lawrenceburg,
Ky.; Frank Fullilove, Owenton, Ky.; Edward
Israel, Harrison, Ohio ; V. J. Miller, Blanchester,
Ohio ; Mrs. Jos. Drake, Lebanon, Ohio ; 0. E.
McWaters and wife, of McWaters & Crane, Somer-
set, Ky.; Frank Carey, Lebanon, Ohio; John
Hesselbrock, College Corner ; Philip Horr, Aurora,
Ind.; J. C. Stortz, Point Pleasant, W. Va.; D. T.
Fisher, Flemingsburg, Ky.; A. F. Brown, Vine
Ridge, Ky.; S. A. Stayner, Spencerville, Ohio;
A. M. Stamm, Williamsburg, Ohio ; Lee Baldwin,
of Baldwin Brothers, Winchester, Ky.; H. C. Reed,
Blanchester, Ohio ; P. H. Linnehan, Birmingham,
Ala.; R. J. Timmerman, Batesville, Ind.; J. F.
Hornberger, Lawrenceburg, Ind.; C. E. Diefen-
bach, Brookville, Ohio ; Wm. J. Osborn, Mt.
Olivet, Ky.; W. D. Bogue, Carrollton, Ky.; A. B.
Wilson, Greenfield, Ohio ; B. J. Jackowsky, Dayton,
Ohio ; Chas. G. Hansgen, Bethel, Ohio ; R. A.
McClelland, West Union, Ohio ; J. N. Pollock,
Ashland, Ky.; J. L. Turner, Acworth, Ga.

Just as Easy to be Civil
It frequently happens that clerks and some

others also, in answering a business call over the
telephone, fail to reply with the same politeness
which they would had the customer called in per-

son. The accompanying suggestion has been
printed and distributed to its employees by a large
concern in the West :

When using this telephone remember that a
stranger is at the other end of the line.

Remember that the tone of your voice may
make him a customer or drive him away.

Make a customer of him and you increase
your usefulness to this store.

Therefore, when using this telephone always
be polite, agreeable, accommodating and patient.

Act, when you answer a call, as though it
were the only bit of work you are called upon to
do all day, and do it in a perfect manner,
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Warranted for 20 Years 
Our new line of 14 K. Shell Rings, stamped with

Trael e-M a rkour registered trade-mark are guaranteed to wear
IKfor twenty years in con stant use, and compriseIt tg 1,1 ereil

the most desirable styles of Signet, Solitaire, Tiffany and
Belcher Rings ; also a full line of Wedding Rings put
up in attractive display trays and boxes.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.
101 Sabin Street, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

January, 1905 TI-1 KEYSTONE

St. Louis has just passed through

After the Fair the busiest and most brilliant

holiday season in her history.

The Christmas trade in all lines was voluminous.

The weather was superb. Not a sign of reaction

after the fair. The town seemed to have plenty of

money to spend, and they spent it. Our city is

actually transacting more business than when the

fair was in prospect. Building is considerably

more active than it was a year ago, because its cost

has declined and the demand is good. Bank clear-

ings are larger than in 1903. Some readjustment,

of course, will occur in house rents, room rents

and temporary restaurants, but there is no sign

whatever that the solid business of the city, its

permanent interests, will be other than helped by

the great exposition. We all remember that after

the Chicago Fair there was a sharp reaction and a

period of great depression, from which however,

that remarkable city soon recovered. There can

be no doubt but that St. Louis will reap an endur-

ing benefit from her fair. Part of the depression

that followed the Chicago Fair was due, to the

hard times then prevailing throughout the country.

The St. Louis Fair was held and closed during a

period of prosperity. Her tributary territory to

the Southwest is expanding more rapidly than any

other section of the country. Manufacturing and

commerce here have been helped by the fair.

Chicago was over-built for her fair. St. Louis is

under-built even now, as the unusual activity in

that line shows. The future seems bright for the

great central city of America.
If all the years are as good to

grand old Missouri as 1904

in 1904 has been, how fortunate she

will be. Secretary of the

State Board of Agriculture Ellis has footed up farm

crops in Missouri the past year and places the total

at $161,000,000, exclusive of live stock, fruit and

poultry, which would nearly double the amount.

Every one knows that Missouri in a great corn and

wheat State, but some of the items are not so

familiar. The hay gathered last year is valued at

$4o,000,0o0, oats at $5,000,000 and cotton at more

than $2.000,000. Potatoes yielded nearly $4,000,000,

other vegetables nearly $6,000,000 and sorghum

$2,000,000. In the list are goodly amounts realized

from flax, rye, buckwheat, barley, broom corn,

grass seeds and tobacco. The State holds the

highest rank in general agriculture and horticul-

ture, when the diversity of crops is taken into

consideration. Enough is known in mining re-

sults, says the St. Louis Globe-Democral, to insure

that the output is larger than heretofore. The

forty counties that produce coal have been kept

busy and have fine prospects. Zinc and lead are

growing industries, and the prices are unusually

favorable.
The opening of the interoceanic

canal through the American

the South isthmus is going to make an

extraordinary change in the

routes and lines of commerce. It will open the

vast and incalculably rich Mississippi Valley to the

trade of all the countries that bound the Pacific

Ocean, and it will be virtually continuing the grand

commercial highway of the Mississippi River into

the Pacific itself. All these impending events have

Missouri Products

The Future of

already begun to create conditions that are draw-

ing The attention of the whole world to this section,

and the result will be, in the course of a very few

years, a degree of development in population and

material wealth that will be astounding. Under

such conditions capital and population will come

at a constantly accelerated speed. It should not

only be welcomed, but every energy should be put

forth to secure and hasten its coming.
In the distribution of awards at

the World's Fair the Mermod &

Jaccard Jewelry Company, of

St. Louis, enjoyed the distinc-

tion of receiving more awards

than any other one firm among the exhibitors in

the same line. A total of seventeen awards of

grand prizes—gold, silver and bronze medals—were

received by this house. For its displays of jewels,

silverware, engraved stationery, die-cutting medals,

artistic umbrella handles and diamonds ; for the

perfection of its paragon watches and marvelous

display.of cut glass, this company not only won

the highest commendation of all the judges of

awards, but that of the general public as well.

The remarkable success of the Mermod & Jaccard

Company at the exhibition, places them at the

head of the retail jewelry firms of the great South-

west. They have enjoyed a wonderful business

during the year just closing. Their sales are ex-

pected to figure up over a million dollars for 1904,

which is a remarkable record and equaled by few

retail houses in America.
All indications favor a heavy

Spring Immigration movement of homeseekers

next spring from the other

States east and south into

the great and growing Southwest. One of the

surest signs of this is to be found in the plans of

the large land agencies and the railroads, which

are preparing to grasp the opportunity and direct

newcomers to suitable homes. They report an in-

tention to start soon after the holidays with a cam-

paign of continuous, follow-up advertising, that

will stimulate in this section and give definite direc-

tion to the westward migration of 1905.

One of the interesting events of the closing

day of the World's Fair was the presentation of a

handsome silver service valued at $2250, to Chief

Milan H. Hulbert, of the department of manufac-

tures, by exhibitors in the Manufactures and Varied

Industries Building at the World's Fair. All of the

jewelry and allied trades' exhibits were under Mr.

Hulbert's charge, being located in the Manufac-

tures Building. The presentation was a popular

one, practically every one of the 12oo exhibitors in

the two big buildings contributing. The presenta-

tion came as a great surprise to Chief Hulbert,

who has been universally popular with the ex-

hibitors throughout the buildings of which he has

charge.
It is gratifying to know that the Middle West

carried off the greatest portion of awards and

grand prizes of exhibits made in the big Agricul-

tural Building at the World's Fair. California, as

usual, is an exception, as is New York. Both of

these States made a remarkable showing in the

prize lists: Missouri takes the lead in the aggre-

gate number of awards in agriculture. Illinois is a

close second. Nebraska and Iowa made a good

showing. Arkansas, Oklahoma and the Indian

Territory did well. The showing made by the

different States is considered remarkably strong.

Christ. P. Gemp, of Greenfield, Ill., was a late

holiday buyer in this market last month.

M. S. Rigg, of Memphis, Tenn., was in St.

Louis on a business trip early in December,

A Successful
Western Retail
House

to the Southwest
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John Bolland Jewelry Company, the well-

known retail house, for years located in the

Mercantile Club Building at Seventh and Locust

Streets, have leased the store building at 513

Locust Street, which they will thoroughly remodel

and modernize and occupy by April t, 1935. The

new premises contain three floors and basement,

all of which will be occupied by the firm. The

street floor, or sales department, will be 25 x too

feet, giving the firm a much increased space over

its present location. Mr. Bolland, head of the

house, has only recently returned from a trip to

the larger cities of the East and South to gather

ideas in regard to the fitting up and arrangement

of the new store. The new location is right in the

heart of the down-town shopping district and the

firm proposes to spare no expense or pains to make

the new establishment handsome and modern.

Brainard Ryan, credit man for the Eisenstadt

Company, is at his desk again, after a two-weeks'

absence on account of illness.

W. R. Hasselvvood, of Bardwell, Ky., was a

recent trade caller in this market on the lookout

for late holiday novelties.
C. W. Phillips, of Columbia, Mo., was a visit-

ing buyer here the early part of last month scan-

ning the market for late holiday novelties.

A. Blanton, of Paris, Mo., was among the late

holiday buyers in this market last month.

Chas. Geumalley, of Pinckneyville, Ill., was

here on a holiday purchasing trip the early part of

December.
B. Rombach, of Paris, Texas, was a welcome

visiting buyer in the St. Louis market the early

part of December.
M. J. Motsinger, of Rector, Ark., was a recent

visiting buyer in this market.
F. Herold, of Jerseyville, Ill., was here on a

holiday purchasing trip the early part of December.

E. K. Kane, of Pinckneyville, Ill., was a late

holiday buyer in the St. Louis market last

month.
On December 1st, the closing day of our expo-

sition, President David R. Francis and Treasurer

William H. Thompson were presented by the

World's Fair board of directors with solid silver

table services of 500 pieces, each costing $17,000

and $15,000, respectively, as magnificent souvenirs

of their connection with the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition and as a token of their able manage-

ment of its affairs. The services were supplied by

the Mermod & Jaccard Company.

Charles D. Rood, president of the Hamilton

Watch Company, spent several days here early in

December conferring with the wholesale trade.

John F. Gmelich, head of the Gmelich &

Huber Jewelry Company, Boonville, Mo., one of

the oldest and best-known retail firms in the State,

was in town the early part of December receiving

the congratulations of his friends upon Isis election

as State treasurer of Missouri. Mr. Gmelich was

so fortunate as to slide in on the Republican land-

slide in November, and will enter upon his new

duties early in the new year. He will still retain

his connection with the Booneville firm, though he

will reside at the State capitol during his term of

office.
John Pollhaus, of Westphalia, Mo., was among

the late holiday buyers in this market last

month.
Chas. P. Gardner, of Sparta, Ill., visited St.

Louis the middle of last month on a holiday pur-

chasing trip.
W. I. Sidwell, of Charleston, Mo., spent a day

in this market the early part of last month on the

lookout for late holiday novelties.
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Manufacturers of the

Best
Gold Filled
Chains

on the iirIt for the price

H. D. MERRITT COMPANY 005
INCORPORATED 1904 

January,

  North Attleboro, Mass.
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS of experience in manufacturing chains stands

behind our GUARANTEE that the H. D. MERRITT chains are the most satis—
factory chains made.

Our goods are perfection. Our long experience, upright purpose and
up-to-date process of manufacturing, enable us to give you superior goods.

We conduct our business on the principle that one of our chains sold to
the customer will sell another.

Ask your Jobber to see our new line. DO NOT accept anything said to
be as good. WAIT to see our new, artistic designs.

 ■

Fac-slmile of School
and Uraduation Pin

If interested in ENGRAVING, send for the latest 48-page catalog
of " THE JEWELERS' SCHOOL OF ENGRAVIIVG." It is pronounced the most artistic
book which any trade school has ever issued, and considered a valuable addition to the library
of the Jeweler, Watchmaker and Engraver.

The catalog is copyrighted by RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructor
of the school since its organization more than fifteen years ago. Call or address Suite 111 9
Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

REMOVAL NOTICE.— itigOiNtleMtoa May rfgtresrt 
more 

raes hsaonodnsnams new
quarters

b ui n s 
in the 

H  completed,  ic this School

S. W. Cor. Wabash and Madison, Chicago.

The

American Cuckoo Clock Co.
Philadelphia

extends to its many friends, patrons and
the trade in general

the Zeason's Oreeting
We also want to express our thanks for tlw substantial

appreciation the trade has shown us in our efforts to give them
the best Cuckoo Clocks made anywhere in this wide world.

.11=11■1111111=1!

THREE GOOD SELLERS

kuses..e

L-72A

6098
2351, Clover n lid r. cot Brooch and Pendant or Chatelaine, set with09 gcrlii 10 hili I ,earls, With (n0111011,1 tenter $7  50 10 K., $ 8.50 14 K.6098. Sunburst. Brooch anti Pendant, Sel it 98 genuine half pearls,with diamond center .... . . ........... ....10 K., 1 1.00 K.6151. Sunburst Brooch and ............, set. with 50 genuine half pearls,with diamond center 7  50 10 li., 8.50 11

Brooches without diamond centers, $1.50 less for each of the above. We will furnish you withcenter setting for any size stone without extra charge. WRITE FOR OUR NEW ILLUSTRATEDCATAL,OcJVI OF RINUS AND PENDANTS. Send 1u your orders before the rush commences.
S. FRAQKMANI 41•§Q MAIDC111 LANE, NEW YORK

T 1-11

OMAHA
LE T T E P.

2151

The

Book

That

Makes

Engravers

Elle after-holiday lull will afford some •leisure time to those
who wish to study engraving or to perfect themselves in the
art. The one book which gives thorough instruction on the
subject is the well-known book

THE ART OF ENGRAVING
It was written by an expert engraver and experienced
instructor in engraving, and was specially intended to obviate
for the student the necessity of attending a school. It

r nishes a free yet through education in the art.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1 .50 (6s. 3d.)

Publ,Y" d THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

The trade this year has been

Good Holiday peculiar among both the whole-
salers and retailers. There was

a long delay before the out-of-

town dealers began to buy, and the wholesalers

were feeling rather " blue." The mild weather

following the election and continuing until the

middle of December had its effect, for the farmers

took advantage of the favorable conditions to do

their work in the fields. As a result they did not

go to market, and the dealer, seeing that trade

would be deferred until late, bought very conserva-

tively. Later the buying increased in volume and

became steady. In the city also the weather delayed

purchasers, but the various women's clubs took

action in favor of early shopping, and this gave the

retail trade a good start and proved a great relief

to the jewelers. In the end there was the usual

rush to look at goods and the amount of purchases

in the last ten days of the holiday season was most

satisfactory. On the whole, the volume of trade

was as large as that of the preceding holiday

season, if not larger.

Perhaps the boldest robbery of

A Daring the year in Omaha was that
Robbery which a midnight marauder

committed during the busiest

period of the holiday season. Jeweler Henry

Copley, whose place of business is at 215 South

Sixteenth Street, has reason to mourn the unusual

nerve of the thief and the customary inactivity of

the police. On Saturday evening, December 17th,

Mr. Copley closed his store at to o'clock. That

evening the shoppers had thronged the thorough-

fare by thousands, and the beautiful display made

by the jeweler in his windows had attracted a great

deal of attention. His store is less than too feet

from the principal corner of the city. It was not

until early on Sunday morning that a policeman

discovered a large hole in the plate glass of one

window. The glass had been cut and then knocked

in with some heavy instrument. Mr. Copley, when

summoned, found that the thief had taken three

trays, which had contained in all about 165 pieces.

Of this number over too were gold rings. Diamond

match boxes, chatelaine watches, knives and beads

formed the remainder of the plunder. Mr. Copley

estimated the value of the stolen goods at over

$1200. The thief worked leisurely and secured

every tray he could reach. He then departed and

no guardian of the law was any the wiser until the

next morning.

Detectives recently captured a man giving the

name of George Poyer. He had just stolen an

overcoat and a watch from a second-hand store.

When searched at the police station a quantity of

gold rings and other jewelry was found in his

pockets, and from later advices the police were led
to believe that he was one of the men who robbed

a jewelry store at Bartlett, Iowa. Officers of that

town have been informed of the capture.
L. E. Griffith, the South Omaha jeweler, has

recovered a number of diamonds and precious

stones that were stolen from his store one night

some five years ago. He happened to be in an

Omaha jewelry store when another South Omaha

jeweler brought in the diamonds and other stones

to have them mounted. Mr. Griffith, upon exam-
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ining the stones, was surprised to find that they

were the ones that had been stolen from him. The

other jeweler stated that he had bought them of

a South Omaha policeman almost five years

before.
Charley Myers has engaged in the jewelry

business in Butte, Nebr.
The Union Mercantile Company, 318 South

Fifteenth Street, was recently robbed of four trays

of gold rings and trinkets of various kinds. In all

the burglars secured about $600 worth of goods.

They entered the store by cutting the glass from a

rear window.
R. C. Cotton has purchased the jewelry stock

of J. L. Carpenter, at Table Rock, Nebr.

C. A. Davis, the Fairmount, Nebr., jeweler, is

about to remove his stock to York, Nebr.

B. S. Wells has constructed a new store build-

ing at Merna, Nebr., and will establish a jewelry

business.
F. P. Shy, of Beaver City, Nebr., has sold his

jewelry stock to Vining & Son.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Staininger have opened a new

jewelry store at Denison, Iowa.
Corwin Frederick has gone from St. Paul to

Loup City, Nebr., where he will open a jewelry store.

Cole & McElwain have opened at Atlantic.

Iowa, a new jewelry store.
P. T. Waples will put in a jewelry stock in his

store at Castana, Nebr.
L. M. Lowenthal, of McAyr, Nebr., has sold

his jewelry stock at auction. He expects to buy a

new stock of jewelry and stationery.
A. B. McDorman, who has been attending the

Omaha Horological and Optical Institute, has

taken a position with George S. Adams, at

Rawlins, Wyo.
F. A. Johnson, of Alliance, Nebr., has taken a

position with T. A. Combes, of this city.

Adolph Schroeder, of Omaha, is a new student

at the Omaha Horological and Optical Institute.

B. C. Martin has gone into the jewelry business

at Belden, Nebr.
Theodore Christolphson, of the Horological

and Optical Institute, has taken a position with

A. M. Millegan, wholesale and manufacturing

jeweler, Sioux City, Iowa.
H. E. McCroskey, an employee of Jeweler

Niewohner, of Columbus, Nebr., is taking a course

of engraving at the Omaha Horological and Optical

Institute.
Geo. Offenhouser, jeweler, at Norfolk, Nebr.,

was a prominent dealer in the city recently.

Fred. Cateron, salesman for the Shook Mfg.

Co., has just recovered from a serious illness.

A. Mandelberg made a unique gift for. a West-

ern cattleman recently. The cattleman wanted a

nice present for his sweetheart, and he suggested

silver spurs. Mr. Mandelberg had a local leather

firm make the leather straps, but all the other

parts except the wheel goad, he had made in his

store. The goad is of steel and the remainder is

of solid silver. The gift is a very handsome one.

Albert Edholm is becoming established in his

new store at Sixteenth and Hartley Streets. He is

spending a large amount of money to make the

store attractiVe. A fine feature will be the dia-

mond room, which was designed by an artist

employed by a Milwaukee firm. It will be situated

in the rear of one of the big display windows and

will be of solid mahogany, handsomely carved. A

trap in the partition of the display window can be

drawn down and the diamonds set out on the

surface as on a table. When the trap is opened it

will admit just the kind and quantity of light

required to show the diamonds most effectively.
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News Notes from Massachusetts

The jewelry dealers of Worcester report a satis-

factory Christmas trade, with hopeful prospects

for the season of 1905. The Christmas volume

would, no doubt, have been greater were it not

that two local dealers closed out at auction about

the middle of December, and this, together with

auctions held by some transient firms, militated

somewhat against the business of the regular

dealers.
Andrew P. Lundborg, the well-known retailer,

of 315 Main Street, Worcester, reaped an ample

share of the Christmas harvest. He conducts a

handsome stationery department, and this as well

as his regular counter was a busy center of activity

all through the gift-buying period.

Wm. H. Robinson & Co., 375 Main Street,

Worcester, had an exceptionally fine display of

wares for the holidays. This concern did a rushing

business during the Christmas time and was well

equipped to handle it.
Herman Lucke, 281 Main Street, Worcester,

recently enlarged his showroom and installed new

show cases. He has been in this store for over

twenty-four years, and for nine years prior to locat-

ing there he was at 74 Front Street. Associated

with him in business are his two sons.

Everett W. Turgin, 568 Main Street, Worcester,

made an interesting display of holiday wares and

reaped a Christmas business of profitable dimen-

sions.
L. W. Pennington, 6 Elm Street, Worcester,

closed out his retail stock at auction on Monday,

December 18th. Hereafter he will confine himself

to the manufacture and repair of jewelry for the

trade.
The volume of Christmas business done by

the dealers of South Framingham was well up to

their expectations.
D. Robertson, of South Framingham, ex-

perienced a brisk demand all through the holidays.

He had an abundant stock of seasonable goods

displayed to excellent advantage.
Lawrence W. Weston, South Framingham, had

a well-arranged stock for the holidays. He did a

large business and is in excellent shape for another

year of progress.
H. R. Miller, who located in South Framingham

in 1871, continues to enjoy a profitable trade.

Mr. Miller is the possessor of several interesting

antiques. He enjoys the distinction of being the

first man to speak by telephone from Plainfield,

N. J., to Philadelphia, Pa., and to aid a gentleman

in Brooklyn, N. Y., to speak from there to Phila-

delphia, Pa.
C. N. Gibbs, South Framingham, who reports

good business conditions, has been at the bench

for forty-five years. He was in Medford for twelve

years, after which he removed to Framingham

Center, subsequently coming to South Framing-

ham. He has a postal telegraph office in his store,

and is hale and hearty, notwithstanding his many

years of business activity.

W. L. Hurlbutt, South Framingham, works at

his bench a few hours daily, and is also a devotee

of out-door exercise. He runs a twenty-five mi/e

mail route each day.
J. H. Washburn & Co., of Natick, made some

very attractive holiday displays, and their store

was the Mecca of large throngs of gift buyers.

Their volume of Christmas business this season

was one of the largest in the firm's history, and

undoubtedly showed a comfortable balance on the

right side of the ledger.
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We extend to the trade the compliments
of the season and our sincere thanks for
the liberal patronage which made the
past year the greatest in

The Thirty-four-year
History of Our House

We can best show our appreciation by
continuing in the future the successful
policy of the past, and maintaining to the
full the prestige of the time-tested stamp
L. S. 8z Co., the hall mark of quality
wherever chains are sold.

Louis Stern 6 Co.
Chainmakers and Silversmiths

Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

1905

January, 1905

C PROVIDENCE
Lk).- an

dAT T LEB ORO

The jewelers of Providence and

jewelers and the Attleboros are interested in

the establishment of a Boston-

Providence automobile express

as contemplated by the Pawtucket Merchants'

Association. More than one Attleboro dealer has

expressed sympathy with the project and for very

good reason. For years the express charges from

Attleboro to outside points have been the cause of

dissatisfaction among shippers, notwithstanding

their repeated protests. It costs a great deal more

to send a small package out of Attleboro than it

would to send it to the city from outside points,

and considering the vast volume of jewelry pack-

ages weighing from one to twenty ounces that are

nightly dispatched from that place it is reasonable

to expect from the express companies a rate that

would help the business of the jeweler and.

consequently, their own.

In the Superior Court at New

Bedford, recently, the bill In

equity brought by Herman T.

Regnell and James A. Bigney

of Regnell, Bigney & Co., against Charles 0.

Sweet, their former partner, now head of C. 0.

Sweet, Son & Co., both firms of Attleboro, was

about to be heard when Judge Holmes remem,

bered that he had once been retained as counsel

by one of the litigants. The hearing was therefore

postponed until the January term, to come before

another judge.

Express Rates

Lawsuit
Postponed

Taunton's Arts
and
Crafts Exhibition

Taunton was last month the

scene of the first arts and crafts

exhibition of note held in that

section of the Bay State for

many years. The most con-

spicuous single exhibit was that of Reed & Barton,

the well-known Taunton silversmiths. This con-

cern showed a beautiful line of hand-wrought silver

goods, tableware, toilet articles, vases, etc. A

display of molds, tools and ware in various stages

of evolution served as an object lesson in the

production of silver goods. The exhibit as a whole

was a creditable one, and it is to be hoped that it

will become a regular feature of Taunton's activities.

R. L. Griffith, the well-known manufacturer, of

Providence, left on December 15th on his annual

trip to Florida. Mr. Griffith will be located at

Rockledge, where has been wintering for a number

of years past. He will remain there for three

months, and will meet a number of congenial

friends who have been companions at the same

resort in past seasons. The main recreation feature

will be fishing, as Mr. Griffith is an ardent fisherman.

Sidney 0. Bigney, of S. 0. Bigney & Co.,

Attleboro, was in Washington recently and had an

audience with President Roosevelt.

Henry P. Wilmarth, of the W. H. Wilmarth

Co., Attleboro, was recently elected to office in the

"Us Ten" Club. This organization is made up of

the most exclusive section of the Ancient and

Honorable Artillery Company, of Boston.

An explosion occurred in the factory of Riley,

French & Heffron, North Attleboro, some weeks

ago. A gas machine was left burning after the

power had been shut off, and this caused a vacuum

in the air pipes and drew in the gas. The gas

spread to the second floor where the explosion
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occurred. Fortunately several female emyloyees

had just left the premises, otherwise the conse-

quences might have been unpleasant. The loss to

the concern is comparatively trivial.
It is the announced purpose of James E. Blake,

of the James E. Blake Co., Attleboro, to erect a

new jewelry factory beside the firm's present

establishment in accordance with Mr. Blake's

plans when he purchased the site several months

ago. The execution of these plans will be begun

when, incidental to the abolition of grade cross-

ings certain street changes have been made. Mr.

Blake recently installed a 250 horse-power boiler

in Isis present plant.
Among the officers recently elected by the

Attleboro Golf Club were the following jewelers:

E. A. Fargo, of E. A. Fargo & Co.; Frank E.

Guild, Providence, and Albro A. French, of the

D. E. Makepeace Co.
Charles M. Robbins, of the C. M. Robbins

Co., Attleboro, was recently elected president of

the Attleboro Association of Sons and Daughters

of Cape Cod, an organization in which he has

always take a great deal of interest, being enthusi-

astic in his fidelity to the Cape, the revered home

of his forefathers.

Some slight damage resulted recently from an

incipient fire in the Fitzgerald Building, Provi-

dence. A blaze in a rubbish heap at the rear of

the forge in L. J. Roy & Co.'s jewelry shop on the

fourth floor, and the heat therefrom put the auto-

matic sprinklers into operation, with some conse-

quent damage to firms located on floors below. A

prompt alarm, however, had the firemen quickly

on the scene and the flames were extinguished

before they had reached a serious magnitude. The

loss was trivial in all instances.
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Satisfactory The Christmas of 1904 has

Holiday Trade proven a highly prosperous one

for all lines of business in Dal-

las, and it may safely be assumed that the same is

true of most other towns in the great Lone Star

State. At first, buying was somewhat retarded

owing to the fact that the farmers were holding

their cotton ; but the tide of demand was swollen

with the disposal of that important staple. Jewelers

generally report a very satisfactory season, money

having been uniformly plentiful. The demand was

consequently well sustained ; so much so, that in

all respects the season may be reckoned at a

standard considerably above the average of former

years.

On December loth, Morgan & Hawley Co.

held their first annual opening. On that date

one year previously they embarked in the retail

business in connection with their wholesale branch

and have enjoyed in the interim a growing

trade. The store was decorated with palms and

flowers and was beautifully lighted. An orchestra

furnished delightful music, and visitors were given

handsome bouquets as they passed around the

establishment. During the evening the store was

crowded, and every visitor was well pleased with

its appearance and with the well-selected stock of

Christmas goods on display.

E. R. Smith, formerly of Sherman, has opened

up a repair shop in Mineola.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was in Dallas

recently.
Geo. F. Flynt, of Mineola, has completed his

new brick store and has installed therein a new set

of fixtures.
R. L. Coston, of Fort Worth, was in Dallas

recently.
A. D. Lively, of Anson, was a recent visitor

and purchaser in this city.
W. E. Wells, of Vernon, recently held a suc-

cessful auction sale, which was conducted by R. P.

Hill, of Dallas.
Charlie M. Moore, traveling for Shuttles Bros.

& Lewis, spent several days in Dallas recently.

J. M. Boyd, of W. S. Shuttles & Son, was in

off the road several days last month.

J. S. Butner, manager of the Lawrence Jewelry

Co., of Cleburne, was in Dallas recently.

D. Davis, of Sanger, was a recent visitor as

well as a purchaser in our local markets.

W. A. Peck, of Denison, made a flying trip to

Dallas recently, only staying a few hours.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, was in Dallas recently.

Ferris Hill, who had been in Dallas for some

time, has accepted a position with E. Elmore, of

Pilot Point, as watchmaker and optician, Mr. Hill

was in Dallas recently ; he is well pleased with his

new position.
T. J. Dantzler, of Corsicana, was a welcome

visitor and buyer in Dallas prior to the holidays,

selecting some nice large pieces to add to his stock

at home.
Capt. Leffler, of the Leffler Jewelry Co., of

Gainesville, was a pre-holiday buyer in the local

market and he anticipated a large Christmas trade.

W. C. Ballew, of Ballew Jewelry Co., of Fort

Worth, was in Dallas some weeks ago.

W. W. Bostwick, formerly of Longmont,

Colo., has come to Dallas to take charge of the

optical department of the Morgan & Hawley Co.

R. M. Craig, of Italy, selected an attractive

line of holiday goods here for his holiday trade,

which he anticipated would be a large one.

S. F. Stewart, the Dallas jeweler, reports a

satisfactory holiday trade.
J. M. Lively, of Stamford, was in our local

markets recently looking over the stocks and

preparing for his Christmas trade, which he ex-

pected to be a large one.
F. E. Yantis, of Sulphur Springs, was a wel-

come visitor as well as buyer last month.

S. L. Dey, of Terrell, was in Dallas recently,

buying some goods for his Christmas trade. He

recently moved to another store and had the new

premises repapered and painted, so that he was in

good trim for Christmas business, which he antici-

pated would be very good.
J. A. Brovvnwell has gone to Mineral Wells,

owing to impaired health. We trust that he will

recuperate and soon return to Dallas.

J. H. Seay, of Italy, was in Dallas recently.

J. W. Witt was a visitor to Dallas last month.

Joe Wood, of Grapevine, spent a day in Dallas

recently.
R. J. Williams, of Maybank, was a pre-Christ-

mas visitor to Dallas.
W. C. Hilburn, of Henrietta, was in Dallas

recently purchasing goods for his Christmas busi-

ness, which he expects to be of satisfactory

dimensions.
S. R. Glidewell, of Whitewright, was among

the many holiday buyers in this market recently.

S. J. Berrier, of Midlothian, paid Dallas a visit

recently, and inspected the holiday stocks.
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BEGIN THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
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to C. T. CUNY & COMPANY

78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO
Who will give you the lowest prices, best work and the promptest returns
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Prosperous
Holiday Trade

All reports received so far indi-
cate that the holiday season has
been a prosperous one. In

centers %k here previously holiday business had

practically been confined to the last three or four

days before Christmas early buying was the rule

this year, and this was so general that jobbers were

crowded with rush orders which necessitated night

work to keep up with the demand. The weather

was very pleasant, and this is always a favorable

factor for the jewelry trade, as it has often been

noticed that with rough, stormy weather before the

holidays the public thought seems to turn to furs

and warm clothing for Christmas presents. A very

pleasant feature was the demand for reliable goods;

a demand which is more marked every year. If

the season on the whole has not been a record one

it does not fall far below that standard.

Thos. Hayden, formerly with Frank 8z Kent,

Grand Forks, N. Dak., is now with Paul V. McCoy,

Minot, N. Dak.

W. R. Blakely, Grafton, N. Dak., smiles

broader than usual. The cause : a new baby girl at

home. Walter has the hearty congratulations of

THE KEYSTONE and its best wishes for the little

one's future.

Thos. H. Gates, formerly at Rochester, Minn.,

has started a watchmakers' school at Los Angeles,

California.

F. W. Zimmerman has moved from Hammond

to Staples, Minn.

Harry L. Livingston, of Livingston Bros.,

Yankton, S. Dak., was married November 29th to

Miss Emma M. English. THE KEYSTONE extends

congratulations.

W. J. Flack, Detroit, Minn., passed through

the Twin Cities last month on his return from an

extended visit to the St. Louis Fair.

F. C. P. Davey, for the past year with Bullard

Bros., St. Paul, is now at the bench for F. Willman,

Stillwater, Minn.

E. Parrott, nephew of Ella Parrott,West Union,

Iowa, has started in business at Ocheyeden, Iowa.

John Saxine, Prescott, Wis., has his new store

completed. He was established therein in time to

do the best holiday business he has ever done.

A. L. Thompson has discontinued his branch

store at Souris, N. Dak., and will devote his entire

attention to his store at Mayville.

Paul Freeman, Slayton, Minn., spent a few

days in the Twin Cities last month getting pointers

and making acquaintances. He says he enjoyed it.

Wm. Pieters, Madison, Minn., has remodeled

his store front and added new fixtures, making a

decided improvement in its appearance.

H. Britzius, Faulkton, S. Dak., announces the

arrival of a baby girl at home. THE KEYSTONE

joins in the congratulations.

Louis P. Mahler, Olivia, Minn., took in the

sights at St. Louis in November.

Harry F. Hart, Webster, S. Dak., is nicely

settled in his new store.
Edw. Pelaut, Rathsay, Minn., has moved to

Lonsdale, Minn.
Aaron Staehnke is the new jeweler at Sheldon,

Iowa.
II. T. Nedland, formerly at Westby, Wis., has

bought out E. A. Nelson, at Hillsboro, N. Dak.
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August Gfrerer, Stillwater, Minn., took advan-

tage of the low rates to take in the St. Louis Fair

before it closed.
J. W. Goucher, formerly at Hawley, Minn., is

now at Stites, Idaho.
Harry Strauch, St. Paul, Minn., has gone to

work for 0. M. Varnson, Valley City, N. Dak.

Clifford V. Bates, Huron, S. Dak., has been

advertising his stock at a sacrifice to close it out.

C. S. Fisher, Pierre, S. Dak., has been suc-

ceeded by Hatch & Fisher.

Lohr & Lohr, Estelline, S. Dak., sustained a

severe loss last month from fire.

W. G. Gould, Glencoe, Minn., passed through

the Twin Cities last month on his way home from

the St. Louis Fair.
J. E. Reeves, with J. W. Brown, Ortonville,

Minn., surprised his friends by getting married last

month.
M. C. Alford, Huron, S. Dak., has improved

his store by adding new fixtures.

A. L. Bolsta, Ortonville, Minn., proved his

popularity by getting elected county auditor at the

November election.
I. Reiner, the progressive jeweler, of Hutch-

inson, Minn., has added some new fixtures to his

store.
J. Cohn, 165 East Seventh Street, St. Paul, has

added Louis Rathbun, a graduate of Stone's

School of Watchmaking, to his staff.

Visitors to Twin City jobbers last month were :

Fred. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.; Axel E. Nelson,

Scriven, Minn.; W. G. Gould, Glencoe, Minn.;

Alex. F. Robertson, St. Cloud, Minn.; Henry

Strauch, Valley City, N. Dak.; P. L. Lillie, Spring

Valley, Wis.; Paul Freeman, Slayton, Al inn. ; ). H.

Olson, Volga, Wis.; A. L. Thompson, Alayville,

N. Dak.; JOhn Saxine, Prescott, Wis.; John Fredell,

Center City, Minn.; L. E. Bryant, Belle Plaine,

Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.; F. XV.

Seaman, St. Croix Falls, Wis.; Harry L. Livingston,

Yankton, S. Dak.; August Gfrerer, Stillwater,

Minn.; XV. J. Flack, Detroit, Minn.; A. W. Carlson,

Lindstrom, Minn.; F. W. Zimmerman, Staples,

Minn.; Chris. II. Ncrbovig, Mankato, Minn.; Airs.

Agnes Sawyer, Still \ ter, Minn.

Chicago Letter

(Continued from page 53)

The Geneva Optical Company have been send-

ing out to the trade the last fortnighX a supplemen-

tary price-list to their last catalogue, the prices

quoted to take effect December 1st. It is a well-

printed pamphlet of thirty-two pages and will

prove most helpful and interesting to the jeweler-

optician in his buying. If you have not already

received this price-list, a copy will be sent you on

request.
The Jewelers' School of Engraving, Masonic

Temple, Chicago, has just issued an extremely

handsome and artistic pamphlet catalogue of forty-

eight pages, having reference to the advantages of

the school for those wishing to learn the art of

engraving. This is one of the handsomest cata-

logues in connection with schools that we have

had brought to our attention, beautifully 
printed

on coated paper and filled with perfect half
-tones

and plates of fine samples of engraving 
running

through the text in the most artistic manner 
imagi-

nable. It reflects much credit on the school's chief

instructor, Prof. Richard 0. Kandler, whose work

it is. The catalogue is well worthy of 
preservation

by the jeweler who is at all interested in 
engraving,

and will be sent you upon request if you mention

THE KEYSTONE.
F. A. Hardy & Company, Chicago, announce

that their salesmen for the year, so far as at present

arranged, consist of : L. W. Melchor in his old

territory ; Fred. Dunn in the West and Northwest ;

James K. Bass in the South and West, representing

their Denver and Atlanta branches ; Clarence Cor-

win will cover Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio

territory ; Guy A. Henry, Chicago and nearby

towns, and Geo. L. Robb, city salesman.

Charles T. kVittstein, of the Schrader-Wittstein

Company, who is now in charge of the eastern

factory of the firm at Newark, N. J., is spending a

fortnight at the Chicago headquarters of the firm

after an absence of over six months. Mr. Wittstein

is gradually beginning to get accustomed to life in

the eastern country but still retains a strong love

for the great West, his native country.

Swartchild & Company, of Chicago, announce

the following force of travelers for 1905 in the terri-

tories named : Eugene Tewels in the Northwest;

Joe Block in the Southwest ; Ed. Swarthchild in

the Middle Western States : and Will. Swarthchild

will travel regularly hereafter in Ohio, Indiana and

the South.
The social committee of the Chicago Jewelers'

Association have about completed arrangements

for the annual banquet and dinner of the associa-

tion which is to occur on the evening of January

5th at the Auditorium Hotel. AI. A. Mead, A. L.

Sercomb and L. W. Flershem compose this social

committee, which is sufficient guarantee that the

function will be successful and enjoyable to the

fullest extent. President Hulburd has appointed

the following gentlemen as a reception committee :

Benjamin Allen, chairman ; H. F. Hahn, Max Ell-

bogen, William Af. Alister, Louis Manheimer,

Charles H. Knights, Julius Schnering, J. P. Byrne,

R. A. Kettle and Grove Sackett. Prominent after-

dinner speakers will discuss present day topics, and

the occasion is expected to be a memorable one.

The Geneva Optical Company announce the

following traveling force for the new year, covering

the same territory as heretofore : Harry G. Smith

and John G. Hodgens from their Chicago office, and

Arthur Hazen from their Des Moines branch.

J. C. Woelfle, the well - known jeweler, of

Peoria, Ill., was in town for a clay the early part of

December selecting lines in holiday goods.

A. T. Ward, of Saginaw, Mich., spent a day

in this market recently picking up late holiday

novelties for the home store.

E. A. Neubauer, of Iron Mountain, Mich.,

spent a day in town early in December on a holi-

day purchasing trip.
A. B. Jones, of Stuart, Iowa, was a pleasant

caller at KuvsToNE headquarters recently. Alr.

Jones spent several clays in town selecting his

holiday lines. He remarked that the outlook in

his section for holiday business was only fairly

good, and that dealers generally felt that if they

did as good a business this December as they did

last year, they would consider themselves in great

luck.
Theodore Wolff, of Norway, Mich., spent a

day or two in this market the early part of the

month selecting his holiday lines. It was his

opinion that Christmas business on the Northern

peninsula would hardly come up to the fine trade

they bad last Decembor.

C. H. Haney, of New Hampton, Iowa, was in

Chicago for several days the early part of December

selecting goods for his Christmas trade. Mr. Haney

was a welcome caller at KEYSTONE headquarters

during his stay in town.



The Giant
of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND OREATEsT COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

jiatia&.

SHOW CASES
FOR 40 YEARS

Have been imitated but never equaled. They are made by experi-
enced workmen—of the best materials—and are sold at the right prices.
Our catalogue shows just the case you need for the proper display of
your Holiday goods. Ask us for our catalogue and prices of the best
show cases on earth—AND ORDER NOW TO INSURE PROMPT
DELIVERIES.

To verify this we invite the trade to read " The Story John Phillips & Co., Ltd.
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be Detroit, Mich. Established 1864had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug- MAKERS OF SHOW CASES TO MEN WHO KNOW
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF OUTSIDE METAL CASES

determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Windsor, Ont.

Extract from " Printers' ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printens'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
0 The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-.
merit construction that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1808.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme court

Quality Iand Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ 81, CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

RINGSET COMPANY
are selling their ringset outfits for making fifty

different styles of wedding rings, any finger

size, for $25 ; uncut mold-blocks, $6 per gross;

single sample molds, aay size and weight of

wedding ring, io cents. As to our Outfits and

new Burno Crucible, see KEYSTONE for Nov.

and Dec., 1903, and June and July, 1904.

We manufacture many styles of Diamond

Settings, Tiffanies, etc., molds $1 a dozen.

Rings made in our molds equal to the best of

wrought work. Catalogue on application.

Address

8 Waltham Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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CLEVELAND
/1 LETTER

All has been activity here to take care of the

holiday trade, and the jewelers are well satisfied

tvith the result. The total volume of business

scarcely reached that of two years ago, but many

say that it was considerably ahead of t
hat of last

year. The general trend of business in steel 
and

kindred lines shows a steady improvement which

promises a fine business year for 1905. The recent

stock flurries have not affected Cleveland people

very much, as the holdings of copper stock h
ere

have been rather limited since the experiences of

two years ago.

The Webb C. Ball Co. has added another

railroad to the long list already under their time-

inspection service. This latest addition is the

Indiana Harbor Railway Co.

The Bowler & Burdick Co. were the successful

bidders for the diamond and hall clock which were

presented to I. W. Franks, Pittsburg, president of

the National Founders. The local branch of this

city were the donors.

The Cowell & Hubbard Co. displayed in their

windows the cups given to the National Cat Club

Association which had a recent exhibit in this city.

Local firms contributed several cups.

Another jewelry concern opened up in this

city recently under the name of the Gem Jewelry

Co., in the Lennox Building.

C. P. Coyne, 122 Euclid Avenue, has decorated

the front of his store with a huge electric sign.

Burt Ramsay opened his new store in the

Schofield Building on the 12th. The room and

fixtures are very handsome, and the lighting effects

very attractive. The venture promises to be

successful. The location is good, and the changes

have made a very satisfactory storeroom. After

January 1st the basement will be fitted up as a

porcelain, cut glass and art department. The

formal opening will be held this month.

Will. Wagner, the genial traveler in the West

and Northwest for Sigler Bros. Co., has resumed

work on the road after several months' illness.

The usual Christmas fake auction business was

with us again. An alleged bankrupt stock was

sold at auction on Bond Street.

Much has been written and said concerning

the jewels of the celebrated Mrs. Chadwick, of this

city. The writer is in a position to say that this

woman certainly did have a collection of jewels

that would be a good stock for a jewelry house.

Whether or not these jewels were personal property

is hard to say. Be it said to the credit of the

jewelers in this town, that she owed very little to

the local dealers, her credit being rather shaky for

some time past. Newspaper articles have main-

tained that she owed large amounts to the local

trade, but this is pure fiction. The local trade

have escaped, and this is a source of credit to the

business sagacity of our local firms.

George A. Clark, Lorain, Ohio, suffered con-

siderable of a loss by fire recently. The damage

was covered by insurance.

W. M. Dresskell, Toledo, Ohio, doing business

at Main Street, corner Second Street, has sold his

stock and fixtures to R. W. Wagner.

The death of J. C. Kearns, of Warren, Ohio,

was announced the first of the month. Mr. Kearns

had been in this town for ten years, and before
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that time in Niles, Ohio, for eighteen years. His

death was caused by Bright's disease. He was a

well-known jeweler and had many warm friends

among the trade.
The following dealers from different points in

the State were in town last month : J. C. Sharer,

Alliance ; C. M. Wilson, Salem ; J. C. Joss, New

Philadelphia ; A. H. Coleman, Massillon ; J. 0.

McClintock, Chagrin Falls ; C. C. Mowen, Collin-

wood ; W. R. Brooks, Shelby ; L. W. Wyckoff,

Chagrin Falls ; J. W. Helfrich, Carrollton ; Albert

Zang, Alliance ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville ; C. R.

Tschumy, Oak Harbor ; E. N. Davis, Kent ; C. H.

Rogers, Seville ; J. F. Craig, Clintonville ; R. L.

Deming, Garrettsville ; E. E. Critz, Elyria ; D. C.

Nelson, Marion ; W. J.. Kappler, Akron ; R. I.

Hill, Elyria ; George Foltz, Akron.

PITTSBURG
LETTER

Christmas trade, compared with former years,

and taking into consideration the drawbacks of

one of the severest seasons of depression during

the first half of the year, measures up remarkably

well for the jewelers, according to their own gen-

eral statements. December was a busy month—

busy, of course. because it is always busy for

jewelers, but busier than usual, perhaps, because

November buyers were backward and did not come

in as early as in past seasons. Consequently there

was an evening up of sales for the whole season,

which made the books balance in a comfortable

fashion.
In interviews with the larger wholesalers and

retailers there was much emphasis placed on the

fact that the provident dealer found himself on the

safe side at the close of the season because he did

not stock up as heavily as usual. New stocks

were purchased judiciously, and were pretty well

cleaned up. Old stocks and hold-overs were so

largely disposed of that it will leave the field fairly

clear for the spring buying, and fresh stocking

after tile usual inventory. The sentiment of the

people was cheerful. There was a ready disposi-

tion to purchase, and buyers were comparatively

easy to please. Silverware was predominant

and its various forms were freely and generously

shown. One of the larger stores placed stress on

the number of candelabra handled this season,

and later inquiry showed that in almost every in-

stance these ornamental articles had been so well

bought up that but few were left in any stock, and

an early order for fresh supplies is sure to follow.

It was almost impossible to get the ear of the

average jeweler during the month. It was their

busy season and they were taking every advantage

of it. That Pittsburg dealers were pushing their

trade to the utmost was indicated by the unusually

generous advertising space in the daily papers.

Beside this there were many unique features in

advertising tried this season. One of W. J Smit,

of Fifth Avenue, consisted of mailing personally-

directed circulars to thousands of people offering

special inducements for installment trade. and

inclosing a card neatly printed, and announcing

that by its presentation no further introduction was

necessary to secure credit. The effect of this

means of advertising was felt quite generally,

according to the reports of that house.

Window displays for the holidays were superb.

McCreary Co., the new department store, made an

impression in its magnificent showing of silver-

ware. Vilsacks, in their handsome windows in

Fifth Avenue, displayed art ware, largely of tile

imported variety, but with such taste , that crowds

blocked the space in front of the windows in the

evenings. Every store mentioned had a crowded

appearance during each business day for three

weeks before Christmas, and transactions were

rapid and numerous. In it all there was an absence

of mishaps caused by the presence of the crooked

gentry who are usually present on these occasions.

One of the more notable absentees from Pitts-

burg this season was the mushroom growth of

cheap shops. They were everywhere last season

at this time, but many of them were out of the

world before the summer was over, and they failed

to return this season. One or two remaining ones

were conducting auction sales. The mill populace

patronized them with their smaller earnings, and

after a long " dry " season with infrequent pay

days during the early portion of the year.

There is a healthful tone in all of the local

financial centers. Bankers regard the coming

year with perfect confidence, and the merchant

regards it as of a most solid character so far as

business transactions are concerned. They believe

that the lessons taught in the past are so fresh in

the minds of the people that abnormal speculation,

both in legitimate business enterprise and in stocks,

will be placed on a fairly conservative basis. Per-

sonal gossip among the dealers turns to " Chad-

wickism," which has held a close place in the

minds of many of the dealers. The fact that the

new apostle of financiering has spent more or less

time here, and that she was a good patron of the

jeweler, caused some mutual questioning among

the wise ones, but all declare that they escaped

" scot free."
With the opening of the new year more atten-

tion than usual is being given to the moving

question. High rentals are pressing with a steadi-

ness that is discouraging to many of the dealers.

It promises to result in curtailment of space, and

ill many instances changes in locations.

Gillespie Brothers are feeling the need of more

room, and expect to have it without leaving their

present handsome quarters in the Park Building,

unless unforeseen obstacles arise. A. M. Andrews

Company, which secured a lease of a fine store in

Penn Avenue and Sixth Street after April 1st, is

making preparations for furnishing and fitting the

new quarters. Some of the wholesalers mention

the possibility of moving this spring, but are quiet

regarding plans as yet.

Heeren Bros. & Co. have been rushed during

the holiday season in all departments. The

imported goods which make this concern famous,

drew particular attention to the big store. The

factory has been steadily employed, and in addition

to the badge department, which has been expand-

ing rapidly during the dull season, tile firm has

found its other trade developing in a most satis-

factory manner under a careful and conservative

management.
Stocktaking and general clearing up of books

will take much time during this month. Buying is

not expected to begin very early, as most of the

dealers say they want to wait and size things up

pretty Carefully for the coming year before laying

out plans. There is a feeling, however, that when

buying does begin it will be on a far better scale

than a year ago, not only because of the depleted

stocks but because of the better tone of the busi-

ness of the district.
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Annual Meeting of 24-Karat Club

The annual meeting of the Twenty-Four Karat
Club, of New York, was held in Parlor L, of the
Astor House, on Tuesday, December 27th. The

, meeting was chiefly
occupied with the
completion of ar-
rangements for the
club's dinner, to be
held on Thursday,
January 12th, in the
Hotel Astor, with
the election of of-
ficers for the ensu-
ing year and with
an amendment to
the by-laws. The
demise, some
monthsago,of Hay-
den W. Wheeler,
evoked the follow-

ing resolution, which was introduced by C. F.
Brinck, and adopted by a rising vote:

By the death of Hayden W. Wheeler on the
28th day of October, 5904, the community lost an
estimable citizen. Mr. Wheeler was identified
with the watch and jewelry business for more than
half a century, and during all that time exerted a
salutary influence upon the trade. The probity,
industry and commanding courage which always
distinguished his commercial activities, his sagacity,
zeal and modesty in every civic duty in which he
was engaged, and his sympathetic sensibilities
under all circumstances, have given a splendid
example of a career of far-reaching usefulness.
Mr. Wheeler was an eminent representative of the
trade at large, and to this organization a faithful
friend.

Be it Resolved, That the foregoing be entered
upon the minutes of this club, and a copy thereof
sent to Mr. Wheeler's family.

The following officers were elected : President,
E. R. Crippen ; vice-president, Leo Wormser ; sec-
retary, F. C. Beckwith ; treasurer, W. H. Wheeler;
board of governors—C. F. Brinck, Col. J. L. Shep-
herd and W. I. Rosenfeld.

The dinner committee, of which Mr. Brinck is
chairman, reported that in addition to the speakers
who had already signified their willingness to re-
spond to toasts at the banquet, a number of other
notable orators had been secured for the occasion.
The list now comprises the following well-known
personages : Admiral Coughlin, commandant of
the Navy Yard at Brooklyn ; Hon. William S.
Bennet, congressman-elect from New York ; Hon.
Chas. A. Towne, congressman from New York, for-
merly of Minnesota ; Hon. J. Adam Bede, Minne-
sota, the noted humorist of the House of Repre-
sentatives ; Hon. Edgar Hamilton, congressman
from Michigan ; Hon. John W. Kellar, former
president of the New York Press Club ; Rev. Ber-
nard M. Tipple, the eloquent preacher of Brook-
lyn ; United States District Attorney, Gen. Henry
L. Burnett, New York ; Col. 0. W. Leonard ; Col.
C. H. Luscomb. It is also hoped that Hon. John
W. Griggs, formerly attorney-general of the
United States, will be heard.

It was decided that E. R. Crippen, the newly-
elected president, should act as toastmaster. Mr.
Crippen has filled the role of vice-president for one
year and his promotion to the chief office is most
gratifying to the members, among whom he is very
popular.

It is expected that the forthcoming annual
banquet will be the most brilliant function ever
held by the trade, even though the great banquets
of the past would seem impossible to excel.

E. R. Crippen
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New York, as the great metropolitan city, is noted
for the magnificence of its feasts, and the jewelers
have many to their credit which were conceded to
reach the acme of brilliancy. It has been the effort
each year to exceed the achievement of that gone
before, and the personality of the banquet commit-
tee this year leads us to hope for a new record,
despite the difficulty of the past. The New York
trade is fortunate in having among its members
many luminaries who excel intellectually and
socially, and are well qualified to bring success
and glory to such a function as this. The club and
guests can look forward to the coming banquet
without any misgiving as to the character of the
physical and intellectual treat in store for them.

Diamond Industry of Amsterdam
United States Consul Frank D. Hill,

Amsterdam, recently transmitted to the
Government the following report of the dia-
mond industry in that city :

The year 1904 began under
The Great Strike very unfavorable conditions.

The diamond strike, which
began February 17th, lasted until June 57th,
and caused a scarcity of goods such as this
market had never known, prospective buyers
having been turned away empty handed.

The strike had as its object a nine-hour
working schedule, which the workmen de-
manded, and the denial to the manufacturers
of additional apprentices,excluding even their
sons from the privilege of learning the dia-
mond trade from a practical standpoint. The
strike was settled on the following conditions:
Nine and one-half hours' work until January 1,
5905, and nine hours thereafter ; an increase
in wages of to per cent. and permission for
the employment of 650 apprentices during
the next five years-15o for the rnanufac- •
turers, in the employment of their sons or
relatives, and 500 for union workmen in the
employment of their sons or relatives.

It was generally thought that once the
strike was settled all demands could be met
and conditions in general would right them-
selves. Such is not the case, however, for
the difficulties which manufacturers experi-
ence to-clay are greater than before the strike.
The independence and scarcity of good work-
men have brought about a greater increase of
wages already than had been stipulated, and
in addition to this must be added the extra
increase which will be allotted to the work-
men on January I, 5905. This state of affairs
was largely brought about by the extraordi-
nary demand for diamonds, which comes not
only from the United States but from all
European countries.

It was supposed that the pre-
Diamonds and sent conflict between Russia

and Japan would check the
demand from European

countries, but it can be safely stated that not
only is Russia not being missed, but that the

the War
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demand from other sources cannot be satis-
fied. The position of the manufacturer to-
day is not an enviable one, since he is not
master of his own affairs, but has to consult
the wishes of his workmen, whose actions,
whatever they may be, he does not dare to
question or dispute, lest they may stop work
entirely and join others. The desire on the
part of .the manufacturer to fill orders goes
so far that he voluntarily raises the wages of
his employees before some competitor has a
chance to increase his working staff by taking
away the help of the former by offering the
workmen all sorts of inducements. From
various sources complaints are heard that
these fears are well founded, and I can cite a
case in which a number of workmen have
received propositions to quit their present
positions with a promise of an increase in
wages amounting to fully 25 per cent. and
a contract under which they were to re-
ceive these wages every week for the next
two years, whether they had constant work
or not.

Scarcity of
Diamonds

The importers from the
United States, as well as
those from other couniries,
must in their turn adapt

themselves to existing conditions, and order
their goods ahead on the best terms obtain-
able, as it is no longer a question of paying
an additional per cent., but to get the goods
at any cost. The market is very bare of
diamonds as a general rule, and they find
ready sale long before they are finished.
How the problem will work out in the end
can only be guessed now. The ever-grow-
ing demand for the raw material and the fact
that the De Beers Company intends to bring
about a consolidation of outside interests in
mines like the Premier, or at least a regula-
tion of prices to conform with its own, can
only have in view a further series of increased
prices—the first of which has just been de-
clared. It is an acknowledged fact that the
De Beers diamond mines do not yield the
percentage of rough diamonds which they
yielded in former years. While the aggre-
gate of their entire output in previous years
was estimated at Z5,000,000 ($24,332,50o),
and the output from the outside mines at
between ,4'I , 500, 000 to £2, 000, 000 ($7, 299, -
750 to $9,733,000), this year's output, in
spite of the increase in price that has taken
place during the last twelve months, will
barely reach these figures, which in itself
shows a decrease of production.

"I have three other papers in my store now
and would no/give The Keystone for any of them.
I like the whole pater, as every issue gives me
some ideas that I have not got."—G. II. Miller,
Jeweler, Byron. Oklahoma Territory.
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S. S. Battin, who represents Phelps & Adams,

in San Francisco and the bay cities, had a very

successful holiday trade, and after being with his

present employers for the last six months, has

made a large number of friends among the retail

jewelers in his territory. Mr. Battin's father was

at one time identified with the manufacturing

jewelers in Newark, N. J.
Frank E. Smith, one of the first retail jewelers

to settle in San Jose, was among the visiting trades-

men in town recently, looking through the whole-

sale jewelers' stocks. Mrs. Smith accompanied

him, and the goods selected were partly due to

her taste in knowing ready sellers.
G. C. Wilkins, the retail jeweler, of Red Bluff,

is very much pleased with his holiday trade, as he

disposed of all of the goods that he purchased in

this market in the early part of December. He

contemplates another visit in the near future to

replace his much-depleted stock.
C. A. Daunt paid the trade a flying visit to

renew stocks. Mr. Daunt is located in the hustling

town of Modesto, and he predicts a bigger year in

1905 than any of its predecessors.
Eugene Wachhorst and family, of Sacramento,

spent a few days in town recently, combining busi-

ness with pleasure. Mr. Wachhorst made his head-

quarters with M. Schussler & Co., while the balance

of the family visited with Mrs. Morry Meyer.

Conradi Company, Inc., is the new sign over

S. Conradi's store, on South Spring Street, Los

Angeles, Cal. The company is incorporated for

$100,000, and all of the stockholders are residents

of Los Angeles.
L. Katz, who formerly conducted a jewelry

store at Sutter Creek, is now a resident of San

Francisco, after having sold his stock and fixtures

to H. A. Manasian, who will carry on the business

in the same old location. Sutter Creek is one of

the old prospector's paradises, as gold was found

there originally in 5846.
Walter A. Green, of Carrau & Green, whole-

sale diamond merchants, of 220 Sutter Street, was

the first of the diamond buyers of this market to

leave for the diamond centers of Europe. His

bride will accompany him abroad and do a little

sight-seeing before returning in March.

A. I. Hall & Son's new quarters on the corner

of Third and Mission Streets, is now ready for

inspection, and we don't think we are far from

right when we say that their new floor space is

larger than any other wholesale jewelry house in

America. Their patrons and the trade generally

are extended a cordial invitation to call and inspect

the premises.
L. 0. Levinson, of the California Jewelry Co.,

has left for Europe on a hunt for precious stones,

and expects to be away about six weeks.

C. E. Innes, formerly in the employ of M. L.

Levy, has accepted a position with Henry M.

Abrams, whose business has increased to such an

extent that it requires the services of a first-class

traveling salesman. Mr. Innes will call upon the

coast trade with complete sample lines of all of the

Eastern manufacturers who are represented by his

new employer. Mr. Abrams will also call upon

his patrons as heretofore.

A. Haber, one of M. Schussler & Co.'s travel-

ing representatives, while in Sacramento last

month, had a slight surgical operation performed,

and after reaching home, for safety consulted his

own family doctor, as his wrist showed signs of

swelling. Upon examination his doctor found that

blood poisoning had set in. Fortunately, Al. got

off very easily, as he only carried his right arm in a
sling for a few days.

The jewelry trade throughout the entire Pacific

Coast have just closed a very satisfactory year

and are resting up after a brisk December busi-

ness. The retail trade generally are in very good

humor, and their stocks are very much depleted,

which in itself speaks well for future business. As

soon as all of the selection packages are in, a

majority of the jobbing houses will start their

annual stocktaking, and will then be ready to

dispatch their traveling representatives on their

first trip. The conditions, as far as crops are

concerned, are very bright, and we feel as though

we could conscientiously predict a bigger year for

5905 than any of its predecessors, notwithstanding

that the last four years have been record breakers.

Albert Kingsbury, Pacific Coast representative

of the Elgin National Watch Co., is on a visit to

the company's offices in Chicago, and will return

to San Francisco on or about January loth.

Nordman Bros. have secured the services of

William O'Neil, formerly in the employ of Benj.

Allen & Co., of Chicago. Mr. O'Neil is helping to

take care of the growing material business of his

new employers.

Col. A. A. Andrews, owner of the Diamond

Palace, on Montgomery Street, this city, presented

a handsome watch to A. Engelke for saving a

little boy's life at a fire in this city on June is, 1904.

The presentation was made during the annual

inspection of this city's fire department on Decem-

ber 21, 1904.

S. J. Pembroke, who formerly conducted a

retail jewelry store in this city, has opened a fine

new store at 2135 Center Street, Berkeley. Mr.

Pembroke was formerly the amatuer champion

single-scull oarsman of the Pacific Coast, and he

has kindly volunteered to coach the U. of C.

varsity crew this coming season. THE Kitvs-roNE

wishes him as much success hi his new store as he

has had with some of his pupils in watermanship.

R. M. Harding, who has been connected with

the jewelry business in and around Chicago for the

the last twenty years, paid San Francisco a visit

recently, and after housing his wife and daughter

in Berkeley, returned to Chicago to look over

sonic of his interests in that city. Mr. Harding

may transfer his business to this section if he finds

that the conditions will warrant it.

Arthur Elston, who formerly traveled for sev-

eral of our wholesale jewelry houses, has accepted

a position as traveling salesman for Rothschild &

Hadenfeldt, and will make his maiden trip for his

new employers about February 1, 1905.

The Bohm-I3ristol Co. are receiving the thanks

of the Geary Street Improvement Association,

which is composed of all of the retail establish-

ments on Geary Street, from Kearny to Powell

Streets, for erecting a tine new four-dial street

clock in front of their jewelry store. The clock

and stand are works of art, and make a very wel-

come addition from both a useful and artistic

standpoint. The display in this company's win-

dows during the holidays was very attractive, and

business generally was very good.

Harry Oberlin, of Fresno, was among the vis-

itors last month, and paid his respects to THE

KEYSTONE man. Harry was in the market for

novelties to supply his growing trade.
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H. W. Schneler has opened a fine new jewelry

store in Fortuna, Cal., and fitted it up in a first-
class manner, making it one of the finest stores in
that growing section.

C, K. Giles, of Chicago, called upon THE

KEYSTONE representative recently to renew old

friendships. Mr. Giles is now resting in San Jose.

Mr. Giles was the manufacturer of the Giles anti-

magnetic watch shield that was in vogue during

the eighties.
A. Hirshman's new plate-glass window on the

Market Street side of his store in the Mutual Sav-

ings' Bank Building, was broken by some hood-

lums a few days before Christmas. Fortunately

none of the goods in the window were missing, but

the window, as far as the holidays were concerned,

was not very satisfactory.
E. A. Fans, who formerly conducted a jewelry

establishment in San Diego, and who is well-

known among the trade in San Francisco, is

located in Southern Mexico, and is now in the

banking business.
During the holiday season M. Schussler & Co.

were accused of giving band concerts in their

offices to entice trade, but upon investigation THE

KEYSTONE man found that the music emanated

from a large musical clock that was being re-

paired by their head watchmaker, Mr. Moskowitz.

Said clock was a massive affair,aged about ioo years,

and of very complicated mechanism, and after

having been in many hands found its master in the

above gentleman. It is now running regularly,

and every fifteen minutes there is an organ recital

in the clock room, which accounts for the foregoing

accusation.

Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers

The Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers will

celebrate its fifteenth anniversary in the new Hotel

Astor, New York, on Saturday January 7th, by a

dinner and entertainment to be given in conjunction

with its annual meeting. President William C.

Parks has sent out notices in which he urges all

the members to be present at this reunion. The

business session will be opened at 4.30 e.51., and

the advisability of amending the by-laws in respect

to the time for holding the annual meeting will be

considered. According to the present provision

the meeting must be held between January 2d

and January i5th, and in the opinion of sonic the

period should be extended by substituting for the

latter date March 15th. In order to ascertain the

views of the greatest number cards have been
issued upon which members are requested to indi-

cate the time most agreeable to them.
At the conclusion of the business meeting the

members will proceed to the wine cellar of the

hotel where an elaborate dinner will be served.

The dinner committee is composed of William C.

Parks, retiring president of the brotherhood, chair-

man ; Stephen, B. Kent, Harry C. Larter, A. G.

Van Houten and Bennet Osbourne, Jr.

The nominating committee has submitted the

following list of nominees for the offices named :

President, Stephen B. Kent ; vice-president, Cor-

nelius P. Young ; secretary and treasurer, Herman

C. Schwartz ; executive committee, Harry C. Larter

and Robert B. Steele.

"I have taken The Keystone ever since it was
published and it is true I cannot afford to be without
it. It is a good and valuable trade inshwelor,
outside of the much valuable reading matter it
contains. "—H. F. Andrews, Jeweler, Strasburg,
Pennsylvania.
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To Ole Trabe 
We wish to cordially thank the trade for their hind favors

In the years that are gone, and to assure them of our deep
appreciation of their generous patronage during 1904.

We will strive earnestly to be worthy of a continuance of
your patronage during 1905.

Wishing you one and all a happy and prosperous New Year,we remain,
Very sincerely yours

STEIN ELLBOGEN COMPANY
DIAMO1VD CUTTERS and

WHOLESALE JEWELERS
103 State Street, Chicago

DESCRIPTION OF KEYSTONE JEWELER'S OUTFITmade of oak, finished light antique, golden or flemish oak, or made of birch, imitationof cherry or mahogany finish. Glass, double strength AA. quality.WALL CASES.—flase part 30 inches high, 23 inches deep, outside ; three drawers in center, cup-boards either side with hinged paneled doors. Upper part 59 inches high, 17 inches deep, inside.One 10-inch, one 12-inch and one 14-inch wide shelves on brackets. Shelves and interiorlined with dark blue felt. Two doors sliding up and balanced by weights.SHOW CASES AND TABLES.-42 inches high, 28 inches deep, outside.Show case front glass 14 inches high, top glass 24 inches wide, front andtop in two lights each. horizontal sliding doors lined with Americanmirrors. These tables have band-sawed French legs,SCREENS.-66 inches high to top of rail, 71 inches highover all, paneled below, glass above.We can furnish jewelers any quantity of wallcases, show cases, tables and screens immedi-ately. Send list of each kind required andwe will be glad to quote prices. Wesend our catalogue upon request.
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Good Christmas Interviews with the Birmingham

Business jewelers disclosed the inter-

esting fact that the holiday

stocks for this year were the largest ever known,

and that the class of goods was more expensive

than ever before. Diamonds were sold in unus-

ually large quantity, and the movement of heavy

plate and cut glass was phenomenal. W. C.

Abbott, of Abbott Bros., said they had stocked up

heavily on the best of everything in their line and

did a heavy trade in holiday lines. F. \V. Bromberg

had his new fixtures in by December 15th, and

employed a number of extra salesmen for the busy

season. The new fixtures are heavy plate glass,

with Mexican mahogany cases, ranged in horse-

shoe shape in the front of his store. The Calhoun

Company put in a number of new features and a

heavy stock previous to the holidays. J. Lowinsohn

and A. S. Smith did likewise. P. Fl. Linnehan

brightened up with a new stock and some tasty

decorations. The Jobe-Rose Company has spread

out so as to have more room and put in facilities

to better handle their big watch inspection business.

William Rosenstihl is again at his old place on

Twentieth Street, and hopes to build up his afore-

time trade. Mr. Rosenstihl was secretary of the

Alabama Retail Jewelers' Association for many

years, and is one of the best-known men in the

trade in the South. His brother is in business at

Union Springs, and another brother, John Rosen-

stihl, has been with Abbott Bros., Birmingham,

for years. Lynch is busy with a bigger trade and

has more room than he had last year, and Michael

i\ lalony is enlivening things with an auction.

The same degree of activity

prevailed through the holiday

season in Montgomery. The

correspondent of THE KEY-

STONE saw them during Christ-

mas week and found all too busy to talk much.

Hardwick Ruth, of C. L. Ruth & Son, said : " Too

busy to talk ; got all we can do." M. E. Pepper-

man did a lot of light work, erecting a three-watch

sign and a large gold ring effect on the sidewalk.

Ike Loeb installed an attractive window and has

been doing a fine business. Le Bron's new store

is a perfect bower of beauty. The new fixtures

recently put in make it one of the handsomest and

most expensively fitted-up places in the South.

J. Davidson found his room all too small for the

business that came to him, and will very likely

have to seek more room. The Castleberry Optical

Company got its new store ready for the holiday

season and combined in a very handsome window

with Tresslar, photograper. '

The Alabama dealers met with

Conditions in splendid conditions this fall.
Alabama Birmingham is recovering from

the effects of the miners' strike

and has plenty of money. The Tennessee Coal,

Iron and Railroad Company has decided to spend

several hundred thousand dollars for new improve-

ments and enlarging the steelmaking plants, which

rill give a heavy impetus to the trade of the city.

The State of Alabama will spend $13o,000 in

enlarging the State capitol at Montgomery, which

will distribute considerable money. Everything

looks good for the appropriation for work on the

Montgomery
Merchants well
Pleased
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Alabama River and Mobile port, and this will give

much more money to spend. Several new enter-

prises will go up in the Birmingham district other

than those mentioned, and there will be a number

of new rail lines projected. All in all the new

year looks good for much progress in Alabama.

James H. Pittman has moved to a larger store

at Brewton. He will carry a stock and do repairs.

Rosenstihl's new store at Union Springs has

been refitted. William Rosenstihl, the father, has

retired from business on account of his eyes, on

which he will have to have an operation performed.

A. A. Adams, of Batavia, N. Y., has gone

with the Zadec Jewelry Co., at Mobile. He is an

expert engraver.
A pearl button factory is to be erected at Jack-

son, Miss. Buttons will be made from mussel shells.

A beautiful chalice and paten has been pre-

sented to the Mobile Cathedral of the Immaculate

Conception, and has been on exhibition several

days in the window of Felix Thoma, in that city.

The chalice, which is fashioned in Roman gothic

style, is on a base seven inches in diameter And

stands eleven inches high. The base is adorned

with a cross set in nine whole pearls and six large

amethysts, intermingled with rich gothic leaves.

E. L. Goodloe has sold out to A. J. Vess at

Tuscumbia. Mr. Vess will enlarge the business

and stock.

A Prosperous The usual breathless holiday

rush at both wholesale and re-

tail jewelry houses has been on

for the past month, and its conclusion finds every-

body pleased, with a business showing as great if

not greater than last year. The tight times which

were predicted for this fall have failed to mate-

rialize to any appreciable extent, and when the

holiday trade opened it found everybody as busy

as ever and better satisfied than ever with the

prospects for the spring of 1905. Both wholesale

and retail merchants have expressed themselves as

more than pleased with the outlook, and if the

spring season is not a remarkably good one, it will

have deceived many of the best judges in this

section of the country. All of the big houses had

their salesmen in for the holiday trade, and all of

these reported excellent trade in Kansas City's

surrounding territory. The traveling men have all

had a good fall, and expect to do a good business

in early spring orders when they depart on their

trips shortly.
Retail sales have been fully up to, if not ex-

ceeding, the standard. As usual, the goods have

been what the people want, and novelties of all

sorts have met with ready sale. Diamond sales

were ahead of last year, and though the prices are

high, this seems to have had no appreciable effect

in decreasing the demand for those goods.

The opening of 1903 finds Kan-

sas City in better shape than it

for 1905 has ever been before in all

branches of trade. This grow-

ing young city has accomplished more in 1904 than

in any previous year of its existence. There has

Holiday Season

Business Outlook

been much building in the business districts, while

the growing demand for residences has caused the

city to spread over hundreds of blocks that a year

ago were vacant. As its business standing grows

more assured, Kansas City is becoming more beau-

tiful as a residence city. The fine park and

boulevard system is now about complete, and now

there are miles of beautiful boulevards edged with

handsome homes. The coming of the new year

brings with it no doubt as to the ultimate greatness

of Kansas City. With its marvelous manufac-

turing resources, its advantageous location, and,

more than all, the indomitable spirit of its people,

Kansas City is a young giant to be reckoned

with in the commercial history of the United

States.
The annual renovation and improvement in

quarters, which usually obtains the first of the

year, will find some of Kansas City's wholesale

jewelry houses adding to their establishments in

various ways. The Meyer Jewelry Company, ex-

clusively a manufacturing concern, is preparing for

extensive alterations with a view to increasing its

floor space. Already work has been begun tear-

ing away the wall at one side and the back of the

present factory, to make room for an addition

which is to be built.

. W. H. Haupt, of Bartlesville, Ind. Ter., made

a flying trip to Kansas City during the busy

season, to replenish his holiday stock.

Mr. Bass, of the Bass Jewelry Company,

Huntsville, Mo., was a visitor to the Kansas City

wholesale houses last month.
William Walsh, an employee of the Meyer

Jewelry Company, who has been ill with typhoid

fever for three months, is recovering slowly and

will probably be out shortly.

Dr. J. N. Rose, of Stafford, Kans., visited

the wholsale jewelry and optical houses last

month.
B. T. Popenoe, treasurer of the Columbian

Optical Company, died at his home, 1321 Holmes

Street, Kansas City, Mo., on December 3d. Mr.

Popenoe had been ill with typhoid fever for nine

weeks. He was twenty-nine years old and had

lived in Kansas City for twelve years. He is sur-

vived by a widow, who was Miss Mabel Fisher, of

Lawrence, Kans. The body was sent to Lawrence

for burial. Mr. Popenoe was one of the best

known and best liked of the younger members of

the optical trade in Kansas City. His death has

occasioned much sorrow and regret among his

associates, who regarded him with unmixed liking

and respect.
E. L. Donaldson and H. C. Edwards, of

Edwards & Sloane's traveling force, came in from

the road a few weeks before Christmas to help

out in the house during the holiday rush.

Among the out-of-town jewelers and opticians

who were in Kansas City just before Christmas

were H. E. Moore, Vandalia, Mo.; E. V. Lee,

Louisburg, Kan.; H. E. Turck, Ellinwood, Kans.;

Walter Starcke, Junction City, Kans.; B. G. Gus-

tafson, Lawrence, Kans.; W. W. Whiteside,

Liberty, Mo.; R. H. Morehouse, Topeka, Kans.;

Geo. Killam, Pittsburg, Kans.; W. H. Meyer,

Lawson, Mo.; C. B. Libbey, Weir City, Kans.;

A. Rosenfield, Leavenworth, Kans.; M. C. Rosen-

field, St. Joseph, Mo.; J. W. Plank, Lyons, Kans.;

Otto Burklund, Osawatomie, Kans.; L. Megede,

Richmond, Mo.; Charles Morrison, Olathe, Kans.;

J. S. Read, Milan, Mo.; N. B. Jeter, Butler, Mo.;

`Virgil Sears, Glasgow, Mo.; H. Van Meeker,

Chanute, Kans.; P. H. Young, Dodge City, Kans.;

George W. Lewis, Herrington, Kans.; W. E.

Crellin, Chillicothe, Mo.
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Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

The proper way to start the New Year is to start
it RIGHT

" 1• 
Ve 
ilt" Lathes

are always RIGHT
The Rivett Lathe, steel bed as usual.

6 6 6 6 6

same material as all other
makers ; improved bearings same as the best Rivett. This latheis second to none but the Rivett, though lower in price.

If you have any friends in this vicinity, tell them to call and see the factory. Nobody ever calledon us who had also seen the other factories but what left their orders with us. It will payyou to investigate.
December 7, 1904."I have a Rivett Lathe, Slide Rest and Wheel-Cutting Attachment, and everything works fine.I am employed to do trade work and am one of seven watchmakers at the place, and have the bestLathe outfit in the shop. The wheel-cutting attachment will do four times the work of anything inthe house and in a more satisfactory manner. They all want to use my outfit when they've milling orwheel cutting to do."

13 r g t o n

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Boston, Mass, U.S.A.

Aisellsteill & Woronock
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS

22 Eldridge St.

New York City
N.Y.

We sell a Sterling Silver Snap Watch, 13 Ligne,
Sterling Silver Pin and Velvet Chatelaine Box,
all complete,

$2.00
less sr:, for cash

JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No. 41
Jewelers' Horseshoe Case and Table

We make a specialty of fitting UP-TO-DATE Jewelry
Stores with HIGH-GRADE Fixtures and Show Cases.

Our Fixtures are our best advertisement.
Write us before buying.

J. W. Storandt Mfg. Co.
Address Department B ROCHESTER, N. Y.

—REFERENCES—
Gurne Bros., Brockton Mass Perry & Stone New London, Conn.

y
Thos. J. Morrow, Holyoke, Mass, ro , cm ester, N. Y.F. S. Thompson, Gloucester, MRSS. J. S. Baird, Watertown, N.Y.Daniel Low & Co., Salem, Mass. W. S. Glummer, Watertown, N. Y.Harry Baynes, Lowell, Mass. Otto

M 
Otto Miller, Olean, N. Y.Jordan Marsh & Co., B ass. B. M. Henschel & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

,
Houghton & Dutton, Boston, Mass. Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, N. Y..1. & G. IL Bliss, Norwich, Conn. W. T. Achenbaeh, Glens Falls, N.Y.

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of 
toe Horological School, of Locle, Switzerland, and

HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the llorological and Electro
-klechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charleston, S. 
C. Former pupii of the

Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1904, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XIII.)

Further simplification gives

162ooX 2X4X4=BC D.

Resolving into prime factors, one obtains

28 X 34 X 52 B CD,

with which one can form the following groups :
B = 2 X 32 X 5 = 90

C 24 X 5 =8o
D== 28 X 32 = 72.

The verification of the operation should give

16200 —
90 X 80 X 72 X 2 X 15.

12 X To x 8

We will occupy ourselves, in the problems which follow, with

the numbers of teeth to be given to the barrel and to the p
inion of

the center wheel.
139. The number of oscillations of the balance varied greatly

in the earliest watches ; this figure was governed by no 
fixed rule

and would vary between 17000 and 18000. As these watches had

no second hands, this number had only a relative importance

within these limits.
In our modern timepieces, especially in watches above 12

lines (27 min.), five oscillations per second, which would be 
18000

per hour, are generally adopted.
In smaller pieces, this figure is increased to six oscillations

P' second, being 21600 per hour, 
with the object of diminishing

the influence of jars in carrying, always very perceptible 
on the

small balance with which these watches are supplied.

A great many of the English watches beat 16200 oscillati
ons,

being 44 per second.
Marine chronometers beat four oscillations per second, or

14400 per hour.
140. The problems which follow are the applications of the

preceding theories and will aid in the better understanding of these

various questions. We especially insist on the constant use of the

formulas, and urge the pupils to accustom themselves to solve these

questions by applying to each case the equation which suits it.

The algebraic way is a sure guide which leads always to a correct

solution and to exact results. In the following exercises we give

1.1timerous examples of the reliability of calculation which results

the use of the simple formulas which we have just established.

Problems Relative to the Preceding Questions.

141. A barrel of 8o teeth gears in a center pinion with ro leaves;

turns will this fiinion make while the barrel makes 11

Solution : We have the formula (i) which gives

A 80
-=- n --= A — = 8.

a to

The pinion executes 8 turns while the barrel makes i ; one revo-

. 11::en;:iiakeof barrel has then, in this case, a duration of 8 hours.

142. How many turns will this same fiinion make while the
‘ „ 

Solution : The formula ( i) further gives

A 8o
nl =n —=4X —lo = 32.

a 

While the barrel makes 4 turns the center pinion makes 
32.

ince the stop-works are placed in such a manner that the barr
el

,..in execute exactly four rotations on its axis (127), the watch w
ill,

therefore, run for 32 hours.

143. A center wheel with 64 teeth gears in a third wheel pinion

with 8 leaves ; the third wheel with 6o teeth gears in a fiinion with

8 leaves also. How many turns will this last pinion make during

one turn of Me center wheel?
Solution : The formula (3)

gives us, after substituting,

AB
n" =n --ab

64 X 6o
= I X = 60.

8 X 8

The fourth pinion will make 6o rotations during one revolution

of the center wheel, therefore, during one hour.
144. What is the number of rotations which an escafie pinion

with 7 leaves will make during 12 hours, knowing that the center

wheel with 8o teeth gears in a :pinion of the third wheel with ro

leaves, the wheel of which with 75 teeth gears in the fourth pinion

with ro leaves ; the fourth wheel having 70 teeth?
Solution : We will use the general formula for a train of three

gearings: A B C 
n1" =n a b c '

from whence, after substituting values,

80 X 75 X 70= 12 X — 72oo turns.
10 X I0 X 7

145. What is the number of turns executed by an escape pinion

during 3 turns of the barrel, the wheel-work having the following

teeth-ranges :
Barrel . . . 96 teeth, Center pinion

Center wheel 90 " Third "
Third " 8o " Fourth "
Fourth " 72 " Escape "

Solution : Using the formula, we have

A„//./
_ 

ii 
BCD

or
abed '

12

12

to
8

leaves,

I

96 X go X 8o X 72wm = 3 x = 12960 turns.
12 X 12 X IO X 8

146. Suppose we wish to calculate the number of oscillations

which a balance makes during one hour ; the center wheel having

64 teeth, the third wheel 6o, - the fourth wheel 56, thc escape

wheel 15 ; the pinions of the third and fourth wheels each 8 leaves

and that of the escapement 7.
Solution : The formula (8) gives

N 
BCD2E

'
from whence 

— b c d
•

64 X 60 X 56 X 2 X 15
N — — 14400 oscillations.

8 X 8 X 7

147. What should be the number of teeth in a fourth wheel

gearing in an escape pinion, knowing that the pinion should make

ro turns while the wheel makes z?

Solution : The equation (2)

A

(8i)

=
a

gives, after replacing n' and n by their values,

this equation with two unknown quantities, A and a, is indefinite ;

several solutions can, therefore, satisfy its demands. Replacing a

successively by the numbers 6, 7, 8, io   , we find for A the

corresponding values,
6o, 70, 8o, too,  

because
IO 6 70 80 I00
— 0 _- =- = — = — etc.  

6 7 8 to

One obtains, then, the number of teeth in the wheel by multi-

plying the number of leaves chosen, by the number of rotations

which the pinion should make. This is always practicable when

the number of turns is a whole number.

(Continued on page SO
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MONOGRAM
Prices according to Keystone Key

inuary, 1905 KEYSTONe 83

Lessons in Horology

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel daimaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, out expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels, dust
band, roman or arabic white enamel dial with mono-
gram "T. W. Co." Price, $7.00

TRENTON
Moderate
in Price

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight lino escape.
ntent, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
backings, exposed- polished steel winding wheels, Oust
band, depressed center and seconds, white enamel Halwith monogram "T. W. CO." Price, $8.s

WATCHES
Thoroughly
well finished

(Continued fiom page 81)

If, in place of choosing the number of leaves in the pinion, one

aces the number of teeth in the wheel, the result may easily become

,ractional.
The equation (2) can be written by making it = I

A
a = —Tn

Let A = 66, we would have for the preceding case,

66a = =
IC)

a solution impossible to carry out.

It is then preferable to choose, always, the number of leaves in

the pinion, and to determine from these the numbers of 
teeth in

the wheels.
148. To determine the number of teeth in a third wheel and the

number of leaves in a fourth pinion combined in such a manner 
that

the _pinion makes 15 rotations while the wheel makes 2.

Solution : One will use (2)

and, after substituting

No. 315. " FORTUNA." Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick
train, exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel
dial with depressed second and red marginal figures.
Stem-wind and lever set. Price, $6.00

Price-List furnished on application.
All leading Jobbers sell TRENTONS.

Prices according to Keystone Key.
Manufactured and guaranteed by the

No. 300. " FORTUNA." 6 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings, straight line lever escapement,
hardened and tempered breguet hairspring, quick train,
exposed winding wheels, handsome white enamel dial
with depressed second and red marginal figures. Stem-
wind and lever set. Price, $5.00

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton, N.J., U.S.A.

Since 15 and 2 are prime to each other and it is, therefore,

impossible to simplify their relation, it is necessary, in order to

avoid fractional numbers, that A be a multiple of 15 and a 
a

multiple of 2 ; thus one could have

15 45 75
2 6 10 12

The numbers 45, 75, 90 will, therefore, be suitable for the 
wheel A,

and 6, to, 12 for the pinion a.
149. We wish to know the number of teeth in a barrel and 

the

number of leaves in the center pinion in which it gears, so 
that the

watch may run 8 days with 4 turns of the barrel.

Sloution : From the equation (2) we find the value

Resolving the two members of the equation into their prime

factors, one will obtain
22 X 32 X 5 = A B,

with which one could form the two groups

A -= 28 X 32 = 72
B= 24 X 5 = 8o,

A = 25 X 3 =96
B = 22 X 3 X 5 = 6o.

As proof, one should find that

48 _ 72 X 80 96 X 60 
12 X IO 12 X I0

150. Suppose we with to determine the numbers of teeth and

of leaves in the wheels and pinions forming the dial wheels.
Description of this mechanism.

The dial wheels are the mechanism whose object is to secure

the movement of the hour hand. Since the center wheel makes one

turn per hour, one fixes on the prolongation of its axis, under the

dial, a second pinion, called the cannon pinion. This adjustment is

made in such a manner that this cannon pinion participates in the
movement of the center wheel during the ordinary running of the

watch, although it is possible to give it a separate movement when

one wishes to set the hands. Thus the center wheel, the cannon

pinion and the minute hand have a common movement and make

one turn per hour. The cannon pinion a gears in the minute wheel

A (Fig. 29), which carries a pinion h gearing in the hour wheel B.

or else
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Replacing a by the numbers 6, 7, 8 and I°, successively, one

finds that
Minute nand
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CLASS PINS AND BADGES
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These solutions have the disadvantage of giving too 
great a

umber of teeth to the barrel, for even on choosing for a, a 
pinion

6 leaves, one obtains, still, a barrel with 288 teeth.

In order to avoid this inconvenience, one sometimes has

ourse to an intermediate pinion between the barrel and the

iter wheel ; the barrel would gear in this pinion and the 
wheel

tinted on the axis of this pinion should gear in that of th
e center

Icel. The difficulty is thus changed and becomes that of 
finding

place in the watch in which to put another mobile and of 
increas-

;otrhe 

formula 

motive power a very appreciable quantity.

In order to solve the problem thus arising, we 
will make usefm 

Fig. 20

This last wheel, usually placed on the cannon pinion, around which
it can turn freely, is the one which carries the hour hand. The
hour wheel should, therefore, make one turn in 12 hours ; other-
wise expressed, the cannon pinion should complete 12 rotations
while the hour wheel makes one.

In the equation (4) one replaces n" by 12 and n by 1, the
unknown quantities are then A B and a b ; one, therefore, has

12 AR—=  12,
ab

and substituting for a and b the numbers 12 and io, one will have

12 X 12 X 10 -= A B.

Resolving into prime factors, it becomes

25 X 32 X 5 =A B,

which we can group in the following manner:

As proof, one has

A = 22 >< 32 36

B= 28 X 5 = 40.

A B = 48 X 12 X IO.

36 X 4° 
12 =

12 X Io

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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are a little better than
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

in book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed Illustrations.

A Copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 81.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XXIII. Begun in March, 1903)

Thimbles are difficult things for a beginner to en-

on owing to the fact that they are small and

and 

Engraving

gel eos of Rings round, and the surface upon which the engrav-

ing is being cut is oval. Thimbles are not only

hard to hold in the hand, but hard to hold the graver in
to on

account of the oval surfaces. If the engraver will hold the thimble

on the pad when cutting the down strokes by sliding it
 over the

end of his index finger of the left hand, he will find he c
an hold it

very securely. Then, of course, the thumb and second finger are

held against the sides. When cutting the up strokes, the hold is

reversed, the thimble being held between the index finger and t
humb

of the left hand, pressing it down well on the sandbag 
pad, the

friction of which is sufficient to hold it without sliding.

Of all work that comes to the engraver it is safe to say that

engraving inside of rings is considered the most difficult. Especially

is this class of work uninteresting to the beginner in the art. 
It is

a kind of work that must be plain in all cases, and for this 
reason it

has not the fascination that other kinds of engraving have, 
and it

is consequently neglected by the average engraver. 
Engraving

inside of rings is not a difficult or unpleasant work, howe
ver, if we

have the correct tool, properly sharpened, and go about

the work in a proper way. The author has found best

the square graver sharpened as shown at Fig. 92, where

A represents the original square graver and B represents

it after it has been ground off. It will be seen here that

the graver is rounding on top and on the sides, and oil

the under side nearly up to the point, from which point

to the extreme point the cutting angles are at right

angles with one another, making that portion of the

graver equivalent to the square graver. The object of

grinding a graver off and in this shape is, that when the

graver is thrown out, or when it is curved around to the ri
ght or

to the left to complete a loop, coming in contact with the edge 
of

the ring will not mar it ; and also so that it can get just as muc
h

nearer the completion of a loop in making the curve to the rig
ht

or the left as the amount we have cut off from the sides. This is

easily understood, as we are just so much nearer the point of 
the

graver. A graver ground in this shape can be used inside the

average width of oval wedding rings to make any loop or 
even to

cross a T or make the bottom of an L, yet some engravers
 use a

graver which is bent around to the right. We believe, 
however,

the use of such a graver is not necessary, but may be found 
useful

to those who do not do enough ring engraving to becom
e skilled

in the use of the graver.
Students in the art of engraving often practice

tior En atogr Hold da Ring inside-of-ring work by placing the ring 
in a holder,

f 
which is furnished with some makes of engraving

blocks. We would advise beginners in the art

to dispense with all such devices as they are not practical for 
reasons

too numerous to mention here. You will find very few, if any,

good engravers holding a ring in any other way than in their
 hand

and on the sandbag pad when cutting it. At Fig. 93 we illustrate
the pad A, graver B,
ring C and block D.
The little block shown
at D, a side view of
which is shown at E,
is made of soft wood
about I" long, and
other proportions ac-

Nv^

A
Fig. 92

Fig. 93

cordingly, with a little groove cut in it as illustrated, through

which one can see when engraving. The arrow shown at

Fig. 93 is pointing in the direction in which one would look

when engraving inside a ring with the aid of this block. The

little block of wood is so near the size of the ring that the thumb

and finger pressing down against the edge of it will also strike

against the ring. The object of using this little block is to hold the

ring more securely by increasing the amount of friction on the pad

which adds to the stability of the ring during the operation. The

graver is shown at B which, of course, works in the opposite direc-

tion from the point of vision, as illustrated by the arrow. A little

block of this description will suffice for holding any size ring, and a

great many engravers find it very helpful to them, but we believe that

with a little practice little or no trouble will be experienced in cutting

the ring directly on the pad, holding it between the thumb and

index finger of the left hand.

The style of lettering used inside of rings is usually script and

perfectly plain. The engraver will find it easier to engrave script

more nearly perpendicular than the regular angle of script inside of

rings. By making the letters more nearly perpendicular by possibly
30 , the difference would not be noticed and the appearance would

be better than if the letters were made on the regular angle of 50°,

because the curve of the ring inside makes the letters appear to be

on more of an angle than they really are, and if it was a very small

ring a letter might begin on the downward slope at the left and end

on the upward curve at the right, and in this way would have a

rolling or curved appearance, which would be very detrimental to

its artistic appearance. Students should try both angles, the regular

angle and an angle of 600, and they will readily observe that the

more perpendicular style of script is, by far, better in appearance

than the regular.
Just how to arrange a word or words inside of rings is not an

easy matter to determine for a beginner. In our dcscription of

how to correctly form script letters we said that the lower-case

script letters should be about one-third the height of capitals, and

also that there were cases where a variation from these mechanical

forms would be made necessary by virtue of the shape or size of

the article to be engraved. We have now arrived at a class of work

where such variations are necessary. In engraving inside of a

ring, and especially in a narrow oval ring, it will be found that the

lower-case letters should be half the height of the capitals. This

is because capitals engraved to nearly fill the ring crosswise would

be almost invisible to the naked eye, and if we should reduce

the lower-case letters to one-third the height, the lettering would

be of no value without the aid of a glass and would be so small

that it could be engraved only by the most skilled artist and would

of necessity be nearer the bottom than the top of the ring, which

would not look correct. We, therefore, find that it is necessary

to engrave the lower-case letters half or, in some cases, more than

half the height of the capitals, and that the angle of the letters

should be about 600, and that the letters should be so designed

that the general effect will appear to be in the center of the

ring, as shown at Fig. 94, where we show a section of an

interior of a narrow oval ring with the words engraved

thereon, " Sadie to Rose." It will be seen that the capitals are

about an equal distance from the top and bottom, possibly a

little closer to the top, and that
the lower-case letters are a little
closer to the bottom than the
top, and the difference between
the distances to the top of the
capital, to the top of the lower-
case letters and to the top of the ring is such as to equalize and 

make

the words appear to be in the center of the ring. There are no set

rules by which we can go ahead in this work other than the w
ay

just described. We cannot commend drawing a line from t
he

center of the ring and using the center line so drawn as a guide l
ine

to the lower-case letters, as the width of the ring would change su
ch

a rule. There are some widths where the method would apply, but

it is not safe to advise a student to adopt it as a guide to fellow in

all classes of work, but if he will place the capitals, as above

described, a little closer to the top than the bottom, he will find

then that the lower-case letters are farther from the top than the

bottom, and that the spaces thus varied will be sufficient to equalize

one another and cause the letters to appear to be in the center of

the ring.

Fig. 94

(TO HE CONTINUED)
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We wish you would consider
our establishment as the crucible
into which your old gold and
silver scraps and filings should be
thrown.

It will prove a crucible into
which the raw material goes, and

out of which the largest possible profit is
sure to come.
We always pay the highest market

prices, pay for full weight every time, and
send you a check as soon as the shipment gets
here, holding the same subject to your accept-
ance of our check.

If you want the consignment returned to you
we pay charges--but such cases are few, indeed.
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Thomas J. Dee & Company
REFINERS AND SMELTERS
67 and 69 Washington Street

Chicago

THE HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
of BRADLEY INSTITUTE stands for the produc-
tion of workmen of ability. Rather how good you
can do than how quick. It is rational in all its asser-
tions and methods.

If you are desirous of increasing your earning
capacity, take a course of Watchwork, Jewelry and
Engraving at Bradley, and you will be in a position
to command an advance.

It is not only THE OLDEST SCHOOL of this
kind in America, but is the BIGGEST, BUSIEST
and BEST.

Throughout the day, the students in this model
school are employed in regular work receiving indi-
vidual instruction, and thus making it practical, and
on several evenings of each week listen to theoret-ical lectures which give them a thorough technical
knowledge of the several escapements, figuring of
trains, etc.

Our optical course is most thorough and corn-
prehensive, extending over a period of three months,thus giving ample time for study and discussion, sup-
plemented with an equipment second to none.
We expect to reach the 150 mark, number of

students, about February 15, 19o5. Will you be
one of them ? Two thousand five hundred have
availed*themselves of this opportunity. Think it
over and write for a catalogue, FREE FOR THE
ASKING ; a postal card will get it.

Address

HOROLOGY HALL
The Largest Building in the World Devoted to a School of This Key ind 

Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Dept. H, Peoria, Ill.
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Pendant-Set versus Lever-Set
Movements

Article No. 46 of the serial entitled "Cleaning and Restoring,"
begun in the April, 1901, i9Stia of THE KEYSTONE.

HERE has been a great deal of contro-

versy about the relative merits of pen-

dant set and lever set for stem-winding

watches, the disputants being about evenly

divided. As regards the writer's opinion he

has but little choice, not being particularly in

love with either. In our model watch which

we are supposed to be building, the writer will

make some radical departures from old lines,

leaving the merits of the changes to be judged

of by his readers. One idea he particularly

had in view, which is to make the contrate

(crown) wheel B as large as possible and

not have it touch the dial.

The chief objects for this
Stemwinding Work are to first get a quicker

wind; second, a stronger

wheel B, Fig. r. We naturally get a long
a ratchet andwind from using the barrel as

winding wheel. Such long

wind is in no way objectionable

except it takes a little more

time for the winding, and also

strains the train. But with

the friction stop which we have

described, this last-named ob-

jection need not be considered.

In the stemwind train which

Fig. I

we adopt, we
shall employ 84 diametrical pitch; that is,

for every inch of pitch diameter we will use

84 teeth, which gives good, strong teeth for

the winding. In the accompanying drawings

we shall only attempt illustrating the princi-

ples involved, leaving exact sizes for the
completed mod-
el. At Fig. 2 we
show a portion of
the main plate
with the dial re-
moved. As stated
before, we place
the first horizon-

tal wheel A as
close under the
dial as will be

sure and not touch the said dial. The wind-

ing barrel, as explained in former articles,

has a bridge over it, in which is placed the

lower hole jewel for the main wheel, as shown

at b.
This bridge over D is also as close to

the dial as possible and not touch it. Inas-

much, as the barrel D is lower than the

wheel A, we shall have to add an inter-

mediate wheel shown at C, which is thick

enough to engage both wheels, A and D.

Sinking the barrel also gives us room for the

Fig. 2
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hour wheel close under the dial. The transfer

arrangement for hand setting is of the Swiss

type, and shaped as shown at Fig. 3. The

long sleeve H passes underneath the wheel

A and allows support for the bearing of said

wheel, either by a portion of
the main plate or from a bridge.
The sleeve H has a contrate
ratchet wheel shown at F, which

engages a similar ratchet wheel

attached to the wheel B. The

arbor Z where it passes through

the wheel B, is round, but is

square for the entire length of

the sleeve H At the inner

end of the sleeve H is another

contrate wheel with spur teeth,

which engages the hand-set

wheels. The teeth of the wheel G are of the

same pitch as the teeth of the minute wheel.

It will be seen by this arrangement we get a

very compact and secure winding, together

with great strength and durability. In cutting

the ratchet teeth on the wheel Fit is important

to have the flanks undercut a little, in order

that the sleeve H draws toward B.

The ratchet teeth of the
Cutting wheel B are on a separate
Ratchet Teeth for
Stemwind Work piece or, in other words, the

wheel B as shown at Fig. 3

is double, as will be seen by referring to

Fig. 4, where the parts are shown separate.

Making this wheel to separate

is required by the double set

of teeth. In some Swiss

watches a similar wheel to B

is employed, except the teeth

f are spur gear, usually cut in

imitation of spiral gear, but

such teeth are not as strong,

or in any way as satisfactory

as the contrate spur gear teeth

If, shown at Fig. 4. In pitching the wheels

A and B, the pitch circle of Ais parts of

an inch less in diameter than the outer, or

extreme diameter, while the pitch circle of

the wheel B is very near its full diameter.

In setting the wheels B they should be

depthed in such a way that the teeth of the

two wheels will not touch until they are on

the line of centers. If, by any chance, the

teeth do engage in the advance of the line of

centers, setting B a little closer will remedy

the defect. If, on the other hand, the teeth

seem to cling and the engagement does not

ensue until after the line of centers are passed,

rounding the edges of the teeth f will bring

them all right. Before we close this subject,

we shall give the sizes of the wheels A and

B in thousandths of an inch, together with

other particulars that will no doubt prove of

advantage to any workman contemplating

the construction of such a movement.

[TO BE CONTINUED]

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Mechanical Devices that Seem to
Have Brains

A writer in a recent issue of the Washington

Star relates some interesting observations regard-

ing the progress made by American ingenuity.
" From the corn-miller's little bell that sets up

a fussy tinkling the moment the hopper runs empty,

up to the calculating machines that are now to be

found in banks and insurance offices, clearing

houses and observatories, there are so many

mechanical substitutes for brain-workers that it is

difficult at times to realize that it is, after all, only

mechanism and not intelligence that is being

evolved," said an employee at the patent office to

the writer. " Some of the touches of what, for

convenience, we may call mechanical intelligence,

to be met with in various odd corners of. the in-

dustrial and commercial world are really quite

amusing, and they have their prototype in that little

bell of the old windmill.
There is, for instance, to be seen in any screw

factory, a different applicaton of that device. The

machinery takes hold of a rod of metal, pulls it

rapidly along, gives the end of it the general shape

of a screw, cuts the thread round it and the slot

in the head, and then ships off a perfect screw. If

you watch the thing acually making the screws,

the idea strikes you that it is really a piece of

mechanism ; but when the machine comes to the

end of its material and gives a sharp, impatient

ring of the bell for the attendant to bring more,

you cannot help laughing and you would scarcely

be surprised if, when the man came with another

rod, the busy screwmaker gave him a sharp repri-

mand for inattention and dilatoriness. In these

days of phonographs, of course, it would be quite

practical to make it do so.
" The machine by which railroad tickets are

printed gives another amusing little show of intel-

ligence, or what looks to be very like it. Railway

tickets are not, as might be supposed, printed in
large sheets and afterward cut up. The cardboard

is cut into tickets first, and they are printed one

by one afterward. The little blank cards are put

in a pile in a kind of perpendicular spout, and the

machine slips a bit of metal underneath the bottom

of the spout and pushes out the lowest ticket in

the pile to be printed and consecutively numbered.

It is of no use to print a bad ticket. The machine

finds out an imperfect blank in an instant, and flatly

refuses to have anything to do with it."

Electric-Wave Clocks

The distinguished maker of scientific instru-

ments in Paris, Bigourdan, has experimentally

demonstrated the practicability of operating a

system of clocks by wireless telegraph signals. The

method, he claims, would be both simpler and

cheaper than the present system, which requires

the use of underground wires. The new plan uses

a central clock, operating every second an electric
contact which actuates an oscillator. The signals

are transmitted to the receiving clocks from an

elevated mast. With the aid of a chronograph band

and recording pen the signals can be read within

two one-hundredths of a second. The experiments

were made over a distance of one mile and a fifth,

which might be increased.

"I have tried the other publications, but have
come to the conclusion that The Keystone surpasses
them all in eve'', way. "—Beni. Mallonee, Jeweler,
Laurel, Maryland.
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Manufacture of Special Solid

Gold Jewelry Articles

icle No. 51 of the serial entitled "
 Gold Working," begun In

the November, 1900, issue of Tiii KEYSTONE.

OLD for working in the job shop is

almost universally rolled or drawn

into wire. We will first take up

Thug, and subsequently consider wire draw-

ing. We have, in former articles in this

:,eries, given Geo. E. Gee's methods of

rolling, but we feel justified in adding our

own experience. Much of the success in

rolling depends on the careful preparation of

the gold, but this, we think, has been amply

considered in former articles. Gold goods

manufactured from sheet metal, when desired

Ill any great quantity and of duplicate pat-

terns, are stamped out with the proper dies,

but in cases where only a few of a kind are

required, the usual practice is to saw the

parts out of the sheet metal with a jeweler's

piercing saw.

Such sawing out is usually done by

hand ; still, a modification of the jig saw is

much more rapid and satisfactory. Very

elegant designs of pierced metal work can be

gotten up by such jewelers as have a natural

taste in drawing and designing by combining

gold of different colors. It does not follow

that the different colored metals should be of

the same thickness, but they should be

arranged so as to " work up " to good effect

ill the process of " carving" as it is termed.

Carving in jeweler's work is much like carv-

ing in wood work, and consists of a high

relief. In conjunction with such carved

work, that is, work sawed out and carved,

rq5ousse work can be employed to great

advantage.
Carved gold work appears

Carved Gold Work to great advantage on

medals. Portraits and fig-

ures of animals can be also done in repousse

and attached to the face of the medal. We

resume most of our readers know the general

1-inciples on which refiousse work is produced,

hut it is well to know exactly how it is made

:Ind how it is applied to jeweler's work. We

will describe the process as used for large

,.vork, and also how it can be Managed suc-

cessfully for the jeweler's art. The process

\vas in great favor with many amateurs a few

years ago for making brass placques. The

material employed was a comparatively thin,

.,oft, sheet brass, and the tools were punches

(,1 different forms.
The sheet brass was laid on a lead sur-

face, and the punches driven into the back,

he lead yielding, forming an indentation.

The design was made in reverse, because the

finished work was to be seen from the front

and opposite side in relief. After the heat-up

KEYSTONE

sheet of brass was in the proper state it was
' flattened." We do not mean by this that

the indentations made by the punches were

taken out or reduced in any way—perhaps

we can give a better idea by imagining that

we were making a large, round medallion

head of some antique design, i 2" in diameter.

We have worked up the design with our

punches so that when seen from the face side

a good relief is obtained with a flat surface

surrounding the head.

Now we wish this flat surface to be dead

flat and the head to show in relief, as in a

coin or cameo. In skillful hands a band

could be raised all around the edge of the

brass disk in such a way that if we only saw

the brass from the face side it would appear

as a coin would if split in half flatwise. Of

course, any " mat" or effect of the punches

does not appear on the relief side. To give

additional finish to the work the brass shell

is filled with " chaser's wax," such wax

varying in composition according to require-

ment, when the face of the relief can be gone

over, giving the appearance a " tooled"

brass relief casting.
The process in the hands of

Medallion Effects an artist is capable of grand
in Colored Work effects, but from the facility

with which brass abomina-

tions can be made in repousse the process

has fallen into disfavor. Not so, however,

with repousse as applied to medals or high-

grade jeweler's work. For such work fine

(Na) gold or platinum is usually employed.

The perfection of the work depends entirely

on the skill of the artist and his ability to

express himself in this way. As an example

let us imagine a gold medal as a prize for a

bench show of choice blooded dogs. The

medal is to be a valuable one, with no dupli-

cates. A re/Sousse head of a dog of the breed

in competition is made in platinum, in the

manner described, by a skillful man and

attached to the face of the medal.

As such a job would be a crucial test of

skill, let us carry the process of manufacture

through the details. The repousse head

would entirely depend on the artistic abilities

of the artisan, but how to attach such a head

would depend on his mechanical skill as a

jeweler. It is well-known that ordinary hard

solder will not flow on platinum. The only

metal at our disposal which will flow is pure,

or fine, gold and. although the platinum

shell was very thin, it is easy enough to back

it up with fine gold to furnish both support

to the thin platinum and also give us a metal

to which ordinary jeweler's solder will

adhere. Wreaths of laurel are easily made

from either platinum or fine gold. Fine

silver can also be employed. In either case

the banking must be of sufficient strength to

insure the refiousse shell from crushing. The
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better way seems to be to form the refioussi!

design in such high relief that what would

form the flat of the repousse will entirely file

away in finishing, leaving the repousse design

a silhouette-like pierced work.

ITO BE CON 1)]

Plant That Keeps Time

" One of the most peculiar, as well as one of

the rarest plants produced by nature is the clock

plant, and there is only one specimen on view in

the gardens of the Agricultural Department," said

an employee of that institution.

" The clock plant is a native of Borneo, and

in that country even it is said to be as rare as in

other sections of the world. Of course, the plant

derives its name from its peculiar habits, which are

known to but a few who have not studied the plant

from a scientific standpoint. The plant has leaves

of two sizes, one of which acts in the capacity of a

minute hand, which keeps moving until about

4 o'clock in the afternoon, and the other ke
eps

going until morning. The larger leaves act as the

hour hand.
" Starting in a position when all of the leaves

lie close to the stem, with the points hanging

down, they rise gradually until they turn toward

the top, and then they drop to their former p
osi-

tion. It takes the smaller leaves about one minute

to go through this performance, and the 
longer

leaves just about an hour. When the condit
ions

are favorable this movement continues through
out

the entire day, but not such days as we have been

having lately.
" It requires good, warm sunshine for the

plants to perform this function. Such days as we

have been having the leaves move, but they do 
so

in an imperfect and irregular manner. Why,

sometimes the large leaves cling so closely to the

plant that it looks like a huge bundle of twigs.

" The plant is delicate and extremely hard to

propogate, which accounts for the fact that we

now have only one of them. We had several, but

they all died. The plant bears a small flower like

that of the pea, and its seed grows in a pod in the

same manner. It is hard to get it to seed in this

country, which makes it extremely difficult to get

seed for other plants."

Furniture Made of Silver

As a tour de force of the silversmith's art, and

a record, so, to speak, in the annals of furniture

making, a special account may be given of a set of

sterling silver furniture, which has recently been

designed and carried out in London for a palace

belonging to an Oriental magnate.

The suite comprises two ordinary and easy

chairs, two couches, four tables, a large cabinet

and a dressing table, all modeled and chased in

the style of the Louis period.

The upholstery is at present in dark blue plush,

but this is to be replaced by costly silk br
ocade.

In addition to the pieces mentioned, the makers

are engaged upon the production of a bedstead in

sterling silver, for the decoration of which the 
ser-

vices of their best artists have been requisitio
ned.

The panels embody studies after the famous picture

" Somnus" and " Dancing Nymphs," by Al
bert

Moore, R. A., whilst four emblematical figures

(each 2 feet 9 inches high), representing the sea-

sons and intended to surmount the pedestals are

at each corner.
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds byexpress.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage chargesare deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from whichthere is no recourse.

($
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Goldi to $25c)), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuationsare accepted.
If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediatelyreturned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additionalexpense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they conducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of thevalue of old metal received. 

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.

the price of fine silver.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.
Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your billswith the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms-thattake gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they anymeans of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place avalue on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled andproceeds promptly remitted. 57 Washington St..
Chicago.

.e Adjustment to Temperatures

translated for TEE KEYSTONE from the German 
of

A. Yrk, Director of the Karlstein Horo
logical School,

ria, in the Deutsche Uhrtnacher Zeitung].

HE adjustment to temperatures can

scarcely be included in the current

work of a watchmaker. It belongs

to a special domain, which cannot be entered

successfully without thorough practice and

experience. The watch repairer has seldom

the time or the opportunity to concern him-

self with this question, and it is only when he

becomes the principal of an establishment

that he has the leisure for its consideration.

In order to abridge as much as possible

the tentative efforts of the novice, we here

give certain suggestions which may prove

useful.
The position of the screws of a compen-

sated balance for the purpose of obtaining an

adjustment to temperature, varies with each

balance, and can be determined only by

attempts made at different temperatures. A

watch furnished with a non-compensated

balance will lose from heat and gain from cold.

This is explained by the property which all

metals have of dilating under heat and con-

tracting under cold, and from the fact that

the elasticity of the spring increases in pro-

portion as the temperature rises and dimin-

• ishes as it falls.
The influence exercised on the various

metals, by the changes of temperature, varies

considerably. Copper, for instance, dilates

and contracts more than steel.

These dilatations and contractions natur-

ally cause the balance to undergo a certain

modification in its diameter, and are not

without influence on the length of the spring.

Thus heat enlarges the balance and lengthens

the spring, modifications which result in a

loss in the rate of the spring. Cold produces

the opposite effect, causing a lessening in the

size of the balance and a shortening in the

spring ; the watch gains.

Caspari has calculated that for a rise of

temperature of x ° the daily variation, caused

by the dilating of the balance, amounts to

1.56 seconds, and that caused by the modifi-

cation in the state of the spring to 0.52 sec-

onds, together about 2 seconds.

However, the elasticity of the spring is

a factor still more important than the dilata-

u,n of the balance and of the spring. When

mytals are dilated by heat they become more

malleable, softer and more elastic.

The limit of this property is the fusing

point. The lowering of the temperature pro-

duces the contrary effect ; metals become

l ss flexible and more brittle. This modifica-

lion in the elasticity of metals is the principal

cause of the deviations in the rate at different

temperatures. Heat renders the spring more

elastic—that is to say, it renders it feebler;

inversely, if cold takes from its flexibility, it

imparts more force. By means of trials one

can be convinced that a watch with non-

compensated balance presents a daily differ-

ence of II seconds per degree of temperature.

Two factors concur in producing this devia-

tion in the rate—the dilatation and the

change in the elasticity of the metal. If

from this figure are deducted the 2 seconds

Fig. 1

of difference proceeding from the dilatation

—that is, from the modification of the diam-

eter of the balance and the length of the

spring—there will remain 9 seconds for the

difference of rate caused by the change in

the elasticity of the spring. To the latter

may, therefore, be attributed the greater part

(1-9-r) of the deviation under temperatures.

For counterbalancing these differences

(amounting at the rate of i x seconds per

degree and per day for a change of tempera-

ture of 15° to 65 seconds), Leroy invented

the bimetallic compensating balance, still in

use everywhere. The principle of this bal-

ance is the following:
For the same spring the duration of a

vibration of the balance varies with the radius

of inertia of the latter—that is to say, if the

mass of the balance is removed from the

center (either by the displacement of the

screws or the enlargement of the balance in

consequence of the rising of temperature),

the watch will lose ; if, on the contrary, the

mass is brought nearer the center, the watch

will gain.

It is, therefore, necessary to contrive

some arrangement which will bring the mass

nearer to the center when the temperature

rises, in order to compensate for the dilatation

of the balance and spring as well as for the

retardation occasioned by the change in the

elasticity of the spring. When the tempera-

ture lowers it is necessary, on the contrary,

to remove the mass from the center and

counterbalance the influence of the difference

in the temperature. .
We have stated that copper is dilated

by heat more than steel ; also that it is con-

tracted more by cold. When it is heated to

a temperature of roo° C., copper is length-

ened Thr, while under the same conditions

the expansion of steel is only 117. The

co-efficient of dilatation of copper is, there-

fore, almost double that of steel. It may,

therefore, be concluded that if these two

metals are united closely by welding them

together, a bar formed in this way will neces-

sarily bend on the side of the steel under

the influence of heat, while under cold, the

copper contracting more than the steel, the

bar will bend on the opposite side. Experi-

ments will confirm the hypothesis.

Applying this principle to the rim of the

balance, it follows from what has been said

that if the rim contracts towards the center

the loss caused by the dilatation will be

annulled. Since a band of metal thus com-

pensated tends to bend on the side of the

steel when the temperatures rises, it is evi-

dent that in a balance the steel ought to be

on the inside of the circle. In this way, heat

will bring the extremeties of the rim of the

balance towards the center, while cold will

remove them.
Fig. I represents, slightly magnified, a

marine chronometer balance, and Fig. 2

presents a watch balance, magnified two and

a half times. On the arm r of the balance is

fixed the rim made of steel, S, and that of

brass, Ai. This rim, cut at two points near

each arm, bears at each extremity of the

latter adjusting screws, r, r, which serve for

correcting the general differences. In the

Glasshiite balances there is a second pair,

g, g' (Fig. 2), forming with the first a right

angle. On the rim are placed adjusting

masses, m (Fig. i), or adjusting screws, c, d,

k, I (Fig. 2), which serve to render the

balance heavier and augment the influence of

the
It is evident that the portion of the rim

fixed to the arm is not free and that its posi-

tion cannot be modified. The influence of

temperature is felt on the free part of the

rim, and this in proportion to its removal

from the point of attachment.

The blades alone being too light to pro-

duce the requisite compensation, there is

placed near the spot where they are cut, a

(Continued on tage 93)
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(Continued from tage 91)

Havy screw, or an adjusting mass, vi, which,

ruder the variations of temperature, will fol-

iv the rim in its movement and will mate-

iiy augment the influence. It is evident

that, even when of the wished-for weight,

this mass may have too strong an action if

it is placed at the free extremity of the rim,

while on bringing it nearer the part of the

rim fixed to the arm of the balance, its effect

comes null for the adjustment to tempera-

tures, since on this point the rim undergoes

no influence from the variations of tempera-

ture. There is also a certain position of the

masses where no influence is exerted, and

another where this influence is too great.

There is evidently an exact position where

the action of the temperature is absolutely

annulled by the adjusting masses.

The task of the adjuster consists in pre-

cisely determining this point by trial. If at

the first attempt the watch loses from heat

and gains from cold, it is certain that the

effect of the masses is not sufficient, and that

it will be necessary to bring them nearer the

open part of the rim. The question of ascer-

taining to what extent they ought to be

moved depends on their weight as well as on

the sensitiveness of the balance. In general

the displacement of a pair of screws from one

hole to the next, on a good compensated

balance, causes a difference of about 4 to 6

seconds. It is evident that two screws oppo-

site each other ought always to be displaced,

otherwise there can be no adjustment.

If, on the contrary, the watch always

gains, although it is exposed to higher tem-

perature, it will be necessary to bring the

screws nearer the arms, in order to diminish

their influence, which in this case is too great.

If; for instance, the watch having two screws

arranged as they appear in Fig. 2, loses

to seconds in passing from cold to heat, this

shows that the compensation is too little, and

it will be necesary to bring the screws nearer

the opening of the rim. Placing the screws

a', d' in the holes e and e' will cause a differ-

ence of about 4 to 5 seconds ; it will, there-

fore, be necessary to move them one hole
fnrther on—that is, to f and f'. The screws

C' might also have been placed in e and
hut the difference obtained would not be
ncient. Indeed, if the pair of screws k, k'
moved to 1, , the effect will be much

to eater, because it will be produced nearer
12 extremity of the blades than if the screws
b' were placed in c, c'. In the first case
difference will be about 6 seconds, while

the second it will scarcely amount to 2 or
seconds.
On the other hand, when the watch gains

on passing to a higher temperature, it will be
necessary to bring the screws nearer the arm
(It the balance ; if, for instance, the elevation
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of temperature should occasion a gain of 5
or 6 seconds, the trial should be made of
removing the screws from to h, h'; if it
is not sufficient they can be put back, and
the screws c, c' carried to a, a'. The screws,
or adjusting masses, which are opposite each
other, ought of course to be of the same
weight. In balances such as that represented
in Fig, I, the adjusting masses are moved
along to the necessary extent, and are then

Fig. 13

screwed in position. The operation is com-
menced by observing watches for about 4
hours at the following temperatures : For
cold, from o° to 5° ; for heat, from 300 to 35°
C., in order to correct the greater part of the
deviation. When there has been attained
for these two temperatures a daily difference '
not exceeding a few seconds, the observation
is continued a little longer ; for example,
half a day, or an entire day.

For slight deviations it is often neces-
sary to substitute two small screws for a large
one, having together the same weight as the
large, in order that the adjustment to average
temperature may not be modified by the
replacement.

If, by chance, a deviation of i to 1.5 sec-
onds is still found at temperatures, a deviation
which in a high-grade watch ought to be cor-
rected, a pair of screws must not be displaced.
The effect would be too great even if it were
the last screws a, a' that were moved. In such
case the purpose is effected by replacing a
screw by two screws of half size (Fig. 3).
We have seen that by moving the pair
of screws c, c' to b, b', a difference of 2 to 3
seconds is obtained. By displacing them
with two other pairs of half the weight, which
are moved to c, c' and to b, b, it is evident
that the difference will be only from i to 1.5
seconds.

The adjuster who has a screw balance,
employs a still more rapid method. Fig. 4

Fig. 4

shows, on a reduced scale, one of these bal-
ances, capable of giving the weight of half a
thousandth of a gram (0.0005 gr.). The
arbor turns like a balance staff in holes fur-
nished with end stones. The beam is of

copper, and the basins, of aluminum bronze,
are suspended by silk threads to a U-shaped
piece made of brass of Tio- millimeter. This
piece is suspended to the beam by two short
pins terminated by pivots of one and a half
to two hundredths of a millimeter in thick-
ness. On the central axis is a needle indi-
cating the weight on a graduated circle.

In the production of watches of pre-
cision the springs are set according to a
standard balance ; they are given, for in-
stance, 14 or 15 turns, according to the con-
struction of the watch. When the watch
loses, the weight of the two opposite screws
is diminished, or they are removed com-
pletely ; when the watch gains, a quarter,
half, three-quarter or full screw is added to
the balance. In this way the average adjust-
ment of the watch is secured by the weight
alone of the balance. This circumstance
favors the operator in the adjustment to tem-
peratures. Suppose that the watch, with its
balance as represented in Fig. 2, loses in all
5 or 6 minutes. After the lessening of the
screws c, c' it will keep a good rate, but
when it is tested for temperatures it is found
that there is still a deviation of i or 2 sec-
onds, that it gains this amount, for instance,
under the influence of heat. It is then suffi-
cient to change this pair of screws with
those which are at d, d', and by means of a
balance nothing is simpler than to select those
that are lighter or heavier according to need.

It is necessary to ascertain what are the
conditions that a watch should unite in order
to be suitable for precise adjustment ; it
should above all be furnished with a good
spring and a good compensated balance. As
we have seen, this is a balance whose rim is
formed of two metals, of which the quotient
of dilatation differs as much as possible.
These metals should be in exact proportions,
regularly distributed. If brass and steel are
employed, which is almost always the case,
except for non-magnetic balances, the steel
should be two-fifths (*) and the brass three-
fifths (1) in the compensation of the rim, in
order to produce the desired result. It is
evident that in every good balance the rim is
cut. Still, this condition cannot afford proof
of the good quality of a balance. This
quality depends absolutely upon the correct
and regular distribution of the steel and
brass, as well as on the faultless union of
these two metals and their perfect preparation.

A serious error would be committed by
endeavoring to adjust to temperatures a
watch whose train or escapement is not in
good condition, or which has an imperfect
spring. It is also inadvisable for a watch-
maker to endeavor to improve a watch by
cutting an ordinary balance composed of equal
parts of brass and steel, for the purpose of
giving to it the appearance of a compensated
balance. If any amelioration were hoped for
from this operation, the balance would already
have been cut at the factory. By attempting
it, the risk of a new cause of instability and
irregularity in the rate is incurred.

These explanations prove sufficiently that
it is impossible at the outset to determine the
exact place that the masses and adjusting
screws should occupy on a compensated
balance. Their position can be established
only by successive trials and displacements
according to the results obtained.
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Open Letter
Subject—

THE PERFECT
RING STRETCHER

While this tool • has seen on the market for a number
of years, ana a large number have been sold, its use is not
as universal as it should be.

For the fiast few months our sales of these tools have
been very large and results in their use have ken highly
satisfactory. It is to our interest to have all users of our
machinery and tools fully satisiiea', and we would like their
written opinion (whether it is favorable or not) as to Me
merits and use of the Perfect ping Stretcher.

To all who will give us their opinion,
favorable or not, by January 20th, will
receive for his trouble one of our /kr-
faced hammers free of cost to him.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
1490=1492 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. V., U.S.A.

Send for special circular of instruction and use of the Stretcher.

The Best-Paying and Pleasant-
est Work is Watchmaking and

Engraving

The Only Way to Learn These

Trades is to Go to a Good School

The Best School is

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School

of Watchmaking, F,ngraving and Jewelry
Repairing

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

High-Grade

EWELERS'
MACHINERY
No. 161 Double Action

Press

Especially designed
for cutting and draw-
ing, in one operation,
small shells in the
manufacture of gold,
Silver, and plated
buttons, and kindred
articles requiring
great accuracy and
high speed. Write us
for further information.

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 ADAMS STREET BROOKLYN, N. Y., U.S.A.

European Office, Clichy pres Paris, France

Distributing Agents for Chicago and Vicinity : Stiles-Morse Co., 65 1V.Washington St.,

Awarded Grand Prize and Gold Medal at St. Louis Exposition.Grand Prize at Nantes, France, 1904.

Chicago, Ill.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department

!ust send name aii I ddress—not for publication, but as an

idence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mats communications. Questions will be answered in the

.rder in which they aro received.
An INDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes

i.martment for each year accompanies each December number.

-ubscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before

iai ling questions,to refer to them, as similar questions may have

0 answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged

dphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and

MI the issue and page on which the Information may be found.

"Degrees."— Would you please give me the
amount of degrees on the enclosed drawing of
scapement (not reproduced). I am drawing
escapements of the equidistant and circular pallets

and, believe me, I cannot comprehend how the
escape wheel is divided so as to give 24° between

Ice/h. On the drawing the width of the pallet is

equal to the distance from the addenda to the
I;yrting corner, RP, of the entrance pallet. Can

such a wide pallet be employed P—In drawing an
escapement such as you speak of, the drawing

paper should be stretched on a drawing board and

we require a protractor that is accurate, also a fine

pointed pair of dividers ; without these it is impos-

sible to make a drawing that is anywhere near

correct. A circle contains 3600, and if the escape
wheel has fifteen teeth they must be 24° apart.

The way to divide the wheel for a drawing is to

take 24° in our dividers and, by starting at a certain.

point, space off 24° and make a mark, then 24°

more, and so on until you have fifteen marks ; if it

does not come out correct, change your dividers

by opening or closing them, as the case may be,

and go around the circle again until it does come

out correctly. In the drawing you sent us the
ipallet stone s not fo° wide, but the tooth and

pallet combined take up and is divided as

follows : Tooth, 5° ; pallets, 54°. The other

measurements are : escape tooth has an angle of

24°, the impulse plane is 3%°, lock the

impulse plane of the pallet is 5°, the locking angle

is 16°, the fork has an angular motion of to° and

has 45° of roller action.

"Damp. "—I have a large regulator with a

brass pendulum. When Is/art a fire in the morn-

ing there is a vapor forms on it. Can this be pre-

vented? lam afraid it will rust or corrode—This

is a rather bad state of affairs for a jewelry store,

as it shows that considerable dampness is present
.

We would suggest that you consult a good builder

and see if the fault cannot be remedied, for it is

almost certain that your stock will suffer under ex-

isting conditions, especially watches, clocks and

the like. As far as the regulator is concerned,

Probably your best plan will be to place a small jar

of granulated calcium chloride in the bottom of

the case. This will, no doubt, take up the damp-

ness existing therein and greatly lessen the ten-

lency to rust.

"Forking."—I have a nineteen jeweled Cres-

'ill movement. When the balance is out and you

ush on outside of fork it will fly back again, but

.alien you work it from notch in fork it will loc
k

,n each side. Do you consider this action

arrect, or would you shift pallet stone frt—W e

:lave seen movements which, when the balanc
e

as removed and you touched the fork in

irder to make it escape, the fork would fly over to

!le banking pin and back again. It would continue

:o do this without stopping, if you would let it,

until the watch run completely down, and still th
e

escapement was what we would consider in 
first-

class condition, or as near perfect as we find them
.

The cause of such action is, the watch was of 
a

line grade and had about as little lock on th
e

i.illets as could be and still be secure ; the
 fork

is made light and was springy ; when the 
fork

ould fly over to the banking pin the force was 
so

i at it would bounce away again to the 
other

hanking pin. This is an everyday occurrence with

fine movements, and may be the cause of 
your

watch acting as it does. However, we would
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examine it carefully : Place a small piece of paper
under the tail of the fork so that it will not move
unless you move it ; then move the fork a little at

a time until the tooth just escapes, then examine it
by looking through the peep holes and see if the
tooth is resting on the locking face of the pallet
stone. If it does, and you think it rests securely,

then the stones do nut need to be changed, and

the jumping from one side to the other is caused

as explained above. But should the tooth after it

had escaped rest on the impulse face of the pallet

stone, or should you think it does not rest securely
on the locking face, then the stones should be
pulled out until it does.

"Reconsructed."—Would like to know as much
as you can impart on the subject of reconstructed
(artificial) rubies.—Probably the most authentic
information on this subject is contained in Bauer's
" Precious Stones," (price $15) from which we
extract the following : Ruby is the only valuable
precious stone which hitherto has been produced
by artificial means in crystals of fair size showing
all the characters of the natural minerals. The
honor of this achievement belongs to the French
chemist Fremy, whose efforts in this direction have,
after many trials, at last been crowned with suc-
cess. His object was attained by fusing together
in an earthen crucible at a high temperature
(15oo C.), a mixture of perfectly pure alumina
(A1203), potassium carbonate, barium (or cal-

cium) fluoride, and a small amount of potassium
chromate, the whole mass being kept in a molten

state for a week. The series of reactions which

take place under these conditions probably begins

with the formation of aluminum fluoride. This

compound, as a result of contact with the moisture

of the atmosphere and furnace gases—a contact

rendered possible by the porous nature of the
crucible—yields aluminum oxide (alumina). This,

by taking up chromic oxide from the potassium

chromate, assumes a red color and crystallizes out

as ruby. When isolated, after cooling, from the

fused mass, in which the crystals are embedded,

they are found to differ in nowise from naturally

occurring crystals of ruby. The artificial crystals

so formed have always a form representing a

rhomboliedron in combination with extensively

developed basal planes, faces which bound natural

crystals of ruby also. The thin tabular crystals

produced by this method are always of small size,

never exceeding Y3 carat in weight. Their size is

increased when larger amounts of material are

allowed to interact in the crucible. The color of

the artificial product varies from pale to dark red.

according to the conditions of the experiment. The

most beautiful and characteristic ruby-red color

was produced by the addition of 3 to 4 per cent.

of potassium chromate. The color-results seem,

however, somewhat difficult to control, for the

crystals often more or less incline to a violet color,

sometimes, indeed, being quite blue, while crystals

colored red at one end and blue at the other have

been occasionally produced. From these observa-

tions Frerny concludes that the color of naturally

occurring sapphires, as well as of rubies, may be

due to chromium. More than 3 to 4 per cent. of

the chromium salt is taken up only with difficulty,

and the crystals receive a violet tint, differing very

markedly from the color of naturally occurring

rubies. Artificially-formed rubies which, of course,

differ in no way from naturally occurring stones,

except in their mode of formation, have been

mounted as gems, both in a cut and in an uncut

condition. Having the same hardness as natural

corundum, they have also been utilized as the

pivot supports of watches. The cost of production

of artificially-made rubies is so high that they ar
e

no cheaper than the stones formed by na
ture ;

moreover, their small size strictly limits their gen-

eral application. Before his death Fremy expressed

a hope that crystals of much greater size 
would

result from experiments conducted in a crucible o
f

50 liters capacity. However this may be, there is

no immediate prospect of the artificial ousting 
the

natural product. Other investigators, experiment-

ing in the same direction, have been succ
essful

in producing crystals of corundum, notably J.

Morozewicz. His fused silicates yielded crystals

of spinel as well as ot corundum. The corundum

crystals were tabular in habit and reached a 
diam-

eter of 1.5 millimeters. The various colors—red
,

blue, yellow and greenish-yellow—of these crystal
s

must have been due to the presence of iron, for 
in

the experiments of this investigator chromium was

not an ingredient of the fused mass. The peculiar,

fine carmine-red rubies of considerable size and

unknown origin, which appeared in the market in
1885 at Geneva, may be mentioned here. They
have the hardness and specific gravity of the natural
mineral, hut are less brilliant, and in all probability
are artificial products. The color as seen in the
spectroscope is more like that of the artificial
crystals prepared by Fremy than of natural crys-
tals, and moreover, certain appearances under the
microscope point in the same direction. The
origin of these stones is mysterious, and if arti-
ficial, nothing as to their mode of preparation is
known. According to one report they have been
formed by fusing together several small rubies;
this, however, is scarcely credible, since at the
extremely high temperature of the melting point of
corundum the ruby assumes a dull gray color.
Some authorities again have supposed them to be
formed by a method analogous to Fremy's, while
yet others have supposed each stone to con-
sist of several small rubies held together in a
matrix of glass of the same color and refractive
index. The success which has been attained so
far in the artificial production of rubies is encour-
aging, and affords grounds for the hope that still
greater achievements will be possible to future
investigators.

"Brassy. "—I have some brass that has turned
black from time and usage. Can you give me a
solution of chemicals IVial would lake the tarnish
off and make it look like new P—Articles of brass
that have become tarnished, etc., can readily be
restored by immersing them in a mixture of one
part nitric acid and one-half part sulphuric acid.
After they have been in the mixture a short time,
remove them and rinse in cold water thoroughly,
then dry in sawdust and finally polish with Vienna
lime, finely pulverized.

"Pendulum. "—I have a law regulator with
gridiron pendulum, in which the rods are all
riveted together, and the rods that look like steel
seem to be nickel-plated. There is a round rod an
the lower part of the pendulum that runs through
the bob, that looks like nickel-steel. I can see no
way in which this is compensated. The bob seems
to be made of zinc. Is lhis pendulum compensated,
or is it just an imilalion? I wrote to the makers
and asked them abort/ il, and they said that it was
compensated for temperature, but did not explain
how. How close should This regulator run, and
how much closer would the same clock run with a
mercurial pendulum Y—Most gridiron pendulums
are made for show, but before passing an opinion
upon this one it would be necessary to see it. If
these clocks are regulated within ten seconds a
month it is doing well. There is no doubt that a
mercurial pendulum would help to regulate the
clock closer, say within three to five seconds a
month. A great deal depends upon the train and
escapement of the clock as well as the pendulum
when bringing the clock to close time.

" Diamond."—(1) What do you consider the
best lubricantfor clock inainspring s 7—For ordinary
small clock mainsprings the regular clock oil can
be used, but for large mainsprings, where they are
not in a barrel, vaseline is preferable. Many of
our best workmen use tower clock oil ; this has
given general satisfaction.

(2) What is the best way of removing rust and
giving the original polish to the polished steel
parts of a watch it—We would refer you to our
reply to " English," page 247, February, 1904,
KEYSTONE.

"Ornaments."—Please tell me how to renew
the gilt finish in enameled wood clocks.—The best
method of renewing such finish depends greatly
on the method adopted in their manufacture—of
which there are several. The great majority of
repair workmen, however, resort to the use of one
of the so-called gold paints, which are made by
combining gold oronze powder with some of the
white hard varnishes. No doubt, if you use one
of the best of these, you will be able to turn out a
very creditable piece of work.
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I Want You to Read These Two Letters
$8.00 PER WEEK INCREASE

CANTON, MISS.
Prof. F. W. Schuler, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir—I feel that the three months that
I spent at your College is one of the best invest-
ments of my life, for the instructions I received
perfected me in every respect, enabling me to
increase my salary $8.00 per week. This Just
shows how thorough your instructions are.

I would advise any young man, who wishes
to become a first-class workman, to attend your
College and thereby meet with success, for I
feel the instructions are the best there are in
the country. , Very respectfully

T. 0. PEARSON.

We

have

hundreds

more

The same opportunity is open to
you we claim to have the most
thorough, practical and up-to-date
College in this country for teaching

200 PER CENT. INCREASE OF SALARY

SCOTTDALE, PA.
Prof. F. W. Schuler, Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Sir—It affords me pleasure at this time
to send this letter of thanks and appreciation
for the personal interest you have taken ill ill-
strucling my son in a course of watchmaking
and engraving and optics. lie knew nothing
of optics or engraving, and practically nothing
about watch work, when entering your School,
and his present position, as watchniaker at John
Wanamaker's, of Philadelphia, who has one of
the finest workshops in watchmaking in this
country, is proof of the thoroughness of your
School and the merita of a course in the 1 !lila-
delphia College of Ilorology.

And, then, the question of salary, which in
the case of my son 111110IIIIIS to an increase of 21,0
per cent., is another cause for an expression
of gratitude. Therefore, I feel it an obligation
to you to address you these few words of thanks ;
and if you so desire you may use this for publi-
cation, as I feel sure that yours is the College
for a course in watchmaking or engraving in
preference to all others.

Wishing you the success you deserve, I am,
Respectfully yours

GEORGE B. MELLINGER.

WATCHMAKING, ENGRAVING AND OPTICS
We are not only expert workmen, but teachers as well ; have been doing it over
ten years and know how. Better make up your mind to attend our College ; you

I will never regret it. But do it now. Send for Prospectus.

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
ES TA BUSHED 1894 Broad and Somerset Sts., Philadelphia F. W. SCHULER, Principal

RELIABILITY THAT'S THE POINT
when it comes to ordering JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No regular HAND-ME-DOWN STOCK, MODELS OR DESIGNS.
Every piece of Store Furniture to suit the demand of the location, the

business expected to be gained and THE CUSTOMER'S POCKETBOOK.
YOU PAY NO MORE for what you need and want and ought to get

than you used to pay for ready-made fixtures, and the kind of wood or glass
and color of finish is to your individual taste.

For 43 years
Wm. Kleeman
e Co. hay(

held the record
for High Art

Jewelers'
Store Fixtures
MADE TO
ORDER,

from plans and
specifications

which they pre-
pare through

correspondence
or personal inter-
views with their

experienced
traveling

representatives.

THAT'S THE KIND OF' CABINET WORK WE LEARNED HOW,
TO MAKE.

Do you need us? If you need information, our draughtsmen are at
your service. No charge for plans, designs or soggestions.

Delivery guaranteed within the time it takes the sluggish, old-time dealer
to pack his stock goods, and at REASONABLE COMPETITIVE PRICES.

WRITE US ; WE'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT

WM. KLEEMAN s CO., 54th to 55th Streets, 11th to 12th Avenues, New York
For 43 years Largest Makers of High-Grade Jewelers' Store Fixtures, Wholesale Interiors and Offices in the World

January, 5905
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'subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
mii,t send name and address—not for publication, but as an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous comtnunications. Questions will .be answered the
order in which they are received.

"Resist."—I have a charm that is green gold
plated and roman colored. What could I use to
cover one part while plating the °Merl—Most any
good varnish will answer for such "stopping off."
Dissolve asphalt or damar, with an addition of
mastic, in oil of turpentine. The varnish tnus ob-
tained can be applied with a brusn, after which it is
permitted to dry thoroughly. Its resisting power is
greatly enhanced by placing the articles, after dry-
ing, in cold water for an hour or so. The following
varnish is recommened by Gore for use in hot
alkaline solutions : Translucent resin To parts,
yellow beeswax 6 parts, extra-fine red sealing wax
4 parts, fine polishing rouge 3 parts. You can
purchase varnishes specially prepared for this pur-
pose from any dealer in electroplaters' supplies.

"Clock Case."—Please tell me how to repair
an onyx clock case. II looks as though it had been
put together with plaster of paris. How is such
plaster prepared.P—Many workmen use the plaster
of pars by merely mixing it with water, though
we rather think it better to use mucilage in the
mixing, as plaster so mixed will not " set " as
quickly as that mixed with water. After the case
is cemented with the plaster, the workman can go
over the joint with a brush and water colors, and
with a little care should be able to turn out a job
in which the joint will not be noticeable. Another
cement much used for marble is composed of the
white of an egg mixed with freshly slaked lime,
but it also has the disadvantage of " setting " very
quickly. If the clock case is a small one, it is
possible that you may get better results by employ-
ing Bruce Murphy's " Liquid Amber." This you
can obtain from any material house.

" Restoring q K"—I have been using a 
ture of equal parts (by weight) of strong sulphuric
acid and saltpeter to the boiling point for restoring
Wirral color after hard soldering. When I mixed
them they went into a thick jelly-like mass, and
after standing some time the saltpeter crystallized.
Why is this?—In using the above mixture it will
be necessary for you to use sufficient water to dis-
solve the saltpeter, inasmuch as it is not soluble in
the acid. Each time it is used, sufficient water
must be used to make up for that lost by evaporation.

"Cyanide."—Some time ago you published a
formula for making a solution for gold plating,
Whi spoke of precipitating the chloride of gold
with cyanide of potassium. I dissolved thirty
groins of chloride in a pint of water and in an-
olhcr vessel I dissolved four ounces of cyanide of
poNssium in a quart of water. I then added
llie cyanide solution to the chloride solution
till I had a quart, but had no precipitate. The
solution works all right, but I can't understand
ushv I didn't have any precipitate —You added
too much cyanide of potassium in the outset,
and the brown precipitate dissolved as fast as
formed. For as small a quantity of chloride of
gold as you employed, two ounces of distilled
watcr would have been enough, and a quarter of
an ounce of cyanide would have been more than
sufficient to have precipitated the gold. As soon
as you commence to add a solution of cyanide of
potassium to a solution of neutral chloride of gold,
the brown precipitate of cyanide of gold will com-
mence to form and will continue to do so until all
the gold is converted into the cyanide of gold ; but
the least excess of cyanide solution will commence
to redissolve the precipitated gold. You have
probably a large excess of free cyanide in your
SolUtion, It is deSilllEAV tY NIT some excess—

say about one-quarter more than is necessary to
redissolve the precipitated gold. To get the best
results no more cyanide should be added than
just enough to precipitate the gold, watching the
operation with the greatest circumspection, and
surnng constantly with a glass rod or a narrow
strip cut from a pane of glass and the sharp cutting
corners removed by rubbing with an old file. The
trouble experienced in this process lies in deter-
mining the exact instant to stop adding of the solu-
tion of cyanide of potassium to the solution of
chloride of gold. If you add too much cyanide,
the excess redissolves some of the cyanide of gold,
and all the gold so dissolved is thrown away. The
true way to proceed is to use a smaller quantity of
water for dissolving the chloride of gold—say two
ounces of water for thirty grains of chloride of
gold. To this solution you slowly add, with con-
stant stirring, of the strong cyanide solution (four
ounces to the pint of water) as long as any precipi-
tate (cyanide of gold) forms. You now pour off into
a separate glass vessel the supernatant fluid above
the cyanide of gold precipitate, and then pour pure
water on the precipitated gold, stir it well and let
It settle, and pour the water in with the fluid first
poured off. Now let us understand the chemistry
of the situation. If we have added exactly enough
cyanide, the gold is all precipitated as insoluble
cyanide of gold ; but if we have added too much
cyanide, some of the gold has been redissolved and
was poured off with the supernatant fluid. Again,
if we have not added enough cyanide the gold
remains as chloride of gold, and in either instance
is in the poured-away fluid, and we must make it
our business to recover it. The precipitated cyanide
of gold should be further washed by adding a little
pure water, stirring, letting settle, and pouring the
water with the fluid first poured off. Next add of
the strong cyanide solution enough to dissolve the
cyanide of gold, adding a little excess, as we re-
quire a little of what is termed "free cyanide "—
say about one-fourth more cyanide than enough to
effect a perfect solution of the precipitate. If we
have lost any gold in the operations we have gone
through, it must exist either as chloride of gold or
as redissolved cyanide ; and to separate the gold
in the metallic state we remove into the open air
the glass vessel containing the poured-off fluids
and add slowly, with constant stirring, a little
hydrochloric (muriatic) acid until, if we dip a
piece of blue litmus paper in the fluid, it will turn
red, showing an acid reaction. This operation
would, if there was any cyanide of gold redissolved,
throw it down as cyanide of gold, which can be
recovered by pouring off the fluid and washing the
precipitate as above directed. If the liquid to be
tested for lost gold shows no precipitate when
subjected to the above test, then make a saturated
solution of the clear green crystals of sulphate of
ircn (copperas) in water and pour in, and if there is
an. gold present in the form of dissolved chloride
it will be precipitated as a brown powder, which is
pure gold. You should have at least sixty grains
of chloride of gold to make a quart of gold-plating
solution, and only a slight excess of free cyanide,
as noticed above.

"Solution."—(1) What ingredients are used in
snaking a gold plating solution to be used without

a battery P Are there any such solutions on the

market f—Y es, there are several solutions of this

kind to be had from the dealers. For the high-

class work that a jeweler is called on to do, how-

ever, we would certainly recommend that a battery

be employed. They can be obtained for such a
reasonable price, nowadays, that we do not think

the difference in the cost of the two operations

would be worthy of consideration, and the results

to be attained with a battery are far in advance of

those reached without using one. The solution

given in reply to "Gold Solution," page 95, Janu-

ary, 1904, KEYSTONE, can be used without a bat-

tery by keeping the articles in contact with zinc.
(2) What method is adopted by locket manu-

facturers for holding the joints 9—We know of no

methods used by such .manufacturers other than

ordinary binding wire.
(3) Will 6 K and 8 K gold tarnish if used in

making a locket P—Very likely. It would not be

advisable to use gold lower than to K. where good

results are desired. The to K. gold, if properly

alloyed and worked, will retain its color.
Where-'t'an I gel a book that treats on the

manufacture of articles of jewelry in a practical

way?--There are a number of such books on the
market, any of which can be had from this office.
Among them are : Gee's "Goldsmith's Hand-
book," price $1.20; Wigley's "Art of the Gold-
smith and Jeweler," price $2.75 ; Gee's " Silver-
smith's Handbook," price St.zo ; Wilson's "Silver-
work and Jewelry," price $1.40.

"Dial."—Will you kindly tell me how the
watch dial manufacturers transfer the figures and
names on watch dials and what kind of paint or
enamel is used?—We believe most of this kind of
work is done by a species of transfer from a steel
plate, like plate-printing. To explain : The letters
and figures are engraved on a steel plate, cutting
in the lines and letters as in card-plate or bank note
engraving. These lines are filled with black enamel
color made up into an oily ink, and the surface of
the steel plate wiped clean. A film of collodion is
now flowed over the steel plate and allowed to dry,
after which the collodion film is stripped away and
the printed side laid on the plain hard enamel
dial. The transfer is pressed down firmly on the
enamel dial. The dial and transfer are next placed
in an enamel furnace and heated, to fuse the black
enamel color fast to the porcelain dial. At a cer-
tain temperature the collodion catches fire and
burns, not leaving any residue to mark or stain the
dial.

" In Poise."—I have a sixteen size, thirteen
jewel watch that has a good motion, balance is
true and in poise, hands are tight, and cannon
pinion is tight on center staff and works free
between dial and crystal, and the watch will lose
three hours a day.—Is there play between the hour
and minute hand ? If not, this will cause the watch
to lose time ; there may be a possibility of the
watch stopping for a few hours. You can get at
the seat of the trouble by noting if the watch loses
the same amount each day ; the chances are that it
does not. In that case there must be some trouble
such as the hands binding or the watch stopping;
on the other hand, should it lose the same each
day, the chalices are that the hairspring is too
weak, and the balance does not make the proper
number of vibrations per minute. This is not
likely, unless these has been a new hairspring put in.

"Chucks."—(z) How many timing washer
punches would you suggest for a set P What sizes
in thousandths of an inch P—We should have a
punch for every different size balance screw ; this
would mean a punch for 18, 16, 14, 12, 8, 6, 4 and
o-size movements. The proper size can be taken
from the different movements.

(2) What thickness would you suggest rolling
copper strips to in thousandths f—This is a hard
question to answer, as we would have to experi-
ment with different thicknesses in order to deter-
mine the more useful ones, but would suggest six
strips varying in thickness from .002 to .006 of an
inch.

(3) I have an inch Starrett micrometer gradu-
ated in thousandths, a Bolev millimeter gage
graduated in .1 millimeter, and am contemplating
buying other gages. Would you recommend metric
or inch system ? Please give reasons for your
choice.—We would recommend the metric system,
because it is simpler and does away with large
decimals.

"Chucks No. 2."— What ,is the diameter in
thousandths of an .inch of a Webster-Whitcomb
No. 18 chuck? What system do the manufacturers
of the Webster- Whitcomb use in numbering chucks?
Do they make special sizesP—The manufacturers
inform us that, although they use the metric
system in numbering wire chucks, they make them
either .00I or any wire-gage sizes that customers
desire. The No. 18 Webster-Whitcomb chuck is
.m8 of a centimeter, which is equivalent to .97o9

of an inch.

"The Keystone is as good as I can ask for;
best trade journal eper published. Articles inter-
ested in : Workshop ,Vu/ms and articles regarding
advertising"— C. C. Breese, jeweler, McMinn-
ville, Tennessee,
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HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett chains (wick sellers,

big profit makers and satisfaction
guaranteed. Select styles fi)r

fastidious purchasers—pol
ular styles for all.TIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and Dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.

Ni.:W YORK Ort.ack
37 Maiden Lane

Factory
Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CHICAGo R I.
MationiC "fernple Vaults

rich SAN FRANCISCO ( )rrirr
617 Lumber Ex, Ilange 125, Stater Strect

WEEK.

• - -,

7:7 z, Blip?
, .„

IATCIIES
8 WOODWARD AVE.
% DENOIT, MICH,V;r,

ft.

The Best Offer on Watch Bags Ever Made
Through our "MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT," we offer you WarrantedNon-Tarnishable Oil Tanned Chamois WATCH BAGS, all sizes,from oo to 20, inclusive, at $1.25 per gross. Put up in any assortment of sizesdesired. All our goods are neatly sewed on French overstich machines inassorted colored stitching.

The same bags neatly printed, at
111.50 per gross. Printed on both
sides, $1.75 per gross. Add loc.
(ten cents) per gross extra for orders
to be mailed, and always send re-
mittance with order.

THE RICKETTS CHAMOIS NOVELTY CO.
Largest Oil Tan Chamois Manufacturers in the World

Iiatablished 1900 JOHNSTOWN, N. V.

Gebhardt Bros•, Lion Building

DESIGNS FURNISHED UPON APPLICATION

SEND FOR SELECTION ON APPROVAL

1236

MAKERS OE

Fine Gold and Platinum Jewelry
Prompt and special attention given to repairing of all kinds.
Makers of over 300 patterns of ring mountings which will enable

gut a good selection of the latest patterns of to-day, at the best
market Price. Any goods under 14 K. will have to be made to order.

GIVE US A TRIAL

111(1 be inced that we are The Ring
Mounting Manufacturers of the Middle west

1111//e/&e . 
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Selling Diamonds

THE steadiness in the prices of diamonds,
with the probability of further advances,

is responsible for a peculiarly forceful scheme
in the sale of the gems. As our readers are
aware, the strongest argument in favor of
the purchase of diamonds by the public is
that the stones are a secure investment, and
any plan of sale that strengthens ccmviction
in this regard will stimulate demand. For
this reason the guarantee to purchase back
the stones within a specified period, is pecu-
liarly reassuring and enomraging to buyers,
This plan, as it has been practiced by some
of the dealers, is described in the following
language in an excellent advertisement
(•Upped from one of the magazines:

Returnable Diamonds
Our facilities as importers are extended

to those who wish to buy fine diamonds at
fair prices. kVe are able to offer a variety
of liberal plans and guarantees. to those
buying for cash or on deferred payments.
We big back ell a ;not s bough/ ()ins aky

witkia it year al fall purchase price,
less cmfm /0 per cent We exchange dia-
monds at full purchase price. To reliable
people we send diamonds for selection.

The guarantee to purchase iback the

stones at a discount is not new, but has
much to commend it; at least so long as the
proposition is safe, as it is under present
conditions. It is gratifying to learn that the

season just ended has been a most remunera-

tive one for diamond dealers, and much of

the extra trade was clue, no doubt, to the
unusually effective advertising.

What Price Tickets Should Tell

A SUBSCRIBER, whose brain is particu-

larly fertile in ideas, suggests that it is

a good idea in marking goods to put some
symbol on the price ticket to denote the date
when the article was put in stock. This will

enable the salesman to tell how long the

article has been in stock, and whether or not

an extra effort should be made to push such
goods.

Another suggestion in reference to price

tickets, which is adapted more particularly

to large concerns, is that .each price ticket

should have a stub for the use of the stock-

keeper. The tickets are perforated across

the middle, so that the stub may be torn off

readily while the other end remains attached

to the article. On the stub is marked the

lot number, price, etc., of the article. When
a sale is made the stub is torn off and sent
with the sales-check to the cashier, who turns
it over to a bookkeeper. The sale is entered
at once in a stock-book under the proper lot
number. In this way it may be seen at a
glance just how many articles of ,a given kind
al(  in stock.

Advertisement for Festival Occasions

W l have before us a somewhat unique
advertisement of J. M. Tesh & Sons,

of Reidsville, N. C. The advertisement was
entitled " Thanksgiving Bill of Fare," and
" Christmas Bill of Fare," the circulars being
issued previous to both festivals. The fea-
ture-in-chief of the announcement is the
menu on page three, which is as follows:

The Following Bill of Fare
Served Daily at Exceedingly Low Prices

to Bargain Hunters in
Silverware

Soup I.aclles

Cold Meat Forks

Cucumber Servers

Soups
Oyster Ladles

Meats

Vegetables

Oyster Spoons

Beef Forks

Tomato Servers

Salads
Salad Spoons C;ravy Ladles Salad Forks

Mustard Spoons Salt Spoons

Bread
Bread 'Prays Bread Knives

Dessert
/cssert Knives Dessert Forks Dessert Spoons

Jelly Servers Pie Knives Pie Servers
Ice Cream Spoons Bon-Bon Dishes

Coffee Spoons Tea Spoons Chocolate Spoons
Tea Pots Supt. Bowls Sugar Shells

Fruit
Orange Knives

Berry Spoons
Cream Ladles

Fruit 1:iiives
Berry Forks

Napkin Rings Tooth-pick Holders

The " bill of fare " advertisement was
novel, attractive, suggestive and opportune,
and we can readily believe that it produced
satisfactory results. It is suitable for any
festival occasion, and may take a great
variety of attractive forms. A tasteful menu
card is one of the things that always catch
the eye and arrest the attention, the first
essentials of a good advertisement.
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Schemes for Attracting Trade

FIW schemes for attracting trade and
selling goods are reported almost daily.

A Chicago firm recently held what they ad-
vertised as a " Hammering. Down Sale,"
during xvhich hammers of all kinds were the
principal feature of the store decoration. All
.of the show cards had tack-hammers atta,•lict
to them, and the windows were decorated to
carry out the " hammering down " idea. In
one of them a great pile of goods was placed
in the middle of the window. Around it
were three wax figures dressed as working-
men. Each had a sledge hammer and was
posed in the act of striking down on a pile
of goods. In another window there was a
similar display, except that the figures \were
given different postures.

A Peoria, Ill. , firm recently held a silver
anniversary sale, during which tiny made
the following offer:

Under the following rules we will gladly
pay the round-trip railway fare of all silver-
anniversary customers residing outside of
Peoria, providing:

I. That this coupon be presented at the
time of purchase.

2. That your return ticket be shown as
evidence. ( If not possible to purchase round-
trip ticket from point of departure, receipt
must be secured from your ticket seller,
together with return ticket purchased at
Peoria.)

3. Within a radius of twenty-five miles
(or less—not more), with a $15 cash pur-
chase, or over.

There is a kind of publicity that may be
too expensive and spasmodic to be profitable,

and too sensational to be judicious. An in-
stance of this is found in the plan of a
Washington, D. C., merchant who advertised
that he would sell new one dollar bills for
ninety cents each for two hours on a certain

date. He kept his word, and during the
sale a string of people more than a block

long \'as standing waiting for their turn to

get into the store. One thousand new

treasury notes were wrapped up and deliv-
ered to customers while the sale lasted.
Whatever advertising the merchant got out
of the scheme cost him Poo. A scheme of
this kind will certainly create talk and pub-
licity, but we would hesitate to commend it

as a trade-bringer, — Mercha n Record,



The W. Green 0 Co. No. I Dynamo Forp ojdngaand ndStroring
I id tog

W. Irn A co.'s No. 4
H. I'. Motor

with Polley and Buff
Attachments

GUARANTEED

Price, only .50
A Powerful Little Shunt-Wound Low Voltage Dynamo.Can be run either by DIRECT or ALTERNATING Cur.
Size. x 5'2 x 4'2. 

rent Motor. Net Weight, 8 lbs.
Gross " 12 "

(:Lits are fac-simile of photo-reproduction of theW. GREEN & CO. No. 1 DYNAMO in working condition.Observe it is run by pulley attachment from our No. 4W. GREEN & CO. 1-5 H. P. DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR.We also call attention to connection of Dynamo hy SpiralCopper Wires to Plating Tank, the whole showing entireapparatus in active working operation.

" We itantle everything known to the
and solicit correspondence ")

TRY THEM! Wells' Perfect Self-Conforming
Ring Adjuster. cut from 10 K.gold filled stock. Gold in front
twice as thick as on back. Ask
your jobber for them, or I will
send prepaid at once (only on
reveipt of price), I doz. astd.
sizes. gold filled, $2.00: 1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold, astd. sizes,
$3.76:1 doz. metal. astd sizes.85c. For samples, one small and one medium

large size gold filled and one nodal adjust er,
AddressChesterWells. Jeweler,Meshoppen,Fa.,

trade

DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMO.--Speed, 2200 to 3200 r. p.voltage, 2 by 6, accordingly, at 3200 r. p. In.; it will light from 10to 12 3-C. P. 6-volt high-grade miniature lamps connected inmultiple ; this is actual and not indicated ; will also do high-grade electro plating, furnish current for running small motors,charge storage batteries and other work of similar nature.ADVANTAGES. — For Roman Coloring and Plating, thedynamo has many advantages over batteries, as follows : " LOWPRICE." "COST TO RUN very trifling." "NO SOLUTION"or zinc to replace. " CONNECTIONS do not corrode." " CER-TAIN to generate an even current of proper strength.""INSURES a quick deposit and a rieh and lasting color."THE FIUD is of soft, gray iron of I he iron-elad type, %dile')affords protection for field coils and atonal ii re ; plenty of ins isused and the magnetic circuit is without joint. The rear bearingis cast solid with the frame and pole pieces, and is bored at thesame time as the seat for front bearing, and pole pieces anmachined.
THE BEARINGS are long, being about four times thediameter of the shaft, giving ample bearing surface.THE SHAFT is of %-inch steel, 634 inches long.THE ARMATURE is a modified tunnel drum of 6 sections,1% Inches diameter, 1.14 inches long and well insulated ; doublecotton wire is used in both armature and field, well shellaced ;the field coils are also taped, insuring freedom from break-downsthrough faulty insulation.
THE COMMUTATOR is y, inch by inch and of amplecarrying capacity.
THE BRUSHES are of strip copper, long and springy, held inslotted brush holders, allowing adjustment and easy renewal.THE FINISH is a dead black and a pulley *:6 inches diameter,V-grooved for .-.16 inch round belt, or fiat face crowned for yrinchflat belt, is furnished with each machine.

W. Green 0 Co.
6 Maiden Lane, New York

Manufacturers, Importers, Exporters, JobbersWatch Materials. Tools, Jewelers', Engravers' Opticians' and Dental Supplies, Electric Polishing Motors,Dynamos, Gold and Silver Plating Batteries, Solutions, Brushes, Buffs, Polishing Powders, etc.

HAIR CHAINS AND
RING BRAIDS

MATCHED AND MADE TO ORDER
GEO. SIEGFRIED,

78 STATE STREET, CHICAGO
SEA Id ',OR a [US 7.44 TE P9/CE GI-ST

When writing to advertisers, kindly mention The Keystone

Webster's
ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK

(Patented Dec. 8, 1903)

Showing jewelry pads

Block as used for bridge work

A8 used for holding hat or stick pins

The best adjustable solder-
ing device ever placed on the

market—not because I say so
but because a fair trail will con-
vince you that it is so.

If after thirty days' trial you
are not satisfied with the block
your money will be returned.

Sent by mail upon receipt of
price and I0 cents for postage.

Price with pads for Holding
Spectacle Frames, . . . $1.75

Price complete with both the
Spectacle and Jewelry Pads, $2.00

Arthur R. Webster, Milford, N. H.

Established 58 Years

James 11. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES OF 001.0 AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire,Rolled to Any Gage.
ALL QUALITIES OF GOLD AND SILVER SOLDERBUYERS OF

OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

No. 145

NOR. 144 and 145 have
each ten Drivers, and
;we the only ones made
I hat lit all the different
sleeves for American
watches. They are made

steel and nicely
Ii nished.

Kendrick
& Davis
Lebanon, N. H.

NEW

K. & D.
TOOLS

I;- ... 
c.-

, s51:- U.a.;4.&;5; - ,..V.r.*10:016 is' ' 

0 '‘...,. I,V41: l  4.('''...< ' 
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•
THE NEW 

• •rt 
DOUBLE END

WALTHAM SCREW DRIVER K. & D. I NTERCRANGEAbLE BLADES

Patanted May 81, 1904
No. 288. Aluminum Handles. Set of Six.
No. 289. Gun-Metal Handles. Set of Six.,

These Screw Drivers have th roe sizes of heads, and each head a differentcolor. Blades are of superior quality and fastened by a friction sleeve.
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Credit Giving by the Retailer

S the first of the year is the time for
new departures, and as the tendency
of the retail world is toward business

doing on a cash basis, it is opportune for
the jeweler to consider the question of cash
versus credit as a factor in his business. The
pros and cons of this subject are admirably
set forth in the following article from the
Retailer and Advertiser:

It will be freely conceded by
all who have had any expe-smeol siSelling 

Satisfactory rience in the retail trade,
that selling on a strictly cash

basis is the most satisfactory system to all
concerned. It is better for the seller, for
it saves him the expense of bookkeeping,
insurses him against losses, and enables him
to carry on his business with less capital than
he would otherwise require. It is better for
the buyer who intends to pay for what he
buys, for it enables him to get the goods he
needs at lower prices than he would other-
wise have to give. He is not required to pay
interest on the amount of his purchases, and
he does not have to help make up the losses
that the merchant sustains through non-
paying customers. He is in less danger of
buying beyond his means, for his purchases
are usually regulated by the length of his
purse, and if he sticks to cash principles he
must necessarily stop buying as soon as his
money is gone.

The only person who appears to benefit
by the credit system is the deadbeat—the
man who buys without the ability to pay,

and sometimes without the intention of pay-

ing or the expectation of being able to pay

for what he gets. It is doubtful, however,
whether such a one is really benefited by the

credit he obtains, for if he were compelled to

pay cash he would have to work or starve,

and might thus be compelled to use his wits

to earn money rather than in efforts to obtain

goods without paying for them.
But in some places, as mat-

Must be Given seems
sare now arranged, it ms 

practically impossible
to carry on a retail business

without giving a certain amount of credit.
This is particularly true of farming communi-

ties. The average farmer is proverbially

short of cash at certain seasons. His avail-

able capital is usually required for buying

stock or machinery, or for adding acre to

acre, and he seldom reserves a sufficient sum
to supply his minor wants until the returns

come in. Consequently there is usually a

period, before his crops are ready for market

or his stock fit for the butcher, in which he
requires credit and expects to receive it.
And the retailer who is doing business in his
vicinity cannot afford to refuse the accommo-

When Credit

KEYSTONE

dation needed. Farmers, as a class, are
desirable customers, and the retailer who is
located in or near a farming community must
secure his full share of the farming trade or
his chances of success will be small.

But the fact that it is sometimes neces-
sary or at least extremely desirable to retail
goods on credit is by no means a proof that
credit should be given to all who ask for it.
Of course, it is impossible for a retailer to
determine at the outset who may or who may
not be trusted with safety. But a careful
supervision of all his credit accounts will
enable him to weed out the undesirable
customers before they have had opportunity
of causing much loss. It is best in opening
an account to have a clear understanding
with regard to the time when payments are
to be made, and if the cash be not forthcom-
ing at the period specified, there is, unless
satisfactory reason for the delay can be

shown, sufficient cause for refusing an exten-

sion of credit until oustanding claims are
settled. It may not be pleasant to refuse
credit when it has been granted, but it is
better to shut down as soon as the prospect

of being paid becomes doubtful than to run

the risk of incurring a greater loss in the end.
Customers who do not settle
their bills when due are not
necessarily dishonest. They
may mean well and may

fully intend, when they buy goods on credit,

to pay for them in due season. Most people

expect to be richer at some future time than
they are at present, and distant payments do

not appear difficult to them. Such people

are usually lacking in energy, and the facility

with which they can obtain what they need

on credit prevents them from making very
strenuous efforts to obtain money. It also

causes them to buy many things they could

and would do without if they had to pay

cash for them, and this induces them to

incur debts which they have no prospect of

paying. The retailer who allows people of

this class to run up large bills is very likely

to lose his goods, and he is also pretty sure

to miss getting any cash trade that his debtor

has to bestow. For his customer, when he

has any cash to spend, is either ashamed of

going where he owes so much, or is afraid of

being dunned, and consequently carries his

money to another store—very probably to

one where he could not obtain credit.

If retailers are compelled to " trust " a

part of their customers they should discrimi-

nate in prices. It is manifestly unfair to

charge cash customers and those who pay

promptly the same prices as are quoted to

the man who may not pay for years. To do

this is to offer a premium to the credit cus-

tomer, for by not paying cash he can at least
save the interest on his money. If the man

Slow-Pay
Customers

tot

who asks for credit is unwilling to pay for

the accommodation desired he will probably

make greater efforts to pay cash, and thus
benefit both himself and the retailer with

whom he deals.

Inducements to
Cash Customers

Of course, many retailers
who do a credit business are
not likely to fall into this
error. They offer strong in-

ducements to cash customers and keep a
careful supervision of the credit accounts.
This means much more work than is required
when business is conducted on a cash basis,
but it is the only method by which a credit

business can be safely and successfully car-
ried on. Many merchants fail to follow this
course and consequently lose much money.

They also lose customers who were an injury

rather than a benefit, but who might have

been made of considerable value to their busi-
ness by judicious treatment.

The retailer who is forced by his environ-
ment to do a credit business should be par-
ticularly cautious in opening new accounts.
He should use all available means for ascer-
taining the financial standing of his would-be
customer. He should also learn all he

possibly can concerning his reputation for
honesty and his methods of doing business.

If his property proves to be covered with
mortgages, or if it be in his wife's name, it

is safe to leave him severely alone. But if

the information received prove favorable and

an account be opened the merchant must not

relax his vigilance. He should have a speci-

fied time for settlement, and he should see to

it that the time is not exceeded. If he finds

that any of his customers are indisposed to
pay, he should at once take steps to collect

the amounts due. By so doing he stands a

better chance of recovering than if he allowed

the account to grow larger,,and he is more

likely to retain his customers than if he

permitted them to contract bills which they

could never hope to pay. Even if he must

lose them it is better to do so when the

amount of their indebtedness is small than

to lose both money and customer after the

debt has grown large. By looking keenly

and carefully after these matters and by

seeing to it that the credit customers pay

for the accommodation they receive and are

not put on a more favorable footing than

those who pay cash, it is possible to make a

credit system successful, but that is the only

way it can be done in any ordinary retail

business.
The foregoing furnishes an excellent

subject for thought by the jeweler at this

time. In these days of aggressive competi-

tion the retailer can ill afford bad debts or

even delayed payments. To maintain the

pace necessary he must be free from old-

time methods and commercial practices.
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Do You Want "THE BEST" Line of Fobs and Chains?
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BEST " in style, finish, quality
and selling f ea t ures ? If so,
handle the Bates & Bacon
line of Fobs, Chains, Chatelaine
Pins, Lockets and Bracelets.

They represent the experience
of 46 years in the manufacture of
jewelry, and have stood the test
of time unequaled.

See our new SPRING STYLES,
just out.

BATES (Sc. BACON
Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office
9 Maiden Lane

THE ROSARY
IN FINE JEWELS

In Pure Stone, mounted in 14
karat R. G. gold—Amethyst,
topaz, garnet, crystal, onyx,
turquoise.

Prices—Sio.00, $12,00, $14.00
each.

In Imitation Stone, mounted
ill rolled-gold plate. Fine
colors — Clear - cut facets,
uniform size. Amethyst,
Topaz, Garnet, Emerald,
Crystal, Turquoise, Opal,
Moonstone.

Prices—$2.00, $2.5o,
400, $5.00 each.

Selection package on application

Our list includes—Chalices, Ciboria, Ostensoria,
Crucifixes, Candlesticks, Candelabra, Pulpits,
Altar Lamps, Sanctuary Rails.

Memorial Tablets

THE W. J. FEELEY COMPANY
Providence, Rhode Island

$3.50,

Medal, Pope Plus X
In sterling silver

75c. each

Chicago Office
103 State Street

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing

Teal

We Repair NC:a:ilt 
Can this be Repaired ?

oi crtemterltethieor  esSilverwareaine 
 as 

1;emwaking new parts to match the old ones,

We Replate 
any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silver,Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated

Sercomb Company
A. N. SPERRY, Manager CHICAGO

vi.•„
We Achieved Our Success, Making Others Successful
You can also become successful by taking a course in the St. Louis%Vatchtnaking School, where Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving andOptics are taught by expert artisans as Instructors. Send for our newcatalogue to-day.

ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKINO SCHOOL, 5813 easton Ave., ST. Louis, mo.

j:illtlary, I 905 K YSTONE

The Show Window
CCASIONALLY a reader makes the complaint that the window
trims described in our pages are too elaborate for the jewelers in

small towns. Some of the designs may entail more expense and

trouble than the possibilities in a small town would justify, but

st of them are of a kind that all may use to advantage. Human nature

mall towns is much the same as in large towns. People everywhere are

. • racted by the novel, the bizarre and the artistic, and if the jeweler's

indow has a reputation for either of these characteristics the public will

not hesitate to go out of its way to view it. There is no greater fallacy than

the somewhat prevalent idea that the science of merchandising in small

towns is essentially different from that in larger centers. We could point

out numberless instances in small towns with good surroundings where

jewelers are not only making a comfortable subsistence, but accumulating

money by cleverly emulating the methods of their brethren in the cities—by

good advertising, attractive windows, pretty stores, impressive displays and

all the other factors that appeal to a responsive public. If the merchant

regards the limitations of his store

or town too seriously he is never

likely to rise above it.
There are win-
dows and win-
dows. A good
display does not

necessarily pre-suppose a lot of

expense and labor. We show on

this page, for instance, a very

simple and inexpensive display

which was nevertheless pleasing

and attractive. The doll afforded

an opportunity for the effective dis-

play of suitable gifts for children,

and all recognize how a prettily-

dressed doll with a wealth of jewelry

appeals to femininity. Many are

the ways of getting the public in-

terested through the window, and

the ambitious jeweler should be

able to think out some such for

himself
In our last issue we described

several mechanical contrivances

f or riveting attention on store win-

dows. Another new one is known

as the " photocycle," which, when

in operation, is very bewildering to

the spectator. This device consists

of a 'tickled stand with four arms

arranged around the top, having an electric lamp on each end of the 
four

arms. When it is standing it has the appearance of a neatly-constructed

electric candelabra, but as soon as it is put in operation there is a 
mysterious

display of revolving light that shows all the colors of the rainbow
 and

resembles a magnified display of fireworks.

The influence of the show window as a factor in the

Influence of promotion of the artistic spirit is now universally recog-

nized. In our issue of October last we quoted the views

expressed by a shrewd observer in an interview with the

New York Sun on the educative value of well-dressed 
windows, and now

comes an even more notable tribute to the window-trimmer's 
art from

Prof. Edmund Buckley, of the University of Chicago. Writing in " The

Hall of Fame," on "Art Through Windows," the professor refers 
to the

superb style in which the windows of a great Chicago department store are

embellished, and says:

" In fact, these window exhibits did not simply display such 
goods as

are in season and are advertised, but each and all likewise so arrange 
these

goods as to produce distinct examples of decorative design. As I later

learned from a courteous employee, each scheme is determined and

frequently is sketched in advance of the actual window-dressing 
by artists

who also direct the operations of the many dressers. Here the rival claims

of display and decoration give rise to nice problems, which are 
solved with

a success attained on this scale nowhere else in the world, old or 
new. It

is evident that art student and art lover alike will profitably watch 
these

ever-renewed arrangements in color, now in monochromy, now in the 
small

interval, now in brilliant contrast, but always in studied sweep of some

Inexpensive
Displays
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dominant curve schemed to relieve the rectangle unavoidably made by a

window frame of the ‘Vestern type. Historic styles—such as the graceful

Louis Quinze, or the reserved Louis Seize—with the current art nouveau, as.

well as independent nature motives—such as snow-laden tree, blossoming

plum tree, or blooming water lily—may each in turn be studied here as

varieties played upon this general scheme of decoration.

" But never can a critic find there any pandering to crude tastes or sensa-

tional fads, which impulses should possibly be satisfied somewhere in a

cosmopolitan city, but certainly ire not in these windows. In view of this

systematic art treatment it is only fair to admit that these displays are

powerfully co-operant even with the art institute in arousing the dormant

art sense of this Philistine city. Here is an arts and crafts exhibition, not

once a year but once a day, drawn not from Chicago and vicinity, but from

Japan, India, Turkey, Austria, Italy, France, Germany and England, all

of which countries are regularly visited by buyers to secure the best they

afford. Only the best of this best ever reaches the windows ; and here,.

consequently, one ‘s•Ito runs may read what the best looks like, and thus

learn to feel a shock at sight of aught else—elsewhere." Coming from such

a source this should be decidedly flattering to the followers of the decorative
art. For every retailer it points
an obvious moral.

'I' he day of
Elevation of C r ii d e concep-.
Public Taste tions, crude ex-

ecution, and, by

the way, crude makes of goods is

past. Competitive striving for
patr, 'nage is continuously evolv-

ing higher mercantile meih■als, and
the piddle taste is being cont

ously elevated iii iIis&qiiiiui.
N, a only will the public he unia-
vorably impressed hy cheap and

" tawdry fixtures but they will be
actually repelled hy them. When
will some jovelers learn that rough,
awry posts in dirty white, window
sashes likewise, only more veather
worn, the plain double-light gas jet

and faded curtain in the back-

ground, long- since parted from

Siam! of the rings that had helped
to suspend it—wleal will they learn

ti e it these characteristics create an

impression which it is probably

safe to assume no amount of adver-

tising or of actual store merit in.

other respects can counteract.
Many of those who find fault

with the times have only them-

selves to blame for the unsatisfactory condition of their business. Their

stubborn indifference to modern advancement in the science of merchan-

dising is very often the true secret of their declining patronage.

Parquetry as a flooring for show windows is rapidly

Parquetry Flooring coming into general use by haberdashers and hatters in

for Windows New York. Decorators say that this is the most satis-

factory solution of this problem. Many pretty designs

and figures in different colored woods can be worked out, and the effect

is always pleasing. Inlaid floors require very little attention to keep them in

good condition. The only precautions necessary are to keep water off the

wood and to slip on a soft felt pair of sandals before entering the win
dows.

Parquetry is also beginning to be used extensively for window backgrounds.

The most successful novelty in connection with window trimming that

has been introduced in recent years is the papier-mache background, and

there is every reason why this kind of a background should prove 
popular.

In the first place it is something that is altogether new—nothing like 
it has

ever before been used in window decoration. It is highly attractive, and is

adaptable to any kind of a window. Another point in favor of the papier-

mache background is its durability. It will last for years and by the appli-

cation of a little paint can readily be changed in appearance so it m
ay be

used over and over again. In point of cost, the papier-mache background

is the most inexpensive that can be used, for they do not have to be 
changed

oftener than once in three or four months.

The show window as a factor in sales has now become so important th
at

all manner of improvements are being invented and made to aid 
in the

display. It will be wise for jewelers to keep posted-on all such improvements

A simple, inexpensive display

Artistic Displays
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COMPLIMENTS
OF THE SEASON

to those connected with the jewelry trade and kindredlines, for their many kind tokens of good will and their numer-ous unsolicted expressions of approval as to our salesmanship.We regret that it is not in our power to personally thank andgive evidence of our sincere gratitude for the many words,deeds and acts by our friends in the trade during the past. Wefeel that our lifelong work to become proficient in this specialline of Auctioneering ability has not been in vain. It is ourregret that we were obliged to disappoint during Decemberjewelers having several hundred thousand dollars in stocks, ofSan Francisco ; Vancouver, B. C.; Savannah, Ga.; New Yorkand many sales in smaller cities. We shall in the future, asin the past, endeavor by conscientious, honest endeavor tomerit the trade's endorsement. We add this month the name ofDuhme Bros., of Cincinnati, to the roll of honor given below.

I;MPERENCES 
Dulime Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio

Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. V. Lyon & Kylling, Danville, III. Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga. M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal. C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa. Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs, W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co.,Louisville,Ky.,
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales. Colo.

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago. Wilbur,Lanphear & Co.,Galesburg,I11. L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio. Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich. Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Jos. W. Field, Gal veston,Texas, 2 sales. Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo. Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La. Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore. W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y. The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans. W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, Wis. Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales. Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind. W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales. Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo. Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss. M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa. Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa. J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich. Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa. C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio. Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich. Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo. W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa. Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales. Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill. Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo. J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Lange Bros.

' 
Dubuque, Iowa. Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa. Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio. Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa. L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales. P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas. King, Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal. Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga. H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn. E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa. Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky. C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky. Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa. S. Smith & Co., Virginia City, Nebr.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich. D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales. Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore. H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales. The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte,Mont.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas. H. Kline, Seattle, Wash. C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio. J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo. L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn. A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill. The Max Rollins stock, Youngstown, Ohio.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo. S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich. P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio. C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo. J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston. David Goldberg, He1ena, Mont. A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo. Dolle Bros., Chicago. 

Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls, N. Y.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont. Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas. R. D. Worrell, Mexico Mo
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn. Hart & Sturgis, Houston Texas Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind. Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis. Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mich.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio. Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas. R. Van Kuesin & Co., Savannah, Ga.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans. Parm lee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal. A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash. Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio. The Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio. P. H. Lachicotte & Co.,Columbia,S.C. Margileth & McFarland, Springfield, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash. Harry McIntyre, South McAlester, I. T. Afore than 100 others, and theJobbers from Maine to California.

The trade will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two lifelong experienced men at the cost of one. The
audience never gets tired, each has his own methods, there is a change of voice and manner, also in case of sickness it is an invincible argument.
We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved conclusively it is the greatest
combination of talent now available. The work speaks for itself. Every reference given above represents a successful sale made. We refer to
the trade and its representatives throughout the country.

BRIGGS & DO . DD 45 an  47
,

Plymouth Place
CHICAGO, ILL.
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The trade are invited to send us reliable items of
news for this department

District of Columbia
Galt & Bro., the century-old jewelry store, of

Washington, were conspicuous during the recent
holiday season for the dignity and attractiveness of
their newspaper advertising.

The firm of Julius Selinger, 816 F Street, Wash-
ington, prosecuted a vigorous campaign of adver-
tising throughout the recent fall and holiday season.
They ran some attractive announcements in the
daily press, exploiting to good advantage their
optical and jewelry departments. Appropriate
cuts were used, and the announcements, both in
substance and in setting, were very creditable
specimens of retail publicity, and no doubt pro-
duced results accordingly.

Some very striking display advertisements
were used by Shaw & Brown Co., Washington,
during the holiday season. One issue of a local
paper contained an especially attractive one under
the caption, " Odd Things Not Found Elsewhere."

Georgia

J. C. Wright, hitherto located at McRae for
fourteen years, recently removed to Fort Gaines,
where he has established a jewelry and optical
business. He states that he has been agreeably
surprised by the prospects in his new location and
believes he will do a much better business than he
did at McRae.

Illinois

Albert E. Wuesteman, of Champaign, held
a formal opening at the advent of the holiday
season, the success of which was largely due to
the character of the souvenir which he presented
on that occasion and to the unique manner in
which this souvenir was previously advertised.
The remembrance in question consisted of a cow-
bell. Five small advertisements were inserted in
the local press, all identical hi substance but varied
somewhat in form. They were of the indefinite,
curiosity-creating kind, the slogan of which was
" Watch for the Ring." A sixth announcement
consisted merely of a picture of the bell to be pre-
sented, the " ring " of which the public was vaguely
told to " watch for." " Opening Day " was ideal,
atmospherically, and about 250 women called at
the store in the morning. To each was given a
small cow-bell, bearing the legend " Ring the
Bells for Wuesteman." The following extract
from the communication of a local drygoodsman
to one of his trade papers will show how this good-
humored injunction was obeyed : "The women
did ; they went from store to store, shopping, on
foot, in carriages, in street cars, with bells jingling
merrily. In the afternoon the store was crowded.
Everywhere one went was a woman with a bell,
and in our store there was a perfect din.. Safe to
say that Wuesteman was the best-advertised man
in the county of Champaign that day, with over
one thousand bells in the hands of women." Mr.
Wuesteman's father, it may be stated, is president
of a well-known bell manufacturing company in
Illinois ; but this circumstance was not by any
means solely responsible for the form of the
jeweler's souvenir, for the idea was suggested
to him more by the association of joy-bells
with Yuletide.

Iowa

A unique invitation was recently issued by
H. G. Butterfied & Co., Hamburg. It consisted
of a card 2 x 3 inches, which bore the following
over the name of the firm:

At Home
ten hundred twenty-one Main Street,

Hamburg, Iowa,
to meet

Misses Opal and Ruby Ring
and all the other young beauties

of our holiday stock.
November 25th to December 25th.

KEYSTON

Massachusetts

Henry A. Hinckley, a veteran clockmaker,
died some weeks ago at his home in Roxbury, at the
advanced age of ninety-five years. Mr. Hinckley
attended the public schools in Boston, whither his
parents removed in his youth, and his first position
was with Sawyer & Dyer, of that city. When that
firm dissolved and Mr. Dyer went to Utica, N. Y.,
deceased accompanied him, only to return later,
however, to Boston. Mr. Hinckley went to New
York City in 1832 and, failing to final suitable work,
shipped on a whaler. In 1847 he returned to Bos-
ton, and in the years that immediately followed he
built the famous clock for Professor Locke, which
went into one of the public buildings in Washing-
ton and for which Congress appropriated 81o,000.
In 1851 Mr. Hinckley removed to Nantucket, and
from there, in 1857, he removed to New Bedford.
When the Civil War broke out he enlisted in Com-
pany H, Forty-fifth Regiment, and participated in
various battles. Mr. Hinckley was married in
1841. Of his thirteen children, three sons and
three daughters are now alive.

Guessing Contests

If at any time you think of hold-

ing a guessing contest as a form of
advertisement, it will be wise to

submit the scheme to the considera-

tion of the Post Office Department.

Unless the proposition has the de-
partment's 0. K., the use of the

mails may be denied to advertising

matter in which the scheme is de-

scribed or referred to. This applies

not only to letters and circulars, but

to newspapers, trade journals, maga-

zines and all other publications cir-

culated through the mails in which
advertisements or any other matter

in reference to such contests may

appear.

Michigan

William Trevarthen, a graduate of Stone's
School of Watchmaking, has opened business at
Painsdale.

Minnesota

A. N. Lee, of Glenville, desires to announce
that he has sold out his establishment to Lewis N.
Lee, of Ada, and will retire from business.

Missouri

Austin J. Sands, of Lamar, issued, prior to the
holidays, a neatly-engraved invitation to his cus-
tomers to call and inspect his lines of jewelry, dia-
monds, silverware, etc. The personal character
and formal tone of this invitation no doubt had
much advertising value.

0. D. Fosburgh, of St. Joseph, is mourning
the decease of a son, aged two years, whose demise
occurred at the residence of the family, 221 South
Tenth Street, some weeks ago. THE KEYSTONE
extends its sympathy.

New York

Fred. J. Hausner, formerly with A. E. Rogers,
of Scranton, Pa., has opened a business of his own
under very promising auspices at 309 East State
Street, Ithaca.

Ohio

It is the custom of Claude M. Wall, the popu-
lar jeweler, of Gallipolis, to insert during the pre-
holiday period an interesting story in the local

to

press as a Christmas advertisement. Accordingly,
the Gallia Times, of December 14th, contained an
absorbing narrative of a smooth jewel robbery
ostensibly committed at his store. The story of
the swindle, together with a picture of the jeweler
and another of the local police-chief, occupies two
columns of the Times. It is circumstantially nar-
rated, very realistic, and the concluding intimation
of its fictitiousness gives an amusing jolt to readers'
anticipations of a retributive denouement. A clever
feature of the tale, which betokens the resource of
a professional romancer, is the ingenious manner
in which the jeweler presses his foot on a pneu-
matic rubber tube, which communicates with a
precautionary camera in the guise of a bronze
French clock and photographs the unsuspecting
visitor, who subsequently proves a cheat.

Chas. J. Scholler, recently resigned his posi-
tion with C. J. Hoenninger, Eighty-third Street and
Third Avenue, New York City, removed to Van
Wert and purchased the business hitherto con-
ducted there by J. D. Rowland.

R. W. Wagner, formerly of 127 Main Street,
Toledo, has opened a new store at 147 Main Street,
with a complete line of watches, clocks, jewelry
and silverware.

Oregon

John P. Durfee has removed his jewelry and
optical business from Shaw to Drain, in which
latter place he occupies a prominent location and
hopes to do a satisfactory business.

Pennsylvania

C. W. Parker, of Westfield, issued a four-page
advertising leaflet as a trade stimulant during the
holiday season. It is printed on substantial white
paper in black ink and was devoid of illustration.
It contained a talk on holiday-gift buying that was
pointedly-and practically worded. A comprehen-
sive list of suitable gifts was given, and Jeweler
Parker's ability to supply them was urged in strong
ang sensible arguments.

South Dakota

W. G. Frederick, of Sioux Falls, recently
moved his stock into newly-furnished quarters
where he enjoys the extra space necessitated by his
growing business.

Ira D. Coryell has removed his business from
Gordon, Nebr., to Belle Fourche. He became
established in the last-named town in good time
for the holiday trade and found business very brisk,
with good prospects for the future.

Vermont

George F. Heath, of Bennington, has the dis-
tinction of belonging to one of the oldest families
of watchmakers and jewelers in the country. His
father began to deal with a well-known New York
wholesale house sixty-eight years ago. He was
said to be the first to adjust watches to tempera-
ture in this country. This man's uncle, George F.
Heath's great uncle, is still a watchmaker in North
Lee, Mass., and in addition to these the Benning-
ton dealer's eldest brother was in the jewelry busi-
ness at West Stockbridge up to a comparatively
recent date, having succeeded his father. For
about six years George F. Heath worked for his
brother and was then sent to Bennington by Hiram
J. Sevens and C. D. Morgan, of New York, to
adjust the affairs of Horace Bradley. This was
about twenty-three years ago. He purchased
Mr. Bradley's enterprise and has been its pro-
prietor since. Last fall he relinquished his original
store and removed such lines as he desired to con-
tinue handling to his residence on Elm Street,
beside which he keeps a green house. Now, there-
fore, he runs his floral and jewelry business con-
jointly.

How to Clean Polished Wood
An encaustic, composed of wax, sal soda and

a good soap is excellent for cleaning and polishing
at the same time. Shave the wax and the soap and
dissolve them in boiling water ; stir frequently and
add the soda. When the wax and soap are thor-
oughly dissolved, place the mixture in a vessel
which can be closely covered and stir constantly
till cool. This mixture will remove ink from
polished surfaces and may be satisfactorily applied
to marbles, bricks, furniture, tiles and floors.
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Retails $1.50 to $30.00   _°:11111111111.e0

New Double Fever Thermometer Case

In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments

1
1

1

-7f7. .1-.--

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 6 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manu lecturers and Exporters of

GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS AND
NOVELTIES

J1r,31IBOSSEED and IILLUNIIHATED
STEEL 11))/TE STATIIONERY

CALLIING
cAlluDo

We are Leaders in this Line
WRITE FOR SAMPLES TO-DAY WEDDIIHG

IINWTATIKONS

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
op

MASONIC
AND OTHER

SECRET SOCIETY'
CHARMS, JEWELS.
RINGS, BADGES

r.1 0,4b

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE
OF

COLLEGE BADGES
CLASS PINS

L 1A

Manufacturing' Jewelers

1.19 10 MAIDEN LANE
NEW YORK.

BADGES & MEDALS
A SPECIALTY.

/SEND F---OR

/CATALOGUE'
0 F

MILITARY  

"----

G. A. R.
ATHLETIC,

■SHOOTIN G 4).
\\N„,...._._

'91-ING tAf:°

SEND FOR

CATALOGUE.
OF

FIRE AND PO LI CE
DEPARTMENT

•1.0 AND 
OTHER
/AL 13P-

['SPECIAL No. I, plain and chased, assorted, $7.50 per dozen, net cashA HANDSOME PLUSH TRAY, holding twelve pens,given with the first order of one dozen
or more pens.

Send for catalogue.
Export trade solicited.
Send for prices and dis-

\,count to the trad('.

THE "RIVAL" FOUNTAIN PEN 44‘Ask your Jobber for
the " RIVAL" Pen

All pens are 14K. gold.
Every pen warranted.
1■.111liers of National

Association Of )la OIl 'aelorers of F. \

D. W. BEAUMEL 0 CO.
Office and I a, to! ■

45 John St., New York City A

 *OF

All makes of Fountain Pens and Gold Nits Repaired

-

THE MODEL OF' PERFECTION. Retail Price, Sim to 510.00. Made of f nest grade rubber anti fitted witha 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every pen guar; alte,•d. Write for samples and prices. All makes repairedand returned same day received.
HERING & CO., 17-19 John Street, New York.

MOORE'S NON=LEAKABLE FOUNTAIN PEN

CLEAN TO HANDLE

MOOREVS
MPWOVIED--

H n N-LEAK ABLE
r0 u NTAIN1.11N

CLEAN TO CAREN"
Oh E A N FILL,I TN LIKE ALI, cyrri.ENs GITANAN-rE,E,D \ E 1TE, 11̀ REET....1( AT 14‘IEt-iT STE( )I‹

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO., A DA /NS, t.t.:..4„4.1; ifxril I IT.R.1„, fikti :OSTER, Boston, Mass.
WRITIN41 To A1L)VI VRTISIE.44/4., KIININLY ME:NIACIN THE: KEYST(IINI

Must Stamp All Playing Cards

According to a statement issued at the

office of the internal revenue collector at
Minneapolis, candy dealers and manufacturers

who have been using miniature playing cards

in advertising their package candy, will be

compelled to attach-a 2.-cent. revenue stamp

on a package containing one Or fifty-four

cards. This ruling was secured at the re-

quest of a playing-car(l company.

The commissioner of internal revenue

contends, that there is no provision in the

internal revenue laws which relate to 1)layi1g

cards to warrant a ruling that would exempt

miniature cards from tax. This was desired

by the playing-card company. It is there-

fore ruled that as the cards are in every

particular, except the size, as the ordinary

‘,ard, and as they are to be sold by the card

company to candy manufacturers who will

put one card in each candy package, they

must attach a 2-cent stamp to each pack of

lifty-four cards or less.

Novelty and Beauty in Valentines

"lhe next seasonable specialty for the

stationer is the valentine, and the enterprise

of the manufacturers is doing much to per-

petuate the old custom and make it a

remunerative source of trade. There are

originality, beauty and art ill the new lines;

some of the ideas being unusually apt and

fascinating. The most careful attention has

been paid to the minutest details, the de-

signs, lettering and coloring combining to

make a thoroughly artistic creation. Of

course, the old style " comic " is still with

us, but less numerous than heretofore. A

much higher standard of humor is expressed

in a line of colored sheets which retail at five

cents each. Some quite new things in the

way of numerous pieces to sell at two cents

are " blind postals," popular German trans-

parencies, which show additions to the

printed scene when held to the light. There

are also " Buster Brown" postals in a great

variety of Buster Brown incidents and other

attractive uvenihities.

KEYSTONE

The " card" class embraces an almost
endless array of pretty things, variously
shaped and priced. There are many artistic
" cut-to-shape " pieces among them, and in
which dainty Japanese figures with chrysan-
themums are in evidence. The little Japs are
also shown in (Imps, mounts and hangers,
as well as in embossed pieces, gold embel-
lished, with easel backs to allow them to

stand up.

There are the handsome parchment,
celluloid and silk creations, from modest
little pieces up to very elaborate effects, with
a varying range of price. There are pieces

An Ideal Gift 7'
What shall I give ? The

FOUNTAIN
PEN

at once solves the
Problem. Nothing
more appreciable.
It is no less or-
namental th a n
it certainly is
useful. There-
fore it is the
ideal gift to
give or to
receive.

We have
a stock of

them in the
finest makes,

all at our " gift
buying made

easy" prices.
Drop in and see

them—soon for we'll
not have many left

in a week or two at the
present rate of selling.

Remember the proverb of
the early bird''?

WADMAN ô CO.
Stationery Specialists

Book Place

I ,■• 111 -Hi:.

designed after musical instruments, and in
other large forms built of combinations of
materials. Then there is, of course, the

" Heart " line, from simple little cards up to
expensive pieces.

Another New Game

The success (if Pit, Trolley, etc., is

probably responsible for the new card game

known as " The Stage," which has jumped

into sudden popularity. Included in the

sixty-six cards of which it is composed, are

forty-nine fully executed portriats of the most

popular actors and actresses on the stage

to-day. These pictures are not ordinary

prints, but are equal to the best photographs

in beauty and in their likeness to the origi-

nals. The object of the contending players

is to get a " houseful,'' that is, a hand corn-

107

P°'1 of cards all of one kind. There are
" Deadhead," " Holiday," " Theater " and
"Audience" cards, and the several branches
of the theatrical art \ vhich are represented by
the " player " cards, which bear the por-
traits, including Grand Opera, Tragedy,
Comedy, Comic Opera, Melodrama and
Vaudeville. Then there is the Green
Room," in which the players find their only
hope in an emergency. Last, but by no
means least, comes the. " Blizzard" card,
Nvhich makes a world of trouble to all the

I layers, just as the Iveather ‘vhich it repre-
sents does to theatrical managers. From the
\\rot-cis " Doors ( ))en " and " Curtain l'p "
to the declaration of " Houseful," which
closes each game, there is fun for all who
look on, as \veil as for those who play. The
cards are printed in three colors, and are
enclosed in attractive boxes.

Of General Interest

The ncw vcar brings with it new lines
of 1,,.autiftil crepe paper for decorative pur-
poses. Most of the designs have borders,
some conventional and others in floral effects.
The shades include pink, yellow, green,
violet, gold, red, ecrue, etc., and the combi-
nations of colors are really very artistic,
I llustrating the perfection which has been
reached in color printing on crepe paper—a

I rocess which has required much thought

and experimenting.

A new fountain pen has been invented
in Germany, xvhich is certainly a novelty.
To the end of it an indict rubber bulb is
attached. To refill it, a little pin under the
nib is drawn out, the end of the holder
dipped into the ink, and the bulb, after first
having been compressed, is released. The'
pin opens or closes a valve, and when in its
place prevents the ink from escaping.

The Dixon Pencil Co. has issued an in-
structive little book entitled the " Pencil

Guide." This book is used to classify as far

as possible, under the heads of the different
grades of pencils, just which pencils are best

for certain kinds of work. The " Guide"
tells how to find pencils that are used by

bank clerks, bookkeepers, carpenters, con-

ductors, entry clerks, insurance agents, metal

workers, railroad companies, salesmen, steno-
graphers, telegraphers and a great many

others. It tells why they should use these

particular kinds of pencils, and it explains it

su that it %yin be clear to every one. It tells

Nvliv these pencils are made in different

grades, and why a pencil of a certain grade,

although it is excellent for one kind of work,

is utterly useless for any other kind of work

to which it is not adapted.
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The Standard

Visible Writer

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., IO K. , Sterling,
Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

The Oliver Record Has
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty

Never Been Equaled
Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Watch Case
Manufacturer

and
Repairer
Everything in
the line al.
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlating,
Satin Finish.
Engraving

and
Engine. 

Turning
Changing Old

English:11.18yd.
Cones to takeAmerican S. W.Movement, my

NprelnIty.
OLII CASES

MANE NEW

Silversmiths'
Building.
131-13 7
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

Established
1839

CROUCH et FITZGERALD
Jewelry Sample Trunks awl Cases

Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always In Stock
161 Broadway 688 BroadwayI telow Cortlandt Street Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Between list and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

X.2stexte=c14,4-•
1
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(1 RUDOLPH NOEL N-
& CO.

i-:•-• 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK IN;>1.1
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Fine Series of Scientific

RUBIES

Do you wear a turn-down collar? If so, try

It keeps a man good-natured and saves Hs
i Ilion. In adjusting it you never muss theciillar or break the button bole.

It's the Only. Try it
IMPROVED SEPARABLE STUDS areiiieIc all the sante principle.It pleases both Mall and woman.
Your Jobber sells thew. If not, write to u
0. W. YOUNG & CO.

MANUFACTURERS
126 state Street, Chicago

LhTTER5
from the
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THE

Readers are requested to send for publication
neqv ideas on any subject, technical or mercantile,
of general interest to the trade. As this page is for
the use of individual readers we do not hold
ourselves responsible for the views expressed.—
Editor The Keystone.

Piercing Ears for Earrings

ED. KEYSTONE :—What care should be taken
in piercing ears for earrings? Do the seasons of
the year have any effect on the result of piercing?
\l'hy do some ears fester or have lumps form from
piercing? Yours truly,
Kansas City, Mo. A. SEPTIC.

[In the little operation of piercing the ears one
ought to take great care that the lobe of the ear
is perfectly clean, and that the instrument used is
as aseptic as it can be made by holding the pierc-
ing instrument, like the needle, for a few moments
in a flame before the piercing is done. The silk
thread, used by many, must be boiled and the ear
must be washed with a mild antiseptic solution
frequently until the wound has entirely healed. If
these precautions are observed there will be no
inflammatory troubles or lumps. The seasons of
the year have no direct influence on the result of
the piercing. We refer our correspondent to the
article on page 117 of this issue, in which the
piercing of the ears is treated from a more general
standpoint.—Eo.]

NEW BOOK ON ESCAPEMENTS
This new volume treats in the most exhaustive manner of the

It is the work of two of the greatest teachers of horology and is thoroughly practical in textand illustration. Nearly 200 pages and over 200 original illustrations
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

t)ublished by THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brown Streets, Pliiladelpl-ila,

A Difference of Opinion
ED. KEYSTONE notice an article on page

1635 of the October KEYSTONE, ill which a corres-
pondent claims that steel and brass roller pins are
all right for medium-grade watches and that the
Swiss duplex and New England watches do not
need to have their escapements oiled. Now I
plead guilty to oiling them, and if I have made a
mistake I would like to be assured on the subject.

Truly yours,
Brookville, Ind. CASPAR RITZ!.

[Inasmuch as there is a difference of opinion
among our best workmen in regard to oiling such
parts, there is no very convincing reason why our
correspondent should change his practice.—ED.]

Virtue of a Small Advertisement

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the September number of
TIIE KEYSTONE I had a small advertisement, the
tairpose of which was to rent a room for a jewelry
store. Within about one week after receiving the
September issue I received a number of replies,
and, as a result, I have rented the room to a young
man who is doing splendidly and is well pleased.
It pays to advertise in THE KEYSTONE.

Yours truly,

Buchanan, )1i.•11. A. C. ROE.

A Hint for Bench-Workers

ED. KEYSTONE am interested in all writings
lird suggestions in THE KEVSTONE, especially in
the watch line. I have worked at the bench nearly
forty years, and this is my sixty-eighth birthday.
here are, of course, different opinions about doing

some kinds of work, as I have found by experience
and different ways of doing the same job.

I wanted some way to hold a screw, for in-

stance, in putting clock movement in the frame.
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I had a small screwdriver and took a piece of
piano wire and formed a " u " at the center of it

and bent at right angles ; then I took a piece of

steel and wound it so my screwdriver went through

it tight, so that you would have to pull hard to

move it on the screwdriver. I placed screw on the

" u," then drew up on the driver which would

hold it tight, and after the screw is started you can

seat it and the attachment will release itself about

every time. Yours truly,
Lyons Mountttin, N. Y. A. 0. JONES.

Weight in Balances
ED. KEYSTONE I—I notice in your reply to

" Two Balances," on page 1831 of the November

KEYSTONE, that you say if the regulator is over on

the fast side, then we want to add weight to the

balance in poising it, and if it is over on the slow

side, we want to reduce the weight of the balance.

Is this not an error ? I also notice in your reply

to " Ben Bolt," on the same page, you speak of

the isochronism of the " balance wheel." Should

this not be the " balance spring?"
Yours truly,

" POISER."
[You are quite correct. However, the error

is so manifest that we du not think that it would
prove misleading to any of our readers. In regard
to the isochronism of the balance wheel, this ques-
tion was sent in to us in that way, and we answered
it thinking it might be possible that the workman
desired to procure a new balance wheel to take the
place of. one that had been broken in some way.
There is, of course, no such thing as the isochro-
nism of the balance wheel, as isochronism can
only exist between the spring and balance in corn-
bination.—ED.]

How to Open a New Book

If a book be a large one, take it gently in both

hands and hold it with the back on a smooth or

covered table. Allow the front cover to open and

then the other, holding the leaves in one hand

while you open a few leaves at the back. Then

open a few leaves in the front, and so on, alter-

nately opening front and back, gently pressing

open the sections until you reach the center of the

volume. Do this two or three times and you will

obtain the best results.
If you open the book carelessly or violently in

any one place you will quite likely injure the vol-

ume, break the back binding and loosen the leaves.

Ruby Mines of Burmah
The village of Thabeigyin is the landing for

people who wish to visit the celebrated ruby mines

of Burmah, which are sixty miles distant. They are

situated in the mountains at an elevation of 7000

feet above sea level, and are leased to an English

syndicate known as the Burmah Ruby Mining Com-

pany, which has a monopoly of the business.

Burmah formerly furnished the principal part of the

world's supply of rubies, and they were a monopoly

of the King. After the British occupation in 1889

a concession was granted to an English syndicate

to work them for an annual rental of $133.333, paid
to the government. There was much trouble with

the natives at first, as they had always been allowed

to hunt for rubies whenever they pleased. Finally

the Englishmen decided to permit anybody who

cared to do so to mine for rubies, provided every

jewel found is sold to them at a fixed rate. In

1903, according to the official returns, the com-

pany produced 230,811 carats of gems, including

rubies, sapphires and other specimens, the total
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value of all being given al. $500,520. It has recently

been reported through the newspapers of the

discovery last winter of a 77-carat ruby, worth

$18o,000, but the find is denied by the officials.

Iron Ring from Human Blood
" Iron in the blood " expresses, no doubt, a

chemical fact as well as a figure of speech ; hut

probably not one in a thousand, even among

chemists, ever saw ferrum sanguinis materialized
to visible metal. This feat, however, has been

performed by M. Barruel, head of the chemical

laboratories of Paris. M. Barruel, who has, in his

time, practiced much phlebotomy on the human

subject, has systematically extracted chemically

the fernem from the other constituents. This he

transformed into minute globules or " pearls " of

iron. At last the idea occurred to him to have

them all welded together, and the result is an iron
ring made from human blood, which he wears on
his finger.

Marked According to Order
The following not unlikely story comes from

over the ocean. A certain wealthy American in

London dropped into a store to purchase a set of

decanters. As the purchase represented more

money than he had on his person at the time, he

gave his address at the hotel and instructed the

assistant to mark them C. 0. D. The assistant made

a note of the request, but the purchaser was sur-

prised to find the goods left at the hotel without

demand for payment. When the parcel was un-

packed, however, it developed that each decanter

had been beautifully engraved in twining letters,
" C. 0. D."

Models for Monogram Engravers
---

The artist's model is
half his inspiration. If the
model be lacking in artis-
tic lines so will the repro-
duction.

The wise monogram
engraver should follow
the example of the artist
and use only the finest
patterns for his work.
We can almost hear

you say " that's what I'm
doing."

But are you quite sure?
Have you seen that great masterpiece of mono-

gram work " Hornikel's Engravers' Text Book " ?

You have not seen the best if you have not seen

this portfolio. It consists of sixty-one page plates
of monograms, a variety of patterns on each plate.

There are all styles of monograms for all kinds

of purposes, and there's genius and skill in every

pattern.
Monograms for lockets, spoons, trays, cigarette

and match cases, loving cups, rings, fobs—anything.

The portfolio is a time-saver and reputation

builder for the engraver. The best monogram

maker will find it rich in new ideas.
It is the most comprehensive compilation of its

kind ever compiled, and will be sent postpaid to any

part of the world, on receipt of price $6.00 (L'i 5s.)

For sale by THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

103 State Street, Chicago.

E. F. HORNIKEL
1410 Champlain Building, Chicago.

—Adv.



High-

Grade

Modern

jewelry

Store

Fixtures

and

ShOW

Cases

One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

Manufacturing

To Order

our Specialty

State your wants

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO., Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne VC., CH I CAGO, I !J..

Christmas is Past and the Holly Removed from the Window
An enterprising jeweler, however, finds it necessary to continue decorating his store and especially
show window to give them a bright and cheering effect during the many long, dreary winter nights.

The undersigned is headquarters for this line of goods and his Catalogue No. 9 shall be
cheerfully sent upon application if it is not already in your possession.

No. 91863. Sago Tr..o. 11'.01.411
Something entirely He,.

No. Ft. high 1,0a,-, 1•.,5•11
91862 5 I.-.
91864 8
91863 12 '21 7.:■0

Sago Hoots (u ii
FIO.

No. high 1.1.ave,, Eacli
91851 21 1 $ .45 1.1,11
51855 36 5 .79 7.90
91857 36 6 1.00 III 55
91860 42 12 2.00 '20

No. 91759. .1 inericun Beauty
Bose Bush.

24 inches high, roses to plant,
$1.00.

NO.91712. 35 inches high. 4 roses
and .1 buds to plant, each
81.50.

No.91714. 86 inches high. F, roses
and 5 huds to plant, cad]
1f2.511.

ran be had in any desired color.

No. 91188. 1:o-o• Sora■ Rommel with

Thi,;howioct is t•olopostql of ono doz.
or my No 91180 Rose Sprays, in-
cluding papi,r loathe Vase, each,$1.75.
No. 91180. Rose bouquet WithOnt

vase, earl], $1.50.
Roses can be hail in any desired color.

My large Catalogue No. 9 is
at your disposal. Write for it.

No. 91031. Oak Vine, whiter shaded, 12 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards,
$1.70 ; per gross yards, $17.50.

187-189 S. Clark St.

Chicago

No. 91012. I lupe Vine. 12 finely winter shaded leaves to yard. Per
dozeii yards

' 
81.25 ; per gross yards, $12.60.

No. 91013. White (1ra pe Vine. 12 tine, white grape leaves to yard; per
doze!' yarik, per gross yards, 812.50.

Very line tor white 01E0,1 in window.

r/
'1r 4

NO. 91.ii. I.:11111 'I I. I'. (hilted )

No. high Len yes Loh Pair
91830 7 12 51.00 $ 5.50
91832 9 18 4.00 7.011
91834 12 24 6.00 11.00

Palm Plants. (Unpotted )
In.

No. high Leaves Each Doz.
91800 24 3 8 .18 8 1.75
91805 :16 4 .25 2.59
91809 :al A .40 4.00
91514 42 6 .50 0.110
91818 42 7 .M 6.50
111822 48 10 1.20 12.50
91827 60 12 2.00 20.00

;No. 91 Ms, Intl: Spray, winter
shaded.

l'er dozen spray.  S .90
Per gross sprays   0.00

No. 91024. Ivy Vine.
No. 91024. Ivy Vine, 18 leaves to yard, per dozen yards, $1.00 ; per

gross yards, $111.00.
No. 91022. ivy Vine, 12 leaves to vat,), per dozen yards, 70e.; per

gross yards, $7.00, Appropriate tor all SVIOOMS.
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Tales of the Road

The Versatility of the Drummer-Novel Factors in
Making a Sale-Eccentricities that

Show the Way

There is no particular gift or accomplishment

which the traveling man may .bot find useful at

times in attaining his object-7an order for goods.

lerchandising does not by any means eliminate
lcky is thethe vagaries .of human natur u 

traveling man who is quick to diagnose such vaga;

ries in possible customers and use them for his

Ill nest purposes. An amusil1g. illustration of this

is furnished in the following experience of a drum-

mer who sold it bill of goods to Si noted crank in a

town ill Montana :
" When I used to work ;it the bench, years

ago," said he, " evenings when I wits free I studied

music for relaxation. Our shop boys organized a

brass band. I played the trombone, and learned

to do fairly well. I never thought then that my

music \vould fatten my pocketbook ; but since

I have been on the road it has served me a

good turn more than once-it has sold me many

it bill.
"Out in Montreal there was a \vell-known old

merchant, known to some as the Wild Irishman

of Chinook ' and to others as ' Old Larry, the

crank.' Well, the first evening I ever went into

Larry's store I hadn't been in a minute until he

said to me : '01'm all full up ; oi've got plinty iv

it, I don't give a dom phwat ye're silting.'

" I paid no attention to him, as I had heard of

him ; instead of going out I bought a cigar and sat

down by the stove. Although a man may not NVISII

to buy anything front you, you know, he is always

willing- to sell you something, even if it's only a

cigar. I've caught many a merchant's ear by buy-

ing something of him. ly specialty is bone collar

buttons-they come cheap. I'll bet that I bought

a peck of them the first time I made ;1 trip through

this country.
" had not been sitting by the stove long until

I noticed, in a show case, a trombone. I asked

Larry please to let me see it. ' OPH it ye say the

insthrumint,' said he ; but phwat's the good of it?

Ye can't play the thromboon, can ye ? Oi'm the

tally mon in this berg that can bloo that h
airti.

Oil,) a miniber of the brass band.'

" I took the horn and, as I ran the scale a few

times, Larry's eyes began to dance. He wouldn't

wait on the customer who came in. The instru-

ment was a good one. I nmde ' Praties and fishes

are very foine dishes for Saint Pathrick in the

maiming' fairly ring. A big crowd came in.

Larry let business drop entirely and danced a jig.

le kept me playing for an hour, always someth
ing

by special rayquist Darlint," Moggie

Moorphy's I loom,' and everything he could think

of. Finally, he asked me for I lair!. Booed Dotal.' .

As I played the ' Heart Bowed I )0W11 tears caine

to the old Irishman's eyes. When I saw these I

played yet better ; this .piece Witti one of my.oWn

favorites. I felt a little peculiar myself. This .air

had made a bond between us. When I finished

the old man said to me : "Mink ye, thank

with all my hal It ! That's enoof. Let me put the.

hairn away. Go hoom now. But coom around in

the mairnin' and oi'll buy a bill of ye ! I doolt't

give a dont phwat's you're silling. If oi've4ot

your loine in my sthore oi'll buy a bill ; if I hav
en't

01'11 buy a bill anyway and stairt anew departm
ent.

Good-noight ; give me yer hand, sor:'

" Not only did Larry give a good order, 
butt

he went to two more merchants in the 
town and
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made them buy from me. He•bought every.dollar's

worth of his goods in my line .froin )11e ,is long as

he lived."
-7chgrics N. Crewdsoh, in the .":atuulay -/islaing,Post...

The Drummer as a Trade Benefactor

Thejollowing st,,ry, told in his own colloquial

way by a grocery drummer, has a moral for the

:jeweler as well as the grocer

(11 .

01.11 

off 

last 

week at a busy little town

itiM issouri, and the very first grocer I visited told

OIL a sad tale about a cut-price fellow, who played

•havoc with the grocery business of the place for a

few months previously. This fellow blew into

town one day, rented a good store building, put

up a sign that said : "Wilberforce & Co., Whole-

sale and Ret,til Grocers for Cash." In a few days

a new stock of goods came in by freight. Part of

it \vas from St. Louis, part from Chicago and part

from Hannibal, Mo. When he got the stock

assigned, " Mr. Wilberforce" got out a lot of

dodgers and put an ad. in the town paper, and the

way he cut the price of groceries would have made

a.patent feed cutter envious.

The man who was telling the tale to me found

his - business on the dead run over to " Wilberforce

& Co.,' .and he talked it over with himself-mind

you, with himself-and concluded there was nothing

for it but to meet the prices. He did not go over

and talk it over with his neighbors, but just with

himself. Then his neighbors, the other grocers in

town, they talked it over with and by themselves,

and they each concluded to do the same thing.

The result was that groceries were selling in that

town at a closer price than you could buy them

from it wholesale grocery house for spot cash.

Well, the result \vas that the whole town

began to roast the old-time grocers. A lot of

rubbers." they called them. " Been charging us

four prices for our groceries for tell years and now

when they have got it decent, nice competitor,

that's honest, they come to vhere prices ought to

be. We'll do our business with Mr. Wilberforce."

And so they did, and the grocers of that town

looked sick for a while.

One morning there WaS a new face over at

Wilberforce & Co.'s store. and Wilberforce him-

self was not be found. On the front door there
was a card that said wilherforce hav,.

sold this stock of groceries to the undersigned,"

The _undersigned was a man who had been running

a coal and wood yard when he wasn't trading

horses.
Three .-or four days after that it couple of

strangers dropped into town and asked around for

" 1\1r. -Wilberforce." 'They really seemed to want

him, and when somebody told them that .he had

sold out his store and could not be found, they

looked as if their poorest •friend had died and

made both of them guardians for his nine children.

Well, the ,upshot:of ,it all was that they turned .out

• to'be credit .tnett • from Chicago houses, and when

they .told the :story about " Mr. Wilberforce "

having ,bought his stock on ,credit and then sold

out to .the..wood •coal man without notifying-

his creditors,.the• merchants of:the town understood

how " Mr.,Wilberforce " could sell groceries. at less

than -cost.
Well,_this•is•a.pretty hard -story of .itselt,•but it

is-not all of the story. •The wholesale people lost

all their money, because •the .coal .kmd wood man

had a bill of sale for.the stock. The toughest part

of the whole ,thing •was, .however, that the fool

grocers of that town had got so in the habit of sell-
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ing glx.als at cost while AVilherforce .was ill the

field, that they did not ,know how to get back

again to decent, respectable profits, and when I

was there every blamed one of them was trying to

run every other out of town by selling sugar

I wenty-four pounds for a dollar, and other things

in proportion. What do you think of that

I talked to two or three of the grocers around

there and told them what they were doing to .them-

selves, and I gut them to agree to get together

and talk it over and see if they couldn't stop being

lunatics. I got few orders in that town, and yet

my visit to it was by no means it failure.

Liability of Express Companies

The fullowing is the full text of the decision
recently delivered by Judge Conlan, sitting in the

trial tern) of the city court, in the case of Duryee

VS. New York & Boston Dispatch Express Co.,

and which is interesting to all shippers :

" This case was tried before the court without

a jury. The receipt offered by the defendant

allowed and excepted to plaintiff. The evidence

disclosed that plaintiff's asEignor on October 27,

1903, delivered to Fuller's Express Co., a common

carrier, doing business between Newark, N. J.,

and New York City, a package of the value of

;$2o4.75, to be forwarded to Fall River, Mass., and

took from that company a receipt exressing the

value and by which that company agreed to act as

forwarders only, and in the event of delivery to

another company to complete the transportation

they should not be held responsible for the negli-

gence of the connecting company. Upon the same

day Fuller's Express Co. delivered the package to

the defendant at Canal Street, in the city of New

York, for the purpose of completing transporta-

tion, and at the same time took from the defendant

a receipt stamped value asked and not given.'

Said receipt contained it provision that the carry-

ing rate charged was based upon a valuation not

exceeding $5o, and that the shipper agrees that the

value of the property is not more than ko, unless

it greater value is stated therein, and that the com-

pany shall not he liable in any event for more than

the value so stated, or more than ko when no

value is stated. "Phe package was never delivered

•by the defendant and this action is brought to

recover its value. :\ t the time plaintiff's assignor

delivered the package ill question to the Fuller

Express Co. it received a receipt containing the

following stipulation : 'And if the same is intrusted

or delivered to any other express company or

agent (which the said Fuller's Express are hereby

authorized to do), such company or person so

selected shall be regarded exclusively as the agent

of the shipper or owner, and as .such alone liable,

.and the Fuller's Express shall not be in any event

responsible for the negligence or non-performance

of any such •company or person.' There can be

no question, rtherefore, 'but that the Fuller Com-

•pany ill, transferring the package to the defendant

to complete its transportation acted as the agent

of plaintiff's assignor and not as agent of the de-

fendant. The general rule :of law is well settled

that the :initial carrier or any intermediate carrier,

:liable only for losses or injuries on their own line,

acts as the shipper's agent in delivering the goods

,to the next line, and the .contract of .shipment

,obtained by the initial carrier from the -second

.carrier is admissible as showing the contract - be-

tween•the shipper and .the :latter •line. It follows,

therefore, that the plaintiff's recovery should be lim-

ited.to. Ao, and judgment is ordered accordingly."
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Gardner Inkstand
The Best inkstand in the World
The Gardner Inkstand is su-

perior to any other make, for
the following reasons: I . It
provides against evaporation,

EU $1.35 each which Orion earns its cost by the
saving In ink. 2. Its peculiar

Faction prevents dust and dirt from getting in the ink, allowing
,t ladain its freshness as long as it lasts. 3. Absolute simplicity— 85c. to
tio.re being nothing to get out of order. 4. Its convenience—for it
can be used in the pigeon hole of a desk if desired, and there is no danger of spilling if anything

hits it. 5, The pen, in writing, is always in position for dipping.

ROYAL INKSTAND
Inkstand troubles. It is well known that in ordinary inkwells the

loss by evaporation is very great. It is also known that evaporation
eauses inks to thicken and become full of sediment. Such inks will
rapidly incrust a pen and end its usefulness. It was to avoid these
troubles that the Royal Inkstand was designed.

Inkstand, same as cut, retails 25c. Six other styles, 25c. to $1.00 each.
Special Discounts to Wholesale and Retailers.
Write for Catalogue and Discount Sheet.

NUMAN, Manufacturer
s,,. g411nrrt,  NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHEAPEST SOLDERLESS SWIVEL
ON EARTH
 NO SOLDER TO BREAK  —

Made in two sizes, ladies and gents. Just
the thing for cheap Campaign Badges.
Price for either size in one hundred gross
lots is 75c. per gross, net. In lots of
less th,m one hundred gross, 85c. per
gross, net, F. 0. B. Pawtucket.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office-103 State Street

066%

ItplicoN

LET THIS BE A QUICK SALES YEAR
Equip your store throughout with our celebrated

Cr

Illuminated jaah" Show Cases
Display your goods in our show cases and you will have more sales

and quicker sales. The testimony of merchants equipped with Quick
Sales Show Cases is convincing and conclusive. Our cases are made
from first quality material by skilled workmen. They possess individu-
ality, reliability and durability.

Let your 1905 motto be " Quick Sales and more sales." Begin by
writing to us at once for suggestions.

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO., Dept. c
"SHOW CASE BUILDERS TO PROGRESSIVE MERCHANTS"

482 to 490 Fort St. ,West, Detroit, U.S.A. Canadian Branch, Windsor, Out.
JOHN PETZ, l'res. and :■111)1 I I I:oncitT MA LOTT, Secy. and Treas.

44-N. R.—Our Novelty Show Case at $6.50 is a Wonder. hare you seen II?

TRADE MARS,

We make 10 KARAT 10 K. Rings

Damm Sc. Block, Buffalo, N. Y.

Experience 30 Years Established 10 Years

F. W. H. SCHMIDT
Jobber in Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Findings, Jobbing Stones, Boxes, and Jewelry

of Every Description. Most Complete Stock of Everything in these Lines.

BASIS ON WHICH MY BUSINESS IS FOUNDED:
EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY- FIRST CLASS SERVICE—HONORABLE; TREATMENT IN EVERY RESPECT

Correspondence Solicited and Orders Filled From Any Catalogue.

103 State Street - - - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
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The Day After The Day:
Some Reflections on December 26th

BY JOHN TWEEZER

It is the Day After—the day of cold

turkey, late getting to business, shiny new

silk hats, bad stomachs, and reflection.

Alas reflection is the one luxury which may

to-day be indulged in by him who passed

his plate once too often on the day before.

I have no doubt at all that if the statis-

tics could be gathered we would find the

Christmas season of 1904 far surpassed any

one other in volume, in all the history of

trade. Not only were more items sold, but

the average value of each item was greater.

The sorry thought is that this lively trade

stops with " a dull, sickening thud " on the

Night Before. Wouldn't it be "just too

perfectly lovely " if another Christmas season

would reach its climax on January 25th, and

continue in similar duplications on the twenty-

fifth of each succeeding month throughout

1903 ? Wouldn't we all get ready the hand

of. fellowship for the millionaires, as we thus

found ourselves qualifying for their 18 K.

society ? Or is this a dream born_ of too

much " breast, if you please," of Christmas

turkey ? a matured boo-hoo of the juvenile

who laments that he cannot eat his cake and

keep his cake?

I have said that the average value of

each gift bought was greater than ever before.

And while there's profit to the jeweler in that

fact, there is pain, too, if he can get outside of

himself and look at the question from the view

point of unselfish human interest. Friends

and relatives nowadays exchange presents;

formerly they exchanged remembrances.

The true Christmas enjoyment is being

spoiled by the very lavishness of its generous

votaries. Instead of looking forward to it

with delightful anticipations, it now too often

involves very serious forebodings of expense

that can be ill afforded, and attendant heart-

burnings of disappointment and chagrin.

The smiling face of a conventional Santa

Claus is replaced by the knit brows of pater-

familias as he figures ways and means in the

light of his bank balance. I know a strug-

gling fellow who has actually impoverished

himself in buying the extravagant Christmas

gift that he thought necessary to secure

notice among the costly tributes from other

beaus of his best girl. Doubtless Christmas

was the most solemn day for him of all the

three hundred and sixty-five.

And the saddest thing about it is that

our children have become infected with this

same spirit of extravagant gift-giving. When
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I was a boy my eyes bulged at the sight, on

my Christmas plate, of a sugar apple with a

preposterous green leaf reposing against its

vociferously-red cheek; my boy, in this year

of grace, was moved to just wrath (he

thought) because his train of cars wasn't

pulled by a sure-enough engine with a work-

ing boiler; and his sister, whose mother in

her time was delighted with a stiff-legged

china doll, wanted a phonograph concealed

in some vital part of Madamoiselle, and a

wardrobe commensurate with her twenty-

dollar elegance. I rather expect that next

Christmas she will shed a pailful of tears if

Dolly doesn't make her debut decked in

point-lace and diamonds.

It is bad enough that the Christmas

season should sometimes have gall and worm-

wood in its cup for us " children of a larger

growth," but it is altogether too bad that

the real babies should have to suffer from

unfulfilled expectation because of the increas-

ing juvenile desire. The fault is with those

who create these desires by example. The

remedy is in " the simple life." Read

Charles Wagner's book, thus entitled, and

you will come to take a saner view of things.

The fact is (I am whispering it to you,

for if the public acted on my suggestion it

would be the last of Merry Christmas for the

jeweler!) the only gift that really means any-

thing is the one in which yourself is given.

Give of your thought, so that the little

remembrance in which that thought takes

expression is finely tempered to the person-

alities of him that gives and him that gets.

No matter how much or how little the cost—

the thought in the thing is all it is worth as a

gift. Give of your act; something made by

your own hands—a box, a verse, a sketch—

should be counted as of greater value than

all that the stores and shops contain, if the

giver and the recipient bold the right Christ-

mas spirit. And when you must sacrifice

for yourself to give to whom you want to

give—not giving from any sense of compul-

sion—the giving is indeed glorious though

the gift be mean as needs be. How much is

given because one " just must!" You fear

that a gift is coming from the recipient; or

you can't omit cousin Bess, though you

loathe her, because you are giving to cousin

Belle, whom you love; and so through the

list of half the gifts you give. .

This miserable business of giving be-

cause we expect to receive, encouraged as it

is by shopkeepers, fed by our own mean

ambition and vanity, nourished by a paltry

unwillingness to " be under obligations," and

by the mere fashion which decrees Christmas

excesses—this foolish and fatiguing custom
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must stop if Christmas would not lose all its

fine flavor.
The compulsou gift is the shadow on

the bright effulgence of The Day.

The whole practice of gift-giving at

Christmas is " out of true." It is entirely

proper to give to relatives and friends, of

course; but these gifts should not absorb all,

or even most, of our giving capacity. It is

the gift to those who need that counts, in the

real Christmas equation. And here again

the gift most blesses the giver when he gives

himself with the gift—when he gives service

by personally hunting out the needy one and

administering to him. He may have to

sacrifice time and comfort and convenience

in personally placing his gift into the worthy

hand, after investigating the genuineness of

its worth; but the true spirit of Christmas

giving is in him and his kind. All honor to

Mr. Carnegie for his lavish beneficences out

of an overflowing purse; but double honor to

the Salvation Army lassie who gives all her

penny gatherings—and gives herself—to

" the charities that soothe and heal and bless " !

Are these reflections born of the heart

and bead—or of a bad stomach on the

Day After?
I cannot say; but I have my doubts. At

any rate, I am now going to take a black pill.

My views may change by morning!

1905

Now comes a New Year " in our midst "—

The youngster's much alive.

We kiss his chubby little fist

And cheer for Nineteen Five!

What fortune does he hold for us?

What chances in his store?

Will he prove saint, or just prove "cuss"

And bring less joy—or more?

Will crops be biggest in his reign?

Will trade be very best?

Will profits mount to double gain

And jewelers be blessed?

What are the cards now up his sleeve?

What game is in his mind?

Shall we be tricked ? Must we believe

The youngling Year's unkind?

No, no ! Let's hope he means us well ;

Let's think his smile sincere ;

Let us believe that time will tell

It is a kindly Year.

And so, if here and there a slip

And here and there a fall,

We'll lift the cup to th' eager lip

And drain the liquor all

In drinking good health to the Kid,

In hope that he'll contrive

To help our fortunes, as he's bid.

Three cheers for Nineteen Five

•
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Eyestrain and Disturbances of the
Mind

Lately, Dr. Charles Dana, one of the
greatest nerve specialists, of New York City,
has discussed the connection between eye-
strain and disturbances of the mind. He
considers the term eyestrain a convenient
designation for two kinds of strain—a spinal
eyestrain and a cerebral eyestrain. He says:

In one case it is the automatic effort of the
midbrain and oculomotor nerves to adjust the eye
in such a way as to overcome abnormalities in re-
fraction, accommodation and imperfect muscular
balance. This kind of straining is largely done
unconsciously, just as a person with one leg
shorter than another unconsciously adapts his pos-
ture and gait to the deformity. This is really an
eyestrain proper ; it does not involve attention or
conscious mental effort, except casually. It is
mostly subcortical, and is a kind of spinal eyestrain.

The second kind of eyestrain occurs when the
eye is more seriously defective, or the receiving
apparatus of the brain is fatigued. Then the corti-
cal centers are brought into play. The imperfect
vision is appreciated with some sense of its defec-
tive working, and a distinct and fatiguing effort is
made to supplement the ordinary mechanism of
the eye, and a sense of this effort, to the point of
distress, may result. This attempt may not be
distinctly recognized as an effort for better vision,
but only perhaps as something wrong, which re-
quires adjustment.

This is the kind of eyestrain ordinarily meant,
I presume, when the term is popularly and cor-
rectly used. It will be seen that eyestrain of this
second kind is really a brain strain. And it seems
to me that it is only this kind of strain which can
do any widespread harm. As long as the eye de-
fects are automatically regulated by the machinery
of the oculomotor nerves and midbrain, there will
be no serious consequences, any more than a per-
son with a somewhat shortened leg will suffer
much as long as the shortening is so slight that it
calls for no voluntary effort to help each step along.
At least, is is only when a patient's brain becomes
seriously weakened or tired by some additional
trouble that the ordinary limp may become a real
discomfort.

Dr. Dana divides the mental disturb-
ances or psychoses into two groups:

The psychoses are divided into two groups:
I. The insanities, in which responsibility is lost or
custodial care required ; 2, the minor psychoses,
which embrace those forms of morbid activity of
the mind displayed in hysteria, the neurasthenic
insanities, morbid fears, doubting manias, impera-
tive impulses, compulsive acts, dipsomania, sexual
perversions, erratic types of character allied to
paranoia, and various hypochondriacal and abor-
tive melancholic states, often grouped as neu-
rasthenia.

The doctor does not believe that eye-
strain is even a contributing cause in pro-
ducing the greater psychoses. Serious efforts
made to help or cure cases of insanity in the
New York State hospitals by careful attention
to the eyes have been failures as far as curing
insanity is concerned, though good work was
done in relieving obviously defective con-
ditions. That however great relief was given

in minor nervous disturbances, is shown in
his following remarks:

I have seen a few cases of eyestrain, however,
with apparent had results mentally, in students at
the secondary schools, where the young men really
work hard. In them it seemed as if the eyestrain
really led to a kind of exhaustion psychosis. These
boys did not get migrane, or headache especially,
but there was actually brought on, by close appli-
cation to books, a mental confusion and exhaustion,
so that they simply could no longer read, or study,
or remember. This condition was accompanied
with some apathy and depression and lack of general
interest, so that they no longer cared even for
their outdoor sports and amusements. The eyes
showed refractive errors and secondary muscular
strain. Recovery came very quickly in most cases
after rest and proper glasses.

I must add that these cases are very rare in
my experience, the eyestrain usually showing itself
only in discomforting local conditions. Neverthe-
less, I believe it wise to have the eyes of psycho-
pathic children, who do not study or who do study
very hard, carefully examined.

Again, in men in the forties, who are applying
themselves closely as teachers, or at some clerical
occupation involving fatigue to both mind and eye,
presbyopia comes on insidiously, and sometimes a
condition of mental depression and irritability
amounting to a mild kind of melancholia may
develop. Here, no doubt, the eyestrain plays a
considerable part. But these cases, too, are rare.

With regard to eyestrain and the minor
psychoses, I might say a good deal ; but as to what
I call the minor neuropsychosis is usually called
" neurasthenia," I should be encroaching on the
field of others.

I can only say that after sixteen years of watch-
ing I have found hardly any cases in which eye-
strain is an important and direct factor in establish-
ing even a minor psychosis though it modifies its
symptoms and secondarily adds to the disturbance.
For example, in the hysterical, paralysis of the
ciliary muscles may cause microscopy, spasm may
cause macroscopy, and accommodative disturb-
ances may cause polyopia.

A New Procedure to Determine the
Refraction of the Eye

In the Annales d' Oculistique Dr. Holth,
of Christiania, describes a new method for
the determination of the refraction which he
calls skiakinescopy. This method is a sub-
jective one and depends on the movement
and size of the shadow caused by passing a
small rod in front of the pupil, while the eye
fixes a luminous object. The reader can con-
vince himself of the fundamental phenomenon
by the following experiment : He seats himself
about 20 feet away from a light, in front of
which there is a screen with an opening of
about 5 millimeters. If the observer is
emmetropic he must make himself ametropic
by placing a plus 3 or 4 D. lens in front of
his eye. If now he moves a darning-needle
very near to his lashes, he will see a very
distinct shadow of the needle passing through
the luminous field, the movement of which
cannot be observed any more the moment he
corrects his natural or artificial ametropia.
To support the lenses which are employed
and the test-objects placed before the eyes,
as well as to retain the proper axis in astig-
matism, the author has devised a frame con-
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sisting of a standard which supports a ring,
in which a movable inner ring and chin-rest
fit. The inner ring revolves within the outer
one and bears two arms running toward the
center, where they intersect a screen used in
the testing. Before determining the exact
refraction in each meridian in astigmatism,
the axis is first determined either by a Placido
disk or by an ophthalmometer, whereupon
the inner ring is rotated to a position corre-
sponding to the least refractive meridian.
Before the light he uses a screen with a five
or ten millimeters opening.

The author has found very accurate re-
sults with this method. It is more rapid
than kinescopy, a similar method which was
described in Tun KEYSTONE some time ago.
The movement of the shadow is more easily
observed in the new method. He has found,
however, the older kinescopy usually better
in all cases in which the visual acuity is less
than The method is not applicable to
patients under the age of seven, and under
twenty years a mydriatic usually must be
employed.

A New Eyeglass
In Germany the optical firm of Ramin &

Balthasar, in Rathenow, recommends a new
patented eyeglass or pincenez, which they
call "orthostatheros." In this the glasses are
rigidly and unchangeably connected with each
other, and only the guards are movable. A
solid bridge connects the rims of the glasses,
and the guards owe their elastic adjustment
to two spirals. These frames are furnished in
all pupillary distances and therefore have the
advantage that the correct pupillary is always
maintained.

The Principles of Refraction in the
Human Eye

Certainly many readcrs of THE KEY-
STONE have wished for a book in which they
could find refraction explained in the sim-
plest manner, without the use of any mathe-
matical formulae. They now will find their
want supplied by a little book which has
lateley appeared from the pen of one of our
best known ophthalmologists of the country,
Dr. Swan M. Burnett, of Washington, D. C.
He bases his exposition on the laws of con-
jugate foci. These laws he does not derive
from the fundamental laws of refraction, but
simply accepts as facts. This standpoint is
certainly quite justified, as indeed every
reader with the simplest lens and candle may
verify these laws of conjugate foci experi-
mentally. When, however, it comes to
numerical relations, such as are given for
example in figures 4 and 5, the usual mathe-
matical formulae have to be employed in the
note, and then one might ask for a derivation
and explanation. An attempt is even made
to give in the ninth chapter a construction

(Continued on page. II7)
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and demonstration of the laws of conjugate
foci, and indeed a quite successful one,
although we would think it rather too
short and miss an explanation of the term
secondary axis, used on page 64. The
diagrams are drawn by the well-known ex-
pert, Charles F. Prentice, M. E., of New York
City, and cannot be excelled. We are
sure that any reader who cannot give the
time and leisure necessary for the study of a
book like Tscherning' s "Physiologic Optics,"
will be greatly benefited by Dr. Burnett's
book, which is about the simplest exposition
of the principles of refraction known to the
reviewer. This work is published by THE
KEYSTONE and the price is $1.00, postpaid.

Is the Piercing of the Ears Good for
the Eyesight?

The following article is taken from the
London Globe and gives an interesting
account of the once popular notion that
nothing was better for the eyesight than to
pierce the ear and to wear earrings :

The Mohammedans have a curious legend to
account for the beginning of the custom of wearing
earrings. They say that Sarah, being jealous of
Hagar, vowed that she would not rest until she
had imbrued her hands in the blood of her bond-
maid. Abraham quickly pierced Hagar's ear and
drew a ring through it, so that Sarah was able to
fulfil her rash vow without danger to the bond-
maid's life.

From that time, they say, it became customary
for women to wear earrings. The story of Rebe-
kah's earring is only one of many early biblical
allusions to the ornament. When Aaron made the
golden calf, it will be remembered, he called upon
the Israelites to " break off the golden earrings,
which are in the ears of your wives, of your sons
and of your daughters and bring them unto me."
And out of these and other golden ornaments the
calf was made. From this it is plain that earrings
were worn by the Hebrews without regard to sex
or age.

In our own country the familiar ornaments
have been worn for many centuries, and not by
women only. Charles I, it is said, wore pearl ear-
rings of considerable value, and the day before his
execution took one from his ear and gave it to
Bishop Juxon for transmission to his daughter, the
Princess Royal. Rabelais tells us that it was in his
day—the era of our Henry VII—that men in France
first began to wear earrings. It is worth noting that
at least one exisiting portrait of Shakespeare repre-
sents him wearing such an adornment. This is at
Wentworth Park, Yorkshire, and shows the poet
with moustache and beard, and an earring in his
left ear. Lord Sherborne possesses, at Sherborne
House, near the Old World town of Northleach, a
portrait of one Thomas Dutton, a sixteenth century
worthy, who is represented, says his lordship, " in
the prime of life, and wearing a remarkably fine
pearl in his left ear. The right ear is not shown,
but presumably he wore a corresponding earring
in it."

Nowadays, in this country, few men wear
them, save some sailors and fishermen and nav-
vies. Among Southern peoples their use by both
sexes is more common and often begins at an early
age. In Spain babies' ears are bored soon after
birth. The family doctor performs the operation
and inserts a gold ear wire. Boys wear these ear
wires till they attain manhood, when the wires are
removed. The idea is that the process has a most
beneficial influence on the eyes.

A Spanish lady writes : "Ophthalmia and
scrofula are very rare in Spain, and the natives
maintain that freedom therefrom is owing to the
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ear piercing." In Portugal and Italy, and very
frequently in France, children usually have their
ears pierced at an early age. Many men in the
South retain their earrings after reaching manhood.
Cardinal Mezzofanti, famous for his powers as a
linguist, is said by his biographer to have worn
them from infancy as a preventive against an affect-
ion of the eyes to which he had been subject.

The popular notion that piercing the ear exer-
cises a beneficial influence upon the optic nerve is
very widespread. An English traveler of little
more than a century ago noticed that many men in
Vienna wore earrings, and was told they were
worn a good deal for the eyes—" the hole in the
ear and the weight of the earrings drawing any
humor in the eyes to those parts"—which is hardly
scientific. Village folk in England believe in the
good effect of ear piercing on the eyes just as
firmly as their like in Italy and elsewhere abroad.
In fact, in some places ear piercing is regarded by
the rustics as a remedy for many troubles. At the
other side of the world boys have their ears pierced
from a different motive. A writer on Chinese super-
stitions says that John Chinaman pierces his little
boy's ears and makes him wear earrings, for if an
evil spirit happens to see him he will mistake him
fhoirmaawgairy.I and will not take the trouble to carry

We must say that this popular notion
of the intimate connection between the
piercing of the ears and the health of the
eyes, finds no support in a scientific investi-
gation of the subject. Or rather we will say,
it has not been proved that the wearing of
the earrings in itself has any influence upon
the health of the eyes. There can be no
doubt, however, that in existing inflamma-
tions of the eyes, the piercing of the ears
frequently had a beneficial influence upon
the eye-trouble, whenever the piercing was
followed by an inflammation of the ear. This
probably often happened in olden times, when
asepsis and antisepsis were entirely unknown.
Such inflammation of the earlobe would often
help the eye-trouble because it acted like a
counter-irritation, in the same way as we
now would produce a blister behind the ear
to benefit inflammatory processes in the eye.
It may be, therefore, that this notion of the
beneficial influence of the wearing of ear-
rings upon the health of the eyes, has its
foundation in this last-mentioned fact and
therefore may be said to contain a good grain
of truth, as is the case with many apparently
superstitious and popular beliefs.

Is X-Ray Photography Absolutely
Reliable in Detection of Foreign

Bodies in the Eye?

It is often claimed that any doubt re-
garding the presence ot a foreign body in the
eye can be easily cleared up by X-ray pho-
tography. But that this standpoint is not
quite correct is shown by an article by Pro-
fessor L. Weiss, of Heidelberg, in the Ger-
man edition of the Archives. He proves
that the testimony on this point, as gathered
from literature, is contradictory. Twelve
cases in which the method was tried are
described in detail. In seven the presence
of a foreign body was demonstrated, although
they were comparatively very small in two.
In one case the first examination was nega-
tive; the second, positive. In such a case
the negative result may be due to the posi-
tion of the foreign body, so that its edge was
presented. Another cause which may pro-
duce a negative result is restlessness on the

•
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part of the patient, which may keep the for-
eign body in motion. But in many cases
the reason why part of the pictures should
be negative is not apparent. In four cases
repeated exposures gave negative results.
In one of these a foreign body was certainly,
in another probably, in the eye; in the other
two its presence was doubtful. The failure
in the first was ascribed to the dense shadows
cast by the orbital walls, which obscured that
cast by the foreign body. In general, the
orbital walls of elderly people cast greater
shadows than those of children and young
people. The composition of the foreign
body, whether of metal, stone or glass, is
also of influence on the shadow. In one
case the skiagram showed a little shadow,
which seemed to indicate the presence of a
foreign body, but nothing of the kind could
be found after the eye had been enucleated.
Such a case is an emphatic warning to be
careful in the interpretation of X-ray pictures.

Refraction in Ancient Times
In an article in the German edition of

the Archives of Ofihthalmology, Dr. Vincenz
Fukala, the promoter of the operative treat-
ment of high myopia, comes to the following
conclusions regarding the views of the
ancients on refraction :

I. Hippocrates was the first to mention near-
sightedness.

2. Aristotle first gave the optic causes of pres-
byopia and myopia and suggested those names.

3. Albertus Magnus (1193-1280) ascribed myo-
pia to a change of the position of the crystalline lens
in the eye. Felix Plater (1536-1614) was of the
same opinion.

4. Plemp (1601-1671) recognized from his own
anatomical investigations that myopia was in fact
due to a lengthening of the eyeball.

5. J. B. Morgagni (1681-1771) corrected the
views held by Plater, and demonstrated anatomi-
cally the lengthening of the eye in myopia.

6. Valsalla, Petit and Morgagni gave as the
cause of presbyopia a yellow discoloration and a
hardening of the nucleus of the lens.

7. Morgagni first gave a correct interpretation
of the act of accommodation.

8. J. Janin described a second case of cataract
operation in a young man who was highly myopic.

9. Spectacles and eyeglasses were very proba-
bly known several centuries before Christ.

Dr. Fukala, of course, bases his conclu-
sions on quotations from the old authors; but
Dr. Ed. Pergens in the same Archives states
his convictions that Fukala's translation of
the passage referred to in the writings of
Hippocrates is erroneous, and that no refer-
ence is there made to nearsightedness.
Regarding the statement that Janin, in 1760,
operated on the second case of cataract with
myopia, Pergens states that Woolhouse
wrote in a letter to Le Brun, in 1707, that
myopes who had been operated for cataract
did not need glasses, and he further remarks
that Higgs, in 1755, couched the lens for
myopia. As to the use of glasses, centuries
before Christ, while it cannot be declared
impossible, Pergens claims that no proof can
be adduced that they existed.

"I cannot see how you can improve The Key-
stone in any way, as it is the best journal in the
United States for either optician, jeweler or sales-
man, and I wish every one might subscribe for it." —
I. S. Coffman, Optician, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
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CHAPTER I

The Globe and Its Socket
The motions of the eyes are notable for their combination of

silence, swiftness and precision.
The silence of the eye, or, at least, the absence of audible

sound, is all the more remarkable because of the proximity of the
organ of hearing, and the ready conduction of sound by bone.

The swiftness of the eyeball itself is not, perhaps, greater than
that of adept fingers, nor is it desirable that it should be in the
interest of its delicate contents; yet the act of winking or " twink-
ling of the eye " has always been accepted by common consent as
the briefest measure of time expressible by the human body.

The precision of the ocular movements, together with the
perfect co-ordination of the two eyes, is the most important virtue
of the three, and is evidenced in thousands of ways every day.
One example only need be given, namely, that in watching a small
moving object in the distance, such as a bird a mile away, it is seen
single instead of double, which could not be unless both eyes
followed the object with the keenest exactness.

Akin to this we may mention the steadiness of the eyeball in
observing a fixed point ; a steadiness, however, which is not
inherent in the ocular muscles, but which is maintained by an
exquisite " visual reflex " mechanism.

When the eyelids are closed the globes are in almost perpetual
motion, as any reader may verify by laying the tips of his fore-
fingers over the closed upper lids: moreover, if one eye be covered
while the other is observing with comparative steadiness a fixed
point, the covered eye does not share the steadiness of its fellow,
but wavers slowly from side to side. This is easily demonstrated
by the author's " visual camera " (Chapter XIV), which detects
the movements of an eye placed in the dark.

Even in the light, an eye is unsteady unless occupied with a
fixed object, as when, for instance, it only sees a false image of an
object, the true image of which is seen by the other eye.

The absolute steadiness of the eye during the study of minute
objects, is entirely beyond our voluntary control, and I think we
may fairly describe the parts played by volition and reflex action
respectively, when we say that the former directs the eye, and the
latter steadies it. It is true that in daily life the point of fixation is
constantly on the move, but then it does not move in a wavering
way, but purposefully, and in looking at an object it flits, as it were,
from one salient point to another, dwelling upon each long enough
to let the mind grasp the new picture presented each time.
Lamare's ingenious plan of making the movements of the eye
audible by a kind of binaural stethoscope attached by a point to
the upper lid, showed that four or five slight movements take place
during the reading of one line, and a greater movement when we
begin to read a new line.

Under ordinary conditions we can turn our eyes at pleasure
from one object to another, but there is a peculiar pathological
state in which this faculty fails, and in which this visual reflex
appears to gain the upper hand, so that the eyes can with difficulty
be made to look away from the object last looked at. To this
subject we shall recur later on.

The ball of the Bye.—When we consider the spheroidal shape
of the eyeball, and the character of its motions, we need not wonder
that astronomical language has been so freely drawn upon for their
description.

Thus we speak of the globe moving in its orbit (metaphorically
like a planet), and distinguish its axis, poles, meridians and equator.

The anterior pole is the mid-point of the cornea in front: the
posterior pole the mid-point of the sclerotic behind (as in Fig. ).

The axis of the eye, often called the " optic axis," extends
between these poles. The equator is a circle or belt of the globe
midway between the two poles.*

* This definition of the equator is an anatomioal one. Physiologically, its axis coin-
cides with the visual line, if we think of vision ; or with the fixation line if we are occupied
with the ocular motions. Since the eyeball is not a geometrically true body, it is customary
to disregard the little discrepancies between the position of the anatomical equator, and. those
of the visual and fixation lines.
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The meridians are circles, each of which passes through both
poles so as to have the axis of the eye for their common diameter.

In the study of the ocular motions we assume the eyeball to be
spherical, though it is not
strictly so, but flattened from
before backwards, more like
an " oblate spheroid," inter-
rupted by the prominence of
the cornea in front, which
has a stronger curvature.

Ocular Muscles.—Each
eyeball receives the insertions
of six muscles, namely, four
recti and two obliques.

The recti have an almost
common origin around the
optic foramen (embracing the optic nerve at its entrance into the
orbit) and course forwards, diverging as they go to embrace the
globe for a short distance before reaching their insertions.

The superior and inferior oblique muscles act upon the eye
from the upper and lower corners respectively of the inner wall of
the orbital outlet.

The motions of the globe take place unerringly under the
guidance of these six delicately-proportioned muscles, the
importance of whose contribution to our daily comfort is not
realized till one of them is disabled from any cause, and we
see double.

Normal Motions.—The eye is so suspended in position that its
ordinary movements are limited to those of rotation, no appreciable
translation being possible. It is true that certain animals possess a
" retractor muscle of the globe," capable of drawing the eye deeper
into the recess of the orbit, but in man, exophthalmos and enoph-
thalmos are only known as pathological conditions, due, in part, to
such causes as variations in the size of the palpebral aperturo, vary-
ing pressure of the lids, varying tone of the extra-ocular muscles;
turgescence or spasm of the retro-ocular blood vessels, spasm and
relaxation of the unstriped " orbital muscle " of Muller, which
spans the spheno-maxillary fissure; and possibly also to contrac-
tion or relaxation of the unstriped muscular fibres described by
Sappey as existing in the internal and external check ligaments
near their orbital insertion. It is probable that there occur,
even in health, slight unnoticed physiological variations in the
prominence of the eyes.

Orbits.—The orbits are two deep conical excavations in the
skull, the anatomy of which is too well known to need description.

At the apex of the cone are two aper-
tures, the optic foramen and the sphenoidal
fissure, the former transmitting the optic
nerve and the ophthalmic artery, the latter all
the other nerves but one, and the ophthalmic
veins. The inner walls of the two orbits are
almost parallel to each other, but the outer
walls slope outwards so strongly that the axes
of the two orbits (represented by imaginary
lines from the apices to the centers of the

Fig. 2 orbital outlets) diverge from each other by
from 24° to 300. The conical shape of the

orbit is to accommodate the cone of muscles, and its apparently
superabundant capacity is to permit the globe to be sufficiently
packed in with orbital fat which plays a very important part in the
formation of its socket.

The orbital out/et is narrowed a little by the incurving of its
upper and outer margins, and its outer margin is considerably
posterior to its inner. From a series of measurements which I have
made, the outer margin of the bony orbit appears to be, on an
average, about 22 Mtn. behind the root of the nose, 12 mm. behind
the anterior ridgef of the lachrymal groove, and even 7 mm. behind
the depression for the trochlea of the superior oblique. A needle
run transversely inwards athwart the outer margin of the orbit
would, it is said, pierce the center of an average eyeball. But
great differences exist. The orbit is I 3% inches deep, while its
outlet is t% inches broad and iy,. inches high.

t The ridge referred to is the front edge of the groove formed by the superior
maxilla and lachrymal bone.

[To BE CONTINUED]
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Presbyopia

You will be called upon in your practice
to prescribe glasses for presbyopia more fre-
quently than for any other form of visual
defect. Perhaps, however, we should modify
this statement or, rather, state it in a different
way: Presbyopia undoubtedly heads the
list of the forms of eye failure for which
glasses are sought, but very many presby-
opes purchase their glasses as they do an
article of merchandise. They are loath to
believe that their eyes are defective. They
say that their eyes have always been good
until quite recently, and they think perhaps
they are strained, or cold has settled in them,
and they will be all right in a few days.

But finally the patient begins to realize
that the impairment of close vision is perma-
nent, and he drops into a spectacle store and
asks for a pair of " rest glasses," or " first
glasses." He does not feel the need of a
thorough examination of his eyes, and there-
fore as you are all skilled refractionists, he
does not seek your services, and for this rea-
son your record books will perhaps not show
as large a proportion of cases of presbyopia as
the frequency of this defect would indicate.

Presbyopia is one of the penalties of
age. You have learned from your studies
that certain changes take place in the eye
with the advance of years, all of which tend to
make more difficult the act of accommodation.

This presbyopic change is no respecter
of persons; it occurs in all classes of society
and in the eyes of every person who reaches
middle age. The evidence of it is influenced
by the refractive condition of the eye, being
accentuated in hypermetropia, while in myopia
it is less noticeable. This brings out the fact
that every person who lives the allotted span
of life, is called upon to wear glasses at some
time or other during his life. The evidence
is around us on every hand that many chil-
dren and young people must wear glasses:
but those who perchance escape at this time,
find themselves up against it in the " forties,"
when reading and near work become less and
less possible without artificial assistance.

Inasmuch as this condition of presbyopia
is so common, it may not prove unprofitable
for us to devote our clinic hour to-day to its
consideration, and illustrate it by several
cases that have presented themselves for
examination.

Mr. G. P. L., aged forty-four years,
complains of headache after reading, or any
close use of eyes.

When a person of this age complains of
difficulty in close use of eyes, we at once
suspect presbyopia. But as educated opto-
metrists, we have no right to proceed to
prescribe glasses on this assumption, but we
must prove or disprove it.

In the first place we determine the acute-
ness of vision. We ask the patient to read

KEYSTONE,

the lowest line of letters on the test card, and
he names every one on the No. 20 line.
This being normal vision excludes myopia,
and in order to determine the possibility of
hypermetropia, or slight hypermetropic astig-
matism, we try a + .50 sphere and a + .50
cylinder, rotating the latter through the
different meridians. Both of these being
rejected, we are justified in concluding that
the refraction is emmetropic.

We now hand the patient the reading
card, and ask him if he can read the smallest
type at the top of the card. He replies that
he can, at the same time moving the card
away from his eyes. We request him to
bring the card nearer, as close to his eyes as
it is possible for him to make out the words
even though he feels it a great strain, and on
measuring this distance we find it to be nine
inches, which represents the near point in
this case, thus indicating a deficiency of
accommodation.

The question occurs as to what is the
standard by which the accommodation must be
gaged? The least amount of accommodation
which an eye should possess in order to use
the eyes for close vision without strain, is
5 D., and therefore in this patient's case
there is a deficiency of accommodation.

Now we have the essential features of
this case as follows:

Refraction, normal.
Accommodaton, deficient.
Age, forty-four years.

The existence of these three factors in
any one case, proves presbyopia. If any 

ione s missing, it cannot be simple presby-
opia; and when all are present, it cannot be
anything else.

You will doubtless meet with cases in
which the refraction is apparently normal,
but with deficiency of accommodation, in
persons who are less than forty years of age.
Such patients cannot be presbyopic, although
they are often wrongly classed as such. If
the refraction is carefully examined (as, for
instance, by the fogging method and by
skiascopy) it will be found that the refraction
is hypermetropic, showing itself as a so-called
early presbyopia.

Many optometrists in their examination
of cases, assume that the refraction is normal
when they find the acuteness of vision to
equal 1-1. But you must not too hastily jump
to such a conclusion, else you will oftentimes
overlook hypermetropia and hypermetropic
astigmatism.

We are safe then in diagnosing this case
as one of presbyopia, and now the question
occurs as to what glass should be prescribed?
Theoretically, this is a simple matter: the
eye should possess 5 D. of accommodation,
this man has only 4.50 D. (as shown by the
near point of nine inches), and the deficiency
is therefore .5o D., which is made up by a
convex lens of like amount.

We will ask this man if he has ever
worn glasses. He replies that he got a pair
about six months ago, but they " pulled his
eyes and he hasn't worn them much." We
ask to see the glasses, and on neutralizing
them find them to be + i D.

According to the slight impairment of
the accommodation shown by our examination,
you will say that these glasses are too strong,

and this has been proved by our patient's
experience with them.

In the commencement of presbyopia it
is not well to give the glasses too strong at
first. It is a fact that should guide you in
your selection of glasses, that there is much
more complaint from glasses too strong than
from those too weak.

We will therefore order .5o D. lenses
for this man for close work only, with every
confidence that they will prove satisfactory.

The next patient is S. W. B., aged forty-
five years who complains that for the past
year he has had difficulty in reading, espe-
cially at nights.

We find the acuteness of vision in each
eye is H. and that convex lenses are posi-
tively rejected. This proves the refraction to
be emmetropic.

We give him the card of small type, and
he cannot read the first or the second size.
He can read only the third, and that no
closer than fifteen inches.

We have now all the essentials for a
diagnosis of presbyopia: emmetropic eyes,
deficient accommodation and age over forty.

Now what glasses shall we order in this
case? The near point of fifteen inches, and
that with no smaller type than No. 3, indi-
cates an amplitude of accommodation of not
more than 2.50 D., which is just one-half of
what a person should possess for comfortable
reading. In this case, therefore, a glass of
+ 2.50 D. is theoretically required to bring
the accommodation up to the standard of
5 D. Shall we prescribe so strong a glass
for a person who has heretofoi e never worn
glasses? No, it would scarcely be proper.
We cannot tie ourselves down to any hard
and fast rules. They must be modified to
suit indivividual cases, and we must make
use of common sense and good judgment all
the time.i

With the knowledge that strong glasses
cause more discomfort than weak ones, we
would not dare in this case to give first glasses
of +z.i5thooDut.vv

any special rule to guide us in
the selection of glasses in such conditions,
but relying on our experience in similar
cases, we will order + i D. lenses for close
use to begin with. This man has been read-
ing up to the present time without any help at
all; if we assist him to the extent of + r D. it
will be pleasantly received. But if we offer him
too much help, if we over-assist him, discom-
fort will result and the glasses will be rejected.

Our third and last case in to-day's clinic
is I. B. J., aged forty-nine years, who
acknowledges to some difficulty in reading.

The acuteness of vision is 1-8-, and all
convex lenses are rejected.

Of course, you will notice we are testing
his distant vision with the lenses, and when
we say all convex lenses are rejected it is
understood at twenty feet, as the examination
of the condition of the refraction must be
made with rays of light that are as nearly as !
possible parallel.

On testing the near vision we find that
patient cannot see the No. I type, but he
reads No. 2 as close as twelve inches.

We now have the three factors on which
the diagnosis of presbyopia rests.

What glasses shall we give this man ?
His amplitude of accommodation is 3.25 D.,

(Continued on page ie3)
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as shown by the near point of twelve inches,
therefore he 'reds + 1.75 D. glasses to
bring his accommodative power up to the
standard of 5 D. But is it wise to give him
glasses as strong as this ? Remember he has
never worn glasses, and if we give him

1.75 D. the crutch will probably be too
high for comfort. He has been so long
accustomed to stooping over that he cannot
bear being raised to the upright standard all
at once. We will therefore prescribe ± i D.
for close use in the confidence that they will
afford more satisfaction than the stronger
lenses which are seemingly indicated.

Perhaps you will have noticed that all
three of the cases have been handled differ-
ently.

In the first case (G. P. L. ) we gave the
full correction as indicated by the rule, viz.,
to supply such glasses that, added to the
amplitude of accommodation, will equal 5 D
We were justified in this by the age of the
patient, and by the fact that even the full
correction was a comparatively weak glass,
as weak as would be of any special value.
This man's accommodation is but little im-
paired, but he shows wisdom in seeking optical
help as soon as he feels the need of it, instead
of struggling for awhile against the inevitable
as the other two have done.

In the second case (S. W. B) we gave
less than half the indicated correction. We
were guided in this selection not only by the
fact of these being the first glasses, but
because of the age of the patient, being only
five and forty. It is possible his glasses may
need changing in a year, but in spite of this
it is not well to insist on a stronger glass at
first.

In the third case t(I. B. J.) we gave
more than half the indicated correction
because the patient was so near to the half
century mark, thus justifying a greater
proportional increase in the strength of the
glasses.

These cases were all simple presbyopia,
all coming for their first glasses, and yet
there were points of difference in each, thus
emphasizing the fact that in optometry there
are no hard and fast rules to be blindly fol-
lowed even in cases suffering from the same
form of optical defect.

We have made a somewhat hasty exam-
ination of these cases, but the history of them
led us to believe that they were simply pres-
byopic, and as they were all in the " forties,"
we relied on a subjective examination alone,
investigating only the condition of the accom-
modation and the refraction. The first being
deficient, and the second normal, the diag-
nosis could be none other than presbyopia.

But we would earnestly advise you to go
more thoroughly into the examination of
your cases. You claim to be skilled opto-
metrists, and you want to establish a repu-
tation as such, and therefore in the exam-
ination of all cases that seek your services,
you should investigate every function of the
eyes and the condition of all their parts that
are accessible to your trained skill.

After determining the state of the refrac-
tion, you should look into the muscular

KEYSTONE

equilibrium and thus detect any heterophoria
that may be present, either at twenty feet or
at reading distance. You should use your
ophthalmoscope to determine the integrity of
the refracting media and of the nerve head
and retina. Also your retinoscope to verify
the condition of the refraction.

In closing I want to say to you that
presbyopia is not a well-defined departure
from normal shape or structure (as are the
several refractive errors), but rather an
impairment of the function of accommodation
that comes on so gradually that to a certain
extent the eyes adapt themselves to it. Even
though the refraction is the same
in two persons of the same age, the
accommodation is apt to vary, and
hence also the measurable amount of
presbyopia.

One objection to stronger glasses
which we have failed to mention is that
they diminish the range of accommo-
dation and tie the patient down too
close to his book or work. This im-
poses a strain on both the accommo-
dation and the convergence. Di-
minish the strength of the glasses by
.25 D. or .50 D., and you will greatly
extend the range of accommodation, and at
the same time make patient more comfortable
in the use of his eyes.
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Then the true or equivalent focal length of the
two combined, but with a separation of i cm., is

71.5 X ( — Hi)
= 196 cm. approximately.71.5 — III — I

The distance of the focus from the back surface of
the second lens is

( 71.5 — I ) X )
= 193 cm. approx.

71.5— III —

2. You are given a source of light, a prism, a lens,
and an adjustable slit. Describe, with a sketch,
how you would arrange these so as to produce
pure spectrum.

/,,
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An Optical Examination Paper
with Answers

S most of our readers are aware the
Spectacle Makers' Company, of Lon-
don, is one of the famous guilds of

that city, with a long and creditable history.
In recent years this institution has been grant-
ing diplomas to refractionists after an exam-
ination on theoretical and practical optics as
applied to the correction of visual errors.
The latest examination was held on Novem-
ber 24, 1904, and the questions cannot fail
to interest our readers. The answers to the
questions are by Lionel Laurance, the official
instructor of the Spectacle Makers' Company.

I. Explain why the distance from the back surface
of a lens to its back focus is not the same as its
true focal length. A thin lens of ± 2.4 diopters
is placed in front of a thin lens of — .9 (Hop-
ters, the distance between them being i cm.
Calculate the true focal length of the combina-
tion, and find also the distance from the back
of the second lens to the back focus.

I. The true focal distance of a lens is the dis-
tance between the second equivalent point and the
plane in which the principal focus is formed, or in
a thin lens the distance between the optical center
and the focus. Now, the optical center is a point
which occupies varying positions according to the
form of the lens, and may be, as in the case of the
periscopic, outside the lens altogether. Conse-
quently, the distance of the focus from the back
surface may differ considerably from the true focal
length of a lens.

A lens of + 1.4 D. has a focal distance of
ioo / 1.4 = 71.5 cm., and that of a — .9 D too/— .9 ==.--

— III
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2. The light is passed through the slit and
through the cx. lens, by means of which it is rendered
convergent. Then, falling on a prism, placed in the
position of minimum deviation, and without suffer-
ing further appreciable convergence, it is separated
into its component parts, and if a screen is so
placed as to receive the image formed, there is
obtained on it a pure spectrum, consisting of a
series of images of the slit. The violet is nearest
the base and the red nearest the edge of the prism.

3. Define what is meant by the curvature of a
surface. A certain spherometer of precision
has three equidistant fixed legs, and a central
leg movable by a fine screw cut upon it. The
distance between the fixed legs is I inch. The
pitch of the screw is i / too inch. Having been
first adjusted on a flat plane, the spherometer
is then placed on one face of a lens. If then,
in order to obtain adjustment, it is found
necessary to turn the screw head through
3-8/too turns, what is the radius of curvature
of the face of the lens?
,3. Curvature is a departure from a condition of

planeness or flatness, and is inversely proportional
to the radius of curvature. If the pitch of the
screw is t/too of an inch, and an adjustment is
obtained by 3-8 / too turns, then s, the distance of
the plane of the apex of the curve from the plane
occupied by the feet of the spherometer, is 3-8/100
X i / TOO = .0308 inches. Now, r, the radius of
curvature, is obtained when d, the distance between
the fixed legs and the distance s are known by the
formula,

r = s2/6d,

this formula being good if the distance d is sntall,
as it is in this case. Then, the radius of curvature
of the surface in question is

jl

= 
6 X .o3o8 

5.41 inches.

4. Explain the phenomenon of total internal re-
flection, and also state the mathematical rela-
tion which exists between the critical angle of
total reflection and the index of refraction of
the medium in which the incident and reflected
beams are situated. Explain carefully the
meanings of any symbols you may use in this
answer. What difference will there be, if any,

(Continued on page 125)
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(Continued from page [23)

in the phenomenon, and in your mathematical
expression, if water is substituted for air as the
second medium?
4. Total internal reflection occurs when light

in a denser medium has, at the boundary surface
between that and a rarer medium, an angle of inci-
dence, such that the angle of refraction would
exceed 900. This latter being impossible, the light
is totally reflected within the denser medium. If
the light just emerges into the rarer medium the
angle of incidence is termed the critical angle.

When the rarer medium is air the relationship
between the critical angle and the index of refrac-
tion is p. I / sin critical angle.

p. means the refractive index, sin stands for
sine, and is the numerical expression of the ratio
between the perpendicular opposite to and the
radius of the arc which subtends an angle. The /
in the formula is the sine of the angle of refraction,
which is 9o°.

Since refraction depends on the difference be-
tween the la's of two media, the angle of incidence
in the first or denser medium would need be much
greater if the angle of refraction is 900 in water,
when this is the second or rarer medium instead of
air. The p. obtained would be that relative to the
two media and not the absolute p. of the first
medium. There would be, however, no difference
in the mathematical expression, for the critical
angle is that in which the angle of refraction is 9o0,
the sine ot which is 1.

5. Describe two ways of ascertaining the focal
length of a negative lens : (a) When a test set
of lenses is available ; (b) when no test set is
available. Criticise the accuracy of each of
the methods.
(a) With the test set available, the focal length

of a negative lens can be ascertained by employing

a positive lens to neutralize the power of the former.

This is done by finding that convex which, when

placed in conjunction with the concave to be tested,

and passed across the line of vision, causes an object.

viewed to appear stationary.
(b) When the test set is not available. One

method of learning the focal length of a concave is

that of projection. This consists of passing the

light proceeding from a small source at co through

the lens held in front of a screen. Then on the

screen there is formed a bright zone surrounding a

dark center. The size of the luminous zone varies

with the aperture of the lens and its distance from

the screen. When the lens is at its focal distance

from the screen the zone occupies a space twice

the diameter, of the lens. Such diameter is the

effective diameter, and, therefore, the bevel is not

included. Of the two methods mentioned, that of

neutralization is the more accurate for thin lenses.

6. What is Scheiner's pin-hole experiment? Ex-

plain how the images are seen, and why.
6. The Schziner's pin-hole experiment consists

of the employment of an opaque disk having

two small apertures distant from each other less

than the diameter of the pupil, so that when placed

before the eye with the apertures-say, vertical,

two images of an object are formed in the eye.

The one aperture should be covered with a

red glass. The Scheiner disk is used for deter-

mining the near point and the refractive condi-

tion. In emmetropia the two images are formed

at the retina, and correspond so that a single

impression is produced. In hypermetropia the
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cones of light impinge on the retina before they
meet, the upper cone funning the upper image,
and vice versa. Thus two images are seen, which,
on projection outward, are crossed. In myopia
the cones of light meet before reaching the retina
and the light crossing, the upper image on the
retina is formed by the lower cone. Again, two
images are seen, which are projected outwards as
homonymous. Thus the red aperture being upper-
most and a flame being, say, the object viewed,
there is seen in hypermetropia a red flame below
the other, and in myopia above the other, and the
distance between them is greater as the ametropia
is of high degree. The images are seen as de-
scribed, because the mental projection of a retinal
impression is in a direction at right angles to the
part of the retina receiving the impressien.

7. Transpose the follou lag prescriptions into the
best working formula!, and give reasons why
you prefer the form you give :

(a)
R. E. + 

2.75 D. cyl. axis 135°
- 2.75 D. cyl. axis 45°
+ 3 

L E.  
1). cyl. axis 200

. 
+ 4.5 D. cyl. axis 1!O° ;

(b) + 
R. E. 

2.5 D. sph.
- 1.25 D. cyl. axis 300

- 
L. E. 

2 I). sph.
+ 3.5 D. cyl. axis 200'

7. Each combination in (a) can be transposed
into two other forms, of which the following may
be considered the best, for the reason that they are
more or less periscopic, and admit of the eye wires
being set nearer to the eyes :

(a) R. E. - 2.75 D. sph. C 5.50 D. cyl.
axis 135°. This should he placed with the con-
cave spherical next to the eye.

L. E. 1- 4.5 D. sph. C - 1.5 D. cyl. axis 200,
placed with the concave cylindrical next to the eye.

The combinations given in (b) are in as good
form as they can be made as sphero-cylindricak,
but there would be less curvature, and some might
prefer them transposed into

R. E. + 1.25 D. sph. C + 1.25 D. cyl. ax. 120°.
L. E. 1.5 a Sph. C - 3.5 I). cyl. ax. Ina°.

Better effects are sometimes obtained by making
sphero-cylindrical lenses in toric form.

8. Explain the principles on which Suellen's and
Jaeger's test types are based. What relation
do the reading types bear to those used for
testing distant vision ?
8. Snellen's test types are specially constructed

in such a manner that, at given distances, each
whole letter subtends an angle of 5 minutes at the
nodal point of the eye, while the limbs or divisions
of each letter subtend an angle of I minute. These
angles are considered to be the smallest under
which, respectively, an object can be recognized

and one luminous point mentally separated from

another.
Jaeger's test types consist of a series of printers'

ordinary types graduated in size, No. i being the

smallest. Actually, Jaeger's types do not subtend

the regulation angles mentioned in connection

with Snellen's types, and bear no definite relation

to them. Approximately, however, the graduation

of size is continuous from the largest distance type

to the smallest reading type. Types constructed

on Snellen's principle cannot well be constructed

in very small size, because all letters do not lend

themselves to such construction, nor, indeed, are

they needed in near vision.

9. How, in cases where prism lenses are prescribed,

would you ascertain that the prisms are cor-

rectly set in the frames? How would you
ascertain that the number of degrees corre-
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sponded to the prescription given? How
much would a + 5.5 D. sph. lens require to
be decentered in order to be equal to a 2°
prism, base out?
9. To learn whether a prism is correctly set in

the frame, the base apex line is found by rotating
the glass in front of the eye, while observing
through it a cross bar. When one of the lines
of the latter-say the vertical, is seen continuous
within and beyond the glass, the base apex line
corresponds in direction to it. When this occurs
the horizontal cross line appears broken, and the
base of the prism is in the oppcsite direction to its
deviation. If the position of the base apex line he
marked on the glass and this laid on a protractor,
the exact location of the base apex line, if oblique,
can be ascertained, or an axis-finder can be used
for the purpose.

Whether the number of degrees corresponds
to the prescription given can be determined by
measuring the power of the prism on a tangent
scale or by neutralizing it with a prism placed in
opposition.

The deviating power of a 2° prism depends on
the refractive index of the glass as well as on its
shape, but if p. be taken as 1.52, the lens mentioned
would require to be decentered-say,

2 X .9
- .33 cm. approx.

5.5
to. Explain the meaning of the terms :-Posterior

principal focus ; nodal points ; virtual focus ;
optical center ; secondary axis. What is the
size of a retinal image of an object to centi-
meters long, situated 15 meters away, in a
myopic eye of 4 D myopia ; the myopia being
due to axial elongation of the globe?
to. The posterior principal focus is that in the

denser of the two separated media of light pro-
ceeding from an infinite distance in the rarer
medium.

The nodal points are two points situated in an
optical system, like the eye, Such that if a ray of
light be directed towards the first it appears to
proceed from the second, and its course is parallel
to its original course. The nodal points may be
considered the optical center of a refracting system
since the secondary axes cross the principal
axis there.

A virtual focus is that which is formed by rays
of light which, after reflection or refraction, are
divergent, and it is formed, therefore, on the same
side of a lens as the object, or behind a mirror at
such a position as the mind projects the divergeht
rays backwards until they apparently meet.

The optical center is a point on the principal
axis of a lens at which a ray, directed to the first
equivalent point, cuts the principal axis on its
passage through the lens, and, after refraction, its
course is parallel to its original course. In thin
lenses the optical center takes the place of the
two equivalent points, and a ray which passes
through it is presumed to be continuous with its
original course.

A secondary axis is an imaginary line passing
through the optical center of a leneobliquely to
the principal axis.

The size of the retinal image is to the size of
the object as the distance of the retina from the
nodal point, some 15 mm. in enunetropia, is to
the distance of the object from the nodal point.

Now, if an eye is myopic 4 D. it is increased in
length, approximately, 1.3 mm., and it may be
taken that of this increased length t mm. is behind
the nodal point, hence the retina is distant from
the nodal point i mm. more than in emmetropia,
or say, 16 mm. The image is formed at the prin-
cipal focal distance of the eye, which is then about

nim. in front of the retina, so that the retinal
image of an object at 15 mm. is blurred. But its
size may be taken, approximately, as

TO X 16
.107 mm.

15 X I'Do

si
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If not, we want to present for your consideration
some reasons in favor of our doing so that we hope
will cause you to give us a trial with the beginning of
the New Year.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each easo and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? how long and what
faultier?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"F. D. K"-Young lady, age fourteen, came to
me one year ago for glasses. Examination
with retinoscope showed R. - .50 ; L.
- .50. Acuteness of vision without lenses,
R. la; L. fg. With the following correction,
- .50, R. and L. =

She was a strong, healthy young girl and
I told her she did not need glasses, but later
she went to an oculist and he prescribed z°
prism, base out, each eye, for constant wear.
She wore these about six months and her
vision became so poor that she came back to
me and Iexaminedhereyes with the following
results ! Retinoscope, R. and L., - 1.75 ;
vision without glasses, R. and L., la ; vision
with glasses, - 1.50 R. and L., = H. Can
read fine print without glasses at 24N. Muscle
test with Maddox rod requires 1W prism,
base in, to fuse light at 20'. If this is not a
case of real myopia would she show a near
point of 2r4.fi I' Did not wearing prisms,
base out, have a tendency to increase the
myopia?

It is not at all unlikely that this case at first
was only apparent myopia due to spasm of accom-
modation ; but that it will develop into real myopia
under present conditions, if it has not already done
so. The near point of 23/ inches does not posi-
tively prove myopia, as an active spasm of accom-
modation would have the same effect on the near
point. The wearing of prisms, bases out, by calling
the convergence into action, would indirectly stim-
ulate accommodation and thus tend to increase
the refractive error.

This is pre-eminently a case where the action
of atropine would be of great value. All close use
of the eyes should be prohibited and the eyes kept
under the effect of the drug for a week. Only in
this way can the accommodation be placed at rest,
and only in this way can a certain diagnosis be
made between real and simulated myopia. This
young lady is just at the age when myopia if once
started progresses most rapidly, and now is the
time when active measures should be taken to
prevent its development.

"H. B. D."-In testing patient with -I-- lens, which
cylinder should I hy first in conjunction with
same, ± or -.P. Kindly explain the fogging
system which gives the best results.

It is impossible to lay down any fixed rules in
handling the test lenses. Every optometrist grad-
ually falls into methods of his own. The custom
of the writer is first to try + .50 D. S. If this is
rejected, or only partially accepted, it is removed,
and + .50 D. cyl. axis 900 is placed in trial frame.
The same result is obtained by leaving the .50
D. S. in frame and placing - .5o D. cyl. axis 18o°
in front of it. If convex spheres are accepted, they
may be increased in strength to point of toleration.
If they do not represent full correction, convex and
cOncave cylinders may be tried in front of them.
One must be guided somewhat by the acuteness of
vision ; if this is not greatly impaired, convex cyl-
inders are to be preferred. In any case, especially
in young people, on account of tendency to spasm
of accommodation, convex cylinders come first,
and concaves are not to be tried unless the convexes
are positively rejected.

In the fogging system a strong convex lens is
placed in front of the eye ; this fogs the vision and

at the same time encourages relaxation of the
ciliary muscle. The fog is gradually cleared away
by stronger and stronger concaves placed in front
of the convex until a vision of B is reached. Then
the difference between the two will represent the
amount of hypermetropia. If astigmatism is sus-
pected, or in any case to determine its existence,
after the fog is partly cleared away by concave
spheres, concave cylinders may be tried and rotated
in various meridians. The patient will be able to
decide whether the latter or former afford the
clearest vision, and thus is determined whether the
error is simple or compound.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"C. N H. "-A young man, about thirty-five years
old, came to me after first having tried the
doctors, complaining of headaches. I re-
fracted his eyes and found 0. U. ± .75 D.,
there being no astigmatism. He wore these
glasses with conyiwt for awhile and then came
back with the same complaint. I again tested
his eyes, both limes using the fogging system.
I found this lime that he could wear 0. U.
+ I D. This he wore will comfort for awhile,
but is again suffering. This man is working
at a sand belt in a wheel factory, where it is
very dusty, but he wears his glasses all the
time. His eyes seem to give him more trouble
during the evenings than they do during the
day. Can you suggest anything Mal I may
do for him, or should I send him to an
oculist?

It is probable that there is some latent hyper-
metropia ill this case that is causing the trouble.
The glasses first prescribed corrected all the error
that could be detected ; after these were worn for
awhile, some of the lat .nt became manifest and a
stronger glass was accepted. It is not at all un-
likely that still more of the latent hypermetropia
will become manifest and another change of glasses
will be required.

The headaches might also be due to astigma-
tism or to heterophoria. Our correspondent tells
us there is no astigmatism, but he does not de-
scribe the methods of examination which lead him
to this conclusion, nor does he even give us the
visual acuity so that we might be able to form some
opinion ourselves. There is no record of any test
to determine the muscle balance. This is a point
that should be included in the routine examination
of every case, and especially when patient returns
complaining that glasses are not satisfactory.

"E. W. W"-A lady, age about thirty years, has
never worn glasses, cannot see good either near
or at a distance. Visual acuteness : R. E.,
n; L. E., 3. With glasses fitted, vision for
both eyes = la either alone or together. With
ophthalmometer the mires overlap 34 D. both
eyes. I used fogging system and could not
make any improvement with spheres, but with
a + 1.50 sph. C - 3 D. cyl. ax. 15° R. E.
H; f.50 sPh. C - 3 D. cyl. ax. 155°

L. E. n. .1 brought visual acuteness fa,
but no better could be obtained for distant
vision. These glasses have good results for
near vision, as the finest letters could be read
at 13 inches, or even nearer ; but while these
glasses improve the vision, patient says she
has great difficulty in walking with them and
says the fiver appears to be coming up to
her face. I used pin-hole test card, and vision
could not be improved any more ; also used
pin hole on light at 20 feet, and it appeared to
remain still in all meridians. With Maddox
rod Me line of light passed through the light
in all meridians. Is it from non-use that
causes eyes to remain below normal, and is it
the prismatic effect of lenses that bothers her
when she is walking, or are the cylinders too
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strong? I used spheres plus and minus, also
plus and minus cylinders with the cross cylin-
inders, but could nol improve. Radiating lines
are all alike, each eye separate.

When we think of the priceless value of sight
and of the wretched condition of one deprived of
the use of their eyes, it seems almost like defying
Providence to neglect the eyes until thirty years of
age is reached, in the presence of such a marked
error of refraction as is revealed in this case. Then
having become "set in their ways " and accustomed
to working under certain conditions (even though
abnormal) for so many years, is it any wonder that
some disturbance of vision is caused when glasses
are first worn ? The slanting of the floor is a very
common complaint from those commencing to wear
glasses ; it is not unusual, in fact, it is to be ex-
pected, and it is well to warn the patient before-
hand. It does not, by any means, indicate that the
glasses are not right, and the patient can be assured
that this annoyance will become less and less
noticeable. As far as we can judge, the glasses in
this case have been correctly fitted. We are told
the ophthalmometer shows an overlapping, but we
are not informed in which meridian, and hence we
are unable to verify the correctness of position of
the axes of the cylinders.

"B. R. K."-Patient, lady, evidently healthy, age
twenty, complains of severe headache after
being out in the light or reading any length of
time. L. V, fg; by fogging with trial lenses
find she can read Is with + i. fe. H; by
fogging with trial lenses find she can read n
with+ .75 ; and with both eyes together can
read H. Muscle balance with Maddox rod
normal with above correction. Accommoda-
tion normal. Convergence, 2°, base in, to
make her converge to 3" (normal at her
age). Adduction, 21°. Abduction, 9°. After
getting above results I took her to the dark
room. I found that + .25 C + .50 axis 90°
made shadow appear right on R. E., and that
+ .50 + .25 axis go° made shadow appear
right on L. E. I am not an expert with the
retinoscope, so I may be wrong there, but then
with the above she could read n with each eye
and fR with both eyes, or a Nile better than
with Me spherical correction. I have fire-
scribe'd the candle exercise to strengthen the
internal roll muscles, to be used five minutes
three times each day for one week, and after
that expect to continue with the muscle exer-
cise until she can overcome at least 28° of
prism. I have 20, 30, ,50, 80, ./._0 prisms,
and what I want to know is, first, 

5whatk, d

of exercise had I better recommend after the
first week ; second, ought I to get some kind
of prism outfit to use as an exerciser? If so,
what would you advise? I have been taught
that when the patient reads normal that it ex-
cludes astigmatism. In this case vision, with-
out lenses, is better than normal; with spheri-
cal lenses it is normal, and with sphero-cylin-
ders it is better than the spherical. Fourth, do
you think with the adduction brought to normal
and Men prescribe the spherical lenses, that the
patient will have comfortable vision?

We are inclined to think that our correspond-
ent is trying to do too much at first, and we would
advise him to let the muscles take care of them-
selves for the present.

The refraction is evidently hypermetropic and
perhaps astigmatic. We would, therefore, pre-
scribe a convex sphero-cylinder, with instructions
to commence its use only for reading„ A pair of
+ .50 D. S. would probably suffice to afford relief,
but if the addition of the cylinder produced a
marked improvement in vision, the latter may be
combined with the former.

Inasmuch as the adduction equals 210, it can-
not be said to be decidedly weak, although it may
be considered relatively somewhat weak as com-
pared with the adduction, but it does not call for
immediate attention.

We have often, ,on these pages, asserted that
normal vision does not exclude hypermetropic
astigmatism, because it can be so readilrovercome
by the accommodation. Myopic astigmatism, on
the other hand, always impairs the acuteness of
vision.
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Determining the Focal Length
and the Aberrations of a
Photographic Objective

REO. S. CLAY, D. Sc., In the Transactions of the Royal Photo-
graphic Society of Great Britain

WISH to show, in the first place, how the
focal length of a compound lens—for
instance, a photographic objective—can
be measured, not only accurately, but also

easily, and with very simple apparatus, and at
the same time to explain the rationale of the
method. Secondly, I will show how the aberrations
of an objective can be determined with the same
apparatus.

There are certain very important fixed points
in any given lens. called, after the man who first
investigated them, the Gauss points. These are
the focal, principal and nodal points. When light,
from an infinitely distant point, passes through a
lens along its axis, it converges to a point on its
axis called a principal focus, or the first focal point.
If the lens be reversed so that the light passes
through it in the opposite direction it converges to
a point as before, called the second focal point.

For one position of the object, and only one,
the image formed by the lens will be the same
size and erect, then the object and image are situ-
ated respectively in the principal planes, and these
cut the axis of the lens in the principal points.
The planes nearly coincide at about the diaphragm

in the ordinary photographic lens, but are a long
way off in the telephoto lens.

There are two other points which have a very

curious property. When a ray of light falls on the

lens, traveling in such a direction that if it had not

been bent by the lens, it would pass through one

of these points, then after passing through the lens

it will emerge in such a direction that it seems to
come from the other of these points. These are

the nodal points. When the lens is working in
air these will always coincide with the principal

points. (The nodal points of a water or oil-
immersion micro-objective do not coincide with

the principal points.)

wise. Lastly, when the pin is placed in a certain
hole near the middle of the board, the image
remains stationary as the lens is rotated. This will
be the nodal point, if the lamp used as the image
is infinitely distant.

The explanation of these move-
The ments is clearly shown by means

of a movable cardboard model.
The direction of the ray from

the distant lamp to the first nodal point, represented
by a long-stretched string A n1, Figs. 2 and 3, is
practically unaffected by the movement of the lens;

Movable Model

The accuracy with which this adjustment can
be made is at least twice as great as it will be when
a distant object is used. For supposing the screen
be moved to SI, Fig. 5, a short distance in front of

Fig. 2

Cardboard model of lens. n, n„ nodal points; C, pivot; A n„
Incident ray ; n, B, emergent ray.

so that the emergent ray from the second nodal
point n, B, which, by the peculiar property of
these points, remains parallel to the incident one
A n1, will move to and fro with the point n2.
When, therefore, the lens is pivoted at a point C,

Fig. 5

The emergent rays are divergent. Course of rays incident
upon the minor M when the aperture S is nearer the
lens than its principal focus, F„.

F,, then the emergent rays will be slightly diverging,
and after reflection at IV, will fall upon the lens as
a diverging beam, Fig. 6, and will be focused by
the lens at a point S2 behind F2. It can easily be

Fig. 1

Ifome-made turntable of wood. The upper board carrying the
If's rotates upon the lower around pivot A, which can be
inserted in any of the holes C.

I will now demonst7ate this property of the

nodal points. The light from a lamp at one end of

the room is focused by a large lens upon a screen.

The lens is mounted upon a board (Fig. ) rotating

upon a lower board, round a vertical axis, formed

by inserting a pin through the two boards. There

is a series of these holes in a line along the middle

of the boards. When the pin is inserted in a hole

at the end farthest from the screen, the image

moves to and fro as the lens is rotated, going to

the right when the lens is rotated clockwise.

When the pin is transferred to the hole in the board

nearest the screen, the image again moves when

the lens is rotated, but in the opposite direction,

namely, to the left, when the WII5 is rotated clock-

Fig. 3

The model rotated about C, clockwise. The ray n, B has moved
. parallel to itself with n,, so therefore has the image B.

the image will move to the right (as one faces the
screen) when the lens is rotated clockwise. When
the pivot is transferred to D, the image will move
to the left. Lastly, if the pivot is at n2 (supposing
the lamp to be sufficiently distant), the image will
be unaffected by the rotation of the lens.

The distance from n, to the screen will then
be the focal length of the lens if the incident light
come from infinity.

As the focal point is the point to which parallel
light will converge, it follows conversely that light
starting from this point, and traversing the lens in
the reverse direction, will emerge as a parallel
beam. Let this beam of light fall normally upon

a plane mirror M, Fig. 4 ; then it is obvious that
each ray will be returned upon itself, reflected back

Fig. 6

Course of rays after reflection in the mirror m. The divergent
bundle has been reflected as a divergent one, and this
focuses at 8, behind the principal focus F.

shown that if the displacement be small, S2 is
about the same distance behind F2, that Si is in
front of F2. Thus the image will be out of focus
on the screen (which is now at S1) by the distance
from S, to S2, that is, by twice the amount the
screen has been displaced.

Returning to the cardboard model, it will be
seen that, with the mirror in position, a rotation of
the lens about any other point than n2, will displace
the image ; and that in this case also the displace-
ment will be twice as great as when using a distant
object, and therefore the position of n2 can be
found with twice the accuracy.

For when the lens is rotated about a point
other than n2, such as Figs. 7 and 8, the ray

Fig. 4

Light front principal focus, F,, emerging as a parallel beam,
reflected back by mirror, M, and reconverged to F2.

by the mirror and by tilting the mirror a very little,

the image is deflected to one side of the hole, and

can thus be observed. The distance is adjusted

until the image of the crosswires is perfectly

sharp, and then Ft is exactly at the principal
focus of the lens,

Fig. 7

Course of rays from F2 to the mirror, M, when the lens has
been rotated about C

F n, is altered in direction by the motion of n,,
and therefore the emergent parallel bundle is
altered in direction. This bundle, after reflection,
will again enter the lens, inclined at the same angle
to the normal, and will emerge from n, along a
parallel line n, P. Thus F2 n2 Pis practically an
isosceles triangle, and F, Pis double the distance
which n, has been displaced.

But when the rotation takes place about n2, as
the direction of the ray F2 n2 is unchanged, the
parallel bundle strikes Mnormally, for all positions
of the lens, and returns without deviation, so that
the image is fixed.

By measuring the distance from n2 (the pivot)

to F2 (the screen), the focal length is at once found.

(cont(nued on pace 131)
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Ophthalmology and Otology

The Northern Illinois College of

Correspondence
Attendance
Courses

Our Regular Winter
Night Course commences
January 9th.

Alumni Gathering,
February 20th to 24th.
All interested in optics cor-
dially invited to attend.

Write for our 1905
Announcement.

1=1■••

and Masonic Temple, Chicago
Schedule of Lectures of the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otolo

HOURS MONDAY TUESDAY V1 I DN ESDA V THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDA Y
8:50
to

10,00

Chalmers
Prentice, M. D.

Latent BrainStrain

Chalmers
Prentice, M. D.

Latent Brain Strain

9:00
to

10:00

J. B. McFatrich,
M.S., M.D., Prof.
Ophthalmology

J. B. McFatrich.
M.S., M.D., Prof.
Ophthalmology

J. B. McFairich,
M.S., M.D., Prof.
Ophthalmology

J. B. McFatrich.
M.S., M.D., Prof.
Ophthalmology

10:00
to

11:00

G. W. McFatrIch,
c S., lc D., Prof.
Practical Optics

G. W. McFatrIch,
M.D., Prof.

Practical Optics

G. W. McFatrich,
M. D., Prof.

Practical Optics

G. W. McFatrIch,
M. D., Prof.

Practical Optics

G. W. McFatrIch,
M. D., Prof.

Practical Optics

G. W. McFatrIch,
M. D., Prof.

Practical Optics
moo
to

12:00

H.S.Tucker,A.M.,
M. D.,Prof.Anato-
my and Physiology

Orris Booth,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Refraction

Orris Booth,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Refraction

H.S.Tucker,A.M.,
M. D.,Prof.Anato-
my and Physiology

Orris Booth,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Refraction

Orris Booth,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Refraction
12 to 1 LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH
to)
to

2:00

E. G. Trowbridge,
M. D.,

Prof. Dioptrics

E. G. Trowbridge,
M. D.

Prof. Dioptrics

E. G. Trowbridge,
M. D.

Prof. Dioptrics

E. G. Trowbridge,
M. D.

Prof. of Dioptrics

E. G. Trowbridge,
M. D.

Prof. of Dioptrics
2.00
to

4:00

George A. Rogers,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Optics

George A. Rogers,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Optics

George A. Rogers,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Optics

George A. Rogers,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Optics

George A. Rogers,
Oph. D.

Prof. of Optics
4:00
to

5:00

Lectures on Improved Instruments by representatives of various Optical Companies.Lectures by Hon. Lawrence Y. Sherman on Optical jnrIsprudence, and Rev. J. Kittredae Wheeler, D. D., onPsychology, will be anuouncecl from time to time.
9a.m. to
4 ..m. Clinical and Dark Room Instruction under the direction of Prof. Booth.

Office of the Secretary, Masonic Temple, Chicago, Illinois

The P. & S. 2Idjustable
Reading' Glass Holder

Stand
Stand
Stand

Made of nickel steel
or oxidized copper
finish, adjustable to
any position, and
locked there instantly.
The heavily weighted
base keeps the glass
firm. Just the thing
for Library or Desk.
For Engravers, Bank-
ers, Photographers
(for holding glass for
retouching), etc.

No. I, suitable for all glasses up to 3'2 inches in diameter. Price, $1.50No. 2, for glasses up to 5 inches in diameter. . . . " 2.00No. 3, extra heavy. for glasses up to 6 inches diameter. . " 2.25
To introduce these stands we \ ill ship one each of the three sizes,assorted finish, for $3.75. We have sold hundreds of these stands toour retail trade. Every optician or dealer in reading glasses shouldhave them. Trade discounts upon application—cuts and advertisingmatter when desired.

PINKHAM & SMITH
Manufacturing Opticians

288, 290 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard R Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

IE:IBEN HARDY
Room 405 21 Bromfield St., Boston

.1.4..pkuny 4397— 3 11.

THE VISION PROVER
Made of a substantial bar of proper length

to reach the cheek, nicely finishedfor opticians' use

$1.00
Vision Provers are Trade Getters

Distribute one of the new and
practical Ely Vision Provers to
every family within your center
of trade.
It tells them when they have out-

grown their glasses. Defective vision
quickly proved.

Send two two-cent stamps for
samples and prices, or purchase
through your jobber.

Ely Eyeglass Mfg. Co.
Middletown, Conn.

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, mass.

The only Optical School in the world wherestudents serve a regular apprenticeship onbench and in office. All instructions are prac-tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
f85 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

LON BARNHART, Springfield, Ohio

S
IlanufnelOrrr of Hue

Watch & Spectacle
Eleelrle Illuminated and
Non•Illumlnated. Durable, Elegant awl Attractive
BEST SKINS ON EARTH

Send for Catalogue

J. & H. BERGE
Sand Crucibles anD Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and 1"""r"'*1"''''' "rHibbs ImprovedPolishing Materials Assay Furnaces

95 John Street, NEW YORK

50 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

TRADE MARKS
DESIGNS

COPYRIGHTS &C.Anyone sending a sketch and description mayquickly ascertain our opinion free whether anInvention Is probably pat cot sble. C01111 ttttt dea-f lons strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patentssent free. Oldest agency for securing ',Morita.Patents taken through Munn & Co. receivespecial notice, without charge, In the

$Cienti fir iinterican•
A handsomely illustrated weekly. largest ell,colatiOn of any /wield Mc poirniti. Terms, ri ayear ; four months, *I. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN & Co 361BroadwaY' New YorkBranch Office. 65 le St.. Washington, D. C.
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Determining the Focal Length
and the Aberrations of a
Photographic Objective

(Continued from Sage 129)

This can be demonstrated by means of the
large lens, which having adjusted the distances to
obtain a distinct and stationary image, shows a
focal length of 3! 1-1 inches.

I will now show how the appar-
atus may be used, in a very
simple manner, to measure the
spherical aberration of a lens.

When a beam of parallel light passes through a
lens, the tendency of the lens is to focus those rays
which enter the lens near its periphery, at a shorter
distance than it focuses the axial rays. This
defect is termed " spherical aberration."

Spherical
Aberration

Fig. 8

Direction of rays after reflection in the mirror M. The image
of PI is at I'. The displacement, 1%; 1', is twice the
displacement of n2.

I insert a small stop and focus the cross wires.
The stop is then removed, a circular black card, of
which the diameter is a little less than that of the
emergent beam, is placed over the mirror and the
screen is again focused. The difference in focal
length (4 e., the distance between the two positions
of the screen), in the case of the lens before us is
g inch.* That is the measure of the aberration of
this particular lens at this particular aperture (j74).

Petzval showed that the aberration varies with
the square of the aperture, and with the focal length.
Thus the aplanatic coefficient can be defined by

A = —8 ; where s is the above difference be-

tween the focal lengths of axial and marginal rays,
and n is the " f number." As this lens is of nearly
32 inches focus and is working at /14,

32

The coefficient, as defined above, will be the
same for lenses with varying focal length, and
working at any intensity, if they are equally well
corrected.

When light passes very obliquely
Astigmatism through a lens, radial and trans-

verse lines are focused at dif-
ferent distances. This effect is called " astigma-
tism." Having explained the error by means of a
diagram, I will show that it can easily be measured
with this apparatus. A piece of thin zinc, in which
horizontal and vertical slits have been cut, is sub-
stituted for the slanting crosswires. The lens is
turned through a large angle, so that its axis pro-
duced would meet the screen at the point l', distant
r from the slits. The screen is adjusted until the
image of the vertical slit is sharply focused, and
its position noted. It is then adjusted until the
horizontal slit is sharp. The distance t, between
the two positions of the screen, measures the astig-
matism of the lens, at that particular obliquity.
The astigmatism varies as the square of the °till-

* The lens was purposely adjusted to increase the errorso that it might be easily seen.
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quity, and directly as the focal length. Thus to
define the coefficient put

Astigmatic coefficient = T —
r2

In this case 1 is g inch, and r is ro inches.
Thus T is 32 X % ==.o882 roo

7', thus defined, is a true coefficient, for it has
no "dimensions," and will, for instance, be the
same for a series of lenses accurately constructed
to the same formula, but of different focal lengths.
It will be the same if the measurements are in
inches or in centimeters (they must be all in inches,
or all in centimeters, of course).

Placing the lens once more with
Curvature of Field its axis normal to the screen

and focusing the crosswires, a
rotation of the mirror causes the image to travel
across the screen. As the light falling on the
mirror and, therefore, also the light returned by it,
is parallel, the image is always that of an infinitely
distant object. Thus, if the lens thave a flat field,
the image should remain sharply in focus right
across the field. It does not remain, however,
sharply in focus, and at a certain distance r from
the center, the screen has to be moved 0 inch
before it comes into focus (the crosswires being at
450 with the horizon, not horizontal and vertical,
to avoid difficulties due to astigmatism). Let the
distance the screen is moved be k ; r was measured
and found to be 8 inches. Then the curvature
coefficient can be defined thus:

f kCurvature coefficient = K = —
r2.

In this case Kis 3-2-X =-. 3 18
8 i6

It would point out, however, that as flatness of
field is only of importance in copying, it will be
fairer to the lens to measure the coefficient for
'copying the same size," than for parallel light.

By inserting behind the aperture
in the screen colored solutions
(iron sulpho-cyanate and am-
moniate copper sulphate, for

red and blue, respectively) the chromatic aberration

can be measured. The coefficient is C= - where

e is the difference in focal length for the two colors.

Chromatic
Coefficient

Accommodative Changes in Astig-
matism

Many authors like Tscherning, Hess,
Bull and others, teach that there is no con-
clusive evidence for a correction of corneal
astigmatism by unequal contraction of the
ciliary muscle. Others again, like Dobrowol-
sky and Martin, believe in it. Lately, Dr. N.
Botwinnik, of St. Petersburg, again comes
forward as a champion for the view that the
human eye has the power to correct its cor-
neal astigmatism by an unequal accommoda-
tion of the crystalline lens, and states his
conclusions as follows :

I. Lental astigmatism, produced by uneven
contraction of the ciliary muscle, has been very
often observed and plays an important part in the
self-correction of corneal astigmatism.

2. In astigmatism, with the rule, this irregular
action of the accommodation produces an increased
curvature of the lens in the horizontal meridian
and thereby a more or less important correction of
the corneal astigmatism.

3. The degree of corneal astigmatism which
may be overcome by unequal accommodative ten-
sion ranges between .5 and 2.5 diopters.

4. The unequal activity of the accommodation
probably depends on unequal development of
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different parts of the ciliaty muscle, which be-
comes best developed in those parts by the con-
traction of which the astigmatism wille be best
corrected.

5. The unequal action of the ciliary muscle in
astigmatism is suited to its purpose and originates
in the endeavor on the part of the organism to help
itself.

Astigmatic Lenses for Non-Astigmatic
Eyes

ED. KEYSTONE :—At various times articles
have appeared in the optical journals relative to
the effect produced by the addition of small cylin-
drical values to corrections for the purpose of
neutralizing astigmatic or aberrative effects due to
the tilting of lenses incident to their use for close
work. Recently, if I remember aright, you
reprinted an article by Dr. Steele relative to the
prescription of astigmatic lenses for non-astigmatic
eyes, and the occasional avoidance of astigmatic
corrections when they were indicated, but you did
not review the article in the comprehensive manner
so characteristic of your review work and
which makes your comments on optical sub-
jects facile firincefis in optical jounialism. Occa-
sionally you find such a statement as the following:
"— .25 C 4- .50 ax. 900 is preferable to its equiv-
alent, + .25 C — .50 ax. 1800, for the reason that
there is less prismatic effect in looking down."
This is a dogmatic statement which does not much
appeal to me, as I doubt if a scientific basis could
be found for it.

I suggest . that a comprehensive article dealing
positively and practically with the benefits to be
derived by adding to, or otherwise changing, the
cylindrical portion of a high near point correction
would be of much interest generally.

Yours obediently,
H. J. DAVIS.

The Impatient Ciliary
En. KEYSTONE :—I wish to refer to the ques-

tion by " H. B. D.," and the explanation appearing
in the November KEYSTONE, concerning the desir-
ability of lessening manifest myopic findings by
.50 D. or I D.

Your explanation is scarcely comprehensive
enough, and you would have benefited " H. B. D."
by referring him to the chapter on myopia in " The
Optician's Manual," Vol. II.

There is seemingly, on the part of the ciliary,
an ever present desire to rush into action, and as
soon as a concave lens of greater strength than is
necessary to neutralize the defect is placed before
the eye, the ciliary proceeds to exhibit its power
with the coincident effect of pupillary contraction.
It is this pupillary contraction that causes the
acceptance of the over-strong lens. It cuts off
peripheral rays and improves distant vision, and
the patient naturally chooses a lens which has so
desirable an effect.

It is from cases of this character that the mydri-
atic-loving medico obtains some self-justification
for the use of his drugs, and is able to point out
that in an iris-paralyzed patient over-corrections
cannot occur, and in his instances of applied
refraction, to show that the manifest refraction of
the myope and myopic astigmat is greater than the
static refraction. But the careful, competent refrac-
tionist does not use the drug, and has no occasion
to in cases of this character. If he is watchful and
cautious he will easily avoid over-corrections.

Yours truly,
"CgosscvL."
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Our New-rear Resolution is

To make the KACHOO
Guards more popular and
better known than ever.

We hope yours will be

To use KACHOO Guards
on all Eyeglasses.

(Can't sneeze 'em off.)

Send for samples of KACHOO Guards,
catalogues, prescription blanks, eta.

Hoping 1905 will be a happier
and more prosperous year than 1904.

Thanking one and all for the
support you have given us in using
KACHOO Guards, in the year
just past, we are,

Yours sincerely,

McINTIRE, MAGEE &
BROWN

723 Sansom Street

Philadelphia, Pa,

Thel)hililltr1P11-i3 t.Ir41
College

C H BROWN, M. D.
( (Jniv. (if Pren'a, '78)

Established 1889

Incorporated 1892

PRIINDENT AND PaisCIPa. How, 8.30 A M. To 5 P. M.

1 022 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Our Sixteenth New Year's Salutation to our many friends, old
and new, with hearty good wishes for happiness and prosperity in 1905.

For Attendant Students

Three Months' and Six
Months' Courses, representing
the highest standard of optical
education.

One Month's Course, covering
the whole field of Optometry.

Also Post-Graduate and
Special Courses.

The Dispensary
of this College affords the student
an opportunity to come in direct
contact with patients, and not only
to see every step in the examina-
tion of cases, but to do the work
himself when competent.

For Correspondence
Students

A complete and practical
Course by mail.
We were the pioneers in this

method of teaching Optometry
sixteen years ago, and as we were
first, so also our Correspondence
System has maintained its leader-
ship by our tireless efforts to add
every possible improvement and to
stop at nothing short of perfection.

The high reputation of this
College, the character of our
diploma and the thoroughness of
our teaching, make our Corres-
pondence Course an attractive
goal for the ambitious Optometrist.

If interested, enclose 5c. for our Announcement containing " The Key to Success in Optometry"

AN ACTUAL FACT
The Great German Eye Water
(From the formula of Dr. Agnew) N the best,
simplest and most effective preparation ever
compounded, tori,, flamraation of the eyes or eye-
lids, Conjunctivitis Blepharitis or scaly eye-
lids, burning, smarting or itching of eyes. Its
antiseptic properties destroy the germs and
prevent acute inflammation. The phenomenal
success of this Eye Remedy, has encouraged
several opticians, (would-be) eye specialists and
" home-made" Doctors to put upon the market
Eye Remedies of divers kinds, and by extensive
advertising attempt to divert the attention of
the trade from a valuable Collyrium that has
been used for years in nearly every hospital in
the world, to remedies of which little is known,
except by the advertisers, but the many opti-
cians who have sold the German Eye Water for
20 to 25 years will attest to its value and recom-
mend no other. Dr. Agnew's portrait is on
every box. Get the original. Sold on Its merits.

A handsome Show Case with your order for three dozen bottles. Alio your special label onbottles if six dozen are ordered, and express paid to all parts of the United States. Price, 81.63per dozen, 819.50 per gross. Order from your jobber or direct from the proprietor.

W. F. CUSHMAN, 7" Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Rochester School of Optometry
A Thorough and Practical Optical School

40 Hours a Week Devoted to Lectures, Quizzes and Practical Work;

YOU LEARN HERE the Theory and How to Conduct the Practice
YOU GET EXPERIENCE in the examination room and workshop

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED COURSE you are capable
of making a success in the practice

If interested, write for terms and outline of
CourseA. II. BOWEN, M. D.

President

Triangle Building, ROCHESTER, N. V.

B. B. CLARK
Sooty.

January, 19(7)1

Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

HARRY P. HOLMES, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
E. L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next meeting to be held at Minnea-
polis in 1905.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

Hon. ALBAN G. H. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
Cot., T. DAVIES SEWELL, F. R A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. W. DUNSCOSIBE, F. B. 0. A., President.
.1. H. SUTCLIFFE, F.R.S.L., F.B.O.A., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
T. II. BROWN, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)

JemEs CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glat,gow.
D. L. MURRAY, Secretary, 621 Duke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

II. A. BsakAct.ouoit, B. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. Cocics, B. 0. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)

JOHN C. EBERHARDT, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EDEN HARDY, President, Boston, Mass.
Et, A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each mouth, except July and
August..

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE
Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

H. E. HERMAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.
C. A. LONOSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B. B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

C. M. JENKINS, President, Richmond, Ind.
MISS MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

P. &HOLLER, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President Corning, Iowa.
B. M. BILLS, Secretary, Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGIC A. ROGERS, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. II. Wool), President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM E. HESS, Secy., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WArrs, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Oravite State Optical Association (1900)

L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. H.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. IL

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

HENRY WALDECK, President Milwaukee, Wls.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1990)

F. W. MAHLER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHAI.MERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

E KENTs-roNe

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)

H. J. COOK, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
Oso. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Ste.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)

R. B. FINCII, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. Ettkokt.., Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
MISS E.H.CHAPSIAN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians t 1901)

THOMAS GOWENLOCK, l'resideut, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

A. H. liArcit, President, Jefferson City, MO.
ELMAR II. &unto; Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)

W. WATT ROYALL, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Next meeting in Richmond, February, 1905.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)

F. W. Wetus, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)

J. M. IftstEx, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. BOWEN, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

North Dakota Optical Association (1908)

E. P. SUMMER°, President, Fargo, N. Oak.
W. R. 13LskEty, Secretary, Grafton, N. Oak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903) -

Gko. F. APPLEGATH, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM H. FRITZ, President, Sioux Falls, S. Oak.
D. 0. Gsmxrr, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Pak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

DR. R. BESKOW, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. M. CRAWFORD, Secretary, Denison, Texas.

Rhode island Society of Optometry (1903)

WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, It. I.
G. FREDERIC }MANIC, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, Coltunbia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)

R. DE MESLE, President.
P. G. MOUNT, Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FOLSOM, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. H. KITTRELL, Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)

(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
MUNDORFF, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1885)

H. C. Werra, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets second Wednesday of January, March, May, July,
September and November.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

E. LE11.01( RYER, President.
R.M.Locxw000, Rec. Sec., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second and fourth Friday of each month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY H. BESTOR, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HENRY C. MIELKE, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. Evens, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEwcomn, President, State and Adams Ste., Chicago, Ill.

0. J. lIstnk, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS Housk, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Ont,

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCHER, President.
Rootat F. WILLIAMS, Secretary, 455515111 Street, BuLialo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. Hot.coma, President.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 7l5 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. Lag FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1908)

OREN II. HENRI', President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

W. E. Mutts, President.
J. A. McAvor, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.
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The Law and the Opticians

TN a recent issue we had occasion to con-

gratulate the trade on their victory in

Illinois, where the Supreme Court decided

in favor of an optician charged with a viola-

tion of the medical-practice acts of that
State. When we studied logic once upon a

time, we remember being told that it was not

permitted to argue from the particular to the
general, and the injunction seems to hold

good in the case of the State Supreme

Courts. After much litigation in lower

courts, the supreme tribunal of Iowa has

handed down a decision unfavorabe to the
optician and upholding the contention of the

doctors that a certain refractionist in that

State in the practice of his profession had

violated the laws regulating the practic-

ing of medicine. There are features in this

latter case which make the decision unim-

portant, but it will at least give encourage-

ment to the enemy, and it behooves the

refractionists to be careful in any statements

they may make as to the treatment or cure

of disease. The Iowa optician who figured

as the defendant in this case unquestionably

allowed himself too much freedom in his

claims, and it is such errors of judgment

that make trouble for the great conservative

body of refractionists. As it will interest

our readers to know how the Iowa decision

is viewed in the medical world, we repro-

duce the following editorial from the Journal

of the American Medical Association

Good Interpretation of Law in Iowa

The Iowa legislators who framed the medical-
practice law of that State, obviously intended it to
guard the public against unqualified persons who
might profess to heal disease. This intent seems
to have been grasped by the Supreme Court of
Iowa in two recent decisions. In one case the irregu-
lar practitioner was apparently an eye specialist,
prescribing spectacles, exercise and diet, while the
other was a magnetic healer, claiming to cure
practically all human ailments, but especially can-
cer. The defendants had been acquitted by the
lower courts on the misconceived ground that, as
they gave no medicine or drugs, they, therefore,
did not need take out a license under the State law.
The Supreme Court reversed these acquittals, and
holds that the defendants violated the law. The
ground covered by the decisions seems sufficiently
comprehensive to include every form of quackery,
and to make it impossible to thus impose on the
credulous and ignorant in Iowa. It is hoped that
this precedent will be followed in other States
where quackery of this kind has had too free a
field. It gives us confidence in the general good
sense, as well as in the legal knowledge of the
courts. We trust that there will always be as much
good sense and legal knowledge shown in future
cases involving the protection of the public health.

The decision once again proves the

necessity of organization among opticians.

It also conveys this lesson, that optical

organizations should have a code of ethics

by which the members should abide, and the

penalty of transgressing this code should be

forfeiture of the protection of the society.

No association should give countenance to

(Continued on page 139
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The Law and the Opticians
(Continued from p age i33)

unjustifiable and possibly unlawful encroach-
ments of the medical preserves.

By a happy co-incidence, just as we
write we have received a statement of the case,
published on another page, from President
Ankeny, of the Iowa Optical Society, which
does not in any particular affect our views as
expressed above. In fact, the society, as a
result of this suit, has incorporated in its by-
laws a provision which, if strictly followed,
would obviate any conflict with the medical.
practice acts. We commend this provision
to the notice of other societies.

Optometry Law for New York State

THROUGH the agency of the various
optical organizations of New York State

another vigorous effort will be made during
the coming session of the assembly to pass
the bill regulating the practice of optometry
in that State. Our readers will remember
that a most creditable effort was made to
pass the bill one year ago, but the vigorous
opposition of a few implacable oculists
brought about its defeat. There seems to
be no very formidable opposition to the
measure among the general medical practi-
tioners, a large proportion of them actually
favoring it. President Clark, of the New
York State Optical Society, in a brochure
entitled " Facts About the Optometry Bill,"
says:

Over one thousand of the leading physicians
of this State gave their signed endorsement of this
measure last winter, and from assurances received
since we feel that 75 per cent. of the general prac-
ticioners of the State are in favor of this measure,
and 20 per cent. more would be if they would fully
investigate the subject, while the other 5 per cent.,
our main opposition, consists of a few radical
oculists who are fearful that any kind of legislative
recognition would mean loss of practice to them,
but the broader minded have positive proof,
through increased practice sent to them by compe-
tent optemetrists, that the bill would be beneficial
instead of detrimental.

There is said to be much more influence
back of the measure this year than ever be-
fore, but there are evidences that the opposi-
tion will be equally vigorous. We have
before us an open letter to the medical pro-
fession of the State of New York, issued by
the chairman of the legislative committee of
the State Medical Society, F. Van Fleet,
M. D., a bitter antagonist of optical legisla-
tion. In this letter the optometry bill is
roundly denounced and the doctors warned
against approval of it. He says in part:

Since the last election, this optical society has
been forwarding to physicians in all parts of the
State, as well as to the members-elect of the next
legislature, a document giving reasons why a law
of this kind should be enacted, and asking their
endorsement. There is no doubt that the object
of the opticians in presenting the present argu-
ments is to obtain the endorsement of physicans,

so that at the next legislative session these signa-
tures can be used to offset the opposition which
will be presented by the regularly organized medi-
cal bodies of the State. I therefore address the
profession of the State, urging its members not
only to refuse to endorse this and similar measures,
but to make an effort to present to their represen-
tatives, both in the assembly and the senate, the
true merits of the case, and urge their opposi-
tion to it.

The letter of Dr. Van Fleet, which
reveals unreasonable bitternerss against opti-
cians, presages anything but an easy victory
for the supporters of the optometry bill and
should rally to its support every optician in
the State. They must bring all possible
pressure to bear on their representatives in
the assembly and senate, posting them at the
same time on the need and excellence of the
tneasure. The fight may be a hard one, but
victory will be all the sweeter. Following
will be found a communication from A. Mar-
tin, ex-president of the Pennsylvania Optical
Society, referring more particularly to Dr.
Van Fleet's letter.

Oculists versus Optometrists in New
York

Eli KEYSTONE :—An open letter was recently
addressed .to• the doctors in New York State by
Dr. Van Fleet, chairman of the committee on
legislation of the State Medical Society, in refer-
ence to the bill for the regulation of the practice
of optometry which will be reintroduced in the
Assembly daring 'the forthcoming session. This
letter is so unjustifiable an attack on the bill and
the optometrists that it should not be allowed to
pass without notice.

In the first place he asserts that " many of the
names " of the physicians indorsing the bill " were
fictitious "—a rather serious charge to bring against
the committee of the State Optical Society. Again
he says that " every well-informed physician must
know that they (optometrists) are all incompe-
tent." What about the hundreds of physicians of
high standing throughout the State who send their
patients to optometrists for the reason that they
believe that the work will be better done, and
because no drugs are used in making the examina-
tion? This is a matter of record and cannot be
denied or gainsaid. He says further that we
" seek to treat headaches, dizziness and the various
reflex phenomena which may be due to affection of
the eye itself, or to affection of organs remote
from the eye." How absurd and ridiculous. Our
work is simply this—to measure accurately all
mechanical defects in the construction of the eye
or its controlling muscles, and to supply lenses to
correct these defects. Should headaches and vari-
ous other troubles be relieved as a result of our
work, so much the better for ourselves and the
patient.

Another astounding statement he makes to
the effect that " to prepare physicians to do this
work (optometry) the law requires that a four-
years' course in a medical college shall be taken,
after which a medical examination, conducted by
the State, must be passed." It is difficult to see
how Dr. Van Fleet could bring himself to make
such a statement. Nowhere does the law require
any course, long or short, in medical colleges or
elsewhere, or any examination whatsoever by the
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State, to prepare physicians or anyone else to do
this work (optometry). The field is now open to
all corners, from the " well-informed " physician,
like Dr. Van Fleet, to the common peddler and
street fakir who stands on the corner and sells his
glasses to the unsuspecting and unwary.

Our object in seeking legislation on this subject
is to prevent incompetents (whether they are
found in the ranks of the " well-informed physi-
cians " or elsewhere) from engaging in this work.
All should be obliged to undergo a strict and
searching examination before a State board, and
those who refuse to do so and continue to oppose
the enactment of this wise and beneficient measure
should be branded as incompetents.

Is it not rather strange that the men who
profess to be alone qualified to practice optometry,
by reason of a four-years' course in the medical
college, have only allotted to them in the study of
the eye, in all its branches, the maximum time of
thirty-two hours during the whole four-years'
course, while those who haye given years of study
exclusively to optometry are declared by these
aspirants to be " all incompetent " ? But his closing
statement is certainly the most ludicrous. We are
told " opticians know that they are violating the
law in following the occupation which they are
now engaged in," and "that the enactment of the
bill will give them the legal right to do what they
are now doing in violation of the law." I would
ask, if we are violating the law, why is it that the
chairman of the committee on legislation of the
medical society is neglecting his duty and does not
prosecute us? Perhaps the recollection of the
scene before the senate committee in February
last still haunts him, when he there declared if he
had $5000 he would prosecute the writer and his
associates who practice optometry, and when the
Optical Society of the State of New York there and
then offered to furnish him with the money for this
purpose, he left the committee room humiliated
and ignominiously defeated in argument and
strategy, and forced to resort to other means to
defeat the measure which otherwise would have
been on the statute books of the State to-day.

Our cause is surely a just one, our purpose
honorable and our profession a noble one. Sooner
or later we will receive recognition and suitable
legislation, just as the dentists fought and won
their battles against the self-same forces, and many
of the same arguments as are being used to-day.
Who can deny that dentistry is infinitely better
done to-day than before the dentistry laws were
enacted? So it will be with optometry. The
public will then know who are competent to do
this work, and fakirs, peddlers and incompetents
will be relegated to the past.

The optometrists of New York are in this fight
to a finish. What has gone before has only been a
skirmish. Like Paul Jones, when the British
thought they had him beaten, his reply was, " We
have not commenced to fight yet." Let every
optometrist use his influence to enlighten members
of the Legislature as to the true nature of our bill,
remembering that our cause is a just one and the
victory sure. Yours respectfully,

A. MARTIN.
17 West Twenty-eighth Street, New York.

Indiana Optical Society
The rnid-winter meeting of the Indiana Optical

Society will be held on January to, 1905, in Room
370 of the Denison Hotel, Indianapolis. The
meeting will be for one day only, and the proceed-
ings will be opened at to A.M.
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? DID You EVER NOTICE?
that there is an Ophthalmometer in the office of almost every successful refractionist?
Doesn't that mean something to you ? Doesn't it make you wonder if an Ophthalmometer
wouldn't enable you to do so much better work that as a result your business would be
increased? Think it over.

THE C. I. OPHTHALMOMETER
will show the meridians of greatest and least curvature on the cornea of an eye, and thus
places the axis of the cylinder used to correct the astigmatism. It also gives other informa-
tion valuable to the refractionist.
Send for descriptive pamphlet.

Jan. 2, 1915

Please
mail me pamphlet
descriptive of the
C. I. Ophthalmometer,
together with price, etc.

Name,

Address,

january, 1905 THI K Ni"STOINIE",

New York City Optical Society

The regular semi-monthly meeting of the
Optical Society of the City of New York, was held
on Friday evening, December 9th, and, notwith-
standing the many demands upon the members'
time inevitably incidental to December, the
attendance was unusually large. No doubt the
formal announcement that officers would be elected
at this meeting was partly responsible for the in-
creased muster. This was the first election held
under the new rules, which latter provide (i), that
the nominations be sent to a nominating commit-
tee ; (2), that any member must be nominated by at
least seven individuals before he may be placed
upon the ticket as a candidate for any office, and
(3), that a ballot be sent to every member permit-
ting him to express his choice by mail. E. LeRoy
Ryer was unanimously elected president for the
year 1905, and the other officers elected were:
First vice-president, Otto Offenhauser ; second vice-
president, John E. Meyer ; recording secretary,
R. M. Lockwood ; financial secretary, Louis Kahn;
treasurer, Charles W. Rippier ; executive commit-
tee, A. M. Frankel, chairman ; P. A. Dilworth,
H. H. Ehrlich, E. T. Connet and R. G. Smith.

The regular routine was gone through, includ-
ing the reading and adoption of the minutes of the
previous meeting, authorization of payments, etc.
R. Elting was elected to membership, after which
the following motions were carried :

I. Resolved:, That the secretary communicate
with the president of the Optical Society of the State
of New York, asking him to postpone his contem-
plated visit to this society until January, when a
much larger attendance could be promised, or in
the event of his inability to postpone it as sug-
gested, to make arrangements to confer with rep-
resentatives of the city society in regard to the
proposed optometry bill.

2. Resolved, That E. LeRoy Ryer and R. M.
Lockwood obtain legal advice as to the advisa-
bility of the city optical society prosecuting for libel
those who have advertised in the daily press and
denounced therein the opticians as a class.

3. Resolved, That the following suggestions
be delivered to the legislative committee of the
State optical society, viz.: That the present bill be
recast so as to cover the following points : That the
present condition of the optical trade and opticians
be left untouched and to so remain, but that a board
of optometry be instituted which would be empow-
ered to examine candidates and to confer upon
successful ones the degree of optometrist. Thus
those opticians who at present sell spectacles
would not be interfered with, yet not advanced in-
discriminately (as the other bill provides), while
those who desired and were entitled to legislative
recognition could gain it by passing a proper ex-
amination.

President Ryer proposed that the society con-
sider the advisability of changing its name from

the Optical Society of the City of New York to the

New York County Optometrical Society, to offset,

in a measure, the advantage the New York County
Medical Society wields through its name alone, and

as being more expressive.
This proposition precipitated a lively debate,

P. A. Dilworth leading the opposition. He sub-
mitted that it were better to leave well enough
alone. Mr. Ryer pointed out that it was incon-
sistent to present an " optometry bill " and yet

pose as opticians, and that consistency demanded

that they should either present an " optical bill,"
supported by opticians, or an " optometry bill,"

supported by optometrists. He did not care which

was changed, but one or the other should be for

obvious reasons. No official action was taken, as

all agreed that it was wiser to withhold action until

after the proposed conference between the State

and local officials had taken place.

The ways and means of collecting the funds for
defraying the expenses of the next campaign for an
optometry bill were considered. Mr. Kahn stated
that he could vouch that most men in that city
would not subscribe. President Ryer suggested a
plan that would overcome these real or fancied
difficulties whereby the city society could donate a
certain sum (to be determined by the members)
from its treasury, which is in a prosperous condi-
tion, thus allowing to each member the satisfaction
of subscribing without burdening him with any
extra expense. This plan has also the advantage
of distributing equally the burden instead of throw-
ing it upon a few. Without caring to cast the
slightest reflection upon the State society or its
officers or members, it was deemed proper that if
such a donation be made the city society be repre-
sented in the State councils.

The chairman appointed R. M. Lockwood and
Robert Levin as an auditing committee to examine
the books of the retiring financial secretary and
treasurer. The meeting afterwards adjourned.

Central New York Optical Society

A meeting of the Central New York Optical
Society was held on November 29th at the office of
President H. C. Watts, zto S. Warren Street,
Syracuse. President Watts called the meeting to
order at 8 P.M., and the minutes of the last meet-
ing were read and approved. The report of the
committee which was appointed at the last meeting
to submit a form of agreement appertaining to the
discontinuance of free examination, was next read.
Then followed a discussion of the matter by all
present. The following was eventuglly adopted:

I do hereby agree, upon my word of honor,
that I will, after January i, 1905, charge not less
than $1 for each and every examination which I or
my assistants may make of the eyes of any person
who does not at the time of examination purchase
a pair of glasses.

I also agree to place in a conspicuous place of
my place of business the regulation announcement
adopted by the Central New York Optical Society.

The sign or announcement in question is as
follows :

Central New York Optical Society
Official Announcement

A charge of $r for the examination of
the eyes where glasses are not purchased.

H. C. Watts and J. Holden were, upon motion,
deputed to arrange and procure signs in accord-
ance with the above.

Those present at the meeting were : A. G.
Golder, D. Snyder, H. C. Watts, J. Holden, M.
Prinstein, A. B. Salsibury, of Syracuse ; A. W.

Golder, Seneca Falls ; E. Wilcox, Fulton ; C. J.

Fuller, Phoenix, and F. L. Swart, Auburn.

New England Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New

England Association of Opticians was held at

Young's Hotel, on Tuesday evening, December

20th. The minimum price-list and the amendment

to the by-laws were the principal subjects of dis-

cussion. W. C. Rucker, M. D., delivered the

lecture of the evening, the subject being " Infinity

of Ophthalmology."
Ballots were taken on the application of R. H.

Houghton, 10 Summer Street, Boston, Mass., for

associate membership, and on that of James E.

McKeon, 290 Salem Street, Medford, for active

membership.

California State Board of Optometry
Seven of the fourteen opticians who sub-

mitted themselves for the recent examination held
by the California State Board of Optometry, passed.
The successful ones are as follows : E. D. Painter,
San Francisco ; E. M. Houx, Sacramento, Cal.;
A. M. Sutton, San Jose, Cal.; C. H. Mitchell, San
Francisco ; F. J. Rau, San Francisco ; F. L. Blain,
Pasadena, Cal., and A. S. Samuel, San Francisco.

Washington Association of Opticians

The Washington Association of Opticians has
been formally incorporated, the officers being:
President, Henry C. Eversole, Seattle ; vice-presi-
dent, T. G. Redfield, North Yakima ; second vice-
president, L. L. Berens, Bellingham; secretary, Lea n-
der Butt, Seattle ; treasurer, Charles G. Holcomb,
Seattle. Board of trustees—Alfred Butt, Tacoma;
Mark Wilzinski, Seattle ; Herman A. Lemke, Ta-
coma ; Simon R. Peck, Seattle ; Lewis E. Capps,
Seattle.

Meetings of the association will be held twice
yearly. At present it has forty members.

The Rhode Island Society of
Optometry

The eleventh regular meeting of the Rhode
Island Society of Optometry was held in Prescott
Post Hall, 124 Washington Street, Providence,
R. I., on Monday evening, December 5, 1904. In
the absence of the president, First Vice-President

W. J. Davis presided. The usual routine business
was disposed of, five applications for membership
were received, and the executive committee having
reported favorably upon the same, the applicants
were elected to membership. They are : Messrs.
Herr Prest, W. W. Ferris, Peter W. Ochs and
J. C. Engel, of Providence, and F. J. Laudry, of
Pawtucket.

The banquet committee reported that the
arrangements for the banquet were nearly corn-

pleted, and that everything was being done to
make the evening an enjoyable one and one long

to be remembered.
The question of starting a library was again

discussed, and it is very probable that some time in
the near future some definite action will be taken

upon it. Interesting remarks were made by
Messrs. Fellman, of Woonsocket ; Wilson, of
Providence, and several other members.

The society accepted an invitation to attend a
" Smoker" that was being held in the same build-
ing by Camp Allen K. Capeau, Spanish War Vete-

rans, where a very pleasant entertainment was
given.

It is to be hoped that as many opticians and

their friends as possible will attend the banquet,

which will be the first function of its kind held
by the society and which hereafter will be an
annual feature. It will be held in the Wellington

Hotel, Providence, on the evening of January 2(1.

From 7.30 to 8 P.M. a reception will be held, after

which supper will be served.

Rochester Optical Society
At a recent meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society, held in the office of B. B. Clark, Triangle

Building, Rochester, an interesting paper was read

on " Tonic Lenses," by A. Pillow. A supper was

held in the Masonic Temple after the meeting had

been concluded.
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E WANT YOUR WORK

GUARANTEE ACCURACY AND DELIVER ALL WORK PROMPTLY

SEND US A TRIAL OR DER

We can supply you with anything in the Optical Line
Also Victor Talking-Machines, Records and Supplies

BENJ. ALLEN & CO. W I IOLESALE JEWELERS .AND .OPTICIANS.
The Silversmiths Building, 131 to 137 Wabash Avenue Chicago

D--/

159th. tk 1te,41 loar 1llikt
and order all your Eyeglass Guards with
LOCKING SHOULDERS.

No matter how rich or how poor in virtue an Eyeglass Guard may
be, it can be MADE BETTER and MUCH BETTER if sup-
plied with the BONSCHUR LOCKING SHOULDERS.

Your jobber will tell you all about them

The one infallible remedy for all Eye troubles. Never disappoints

Every optician has been worried almost daily in trying to find a dependable
Eye remedy—one that is absolutely safe.

Eye-Fix does away with this worry. It is scientific and ethical.
Contains neither atropine, belladonna, cocaine or anyother dangerous element, and acts like magic in all diseases of the Eye.Hence it is used by Physicians and Opticians all over the country.

Eye-Fix is being liberally advertised in the newspapers, and weneed not remind the progressive retail optician of theimportance of having the article the people ask for.

Eye-Fix ;;,,r,tictuotthaelltorwadnegoynolyu oanliaberrigaildprcooNttract, the price will

Put Eye-Fix in stock. If it doesn't justify our claims we'll buyIt hack at the price you paid for It. Order through your jobber.
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The Advertising Specialist in
Ophthalmology

Paper read by FRED. D. LEWIS, M. D., before the BuffaloOphthalmological Soclety,and published in American Medicine

An Interesting In 1895, while riding on the top
of a London 'bus, I entered into
conversation with a fellow pas-

senger who proved to be from Australia. He told
me had come to London to have an operation on
his eye for cataract. On examination, his physi-
cian had told him that the condition would not
warrant immediate operation, and that he would
likely have to wait six months. About this time
he saw the advertisement of some one who claimed
to cure cataract without operation, and he then
placed himself under the care of this man, and
told me he was much improved. I obtained the
address of the advertiser, and made it my business
to call and see him. He was not at home when I
called, but I saw his wife, and told her that if her
husband was actually clearing up cataractous lenses
without pperating, I was willing to pay a good
price for the knowledge, and would promise not
to practice in England. She told me to call again,
which I did, to learn that the doctor refused to
divulge his secret while he lived, but was going to
have it published for the benefit of humanity at
his death. I later inquired of one of London's
most noted oculists if he had any idea of the
method used, and he informed me that it was simply
daily instillations of atropin to dilate the pupil,
and thus deceive the patient into a belief of better
vision, the instillations to be preceded by weekly
payments until the patient became tired of coming
for drops and simply discontinued, to return to a
reputable oculist for treatment. This was my first
experience with the advertisihg specialist.

Noticing the number of eye and
other specialties advertised in

the SpecMlists our periodical literature to cure
at home, I thought that this

would be a timely subject for consideration. I an-
swered a number of these advertisements, with the
result that I have gained a considerable amount of
very surprising facts, if the literature mailed in
response to my letters is to be believed. I will
give here a brief review of the results of my inves-
tigations : I received from the Grand Rapids
Wholesale Opticians, of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
their book with test types for distance vision, and
also what they term the " ocularscope." This con-
sists of a card with a sentence printed on it in very
small letters, having a slit cut in it to slide on
another card. The second card is marked with
red and black letters to indicate at what distance
the sentence can be read through a spheric lens
inserted in the turned-up end of the second card.
The black letters represent the amount of hyper-
metropia or presbyopia present, and the red letters
the amount of myopia. The lens is an eight-
diopter spheric. In the preface of the catalogue
they state :

The days of consulting opticians and oculists
have passed, and our original home method has
been the careful and constant study of the optical
profession for the past twenty-five years, and we
are thoroughly convinced that it will meet with the
approval of that class of people who are endeavor-
ing to keep in pace with the advancement of more
modern plans of doing business, viz., buying direct
from the manufacturer, and thus saving the middle-
man's profit, and we judge, from the steady growth
of our business, that the public one by one are be-
coming convinced that buying through the mail is
the most economic method.

Experience

Methods of
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I have been informed recently
Patients and Wealth by one of our city opticians

that this firm is doing an enor-
mous business ; his informa-

tion being obtained from one of the manufacturing
wholesale optical concerns supplying them with
goods. It is unnecessary to dwell at length, before
a body of oculists, upon how pernicious this
method is. An examination of our case records
will show us what a large proportion of cases
require astigmatic correction which this method
could not possibly reach. We find also, not in-
frequently, uncorrected astigmatism in presby-
opes who have previously purchased glasses with-
Out a proper examination.

The next concern to be considered is one that
seems to me even worse in its possibility of doing
harm. Jacksonian Optical College, of Jackson,
Mich., sent me its literature, a book entitled, "Op-
tics Taught by Mail." This " college " requires a
payment of pc), and at the completion of the course
a diploma is furnished for an additional $2.50. The
course consists of seven lessons, as follows:

I. The anatomy and physiology of the eye.
2. Light. ‘,
3. Lenses.
4. Errors of refraction.
5. Astigmatism.
6. Best method for testing.
7. How to test the eyes.

The time required for the course is not fixed.
I quote from the book as follows:

There is no fixed time required for the course.
Each student is graduated as soon as he satisfac-
torily completes the course. Hence, the length of
time consumed depends altogether on the indi-
vidual, his readiness to learn, and the time he can
command for daily study. Under favorable circum-
stances it has been completed in ten days. No
attempt is made to detain a student longer than
absolutely necessary. Proficiency is required.
That is all.

Come Easily

Many Curious

A case is cited of a student who
was formerly in the barber busi-

Devices ness, who made over and above
expenses $8.75 the first day he

started out as an optician. I think that no further
comment is necessary in regard to this institution.

"Is what distress we note the lass is,
Disfigured by her hideous glasses,"

is the effusion under the picture on the opening
page of the " Ideal Sight Restorer," published by
the Ideal Company, of New York. This is followed
by chapters on the " Language and Beauty of the
Eye ;" " the Eye ;" "Some Amusing Curiosities of
Vision ;" "Errors of Refraction ;" " Nearsight ;"
" Farsight ;" " Oldsight," and "Astigmatism ;"
" Heterophoria ;" " Diseases of the Eye," and the
advertisements and testimonials. The instrument
consists of a double eye-cup connected with a
rubber ball for extraction of air or pressure of it
to the eyes ; in other words, massage of the eye-
balls, by means of which it is claimed the shape of
the globe can be modified and circulation stimu-
lated and marvels accomplished, and the cost is
only ten dollars.
" The Eyelin Company," of Chicago, also

promises in its literature to enable its patrons to
discard glasses and cure " all eye troubles, such as
eyepain, eyestrain, eye-headaches, neuralgia,
blurring, winking, twitching or chorea, styes, red,
purulent, inflamed or granular lids, nerve disease,
spots, films, opacities, cataracts, etc., all for the
trifling sum of one dollar invested in a box of their
ointment, to be applied to the lids night and
morning. The claim made by this company is that
the shape of the eye has nothing to do with defec-
tive vision, but all depends on the clearness and
elasticity of the lens, and that the Eyelin treatment

is the only method known to correct defects of
sight and accommodation, and to enable sufferers
to discard glasses.

"The New York and London
Electric Association," of Kan-

Restorative sas City, Mo., offer a pocket
battery which not only prevents

blindness and restores sight, but they claim also
to cure pretty nearly all diseases that human flesh
is heir to by the wearing of their electric gar-
ments. The following I take complete from their
publication

To the Oculists and Physicians of America:
GENTLEMEN :—During the last seven years,

hundreds of persons suffering from all forms of
disease of the eye have applied to us, having been
given over as absolutely incurable by such men as
Dr. Knapp, Dr. Agnew, Dr. Pooley, Dr. Boynton,
Dr. Franz, Dr. Mathewson. Dr. Strawbridge, Dr.
Thomas, Dr. Bethune, Dr. Harrison, and a host of
others ;' these gentlemen having given as their
opinion that such persons applying to us were
absolutely incurable. This refers to the case of
glaucoma, cataract, myopia and a variety of other
diseases past all 'remedial agencies. Yet, in a few
months, under the influence of " ACTINA " they
have been restored to perfect sight. The evidence
given in the testimony published herewith, taken
from hundreds of such cases, is all that should be
necessary to offer.

You will do well, therefore, to honestly inves-
tigate this marvelous discovery, and despite the
etiquette of your colleges, dare do the right with-
out bigotry and prejudice. We are prepared to go
into your hospitals and test the instrument upon
your incurables, and knowing, as you do, that the
best remedies now used by the schools of medicine
have ever emanated from persons outside the pale
of your practice, we shall be happy to meet any
gentlemen, at any time or place, or at our consulting
rooms, and demonstrate the facts as above stated.

Respectfully yours,
NEW YORK AND LONDON ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION,

JOHN R. FORAN, President.
m. H. EHLERS, Vice-Pres. and Treas.

One of my patients who has had a complete
cataract in one eye for years, and who wears glasses,
came a few days ago with the complaint that vision
was reducing in her best eye. I found a com-
mencing cataract there ; she told me she had used
"Actina " for a long time.

Dr. Oren O'Neal, 52 Dearborn
Street, Chicaco, Ill.; Dr. P. C.

Advertisers Madison, 8o Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Ill., and Dr. W. 0.

Coffee, of Des Moines, Iowa, each sent me an
illustrated book on eye diseases, exploiting their
methods of cure by what they termed their absorp-
tion or dissolvent treatment, which is mailed to
patients to be used at home, and also their pain-
less, bloodless method of straightening crossed
eyes without operation. The treatment of eye dis-
eases is by the use of drops, but for the correction
of squint the subject has to visit their offices where
the change is accomplished in a few seconds with
no possibility of failure, sight restored, and pre-
viously worn glasses discarded.

It has been my object in collecting this litera-
ture to show the difference in the claims made by
the various advertisers for the relief of eye troubles.
This is only one aspect of the claims to be seen in
the daily press, the religious and magazine publi-
cations, for the cure of disease without examination
of the patients, and as you may see in this particu-
lar instance the fitting of glasses, the discarding of
glases, and the cure of disease without operation
by various methods. The claims cannot all be
true, and in our experience we know that what is
promised in the case of many advertisers is impos-
sible of accomplishment ; therefore I think we, as
a body of specialists, should consider it our duty
to take the initiative in the abatement of the evil.

Electricity as a

Well-Known
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Luminous
Ophthalmoscope

DeZeng's Luminous Ophthalmoscope and Luminous Retinoscope
The eye is the barometer of health, whose indications are seen with the ophthalmoscope alone. As the sight, or even

the life of a patient may depend upon the early knowledge of a diseased physical condition shown at first only in the eye, it is
the duty of every optician to learn to use the ophthalmoscope and to read these danger signals correctly. This be can easily do
with our ophthalmoscope and text-book containing all the fully-colored plates of diseased eyes, with descriptive notes attached.

Of the many known methods for fitting glasses to the eye objectively, Retinoscopy is by far the most practical and
accurate of them all. As the science of Retinoscopy is based upon the study of the luminous pupil, light is the all-important
factor in producing the phenomena from which the deductions are made.

The exceedingly bright and beautiful retinal reflex which the Luminous Retinoscope presents to view because of its
intense illumination, justly places it in the foremost position among all of the instruments used in the practice of Retinoscopy.
It gives the exact character and amount of the refractive error in a moment and does not fatigue or annoy the patient.
It is very simple and easy to use.

The United States Government, after the most rigid and scientific tests, has purchased the De Zeng instruments f0T use
by both the Army and Navy, and has already equipped the Military and Naval Hospitals with them in many parts of the
country. This is a great endorsement, as the Government will have only the very best of everything used in the Medical and
Surgical Department. As further evidence of the superiority of these two instruments, we submit the names of the following
individual users of them, from among more than one thousand Oculists and Opticians who employ them daily.

a

Dr. James Thorington,
Dr. H. Bert Ellis
Dr. Geo. M. Gould,
Dr. H. V. Wurdemann,
Dr. L. Webster Fox,
Dr. Frank C. Tood,
Dr. Geo. W. McFatrich,
Dr. D. B. St. John Roosa,
Dr. Chas. A. Oliver,
Dr. A. A. Hubbell,
Dr. Edward Stieren,
Dr. Hasket Derby,
Mr. John C. Eberhardt,
Mr. Chas. F. Prentice,
Mr. Alexander Martin,
Mr. F. A. Bates,
Mr. Briggs S. Palmer,
Mr. C. B. Touslev,
Mr. H. D. Feast,
Mr. M. J. Reynolds,
Mr. J. M. McKinney,

Philadelphia.
Los Angeles.
Philadelphia.
Milwaukee.

Philadelphia.
Minneapolis.

Chicago.
New York.

Philadelphia.
Buffalo.

Pit tsburg.
Boston.

Dayton, Ohio.
New York.

Philadelphia.
New lork.

Boston.
Fort Atkinson, Wis.
%Vashington, D. C.
Youngstown, Ohio.

East Liverpool, Ohio.

a. Fiehl qf view obtained with Ordinary Ophthalmoscope
b. Field of view obtained with Luminous Ophthalmoscope

Send direct to us or to your jobber for fully illustrated descriptive literature, containing the net cash prices
of the instruments, electric batteries, controllers, etc., for lighting them.

Full printed instructions for using accompany every outfit, making all very simple and entirely satisfactory.

AOHNTS—Globe Optical Co., Boston; Julius King Optical Co., New York- F. A. Hardy & Co.. Chicago; California Optical Co., San Francisco;
Empire Optical Co., Toronto; Raphael, Wheway & Redfern, and A. E. Staley & Co., London ; Arthur Cocks et Co., Sydney, Australia

Luminous Retinoscope

DE ZENO OPTICAL COMPANY, Cor. Germantown and Chelten Avenues, Philadelphia, Pa.

YOUR WORK
can only be exact if you measure exactly

THE

FRIEDLANDER=FRANKEL

FACE MEASURE
MAKES

SPECTACLE FITTING

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE

Send postal card for full descriptive circular

ASK
OPTICAL SALESMEN FOR IT

Jos. FRIEDLANDER & BRO., 8 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK
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The New Ophthalmology

Interesting Extracts from an Address by George M.
Gould, M.D., the Well-Known Oculist

and Writer on Ophthalmology

The Old and New Ophthalmology

I I E distinction between what may be
called the old ophthalmology and the
new is one of almost unique clearness,
as compared with other departments

of medicine or science. The " old ophthal-
mology " was and is, concerned with inflam-
matory and surgical diseases alone, remaining
ignorant of and indifferent to such relations
as might exist between the eye and the gen-
eral system, except as regards those minor
and few diseases which arise in the body and
then affect the eye. Ocular inflammations,
ocular operations and the ocular results of
systemic disease—these were the limits of
its interests. The pew ophthalmology finds
its objects of study and interest precisely in
those systemic results of ocular conditions.

The Eye as an Optical Instrument

The chief difficulties of the mechanic of
the living camera were to secure to 1,500,-
000,000 human beings and to their successors
in each generation, eyeballs which did not
vary more than about of an inch from a
given diameter, and to make all corneas of
the same radii of curvature in all meridians.
These difficulties have been so great that
there has probably never been such a mathe-
matical perfect and optically exact pair of
eyes in the world.

This almost infinitesimal variant of Thy of
an inch, the thickness of a sheet of paper, in
eyeball measurements, may throw the unfor-
tunate possessor out of the struggle for exist-
ence, so far as the perpetuation of the race
goes, at least in civilized life and for some
occupations, or it may render him a most
pathetic sufferer. I say it may do so, not
that it does do this invariably or generally.
The simple law is that the greater the ame-
tropia the greater the certainty that it will
do so, and the more limited the range and
choice of occupations. The lower, not the
positively lowest, errors of refraction, how-
ever, in civilization are they which in moral
persons cause the greatest personal pain and
suffering.

Eyestrain and Its Effects

Eyestrain is the unfortunate and inex-
pressive term that has come into use for the
results that follow the attempt of the eyes,
brain and correlated organs, to neutralize the
defective function of the optically-imperfect
eyeballs and mechanisms.

It should be noted that as eyestrain is
itself simply functional, not organic, so its
results are at least primarily the same. Head-
ache, the paroxysmal neuroses, many nervous
and psychic disorders, epilepsy, chorea,
migrane, sick headache, gastric, digestional
and pelvic disorders, influenza, anemia, denu-
trition, etc., when due to eyestrain, are at
first and essentially purely functional. Even
those more severe diseases, such as spinal
curvature, appendicitis and pulmonary and
renal diseases, which are sometimes directly
and indirectly the results of eyestrain, are at
first characterized by a peculiar stage of
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functional and remediable disorder, preceding
the organic, inflammatory and incurable one.

Late Discovery of Eyestrain

Even Donders had little or no thought
of the extension of the practical science made
by the practical American ophthalmologist.
The earliest refractionist —we must use the
word—more or less accidentally and inci-
dentally discovered the facts of the relief of
systemic diseases by their spectacles. The
patients made the discovery that their head-
aches and nervous symptoms disappeared
when they wore astigmatic lenses, and they
came back and told the astonished and
delighted oculist about it. Mitchell, not an
oculist, heard the story from Thomson, and
he told the profession about a little of it. The
profession would not listen, utterly ignoring
it. For several hundred years the official
profession would not even have anything to
do with the spectacles which the non-profes-
sional invented. It allowed Franklin to
invent the bifocal lens, and failed to adopt it
for a hundred years.

Ametropia and Disease

What are the relations of the new and
the old ophthalmology ? They are most
intimate, sociologically and clinically. In a
word, the scientific correction of ametropia
prevents almost all inflammatory and surgical
diseases of the eyes—I should say about nine-
tenths of them. It will not, of course, pre-
vent the few ocular results of systemic disease,
such as albuminuric and diabetic retinitis,
optic neuritis, toxic amblyopias, etc., but
such things are uncommon, and not seldom
the systemic trouble had its individual ground-
ing in morbid ocular function. The far greater
proportion of all ocular diseases are those of
the extrinsic muscles ; inflammations of the
conjunctiva, cornea and iris ; glaucoma; high
and increasing myopia and cataract.

As to the external muscles, there is now
an almost unanimous agreement that hetero-
phoria is due to uncorrected or miscorrected
refraction anomalies, and that the plunge
made into tenotomies, graduate, undergradu-
ate or postgraduate, was into a blind alley of
error and waste which has done irreparable
harm to true ophthalmology by making the
professional and lay world suspicious and
even contemptuous. The heterophoric trouble
is innervational in nature and refractional in
origin.

Squint and Other Ailments

As to strabismus, the truth is at last be-
coming manifest and admitted. A recent
English book, Browne and Stevenson, on
the " Squint of Children," is a striking proof.
Get glasses on the child early enough and
there will be no squint. Even when the fatal
delay has been negligently permitted, the
operation does not do away with the necessity
for the spectacles, and there are some of us
" extremists " who contend that the opera-
tion is of little or no good even at the late date.

With the exception of relatively few cases,
due to trauma, infections, malnutrition, etc.,
conjunctivitis and keratitis are of eyestrain
origin. When one sees a few thousand cases
of spontaneous recovery after the patients get
proper glasses the truth needs no further
mention,
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As to iritis and glaucoma, did any skilled
refractionist ever see the disease appear in
eyes which for years previously had been
fitted with right correcting lenses ? It may
be that such cases occur, but observation
shows that the eye which is morbidized by
eyestrain has such low resisting power that
only a slight inciting cause is needed to
develop the otherwise powerless hint.

Concerning retinal and chorioidal dis-
eases, it is also a truism that they are usually
caused by the ciliary strain of uncorrected
ametropia. The " wooly," hperemic and
suffering retinas, the " pepper - and -salt,"
unhealthy macules, the abnormal pigmenta-
tions, noted ophthalmoscopically as the result
of long-continued eyestrain, are suggestive
and characteristic.

Malignant Myopia

There is one refraction-anomaly, high or
malignant myopia, which is the direct conse-
quence of disease of the eyeball. Does any-
one now doubt that this, the stretching or
stretched eyeball, is the result of ametropia?
If so, he should go to Germany to live.
And why does the lens so often grow opaque
in the old Why, it would be better asked,
does it grow opaque toward the end of pres-
byopic ilure ? The suggestion comes that
it is at least partly because of the denutritive
conditions set up by the severe strain of
presbyopia added to that of pre-existing
ametropia. This theory derives clinical sup-
port from the fact that cataract does not
arise when the eye has been kept in an opti-
cally correct, healthy and physiologic condi-
tion for twenty years before the cataract age.

Evolution of the Refractionist

At last we have begun to see that pre-
vention is better than cure, and the ophthal-
mic surgeon is becoming the refractionist.
In the same way the ophthalmic therapeutist
is disappearing to return immediately as the
preventor of disease, the keeper of good
eyes good. Therapeutics is fast merging
itself into prophylaxis, and the practitioner
of medicine is becoming the hygienist. It is
a sort of benevolent suicide of the old .oph-
thalmologist for the benefit of his heir, the
well-insured new young man. It is fortunate
that the new and the old science are in reality
carried on in America by the same practi-
tioners so that no rivalry nor ill will can take
place. For a time, to be sure, the dual
ophthalmologist may privately discuss with
his conscience the question as to whether he
will undertake to prevent the strabismus of
the little one, and the cataract of the pres-
byope, or operate later, etc., but in this and
many other similar instances I do not contend
that the old ophthalmologist is Mr. Hyde,
although I am sure that the new one is
Dr. Jekyll.

Migraine

Migraine is almost always due to eye-
strain, and, except in the rarest chronic cases,
it is almost immediately curable by relieving
the eyestrain. It is the commonest of all
affections, the great manurer of the ground
for other and terminal diseases, the supporter
of quacks and patent-medicine syndicates.
From ten to twenty per cent. of Americans
suffer from it, under one alias or another,
recognized or unrecognized,
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Development of the Eye in
Darkness

ERY one has heard of the so-called
blind fish and animals of caves and
underground watercourses. It might

:-,upposed that marine creatures, living at
depths to which light cannot penetrate, would
be similarly blind. Some of them are ; but
others, strange to say, not only have eyes,
but these are developed to an abnormal
extent. Why should the same organism
respond in such different ways to precisely
the same environment ? An answer to this
question is given by a French biologist,
whose investigations are described in an
article on " The Eyes of Crustaceans at Great
Depths," contributed to La Nature (Paris),
by Dr. L. Laloy. Says the writer:

" Animals that live in ocean
depths inaccessible to light
present two different kinds
of modifications in the or-

gans of sight. With some the eyes are
atrophied ; with others they are, on the con-
trary, very large and have special adaptations
that enable them to perceive a feeble light.
In the crustaceans of the deep sea the atro-
phy affects the size of the eye, which is
diminished, and its pigment, which is absent
to a greater or less degree. At the same the
facets are less numerous and smaller and the
eye is less mobile. .. . . Often examples of
one and the same species have more rudi-
mentary eyes when they live at great depths
than when they live nearer the surface. In
Lake Baikal there are shrimps that show all
degrees of visual atrophy, according to the
depth at which they live. M. Korotneff has
even found instances in which one eye was
still distinct, while the other was entirely
rudimentary. M. Doflein thinks that the
forms with atrophied eyes are only local
varieties of species with perfect visual organs.
They are comparable to the terrestrial and
aquatic varieties of certain plants like various
species of ranunculus, whose seed may pro-
duce either variety according to the medium
in which it sprouts. Thus shrimps that live
in fresh underground water—wells, for in-
stance—are only blind and bleached forms of
surface species. This hypothesis has the
advantage of explaining the presence of these
creatures in bodies of water that are entirely
isolated, one from the other. In each par-
ticular case they come from forms that live
in surface water.

" But, on the other hand,
Freak Eyes of we meet in the deep sea a

whole series of crustaceans
whose eyes, far from being

atrophied, are very large and provided with
an immense number of facets. They often
have also a peculiar structure that enables

Animals Which
Live in Darkness

Abnormal Size

them to become phosphorescent under the
influence of the light emitted by other organ-
isms, or to reflect this light, so that it may
affect the nerve-terminations a second time.
These eyes thus have the power of profiting
by the slightest trace of light. In the Cysto-
soma Nefituni, a crustacean that lives in the
lowest depths of the Atlantic, the eyes are
so huge that they run together in the middle
of the head.
" It is very interesting to show that a

deep-sea fauna has existed since primeval
times. We find in the Cambrian period
crustacean, notably Trilobites, of which some
are entirely without organs of vision, while
others have huge eyes. The characteristics
of these modifications prove that the Cam-
brian fossils that we know came from a richer
fauna that existed previously and that was
adapted to great depths. The proportion of
deep-sea fossils has continually decreased up
to the present time. This does not prove
that life had its beginning in the sea depths,
but simply that the soil formed under water
at great depths had acquired a solidity that
enabled it to preserve its fossils to distant
ages, while the rest of the living creatures,
being near the surface, were destroyed more
rapidly. In any case, the identity of the
modifications produced by the same genus at
divers epochs is interesting to note.

" How shall we explain the
fact that life in darkness

Explanation has been able to bring about
effects diametrically opposed

—atrophy on the one hand and hypertrophy
on the other, with adaptation of the visual
organs ? M. Doflein remarks that the crus-
taceans whose eyes are rudimentary lay but
few eggs, and that their larva are never
found in the layers of water near the surface.
The crustaceans whose eyes have become
adapted to the new conditions, on the other
hand, lay eggs in large numbers, though of
small volume, and their larva are found quite
near the surface.
" We may then think that, among the

crabs of the deep sea, only those have atro-
phied eyes whose development has taken
place entirely away from the light. With
those, on the other hand, whose larva in
every generation see the light, the eyes are
well developed and even overdeveloped. As
for the crustaceans of the caves and subterra-
nean waters, their eyes are always atrophied,
since topographic conditions prevent a migra-
tion of their larva to the light. An inverse
phenomenon is observed in a worm that has
been found recently in the Cloaca Maxima at
Rome ; its eyes are huge, because when
young it lives in the river and only goes into
the subterranean canal at a later age."

This seems a rational explanation of one
of the biological mysteries puzzling to many.

The Probable
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Effect of Colors on the Senses
The relation of color to sensation is dis-

cussed by C. M. Giessler in a Leipsic publi-
cation with the formidable name of Vz?rtel-
jahrssehrift fur Wissentschaftliche Philoso-
phic und Sociologie. That light has a decided
effect on the sense organs is well known in a
general way, as is the effect of colors to a
less extent, but Mr. Giessler examines in
detail the experiments of one Urbautschitsch.
This investigation " found that the sense of
hearing was disturbed by red, yellow, green
and blue, not only the subjective sensations
being affected, but also the location of the
source of the sound. The sense of equilib-
rium is affected by colors, although the most
remarkable effects are produced in the sense
of taste, where in the majority of cases we
find an increase or a decrease of the sensa-
tion power. Sometimes the taste of some-
thing sweet is changed upon seeing certain
colors to salty or bitter. In many cases it
was found that the colors which produce the
most intense effects in the various individuals
were stated by the subjects to be their favorite
colors. In the case of temperature, blue and
violet cause a decrease, red and green an
increase in the sensation of cold ; covering
the eyes causes a weakness of the sense of
hearing, while strong light instantly increases
the acuteness of the ear. Red, yellow and
green raise the pitch of a deep tone, while
violet causes a high tone to deepen, and
even the sense of taste may be affected by
the amount of light present, without regard
to cOlor."

Mr. Giessler says that another experi-
menter, Gie4bach, found that the sense of
touch in persons born blind was below
normal, instead of being above, as is com-
monly supposed. "It is also found that the
other senses suffer from the lack of the sense
of sight. For example, smokers are fre-
quently unable in the dark, by means of the
sense of smell, to tell whether or not a cigar
is lit, while in darkness the sharpest sense of
taste is not able to distinguish between fluids
which have really different tastes."

A New Optical Organization
A new organization of opticians, with the

somewhat pretentious title of " Ophthalmologist
and Optometrist Association of America," was
recently formed in Sioux City, Iowa. The pur-
pose of the organization is the better qualification
of its members professionally and the protection of
its members in the practice of their profession.
Any person known as ophthalmologists, optome-
trists or refracting opticians that make the work of
adjusting and fitting spectacle lenses to defective
eyes their special business, and are graduates of a
reputable, responsible college, and that intend to
make the profession as aforesaid their future voca-
tion, may become members of this association.
The officers of the association are as follows:
President, J. C. Clark, of Sioux City, Iowa ; vice-
president, Karl D. Fisk, of West Union, Iowa,
secretary, G. E. Boyce, of Waterloo, Iowa, and
treasurer, G. S. De Mots, of Orange City, Iowa.
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Optical Notes

.31 E. Culverhouse, president of the E. Cul-
verhouse Optical Co., Toronto, Can., who was
recently elected an honorary member of the
British Optical Association, is the first Canadian
upon whom this honor has been conferred.

.0 W. Guilbault, the well-known and enter-
prising optician, of Biddeford, Me., signalized the
holiday season by the distribution of a pretty cal-
endar ; a child's school casket containing a pen-
holder, pencil and ruler, and a package of court
plaster, on all of which the optician's name is
conspicuous.

Z. F. Highsmith, optometrist, of Sumter,
S. C., will remove to Asheville, N. C., about Janu-
ary 15th, and there open modern and well-equipped
optical parlors. He will be located in the four-
story Reed Building, which is being completed on
South Pack Square. This building will be replete
with all the latest improvements. Mr. Highsmith's
change is being made for the benefit of his health.

Geo. H. Bosch, of Bosch, Barthel & Co.,
Sydney, New South Wales, recently completed an
extended tour of Europe and the United States,
visiting while in this country, New Yol k, Phila-
delphia, Buffalo, St. Louis, Chicago, San Fran-
cisco and other cities, among them Southbridge,

Mass., and other cities of the optical industry. His

misssion was to buy goods and make connections

with manufacturers, in which he was very successful.

,A The many friends of A. H. Wenning, for-
merly in the optical business at Nashville, Tenn.,

will be gratified to learn that the health of his wife

has been greatly benefited by their sojourn at

Munich, Bavaria, where they went some time ago

in search of health. Mr. Wenning writes that

he has also been benefited by the trip, having

gained about eighteen pounds in weight, and that

he and his wife expect to return to this country in

the near future.

Ja B. B. Clark, of Rochester, president of the

New York State Optical Society, spent a couple of

days in New York City recently conferring with the

local leaders about the support they were to give

the State Society in passing an optometry bill in the

next session of the Legislature. Mr. Clark met

with a cordial reception and reported that the pros-

pects were fair for a good trial of strength. He

said they figured on the bitter opposition of the

radical men among the oculists, but believed they

would have the sympathy at least of a great number

of the general practitioners of the medical profession.

.0 Dr. Chalmers Prentice, of Chicago, whose

lecture before the annual convention of the Ameri-

can Association of Opticians excited such wide

newspaper comment and who is regarded as a

century ahead of his time in matters pertaining to

the relation of the eyes to general nervous health,

has been engaged as a member of the faculty of

the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology

and Otology, and will deliver lectures upon the

therapeutic value of lenses before its students.

Dr. Prentice's lecture referred to, discussed the
relationship of the eye and eyestrain to the drink

habit, and demonstrated that a correctly-fitted pair

of lenses, by relieving irritation to the nervous

system, overcomes the abnormal appetite, which

is the primary factor of the taste for intoxicating

liquor. The originality of this idea is no doubt

responsible for the wide comment given it in the

newspapers of this country and the European

press. No doubt the doctor will demonstrate in

the course of his lectures many other pertinent
arguments to show how important, aside from the
correction of visual defects, the proper considera-
tion of the eye as a factor of health is. He will
begin his course of lectures this month.

.4 Having completed their course at the
Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and

Otology, Chicago, and obtained their degree, Mrs.

Emma Weed, of Dayton, Ohio, and Mrs. Cora

Cotton, of Seattle, Wash., two bright lady students,

who had been in attendance at the college during

November, are now actively engaged in their

respective fields of labor and have the best wishes

of their fellow-students and of the faculty for

merited success.

Progressive opticians who have a photographic de-

partment will be interested in "The Lens." Sample

copies may be had of F. A. Barber, Manchester, N. H.
—Adv.

An Interesting Coincidence

w. B. Ankeny, of Corning, Iowa, president of
the Iowa Optical Society, while at Milwaukee last
August attending the meeting of the American
Association of Opticians, met F. Nelson Wingate,
of Plymouth, England, who was there as a repre-
sentative of the British Optical Association. A few
weeks later Mr. Ankeny received a letter from Mr.
Wingate asking for an interchange of advertising
methods and other matter of interest and enclosing

copies of some of his newspaper and other adver-
tising matter. Among the matter Mr. Ankeny sent
were some advertisements, in which he used the
cut here shown of an old gentleman examining
with an optical instrument the eyes of a little girl.

In , due time Mr. Ankeny received a reply to his
letter, in which Mr. Wingate stated that the old
gentleman in the cut was his father, now deceased,
and that the little girl whose eyes are being ex-

amined is his sister, now grown to womanhood,

and to corroborate the statement sent a copy of the

Diofilrie Review, printed in London in October,

1901, giving the obituary of G. M. Wingate and

an enlarged view of this cut, reproduced from the

only photo. they had.

An Adverse Decision in Iowa

Anticipating much anxiety on the part of Iowa

opticians to learn particulars of the final disposition

of the test case against an itinerant refractionist,

recently decided by the Supreme Court of that

State, we have secured the following official state-

ment of the facts from V.P. B. Ankeny, president of

the Iowa Optical Society:
The defendant was indicted for practicing

medicine as an itinerant physician without a license.

The attorney for defendant demurred to the indict-

ment, and his demurrer was sustained and case

dismissed. The State appealed and the decision

was reversed by Supreme Judge C. J. Deemer, on

November 17th.
The indictment charges that the defendant, a

non-resident of the State of Iowa, did wilfully,
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unlawfully and feloniously practice medicine and
assume the duties of and publicly profess to be a
physician and did then and there unlawfully
attempt to profess to heal. The following extract
from the opinion seems to me the most important :

Our legislature evidently intended to prohibit
the practice of the healing art by the use of medi-
cine or any kind of appliance or methods, except
upon certain-named conditions. The language
used is very broad and comprehensive, and covers
any and every kind of public profession to cure
and heal by the use of any method or device. It
confines the practice of medicine to the school or
schools regarded as lawful, and does not permit
quacks and charlatans to impose upon the public.

In my opinion, had Mr. Edmunds omitted to
use the prefix " Dr." unqualifiedly, and the terms
treat, heal and cure, in his advertisements, there
would have been no arrest.

At the last meeting of the Iowa State Associa-
tion of Opticians the following was added to the
resolutions of 1900, extending aid to any of our
members that were arrested for the legitimate
practice of their profession.

Provided further that said protection shall not
be extended to any member who shall use in his
peofessional cards, letter heads, newspaper or
other advertising matter, the prefix " Dr." without
the proper affix qualifying the same, or the terms
or expression " eye specialist," or " eye expert"
(unless he is an oculist), as applying to himself, or
shall use the words or any of them, " treat,"
" cure " or " heal," or the word " therapeutic," as
applied to lenses.

That the result of the optician's work in many
cases effects more in the way of healing and curing
than does the doctor's medicine, goes without
saying, but it is also a fact that these results can
be explained in advertisements without the use of
these terms, cure, heal, treat, etc.

As I see it, this decision leaves the optician
about where he was before it was rendered. If he
omits from his claims the terms usually applied to
the medical doctors and the healing art he is in no
danger whatever ; if he persists in their use he is
treading on dangerous ground.

There is a movement on foot to obtain a
rehearing on this case, which may result in a more
favorable rendering. Yours truly,

Corning, Iowa. W. B. ANKENY.

The Radium Supply

Sir William Ramsay, in a recent address said
that but few people realize the great scarcity of the

raw material for yielding radium, nor the exceed-

ingly minute particles used in the experiments that

have astounded the world. The Scientific Ameni-

can quotes him as saying : " It is impossible to
say whither the future supply of raw material is to

come from. I believe that in America, carnotite
looks promising as a basis for it. Cleavite, a min-

eral found in Norway, is also looked upon as a

favorable source of supply. That there is no more

than one-tenth of an ounce of this substance in

existence seems beyond belief at first thought.

But when we remember that radium is manufac-

tured by a concentration and crystallizing process,

and that it is only obtained in the form of salts

which may contain but a small percentage of pure

radium, this does not seem so strange after all.

The amount of radium salts even, as yet manufac-

tured, is very small."

"As bread is the staff of life, 40 is The Key-
stone life 'for all optometrists."—I. H. Phillips,
Morgan Hal, California.
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NEW GOODS (Pi' INVENTIONS

[The illuoiration and de,,eriplion or new good/3 and 111V01111.11s I horeunder Is apermanent feature of Tun K sYsTos a, our iwolbld object being Io ketp b jeweler andoptician thoroughly posted on the very latest and most salable goods, and the work nom atthe bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools andappliances-3

Improvements in Gas Furnaces
An important essential of the manufacturing jeweler's

equipment is gas blast furnaces, and several improve-
ments in these have recently come unde'r our notice.
In the cut on the right we show an improved posi-
tive pressure blower for gas furnaces made by J. M.

Westmacott Co., of Providence, R. I.
Our illustration on the left shows an
improved annealing and hardening fur-

jcj nace made by the same firm. Other
improvements comprise a new style of

Of°Au!
„ lining on the melting furnace, which is

more durable and gives the heat a
better chance to get around the crucible
than can be attained by other linings;
also a table ingot-mold holder that can

be attached to any size of melter. On the boiling-out or pickling furnace
they have introduced a side-burner instead of the old bottom-burner. This
new one is so arranged that whatever drops into the furnace can be taken
out without having to clean out the burner.

New Graver
In the accompanying illustration is shown a new adjustable graver of an

original and interesting design. It is intended to supersede all other forms
of square gravers. The inventor of this device is C. C. Carpenter, ioo8
East Fourth Street, Charlotte, N. C., and a patent on it is pending. The
blade of this graver may be raised or lowered and the angle changed to any

desired position, thus making the work in a spoon bowl or deep dish as easy
as that on a level surface. In this way, it is claimed, the time and money
required to buy and keep in order the various other makes of gravers are
saved. Proficiency in the art of engraving has become such an indispensable
asset of the modern jewelry store that all inventions of this kind merit the
attention of the dealer.

New Lens Drill

A device designed to materi-
ally facilitate the practical work of
the optician is the new diamond
lens drill, shown in this illustra-
tion. This interesting contrivance
is named the " Globe " drill, after
the firm which makes it, the Globe
Optical Company, Boston, Mass.
It is well and compactly made
throughout, has all necessary ad-
justments, can be belted from
above and is fitted with a split-
diamond drill of the very highest
quality. It is said to be very
simple and effective in operation
and excellent in practical results.
The drill has the constructive ex-

cellence and mechanical efficiency characteristic of all the optical tools and
machines made in the Globe Company's factory, the varied products of

which are an object lesson on the progress made in the mechanical part of
the refractionist's work. Alive to the profit-making possibilities of the
workroom and its convenience, many opticians are installing and operating
equipment of their own, and this is greatly increasing the demand for
optical machinery. It will be to the advantage of the opticians to keep
posted on the improvements and additions to the tools and machinery used
in their specialties.

A New Style of Show Case
The growing importance of dis-

play as a factor in retail merchandising
gives an especial interest to a new line
of novelty display cases made by the
Detroit Show Case Co., Detroit, Mich.,
one of which is shown in this illustra-
tion. These cases are finished in oxi-
dized copper, in gun-metal and in other
polished metals. They may be had in

two styles, the former, shown herewith, being 26 inches long, 14 wide and ig‘
high with mirror door, and the latter 16 inches long, I7 high and 14 wide
with glass door. They are convenient and adaptable and may be placed on
top of other show cases, for which purpose they are provided with rubber
bottoms, or felt on the bottom, so as not to injure the case beneath.

A New Lens
One of the latest products for which the

evolution of optical science is responsible is
the new " Lenticular" lens, with oval center,
shown in the accompanying illustration. This
is manufactured by M. E. Stern, 36 and 38
John Street, New York City, in any form of
concave lenses, spherical, sphero-cylinder
and cylinder, or any of the above form in
toric lenses.

The Ophthalmometroscope

We show in the accompanying illustration a new
instrument for examining the eye and measuring its
refraction ophthalmoscopically. The new device is
the product of DeZeng Optical Company, Philadel-
phia, Pa., and consists of the DeZeng luminous oph-
thalmoscope with the addition of an illuminated test
object of multiple radiating lines so arranged as to
be projected and focused upon the retina. The test
object is mounted in an internal, adjustable, tubular
section, having an index, which is exposed to view
through an opening in the front of the outer tube
where it co-operates with a double dioptric scale in
recording all of the spherical equivalents from + io D.
to — 13 D., resultant from the relative positions of
the test object, with respect to a convex lens located
above it. The rays from the electric lamp are
gathered by a condensing lens and projected upon
the translucent test object. The light from the test
object, after passing through the stationary piano-
convex lens of short focus mounted above it, is
directed by the obliquely-fixed reflector into the eye,
where a perfect reproduction of the test object may
be seen upon the retina, by looking through the
peep aperture above the mirror. All manner of
refractive errors can be measured by means of this
instrument, which gives a brilliant illumination and
wide field of view. It also furnishes an objective
test of great value, because, by reason of the indepen-
dence existing between the means emplcyed for
focusing the test object and those provided for view-
ing it, the element of inaccuracy due to the unknown
state of the observer's accommodation is eliminated.
In applying the instrument for the measurement of
errors of refraction, the operator places his fore-
finger on one of the serrated plates and moves the test object up or down
in the tube, as required, to focus it sharply on the retina, employing at the
same time such lens power at the peep aperture as may be found necessary
to give a clear view of the fundus.



The Best Time of the Year to Take
a Course in Optics

Lists for our Next Class by Mail Close January 24th.

Class Starts Promptly on the 30th.

There is no better time in the whole year to take up a systematic course of study

in optics than now.

The holiday rush is over and business will be comparatively quiet for a few weeks.

There are long winter evenings when one feels like studying.

You can carry the course through to completion and receive your diploma in time

for the optical trade that is bound to come when spring business opens.

Our course covers the science thoroughly from the first elementary principles to

the most difficult and complicated clinical work.

We explain each step in a practical, plain and comprehensive manner.

We have quizzes and reviews and explanations until every subject is clearly

understood.

We guarantee to make you competent to handle, easily and systematically, any

class of cases that may come to you, if you follow our instructions.

We refer you to thousands of successful opticians and oculists all over the world

for their opinions of the good that our course has done them.

Ours is one of the oldest chartered colleges and has more students in the field

to-day than any two other optical colleges in the world combined.

Ask for our 64-page book, " How to Become a Good Optician."

It is free.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated)

No. I McDonald Building South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

All Over
the World

Tortoise Shell
The Uenuine

graduates of our Optical College are to-day engaged in pet•manent and profitable practice
in the Optical profession. Von have every chance to he as ,,tyvel.l .r. 1170

taking our Correspondence Course In Optics, pronounced I I ,
the best course ever devised for giving students a complete and proMico knowledge in
this science, and whieli enables them to lit glasses with absolute l.orrect

We are offering a regular $25.00 course for only $8.00 ; $2.00 down, balance $1.00 a week.
on its completion and answer of the list of examination questions you are entitled to

receive a handsomely engrossed diploma with the degree, " Doctor of Optics."
No other profession offers such advantages as this one. Write to-day for complete

paHiculars, to

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
Oldest, Lending and liest School
of its kind in tile World

itenu cotiNei I 1,

DETROIT, MICH.

$45 00 for a re. lt 
Letter 

riahnde 440onnotghsf;m C 0
EllorgSrea vire g

Piettil for particulars It,

Illinois College of Engraving
New Address

57 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.
These terms not effective after February 1st

A. .1. CLOW, Prop.

Send for sample sheet of Illustrations
for Newspaper Adverttsements, Cir-
culars, Letterheads, Envelopes, etc.
Specially prepared for jewelers and
opticians.

THE KEYSTONE
19th and Brown Sls,, Philadelphia, Pa.

NOVELTIES IN FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and Richly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

Repair Department

1824

7 '

„671.,:mar\ii

'..k .-

19°4 Wm. K. Potter
149

New style Combs and Hair Ornaments are continually being made under the dit•t at ion 4,f fashion.
Shell Combs repaired and repolished and made practically new.

Special Work made to order,

Providence, R. I.
Manufacturer

Engraved Souven irSpo( )11
Buildings engraved in bowls

$4.00 per dozen

FRED. A.. HAsKELL
206 Weybosset St Providence. It.

NEW ADJUSTABLE GRAVER
'rids onc 'r ye)' perfeeily take, the I
raised Or lo,■•11,11, SOSO thelOigh• t•ilal
IMMII bowl or any deep dish as
required to buy and keep in order
some of the best engravers, who tote

Price, Complete with

Cl. C. CARPENTER,

dace ,11. all other fifille, -Tuff, gra Ver, Tile blade may be
iged to any desired post, ion, making the work an easy in
a level surface, which I a great saving of time and money
the oilier Lumerous It Highest recommendations front
• t Imrottgly tested them.

Handle, $1.50. Patent Handle, 25c. extra.

10()/-4 I. 1-70urtli t,Chtarlotte, N. C.

WATCHMAN'S CLOCK

ICINAZ STRAUSS & CO., Manufacturers
FliCtOrieS at. Park, Kobe, New York Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

The Imperial Latest Improved

Accepted by insurance untlerwril.
everywhere. A portable watch ihn
cannot be tampts•ed with.
Paper dials and supplies for et v,

watchman's eloek on the intake'.
Further particulars write to

K. NANZ & CO.
127 Duane St. NEW YORK

NEWARK BRUSH 
COMPANY

BRUSHES

12 GREEN 
STREET 

NEWARK, N.J.

Polishing Set 
Complete, $2.00, 

prepaid

COTTON, 
BRISTLE AND 

FELT 
WATCH 

CASE BUFFS

FELT AND 
COTTON RING 

BUFFS

BRISTLE WASH 
AND END 

BRUSHES

FELT AND 
COTTON BUFFS

BRISTLE 
POLISHING BRUSH

ES

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED 011 

MONEY 
REFUNDED

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
New customers coming all W. H. Craft
the time. You're next. 210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892

Stop and Think
F'ATEXTED JAN. 211, l', I 

Very often a man is tempted to use profanity just
because his cuff button is troublesome to attach

We have the PATENT SNAP BUT TO i hat will avoid all this —

easy to adjust, m ill 1101 SOH or spoil your coil, are strttng and durabb• to. look neat.
ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM. Made in 10 and 14 K. gold awl in silver. We also

manufacture an improved Necklace Snap. Patented in five could

E. P. HAPPICH, 833 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA,

A handsome oak show case free
with $15.00 and $20.00
assortments.

Send for Catalogue

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, 1027 Columbia Avenue, Philadelphia
Factory, 1636-38 Hutchinson Street

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are
hand carved and guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

The Wright Fountain Pen
IT VVRII`Ttia' RIGHT Iligh-grfacie pen for the Jewelry trade

Our Leader. The best NmItie on the market. $7.5o per doz. The 
pen points are tg.K. solid gold, pointed with iridium

WRIGHT PEN CO., 614 L.oQutat Street, St. 
Louis, Mo.



The Profit Getters
Are now booking dates

for the New Year

We positively guarantee large
profits and that your reputation will
remain same as before.

28 years' experience selling out
jewelers enables this firm to guarantee

you entire satisfaction.
We are just finishing an

eight-weeks' sale for J. L. Sievert
& Co., of Richmond, Ind.

R. 11. ELLIOT

ALL BUSINESS
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Best of references on application.
Write us at once for terms and
date.

Elliot & Sprague
Expert Jewelry and Art Gooth.
Auctioneers and Appraisers

Office

No. 320 Locust St., St. Louis Mo.
(Formerly Elliot & Worcester)

A. F. SPRMilll:

The Fight
is On

ARE YOU A WINNER?

It is an impossi-
hility to lose if you
investigate my

latest methods of conducting an Auction
Sale.

Write me at once.
Delays are dangerous.

H. B. LINDSEY
204 East I\\elfth St.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

I found a thing to do and I did it
and have been doing it ever since.

That was and is, making a square sale for square people, and I am still in the same
business.

You will notice a peculiar thing about my advertising, something you don't see in
that of any other man in the business.

.FIRST—I don't blow my own horn so very much. I endeavor to get the trade
to write to those I have done business with, and get them to blow it for me. If they
do it, it ought to be authentic.

SECOND—and the most prominent.
If you have any cheap goods to sell don't send for me, I am not in that business.
From a business standpoint are not these good points.
Now is the time you will want to unload and I can do it for you without hurting

your future business or sacrificing your goods. I have done it, am doing it, and am
going to continue doing it. When the time comes I cannot make a square sale I shall
quit the business.

Send.for my little book on

"Auction Talk Condensed"
with a special treatise on Guarantees. The question, 4, witat do you guarantee ?" is
fully answered in this article. Have a few dates still open ; better write at once ; can
only sell for one man at a time. I can give you name of firms in your neighborhood /
have done business with for references.

P. E. POPE
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER

Canadian Address, Cobourg, Ontario Home Address, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

A NEW RECORD IN
JEWELRY AUCTION SALES

I have just closed the most successful year in my professional career,
o nearly 30 years of auction sales.

As my clients are now almost as numerous as the trade itself,
pressure of engagements frequently compels me to refuse urgent requests
for my services.

I would therefore ask all who contemplate sales now or in the
immediate future to communiate with me at once so that I can make the
necessary arrangements.

Remember there are successful sales and successful sales. A Martin
sale is unique in that it is an honestly successful sale—that is, one that will
help your reputation and business in just the same proportion as your
bank account.

My patrons are the reputable jewelers who desire sales of this
character. No other can secure my services. Write to-day.

S. MARTIN
Jewelers' Auctioneer

Long Distance Telephone
Number North 245

784 Fir.st .Stirc:AA

Milvvauke,

H. J. HOOPER

Nu f Ced

AUCTIONEER

22 John Street

New York City

t t

We Get the Money
in the Box

Remember
0 These I

Cold f
Facts • •

1,. A. WORCESTER

"Our Record for the
past 3 months:"

Joe Freelander, Memphis, Tenn.
J. L. Sievert, Richmond, Ind.
M. Maloney, Birmingham, Ala.
Wm. E. Bailer, Mt. Olive, Ill.
W. W. Akenhead, Lake Village, Ark.

Ask them about us and our ability
to I‘ Oct the Money."
A few dates open for February and

March. Wire or write.

Worcester & Glendore
AUCTIONEERS

524 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

11•11■

We guarantee you
against loss ; your repu-
tation remains the same
after we finish ; you se-
cure the services of two
reliable and sober auc-
tioneers at the cost of one.

We never misrepresent the quality
and you can always depend on
us to fill our engagements.
We will make your sale, and

will positively guarantee that
our new method will produce
the required results. We refer.
reliable jewelers to the following
firms whom we have served ;
their verdict should say, "Wor-
cester & Glendore" by all means.

I1. E. CILENDORE
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A. E. GREGORY
THE WIZARD OF THE HAMMER

THE MAN
WHO TURNS JEWELRY INTO MONEY

High Class Auction Sales of Jewelry, Cut Glass,
Bric-a-Brac, Antiques, etc., My SAecially

A. E. GREGORY
jewelers' Auctioneer

829 East soth Street, Chicago, 111.

1EFIRENCES CHEERFULLY ALL CORRESPONDENCE
FURNISHED STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

A thorough knowledge of the jewelry business, and a
record of twenty-five successful years as a jewelry auctioneer,
qualifies me to make your sale a success.

I closed sale for The Tuttle jewelry Co., Butte, Montana,
December 31st, a most successful sale.

Jewelers anticipating- retiring from business or wishing to
reduce stock absolutely without loss, will find it to their
advantage to correspond with me at once for dates and
particulars.

My lifetime study has been the Auction business.
First—In making

profits.

Second.—In holding and
entertaining large audiences
successfully.

I always guarantee large
profits.

I invite the trade to look
up my record. What more
can any person expect or
ask.
FREE. Write for one. A

booklet giving some valua-
ble information, daily paper
notices and many references.

large

A. L. Gottlieb & Co.
AUCTIONEERS

203 South Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
Phones Central, 1610

Automatic, 8929

My record proves I lead them all

VERY IMPORTANT
Jewelers, do not have

a sale for the sole ben-
efit of the auctioneers.

Protect yourself or
your goods may be
slaughtered. There-
fore, by all means em-
ploy some one who
will guarantee to make
money for you.

Jewelers, you can-
not be too careful if you
value your interests.

Sell From

$2000 tO $5000

Per Week

Profitably at

Auction

t.53

If we could convince you that we could sell from TWO THOUSAND to
FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS PER WEEK for you, during January,
February and March, months when you are selling practically nothing, that during

this sale we could sell your stock absolutely clean of " CHESTNUTS," could
BUILD UP YOUR TRADE PERMANENTLY, and at the same time MAKE
YOU A HANDSOME PROFIT, wouldn't it be worth your while to write us ?

We will be glad to furnish you with letters from PROGR ES SIVE
JEWELERS telling you what we have done for them ; more letters, written a year

or more after their sale was made, telling of the after-effect of our sales. We will be

glad also to tell you how we do it.
We are both experienced retail jewelers and know all the ins and outs of the

business, the ups and downs, the joys and sorrows of the retail jeweler, and we know

positively that we can help you.

TELL US YOUR MONEY TROUBLES

We will talk to nobody about it but just you, and we believe we can write you

some letters that will do your heart good.
Give us the opportunity and we will convince you that a MITCHELL &

TILLOTSON AUCTION SALE is the silver linino-6 to the dark financial clouds

that encompass the average retail jeweler.

MITCHELL & TILLOTSON
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEERS 37 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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12 Months

$212 000
Sales

COL. J. II. LEWIS
America's Leading Auctioneer

FOR ESTABLISHED JEWELERS

Office, 901 Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

12 Months

$212,000
Sales

12 Months

$212,000
Sales

References from over
000 Established Jewelers

throughout the United States

28th year in the business
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12 Months

$212,000
Sales

The past year has made us many new friends. We

appreciate them, and by our line and method will endeavor

to show them we are worthy of their confidence.

We offer increased facilities, larger variety and con-

tinued high-class workmanship and finish unexcelled.

Spring Specialties—COMBS, HAT PINS,
BROOCHES, ELK GOODS. Oakland Silver

Scofield & DeWyngaert
Makers Fine CioId and Silver Jewelry

48-50 Walnut Street

NEWARK, N. J.New York Office I I Maiden Lane
C. C. Pickford

Do Your Own
R Grinding

It \\Pill increase your business :nut
double your profits.

Lens Cutters, Lens Drills, Stones,
Motors, etc. Write for circular of our
$100.00 ititornatic prescription outfits.

EDWARD CLARKE
Dunkirk, N. Y.

I F. C. KLEIN EMIL KLEIN

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street CHICAGO

Ateam
Lapidary

DIAMOND CUTTING
Itnporters of

Precious and Jobbing Stones

Alacr.s

Ideal Rivet Remover
A lleW tool fin i•eiiig l'IV4 Is fi  
br flies. pins, etc., whet: repairingor

replacing a broken pin swill. To
remove a rivet is always an UI k -
ward job. With this t ool it
easily accomplished without any
danger of damaging the II II fele.

A trial job will convince you
it is the best and only tool for the
purpose ever invented.

Order at. once, from yoUr job-
ber or di ts Each, 1411.!:11

A. I.

233 Superior Sl., Cleveland, 0.

Makers of

TOWER aa STREET CLOCKS
For 1:articulars, 111111 us, mentioning

Tim KLYSTofs E

E. HOWARD CLOCK CO.
Est 1512 BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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$45.00 fLoerttaerTahnre-ppoonnotghrs'amqu 

Engraving
eaviinng

fse1111 for particulars to

Illinois College of Engraving
New Address

57 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.
These terms not effective after February 1st

.X..1. Cid EW, Prop.

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

Siteej;,1 illS 1101111 to IlEl 1! III (111111 and 511VIT
Ill! Engl ish, lI iss and A mei lean lll.lIIlItIltS

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price.List

E. L. Spencer, Richmond, Ind. : "Send me at once one KEYSTONE RECORD
BOOK OF WATCH REPAIRS. I have used this style for years and none other
satisfies me.'' The hook has space for 1600 entries ,with printed headings.

Sent postpaid to any part of the 'world on receipt of $1.00 (4s. ld.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th and Brawn Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

The Auctioneer
who sells only for established jewelers

Record for past fifteen weeks, which shows
my standing

LATE REFERENCES

Eight weeks' sale of Jewelry and Fine Art Goods from
the World's Fair exhibits, in the Art Rooms of J. Kitani,
176 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

Holiday sale of seven weeks. Stock of $31,000 for
Rosenkrans & Thatcher Co., ioo Wisconsin St., Milwaukee,
Wis. Write them regarding profits.

My methods are honest and on business principles. I

personally conduct all sales and furnish, without extra cost,

a first-class assistant auctioneer.
Every sale a success. Every sale a profit sale. All

correspondence confidential. Write for terms.

THE AUCTIONEER WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

E. R. TYLER
Room 1103

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
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A Happy
and

Prosperous
New Year
to the Trade

Read the Two Letters
on page 96 of this issue and see if you do not

conclude that it would pay you to take a course

in Watchmaking, Engraving and Optics at our

College. Send for our Prospectus. Do it now.

Address

THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
J lI &lotIcr, Principal Broad & Somerset Sts., Philadelphia

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I give close, personal :Meld ion to repairs sent me.
Prolamin., toy motto. Send for iny printed
Price-List, Ai- Melt is fret for the iisking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESAI.E
Sent on selection to reliable

manufacturing jewelers

L W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

FANS
For Graduation 111111 Wcdding Presents

Made especial i y for the Jewelry Trade

Louis Steiner, importer
520.522 Broadway NEW YORK

SOMETHING NEW
CERAMIC

MINIATURES
Miniatures
burnt in on

vitrified
enamel.

Absolutely indestruc.
tible. IVill last '

forever.

M NIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send five two-cent
stt inps for beautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
115 Dearborn Street : CHICAGO, ILL.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

foi catalogue NEW YORK

Blowers Blow-Pipes

J. M. WESTMACOTT CO.
Menefee- Jewelers' Gas Blasi Furnacesturers of
for Soldering Plate, Melting, Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.
Special Fit riiziees Scm/fiti. '111,110y

milde to order. 157 Orange Street
Ingot Moulds Providence, R. I., U.S.A.

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.
num hogs engri“.1
hook, S3.00 per dot.

CHAS. A. STA H L, JR.. PROVIDENCE, a. I.

Jewelry Repairing for the Trade
Most all work returned same day received.

Our work is all right, our prices are all right.
:I trial will convince you.
Send for mir new priee-list.

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. Co.
17 W. Court St. Memphis, Tenn.

$45.nn for a Three-Months' Course In"-m1 Letter and Monogram Engraving

Send for particulars to

Illinois College of Engraving
New Address

57 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.
These terms not effective after February 1st

A. J. CLOW, Prop.

This is a reduced view

of our

Monogram
Fob

We make baggage
check fobs, raised initial

fobs, engraved initial and

engraved Monogram

Fobs.

Send 35c. for sample

of our raised initial fob—

they sell well ; or drop

postal for our illustrated

catalogue, entitled " Pop-

ular Goods."

HORACE E. FINE
ENGRAVING, S'I'AMP

and STENCIL WORKS

Office and Store,
19 East State Street

Factory, rear No. 21, adjoining,

Trenton, N. J.

Soft Soldering with Adds, Pastes and Fluids a Thing of the Past!!!
Practically as good as hard soldering and without effort or expense. One bundle or stick

is stillieient for 200 to 400 joints, connections or repairs.

Price, 20c. per bundle. Sample bundle by mail, 24c. For all trades and

For sale by all reliable wholesale and jobbing trade. Mechanical Purposes.

Manufacturers,

W. GREEN Cs CO., 6 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A.

Is Rapid, Clean, Eco-
n o m ic a I , Practical,

Convenient, Always Ready.
Easy to use. Requires no Acids
of any Description.

BEA
WATCHMAKER.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

The Artisan 24-page Til jot rated Book, " I tow
I,, he a Watchmaker" fret.. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Wohe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinriclf s Marine Chronometers
CHicaGO. 1893 Parris. 1809 BERNE, 1859

A large stuck of new
CHRONOMETieitS 11W11ys I,
hand ; also second-hand I 'hr.-
nometers made tip wood in
rlt,W for rent or local,. al

moderate prices. Et.-
pnirin g, spri rigi ng and
adjusting chronome-
ters, also line Watch
repairing fol.thetrade.

THE GEISSLER
WATCH CO.

14,1, '10' lop 11. II. Heinrich

192 Water Street, NEW YORK

Light I5c. a Month
One Quart Gasoline
burns 18 hours in our

Brilliant
Gas Lamps

Giving 100-Candle Gas
Light

If you have not used
or seen t liiiii, write
for our E.s.t'atalog.
It tellsallabout t hem
and our other lamp8
and systems. Over
125,000 BRILLIANTS
sold during the last
6 years.

EVERV LAMP

GUARANTEED
100-Candle Power

BRILLIANT OAS LAMP CO.
42 State St., CHICAGO

The Crohn Patent Safety (Ward

For Scarf Pins, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most practical and only ad-
jostableoneinvented. Prlee,S1.50 per doz. For
salehyall wholesale jewelersandmateriallienses.
S1implidwmail,25c; in 10K. goltl,fi 1 00;14
M.C1100.1,11kr.&lartr.48 A 50 MaidenLane.N.Y.

I'M AFTER THE LAST MAN.
DO YOU USE

SANGER'S RING BUFFS?

Best
American-Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND
HOLE JEWELS Doz.

Balance Stall's, gray finish . . $1.00
Italance Staffs, polished, tine
finished 1  25

Hole Jewels, Garnets . . . . 1.00
tole Jewels, Ruby and Sap-
phire, fine finish 1  50

Genuine Roller Jewels at cata-
logue prices. Imperial Mainsprings, $1.00 per
dozen. 13. 1'. 0. E. Elks Aluminum Card Cases,
handsomely engraved, sent postpaid on receipt
cl'$1.00 each. Mail enters solicited.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. F. McEwi3N, Malinger. Manchester, Iowa

When writing to advertisers, kindly
mention The Keystone

ticANAgAgliw
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and

buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with

perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to the minimum
We also make a line of Foot-Power Lathes for

heavy jewelry work.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
660 Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

our patent fasten-
ing on all rings.
Can be applied to

ally ring.

Globe Lever and Glob. Link Lever
Batton Baek. For hard soldering
Can Io. applied to any button.

Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

B. ROBERT & CO.

Watch Case Makers and Repairers
Springing, Finishing, Polishing
Engine-Turning, Engraving

Prompt attention given out-of-town customers

75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
Front Building. Top Floor

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia

(Second Floor. ) (Established 1892

Gold and Silver Electro Plating
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware

PLATING and COLORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Ilar Prompt attention given to Mail and
Express Orders

ELGIN NONLOGICAL
SCHOOL

instructions in IVateli ;did dciielry

Itepairi lig, Engraving and opt
Individual iiislEtteli011.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is ror the benefit if those who wish
Ii, tit themselves foi lii ligIi,.i
tions. St wields in !his (...11 is, pay
lull ion bir the first ) ear, and 6i. 11115'
them a small $alary tho second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELGIN, ILL.

PERMANENT PHOTOGRAPHS
ON WATCHES $1

Ivory Miniatures, $7.50 up
.411 work guarani,.

CI-I A.Fo' . ROSIE

9, 11, 13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

New and Second-Hand

MOVEMENTS
BARGAINS I

Bought from stocks. New its from fac-
tories. Send for catalogue

A large amoorlIolpol or ilkeoletinited 111.pments

Watch Material and Jewelry supplies.
Best American-made Jewels, 50 Ms. a dozen.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired tor the Trade

All American Stalls fitted al 50 cents.

Philip Katz 0 Co.
14 Maiden Lane

Hew York

IMPE■St!

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Tell A. Beguelin

71 Nassau St. New York City
NEW HOUSE—Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES.:

E. D. Extra Long 8-Day alit n springs
Fine assort ment of SwIssWat eh Material

also
W 11 al Cie Watch Glasses

A TRI AI, WILL CONVINCE YOU

Small Advertisements
No advertisement Inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "SituationsWanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-five
words. Additional words and advertise-
ments, THREECENTS per word.

tinder all headings except •`Sit nations
Wanted," THREE CENTS per word.

Nattile, address, initials and abbre-
viations C t ati words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display oh her than two-line initial letter.

'Io insure insert•   st ac-
(1 101115' all Ord el'S for advertisements,
and copy must reach its not later than
the 211111 of each  111 for insertion in
the following month's issue.

If answer!: Itl'e to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must Flee patty the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must send 16 cents (special issues 25
(,ents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.

Address,
THE KEysToNE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Ender lilt, liendlotr, ONE MINT iier, word, for flroL

oelt1,•11,e trowel, AiIint11111:1I ovrolp, wool alluorlketnento,
11111.1: l'ENTS iler word. No tolherlInement Inberleol

for les. llooto ....I,

IT C.ITIoN wanted hy gow I engrttver,
1111.1111-s0 ivy, jeNvelry repait'er, and clerk

\Owl, neces,m.v. yffil lig man, with 7
years' ez "j :oil," care Keystone.

lltt.\NtNF is psi t WI: on alsitit April 15t11,
I or Alay I, 19115, by .\ I ■vatelimaker, jeweler
a ad engra%.m., lit years' exp. Strictly sober,
reliable and hard worher ; well up till railroati

wool folicy ii tel 111111 noinegrani en-
gra .1., wird soldering. Have Vilniplete set
I ools. I ',sire cilium() of eliniate wlwre wi Mem
arc wild awl climate litill lllii I p.m' around.
.% I I. h.:Wilily, etc. California or \Vestern
skit,- pref. Te0 ii of 3000 to 8000. Write,
still Il is NVailt permanent situation.
" s K Cyst on0.
kk• \NT em representing refyonsible
" jewelry lion,. 13 years' exp. in retail
st"re. Middle West pref. Address, "B 659,"
ellre I■toysloolie.

l; X PERI EN 0E1) wabb maker, engraver and
1, graduate opt, North Texas, or nearby.
Salary, SIS. Ad. Lock box 1116, Shertinin, 'rex.

111. young iertilitn watehmal:er, jeweler, tditin

engraver and. optician. Have bench :out
opt I ou i " AI. L.," box 96, I I ay field, Alit'''.

ly.)TC11 AL) K I.:11, jeweler awl salesman, 10
" years' exp. Diva .tt liberty after
Veli. 1st. 3'. It. Iiill, Bien:parte, Iowa.

FlIfsT-cl„) ss \I:diluted:or, jeweler and en-era or. Young man, goisl appearance, titio
0ee,1 I 'rorer Paei Ile coast or South.

I.. st gen. ilo°Ii%oory, Pueblo, C010.

IIST-1 '1,.155 WalellIllalier, jeweler, optician ;
ago III ; 11 I'llg esp. Spealt German ; all tools,

trial vase ; goed salesman ; married. Address,
II. I, Fischer, lint:bard, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, graduate
f" optician. .An all-around good man ; have
tools, good refs. Address, " Optics," lock box
700, I fart ford City, Ind.

iN wanted, by good monogram and
letter engraver and clerk, with tirst-class

retail house. Best of ref. Address, " W 589,"
care Keystone.
Al ENGRAVER, used to high-class work, also
:11 exp. as mfg. jeweler, wants position In South,
California preferred. First-class ref. " B 591,"
cart. Keystone.

wATUI I MA K ER, hue workman on all grades,
'1 plain and complicated. Best of ref. ; age
27 ; all-around workman. Box 47, Blaine, Mich.

POSITION with wholesale‘jewelry or material
I firm, as traveling salesman ; 10 years' exp,
in retail jewelry store. 5 592," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER and engraver of 5 years' exp.
f1 desires situation. Has own tools. Refs.
furnished. Address, Henry Copley, room 601,
Columbus Memorial 131dg., Chicago.

WATCHMAKER wants position ; can do clock
" and jewelry repairing, also some engrav-
ing. 24 years old ; 2 years' exp. at bench.
IV. J. Roulston, Austin, /ilium. 

HY young man ; 4 years' exp. at. bench. Have
" some tools; ref. from former and present
employers; good habits; neat. Address, Box
031, Jefferson, Town.

QITUATION wanted by a watchmaker, 24 year:
old. Speak Germatu and English, also do

jewelry repairing. Position at once. Own all
tools. " Watchmaker," 754 Appleton St., Ap-
pleton, Wis.

pOSITION, by a first-class general mfg.
I jeweler, (liamong setter ; will take charge
small shim. State salary in first reply. "C 594,"
care Ne) stone.

T111111( II, first-class watchmaker, good en-
1 graver, salesman, wants position with first-
class house desiring thorough work and man of
ability at front. First-class direct refs. Rocky
II:mid:lin or Pacific coast city preferred. Ad-
dress, " G 597," care Keystone.

SITUATIONS WANTED

pY a watchmaker, engraver ttud optician ; Al
LI ref. ; own tools. 13Sate salary and require-
ments in first letter. Address, L. A. Hartwig,
Thornton, Iowa.
WATCHMAKER, thorough and experienced
H on railroad and complicated work, desires
position with first-class house, who appreciate
steady and reliable man, capable managing
repair dept. ; also graduate optician. Best rel.
\Vest preferred. S. faylor, 235 West 5th, South,
Salt Luke City, Utah. 
AN Al optician and good watchmaker wants
Li permanent position in South. Al ref. A
good inan at $15 week. " S 587," care Keystone.

pOSITION wanted by experietwed and rapid
I watchmaker ; Al on railroad and high-grade
work. Prefer New England or Middle i.'hates.
Ref. Address, "1) 585," care Keystone.

A V4ERMAN, 24; engraver and watelimaktT,
11 specialist in monogram and spoon bowl
picture engraving ; own lathe, tools ; desires
steady position as engraver and assistant watch-
maker. Utah preferred. Address, " it 574,"
care Keystone.
HOOD plain engraver and watchmaker 

' 
• Ger-

1:" man, 24 ; own lathe, tools, etc. ; desires
steady position as engraver and assistant watch-
maker, by bat of Feb. Michigan, Wisconsin
preferred. " R 582," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, pract icadrell'Ile11111114, beth
11 objective and silltject i ve method ; good
plain engraver, good salesman ; w khes to locate
with jeweler having good optical buSilIeSS. 15
years. "1)581," cure Keystene.

WATCHMAKER, engraver and jeweler. Best
" of refs. Will go anywhere. C. Al. Lindsey,
705 Wash. St., Junction City, Kans.

1A/ATC1LMAKER, 20 year,' exp. ; high-grade
ft and complicated watches ; plain envarcr.
12 years present position. Southern California
preferred. "S 577," care Keystone.

pOSITION wattled as watchmaker, jewe'er,
1. engraver, also some knowledge of optics.
Ain a practical man with exp., with no bad
habits ;"catt furnish good ret's. J. E. Smith,
Gothenburg, Nebr.
911 Y EA 

and 
It' 1111,,,:1. 1:(.0,(1.,ali SwissI 

of141./  II iii. (ouutplele 
tools. Single, ;lg.: 35 ; good appearance and
habits. $20 per week ; city preferred; No. 1
ref. "S 57I,' care Keystone.

pERMANENT position wanted by first-class

• 

watchmaker, aged 28 ; 12 years' exp. ; Ode
to do all work ; good ref. New York City pre-
ferred. "S 683," care Keystone.

I ii YEARS first-class watch and jewelry re-
" purer ; lathe, good set tools. Permanent
position ; only those pay good wages need apply.
• Y 572," care Keystone.
1,,X1'1•AtIENCED watchmaker, jeweler and
LI graduate opt ician, w ish i lig permanent posi-
DOH ; yoolIng 1111111 lir fond appcaraliell anti good
habits. Address, A. Linn, I I i ii I Ill, Alu.

IN the smith or It usl, by a gimil ‘vatchniaker,
I jeweler, diamond and 011111e 1,1 lel', plain

engraver and optician. 24 years' t_.\ I' oil plain
and complicated iv:itches, it \'1'111'S ill 010 le1i;
age, 88. Studied optics under Or. It. IL
Knowles and I.. I. Ferguson. ".11 568," cure
Keystone.
WANTED, position, by first-class watchmaker,
ff fair jewelry mpairer ; 110 years' exp. ; by
Jan. 15th. 1014 Franklin A ve., Houston, Texas.

WANTED, about April ist, posit ill IS lust
if watchmaker ; New England States pref.
" Watchmaker," 49 Hudson, Somerville, Muss.

AS head watchmaker or manager, first-class
house, willing to pay not less than 825 weekly

for a foreign, up-to-date workman, speaking
French and English ; 20 years' exp.; best refs.;
pleasant appearance; strictly sober, reliable.
" AI 604," care Keystone. 

A WATCHMAKER of 31A years' exp., graduate
optician and good engraver, wishes a posi-

tion In Michigan or adjoining state. 22 years
old ; single, good refs. "11 602," care Keystone.

IEWELER and optician, 10 years' exp., will
1-1 accept position on Pacific coast, or travel for
wholesale house. Address, "F. G.," care
F'. Williams, Los Angeles, Cal..

II' watchmaker, jeweler, optician
w ill be open for bench position Jau. 10th.

Fine salesman, fine refs.; age 23. Would like
to connect with wholesale house where there is
good opening. Box 514, Tuscola, Ill.

Hy a letter and monogram engraver of 6 years'
1-1 exp. In city shops. A graduate optician and
salesman, some knowledge or watch work.
Specialty, engraving. Ref. furnished. " A OH,"
care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, 12 years practical exp., 2
" years' exp. on railroad watches, wants posi-
tion in the city where accurate work is appre-
ciated and good wages paid. "C 613," care
Keystone. 
posurtox as watchmaker with good party in
I good town in South. Inspectors pref. High
ref. arles"toWnit,tisth.mca.ker," 112 Beaufain Street,

A FIRsT-c LASS jeweler and engraver, with 14
years' exp., Al refs., desires position tv it 11 a

good, reliable house. W 590," t.:11.1. Keystone.

HELP WANTED
UNDER 11416 HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORE,

RTEADY position for experienced watchmaker
. accustomed to Complicated and railroad
watches. State salary expected and give refs.
Southern house. "A 570," care Keystone.
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HELP WANTED

A Goo]) recrilettop ■piiciae who understands
smile shop work and photographic supply

and eamera business, to manage a blanch store
on commission basis. This is a ;;Is al openie
for some wide-awake hustler Wit II 3 I it III. money.
Only 1111111-819/18 8111(18111■111 Ilf plca,1111 address

and appearances, with geed it+, lewd a pp l)
Address, C. A. Hoffman, 6..dl Nicollei .Iy cow:,
Minneapolis, 111illn. 

WANTED, a strietly good watchmaker, wit. is
" a good engraver. A permanent isisit it,
and good wages. " P 563," tare Keystene.

T1101011:1;11 watchmaker, engraver and sales-
. man. Good salary: and Ill Illihihihil
to right 1111111. I 11 \ 11 1•X11. 111111 WI 111,1 1111% I.
good liuul,it. lii., 11. It Alendliani, Itawson,
Yukon Territory.

WANTED, Jan. 1-4, watchmaker-7, ,alary,
ff Address, with ref.., slitting 611:11 ymi hi Ill,, -
stand alid can 1111, I'. II 1111X 513, .\

I;XPERIENCED salesman for established
IA wholesale watch house. One experienced hi
IVestern Pennsylvania, Eastern Ohio and Smith
pref. Ad., in detail and Coll iidenee, " IV 560,"
care Keystone. ,

V:\ 1'1..11 I KN1 TI I wal climaker,jeweler and sales-

Er 111011, with Imils rid tirsl-class iii 1111 I ivork :
perm:meld posii btu. 5..1111 photo., state wages ;
chance to go ill business 65. ) ourself. Only
II IS 111411 flpply 1,111. c:111 giVi• first-class ref. as

I, ability, hothisty and sobriety. " K
care Keystone.

wANTED, a first-class salesman alien I Jan. 1st
ff in the optical line. .bust be capable of
commanding it large trade. Spencer Optical
Co., New York City.

1111 tSI_(l.\Siilt,tiI.iihll, ill. 1111111 11111 (tlgIilt

E MI' N, hit it ,V111 11111;114CE ;111,1 call
take ill.e'11111, ell.. 11111-1.111,,,1111-1111 1111 1111111.
(101111 wages to rigid man. I ti It. iefs., salary
and et her infornmi ion in lirst letter. Addl., ss,
"C 567," care 1:t•ys1.)11e.

Ns':Itt•11111:11:ur and plain cilgra, ;

Sealidill 11\11111 pill'. NI, 1)4001 Buell ;Tidy —
we want a geed NI 11111 1111111. II agi,, hi per

week, 11.11d more if m 01111 it. I I arris ¼ 1..sterl) ,
IMMO', Ali nu.

youtig !min to finish moll
Stephenson, 311 111edlont SI., Somerville,

:Massachusetts.

I1N1.1EElt, plain engraver. State age,
11 exp., his., salary, " 11 I■ey..11/11e.

EXPEINENCED W ill 1• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11e 1., e 1111 1•1111 16,111'1O-
11:115 engraving and assist III Slel'e. 1'1.1'11111-

tient new only. II ages it. start, 515. Nate
refs., Eastern Slate. "5 i1111," tare
Keystone.

RII.VI:ENV.11■E and novelt its. Superintendent

• 

ivalindl for a large NV,11.1'11 flat tory, mann-
filet till lig a clIcalo and high-W.:111v Iii 1,1

plated looi.o, wale, hitch is, dot•i;s awl kiwi rod
gootls. Applicant 1111151 1/11N, a I 11.1,110,, pm._

Deal kllooO ',Age of 11111111118elllrilip. I lie II Ill`
11111.5. N11,1 hit ;till lily ;11111 lb

Call:Witt Of !Milli I hip, a III, III toeo. when
appl) ing, state age, how iind MAWR° elIllolooyetl

Ill e 1.111■1 1111 \ 1111,1 ,alary

• 

p•cli.(1 A cIlIhIllIll tirpirl tinily for a (mo-
pe:cot 1111111. " A 5JU," care 1:eystunc.,

IT 11111.1., it lV1111.1111IttlittE 111.1Stt i,tii permanent.
it Apply 1 .1/4 l iIlil, , jewelers, 3115 NI
51 rem, \Vashingion, O. C.

I I Al A I: EU, jeweler,. engraver, assistant.
If clerk. lOive lull description of self in first
letter and state salary. "I I 569,'• care Keystone.

nOOD watchmaker, Iltir engraver, jeweler.
U Steady job. "11 599," care Keystone.

ALL-AROUND workman. If you till bill and
Il want steady job, address "I3 600," cure
Keystone.

RILVERWARE and novelties salesmen wanted.
A large Western maintracturer of silver-

plated ware, [myelin s and eleeks desires an
energetic salesman capable of eariCalg 115000 to
$5000 per year. Do mit riply unless you can
demonstrate that you are a success now. To
call on the large trade 0111y WeSt of Buffalo.
Excellent futtn*e assured successful applicant.
Have refs. accompany reply. "A 579," care
Keystone.

lifIRST-CLASS watchmaker to take charge of
I.' repair department in 1 large store in Toledo.
Single man preferred. Scribner & Loehr Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

watchmaker and optician, Jan.
U 1905. Fair salar) and steady position. Mar-
ried mail prefer, Geo. A. Scheller. 286

iNlv'ejr.plater ; all-around
list be reliable and ex-

11p1171‘15:, 

perieneed. Steady work throughout the year.
Dowiting A Co., 205 N. Seventh, St. Louis, Mo.

IjX 1 RA line watchmaker, good at construction
" work. Jessup, San Diego, Cal.

(Continued on Age 158)
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HELP WANTED

(Conliaued from page 157)
WATCHMAKER, engraver, salesman •, Ohio

city ; permatieut. Salary, $16. "0 606,"
care Keystoite.
WATCIIM.IK Eli, Single, steady position to
" right into ; 11111,11 be strictly sober. Send
11110111., ECI.S., :11111 W11:11 yull all In ill 111,1
'lIsIItuI 

11•111.1%
1 /111.11 11 11111.1.. \V. s. Steinmetz, Pen-

argyl, Pa.

Ay. \ TC11 \ Elt and jeweler. N1,1.1 1,,
I 1111:011'r 111111 Willing 10 111111.11i111,ell. goner-
ally ...sen tbeut \V ii I. Ti1111011.,
druggist. and jeweler, Ladd, III._

FIRST-CLASS rime re repair jewelry itIld
ClOckS. A stemli. isisi thin fer dm right party.

Must furnish III...best 1/1. fOr e11:1E■11.11.1' :1,1111
honesty. .k. JoIlas

but gelai
werlitean need apply. Edmund .1. Peters,

.11bany, N. Y.

nilt11 for I al: ing it jewelry ropair
wed: in large retail estahlishilemt. Pernia-

Ism' 1.'0 '"11 Ii I Ii, '11-110 1"11". 1:11.1 Y in "withandwriting, ,Thning ■.\ p. ;in.) sa lary oxpo,lvd.
Ni, bench werk 19111111,11.11 ,vii Ii 1110
I .. ii. reavock, Chicago.

N I) silogli man, age above 24. good
A address, gtsal ref. Steady 1,1ace. Seal Sill-
pit, of engraving and ii. .N boozers need
onply. All., Charles Price, Jacksonville, III.
FIRST-CLASS waielimaker, jeweler and .eti-
" graver and wail on (rade. 5it,I, elan pref.
Must lie sober and good irdoils Heal .1ppoar-
Inlet!. A gout', steady plaee Mr a -.lass man.

wages will be paid 1,, a iir.t-elass man.
Ilust lie well rectuilineleled. I it I, 1Voslorn
Pennsylvania. .\ .1., "

VI 1, is3s. W:1111111110:1, W110 1,111 renni-r
take ..litigi if watmi

work. Pmmmomt Slaw s ilt,
fleeted. Single mai. preiCrriti. 1,Vin. II. kreer,
Toledo, ()hi°.
A YotiNti roan with 2 lir 3 years' exp. to finish
II, trade tinder cxure 1. I Mod w•iges and oa,y
iltu -iii Colo,olo " 1;1'2: 1■1 ,■•loni•

ledied.1 ; -12 p
Niqii I ell: 11. Atilms,"(

care 1:eyslone

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

FVERY 1(ind of gold and silverware, jewelry.watt:lies, Mathieu'. Market vale. paid sent
by express er registere■I 111111. 1111,11111 satis-
factory I will return all articles. .1. Clark,
reline.' and oiveepsill •Itcr el' geld and silver e•,-
ttl,lj.sl,,l l5ti, 7:27 Sans.... .st., Philadelphia.

! I'll lei, yolir slide ru.s1 for No. 2 Aro.I.1,■.
Iry ii good condition. I. 1.1. Haven

Elltletri,
pliST-cLASs watch lathe, :Ilse staking. leol

'lox 555, 51..g.r2, ljtiebec.'

r, lolly g.)soll-naying joWelr■ lirst
class W1111:111,111. 1..1.0111 ,111110 111 . :.1.-1110.

"IV 593," ear.. Keystone.
1/1. S:111111118 for jewelry 0r

m stationery ti.ade er jobbers -WI 1.0111-
THISSI011. IS years of road ex)). ill NI'W Yerk,
Pennsylvania, lielasvare. 11aryland, Ni'
Jersey, ()him lies( 1/I. 71 1/i111
and amino., "rewmer,'" P. 0. box 1592, Phii-
adelphia, Pa.

- I NSI: EEP, sr Ilardy's, latest:
4, model 111/111111111101111•11T ; uls,. I iiil eatie. All
in good emelitien ; s lhu lii ea.h. ,13.1dress,
T. A. Haney, S1,riuiili, l.

:11111 1'1,1111e. Price 'mist be
U moderate. .511.1ress, r00III
GUI Colilloilnis NIcinorial Itihilluuc, (Meage.
(1()MI'LETE trial .7:1, it geed
4( Daniel Reid Texas,
11P1-11'11.A Olt 01 ETEN, yet i noscope, tiltaeh-

ments I told( ins 3 N •1 1:11111.. Cheat) for cash.
Halstead, Dark City,

1)A Ill N Elt ill Walell
1111silless, lo illiCe charge. 'Ales!

he a ; best id' ref. required. Beiit loca-
tion, largest. city, North(rest, Will set' hall
inb.rest geed 1,1,tical advertising i l l s eto be..
1,01111In. lo right. man. 392 E. Niorrison Street,
Portland, Oregon. 
WAN -To Iniy for cash, sleek tojewelry,

88000 to 810,000, iii goo .I novo Irmo '20,000
:I0,000 }MI.; west of II, . NI i ri Ui pref.;

Must he a bargaim 111 answering, give full
part ieulars. " .1 5us," eare Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

$4011fi spin: oi watches, clocks, jewelry, st
vu winery, chinaware, glassware. nul

etc. Bench work, $50 per month. 5 11 rist ono,
sales. $1500 to $18110. Brick store, 25 N 1;11 I1.111,
$15. Established 1880. S. Rhodes,' Is ssei.,

WILT, buy a refail-j-e-Welry stem and
loan office, in fast growing Smith-

western city of 25,000 pop. Failing health,
and party has enough to quit. An opportunity
seldom ()Mired. Best location in city. Dia-
monds and watches a specialty. " G 546," care
Keystone. 
JEWELRY stock and fixtures, invoice $2506.
I, Established 10 years. Will be sold cheap.
H. A. Gross, Syracuse, Nebr.

88000

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND 'BUSINESSES

111.1)-establislicul ieweli•y and optical stow InI,, large tew II in 11 est. In Pennsylvania, and in
the 11,11)11,in,', Ill. l us, uu iol !ling ill
health. 1,41.1 lolo, -22 an it duce.
I ;teal chance !or a " Il .I.)," care

,'ysluhuir.

I -75'11.\,N■T; el' a lifetime te bey il .il•WI:II•y .
111,S III 111. the largest elle., Id Illitnes.

liesiness estahlisled is years uuuil is prelitahle
stiel ;desire...es. Steck mid lixteres inveice
ahem s'ionuo cum be redueed 0110-11:111. 111•111111.0.

Wiil :11111 1.,1,11111i1 ill111111. :11-.• 1,11111i It
11ood 011 :W1.011111 Or 11,11111 1110
1111,1111,S Will Irl• S11111 :11 iuiu'u,i st ,101.1■ and
lixliirps, al less liii uui,usl 111■1■1•r., 1111V
S1111•1:. .\11,11,SS, "1.1111.11, 111111
601 thudding, Chicago.. _
r 1

:timid S.. 1.1.1 er I'1111. 111' 1011'11, 1000; 110
(.01/1110111i011. Ail.„1. E. tialeun, 3\'itirenten, Mo.

IV El, I,-ESTA 111.1S11 Ell jeNvelry ,11■11. Si11(..0
1.s7o. II ii,, retch. frem leisi-

nes,. ...md sales and it good run ef bench erk.
1.....• further par' ienlars, 11. C. Smith, Nortli
.Antherst, (Hee.

fiEST .i1.11.1.1 :11111 1111.11, business i
D'ork, Sine ; rfOli, 510;

S101.1: 11110111 "..1:100; 111111,, ;11111 fix Hires.
l'at•lory tewn ; division hilt ; climate line.

reasmis for sllhuug. If yoll /1:1VC the
Writi.; if net, don't. AtItirt•ss, J. J.

I\1 Ithielifem,

111;5 1sPEItors jewelry store, established 80
years; Fresh sioek. Excellent opportnitity.

Muist Ile set.' en utt•isairit or owimr's death.
Mtit'N \Vitt'', Ti nt's ill",

Pu hI hi I jewcIry sieek and. fixtures in grin% lug
u Vertmoit toivn ; low rent. Box 257, Itiell-
11"""ti Vt.  

il.:1V1.:1•IiY store, stock and hattiiies, about
$12,0ou, in one of best, Neiv York cities ; 60c.

Ott the (hiller. "It 565," care Keystone.
(INE,Y jewelry store in :t good town of 700 pop.
U A good workman can do a good business
It ero. No other "dill, eimuir than 10 miles. Can
reduce stock to ;SOO. Electric lights in store.
Heel $4 month. .1.1•1111,1.;ISII. Address, Geo, W.

CaletItetia,
$:A0(1 As geed jewelry and optical business,

health resert fer cons:limp-
til.1'S 1;011111 IV011:, 51u0 per month.
\V on 11 tiot .41 mil leti i I \Yam,. to ge bat•I:
her peeple. Add re,s, N. \V lt,uuiz Id, Cruces,
New

ijk.S11:1•: le retire. Iles..., established 11••••511.
11 \VW lix.1.11, ;Mom if tiecessary, and
I1 i,11■1, I •lorl, tu lho road. 1:o1airil,.. - 125
111 I./0 1110111111\ yearly prolir.., ,,20011 1.1 -.-.11,11;
fixtures alotte,-2-,1111. -1:01111,
$18,000. 1.31.ii stoce, sl.iuuu u us ild he a
good stand lu 111111 Sal 1111 -.'211 L (reek to
start. 'lox 95. \Villein:2mm Ind.

111..ni hug. Lis,', grootrilig railroaci
f,,,•ming I

fine bitt rs., ; sleek 1..1,, - Moo met
liest leemioe: (mod reirtil• 11%011% .\111,1
111111k -11,1N Wis,r111111`111. appointment. I'. V.
liales, Buren, S. hal,.

'Il l I E ,15,% h r,V sl ere lii a Northwestern
I 10Wit IA/W11 C■11.,11`. 1111, WOO ; 1.0111IIIT
trade. Item, Ind' moot ; including \dudt ill
bedding. A. 11, speneer, Pomeroy, bovit.

NESS il sisuuu! "id-established jeicelry
« business. his, He.; NI`W England 1111V11. P011.
8005. 1308111ifill 1.0111111'y ; Iiruu, Immo ()ill)'
inieleritte capital necessary tui right lenity.
It c.... (017 care
_
TIESI It A 111.1; jewelt-y business in growing town.

titiscI: Mid II $3500 ; 1,111 retitice.
Clement, liarten Landing, VI.
77, crvis oo ■ionm. $7inoo stock

,illr•rWare, repair-
ing material, subs, id e Eder,: $1000 cash;

a.. 5101 I i sold. Stock is
ai prostoll, hut poi ■,111 choose your OWII

10,1111111 ill IllepnwroNsiuo and growing city of
Seattle, 1Vash. P. (I. box 653,
Iì STA MASHED optieal business for sale on
LA easy terms 111 'u' suit With satisfactory ref.
All., !torten Opt Mal Co., Sioux ''ills, Itak_.
:NIE A 1.I jewelry stock. County seat town of
01 25o0 pop. in wealthiest distriet or Nerthern
Illinois. Coital line of lieneli and tiptieal work.
No other 14111111 Wate1111111ker 111,11.01. 111111 15
miles. Stock and fixtures will in yob, ithetit,
$1200. ,ja phi peols--no 1111VI.11
retain ept Mal stock and i est rtiments if desi I.
Retiami for selling, present owner lutist twit all
bench work on mamma of health. Address,
"IP 603," care Keystone.
VSTABLISTIED jewelry store ; ohl stoek,
I, nice fixtures, stock now reduced to the

Small 11111011111 of cash required.
Sa l kfarl ory redsons. Address, 31 W. Second
street, 15.1.1st...eft, ohie.
col NI; West': 1•:x cellent repair and optical
11 busiiimis in idly iif 5000. Fine chatiee to
carry sleek. IMIttilat ion doubles every 4 years.
Will give location to party buying residence.
$500 cash, balance terms if desired. Owner
interested in mining. I). A. Martin, Snohomish,
Washington.

rEWELRY and optical business in small town,
It beyond a doubt the best forming community
in the State. All the bench work one man can
do ; fine optical trade. Am going out of busi-
ness ; must lie sold et once. About $800 required.
P. G. Kroeker, Inman, Kans.'

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

VOMPLETE fixtures and tools of our little
Ii Falls, Minn., store, with or without stock.
Clark Bros., St. Chun!, Minn.

11NI.I store in Central ()hie town ; pop. littio,
I, Fixtures and stock reiluce(1. to $1000. No
tools. Willing Ill keep )nart. ston.k. \ ddress,
" W 576," care 

5fill BUYS.the only jewelry and.ept hal !mai-
_

vv ness in Southern N1 lo511. No
eompetition. 'Di's includes teols, sleek and
xt tires. side Him nearly em.m,l, te pay (..5-

p.m.'s. 'Masons fer 5e1 1 i iig Cuisine:, from
S175 t o.5.2011 per month. " \ :i75," tore I: eyshine.
TH E. loading jcWelr■ - and ..pliral of Ille

Coq uille Valley, iftcgols.
cyclenes. \Vell -established

trade. Situaiell in center ef best limber, coal
ansh dairying seetien ; eminty seat.
state') fer stustt,r. liOX 97, Oregon.
A-NE.IT, small, up-to-date jewelry store in
It hulianapolis, I lel. Stock consists noisily of
w-aielles, rings, ellai ii,., and is all new.
Eine, large, jeweler's saM, gelden oak lixhures.
\Vatyl. werk thu uus'ssihh 11111 ,7•11/0 111011111. S1111,
1111` good :111.1 glOWilig. Sill isfilelory
11•11sells ler Selling Will us gi VIM le 1111Y presliel•-
i hoyefs. Address, l'es1 ellke lIoN No. 2.19,
I IldiallapeliS, Ind.

jog j weiry, hit us,hina
and book store. 1•:stahlisbe.1 Is78. No

shim). (3(iod run Heap rent ; easy
terms. Wm. Beatty, l\'est I. bunion, Ind.
IIIA110, gem of the li.sek Ws. 77'3000 cash will
1 buy stock, fixtures, toms awl material of the
only hrst-class,jewelry ,11■Ee it, It town of 1900,
and one of the list tewns of t he State. IVill
answer correspendenee of those meaning busi-
tiess only. Addri'ss, " 584," care 1:iiiistone,
llNLY jewelry and optical Imsiness, town of
4' 1000, in Southwestern Iowa, time,- to retire
free' the jewelry business. Stock mud OXIiireS
111).111 $1200. lush Is I uu 1908 s, as' .k line
opportunity. Address," I' 5,11i," care Key siwie.

ICI( and fixtures, la•si iewn ui 1Vestern
Ii Iowa or 81)0; 35 miles from competitioit.
limed' work $1000 a year. II igh-grad.•
ilo (Ail stuff: Sleek and fixtures will in veice
shout. S211110. Pianos and sewing machines 1111
assignment, and geed money in them ; til■t ays
ident v money in this country. Drep tole It lille
and r will send pat one of our papers. I am
selling 1111 11,011111 1,1' going to manufacture
pat, Ill here. C. V. Li edsay, .\ [dhoti, Iovvit.

It.\ lit l.\ IN. I sell my tmlite stoek, e011-
i si,ting ef teols, fixtlires and jewelry. Sur-
rotu tyle .I by Muffling owl .Atidress,
I,. Kanistun, Sur111,1•11„kriz,
QT(11.1■ anti lixturcS, all new and staple, In-
ut °lee ('uuhso,uie,,hlu 111.01111001',
lull JOeltliell. II. Stevens, 221; Wash.
.A VV., St111111, Laming,
- —
110(11) chain, Mr jeweler, Small capital re-
d retired. Box 17, 'Minion., N. 11.

$15,in ry-S us' tui and
9. stem ; 1.21511 pep ; 2 rad...cols; all 'nisi-

tilts 11011S1, irish ; good high seheel. Biggest
and hest agrieultural sutututus lu 1.,,doldi \VaSli-
ineien t,, draw I11/111. TWO 1'2 x
each, for ,alo N.) old sleek ell 111111d.

OpporIllIdly Will led S1:11111 1011,, \\i -.hu
Change 1111 0,011111 Of 111;11111. :\11., T111111111,
0:11S11:111.,

Ih,\\' l'Y litismess in Southern California,
Ii finest ell mate ; imp. 251i11. Sales, $1250 ;
repairs, :HMO yearly. Ne
leedli011; u'uuuI,2tu wool 11. I lixoirt• Iron() ran
redlittn. write ■ Wean
Adilmss, " NI ciire lieystene
11E51' opportunity for German watchmaker

$2000 cash to step into ,je wid ry huu,.I ness.
Ne better chance in Southern califernia ; hue
climate. Work more than one ill:111 1,111 do.
Address, "II 5119," care Keystone,

jewelry stock ; good local but, 1200 'Mudd-
tants ; only jeweler. Invoice price. Good

(1111111.1. 6/1' IOC114111. An engaged in other busi-
ness. Nlennu. 1•:15ing Ridgel'arin, Ill.•
pEsTiuwatimi in the best 'ewe in Illinois; pop.
11 12,0.31; esiablished :15 years. \\ reduce
sloek te suit p1111:1111SCr. I liv11i1.1` 11110111, 84000.

"11 608," care Keysl enc.
IFA1'1.:1•131' titol optical leisiness iii good, use
" Minnesota town ; imp. ahem 3200. Reason-
tilde rent ; geed jewelry, geed optical, good
repair trade, No better thane, for good man.
;Iltist sell on account of wi M's health and IlloVe
to warmer climate. " \ care 1:.•■•stone.
1 EINE, up-to-date, jewelry and opt hal stei4i
11 in town Of 3000 11111a011anIS ill ; lull-
road center, one very poor jeweler as eigo-
sition. $1000 t. $250u needed. Write :old get
reason for selling. (110," care KeyS11111P.
111,1)-EST,I131,ISHED jewelry and optical bust-

ness 111140-Itille Wiseonsin town ; poll.,
3000. Reason for selling, have other business.
A bargain if taken at once. Address, "IT 561,"
care Keystone.

JEWELRY and optical business, established III
" years. Good run bench work ; nice clean
steel( and fixtures. Rent very reasonable.
Frederick Schiller. 526 W. Lehigh Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa, 

fIALIFO1tNIA-$1500 buys stock and fixtures
4, complete in a lively business town of 8000,
sit ea t ed In the richest farming anti fruit section
in I he State, 25 iniles 1).0111 S1111 Francisco. Finest
climate on earth. For partietilars, address,
P. C. Krogh, P. 0. box 68, Ilaywards, Cal.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

11ESIRE to retire from the jewelry business;
business established 1889. Repairs, $75 a

menth. Stock and fixtures will invoice $3000;
tan easily be reduced. Fine large store and
dwelling rents for $12 per mouth. Best oppor-
tunity on earth for ui good watchmaker. No
competition. Town 4000 inhabitants. Write
me and I will tell you the cold truth why I
want to go out cif the jewelry business. Address,
Box '218, Petiargy I, Pa.

11 Ell' El.itl" slink a re S01110 1.0:1111'0S, in tOWII
of' about, Roo inhabitants ; :1 new ceiment

mills, 2 Imsiery mills, 1 sills mill, slate (marries
close by and a good firming country, fer little
money. Ni, competitien. Steward 1.awfer,
Bath, l's.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

rATo N & I h 1,1 (\' engraving machine for
sale hush IloW. For partielllarS, addrOSS

Lori; liox '255, dais aster, Ky.
II \ Ph% ,•hani., to gel a Craglelth stone for half

regular price. These stones were bought
Wilsett Mitchell, and are sold for no fault.

I or size, price, etc., ad. Box 1154, Philadelphia.
I 1' 

write
tril cmasee ofj1214.. ofAlierno7is.O.Lbargain ;

VINE Swiss watch movements, different makers
-A. Lange, .1. Jurgensen etc. Fine pocket

chronometer movements, R; seconds ; move-
ments, etc., 16 and 18 size American-higher
grades, etc. Wm. Enhaus, 22 Maiden Lane,
New York City.
'VINE telescope. Send for description. S. A.
4' Weaver, Northville, N. Y. 
(111 EA P, a JACO test ease, optical stock, watch-
5) maker's tools told material. All good as
new. Address, J. Hamilton Johnson, Golds-
boro, N. C. It. No. I.
11EN1',VA relinoscolie and ophthalmoscope

Offillbilled, and i•ngra \•ilig block. Cheap for
cash. it. S. Alergaii, coepersimvii, N Y
A BARGAIN if tal;en at elle, A 865 ceneva
it traveler's i 'ill ease 51 pairs of spheres, 40
pairs cylinders, 1 t ineli prisms, celers, ele. A
I x 2 Aleseleii lathe, emintershaft, :12 chucks.
Ail i,+IS eOgdos iii leek, with full set or pins
and ■•hoop, -os,d months. "ill the itheve in
no.rfcrI rondil ion for Cash. Price8 quoted
Sepals:11,1y 1). It. Taylor, Water-
loo, lewa.

11.11'E on hand 5 licinhard refractmis,
IleW instrumenis: regular price, $25. Will

sell for $20, expre, prepaid, Best optical
instrument for quick efract i lig on the market.
Address, Robert Turner, .517 Aladison Avenue,
Toleile, Ohio,
It EN EVA oplithalnioscope and retinescope com-
'1 hined, with carrying case. Dinsmore, White
Haven, NI(1.
rII.1 HIT Caloiliel and fresh, clean stock of

• ism,' Om
11:IVEI.EICS safe, 15 xlin, lit led up inside eter.137,IP Busi ng, 111511 Chap.],
NOW' I lai en, Conn. Will send plieto. of II.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

i ltANICLIN typewriter, cost $75 ; as good as
new. IV hat have von to exchange in the

optical line. I3ox 55, Bedford, Iowa. 

ON"'jewelers' lathe emintershaft, staking andbench tools, Red' Cross ermineling oven, one
Puffer soda fountain ; lor motor cycle, phono-
graph or offers. Frank Morrison, Marion, N. Y.
WILL 1,x,liange watch material. Want en-
" grayer's bloek. .T. Babbitt, Derry, N. H.
hi 7ihhlil 
---UVR, jewelry store. Address, C. W. Horner,

LENIIIN orchard ; fine buildings. Want

San Diego, ('ii.

160 ACRES of timber land for sale, or will
trade rim jewelry stock. Address, liox 907,

Portland, Oregon.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

111()SELE1' makes eir moderate money the
dl thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes.
'Il l l. best Meat hilt, in the West for jewelry store.

It interested address, "0 588,Ireare Keystone.
WA NTED, every optiehte who is interested in
11 good advertising to send for circular of our
advertising service. Pratt-Kerr Optical Co.,
San Jo..e, Cal.

MOSE)" loaned I oft, \ciders. Weilo for hi Imola-
In thin. hI,u 0 'till:decal Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Clevelaml,

WHY not study by correspondence. an easier
" and more scientific method et' fitting eyes,
and relieve all bodily ills? Why not be an
advanced oplithalniologist? We grant 2 diplo-
mas. For particulars acldress, The Golden Cross
College of Advanced Ophthalmology, Chicago.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ATTENTION!-Watelimakers who am using
11 cheap, inferior balance staffs shon45 try
those made in ()maim. Equal to any *melt
factory product. From $1 to $3 per dezen.
Once tried, always used. Tarbox & Gorden.

YOB exchange-All jobbers will exchange the
thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for a

moderate amount of money.

W.LN'EED-To supply 'Moseley lathes to an tin-
" limited number of the men at the bench
who have need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderate money. Your jobber will send
new list.

A LIFE scholaraltip in our college, including

• 

ploma aiel highest Ileeree, COI' "Illy '7.50. See
our aul vu I i,cor.111, paw I I' mid t, , iii; I si HOW
prospectus. setith t 1 I ug, „, I nil les,

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDE• THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

(I ASI! paid for tlianittiuk, watches, jewelry.

• 

Fail ire stocks bought. IVeintrattb, 127 S.
Seventh Street, Philadelphitc.

-
itAitr. opportunity for party with some tattle

is tai ho beeeme a partner in an established
medal :m.1 badge mumulaelory. Engraver anl
die-sinker pref. ” 578," care 1:eystoile.

II, it as 31.15e1ey it's all right.

SS eompelent engraver will lake in

• 

limited number of students ; has practical
shop where students it,, profit with actual exp.
Address, "C 578,"_eare Keystone.

nol.I■awl silver-plat ing,satiii linish,engraving,

• 

engiiie-turning, everything in the line of
watch case repairing. G. It'. 1Vedsiverth, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

yi,(11N Iterolegteal Scheel, the eldest and most
4( ;inlet lea" s1.110111 waiellieutl(ers Send for
cat:deem, ill Elgin I lerelogical

1I'.\ NTED Salesmen ealling on the jewelry
It'll', to tarry :IS It side 4.11' electro-

plating salts (see advert iseitim, t hi, t his issue)
Ott cominissiott. NO S.11111111, neyessa.y. Itefs.
required. II. S. Eleciro-cle.mi al Co., 80 Elm
Street, New York.

A1.1. kinds secoml-limel gold rings,
(4 etc. Nearly as geed ds hes,' ees1 ut iii, less.
Seleetien upon rustuest. \\Mietraub, 127 S.
Seventh, Philadelphia.

11/.1NTI•di, every optician whe is interested in
good advertising le huts' i router of our

advertisilig service. Pratt-Kerr Optical Co ,
San Jose, Cal.

WE make a specialty of (hanging old antique
watch cam's to stent-wind. Something that

has been ref itsecl loy Ilave had 40 years'
exp and eau guarantee satisfaction. N. .I.
Felix, IS .11111n Street, New York.

U'Ill•:111i to receive illy highest cash !wive for.
" every kind if gold and stl Ver. llen1101'
SWeele,, lorliSliiligs, ..yerv-
thing (sod:tilting gold and silver. Vine geld,
silver, yopper Mr sale. .1. I,. Clark (established
18701, 727S:insole St reel , Philadelphia, Pa. send
by mail or expt•ess ; pi•empi :Mention given.

11A " Y"""" sv"I'li ""I "'""1
ehanged into .\ merican stem wind If se,

send il !tittle, and I Will gliaralilt,

1l.17NTI•.1), 11111 voillig 10 lab,' position :18
Walrliniakci., al a good salary, hut vorietis

rilies Sialos. l'or
ivu ltd., 1 Mpart met. t II, Bradley, Peeria, III.

A yoo huh opi itiao 2 \ voii hi yen allvanee
11 a high er degree'? If so, write 14 particu-
lars. Address, The Golden Cross College of
Advanced i mlithalmology, Chicago. 
17011 are looking 'hull It good, reliable firm to do
1 your watch uork. Ilere is the plaee. II'. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the t rade, 802
bus Nietnorial Building, Chicago.

QITUATIONS wanted by Moseley lathes with
41 workmen who desire thoroughly reliahle
lathes for moderate money. Your jobber for
new list..
0()K like diamonds! Six rings In speeial
tray, gentlemen's or lad ies',$3.0o. I 1 (loran teed

II. E. Thomassellers or money returned.
& Co._, jewelers' specialists, IV i lininglon,
Only have leaders, not. a general lie... A vestal
ollisithusiness card will II h''' you en our mailing

WI1EN you get. that new lathe try a Nloseley
H and yoil Will have a thenuighly reliable
lathe and ror nomormo monoy._  _
WHY not send y.ltir watch cases that need

r.opairing ( 'ail replace IIIIV part of a case.
G. F. w atilsworth,sii I verse' i Ills' 131,1g. ,Chicago,111.

THE Omaha Wt-ttell Repairing, Engraving and.
Optical Institute is ul high-grade school, and

teaches all essential branches ef horology. The
policy of this school is to teach only I he Itranches
that are required by a practieal workman.
Unnecessary toolmaking or learning to do work
whilth a workman is never required to ilo in a
jewelry store is but a waste or tint, and money.
Such methods cannot be too strlingl (1011-
damned. Chen', schools that require students to
make tools :eel models, and premise to make
finished workmen in a few months, are not to
be iielled 011. We know it cannot be done.
Investigate tour institute. NV rite for prospectus.
Dr. Tarbox & Gordon.

Display advs., $2.50 per inch per column.
Smallest adv. Inserted, one inch

pEA.RLS POUVArsHII. a customer shim Id bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send them to

CII-11AS. S. CROSSN1AN .51. CO.
3 Metidera LE11110

NwYorkWhere you can have an ittle 
 Established 1880 - —

WANTED AT ONCE
ENGRAVER AND OPTICIAN One capable
of taking charge of optical department and
able to do letter and monogram engraving.

JEWELER AND STONE=SETTER-A good,
temperate and quick workman for general
ibbing and new work ; one able to do en.
graving preferred.

Steady and permanent positions to right
parties. Wriie immediately, and state
wages expected, to

HAUSERMAN'S,214 Main St„Paterson,N.J.

LEARN _
JEWELERS
ENGRAVING
'' The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned tradt•, taught thoroughlY mid
practically by correspondence. Your hist me-
ter is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will 101101 the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in yews ef rigid ap-
prenticeship. NVe will homey., the skill of
any engraver one litinuirol per cent 1111,1
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send rot. hand,,at, prosiwe-
tms. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

Repairing
for the Trade

Our work is the kind you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

4 _oer et te r7 
and
hr ee -01.11Aoonnotghrsa'niC oEunrgsrea vl g$.5.00 I

Send for particulars to

Illinois College of Engraving

New Address
57 Washington St., CHICAGO, ILL.

These terms not effective after February 1st
A..1. Ci."Wi ProP,

Repairing
For the Trade
of Cempliented and Ordinary

Watches, Wheel ;mil Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., co re-

y and promptly ilinin by 1111
expert. A. JETTE

&do In laui 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

"THE BEST " IS WHY
The principal reason why we ask any-

one to at our school 1,1 simply because
we know it is the hest. Only the best
Ought to be good enough for yott.

Ci reit Ii I'S free.

Canadian Horological Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto. Ont.

-
Wien writing- to adzillisers, kindly

mention The KeTstone

Index to Advertisers.
Aiwt, I,. 
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It is tough on the middleman, but you get the
benefit of his loss.

You get the diamonds without paying numerous and
extra profits so often added to the real cost of the stone.

It enables you to please your customer by giving him
best value for his money.

J. R. WOOD 0 SONS
CUTTING WORKS

13274329 Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn 2 Maiden Lane, New York

•••

Holiday Made
All The Year Round

One of our customers writes : ” Since buying

one of your machines my business has greatly in-

creased and I'm having holiday trade all the vetr f

round." Are you?

The NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE

carries with it all kinds of trade. Good trade

it is, too.

A stray customer comes in to have an unibrelkt

handle engraved and leaves this little order tilcl

several larger ones besides.

This ingenious machine, which is so simple it

cannot get out of order, will not only double your

receipts from the engraving branch of your business, but

of people to your store during the holidays and retain their

between seasons, so that you will have holiday trade all the

Another jeweler writes : " My wife does nearly all

made about $3oo the first month engraving watches,

silverware and many other profitable things."

Such a machine for making business is needed at

The machine is adapted for plain and ornamental

English, Gothic, Script and Fancy Letters, Landscapes,

traits on flat or irregular surfaces, rings, spoons, hollowware,

the letters equal to the finest hand Nvork.

Now is the time to write us for a complete catalogue

machine's work.

THE EATON 0 GLOVER
SAYRE, PA,
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TRADE-MARK

LUCKY
STRIKE

is what everyone is looking for.
Here's one for you-

STRIKE INTO the old reliable line
WC are again showing this season (its attractions

are greater Man ('T'('/ —/oi,s- of kie new goods) and

STRIKE OUT so. of thos, sea-gold"
chains \Tht 1I 1L1S111, 11-1(1 s(.'y 110W f01-C11)1V y()ur
custom( 1, approval will strike you.

C. A. MARSH 0 CO.
MAKERS OF FINE CHAINS

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
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21 Jewel Veritas

Hunting

21 Jewel Father Time

Hunting

11111111111Nti111111111111111111111111111110

23 Jewel Veritas

Open-Face

Stand Supreme in
Practical Merit

Forty years of hard work, scientific experiment and

endless endeavor to lead means a great deal in watches

for railway service.
Elgin Watches have occupied the first place in the

front rank of railway timekeepers for over 40 years.

For this reason they will make the strongest possible line

of railroad watches for you to handle during 1905.
This promises .to be a great year for business among

the railroads, and the live jeweler who selects his lines of

railway watches early and includes a liberal supply of

Elgins in the different grades for railway service will reap

a rich harvest.
Elgin 'Watches are thoroughly known from one end

of the country to the other. They are the easy line to sell.

For this good reason progressive jewelers find in

Elgin Watches the highest degree of salability and

permanent satisfaction to their customers. Offer your

customers the best.

041111111%11111111111111111111111110111

19 Jewel B. W. Raymond

Open-Face

21 Jewel Veritas

Open-Face

1111111111111111$111111111111111111111111
1111110111111111

21 Jewel Father Time

Open-Face

The above are all 18 Size Elgin Movements especially

Designed for Railway Service. Standard of

the World. See jobbers' list for prices

604 Sil )phire

2747 No. Stone
2759 With ?Roue

3354 Ruby Centre

63 Sapp11 re Centre
Topaz drop

I 72 Sapphire
173 Topaz
I 74 Aquamarine
Centre A Rubies

3355 Tut an Centre

rIl Sapphire
Topaz

3:1 Amethyst

3411

agio Long Pin1 Short Pin

B Waist So

and White Stone
•

•

3397 Feet!
11WI hair Antique Color

Neck Chain
I5 — 20 in.
5
5 —It in.
5 —14 in.

•

Penda
59 sapphire and ‘VIiite

51
Satin burnished 
Roman

70 Bright ".
_

64 Topaz

34 I 3 Signet

3408

3379 sapphire
3380 Athi.thy,t
3391 Itully

heafflint 72

Fstablished 1873

fraB.

Theodore W.
Foster & Bro. Co.

100 Richmond St.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Makers of Fine Gold

Filled Jewelry and Ster-

ling Silverware.

We make the finest

grade of Seamless Gold

Filled Chains it is pos-

sible to produce, and at

reasonable prices.

Lockets, Charms,

Bracelets, Brooches,

Bar Pins, Scarf Pins,

Hat Pins, Necklaces,

Pendants, Crosses,

Earrings, Waist Sets,

Cuff Buttons and

Hair Chain Mount-

ings.

Everything in Sterling,

Toilet, Manicure and

Desk Sets for Ladies'

and Gentlemen's use.
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Hunting

21 Jewel Father Time

Hunting
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23 Jewel Veritas

Open-Face

Stand Supreme in
Practical Merit

Forty Year, of hard work, scientific experiment find

en(11(.ss endeavor to lead means a great deal in Nvatchcs

for railway service.
\Vatches have occupied the first place in the

front rank of railway timel;eeper.-; for ovcr 40 yuirs.

For this reason they will mal:e the strong-est possilde

of railroad ‘vatches for you to handle (ltlril1L I

This promises to he ;I. great year for business i.inong.

the railroads, and the live jeweler who selects his lines of

railway Nvatches early and includes a liberal supply of

Elgins in the different grades for railway service will reap

a rich harvest.
Elgin NVatches thoroughly 1:nown from one end

of the country to the other, They are the easy line to sell.

For this good reason progressive jewelers find in

Elgin \Vatches the highest degree of salability ::111(.1

permanent satisfaction to their customers. ()tier your

cust( filters the lg.st.
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19 Jewel B. W. Raymond

Open-Face

21 Jewel Veritas
Open-Face
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21 Jewel Father Time

Open-Face

The above are all 18 Size Elgin Movements especially

Designed for Railway Service. Standard of

the World. See jobbers' list for prices
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27 8 With Stone

599 603

572

2747 N. stout
2759 With Stone .
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63 Sapphire Centre
Topaz drop

3354 Roby Centre
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4 I Topaz
4 I Amethyst
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3367 Face
and hair Antique Color

Neck Chain
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I 11:
—14 in.

172 Sapphire
I 73 Topaz
I 74 Aquamarine
centre t linhies

3355 •Furglioise Centre

89 II Waist Set
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636 I short Pin
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685 white Stone
. 676 No Stone

Established 1873

fr&B.

Theodore W.
Foster & Bro. Co.

100 Ricluriond St.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

'Makers of Fine (iold

Filled Jewelry and Ster-

l 6inu- Silverware.

We make the finest

grade of Seamless Gold

Filled Chains it is pos-

sible to produce, and at

reasonable prices.

Lockets, Charms,

Bracelets, Brooches,

Bar Pins, Scarf Pins,

I I at Pins, Necklaces,

Pendants, Crosses,

\Vaist Sets,

Cuff Butt

Flair Ci i\1 Mint-

mgs.

Everything in Sterling,

Toilet, Manicure and

Desk Sets for Ladies'

and Gentlemen's use.



The Mainspring- of your business is the profit it shows.
We hope that your 1904 business was thoroughly satisfactory and

would like to co-operate in making sure that i 905 breaks the record.
This time we want to say a few words about watches—nothing

but watches.
You cannot watch your watch profits too carefully and the place

to do that is at the buying end.
We have at all times a complete stock of everything in the watch

line you can possibly require—Waltham and Elgin Movements ;
New England Watches ; and the leading makes of Gold Filled and
Solid 14 K. Gold Cases. You can always be sure of getting just what
you want, getting it quick and paying a reasonable price.

ALBERT BROTHERS
WHOLESALE JEWELERS

N. E. Corner 4th an Plum Sts., CINCINNATI, OHIO

163
If you have R. R. trade, you would do well to open an account with US.

We make a very special feature of

Railroad Watches
and seem to be giving the bust possible satisfaction to a constantly increasing
number of " R. R." jewelers. We carry in stock full lines of the wanted goods.

Waltham

Vanguard, 23 J., 18 size, 0. F. and Htg.

21 J., "

Crescent St., 21 J., "
t I 19 J., " IC

Premier (A.T. & Co.), 17J.,18sizo,O.F.andlitg.

Vanguard, 23 J., 16 size, 0. F.

Elgin

Veritas, No. 214, 23 J., 18 size, 0. F.

No. 239, 21 J.,

No. 274, 21 J., Htg.

Raymond, No. 240, 19 J., 0. F.

Father Time, 21 J., " and Htg.

It

f t

Raymond, 17 J.,

No. 270,

Na. 280,

41

21 J., 16 size,

17 J., "

IC II CI

ft

IC

Hamilton

No. 942 and No. 943, 21 J., 18 size, 0. F. and Htg.

No. 940 and No. 941, 21 J., " II

No. 936 and No. 937, 17 J., "

No. 960, 21 J., 16 sin,

No. 09o• 21 J., "

No. 992, 21 J., "

We candidly believe you would do well to deal with us

The Non=Retailing Company
Jobbers in Watches and Chains, Lancaster, Pa.

ft

II

IC

II

II

L 4 co ,1
ANS.

2 Tulpstraat
AMSTERDAM

NIANU1 ;',1,C.-11(4.2_V;RS (1)17

ESTABLISHED 1866

1
r

12 MAIDEN LANE (one flight up)
P. 0. Box 1625 NEW YORK

VV1-101...,ESAL.B 1:21UAILIERS IN

Gold and Filled Watch Cases Elgin and Waltham Movements
Gold and Plated Jewelry New England Watches

11■11 1()R1'1,.".1.2.,•1

DIAMONDS AND PEARLS (Mloo anda
onsteed)

Our imports of DIAMONDS are direct from the cutters at Amsterdam, and we can therefore offer you substantial inducements

ORDERS ARE, SOLICITED EITHER DIRECT OR THROUGH OUR TRAVELERS

Selection packages sent to responsible jewelers Our goods are insured while in transit



SECURITY
The great magnitude and variety of our stock and the immediate

attention we give to all orders is an assurance that your wants will be
attended to in a manner that will meet with your approval and induce
you to favor us with your continuous orders. We are making a
special drive on lathes this month, and to move them will quote
special price inducements. Write us for quotations. Correspond-
ence promptly answered.

No. 15
Swing Foot-Wheel
Each, $5.15 net

Webster-Whitcomb Lathe
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.25
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . 59.00

Front these prices there is a cash discount
which we will quote on request. W.-W.
Lathes are standard for quality the world
Over.

Moseley Lathe No. 2
With 10 Chucks . . $35.00
" 17 " . . . 40.00
" 22 " . . 44.00
" 42 " . . . 59.00

Write for cash discount and notice the
flirl her reduction in list prig°. The name
" Moseley " stands for the very highest
grade in watchmakers' tools.

Foot-Wheel No. 1
Each, $2.15 net

Our Groat Opocialill
is filling orders promptly
and correctly. We have
at all times a full stock
and a force competent to
handle all orders that are
sent to us. Small material
parts are carefully matched
by watchmakers who are
trained by long experi-
ence to select the proper
material. Send us your
orders and they will not
be neglected.

Countershaft No. 9

N.P., each, $2.58 net

QuiCIs
N

,1111,

01)1,-*17/71,1,1.,,,
;'-"triiiaatatphy

.011,4„.
I

lagailigilaidifign

311A101111
GGIN-R200//d•ili/fi

lard

One of the Cardinal
Principles of Our Business

QUICK ACTION
combined with

ACCURACY
All shipments received at our office from out-of-town patrons receive prompt attention,

liberal appraisement—with the " benefit of the doubt " in your favor—and an immediate

remittance. This inflexible policy of our business has convinced us that we can

Make Customers and Keep Customers 

While we appreciate a " one-time trial order, we are proud of that feeling of mutual

confidence that our record of 35 years of business has created.

,

k\\\\\\ 41:4,06

••■•■

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

Offices---63 and 65 Washington Street
Works—Fifty-Eighth and Throop Streets

(ion Lathe Outfit Complete

$21.15 net cash
14 Chucks, 6 Cement Brasses and

Belting
There is no better lathe sold for the price

thou our "Gem." Every one is warranted
true or you can have your money back.

leneva Lathe Outfit Complete

$15.00 net cash
Packed in wood box same as Gem Lathe

14 Chucks, 8 Cement Brasses and
Belting

Our Geneve lathes are strietiv first quality
and have index and laid'.

We are paying 50 cents an
ounce for Old Silver

011 N-Oii
■)Nso\`,.),,

1)121'2/.5-

"111 ,

Countershaft No. 12
NP., each 94c. net

E. & J. SWIGART, CINCINNATI, OHIO
v

\01

.0) 41 \ s
\\\:\

111 \\



1905
No Wel1=Informed Jeweler 

Doubts the desirability of
as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality

Isa■ 

and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit
Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

TRADE MA RK M. B. BRYANT cSz CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

1Itiii_iii iji
Lfl

2

NEW

K.& D.
TOOLS

Nos. 144 find 145 hare
each ten Itri vers, and
are the only ones made
that it all the different
811.1.1'Cti for American
watelles. They are made
01 tool steel anti nicely
finished.

Kendrick
& Davis
Lebanon, N. H.

TH&bitw ' DOUBLE END
WALTilt0/1 SCREW DRIVER K. & D. INTERCHANGEABLt BLADES

Pat:titled May 31, 1304
No. 298. Aluminum Handles. Set of Six.
No. 289. Gun-Metal Handles. Set of Six..

These Screw Drivers III1VP three sizes of heads, and each head a differentcolor. Blades are of superior quality and fastened by a friction sleeve.

SAMS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete, . . $12.5o
Outfit without Bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) . . 4 00
Sams' Flux,  25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24W. Randolph St., CHICAGO Generator. Size,
high, 5%ll diam. 2

MOSELEY
has been spending his time for many yearsin making MOSELEY Lathes as good asLathes can be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-ture and no expense is spared to make
Everything about them Right.

It's no wonder that MOSELEY Lathesare Good Lathes.
They are the result of years of pains-

taking, systematic and skilled endeavor to
satisfy the exacting requirements of the most_ — critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, covering every need ofthe Expert Watchmaker and Repairer, and at the present low prices a very complete assort-ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense.
MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are the Secrets of rapid,accurate and therefore Profitable Work.
Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacturers,

MOSELEY LATHE CO.
Elgin, III., U.S.A.

Be sure and see our line of Staple Goods for this season and our
samples of brand new ideas in BRACELETS and NO We
want you to get next to some of these money-makers, and get acquainted
with our complete staple line of CHAINS. We make all hinds.

DORAN, BAGNALL ãY COMPANY1870
Successors to Young, Bagnall & Cu.North Attleboro, Mass.

NEW YORK, 104 Bro.kiyp.1,V CHICAGO, a7 Wabash Avenue

Manufacturers of
Fine Rolled-Gold Plate and Sterling Silver

Chains, Bracelets and gsCovelties
SAN FRANCISCO, 126 Kearny Street

mazurommara

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply p.m,
if you will write us we will
inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

35 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Combination Handanloller Remover
No. 50

A new tool of great merit and approved by many to whom it was submitted

for test as to utility and strength. The illustrations serve better than lengthy

descriptions how to operate the tool.

FOR HAND REMOVER the outer tube is pushed down. Jaws are opened

by means of spring plunger. Releasing same will permit jaws to close under the

hands, Giving the large nut half a turn will remove the hands without risk of

losing by flying off. Leather pads fastened to the two legs are safeguards against

scratching dials. The pressure is removed from the center of dial (its weakest spot).

FOR ROLLER REMOVER the outer tube is pushed back. The jaws are

opened by means of the spring plunger. The pivot of staff is placed in the counter-

sunk hole in the crosspiece or bridge. A half turn of the large nut screw will

remove the most obstinate roller.

The tool is simple in construction, well made and easily operated.

Price, $1.25

Combination Tool No. 60
A Practical Combination Tool invented by a skillful Watchmaker of many years'

experience. It is intended for holding Table Rollers while setting the,Roller Pin, ‘vill

serve well as a Pallet Stone Adjuster ; Jewel Holder, Hand and Second-Hand Holder

and Annealing Tool. It is indispensable to any Watchmaker Nv h o wishes to do good,

quick work. It is compact and its operation is most simple. It is not necessary to

remove roller table or hairspring. The lamp flame while heating conducting bar is

above the balance-wheel; roller and staff, making it impossible to injure any of these

parts when setting Jewel Pin or Pallet Stones.

Price, $1.25

Watch Cap Straightening Flier
No. 55

The annexed cut shows a new plier (patented) which will fill a long-felt want.

The cut shows the cap of a -hunting case that is bent back, and all jewelers know

how hard it is to straighten a case thus bent with hand methods heretofore in use.

With this plier you simply grasp the joint as per cut with the narrow jaw inside the

case, and the wide jaw gripping the re-inforcement of the joint, then with the fingers

as per cut bend the cap slightly past the proper shape, remove the plier, close 
the

case, and with a common jeweler's wooden mallet tap the cap gently at the joint

until it fits properly. You will find with a very few moments' work you have made

the case as good as new, and your customer will be pleased to pay you 50 cents for

the job. Also, if the back cap of the case will not close tight because of it being

worn or bent, remove inside cap and use plier same as for front cap, and you will

find that with a slight bend your cap will close with a snap, and fit perfectly tight.

In the majority of cases it will not even be necessary to remove the case spring,

but in cases where the joint is badly worn it is advisable to re-pin the joint before

attempting to straighten the case. Where the case spring is not removed, see that

the lower jaw is under and not binding the spring. Use your mallet with discretion,

and with a very little practice you will be surprised how quickly and neatly you can

complete a job. This plier has paid the inventors $200.00 per year at their own

benches. It is made of the best Swedish Steel, Nickel Plated.

Price, $1.25
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.,-, as Received As Remodeled for Ameriean S. W. Movement

WENDELL & COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS, REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Special I 'a,es te I !Her in Gold mot silver, for English, Swiss and :Uteri!,n Movements.Kev-Wind casvs ehanged to Stern-Wind.
'English cases !hanged to lit American llevements without altering outside appearance.I tiot Ig C.ISQ8 changed to open-Face.

old Watch Cases Repaired and Retiewed.
Melting old gold cases and making over into new ease (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 anD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stonesfor special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from thecutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozenand gross prices. -
Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five tofifty per cent.
We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 an 97 William Street
NEW YORK

TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
CHICAGOFACTORIES

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

NI I
These Iwo role show Flat and Round Botcher Flog, Th so col,how flu same rinsm with now, high olawas reeelv,d, with ciao, badly worn off nod too low to stones securely reset, h i d entire ring, rellniihedpermit rmetting bloom again. like lien.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, $ .75 to $1.25" " " eight " " " " " 1.00 to 2.00We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to costfrom 75e. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number or ,1;,,,s in setting.

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with t no and four claws soldered to the set
which holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " The.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.
NEW YORK CHICAGO

Initial glove ring with one
rlow at enoh rod holding 11 I.

11111111111ggillIIIIII
Canton glove ring n ilh four

clans at corners holding i,. C.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED

AS DELIVERED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWING

AS DELIVERED

Gold Chains Refilled, Renewed and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

Good Wcwk. Low Prisze.m. Prompt Attritiori

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK 
TWO WONDER- CHICAO0

93, 95 & 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for j,,l) w, k.

BEFORIC

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been mel led o r broke!' off, t he same as new.

FTFR

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, niekel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
vime:try bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 atiD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work )
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with its. By giving your customersperfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send -for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 anD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

The W. Green 0 Co. No. i Dynamo Forptot!dnga nanddSt
iorring

Cut Showing
W. Green & Co.'s No. 4

1-5 H. P. Motor
with Pulley and Buff

Attachment

GUARANTEED.

Price, only $8.50
A Powerful Little Shunt-Wound Low Voltage Dynamo.
Can be run either by DIRECT or ALTERNATING Cur-

Size. V., x 5 x 4Y• 
rent Motor. Net Weight, 8 4'' lbs.

(. !.; Gross " 12

Cuts are fac-simile of photo-reproduction of the

W. GREEN & CO. No. 1 DYNAMO in working condition.
Observe it is run by pulley attachment from our No. 4
W. GREEN & CO. 1-5 H. P. DIRECT CURRENT MOTOR.
We also call attention to connection of Dynamo by Spiral

Copper Wires to Plating Tank, the whole showing entire

apparatus in active working operation.

Genuine GLASGOW Watch
Brushes

No. Each
1224, 3 Row . . . . $ .15
1225. 4 " .20
1226. 5 " . . .22
1227. 6 " . . . .30

Doz.
$1.60
2.00
2.25
3.00

Best Quality BONE HANDLE.
Hard, Medium and Soft

No. Each Doz.
1235. 3 Row . . . . $ .15 $1.50
1236. 4 " . .20 2.00
1237. 5 " . . . . .25 2.50

Genuine GUARANTEE Watch
Brushes

No. Each Doz.
1228. 3 Row . . . . $ .20 $2.00
1229. 4 " . . . . .25 2.25
1230. 5 " .30 3.25

Best Quality BONE HANDLE.
Stiff, Bristles, for Washing

No. Each 11oz.
1238. 3 Row . . . . $ .20 $2.25
1239. 4 " . . . . .25 2.50
1210. 5 " . . . . .30 3.00

No.
1231.
1232.

NOTE.-In ordering always state whether hard, half hard, medium, half soft or soft is wanted.

NOTE.-A complete line of Wheel Brushes, Buffs, Emery, Corundum and Carborundum
Wheels, and Polishing Materials always on hand.

3 Row
4 "

..Made in soft, half soft, half hard, and hard. In erdering, please mention which is required.

Our sell and half soft., Goals Hair brushes can be used by Vetch Factories and Watchmakers
for their finest work. Not better can lie nuele.

no
MI 4
el

Pr

17-

r
,

.1"

DESCRIPTION OF DYNAMO.-Speed, 2200 to 3200 I. II. In,
voltage, 2 to 6, accordingly, at 3200 r. p. in.; it will light from 10
to 12 3-C. P. 6-volt high-grate miniature lamps connected in
multiple; this is actual and not indicated ; will also do high-
grade electro plating, furnish current for numing small motors,
charge storage batteries and Miler work of similar nature.

ADVANTAGES. - For Roman Coloring and Plating the
dynamo has many advantages over batteries, as follows : "EOW
PRICK" " COS'T TO  RUN very trifling." No SOLUTION "
or zinc to replace. " CONNECTIONS do net eerrode." " CER-
'FAIN to generate an even curroit or strength."
"INSURES a quick deposit and a rid. and last tee oder."

THE FIELD is of soft gray iron of I lie iroll,hid type, which
affords protection for field coils and armature ; 'dent): of iron Is
used and the magnetic circuit is wit' out Mint. The rear bearing
is east solid with the frame and pole pieces, and is bored at the
same time as the seat for front bearing, and 1;ole pieces are
machined.

THE BEARINGS are long, being about four times the
diameter of the shaft, giving ample bearing suriace.

THE SHAFT is of N-inch steel, 0, , inches long.
TIIE ARMATURE is a modified tunnel drum of 0 sections,

1:"; inches diameter, Pz,', inches long and well insulated ; double
em ton wire is used in both armature and field, well shellaced ;
the field coils are also taped, insuring rreedein from break-downs
I hrough Multy insulation.

THE COMMUTATOR is 94 inch by % inch and of ample
carrying capacity.

THE BRUSUES are of strip copper, long and springy, held in
slotted brush holders, allowilig adjustment and easy renewal.

THE FINISH is a dead black and a pulley 134 inches diameter,
V-grooved for 5-16 inch r,in lel belt, el. flat face crowned for %-inch
Ilia belt, is furnished with each machine.

For sale by all Material Houses

or the manufacturers, W. GREEN & CO.

Special Importation of

Real Goats Hair Watch Brushes
Each
$  25
30

Doz.
$2.75
3.25

" GREEN'S
IMPERIAL -

Safety Guard

Protection against
loss and theft

No. 79
For sale by all Wholesale Jewelers and Material Dealers or the manufacturers, W. GREEN & 

CO.

Will fit any
size Pin

No. 79. Gold Plated.

Price 85 cents

Latest
Simplest

Neatest
Best

For Scarf Pins, Studs,
Hat Pins, Brooches, etc.

Instantly adjusted by
one turn of screw

No. 80. I on Metal.

Price $1.00

Per dozen

per dozen
For sample doz. by mail, add 4c. for postage No. 80

Soft Soldering with Acids, Pastes and Fluids a Thing of the Past I!!
Practically as good as hard soldering al4todowjoitihnottsiteeoffnotfetcouroenxspeolasree.paiOrsne bundle or stick

is sufficient for 200 or

•

For all Trades and Mechanical Purposes. Is Rapid, Clean, Economical, Practical, Con-

venient, Always Ready. Easy to use. Requires no Acids or Pastes of any Description.

For sale by all reliable Material Houses or the manufacturers, W. 
GIG TN 3: CO.

Price,

20c. per bundle.
Sample bundle

by mail, 24e.

"IMPERIAL,99
GOLD COLORING, SILVER PLATING AND

SILVER OXIDIZING SOLUTION

"A Trial is all that is Necessary to Prove Their Merit"

The " Imperial " are Genuine Plating Solutions,

and if directions are closely followed, the same 
results can

be had with the solutions as are produced by the largest

factories. The Imperial Gold and Silver Plating Selittions

may be used with or without a battery, by ii y tilini ,vvvtt eet

electric current ( if direct voltage).

Price of " Imperial " Gold Plating Solution

Full Quart Bottles, 32=ounce . . . . $3.00
" Pint " 16 " . . . . 2.00

And Trial Size • 1  00

Aluminum " Diamond," or " Non=Magnetic Watch" Tweezer
Full gross, $13.50

For sale Ity all
Material Douses,

or the loan ii facturers,

W. CO.

Reduced from 50 to 20 cents each, 3 pairs for 50 cents Price for full dozen, $1.35

IF

.I.'1'11 11.111,.. 111111 III 11111 111 Iii III I IIII III I INo. 204 11.11,1

NOTE :-Tliese Tweezers will be found very useful in all classes of trade and for many other purposes. The 
points are

quickly filed Into any desired shape. A more useful article cannot be procured.

W GREEN Ci CO
(" We handle everything known to the train and solicit 

correspondence.")

A Maiden Lane
.9 U NEW YORK,

The Pint bottles of imperial
Solution at only $2.00 are guaran-

teed to contain more pure gold
than any other solution selling at
$3.00 per pint.

Price of " Imperial " Silver=

Plating Solution

Full Quart Bottles • $2.00
" Pint " . 1.25

Price of " Imperial " Silver

Oxidizing Solution

Large Size Bottle . . . 750,
Small " " . . . 350.

U.S.A.

SOLUTION
Warranted Pura Gold

Producing both OLD ROSE
and ROM Finish front

same Bottle.
MANUFACTURED DE

W. GREEN & CO.,
6 Maiden Lane, N.Y.

No. 1055

Manufacturers, Importers, Exporters, Jobbers

Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers', Engravers',
Opticians' and Dental Supplies, Electric Polish-

ing Motors, Dynamos, Gold and Silver Plating

Batteries, Solutions, Brushes, Buffs, Polishing Powders, etc.



NOTICE TO THE TRADE THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST
analleleta

Caution to Watchmakers

pERFECT 10N
GOLD

COLORINGSOLUTION

OLD ROSE^..R01■1A N
FINISH FROM SAME BOTTLE

DIRECTIONS,

..

Manufactured by
Thec.,....,PertectionMeg Co.

111:1-e1-i 0 r

W: 185. 

Our " U. S. MAINSPRINGS " are acknowledged by watch-makers throughout the United .‘tittes to be the best springs inpoint of finish and quality lii. the money ever placed on themarket. We desire to maintain this reputation for the " U. S."springs, and would therefore call your attention to the fact that animitation spring resembling the " U. S. " has been offered forsale, and in some instances, we are informed, has even been placediii " U. S." boxes. To guard against this deception we wouldsuggest that you exercise the utmost caution in making yourpurchases, and insist that the trade-mark " U. S," appearengraved upon each spring.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM

Henry NOM & Co IncI, •
Importers of Watch Material, 60 John Street, New York

The Perfection Gold Solu-
tion Co beg to announce that
they have given the sole
agency to Henry Zimmern
Co. This solution has been
largely used by the trade for
years past and has the un-
qualified endorsement of all
who have ever used it. Put
up in pint and quart bottles.
$1.75 for pint and $3.00 for
quart bottle. The solution
Is sold by all leading job-
bers. Ask for it and accept
no substitute.

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is Superior
ist.—It is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.2d.—It is made by Skilled Hand Labor.
3d.—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoidsexposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of rust is prevented.4th.—Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the Watch it is intended for, which accuracyis warranted.
5th.—Each dozen is put in a neat Box, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, sothe handling of several springs at one time is avoided.6th.—The finish of the "Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

Solid Nickel and White Metal Chains
a Specialty

"Star" P`lot n" LathesPovver
High-grade complete screw-cut-

ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
swing, wit h all tomatic cross-feed,
with or without compound re,t,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting attachments, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.

CHEAPEST SOLDERLESS SWIVEL
ON EARTH
 NO SOLDER TO BREAK-

Made in two sizes, ladies and gents. Just
the thing for cheap Campaign Badges.
Price for either size in one hundred gross
lots is 75c. per gross, net. In lots of
less than one hundred gross, 85c. per
gross, net, F. 0. B. Pawtucket.

GEO. H. FULLER 8 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office—I03 Stale Street

L. LELONG & BROTHER
Gold an Silver REFINERS, ASSAYERS an

SWEEP SMELTERS
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BULLION SOLICITED

SMELTING FOR
THE TRADE

SWEEPINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

Prompt attention given to
Old Gold and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Soutlivve.st Corner
1-1/11.sey anV IVIcursholl Sta.

Newark, IN. J.

OUR BANNER SALESMEN
are now in their respective territories.

of them is now on his way

most salable line
. 

ever

,

One or other

to you with the

of EMBLEMS

shown in your

store .

"\__ _
TF' 0 X EMBLEMS '

'

•

.i;) JIl -4

. ., ' \\•Jit for his

visit, or write us.
•

- Their territory is as follows :

Mr. BERT GANZ (on the left), East
Mr. LEONARD J. FOX (in center), Pacific Coast States

Mr. LAWRENCE SCOOLER (on right), North
FOX EMBLEMS (on extreme right)—you will see them everywhere

We make EMBLEMS of all kinds for every order. I )esigns on application

' . •, ULLae (ITIM.
No. 14 - 16 East rou rth,

E,yR o P MAN ...0

e
St. ,---, CINCIN

o o
NAT I , O. '1

.PFICE„,,,AN.T.-wRip..::.1,,,c.i.y.mi ,

'11111.11114
1i95411111111111111C

yet discovered—much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

It has no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, making a much stronger and cleaner job than
shellac. It is quite transparent, and will successfully
repair Broken Cut Glass, China, etc. The same proper-
ties make it invaluable for setting fine Pearls. It will
fix a slack Watch Glass so that dirt cannot work
through the bezel, and do any other job where a strong,
clean eement is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCI-I & CO.
Wholesale Distributing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

BEFORE

Bastalblished 1s15(i

VOGELEY & LACKMAN
NI/it1uf5i,..ALit5-tt-.i4 ()

French Mirror Plate
CIF IEVIERV I )111'4el.z11P'1'1()7S

239 to 259 Union Ave., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

High-grade Mirrors for Gold and Silver Mounting our Specialty
Finest Convex and Concave Mirrors. Beveled Plates

for Clock Cases

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED A TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED

Established 40 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing

OUR SPECIALTY — Changing old Antique Cases to
Stem Wind

Engraving and Engine-Turning.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

Gold and Silver Plating.

MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, New York City

A FT E R
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If you try us once on your Old Gold and Silver,
you will stay with us.
The continuous satisfaction of our old customers

is the best testimony to the quality of our service.
A trial will convince you that we are "the folks"

to handle your Old Metals with the best results
to yourself.
We cordially solicit the trial.

T. B. Hagstoz Co., Ltd.
Smelters, Assayers and Refiners

709 Sansom St., Philadelphia
Branch Office, 13-15 Franklin St., Newark, N J

Works, Riverside, N. J.

THE HOROLOGICAL DEPARTMENT
of BRADLEY INSTITUTE stands for the produc-

tion of workmen of ability. Rather how good you

can do than how quick. It is rational in all its asser-

tions and methods.
If you are desirous of increasing your earning

capacity, take a course of Watchwork, Jewelry and
Engraving at Bradley, and you will be in a position
to command an advance.

It is not only THE OLDEST SCHOOL of this
kind in America, but is the BIGGEST, BUSIEST
and BEST.

Throughout the day, the students in this model
school are employed in regular work receiving in.-1i
vidual instruction, and thus making it practical, and
on several evenings of each week listen to theoret-
ical lectures which give them a thorough technical
knowledge of the several escapements, figuring of
trains, etc.

Our optical course is most thorough and com-
prehensive, extending over a period of three months,
thus giving ample time for study and discussion, sup-
plemented with an equipment second to none.

We expect to reach the 150 mark, number of
students, about February 15, 1905. Will you be
one of them ? Two thousand five hundred have
availed themselves of this opportunity. Think it
over and write for a catalogue, FREE FOR THE
ASKING ; a postal card will get it. HOROLOGY HALL

The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Kind

Acl1r Bradley Polytechnic Institute, Dept H Peoria, Ill.

The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and

we have recognized that promptness in re-

pairing comes next to good work and low

prices. We have adopted all three as our

standard, and if you appreciate promptness,

good work and low prices, give us a trial as

the best method of convincing yourself. We

guarantee the following service:

Repairing leaving Will be back in

STATES your store on your store on

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . . Monday

Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia

Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas

Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas .

64

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.

We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for 7c.

We Make Rings Smaller for Sc.

Other Repairing Accordingly

I 73

z 3 4 5
0 0 0 0 0
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000

13 14- Is 16 cr la 19 20

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE

DOUBLETS

--  

ROUND OVAL

BEST HUNGARIAN

OPALS

ROUND

Size l'rice

1-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-10
41-44

80.
40.
5c.
7c.

11c.
15e.
20c.
28c.

Size

3 trOn
4 inini
5 ntlm
6 mlni
7 inlm
8 rn/nt
9 mini
10 mini

Price

6c.
7c.
8c.
90.
12e.
16e.
20c.
26e.

Size

1-6
7-8
9
10
11

12-15
16-17
18-21
22-23
24-26
27-29
80-31
32-34
35-36

Price

OVAL

Size

40.
50.
7c.
90.
12e.
20o.
27c,
350,
45e.
70c.
84o.
01.03
1.22
1.40

3 Wm
4 memo
Wm

6 m m
7 mint
8 m/m
9 miln

6e.
I4e.
19e.
39e.
60e.
91e.
81.41

Order your stone stock from us. The above

prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-

pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen

or over.
Terms, July 1, 1905, net

The Queen City Ring mfg. Co.
Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

42 37 36 36 ° 34. 33

0 041 04° 039 0
38 0 0 0 C

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

EC, >333

RING OUT THE OLD
RING IN THE NEW

and latest styles of rings by becoming one of our customers, which allows 
you to

exchange any of our rings for new styles at any time.

We carry. woo different styles of . io K. solid gold stone-set rings, and

advance three reasons why you should write to us for a selection package:

I. We size our rings FREE of charge.

2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our rings free of charge
 for two

years after you have sold them.

3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles of stone-set rings at 
any time.

Write to us to-day. We pay express charges buth ways and give you one-third

July I, 1905, net; two-thirds January 1, 1906, net, terms on all goods se
lected.

Write to us To-dioi .for (i Memorandum Package

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., ticdt, Buffalo, N. Y.



Satisfied Customers Are
The Best Advertisement

We will furnish upon request a list of satisfied
customers that will be most convincing. Give us
a chance to add your name to our satisfied list

THE BROWN 0 DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

Providence, R. I.

102 and 104 Richmond Street

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUFACTURERS OF METAL NOVELTIES

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.
1. H.WalbrIdge & Co., 337 Broad.

way, New York City,agents for Twee.
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers
St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

In Sterling Silver, Silver Plate, Ilnek Horn, etc. TheBottle Openers ,,a,,,,,,i.reigt.,,,„(,),„„ir,, ci,iti.,,,:, g, ,..,, „ma ,,, fu 
use, 

itsh(f...ziiii);:(firtstl,i„ jig

be appreciated for the table. Send for Catalogue.
Made by GOODNOW & JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, BOSTONWho have obtained the sole right from patentee to manufacture this article

United States Smelting and Refining Works
L. WOLLSTEIN

Office : 16 John St., New York

T6lephone, 3644 Cortiandt Works : 17 John Street, New York
Svveep Smelters arid Assayers

Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste
Manufacturers of Sterling Silver

highest prices paid for Old Gold, Old Silver, Platinum Scraps
Ore and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and PlatinaFiling Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufaetaittesof Platina Jewelry

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

The only perfected cigar lighter on the market

Made in Gun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Gold

11'rite for Prices

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

Oflice 811(1 Salesroom

16 John Street New York City, N. Y.

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PLATE

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH
OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE
DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,
QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra \Vire and \Vheel Chucks . . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.
Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity of
cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based upon
years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM ON A
LATHE; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND them to
a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF THE IMITATION

FOR SALE 1317 ALL JOBBERS
IN TI-IE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES
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This guarantee Is backed

by our experience of 32 years

in building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

THE TRUE BLUE 
Beaded Label 

French Watch Glasses 

The Crown Watch Glass
194/8
5

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISHei

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

PARIS
21 Rue de l'Echiquier

NEW YORK
37 Maiden Lane



THE NOBS SAFETY CATCH
THE WAY THE MEN USE IT

mosEDOPEN

THE WAY THE LADIES USE IT

This is a case where
you don't have to
see the point

to apply a safety catch to
scarf pins, clasp or hat
pins. All other kinds
necessitate showing the
point of pin, whereas
with the NOBS you need
only expose a small por-
tion of pin and just pinch
it on, and to remove it
just pinch it off. It
sounds easy and is just
as we say. The cut
shows the simplicity with
which the catch can be
applied to different kinds
and styles of pin jewelry.
When applied as it is
shown on cut, it protects
against loss, theft and
accident. These catches
are arranged one dozen
on a good attractive
card, ready to place on
counter or in window.

Adjusted Quick as
a Wink

POINTS IN FAVOR OF
THE NOBS CATCH

18t-Con be applied to Scarf,
Clasp or Hat I'ins front the
side without I.mking for the
point of the pin.

2d-Will not injore the fingers
from ,,II tact with the point
of the pin as others do.

3d - Will not scratch or
damage the pin.

4th -No breaking of nails in
attaching or detaching.

5th-is adjusted quick as a
wink.

6th-No screw to get out of
order.

7th-1)urablo and simple in
Operation.

8th-Solves the problem of
simplicity and security com-
bined.

THE LEDOS MFG. CO.
34=36 Pearl St., NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.

Manufacturers of

TI-IE NOBS SAFETY CATCH
Pat. June 27, 1904

Prevents loss by accident or theft

THIS IS IT ACTUAL. SIZI

Price, $1.50 per dozen

Watch Case Materials and Jewelers' Findings

An Ingot of Gold in
Two Minutes

Starting with all cold
Place scrap in the hollowed carbon crucible, light gas,operate foot bellows, and in two minutes you may tiltthe apparatus to run the cleanly melted metal into at-tached ingot mold.

PRICE-No. 8 D Melting Arrangement, $3.00
SOLD BY ALL SUPPLY HOUSES

Write for Catalogue " B-k," illustrating
workshop apparatus for use with naturalgas, illuminating ga,, gasoline gas or
kzrosene oil.

No. 8 D

leeSIMMII■MINOSIIIIIS=11111SeelleaSS

BUFFALO DENTAL
MANUFACTURING CO.

Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
120 Liberty St.,

Newark, N. J. New York City

111166 j3ro 64 co
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches
100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.

SWARTCHILD & COMPANY 
Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies 1 77COMPANY, 134-138 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

Absolutely Accurate Aluminum, Stone and Pearl GAUGE, 35 cents
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SWARTCHILD & T.,JewelersSuppliesoo, Chicago
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Cut is full size

This gauge is as useful to a Jeweler as a mainspring gauge is to a Watchmaker

20th CENTURY EAR GUARDS

THE ONLY
WAY TO GET

PERFECT COMFORT

BEHIND THE
EARS
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k Solid Gold " "

$  50
I  50
4  80

EMIR
Reduced
Now

40 cents
Per Bottle

Beware of
Imitations

4M.

NEW GOLD SCALE

including weights, $3.00

11119'io „ lotto1111111, 1

A high-grade scale for little money and guaranteed accurate.

Weights furnished from X grain to 2 ounces. Nickel-Plated.

Our 700-page Catalog free upon application

GREAT REDUCTIONS IN WATCH AND JEWELRY CASES, One=Half Their Value

PURPLE SILK VELVET WATCH AND JEWELRY BOXES, Without Hinge LIZARD" WATCH ANI) JEWELRY CASES

No. HIS. Watch 0 size
No. 1115%. " 6 "
No. H16. Brooch  

PrIees include Stamping of Name and
Address iu Gold Leaf,

Prices Per Dozen of the New Hingeless Boxes

$2.25
.... 2.252.00
No. 11174. Ring

No. If 16%. Stud
No. H17. Scarf Pin  
No. 1117,/, Dumb Bell  

$1  75

$2  00
2 00

. 2.00

Note the

Ridiculously

Low Net

Prices

,

These loniies, covorett with Imitation Lizard or Snake Skin,
lined with fine quality Silk Velvet in white or purple, Push Clasp
and Spring Hinge Cover. A novel and lasting advertisement for
every Jeweler. Prices include Name and Address In Gold Leaf.

Prices Per Dozen

No. 1118.
No. 1110.
No. 1120.
No. 1122.

Watch 0 size, $2.00" 6 " 2.00
" 12 " 2.00
" 18 " 2.00

No. 1123.
No. 1124.
No. t125.
No. 1127.
No. 1128.

Stud .. . $1.75
Brooch . . . 1.75
Scarf I'in . . 1.75
Locket 1.75
Screw Earring 1.75



DALE CHUCKS
60
CENTS

EACH

EVERY

CHUCK

GUARANTEED

To reduce our large stock of odd sizes of chucks, we will sell wire and wheel chucks for all standard
makes of watchmaker's lathes, during the months of January, February and March, for 6o cts. each, net. We
will also sell, during this period, these other useful tools, at greatly reduced prices:

Cylinder Wire Chucks
6

Sale Price $4  00 per set
Regular Price . . . . $5.00 per set

St
>04 13zm

IT,
MATCU

ING TOOL
2 Ann. Sale Price,
3 Arm. Sale Price,

.DEPTHING TOOL 5 M°

$2.00. Regular Price, $2.50
$2.50. Regular Price, $5.25

voi15141
If

Roller Remover Complete
Sale Price . . . . $1.75
Regular Price . . $2.00

Roller Remover, Plain
Sale Price . $1.50
Regular Price, $1.75

jiIIRD.IligPIVOT
POLISHER

..l'a SIZE

Sale Price . . $25.00
Regular Price, $30.00

Fitted to any lathe. Send shoe to insure good fit.

Spectacle Screw Driver
Sale Price, 25 cts. Regular Price, 50 cts.

Pin Vise for Finger Speeding
Sale Price, 40 cts. Regular Price, 60 ate.

Brass and Steel Jeweling Chucks
M LC e to lit No. :38 (or 50 Chuck

Brass; Sale Price, $1.25 Regular Price, $1.50
Steel ; Sale 1 rice, $1.75 Regular Price, $2.50

liardinge Balance Chuck
Sale Price, $3.75. Regular Price, $5.00

Roller Chucks
Set of 6

Sale Price . . $4.00 per set
Regular Price, $5.00 per set

„

Carborundum Wheel and Mount
Sale Price $3  00
Regular Priee . $3.50

Pivot Straightener. Set of 6
Sale Price, 50 cts. per set. Regular Price, 75 Ms. per set

Hardinge Bros.
1034-1036 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago

HOUGHTON
FACE PLATE

MFGD. IV

HARDINGE BROS.

With Trefoil
Peep holes

Sale Price,$6.75
Keg. Price, $8.00

TRENTON
Prices according to

No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size,
7 Jewels

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement, exposed pallets, cut ex-
pansion balance, hardened and tempered
breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
backings, exposed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, roman or arable white
enamel dial with monogram " T. W. Co."

Price, $7.00

No. 315. " FORTUNA."
Special 12 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, cut
expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings,
straight line lever escape-
ment, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed wind-
ing wheels, handsome white
enamel dial with depressed
second and red marginal
figures. Stem-wind and lever
set. These movements are
slightly dial-high. Suitable
cases are easily obtained.

Price, $6.00

No. 100. Bridge Model, 0 Size, 7 Jewels
Nickel damaskeened, quick train straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets,
cut expansion balance, hardened and
tempered breguet hairspring, safety
pinion, screw bankings, exposed polished
steel winding wheels, dust band, Toulail
or arabic white enamel dial and red mar-
ginal figures. Price, $io.00

WATCHES I"
Keystone Key

No. 135. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 11 Jewels

Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cLit expansion balance, hardened
and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding wheels. MIA
band, depressed center and seconds, white enamel di:11

,with monogram "T. W. Co," Price $8.50
Jobbers sell TRENTONSPrice-List furnished on application

No. 300. " FORTUNA."
6 Size, 7 Jewels

Nickel damaskeened, cut
expansion balance, safety
pinion, screw bankings,
straight line lever escape-
ment, hardened and tem-
pered hreguet hairspring,
quick train, exposed wind-
ing wheels, handsome wit it e
enamel dial with depressed
second and red marginal
figures. Stemwind and lever

set' Price, $5.00

Manufactured and guaranteed by thy

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Size,
15 Jewels

4 pairs in settings, micrometer regulator,
nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pallets, cut
expansion balance, hardened and tem-
pered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or
arabic depressed center and second white
enamel dud and red marginal figures.

Price, $ii.00

TRENTON WATCH COMPANY, Trenton, N. J., U.S.A.

Webster's
ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK

-

(Patented Dec. 3, 1903)

IT WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND TROUBLE

owing Jewelry pads

Block as used for bridge work

As used for holding hat or stick pins

No pins or binding wire neces-

sary. Holds spectacle frames, rimless

bridges, hat pins, stick pins, cuff

buttons, rings, studs and many odd

jobs of jewelry repairing.

This block is not an experiment,

it has been successfully used for the

past two years. When I say that it

will do your work quicker and better

than any other adjustable soldering

device on the market, I am telling

nothing but the truth. Don't take

my word for it, I am prejudiced, try

one yourself for thirty days, and if

not found perfectly satisfactory I will

return your money.
If your jobber does not have

them I will send by mail upon receipt

of price and To cents postage.

Price with Pads for Holding
Spectacle Frames - - - $ 1.75

Price complete with both the
Spectacle and Jewelry Pads 2.00

Arthur R. Webster, Milford, N. H.

ir'4°`
zffiltotio,4
"141160

THEY COST YOU NO MORE AND YIELD GREATER PROFITS

Illuminated
ff 11

a4,4, Show Cases
(JOHN PETZ, Patentee)

Are the very highest and most advanced type of show case construction.

The patented illuminating system throws the light directly on goods, not in the

eyes of clerk or customer, Sc) that the goods are displayed to the best advantage

at all times, whether your store be dark or light. This is only one of their

many exclusive features.
Our line includes show cases for wall, pillar and vestibule, all of the very

bcoemstpe cituitailoitny. and finish. Our prices are not such that we fear any legitimate

Why not write us to-day and get in touch with our " Store Improvement

Department"?

DETROIT SHOW CASE CO., Dept. c
"SHOW CASE BUILDERS TO PROGRESSIVE MERCHANTS"

482 to 490 Fort St., West, Detroit, U.S.A.
Canadian Branch

JOHN PETZ, Pre&
HERBERT MALOTT, Secy. Windsor, Ont.
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REGENT BRAND SPECIALTIES
Jo\\,.

ts,_

Price,  $1.50 Per Gross
.15 " Dozen

effortlunarmortallin

Price, $10.50 Per Gross
" 1.00 " Dozen

This Handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE withyour first order for 1 Gross Regent Mainsprings

The Only System

NO MORE GUESSING

Use

THE MOE DIAMOND WEIGHT
GAUGE CALCULATOR

Price, $3.75
CROSS & BEGUELIN, NEW YORK AGENTS

(0)

Price, $7.50 Per Gross
" .75 " Dozen

7 oCE Jrfrk(,_‘
-(

Price, $7.50 Per Gross
" .75 " Dozen

The Gauge measures the width

of diamond and the depth from culet

to table. Then by referring for the

two measurements to the book of

tables that accompanies the Gauge,

the correct weight is shown.

The Celebrated V & P Watch Glasses at Right Prices

Our New Glass Cabinet
" The Regent"

Price, Oak . . . $6.50
It will hold all the glasses in the market, in less spacethan any other cabinet. 'file glasses stand on

end. Ilas 832 compartments.
Ordinary Watch Glass Cabinets, Oak or Walnut,6 drawers. Price, $3.50.
" The Comfort " Watch Glass Cabinet, Oak orWalnut or Cherry, 10 drawers. Price, $12.00

Height 3.

■fte,„„s

og•

Height 4.

Height 5.

Height 6.

Ns%

Height 7.

Height 8.

PRICE-LIST

Ageoe,

Fac=simile of Our Label

Genevas • • . $2.50
Gross

- Thick Mi-Concaveg . 3.00
Parallels
Flat l.uitettes 1:,314

41.1.111111.111.11111
PARALLEL.

LENTILLE.

"0001111.111.1mell■N

PATENT GENEVA.

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

THICK MI-CONCAVE.
Doz. Gross Doz.
$ .25 Patent Genevas . . $5.50 $ .55
.30 Extra Thick MI=Concaves, 7.00 .65
.55 Lentilles . . . _ _
.20 High Lunettes . . 2.00 .20Orders for less than ;,,j'a gross will be charged at dozen price. BLANK ORDER SHEETS SENT UPON APPLICATION

A Pull Stock of Watchmakers' 'TOOLS of 1vry Description
ORDERS FILLED -FROM ANY CATALOGUECROSS BEGuEuN .,,,,oAr,Ttiri,E,Esixi3oTIrEAtDemrosviNaAni:NEuicaEltRurye,rs

17 Maiden Lane, New Yorkit

REAb CAREFULLY. It Will Pay You
-7.12■1■IIM

The "Brenner" Watch Repair Record Copyrighted

DESCRIPTION OF MOVEMENT. IJESCH11-'11U1N Ut l.,1kb.n.

DAT ' ' k 1 t .!
"'" 41. " ' '''' .j .1.11"k -.

Acws,

1)°""\4 2.A -c).\\Y)-:3)(Aa • v \/ `,/ 16 11,(iw■- 1:c., 815003 \/ v az.u2A0AckSC uyaCleanec,\ z,503a,„,0„,„,„4,,,,k
"

.. ,i. , A

_ -.._

This is the best Watch Repair Record ever made, and after you read this you 
will agree with us

that it is the only Repair Record fit to use.

It does away with all scratching of numbers in cases and gives the record so 
complete that there

can be no mistakes, and any watch can be traced, even years after, at a 
moment's notice.

The Record is alphabetically arranged from A to Z. It contains ioo pages, 27 entries on a page,

making 2700 entries, size of page is 9% x I I% inches, and from the 
experience of years, so arranged

that you have just the correct number of pages for each letter of the alphabet.

Above we show a reduced portion of a page, to explain to you just how it is used. For instance,

Mr. Bartlett comes in with some complaint, you need not open his watch and 
search among a dozen

numbers to find your number ; you simply turn to letter " B " and you immediately find his 
name and

you have a complete record. It takes perhaps 10 seconds, while with the old system of watch repair

records, we know personally where it has taken two and three hours to look 
up a customer's watch.

Not only consuming time which would pay for a Brenner Record Book, but 
your customer becomes

disgusted and does not come back.

The small check marks V, are made in the columns describing the movements and 
cases. For

instance, Mr. Bartlett's watch was repaired Dec. 24th, 1904; Movement is a 16 size 
Elgin, stem wind,

lever set, No. 10360402, Case is 16 size Filled, Hunting, No. 835003, 
Repaired by B. G.; also giving

repairs and price.
The greatest care has been used to give you a book that will last for years; the 

paper used is the

best quality of heavy Ledger paper and is bound in cloth, with heavy leather 
corners and back, and the

cost is so small as to bring it into universal use.

Sole Agents

FOR SALE BY ALL

FIRST-CLASS JOBBERS

Price, $2.50 Net

Manufacturers and Dealers

in Everything used by the

Jewelry Trade

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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'01,Tirrin
Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

Columbia University
University of California

it 
" Chicago

44 
" Pennsylvania

"Rivett" Lathes
The Bureau of Standards after thor-

oughly investigating to find which Lathe would be the
best for their Standards have chosen the Rivett.

The following Universities have recently
chosen the Rivett for the best:

University of Syracuse
Harvard Medical School
Michigan College of Mines
University of Wisconsin

University of Florida
14 

" Rochester
" Virginia

Catholic University of America

All Government Establishments, the best Universities, the best Factories and the best Horo-,. kk
logical Schools, all use the Rivett Lathes.

Investigate and you'll make no mistake if you choose the Rivett, even though it may
cost you a few dollars more.

Brighton

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Bostcon, Mass.,

crt,d/nt
TRADE MARX

SI-low
CASES

There is a good deal more to be told about show cases than you mightsuppose, and you can't afford to go about the matter ignorantly when itcomes to purchasing such things. Your store equipment is really asimportant as the merchandise you offer for sale ; perhaps more so.

Some maker will show you how he can save you a five-dollar bill ona case, and you'll get corners that will pull apart, wood that's not properlyseasoned and glass of an inferior quality. Again we say you can't knowtoo much about show cases and you don't know it all until you knowabout the best cases ever put together-

Phillips' Cpkia

romar MARX

Our Catalogue is yours for the asking

JOHN PHILLIPS & CO., Ltd.
Detroit, Mich. Windsor, Ont.

Established 1864 Branch

U.S.A.

( /
i'€./ i4irs

RUNNING."

s*EASY

7itSOLDER.

\KNOCKS

\THEP%

ALL.

MADE IN ALL QUALITIES TO SUIT THE WORK
Low K., 6 K., 8 K., io K., 12 K., 14 K., 16 K., 18 K., 2o K.

Don't be misled, but always use

0 BRAND GOLD AND SILVER SOLDERS 

Absolutely the best made

IPOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

We also make JEWELERS' FINDINGS, CLASS PINS,
EMBLEMS and BADGES

F. It NOBLE & CO.
Salesrooms

51-53 Maiden Lane, New York
103 State St., Chicago 59th & Wallace Sts., Chicago

No, 91052. Rose Vine. 6 roses and 12 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, $3.60;
per gross yards, $36.00.

No. 91055. Rose Vine. 3 roses and 9 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, $2.40,
per gross yards, $24.00.

Roses can be had in white, pink and red.
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No. 91144. LILY SPRAY.
No. 91144. 14 inches long, 1 lily, 1
bud and 6 leaves to spray. Per
dozen sprays, $1.00 ; per gross
sprays, $10.00.

No. 91145. Lily Spray very fine,
14 inches long, 1 lily, 1 bud anal
7 leaves to spray. Per dozen
sprays, $1.25; per gross sprays,
$12.50.

No. 91146. Lily Spray.
14 inches long, 1 lily, 1 half open
lily and 1 bud and 9 leaves in
spray. Per dozen sprays, $1.80;
per gross sprays, $18.00.

No. 91152. Lilac Spray (one
of the early spring Hewers).
In any of its natural colors,
per dozen, $1.50.

183

No. 91030. Lily Vine. 8 lilies, 3 buds and 18 leaves to yard. Per dozen
yards, $3.00 ; per gross yards, $30.00.

No. 91709. American Beauty
Rose Bush.

24 inches high, 3 roses to plant,
each $1.00.

No.91712. ao inches high. 4 roses
and 4 buds to plant, each
$1.50.

No.91714. 36 inches high. 5 roses
and 5 buds to plant, each
$2.50.

Can be had in any desired color.

No. 91117. CHERRY SPRAY.

30 inches long. Per spray, 40c. ; per
dozen sprays, $4.00.

No. 91116. Cherry Spray. Per dozen,
$1.00.

No. 91101. Apple Blossom Spray,
23 inches long. Each, be. ;
per dozen, $3.00.

No. 91100. Apple Blossom Spray,
12 inches long. Per dozen 60c.;
per gross, $6.00.

No. 91454. Velvet Begonia Plant
12 leaves. Each, $2.00.

No. 91452. Velvet Begonia' Plant
9 leaves. Each, $1.50.

No. 91451. Velvet Begonia Plant
6 leaves. Each, $1.00.

SAGO PLANTS. (Unpotted.)

No. In. high Lvs. Each Doz.
91851 24 4 $ .40 $4.00
91855 36 5 .70 7.00
91857 36 6 1.00 10.00
91860 42 12 2.00 20.00

No. 91188. Rose Spray Bouquet with
Vase.

This bouquet is composed of one doz.
of my No. 91186 Rose Sprays, in-
cluding papier macho Vase, each $1.75.
No. 91186. Rose bouquet without

vase, each, $1.50.
Roses can be had in any desired color.

No. 91863. SAGO TREE.
( Pot led.)

Very attractive.

No. Ft. high Leaves
91862 5 15
91864 8 18
91863 10 24

No. 91 h 1 (1 e. NJ PLANT) 

No. In. high I.eaves Each Doz.
91800 24 8 $ .18 $1.75
91805 36 4 .25 2.50

69118140 4326 
5 .40 4.00

91818 42
6 .50 5.00
7 .65 6.50

91822 48
91827 60 

10 1.25 12.50
12 2.00 20.00

Each
$3.50
5.00
7.50

No. 91866. Grass Plant,
24 in. high, each 50c.

No. 91865. 18 ' ' " 25c.
This grass is very soft., and
makes a very neat plant for
decorat ice pal rpose.

No. 91834. PALM TREE.
( Potted.)

No. Ft. high
91830 7
91832 9
91834 12

Lys.
12
18
24

•

SOMETHING NEW
Gold, Silver and Brilliant Powder
When desiring a brilliant effect on your advertising cards

etc., or in your windows, use the above-mentioned powder.
A little mucilage will fasten it to paper, wood, metal or

cloth, as solid as a rock.
Price per ounce, 2oc.; per pound, $2.40.

Write for my Illustrated Catalog No. 29,

for a complete assortment of
decorative articles.

187-189 South Clark Street, CHICAGO

Each
$3.00
4.00
6.09

Pair
$5.50
7.00

11.00
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"AS STAPLE AS WHEAT"
This is the way one dealer expresses it:

" While I do sell a little other flatware at times,
I find that "1847 " goods are the most satisfactory,
as they sell throughout the year—in fact, are almost
as staple as wheat."

Made under the most favorable conditions, the result
of over half a century of experience by the largest pro-
ducers of fine silver plate in the world

"1847 RoGERS BROS."

goods, starting with the founding of the original Rogers
Bros., established in 1847, have a reputation that is
world wide.

To the older people this trade-mark stands for the
best in silver plate, and will not be forgotten; but to the
younger generation, our present-day campaign is directed.
Look in the advertising 'portion of any of the leading
magazines last month, this month, next month—any
month, and you will find the suggestion or hint that is
sending new buyers of our goods to your store.

SOLD BY LEADING JOBBERS EVERYWHERE

Made only by
MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.

International Silver Co.
Successor

MERIDEN, CONN.

'OI. 26 
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A Warning to Subscribers

OWING to the operations in different

parts of the country of swindlers who

seem to make a specialty of collecting sub-

scriptions for various journals, we must again

warn the trade against paying subscriptions

for THE KEYSTONE to any person purporting

to represent any subscription agency, as no

snch person or agency has any authority to

collect subscriptions for this journal. In the

latest case of this character brought to our

attention a jeweler paid a clubbing rate of

$1.50 for THE KEYSTONE and two other

magazines, the low rate being sufficient in

itself to arouse suspicion. The swindler in

this case purported to represent a subscrip-

tion agency, but gave a personal receipt,

signing the name S. Dickenson. He was of

medium height, slender build and fairly well

dressed, with sandy hair. His conversation

indicated some knowledge of the mechanical

part of the optical business, and this no doubt

gave a measure of plausibility to the swindle.

Do not give your dollar to any one not

personally known to you or of whose identity

and trustworthiness you are not positively

assured. Every person authorized to receive

subscriptions for THE KEYSTONE is provided

with credentials signed by the publisher and

business manager, and jewelers who are not

thoroughly satisfied as to the bona fides of

the solicitor should insist on seeing these

credentials. In case of doubt it is always

safe to mail your subscription direct to this

office.

For a National Stamping Law

THE difficulties of regulating the stamp-

ing of gold and silver goods by mere

State enactment are so many and insur-

mountable, that the trade have been awaiting

an opportunity to introduce in Congress a

national stamping law The opportunity

came last month when the so-called Vreeland

bill had passed the House. When this bill

reached the Senate the following amendment

was added to it:

It shall be unlawful for any person, partner-

ship, association or corporation engaged in corn-

merce among the several States, territories, District

of Columbia and possessions of the United States,

to make or sell, or offer to sell or dispose of, or

to have in his, her or its possession with intent to

sell or dispose of it, in interstate commerce, any

article hereafter constructed in whole or in part of

gold or silver or any alloy of either, which is
stamped, branded, engraved, or imprinted thereon

with any mark indicating or intending to indicate

that the gold, silver or alloy in such article is of a
greater fineness than the actual fineness of such

gold, silver or alloy, provided, however, that in the
case of gold, or manufacturers of gold, there may
be allowed one-quarter of one karat for solder or
other necessary ingredients.

The amendment is, no doubt, tentative;

as it is not quite clear how the regulating of

a matter of this kind can be brought under

the jurisdiction of the Federal government.

To force the issue is well worth while, how-

ever, for a national law of this character, just

to all and discriminating to none, would

have the support of the entire trade.

The Crisis in Russia

HE homely phrase that " troubles never

come singly " is having an impressive

verification in Russia in these eventful days.

When the series of defeats in war culminated

in the surrender of Port Arthur, Russia's cup

of ignominy seemed full to overflowing, but

a bitterer draft was being prepared at the

hearthstones of her own oppressed people.

A terrible warning of the internal upheaval

was given when a gun intended to salute the

Czar was in very truth " loaded for bear,"

and a deadly charge of shrapnel was ruth-

lessly hurled in the direction of the royal

family. This incident was followed by

a grave domestic crisis due to the bloody

reception accorded to the St. Petersburg

strikers in their attempt to present their

grievances direct to the Czar. To thus

petition their monarch was not only an

inoffensive, but a natural and commendable

step, sacred by tradition and flattering to the

royal despot, and whether the refusal of the

Czar is to be regarded as the greatest blunder

or the greatest blessing in history, the future

alone can determine.

It is possible that reported victories of

Gen. Kuropatkin may in some measure allay

the discontent and postpone the threatened
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eruption. Comment on the Russian situa-
tion at this stage would be useless, for he
would be a prophet in truth who could tell
what a day may bring forth. Yet a govern-
ment of unqualified absolutism seems so
impossible of existence in the twentieth
century that its downfall may be safely pre-
dicted. And the psychological moment for
this denouement would seem to have arrived.
At war with a conquering foe the administra-
tion is ill fitted to cope with the universal
discontent should it develop into revolu-
tionary activity, for poverty and exaction
have made the populace desperate
• We in this land, favored of Providence,
can have no idea of the hardship of life in
Russia. Recent investigations by the statis-
tical committee of the province of Voronezh
showed that the average peasant family con-
sisted of eight persons. Its annual gross
revenue from all sources amounted to $105.08
in money and $107.12 in farm produce at its
market value. Of the money earnings $48.80
went for taxes and the rent of land additional
to the family's allotment, which was quite
insufficient for the support of eight persons.

Statistics compiled by the Zemstvos of
forty-nine provinces of European Russia in
1891 showed that 891,000 families had only
nine acres of land per family, and more than
two million families had only twenty one
acres each. These areas include woodland
and swamp and mountain, and thousands of
the families consist, including grown sons
and their wives and children, of eight to
twenty-five persons. Of the other expendi-
tures of the typical peasant family in Voron-
ezh $8.84 goes for clothing, $1.96 for tea
and sugar, $1.64 for household furniture,
$1.2o for salt, 88. cents for kerosene, 39
cents for soap and four cents for " articles of
personal comfort."

AMONG the great men of Russia is one,
M. Witte, who is credited with both

humanity and statesmanship. When at the
head of Russian finances two years ago he
reported to the Council of State as follows :

The imposition of direct and indirect taxes
upon the population has reached the last possible
limit. To lay any further burden upon the tax-
paying power will not only be fruitless of results,
but can hardly be regarded as permissible in the
present economic condition of the country. The
aim of an enlightened financial policy now should
be to seek means of decreasing gradually the
burden of taxation.

This statement was sufficiently conserva-
tive, but the one result of it was that M. Witte
was transferred from the financial department.

Unhappy Czar ! Unhappy people ! Sep-
arated by a soulless bureaucracy, the one is
as much an object of commiseration as the
other. Well it will be for both if the present
crisis will result in the annihilation of the
barrier between them.

KEYSTONE

Lesson of the Fall River Strike

THE first notable achievement to the credit
of Governor Douglas, of Massachusetts,

is the settlement of the prolonged strike in
the Fall River District. Of all the great
strikes of recent years this was the most sense-
less, inasmuch as it was entered upon at a
time when it was actually a blessing in dis-
guise to the owners of the cotton mills. After
the first reduction of to per cent. in wages
last July, the mills were still working at a loss.
When the second reduction of 1254 per cent.
was ordered the operatives declared that the
wages were not sufficient to sustain them-
selves and their families, and that they might
as well starve in idleness as in working, and
the strike was resorted to. The situation was
unusual, inasmuch as the mill-owners offered
to submit their books to prove that they could
pay no more without suffering material finan-
cial loss, but the operatives spurned the
courtesy, and paid dearly for their stubborn-
ness.

CONSERVATIVE estimates place the
direct losses consequent on the strike at

$5,000,000. The indirect losses are beyond
the possibility of estimate. The loss to oper-
atives alone in money which they would have
received had they remained at work approx-
imates $3,000,000. This is estimased on the
basis of the wage offered by the mill-owners
and refused by the operatives. The differ-
ence between the rate demanded and the rate
offered amounts, for the term of the strike,
to about $400,00o.

The strikers thus lost $3,000,000 in their
effort to hold $400,000. In six months of
idleness they lost at least as much as they
would have lost in four years of work at the
reduced rate, though it was understood that
the reduction was merely to tide over the
period of speculative inflation in the price of

'cotton. Besides the loss of wages, many
endured actual suffering ; many became ob-
jects of public charity ; and the little sums
laid by in early days were dissipated. Labor
in other parts of the country was taxed to
support the strikers in their idleness, and
serious loss fell upon the commercial and the
industrial interests of the entire community.

Analysis of Business Failures

TT may be broadly stated that the chief
anxiety of business life is the possibility

of failure. In view of this, special interest
attaches to the systematized and intelligent
analysis of business failures made annually
by Bradstreet's, the reliable organ of that
well-known agency. From this analysis it
would appear that the dictum, " man is the
architect of his own fortune," is not univer-
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sally true; for the records prove conclusively
that the blame for the merchant's undoing
does not invariably rest with the individual
himself. For the purpose of arriving at a
reliable conclusion, the causes of failure are
classed under eleven separate and distinct
heads, which are in turn condensed into two
general classifications. Under the first are
found the causes traceable directly to those
failing; under the other are grouped the
causes over which the suspending trader
fails to exercise absolute control:

A.—DUE TO FAULTS OF THOSE FAILING

(I)
causes.

(2)
tence.)

(5)
(6)

habits).

Incompetence (irrespective of other

Inexperience (without other incompe-

Lack of capital.
Unwise granting of credits.
Speculation (outside regular business).
Neglect of business (due to doubtful

(7) Personal extravagance.
(8) Fraudulent disposition of property.

B.—NOT DUE TO FAULTS OF THOSE FAILING
(9) Specific conditions (disaster, etc.)
(io) Failure of others (of apparently solvent

debtors).
(II) Special or undue competition.

Eight of these causes of failure seem to
proceed from or depend upon the individual
himself, while those placed in the second
classification are largely beyond his control.
While the percentages placed under these
eleven causes naturally vary with the years,
the constancy of statistics seems to be testi-
fied to by. the fact that about three-fourths of
all failures have their origin in the individual
himself, the remaining fourth being attributed
to outside or extraneous circumstances. Thus
eight causes, embracing 77.1 per cent. of all
failures, are credited to the individual him-
self for 1904; while three causes, embracing
22.9 per cent. of the failures, were classed as
beyond his control. These percentages bear
a corroborative semblance to those of pre-
vious years.

BY a 
process of elimination, Brads/reels

has shown that three out of the eleven
reasons are responsible for the great majority
of casualties. Two of these are traceable to
the individual himself, while one is more or
less beyond his control. Lack of capital, or,
what is equivalent to this, the attempt to do
too much business on an insufficient financial
basis, is by far the most fatal single cause,
accounting generally for about one-third of
all casualties. Next to that is incompetence,
due to poor selection of vocation, poor judg-
ment or management, or actual unfitness for
the business entered upon. From one-fourth
to one-fifth of all failures are attributable to
this. Those intending to embark in busi-
ness on their own account, even more
than the merchants already established, will
find food for thought in these facts and figures.
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The Real Situation in the Diamond

Market

TNASMUCH as the past year was probably
the banner year in the history of the

diamond trade in the United States, it is un-

fortunate that the daily press in its love of

sensation should continue to publish articles

which cannot fail to be hurtful to the market.

Only a few months ago we commented on a

sensational story in one of the Cleveland,

Ohio, dailies which predicted the early pass-

ing of the diamond as a precious stone and

the simultaneous loss of the millions invested

in the gems. We have now before us a page

article which appeared in a St. Louis daily,

and which is entitled " War in the Diamond

World," with such subheads as "A $7,000,-

000 Rival of the De Beers Syndicate,"

" Diamonds May Sell Below Cost," " Pre-

cious Stones no Longer Precious," etc., all

this emboldened by an immense picture rep-

resenting a hand-to-hand fight with diamonds

as weapons. In vividness of imagination the

writer of the article and the illustrator were

evidently two of a kind.

MANY such newspaper articles are for-

warded to us by jewelers, who gene-

rally ask the question " What have you to say

about this ?" We, like the jewelers, greatly

regret the dissemination of such fiction, but

we are inclined to discount its importance.

When we consider the strength of the dia-

mond market at the present time, it would

seem as if the diamond romancing of the

daily press had very little effect in shaking

public confidence in the diamond either as an

ornament or an investment. Yet such arti-

cles are unquestionably mischievous in their

tendency, and it would be well worth while

for the advertising jewelers to use their in-

fluence with the newspapers for the suppres-

sion of this class of matter, the sole raison

d' etre of which is sensation and space filling.

It would be advisable, also, for such jewelers

to furnish to the local press facts which would

counteract or nullify the effect of such

articles.
Of such facts there is an abundance at

this tune. It is well known that there is at

present a scarcity in the supply of high-class

diamonds, and that advances in the price

come as regular as the seasons. There were

four such advances last year and four the

year previous, and one of the happenings of

last New Year's day was the arrival of a

cablegram announcing a still further advance

of five per cent. in the price of rough. We

are informed by one of the large diamond-

cutting and importing firms of the East that

stones which cost $17.64 cents in the rough

in 1897 would cost to-day $42, an increase

of nearly 150 per cent. ! It may interest our
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readers to know that a three carat rough will

make about a one carat cut stone. Even

now there are rumors of another advance,

and yet it would seem as if these successive

advances have but whetted the popular appe-

tite for gems. As our readers are aware,

increase in the prices of diamonds are always

held to apply to orders existing at the time

they go into effect. Bills are calculated on

the basis of the rates current on the day of

shipment, but customers are previously re-

quested to notify the syndicate if they agree

to let their orders stand. In the case of the

latest advance, it is said that all orders re-

mained unrevoked, as the trade having

been anxions to secure additional supplies

the question of prices was with them a sub-

ordinate consideration. Does this look like

the passing of the diamond as a precious

stone, or does it forebode an impending

cataclysm in the market?

THE sensational diamond stories in the

daily press are generally founded on a

very exaggerated statement of the produc-

tion of the new Premier mine in the Trans-

vaal and a possible conflict between the Pre-

mier and the De Beers. There is at present

much mystery about the relations of these

two companies, but it is ridiculous to con-

ceive of a conflict that would be mutually

ruinous. " The competition is likely to de-

velop into inter-State strife between Cape

Colony and the Transvaal," says the news-

paper man, forgetful all the while of the

result of the Boer war and England's owner-

ship of both countries. The Premier is truly

a promising mine, but the stones are far

below first-class, and to this extent, at least,

the Premier does not enter into competition

with the De Beers properties. The Premier

stories have, in fact, a Lawsonesque flavor

that evidences the fine hand of the press

agent and stock manipulator. In this con-

nection we will quote an interesting passage

from a speech made at the recent annual

meeting of the De Beers Company by Sir

Lewis Mitchell, chairman of the board of

directors:

" They had noticed no doubt," said he, " that

there had been during the last year a great many

other diamond ventures ; in fact, prospecting had

gone on throughcut South Africa on a very large

scale. We have seen very recently a man prospect-

ing for diamonds far in the interior of Rhodesia.

Around Kimberley there has been prospecting

again and again, but the principal center of the

gamble—if I may call it so—is Johannesbug, and

it is upon a very large scale. New companies are

formed continually and flourish for a time, and

then we don't hear much more about them. My

own prophecy is that there will be fingers burnt in

Johannesburg. I am not classing all the new mines

under the same category. Some of them may be

good, probably are ; but up to the present we have

not found a formidable rival, and many of the

properties that have been offered to us during the

year—offered and refused—had already been pros-

pected by us. Some people think that we don't
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hear and make inquiries. I may tell you that when

diamond properties are offered to us, as a rule, we

know all about them already."

Like our own Standard Oil, it may be

taken for granted that the De Beers' people

are not behindhand in the prospecting, and

that most of the discoveries of "blue ground"

have little mystery for them. It was also

stated at the annual meeting that while the

De Beers' production was less in 1904 than

in the previous year, the cost of production

and price were greater. All these facts ex-

plain in the most natural way the strength

of the market, and argue irresistibly for its

continuation.

THE United States is now the largest

purchaser of diamonds and the most

exacting as to the quality of the stones pur-

chased. In the importations of precious

stones and pearls 1904 broke all records.

This is remarkable for several reasons : first

of all, the scarcity of fine diamonds; secondly,

the strike of the diamond cutters in Amster-

dam and Antwerp, and thirdly, the somewhat

• lethargic condition of business in this coun-

try. Hitherto, the greatest import year was

1902, but the twelve months of 1904 sur-

passed it by $600,000; the aggregate volume

for the latter year $26,092,275.26. This

total was made up of cut stones and pearls

valued at $16,416,533; and uncut, principally

diamonds, valued at $9,675,741. The former

sum was not a record one, which fact was

probably due to the strike already mentioned;

but the latter overshadowed by $2,200,000

all previous imports of this particular class

and speaks well for the American cutting

business. In the appended table are shown

the classified imports since 1900 :

Year. Cut. Uncut. Total.

1900 . $9,768,094.87 $3,597,520.39 $13,365,615.26

1901 . . 18,160,511.02 6,702,050.05 24,862,567.07

1902 . . 18,019, 522.89 7,393,252.85 25,412, 775.74

1903 . . 17,264,541.11 7,412,414.99 24,676,966.10

1904 . . 16,416,533.48 9,675,741.78 26,092,275.26

The imports during December were

likewise greater than those for any similar

period on record. The total amounted .to

$2,941,950, of which $1,905,310 represented

the value of cut stones and pearls, $1,036,-

640 the uncut variety. It is worthy of note

that each of the four last months of 1904

eclipsed all corresponding periods in the past.

There is no reason for misgiving as to the

diamond market, and it might benefit the

trade at large for the advertising jewelers to

furnish the above facts to the daily press for

publication. The knowledge will strengthen

public confidence in the diamond, and help to

allay apprehension as to the possibility of

collapse in diamond values. The only thing,

in fact, which causes anxiety at present is the

fear that the scarcity of supplies may seriously

contract the volume of business available.
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In accordance with the conditions
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of the

Fourth Simmons Chain
Window Dressing Contest

the committee of awards, after careful examination of the large number of exhibits
submitted, have awarded the 29 prizes as follows:

1st Prize, $100.00 Harrison 6 Co.
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

2d Prize, $75.00 The Webb C. Ball Watch Co.
Cleveland, Ohio

THE TWENTY-FIVE

L. L. Berens, Bellingham, Wash.
Geo. E. Shaw, Putnam, Conn.
J. A. Thomason, Salem, Va.
Nicolet Jewelry Store, Fall River, Mass.
M. J. Soukup, Decorah, Iowa
J. E. Webster, Milford, N. H.
S. C. Frantz, De Graff, Ohio
E. C. Ely. Carbondale, Pa.
Roanoke Jewelry Co., Roanoke, Va.
H. Wykhuysen, Holland, Mich.
J. E. Stephens, Rumford Falls, Me.
J. C. Armstrong, Ottawa, Kans.
Edward King, Bethel, Me.

Geo. C. Hasslinger, Jackson, Mo,
J. E. Micks Co., Elkhart, Ind.
F. A. Kesler, Ellsworth, Kans.
A. Levytansky, Victoria. Texas
H. R. Richter, Fredericksburg, Texas.
The Excelsior Jewelry Co., Halifax, N. S.
John E. Olson, Worcester, Mass.
A. B. Hull, Belding, Mich.
S. S. Sencenbaugh Co., Aurora, Ill.
The Palace Jewelry Co., Newport, Ark.
J. Barber, Salem, Ohio

3d Prize, $50.00 Carter-Allen Jewelry Co.
Shreveport, La.

4th Prize, $25.00 James B. Hayden
Topeka, Kans.

TEN-DOLLAR PRIZES

Klein's Jewelry Sto're, Connersville, Ind,
W. H. Becken, Beaver Dam, Wis.
B. L. Buley, Monett, Mo.
Burnett Bros., Aberdeen, Wash.
I. C. Kraehmer 6 Co., Galena, Ill.
Robt. Bertl, Newark, N. J.
A. Waldin, Quincy, Ill.
P. D. Freeman, Ashland, Ky.
W. H. Nye, Halifax, N. S.
J. P. Henebry, Roanoke, Va.
W. A. Smith, Melrose, Mass.
W. R. Adams, Frankfort, Ind.

HONORABLE MENTION

F. G. Hyde, Oakland, Md.
Wm. Arnold, Ann Arbor, Mich.
W. L. Smith, Seymour, Conn.
J. E. McIntosh, Mount Forest, Ont.
J. H. Lepper, Mason City, Iowa
R. A. Watts, Goldsboro, N. C.
J. N. Jantz, Detroit, Mich.
M. H. Fearnow, Washington, D. C.
Rudolph Steller, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. H. Mehmert, Olney, Ill.
L. C. Brehm, West Newton, Pa.

THE COMMITTEE OF AWARDS 

Mr. V S. MULFORD Mr. Wm, J. BENN
of the Jewelers' Circular-Weekly of The Keystone

Mr. WILLARD H. BOND,
Prest. Bond Institute of Mercantile Training

B. A. Mason, Frankfort, Kans.
Aug. Gehring, Carlisle, Pa.
A. M. Ross, North Sydney, C. B.
G. W. Schmid, Carthage, N. Y.
George Haller, Ann Arbor, Mich.
G. T. Frazee, Osage, Iowa
J. R. Logan 0 Co., Alton, Ill.
Alfred G. Thomas, Victoria, Texas
Fay McFadden, Grenville, N. Y.
C. E. Kendall, Dana, Ind.
E. R. White, Buffalo, N. Y.

Congratulations with the bags of gold to the winners ; our sincere thinks to the gentlemen
of the committee; and regrets that each of the excellent displays which won honorable
mention could not have been awarded a prize.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, Attleboro, Mass.
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Some Open Answers

WROM time to time the editorial pigeon-

hole fills with inquiries from corre-

spondents on subjects other than the technical

problems which are answered in " Workshop

Notes." These questions cover a surprising

range of inquiry, suggesting the flattering

suspicion of belief that the editorial wis-

dom embraces the whole field of human

knowledge and that THE KEYSTONE iS

" on tap " for information on every con-

ceivable subject,

" From prunes and prisms to patty-pans,

From parliaments to pins."

Now while we complacently confess to a

satisfaction at the general opinion of readers

as to .the merits of our product in trade

journalism and the results of our effort to

profit the trade, we are reluctantly obliged

to admit there are some things in heaven

and earth, Horatio, that are not dreamed

of in our philosophy ; we are not yet

quite so spoiled by the general praise of

THE KEYSTONE as to deprive us of the

charms of an engaging modesty. We are

therefore now called upon to aver that We

cannot give satisfying and comforting reply

to those who ask us concerning affairs matri-

monial, political, etiquette-al or spiritual.

But of that number who inquire as to ways

of advertising, or the ethics of trade, or prob-

lems in salesmanship, or store economics, or

such other matters as may be reasonably

supposed to come within the ken of the

jewelry-trade journalist, there be some who

may count on getting even sponge-cake from

us when they ask for bread. We herewith

proceed to dispense the hospitality of such

intelligence as is ours:

" One of my customers is continually

bringing back things for repair without

charge, claiming that they were defective

when I sold them. To-day she thus returns

a broken lorgnette chain. She is the slap-

dash kind, awkward and careless in hand-

ling things, and there is no doubt in my

mind that the breaks and injuries are

entirely her own fault ; yet to tell her so

would practically be telling her that she

lies in making her claims. What would

you suggest?"

Try a " bluff " on her. Next time

she brings back an article and tells her tale

that it was broken or faulty when she bought

it, say to her " I'm glad you tell me this, for

now I'll bring suit against the manufacturer

for selling me imperfect goods. Of course

the case will go to court and I'll have to

trouble you to be my witness; the jury can't

get away from your testimony when you

swear to the facts. And here's another chain

in exchange, of another make, which I hope

will give you better satisfaction."

Ten to one it will " give better satis-
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faction." The liar will weaken, and there-

after you will get paid for your repairs.

" My competitor has a rummage

sale ' once a year. He brings together all

his odds and ends and slow stuff, marks

them down to cost or even below and then

advertises the plunder in a sensational
way, like a cheap clothing store. Are not

such methods beneath the dignity of the

jewelry business?"

Don't worry too much about " dignity!"

You are in business to make money and not

for the purpose of establishing a code of

propriety. Certain observances are of course

required of the banker which seem not urged

upon: the peanut-vender; and possibly a

jeweler should shave oftener, and walk

straighter, and be more adept in the courte-

sies than he of the five-cent store. But in a

town of eight thousand people (we see that

the last census gives your town that popu-

lation) there is no call upon the jeweler to

sustain the dignities which seem demanded

of such shops as, say, Tiffany. A " rum-

mage sale" at Tiffany's would probably

shock the Fifth Avenue sense—though just

why it need is not quite clear to the editorial

comprehension, except for the traditions

which hang around that musty old French

phrase, " noblesse oblige." But in —ville,

such feeble reflections of the metropolitan

proprieties shine but dimly; and you may

safely bid the dignities go. Sell your goods

in any way that is fair to the public and

comfortable for your self respect.

" In order to meet the competition of
a notion store which sells only the cheapest

sort of jewelry (such as I would not put

into my stock regularly), I have added a

show-caseful of the same sort of stuff.

How 
jewelry?''

you advertise this cheap

Don't advertise it at all—you would

simply be advertising the fact that you recog-

nized the notion store as a competitor. Why

compete with the notion store ? Why put

yourself on its level ? If you are wise you

will speedily correct the blunder you have

made in " meeting " such competition. Hide

that " notion-store " stuff—give it away—

bury it—and in future pray, " Deliver us

from temptation.''

" I am afflicted with an impediment
of speech—stuttering. In consequence I

avoid talking whenever I can, but feel the

deprivation keenly in making sales. I

stutter so much that everybody has to

laugh when I open my mouth ; but folks

seem to like me and I do the best business

in town, as I sell only good qualities of

goods and treat everyone right. It occurred

to me that I might even turn my absurd

stuttering into use as an advertisement.

Do you see any way?

Why not ? To be sure, there's a ques-

tion of taste as to capitalizing one's infirmi-

ties; and captious critics might liken the

proceeding to the enterprise of the cripples

who hang around cathedral doors in Latin
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Europe and solicit centimes from displays of

their sores and their stumps. But que voulez-

vous? You are popular; everyone knows

you; and everyone knows you stammer—

make the most of it, good-naturedly, decently,

wittily if you can, and you'll likely be for-

given and blessed. Try the public with

something like this—and if it " goes," give

it small additional doses at unfrequent inter-

vals (meanwhile keeping your eye open for

"concealed deadly weapons!"):

'Tis true that Johnson's speech is thick,
Tis sadly true he stutters ;

His words come only with a kick—
He mangles when he mutters.

But Johnson's GOODS talk straight and true—
His PRICES speak out plainly!

And Johnson lets them talk to you
When he would stutter vainly.

So, friends, as all his goods have voice,
Though he be tongue-tied ever,

" Step lively, please," and make your choice
While Johnson bores you never!

Here are two of a kind, received in the

same mail, from writers who were separated

by a thousand miles—two souls with but a

single thought, two hearts that break as one:

" I sold a piece of solid silver (specially
ordered) as a wedding present, at net cost,
thinking I would get an advertising profit

out of it when it was shown among the

other gifts in one of my boxes—as I am a

newcomer here. Instead, it was shown in
the box of a swell city jeweler, which the
bride borrowed from her sister who was

also recently married. Consequently, I

lost my profit and got no credit for selling

fine goods—and I'm pretty sore about it.

Can I do anything?"
" Isn't it reasonable to expect that a

man who buys a watch of me should tell

folks where he bought it, when asked?

A customer is bragging that he bought

one of the other jeweler here, who has the

" swell " trade and charges more than I do
—whereas I sold it at a very close price

just for advertising myself to his friends."

Dearly beloved, it is " reasonable to

expect " much that never comes to pass.

Your unhappy experiences point a variety of

interesting and profitable morals:

I. It isn't always the thing itself, but

the box that it comes in, that sweetens the

pleasure of showing the gift.

2. The immediate and pressing duty of

the " newcomer " jeweler is to make the

name on his boxes sell his goods.

3. Conscience says to Vanity, " After

you, 4M. Madam."

4. it worth while for customers to

" brag " that they buy of you.

5. An advertisement in the newspaper

is worth two in the pocket of that man who

doesn't play fair.

7. Never count your profit before the

advertisement is hatched.

7. There is waste in advertising—when

it doesn' t advertise.

8. " Things often turn out to be different

from what they would have been if they

hadn't been otherwise than as you expected

they were going to be."
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The Spirit Which Should Animate

the Trade

T N a letter before us a subscriber writes :

" The jewelers in this town are noticeable

among the local trade for a deplorable lack

of the fraternal spirit and a seemingly insu-

perable aversion to co-operative effort even

in their own interests." If such is the fact

we deeply regret it and trust, for the credit

of the trade generally, that the condition

described in exceptional. We hesitate to

believe that the jewelers are less amenable to

reason or less alive to their own interests

than other trades, though a comparative

absence of organization among them lends

plausibility to the theory. The fact is that

the jewelers have been so long recognized

by the public as occupying a position some-

what above and apart from other trades that

the recognition created within them a self-

sufficiency that has not been conducive to

fraternization. Then again, the character of

the jeweler's patronage being so largely deter-

mined by individuality and integrity he has

been naturally slow to realize how his inter-

ests can be forwarded by co-operation with

his brethren.
But the change in the times has changed

the situation. The jewelry trade is no longer

sacred to the jeweler, and there are other

factors necessary or helpful to success besides

individual integrity. Co-operation is the

spirit of the age, and conditions compel it in

the jewelry trade as in all others. The time

has arrived when the jeweler must exorcise

himself of the jealousies and mistrust of the

past, and join with his brethren for the pro-

tection of their mutual interests. It is a

matter, not of option, but of compulsion, and

the sooner the trade realize it the better.

There are now in existence many local organ-

izations that are doing effective work in the

suppression of abuses, the regulation of prices

and the betterment of business methods, but

there is room for thousands. If the jewelers

in a town are too few to organize, then estab-

lish a merchants' association comprising in

its membership all the enterprising local busi-

ness men. What is good for the town is

good for the merchant, and many a town is,

at the present time, being forced far ahead of

sister towns in the same section by the intel-

ligent co-operation of its storekeepers.

We have before us, as we write, an

impressive evidence of the model spirit of

fraternity which exists among the jewelers in

some of the Western towns. Some weeks

ago a veteran jeweler, John A. Ostendorf, of

Vincennes, Ind., passed away, evidently

much to the sorrow of his brother craftsmen.

The latter showed their respect by closing

their stores on the day of the burial until

after the interment, by attending the funeral
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in a body and by placing on the bier an

appropriate emblem in the shape of a beau-

tiful floral clock with hands set at the hour of

death. One of their number was selected as

pall-bearer, and in every other way they

manifested the beautiful spirit of brotherhood

which should always leaven commercial strife,

especially among fellow-craftsmen. There is

a lesson for the jewelers of many towns in the

example set by the liberal-minded brethren

of Vincennes.

Advertising for Repair Work

MICHIGAN subscriber, noted for his

progressivenes and advanced methods

of merchandising, writes as follows :

We are desirous of sending out a little re-

minder to our customers, telling them that we

repaired their watch or clock at a certain time, and

suggesting to them the advisability of having it

again looked over, that it may be kept in order

and thereby obtain the best results. Can you give

us any information on the best way to do it? Or

perhaps you can suggest a good form to use. Any

suggestions that you can give us will be much

appreciated.

The " reminder " which our correspond-

ent has in view is in accordance with what is

now known as the follow-up system of adver-

tising. The modern advertiser is not satis-

fied with merely making a sale as a result of

an advertisement. He studies every new-

comer—his wants, his tastes, his idiosyn-

cracies—with a view to making him a perma-

nent customer. He secures, if possible,

without giving offence, the name and address

of the new patron so that he may communi-

cate with him when any special offering is to

be made or patronage solicited. In like

manner when the jeweler executes repair work

he must not lose sight of his patron when the

work is completed and paid for. An occa-

sional reminder, such as our correspondent

refers to, is then in order.

THE reminder may take the form of a

postal card, a circular or a personal

letter. The card is the most economic, the

personal letter the most effective. The

wording must be brief, Simple and direct

after the manner of the following :

DEAR SIR :—Our records inform us that in

January, 1904, we cleaned your watch, carefully

regulating same and putting it in perfect running

order. As a watch needs attention at least once a

year in order that it may give the best service for

the longest period, we send you this reminder and

will be pleased to look your timepiece over and see

whether in its effort to be accurate it is not work-

ing injury to itself. We inspect and regulate cus-

tomers' watches free of charge. Moderate prices

for all manner of repair work.
Truly yours,

While answering our correspondent's

question we would again direct attention to a

plan for attracting repair work now being

used by many jewelers. The plan is a postal
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card with the address on the front and on
the back the following:

Vat ch
Call at No. — Street for a .Vel°,‘,.1■,,ry

to be repaired in the best manner, at the
lowest price consistent with good work,
and return the article as soon as possible.

(Signed)

These cards are mailed to or distributed

among such people in your town as are

worthy of small credit, and when the goods

are returned a similat postal card is put in the

package as a reminder to the customer when

the latter may again have need of a repairer.

BEYOND a doubt, in many a household

there is a clock, or a watch, or a piece

of jewelry, or tableware that needs repairs at

this moment ; but it will not be taken to the

jeweler, simply because of the bother of

taking it. Laziness, and the indifference

growing out of the requirement of trouble-

taking, keeps many a job off of the repair

bench. But with your postal card at hand,

requiring only the writing of a name at the

bottom to bring you to the house, and to

bring back the job after it is repaired, many

an injured article will be brought forward

which would otherwise wait in retirement for

that " some other time " which is the prom-

ised date of those who procrastinate. If you

take your eyeglass with you so as to be pre-

pared to give an estimate of cost, and if you

follow up the first series of postal cards with

another and another, the results, of course,

will be correspondingly greater.

TN advertising for repair work, due impor-
tance should be given to jewelry. The

mere hint that a diamond in a ring may be

unsafe, will get many a ring-owner think-

ing, and a trip to the jeweler will be the not

improbable result. A few questions like the

following will rarely be lost on the jewelry-

wearer:
Are your ring or brooch settings safe?
Are any of the prongs which hold the stones

worn off?
Is the eye on your earring, watch charm or

pendant wearing to the danger point?
Does your jewelry look soiled or discolored?

and so forth. Much jewelry is worn now-a-

days even by the plain, every-day people,

and its repair should be a fruitful source

of income. Watches and clocks are, of

course, the chief feeders of the repair de-

partment, but there is other work in abun-

dance, and it is generally secured by the

jeweler who seeks it in the right way.

At times it may be desirable to send out

a booklet or circular giving more extensive

information in regard to the repair depart-

ment and its facilities. For matter suitable

for this purpose we refer our readers to pages

1272 and 1273 of our November, 1901, issue.
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Annual Meeting of the Jewelers' Asso-
ciation and Board of Trade

T
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BF annual meeting of the Jewelers' Asso-
ciation and Board of Trade was held
January 25, 1905, at 2.30 P.M., in the
rooms of the association, 17o Broadway

New York, sixty-two members being present, not-
withstanding the severe weather.

The President's Address

After the minutes of the last annual meeting
had been read and approved, President Hiram A.
Bliss read his report for the year, which was
received with great satisfaction. He said in part:

I shall preface my remarks by stating that the
Jewelers' Association and Board of Trade is in a
highly prosperous condition. It is stronger, more
active and better equipped to guard your interests
than ever before in Its history, and I will now give
you, in as brief a manner as possible, statistics to
show how I make these deductions.

Our membership is 463, an increase of 72 mem-
bers in two years—and 42 members the past year.
We start this year with $4000 increased income
from membership dues. Last year our income
was $60,751, and our expenses $59,473.

Our income from collections the past year
amounted to $12,972. This is a source of revenue
which is not at the expense of our members, but is
a good sum to be used in improving our service.

We received 5659 claims for collection. We
collected 3711 in full part or in part, and the amount
collected was $253,659. The average per cent, the
collected amount bears to amount of claims sent
us is 63.2 per cent.

If we collect claims sent us by our members
by drafts or letters of demand, no fees are charged,
consequently 833 claims, amounting to $45,7o6 col-
lected last year was gratuitous work. We can
safely say the results of no charge collections last
year netted our members double this amount,
because after a debtor finds the account is in our
hands, he often settles direct with the creditor.

This association has saved its members a large
amount of money the past year by taking charge
of extensions and compromises. We handled six
compromise cases, involving liabilities of $141,016,
collecting from 25 to roo per cent.

We have granted fourteen cases of extensions,
and they amounted to $407,194. Some have been
closed, creditors receiving one hundred cents, other
cases are pending, but payments of 20 to 90 per
cent. have been made in these, as per terms of the
board's agreements with debtors.

If you will send your accounts to us for col-
lection, we can the better control affairs and have
an approved trustee appointed so honesty and
good results will be sure to follow. If you do not
send your claims here, the results will not be
as satisfactory, and you will surely have greater
expense without getting as good results. The
bankruptcy law does not permit of your rushing
in and getting attachments to your preferences.
You will do well to work in unison, and you may
rest assured your interests are protected better by
combined strength rather than by separate action.

In a case of fraud we have a special fund to
prosecute and punish, and we are using that fund
so wisely that it is safe to say that debtors will be
careful how they practice fraud on any member-of
this Board of Trade.

The report of the treasurer was presented by
Leo. Wormser, which showed a surplus of $12,-
564.46, not including any value on reports or
reference book.

The Secretary's Report

The report of Secretary Safford was then read
by him. Interesting facts and figures not covered
in the president's address are as follows:

The changes made in our reference book, as a
result of revision, number 14,654 as against ii,-
093 for last year. Two hundred and eighty-two
new towns have been added as against 241 last year.
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We issued to members in answer to inquiries
44,757 reports as against 42,399 the previous year.

In bankruptcy matters, the results obtained by
us are ahead of the average results by the report
of the department of justice. In the annual report
to the department at Washington, Mr. Branden-
burg shows the average net assets realized in bank-
ruptcy cases closed during the year, to have been
about fourteen per cent. (an increase of nearly five
per cent. over the previous year), while in the
eighty-five cases closed during the past year,. in
which we had from one claim to a controlling
majority, the per cent. of dividends received was
28.3 per cent.; this result being brought about
because in so many cases we had a controlling
majority of the claims of creditors.

I desire to observe what when recommenda-
tions are made by our board to members to grant
an extension, or accept a compromise settlement,
or waiving all other conditions, join in prosecuting
a dishonest debtor, there should be no hesitation
or delay on the part of members in acting in accord-
ance with the recommendation made, whether

Frederick IT. Lamm

the claim be large or small, as only through prompt
co-operation can the board succeed, and the best
interests of all be served.

Election of Directors and °Wipers

The election of directors then took place.
The list will be found on page 203 of this issue.

The election of officers being next in order,
C. G. Alford nominated Frederick H. Larter for
president. In his brief nomination speech he said :

The six years since the consolidation of The
New York Jewelers' Association and The Jewelers'
Board of Trade, have all been years of progress,
and the last particularly so, as has been told you in
the able messages of the president, treasurer and
secretary which have just been read. We wish to
make further progression, no steps backward, but
all foward.

Now, a few words as to the qualifications of
the man who should be president : First, he should
be willing ; second, he should know a great deal of
the inner workings of the association ; and thirdly,
he must be a man of recognized ability. I have in
mind the very man, who I am sure will please you,
and it is with great pleasure that I nominate Fred-
erick H. Larter for the presidency of this associa-
tion for the ensuing year.

Mr. Bliss, in handing the gavel to the newly-
elected president, spoke of him in the highest
terms of commendation for the services rendered
by him to the association in the past ; commended
him upon his marked ability, constancy and integ-
rity, and expressed the hope and prediction that
his administration would be an eminently success-
ful one.
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In thanking the association for the honor con-
ferred on him, Mr. Larter commented upon its
gratifying progress. An interesting prediction was
the following:

I can safely promise that during my adminis-
tration it is going to cost something to get into the
membership of the Jewelers' Association and Board
of Trade. You have already learned that our
membership numbers 430 odd, and if you are
familiar with your own rules and laws, you will
know that when we attain a membership of 450 it
will begin to cost an entrance fee of $50. I almost
feel now that I will be able to pride myself in
having been the first president during whose
administration it will have cost something to get
into this association. You will also know, if you
have followed up your own rules and laws, that the
membership is limited to 500, after which we pro-
pose to have a waiting list, when it will not only
require $50, but some waiting as well, to get in.
We are rapidly approaching the time when free
admission will no longer exist, and I suggest to
those who are here that if you have a friend in the
trade who desires to save the cost of an admission
fee, that you have him make his application for
membership promptly. It will be doing your
friend a good service.

A special meeting of the board of directors
was held immediately after the close of the annual
meeting, at which C. G. Alford was elected as
treasurer, and D. L. Safford as secretary.

The following committees were also named :
Finance, membership, auditing and arbitration.

Messrs. Hastings & Gleason were unanimously
reappointed as counsel to the board.

During the year the association completed the
system of duplicating reports, so that now they
have on file at the Providence office copies of all
reports covering the Eastern and Middle States, in
addition to reports on wholesale dealers, covering
the whole country.

Frederick H. Larter, who has just been honored
with the presidency of the Jewelers' Association
and Board of Trade, is one of the most widely
known and highly esteemed members of the trade
in New York. He began his business career some
forty years ago as a salesman for the firm of
Osborne, Bondman & Townsend, located at the
corner of Spring Street and Broadway, and at that
time one of the leading retail stores in New York
City. In 1870 Mr. Larter became a partner in the
jewelry manufacturing firm of H. Elcox & Co.,
New York City and Newark, N. J., whose metro-
politan office was in the old Hayes Building, on
the site of which stands the firm's present office.
The name of the concern was later changed to
Larter, Elcox & Co., and until January of the pres-
ent year the interest of the Elcox estate was
continued in the firm. At that date the interests
of the Elcox estate were withdrawn, and, as stated
elsewhere in this issue, the entire business was
taken over by Mr. Larter and his two sons, the
firm-name being changed to Larter & Sons. Since
the death of Mr. Elcox, twenty years ago, Mr.
Larter has been the senior member of the house.
He was president of the New York Jewelers'
Association at the time of its consolidation with
the Board of Trade six years ago, and was, indeed,
a factor in bring about this consolidation. For a
number of years he has been a director of the
Jewelers' Safety Fund Society, and he is vice-
president of the Jewelers' Protective Union, and a
member of the Board of Trade of the city of New-
ark, N. J. He is an official of St. Luke's Methodist
Episcopal Church of the last-named city ; is prom-
inent in the activities of the Methodist Communion,
and was a delegate to its last General Conference,
held at Los Angeles, Cal.

The NEW GOODS now being shown
by our salesmen form a goodly portion of

every order sent in. Our staples sell just

as well as ever. So between the two we

seem to he on top. This usually is the

BERGEN
POPULAR-PRICED

CUT GLASS
Eighty-Page Illustrated Catalogue
Electrotypes for your local advertising free

THE J. D. BERGEN CO.
38 Murray Street, New York

Chicago : Silversmiths' Building
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KRANTZ, SMITH & CO., n.
MANUFACTURERS OF

IZtcb Cut tass Honesdale, Pa

"Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhere."

To acquaint the trade with the exceptional beauty of
our patterns, \ye have prepared photograph books
for 1905, NVIllCh will be loaned for inspection.

NEW YORK CITY OFFICE
25 West Broadway

Wm. D. Finke & Co., Representatives

A look at our line will not only result in profit to
the buyer, but will be combining pleasure with
business, because "Art Industry" is fully repre-
sented in the many new shapes and cuttings.

T. B. CLARK CO., Inc.
'Represented

New York—I. D. Dithrtdge, 25 West Broadwa_y Honesdale, Pa.
SBaorsi toFrrtanIct7ojdwA.arn,74611''r5a4Ckelainngt.St.

Combination Sets of new designs in Rich
American Cut Glass, put up in white satin-lined
leatherette cases

Nothing prettier for show window or case display

.Pr:Or:v

Write for illustration sheets showing different combi-
nation sets and prices

Vase, 164 inches high
" Lorraine " pattern, one of

the richest patterns produced

St. Louis Salesroom Chicago Salesroom Negt
505-506 Holland Bldg. 131 Wabash Ave.

Factory, Bowling Green, Ohio

When you see a piece of cut glass a
little whiter in color than any cut glass
you have ever seen, more perfect in
cutting, more brilliant and sparkling,
you will find this trade-mark itti
engraved on same. No piece of HAwKEs
Hawkes Cut Glass is genuine without
this trade-mark engraved on it.

Hawkes Cut Glass is sold only
to the legitimate jewelry and crockery
trades and cannot be purchased by
department stores.

Handled Decanter
" Rouen " pattern.
A cutting remarkable
for depth and brilliancy



Egginton's Celebrated Cut Glass

" Roman " Jug and Tumble:

Manufactured by THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO., Corning, N. Y.
AIIe. out. 11, '99

Acknowledged to

and superior line on

11

be the most

beautiful, brilliant

the market to-day.

1 )esigns original,

finish unsurpassed.

Carried by best

dealers.

Look for trade-mark

engraved on each piece

P. S.—Send for Illustra-
tions and Prices. Special
$100. Assortment.

THE WARE, THE CUSTOMER AND THE SALESMAN

A
SSUM1NG that the prospective customer desires that her TABLE SER=

VICE shall be of DORFLINGER CUT GLASS, she has a wide range of

exquisite shapes and cuttings from which to select. The least the sales-

man can do is to bring the goods and the customer face to face. 01

Our RICH CUT STEM WARE fits the term, rich." The numerous shapes and

cuttings alike are rich." A chaste and superbly illustrated brochure shows

shapes, cuttings and prices. These are an unanswerable argument. The

pamphlet is an inspiration to salesmanship, if such were needed. The goods

have the momentum of quality.

ESTABLISHED 1852

C. DORFLINGER & SONS 36 Murray StreetNew York

Pacific Coast Agent : A. I. Hall & Son Canadian Agent : Jas. A. Pitts
6.15 Market St., San Francisco Temple Building, Montreal

ti- Nts•• TRADE-MARK
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Vionchfora Saver rIntit (Ka., Ittockfora, iii. J. 110ARE & CO.
HIGI-I=GRADE SILVERWARE

No. 1112. Waiter

Hollow and Flatware Catalogues for the askingPleasing designs, both satisfactory and profitable

The celebrated Cut Glass Manufacturers,

established 1853, have this season sent out

a great variety of new designs and shapes.

Remember our blanks are the BEST in the

world and our patterns original. We spend

only a few dollars on newspaper adver-

tising, preferring to give our customers the

benefit in price of a large amount not so

expended. Do not fail to give our agents

liberal orders and we will prove to you

our goods are worth all and more than

we ask for them. We now have a large

stock and can promise prompt shipment.

Our Glassware is the " Real Thing, " no

imitation.

J. HOARE & CO.
Corning, N. Y.

J. HOARE & CO.

Look on each piece of glass for our

trade-mark which signifies

not Better than the Best, that would

be impossible ; but "BETTER

THAN T HE R E S T." Kindly

watch out for our new things and

wait for our salesmen.

J. HOARE & CO.
Corning, N. Y.
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The Pairpoint Corporation
New Bedford, Mass.

ELECTROLIERS
OIL LAMPS

GAS PORTABLES
Original Designs
In all the popular finishes

Superior
Silver-Plated Ware

Rich
Cut Glass Ware

No. 400. 3-Pt. Jug, "Fremont"

We should be pleased to loan to
the trade Photograph Books of
above goods on application

BRANCHES
38 Murray Street, New York City
120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.
Temple Building, Montreal, P. Q.
Factories, etc., New Bedford, Mass.

No. 2886. 3-Pc. Toilet Set

COMMUNITY

SILVER,

Our .belief that 1904 would be our banner

year has been amply realized. Thc holiday

selling proved that the artistic designs and

superior qualities of Community Silver were

just what buyers were waiting for. The trade

is at last awake to the fact that what the public

now demands in plated ware is the style and

beauty of Sterling.

A glance at the Flower-de-Luce berry spoon

on this page will at once convince you that

Community Silver has the delicacy of outline

and fineness of execution rarely

found even in the best Sterling.

This floral pattern, together with

our well-known conventional design

—the Avalon marks the passing

of the old, over-ornamented pat-

terns, and the arrival, in their place,

of new plated ware which is artistic

and beautiful as well as durable.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY, LTD
General Offices - - - ONEIDA, N. Y.

Silverware Office and Factory - NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y.

NEW YORK, 395 Broadway SAN FRANCISCO, 134 Sutter St.

CHICAGO, 79 Dearborn St. ATLANTA, GA., Century Bldg.

Founded In 1848



F, COVER THE COU

NEBRASKA

OUR representatives will soon be in their
respective territories. Their stocks this

season are more complete than ever, and it
will be well worth your while to wait with
purchasing until they call.

" Sellers of Sellers"

_L-Leniry 1FTeunci Ca 183TO,
DIAMONDS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY

ELK and F. 0. E. 9 Mafiden Lane, HewGoods a Specialty

The Automatic
Eyeglass or Pencil

Holder

ESTABLISHED 114.12

KETCHAM & MCDOUGALL
MANUFACTURERS

GOLD & STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N . Y.
SEND I H ,ATAII,GUE " E "

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

ing out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

New Model, made In Gold, Silver,
Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Royal
Copper and Black Enamel.

Samples sent upon request.

Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'

Security Alliance

The twenty-second annual meeting of the

Jewelers' Security Alliance was held in their rooms

at 9 Maiden Lane, January 13, 1905. The 
meeting

was called to order by President A. K. Sloan, wh
o

delivered his annual address as follows:

Gentlemen :—As we assemble to-day for our

twenty-second annual meeting, I have nothing

sensational to comment upon ; the year just passed

having been a quiet one, the professional burglars

having as usual let our members severely alone.

You should not conclude, however, that it is

no longer necessary to display the alliance signs,

nor relax your vigilance in any way, as burglaries

have been more numerous than ever, and it is only

the knowledge that we stand ready to give instant

and vigorous pursuit and unrelenting prosecution,

and that we have the .funds to -make them effective,

which gives you this security from the attacks of

cracksmen year after year.

We have made a healthy increase in our num-

bers, and the reserve fund has also increased in

proportion, so that we can congratulate ourselves

upon the passing of another successful year and

enter upon the new one with good prospects.

The report of the executive committee will

give you the details of the year's work, and it only

remains for me to congratulate you upon the fact

that you have the service of such men, who give

their time and attention to your interests as thor-

oughly and freely as if it were their own private

business, and through this alone is the alliance able

to give you such effective protection for a merely

nominal sum each year.

Mr. Butts, chairman of the executive commit-

tee, then presented his annual report, as follows :

.11r. esident and illembers of Me Jewelers'

Security ,,filiance :—Your executive committee beg

to submit their twenty-second annual report.

During the past year we have held eleven regular
meetings, at which two hundred and twenty-four

new members have been added, and such other

business transacted as was necessary to serve the
interests of our members.

An unusual number of our members have died
or retired from business during the year-96 in all
having dropped out, which is about double the
number we have lost in recent years, and making

our membership, January ist, 3113, a net gain of

132. Not a member has suffered loss from having
a safe burglarized during the year. This certainly
is cause for congratulation and a testimonial of the
effiziency of the alliance sign, and this safeguard is
emphasized when you realize that there were too
attacks upon banks by burglars, of which 37 were
successful. Many jewelers throughout the country
have also been visited by the tramp burglar known
as " hobo" or " yegm in." Twenty-nine of our
members were visited during the year by this class
of burglar, but only two attempts were made on
the safes, and in each case unsuccessfully. It is
the opinion of your committee that the greatest
danger to the jeweler is from this source, and too
m my safeguards cannot be adopted to protect
your stocks both day and night. Of the two
attempts on safes one was that of Paul Foester,
Buffalo, N. Y., an attempt having been made to
drill the safe, but he gave up before he had gone
very far. The other was on the safe of R. & S.
Jacobs, Waterbury, Conn., but this, too, was un-
successful. Although in neither case were
safes broken open we made an attempt to

disco
a

ver the thieves ; but as they were not profes-
sionals, and as there was practically no clue on
whichn owork, 

results.
The 

ave not been able to report
ysatisfactory 
The two burglars who attacked the safe of

H. F. Burgess, Fairfield, Me., two years ago, and
who were in jail awaiting trial, recently escaped,
and as the authorities made no attempt to recapture
them, we renewed our search and are glad to state

other in the
tIton e hasnbeen caught,uctauurgeht, and we hope to get the

Our usual holiday warning was sent out in
December, and we have received a number of let-
ters from members expressing their appreciation

and commending its usefulness, one member stating
that it had saved him from taking a had check of $50.

A gang of professional burglars, who had pre-
viously broken open the safe in a plumber's shop,
broke into the store of W. H. Van Keuren, Pough-
keepsie, N. Y., but did not attempt to break the
safe, and we can only assume that they took warn-
ing from the Jewelers' Security Alliance sign.

The reports of the treasurer and auditing com-

mittee were read, showing the finances of the

organizaton to be in excellent condition ; a sub-

stantial addition having been made to the reserve

fund during the year and an ample balance in cash

in the treasury ready for immediate use in any

emergency which may arise.
The meeting then proceeded to the election of

officers, and the following were elected unani-

mously : President, A. K. Sloan ; first vice-presi-

dent, H. H. Butts ; second vice-president, Chas. F.

Wood ; third vice-president, C. C. Champenois ;

treasurer, Bernard Karsch ; members of the execu-

tive committee for two years, Henry Abbott,

J. Warren Alford and Leopold Stern. Messrs. Ed.

S. Smith and Henry Untermeyer were re-appointed

the auditing committee for the ensuing year.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive

committee was held at the close of the annual

meeting, and H. H. Butts was re-elected chair-

Annual Meeting of the Jewelers'

League of New York

The twenty-eighth annual meeting of the

Jewelers' League of New York was held in the

United Charities Building, 105 E. Twenty-second

Street, on the evening of January 17th. The busi-

ness of the meeting included the election of the

following officers and committees : President, Geo.

W. Street ; first vice-president, 0. G. Fessenden ;

second vice-president, M. J. Lissauer ; third vice-

president, Bernard Karsch ; fourth vice-president,

J. R. Greason ; executive committee (elected for

two years), J. H. Hodenpyl and D. N. Smith ;

advisory committee (elected for two years), G. \V.

Parks, F. L. Wood, S. A. Baldwin, R. A. Breiden-

bach, H. Freund, E. B. Eaton, F. H. Dana, S. B.

Kent and M. Lissauer.

In the course of his annual address President

Geo. W. Street said:

We may congratulate ourselves upon having

reached the twenty-eighth annual meeting of the

Jewelers' League, which it has been my duty and

pleasure to serve during the past year. I take

pleasure in expressing my appreciation of the

service rendered to the league by the members of

your executive committee, who have labored most

faithfully in your behalf.
You have had your attention repeatedly called

to the fact that for our continued prosperity we

must add to our membership yearly, and that this

addition must be accomplished by the members

themselves. This advice and warning, I regret to

say, has not been heeded, and at the present tim
e

we find ourselves with our deaths, lapses and lac
k

of new blood, in a position that may be called the

turning point in our history. Your executive com-

mittee fully realize this situation, and are consider-

ing a plan to be placed before you later, that in my

opinion is a good business proposition, and tha
t

with your approval and hearty co-operation, will

place the league upon a much sounder foundation
.

Some of you are perhaps not aware of the fact

that in England there are thousands of fra
ternal

societies, many of which have been in successful

operation for too years and more, that furnish in-

surance at a lower rate than the regular insurance

companies. And how has this result been attained?

Simply by the combined efforts and hearty co
-

operation of their members. Why can we not do

the same?

The executive committee submitted the fol-

lowing report:

Your executive committee beg to report the
number of members in the league January t, 1905,
was 1928, divided among the sections as follows :
Section A, 1704 ; section B, 172 ; section C, 52.

Our reserve fund, January 1, 1905, amounted
to $305,388.54, as against $288,488.30, January I,
1904, an increase of $16,9oo.24 during the year
1904, notwithstanding the fact that death claims
amounting to $10,000 were paid from that fund
during the year. The league paid out for deaths
totfeamthesmsbnetcres ndrugraig 1904,in

uaatinn$
2$7,9145402:11..9672 Paid for.. 

During, 1904 only 13 members secured new
members tor the league. In 1903, 21 members
were instrumental in securing applicants for us. If
the membership at large does not take interest
enough to bestir themselves, and get their friends
interested, it is only a question of time when some
radical change in the conduct of the organization
must be made.

To keep up our organization to the standard
we have always had in mind, every individual
member must do his share of the work to get new
members. The fact that ours is a fraternal organ-
ization, where every member is dependent on the
other, seems to have been forgotten. Why will

you not this year do some work for the league ? If

each member got one new member, and it can be

done, the league would have no cause to look at

the future with the slightest misgiving. We are at

the beginning of a new year, the twenty-ninth of

our existence. Let us all try to make it the banner

year by increasing our membership.

A detailed financial statement, verified by the

examining financial committee, was submitted by

Treasurer F. A. Marcellus. The members of the

league will be gratified at the continued success of

the institution.

The Masterpiece of Genius and Skill in

Letter and Monogram Engraving

" A boon and a bless-
ing to engravers."
Such is the tribute paid
to "Hornikel's En-
gravers' Text-Book"
by the foreman of one

41 of the largest engrav-
ing departments in the
country. " It was as
much a surprise as a
delight to me" he said.

•. 
Poor productions of

this kind have been so
puffed that I hadcloubts
about Hornikel's port-
folio, but I was fortu-
nate enough to see a
copy, and a glimpse at
it was enough."

The engraver who
has not procured a
copy of this compila-
tion has evidently not
seen it. There's genius
in every design ; skill
in every stroke and
curve ; style in every
completed cypher. It
consists of sixty-one
page plates of mono-
grams, a variety of
patterns on each plate.
There are all styles of

• monograms for all

kinds of purposes, for lockets, spoons, trays,

cigarette and match cases, loving cups, rings, fobs—

anything. If you have not seen a copy of this

book inquire about it. If your competitor has one

you will soon know it by the quality of his work.

A copy will be sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price, $6.00 (XI 5s.)

For sale by THE KEYSTONE

t9th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
103 State Street, Chicago.

—Adv.
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THE TEST OF TIME
has proven that as an article
of men's jewelry nothing in
the market is so satisfilctory
as the Lager Shirt Stud,
automatic in action, fitting
any style of shirt.

The proof of this assertion
is that sales are steadily on
the increase.

Recent improvements in our
methods of production
place the Lager Stud in a
class by itself.

Our trade-mark C:::11°
stamped thus
on every stud is in short,
shirt stud insurance. A new
one is cheerfully given when
an accident happens.

Can Progressive Retailers
atThrd to be without a line
of these studs ? Leading
Jobbers have them in to K.
gold and fine quality plate.

LARTER & SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

"If it burns alcohol we make it"

These Cuts Supplied Free to Jewelers Doing

Local Advertising

Nothing is more appropriate
for a present than a Sternau
Coffee Machine.

Coffee made in the Sternau
Coffee Machine is an after-
dinner luxury.

Don't have to go back to the
old coffee .pot with Sternau's
Machine.

OLD
FASHIONED
COOKING
WAYS
all require special skill
on the part of the cooks
to secure palatable
things to eat and
drink. The tendency of
modern culinary inven-
tion is to invent pro-
cesses which do the
work. without special
skill or training on the
part of the cook. One
of the best examples of
this development is the

STERNAU
COFFEE
MACHINE

which gets the best
there is in flavor and
aroma from coffee with
absolutely no skill on
the part of the person
using the machine.
The rawest immigrant
cannot help making
good coffee with this
machine. As soon as
you impress this on
your customers your
difficulty in selling the
STERNAU COFFEE
MACHINE vanishes.

S. Sternau 0 Co.
New York and Brooklyn

Factories, Brooklyn, N. Y.

1

New York Letter

Business men are going back to

The Vogue of diamonds, according to an up-

town dealer in gems, says the

Sun. " It simply means," he

said, " that times are good and that everybody is

making money. The diamond is a true barometer

of commercial conditions. When business men

are flush, and this is especially true of the younger

set, they buy diamonds because they know they

can always get their money back if a pinch comes.

Just now diamonds are selling like hot cakes, as

anyone may judge who takes the trouble to look

at the shirt fronts that pass him on the street. It

is not all due to vanity either. It has a business

relation. A man with a good-sized diamond light-

ing up his path cuts more ice in trade in nine cases

out of ten than the chap who wears pearl jewelry

and puts his money in the bank. Diamonds don't

hypnotize me, of course, because I'm in the busi-

ness and know that they don't always spell ready

money, but they do exert an influence upon the

average man which makes him docile and compli-

ant in a commercial dicker."
The election of directors of the

Directors of Jewelers' Association and Board
Jewelers' Associa- of Trade took place in the rooms
tion and
Board of Trade of that organization, 170 Broad-

way, on Thursday, January 26th,

when the following were chosen : New York—

C. G. Afford, of C. G. Alford & Co.; H. A. Bliss,

of the Gorham Mfg. Co.; 0. G. Fessenden, of

Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.; Wm. T. Gough, of

Carter, Howe & Co.; Chas. B. Jung, of Jung,

Staiger & Klitz ; F. H. Larter, of Larter & Sons;

Samuel H. Levy, of L. & M. Kahn & Co.; Ludwig

Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co.; A. K. Sloan, of

Sloan & Co.; Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. 8z Co.;

Geo. W. Street, of Geo. 0. Street & Sons, Seth E.

Thomas, of Seth Thomas Clock Co.; Leo Wormser,

of Julius King Optical Co. Chicago—Benj. Allen,

of Benj. Allen & Co.; Grove Sackett, of Wm. L.

Gilbert Clock Co.; A. L. Sercomb, of International

Silver Co. Providence, R. I.—Geo. H. Cahoone,

of Geo. H. Cahoone & Co.; Wm. A. Copeland, of

Martin, Copeland & Co. North Attleboro, Mass.

—Geo. K. Webster, of the Webster Co. The only

new names on the list are those of Messrs. Jung

and Nissen. The nominating committee consisted

of A. V. Huyler, James P. Snow, Frederick W.

Lewis, St. John Wood, David C. Townsend.

An important controversy that

Important Rulings had been at issue for several
in Customs Cases years drew to a final close re-

cently when the collector of

customs at New York received notice from the

Treasury Department informing him that the

excess duties paid by Neresheimer & Co., of this

city, on an importation of drilled pearls will be

refunded. This is in accordance with the decision

of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals to

the effect that the goods in question were dutiable

at ten per cent. by similitude to pearls in their

natural condition, and not at sixty per cent. as

Diamonds

.:;411.4■Uti.■ 

strung pearls, as the government sought to prove.

Thus all doubt has been dispelled as to the proba-

bility that the government would appeal to the

United States Supreme Court. The government

has also abandoned its appeal in the case of the

United States vs. Albert Lorsch & Co., and the

United States vs. Lasner & Nordlinger, both of which

cases involved the question of duty on imitation

pearls under the old tariff laws, and had been carried

from the Circuit Court, Southern District of New

York, to the United States Circuit Court of Appeals.

A decision rendered in the

Pearl Importers' United States Circuit Court at
Important Victory New York, last month, in the

case of the United States vs.

Tiffany & Co., establishes an important precedent

in the regulation of imports. This case was not

originally submitted to the Board of United States

General Appraisers as provided by the customs

administration act, but was brought for trial

before a judge and jury under common law. The

time of import was two or three years ago, and the

goods consisted of a quantity of pearls which the

collector of customs at this port classified as

pearls in their natural state, dutiable at ten per

cent., ad valorem, under the similitude clause.
The duties were duly liquidated, but after a lapse

of six months there was a reliquidation, when the

collector classified the pearls by similitude as

pearls strung, and assessed them accordingly at

sixty per cent. By this time Tiffany & Co. had

sold the pearls on the ten per cent. duty basis and

they naturally filed an immediate protest, affirming

that the pearls were not so assorted as to constitute

a necklace, and furthermore that it was unfair after

the disposal of the goods on the basis of the lower

duty to require the payment of an additional

amount, calculated at p000, which, to the import-

ers, meant an absolute loss. The government

ordered the payment of this sum, and so the

importers pushed their appeal but did not pay the

money, whereupon the Treasury Department sued

the firm for its recovery. At the trial, before

Judge Coxe, Major W. B. Coughtry called a wit-

ness, but Assistant District Attorney Wise objected,

saying that defendants had no standing in court on

the merits of the case, but should present their

testimony before the board of appraisers. The

Court overruled this, however, and several wit-

nesses deposed for the defense. The crux of the

matter then was whether the articles in the condi-

tion in which they were imported, resembled more

closely pearls in their natural condition, or a pearl

necklace. The jury took the former view and gave

a verdict for the importers.
The jewels that Mrs. Phyllis E.

Dodge Jewels Sold Dodge attempted to smuggle

in when she arrived from

Europe on the St. Paul, on June 24, 1899, were

sold at public auction on January 5th, by United

States Marshal Henkel's auctioneer, Joseph Shon-

good, for $25,593. The duty was $23,989.80, and

W. H. Theobald, who as a special treasury agent

made the seizure, got a third of the net proceeds

after the deduction of the duty—that is, about $5oo.

The lot was appraised at $63,972.8o, including duty.

(203)

If, as supposed, the principal jewels were bought

in for Mrs. Dodge, she pays little more than the

original duty on them.
The Pottery, Glass and Brass

Pottery Sales- Salesmen's Association held its

thirteenth annual banquet at

Mouquin's, this city, on Thurs-

day, December 29th. The dinners of this organi-

zation are noted for their joviality and general

good cheer, and the latest one was no exception

to its predecessors if, indeed, it did not mark a

decided improvement upon all of them. Many

things contributed to its success, but chiefly the

energy and forethought of the executive committee,

whose names are printed below. The speeches

delivered were ideal for the occasion. So also was

the music, vocal and instrumental, and the vim,

punctuality and order with which the program was

gone through gave the final touch to the harmony

and perfection of the reunion. The address of

welcome was delivered by President Henry Ende-

mann, who spoke with pride of the progress the

association had made during the past year in the

enrollment of new members and of the good work

it had done, particularly in the payment of death

claims. President Endemann, however, deplored

the lack of interest manifested in the business

affairs of the institution, and made a strong plea to

the members to take a more active part in this

division. Among the other speakers were Edward

F. Anderson, of George F. Bassett & Co., who

made an address on "The Salesman." Colonel

E. C. Stahl, who spoke in a witty vein on the sub-

ject "Simple Life." Lee Kohns who, in the

absence of Colonel J. L. Shepherd, delivered an

address in praise of the organization. William S.

Pitcairn, who gave a brief, impromptu talk in

which he sounded the praises of the salesman, and

G. Warrin, one of the oldest men in the profession,

who made a few appropriate remarks. The sing-

ing of a double quartet, as well as some solos,

were listened to with much evident pleasure during

the latter part of the evening. In all, there were

145 participants, and the committee which per-

fected the arrangements consisted of William S.

Pitcairn, chairman ; Joseph F. O'Gorman, John

Nixen, J. W. French and W. R. Demorest. The

officers elected for the ensuing year at a previous

meeting of this association are : President, Henry

Endemann ; vice-president, Charles H. Taylor;

treasurer, Edward Butler ; secretary, Joseph F.

O'Gorman ; directors (five elected), John Nixon,

William S. Pitcairn, Edward F. Anderson, James

D. Bergen and George S. Lemcke.

The withdrawal of j. Louis Mathey from the
firm of Mathey Bros., Mathez & Co., manufacturers

and importers of watches, 21 Maiden Lane, and

the death some time ago of A. S. Mathey, late of

that firm, have occasioned the formation of a new

co-partnership under which the business will be

continued without any change whatever, the old

firm-name and the American agency for C. H.

Meylan watches having both been retained. The

concern is now composed of F. H. Mathez, the

remaining partner, and W. R. Piquet, who has

been connected with the firm for many years.

(Continued on fiage 205)

men's Banquet
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OMEGA MOVEMENTS
ARE FINE TIMEPIECES

All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades

io Ligne, ii Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS SEND FOR PRICE-LIST

EDMOND E. ROBERT } SELLING CROSS & BEGUELINAGENTS
3 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK 17 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

ART IN WATCH CASES
has reached its highest perfection in our 114■\- in ol

Solid Gold Cases

1304

These new cases are not the work of
the mere mechanic : There's genius
in the design, art in the decoration
and an air of exclusiveness in the
finished goods which show up strik-
ingly in comparison with other makes
of gold cases. They have a sufficiency
of material to make a firm, solid case
and a richness of color that is very
distinctive.

We will gladly send you, express prepaid, a sample of any one
of our new patterns, fitted with an Elgin or Waltham movement of
any grade. You are free to return it if style and price fail to please.
You should see the cases to appreciate the beauty of the goods.

W. T. THOMPSON
WATCHES EXCLUSIVLLY

9=11=13 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK CITY

Che

C•Rimh FTc

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14 K.,I0K., Sterling.
Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kiuds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Special Rates for

T H E

The application made by the

Merchants' Association for re-

Buying Season duced rates to New York for

the spring buying has been

acted on favorably. The special rate—a fare
 and

one-third for the round trip—granted under the

certificate plan, will be available to merchants in

Central Passenger Association territory on Feb-

ruary 11-15, inclusive, and March 4-7, inclusive,

with a return limit of thirty days. The se
ction

from which the above-mentioned concession 
will

apply is that west of but not including Buffalo and

ilamanca, N. Y., Erie and Pittsburg, Pa. ,Wheeling

and Parkersburg, W. Va., to the Mississippi River,

south to the Ohio River and the line of the Chesa-

peake and Ohio Railroad, including a portion of

the Province of Ontario in Canada, but exclu
ding

the northern peninsular of Michigan. Now that

intermediate traffic associations have taken the

necessary action, the Merchants' Association will

move at once for consideration by the Southwestern

Excursion Bureau, whose lines operate in the State

of Texas, Indian and Oklahoma Territories, on 
its

application for buyers' rates to New York from

that part of the country.

The Jewelers' Safety Fund

Safety Fund Society of New York held its

Society's Elections annual meeting on Thursday,

January 12th, and elected the

following directors for 1905 : Ira Goddard ; James

C. Aikin, of Aikin, Lambert & Co.; C. G. Al
ford,

of C. G. Alford & Co.; Jas, P. Snow, of Snow 
&

Westcott ; Louis Kahn, of L. & M. Kahn & Co.;

Frederick H. Larter, of Larter & Sons ; 0. G.

Fessenden, of Hayden W. Wheeler & Co.; Win.

T. Gough, of Carter, Howe & Co.; A. V. Huy
ler,

of N. H. White & Co.; August Oppenheimer, 
of

Oppenheimer Bros. & Veith, and M. L. Bowden,

of J. B. Bowden & Co. On the following
 day

officers and an executive committee of the society

were elected as follows : President, James C. Ai
kin ;

vice-president, William T. Gough ; second vice-

president, Louis Kahn ; secretary and treasurer,

Ira Goddard. Executive committee : Louis Kahn,

Frederick H. Larter, 0. G. Fessenden, James 
P.

Snow and C. G. Alford. The reports of the of
ficers

show that the society has made good progress 
dur-

ing the past year.

Jewelers as

Recent elections of directors of

banks brought out the fact that

Bank Directors the jewelry trade is more inti-

mately connected with these

institutions than one would imagine. The fo
llow-

ing are the names of recently-chosen directors

and the banks with which they are i
dentified:

National Park Bank, Francis R. Appleton, of 
Rob-

bins & Appleton. Hanover Bank, Isidor 
Straus, of

L. Straus & Sons. Maiden Lane National Bank,

George E. Fahys, of Joseph Fahys & Co.; L. W.

Sweet, of L. W. Sweet & Co.; Seth E. Tho
mas,

of the Seth Thomas Clock Co. Market and Ful-

ton Bank, Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co.

State Banks : Bank of the Metropolis, L. C. Ti
ffany

and C. T. Cook, of Tiffany & Co. Monroe Bank,

Abraham Anzelewitz, of A. Anzelewitz &
 Co.

Nassau Bank, Frank H. Richardson, of Enos R
ich-

ardson & Co., elected president. Oriental Bank,

Ludwig Nissen, of Ludwig Nissen & Co. Mount

Morris Bank, Francis R. Appleton, of Robbins &

Appleton. Columbia Bank, Max J. Lissauer, of

Lissauer & Co.

Reorganization
of Larter,
Elcox 6 Co.

K e,vs -r N

On December 31, 1904, the firm

of Larter, Elcox & Co., jewelry

manufacturers, 21 Maiden Lane,

dissolved by limitation, and at

the expiration of that date, the

business was taken over by F. H. Larter and his

two sons, H. C. and H. M. Larter, and is now

continued by them under the name of Larter &

Sons. The interest of the estate of Henry Elcox

has been withdrawn. It was in 1865 that this firm

was established, and F. H. Larter's connection

with it dates from 187o. He became head of the

concern twenty-two years ago upon the decease of

Henry Elcox. The connection of Mr. Larter's

sons with the firm extends over a decade of years,

and during that period they have become thoroughly

familiarized with the business in all its details.

The capital of the concern remains undiminished,

and the new executive bring to their task an

energy, experience and business aptitude which

make the continued success ,of the firm a foregone

conclusion.
The death of Frederic Webber

Death of Brower, for twenty-five years in

Frederick Webber the diamond jewelry business at

Brower 27 John Street, occurred last

month at his home 50 West

Sixty-ninth Street, Manhattan. Mr. Brower was

born on Broadway, New York, and had reached

his seventy-third year. He was educated in the

public schools, and at an early age entered the

diamond and precious stone trade, in which he

met with a gratifying measure of success. He was

much esteemed in the trade, notwithstanding that

he was essentially a home-lover and belonged to

no clubs. He had not been in robust health for

some time prior to his death, but until the recent

holidays had been able to personally attend to his

business. A widow and two sons survive him ;

the sons are A. D. Brower and F. W. Brower, Jr.,

the former of whom now conducts the business.

The Western Clock Mfg. Co. have taken in

several additional offices in the building at 51 Maiden

Lane, to make room for the growing business of the

company in the last year. G. A. LeRoy, who has

been engaged at the factory, will hereafter divide the

work in the East with Manager Osborne, and will

call on the jobbing trade of New York, Philadel-

phia, Baltimore and Boston. The company now

occupy more than half a floor in the big building

at 51 and 53 Maiden Lane, and have fitted up their

quarters in a handsome manner.

The traveling force of C. G. Alford & Co. has

undergone quite a change for 1905. Of the eight

men out, four will be new additions to the staff.

K. R. Irwin takes the place of Harry McConnell, 
in

the Northwest ; J. H. Johnston, that of H. S.

Colyer, in Pennsylvania and Ohio ; G. S. Abrams,

that of Witson Colyer, in the Middle West, and

R. E. Macdonald succeeds H. H. West in the

West. J. W. Steele and W. W. Brady continue in

the South ; H. H. Hulbert, in New York and New

England, and C. E. Leonard in the New England

States.
The firm of W. F. Cory & Bro., Newark, N. J.,

has been dissolved by mutual consent. The 
busi-

ness will be continued at 27 Marshall Street,

Newark, by the corporation of Cory Brothers C
om-

pany, which has been authorized to sign in liq
uida-

tion. The corporation is composed of W. F. 
Cory,

J. C. Cory, Walter S. Noon and Louis F. 
Clark.

Ciner & Seeleman, makers of diamond mount-

ings, mounted jewelry and fancy stone ring
s, 87

Maiden Lane, have added to their traveling 
force

Harry A. Bachman, who is now calling on
 the

trade in their interests.
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Mr. and Mrs. William Bardel recently sent

greetings from Bamberg, Germany, to their many

friends in the local trade. Mr. Bardel, who is

United States Consul at Bamberg,. was formerly a

New York City jeweler, and at one time held the

office of vice-president of the Jewelers' League.

Morris Woronock, of Aisenstein & Woronock,

22 Eldridge Street, and Mrs. Woronock celebrated

the crystal anniversary of their wedding on January

1st, when they entertained their friends at a supper.

The feast was served at the celebrants' home, 373

New Lots Avenue, on December 31st, the eve of

the anniversary. There were about 150 guests

present, including a large number of jewelers and

their wives. The house was handsomely decorated

with flowers and foliage, and gifts were numerous.

C. H. Higbee is a new addition to the travel-

ing force of Chas. Keller & Co. and Untermeyer-

Robbins Co. He will travel in New York State, and

also cover greater New York City.

The firm of James A. Flomerfelt & Co., 3

Union Square, has been incorporated under the

name of James A. Flomerfelt Co., with the object

of manufacturing jewelry and novelties. The

company has a capital stock of $30,000, and its

directors are : James A. Flomerfelt, New York ;

Arthur K. Smith, North Cambridge, Mass.; Charles

I. Smith, Nutley.
Edwin S. Strauss, of Jacob Strauss & Sons,

diamond cutters and importers, 14 Maiden Lane,

recently returned from the diamond markets of

Europe on board the steamer Philadelphia. He

reports a scarcity of desirable goods abroad, but

secured good selections nevertheless.

Oppenheim & Strauss, a new firm of diamond

and precious stones importers, have leased offices

in the Fulton Building, 87 Nassau Street.

Business men throughout the country will wel-

come the promise of Postmaster-General Wynne

that New York shall have even more than her

share of the postal appropriations, with a view to

remedying the present congested condition of the

postoffice and its principal branches. Several urn-

portant changes are planned, and these will benefit

not only New Yorkers but business men every-

where, for it were hard to find a city or town in the

country that does not, directly or indirectly, do

business with New York.
C. G. Alford, in company with his daughter, is

taking a brief vacation in Florida. Part of the

sojourn will be spent at Rockledge and part at

Palm Beach, where the climate affords an agreeable

contrast with the severity of our Northern winter.

The Knickerbocker Jewelry Co., of this city,

are holding a closing-out sale of their stock. This

sale is being conducted by Briggs & Dodd, the

well-known jewelers' auctioneers.

S. Sternau & Co., have issued an interesting

folder announcing the removal of their show rooms

to commodious quarters situated, in their own

words, " across the street from Uncle Sam's letter

shop," meaning, of course, the post office. This

legend is printed in large letters on the address

side of the folder and the inside shows a fine pho-

tograph of the new premises at the corner of

Broadway and Sixth Avenue, together with the

handsome and massive buildings by which they

are environed.

A. R. Katz & Leudan Co. is a new corporation

which will conduct a wholesale jewelry business at

87 Nassau Street, succeeding A. R. Katz & Co.

Jos. Leudan, of the new company, was formally one

of the traveling force of A. Eisenberg & Co., San

Francisco, Cal., and will cover his old territory in

the interest of the new firm. Mr. Katz, of the firm,

will also do some traveling in the Eastern States.

(Continued on page 207)



HOLD YOUR ORDERS

until you receive a call from the SALESMEN of

THE C. F. MONROE CO.
Manufacturers of

WEDDING AND HOLIDAY NOVELTIES

Sterling, Cut Glass, Metal Goods, Wave Crest
and Kelva

Office and Factory, MERIDEN, CONN.
New York Salesroom-28 Barclay Street

We have a surprise in store for you.
Prices, quality and new goods of a most inter=

esting nature.

\\TO have many new articles lr the year 1905, that
are bound to be great sellers.

If you wish anything immediately to fill in with for the
Spring trade, drop us a line. We would appreciate your
favors.

WE OFFER Gebhardt & Parker's (in liquidation)
Rings at greatly reduced prices, two (2) dozen assorted

in fine case, $50.00 Nct - retailed at $144.00.

Submitted on approval.

SIOINIT RINGS a specialty

Chicago
405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSK V

Factory
5l53 Maiden Lane

Write for Suggestion on Window Dressing

WSagtn,,..
3 Waetv.

Now Y081 MaiBlia1 at Easu Prices" STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine
crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the finest special
steel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.
net cash ; price per gross. $9,50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We will give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi-
net, with (20 drawers, worth Woo, with your first ordet
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted b,
suit, tor $10.50 net cash.

*" STAR Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made by the latest
improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

90c. 15 Jewel grades, polished, $1.15. 17 jewel grades. polished, $1.35 per dozen, iiet cash
* " STAR" Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set

tinge, made by automatic machinery, correctly gaged, special, pet dozen.
90c. net cash.

*" STAR " Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. pet
dozen ; special, $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12
bottles.

.0C " STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.
per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

All the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
Orders filled in rotation as received.

H. 13. Peters & Co., B214:,, New York

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

V11011E11011&001STIINTIN
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

THE LEADER iii

svoptiER0*

4‘+
SsTAIA •
TRADE-MARK.

1 Quality Durability
Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

A complete stock'
of V. T. F. Watch
Ulassesalwayson

'Llstand
Our Special Offer i A complete stocl-cl

of Optical Goodil
always on hand

We send gratis with 6 dozen of our Reliance Brand Balance Staffs or Jewels
:1 handsome Cabinet with 12 bottles.

-easiaso-
6 doz. Balance Staffs, with Cabinet, $3.60 net
6 " C. & F. Jewels, " " 3.00 "
Balance Staffs, per dozen
C. & F. Jewels, " " . . . .50 "

Reliance Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels are American-made and guar-
anteed to fit. Made to fit all American movements.

Send for sample dozen put tip in small box with label designating name
:111d size of staffs or jewels enclosed.

A complete stock of Jewelers' Findings always on hand.
milit orders; P.romptly 14111cd

KORONES BROS.
38 Chrystie Street. NEW YORK •

We handle everything for the Watchmaker,
Jeweler, Om ician :tfid Engraver

Excelsior Brand I
Mainsprings

72c. per dozen I Reliance Brand
Mainsprings
85c. per dozen

Give Us a Trial!
Our methods of manufacture

are the most modern and up to
No. 228

date.
Our rings are holiest in quality, original and attractive in design,

of superior workmanship and finish, and of established reputation.

WE INVITE A TRIAL, OROEIR 

Klein Brothers Co., 'ix.
Of

Signet, Carved Mountings and
Fancy Rings

51-53 No. 201 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

No. 73

No. 198%
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The death of Louis Sussfeld,

founder of Sussfeld, Lorsch &

Co., the widely-known import-

ers of tools, material and optical

goods, 37 Maiden Lane, this city, occurre
d at his

home in Paris, after a somewhat prolonged
 illness,

on Saturday, January 21st. At the time of his

demise, Mr. Sussfeld was entering upon his 
70th

year. He was a German by birth, who emi-

grated to America and settled in New York City

about fifty years ago. It was as an importer of

watchmakers' supplies that he entered upon his

business career in the New World. At an early

stage in the development of optical science and

industry in America, he also began to import goods

belonging to that domain of trade and laid the

foundation for the enormous opitcal business now

done by the firm which bears his name. He

Death of
Louis Sussfeld

THE KEYSTONE

:Louis Sussfeld

established in 1857 the house of Sussfeld, Lorsch

& Co., and for many years had been its senior

member. Soon after the launching of this concern,

an expanding trade made a European branch an

imperative need. Accordingly, Mr. Sussfeld went

to Paris in 1861, established there a buying office

and remained in charge thereof until his retirement

in January, 4902, when his interest was succeeded

to by his three sons. Although he visited the

United States only once thereafter, he retained his

American citizenship, was the hospitable host of

numerous American visitors, and, consequently,

his acquintance with American optical firms and

with the American optical business generally, was

being constantly renewed and enlarged. He was

a member of the American Chamber of Com-

merce of the French capital, and was otherwise

conspicuous in the American colony there. In

personality he was a man of rigid integrity, kindly

heart and courteous manner. Besides the three

sons already named, a widow and one daughter

survive him. His funeral took place on Monday,

January 23d.
The firm hitherto known as Armeny & Marion,

gold pen manufacturers, 90 Nassau Street, was in-

corporated at Albany, last month, under the firm-

name of the Armeny & Marion Company, with a

capital of $25,000. It is stated that the business

will be continued with Wm. C. Marion as president,

and C. Armeny as secretary. It is further stated

the firm intends to establish a branch factory in

London, to accommodate its increasing export

business and otherwise facilitate foreign trade, and

another project said to be contemplated by it is

the establishment of a branch factory in the West

for the convenience of Pacific coast trade. Mr.

Marion has been in the gold-pen business for half

a century, and the firm of which he is president

has been eighteen years in existence.

Leopold Stern, of Stern Bros. & Co., 68 Nas-

sau street, has been appointed by Mayor McClellan

a trustee of Bellevue and Allied Hospitals. This

is not the first position of trust with which Mr.

Stern has been honored, as he was appointed by

Governor Roosevelt as a member of the Pan-

American Exposition Commission and was a presi-

dential elector on the McKinley ticket in 1896.

The Nevins Co., of this city, has been incor-

porated to carry on a business in precious stones

with a capital stock of $5o,000, and the following

directors : John H. C. Nevins, Benjamin C. Nevins

and Herman W. Grannis.

The International Optical Mfg. Co., of St.

James Building, 1135 Broadway, has been incor-

porated with a capital of $roo,000, for the purpose

of establishing branches throughout the principal

cities of the United States and Europe for eye-

sight testing and fitting of glasses.

Wm. P. Sackett has resigned his position as

buyer for the jewelry departments of John Wana-

maker's Philadelphia and New York stores and

has become manager of the up-town retail store of

Reed & Barton, in this city. His departure from

Philadelphia is much regretted by a large circle

of friends, and he takes with him their heartiest

wishes for success in his new role. By the mem-

bers of the Jewelers' Club, especially, will he

be missed, for he had long been a leading spirit in

that organization and, at one time, had been its

president. It was in January, 1897, that he took

up duties at Wanamaker's ; prior to that time he

had been senior member of Sackett & Co., 924

Chestnut Street. He is a man of culture, who has

traveled much and read widely.

At the January meeting of the Jewelers' Secu-

rity Alliance the following were admitted to

membership :

1'. J. Dantzler, Corsicana,
Texas.

Ferguson & Charbonnean,
Norwich, Conn.

B. Kleitz & Bro., Wilming-
ton, Del.

E. I. Pittman, Ennis, Texas.
Ries & Armstrong, Macon,

Georgia.
Standard Optical Co., Gen-

eva, N. Y.
T. .1. Daniels, Gladbrook,

Iowa.
Mrs. J. A. Headman, Table

Grove, Ill.
Joe. Koon, Austin, Texas.
Fred. F. Meade Co., Syra-

cuse, N. Y.
David M. Rinaldo, hot

Springs, Ark.
Frederick, W. Willett, Wat-

sonville, Cal.

D.V. Brown, Philadelphia,Pa.
J. C. ‘Vilson Co., Rochester,

N. Y.
E. A. Elder, Hebron, Nebr,
A. C. Lamb, Perry, Okla.
C. L.Mellott,Woodsfield,Ohio.
Wm. G. Morstrom & Co.,

Chicago,
Boyd Park, Salt Lake City,

Utah.
Reinhard E. Wolff, Chicago,

Illinois.
Paris & Hill, Troy, N.Y.
The Heron Jewelry Co., Web-

ster City, Iowa,
Benhart Marks, Troy, N. Y.
Adam K atzen meyer, Bo r-

gettslown, Pa.
H. E. Tarok, Ellinwood.Kans.
Snider, Byrd & Co., Durham,

N. C.
Cory Bros. Co., Newark, N. J.

At the monthly meeting of

Jewelers' Association the board of directors of the

Jewelers' Association and

Board of Trade, held on

Thursday, January 12th, the following firms were

admitted to membership : American Morocco Case

Co., New York; William Bens & Co., Providence,

RI.; Henry Davidson, New York; E. A. Dayton &

Co., Chicago ; Gerstman & Bandman, New York;

George W. Holske & Co., New York ; Horton-

Angell Co., Attleboro, Mass.; Jones & Woodland,

Newark, N. J.; Kennedy Optical Co., Detroit,

Mich.; McConnell, Colyer Co., New York ; Marden

& Kettlety, Providence, R. I.; Passmore Gem Co.,

Boston, Mass.; Wolfsheim & Sachs, New York.

and Board of Trade
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ewelry

Novelties

IN SOLID GOLD, GOLD FILLED, SILVER

Brooches Cuff Links
Scarf Pins Lockets
Chains Fobs
Cuff Pins Rings

Spring Specialties

Gold Mounted Combs  novelties

Gold, Silver and R. P. Hoop
Bracelets    Novelties

Jeweled Crosses Novelties

Festoon Stone-Set Necklaces Novelties

Waist Sets, Hat Pins  Novelties

New Chatelaine Pins. Novelties

ENORMOUS LINE—EVERY PIECE A BEAUTY

BE FIRST TO SHOW NEW GOODS

Let us send you a selection—

Let us send it NOW!

Most beautiful patterns, fanciful

colorings, odd conceits, throughout ;

yet popular priced for large, every-

day sales.

15 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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OUR INCOMPARABLE CATALOG
February, 1905 1'HE KEYSTONE

Stop to think that our

Catalog is at your service

every minute of every

day. The 1905 edition,

which we have sent only to

those Jewelers entitled to

trade prices, contains 816

carefully-arranged pages of

everything that Jewelers

sell. Among the trade our

Catalog has long been re-

garded as the standard book;
the goods shown are up to
date in style, quality and

uniformity of price. We

believe it to the Jeweler's

interest to keep our book in

mind and to give us a gener-
ous proportion of his orders

litsel • NALLE  k co •

WESTERN BUREAU OF TIM KEYSTONE

ROOM GUI COLUMBUS M EMOR IA L BUILDING

CHICAGO, January 25, 1905

The first month of the new year

The Trade Situa- has nearly passed away, and

tion in the West trade is progressing favorably,

being fully up to the record of

J.tiltiary of last year. The condition of the entire

Western country may be stated as one of health-

fulness, progress and prosperity. Never in its

history has it enjoyed such an independent finan-

cial position. A series of years of immense crops

at remunerative prices has placed producers out of

debt, leaving a handsome surplus for further enter-

prises, and for this reason general business has

flourished and is flourishing to-day and will con-

tinue through the early part of the year. The

general feeling of business men throughout the

great West is one of uniform confidence, and the

conviction prevails that all conditions point to a

good volume of business, at least until the new

crop begins to attract attention. This is conceded

on all sides as a foregone conclusion.

The new year so far has not developed any

new features of general interest. Traveling men

are just beginning to start out on their early spring

trips. Those that have been out for some time,

are sending in favorable business. Collections

continue to be fair. Possibly a few jobbers have

been disappointed with the total of the money re-

ceived thus far, but as a whole they are satisfied.

Credit men are watching their accounts very

closely just now, as this is a critical time of the

year, and in some instances considerable pressure

has been brought to bear on slow payers.

The Western office of THE KEY-

STONE was in correspondence

with a number of leading re-

tailers in Chicago's trade terri-

tory recently with a view to

ascertaining the result of the holiday trade during

December, and especially as to the character of

goods sold in the Christmas rush. The general

tenor of the advices thus received is given below.

On the whole they are exceedingly gratifying in re-

gard to the results of the holiday business for 1904,

and the prospects for the trade during the year

which we have just entered. These reports give

a broad and detailed view of the trade situation

here in the West, and will be of exceptional

value to the manufacturer and the jobber as well

as interesting reading for the retail dealer at

large.
77w head of a leading retail house in Minne-

apolis thus writes cheerfuly of the unexpected and

Western Dealers
and the
Holiday Trade

very favorable outcome of their holiday bu
siness

for the month of December, 1904. His views are

quite significant and most encouraging as to 
what

may be expected from the great Northwest 
during

the ensuing year : " We are pleased to repo
rt the

best year that we have ever had. We have be
en

very fortunate in disposing of a higher class
 of

merchandise than in previous years. Sixty days

ago we looked the field over and did not see

how we could possibly equal the year 1903 
as we

increased our business $35,000 that year, 
but we

are gratified to say that 1904 shows a 
handsome

increase."
A well-known jeweler, of Moline, Ill., who

has done a successful business for a num
ber of

years past, feels good in reporting the be
st and

most satisfactory holiday trade of his history. 
His

experience has doubtless been duplicated by ma
ny

other Illinois dealers : " It gives me great pl
easure

to report that our business for December is in 
ex-

cess of any previous year in our history by
 about

ten per cent. We were fortunate in not ha
ving a

special run on any one thing, and our stock h
eld

out unusually well up to the last day in a
ssortment.

Silver goods probably showed the greates
t gain

in sales."
A well-known and old-established jeweler, of

flea/rice, Nebraska, thus writes of his holiday

business and experience with different lines in 
his

stock. His results are likely not much different

from that of a majority of dealers in that 
State :

" Our Christmas trade has been equal to t
he past

two years. Watches did not sell as expected, nor

diamonds. Should call it a general all-around holi-

day trade—a little of eyerything and requi
ring a

large and general stock to satisfy the de
mands.

China sold well but cut glass had no callers.

Should advise the trade to stick to the leg
itimate

lines."
The head of the leading mercantile firm a

t

Great Bend, Kansas, takes a bright view 
of the

trade situation in his section, and reports
 a fine

holiday business. He says : " Our holiday
 trade

was excellent in our jewelry department
. Our

trade ran mostly to watches, rings, cut glas
s ware

and clocks, having excellent trade in all of
 these.

We had every reason to expect it, t
his being the

largest wheat growing country in the United 
States,

and with wheat at $1 a bushel, and with the
 farm-

ers having over a million dollars in the bank
s, and

hundreds of thousands of bushels of wheat in 
the

bins, there was no reason why every line o
f trade

should not be the best. We know it was in 
all of

our departments, and have no doubt that
 other

dealers' experience was the same."
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The head of a well-known wholesale optical

house in Kansas City sums up the holiday-trade

situation in his section thus : " We are under the

impression that trade in our territory in the smaller

towns has not been quite as good as last year, the

people having spent their " loose change " going

to the World's Fair. The conditions here in Kan-

sas City and also some of the larger towns, where

we have had better opportunities of knowing what

was going on is interesting, inasmuch as it indi-

cates that the large stores did comparatively much

better than the smaller ones. For instance, one of

our oldest retail jewelry stores doubled their holi-

day trade, while several of the small stores claim

that their business has been ridiculously light. A

well-known jeweler in the largest town in South-

west Missouri, who carries about $6o,000 stock,

writes that he did not go home for a meal during

Christmas week, having an exceptional business.

We hear of many single sales running from $5oo

to $3500 among the jewelers, being evidence in

our opinion that the " well-to-do" have spent their

money liberally with the large houses ; while the

general public, whom the smaller dealers look to

for business, have spent their money with the rail-

roads, hotels, etc., during the year and have had

to " hedge " in some way and, therefore, not

entered into their usual custom of making Christ-

mas presents. This, in our opinion, speaks well

for them, and also indicates that 1905 will no doubt

in a general way be a more prosperous one for the

retail dealers than 1904 has been."

A leading wholesaler in the Southwest writes

thus of the holiday-trade situation in that section

of the country : " Our reports are very conflicting.

There seems to have been a good trade in some

sections, and in others our customers report that

there was very little doing. On the whole, we be-

lieve that the demand was more for cheap goods

than for watches and diamonds. In the cotton

country, especially, the drop in price'of cotton had

an effect on the holiday business, as the farmers

are holding their cotton for a rise and consequently

did not have money to spend for holiday goods.

Our own trade was heavier than last December,

but we made a stronger effort for business than

we ever made before, and do not permit the fact

that we sold more goods in December fool us

into thinking trade in general was better than last

year. We believe the contrary is the fact.

From a member of a leading wholesale firm

in Kansas City, who reviews the holiday trade in

true Western style. He takes a conservative view

of the situation, but feels that 1905 will be a better

year for the jewelers than the one just closed. He

says : " Trade generally was very fair, but it was

good and bad in spots. The average, I think, is

short of last year in this section. The St. Louis

Fair hurt us in Kansas City territory very much

more than presidential year. Do not think the latter

" cut any ice " as there was no political excitement.

Then, too, we had a very big year to go against, as

5903 was a bumper one. The shrinkage in sales

was not enough to hurt anyone. Watches were

not in demand this year as last. Sterling silver

was in good demand and so were diamonds, gold

jewelry about par ; plated jewelry and plated silver-

ware were good ; stone rings weak, but signets

very strong. The jewelry line has not had a fad

since the heart craze. THE KEYSTONE should

suggest one ; it would be good for the business.

There is one queer condition here in the city. The

big stores had the biggest kind of business, f
ully

up to the average, while the little down-town

places and the stores in the suburbs had very little

business and went way behind last year."

(continued on page an)
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in all lines arc as complete and perfect as intciiigunt selection can

make them.
Every assortment evidences the intimate knowledge of the needs of the

trade which has at all times made our service so satisfactory to our patrons.
In Diamonds we can offer even greater advantages than heretofore.
Importing the stones in the rough, free of duty, cutting them in our

own cutting works under our personal supervision, we are in a position to
furnish the exact requirements of the trade, and at terms impossible to
mere importers.

Mail orders are given our promptest attention.
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The new headquarters of the

Chicago Coln- Chicago Commercial Associa-

mercial Association tion, formerly known as 
the

in New Quarters National Association of Mer-
chants and Travelers, were

opened Saturday, January 14th, the first 
day of

the spring excursions. On the nint
h floor of the

Great Northern Theater Building over three 
thou-

sand square feet have been leased and f
itted out in

magnificent style. The front room provides space

for the transportation and information bureau.

Here the merchant presents his railroad cer
tificate

with proper credentials, and has it 0. K. 'd 
for the

return trip at reduced fare. Directories, railroad

guides and time-tables are also provided, and
 a

man is always on hand to answer questions a
nd

furnish such information as the visitor may be
 in

need of. If a merchant wants to see a good play

or go to a concert, he can find out where to find

the place and what is on the programme. On
 the

left as you enter you will find in order as named :

Ladies' rest room, general secretary's private

office, gentlemen's smoking room and four com-

mittee rooms. On the left, back of the transpor
ta-

tion office, is a large room for the meeting of

directors and other large committees Magazines

and trade papers in large numbers are provided for

the entertainment and information of visiting mer-

chants. An invitation has been extended to trade

organizations who are without headquarters to use

the committee room for their meetings, and also 
to

call on the secretary for such work as may be

deemed necessary to promote each organization's

special interests. On the whole, the Commercial

\ ssociation may well feel proud of the handsome

quarters it . now occupies. They are worthy of

Chicago, and show that when it comes to the

point the wholesale business interests of Chicago

are not afraid to go down in their pockets to pro-

vide for the accommodation of their customers.

Until the arrival of Ryerson Ritchie, the acting

secretary, W. F. Baldwin, is in charge.

Personals

Benjamin Allen, head of Benj. Allen & Com-

pany, has succeeded Lloyd Milnor as presiden
t of

Spaulding & Company, incorporated, Chicago's

largest and most widely known retail jewelry fi
rm.

Mr. Allen will direct the financial policy of the

house, but will still continue the active manager of

the first-named firm.
A. B. Wells, of the American Optical Com-

pany, Southbridge, Mass., spent last week in town

calling On the wholesale and manufacturing trade

in the interests of his house.
Charles H. Knights, of C. H. Knights & Com-

pany, accompanied by his wife and daughter, 
will

leave for Southern California the first of next week,

to be absent the remainder of the winter.

H. F. Hahn, of H. F. Hahn & Company,

leaves for Southern California this week to spend

the remainder of the winter. The trip will be one

entirely of rest and recreation, and Mr. Hahn will

spend most of his time while away at Pasadena,

one of California's most delightful winter resorts.

P. Z. McDonald and Dr. W. H. Bennet were

admitted as partners in the well-known retail optical

Iirm of Borsch & Company, 103 Adams Street,

beginning with the opening of the year. Dr. Mc-

Donald has long been Mr. Borsch's faithful and

trusted assistant, and Dr. Bennet is one of Chicago's

well-known eye practitioners. This old reliable

house, with its new blood, will take a new lease on

life, and we predict for it even a larger success in

the future than in the past.
.Percy W. Smith, superintendent of the Geneva

Optical Company, has recently returned from a

short visit to the Des Moines branch of the com-

pany. He reports business opening up nicely in

the Hawkeye State since the opening of the new

year.
Leon Gross, for a number of years connected

with the Chicago office of the International Silver

Company, has resigned his position with this

concern and gone with the Knickerbocker Silver

Company as assistant to Charles J. Jacobs, the

Chicago and Western representative of the latter

company. Mr. Gross will visit the trade from

Pittsburg to Kansas City.
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C. A. Garlick, Chicago and Western repre-

sentative of Charles F. Wood & Company, has

just returned from a ten-days' visit to New York

headquarters.
Almer Coe, the optician, is at his desk again

after a short Eastern trip.
Ross Atwood, of the house force in the Chicago

office of the Gorham Manufacturing Company, has

gone on the road for this firm and will travel in

the Western territory former), covered by 1. B.

Leonard.
Walter King, manager of the New York office

of the Julius King Optical Company, spent a week

at the Chicago office of the company early in the

month.
E. A. Dorrance, Chicago agent for Simons,

Bro. & Co., the well-known Philadelphia manu-

facturers, has just returned from a ten-days' trip

to factory headquarters.
James D. Packard, the well-known and deserv-

edly popular member of H. F. Hahn & Company's

corps of traveling salesmen, was married on Janu-

ary 5th at the home of the bride's mother in Green-

field, Ind., to Miss Flavia Freeman. The wedding

was a quiet affair, only a few intimate friends of

the contracting parties being present. Immediately

after the ceremony Mr. and Mrs. Packard took the

train for Chicago, where they will be at home to

their friends at 6454 Woodlawn Avenue. THE

KEYSTONE joins with Mr. Packard's many friends

in the trade in wishing him and his bride much

happiness and all sorts of good luck in their new

relation.
J. M. Joseph, of the firm of H. F. Hahn &

Company, celebrated his fiftieth birthday January

12th. A large company of relatives and friends

gathered at his home, 3326 Calumet Avenue, that

evening and assisted him in celebrating his arrival

at the half century station in life's journey in the

most fitting and enjoyable way. The occasion was

a most happy one to all present, especially was it

memorable to Mr. Joseph, who was handsomely

remembered by the family and traveling staff of

the firm.
R. W. Adrain, for a number of years house

salesman at Otto Young & Company's, has re-

cently accepted a similar position with A. C.

Becken.
Henry G. Pfordresher, Chicago and Western

representative of Geo. L. Brown & Company, is re-

ceiving the congratulations of his friends in the

trade this week upon the arrival of a young son at

his home.
H. M. Lane, Chicago manager for Reed &

Barton, .has just returned from a two-weeks' trip to

the factory at Taunton, Mass.
Herbert W. Allen, wholesale dealer in dia-

monds and precious stones, in the Columbus

Memorial Building, has incorporated his business

under the firm-name of Herbert W. Allen Com-

pany, with a paid-in capital of $50,000. This

arrangement takes effect February rst.

Gossip Among the Trade

Otto Young, head of the wholesale house of

Otto Young & Company, is to build on t
he site

of his present location on State Street and 
the

three adjoining lots on the north, a two-story

structure for the dry goods firm of Carson, 
Pirie,

Scott & Company. The new structure will join

the building now occupied by the latter firm
 at the

Southeast corner of State and Madison Streets. 
It

will have a frontage of 104 feet and a depth of 
144

feet, will conform in architectural style of the

building on the corner, and will cost $800,000.

The dry goods firm have taken a twenty-eig
ht year

lease of the new building from March 1, 
1907, at an

annual rent of $15o,000 net to Mr. Young.
 The

work of construction is to begin May 1, 190
6, and

the building will be completed within a year
. The

present building of the firm, for which it p
ays an

annual rent of $196,000 to Mr. Young fronts 
180

feet on State Street, Si) that with the addit
ion the

firm will have a frontage of 280( feet on 
that

street by 144 feet on Madison, and will pa
y Mr.

Young an annual rent of $346,000.
F.mile Braude & Bro., wholesale jewelers no

w

located in the Masonic Temple Building, will

move to more capacious quarters at 705 Heywor
th

Building about May ist. This firm was established

ill 1894, their business being at that time lim
ited to

the material line exclusively, but it was gra
dually

expanded to embrace all branches of jewelry a
nd

optical lines. •
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The firm of F. H. Jacobson & Co., watch

case makers and repairers, diamond setters, etc.,

has removed from State and Washington Streets,

where they had been in business for the past

twenty years, to spacious quarters on the eighth

floor of the new Republic Building, situated at the

corner of State and Adams Streets.
The Illinois College of Engraving, formerly in

the Masonic Temple, is now located on the tenth

floor of the Western Methodist Book Concern Build-

ing, at 57 Washington Street, where they have

modern and up-to-date quarters. A. J. Clow, the

president of the school, reports an encouraging

outlook for his spring term, which begins February

1st. The night class has been in session most of

the past month with a good attendance.
Everybody who is interested in optics is in-

vited by the faculty of the Northern Illinois College

to attend the week's exercises which have been

prepared for the Alumni Association from Febru-

ary 20th to the 24th inclusive. The faculty are

making every effort to have this meeting a grand

success, and the programme will be ready in a few

days. Some of the recent matriculants at the

College are : Fred. D. Williams, of Berwyn, Ill.;

Daniel W. Ward, of Michigan ; A. G. Erickson,

Chicago ; C. A. Tiden, Chicago ; M. R. Onelius,

Chicago ; G. W. Prickell, Elmer, Mo.; R. G.

Merrill, Iowa ; S. W. Weeks, South Carolina ;

E. C. Brewer, Chicago ; A. A. Thomas, Chicago ;

Geo. Rubenstein, Portland, Oregon ; John Wool-

lett, Chicago ; John Levett, Chicago ; C. A.

Meigs, Chicago ; M. Cohen, Chicago ; Fred. Maier,

Chicago ; F. K. Malenstrotn, Chicago ; Wm. H.

Link, Chicago ; Elmer C. Kunz, Texas ; Herbert

Gardner and C. R. Parker, of Toledo, Ohio. The

night class at the college opened January loth at

6.30 P.m., with forty-one in attendance.
The Jewelers' Club of Chicago have graciously

extended to the members of the Illinois Optical

Society, the American Horological Society and the

Chicago Optical Society the privileges of their

new club rooms at 212 State Street for their meet-

ings.
The Western Clock Mfg. Co., La Salle, Ill.,

have opened an office in the Silversmiths' Build-

ing, 131 Wabash Avenue, this city, where they

carry an attractive stock of goods. This office is

under the management of John H. Dunham, who

represented the company in Chicago last year.

News from the Trade

Hugh W. MacLachlan, well known in the

Chicago trade from his long connection with the

Geneva Optical Company in charge of their order

department, has removed to San Diego, Cal.,

where he has established himself in the retail opti-

cal business as the MacLachlan Optical Company.

This move on the part of Mr. MacLachlan was

made necessary on account of his health.

Jay H. Ralston, for the past three years

Norris, Alister & Company in the Northweskili

territory, has gone with Despres, Bridges & Noel,

and will hereafter cover his old territory in their

interests.
The Julius King Optical Company, from their

Chicago office, announce the following traveling

force : A. C. Woods, in the West ; Frank Kreissl,

in the Northwest, and A. G. Larson in Chicago

and near-by towns.
Frank Mayer, the well-known jeweler, of South

Bend, Ind., attended the dinner and banquet of the

Chicago Jewelers' Association on the evening of

January 5th, as a guest of Max Noel, of Despres,

Bridges & Noel.
H. F. Hahn & Company make the announce-

ment that there will be no change in their staff 
of

traveling salesmen, which includes the follow
ing

able and popular salesmen who will cover 
the

same territories as they did last year. The 
list in-

cludes James D. Packard, Will. A. Schlo
ssman,

E. B. Hoffman, Carlton Dominick and Max 
Gluck.

News has reached this office that Jeweler A.

Cecha, of Dodge, Nebr., has sold out his 
busi-

ness to Mr. Schlosser. Mr. Cecha will spend a

month or two in Texas looking after his 
land in-

terests in that State, when he will return 
North and

seek a location to again engage in the 
jewelry

business.
J. C. Klayholt, the widely known Illinois

jeweler, for years located at Springfield, was

among the number of out-of-town guests
 at the

banquet of the Chicago Jewelers' Association.

He was the guest of his friend, Will. Juerg
ens.

(Continued on page 213)
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Elgin National Watch Co.

ANNOUNCE

REDUCTION and REBATE 

in watch movements grades Nos.

295, 296, 297, 286, 287, 288, 307

and 308

,1■■■•■•■•1

Retail Jewelers sending the serial

numbers of new movements in stock

of above grades to their jobbers before

March ist will receive direct from

the Company a rebate in material

or movements.

•
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(Continued from page I I)

Albert L. Haman, the well-known general

r iilway time inspector and watch jobber, of St.

Paul, Minn., was in town for a day or two last

week combining business with pleasure.

C. A. Clement, the well-known and successful

jeweler, of Springfield, Missouri, was among the

out-of-town people who were guests at the banquet

and dinner of the Chicago Jewelers' Association

at the Auditorum on the evening of January 5th.

Mr. Clement tells us that he enjoyed the best

December business of his history, and that the

prospects are bright in his section of " Grand Old

Missouri " for a prosperous spring business.

C. C. Hill, the inventor of the automatic lens

grinder, which attracted no little interest when on

exhibition at the annual meeting of the Illinois

Optical Society last November, is dead. Mr. Hill's

death was rather sudden, and was the result of a

stroke eobfbacpopBlescy
Ball has as been appointed general time

inspector of the St. Louis and San Francisco Rail-

way Company, known as the " 'Frisco System,"

with headquarters at Chicago. He succeeds C. L.

Taylor.
David Gutmann, of L. Gutmann & Sons, the

well-known and old-established Cincinnati whole-

sale house, was a guest at the banquet of the
Chicago Jewelers' Association at the Auditorium

on the evening of January 5th. This was the first

dinner of the Chicago jewelers that Mr. Gutmann

ever attended, and he voted it the most successful

and enjoyable function of the kind it was ever his
good fortune to attend.

The Towle Manufacturing Company announce

the following salesmen as their traveling staff from

their Chicago branch in the territories named for

the ensuing year : Carl F. Haber will visit the trade

in Indiana and Illinois ; Robert L. Clark, in the

Northwest ; E. R. Lusk, in Michigan, Ohio and

West Virginia ; 0. F. Samuelson, on the Pacific

Coast, and C. R. Downs, in the smaller towns of

the Northwest. These gentlemen will all be out

among their customers on their early spring trip

by the time this item is read.
E. J. Koch & Company, the cut glass manu-

facturers, will be represented in the larger cities of

the Western circuit by Edward J. Koch, who will

make occasional trips during the year.
Wade W. Williams, of Warren & Williams,

the well-known ringmakers, of Providence, spent

a week in Chicago the early part of the month
displaying his new spring lines. He was on his way

to the Pacific Coast.
A. C. Becker, has arranged with the following

staff of salesmen to look after his interests in the
territory stated : M. H. Douglass will visit the

trade in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and Michigan tern -
tory ; C. E. Roy, in the far West, and Carl Weibe-
zahn in the Northwest ; Mr. Douglass is the new

man on the force, and is well known to the trade
in his territory from his long connection with the
Elgin National Watch Company as a member of
their missionary force.

Walter M. Jaccard, head of the Jaccard Jewelry
Company, Kansas City, was in Chicago for a few
days the early part of the month, and attended the
banquet of the Chicago Jewelers' Association, much
to his delight and pleasure.

J. C. Seaton, of Somonauk, Ill., has recently
sold out his jewelry business to John Holmquist.

Joseph E. Reagan, the junior member of the
Baldwin-Miller Company, wholesale, Indianapolis,
was among the out-of-town guests who graced the
banquet of the Chicago Jewelers' Association with
their presence on the evening of January 5th. Mr.
Reagon was delighted with the function and said
that it was an occasion long to be remembered.

Frank Le Bron, the well and favorably known
jeweler, of Keokuk, Iowa, was the guest of his
friend, Max Ellbogen, at the banquet and dinner
of the Chicago Jewelers' Association on the even-
ing of January 5th. Mr. Le Bron brought the news
that he had incorporated his business under the
name of the Frank Le Bron Jewelry Company. Mr.
Le Bron is the president of the new firm, and his
son Frank is the secretary and treasurer. Mr. Le
Bron, Jr., will have the management of the business.

F. W. H. Schmidt, 103 State Street, recently
completed the twenty-third year of his connection
with the tool and material business and the tenth
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of his carreer in that line under his own name.
Mr. Schmidt is now represented in Wisconsin and
Indiana by Wm. Mentzel, while in the last-named
State and in Michigan his interests will also be
looked after by R. C. W. Pahr, of Lancaster, Pa.

Otto Young & Company have completed their
corps of traveling salesmen. The force as at pre-
sent distributed is as follows : C. J. Cornwell, in
Northern Wisconsin, Northern Minnesota and
and North Dakota ; Geo. W. Cook will again call
on the trade in Illinois and Wisconsin for another
year ; C. A, Davison will travel in Indiana and
Michigan territory ; V. G. Cuthbert, who lives in
Kansas City, will visit the trade in Missouri, Kan-
sas and Oklahoma the same as usual ; S. W. Rob-
inson in Northern Iowa and Minnesota, and
H. E. Chapman, in Southern Iowa and Nebraska
territory.

John L. Teeters, of J. L. Teeters & Company,
wholesale, Lincoln, Nebr., spent several days in
town the early part of the month looking over
Eastern manufacturers lines and selecting his
spring lines in jewelry. Mr. Teeters made a plea-
sant call at KEYSTONE headquarters while in town.

C. M. Perkins, the head of the St. Louis Silver
Company, spent last week in Chicago, displaying
his new spring lines among the trade.

News has reached this office that Robert

R. P. Fisher, for seven years past optician with
Jeweler Longcroft, Berlin, Wis., had resigned his
position, to take effect about February 1st. Mr.
Fisher will enjoy a much-needed vacation for a
montlk or two, when he will again engage in opti-
cal work ; just where, he is undecided at present.

A. J. Munson has sold out his jewelry store at
Central City, Iowa, and is now on the outlook for

a new location. Mr. Munson visited Chicago re-

cently and made a call at KEYSTONE headquarters.
The Gorham Manufacturing Company an-

nounce from their Chicago office, Walter Ghislin,
manager, the following list of salesmen who will
represent its interests in the territories named

during 1905 : William H. Burton will again call on

the trade in the Northwest ; W. S. Willis, in the

West and Southwest ; T. G. Jewett, in Illinois,

Michigan and Indiana territory ; Ross Atwood, in

the smaller cities of the Western territory, and

F. G. Simpson, in the smaller cities of the North-

west. Ross Atwood is the new man on the force,

succeeding L. B. Leonard.
Jeweler Adolph Lehne, of Mechanicsburg,

Ohio, has recently made extensive improvements

in his store. Travelers who have called on Mr.

Lehne of late, inform us that his store is most at-

tractive and modern and a credit to its enterprising

owner.
Reed & Barton announce through their Chi-

cago manager, H. M. Lane, that they will be rep-

resented from their Western office by the following

salesmen during the ensuing year in the territory

named : C. 'I'. E. Smith, in the middle West, and

P. G. Storm, in the West and Southwest.
M. A. Mead & Company report that there will

be no change in their traveling staff for 1905, but

that the same corps of able salesmen that carried

their banner during 1904 will look after their road

inteTests during the ensuing year in their old terri-

tories. Their staff includes the veteran Tom Hoe-

fer, J. Will. Thorson and M. R. Peck.
News has reached this office that the Bohm-

Bristol Company, one of Denver's old-established

and retail jewelry houses has been succeeded by

the Bohm-Allen Jewelry Company, a newly incor-

porated firm formed by Henry Bohni and Frank P.

Allen, who will continue the business at the old

stand. Henry Bohm established this business

over a quarter of a century ago. Frank T. Allen

will be the manager of the new firm, and Mr.

Bohm will remove to San Francisco to look after

his other store. Mr. Bristol, in the future, will

also devote his entire time to the San Francisco

house, owned jointly by Mr. Bohm and himself.

Mr. Allen is well known in the Chicago trade,

having long been identified with the Boyd Park

Jewelry Company, of Denver, as manager. Mr.

Brink, the manager of the Salt Lake store of the

last-named firm, will succeed Mr. Allen as mana-

ger. The new house will add various new lines as

well as add extensively to those already carried.

Will. H. Beck, the well-known and successful

jeweler, of Sioux City, Iowa, spent a few days in

town the early part of the month calling on his

friends in the trade. Mr. Beck brought the news

that he had incorporated his business with a paid-

in capital of $50,000. The officers of the new firm
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are W. H. Beck, president ; Cornish Beck, treas-
urer, and John Casey, secretary. The latter
gentleman has been Mr. Beck's head salesman and
expert engraver for several years past, and is well
known and popular in the trade from his present
connection and the many years he was with Jeweler
Dan. Sullivan for years in business at Rockford,
Ill., but now retired. Mr. Beck is feeling good
over the best holiday business in his long carrer in
the jewelry business.

Out-of-Town Visitors

The Arnold Jewelry Company, of Ottumwa,
Iowa, were represented in this market last week
by Hal Powell, who was here on a buying trip.

C. C. Winans, of Toledo, Ohio, was a visiting
buyer in this market early in the month, stocking
up after the holiday rush.

A. J. Shellman, the well-known optician, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., spent a day in this market
recently, combining some buying with pleasure.

S. T. Morrison, of Iowa City, Iowa, was met
in one of our wholesale offices last week, where he
was replenishing his home stock after a fine holi-
day trade. Mr. Morrison said that times were
good in his section and that he was expecting a
better business this year than last.

George L. Goodale, jeweler-optician, Lenox,
Iowa, spent several days in this market last week
doing some buying. Mr. Goodale dropped in at
KEYSTONE headquarters to pay his respects and
say that the holiday trade was excellent.

R. J. Litsch, of Winchester, Ind., was met
in one of our wholesale offices early in the week,
where he was doing some buying. Mr. Litsch
reports a satisfactory holiday business with fine
prospects for the new year.

George H. Striker, of Buffalo, N. Y., was in
Chicago last week calling on the trade.

Fred. Lambert, of L. E. Lambert & Company,
Albia, Iowa, was in town for a few days the early
part of the month combining business with pleasure.

J. J. Vernier, of Toledo, Ohio, was in Chicago
the early part of the month on a purchasing trip.

Chas. L. Crawford & Company, of Peoria, Ill.,
were represented in this market last week by A. W.
Crawford, who was calling on his many friends in
the trade.

J. H. Leyson, head of the J. H. Leyson Com-
pany, Salt Lake City, Utah, was in town for a day
recently, calling on his friends in the trade.

A. F. Clauss, manager of the manufacturing
department of the Jaccard Jewelry Company,
Kansas City, spent a few days in Chicago last week.

J. A. Rummele, of Manitowoc, Wis., accom-
panied by Mrs. Rumniele, are spending a few days
Iii Chicago, combining business with pleasure.

A. B. Scott, with Jeweler L. L. Peddinghaus,
Marietta, Ohio, is spending the month in Chicago
pursuing a course in optics.

B. E. Kidd, of Janesville, Wis., spent a day

in this market recently on a purchasing trip.
W. A. Auger, son of Jeweler R. B. Auger, of

Oshkosh, Wis., was a trade caller in this market
last week.

G. A. Lockwood & Son, of Chariton, Iowa,
were represented in this market last week by J. W.
Lockwood, junior member of the firm, who was

here combining business with pleasure.
Jeweler H. Goldman, of Milwaukee, was in

Chicago soon after the New Year, replenishing his
stock after a prosperous Christmas trade.

H. G. Davis, of Seymour, Iowa, spent a few
days in the Chicago market this week, stocking up
after a good December business. He was a caller
at KEYSTONE headquarters while in town.

J. C. Peers, of Rockford, Ill., a familiar and
welcome figure in this market, was here for a few
days on a stock replenishing trip.

Miss Spencer, of John Spencer & Daughter,
Edgerton, Wis., spent a few days in the Chicago
market recently on a purchasing trip.

Miss Carew, daughter of Jeweler W. H. Carew,
of Streator, Ill., was a recent caller in this market.

C. F. Graff, of Elkhorn, Wis., spent a few
'days in town last week replenishing his stock after
a prosperous holiday business.

The J. C. Herkner Jewelry Company, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., was represented in this
market recently by J. C. Herkner, the head of the
firm, who was here on a purchasing trip.

John Becks, of Michigan City, Ind., a familiar
and welcome figure in this mattiret; spent a day
here recently, buying goods for' the home store.



PROMPTNESS anV ACCURACY
Is our aim in filling Tool and Material Orders

Our stock is the largest and most complete in the country, enabling us to give you the best possible service
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The New Waltham Roller Jewel Setter

Nickel-Plated, with full directions,   Each, 75 cents
THE IDEAL

The New Ideal Jeweler's Scale
Nickel-Plated, 4 or $3.00

No. 5025
New ten-prong Pendant Set Sleeve Wrench

Price, 75 cents

Culman Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots, without removing

the Hairspring or Roller, and protecting them while the
Pivots are being polished. Each, $3.50

When ordering state size and make of lathe.

00 SCREW titi4elfri
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TIMING AND POISING BALANCE
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PRICE 75 (I

Marsh Screw Undercutter
Is the best tool on the market for Timing

and Poising Balances. Each tool has two
separate cutters, which are made to use on
either end. The larger size cutter for 12, 16
and 18 size balances, the small size for 6 and o
size balances. Each tool is well made and
cutters are finely tempered, and do fine work,
just the same as in watch factories.

Now that inventory-taking is over and business

has settled down to the even tenor of its way, we

are in a position to look over the field and note

those who fell by the wayside. We are pleased to

state that this section has produced few failures,

and although collections are a trifle slow, still the

general aspect of business is good. The indications

point to a much better spring trade than last year,

which suffered so much from unseasonable weather.

The trade, as a whole, have an excellent start this

year, and the manufacturers are evidently looking

for a big season, judging from their immense lines

of new and attractive goods. The travelers of the

local wholesale houses are already out among the

trade and have high hopes of an unusually suc-

cessful season.
The Kennedy Optical Company has been in-

corporated in this city with $5o,000 capital, with

Frank Kennedy, formerly with the Johnston Optical

Company, as president. Associated with him is

J. E. Morehouse, also for many years with the

Johnston Optical Company. The new company

has opened quarters in the Tolsma Building, State

and Rowland Streets.
C. E. Marvin, of Howell, Mich., was a recent

visitor among the trade. Mr. Marvin looks for a

nice spring business and made liberal selections in

anticipation.
We regret to chronicle the death of the wife of

G. B. Peck, of North Branch, which occurred

recently.
J. C. Britton, with Max. Jennings, of St. Clair,

was a recent visitor among the trade. Mr. Britton

is taking a course in optics through corre-

spondence.
D. B. Bancroft, the watch repairer and in-

spector for many railroads, who has been located

opposite the City Hall for many years, has moved

into more spacious and better quarters on Lafayette

Avenue.
J. B. Eibler, of Ann Arbor, Mich., called upon

the trade recently to look over the spring lines.

The King family, of Adrian, Mich., which con-

sists of three (all jewelers, and all doing business

under one roof), made their annual new year's call

to this market recently. The father, who is three

score ten and over, appears to be the youngest of

the three.
M. A. Deline, of Morenci, Mich., made a

flying trip to Detroit last month, to replenish his

stock.
Mr. Williams, of Williams & Paxson, of Sagi-

naw West, was in town recently.

W. F. Walker, traveler for Noack & Gorenflo,

after spending two weeks on his farm, has returned

to the road and begun the new year's business

very satisfactorily.

V. C. Morse, of Ithica, Mich., looked over the

new lines shown here. Mr. Morse seemed well

pleased with his visit.
The E. Fl. Pudrith Company, Detroit, Mich:,

will enlarge their present quarters by occupying

the half of the floor above them about February

ist. This move has been made necessary by the

steady increase in this firm's business since its

establishment. Mr. Pudrith is looking for an im-

provement in trade right on through the year.

A. S. Putnam, of Putnam & Co., Manistique,

Mich., was a recent visitor among the trade. A

The Perfection Self-Centering
Jewel Chuck

Price, $1.00

This device is a Lathe Attach-
ment for fitting plate, cap and
balance jewel settings, to adjust
the end-shake and for setting jewels
in the old settings. No cementing
necessary i A great time saver I It
can be used with the wheel step.
chuck or with a bezel chuck. Give
it a trial and convince yourself of
its merits.

Six per cent.
discount for cash

Attachments for Rex Engrav-

ing Block. The Rex is built on

entirely new lines and without

doubt is the most practical engrav-

ing block ever designed.

The Rex Engraving Block
I'rice, complete with attachments $20.00

BENJ. ALLEN ii CO., 131 to 137 Wabash Avenue, Chicago, HI.

K Y 8 T 0 IN 1-i

satisfactory season's business enabled Mr. Putnam

to buy quite freely for the coming spring trade.

Among the recent visitors to this market were:

E. V. Allison, Pontiac, Mich.; M. D. Walton,

Armada, Mich.; W. C. Hopps, Kingston, Mich. ;

C. H. Miner, Tohoctah, Mich.; Frederic G.

Bellinger, Charlevoix, Mich.

Employment Conditions Stipulated

The advisory council of the New England

Manufacturing Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Associa-

tion has issued the following notice, which is

self-explanatory:

2 I .5

"ARTICLE XIII. SECTION 2.

"Workmen :—As manufactnrers belonging to

the association, we desire to have in our employ
workmen who are faithful, reliable and skillful,

and who will regard our interests independently of

any outside dictation. We will employ therein no

workman who does not, upon application for work,

bring to us a satisfactory recommendation from his

last employer, or if a corporation, from some

officer of that corporation."

Gentlemen : — The above resolution was

adopted by our organization with this two-fold

object : First, to encourage, promote, develop

and equitably remunerate the best artisans in skill

and morale of our industry. Secondly, to incul-

cate, maintain and strengthen a frank, open and

broad-minded interchange of advice among our

members.
With these salient points in view, your advisory

council, prompted by recent observations which

have come to its notice, and by suggestions from

the members at large, strongly urges the uniform

practice of the above resolution, adopted and sub-

scribed to by the entire membership, so that by its

practice justice may be done to the applicant, to

his former employer and to yourselves. It is not

obligatory that a written recommendation be fur-

nished. Use your telephone and you will receive a

frank statement of facts from your fellow member,

which the council feels sanguine you will on occa-

sion reciprocate. This will prompt congenial good

fellowship, and you will then be enabled to exercise

your best judgment to prevent any misrepresenta-

tion by unreliable applicants of their worth, and to

learn just what you want and should know.

Your attention is also directed to the enclosed

circular, which the council unanimously endorses.

If you concur in its views kindly state on enclosed

postal card how many copies you will require, so

that the minimum cost of subscription may be

obtained. With compliments of the season.

Respectfully yours,

WILLIAM A. COPELAND, Chairman.

HARRY CUTLER, Secretary.

'The Credit Man and His Work"

A book of interest to every business man is the

new 300-page treatise entitled " The Credit Man

and his Work," compiled by E. St. Elmo Lewis and

pubished by the Bookkeeper Publishing Co., De-

troit, Mich. The author, who is a fellow of the

International Accountants' Society, and managing

editor of The Bookkeeper and Business lltan' s

Magazine, is an accomplished writer on business

topics and a deep student of the subject of credit

in all its phases. The book opens with " A

History of Credit," and then follows a chapter with

the caption, " What Is Credit ?" Vilth this basis,

he treats of the subject in all its bearings and in its

relation to all forms of business-doing. It is a

work not merely to read but to study, and is worthy

of a place of honor in the library of every business

man. The book can be had from this office on

receipt of the publisher's price, $z.00.

To The Trade
We have completed ar-

rangements with Schickerling

Bros. & Co. to carry their

patented Elk goods, and should

be pleased to send selection

packages. We sell this line

at the same prices they do.

Our assortments of

and Eagle goods are more

co m pl etc than ever, and

jewelers will do well to lay

in a stock, as the Orders are

becoming more popular

right along and the demand

increasing.

We have added many.

new patterns to our lines of

gold jewelry, and our stock

of watches also has been

greatly enlarged. It will be

well worth your while to

defer purchasing for the

spring until our represent-

ative calls. Their lines will

be finer and more complete

than ever. Prices are right,

as always.

HENRY FREUND & BRO.
Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

9 Maiden Lane, New York
ELK and F. 0. E. Goodc a Specialty

" Sellers of Sellers "
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The present month has been so satisfactory
from a business standpoint, that it augurs well for
the coming year. There has been a steady, con-
sistent trade without any special stimulus, such as
large weddings. The local trade are feeling very
much pleased over the prospects for the coming
months. Now that the smoke of the holiday sea-
son has past and inventories have been taken, the
past year proved not to be such an off year as it
was feared it would be. The middle of the year
was discouraging, but as soon as the election passed
there was a marked change. The holiday trade
far surpassed that of the year preceding.

There have been few failures in this part of the
State this month, which means much from a trade
point of view.

Capt. R. E. Burdick made a trip to New York
to attend the annual dinner of the Twenty-four
Karat Club.

The Webb C. Ball Co. donated a silver tea
service to the McQuaid Engine Co., at Middletown,
N. Y., for its fair which was held last month. The
local jeweler exhibited the service display in his
show window.

Among the new faces seen in the jobbing
houses is that of North Wilcox, who has joined
the staff of the Bowler & Burdick Co. Mr. North
will cover Ohio and portions of Indiana and Michi-
gan. For the past four and one-half years he has
ably represented the firm of King & Eisele, Buffalo,
N. Y. The Bowler & Burdick Co. are to be con-
gratulated on having secured so genial a traveler
to represent them.

Adolph Numvar, the optician, who for the
past year and a half has conducted the optical
business of the Wingate-Nusbaum Co., has formed
a partnership with Mr. Klein and opened an office
in the New England Building under the name of
the Numvar, Klein Co.

John Knittle, of Knittle & Longtin, Pearl
Street jewelers, has suffered the loss by death of

ahis six months old child.
F. Gerstein, Broadway, jeweler, has purchased

the business of Mrs. Gepp, 413 Ontario Street.
Mrs. H. W. Burdick and daughter have left

for Florida, where they will spend the winter.
The engagement and approaching wedding of

Martha Guenther, who for the past ten years has
been in charge of the jewelry repair department of
Sigler Bros. Co., have been announced. Miss
Guenther will wed a prominent tobacco merchant
of this city.

Clement Gill, of the Bowler & Burdick Co., is
in Sharon, Ohio, to attend the funeral of his father.
Only a month ago Mr. Gill buried his mother.

Again J. H. Heitnan, 144 Euclid Avenue, has
had a window robbery. This time about $900
worth of rings and watches were taken from the
store window. By clever work the detective
bureau soon had the men, and most of the goods
were found on their persons. It seems to be in-
viting a robbery when merchants will leave in their
show windows all night a display of diamonds and
watches. This is the fourth robbery in the past
three years that Mr. Heiman has had.

J. C. Yingling, Defiance, Ohio, has sold his
business to Jos. Schottdorf and purchased an in-
terest in the jobbing firm of the Swigart Optical
Co., Toledo,

KEYSTONE

A. E. Kintner, of Painesville, has purchased
the balance of the stock of E. J. G. Lovett, Wil-
loughby, Ohio, and will run a branch store there.
Mr. Lovett will remove to Titusville, Pa., where
he will at once open up a new store.

E. C. Collins, Newark, Ohio, has made an
assignment.

A. C. Hoffman, East Liverpool, Ohio, is in
the hands of a receiver.

Henry NVurst, the Elyria jeweler, has attained
fame by having some of the " Chadwick jewels."
He executed a loan to her some months ago for
$20,000, and took jewelry as security. Now the
government authorities are after these jewels,
claiming they were smuggled. If such can be
proved, Mr. Wurst will have to turn them over to
be sold for the duty, which will amount to about
$3000. Experts who have examined the jewels
place a value of $30,000 upon them, so our esteemed
brother in the trade will come out without loss.

L. W. Sturdevant, Newark, Ohio, recently had
a serious fire in his place of business. His loss
will be approximately about $2300 to $300o.

Jules Verne, the crook, who stole the trunk of
F. Thoma last fall, was convicted at the recent
session of court at Fremont, Ohio. This was the
second trial.

The following out-of-town jewelers were in
town during the past month : Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
Davis, Kent, Ohio ; A. E. Kintner, Painesville,
Ohio ; E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio ; Ray Hill, Elyria,
Ohio ; A. J. Heiman, Barberton, Ohio; Jno.Wight,
Wellington, Ohio ; C. B. Garrettson, Kenton,
Ohio ; J. K. Stebbins, Ashtabula, Ohio ; J. C. Ying-
ling, Toledo, Ohio ; W. C. Deuble, Canton, Ohio;
C. C. Mowen, Collinwood, Ohio ; E. J. Santhany,
Bedford, Ohio ; L. J. Goddard, Ravenna, Ohio;
Harry Downs, Bellevue, Ohio ; B. F. Sieger,
Erie, Pa.; Wallace Wilson and wife, Meadville, Pa.

News Notes from Massachusetts

S. G. Brooks, of S. G. Brooks & Son, 71
Warren Street, Roxbury, Boston, is the oldest
retail merchant in that section of the Bay State.
Ile is still hale and hearty, and as active in attend-
ing to the needs of his customers as many a young
jeweler. He began business in 1832, at a location
about one square distant from his present quarters,
to which latter he removed owing to the construc-
tion of the elevated railroad. Mr. Brooks states
that he enjoyed an exceptionally good holiday
trade and that business subsequently has been
satisfactory.

The firm of John B. Hill & Son, Beverly,
reaped a prosperous Christmas and New Year
trade, and their business meantime has been excel-
lent, considering the customary 'after-holiday slack-
ness. This concern was founded by John B. Hill
in 1844 ; the dimensions of the quarters originally
occupied by him were 12 X 18. In 1837 it was
enlarged, but eight years afterwards he removed
to the location which the firm now occupies. These
premises have been variously improved in the
intervening years. It was in 1884 that the founder's
son, John F. Hill, became a member of the firm,
and ever since it has been known as John B. Hill
& Son. The celebration some time ago of this
firm's fiftieth anniversary was the subject of a
lengthy notice in a local paper, as was also the
death, on March 29, 1904, of its founder. One of
the interesting mementos of the present manage-
ment is the first silver dollar received by the con-
cern ; this unique coin bears the date of 1798, and
is neatly framed in glass.

February, 1905

DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

F. E. Chase, who has held a position with
Morgan & Hawley Co. for the past five years, has
resigned and accepted a position with Charles
L. Trout & Co., of New York City, in whose in-
terest he will cover Texas and the West. Mr.
Chase made many friends during his stay in Texas,
all of whom trust that he will meet with success in
his new connection.

Hazel & Gotcher of Farmersville, have sold
their jewelry business. Mr. Hazel has gone to
California, and Mr. Gotcher has remained in Far-
mersville.

E. Johnson, of St. Jo, was in Dallas recently.
The store and stock of The Crawford Jewelry

Co., of Temple, was damaged by fire recently to
the extent of about $30,000, of which about $20,000
was covered by insurance.

C. M. Clark, of Ennis, made several trips to
Dallas recently.

C. M. Moore, traveling representative for
Shuttles Bros, & Lewis, spent Christmas in Dallas
and helped in the store during the rush.

R. W. H. Hamilton has resigned his position
as traveling representative for C. L. Norsworthy.

W. B. Dutton, of Weatherford, was in Dallas
recently, buying some goods preparatory to hold-
ing an auction sale, which was conducted by Col.
R. P. Hill.

R. Berger & Co., formerly located at Pearsall,
Texas, and who removed to Douglas, Arizona, was
comfortably established there when fire broke
out in his store and caused serious damage. He
was not discouraged, however, for he secured
another location and immediately opened up again.

H. S. Leffler, of the Leffler Jewelry Co., of
Gainsville, was in this city recently.

Joe Martin has resigned his position with L.
B. Moore, of Denison, and has accepted one with
R. C. Glover & Co., of Dallas.

Chas. Sorg has accepted a position as watch-
maker with Joe U. Ruetsch, of Dallas.

Bob Coffer, recently in the employ of R. C.
Glover & Co., has resigned his position and has
gone to Kentucky for a short visit.

W. C. Ballew, of Ft. Worth, recently closed a
very successful auction sale.

R. L. Coston, of Ft. Worth, was in Dallas
recently.

J. E. Mitchell & Co., of Ft. Worth, are having
a new plate-glass store front installed.

A. E. Kujawski, of Ft. Worth, has moved into
temporary quarters pending the completion of his
new building.

G. B. Moffitt, of Pilot Point, was in the city
recently and bought a nice regulator, which adds
much to his store. He is contemplating putting in
new fixtures.

S. L. Dey, of Terrell, was in Dallas recently,
making some new purchases.

T. J. Dantzler, of Corsicana, was in the city
a short time ago.

J. P. Bolding, of Terrell, paid Dallas a visit
recently.

The business hitherto conducted by E. Bur-
roughs, of Wagoner, Ind. Ter., is now known as
that of Burroughs & Gillam, a partner having been
admitted.

William. S. Guthrie has purchased J. A. De
Gaugh's stock of jewelry at Terrell.

I FEBRUARY—after Inventory it is
time to replenish your Ring stock.

, . Every Ring, sold bearingthe mark
is a permanent Advertisement to the
House making the sale. Are you Adver-
,..-i------- tising this Season ? Ar-
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NEW GOODS drid INVENTIONS

lib, illustration and description of new goods and inventions as hereunder is a

e/ teatore lkti: KEYSTONE, our twofold object being to keep the jeweler :int'

the very latest and most salable goods, and the Ivorkman at

1111. lame!' equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and
11.'1,110)1y posted MI

Improved Dynamo

A device that merits the attention of all practical jewelers is the No.

dynamo, for gold and silver plating and coloring, shown in this illustration.

This dynamo, which is shunt-wound and of low voltage, is manufactured 
by

W. Green & Co., 6 Maiden Lane, New York. Its size is 73‘ x 34 x 4% and

it can be run either by direct or alternating current. It has a speed of

Improved Gasoline Lamp

The air-hole glassware, which has caused such

a remarkable change in the regular gas business, has

been adapted to the Ann Arbor gasoline lamps.

This glassware has proved to be a great success

when used on gas, and the Superior Mfg. Co., Ann

Arbor, Mich., manufacturers of the Ann Harbor

lamps, claim that similar results are obtained by

using it with their lamps. The airholes are so

arranged that just the proper amount of air is sup-

plied to the burner and the greatest amount of air

possible enters into the combustion. Now that gaso-

line lighting has become so popular, both on account

of its economy and effectiveness, the trade will be

interested in this latest improvement.

MANNING. BOWMAN & CO., MERIDEN CONN., U.S.A.

For over 40 years the foremost manufacturers of ICKEL and
SILVER-PLATED Tea LIM Coffee Pots, Hotel Ware,

Chafing Dishes, Prize Trophies, etc.

We now make the "  METEOR " Coffee Percolator, which beyond question
affords the best known method for producing coffee of the most delicious flavor.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE No. 40, ILLUSTRATING COMPLETE LINE

Fne-simil., or sehool
and Uraduation l'in

If interested in ENGRAVING, send for the latest 48-page catalog
of " THE JEWELERS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING.' It is pronounced the most artistic
hook which any trade school has ever issued, and considered a valuable addition to the library
of the Jeweler, Watchmaker and Engraver.

The catalog is copyrighted by RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructor
of the school' since its organization more than fifteen years ago. Call or address Suite I 1 1.9
Masonic Temple, CHICAGO,

About Mar ftrst or as soon as new  building  i completed, this School willREMOVAL NOTICE._,emovetoargernorehandson qnartersi
ii 
eB _r

S. W. Cor. Wabash and Madison, Chicago.

2200 to 3200 revolutions per minute, voltage 2 to 6 accordingly at 3200

revolutions per minute ; it will light from to to 12 three-candle power

6-volt, high-grade miniature lamps connected in multiple. It will also do

high-grade electro-plating, furnish current for running small motors,

charge storage batteries and perform other work of similar nature.

Among other merits claimed for it are its low cost of operation, its 
indepen-

dence of solution or zinc to replace and the immunity of its parts fr
om

corrosion.

In the accompany illustration

is shown an interesting and useful

addition to the equipment of the

refractionist. This is known as

the Globe ophthalmic table and

is manufactured by the Globe

Optical Company, 403 Washing-

ton Street, Boston, Mass. It is

an adjustable table, with a base of

iron nicely enameled in black.

All its working parts are of

polished steel, and it adjusts

from 27 to 39 inches high. It

has a swinging arm with a revolv-

ing top of quartered 'oak 24

inches in diameter and consti-

tuting the table proper. The

whole can be screwed firmly to

the floor and will hold two instruments or an instrument and trial case. It

sets at the side of the patient's chair and can be conveniently swung into

position. As comfort, convenience and time-saving count for much with

the public when undergoing the strain of eye-testing the opticians will, no

doubt, be interested in the new table, which helps in all these respects.

We show in the accompanying illustration a

new gold eyeglass mounting, which will enable the

optician to take advantage of humanity's predilec-

tion for decorative effects. The quality is 12 K.

and it is made by Stevens & Company, Providence,

R. I., which is in itself a warranty of worth. The

design is artistic and striking without over-decora-

tion and will appeal strongly to persons of refined

taste. There is a wide and promising field for a

mounting of this character. Gold has lost none of

its attractiveness for any of us, and the eyeglass

wearer will gladly make a virtue of necessity by

using such mountings as will be a facial adorn-

ment. In this new mount there has been no sacri-

fice of comfort to beauty, and its novelty is also a

factor in its favor as a salable specialty.

A Humorous Echo of the Exposition

" My company gave us all a pleasure trip to the St. Louis Fair, and

for three days I enjoyed life. The company stood all expenses. I reached

St. Louis at 7 A.M. Tuesday morning, and at 9 A.M. I was comfortably

situated in the Thinside Inn, which is a pleasant little tavern about as big

as the Missouri Valley. It is built of lath, scantling, jute, bagging, wall

paper and paint, and is very substantial. A heavy man can climb all over

it. I saw three bell boys carrying the bill for a night's lodging up to the

fourth floor, and the beams did not sag very much. The management is

very careful, though ; it puts all new guests on the ground floor. After they

have paid their bill for the first day, they put them on the second floor.

By the time a man has paid his bill for two days he is light enough to go up

on the third floor with safety. When , he has stayed a week they have to

put weights in his pockets to keep him from shooting up through the roof.

"When I reached the Inn at 9 A.M. I was 96 in the line. When I got

to the clerk he turned me upside down and shook me. Then he counted

what money fell out of my pockets, told me to register and handed me a

blue ticket for a bell boy. ' You have money enough for four days,' he

said. Go to the cashier and settle.' My room was No. 5821, three blocks

from the public square and a mile south of the buffet. When I got my

receipt and my bell boy, I sat down and waited an hour for a street car.

But when they told me there wasn't a line in the whole place, not even a

hack line, I had to walk all the way to my room, wore out two bell boys on

the way, but there were plenty more. There were more bell boys than there

were guests in the Inn. They use them for change. When you give the clerk

$5 for your room, he hands you back $2 and a bell boy. My room was, as

stated, a little far away for my meals, but I made it nicely. I started for sup-

per at 9 A.M. and stopped for lunch on the way with a friend I knew
 in

room 2507. But one of our party was up against it ; his room was 8650 ; he

got two days behind with his meals, being out in the country at the 
rear

end of the hotel. Finally he found that he was nearer to Moberly, Mo.,

than he was to the dining room, so after the first day he walked 
over to

Moberly for his meals.
" The Inn is a fine place. They treat you right and do there best to

make you feel at home. I came down one morning and wanted the clerk to

play a game of hickey with me, and he said he would as soon
 as he had

114 new guests taken care of, but when he got through with them 
there

were 119 more waiting, so we had to give it up, and I went out to 
examine

the Exposition."
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$17.00 to $19.00
io.00 to 13.50

9.50 to 14.00

9.50
r3.50

106 . $10,50 to $14,00

I OS . 9.50 to 13.00
102/4 II.00to 12.00

III . 10.50t0 12.00

15.00

NO. 100 . . $1 I.00 to $ I 2.00
NO. 102/10 . 10.50 to 14.50

NO. 1 1 2 . . 22.00

NO. 113 . . 22.00 tO 24.00

No. ilo (for women's wear) 6.00

No. mo, $10.00
Any finish

Red or black Maltese
cross

No. 104, $12.00

Red or black Teutonic
cross

PRICES named above are for the lightest and heaviest weights in
which we make the above designs of rings.

Our stock of the above and many other new designs of Masonic Rings,
together with a complete assortment of gold Elk, Eagle and Shrine Rings,
Buttons and Charms of artistic design is at your service. Our Emblem
line is designed intelligently, and we are assured will assist you in com-
pleting your sales, even to the most critical patron. Send for memo-
randum selections.

which we will cheerfully forward on

responsible jeweler, on application.
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No. 151

Twenty-five years' manufactur-
ing of EMBLEM CHARMS
and RINGS has won us a
reputation of which we are
proud. For beauty, quality
and finish our line excels.

Write for selection and you
will be convinced.

The Sigler Bros. Co.
Diamond Importers, Jobbers and

Manufacturers of Solid Gold Jewelry

29 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

No, 248

Lot.

No. 122

)41111111111...,!,"!!,,,j,
-

TX.7.

N. 1168

a_

N. :1-17

No. 445

No. 187

.14

No. 442

RAMONA
Lise—very dark oak

3 r in. high 2-in. dial

SESSIONS 
You should see our line of

MARBLEIZED CLOCKS
to appreciate their value. They are not equaled for finish either in

wood or iron.

Cut illustrates 
New Hanging Clock

(HI the mission order, with raised gilt figures. Just the thing for home,
lodge, office or any place where a unique design is desired.

For sale by Leading Jobbers

THE SESSIONS CLOCK COMPANY
Manufacturers of Marbleized Wood, Oak Mantel and Office Clocks

Forestville, Connecticut, U.S.A.
NEW YORK SALESROOMS, 37 Maiden Lane
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Fourth Annual Banquet of the

Twenty-Four Karat Club

I I E social festivities of the Twenty-Four

Karat Club have assumed an importance

inversely proportioned to the short period

during which the club has been in exist-

ence. On Thursday evening, January 12th, this

truth found impressive emphasis when the annual

banquet of the club was held in the Astor House,

New York City. It was the fourth event of its

kind, and in many respects the most notable. The

fraternal instinct was everywhere in evidence, alike

among staid veterans " full of years and honors"

and the more ebullient spirits, much of whose life-

work is still ahead of them.

There were about 330 participants, and at six

o'clock the first of these had begun to arrive. The

reception committee were indefatigable in their

attentions to all, and when

the muster had reached the

anticipated proportions a

move was made for the ban-

quet hall. E. R. Crippen,

president of the club, was

accompanied by Louis P.

White, chairman of the re-

ception committee, a f t e r

Nvhotn came : Homer Daven-

port, cartoonist, and A. K.

Sloan, of the committee;

Rev. Dr. B. M. Tipple and

I'. H. Savoy ; Major-General

James F. Wade, represent-

ing the army, and Samuel

H. Levy ; Admiral J. B.

Coughlan, representing the

navy, and David C. Town-

send ; Archibald Ruther-

ford, president of the Phila-

delphia Jewelers' Club, and

David Kaiser ; General

Henry L. Burnett, United

States district attorney for

the Southern Division of

New York, and Stephen

Avery ; Col. C. H. Lus-

comb, and Harry C. Larter ;

Col. O.W. Leonard, and Charles R. Jung. John W.

Keller, former president of the New York Press

Club ; Hon. Wm. S. Bennett and Hon. E. M.

Bassett arrived a few minutes later.

The decorations of the hall were in excellent

taste, and the tables conveniently arranged. Grace

was said by Rev. Dr. Tipple, and forthwith the

members addressed themselves to a choice menu.

Popular music was discoursed during the progress

of the feast, and many favorite choruses were sung

with gusto by the diners.

President Crippen officiated as toastmaster,

and in formally calling the assembly to order he

said that a year before the club had with it one

who had been for fifty years in business on Maiden

Lane, a man who had been foremost in many

public-spirited works and had given freely of his

means to religion and charity. The assembly then

drank, in silence, to the memory of Hayden W.

lVheeler. Continuing, Mr. Crippen said, " that the

Twenty-Four Karat Club had been formed as a

social organization, and had prospered to such an

extent that last year it became advisable to increase

the membership to too, and that it was the expect-

ation of all within its fold to make it the leading

organization of the kind not only of New York,

but of the country. He said that he would not
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take up any time which should be allotted to the

distinguished speakers who were to be heard."

The president was accorded a rousing ovation,

and when silence had been restored he introduced

Rev. Dr. B. M. Tipple, of Brooklyn, who spoke on

" The Other Fellow." He began in a humorous

vien, but became more serious as he continued,

making an earnest plea for magnanimity towards

" the other fellow."

When, in the history of the world, he asked,
did any other nation perform so gallant an act
for freedom and humanity as did the United States
when we went to the aid of suffering Cuba. There
was no reason in all the world why we should go
to war for Cuba except that there was a people at
our doors who were in distress, so we broke the
shackles and gave freedom to the island.

The Philippines are ours, but not for spoils.

The flag that floats over Manila is a sign of freedom

and uplifting influences. It is there to aid the
people of those islands in rising to a higher level

of life. He closed with a eulogy of President
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have not noticed these gentlemen. I went, yester-

day, to Philadelphia—not to rest. There are

currents in that city quite fast enough for me. I

found the " Simple Life " selling there under the

title of "The Pace that Kills." The Rev. Mr.

Swallow—I beg your pardon, the Rev. Mr. Tipple

—has said something about ambulances or the

carriages for the survivors, but let me say that if

the speeches are so prolonged that the guests will

leave here too late for the French ball there will

be wailing and gnashing of teeth in Philadelphia

and Brooklyn. Until your toastmaster said that I

would talk of the jeweler in politics I did not know

that this was a political organization, but now I

can understand why Gen. Burnett is here. He is

ferreting out, among the political organization, the

one thing in which is concealed the " Man Higher

Up." You shall not be exempt from the scrutiny

of District Attorney Jerome. Col. " Jack " Shep-

herd and Archie Rutherford are the only men here,

as far as I know, who are politicians.

Gen. James F. Wade responded to "The

Army," and Admiral Coughlan to "The Navy,"

after which Homer Daven-

port, the cartoonist, made

an anecdotal response to the

toast, " Lest We Forget."

Other speakers were Hon.

E. M. Bassett, Hon. Wm. S.

Bennett.
A unique clock was

given as a souvenir of the

occasion.
The reception commit-

tee consisted of L. P. White,

A. K. Sloan, P. H. Savoy,\v. -r. Gough, David Kaiser,
Samuel H. Levy, D. C.

Townsend, Charles R. Jung,

Stephen Avery, Harry C.

Larter, John B. Wood, W.

H. Kinna. The dinner corn-

mittee was composed of C.

F. Brinck, chairman ; John

L. Shepherd, James R. Glea-

son, Archie Rutherford, Leo

Wormser, W. I. Rosenfeld.

Much praise is due to all

of these gentlemen for the

success of the feast.

Among the features of

the banquet which deserve a

special word of mention, were the emblem of the

club in electric lights, which scintillated back of

the speaker's chair ; the menu, which, in its rich

gold color, was an exquisite creation of the

stationer's art ; the clocks, which were given as

dinner souvenirs, and the unique receptacle in

which the sherbet was served—a cut of which is

shown on this page.

The receptacle in which the sherbet was served—a red plush case surmounted 
by an imitation carrot

Roosevelt as the foe of class legislation. When

the applause which he evoked had subsided, a

motion was made, seconded and carried by accla-

mation that the speaker be made chaplain of the

club.

United States District Attorney Burnett re-

sponded to "The Judiciary," and in the course of

his remarks told some interesting anecdotes.

Referring to the political potency of jewelers'

organizations he said :

You organized for the gold standard back in

1896. Who was more fitted to lead a campaign of

this sort than the jeweler who provides people

with useful and ornamental works made in the

precious metal dug from the earth ? You were

pioneers in upholding the principle of a sound

currency, because of which this country has

advanced to a degree of prosperity that is the

wonder of the world.

John W. Keller, former president of the New

York Press Club, in responding to " The Jeweler

in Politics," slung a humorous dart at the Phila-

delphia delegation, who were conspicuous for the

zest with which they entered into the spirit of the

occasion and at times dominated the proceediugs.?

Said Mr. Keller :

I am delighted to be here, and to

meet the Philadelphia delegation.
peseirtielcaipasllyr

How Westinghouse Solved It

Here is an incident illustrating how business

problems pursue the inventor of the air brake,

says The World's Work:

A few years ago a game of whist was progress-

ing smoothly, when, after one of the deals, Mr.

Westinghouse did not pick up the cards, but kept

drawing on a piece of paper before him. The

others watched him curiously, remarked that they

were ready to proceed, and then waited, tillable to

understand why he should pay no attention to

them.
Suddenly, with a flash of triumph in his eye

.and exultation in his voice, he cried out, " Brown,

'I've got that natural-gas meter fixed—here it is :

it cannot fail to work successfully," and picking up

is cards he asked, " Whose tur
n is it to play ?"
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Travel in
San Francisco

Business activity it) San Fran-

cisco is well reflected in the

report of the general manager

of the Missouri Pacific Railroad

on suburban railway traffic. This report discloses

the interesting fact that the largest traffic was car-

ried by the Southern Pacific Company, to and from

the terminus at San Francisco, the total number of

passengers being 18,177,000. Following the South-

ern Pacific comes the Illinois Central with 15,000,-

000, and the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford third, with 13,200,000. These figures indicate

that our suburbs are great centers of population,

and reveal the fact that the star of empire has not

only reached, but is resting around the golden gate.
0. A. Reed, a retail jeweler, of

Conviction of this city, was found guilty last

month and sentenced to serve

ten months in jail on a charge

of concealing property with intent to defraud his

creditors. Reed was an instalment jeweler, with

offices in the Crocker Building. He bought about

$13,000 worth of jewelry from a few of the local

wholesale jewelers and made small monthly pay-

ments on the purchases. These transactions ran

along from January r, 1904, to November 1, 1904.

His creditors inventoried his stock on November

5th, finding that he had about $8000 worth of mer-

chandise on hand. On November 13th his cred-

itors attached Reed's stock, and they found only

$300 worth on hand, a discrepancy of $7700. Reed

claimed that he had sold the missing goods at the

near-by race tracks. It was shown that the tracks

were closed during the time he claims the sales

were made, and furthermore he had no record of

the proceeds of the alleged sales. His bank book

did not show that he had made any deposits of the

proceeds of the alleged sales. There is general

rejoicing among the wholesale trade on account

of this conviction, as it establishes a precedent.

Heretofore there has been no protection to the

wholesale dealers, and in the future there will be

fewer accounts similar to the above charged to

profit and loss.

a Jeweler

Daring
Pickpockets

Mrs.Thomas Lundy, the wife of

the retail jeweler of that name,

whose stores are located on

Third and Market streets, while

getting aboard a car a few evenings ago, felt a tug

at her coat pocket containing her purse, and at

the same time the pickpocket struck her a violent

blow on the side so as to draw her attention from

his work. There was a big crowd trying to get

aboard the car, and Mrs. Lundy did not notice her

loss until she got inside. As soon as she missed

the purse she saw a man walking rapidly away,

and recognizing him as the one who had crowded

her, she immediately called for help, and a man

responded by taking hold of the prisoner. He
was dressed in citizens clothes, but displayed a star
and said he was a special policeman. He made a

pretended search of his prisoner and then walked

away. It is believed that he was a confederate of
the supposed thief and took the purse from him.

Fortunately, Policemen Driscoll and McQuadie

arrived at this point and placed the man who was
still held captive by Mrs. Lundy, under arrest.

They are still looking for the bogus special police-
man and incidentally the purse.

H E K E Y'S 1' ONE

- Henry M. Abrams, manufacturers' agent, is

visiting his principals in the East, and will try and

gather up a few more desirable lines. Henry is

getting to be a steady patron of the railroads

between here and New York, as he makes the trip

oftener than any other of his competitors, and the

retailers reap the benefit of his labors.

Arthur Elston is now ready for the road with

his new sample trunks. Arthur starts out on

February 1st with a finely-selected line of first-class

goods and a large line of charms and emblems

manufactured by his new employers, Rothschild &

Hadenfeldt. Mr. Elston resigned from his old

position, and we predict a prosperous future for

both him and his new house.

The San Luis Jewelry Company, of San Luis

Obispo, Cal., have been awarded the contract for

the large eight-day, four-dial Seth Thomas clock to

be installed in the cupola of the New Warden

Building in that city.

J. C. Fiege, traveling representattve of A.

Eisenberg & Co., is now visiting the trade in the

territory formerly controlled by Joe. Luedan, and

will make as many new friends as he leaves in his

old haunts. He rejoices in a very genial disposi-

tion and makes friends for his house wherever he

goes.
Harry B. Oberlin, the enterprising jeweler, of

Fresno, was in town a few days ago, buying new

goods to fill up his new store. Harry's old quar-

ters were too small for his growing business, and

he was compelled to seek larger space. He has

fitted up his new establishment in a very attractive

manner.
A. I. Hall & Son have issued a very attractive

calendar for the current year and are receiving the

congratulations of the retail trade upon the receipt

of their timely reminder. The photogravure of

their new office building will give their out-of-town

friends an idea of the magnitude of their new offices.

Tuckey & Kline, the manufacturing jewelers,

of zzo Sutter Street, have booked a large number

of orders from some of our leading retailers, and

are as busy at this writing as they were before the

holidays. It looks as though the retailers were

using a lot of foresight, so as to enable them to

supply future wants.
A. I. Hall & Son have procured the services of

E. C. Cleveland as traveling representative. Mr.

Cleveland was formerly in the employ of Wood-

stock, Hoefer & Co., of Kansas City.

J. M. Sinclair, traveling salesman for Armer &

Weinshenk, wholesale material house, of 220 Sutter

Street, is receiving the congratulations of the trade

upon his recent admission to the benedict's ranks.

The ceremony took place in San Francisco on

January t, 1903, The bride was Mrs. Ella Yearian,

of Union, Oregon.
Al. H. Ewert, the retail jeweler, located in

Ukiah, Cal., sailed from San Francisco a few days

ago to visit his father in Albany, Oregon, after

being away from his paternal roof for over ten

years. His father, H. Ewert, was one of the first

settlers in Albany, and is also identified with the

jewelry business.
Robert Benjamin, with A. Eisenberg & Co., is

receiving the sympathy of his many friends over

the loss of his father, who died last month. Death

was caused by blood poisoning, which set in after

an operation.
The Berteling Optical Co., of 16 Kearny Street,

this city, are fitting up an optical parlor at 214

Grant Avenue, and expect to move in about

March 1st. The president of the company assures

THE KEYSTONE man that the new store will be

a big improvement over any store or optical parlor
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on the Pacific Coast, and in the future will confine

their business to the fitting of glasses without any

side lines.
J. S. Lehrberger & Co. have awarded a con-

tract for ansentire new set of office fixtures, and

expect to have them installed by February 15th,

and from the plans that have been submitted we

feel the result will justify the outlay, as it will give

them a thoroughly up-to-date office, thereby ena-

bling them to handle their growing business to

better advantage.
A. Eisenberg, Jr., of A. Eisenberg & Co., is to

make his maiden out-of-town trip some time in

the near future, covering the territory formerly

controlled by Mr. Fiege, and from the success that

he has met with among the retailers in this city we

feel sure that his success in the near future is

assured.
Nordman Bros. have accepted the services of

Gordon Creyk to fill in a vacancy in their material

department. Mr. Creyk was formerly in the em-

ploy of Armer & Weinshenk.

Miss Herman has accepted a position with A.

Eisenberg & Co. as stock clerk. Miss Herman is

from Vancouver, B. C., where her father was for-

merly connected with the retail jewelry business.

The Sparrow Jewelry Co., formerly located on

Post Street, this city, have moved their store and

manufacturing plant into new quarters at 18

McAllister Street.

The following out-town retail jewelers were

among the many buyers in town recently, and from

the volume of purchases made we are led to believe

that the holiday rush was all that could be expected

and more, because the buying now is more liberal

than is usual at this period : Otto Schleuder, of

Schleuder Bros., Bellingham, Vash.; Harry B.

Oberlin, Fresno, Cal.; F. A. Montgomery, Tono-

pah, Nev.; J. J. Fretwell, Los Gatos, Cal.; J. C.

Wahlen, Petaluma, Cal.; C. R. Cousin°, Cresent

City, Cal.; Peter Johnson, Angels Camp, Cal.;

Louis Koberg, Healdsburg, Cal.; G. Beninghatisen,

Seattle, Wash.

The wholesale jewelry houses in San Fran-

cisco will be ably represented by the following

knights of the grip for this year : M. Schussler &

Co.—Morry Mayer. Al. L. Haber, A. R. Cooper, E.

Levy. Alphonse Judis Co.—Sydney Weinshenk,

Edward J. Bastheim, Roland H. Jacobs, Charles

J. Rednall. A. I. Hall & Son—E. V. Saunders,

Lance H. Smith, E. G. Benard, E. C. Cleveland,

O. J. Boss. Nordman Bros.—Fred. S. Davis, A.

Cantor. Rothschild & Hadenfeldt—H. D. Haden-

feldt, George Hilgerloh, Arthur Elston, James

W. Pembroke. California Jewelry Co.—L. Plo-

mondon, A. Feldenheimer, R. W. Cantrell.

Phelps & Adams—Fred. Dorrence, W. Meadows,

S. S.• Battin. A. Eisenberg & Co.—J. C. Feige,

A. Eisenberg, Jr., Harry Lipman. Armer &

Weinshenk—J. M. Sinclair, Ed. T. Willis. Carrau

& Green—Joe Lewis. J. S. Lehrberger & Co.—

Julius Wise, Melvin M. Cohen, Richard Jacobi,

Henry Abrams—C. E. Jones, Henry Abrams.

Good as Gold

ED. KEYSTONE :—I must tell you that I can-

not remain without THE KEYSTONE, for the

Workshop Notes are valuable and very useful.

I am glad to send the dollar (renewal), because

we get more than we pay for it : the whole matter

printed is worth gold for me.

Yours truly,
E, 0P, MELANCON,

St. Germain de Grantham, P. (4,
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LUCKY
STRIKE

is what everyone
is looking for.

Here's one for you:

STRIKE INTO
reliable line we are again showing

this season (its attractions are
greater Man ever -lots of fine new

goods) and

STRIKE OUT some of those
"SEA-GOLD" chains you are using, and

see how forcibly your customers' APPROVAL
WILL STRIKE YOU.

MAKERS OF

FINE CHAINS ATTLEBORO, MASS.
The Chain and Chatelaine Pin may be worn separately or in

combination, as desired

•
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Manufacturing
Jewelers'
Board of Trade

Providence, last

The Manufacturing Jewelers'

Board of Trade, which organi-

zation has just entered upon its

twenty-first year, held its annual

meeting at the Crown Hotel,

month. Before taking up the

regular business a repast was partaken of. Presi-

dent Wilcox afterwards delivered a short address

in which he referred to the board's completion of

two decades of years. No one could deny, he said,

that it had been a great benefit to the trade at

large, as well as to the members themselves. He

thought that all the manufacturers in New England

should affiliate with the board, in which case they

would become a remarkable power for the better-

ment of trade conditions. With the beginning of

their twenty-first year, the board proposed to be

more aggressive than ever before and, for the pur-

pose of increasing the membership and of enlisting

the interest of those outside of the board in the

objects for which it is organized, they had em-

ployed, he said, a man of experience in the person

of Horace M. Peck, lately with R. G. Dun & Co.,

who would soon call upon the members and non-

members. Marcus W. Morton, secretary-treasurer

of the board, read a report in which he reviewed

failures, settlements and dividends to date. Accord-

ing to his statement the present membership of the

board is seventy-three, and there is a cash balance

of about $2500 in the ordinary fund and $6865 in

the special fund, the former having increased $500

during the year. Messrs. William A. Schofield,

George W. Cheever and D. S. Spaulding were

elected as a nominating committee, and while they

were in session, apart from the meeting, the latter

was addressed by Robert E. Budlong, who told of

the aggressive purposes of the board, saying that it

proposed to become a greater power. He also

said that on the stationery of every member should

be the words : " Manufacturing Jewelers' Board

of Trade." Mr. Peck also made a few appropriate

remarks, after which the nominating committee

named as directors the following, who were

unanimously elected : D. Wilcox, N. B. Barton,

William A. Schofield, F. A. Ballou, E. L. Spencer,

U. B. Reynolds, C. D. Waite, W. R. Dutemple,

Robert E. Budlong, William R Chapin, Edwin

Lowe, Henry Fletcher, E. A. Woodmancy, of

Providence ; George W. Cheever, E. E. Hale, of

North Attleboro ; William H. Clapp, Jr., F. W.

Weaver, A. R. Crosby, C. A. Marsh, of Attleboro;

William S. Metcalf, of Plainville ; D. S. Spaulding,

of Mansfield. The trustees of the special fund are:

Dutee Wilcox, William P. Chapin and William H.

Waite. At a subsequent meeting of the board of

directors, the following officers were chosen : Presi-

dent, Dutee Wilcox ; first vice-president, Nathan

B. Barton ; second vice-president, Edwin Lowe;

secretary and treasurer, Marcus W. Morton ; finance

committee, Robert E. Budlong, Henry Fletcher

and Frank B. Reynolds.

The new four-story factory about

James E. Blake to be erected for tlie James E.

Co.'s New Factory Blake Co., Attleboro, plans for

which were recently approved

by the head of that concern, will consist of a main

section a little over 324 feet in length, standing

beside the present building on South Main Street
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and extending to the bank of Ten-Mile River. An

L will extend to a length of 16o feet, parallel to the

principal shop and at right angles to the street.

The width of both sections will be forty feet, and

in all there will be about 75,000 square feet of floor

space. A large number of independent motors.

will generate the motive power ; incandescent

lights will be used, and the building will be heated

by steam from the plant which supplies it for the

present establishments of the James E. Blake Co.

and C. H. Eden & Co. The new building will be

occupied principally by jewelry manufacturers.

The death of Silas H. Man-

Death of chester, a Providence silver-

Silas H. Manchester smith of long standing and

wide reputation, occurred on

Thursday afternoon, January 5th, at his home, 47
Adelaide Avenue. Mr. Manchester was born and

educated in Newport, and at an early age chose

silversmithing as his calling in life. He learned

the business with Tift & Whiting, afterwards the

Whiting Mfg. Co., North Attleboro, subsequently

entering the employ of Fessenden & Co., Provi-

dence. From the time of his initiation he dis-

played a singular aptitude for the business, and as

a consequence his progress was rapid and con-

tinuous, thus a few years after joining this firm he

was admitted as one of its partners and retained

his interest in it until his death. This firm was

removed from the old Callender Building, its first

location, to too Friendship Street, and at this time

Giles Manchester, a brother of deceased, was one

of its partners and also its foreman. He died,

however, about twenty years ago, and the subject

of the present obituary bought out the estate's

interest. The firm was then composed of Thomas

F. Fessenden and Silas H. Manchester, and its

name, Fessenden & Co., remained unaltered until

Mr. Fessenden's death some years ago, when his

widow's interest was purchased by Mr. Manchester.

On October i, 1899, Samuel A. Baldwin was

admitted to partnership, and is now the surviving

member of the establishment. Mr. Manchester

was a member of the New England Manufacturing

Jewelers' and Silversmiths' Association, and at one

time its treasurer.

A Veteran
Employee

Samuel Walter Smith recently

rounded out his twenty-fifth

year in the service of John M.

Fisher & Co., Attleboro, and

the occasion was availed of by the firm to present

him with a luxuriant bouquet of roses, twenty-five

in number, and a testimonial suitably inscribed.

Mr. Smith heartily thanked the members of the

firm for their kindly remembrance of him. His

shopmates crowded about him, offering their

heartiest congratulations. Mr. Smith was born in

England, and came to America in 1842. He was

first employed by the firm of Hayward & Briggs

for three years, and later accepted a position with

Bliss Brothers. He spent a half year in the employ

of the William Ness Company, and then, having

reecived a substantial offer, accepted a place with

the Fisher company as a gold-plater.

Samuel W. Schloss, late sales-

man for S. 0. Bigney & Co.,

Samuel W. Schloss Attleboro, whose death oc-

curred at his home in New

York on Friday, January 6th, from pneumonia,

was highly esteemed by numerous friends in the

trade and was especially popular among the dealers

on Maiden Lane, New York. Mr. Schloss was

young and energetic, and had won a wide repu-

tation as a salesman of singular efficiency. By no

one, however, were his superior personal and pro-

fessional qualities more highly appreciated than by

Death of
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Mr. Bigney, his last employer. Mr. Schloss' first

step in the jewelry trade was as a clerk in the store

of Weinmatin & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. It was

about four years ago that he entered the employ of

S. 0. Bigney & Co., in the interest of which firm

he covered a portion of the Eastern trade, making

his headquarters in New York City. He is sur-

vived by a window, who was formerly Miss Sadie

Marks, of Montgomery, Ala. Mr. Bigney attended

the funeral in person, and gave additional testimony

of his esteem by sending an elaborate tribute of

flowers, his employees likewise sending a wreath

of lilies.

Notable Honor

Jewelry making so dominates

the activities of Providence that,

to Jeweler as a matter of course, many

distinctions come to its votaries.

One of the latest and most notable of these was the

recent re-election of Joseph P. Burlingame, of J. P.

Burlingame 8z Co., to the speakership of the State

House of Representatives. Mr. Burlingame is a

native of Pawtucket, and is just entering upon his

forty-seventh year. After receiving an education in

the public schools of that place he entered the

employ of the late George H. Fuller and continued

in that concern for thirteen years. It was in 1882

that he started in the business for himself as a

manufacturer, and the firm which he then estab-

lished became McNair, Hogg & Burlingame.

Mr. Hogg subsequently disposed of his interest to

the other partners, whereupon the business was

removed to Providence. In 1892 the partnership

of McNair & Burlingame was dissolved, since

which time Mr. Burlingame has continued the busi-

ness alone under the name J. P. Burlingame & Co.

George H. Dean, who had a

Death of record of half a century with

the Gorham Mfg. Co., Provi-

dence, and its predecessors,

died recently on the threshhold of his seventy-

fourth year, Mr. :Dean was a native of North

Providence, and his initial step in business was at

the Sprague Mills, Natick. In April, 185o, he

came to Providence and entered the employment

of Gorham & Thurston, whose silver-making busi-

ness was then housed in two rooms of a building

on Canal Street. Here he completed his appren-

ticeship and here he performed the whole of his

life work. Thus he witnessed the continuous

expansion of the concern from its original two-

room dimensions to its present mammoth pro-

portions.
John M. Fisher & Co., Attleboro, celebrated

the twenty-fifth anniversary of its establishment on

January 1st, when the firm tendered a reception to

one hundred or more employees. Speeches were

delivered by Mr. Fisher and a number of the em-

ployees. The former, in the course of his remarks,

touched upon the importance of labor, and at the

conclusion of his address received a hearty ovation.

The Charles M. Robbins Co., Attleboro, was

awarded a gold medal for its exhibit in Group 8,

at the St. Louis Exposition. The goods exhibited

by the company consisted of an attractive line of

college pins, fobs, spoons, seals, etc.

Among the speakers at the recent annual

banquet of the militia company of Attleboro, were

Captain George H. Sykes, of Sykes & Standberg ;

J. Thomas Inman, of J. T. Inman & Co., and

Emmons D. Guild, of the W. H. Wilmarth Co.

This military organizatian is made up almost ex-

clusively of jewelers and their employees.

R. L. Griffith, of R. L. Griffith & Son Co.,

Providence, has been enjoying an unusually suc-

cessful fishing expedition at Rockledge, Fla., this

being one of his annual recreations.

George If. Dean
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Our New Studio, largest and finest of its kind in

the United States

White's High Art
Hand-Painted China

The Goods Thai Sell

Our Spring line, which is now ready, has

been made particularly attractive. It

comprises all the new and dainty shapes

in China. The decorations and colorings

surpass anything we have ever presented

to the trade for their inspection. If our

salesmen do not call upon you, kindly

favor us with an order for a selection

package. Prompt and careful attention

given to orders, and correspondence soli-

cited. When in the city, visit our studio.

WHITE'S ART CO.
380 Ontario Street (North Side) Chicago

TRADE-MARK:

47'
H CJWO 

IIA.ND PAINTED

Stock Up for the New Year of 1905

We Have Just What You Need

New York
Chas. Van Ness
I I Maiden Lane

BRACELETS, BEAD NECKS, BACK COMBS, BROOCHES, BUCKLES,
CUFF PINS, HAT PINS, SCARF PINS, NECK CHAINS SASH PINS,

LORGNETTE CHAINS, WAIST SETS, Etc.

Also full line of Novelties in CIGARETTE CASES, CARD CASES, MATCH
BOXES, LOVING CUPS, COIN HOLDERS, PURSES, CIGAR CUTTERS,
KNIVES, SCISSORS, Etc., Etc.

SOUVENIRS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS

Headquarters for SOUVENIR SPOONS, which have now become a staple
article. Our line is more complete than ever. Scarcely a place in the country

but is represented in our line. Local jewelers find one or more of our Spoons
just the thing for their locality.

SEND FOR SAMPLES

CONING & FIEILBORN CO,; North Attleboro, Mass.
Chicago

O. S. Titus
88 Monroe St.

San Francisco
H. C. Van Ness Co.
115 Kearny St.
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Reports reaching us since our last writing make

our announcement of an excellent holiday busi-

ness a proven fact. A great majority report a

satisfactory holiday trade, sales running consider-

ably ahead of 1903. All agree that the first six

months of the year were disappointing, but the

last six months more than made up the deficiency—

an excellent showing, considering that it was a

presidential year. The retailer naturally is happy

and the jobber in proportion, as prospects for 1905

could not be brighter and everyone is looking for

another record breaker. Collections are coming

in nicely and a great many new people are after

that cash discount, which shows they have been

figuring the amount of profit made by taking ad-

vantage of the six per cent. We heard one man

say, " I never thought I was paying 20 per cent.

interest by not taking my cash discount, but I see

it now, and as long as I can borrow money at 8

P' cent. I will not pay 20 per cent." Jobbers

have their travelers out after more business, and

judging by the pleasant faces there are undoubt-

edly good returns coming in. " The strenuous

life "seems to be the motto in the Northwest.

Stanley Grow has begun business at Souris,

N. Dak.
Smith, Nelson & Co., Granville, N. Dak., have

been succeeded by J. R. Nelson.

The Minnesota State Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion will meet at Minneapolis on February 1st and

2d for their second annual meeting. There should

be a good attendance, as the members are enthu-

siastic and Secretary Herdliska reports quite a

number of new applications for membership.

Julius K. Martin has retired from the firm of

Kittredge & Martin, manufacturing opticians, Min-

neapolis. The business will be continued by E.W.

Kittredge.
C. 1'. Kirkpatrick, Brodhead, Wis., has been

added to the force of instructors at Stone's School

of Watchmaking, St. Paul.
Lillian Harriet Taylor, wife of C. D. Taylor,

Mankato, Minn., died December 20th. Mrs. Taylor

%'as well known to the jewelry trade and her many

friends will mourn her sudden death.

L. Schaefer, Lakota, N. Dak., spent a month

visiting his old home, Shakopee, Minn. This is

Lee's first first vacation in three years and he says

it will never happen again, as he thinks he is

entitled to a vacation once a year,

Matt. A. Hass, a graduate of Stone's school,

St. Paul, has begun business at Franklin, Minn.

I). M. Grinnell, Valley City, N. Dak., spent

ten days in the Twin Cities last month, getting

Pointers for use during 1905.

M. F. Kaliher, Westhope, N. Dak., spent his

New Year's vacation visiting his old home, Prince-

ton, Minn.
George Christianson, for the past two years with

F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn., is now with August

Gfrerer.
Morris J. Bieber, for the past five years with

Sischo & Beard, St. Paul, will represent D. Marx

Sons, St. Paul, on the road this year.

S. H. Clausin & Co., Minneapolis, will have

the same force of travelers this year as last.

A. E. Mellgren, engraver, St. Paul, has gone

to Seattle, Wash.

KEYSTONE

Lewis Finkelstein, St. Paul, has moved his

office two doors farther east, where he will have

more convenient quarters.
Abe Cohen, St. Paul, has moved to 421 Minne-

sota Street.
W. D. Funk, formerly in business at Amboy,

Minn., has gone to work for F.Willtuan, Stillwater,

Minn.
The following visitors to Twin City jobbers

were noticed the past month : D. M. Grinnell, Val-

ley City, N. Dak.; Lee Schaefer, Lakota, N. Dak.;

W. C. Hudson, Graceville, Minn.; Dr. C. J. Sulli-

van, Fargo, N. Dak.; B. T. Nedlund, Hillsboro,

N. Dak.; I. Reiner, Hutchinson, Mimi.; F. NV.

Jamieson, Ashton, Iowa ; J. L. Moody, Ellsworth,

Wis.; John Fredell,Center City, Minn.; Axel Olson,

Stewartville, Minn.; H. P. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.;

Matt. J. Hass, Franklin, Minn.; Martin F. Kaliher,

Westhope, N. Dak ; W. D. Funk, Amboy, Mimi.;

John Rosendahl, Mabel, Minn.; E. W. Larson,

Park Rapids, Minn.; H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood

Falls, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh, Hastings, Minn.;

J. M. Chalmers, Lake City, Minn.; F. Willman,

Stillwater, Minn.; Prof. J. NV. Grainger, Rochester,

Minn.; E. F. Huhner, Stillwater, Minn.; A. Swen-

ingsen, Moorhead, Minn.; J. W. Lewis, Chisholm,

Minn.; M. Morrison, Osage, Iowa.

As is usual, at this season of the year, business

is quiet among the jobbers. With the retailers,

however, it is different. All agree that business

has kept up remarkably well since the holidays.

The demand for ornaments is not great, hut silver-

ware and watches are selling well.
Henry Copley, the jeweler,

whose display window was

broken into and robbed of $1627

worth of jewelry one night dur-

ing the Christmas holidays, has recovered none of

his goods except a few pieces that the thieves

dropped in their flight. Charles Butler, a negro,

who had a large quantity of diamonds in his pos-

session, was arrested in St. Louis, and it was at

first thought by the Omaha police that he might

have had something to do with the robbery. Butler

stated that he had come from Omaha, and later

confessed that he had taken the diamonds from

houses in the red light district here. Mr. Copley

was also robbed by his porter, a negro, by the

name of Ross Todd. Todd stole a pin set with

five large pearls in a star design, with a diamond

in the center. He entrusted the pin to another

negro who was instructed to sell it for $to. A

commission of $3 was offered to the other negro

for selling it. The pin was found in a pawnshop

by detectives who, when they had arrested Todd,

imagined they had a hot clew to the $1600 robbery.

Mistaken identity was responsible for the discharge

of Todd in police court. He answered to the name

of C. A. Todd, charged with vagrancy, and was

released, but he was rearrested before he could

make good his escape and was fined $5o and costs.

After suffering for several years

with Bright's disease, John

Rudd, a prominent jeweler, of

Omaha, died at Excelsior

Springs, Mo., where he had spent about two

weeks, hoping to find relief. Mr. Rudd grew rap-

Jeweler's
Severe Loss

Death of
John Rudd
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idly worse toward the last, but thinking that he

would soon be better again, he did not telegraph

his wife until the day before his death. Mrs. Rudd

left for Excelsior Springs immediately, but owing

to the delays caused by the storms, she did not

arrive in time to see her husband alive. Mr. Rudd

was forty-six years of age. He came to Omaha

twenty years ago, and was engaged in business

here for sixteen years. He bore an excellent repu-

tation, both as a business man and a citizen. He

was a member of St. John's Lodge, A. F. nd A.M.,

a member of the Scottish Rite, a Shriner, a mem-

ber of the Odd Fellows, and a member of Beech

Camp, No. 1454, Modern Woodmen of America.

The Knights of Kadosh held a midnight service in

his honor at the Masonic Temple. The funeral

services were held at the same place under the

auspices of St. John's Lodge, after which the

funeral was turned over to the Odd Fellows, who

performed the rites at the grave.

J. F. Jeffords of St. Paul, Nebr., has sold his

jewelry stock to Corwin NV. Frederick, of Loup

City, Nebr. Mr. Frederick will move his Loup

City stock to St. Paul and consolidate it with the

one purchased of Mr. Jeffords.

H. A. Gross, jeweler, at Syracuse, Nebr., has

closed out his business.
S. K. Carnes has opened a jewelry store at

Rushville, Nebr.
E. A. Scott, who has been working for Mrs.

Godfrey, at South Omaha, is taking a course of

watchmaking and engraving at the Omaha Horo-

logical and Optical Institute. Mr. Mitchell has

been employed by Mrs. Godfrey.

W. H. Beck, jeweler, at Sioux City, Iowa, has

taken into the business his son, NV. Cornish Beck,

who becomes treasurer. Mr. Beck, senior, is

president. J. C. Caset has also been made a

member of the firm, and he has been chosen

secretary.
Joseph Willett, of Calloway, Nebr., is studying

engraving and optics at the Omaha Horological

and Optical Institute. A. L. Christofferson, who

has been attending the institute, has taken a posi-

tion at Bismarck, N. Dak.
It is reported that an arrangement has been

made by which D. R. Wilson, of Shenandoah,

Iowa, the jeweler, who recently fled to Mexico,

and who is still there, will settle with creditors for

fourteen cents on the dollar. Mrs. Wilson has gone

to Monterey to meet her husband.

F. C. Richards, jeweler, of Lincoln, is closing

out his business on an arrangement with his

creditors.
W. E. Garrettson, a jeweler, at Phillipson,

S. Dak., has filed a petition in voluntary bank-

ruptcy.
Fred. Catering, traveling salesman for the

Shook Mfg. Co., has recovered from an illness that

kept him confined to his bed and room for several

months. He is again at work.

During the holidays Mawhinney & Ryan em-

ployed thirty extra helpers in their store. In order

to save time two basement rooms were fitted up

for cooking purposes, and noonday lunch and

supper were served to all the employees.

W. A. Lewis, of Cainsville, Mo., has sold out

his business to W. P. Kenion.

Bernard Wagner was arrested in Council Bluffs

recently, on the charge of having robbed Herman

Leffert, his employer, of $2oo worth of jewelry. A

cane and several articles.which Wagner gave to a

Mrs. Kohler were recovered by the police. John

Campbell, a brother-in-law of Wagner, was also

arrested, but was later discharged from custody,

having entirely cleared himself of suspicion.



the Giant
Collar Buttons

in Quality

ill Sales

Millions of Krementz

One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold

all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,

AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-

CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Story

of a Collar Button, with Illustrations," which may be

had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-

gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily

determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' Ink,"
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-cent stamp
to Krementz & Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery a n d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
is the best piece of advertise-
ment construction that has
cometoPrinters'Ink's attention
in the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar

button business, we will, on

receipt of your order, print your

card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of

Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK:

1-4

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality rand Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—

are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ IL CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Maiden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

High-Grage Jewelry Store Faillres
THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furni-

ture is attained in our special jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS

Counters, Show Cases, Wail Cases and all manner of
artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE

Drawings and estimates furnished ft-cc.

Glaser, Rohrer & Co.
First Ave., Forty-first to Forty-second St., New York

RINGSET COMPANY
are selling their ringset outfits for making fifty

different styles of wedding rings, any finger

size, for $25 uncut mold-blocks, $6 per gross'

single sample molds, any size and weight of

wedding ring, io cents. As to our Outfits and

new Burno Crucible, see KEYSTONE for Nov.

and Dec., 1903, and June and July, 1904.

We manufacture many styles of Diamond

Settings, Tiffanies, etc., molds $1 a dozeit.

Rings made in our molds equal to the best of

wrought work. Catalogue on application.

Address

8 Waltham Street, BOSTON, MASS.
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Bright Outlook There has been a very notice-

for 1905 able difference in the business

conditions with the average

Pittsburg jeweler between January of this year and

January of 1903. A year ago the business of this

district was at low ebb. Not only in jewelry lines

but in every branch of commercial activity. This

year the situation presents new phases. The iron

and steel mills, which are the bone and sinew of

the local business, are working overtime. Thou-

sands of wage earners are employed day and night.

Glass factories are running full, so are coal and

coke operations. The banks report an easy con-

dition of the money market ; building operations

for the spring are assuming unusually large pro-

portions, and everyone seems to be busy.

With the jeweler, who has passed through the

past holiday season, the business outlook is excel-

lent. Inventory season is on, and many of the

leading houses have completed their stocktaking

and are in excellent shape. These report business

just as anticipated before the holiday season set in.

It was good and healthful, but not booming nor

more than they could handle. It was a clean

business, however, particularly among the whole-

salers, and with a sparing purchase of stock prior

to the rush season, we can assume that there are

few dealers who are now overloaded, and the

wholesaler and manufacturer should be welcomed

in a short time. The activity of retail trade during

the quiet weeks of this month has been unusual.

The window attractions show the keen interest

taken by the dealer and his unremitting effort for

business. There have also been some notable

weddings, presentations and other functions that

have eventuated favorably for the dealers. Notably

was this the case of the annual dinner of the officials

of the Carnegie Steel Company, at which Captain

L. T. Brown, the general manager of the Upper

and Lower Union Mills of that concern, was pre-

sented with a magnificent bronze in the form of a

blacksmith working at his anvil. The figure rested

on a mahogany column, and altogether stood over

five feet high. This art work was executed in

New York for the local firm of Charles O'Brien &

Company, which secured the contract for it.

O'Brien & Company, by the way, is a new com-

pany, with a handsome store on Wood Street near

Sixth Avenue. Until recently the silent partner of

the concern was not known, but a business card

presented at the presentation showed that Homer

J. Lindsay, one of the officials of the Carnegie

Steel Company, is the silent force of the company.

Speaking of the window dis-

plays, Roberts' windows in

Displays Fifth Avenue are attracting at-

tention because of a clever idea

being worked out there. Each month this house

has brought forward a special display of birth

stones for that month, and they have been shown

in various settings, admirably arranged. Sur-

rounded as they are by other attractive features,

the whole window has become a source of interest

to the buying public and has furnished food for

gossip among the people, which is heard in many

quarters. Terhyden, of Smithfield Street, is also

making a handsome showing of imported bronzes

and art china, arranged with a rare skill and taste.

Novel Window
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The whole trade of Pittsburg is

A Jeweler's interested at this time in the

disappearance of Alfred Graf-

ner, of Grafner & Co., of 706

Penn Avenue, who has been missing from his

home and business since last November. At the

time of his disapearance little was said concerning

the matter, because it was believed that he would

return shortly. As time passed, however, the

family became alarmed and finally appealed to the

authorities. Notices have been sent broadcast by

the police offering a reward of $5oo for his recovery

if alive and Poo if dead and his body is recovered.

These notices say that he was last seen on a street

car in Penn Avenue and Mathilda Street, on No-

vember 22d last. It is stated that Mr. Grafner left

his business in excellent condition, and there is no

special reason for his going away, so far as his

family and relatives know. The business has been

continued as usual in the meantime, and if he is

not found, it is understood that arrangements will

be made for the consolidation of the business with

that of another firm connected by family ties with

the absent man. Mr. Grafner was forty-two years

old, and yet from appearances one would think

him much younger. He carried a high-grade

stock of goods and quite a large one.
Since the first of the year

some of the retailers have

tion in Stocks been holding special sales, in

an effort to lower stocks to

a point more satisfactory for inventory season.

This is particularly the case among Smithfield

Street dealers. It has not, however, been neces-

sary in art bronzes, which are so well sold up that

there has been no inducement to dispose of hold-

over stocks. The fact that these special sales

have been quite successful indicates one impor-

tant fact to the trade, which is that there is money

ill the hands of the people, and while not so plen-

tiful as a few seasons ago, it is available for the

enterprising jeweler. The strong support for the

coming grand opera season in Pittsburg, is also a

pleasant factor for the trade this season. Last

season, in spite of the fact that the grand opera

came to Pittsburg at the end of the Lenten season

and caused outspoken condemnation by several

sects of religon, there was a wonderful patronage

by social circles. This season the time will be

more propitious and, in addition, public finances

are better and the dealers are expecting to receive

the benefit of it ill fresh demand for society fads in

adornment.

Disappearance

Seasonable Reduc-

Reform Movement

Deep interest is being taken

III a wave of reform that has

in Allegheny taken root in Allegheny, and

which is resulting in the driv-

ing out of the criminal classes from haunts of years

ill the lower wards of the city, where it has been a

matter of common knowledge that many of the

most successful crooks of the country have made

their headquarters. The reformers have gone

further than insist that the police drive these

people out, and have begun criminal proceedings

against the police themselves for being criminally

negligent in the matter, and charges of " graft "

are heard as one of the moving elements in the

general attack. The superintendent of the police

bureau has been arrested, together with the higher

officers of that division of the Department of Public

Safety, and they are to be given trials in the higher

courts. Inasmuch as the jewelers' trade has suf-

fered from the presence of these criminals in Alle-

gheny for years, this new reform movement is

being watched with the keenest interest by the

dealers. Pittsburg is also worked up over the
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the matter and is prepared to follow the example

of Allegheny soon. Thus far 200 informations

have been made against police and keepers of no-

torious places in the city and over 40 arrests have

been made.
Local wholesalers are preparing to send their

traveling salesmen out in a few weeks. New stocks

are being received in all of the stores, and nearly

all of the dealers are building on the belief that

the business for the coming year is to be on a

strong scale. George B. Barrett, the veteran

wholesaler, takes this encouraging view of the situ-

ation. He says that the retail trade a year ago

had bought largely in excess of requirements.

The demand for the holiday trade did not nearly

come to what it was expected. This year the holi-

day trade was prepared for in a most careful man-

ner. Stocks were bought carefully and, as a

result, trade as shown by the inventory season,

was in excess of what had been expected, and the

dealers are not now overloaded. On the other

hand, there is a depletion of stocks and a disposi-

tion to replenish on a scale that will be sufficient to

make general business good. Regarding Pitts-

burg, the city as a jewelry buyer is generally slow

compared with other localities. It is known that

the buying is a month later than is the case in the

East. This is due largely to the uncertainties that

usually exist in all business at the opening of the

year. In a general way, however, the wholesalers

of the city are stocking up this spring in anticipa-

tion of a decided increase in demand for all kinds

of stock as the season advances, and the retailers

find trade reaching a larger scope than they are

now willing to admit.
Just a Tipple of interest was shown with the

opening of the new year in certain circles by the

purchase of Sachs & Company, of Chicago, of the

stocks of the old Keystone Jewelry Company in

Smithfield Street and the Barrios Diamond Com-

pany in Fifth Avenue. These places have been

running for a year or more and catered to the

cheap trade. The Barrios diamohd concern has

done some unique advertising in its day, but its

successor has gone one better in that line by large

display advertisements in the daily papers, announc-

ing that Mrs. John Jacob Astor admitted in court

when prosecuting workmen who stole her garters

while working about her house, that the supposed

diamonds on the buckles were nothing but Barrios

diamonds. • Then, with a great flourish, the adver-

tisement appeals to the credulous to buy Barrios,

because Mrs. Astor uses them in her garters, and

if they were good enough for her, they should be

good enough for others. It is amusing to hear the

comments on this method of lurid advertising.

One of the few visits of fire to the jewelry

trade of this city occurred on the morning of

January 16th, when the store of Isaac Isaacs was

visited by flames, starting from an overheated

stove and doing about $2oo damage in a few mo-
ments. It is one of the older stores of the Smithfield

Street section. Water and smoke were the chief
cause of the damage at the place.

S. & B. C. Weinhaus, the auctioneers and
jewelers for many years in Smithfield Street, have

secured new quarters in Penn Avenue near Eighth
Street and are moving in.

Heeren Brothers & Company are busy with
their factory, running continuously and enjoying a
normal business. Stocktaking has been going on
in the big houses for some weeks and is pretty well
finished up. The report of this firm is optimistic,
which is specially significant, for the members of
the company are nothing if not conservative. The
officers of the company saY that not only is busi-
ness more healthful and of a better tone, but stocks

are better and the retailer is more able to handle
his business. They believe that the spring business
will be brighter than for some time. '
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The wholesale jewelers of this

Early Closing of city, whose names are signed
Wholesale Houses below, have come to the follow-

ing agreement regarding clos-

ing their plates of business :

We, the undersigned, wholesale jewelers and
dealers in jewelers' supplies, agree to close our
respective places of business at the following times:
January ist to September 1st, Saturdays, x p.m.;
other days, 5 P.M. We further agree to observe
New Year, Decoration, Independence, Thanks-
giving and Christmas, by closing all day, and all
other legal holidays, by closing at i P.M.

Signed :

L. I'. NVIlite. M. Sickles A sons.
II. 0. II u rt Sc. Sons. Jos.111loatolACo.
Viii. .Ntorris Co. Siiiiiis, Itio. N Co.
Fen!. & CO. ti. 11. I II O.
Frani•is Pritty. E. )1.
(1,, 11. WIIryon. Wm. 1.. liked Clock Co.,
0. F. Williams Co. Per 4 ...rry.
quaker City Watch Co. 1 iiiv
11. B. Sommer & Co. \Veinal:um & Co.

B. M. Cooper &Sim.

This arrangement went into effect on Jinni-

this school has won during the last 15 years as a strictly high-class
institution for the study of The Art of Engraving, could only be
accomplished by the BEST instruction, the best location, the best light,
the best students, the references, the highest opinion of every former
student, in fact the best of everything.

Beginning this year we have a schoolroom of special
construction, made especially for us vt ith glass reflector, throwing the
most perfect light possible on each table. We are located in the finest
building in the city (nearly new), all modern improvements, and have
the best equipment money and experience can buy.

IP YOU COME HERE you will be instructed personally by Mr. Fred. Holmes
Rem, Ole author of " Modern Letter Engraving," " The Art of Engraving," etc.,
acknowledged to he the greatest work ever written on the subject of eugraving. Only

a limited number of students accepted at one lime. Write at once
for prospectus.for prospectus.k5

Steele Memorial BuildingRees Engraving School, ELMIRA, 11. Y.

James H. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

A Li. (11.A LIT] ("I?' ANI) I.V I -11i, in ltI,Square and Round Wire,

II 
ALL QUA1,11.11.:: AM, SILVER SOLI/ER

()LI, AND STI,VER, 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YO]

111201

When wriiing to advertisers, kindly mention The Kevstone

Your ad. Goes Everywhere
on Reis' Advertising Tape

On the street, in the shopping crowds, in the street car and at home—
wherever a bundle goes, Reis' Advertising Tape tells folks about you.

Neat packages which require a touch of distinction from the ordinary
bundle are fittingly secured by a narrow strip of Reis' Advertising Tape.
It will hold a seal, and won't slip or stretch.

Woven in colors, -AT to m. inch wide, a striking line in neat type printed
successively its entire length.

Use it like string. Results take care of themselves.
Samples talk. Send for some.

jewelers' Club
to Feast in
New Quarters

The leasing by the Jewelers'
Club, of this city, for a term of
five years, of the commodious
quarters over the handsome
retail jewelry store of Blair &

Crawford, at 1228 Chestnut Street, is an encourag-
ing augury, if any were needed, of the success of
this social organization. Removal from 1225
Chestnut Street, the erstwhile home of the club,
will have been effected before February 22d, the
date of the club's annual banquet. The appoint-
ments of the new quarters are quite elaborate, and
arrangements have been made for their further
embellishment, so that when the readjustments
and decorations have been completed the rendez-
vous will be one of the finest owned by any trade
body in the country. Negotiations for its acquisi-
tion were conducted without publicity, to the end
that the expansion might come as an agreeable
surprise to the members. The building commis-
sion which conducted the negotiations with Blair
& Crawford for possession of the • new quarters,
was composed of J. Warner Hutchins, L. P.
White and William P. Sackett. Meantime, the
work of perfecting arrangements for the annual
feast of the club is being pushed with all possible
asiduity. It will be the tenth in the history of the
club, and undoubtedly the most notable. It is an-
ticipated that the guests will number between 400
and 500 ; the guests of honor will include indi-
viduals of national renown. A special committee,
consisting of I.,. P. White, J. Warner Hutchins,
Wm. G. Earle and Adolph G,osslin, was com-
missioned to visit Washington for the purpose
of securing distinguished orators for the occa-
sion. The banquet will be held in Horticultural
Hall.

J. Albert Caldwell, senior member of J. E.
Caldwell & Co., was last month elected a trustee
of the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co. for a term
of three years.

Roy, the eight-year-old son of Wm. T. Miller,
jeweler, 2010 Ridge Avenue, was recently dis-
charged from the Mary Drexel Home, where he
had been confined for about six weeks on account
of an accident which befel him while at play.

The little fellow, in his sports, lost his balance
while adjacent to a stairway and the result was a
fall which broke his right leg above the knee. Ile
is recovering rapidly.

George H. Vare, recently with the firm of
V. M. Bracher, has again taken up duties with
Joseph B. Bechtel & Co., after an absence of
one year from that concern. E. K. Bean, of
Lansdale, Pa., who had been away from the
firm for a similar period, has also returned to its
service.

Simon R. Kamp & Co., hitherto located at
631 Chestnut Street, have moved to the Burd
Building, Ninth and Chestnut Streets. The new
quarters are more commodious, more centrally
located and better adapted generally to this firm's
business than were the old quarters on Chestnut
Street.

The several representatives of Simons, Bro. &
Co., silversmiths, thimble makers and manufactur-
ing jewelers, Sixth and Sansom Streets, assembled
at headquarters, on January 16th, for the annual
conference. Sessions were held throughout the
following week, at which a plan of campaign for
the trade year of 1905 was formulated and various
matters affecting the interests of the concern
discussed. The representatives in attendance
included : Wm. R. Landram, San Francisco;
E. A. Dorrance, Chicago ; Thomas Maddock, the
South ; Bucher Ayres, Pennsylvania and neigh-
boring States.

Riggs & Bro., 310 Market Street, have issued
their nautical almanac for 1905. This book con-
tains 16o pages and abounds in information of value
to navigators. The relation of nautical to horolo-
gical science gives it a special interest from the
jeweler's viewpoint. Among its instructive features
are a table of distances, at which, according to
their elevation, objects are visible at sea ; an ex-
planation of the tide-indicator ; tide tables ; direc-
tions for use of the barometer, chronometer and
compass ; phases of the moon and tabulations of
sundry other atmospherical and astronomical
phenomena.

Harry Cohen and Abe Bauman have started
out upon their spring trips in the interest of George
Mayer & Co., wholesale dealers in optical goods,
134 South Eighth Street, and Walter Mayer will
soon follow. G. H. Mayer, of this firm, has fitted

up his handsome home at 1807 Bouvier Street and

is ready to welcome all friends.

Among those who recently entered the Phila-
delphia College of Horology are L. L. Bentz,
Martinsburg, W. Va.; J. Kreeger, Kings, N. Y.;

W. Faits, Philadelphia, Pa.; F. L. Miller, Willing-

ton, Ohio ; S. Crabtree, Tyrone, Pa.; G. L. Cooke,
Whitehall, N. Y.; C. E. Bradley, Greenville, N.C.;

W. L. Quay, Cambridge, Pa.; Chas. Minar, Al-

toona, Pit.; R. Hess, Phillipsburg, N. Y.; H. L.

Anthony, Wissfort, Pa.; M. Dubois, Wellsboro,

N. Y., and j. L. Tyler, of Lacyville, who returned

to take a finishing course in engraving and watch-

making.
The jewelry trade of the Quaker City was well

represented at the recent banquet of the Twenty-

four Karat Club, of New York. Among the parti-

cipants were more than a score of the Philadelphia

brethren, including the following : William H. and

Frederick B. Hurlbut ; E. and L. Sickles, J. War-

ner Hutchins, L. P. White, Charles Diesinger,

Wm. H. Long, Wm. Blair, Wm. G. Earle, A. G.

Lee, Charles Beckley, Henry Bodenheimer,

Archie Rutherford, Horace M. Cotnbes, Ed-

win Smith, Clement NYeaver, Wm. Armstrong,

Frank Ferraille, George W. Read and Edward

Eck feld t.

The Southwest, with St. Louis
The Great and Missouri as its gateway, has
Southwestern
Region Leads led again in the ratio of growth.

For the last six years this fact

has stood out prominently in the census and other

statistics. Railway construction, a good test of

development, has been especially active in the

Southwestern region. Fewer miles of railway

were built in the United States in 1904 than in 1903,

but the Southwest has retained its former place.

Missouri, the gateway, is at the head of the list for

1904. The railways built in this State this year

amount to 371 miles, or about 9 per cent. of the

total in the entire country, which is 4168 miles.

Next to Missouri comes Texas with 312 miles.

Arkansas is credited with 135 miles, Indian Terri-

tory with 141 miles, and Oklahoma with 108 miles,

and Arizona with 79 miles. Our great neighbor,

Illinois, increased its railway mileage during the

year 190 miles. Mississippi and Louisiana made a

good showing with 228 miles and 157 miles respect-

ively. The nine States and Territories named, all

of which have intimate relations with St. Louis,

built 1721 miles of railway in 1904, or 41 per cent.

of the total constructed in the entire Union. For

several years past the Southwestern boom has been

at the top of the national statistical column. The

future is even more bright for a growth for the

Southwestern region of the United States.

St. Louis in 1904 had the biggest
The Metropolis of business year in her history.
the Southwest has The bank clearings of the city
its Biggest Year

for the year amounted to $2,793,-

233,918, a gain of $282,754,673 over 1903, which

year had broken all the records along to that time.

The increase in 1904 over 1903 was 534 per cent.

Part of this gain, of course, was due to the World's

Fair. Most of it, however, represents an increase

in the permanent business activities of the city.

We predict that St. Louis clearings in 1905 will beat

the big record of 1904.

Missouti carried off in the agri-

Missouri Carries cultural department, at the
World's Fair, three grand
prizes, 49 gold medals, tor

silver medals and 102 bronze medals. The first

grand prize was awarded the State on its artistic

display of grasses and corn, its collection of grain

exhibits, wool, cattle and its experiments in the

feeding of cattle. Another grand prize is awarded

on melons and cantaloupes, corn, cob-pipe corn,
general display of oats, wheat, grass, alfalfa, blue

grass, white clover, red clover, red katlir corn,

sorghum and hemp displayed in measures. The

third grand prize was awarded the experiment

station of the University df Missouri, at Columbia,

on its display showing sixty-five varieties of wheat

and grasses.

E. Zimmerman, of Stonington, 111., was a visit-

ing buyer in this market the early part of last month.

E. L. Buley, of Monette, Mo., spent a few days

in St. Louis last month, stocking up for the spring

trade.

F. Ricketts, of Charleston, Ill., was a visiting

buyer in this market the early part of January,

replenishing his stock.
T. H. Vinyard, Piedmont, Mo., was a visiting

buyer in the St. Louis market for a day last month.

(Continued on page 237)

Off the Prizes
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America
still in lead!

Output 1904
One million and a quarter

Our unique casting construction embraces the

following features:

Hardest Steel Bearings.

Minimum Friction.

Superior Escapement.

Perfectly True Wheels.
Easy Repairs.

THE WESTERN CLOCK
MFG. CO.

Sole makers America and Strenuous Alarms

New York City Chicago
51-53 Maiden Lane TV Wabash Avenue

Factory

La Salle, Ill.

SOMETHING NEW

THE Ann Arbor Airtight Burner is the latest
and most improved device for use on hydro-
carbon lamps. This burner has been espe-

cially adapted for the use of the " Jena " air-hole
globes. The " Jena " globe has completely revo-
lutionized the gas burner business in America, and
is bound to have the same effect on the gasoline
burner. .

By using " The Jena " the highest possible effi-
ciency is attained. The air supply is taken in
through the air holes at the bottom of the globe.
The heating of the globe causes a draft, and as a result the greatest possible
amount of oxygen is burned. (See sectional cut.)

With this globe one-half more light is produced at the same cost-
150-candle power light at per hour. This burner can be fitted to any
under-generation lamp. Mail us the nipple which connects the burner to the
lamp, and we can send a burner that will fit exactly.

The burner will be sent complete with the " Jena " air-hole globe, and
mantle complete, etc., to any address upon receipt of $1.75. If cash accom-
panies the order we will PREPAY EXPRESS charges. We do not like to
open accounts for small amounts because of the excessive amount of bookkeep-
ing required. We therefore agree to prepay express when cash accompanits
order for these burners. Mail coupon to-day.

Equip Your

Gasoline
Lamps
with the
Ann Arbor
Airtight
Burner

February, 5905

COUPON

SUPERIOR MFG. CO., Ann Arbor, Mich.

Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $1.75, for which please send (express prepaid)
one on°, Ann Arbor Airtight Burner, complete with "Jena" globe and mantle.
This is with the distinct understanding that the burner may Fe returned at the
end of 3o days it not satisfactory, and the undersigned will receive from the
Superior Mfg. Co. $1.75, full price of burner.

SluPping Address 
{ Name

Address

Dale

Write for complete catalog of Lamps and Systems

SUPERIOR MFG. CO,
257 Second Street Ann Arbor, Mich.
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The new year has opened ver
y quietly in a

besiness way, the volume during 
the first two

weeks falling somewhat below t
hat done during

the same period of last year. 
The manufacturers

and jobbers have been kept fair
ly busy, however,

and the trade in general sees 
nothing alarming in

the quiet which invariably foll
ows the holiday rush.

the whole the past year has been a 
prosperous

one, and the consensus of opinion is that the

coming year will see a still heavier volume of

business.

Strike of
Diamond

About thirty diamond cutters

employed by Cincinnati dia-

Cutters mond dealers and setters went

on a strike early in the year,

having decided to participate in the univ
ersal strike

of all the cutters in the world, w
hich was ordered

by the national head of the union, 
who is located

at Antwerp. The demand of the un
ion is a reduc-

tion from ten to nine hours as a day
's work, a

Saturday half holiday, with pay, and twe
nty-five

per cent. increase over former pay, for six
ty hours

a week. The local cutters are all from 
Europe,

and belong to a union which is said to have 
been

organized 800 years back. Efforts have been

made at various titnes by Americans to 
get the

cutters to teach them the art, but this th
ey have

repeatedly declined to do.

Jesse Varnes, who stole a sam-

A Daring and 
pie trunk containing several

Desperate Thief thousand dollars' worth of goods

belonging to Fred. Thoma, of

the local house of Thoma Brothers, from 
the depot

platform at Fremont, Ohio, last fall, was 
convicted

in the court of that city some weeks ag
o, but had

not been sentenced when he cut his way 
out of jail

and made his escape. It appears that his wife

visited him with a package supposed to
 contain

eatables, in which was concealed a fine saw. 
With

the aid of this he managed to cut the 
bars to his

cell and to a window. Varnes is said to be a

desperate character. None of the plunder was

ever recovered, although operatives 
working in

the interest of the Jewelers' Security Al
liance have

located a barrel in the woods near town 
which had

been buried, but dug up after Varnes 
made his

escape, and which was supposed to have co
ntained

the stolen jewelry.
Two pennyweighters, dressed as

An Old Trick farmers, recently secured a ring

Again Successful valued at $55o, at Frank Her-

schede's store, on Fourth Street,

during a rush hour. The men were dressed as

farmers, and each asked to be shown so
me dia-

mond rings. While they were examining them,

one of the men dropped a cheap ring back
 into the

tray in place of a valuable set ring. Both then

departed without making a purchase, and as 
soon

as they reached the door the saleswoman 
discov-

ered the " switch," and gave the alarm. The
 men

managed to make their escape, however
, in the

crowd.
United States District Attorney Sherman

McPherson has filed an appeal in the United 
States

Circuit Court, from the decision of the B
oard of

General Customs Appraisers, in the matter of

the importation of a consignment of agates. 
The

stones were consigned to a computing scale 
com-

pany at Dayton, Ohio. Collector of Customs

KEYSTONE

Smith assessed the duty at fifty per cent. ad

valorum on the ground that they were precio
us

stones, cut but not set. An appeal was taken by

the importer to the General Board of Appra
isers

on the ground that they were precious stones
 not

otherwise provided for in the tariff duty. Th
e

shipment involved is valued at only about $5o
o,

but the outcome is of considerable interest to m
any

importers of the article. A similar suit is to b
e

brought in the Federal Court at New York City.

Fox Brothers have sold the lease which they

held upon the second floor of the Seasongood

Building, at Fourth and Vine Streets, to the Pike

Realty Company for $23,000. The building was

also purchased by the realty company for $28o,000,

and will become a part of the site for the large

modern hotel which is to be erected on Fourth

Street at an expense of about a million and a ha
lf

dollars. The ground was occupied by the 
Pike

Theater building, which burned down two 
years

ago, and which has never been replaced by 
any

other structure, because of litigation over the 
title.

C. L. Harding, alias Blazer, who was arrested

in Florida, by detectives and Government 
postal

inspectors, charged with having passed w
orthless

checks on the Duhmes, in this city, was tr
ied and

convicted a few weeks ago, after a hard
-fought

legal battle. He was sentenced to serve a 
term of

three years in the penitentiary. Blazer's wife tried

to prove an alibi for her husband, but the 
jury was

not sufficiently impressed by the evidence 
to disa-

gree. The authorities claim that Harding a
lso

operated at Columbus, Ohio, and Louis
ville, Ky.,

at which places warrants are still overha
nging him.

A hard fight was made in the States of 
Florida and

Georgia to prevent Harding being retur
ned to Ohio

to stand trial, and the detectives doged t
wo writs of

habeas corpus by secreting themselves 
and their

prisoner in the mail car until the train had 
crossed

other State lines.

D. Gruen, of the wholesale firm of Gruen
 &

pent two weeks after the holidays resting 
up

at 
Co.,
VVest Baden.

I. Oppenheimer, of Hahn & Oppenheim
er, has

recovered from a severe attack of typ
hoid fever,

but will not go on the road for the fi
rm until he

has completely recovered from his il
lness.

E. J. Fox recently spent two weeks in 
Chicago

in the interest of his firm, Lindenberg 
& Fox.

Dr. W. McLean Ayers, of 4 West S
eventh

Street, has sailed for Europe, where he 
will spend

three months studying under famous 
specialists.

While at Lausanne he will take a spec
ial course

under Haab, the famous oculist.
The long fight over the possession of the

estate of Moses Fowler Chase has practi
cally ended

by the surrender of all of his personal 
effects to his

father, by Mrs. Duhme, of this city, wh
o exercised

guardiansphip over the young man several
 years.

The annual meeting of the Hersch
ede Hall

Clock Company was held the second 
Monday of

the month, and resulted in the re-
election of all

the old officers. The report of the executive

officers showed that the company was in 
a thriving

condition and had completed a prosperous
 year.

Fred. J. Longden, with Albert Brother
s, who

was married to Miss Grimes, of Bluf
fton, Incl.,

some weeks ago, is back in the harness 
again, after

a honeymoon spent in the East. Mrs. Longden

will temporarily reside with her parents.

The family of Thomas Lovell, the well-kn
own

jeweler, of Race Street and the Arcade, who 
died

December 28th, are undecided as to the futu
re of

the business which he established many 
years ago.

There is a likelihood that it will be disp
osed of.

Mr. Lovell was ailing several months, and
 during

the past summer went to Europe in the 
hope of

recuperating his failing health. He had only 
been

home a short time when he became so ill 
that he

was forced to take to the sick bed from 
which he

never arose.
J. L. Gabrielle has been added to the forc

e of

the Gustave Fox Company.
Lee Kahn has joined the traveling forc

e of

Lindenberg, Strauss & Company.
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Designs for three archbishopric rings have

been made by the Gustave Fox Company and for-

warded to New York for approval. The rings are

to become the signet rings or the three newly-

appointed archbishops of the Roman Catholic

Church. The same firm has completed a crown

for the statue of the Lady of Lourdes, which graces

the grotto of a Covington church. The crown

Contains thirty-six jewels, and is a beautiful piece

of art work.
D. Jacobs, of the firm of Jacobs & Co., has

decided to give up the road and devote his entire

time to the growing business of the firm at home.

A. Cohn, Jesse Ray and I. Hirschfield have been

added to the traveling force of the company, and

are now out on the road.
Jos. Noterman & Co. have moved into larger

and more commodious quarters in the Excel
sior

Building, on Race Street, directly opposite their old

stand. "lhe new quarters consist of offices on the

second floor and the entire fifth floor for fac
tory

purposes.
J. 11. Ostendorf, senior member of the well-

known jewelry lirm of that name, at Vincen
nes,

Ind., died a few weeks ago at the age of sevent
y

years after a short illness. He had been in
 the

business for fifty-one years, and was well-known t
o

the trade. William Pflueger, of Jos. Noterman 
&

Co., and George Lockhorn, of Clemens Oskamp 
&

Co., attended the funeral and served as pall-bea
rers.

Virginia Harned, the popular actress who

recently gave a week's performance in this 
city,

while shopping, lost a hand-bag containing abou
t

$25,000 worth of diamonds and other jewels. 
The

bag was found by employees of the Knox stor
es

and was returned to Miss Harned, who was
 in a

worried state over her loss and had sent her 
maid

to make a round of the stores in which 
she had

been shopping in the hope of recovering her

property.
I. Schroeder, of A. G. Schwab & Br

other,

spent two weeks in Florida after the hol
idays, rest-

ing up from a busy season.
John Krohme, a former Cincinnatian now

located at Clarksburg, Va. was one of the buye
rs

from the Blue Ridge to visit the local trade duri
ng

the new year and leave some nice orders.

Adolph Wellinger, aged fifty-five, at one time

one of the most expert diamond cutters in this

section, is very ill at the Speers Hospital at Dayto
n,

Ky., suffering from tuberculosis, which has mad
e

deep inroads into his health in the past few month
s.

His friends do not expect him to survive his illnes
s.

Harry Arnberg, jeweler, at Fifth and John

Streets, had two visits from window smashers

during the past month, the second of which resulted

in the arrest of the thief while he was in the act of

trying to drive away with almost a wagon load of

plunder. The first robbery occurred on Christmas

morning, the thieves getting a half dozen watches

and a lot of rings and novelties. The second visit

was during the early morning hours of January ixth,

at which time the police appeared in time to make

an arrest and save to the jeweler a large amount
 of

jewelry which had been taken from the show

window and loaded into a wagon.
Mrs. Joseph Nurre, mother of Charles Nurre,

the Main Street jeweler, was married Christmas

morning to Philip Muehlback, a well-known school

teacher. The couple spent their honeymoon in

the State, and will make this city their future home.

Frank Kappes has opened a store at Olden-

berg, Ind., and was in the city several days buying

stock and fixtures.

The following were among the jewelers to visit

the city during the past month : A. K. Diefen
bach,

West Alexandria, Ohio 
' 
• Charles F. Kappes, St.

Paul, Ind.• Fred. J. Heintz, Lexington, Ky.;
 J. L.

Whisler, Marion, Ind.; G. H. Hansgen, Be
thel,

Ohio ; M. Sidwell, Elwood, Ind.; Edward I
srael,

Harrison, Ind. 
' 
• B. Zimmerman, Bainbridge

, 
Ohio;

William Hazlett, Louisville, Ky.; Joseph C. 
Meyer,

Harrison, Ohio •, Charles H. Haner, Ric
hmond,

Ind.; Edwin DeVoss, Wilmington, Ohio
' 

P.

mPerre, Maysville, Ky.; J. E. Zimmerman, 
New

Holland, Ohio ; Christopher Kreise, T
ippecanoe

City, Ohio 
' 
• Edward Dannacher, with Charles H.

Thompson & Co., Greensburg, Ind.; J. W. 
Tufts,

Mainville, Ohio ; Frank Kappes, Oldenberg, 
Ind.;

Philip Horr, Aurora, Ind.; J. F. Hornber
ger,

Lawrenceburg, Ind.; John Krohne, Clarksb
urg,

Va.; H. 0. Rohse, Cynthiana, Ky.; C. G.

Schlenker, Hickman, Ky.; Lee Schlenker, Eato
n,

Ohio ; J. A. Bagby, Mt. Sterling, Ky.; Charles

Rompel, Louisville, Ky.



2dement Combined Lathe Attachment

Replacing
I.—Plain Tailstock.
2.—Screw Tailstock.
3.—Swing Rest.

Jeweling Caliper.
4.—Slide Rest.
5.—Pivot Polisher.
6.—Filing Fixture.
7.—Roun ding-up-tool.
8.-1Iil1ing Fixture.
9.—Rusty Pinion Polisher.
to.—Profiling Fixture.
.—Turret Head.

I2.—Table Rest.

Just as advertised.
As strong us the lathe.

The accuracy and FINK WORK-
ANSIII P cannot be excelled.

aut omitt ie system.
A II ports intereliangeohle lilie the
1V.k1:111 \ )1

Waltham,
Mass. 5

h:1- ;Writ .11 lire StikiVr
1111 OW iVork. •

Cut your lathe work iii hvo and
double your salary.
You CEUTA I N IV

Postal will bring
to you On trial. We do it In
ually all over the ‘VORLD.

We have spent thousands to have
this tool JUST RIGHT.

has 30 advantages over A LL others.
CATALOGUE tells.

Yon can now aflbrd Lathe Attach-
ments. Ilere they all are, 12 in I.

Shown here as the

Rusty Pinion Polisher

For polishing new or rusty pinions.

Not necessary to remove the
wheel.

It works like a charm.

Is entirely new.

Stroke fully adjustable.

Set of 1 2 polishers furnished to
fit the different pinions.

It replaces all others. No others
replace it.

Small parts not ,Itown) furnished
in line untrue,

To do modern work you must have
modern tools. If you can't do the
work you can't get the pay.

Partial View of tile Mo in -Poore

We Achieved Our Success, Making Others Successful
You can also become successful by taking a course in the St. Louis

Watchmaking School, where Watch, Clock, jewelry Repairing, Engraving andOptics are taught by expert artisans as Instructors. Semi for our new
catalogue to-day.
ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, $815 Easton Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.

"■1■1111.1....

ESTABLISHED 1870

Manufacturers of the

Best
Gold Filled
Chains

on the market for the price

Perpetual Trembler
Scarf Pins and Brooches

are not only rapid sellers, but attract buyers of other
goods.

They are always in motion and people will stop to
"Wonder Why."

Order through your jobber, or send for catalogue
and names of nearest jobbers, to

PERPETUAL TREMBLER
Elmwood Station Providence, R. I.

H. D. NIERRITT COMPANY INCORPORATED 1904

North Attleboro, Mass.
THIRTY-FIVE YEARS of experience in manufacturing chains standsbehind our GUARANTEE that the H. D. MERRITT chains are the most satis-factory chains made.
Our goods are perfection. Our long experience, upright purpose and

up-to-date process of manufacturing, enable us to give you superior goods.We conduct our business on the principle that one of our chains sold tothe customer will sell another.
Ask your Jobber to see our new line. DO NOT accept anything said tobe as good. WAIT to see our new, artistic designs.
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The new year opened most

Trade Conditions
Encouraging auspiciously for the Kansas City

jewelry trade with a record of

unusually good collections following on the holi-

day business. Collections have been better than

ever before during the early year, and the 
whole-

sale jewelers take this as an indication
 of fine

spring trade and prompt payments. The holi
day

business was greater than anyone expected, and it

was especially gratifying to the jewelers to 
find

that the good business was to be followed 
with

quick collections. As usual at this time of ye
ar,

all the traveling men have been in, and the
 interval

has been taken up in invoicing and arranging 
the

travelers' outfits for their first trips of the year.

Nearly all of the traveling men for the big whole-

sale houses are now on the road, and all are

expecting record-breaking orders for the spring of

1905. While home for the holidays they ex-

pressed themselves as greatly pleased with the

outlook for business in the coming year.

If 1905 turns out to be a had

Trade Prospects year the entire wholesale and

for 1905 retail jewelry men will be proven

poor prophets. Everyone seems

to expect a big business, and of all the representa-

tive merchants and manufacturers here there is

not one who croaks about bad prospects. All are

thoroughly optimistic in their views, as is shown in

the following statements :

C. L. Merry, of the Merry Optical Company :

—" The time when the wholesale houses are the

busiest is not our most rushing season, but even in

what is usually called the !dull ' season for the

optical business we have no cause to complain.

Prospects are exceedingly rosy for the year just

beginning, which we expect to be the biggest year

in the history of our firm."

C. C. Hoefer, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Com-

pany :—" Our traveling men report things in excel-

lent shape in the territory around Kansas City, and

on their reports and the unusually good business

for this time of year we anticipate a very prosper-

ous year for the wholesale jewelers."

L. Meyer, of the Meyer Jewelry Company :—
" That business has been good is amply shown by

the fact that we have been obliged to greatly en-

large our factory. We are doing this not alone for

the expeditious handling of the work of to-day, but

in anticipation of a big business in the year just

beginning. We have found it necessary to enlarge

our working force also, and are working full

capacity all of the time."
N. R. Fuller, of the Edwards & Sloane Com-

pany :—" We look for 1905 to be the banner year.

Business conditions are excellent, collections are

good, and on this, as much as anything else, we

base the anticipation of extraordinary trade. The

country has recovered with remarkable rapidity

from the unusual combination of a world's fair

and an election in one year, and the holiday trade

was greater than usual."
The retail dealers express the same sort of

sentiments as do the wholesalers. Of course, this

is their dull season, but trade has held up remark-

K

ably well, and every prospect seems to be an

encouraging one. The Christmas trade was a

veritable harvest for the retail jewelers, and as is

usually the case in this prosperous section of the

country, the most expensive goods were the most

easily disposed of.
The Meyer Jewelry Company

has just about completed alter-

ations in its plant which were

made necessary some time ago

by the growing business. The material depart-

ment has been increased four times its former size,

and now occupies a large room separate from the

shop with which it connects by a short flight of

steps. The removal of the material department

into an additional room has left considerable space

in the factory which will be utilized for the accom-

modation of additional watchmakers and engravers.

The Meyer jewelry plant has grown so rapidly that

continuous changes have been made, and Mr.

Meyer, who is not content with even the extensive

alterations which have so far expanded his factory,

is carrying on negotiations for the construction of

a special building for its accommodation. No

further change will, however, be made for two

years, as the lease on the present quarters has that

length of time to run. At the end of that time

Mr. Meyer hopes to have quarters built especially

for him, which will furnish ample space.

One of the most peculiar and

A Daring daring diamond robberies that

Robbery has ever taken place in Kansas

City, took place Saturday night,

January 7th, at 7 o'clock. The robber smashed

the plate glass in the front of Gray & Kamber's

jewelry store, 614 Walnut Street, with a stove leg,

seized a double handful of jewelry and diamonds,

valued at nearly p000, and made his escape. One

of the proprietors of the store and three policemen

were within sight of the robber, but after a hot

chase were unable to catch him. Mr. Kamber said

that the value of the jewelry was nearly p000. He

missed four diamond rings, one of them containing

a two-carat stone, besides numerous other articles.

J. R. Mercer has returned from a trip to St.

Louis.
Miss Ethel McMillen has accepted a position

as bookkeeper in the office of Woodstock, Hoe
fer

& Company.
E. C. Cleveland, formerly with Woodstock,

Hoefer & Co., has gone to San Francisco, where

he is one of the traveling force of A. I. Hall & S
on.

D. P. Ingraham, formerly with the C. B. Norton

Jewelry Company, has joined the traveling force of

the Edwards & Sloane Co. He will cover the

territory formerly looked after by Mr. Dickinson,

who is no longer with the firm.

C. G. Dougherty, of Cleveland, Okla. Ter.,

was a visitor to the Kansas City wholesale houses

last month.
Frank Nabstedt,formerly engraver with Gurney

& Ware, has accepted a similar position with 
the

Meyer Jewelry Company.

D. B. Ward, of Woodstock, Hoefer & Com-

pany, is ill.
Joe Longelmeir, who has been in the employ

of the Meyer Jewelry Company continuously 
for

seventeen years, has retired from active work to

his farm near Olathe.

F. W. Meyer, iri8 Main Street, is ill at home

with la grippe.
C. A. Morris, of Odessa, was a Kansas City

visitor early in the month.

Samuel Bloom, Jr., traveling man for the

Meyer Jewelry Company, is laid up with a bro
ken

leg, caused by a fall on an icy pavement.

Continuous
Expansion

St. Louis Letter

The Reaction
Here From the
World's Fair

Continued from page 233)

t is noted with surprise by those

who are not familiar with the

general growth of St. Louis,

that no reaction has followed

the close of the World's Fair, but on the contrary,

current statistics show that the city's volume of

business is larger no%v than it was a year ago. It

is so in bank clearings, postal receipts, manufac-

turers' output, new buildings, real estate activity

and railway construction in the tributary region,

all solid indications of continued commercial expan-

sion. We believe we are safe in the prediction that

the year 1905 in St. Louis will be a bigger one in

business than any preceding period of twelve

months. There can be no mistake about it when

we say that no other large community in the United

States is growing more rapidly in population and

trade importance than St. Louis.

J. Wohlgemuth, of Eldon, Mo., spent a day in

this market last month, selecting goods for his

spring trade.
G. H. Weber, of Jonesboro, Ark., was a vis-

iting buyer in this market last month, selecting his

spring bills.
A. Y. Boswell, of Tulsa, Ind. Ter., was a

welcome buyer here last month, looking over the

market for late novelties for his spring trade.

William Brazeale, of Pacific, Mo., a familiar

figure in this market, spent a day here recently,

purchasing goods for the home store.

J. P. Gardner, of Sparta, Ill., spent a day here

recently, replenishing his stock after a good holi-

day business.
W. H. Wheeler, of Palmyra, Ill., spent a day

in this market last month, selecting goods for the

home store.
Edwin Bloser, with J. W. Cary & Company,

mourns the loss of his wife, who passed away

January 9th.
W. A. Kirkpatrick, of Oklahoma City, Okla.

Ter., spent a few days in town the early part of

the month, combining business with pleasure.

Michael Miesch, Jr., & Company, Muskogee,

Ind. Ter., were represented in the St. Louis market

for several days last month by Michael Miesch, Jr.,

who was here stocking up, after a large holiday

business. Mr. Miesch reports an unusually fine

Christmas trade, with bright prospects for a good

spring business.
L. A. Fassett, of the Weiss Jewelry Manufac-

turing Company, paid Chicago a hurried trip the

early part of the month on business.

A. Kurtzeborn, Jr., of A. Kurtzeborn & Sons,

has recently returned from a short business trip to

New York.
J. R. Musser, the widely-known and successful

retailer, of Kansas City, was in town a couple of

days the early part of the month on a business trip.

Sidney Bauman, of the Sidney L. and Morris

Bauman Company, is at his desk again, after a

fortnight's business trip to New York.

George R. Stumpf, the Franklin Avenue re-

tailer, mourns the loss of a father.

Ed. F. McKee, manager of the St. Louis

branch of the Geneva Optical Company, spent a

few days last month in Chicago, at the headquar-

ters of the company.

"I read The Keystone from cover to cover and

wish there was more. I have taken it since 1885

and expeet to for many years to come."—A. B.
Wilson, Jeweler, Greenfield, Ohio.



A Peerless Gem
WORTHY OF GRACING THE RICHEST JEWELRY STORE

IN THE COUNTRY

Here, gentlemen, are two illustrations of the hand-
somest case ever offered your trade. This case embodies
all the scientific principles that underlie the construction
of our "peerless" American Beauty floor cases.

There are absolutely no holes drilled through the plate glass;
no rivets used ; no danger, therefore, ever present, as in " bored "
cases, of the glass cracking, ii may be overnight.

We ship this case K. D. at low rate of freight, and guarantee
to replace all glass broken in transit absolutely free of charge to
the fiurchaser, f o. b. our city.

Could any factory offer you a better or more substantial
guarantee?

WRITE TO US AT ONCE. YOU CANNOT BUT

PROFIT BY CONSULTING US

Grand Rapids Show Case Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Warranted for 20 Years 
Our new line of 14 K. Shell Rings, stamped with

Fra■le-M uk

our registered trade-mark
for twenty years in con

Regi

are guaranteed to wear

stered 
stant use, and comprise

the most desirable styles of Signet, Solitaire, Tiffany and
Belcher Rings ; also a full line of Wedding Rings put
Up in attractive display trays and boxes.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.
101 Sabin Street, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.
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Colorado

Mks Harriett A. Morgan, eldest daughter
 of

S. C. Morgan, the retail jewel
er, of Longmont,

who has been an excellent assistant
 to the latter in

his store, was in irried recently
 to Frank I. Hunt-

ingdon, of Hot Sulphur Springs. The ceremony

was performed at the bride's ho
me, which was

haudsomely decorated for the occasion, and R
ev.

H. M. Mayo officiated. After partaking of a wed-

ding breakfast, the happy couple left 
for Indiana

to spend their honeymoon among the 
relatives and

friends at the old home of Mr. Huntingdon
. They

will return to Hot Sulphur Springs to ma
ke their

home. THE KEYSTONE jOinS in the congratulations.
Chas. E. Rose, the enterprising jeweler, of

Telluride,Colo., has favored us with new year issues

of the Pueblo Chieftain and the Ouray P
laindealer,

both of which contain exhaustive reviews 
of the

progress made by the Centennial State of late 
years

and especially during 1904. " Colorado and 
Tellu-

ride are all right," says Mr. Rose, and ver
ily such

they would seem to be, for the transformat
ion that

has been and continues to be wrought in t
his land

of mineral riches and balmy air is a wonder 
and an

inspiration.
Connecticut

The engagement of Miss Eva Jeannette Kay,

to Phineas T. Ives, the well-known retail 
jeweler,

of Meriden, has been announced. Miss Kay is a

musician of rare ability, and has become identi
fied

in the affairs of the Main Street Baptist Church
, of

Meriden. She is one of the most active and ear
nest

workers among the young people of the par
ish,

and belongs to the Farther Lights Circle and
 the

Christian Endeavor Society. Mr. Ives is essenti
ally

a self-made man ; lie has been a wonderful 
worker,

one who is now reaping the harvest which 
he so

carefully sowed. He is a Meridenite in every sense

of the word. His father was Clark E. Ives, a

grocer in that town thirty years ago, and Mr.
 Ives

now owns and maintains the picturesque old 
home-

stead near Hough's mills on Cheshire Street. 
He

is of old New England stock, and the fourth

Phineas Truman Ives. Mr. Ives is a member of

St. Elmo Comniandery, Knights Templar ; Pil
-

grims' Harbor Council, Royal Arcanum ; P
yramid

Temple, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, and 
ninny

other fraternal organizations.

Illinois

G. C. Ridings, the well-known jeweler, of Mor-

ris, has been receiving the condolences of his m
any

friends upon the demise of his wife, who, 
after an

illness of many years, passed away on the last day

of 1904, on the threshold of her sixty-ninth ye
ar.

Iowa

J. C. New, who has 'hitherto represented
 the

Jewelers' Guild, of Manchester, on the road
, is

now.employed as watchmaker by W. N. Boyn
ton,

retail jeweler, of the last-named town.
Matthew L. Jacquemin, of C. B. Jacquemin &

Co., Council Bluffs, died some weeks ago quite

unexpectedly, much to the regret of a large ci
rcle

of friends in the jewelry trade and in the busines
s

community generally. Death was caused by acute

Bright's disease. He had been ailing for a few

months, but was able to be about until a day or

two prior to his demise. Mr. Jacquemin was fifty-

two years old and a native of Luxemburg, Ger-

many. He came to this country with his parents

while yet a child, and upon attaining to maturity

he applied himself to the study of the jewelry

trade. He had been in business at Black Hills

prior to removing to Council Bluffs seventeen

years ago.
Kansas

C. H. Morrison, of Topeka, has been conduct-

ing a removal auction sale prior to changing his

location. In future he will give more attention to

the jobbing business.
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Louisiana

Wm. Frantz & Co., 833 Canal Street, New

Orleans, who for years have been official watch in-

spectors and adjusters for the L. & N., Q. & C.

and T. & P. railroads, have recently been ap-

pointed to a similar office for the I. C., and Y. &

M. V. railroads. As soon as the large 'Frisco &

Rock Island systems have entered the Crescent

City this firm will likewise become timepiece in-

spectors for these roads.

Maryland

The P. J. Smith Co., 96 Baltimore Street,

Cumberland, has executed some notable improve.

['lents in its premises. The old front was taken

out and a large plate-glass window put in, one in

which the wares of the company may be displayed

to a greater advantge. All the interior fixtures

were removed, a new steel ceiling put up and a

light blue color given the ceiling and side walls.

In place of the old-fashioned counter and show

cases, the company has placed in the store a num-

ber of crystal show cases, mounted on mahogany

stands. A finely equipped optical department is

also a feature. It was in 1862 that P. J. Smith,

senior member of the company, came to Cumber-

land. In 1865, with Chester Johnson the firm of

Johnson & Smith was formed. Later, the firni

dissolved and Mr. Smith continued in business for

himself. The firm of Smith & Poole was after-

wards started with Arthur Poole, junior partner.

On July 2, 1904, the P. J. Smith Co. was organ-

ized and incorporated with the following directors:

P. J. Smith, president and manager ; George P.

Ways, assistant manager ; Captain Daniel C. Lich-

liter, A. C. Willison and Joseph V. McKenna. The

present location has been occupied by the firm

twenty years.

Michigan

John Bessemer, the Hastings jeweler, has

lately been receiving the condolences of his friends

upon the recent demise of his wife. The late Mrs.

Bessemer had been in failing health for some time,

having had to undergo an operation some four

years ago, from the effects of which she never fully

recovered. Five children, together with her hus-

band, survive her. THE KEYSTONE extends sin-
cere sympathy to the bereaved family.

The Erickson Optical and Jewelry Store, of

Adrian, have issued an admirable booklet, entitled

" The Blinker," and largely devoted to an exploi
-

tation of the firm's refractive work. It is printed

on white enameled paper, in black ink and bound

in a cover of dark green. A photograph of C. F.

Erickson, optometrist, of the firm, forms a frontis-

piece ; and the first page contains a ready list of

the various lines of jewelry carried by the conc
ern.

Then follows, over the signatures of eight med
ical

doctors, a gratuitous tribute to the ability of Mr.

Erickson and a recommendation of him in all

cases in which glasses are indicated. Under the

respective names of " Laura Lean Jibley " and

" Marie Corheleigh," both melodramatically 
sug-

gestive, a short fictional episode is given, in one 
of

which the heroine's dazzling beauty is marred, 
her

lover's devotion chilled by her " inflamed, irritated

lids and eyeballs." But Erickson provides the

remedy and all is sunshine thereafter. The

" Corheleigh " incident is characteristically t
ragic

for the " proud queen," unconscious of Erick
son,

orders the execution of the poor scribe, wh
ose

chirography she could not decipher. There are

numerous other features in the booklet, am
ong

which may be mentioned an excellent talk on

watch, clock and jewelry repairing, and an a
stig-

matic test. The little book is well printed 
and

should prove a trade winner.

New Jersey

Frank H. Fry, the enterprising Burlington

jeweler, recently installed a large glass show-case,

running the full depth of his store, for the dis
play

of silverware and novelties. A very handsome

walnut wall-case has also been added. These im-

provements, which add so much to the convenie
nce

and beauty of his well-arranged store, were put in

with the double purpose of convenience to 
shop-

pers and to make more room for the optical

department of his business, which has always b
een

a feature, and under the successful managemen
t of
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Mr. Turner is increasing rapidly. By these changes

Mr. Fry has been able to provide a dark room, and

is thus completely equipped for refractive work.

Ralph Leitzell, of Scottdale, Pa., former stu-

dent of the Philadelphia College of Horology, ha
s

accepted a position with G. Sherman,of Morristown.

New York

In a few more weeks, Geo. H. Bassinger will

have entered upon his forty-fifth consecutive year

in the jewelry business at Glens Falls. He begai

in April, 186o, and his success is amply evidencta

by his long record of continuous business activity.

North Carolina

The marriage of A. Homer Hawkins, of W. H.

Hawkins & Son, Hendersonville, to Miss Lalla

May Pace, has been announced. The interesting

event was solemnized on January 1st. THE KEY-
STONE unites with their ninny friends in extending
hearty felicitations to the happy couple.

North Dakota

W. A. Persey, of Washburn, was a liberal user

of newspaper advertising space during holiday

time. One elaborate announcement of his was

particularly suited to the busy season, when people

have little time and less inclination to read lengthy

descriptions of wares, for it consisted merely of a

list of suitable presents, classified for men, women

and children, and quoted at minimum prices.

Ohio

The show window of Davis & Sons' jewelry

store, at Galion, was broken with a stone before

daylight, some weeks ago, and jewelry valued at

poo taken. A policeman in passing the store soon

afterwards noticed what had occurred, and he

immedialely telephoned to the force on duty at the

railroad station to arrest all suspicious looking

persons. Meantime, the jeweler and his assistant

had arrived and noted the extent of the loss. In a

coal shed near the station the two perpetrators

were discovered, and before capture they threw

the spoil in all directions. When taken, however,

one of the men, Harry A. Mitchell, of Piqua, Ohio,

had in his possession a pair of pearl inlaid opera-

glasses bearing the private cost-mark of Davis &

Sons ; while the other, Charles W. Portz, of Troy,

N. Y., carried in his pocket a pearl stud in a satin-

lined box bearing the firm-name. When arraigned

before the mayor, one pleaded guilty to the bur-

glary and the other to larceny. Each gave his age

as seventeen years, w bile they look to be respec-

tively twenty-three and twenty-one years. The

mayor bound the burglars over to the Common

Pleas Court in the sum of $500 each, making the

bond pretty high, so that if they are members of

an organized band their friends will have trouble

securing their release. It afterwards developed

that they had been about town on the previous

day in quest of work as window-washers, no doubt

with a dubious object.
The marriage of G. A. Hudson, of Mrs. A.

Shibley's jewelry store, Wooster, to Miss Florence

Kipfer, was solemnized last month. The groom

learned his trade under Arthur Everitt, of Albu-

querque, New Mexico, and afterwards spent eight

months in the Bradley Horological Institute. He

took charge of the watch repairing and optical

department of Mr. Shibley's store nearly one year

ago, and is considered a first-class workman. The

bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John W.

Kipfer and is esteemed by a large circle of friends.

THE KEYSTONE tenders felicitations.

Pennsylvania

Watchmaker Simon G. Rupley, Mercersburg,

has accepted a position in the jewelry store oi

W. T. Jenkins, Waynesboro.

Virginia

The co-partnership hitherto existing between

I. Iteuben and P. J. Taylor, in the firm of Reuben
& Taylor, at Emporia, has been dissolved by

mutual consent, and Mr. Taylor, having purchased

the interest of Mr. Reuben, will continue the busi-

ness under his own name. .
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Shall Retail Jewelers Organize?

Ell. KEYSTONE :—In these clays of combina-

tions and organizations of capital, labor, mer-

chants, craftsmen, etc., it seems as though, for

self-protection, the retail jewelers ought to form

an organization of national scope, to work for the

benefit of the metnbttrs.
I have interviewed personally and by letter a

great many Illinois jewelers on the subject, and in
each instance I have put the question, "On what lines

will an organization be of benefit to the retail trade."

Answers have been numerous and I will men-
tion and argue for the ones that were incorporated

in almost every letter or reply.
I. The regulation of the guarantee feature.
2. The relations between wholesaler and

retailer.
3. To establish a uniform list of prices for

repairs.
4. To hold annual State and national conven-

tions.
The guarantee feature of the retail jewelry

business has become a vexatious burden to the
trade. It is abused to a remarkable extent by our

patrons. Only a few days ago a young man came

into my store and handed me his watch, with the

usual remark that he " wanted it fixed and fixed

right." I had sold the watch to him eight months

previous to this time, and had given him the usual

guarantee, which stipulated that " I guarantee to

keep said watch in repair for a period of 12 months

free of charge, providing repairs became necessary

from defective parts or mechanism ; but in case the

watch is dropped or broken, or in any way injured

because of rough usage, charges will be made

according to repairs done." Within three months

he brought it back with a broken mainspring. I

put a new one in without charge. In a few more

weeks he again brought the watch, this time with a

broken cock jewel. I put in a new one, and make

a moderate charge, but he objected. Rather than

hopelessly offend him, I let it go gratis. The

young fellow proceeded to break it immediately,

and decided that coal oil was the remedy. He

" soaked her " as he put it, and " still it didn't go,"

so he brought it back again to be " fixed right."

I found the roller pin and pallet stones loose by

the action of the coal oil on the shellac, also the

cock jewel broken again. I put the watch in order

once more and the fellow was strenuous in his ob-

jections to the charge of $1.25. I draw two con-

clusions from this experience.

Ise That I should not have donated the first

jewel.
2d. That jewelers should use a printed form

of guarantee, stating that springs only are apt to

break and that they alone are guaranteed. The

repair feature is the greatest leak in the profit tank

of the retailer, and should be plugged up tight.

Another subject for the consideration of such

an organization, would be the relations existing be-

tween the wholesalers and retailers. Some of the

latter seem to think that some of the former are too

precipitate in the matter of making collections,

and a better understanding might be brought about

if we could treat with them as an organization.

The benefit of a uniform price of repairs in the

retail jewelry store will be understood without any

K EYSTONE February, 19o5

elaboration, also the advantages of the State and

national conventions.
I am ready to start the ball rolling in Illinois

by calling a meeting at Springfield, anytime, but

should like to receive letters from the jewelers of

this State, suggesting the date.
Yours truly,

Nokomis, Ht. S. M. STRAIN.

A New Watch Balance
ED. KEYSTONE enclose a drawing of a

balance for which a patent is pending, and would

like to ask the opinion of your readers in regard to

it. The idea is to make a self-acting regulator by

fastening to the free end of a balance arm a rod

which will slide in and through the solid part of

the balance carrying a weight which, if the balance

arms contracts, will move out and move in when

the balance expands, and at the same time

strengthen the wheel. In my experience of over

ten years' trade work I have always noticed that

/0

watches will not keep time because watchmakers

do not true the balances, having had cases where

I took twenty-eight washers from one balance ;

truing the wheel and the watch would run within

thirty seconds a day without timing. • There is,

however, one thing which it seems impossible to

overcome in the present-day balance, and that is,

that a true wheel will become untrue without any

apparent cause, due, most likely, to the spring in

the steel which, in most cases, has a tendency to

expand. It is this that I am seeking to overcome

by providing a sliding weight which will overcome

any wrong expansion or contraction of the arms.

My drawing is only the crude idea somewhat

magnified to show the points better.
Yours truly,

St. Louis, Mo. C. C1"1.MAN.

The Watch that Lost Three Hours
a Day

ED. KEYSTONE :—Tile January number of THE

KEYSTONE IS certainly an ideal number, and one

that I have enjoyed. In reading the " Workshop

Notes " in that issue I notice a question from

" In Poise " regarding a certain watch that loses

about three hours a day unaccountably. This

reminded me of a P. S. Bartlett, eighteen size

movement No. 130336, which was brought to me

last September with a complaint that while the

watch would, or was thought to, run all the time,

yet it would lose three or four hours every day.

The watch, which was on old one, had been
repaired a few months previously by a jeweler in
Oklahoma, and the trouble began after this. Upon
examination I found that the cannon pinion had
fourteen leaves instead of twelve, as it should have
had, which allowed the hour hand to drop back
very much every day, although the minute hand
would go all right.

After a few hours running the hour hand would
be half way between hours when the minute hand
was at twelve. The Oklahoma man had evidently
either by mistake, or otherwise, put in a wrong
cannon pinion. A change in the pinion made it
all right. Thinking that some other watchmaker

might encounter the same trouble I mention this

experience. This watch is owned by an Irishman,

and he thinks that if I cannot fix a watch others

needn't try—but the man is very much mistaken.

The watch has been carried for thirty-five years,

and he prizes it very highly.
Yours truly,

Sabina, Ohio. J. W. SPARKS.

Jewelry Manufacturing City in
Germany

The city of Pforzheim, in Baden, is the leading

jewelry manufacturing city in Germany, and its

salesmen travel in almost every country in the

world. There are 650 or more factories in the city,

where over 25,000 working people are employed.

Some of the largest factories employ 450 workmen,

while many of the smaller employ but from 5 to

10. The jewelry manufactured consists chiefly of

chains, brooches, pins, novelties in gold and silver,

and gun-metal goods. The shipment of jewelry to

the United States fell off considerably in 1904. In

1903 it amounted to about $150,000..
Some of the Pforzheim manufacturers buy

their wire in the United States for the manufacture

of rope chain. This American wire is frequently

reimported into the United States in the form of

rope chain. The Pforzheim manufacturers admit

the superiority of Ameican-made seamless wire

and tubing, used in the manufacture of jewelry.
They say the American manufacturer obtains better

results from his workmen, and also speak of the
superior adaptability of the American workman.

Complaint is made of the numerous holidays taken
by the Pforzheim workmen, and of their tardiness
in returning to work on Mondays.

The Pforzheim manufacturers have made busi-

ness a success, however, and are making over

$2,000,000 worth of jewelry a month, and the work-

men's monthly pay-roll amounts to over Moo,000.

Gold Watch for Speaker Cannon

A handsome gold watch, appropriately in-

scribed, was presented to Speaker Cannon it

Washington, on January 4th, and he will henceforth

wear it in place of the 65-cent " chronometer "

which was given to him as a reward for a political

speech delivered at Waterbury, Conn., in the cam-
paign. Mr. Cannon, says the New York Tribune',

was secretly convinced that his speech was worth

perhaps a trifle more, but he has declined to admit

it, even to his most intimate friends, so when this

further recognition of his stumping efforts was re-

ceived, the speaker proceeded to recast his esti-

mate of the commercial value of Republican

speeches in Connecticut. The gold watch was

made by the New England Watch Co., of Water-

bury, and was forwarded to Representative Lilley

for presentation to the speaker.

Its

people make it easy for them to buy

" New England " Watches : A good assort-

ment shown in the window sells them with-

out any trouble : Order by number from this

advertisement.

NEW ENGLAND WATCH COMPANY
Waterbury, Conn.

37-39 Maiden Lane, New York 131 Wabash Ave., Chicago
Spreckels Building, San Francisco

/
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The Watch House of Philadelphia
Rmillcomd. WmAcheo

SpeamAy

THE extension of the railroad watch inspection system to
practically all the great railroads of the country is a boon

to the jewelers who enjoy the patronage of railroaders. We
are now showing an unusually large stock of all the grades
and makes acceptable to the official inspectors, and can fur-
nish all necessary supplies promptly and satisfactorily.

New spring stocks in all lines are now ready.

Additional space and

increased force of skilled

workmen, combined with

our unexcelled equipment,

make it possible to do

Thilluo„buEl Sono
114 South Tenth Wco, fe)hfiliadellphfiz, in the way of manufactur-

ing and special work.

BOOKS FOR
Railroad Watch Inspection makes
imperative a high standard of
watch repair work. No watchmaker
can pretend to competency now-
a-days who is not a thorough
master of adjustments. For this
reason no ambitious repairer can
afford to be without the one
standard treatise on this subject,

THE WATCH
ADJUSTER'S MANUAL

the only complete and practical guide in
adjusting watches and chronometers for
isochronism, position, heat and cold. Third
Edition now ready.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $2.50

,10s. 5(1

THE BENCH
System in Watch Work demands
that a complete record be kept of
all watches repaired. This can be
done in a moment by using the
right kind of watch record book.
E. L. Spencer, Richmond, Ind.,
writes " Send me at once one

Keystone Record Book
of Watch Repairs

I have used this style for years and none
other satisfies me." This is the opinion of
thousands of jewelers who have a thor-
oughly systematized repair department. The
book has space for 1600 entries, with printed
headings.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00

(4s. 2t1.1

PuBv" THE KEYSTONE, 19th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Is Bigness an Argument?

There's no virtue in mere bigness in itself. It's

the kind of bigness that counts—the reason for the

bigness is the only thing worth considering.

The manufacture of BOSS Cases was begun fifty-

one years ago in a wee shop, with wee capital. The

growth of that little shop into the present huge

factory, and the progress of the public's faith from

the first timid acceptance of the Filled Case idea to

the present world-wide recognition of the superior

merits of the BOSS, are not events that happened over

night. The solid growths are slow an oak is years

in maturing, a mushroom springs to perfection be-

tween two dawns; and the mushroom's "perfection "

is not the standard of the oak's. The reputation of

the BOSS Case is of that slow, solid growth which

endures; and this mighty oak now towers above the

plain, affording sustenance and shade to the mush-

rooms that have sprung up between its roots.

24oe

......
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The bigness of this Keystone Case business is

simply the measure of the world's appreciation of our

product. The kind of its bigness is the fact worth

while ; for it is the reflection of the superiorty of the

cases. There is glory in mere size, when great size is

the logical reward for great goods!

The voice of the majority, in the democracy of

watch case buyers, is a judgment from which there

is no appeal. This majority affirms that the BOSS

is the best in Filled Cases. It is the choosing of

this majority, continuous though every year and

every day of Filled Case history, which has made

the bigness of the Keystone business. The pre-

ponderance of BOSS sales in the markets of the world

is the result of the operation of the law of " natural

selection " and justifies the boast of that kind of

bigness which results from doing things best.

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

19th & BrOW11 Sts., Philadelphia
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The "round-up"
of our Inventory

Our annual stock-taking brings to light the remainder of our stock of
"Standard" Electric Clocks, the making of which has been discontinued
so as to give room for a larger product of New York Standard Watches.
We shall now close these out to quick buyers at the uniform price of

$o 12.50, net
At this extra-special pr.ce the goods will easily stand a selling
profit of ioo per cent. and there is absolutely nothing in the
market of equal value for the price.

(All have 12-inch Dials ; average 49 inches high)

No. lo No. 40
(Dial off; showing Movement)

No. 44 No. 46

We would impress on our friends the wisdom of taking advan-
tage of this opportunity while it is still open—for it cannot last
long. Of one of the four patterns only 13 are left. Single
buyers have taken more than that number—one jeweler has sold ¢o.
Therefore, " now or never " to make the biggest Clock profit in your
experience.

"Standard" Electric Clocks
Will be closed out direct to The Trade, from the factory. Address

New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, Nev Jersey

Our new

0 Size, Pendant Set

movements are now ready for delivery by the

jobbing trade.

They will speak for themselves, when you

see them. They will speak for you, when your

customers wear them.

Do not wait for the hard-to-get time, when

everybody will realize their superiority over current

products, grade for grade. Order now and

order freely.

Lever-Set United States Movements, in
0 and 16 sizes, are now discontinued.

United States Watch Co.
of Waltham, Mass.

240,Z
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"Eternal hustle, coupled with honesty and integrity
is the just price of success."-s... B.

We expect a splendid trade for the Spring, as the jobbers are already placing large orders.
Our new line is a winner. Those who have seen it call it a daisy. Send for one of our beauti-
fully embossed signs, 19" x 23". Will express it free of charge. Also ask for our velvet show-
case mats.

S. 0. Bigney 0 Co.
New York Office, 3 Maiden Lane Factory, Attleboro, Mass.

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of toe Horological School, of Loola Switzerland, and
HERMANN GnossmaNN, Director of the Horological and Electro-Mechanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES MILAN, JR., Charleston. S. C. Former pupil of the
Lode Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continued. Part XIV.)

The figures given in the preceding calculation, 36 for the
minute wheel and 40 for the hour wheel, are very often employed in
practice ; one then gives 12 leaves to the cannon pinion and to to
the minute wheel pinion.

Evidently other groups can be formed, such as these:

A = 23 X3 = 24
B = 22 X 3 X 5 = 6o,

Of

or, again,

A = 25 = 32
B -=- 32 X 5 = 45,

A = 2 X 3 X 5 = 3o
B=24 X 3 48,

The verification always gives :

24 X 6o 32 X 45 30 X 48
— 

12 X 10 — 12 X IO — 12 X IO 
12.

In small watches or low-priced ones, a cannon pinion of io
leaves and a minute-wheel pinion of 8 leaves are often used ; this
gives for the wheels :

12 X to X 8 = A B

26 X3X5 = A B.

The two groups ordinarily employed are:

A = 2 X 3 X 5 = 30
B = 25 = 32.

Sometimes, also, a cannon pinion of 14 leaves is used and a
minute-wheel pinion of 8 leaves ; it then becomes

12 X 14 X 8 = A B

from which one can make 

A = 22 X 7 = 28
B = 24 X 3 = 48.

These last two cases always give

3o x 32 28 x 48 12.
x 8 14 X 8

151. If it were desired to make the dial wheels of a watch
whose dial was divided into 24 hours, the question would not be
aiw more crplex,. since one would only have to' solve the equa-
tion

4 et b A B -

Take, for example, a = 12 and b = To, one would have

24X 12X 10 = A B

2 6 X 32 X 5 = A B,

A = 24 X 3 =48
B = 22 X 3 X 5 = 60.

48 X 60 — 24.
12 X IO

152. If the same dial ought to show, by means of two pairs of
hands of different color or shape, the division of time into 24 hours
and the division into 12 hours (Fig. 30), it would be easy to use
the same cannon pinion and the same minute wheel for both sets

and

and

from whence

Proot

(241)

of wheels ; one need only add a second pinion, c, fastened on top of

the first 
e first, 

wheel.
t,andgearing in a second hour wheel, C, loosely fitted onh 

Admitting for the first train

Cannon pinion 12 leaves, Minute wheel 36 teeth,
Minute pinion to leaves, Hour wheel 40 teeth,

one should have for the first train

36 X C
42 —

12 X C.

choosing for c 6 leaves, one will have

36 X C
24 —

12 x 6'
from whence

24 X 12 X 6
C = — 48;36

one will have correctly
36 X 48 

24 = 12 X 6 •

The two minute hands are fastened on the axis of the cer tcr
wheel, since in both cases they should execute one turn in an
hour ; their angle of divergence once being determined, will remain
permanent.

153. Calculation of the numbers of teeth in the wheels of an
astronomical clock (seconds regulator) which should run 33 days,
the weight having a droft of 830 mm. The cord unwinds from a
cylinder whose radius is 15 mm., in which is included half the
thizciy.kieness of the cord. This cord is supfiosed to run through ap 

Solution : Since the cord runs through a pulley, it unwinds
from the cylinder a length equal to twice the descent of the weight,
therefore, 166o mm. On dividing this length by the circumference
of the cylinder, 2 Ir r, we will obtain the number of turns executed
by this cylinder during the descent of the weight ; therefore,

1660 — 17.6 ... turns.
2 X 3.1416 X 15

The cylinder makes, then, 17.6 turns, while the weight
descends 830 mm.; or, according to the data, during 33 days,
or, again, during 24 X 33 = 792 hours.

One turn of the cylinder will then be effected in

792
17.6 

= 45 hours.

Consequently, while the wheel fixed on the arbor of the
cylinder (fusee wheel) makes one turn, the wheel carrying the
minute hand must execute 45.

One sees at once that, in order to avoid having too great a
number of teeth, one should introduce an intermediate pinion a
and wheel B between the fusee and the center wheel (Fig. 31).

(Continued on ,6age 243)
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IT S. !lint, Philadelphia.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by

1Z express.
About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage charges

are deducted and return expressage to pay.
The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which

there is no recourse.
Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold

($r to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from t5 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

"1,11ffli
95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by to doing, Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

7. MA Ell ill ANITA& 6111
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57 Washington St..
Chicago.
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Lessons in Horology

(Continued from page 241)
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In order to determine the numbers of teeth in the fusee and in

the intermediate wheel, as well as for the pinions a and b, one
would employ the equation (3)

AR
n" n a b '

in which n" = 45 and n = I. If we should choose pinions of

18 and 16 leaves, we will place
i6 to

aXrait8 Xed in ==priA 

B.

iactors givesThe first member s4e5p

25 X 34 x 5 A B,

which can be grouped in the following manner :

A = 22 X 3 = 108

B = 28 X 3 X 5 -= 120

We would have, correctly,
108 x 120

45 18 x t6 '

To determine the numbers of teeth suitable for the other
mobiles, let us note, first, that since the pendulum of this regulator

should beat one oscillation per second, an escape wheel with 30

teeth should execute one turn in a minute (71). One can then

//pi/ I //,

tit

Fig. 31

fasten the second hand on the prolongation of the axis of its

pinion d. The escape wheel executes then 6o turns, while the

center wheel makes I, and one will have, on employing pinions
of 12 and to leaves, 60 x 12 x to = C D,

or

hich can give
25 X 32 X 52 =

 CD,

C = 2 X 32 X 5 = 90
D =- 24 X 5 80.

As proof, one will have correctly
60 90 X So 

12 X 10

154. If, in place of running 33 days, one desired a clock

running 13 mon//is, what should be the numbers of teeth in tlw

wheel-work, with the same data as that in the preceding problem?

243

Solution : Thirteen months calculated at the rate of 30 days is

equal to 390 days or 9360 hours. One places

n'" A 13 C
a b '

for one sees that, in order to avoid having wheels with too many

teeth, a second intermediate wheel must be introduced between the

fusee and the center wheel. One will then have

9360 A B C
17.6 — a b '

that is to say, while the fusee wheel makes 17.6 turns the center

wheel should make 9360.
Since the numerical expression

9360
17.6

cannot be employed because of the fraction in the denominator, we

will transform it by means of the following operation int() an

equivalent fraction, having as denominator a whole prime minthcr :

9360
17.6 -- 53".."

multiplying ptlyieng this quotient by r, one obtains the whole number

5850, 
9360 585o
17.6 -- II •

One will have, consequently,

- 19 abc=ABC

In choosing the numbers of leaves for the pinions, care m
ust

be taken that II is found as factor in one of these 
numbers, in

order to be able to eliminate the denominator. Let us take, then,

the figures 22, 16 and 14 ; we will have

585° X 22 X 16 )< '4

and
27 x 32 x 52 x 7 x It X 13 _ABC

xi

After cancellation, one could form the following groups :

A = 28 X 3 -= 192
2 X 5 X 13 1303 x5 x 

7105.

If one found these values too great, one could choose 
pinions

with fewer numbers ; for example, to, ii and 12 leaves, and 
one

would have, in an analogous manner,

A = 23 X 3 X 5 = 120

B = 2 X3 X13 = 78

C = 3 X52 75.

For both cases we would have correctly,

1022 x 1130 x 1105 120 X 78  X 75 58502 x 6 x 4 
12 X ii X TO II

For the other wheels of the train, the case is 
the same as in

the preceding example.
By introducing a third intermediate wheel, one

 could succeed

in making such a clock run for to 
years, but there exist practical

disadvantages which make this combination seldom 
used.

155. How to determine the number of teeth 
in a third Wheel

which has been lost, knowing that the 
balance should beat 18,000

oscillations per hour and knowing the numbers 
of teeth in the other

wheels and pinions P
Solution : Let us call x the unknown number and let the

Center wheel have So teeth, Third wheel pinion to leaves

Thi
I x

rd ' Fourth '' 4t m if

Fourth " " 70 " Escape " I 6 7

Escape " 
4 4 

15 
i 4

The formula (8) admits of placing

80 X --x' X 70 X 2 X 15 
10 X 10 X 7

or, simplifying.

and

180oo —

18000 ----- 240 X,

x8000
X r--- 75 teeth.

240

The lost third wheel, therefore, had 7
5 teeth.

(TO BE CONTINUIED)
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HOLD YOUR TRADE
by handling Bassett chains—quick sellers,

big profit makers and satisfaction
guaranteed. Select styles for

fastidious purchasers—pop-
ular styles for all.TIE TO

BASSETT CHAINS
and Avoid Dead Stock
and Dissatisfaction

THE BASSETT JEWELRY CO.

NEW YORK OFFICE

Factory

Manufacturers' Building, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CHICAGO OFFICE
37 Maiden Lane Masonic Temple Vaults

MINNEAPOLIS OFFICE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE
617 Lumber Exchange 120 Sutter Street

63e. to $1.3:5 each

THE IMPROVED

Gardner Inkstand
The Best Inkstand in the World

The !la ner Inkstand is su-
perior to any other make, for
the following reasons: 1. It.
provides against evaporation,
which 80011 earns its cost by the
saving in ink. 2. Its peculiar

construction prevents dust and dirt from getting in the iuk, allowingit to retain its freshness its long as it lasts. 3. Absolute simplicity—there being nothing to get out of order. 4. Its convenience—for itcan be used in the pigeon hole of a desk if desired, and there is no danger of spilling if anythinghits it. B. The pen, in writing, is always in position for dipping.

Me. to $1.35 each

ROYAL INKSTAND
inkstand troubles. It is well klIllw II that in ordinary inkwells thelose by evaporation is very great. It is also known that evaporationcauses inks to thicken and become full of sediment. Such inks willrapidly incrust a pen and end its usefulness. It was to avoid thesetroubles that the Royal Inkstand was designed.
Inkstand, same as cut, retails 25c. Six other styles, 25c. to $1.00 each.Special Discounts to Wholesale and Retailers.
Write for Catalogue and Discount Sheet.

C. H. NUMAN, Sole Manufacturer104 Fulton Street, NEW YORK, N. Y.

We do RELIABLE
Silver-Plating

and

Silverware
Repairing •

.9

Can this be Repaired? Yes!

We Repair any
article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old oan,broken or melted off, the same as new.

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Silva,Old 13ronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Sercomb Company 1429 Wabash Aye,
CHICAGO

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. N. SPERRY, Manager

TRADE MARA,

We make 10 KARAT 10 K. Rings

Damm & Block, Buffalo, N. Y.

February, 1905 THE KEYSTONE

THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade in technical

instruction we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

In book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will be sent postpaid to any part of the
world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XXIV. Begun in March, ieo3)

We devoted more attention to the subject of ring engraving than

at first thought seems necessary, but it is a class of work that is some-

what neglected, and yet even a jeweler in a small city has much of

it to do. Old English, Roman or block letters are so seldom cut

inside of rings that instruction in reference to them is here

deemed inexpedient. It would, indeed, be little more than a

waste of time and space.
The manner in which some engravers, especially

those who do both engraving and watch work,

care for their gravers does not reflect much credit

upon their care of tools. We often find gravers

in jewelry stores that are thrown promiscuously in the drawers of a

watchmaker's bench, one on top of another, the end of the gravers

coming together, etc. After a graver has been put in order it

should be kept in that condition, and if it is not convenient to lay

it ill a drawer ill such a manner that it will not come in contact

with any other graver, especially the point, the gravers can be

placed on the top of the bench by making a little holder for them

composed of two pieces of wood and a nail or a screw. Such a

holder is shown at Fig. 95. There can be two

rows of holes drilled in the top of the holder,

which revolves on a base, the two pieces

being held together by means of a screw or

nail, with as many holes in the top as is neces-

sary. Usually, about fifteen or eighteen gravers

can be held in a fair-sized holder. The gravers

are stuck down into the top of the holder, which

should be about thick. When an engraver

has finished using a tool it is very easy to put it

back in its place, and then he will be sure it

will be in the same condition as he left it when

next he wants to use it. The gravers can be

marked by numbers or letters on the extreme

edge of the top of the table if the engraver so

desires. It would not, however, be necessary

to do this, because the points of the graver

would be visible and the tool wanted could be quickly selected.

For those who do engraving, or those who do engraving and

watch work, and have room enough for a table for each, a table as

shown at Fig. 96 is the best shape for engraving. The gravers can
be laid along the top with
the points toward the oper-
ator as here shown. Small
shelves can be placed under
the table at the right and left
for oilstones, oil can, etc.
A table of this description
can be made very cheaply,
and would well repay the
watchmaker who has suffi-

cient room, and for the engraver who does engraving only it is

almost a necessity. A table of this description should be 3 feet

long by 2% feet wide, and should be about 6" higher than an

ordinary table. It should be made strong and secure, not nec-

essarily of hard wood ; however, the hard wood would be better.

In inscription work there is a greater opportu-

nity for an engraver to show his ability than in any

other class of engraving. He, however, may

demonstrate his ability as an artist better in orna-

mental work than in any other class of work, but inscriptions,

even though they be composed entirely of script letters, will require

The Care
of Graven

Fig. 95

Fig. 96

Engraving Inscrip-
tions in Script

more ability and judgment on the part of the artist than any other

class of work. There are certain rules that can be laid down for

inscription work that will be here applied to script only, but the

same principles can be applied to more ornamental work when we

reach that stage. The great difficulty in engraving script inscrip-

tions is not. only in laying the work out in such a way as to have it
begin and end correctly, and the right number of words on each

line with the proper prominence given to each word, but the

necessity of maintaining perfect harmony throughout the entire

inscription, allowing no one line to appear heavier or closer to the

preceding or following line than any other line or lines. Of course,

some words would of neressity have to be made larger than others,

but they should in such cases be given sufficient space to appear

correctly. It is often found that where an engraver has engraved

one line a little heavier than others, and has allowed the same space

between the top of said line and the bottom of the preceding line,

and the bottom of said line and the top of the following line, it will

make that particular portion of the inscription appear heavier than

the remainder. This would be especially noticeable if it were an

inscription to be printed in black ink on white paper. Of course, it

would not be as noticeable if cut on the metal to read from the

metal. An engraver may be very clever in cutting with a tool,

and be able to cut out several styles of letters, and yet he will find

when he comes to bring all those styles together in one combination

of words or sentences, and give due prominence to each, that there

are elements of skill to be brought into action that have not or will

not be necessary in any other class of work. In other words, a

man may be able to engrave any piece of gold or silver in a jewelry

store, including cipher monograms, with remarkable skill and

rapidity, but when he comes to bring several lines together in one

combination of sentences, giving the proper prominence to each

word, the task will be more difficult than any work that he has

previously experienced, yet the difficulty can be overcome if the

advice here laid down is followed strictly.
The great trouble with most beginners is that
they do not guard sufficiently against errors, or
are not as accurate in the detail of their work
as they should be. If the details of the work

or the preliminaries are properly carried out, and with a mind

properly concentrated on the work in hand, little difficulty will

be experienced. As a rule, those who suffer most from diffi-

culties in any class of work are those who are negligent in

other duties, especially in technical work, not giving proper con-

sideration and thought to the technicalities necessary to lay the

foundation for the beginning of the work. This will be found true

by those who have followed this work from the beginning in refer-

ence to putting a graver in order. They know at the present time

how to put a graver in order as it should be, but if they had not

had the technical instructions to start with it would be impossible

for them to do as good work as they are or should now be doing.

Great care should be exercised in inscription work to so write the

inscription that the right word begins each line. If the engraver

should not be sufficiently educated himself to know just how to form

the inscription, it is an easy matter for him to have the customer or

some other person advise him as to the correct manner of laying

out the inscription. Great care should be exercised with reference

to the beginning of words with capitals or not. Sometimes it is

found advisable to begin other than proper nouns or beginning of

sentences with capitals. There are a great many instances where a

common noun, beginning with a capital in an inscription, appears far

better than it would if it were commenced with a small letter, but

the engraver should be very cautious, because if he should make an

error of this kind the article would probably not be accepted by the

customer, but as previously stated, there are cases where variations

from the grammatical correctness can be made and be far more

pleasing to the customer. We have previously learned how to

engrave script back hand, perpendicularly, on scrolls, and in fact,

in almost all conceivable manners, and in inscription work we will

find it advantageous to use more than the one angle. For illustra-

tion, the principal word in an inscription, the recipient's name, for

instance, in case of a watch being presented, could be very nicely

engraved scroll shape, and sometimes the words "presented to"

can be put on a slight curve at the top, and the date ending the

inscription can often be put on in an inverted oval or crescent shape

to correspond with the top, which will also conform to the shape of

the watch cap, if the inscription be engraved on a watch.

(To BE CONTINUED)

Chief Difficulty

of Beginners
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Stem-Setting Mechanism

Article No. 47 of the serial 
entitled " Cleaning and Restoring,"

begun in the April, 1901, issue of THE KEY
STONE.

HERE are innumerable plans by

which hand setting for a stern-wind-

ing watch can be effected. Of lever

sets we have scores of devices already in use,

of which we can have our choice. Or we

can easily plan one of our own. The long

double end pinion H, shown at Fig. 3 of our

last preceding issue, can be adapted to either

a lever set or a stern pull-out set. The longi-

tudinal movement of the sleeve H need be

but slight; all that is required of it is not to

engage the wheel Jas the crown is turned

backward, and in addition to this permit a

farther movement to engage the wheel J

when it is desired to set the hands of the

\\ :itch. Altogether, the to and fro motion

()I //might be of an inch.

To make a departure from

anything in use, we ar-

range our setting device

to operate from the back

and only to be gotten at when the inner cap

is open. To avoid leaving the hand-setting

device in gear after we have set the watch,

we contrive the arrangement so that when

the back is closed the hand set must be out

of gear.
Such an arrangement avoids cutting

the bezel to give place for the lever. To

those who object to opening the back of a

watch, we would say a watch as well made

as ours does not need setting every day. As

the description of the entire parts of the

hand set would extend in this paper beyond

the usual length of these articles, we will

defer such description until our nexts 

We will now go to the other end of our

train to get material for finishing this essay.

The trains of the better grades of American

4-plate watches are about all one could

desire. The writer has always held that

there were more chances for improvement at

the escapement end of the train than in the

middle. We once heard a workman assert

that the perfected watch should go together

without any manipulating; that is, if we set

the wheels in place in the lower plate, the

top plate vill go on of itself, each pivot

being guided by the

sink in the plate to

its proper position.

This could no doubt

be done, as will be

understood, by in-

vig. I specting Fig. I,

where B A repre-

sents a third wheel and its pinion with a

portion of the lower plate shown at E. Now

New Hand-Setting
Mechanism

the idea of our workman was that if the sink

C c in the lower plate for the wheel B was as

it should be, the pinion A would enter the

jewel sink a b and by it be guided into the

pivot hole in the jewel H Of course, it is

understood that it would require pretty care-

ful work, but nothing that a really fine work-

man with modern tools and measuring instru-

ments need shun, and if one does not feel

competent to undertake such close work, it

would be a good idea for him to practice on

just such jobs as this till the necessary skill

is acquired.

Setting Jewels
in Collets

In constructing such a watch

we would advise setting all

the jewels ill collets by them-

selves. This policy requires

a little more work, but it pays in the end, if

we have to re-set a jewel. The jewel His

set in a simple band collet, the lower face of

the setting coinciding with the lower face of

the jewel, as indicated by the dotted line e,

Figs. I and 2. To make the idea better

understood, we show the

jewel H and its setting

separate at Fig. 2, with

the plate indicated at the

dotted lines. The jewel G

for the lower plate with its setting, is shown

separate at Fig. 3. In this setting the upper

face of the jewel corresponds to the dotted

line h. By adopting certain rules for setting

jewels as, for instance,

setting all jewels so the

face coincides with a cer-

tain line as, for instance,

the lines e /i, we will never have any trouble

about end shakes.

'We are well aware of the fact that some

workmen will take exceptions to making a

watch, so that any fool can put it together.

To this exception we would answer, any fool

will attempt to put watches together no mat-

ter how complicated and difficult; but we

fully believe that any workman, we do not

care how expert he may be, would object to

the top plate falling into place, without

having to wiggle the pivots around with long

bladed tweezers before they would enter

their jewels. Again, other workmen might

claim that the plates in such close proximity

to wheels and pinions would endanger stop-

pages. To this we answer no danger can

ensue if the work is well done, because even

in the escape wheel there would be ample

room, as the diameter of an escape-wheel

pivot for a i6-size movement should not be

less than -i-610-0- of an inch, and this would

permit a space all around between the pinion

staff and sink in the top plate. The chamfer

to the hole in the jewel would also aid in

guiding the pivot.

[To BE CONTINUED]
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Railway Time Inspection

Under date of December 30, 1904, C. R. Gray,

second vice-president and general manager of the

St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Co., an-

nounced the apppointment of Webb C. Ball, of

Cleveland, Ohio, as general time inspector of the

system, with headquarters in Chicago. Simulta-

neously there was issued from the office of the

general time inspector instructions to local watch

inspectors informing them in detail as to their

duties. The portion of these instructions relating

to the care and repair of railroad watches, which

is interesting to the trade at large, is as follows :

The movement must be clean and the oil fresh.

If the oil becomes ' sticky" or " gummy " from

any cause, it must be removed and fresh oil put on.

Frequently fine watches, after being put in order
and regulated, will begin to change their rate at

the end of six or eight months, caused by the

chemical changes taking place in the oil.
Be careful to note that none of the pivots are

running dry, especially the balance pivots, which

require close attention, as their running dry causes

irregular rating and injury to the pivots by their

cutting from lack of oil.
The hairspring is a very important item ; it

must be true, not warped or bent. The regulator

pins should be straight, so that the hairspring ‘'ill

strike flat and equal. The pins should not be too

tight or too loose, but should be just close enough

to allow a slight vibration of the hairspring between

them ; this vibration should allow a clear space to

be seen (by the aid of the glass) between the hair-

spring and the pins, and the vibration must be

equal between the two pins. The regulator should

stand as near the center of the index as practical.

The balance wheel must be true and perfectly

poised—this should have constant attention, as the

severe usage of railroad service may jar the bal-

ance out of poise, or spring the pivots slightly—

especially the heavy balances.
The mainspring should be taken out every

time the watch is cleaned, and tested to see if it
tits the barrel properly, and if its movement is per-

fectly free and its strength fully developed to the

end that the motion of the balance will not " fall

off" during the last half of the day. The main-
spring must be free from gummy oil or rust spots,
and slightly fresh oiled. But if found lacking in

any of the above points, must be replaced by one
of the best quality, as the finest watch made will not
keep correct time having a cheap, poor mainspring.

The dial wheels must be free—care should be
taken that they do not come in contact with the

dial. The second hand may set too close to the
dial without being noticed. There must be no
friction between the minute and hour hand, and
the hour-hand must not come in contact with the
dial at the hub.

The stern wind must be free and easily worked
—not binding or " grinding '' at any point. Lever-
set watches are considered safer and are recom-
mended for railroad service.

The condition of the case should be an item
for inspection—one with loose joints gaping open
will admit dust and dirt, and would not be a safe
covering for a reliable movement.

Every watch must be carefully tested for mag-
netism, and if it is charged to more than its normal
degree, must be demagnetized.

The Smallest Motor in the World

The smallest electric motor in the world is
described by the Street Railway Review as being
built by a watchmaker, whose, work has trained
him to handle delicate machinery. It was made
with all the exquisite care required in making a
motor that moves with all the regularity of a big
machine, and yet is so small that its owner wears
it as a scarf pin. Viewed from a little distance the
article has the appearance of a very valuable and
rather a curiously designed pin. It is only when
standing near to it that its nature can be discov-
ered. The first thing to attract attention is the
buzzing of the machine, which by means of a cur-
rent obtained from a small battery carried in the
vest pocket, is kept in operation at a high rate of
speed with a noise like a bee buzzing.
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Fine Hand-Made Gold Jewelry
and Art Work

Arliele No. 52 of the serial entitled " Gold Working," begun in
the November, 1900, issue of THE KEYSTONE.

HE possibilities of such combinations

as we described in our last article are

almost inexhaustible—we mean the

combination of pierced or " sawed out''

work with repousse. Because we are only

familiar with repousse work on a large scale

it does not follow that it cannot be success-

fully produced on a small scale; for the facts

are that this style of art admits of the most

delicate handling, even to beauties requiring

a magnifier for proper examination and

appreciation. Gold is as readily worked in

repousse as platinum, and we can easily see

how a panel of -19AP-0- gold could be worked

in this way, and inserted or overlaid on the

face of a medal. The gold sheet from -which

the panel is made could be quite thin, say,

from Toov-0-" to T iy815-iy" in thickness, according

to the size of the job.

Let us, as an example, tell how to make

a pair of link sleeve-buttons to exhibit the

capabilities of sawed out and refiousee work.

We will suppose these buttons are to be

acceptable to a man of musical tastes. We
first get out our gold
foundation of an oval
disk of, say, fourteen
karat gold, and convex
it by " bumping tip "

from the back. Next
we saw out a laurel
wreath of green gold as
shown at Figs. t* and 2.
This wreath we hard
solder to the face of the

buttons as shown. Of course, as this wreath

was sawed from sheet metal it is of one

thickness throughout, and presents but a

tame effect.

Fig. 1

Special Effects in

To aid in bringing out the

best effect of the wreath we
Gold Working resort to carving, that is,

with gravers of different

shapes proceed to work up the face of the

leaves and beads to give them a natural look.

The term " carving " conveys the idea exactly

and to get at the best

methods of expressing
one's self in this way,
it would be well to study
good specimens of wood
carving. The workman
with artistic feeling will
soon, however, get so
as to give the proper
touches with his gravers
to produce a sense of

*In reproducing l'ig. 1, the engraver has omitted this

Wreath. It sitauid appear same as hi Fig. 2.

Fig. 2.
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ease and grace to the work. The harp in Fig.

I would also be best made by sawing it out of
either silver or platinum and soldering in posi-

tion; then " tooling" it up as directed for the

laurel leaves. The head of the composer should

be of silver or platinum, the latter by choice.

The relief made by repousee work should be

full and strong, not working for perfect details,

as you will attain them by subsequent treat-

ment; that is, by working directly on the

face of the relief with carving tools and

punches. The great skill in this part of the

process is to get the repousse relief into as

perfect a shape as possible before any carving

is done.
The eyes and the hair are the most diffi-

cult parts to manage. The outline for the
head can be obtained from any of the many

biographies of Mozart. Where almost all

amateurs fail in such work is in trying to give

too many details, as suggested above when

we spoke of the eyes and the hair. These

can never be well rendered by lines cut into

the relief. A little practice in carving on a

larger scale will give one better ideas of how

to manage relief subjects than any other

course we know of. We consider this matter

of so much importance that we shall dwell on

it to some length. To easily and rapidly get

at carving no system of training equals

working in wax.

To experiment in this way

Wax Modeling for procure some white wax
Jeweler's Work and add, when melted, a

little dry color of some kind

to destroy in some degree the translucency

of the wax. Dry zinc white, ground very

fine, does nicely. The proper quantity of

dry color is soon got at, but about one-fourth

the weight of the wax will usually give the

desired crispness to it. Dry Indian red also

does well, but the wax will need only about

half as much of this color as of the zinc white.

It is well to work on a large scale when

modeling in wax, for instance, the head of

Mozart should be 13" or 14" high in a wax

model.

For such a relief head in wax take an

oval of blackened brass about 18" by 20"

and beat it on the back to make it convex;

and on this pour some of the melted wax

when in a fluid state. The wax can be poured

on the brass to give the general form, and

after it gets cold proceed to carve it into

perfect shape, using much the same shaped

tools as you would to carve metal and

employing them in a similar manner. This

policy tends to give the workman the right

kind of ideas as to " handling " and " tooling."

In working them do not scrape (except for

flesh) if you can avoid it, but seek to do the

cutting in the same way you would if pushing

a graver.

By pursuing this course you learn how

to manage yOur materials. This cutting

method of treatment will give the artist in

metal the best possible ideas of how to get

the finest effects in carving. The laurel

wreath can be modeled in wax as well as the
head, but we must bear in mind the fact that

the methods of tooling will vary for the effect

we wish to produce. Great technical skill

can be displayed in gold carving, and the
carved surface can be left either as bright

cut or it can be matted with sand blast and

touched up with bright cut effects. Steel

wire rotary scratch brushes, employing emery

cake to cut away the sharp angles, gives a

fine effect—especially in flower and leaf com-
binations. After the workman once gets to
realize what can be done in this way his own

ingenuity will suggest a thousand applications.

[T. BE CONTINUED.]

Lettering a Clock Dial

Painting Roman characters on a clock dial is

not such a difficult task as might at first be imag-
ined. In fact, if one has a set of drawing instru-

ments and properly proportions the letters, it is
really very simple.

The letters should be proportioned as follows :

The breadth of an " I " and a space should equal
one-half the breadth of an " X," that is, if the

" X" is one-half inch broad, the " I " will be three-
sixteenths inch broad and the space between letters
one-sixteenth inch, thus making the " I " plus one
space equal to one-quarter inch or half the breadth

of an " X." The " V's " should be the same
breadth as the " X's." After the letters have been
laid off in pencil, outline them with a ruling pen
and fill in with a small camel's hair brush, using
gloss black paint thinned to the proper consistency

to work well in the ruling pen. Using the ruling
pen to outline the letters gives sharp straight edges,
which would be impossible with a brush in the
hands of an inexperienced person.

—S. L Hatfield, in Popdar Mechanics.

An Epistolary Curio

The manufacturers and wholesalers receive
occasionally some amusing letters. Such epistolary
curios are often the result of an effort by the

writers of the letters to express themselves in a
language different from their own. This probably
accounts for the following, which was received by
a manufacturer from a customer in Iowa:

Gentlemen Those bags I got from
you seems to bee something rong I havent sold
one yet I see some in other Store marked
$ 1.45 like your 1255 W leather covered
frame judging from that you arto give
Me 50 of give Me some satesfactery
invermation quick as the hallow days are close
by wish to say that I will never pay more
then I can buy them for at retale you will
hafto take them back should theat bee the case
I have a good stand and a good shoe window

Respectfully

The amusing feature of the above was that it

was pretentiously written with a typewriter on
letter paper, with imposing heading, ornamented
by a half-tone cut of the writer himself—a well

groomed and comely-visaged merchant.
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POWER MACHINERY
If we were seeking trade in India or China

where labor is cheap, we would not suggest the use
of Power Machinery, but in this country where
labor is high and time a consideration, you must
have Power Machinery if you wish to meet
your competitors.

Mills in particular, we make a specialty
of. It is probable that no one manufacturer sells,
as many in the course of one year as we do, and '
for the reason of our large production we are much
lower in price.

If you are to increase your output this year, a Power Mill as illustrated here will
be what you will need. Let us quote you price.

The W. W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers

1490-1492 Niagara Street, Buffalo, N. V., U.S.A.

February, 1905

Quality first, then Price

A " WINTER " QUALITY CASE

Ci IN D 0

SILVER POLISH

IS THE BEST

not only for the consumer but also for
the JEWELER to sell

PAUL MFG. CO., Boston, Mass.

Tpo
11 Res

rv'' 511.101CD
RE 
4

The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,
s,•pa rate fixtures, cases. counters, lloor (sees,
soda fountain fixtures.

Illustrated folly, 111,Vribell 111111 in
SI) pinin a manner that .v.,o esti ned,
,,w11 plans and esiieeae Ile' 4.1,1 ■ .111
11 x 1 1

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheat', not how moth, hut how good. At prices

outfit.
that are right. Ask our customers. Anything front a store stool to the most complete

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers
FioH A co., New I ftleans, La.. Sales Agents for Louisiana,

„„,1 Ai„i„o„„,
o, St, .10,1•1111, Mo., Salvs Agents for Missouri, Kan-

H.ItIziea T,rritorr and Indian Territory.
It. II I 7, i !amnion Bldg., Portland, Oregon, Sales Agent

I"! 11',11 in :Won and Oregon.

Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets ?

TI-IE KeYSTONE
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WATCHES FOR THE NAVY

Special Timepieces for Torpedo Boats and Submarines—Requ
irements of

the Watches —Rigorous Tests of Time-Keeping Qualities

HE government call for bids for furnishing

torpedo-boat watches, briefly announced

in the daily press, seems to have aroused

considerable curiosity among the trade.

This is evidenced in the number of inquiries received

ill regard to the requirements called for in watches

for use on these uncanny war craft. To satisfy

this curiosity we reprint the specifications governing

the purchase of torpedo-boat watches by the gov-

eminent as issued by the Bureau of Equipment of

the Navy Department:

I. Before purchasing torpedo-boat watches

makers of these instruments will be informed by

the Superintendent of the Naval Observatory that

the Department desires to make such a purchase,

and that on a date specified there will commence a

competitive trial at the Naval Observatory of such

instruments as may be offered by their makers for

the purpose of selecting the number of instruments

desired. Watches from abroad will be tried while

in bond. If rejected, they will be returned without

subjection to customs duties. Upon return to the

maker each rejected watch will be accompanied

by a complete record of its trial.

2. Watches shall be large, quick motion, lever

escapement, 21-jewel, stemwinding and setting,

with open-face silver case of about 254 inches (24

lines) at the outer diameter and with strong, flat

crystal. They shall be compensated and adjusted

to keep mean solar time, and shall be suitable for

use at sea on board torpedo boats. Each watch

shall be provided with an extra mainspring and

crystal and with a box and transporting case, as

specified in paragraph II.

3. They shall be made to run for not less than

thirty-six hours, and on the face an up-and-down

dial shall be provided to show the state of the

winding. Other things being equal, a longer run-

ningviaifotargoeue winding will be regarded as a decidedad

4. The maker's name shall be engraved on the

dial. The second, minute and hour marks shall

be cut accurately and distinctly, and all marks 
on

the dial shall be filled in with black wax.

5. The trial shall be the same as for ship's

chronometers. Watches entered shall be subjected

to a trial in the temperature room, and to one of

ten weeks in the chronometer room under natural

conditions, as follows :
I. Temperature room trial. —The range of

temperature in this room will be from go° to 
500 F.,

the chronometers being exposed for a term of one

week to each of the following temperatures in

succession, viz.: 90°, 85°, 70°, 55°, 
500, 5o0, 550,

70°, 85 and 900, all Fahrenheit.
90. FA.fteadAfter the chronometers are placed in the tem-

perature room the temperature will be raised to

after running one day at that temper-

ature their errors will de determined and the trial

under these conditions will commence. At the end

of. the term, one week, the errors will be deter-

mined again, the temperature of the room will be

arranged for the next term, and the instru
ments

will be allowed to run for one day at the new tem-

perature in order to allow them to settle to their

new rates, after which their errors will be deter
-

mined and the
test for the
second term
will c o m -
mence. The
tests for the
other terms
will follow in
the same
manner, all
changes in
temperature
being made
gradually.
Tempera-
tures will be
verified by
chronomet ri c
thermometers
Compar i s ons
will be taken
daily with the
standardmean
time clock,

which is rated by transit observations. The
errors being determined at the beginning and

end of each term, the daily rates for the several

temperatures will be deduced from them. During
the temperature room trial the relative humidity of

the atmosphere will be kept as nearly as practicable

at 6o per cent., as determined by sling psychrometer.

II. Chronometer room trial. —After the temper-

ature room trial the chronometers will be placed in

the chronometer room, where they will be rated

for ten weeks to determine the regularity of their

rates or the degree of accuracy with which they

follow the curves.
III. Polarity lest —While in the chronometer

room the chronometers will be rated for polarity

of balance for one term, with the XII mark of the

dial pointing east ; and for the same period on

each of the points west, south and north, respec-

tively. This test will not begin until the chrono-

meters shall have been in the chronometer room

at least one term. If this test show polarity, through

acceleration or retardation of the rate, it will be

repeated to establish the fact.

6. The, merits of each chronometer will be

determined by trial number, which shall be derived

from the following formula :
Trial No.- ----p(70°-0)-1--(1000z)2+ I00 V02+100 VIO 2*

the temperature of compensation,
which is that temperature at which the chrono-

meter runs the fastest (or, in case the chrono-

meter is over compensated, the slowest).
The expression (700_O) means the differ-

ence, in degrees, between 70° F. and the

temperature of compensation, and this quantity

is always taken with the positive sign.
z = the temperature constant, being the

change of rate for a change of 10 in temper-

ature from the temperature of compensation.

p a factor depending on z for its value,

atanbdistaken by interpolation from the following

le: 
For z

.00°000T5 P °°.06°°25

.00050 .5250

.00075 .1875

.00100 .2500
Etc. Etc.

In other words, there is an increase of

.0025 in the value of ft for each increase of

.0000r in the value of z.
The temperature rate curve, showing the

effect of temperature on the chronometer's

rate, is computed from the following formula :

a = rate at d
b = rate at e
C =- rate at I

d = lowest temperature = 55°
e = middle temperature= 700

f = highest temperature = 85°

a=r+z(0—d)2
b -=r-Ez(e—e)2
c +z(0—f)2

(i)
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The curve is constructed by computing
the rates of the chronometer for every 5° of
temperature from go° to 50° from the formula

r z (0-01)2, where rf = the rate at
temperature 0'. The curve is plotted by using
the temperatures as ordinates and correspond-
ing rates as abscissa.

V represents the running in the temper-
ature room. It is determined tor each period
by computing the difference between the
observed rate and the curve rate at that
temperature.

V02 = the mean of the sums of the squares
of these differences, giving those at 85°, 70°
and 55° three times the weight of those at go°
and 5o°.

Ifi represents the running in the chrono-
meter room. It is determined for each period
by computing the difference between the
observed rate and the curve rate at that tem-
perature, finding the mean of these differences,
and finally the variation between this mean
and each difference. In other words, the rate
curve is moved to the right or left to agree
best with the rates observed in the chrono-
meter room, and the variations from this new
curve are then obtained.

V/02 = the mean of the sums of the squares
of these variations, giving equal weight to each.

7. No watch will be accepted of which the trial
number is greater than sixteen, except in case of
emergency as provided for in paragraph 8. No
instrument found faulty in polarity of balance and,
in consequence, unfit for use at sea, will be accepted.

As many watches as are desired will be
selected in order of merit from those meeting all

requirements.

8. The Bureau may, at discretion, select addi-

tional watches in order of merit from those sub-

mitted for trial, but no watch shall be accepted

having a trial number greater than twenty-five.

9. Prices shall be as follows:

Class I. Trial number five or less   $550

Class II. Trial number greater than five and
not more than nine   125

Class III. Trial number greater than nine
and not more than sixteen   loo

Class IV. Trial number greater than sixteen
and not more than twenty-five   75

10. All workmanship to be of the best quality.

Each watch shall be provided with a

wooden box and a transporting case made of well-

seasoned mahogany or rosewood ; both box and

case to have a plate on front of lid showing maker's

name and number of the instrument. The box

shall hold the watch and the extra crystal and

mainspring securely, and shall have two lids, the
upper one opening with a spring catch to show

the watch dial only, and the lower one to be secured

with a lock and key. The transporting case shall

be padded within to hold the box securely, and

shall be provided with a lock and key and strap

and buckle, and with projecting edges on each

side by which it may be secured with screws at sea.

12. Torpedo-boat watches shall be delivered

at the United States Naval Observatory, Wash-

ington, D. C., by the firms entering them, on or

before the dates specified, and shall be accom-
panied by a certificate from the makers stating

date of manufacture, number of jewels, metal of

which hairspring is made, and any other special

information desired for record.

13. The return of rejected watches must be

undertaken by the firms submitting them.

54. In submitting watches for trial, it shall be
understood that they will be held at the owner's
risk, but the department guarantees that all possible

care shall be given them at the Observatory.
(Reference : Naval Observatory No. 1857 of

December 19, 1903 ; Bureau No. 80818,

—a) January 6, 5904.)

(b—c)(d2—e2)—(a—b) (e2 —f 2)
0 - 

2 ( (a—b)(f—e)—(b—c) (e—d) )

( a — b) (b—c)  (e 
z (0 —d )2 — (0—e)2 (0—e)2 —(0 — fp (0—f )2 —(0—d)4

r —a— z

NAVY DEPARTMENT.

Bureau of Equipment, February 26,1904.
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RETAILERS : You should send for our Large Illustrated Catalogue, because

Bastian Sells Class Pins for Less•
There's a reason why, to be sure—we are the sole owners of a patented process whereby machinery,with the aid of one intelligent young woman, is made to perform the work of half a dozen skilled mechanics,and perform it equally as well.
With this advantage (which no other manufacturer has) we acknowledge no price competition, becauseit is simply impossible for any other manufacturer of class pins to produce goods at our prices.We want every jeweler to note our prices and compare them with others : Silver-Plated and SterlingSilver Pins, same as illustration, in any colors of enamel, and with any letters desired (letters not to exceedin number those shown)

Silver-Plated Pins, per dozen, 75c. Sterling Silver Pins, per dozen, $1.87%
These pins retail readily for to and 25 cents respectively, and every jeweler should know that on theSterling Silver Pins the best French enamel is used.Of course we have skilled Die Sinkers and Engravers, some of the best in this country—these men workon special designs exclusively. Doing such a large business on regular work enables us to sell specialdesigns at prices lower than competitors who do only special work.Besides class pins, we make to order badges, medals and buttons in either gold, silver, bronze or ribbon,and furthermore, we rigidly guarantee all of our goods. Special designs and estimates free of charge.

BASTIAN BROS R 21 South Ave Rochester N Y, • Y.

" BLISS QUALITY IS BEST QUALITY

JEWELERS' MACHINERY
THE "BLISS"

INCLINABLE

POWER PRESSES

ALWAYS GIVE

SATISFACTION

TO THE USER.

THEY ARE

EXCELLENT

:MACHINES FOR

BLANK CUTTING

OR FORMING

DIES SO

INDISPENSABLE

TO THE .

MANUFACTURER

" BLISS" INCLINABLE POWER PRESS

OF UP-TO-DATE

JEWELRY.

OUR PRICES

ARE VERY LOW.

WRITE FOR

FULL

PARTICULARS

AND CIRCULARS

DESCRIBING

THESE AND

OTHER PRESSES

AND MACHINES

FOR

JEWELRY WORK

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 ADAMS STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

European Headquarters: 4 Rae Huntizger, Clichy pr68 Paris, France.
Distributing Agents for Chicago and vicinity : Stiles-Morse Co., 65 W. Washington St.,Chicago, Ill.

You Probably Don't Know
how really fascinating and delightful watchwork
and engraving are, because you do not have
broad enough knowledge of them. Ever since
the invention of the first clock, men of the
highest intelligence have followed horology
either professionally or as a recreation, and
have found it exceptionally profitable in money
as well as in pleasure. Engraving is a beautiful
art, which yields large rewards to proficient
followers. But remember that your skill and
your salary depend upon how you have learned
your trade. We tell you that the best and
most economical way to "get to the front " is to
take a course of instruction in our school ; our
free booklet will tell you all about it.
Write to

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School
Of Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER, PA.

February, 1905 T H E

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this department
must send name and address—not for publication, but aa an
evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-
mous communications. Questions will be answered in the
order In which they are received.

An /NDEX to the questions answered in Workshop Notes
department for each year accompanies each December number.
Subscribers are requested to preserve these indexes, and, before
mailing questions,to refer to thom,as similar questions may have
been answered in previous issues. These indexes are arranged
alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, and
tell the issue and page on which the information may be found.

"Nercuiy."—I have a fine regulator Mat has

a mercurial compensating pendulum, but Me same

is out of actiustment some way, and I would he glad

i iyou could give me an idea how to get it back in

/ine through the columns of THE KEYSTONE. The
i/oek gains in cold weather and loses in warm.
ould adding more mercury bring same back to

adjustment ?—lt is evident that your clock has not
enough mercury in the column to effect the com-
pensation, which must be corrected by the addition

of more mercury. Try the effect of putting in
about one ounce. (Not knowing the error it is
impossible to tell how much). Then bring the
clock to time, and if the error is still the same,
only reduced, add a little more. By repeated trials
you will ultimately arrive at the compensating point.

"Card."—Please tell me how pastel paper or
board is prepared.—There are a great number of

kinds of papers and boards employed for pastel
work, some of which have a rough grain surface,
resulting from the process of manufacture ; other
pastel papers and boards are prepared by coating

the surface of the paper with gum water or parch-
ment size dissolved in water, and while these adhe-
sive substances are soft and moist, marble dust or

fine pumice-stone powder is deposited. To prop-

erly coat pastel paper, it should be stretched on a
stretcher like canvas for oil painting, but in this
instance the frame or stretcher need not be so
expensively made, by having keys at the corners.

A good form of stretcher for pastel paper can be

made of strips of W/ board jointed at the corners

with a miter joint. The width of such strips will

depend on the size of the paper to be stretched ;

for paper 18" x 24,1, strips e wide should be
employed. The front surface of the strips, to

which the paper is to be attached, has a flat sur-

face W/ wide around the outer edge. Perhaps we
had better explain this more fully. If we made a
plain frame of strips of board, 3" wide, laid
flat and joined by a miter joint at the corners, we

would find, on attaching the paper, that in some

places the inner edge of the frame would touch the
stretched paper and " show through," as it is often
termed. To remedy this defect we slightly thin the
Pieces for the frame on the inner edge—say to T76-",
leaving a flat face W/ wide on the outer edge of
the frame, to which we secure the paper with glue.

To attach paper to such frame we wet the paper to

excess, blotting off excess of moisture with a clean
towel. The damp paper is now to be attached to
the frame with the glue, applying hot strong glue
to the flat surface W" wide at the outer edge of
said frame, and if deemed desirable, a correspond-
ing band of glue to the paper. The frame and
paper are laid flat and weights applied, to keep
the frame and paper in contact until the glue dries.
It is well to cover the center of the frame and paper
to prevent drying before the edge glued to the
frame becomes secure. On drying, paper so pre-
pared will be as tense as a drumhead. To coat
the surface of the paper for pastel work we apply
with a wide camels-hair brush a coating composed
of gum arabic ten parts, loaf sugar one part, with
water enough to dissolve the gum and sugar to the
consistency of ordinary mucilage reduced one-half
with water. The paper and frame are laid flat, and
tine marble dust is sifted over the surface from
a special sieve. It used to be that hair sieves could
be had from dealers in housekeepers' supplies, but
Of late years they have gone out of use and we

must get up something else. Bolting cloth, such
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as miller's use, makes the best sieve for our pur-
pose. It should be chosen of such size of mesh as
only to allow the marble dust to pass, holding back
the sand employed by the marble-workers, to be
cast aside after the marble dust has passed through.
The same sieve serves to evenly coat the surface of
the paper with marble dust. After drying, the sur-
face is ready for working on with pastel crayons.
Sometimes the surface of the paper prepared in
this way will be too rough. This can be remedied
by rubbing the surface with a small piece of paper
prepared in the same way. Pulverized pumice
stone can be substituted for marble dust.

"Gravers."— Can you mention degree of angle

of graver s point and shape of it? I am a beginner

in the art, and would like to have this information.
—This and much additional information for the

beginner is contained in " The Art of Engraving,"

price $1.50, from which we extract the following :
Having thus measured the length of the graver

and broken it off in a vise, we now grind it on the

front on an angle of 45°. A carborundum wheel

used on a small lathe about the size of a foot

polishing lathe used by jewelers, is a very conve-

nient means of grinding a graver and is much pre-

ferred to the old method of the grinding stone.

The latter, of course, will suffice in the absence of

the former. Inasmuch as the carborundum wheel

is used without water, a glass of water can be used

for keeping the graver cool. Great care should be

taken, however, not to heat the point of the graver

to any extent, as such heating would have a ten-

dency to deteriorate the quality of the steel for the

purpose for which it would be used. After the

graver has been ground off on the front as above
described, it is next ground off on the under side,

B and A, Fig. 24, the left side of which is shown

Fig. 24

at C, Fig. 24. The object in grinding the graver

off on the under side in this manner is obvious to

those who have practiced the art. For the benefit

of the beginner, however, it may be stated that if

the graver were used without cutting it off on the

under side in this manner, the graver, not heeled

up and held on sufficient angle to cut a reasonable

depth nicely, would appear on the angle as shown

at Fig. 25. It is plain to the novice that a graver

Fig. 25

on this angle would not leave sufficient room

between the article being engraved (if it were an

article the size of a coffin plate or any article where

the handle would come over such article) to grasp

the handle of the tool, which, if properly grasped,

requires that the fingers go around and on the

under side of the handle. It will be seen, there-

fore, that an angle such as is shown at Fig. 26, will

Fig. 26

be required, and to gain this angle the graver must

be heeled up as described. A graver for the various
irregularly-shaped articles that come to the hands

of an engraver or jeweler can be heeled up to

enable the operator to easily cut into any such
irregularly-shaped pieces. For illustration, in
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letters cut in the bottom of a bon-bon dish, say
two inches depth, a graver should be heeled up
still higher than shown at Fig. 24. In fact, some
gravers are used for cutting any depth bon-bon
dishes where the top of the graver is used as the
front angle. This, of course, would necessitate
the graver being cut on the under side at an angle
of about 60°, using the under side of the graver as
the horizontal plane for finding such angles.
Gravers are cut out in this way for engraving the
bowls of tea spoons. The graver should be so
ground on the under side that the angles of the
under side would taper back from the point of the
graver, as shown at Fig. 26. The object of this is
to make the angles of the cutting side acute, thus
making it easier to cut shade strokes. The angle
of the cutting sides of the square graver can be
ground to form either a square or a lozenge-shaped
graver. Some prefer to grind the tinder side so as
to make the graver perfectly square. There is no
objection to this shape ; in fact, it is probably
preferred by a majority of engravers. In con-
nection with the angle of 45° mentioned, we may
add to the foregoing that such angle is not alt.', ays
the best, and in many cases the good judgment and
experience of the engraver must be called into use.
All there is about this angle is that experience has
proved that it is about the best practical angle for
a graver ; still, under many conditions it A4 ill be
found desirable to depart considerably from this
angle, as for instance in bright engraving on
aluminum ; reducing the angle to 300, or even less,
will be found advantageous. Again, in engraving
gold goods, a graver with so high a temper that it
will break badly at 45° will stand admirably at an
angle of 55° or 6o°. For the beginner, however,
the angle of 45° will be found to be the best.

"Rustiness. "—In answering my question in
regard to removing rust and restoring the original
polish to the steel parts of a watch, you referred
me to the Februaty, 1904, number. I have referred
to same, but find it refers to screw heads and flat
pieces. What I would like to know would be to
polish irregular-shaped pieces, such as hollowed
steel wheels and irregular-shaped regulators.—
To polish hollowed steel wheels, place them in a
Wheel chuck, using the grinding and polishing
material on a cork. A separate cork must be used
for each material. For irregular-shaped pieces,
such as regulators, etc., these parts must be ground
by hand until they are absolutely flat and smooth.
By using a piece of iron, filed to any shape, will
answer for our purpose. With this grinder we first
use oilstone powder and oil, and then the No.
diamantine. The final finish or polish can be done
by placing a piece of pegwood in a chuck of the
lathe and using of the No. 2 diamantine and alcohol.
Revolve the lathe quite rapidly, and holding the
piece to be polished against the pegwood, when we
will get a satisfactory finish.

"Crux. "—A pin-wheel regulator, beating sec-
onds with a three-jar mercurial pendulum ; the
clock gains no matter which way the free screw at
the extreme top of the jars is altered. The clock
is placed at front door about fourteen inches from
Me door and about the same distance from a steam-
heating radiator. This position is, in my opinion,
causing the trouble. Jr/ill you kindly answer
through: your Workshop Notes? I forgot to men-
tion the penduMm is not the original, as the former
or original was the gridiron pattern.—Your clock
evidently has a gaming rate under any condition
when the upper screw fails to correct the error.
Your best method to effect a cure would be to
first have the upper screw about central in its
action, or midway in its length ; and then by low-
ering screw at bottom of jars, get your rate as
nearly right as possible, and the final timing can
be done by moving the upper screw. The amount
required to alter the rate sufficiently slow will not
affect the compensation, which is presumably cor-
rect. We do not think the place where the clock
is hung has anything to do with it, for the temper-

ature of the store is practically the same at all
times. On the other hand, if a clock was regu-
lated very closely the change of temperature caused

by the position it is now placed in would have little
effect—not more than a fraction of a second.
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We wish you would consider
mu- establishment as the crucible
into which your old gold and
silver scraps and filings should be
thrown.

p. It will prove a crucible into
which the raw material goes, and

out of which the largest possible profit is
sure to come.
We always pay the highest market

prices, pay for full weight every time, and
send you a check as soon as the shipment gets
here, holding the same subject to your accept-
ance of our check.

If you want the consignment returned to you
we pay charges—but such cases are few, indeed.

67 and 69 Washington Street

Chicago

OLIVER
TlipeArriter

The Standard
Visible Writer

Officially Awarded the Gold Medal at the St, Louis Exposition

OLIVER

Tbeikriter (1).

Walnut and Tenth

Streets

PHILADELPHIA

"S011ill 11811f1" 00111801811106

SOUTH EIEND

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct i'orrent, $15.00
For Alternating" 500

Agents for England : ORIMSHAW .Sc BAXTF:R, 29 tioswell Road, London, carry stock
THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY

Successors to
THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY

>utlt

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots,

without removing the Hair
spring or Roller, and. protect
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

Its essential points are: It will
hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balance wheels, escape wheels, and pallets of high-grade watches Also all cylinder balances. It gives you the entire length of the pivot to work on ;It protects the part held from any chance injury. No more twisted hairsprings, bent balances orcracked rollers. It is impossible to remove a hairspring or roller without getting the balance out oftrue, which changes the rating of the watch, and causes the loss of much time to true up the bal-ance again. All this is avoided hy the use of my chuck. You can do a better job with it in twominutes than you ever could in the old way.

( Webster-Whitcomb Moseley 1 x 2 )Made for Whitcomb iya Rivett LATHESI. Moseley No. 2 Geneva
Price, $3.50. Your nanny back if not satisfied—all I ask is give the chuck a fair trial. Orderfrom your material Jobber or direct from the patentee and maker,

C. cuLmArii, 316 N. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO.
Jobbers supplied by C.Culman, St.Louis, and Hammel, Riglander& Co., 35 Maiden Lane, NewYork
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart ment.

must send mune and addrese—not for piiblicat ion. but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be 1,801 le Illomly-

lies communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received

"Elgin."—( I) I have two watches, fine SiViSS,

which stop occasionally. When I examined Mem

1 'Mend that the pallet of the lever is over the
es.capement wheel—that is to say, over one of the
teeth of the mentioned wheel. This is the fault,

but I am unable to discover Me cause. I would like

to have you advise as to what I must do to remedy

Me .fault. I would also like to know about another
phenomenon. I have two watches, one a SWiSS
and Me other an Elgin, which stop. Both are new,

and in going over them I find the lever exactly

Vi /he center. I am not able to ascertain the defect.
—There is little doubt in our mind but that the
cause of the stopping of these watches is a binding

in the train. Look there for the trouble.
(2) I have a watch (B. W. Raymond) of the

Elgin National If Co., with nineteen jewels,
fall plate and hairsprintr bracket, which loses five
minutes /wen/rib/1r hour's. Jibo not wish to

touch the screw on /he balance, as the owner told
me Mal ii cas running well be/Ore. I would
like to know if I chan.;,,e /he curve of the hair-
spring near the stud, inside or outside, whether
there will be any influence ?—A movement of this
grade is considered a fair movement and can be
regulated very close. There is something radically
wrong when it varies five minutes in twenty-four
hours ; but under no circumstances attempt to
alter the hairspring unless you understand what
you are about. These hairsprings are properly
shaped when they leave the factory. If it has
been tampered with a new spring should be put in.
Look for the trouble somewhere else, rather than
in the hairspring.

(3) I would also like to know whether it is
proper to modify each turn of the hairspring, as I
would like to prevent the necessity of placing a
small screw in the balance, or washer, when the
watch runs fast.—No, you cannot improve upon
the coils of a hairspring when it leaves the factory.
If everything else is correct, and the watch gains,
add washers to bring it to time, and in case of a
flat spring you can take it up.

"Destroyer. "—Please give me receipt ,for
soft solder destroyer.—Inasmuch as this question
bobs up with startling regularity, we reprint our
former reply to same:

Prom -sulphate of iron   2 ozs.
Nitrate of potassa   1

Water   10 "

l■cduce the proto-sulphate of iron (green copperas)
and nitrate of potassa (saltpeter) to a fine powder,
then add these ingredients to the water, and boil the
preparation in a cast-iron saucepan for some time;
afterwards allow the liquid to cool, and in doing so
it will shoot into fine crystals. If any of the liquid
should remain uncrystallized, pour it from the
crystals and again heat it, when, on cooling a
second time, it will all have become crystallized.
The crystallized salt should then be taken and dis-
solved in muriatic acid (spirits of salt), in the pro-
portion of one ounce of salt to eight ounces of acid.
Now take of the latter preparation one ounce, and
add it to four ounces of boiling water in a pipktn,
keeping up the heat. In a short space of time the
most obstinate cases of soft solder will be cleanly
and entirely removed, and without the work
changing color, if these instructions are properly
carried out in preparing the mixture, etc.

"Bristol."—Will you please insert a recipe for
a cement suitable for cementing Bristol Board to-
gether in layers Y---We do not know of any cement
or paste with which you could do such work with-
(lilt the special machinery that is used by the manu-
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facturers of such " pasted Bristol." To achieve
good results, it is absolutely necessary that direct,
heavy and even pressure be applied to the sheets
after the paste (which they prepare especially for
this purpose, and which must be very fine) has
been evenly applied. For this purpose powerful
hydraulic presses are employed, with beds consid-
erably larger than the sheet itself, and even with
their special machinery, special paste and special
care, the percentage of " loss " is considerable.
Inasmuch as you can purchase from a local printer
or stationer such card in any thickness, we do not
think it would pay you to undertake the making of
same. If you desire to paste small pieces together,
you might be able to succeed by employing a
good photo. mounting paste, applying it to the
surface of each card, then place between two
planed boards and apply all the weight possible.

"Allachment."—(i) The best and most easily
made attachment (fitting lailstock or slide rest)
for holding ruby pallet stones while grinding and
polishing. I have a diamond lap screwing- into
headstock.—We do not think that a tailstock or a
slide rest could be used to any advantage for the

Fig. 1

purpose you speak of, but here is a tool that can
be very easily made to answer the purpose very
well. By inspecting Fig. i (Fig. 2 shows a side
view) you can get a good idea of the tool. The
part A is made of a piece of brass 6 mm. thick. The
part B B is filed to such a shape so as to rest on
the bed of the lathe, as shown in Fig. t. The post
Cis made of a piece of steel wire, and fits loose in

Fig. 2

the part A so it can be moved with ease. It is

held in place by the screw D. The pin .E is used
to move the post C. The object of this is, while

we are grinding the impulse face of the pallet

stone, if we move the pin E front and back it will
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give us a rounded face to our stone. The post C
has a series of holes for the purpose of fastening
the pallet at any desired angle. The casting of the
part A can be had at this office. Price, 15 cents.

(2) Is the new nickel-steel alloy obtainable in
the form of hairsprings P—We do not think so ; in
fact, it is most difficult to obtain it in any form.

"12 Size. "—I have a 12-size, 19-jewel watch
which I cleaned, and as far as I can see it is in
good condition, but about once every week it will
lose about one hour during the night. 11711 you
kindly tell me what the trouble is P—There seems
to be a very slight fault with this watch somewhere,
but just where it is it is impossible for us to say
unless we could see the watch. The fault must be
slight or it would act that way oftener. Therefore,
it is harder to find. There is such a thing as the
hour and minute hands catching at times, which
would cause it to lose, or the balance wheel may
he out of true in the flat, and when placed in a
certain position it strikes something, causing it to
take a sluggish action and lose time. Some small
cause of this kind is what you must look for.

" Spinel."—Can you give us any information
regarding the mineral spine/ f The following,
from Rothschild, will probably meet your require-
ments : It is only during the past century that
mineralogists make a distinction between the min-
erals spinel and corundum. The composition of
the spinel was discovered towards the end of the
last century, and was found to be about 70 per cent.
alumina, 25 per cent. magnesia, and small parts of
oxide of chrome, silica and protoxide of iron. Up
to that time red spinels had always been con-
founded with rubies, and many celebrated so-called
rubies have been shown to be spinels by modern
mineralogists. This beautiful mineral is found
in many colors, from pink to rose-red, carmine,
cochineal, blood-red, hyacinth, pale to dark blue,
violet and indigo blue, grass-green to blackish
green, and sometimes colorless. There is also a
black variety called pleonaste or ceylonite. Spinels
crystallize in octahedrons and their modifications,
the fracture is conchoidal, specific gravity 3.5 to
3.6, and hardness No. 8 in Moh's scale ; only the
diamond, corundum and chrysoberyl will scratch
the spinel. Its refraction is single, the lustre highly
vitreous, and it does not easily acquire electricity.
Acids do not attack the spine], nor has the blow-
pipe any effect on this mineral, except to change
the red to a brownish or colorless state, but the
original color returns when the stone cools. Flawed
or imperfect stones are liable to crack or split if
heated too much. With borax or salt of phosphorus
the spinel melts into a colorless or green-tinted
glass. Spinels are found in clay and in the sands
of rivers in East India, Hindustan, the Province
of Mysore, Farther India, Pegu, Ceylon, North
America, Sweden, Bohemia and Australia. The
red spine!, and especially those tints which approach
the red corundum or true ruby in color, are the
most valuable, and are known as ruby spinels.
Very fine specimens of ruby spinels of one carat
and larger are quite rare and command good
prices. Rose-colored spinels are known as balas-
rubies, pale-blue spinels as sapphirines, and the
hyacinth-red, yellowish-red and orange-yellow
spinels are called rubicelles. All these different-
colored spinels, if pure and of great brilliancy, are
valuable as gem stones, being only surpassed in
hardness and brilliancy by the diamond and corun-
dums. The white spinel, which is seldom found,
is sometimes confounded with the diamond, having
the same specific gravity and single refraction, but
as it lacks the fire and is easly scratched by the
diamond, the danger of mistaking one for the
other is slight. Burnt amethyst, which often
resembles the spinel, is lighter and softer, while
burnt topaz, although it is identical with the spinel
in hardness, is somewhat lighter and possesses
remarkable electric powers, becoming electric by
either rubbing, heating or pressure, and retaining
electricity for upwards of twenty-four hours. The
zircon is easily distinguished from the spinel be-
cause of its much greater specific gravity. It is
also doubly refractive and softer. Garnets are
softer, lack the play of color and brilliancy, and
fuse easily into a light brown or black glass.
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Bookkeeping Done by Machinery
The value of time lost in balancing your accounts each

night would pay for a National

The New Way

You ought to know at the close of the
day the amounts and relative proportion

of your cash and credit sales, payments re-
ceived on account and the money paid out.
You ought to compare these figures with
those of previous days and so test the health
of your business. • • •
al A National will give you at a glance a
detailed history of the day's business. Why
waste your time with antiquated methods?

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.
Dayton, Ohio, - - - U. S. A. The Old Way

CUT OFF HERE JIND M./HL TO US TOD.RY
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO., Dayton, 0.

I own a store Please exislain what
kind of a register is best suited for my business.

This does not obligate me to buy.

Name 

Address  

THE KEYSTONE No. Clerks

LOCKETS
made by

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

None genuine without
trade-mark stamped inside

arc recognized more than ever as the
standard article (in their line) and
are used by the great majority of dealers
with satisfaction to their trade.

SEND FOR NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

JEWELRY STORE FIXTURES

No. 41
Jewelers' Horseshoe Case and Table

We make a specialty of fitting UP-TO-DATE Jewelry
Stores with HIGH-GRADE Fixtures and Show Cases.

OUR WORK SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

J. W. Storandt Mfg. Co.
Address Department 1? ROCHESTER, N. Y.

-REFERENCES----
Gurney Bros., Brockton, Mass.
Thos. .1. Morrow, Holyoke, Mass.F. S. Thompson, Gloucester, Mass.
Daniel Low dc Co., Salem, Mass.
Harry Raynes, Lowell, Mass.
Jordan, Marsh & Co., Boston, Mass.
Houghton It Dutton, Boston, Mass.J. I G. H. Miss, Norwich, Conn.

Perry .11 Stone, New London, Conn.
Klee at Groh, Rochester, N. Y.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
W. S. Quencer, Watertown, N. Y.
Otto Miller, Olean, N. Y.
B. M. Henschel & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. T. Achenbach, Glens Falls, N. Y.
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A Wide Field for Merchants'
Associations

AN institution which is destined to do
much for the commercial world is the .

local merchants' association. Heretofore there

have been organizations of the merchants in

a particular line, but experience has taught
that much more may be accomplished by
harmonious action on the part of merchants

in all lines. The greater the number in an
organization the greater the influence, and
weakness among the merchants in any one

line may thus be compensated for by strength
in another. The jewelers in the smaller

towns may be too few in number to be much

of an influence for good, but by co-operation
,with their brother merchants in other lines

much may be acccomplished. Then, too,

there may be no one in one particular trade

who has the ability or the desire for leader-
ship, whereas it will generally be easy to

select such a one from among all the mer-

chants in a town.
Many are the ways in which merchants'

associations may be beneficial. They can
advertise their town and devise inducements

to attract out-of-town trade. Co-operating,

they can obtain better advertising rates and

much more publicity from the public press.

They can suppress the itinerant peddler and
the demoralizing trading stamp. The Mer-

chants' Association of Marion, Ind., for in-

stance, publishes a list of sixty towns from

which it will pay round-trip fares to Marion,

provided the customer makes purchases

amounting to $15. There are twenty-one

merchants in the Marion association and
they represent all lines of trade. It is

organization that makes such offers as this

possible.

Again, such organizations are, in many
respects, protective to • members. Most

jewelers have had occasion to complain of

indiscriminate requests for contributions
for all manner of purposes, and refusal is
often embarrassing. The Merchants' Asso-
ciation of Fort Wayne, Ind., regulates this
as follows :

No member of this association can contribute
or cdonate any funds to any organization, or insti-
tution, etc., as an individual or firms, with the ex-
ception of those acts which can properly be classed
as contributions for the immediate relief of per-
sonal worthy objects of charity, viz., a needy
individual or family, and also the church, lodge or
society with which he or members of his family may

be connected, but must refer the party or parties
applying to the secretary of this association, who
will bring the applicant's appeal for aid before the
next regular or called meeting of the executive
board, and if the cause is a worthy one, the appli-
cant may be assisted out of the funds of the asso-
ciation or the matter referred to the association for
action.

pI HE more ambitious merchants' associa-tions have a regularly constituted bureau
of information, where are registered the

names of the slow-pays and the dishonest.

The association in Centralia, Ill., goes further

and issues a rating book. Simultaneously

with issuing the book, the following announce-

ment was published in the local press:

One of the main objects advanced when organ-
izing, was the advantage to be derived first for the
customer and last for the merchant. There can
be no greater injustice to a man than to refuse him
credit, when in need, if he is justly entitled to it.
How is a merchant to know when a man is worthy
of credit?

By the use of the rating book, compiled and
published by the association, every member is in
possession of the manner in which every customer
meets his obligations. If you pay cash, promptly,
slow or beat your accounts, your merchant will
without a doubt report you so, thus being just to
you, himself and others. The idea is abroad that
only those who beat their bills are rated. This is
erroneous, as every one, the merchants as well,
are rated. The ratings are classified as follows:

o Pays cash.
I Perfectly good.
2 Prompt pay.
3 Slow, but safe to credit.
4 Pays, but risky.
5 Honest, but not safe to credit.
6 Demand cash.
From the above you will readily see that justice

is shown to all. Nothing can be fairer than this, as
you are classified just as you transacted business,
showing the merchant whether you are worthy or
unworthy of credit, and he governs his acts
accordingly.

By using this system the merchant is enabled
to sell on a closer margin, which is a saving to you
and himself, as his loss is less. His goods must
be paid for when the bills are due. In many cases
failures have occurred because the customer per-
sisted in carrying a balance. If you are employed
by the month, you expect to be paid monthly and
not quarterly. Just so with the merchant. He
expects his pay from you monthly and not every
three, six or twelve months, or possibly never. Who
is the leader in public improvements, churches,
schools, etc.? Who is it that you apply to for credit
when adversity overtakes you? Is it the mail-
order house or the home merchant?

Consider these facts carefully, consult your
better judgment, and buy from your home mer-
chant. Spend your cash where it will be used to pro-
mote home industry, maintain the home schools
and churches, and you will not be only greatly
benefited but will also be a blessing to the com-
munity.

This taking the public into their confi-

dence was an excellent idea. The rating

book will be a nudge to the slow pays and a

deterrent to the dishonest, and must needs

be beneficial to the deserving.
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Pictures as a Side Line

JEWELER who is much given to the
handling of side lines, suggests that a

good profit can easily be made by carrying a
stock of pictures. He claims that no line of
goods does more to make a store attractive,
and that well-displayed pictures not only sell
themselves, but help to sell other goods by
attracting and interesting customers. Dealers,
he says, who have not yet discovered this
fact should investigate the matter, as pictures
are a class of goods that admirably harmonize
with jewelry and appeal to the same class of
customers. There is sufficient reason in this
suggestion to commend it to the thoughtful
consideration of at least some of the trade.
Jewelry and art go well together, and the
thought occurs to us that one of the largest
jewelry stores in the city of Philadelphia has
an elaborate picture salon for the display and
sale of rare paintings.

A Corn-Growing Contest

A MERCHANT in a Western State has
adopted a novel and highly successful

scheme for attracting the trade of the local
farming community, and it is one which any
dealer located in an agricultural district should
find equally feasible. This method is known as
a corn-growing contest, merchandise prizes
amounting to about $50 being awarded to
those who raise the largest ears from seeds
supplied gratis by the jeweler. In the sow-
ing season he makes up a large number of
packages, each containing 500 grains of corn.
Every young agriculturist who calls at his
store and is willing to compete—and all, of
course, are—receives one of these packages
free and has his name registered as a compe-
titor. Enclosed in each package is a circu-
lar, in which the conditions of the contest
are set forth and the merits of the dealer's
store and goods incidentally, but none the
less forcibly exploited. A pertinent window
display is one of the opening and closing
features of the scheme. In spring the pack-
ages are profusely exhibited, giving much
publicity to the contest, and again in the fall,
interest is aroused in the result of the con-
test by an elaborate display of the competing
specimens of corn. The publicity resulting
from this scheme is said to compensate ten-
fold for the expense involved.
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The Great Central Market for Jewelry and Optical Goods

foremost market in America for the distribution of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry and Optical

The best place for you to buy your Spring bills.

during the months of FEBRUARY and MARCH to the Great

Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

THE CHICAGO COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION
(Succeeding the National Association of Merchants and Travelers)

Western Passenger Association Territory
Spring Meetings, 1905, of the Chicago Commercial Association ONE AND ONE-THIRD FARE

Including Ohio, Michigan (excepting Northern Peninsula) and Indiana and part 
of Illinois in the Central Passenger Association territory.

j Dates for Buying Tickets-February 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

1 Dates for Returning Home-February 22, 23, 24, 25, 
26, 27, 28, March 1, 2, 3, 4

S Dates for Buying Tickets
-March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

1 Dates for Returning Home-March 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

( Dates for Buying Tickets-March 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24

Dates for Returning Home-March 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31, April 1

Merchants' Special Rates, Western Passenger Association Territory, including the following States : Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Colorado, NewMexico, on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe proper ; New Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe Pacific ; Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also inMinnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the Lines of the Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines cansecure the reduced rates from the nearest points on other lines ; Northern Peninsula of Michigan on the C., M. & St. P. and C. & N. W. R'y ; Illinois,Missouri and Kansas in Western Passenger Association Territory.

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and II
Dates for Returning Home-February 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
Dates for Buying Tickets-February 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25Dates for Returning Horne-February 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, (; and 7
Dates for Buying Tickets-March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11Dates for Returning Home-March 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21
Dates for Buying Tickets-March 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25Dates for Returning Home-March 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 20, 30, 31, APIA 1, 2, 3 i"

20 and 21

ONE AND ONE-FIFTH FARE

Merchants' Special Rates in Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, 
Southern Missouri and Southeastern Kansas. Also on other lines

from points in Oklahoma, Indian Territory and Arkansas, on the north of the 
line of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf Railroad, from the Texas State

line eastwardly to Little Rock, including the Hot Springs Division, and 
on and north of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway, 

Little Rock

to Arkansas City, Ark.. inclusive, and the St. Louis Southwestern Railway of 
Texas.

Dates for Buying Tickets-February 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 
and 11

Dates for Returning Home-February 8, 9, 10, II, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21

Dates for Buying T.ekets-February 18, 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 24 and 25

Dates for Retur  • g liome-February 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, March 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 
10 and 11

Dates for Retur  ' g Home-March 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21

Dates for Buying Tickets-Marcli 18, 19, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24 and 25

Dates for Retur g Home-March 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 
30, 31, April 1, 2, 3 ;Intl I

■lake a note of liie dates for buying tickets and returning home. The railroads will , .- i ti, I v pertnil no deviation from the dates givenM11itlberS iti(iSi til 11!! 1,1,1, take certificates not a receipt.) from the ticket seller at the point oi ,mtrting.
WARNING! The dates given above only are correct, and the Association cannot be responsible for any statements of railroad employees to the contrary

SPECIAL NOTICE.-The new llembiltorters of this Associat ion dr, 1:irge and commodious, occupying the 9111 II mr of t ;rent Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard. Very yea.venient I Sit Business I ImIses, Hotels and in ilway Offices. A complcte I 1,att l Informal it,,,, Directories and Alaps of the City, Reading and Cheek Booms have been established. Thevisiting merchant will have a cordial welcome.

JOHN GenernI Secretary
9th Floor Oreat Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard, CHIC kW)

We are members of the Chicago Commercial Association. Write us for additional particulars

BENJ. ALLEN & COMPANY OTTO YOUNG & COMPANY
F. A. HARDY & COMPANY H. F. HAHN & COMPANY

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.

SECOND MEETING

THIRD MEETING . . .

FOURTH MEETING . .

FIFTH MEETING . . .

JOHN II. 1-1ARDIN, General Secretary

9th Floor Great Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard, 
CHICAO0

Make our stores your headquarters when you come to town. We are at 
your service

Co H. KNIGHTS & COMPANY SPROEHNLE & COMPANY

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY M. S. FLEISHMAN COMPANY

M. A. MEAD & COMPANY
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Retails $1.50 to $30.00

New Double Fever Thermometer Case

r 4 .
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In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments

•at,

falA. 11111.‘

e ' Neo

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO,
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers and Exportet s of

GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS AND
NOVELTIES

41=11=M ra. am NE la ......11.111

CALLENG
CARDS

trA46

Emmosozn 61nd IILLUHRHATED
STEEL DEE aTATIIONERY

We are Leaders in this Line
WRITE FOR SAMPLES TO-DAY

Wm. Freund 0 Sons, 174-176 State St.

Chicago

ExchusiveRy Copper Pilate Eri °
fing and De Xrcnbossind

A

WEDDENG
ENVETA.TECHS

The"MODEL' <;1, 
Fountain Pen

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, $1.00 to $10.00. Made of finest grade rubber and fitted witha 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every pen guarante,(1. Write for samples and prices. All makes repairedand returned same day received. HERING 0 CO., 17-19 John Street, New York.

A handsome
oak show case
free with
$10.00 and
upward
assortments.
Send for list of
assortments
and catalogue.

A fine gniii-rnmintea pen given free for
advertising purpose with

each arerrti fluent
Write for in Mrmation

The Wright Fountain PenI-I, WRITES' RIGHT high-gracit.: pwrt for Clic Jewelry trace

Our Leader. The best value on the market. $7.50 per doz. The pen points are 14 K. solid gold, pointed with iridium
NV12101--IT REIN C.O., 614 Locu.st Street, St. Louis, Mo.

1905 Watchmakers' To' oh and Materials
Our new line of JEWELRY for the spring trade is ready for the inspection of buyers

1905

( WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE, OPTICAL GOODS
BRACELETS, FIGURES, NOVELTIES

Call at our store and be convinced that we have just what you need in your stockWe thank you for the liberal patronage of 1904 and trust we shall continue to serve you

AISENSTEIN cci? WORONOCK, 22 Eldridge St., d New rod 
W1-1EIN VVRITI NO '1'0 A OVIFiRTISEIRS, kI1NDJy MIENT107V KEws-nomai:

Febrtlary, 1905 T H E

Annual Meeting of the Stationers'

Board of Trade

The annual meeting of the Stationers'

Board of Trade of New York, was held on

Tuesday, January 3d, at 97 Nassau Street,

when members and representatives of mem-

bers were present to the number of forty-

seven. The chair was occupied by President

Henry C. Bainbridge, and the election to the

board of trustees for the ensuing year re-

sulted in the choice of the following : James

C. Aikin, Aikin, Lambert & Co., New York ;

Charles Watson Allen, Little, Brown & Co.,

Boston, Mass. ; Thomas P. Bacon, J. B.

Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, Pa.,

Henry C. Bainbridge, Chas. T. Bainbridge's

Sons, Brooklyn ; William B. Boorum, Jr.,

13oorum & Pease Company, New York;

Charles S. Cooke, Cooke & Cobb Company,

Brooklyn ; Stephen Farrelly, American News

Company, New York ; Eberhard Faber,

Eberhard Faber, New York ; William

Keuffel, Keuffel & Esser Company, New

York ; Charles S. Kiggins, Kiggins & Tooker

Company, New York ; Charles McLough-

lin, McLoughlin Brothers, New York ; Lyman

B. Sturgis, The Macmillan Company, New

York ; Nelson Taylor, the Baker & Taylor

Company, New York ; David A. Tower,

Tower Manufacturing and Novelty Company,

New York ; Miles Vernon, S. E. & M.

Vernon, New York ; John A. Walker,

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey

City, N. J.; Frank D. Waterman, L. E.

Waterman Company, New York ; Franklin

Weston, Byron Weston Company, Dalton,

Mass.

President Bainbridge delivered his

annual address, in the course of which he

said : " Our organization is now in its thir-

tieth year, and while its growth in member-

ship has not been as great as we would

desire, it has grown in honor, and has earned

the confidence of its members and the re-

spect of everybody with whom it has busi-

ness dealings.

I am pleased to say that our list of mem-

bers shows an increase of seven over last

year, a growth which I hope will continue
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and I believe it will so long as we continue to

give our members what I believe we are

giving them now, better service than they

can get elsewhere and for less money. The

treasurer's report shows an increase of cash

assets over last year of nearly $1300."

The trustees as above named met on

January Toth, and elected the following

officers : President, Henry C. Bainbridge,

first vice-president, James C. Aikin, second

vice-president, Charles S. Kiggins, secre-

tary and treasurer, Herbert M. Condit.

The executive committee was selected

as follows : James C. Aikin, of Aikin, Lam-

bert & Co. ; Frank D. Waterman, of the

L. E. Waterman Company ; Eberhard

Faber, of Eberhard Faber ; Lyman B.

Sturgis, of the Macmillan Company ; Miles

Vernon, of S. E. & M. Vernon ; the presi-

dent and the treasurer, ex-officio.

The annual banquet of the board will be

held at the Waldorf-Astoria on the evening

of February 7th.

An Active Easter Trade Predicted

The approach of St. Valentine's Day

and the subsequent preparation for Easter,

are pressing subjects for the consideration of

the stationer at this time. The time-honored

valentine has been re-installed in popular

favor, and the goods this year are unusually

attractive and novel. It is surprising, in-

deed, that so much artistic beauty and dainti-

ness of execution as is seen in some of these

valentines can be had at the surprisingly low

price. We could conceive of no more

attractive window display than could be

arranged from these goods, and quick and

profitable sales would seem to be a certainty.

The Easter trade in all lines of stationery

has been growing rapidly in recent years,

and the manufacturers have aided in this

development by very attractive goods. The

American Stationer quotes a prominent

leader in the stationery trade as follows :

" It is little short of wonderful how the

Easter trade in stationery has increased in

the past few years. Not more than six

years since we knew and cared very little

about Easter goods, whereas now they have

come to be of as much importance as a

number of recognized lines, and, best of all,

each year sees them more favorably estab-

lished in the favor of the public.

The demand has expanded by leaps and

bounds, and this year is certain to be a

record breaker in this respect. I venture

this opinion because the season has decidedly

more recognition now than it has ever had,

and dealers are beginning to understand how

to handle the goods to best advantage. The

goods need to be displayed and displayed

strikingly to attract a big business, and

dealers have come to understand this fact.

Another factor that makes me feel con-

fident of a remarkably large season in Easter

goods is the fact that business generally in

the spring gives evidence of being unusually

good. While m )st of the articles, of course,

are not expensive, they are yet of such

character as to have the demand for them

affected during a business depression. On

the other hand good times will necessarily

stimulate the request for them.

While an increase in the demand for

suitable novelties has been most noticeable

during the Easter season, the demand for

striking creations for such occasions as

Halloween, Washington's Birthday, Lin-

coln's Birthday and similar occasions, has

also shown a wonderful increase in recent

years. About all one has to do to sell such

goods is to show them. The public really is

anxious to get them and will be certain to

visit stores where it is known good assort-

ments are available. I am pretty well con-

vinced that stationers who pay a good deal

of attention to these lines increase their trade

on other lines by attracting buyers who might

not otherwise visit their establishments."

A Revolving Inkwell

The improvement of the inkwell has

been a favorite subject for the exercise of the

inventor's ingenuity. The archives of the

Patent Office tell of hundreds of patented

inkwells, most of them so impractical that the

first models were the only ones ever made.

Among the recent improvements in ink

receptacles is a revolving inkwell for which

these claims are made : Absolute cleanliness

or freedom from dust ; ability to utilize all

the ink put in the well and freedom from.

evaporation.
This revolving inkwell consists of three

parts—the base, the top or reservoir, and a

steel spring to hold the base and reservoir

together. The ink is poured into the reser-

voir, and the base is then fitted over the

neck or nozzle on what is really the bottom

of the reservoir. The two parts are held

together and turned over, the steel spring

holding them intact. In the center of the

base is a small reservoir, or hollow connected

by channels with the sides. into which the

nozzle of the inkwell properly fits. Slots on

two sides of the base afford dipping places

for pen. The ink comes from the top, rather

than the bottom, as in all other wells, and

just enough drips down at one time for a

good pen-full. Automatic air pressure pre-

vents the ink from flowing down faster than

it is dipped out. When not in use a turn of

the reservoir on top shuts the well up almost

air tight.
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We Are NiA4
Ready for
Business
In Our
Enlarged
Quarters

4( MEYER

is hardly necessary for us to state that we have felt the need of more room
for the proper conduct of our rapidly increasing business for several
years, but the past year's business has made it clear that it was imper-
ative that we must increase our floor space.

WE are glad to inform the trade that we have increased our space fully
one-third, and that we are now nicely arranged in our enlarged quarters
with better facilities than ever to take care of the Western and South-
western Jewelers who want their work done quick and right and want
their orders for tools, materials and supplies filled the same day as received.

WE are enthusiasts over business prospects during 1905, and if you
share our enthusiasm and we can co-operate together, it will result
in mutual prosperity.

JEWELRY COMPANY
Hurry-up Jewelers for Hurry-up People

1010 to 1018 Main Street Kansas City, Mo.

High-

Grade

Modern

Jewelry

Store

Fixtures

and

Show

Cases

- — 

One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

Manufacturing

To Order

Our Specialty

State your wan;;

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & CO') Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, lastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CI I I CA( ; 0, I LL.
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E. M. Craft, of the A. P. 
Craft Company,

Indianapolis, will cover his old 
territory for the

ensuing year.
Bates & Bacon, the well-known

 chainmakers,

will continue to be represented 
for another year by

H. S. Noyes among the 
wholesale trade on the

Western circuit. Mr. Noyes will have his head-

quarters, as usual, in Chicago.

Lindenberg, Strauss & Company, o
f Cincin-

nati, announce that their traveli
ng force will be as

follows for the ensuing year, in the
 same territories

as heretofore : S. Lindenberg,
 in Indiana, Illinois,

Missouri and Kansas territory ; 
Sig. Strauss, in

Ohio and the South ; August 
Newstedt, same terri-

tory as last year ; Nathan Hahn a
nd Adolph Schaar,

in their old territories. These 
gentlemen are already

all out among the trade, 
displaying their early

spring lines.

J. C. Luden is no longer in the
 employ of W.

Green & Co., New York Cit
y. The Southern

territory is now covered by Lee Webe
r, in the

interest of this well.known con
cern. Mr. Weber,

who has been with the company 
for some time, is

a versatile and energetic repr
esentative, and enjoys

a wide popularity in the trade.

Frank H. Moore, formerly C
olorado man for

Benj. Allen & Company, Chic
ago, has engaged

with Charles L. Trout & Compa
ny, of New York,

and will travel for this firm in 
his old territory in

the Southwest and Colorado as
 well as the Pacific

Coast.
M. H. Mason, formerly a 

well-known manu-

facturing jeweler, and member of 
the old firm of

Mason, Draper & Company, is n
ow representing

F. H. Hill & Company, of 
Attleboro, among the

wholesale trade on the Western cir
cuit.

Ben. Wright, who covered 
Western territory

for Benj. Allen & Company, 
Chicago, last year, is

now with the Calvin Clauer 
Company, in Illinois,

Iowa and the Dakotas.

The E. H. Pudrith Company, of 
Detroit, Mich.,

will be represented on the road 
during the present

year byyaiWilliam H. Horton, in 
Michigan territory,

and M. E. Rowley, in Northern 
Ohio and Southern

Will. Torrence, who has rep
resented the New

York house of Leys, Christie & 
Company in the

West and far West territory for 
several years past,

territory.
litaograyin represent this firm this

 year in his old

Norris, Alister & Company, of 
Chicago, have

arranged their staff of traveling 
salesmen as follows

for 1905 : L. W. Williams, in his old 
territory in

Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas and O
hio ; C. L. Stange,

in Illinois and Missouri ; R. A. B
oyer, in Wisconsin

and Iowa ; M. G. Evans, in Mic
higan and Indiana,

and Thomas Wilson, in Iowa a
nd Minnesota. The

new men on the force are Mr. 
Evans and Mr.

Wilson. All of the above gentlemen ar
e already

out on the road on their early 
spring trip.
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The Johnston Optical Company, of Detroit,

will be represented during the ensuing year by the

following traveling salesmen in the territories

mentioned below : S. E. Dodge, in Iowa and

Nebraska ; W. D. Gordon, in Illinois, Missouri

and Kansas territory ; W. J. Ennis, in Wisconsin
,

Minnesota and the Dakotas ; George A. Douglas,

in Ohio and Indian Territory. and C. M. Scammet,

in Michigan territory. Mr. Dodge is the newest

man on the force, and was formerly a practicing

Optician at Ypsilanti, Mich.

G. E. Tinker, the veteran sterling silver sales-

man, is again out among his customers in th
e

West, displaying the spring lines of the W. B
.

Durgin Company, the Concord silversmiths.

Jos. Noterman & Company, of Cincinnati,

announce that they will continue their old trave
ling

force in the same territories as heretofore. Will
iam

Pfieuger and John B. Osthoff are the two able 
and

popular salesmen who have for a number of y
ears

past looked after the road interests of this firm
.

Wm. Weidlich & Bros., the well-known man
u-

facturers' agents, of St. Louis, will be represe
nted

by the following salesmen during the present y
ear:

E. C. Weidlich, E. S. Gregory, F. B. 
Weidlich.,

Edward Hale and William ‘Veidlich. Mr. Hale is

the new man on the force, and will travel in
 South-

ern territory entirely.

Edwards & Sloane Jewelry Company, of 
Kan-

sas City, have made arrangements with the
 follow-

ing salesmen to represent them on the ro
ad during

1905, in the territories named below : E. L
. Don-

aldson, in Northern Kansas and Nebraska ; 
E. H.

Ray, in Texas ; H. Carl Edwards, in Iowa
, Mis-

souri and Arkansas, and D. P. Ingraham, in
 South-

ern Kansas, Oklahoma and Indian Territor
y. Mr.

Ingraham is the new man on the force. He is
 one

of the oldest and best-known travelers in th
e terri-

tory he covers, having represented the C. B.
 Norton

Jewelry Company in his present territory for
 the

past ten years.
L. W. Arnold, well known in the Western

trade, will again look after the road interests of
 the

Western Clock Manufacturing Company, La 
Salle,

I11., for another year.

The Merry Optical Company, of Kansas Ci
ty,

have made arrangements with the followi
ng gen-

tlemen to represent them on the road dur
ing the

ensuing year in the territories named : Wm.
 E.

Huston, in Northern territory ; 0. H. Gerry, in

Eastern territory ; A. L. Sanderson, in 
Western

territory, and W. E. Hunter, in Southern te
rritory.

Mr. Hunter is the new man on the force, and
 comes

from the Cleveland Optical Company.

C. H. Knights & Company, of Chicago,
 have

made arrangements with the following 
salesmen to

represent them in the territories named : 
R. W.

Barlow, in Illinois, Missouri and the S
outhwest ;

Steve R. King, in Iowa, Nebraska a
nd South

Dakota ; Ed. E. Reynolds, in Wisconsin 
and Min-

nesota ; J. I. Minteer, in Iowa, Kansas, South

Dakota and parts of Minnesota. Mr. Min
teer is the

new man on the force, and the trade wil
l find him

a mighty pleasant gentleman to meet. 
All of the

above salesmen are already out among 
the trade

with their new spring lines.

The St. Louis Clock and Silverware Com
pany

announce the following for a traveling force for

1905 : W. F. Wilmes, in Western territ
ory ; R. C.

Dick, in the South, and S. W. Risien, 
in the

Southwest.
The Baldwin-Miller Company, of Indi

anapolis,

announce the following traveling force 
for rgo5 :

John T. Gardner, in Indiana and Illinois 
territory,

and Charles B. Dyer, in Illinois, Missouri
 and Iowa

territory.
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Fred. J. Foster, the well-known Western

traveler, will represent the manufacturing h
ouse of

Unger Brothers, Newark, N. J., for ano
ther year.

L. Gutmann & Sons, of Cincinnati, ann
ounce

that there will be no change in their traveling 
force

from last year. Their list includes the fo
llowing

well-known salesmen : E. C. Pfaffle, in the South
-

west ; Eugene Frommeyer, in the Middle West
;

Steve Leubusher, in the Northwest ; Ely Horw
itz,

in the South ; Charles Payne, in Kentucky 
and

Tennessee, and Eli Gutmann, who will make occa
-

sional trips during the year.

The Sidney L. and Morris Bauman Company,

of St. Louis, will be represented by the followin
g

gentlemen during the ensuing year : Louis Bauman,

in the Middle West and in the Southern territory
;

Sidney Bauman, in the far West, and Morris

Bauman will make occasional trips during the year
.

The Miller Jewelry Company, of Cincinnati,

will be represented on the road during 1905 
by

Wallace L. Miller, in the South and in the North
-

west ; W. H. Geier, in the Middle Western Sta
tes,

and j. Cliff Miller, in Ohio and Indiana territory.

M. F. Barger & Company, Chicago, will again

be represented in the Western territory for anot
her

year by the genial Ed. 0. Baumgarten, who is on
e

of the most popular men in the profession.

I. Newhouse, well known among the trade

throughout Wisconsin, has made arrangements t
o

represent the Calvin Clauer Company, of Chicago
,

in that territory, and is already out on his-initial trip
.

Charles T. Wittstein & Company, of Chicago,

have arranged with A. H. Vivian to represent them

in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Missouri territ
ory.

August Wittstetn will also make occasional t
rips

for this firm during the year.

E. & J. Swigart announce that they have n
ot

made any change in their traveling staff for 
1905,

but that they will be represented on the r
oad, as

usual, by their old force, which includes Cha
rles

Swigart, in Northern Ohio, Michigan and Ind
iana

territory ; J. W. Solar will call on the trade in
 the

Southern States and Southern Indiana, and
 E.

Doenitz, in Ohio, West Virginia and Virginia.

The Eisenstadt Manufacturing Company, of

St. Louis, has the following staff of salesmen 
who

will travel in its interests in the territory named

the ensuing year : A. F. Eisenbeiss will visit
 the

trade in Kansas, Texas and Territories ; J
. Reed

Elliott will cover MissOuri, Nebraska and Co
lorado

territory ; 0. K. Steuwer, in Arkansas, 
Louisiana,

Kentucky and Tennessee ; Nelson W. Hag
nauer

will call on the trade in Illinois and Iowa
 ; C. J.

Cedarstrom, in Wisconsin, Minnesota and the

Dakotas; R. S. Conrad will visit the trade in

Indiana, Ohio and Michigan territory. Joe M.

Friede will give his entire attention to the di
amond

line in all the territory tributary to St. Loui
s, and

J. Y. Patrick will represent this - firm e
xclusively

among the trade with their factory product.

The Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company, of 
St.

Louis, announce that there will be no cha
nge in

their traveling force for 1905. Their staff includes

the following : F. L. Jaccard, who ha
s been in

their service nearly a quarter of a cen
tury, will

again call on the trade in Texas and Lou
isiana for

another year ; W. F. Wilmes, who has served 
this

house fifteen years, will again look after their

interests in Kansas and Oklahoma ; Joseph 
Auer,

who has been with this firm for fourteen 
years, will

visit the trade in Mississippi, Tennessee 
and Ala-

bama ; Leo Bauman, the firm's youngest 
traveler,

will again call on the trade in Arkansa
s, South-

western Missouri and Illinois territory for a
nother

year, and Sam. Loewenstein will travel in
 Northern

Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska territory.

(Continued on page 267)
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To THE RETAIL JEWELERS
Have you seen the new CHRONOGRAPH
WATCH manufactured by the NEW YORK
STANDARD WATCH CO., which is 110W
in the market ? Are you interested in inves-
tigating the merits claimed for this WATCH,
and if you find same to be true, are you will-
ing to handle the best seller in the market ?

The following are the ADVANTAGES
claimed for this WATCH:

1st-- is of AMERICAN manufacture, and though verysimple in construction, the CHRONOGRAPH attach-ment is mechanically PERFECT and ACCURATE.

2d—Its very SIMPLICITY insures its DURABILITY.

3d—Every part is INTERCHANGEABLE, and can be
duplicated at once, at a nominal cost.

4th—It will compare FAVORABLY in the ACCURACYof its CHRONOGRAPH part, with the most expensive
imported watch.

5th—These CHRONOGRAPH WATCHES are cased onlyby the leading manufacturers, with a guarantee that isa GUARANTEE.

6th—With all its advantages over the imported watch, it isby far the CHEAPEST in the market.

Ask your JOBBER to submit to you samples of the new
CHRONOGRAPH WATCH made by the NEW YORK
STANDARD WATCH CO.

11E month of February is rich in opportunities for effective window
display. The anniversaries of the birthdays of Lincoln and

  \Vashington, with the festival of St. Valentine between, afford
  the window dresser abundant inspiration for trims that will appeal

both to patriotism and pocket. Displays of this character need entail no

expense. Even a framed picture of either of the great Americans, properly

draped, would make a pleasing and appealing centerpiece for a neat trim.

A heart-shaped window with heart-shaped price tickets, or cupids, or a pair

of sweethearts—anything symbolic of love will serve for a feature of a

St. Valentine display. In the issues of THE KEvsToNE for February, Iwo

and n9o3, will be found suitable trims described in detail.

An interesting feature of a display designed some weeks ago by Harry

Jacoby, Oroville, Cal., was a revolving electric pyramid center. This was

quite an attraction, and demonstrated the magnetic power of motion in the

show window. The display, as a whole, was profuse, including a large and

varied assortment of goods and suitable decorative adjuncts.

As indicative of the innumerable ways to lend additional attractiveness

to the window, a scheme of a clothing house in Hillsboro, Wis., is worth

mentioning. The window was filled with men's wearables. In the center

was displayed a card calling attention to the fact that one article necessary

to the proper dressing of a man had been omitted, and that one dollar

would be paid to the first person to discover what the missing article was.

The window was left in for a week, and it was interesting, we are told, to

see the people studying the entire display, trying to make out what was

lacking. On the after-
noon of the last day of
the contest, a boy of
thirteen discovered the
missing article, which
was a small sleeve but-
ton left out of one sleeve
of the shirt. • Next day a
card with the solution of
the problem was added
to the exhibit and at-
tracted much attention.
I fere was a scheme that
cost but little time or

labor, and yet was well

calculated to arouse the
interest of the passing
pedestrians.

We have frequently
commended mechanical
or motion windows as a
good advertisement for
the jeweler, inasmuch as
they evidence his me-
chanical ingenuity.
Many, however, have
questioned whether they
were worth the trouble
of construction. Experi-
ence is the best teacher
ill this as in other things,
and it will be interesting
for our readers to learn
the opinions of some who

have made a specialty of such windows. Writing to the Merchant's Record

and Show Window,  C. L. Osborne says:

" People differ in their opinions as to the advertising value of a

mechanical display as in many other things, especially in the dry goods

business. As a window dresser of ten or twelve years' experience, I have

made a number of such windows and have watched carefully the result of

them and also of others not executed by myself. In every instance they

have brought more trade than the ordinary window displays. Aside from

the immediate results, they have a lasting effect, as they cause people to

remark of such and such a moving display in So and So's window, thus

causing the name of the firm to be kept on the lips of the public, and hence

kept in mind, while other displays, as a rule, when taken out are forgotten.

" The mechanical window is especially valuable to the window trimmer

who is not as highly skilled in the art as some of his fellow-workers. For

this reason, that though the display may he ever so commonplace, if the

goods are shown at all, the moving object does the work of attracting

attention and thus advertises just the same. In many instances small

merchants do not feel able to pay for the services of a high-priced man, and

if by such windows he can occasionally make a hit with the public, it

is to his interest to allow the trimmer to put them in, especially as

mechanical windows are rarely expensive. In most cases mechanical

displays can be operated by an ordinary fan motor, and if the trimmer is a

little ingenious, he can easily rig up sufficient gearing to answer every

purpose, and the power to run the motor costs but a trifle."

Our illustration shows, in a very imperfect way by reason of a poor
photograph, a very attractive window trim by C. Aug. Carmany, of Coates-

ville, Pa. This design
has the great merit of
permitting a very impos-
ing display of goods as
becomes the holiday sea-
son, the arches, pillars
and top of the structure
being utilized to show
holiday stock to advan-
tage. The fobs shown
over the central archway
are an instance of the
tastefulness of the ar-
rangement %vhich made
the complete picture so
imposing. Entirely sur-
rounded by electric lights
the display was irresisti-
ble in its attractiveness
and an ideal business-
bringing window.

epSe

As signs of spring
will soon be in evidence
the time is opportune for
a renovation of the show
window if such is need-
ful. A primary consid-
eration in a jewelry store
window is the window
itself. The most scrupu-
lous cleanliness is a para-
mount essential, and
weather-worn casings or
signs must be renewed.

Au Attractive Display hy C. Aug. Carniany, roate.v111e,
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REORGANIZATION 
The unprecedented but expected increase in our business has compelled us to reorganize,
dividing our various lines into departments. Our

Jewelry, Watch and Diamond Lines \\Ill be known as
Silver, Clocks, Cut Glass, Art Goods -
Optical Goods and Optical Prescriptions
Watch Material, Jewelers' Findings, Tools, Boxes,
Manufacturing and Repairing ••••

"Department A"
" Department B"
" Department C"
" Department D"
" Department E"

When ordering, please favor us by designating the departments as above.
These departments will be represented on the road as follows :

Department A, by Messrs. J. T. Kirtland, E. J. Garsia, Max Goodman, Max Dorenfield
and A. Levy

Department B, by Messrs. Emile Magnus and W. Wolsch.
Departments C and D, by Mr. W. H. Schultz.

LEONARD KROWER

I Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician
Importer and Exporter

536-538 Canal Street

New Orleans, La.

CORNING CUT GLASS CO.
In Richness of Cutting

In Beauty of Design

In Purity of Glass

In Brilliancy of Polish
and Finish

OUR LINE EXCELS

We guarantee satisfaction

Our Spring Line is Rich in
New Shapes and Cuttings

Ask for Catalogue

■rDin II, .1

The Corning Cut Glass Co.
Corning, N. Y.

New York Salesroom, 24 Murray Street

_

The Illinois College Qf Engraving
Western Methodist Book Concern Building

57 Washington Street, Suite io2o, Chicago,

First month, $25.00 ; second month, $2o.00 ; third month,
$15.00. Original ideas in all that pertains to the artistic engrav-
ing of articles in silver, gold, etc. We will be pleased to mail
you our illustrated catalogue, giving particulars. The founder
and proprietor, MR. A. J. CLOW, has personal charge of all
instruction, thereby assuring students at this school the best
instruction obtainable.

Correspondence solicited

Illinois College of Engraving
57 Washington Street, suite 1020, Chicago, Ill.
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Points About Traveling Men

(Conlin ued fi um Page ,(3)

Woodstock, Hoefer & Company, of Kansas

City, announce that their old traveling forc
e will

continue to look after their road interests during

1905. Their staff includes : H. F. Wells, in North-

ern Iowa, Southern Minnesota and South 
Dakota;

A. Montague, in Southern Iowa and Nebras
ka;

E. H. Snow, in Kansas, Oklahoma a
nd Eastern

Colorado, and Otto Knaul, in Southwestern Mis-

souri, Northwestern Kansas, Indian Territo
ry and

Arkansas.
The C. B. Norton Jewelry Company, of Kansas

City, announce that they have made arrangement
s

with the following salesmen to represent them o
n

the road during 1905 : Henry J. Norton, in Central

and Southern Kansas and Oklahoma Territory;

Ed. S. Villmoare, as usual, will travel in Texas

And Missouri territory ; Roland R. Evans, in

Nebraska, North Kansas and North Missouri, and

Will. C. Schumann, in Indian Territory, Oklahoma

;ind Arkansas.
THE KEYSTONE is glad to place in this depart-

ment the pleasant face of S. E. Dodge, who has

not yet finished his first year as a member of the

traveling force of the

Johnston Optical Com-

pany, Detroit, Mich. Mr.

Dodge has just started

out in a new territory—

that of Iowa and Ne-

braska. The trade will

find Mr. Dodge a mighty

pleasant man to meet

and well up in the opti-

cal business. He is the

son of S. H. Dodge, for

years a well-known

jeweler, of Ypsilanti,

Mich., and was for a number of years in charge of

the optical department in his father's store. He

is a gentleman of most pleasing address and will

make friends wherever he goes.

The Sigler Brothers Company, of Cleveland,

inform us that they will be represented by the same

traveling staff this year as last, which includes the

well-known salesmen : Will. II. Wagner, who will

travel in the North and Northwest, and William H.

Kennon, in the Central West territory.

S. H. Clausin & Company, of Minneapolis,

inform us that they have made arrangements with

the following salesmen to represent them during

the ensuing year in the territories named : Bert.

Clausin, in Montana and Washington ; Elmer

Anderson, in Southern Minnesota and South

Dakota ; Carl Slocum, in North Dakota, North

Minnesota and Northern Wisconsin. A. A.

Sciltrianeepappioswli i.11 call on the city trade in St. Paul and

Minneapolis.
Albert Brothers, of Cincinnati, announce that

they will be represented by the following salesmen

in the territory named during 1905 ; C. A. Gebhardt

will cover Kentucky, Tennessee and a part of

Indiana and Ohio territory ; A. G. Pape will call

on the trade in Ohio, West Virginia and a part of

Pennsylvania, and Fred. Longdon, in Ohio, Indiana

and Michigan territory.

The Stein & Ellbogen Company, of Chicago,

inform us that they will be represented on the road

the ensuing year by the same staff of traveling

salesmen as they were last year, which includes:

John P. Ryan, in Michigan, Indiana and Ohio ;

Ed. Fry, in Wisconsin and Minnesota ; Gus.

Weinfield, in Illinois, Iowa and Missouri territory;

S. E. Dodge
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Morris Silverberg, in Western territory, and A.

Ellbogen will look after the city trade and near-by

towns. Harry Kohn, will, as usual, make occa-

sional trips on the road during the year in the

interests of the diamond department of this firm.

A meeting of traveling salesmen in jewelry

lines was held in New York City on January 22d,

when an auxiliary to the Brotherhood of Traveling

Jewelers was formally launched. None but mem-

bers of the brotherhood shall be eligible for mem-

bership in the new organization, but in all other

respects the two bodies shall be entirely separate

and distinct. The main object of the auxiliary is

to provide a fund for the relief of a member's

family when he dies. According to the constitu-

tion and by-laws of the association, the initial

assessment of members is $3, and on each death

thereafter they pay $2.10, of which $2 goes to the

bereaved family and ten cents to help defray ex-

penses of the organization.

Jewelers' Bowling League of New York

After the holiday respite the Jewelers' Bowling

League of New York resumed their games on

December 29th. The temporary cessation gave

fresh zest to the renewed contests. There has

been no noticeable lowering of the good form all

along displayed by most of the participants, nor

has there been any radical transposition, so far, of

the relative standing of the competing teams.

There is a long series of contests still ahead, how-

ever, and many changes may take place before

the Concluding game has been played. Since our

last report the results have been as follows :

December 29th.—Aikin, Lambert & Co. vs. Denni-

son Mfg. Co.:

Ilgen . . 142 142
Eggens . . 120 .
Rolleston . . 133
Wakefield 159 178
Dean . • . 166 166
Tickell . . 121 166

Totals . . 708 785 719 Totals . . 657 6o5 700

165 Seymour • 155 131
Howell . . 130 109

109 Hough . . 127 108
134 Haupt. . . 114 114
118 Freeman . 131 143
193

131
138
16
i86
129

January 3d.—Keystone
C. F. Wood & Co.:

Brinck . . 127 157 168
Flinn . . . ro8 143 tot
Schierloh . 10 104 136
Taylor . . 144 149 129
Roll . . . 174 135 179

Totals . . 663 688 713

and Crescent Co.'s

J. B. Wood 165 133
Knox . . . 146 147
Pelletreau 154 139
W. G.Wood 193 186
E. E. Wood 185 197

Totals . . 843 802

January 4th.—Representatives
King Optical Co.:

Froth'gham 137 155 148
  . . 90 90 90
Tonry . . 141 190 140
  . . 90 90 90
Horn . . . III 146 136

— — —
Totals . . 569 671 604

January 5th.—Nissen &
Smith & Co.:

Knopf.
Hutten
Conner
Meyer
Ruefer

. . 165 154 159
. . 126 142 147
. . 183 125 156
• • 137 134 98
. . 163 229 171

— — —
Totals • • 774 784 731

B.

vs.

122

''9

134
177
220

772

A. vs. King

Gorkum . . 148 158
Reast . . . 135 157
Warren . . 125 1294
Regenhard 145 

15 

Holker . 138 147

Totals . . 691 745

Lewis Co.'s vs. A.

165

147
1 12

163

157

744

H.

Gruner . 141 177 187
Neely . . . 133 . .
Greason . . 185 149
Frazee . . 175 168 195
Price . . 134 16o 99
Capouilliez 143 173 139

Totals . . 726 863 769

January 6th.—Avery & Brown vs. Tiffany & Co.:

Blindenhofert26 138 178
Cochran . . 123 113 162
Krauss . . 15x 134 156
Brown . . 174 170 130
Woodland 145 164 176

Totals . . 719 719 802

Brower .
Knapp .
Martin .
Thayer .
Gavey .

Totals .

. 145 158 167

. 179 178 168

. 113 115 164

. 150 144 168

. 143 146 200
— —

• 730 741 867
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January roth.—Aikin, Lambert & Co. vs. L. E.

Waterman Co.:

Ilgen . . . 136 178 138
Wakefield . 105 103 133
Dean . . 122 120 147
Ticket! . . 134 141 177
Howkell . 191 168 153

— —
Totals . . 688 710 748

Liddell . . 130 143 138
Chamberl'n 129 136 157
Thorburn . 138 133 115
Kastner . 135 136 118
Ferris . . 165 149 191

— — —
Totals . • 697 697 719

January otult:h.—DennIson Mfg. Co. vs. Udall &Ban 

Seymour 145 164 179 Bush . . . 203 146 168

Carroll . 144 172 166 Kirby . . . 165 124 133

Haupt . 180 176 138 Doherty . . 167 168 162

Howell . 179 160 170 Miller . . . 159 138 178

Hough . 144 181 134 Daub . . . 147 169 152

Totals . 792 853 787 Totals . . T45 T93

January 12111.—J0s. Fahys & Co. vs. King Optical

Co.:
Labouseur . 143 160 144 Regenharcl 176 228 140

Haines . . 154 133 139 Gorkum . . 180 140 191

Beiderhase 183 165 181 Pabst . . . 135 127 104

Martens . • 172 192 156 Reast . . 141 166 156

Ketcham . 151 156 182 Holker . . 169 173 r6o

Totals . . 803 

- 

8o6 802 Totals . . Tot  8-34 —7-51

January t3th.—Elgin National Watch Co. vs. Gor-

ham Mfg. Co. :

Lane . . . 124 134 114
Mackay . . 147 78 92

. 90 90 90

. 90 90 90
Whitney . 176 164 182

- 

— —
Totals . . 627 556 568

Siegman . Ito IOI 140
Winter . . 134 112 129
Smithook . 95 lot Ito
Cook . 97 144 118
Stone . . 113 135 133

Totals . . 549 593 630

January I7t11.—Nissen & Lewis Co.'s vs. .Keystone

and Crescent Co.'s :

Knopf • . . 157 129 134 Brinck . . 154 143 126

Hutten . 128 119 161 Schierloh . 131 115 166

Conner . . I80 164 90 Taylor . . 147 128 144

Meyer . . . 169 154 105 Streeter . . to6 .

Ruefer . . 174 183 155 Flinn . . . . 123 129
Roll . . . . 227 170 200

Totals . . 765 769 765Totals . . 808 749 645

January 18t11.—C. F. Wood & Co. vs. Avery &

Brown :
Knox . . . T58 146
Pelletreau . 125 144
  . . . 90 90
Munford . . 166 151
W.G.Wood 159 177

Totals . . 698 708

140 Blind'hofer 194 184
113 Cochran . . 139 133
90 Krauss . . 189 157
165 Brown . . . 142 16r
160 Woodland . 160 170

668 Totals . . 824 805

173
172
I 88
210

154

897

January I9t11.—Representatives B. A. vs. A. H.

Smith & Co.:

Cook . . . 152 153
Lowe . . . 138 126
Froth' gham 118 150
Booth . . . 120 91
Horn . . . 153 162

— —
Totals . . 681 682

167
110
157
134
132

700

Gruner . . 143
Greason . . 150
Neely . • • 143
Hutchinson 136
Capon i I I iez 183

Totals . . 755

147 148
156
137
119
169

728 

- 

687

125

128
144
142

January 2oth.—Dennison Mfg. Co. vs.Tiffany & Co.:

Seymour
Howell .
Haupt . .
Carroll .
Hough .

Totals.

. 141 118 159

. 168 146 136

. 115 137 152
136 177 142

. 149 125 144
— —

• 709 703 733

Brower . . 115
Knapp . . 137
Martin . . 163
Thayer . 176
Gavey . • 154

--
Totals . . 745

Standing of the Clubs

212 152

166 127

154 142
126 152

163 127

821 700

Per- High
M'on Lost centage Score

Avery & Brown   19 5 .792 897

Tiffany & Co.   18 6 .750 867

C. F. Wood & Co.   20 7 .741 884

Jos. Fahys & Co.   19 8 .703 866

L. E. Waterman Co  14 7 .666 803

Julius King Optical Co. 15 9 .625 864

Dennison Mfg. Co. . . 15 15 .500 853

Atkin, Lambert Sc Co .   12 12 .500 790

A. It. Smith & Co  10 14 .417 ' 863

Udall & Ballot'   10 14 .417 841

Nissen and Lewis Cos.   8 11 .381 808

tiorhain Mfg. Co. . . . 8 13 .381 745

Keystone and Crescent Cos. . 7 17 .292 765

Elgin National Watch Co.423 
.148 702

Representatives Bowling Associa-
tion   3 21 .125 727



Do You Want 'THE BEST' Line of Fobs and Chains
BEST " in style, finish, quality

and selling feat ures If so,
handle the Bates & Bacon
line of Fobs, Chains, Chatelaine
Pins, Lockets and Bracelets.

They represent the experience
of 46 years in the manufacture of
jewelry, and have stood the test
of time unequaled.

See our new SPRING STYLES,
just out.

BATES & BACON
Attleboro, Mass.

New York Office
Maiden Lane

Chicago Office
103 State Street

"
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BEGIN THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
Profit by the mistakes of 1904 and send your jewelry

REPAIRING AND ENGRAVING
CT. CUNY & COMPANYto

78-80 STATE ST., CHICAGO
who will give you the lowest prices, best work and the promptest returns

Our Motto: Better Values for Your Money Than Any Competitor

ORMOLU Go t o 21 K. CLOCKS
OUR SPECIALTY

itlaNS4

' FL.A.TWA.
Okne LT1 s, Cult GLASS,

cOr,.E.IttA.$TICAL. G00051,1%T.C.

PICTURE FRAMES

ORNAMENTAL MIRRORS

Main Office

and

Works

St. Paul

Minn.

February, 1905 THEE

Twenty-eighth Annual Banquet
of the Chicago Jewelers'

Association

Pp s_11]

V "NI BERS of the Chicago Jewelers' Asso-

ciation and their guests to the number of

zit sat around the social board on Thurs-

day, January 5th, and participated in the

twenty-eighth annual banquet of that organization.

The feast was held in the banquet hall of the

Auditorium Hotel instead of at Kinsley's, as here-

tofore, and when it first became known that a new

trysting place had been chosen doubts were enter-

tained as to the wisdom of the change. The ban-

quet had not been long in progress, however, when

it became apparent that the high measure of suc-

cess attained at the old place of reunion would be

well sustained in the new one and at the close of

the feast it was felt that the harmony, fraternity and

general eclat by which the event was attended

amply vindicated the choice.
The arrangements were most satisfactory ; the

the feast was scheduled to begin at 6.30, but

guests began to arrive a half hour sooner and

were directed by a sign on the elevator door to

proceed to the cloak room On the next floor above.

Upon arrival there they were met and made com-

fortable by gentlemen wearing conspicuous badges

marked " Reception Committee." Over half an

hour was spent in greetings and introductions and

then a move was made for the hall of festivity.

This latter was profusely decorated with flags and

foliage, the candelabra artistically draped in pretty

colors and the tables arranged with an intelligent

adherence to acoustic principles.

. The feast was presided over by Charles H.

Hulburd, president of the association. With him

at the table of honor were : Hon. Alex. A. McCor-

mick, toastmaster ; Frank H. Jones, A. M. Comp-

ton, D. R. Forgan, H. F. Hahn, Max Ellbogen,

J. P. Byrne, Benj. Allen, C. J. Dodgshun, Col. H. L.

Turner, Jacob Bunn, Captain Richard Wackwitz,

James Hamilton Lewis, Rev. Joseph A. Vance,

Rev. Frank Du Moulin, Alonzo Wygant, Fred. M.

Blount and F. A. Bangs.

The Lexington Quartette rendered interesting

selections of music during the dinner and whenever

they struck on a popular item of their repertoire

the chorus was caught up with much vigor and

spontaneity by the .happy diners. Every guest was

presented with a unique souvenir in the shape of a

small square Seth Thomas traveling clock made of

leather and neatly cased.

When the menu had been disposed of, Presi-

dent Hulburd called the assemblage to order and

in a brief opening address said : " No matter how

great the rivalries which exist in the business world,

here we meet on common ground." Speaking of

the postponement of last year's banquet, he made

a touching reference to the Iroquois fire and added :

" To-night we may drink in a double measure."

With the statement that the president of the Chicago

Jewelers' Association should, like the proverbial

little boy, " be seen, not heard," he introduced

the toastmaster of the evening, Alexander A.

McCormick, of the Chicago Evening Post.

At the outset of his remarks Mr. McCormick

said jocularly that he had been introduced by

tom gin and sloe gin, but never before by El-gin.

He also made a humorous reference to the number

of bankers present, and in introducing the Hon.

Frank H. Jones subjected him to a few good-

natured sallies as a politician. Mr. Jones rose to

the occasion with a story which had been suggested

to him by the toastmaster's remarks. " An old
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lady," he said, " while walking down Michigan

Avenue came upon a very fine church and re-

marked that it was the finest type of Cathartic archi-

tecture that she ever saw. Now, gentlemen," said

he, " that reminds me of Mr. McCormick. He

speaks equally well on all subjects—you notice the

tenor of my remarks—I say equally well on all

subj,:cts. I believe that it was Horace Greeley

who said that he would rather be a hod carrier

than a journalist. I suppose that it was because

at some time lie would carry some weight."

Mr. Jones set the audience laughing when he

temerariously declared : " God knows there is

room enough for a moralist and an educator

among you jewelers." His subsequent remarks

were interspersed tvith many interesting tales, and

concluded by saying that he thought more charac-

ter was required in the jewelry business than in

any other.
The next speaker on the programme was the

Rev. Frank Du Moulin, and in introducing him the

toastmaster said that the reverend gentleman would

President Charles 11. ilidhurd

fill the place of Dr. Emil G. Hirsch, who was

unable to attend owing to the grip. " The Jeweler

and his Art," was Dr. Du Moulin's subject, and

he did it ample justice. He said, in part :

" It seems to me that the jeweler's vocation is

a very delicate one. The jeweler is responsible

for going into the unknown deep and grasping

from It the beautiful pearl ; for going into the very

depths of the earth and taking from it the most

precious and priceless jewels that gladden the

heart of man. There is a bond of union between

the ideal jeweler and every man who has lived to

love and be loved ; he makes that perfect circle of

gold, the wedding ring, the bond of eternity."

"The Jeweler and his Association," was the

topic of the next speaker, James Hamilton Lewis,

and was eloquently treated. Rev. Dr. Vance fol-

lowed with an appropriate address. The last

speaker of the evening was Col. Turner, of the

First Illinois Regiment, who referred patriotically

to the regiment's return from Cuba, and afterwards

declared the feast ended.

The different committees, who were the chief

factors in the success of the banquet, were as fol-

lows : Banquet Committee—M. A. Mead, chair-

man ; Lem W. Flershem, A. L. Sercomb, Jr., and

Chas. H. Hulburd, ex officio. Reception Corn-

mittee—Benj. Allen, chairman ; H. F. Hahn, Max

Ellbogen, C. H. Knights, Julius Schnering, J. 1'.

Byrne, R. A. Kettle, Grove Sackett, Louis Man-

heimer and W. M. Alister. Much credit is due these

for the excellence of the arrangements and their

good judgment in selecting after-dinner speakers of

such rare oratorical attainments. The function was

in all respects the most brilliant of the long series.

Annual Meeting and Banquet of
the Brotherhood of Travel-

ing Jewelers

'The Brotherhood of Traveling Jewelers held

its annual meeting and banquet in the Hotel Astor,

New York City, on Saturday evening, January 7th.

Being established on the mutually beneficial basis,

the reunions of this society are fraternal in more

than the ordinary sense. A brotherhood, indeed,

the society is, the members of xvhich share each

other's gladness and dry each other's tears. Letters

read at the meeting afford impressive testimony of

its philanthropic work and its unfailing considera-

tion for the personal feelings of its beneficiaries.

The gathering was presided over by President

William C. Parks. In the course of his address Ile

referred to an utterance of President Roosevelt on

the spirit of brotherhood and this had been printed

on cards and distributed among the members. He

also said :

About fifteen years ago nine traveling salesmen
met and organized this association. Eight of the
charter members still retain their membership.
The membership, limited to one hundred, was
soon filled and of that number we have fifty-four
who are now enrolled.

During the first five years of our existence we
paid into the treasury about $t000, the following
five years p too, amid the last live years about$2400,
making a total in the neighborhood of $3300. Of
this amount we now have about $750 cash in the
bank. Allowing a deduction of running expenses,
we have, in various ways, aided and administered
to our fellow-travelers, members as well as non-
members, by expenditure of $4300. This may to
some seem a small amount, but, considering the
size of our organization, we consider it a very
creditable showing. We have never been short of
funds, and no matter how urgent the case (4- how
large the demand we have always had sufficient
money to respond promptly. A few of our yearly
balances will show that.

While it would be improper to give you any
particulars as to the aid we have given, yet there
are sonic tvho can recall such cases as our aid to
the blind, in sickness, in pruviding a home, in the
care and support of a consumptive that he might
be made comfortable in his last days, in seeing that
wife and children were protected through the main-
tenance of insurance dues in the Jewelers' League.
Other cases are recalled of providing for the sick
on the road, as well as administering to our sick
in hospitals and elsewhere, and various acts of
kindness that might bring cheerfulness and sun-
shine to an unfortunate or discouraged brother.

• The reports of the various officers showed the

organization to be in excellent condition. The fol-

lowing officers were elected unanimously : Presi-

dent, Stephen B. Kent, of Kent & Woodland ;

vice-president, Cornelius P. Young ; secretary and

treasurer, Herman C. Swartz ; executive commit-

tee for term of two years : Harry C. Larter, Robert

B. Steele.
Letters were read from John N. Taylor, of

Krementz & Co., Newark, N. J., and George W.

Parks, of Providence, R. I., respectively, regretting

their inability to be present.

The banquet which followed the business

meeting afforded a splendid opportunity for the

display of the delightful social qualities character-

istic of the drummer fraternity. The Western

members entered into the spirit of the occasion

with customary zest. A neat souvenir was pre-

sented to each participant, consisting of a crystal

glass vase bearing on its front the years 1900 and

1903, together with the initials of the brotherhood.

The kindliness and altruism characteristic of

the traveling man are well exemplified in this

admirable organization with its noble record of

good works.
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Shake Hands With Our Salesman
Small Profit Jobbers

Waltham Watches
Elgin Watches
Gold any Filled Cases

of all makesCut Glass
Jewelryanp Silverware

jewelers' Tools
incl Materials

DIAMONDS
Having imported a large stock of

Diamonds early in 1904 in anticipation
of a rise, we are still selling at to per
cent. less than market price.

0-4--j3nRIS 
RoSENEILOOM

Give Him a
Warm Welcome

One of our "Force " is apt to
drop in on you any day now.

You can afford to extend to
him a generous welcome because
he can show you " What's What "
br 1905.

He'll show you the newest
designs—the kind that add
attractiveness and selling power
to your stock.

Wait for our Salesman.
He'll be there " WITH THE

GOODS "—the kind that will spell
Prosperity for you all through
the year.

Morris Rosenbloom & Co., Rochester, N. Y.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Whiter Course

WRITE US AT ONCE. If you wish to take a
course this Spring, please write us and we will assign
anti hold a place for you.

We do not accept more than twelve pupils at one time,
devoting our entire time to their personal Instruction and
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the foutulers of a New System in the Art or Cutting and
Designing, which enables a pupil, not endowed with
artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you RH idea of what you
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

FIRE

TlfBtST

WALL
LA P.

LIO I.
°IVES

5 TIMES More Light
than acetylene

than electricity6 TIMES More Light
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

No omit! No WICK ! NO GREASE I NO SMOKE!
LITTLE DEAT I SAFE!

Over 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

AGENTS WANTED—Exclusive Territory

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Canton, Ohio

SEND AT ONCE
for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-

ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. 10 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

:1•••.. , ,,....,,„•... • 1R, 11%...„),,,,5t_.::-.i.-..-_,,„ t. 4  ._,. _ ..._••.•• i 1-2 ,-....r. THESE ELE CTRO -PLATING SALTh ARE
,"-1-.11 - .yAlk-PREPARATIONS IN1131,VillojnE CONTAINING, iv-r-,

i ..- ' ,,,,E) METALmin CHEMICALS itv ACCURATE PRO.
, 1 0, :„ 41.15 0 11. 1" I 0 IT , rItODUCINGATC3.11115itriliZtil CORRECT: 0.,...> RES. IIISSOLVED INWATEM THE BATH IS RTONCE:0.6 RERDY TOR USEAORKED -mil EITHER .DYNAMO cra_ BATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS. ,--,,,---

POLICE
_.- •  -...*

SOME OF THE SALTS: Rose Gold, (:reen (-told, Parisian, Ionian, 14 or IS K., Heti, I■iiinea, Old English
linin,a I in..,[1, ( ;II i 111.a HOPI', (lid flip, silyvr sails, 1.',Iwh I■ray I■iil, :--i1,1.t• Ehonizer, Oxides, Etc.

131.111.1.1. E LFE0CRT R 0 - P L A I I N G Dark Green Gold Atir) Orange Rose Gold
(Antique (reen)

are the lending shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Di reef i“IIS for doing this
(Orange Yellow)

kind of work Nvilli order. (tor Elect ro-PlatIng Salts are universally used. Write h. circular.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hirschbach, Prop., 80 Elm St., NEW YORK

February, 1903

F. H. Smith has resigned from the po
sition of

watchmaker and jeweler for E. J. Don
ovan, M.D.,

the druggist-jeweler, of Langdon
, N. D., and has

gone into business for himself at Wi
lliston, N. D.

Constantine & Fuller is the name of 
a new

jewelry and optical firm that ha
s been opened in

Eldorado, Ark., the partners in which 
are Jas. K.

Constantine, formerly interested in the Cowley

Jewelry Co., of Mansfield, La., and J.
 0. Fuller, of

Bernice, La.

Horace E. Fine, engraving, stamp an
d stencil

works, Trenton, N. J., has issu
ed a catalogue

which will prove a useful book of refer
ence for

every jeweler. The popularity o
f the raised-initial

fobs has given the jewelers a special 
interest in the

catalogue, a copy of which will be 
sent free on

request.

The Irving Cut Glass Co., Honesda
le, Pa.,

has just completed a new factory, 3
8 x ho feet,

which is equipped with the latest and most im-

proved machinery for the manufactur
e of rich cut-

glassware. They will soon move into the new

plant, which will mean greatly inc
reased facilities

and a much larger product.

The Continental Ring Co., of Buf
falo, N. Y.,

has announced that in future it wi
ll be known as

the Continental Jewelry Co„ and t
hat after Febru-

ary 1st, it will be established in la
rger quarters at

33 Chapin Block. The firm has 
materially added

to its line and now represents the 
Quaker City Cut

Glass Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.

The Clingenpeel Jewelry Co., for
merly at Cash-

mere, Wash., has removed to Carm
en, Okla. Ter.,

C. J. Clingenpeel having bought ou
t C. W. Brocaw

at the last-named place. Jeweler Clingenpeel will

not be in unfamiliar surroundin
gs, for he merely

returns to the old stand which he 
established in

1900 and sold to Jeweler Brocaw in
 1903.

Notice has been given that the p
artnership be-

tween Ed. Rathke and Emil Meiner
s, in the firm of

Rathke & Meiners, Mayville, Wis., 
has been dis-

solved by mutual consent and that t
he business will

be continued by Ed. Rathke a
s sole proprietor.

He will collect and receive all debts
 due to the con-

cern and will also discharge its li
abilities.

Wallace S. Quencer, the popul
ar jeweler, of

Watertown, N. Y., together with his mother,

Mrs. Elizabeth Quencer, and Mrs. Helen B.

MacComber, left on January 15th 
for a pleasure

trip through the South. The pa
rty will also tour

Southern California, and they expe
ct to be away

about two months. Jeweler Quencer's business is

being superintended 'meantime by 
W. C. Morgan.

One of the show windows in the 
jewelry store

of P. T. Ives, Meriden, Conn., was 
broken with a

stone recently by a man, who seize
d two or more

diamond rings from a tray displa
yed therein. A

number of citizens, who noticed t
he man fleeing,

gave chase, and succeeded in ca
pturing him, not,

however, until he had thrown the 
booty, or at least

part of it, in the gutter. This was picked up and

restored to the jeweler. To the 
police the thief

gave his name as Henry Lloyd, and 
his residence

New York. The person who dr
essed the window

was away at the time and there w
as some doubt as

to the actual loss.

KBYSTOINIE

F. E. Van Patton, of Meadville, Pa
., has one

of the handsomest jewelry stores i
n that section.

The fixtures are of white birch, 
mahogany finish,

and the show cases are of plate gla
ss. The floor

is handsomely tiled, and the ceiling
 is of steel. The

dimensions of the store proper are 
6o x 24 feet.

The office and safes are to the r
ight of the store,

and the basement, which is identical
 in size with the

store, is used for repair work and a
s a stock room.

William Nelson Otis, of Otis Bros.,
 gold refin-

ers, Providence, R. I., died at his ho
me in that

city on January nth, at the 
comparatively early

age of 47 years. He was a son of Rev. 0. F.

Otis, a Congregational minister, and 
at the age of

17 applied himself to the study of the gold 
refining

business. With his brother, Orrin M. Otis, he

established, in 1888, the firm of Otis Bro
s., and

was a partner in this concern up to th
e time of his

demise.

George Ginsberg, a jeweler, late of 215 Mar
ket

Street, Wilmington, Del., is being soug
ht for by

his creditors. He disap-

peared on Christmas night,

and almost his entire stock

of jewelry, valued at many

thousand dollars, vanished

simultaneously. A New

York firm is said to figure

as complainant in a warrant

that has been issued for his

arrest, and a reward of Poo

has been offered for informa-

tion that will lead thereto.

At the instance of the exec-

utors of the estate from

whom he hired the store,

the remnant of the stock

which Ginsberg carried was

seized by a constable for

rent. The absconder is about

5 feet I° inches in height,

well built and pale of face.

His hair and eyes are dark,

and one of the latter droops

when he speaks. He dresses 
well. The trade are

asked to look out for him.

The jewelry store of Frank 
Meyer, i34 South

Main Street, Dayton, Ohio, was
 burglarized the night

of January 18th, when good
s valued at $250 were

purloined. An entrance was 
effected through the

front door, the only one not 
equipped with a burg-

lar alarm. Evidently the thief was frightened

before his operations had 
been completed, for a

quantity of jewelry, packed an
d ready for removal,

was left behind. The stolen 
goods included 14

pairs of opera glasses and 
50 solid silver match.

boxes. This store was burglarized s
ome three

years ago, and $150 worth o
f jewelry was taken at

that time. No clue was ever 
obtained as to the

guilty party.

The Van Bergh Silver Plate Co
., Rochester,

N. Y., has purchased the site of t
he Roby building

in which it was located when t
hat structure was

recently destroyed by fire, and will
 erect thereon a

large, modern factory. The site is being rid of

debris, and an architect is comple
ting plans for the

projected building. This latter will be five stories

high and will occupy the entire 
site of the ruined

edifice. The exterior will be of 
pressed brick, and

the floor will extend from Main a
nd Hill Streets to

the Canal. The company will 
occupy the entire

building, having an aggregate floor
 space of 75,000

square feet. It will own its own electric pla
nt and

provide its own lights. The follo
wing officers hold

a controlling interest in the co
mpany : F. W. Van
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Bergh, president ; M. E. Van Bergh, 
vice-president;

M. H. Van Bergh, secretary and 
treasurer. The

company have a temporary factory on
 Caledonia

Avenue, where they are installing all ne
w machin-

ery, and will commence to manufact
ure goods in

about ten days. When the new facto
ry is com-

pleted it will be one of the largest and most c
omplete

modern plants in the country.

A recent notable marriage was that of
 Miss

Hedwig Weisel Lederer, daughter of S
igmund L.

Lederer, of S. & B. Lederer Co., Provide
nce, R. I.,

to Henry Meyer Shartenberg, of Sharte
nberg &

Robinson, Pawtucket, R. I. The ceremony was

performed by Rev. Gustav N. Hausmann
, pastor

of Congregation Sons of Israel and Dav
id, in the

library of the home of the bride's 
parents, 310

Elmwood Avenue. There were about fifty guests

present, many coming from ou
tside cities. An

orchestra rendered music. At the conclusion of

the wedding dinner, Mr. and 
Mrs. Shartenberg

departed for an extended trip t
hrough the South,

and on their return they will live at 23 Spring

Street, Pawtucket.

Moseley has been making lathes 
for a good

long time, and the thoroughly
 reliable Moseley

lathes for moderate money are 
the result of his

painstaking efforts. 
—Adv.

Notes from New Orleans

The local jewelers are much 
gratified with the

results of their holiday business, which 
was far

in advance of previous years, especially in an

increased demand for the better
 quality of goods.

The displays in the windows 
of our promi-

nent local jewelers added great
ly to the holiday

appearance of the principal t
horoughfares, as ex-

quisite taste was exercised in 
all decorations.

The outlook for the spring 
in the smaller'

towns is not very promising, on 
account of the ex-

ceedingly low price of cotton, a
nd some jewelers

are rather apprehensive in con
sequence.

Leonard Krower, who will s
hortly leave for

Europe in search of novelties 
for the coming fall

trade, stated to the representat
ive of THE KEY-

STONE that owing to the conti
nuous growth of his

business it became necessary to 
divide it into five

different departments, each of wh
ich will have its

own travelers.
Reports from our largest S

outhern centers,

such as Birmingham, Atlant
a, Savannah, Mont-

gomery, Mobile, Memphis, Vicksburg, 
Jackson

and other important cities adja
cent to New Orleans,

show very satisfactory results of 
the holiday season.

An Attractive Window 
Trim

On page 265, of this issue, 
is shown an illustra-

tion of a handsome wind
ow tr;in designed by

C. Aug. Carmany, of 
Coatesville, Pa. For the

benefit of his brother jeweler
s Mr. Carmany fur-

nishes the following particula
rs descriptive of the

trim :
The arch was covered with 

white crepe paper.

On the extreme top shelves we
re black clocks, and

on the other shelves clock 
ornaments, gilt clocks,

gilt thermometers and jewel 
boxes. Back of the

center arch were two doors cov
ered with fancy gilt

paper, on which were displayed f
ancy china plates.

The bottom of the window wa
s covered with a

delicate shade of pink, over wh
ich was white, china

silk—this making a very pretty ef
fect. The window

was lighted with twenty-eight 
incandescent lights.

In the end arches were onyx and
 gold clocks.

The window was greatly ad
mired by all who

saw it, and proved an excellent advertisem
ent.
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The Promise of 1905

BY JOHN TWEEZER

A study of present conditions brings joy

to the heart of the Cheerful Optimist—

especially if his view-point be the Land of

the Free and his sympathies be most stirred

by sight of the Star-Spangled Banner.

The General Prosperity at Home

, There is no visible reason to doubt that

we are approaching a period not of inflation,

but of unequaled growth and sound, safe

and sane development. If clouds exist 'they

do not show above the horizon. The nearly

unanimous endorsement of the present ad-

ministration in the recent election indicates

the general acceptability of the status of

business and forecasts the launching of many

solid new enterprises. Old troublous econo-

mic questions are eliminated. from the con-

cerns of promoters; the fallacy of free silver

coinage on the basis of a fixed relation to

gold, the fetich of sacredness in a tariff

schedule—these and other problems of the

Political kindergarten have given way to the

larger wisdom which comes of broader views

of affairs. The evidences of a strong finan-

cial situation are in the facts that the supply

of currency is plentiful,.securities are firmly

held with a steadily-advancing tendency, the

bond market is strong, bankruptcies are few

and small notwithstanding the stock-market

disturbances of the past two years, and the

relations of capital and labor are more satis-

factory than at any time within the .decade.

There never has been another period in the

history of this country when the politico-

economical conditions were in such admirable

accord with the material prosperity as now.

Some Staggering Figmes

The great sources of natural wealth are

ia the ground. The crops and the mines

are the basic elements in commercial welfare.

We find stupendous totals of production

%vhich have just been, or are being, converted

into cash. The corn crop aggregates 2,400,-

000,000 bushels; wheat, 550,000,000 bushels

—not the largest in quantity, but largest in

value since 1881; rice, 900,000,000 pounds

--which is 300,000,000 pounds more than

any previous crop; cotton, 12,500,000 bales

—the greatest in history; and the total value

of farm crops sold or for sale (excluding that

part of the crop which is fed) is $4,900,-

000,000. Even the humble hen outdid her-

self in the year that is past, 1,666,000,000

dozen of eggs having been marketed. The

hens laid enough eggs in a single month

to pay the year's interest on the national

debt!

KEYSTONE

The same enormous increases are shown

in products of the mine. The total output

of bituminous coal in 1880 was 42,000,000

tons; last year we mined 250,000,000 tons.

In 1894 we produced 6,657,000 tons of pig

iron; in 1904, 18,00o,000 tons. And so on

throughout the list of mineral products.

The total output of our farms, mines and

factories has increased in value nearly

$7, 000, 000,000 in fourteen years.

Our Gains as a World Power

But it is not only the increase of our

mineral wealth that gives every American

joy at this year's beginning. We have ad-

vanced to the very front of the procession

of nations in the world's review. It is no

mere boast to say that no great power would

now take any very radical step in war, diplo-

macy or finance without first determining the

disposition of the mind of Uncle Sam.

This influence of ours in the affairs of

the world is happily recognized by all the

powers as making for peace among the

nations and a repudiation of the organized

savagery which disgraces civilized mankind.

The treaties of arbitration which will be rati-

fied in the coming year are probably the

most glorious of all the triumphs of demo-

cracy and will bring imperishable fame to

that greatest diplomat in history, John Hay.

We have been the exemplars; we have set

the fashion; and certainly the most far-reach-

ing event that has recently transpired in

Europe was the arbitration treaty recently

ratified between England and France, which

was made possible by the example of America.

Our Advances in Culture

Some one has said that the real measure

, of a people's civilization is their respect

for " the arts that adorn "—by which is

meant a full development not only of the

aesthetic spirit, but also a proper apprecia-

tion of science, literature and the higher

politics. Gaged by this standard, we have

much to be proud of at this period of our

national history. Our progress even since

the Centennial of 1876 has been very nota-

ble. A certain unmistakable crudity and

" rawness " in our appreciations of that day

have given away to a finer sense of aesthetic

fitness. Our houses are better planned and

more tastefully furnished; our lives are lived

more rationally; our conversation has turned

from exclusive mention of dollars and we are

giving thought to matters less gross and

material. We begin to honor the scientist

above the mere millionaire; the writer and

artist and thinker receive the hospitality of

our respect, rather than the accumulator of

excessive bonds and stocks. Education is

growing broader and deeper, taking hold of

every new stratum of population. We now
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begin to show the proper appreciation of

things really worth while.

What is to Follow?

Such being the status of conditions at

the year's beginning, what may we hope

for in the progress of the twelve-month?

Assuredly, first, enormous gains in mate-

rial prosperity. The cumulative efforts which

have gathered into the nation's present busi-

ness activity will certainly go on in increasing

ratio of gain for a year or two, or three, at

least, as there is no forbidding obstacle within

the range of vision. In all human proba-

bility, 1905 will witness the greatest volume

of trade which we have ever known. Coin-

cidentally, the nation as a whole will advance

in knowledge and appreciation of the arts of

civilization, and take its place in the van of

progress in things intellectual and aesthetic.

Finally, the year will see America more

firmly secured in the position of arbiter of

international affairs; will attest that hers is

the one potent voice to which all peoples will

give ear, and hers the command which all

chancellories must heed; and in respect of

things that make for the highest civilization,

this country will point the direction and lead

the way.

Wien the preachers wrestle with busi-

ness problems we may look for some such

foolishness as this, which was recently de-

livered by a Reverend of Danville, Ill., in

an address at Superior, Wis.:

The capitalist class is wasting one-third to
one-half of the labor power of this nation to-
day. There is one instance in the advertising.
$600,000,000 a year is spent for advertising. This
money would keep r,000,000 men at work for 300
days of the year at $2 per day. And under
socialism this great army of men would not be
needed, as there would be no advertising. Uncle
Sam would be in control of everything as he is
now of the postal service, and did you ever hear of
Uncle Sam advertising his postage stamps? Every-
one would know where to go to secure goods.

There are 2,000,000 wasted cleiks in this
country. With no bargain days or rush days there
would be no need for half of the great army of
clerks, as the crowds would not all go to the stores
at once. There would be no traveling salesmen.
There would be millions of men saved in the
railroad business with the government controlling
one large railroad system throughout the country.

Cut out this waste and enrich the production
of the country. The wealth of the nation would
be doubled.

0, why will Ignorance show its ears !

Three February Birthdays

Three birthdays mark this month. The Twenty-
Twoth

Is famed for GEORGE, who cherry-treed the truth.

The Twelfth brought ABRAHAM, whose words I'll
rhyme:

" You can't fool all the people all the time."

But there's another, mightier than these two,
Who on the Fourteenth instant looms in view—
For he determines the world's " yea" and "nay."
His name is CUPID, born Saint Valentine's Day I

J. T.
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A Case of True Hypertrophy of the

External Muscles of the Eye

Several times before, in these columns,

when discussing the causation of muscular

imbalance, the reviewer has stated his view

that a really faulty development of the muscle

is very rarely the cause of heterophoria. For

everywhere in the human system the prin-

ciple holds good that increased demand on

the function of a muscle increases the blood

supply and the real power of the muscle. In

the human eye we see this in the ciliary

muscle which has been observed to be

stronger in hypermetropic than in myopic

people. If, therefore, at birth, one external

muscle of the eye should be weaker than

another, and thus have to exert itself more,

nature would soon, by a better development

of the weaker one, give it so much strength

that it could perform its work as easily as the

other.
That nature, indeed, gives more power

to the eye muscles whenever such is needed

is shewn by a case lately reported by

Dr. Mauch, of Breslau, Germany. This

ophthalmologist treated a case in which a

tumor pressed upon the eyeball from below

and the back of the orbit. Movement of the

eye in the different directions was made very

difficult thereby ; but that nature tried to

make up for the more difficult work by

greater strength of the muscles is shown by

the fact that all the external eye muscles were

about four times thicker on this eye than

they were on the normal side. This greatly-

increased thickness of the muscles was found

to be due to an increase of real muscular

tissues, and the doctor, therefore, considers

the hypertrophy as caused by the increased

work done by the muscles in opposition to

the pressure of the slowly-growing tumor.

New Observations Regarding the Pupil

in the New-Born

Although we are fully informed about the

size and reflex sensibility of the pupil in the

adult, we have little knowledge regarding the

same in the new-born. Lately Dr. Martin

Bartels, of Marburg, Germany, has made

careful observations in this respect. He

examined 26 male and 13 female infants from

a few hours after birth to to days later, and

also one 7-months' baby 8 days after birth.

He found that the medium width of the pupil,

after adaptation to the bright light of a

Weisbach burner, measured between 2.5 and

3.25 mm., mostly a little less than 3 mm.

Thus he is enabled to give an average curve

of the width of the human pupil during the
whole life as follows : The pupils which have
been relatively narrow during infancy become
gradually wider up to the sixth year of life,
when they attain their greatest width and
remain so pretty constantly up to the twen-
tieth year. About this time there takes place
a pretty quick narrowing, which gradually
increases up to the fiftieth or sixtieth year of

life, when the pupils decrease to a size some-
what less than in the new-born. After this

they remain nearly constant. Of course, it

must not be forgotten that this rule is only

a general one, and that there are many

exceptions.

Corneal Astigmatism After Cataract
Operations

In his inaugural dissertation, Dr. Falk-

enbach gives the ophthalmometric results in

105 patients who had been operated upon for

cataract. Before the operation there was astig-

matism greater than i D. with the rule in

23 per cent., and against the rule in about

27 per cent. Two weeks after the operation

the astigmatism amounted to from 2.5 to 8 D.,

mostly 3 D. After three weeks the corneal

astigmatism had decreased on the average
by 1.5 D. The increase of curvature in the

horizontal meridian surpassed numerically

that in the vertical meridian. He further

showed that the traumatic corneal astigma-

tism was the greater the older the patient.

School and Eye

Numerous have been the investigations

regarding the effect of schoolwork upon the

eyes of the pupils, and Prof. Cohn, of Breslau,

in Germany, and Dr. Risley, of Philadelphia,

deserve special credit for their painstaking

work along this line. There is perhaps one

slight defect in this work, inasmuch as both

authors and their followers regard myopia in

the light of a disease, whereas it should be

considered so only when it has reduced the

visual acuity below the normal. This defect

has been avoided in the recent work of Dr.

Bondi, who, at the Seventy-sixth Congress

of the German Naturalists and Physicians,

read a paper in which he gave the results of

his comparative researches on 2000 eyes of

pupils of the higher and lower grades of

schools. His investigation referred to the

determination of the visual acuity, refraction,

accommodation, color sense, condition of the

fundus and pupil, color of the iris and the

orbital index. Bondi laid particular stress upon

the absolute visual acuity, while former in-

vestigators along these lines paid more atten-

tion to the presence of myopia. The author

divides the schools into three groups, the lower

grades corresponding somewhat to our pri-
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trary and grammar schools, the middle
grades comparable to our manual training
and high schools, and the higher schools,
which might be compared to the lower
classes of the colleges and universities. In
the first grade Bondi found myopia in 4 per
cent., in the second in 12 per cent., and the
third group in 27 per cent. of the pupils.
The visual acuity, however, was perfectly
normal in the first group in 79 per cent., in
the second in 84 per cent., and in the third in
90 per cent., while the myopes had normal
visual acuity in the first group 78 per cent.,
in the second group 85 per cent., and in the
third group 95 per cent. Bondi further
reported that of those who showed reduced
visual acuity 6 per cent. were myopes and
20 per cent. were hypermetropes.

From these investigations the doctor
concludes that the higher demands in the
higher schools, indeed, bring on an increase
of myopia, but do not hurt the absolute visual
acuity, which is a certain proof that the eyes
have not been brought to a pathologic state
by the higher education.

The Best Form of Cataract Lenses

Dr. Pergens examined the different forms
of cataract glasses with regard to their peri-
scopic effect by determining in angular
degrees the limits up to which fine print
could be read in a horizontal and vertical
direction without turning the head. Tested
in this way the best form was found to be the
periscopic glass with a distant field of 45°,
while the next best form, the plano-convex
lens, gave a field of 43°, and Huygen's
crossed lens one of 42°. The biconvex form
proved its inferiority by a limitation of the
field to 31°. A still worse result was ob-
tained with the crossed cylinders (Chamblant
glasses), as they gave a field of only 30°.

Internal Squint and Heredity

At the last Congress of German Natural-
ists and Physicians, at Breslau, Germany,
Prof. H. Cohn gave some interesting statis-
tics about the hereditary influence of internal
strabismus. Of his 27,000 eye patients 805
had suffered from internal squint, and of
these 805 squinting patients 1.83, or about
one-quarter, had near relatives affected with

the same trouble. In his lecture the speaker
laid special stress on the difficulty of cor-

rectly dosing the squinting operation, as
especially after a tenotomy either a recurrence

or the opposite condition of outward squint
might occur. He also advised the members

not to operate too early and not to be too

sanguine in their expectations regarding the
effect,
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Presbyopia

By E. J. GARDINER, A. B., 1. IL, in Journal or the American
Medical Association.

Not long ago a number of

An Idiosyncracy medical men were gathered

together after luncheon at

one of the down-town

clubs. They were all about the same age—

somewhere between forty-five and fifty—and

were amusing themselves by gently twitting

one of their number who was wearing his

first glasses for presbyopia. This twitting

led to a discussion, brought about by my

defense of the wisdom manifested by the

victim in wearing glasses for reading. A test

\\ LS made in situ with small print, which re-

vealed that every man present was presby-

opic. This was not surprising, but the

interesting feature to me was, first the aver-

sion they all had to admit the presence of

presyopia, and then the reasons advanced for

not using glasses for its correction. No one,

of course, wishes to admit a failure of the

faculties. That a perfectly normal change,

brought about by a maturing process in the

•eye, that is slowly but constantly working in

everyone—showing its effects in some indi-

viduals at twenty—and producing a defect so

easy to remedy, should not be remedied is

certainly a prejudice as curious as it is wide-

spread. Further, if the necessity to use

glasses for reading were necessarily the

stamp of old age, we might hesitate to ac-

cept this symbol of our infirmities, but the

emmetropic, the normal eye, reaches this

condition at from forty to forty-five, hardly a

time of life for a healthy man to number his

infirmities. When properly examined, the

whole matter presents such a different aspect

from that of the infirmities of age that I have

thought that a brief r6sume of the subject

would not be without interest to the prac-

titioner.

of Human Nature

The process by which the

Mechanism of eye adjusts itself to see dis-

Accommodation tinctly objects within its

range of vision is called

accommodation, and the factors that partici-

pate in this act are mainly the ciliary muscle

and the lens. The former by contraction,

when an object approaches the eye, allows

the lens by virtue of its elasticity to assume

a More convex form, especially the anterior

surface, thereby adding to itself the equiva-

lent of an extra lens, or less lens power, thus

throwing on the immovable retina a clear-cut

image. The, distance from the farthest to

the nearest point at which an object can be

distinctly seen is called the region of accommo-

dation; and the power that enables the eye to

adjust itself to objects within this region is

called amplitude, or range of accommodation.
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Unlike the rest of our faculties, which

gradually develop from childhood to matu-

turity, the power of accommodation begins

to decrease from our tenth year, and gradu-

ally diminiskes until at the age of seventy-

five it is abolished. The result of this dimi-

nution of power is that the near-point

gradually recedes from the eye. At about

forty it reaches a point where objects are

distinctly seen by the normal (emmetropic)

eye at a distance of 22 centimeters, 9 inches,

only by bringing into action the full remain-

ing power of accommodation. The amount

of accommodation that an emmetrope re-

quires to see distinctly at this distance is

equal to a lens of 4.50 dioptries, hence we

say that the accommodation is equal to 4.50

dioptries. At this arbitrary point Professor

Donders places the beginning of presbyopia.

The word "presbyopia," from

the YPE6Ps, old, and (6x, the

eye, is in reality a misno-

mer. It has been handed

down from antiquity when the process of

accommodation was unknown, and was based

on the fact that the sight for near objects

usually fails in old age, and glasses were

needed for work. When Donders satisfac-

torily explained the process of accommoda-

tion the word lost its real meaning,* for he

demonstrated that one individual may be-

come presbyopic at thirty, while another may

reach the mature age of eighty, and not be at

all presbyopic. For lack of a better, he re-

tained the word, and unfortunately to it the

old association of age infirmity still clings.

The following table, giving the power of

accommodation from the age of ten to

seventy-five, is quoted by Landolt from

Donders' classical work and rendered into

the metric system. I have added the ap-

proximate distance in centimeters fur the

near-point:

Meaning of
Presbyopia

Amphilade ot Near-point

Age. Accommodation. In centimeters.

10  
15  

20  

14 00
1200

10 00

7.00
8.00

10.00

25  850 I1.50

30  7.00 14.00

35  
5.50 18.00

40  4.50 22.00

45  3.50 28.50

50  2 50 40.00

55  
60  

1 75
I oo

56.00
ioo.o0

65  

70  

0 75
025

133.00
400.00

75  
000

This remarkable and rapid diminution

in the accommodation power is due to the

rapid loss of elasticity of the lens substance,

which prevents it from assuming a sufficiently

convex form.
In connection with the range of accom-

modation there is another fact to be con-

*[This is not quite correct, for presbyopia really has a very
definite meaning, namely, that condition of the

 enentelropie eye

In which the physiologic decrease of accommodati
on gives rise

to difficulties i reading. Of course, the emmetropia may have

been obtained only by glasses.—ED.j
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sidered. Repeated experiments have proved

that the smallest angle under which objects

are perceived by the retina is one of five

minutes. On this basis Professor Snellen

made a series of test types, each letter of

which at a given distance subtends an angle

of five minutes. No. i, at 12 inches, sub-

tends therefore the same angle as No. 20 at

20 feet, etc. It of course follows that when

the eye can no longer focus at 12 inches, the

inclination is to remove the object farther

from the eye; in which case the angle be-

comes less than five minutes, consequently

it can no longer be seen distinctly. The

following paragraph printed in diamond type

should be read distinctly at 12 inches. A

young emtnetrope can read it at 8 inches:

If unable to do to your eyes are defective and should hare Immedi
ate

attention. The lenses sold In the cheap goods are of unequal density and lime im-

perfectly formed surfnme. Continued use of them poorer len.. will remit In positive

injury from the constant strain upon the musks or moommodatIon In S
upply the defeats

I, Moslem."

So far, the word presbyo-

Illustrative Cases pia and the popular inter-

pretation of it exactly

agree. An individual with normal vision

becomes presbyopic at forty or forty-five.

But the application here ceases. The accom-

modation power decreases in eyes of all

forms by exactly the same amount. Conse-

quently, in ametropia the near-point must be

differently affected. A couple of examples

will make this clear.

A hypermetrope of 4 dioptries, in order

to see distinctly objects at a distance, is

obliged to use 4 D. of accommodation. At

thirty years of age he has, according to

Donders, 7 D. of accommodation power. Of

these 4 D. are used to correct the hyperrn-t-

tropia. Consequently, he has but 3 D. re-

maining, his near-point is at 3 D.; hence

he is presbyopic at thirty.

Let us take another case. A myope of

5 D. has his far-point at zo centimeters (8

inches) from the eye. At forty this accom-

modative power is only 4.5o D., but he

needs none of it, because his far-point is at

zo centimeters (8 inches), and there is no

presbyopia. If his myopia is over 7 D., he

will never be presbyopic.

It is, of course, evident from the pre-

ceding remarks and examples, that while the

range of accommodation decreases equally

in all cases, the different forms of error of

refraction constitute the main desideratum in

its effects on the eye, and consequently the

measurements of the static refraction should

precede any attempt to correct the presbyopia.

It is foreign to the object of this paper

to enter into any details regarding the cor-

rection of presbyopia. But one important

fact should be borne in mind, viz., that the

occupation of the patient, the distance at

which the work is held, and the size of the

object that he is obliged to see, determine

%Cbrelinued on bate %No
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Presbyopia

(Continued from tate 277)

the amount of correction to be given regard-

less of age. It would, of course, be absurd

to prescribe for a clerk, who works at a desk

standing, on books that he can seldom bring

closer than 50 centimeters (20 inches), a

pair of glasses that would oblige him to have

his work at 25 centimeters ( to inches). It

would be just as absurd to prescribe for a

person working on very minute objects that

must be seen under large angles, a pair of

glasses that would bring his near-point 50

centimeters (20 inches), because a small ob-

ject the size of diamond print could not be

seen distinctly at that distance.

I ant now arrived at the

Prejudice Against the main object of this

Glasses paper. That there exists

a widespread prejudice

against wearing glasses is too evident to

need proof. That the evil moment is post-

poned in most cases of advancing presbyopia

until the near-point has receded to such a

distance front the eye, that it simply becomes

a question of splicing the arm or of wearing

• glasses, is likewise certain. Are there any

evil effects caused by this postponement, and

if there are, what are they?

It must be admitted that in the majority

of cases little or no permanent harm seems

to follow this willful disregard of Nature's

demands. This is partially due to the fact

that in most instances when the near-point

recedes so that small print and objects are

not distinctly seen, and a sense of fatigue

ensues when the eyes are used, larger print

is substituted which can be held at a greater

distance; and when necessity compels to read

small print, a cursory glance and a guess are

accepted as a solution of the problem. But

Nature is a strict banker. She soon com-

plains of small balances and rebels against

overdrafts. It is seldom that she accepts

without protest the use of the full quota of

nerve energy, consequently the practitioner

should be on his guard for vague headaches,

pain in the back of the head, sense of fatigue

in the same region, that make their appear-

ance in early middle life, around the age of

forty or even earlier. Headaches that make

their appearance toward the middle or latter

part of the week with no asthenopic symp
-

toms, after Sunday's rest, in people constantly

using the eyes at close range, should arouse

suspicions; they are frequently caused by ad-

vancing presbyopia.
While it has been admitted

that in the majority of cases

slight damage seems to re-

sult from the neglect of pres-

byopia, the fact should not be lost sight 
of

that uncorrected errors of refraction are a

Penalties of
Neglect
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fruitful source of eye diseases, and there can

be little doubt that directly or indirectly they

exert an influence on the nutrition of the lens.

The efforts to accommodate even in uncom-

plicated presbyopia, while not so continuous

as are the efforts in errors of refraction,

nevertheless are productive of the strained

condition, and coming at a time of life which

predisposes to such diseases as glaucoma, cata-

ract, etc., should not be overlooked as possible

factors in their etiology. The preponderance

of cataract patients, seen in the clinic over

those seen in office practice, may be partially

accounted for in this way: The former being

culled from the poor and ignorant, who pay

little attention to their eye defects, and the

latter from wealthier, better educated people,

who give their eyes more thought and

attention.
Another practical point, and one that I

think is more important than the former, is

the question of efficiency. Here the preju-

dice against glasses and the inference that

the use of glasses implies failure of sight,

has reached the point where a workingman,

especially in skilled labor, does not dare

to use glasses at his work, because he fears

discharge, based on inefficiency. Conse-

quently he bungles along, not seeing dis-

tinctly what he does, to the great detriment

of his work. Could there be anything more

absurd?
Not long since I had occa-

A Case in Point sion to watch a carpenter

at work putting a lock in

the door. He could not see the slot in the

screw heads, and bungled and scratched the

lock until the screwdriver fell into the slot.

He was a man of fifty. My reading glasses

were a revelation to him. "They are fine,"

said he, " but I dasn't use them at my work.

They would discharge me." The application

does not cease here. It is unquestionable

that good eyesight greatly enhances the

efficiency of everyone who has to use his

eyes in close work. It follows that lack of

good eyesight impairs the efficiency. Let

us look at this matter by the light of Don-

ders' table. With the exception of myopic

eyes, at about forty, objects begin to blur at

a distance of 12 inches from the eye. At

forty-five, objects small enough to subtend

only at an angle of five minutes only (diamond

print) are not distinctly seen. Are individuals

who are called on to work on small objects

justified in attempting to do so without proper

glass correction ? I should very much dislike

to be forced into having any operation per-

formed on my eye by an oculist of over forty

years of age, whom I knew not to be myopic,

who did not wear glasses for close work.

Can a dentist of the same age see the details

of his work, often done in minute cavities

and with rather poor illumination ? Are there
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not parts of the field of operation in general

surgery where objects are found that come

under angles not to exceed a five-minute

limit?
These are important practical questions.

The only way to overcome the difficulty is

to use properly adjusted glasses for close

work, and the only obstacle in the way of

adopting the remedy is a prejudice based on

either vanity or ignorance.

The Eye as an Index of Character

As a general thing, dark eyes are more

expressive than light eyes and are more capa-

ble of showing the emotions. The dark eyes

of some women can laugh,.can weep or can

become lead and sleep for hours together.

They can become reproachful like the eyes

of " a shot partridge, ' or look from under

their brows like a gun looks out of its port.

Writers have compared the sparkle of

black eyes to the glitter of dew drops, the

stars, the sun, the fire of glow- worms and

the crystalline lakes.
The Mahometan heaven is peopled with

" virgins with chaste mien and large black

eyes."
Black lustrous eyes, if accompanied by

a grave mouth, demonstrate elegance, taste,

and often an ungenerous disposition.
Brown eyes show powers of observation

and conscientiousness, often wit and bon-

hommie. If you would see " Cupid's bon-

fires burning in the eye," do not overlook

this class.
But after all, the color of a woman's eyes

is not of so great importance as their expres-

sion. No one ever hit the nail so aptly on

the head as Dr. Holmes when he wrote :

" The bright black eye, the melting blue,
I cannot choose between the two;
But that is dearer all the while
Which wears for us the sweetest smile."

Apart from the color, in some measure,

the shape of the eye is also an index to

character.
Oblique eyes spell out cunning and

deceit.
An aptitude for language is indicated

by a fullness beneath the eyes.
Wide, staring eyes of the unblinking,

unshirking kind belong to people who are

dull but pretentious.
Large eyes in a small face are said to

betoken maliciousness.
The eyes should be separated by the

breadth of an eye. A less distance shows a

foxy disposition, greater a stupidity.
According to one of the ancient writers,

Venus had a cast in one of her eyes.

In women of great musical talent the

middle of the eye is very full and the eyelid

droops to the outer corner.
If eyes are veiled by lids that are just a

little heavy and have a trick of closing in a

sleepy yet sensitive manner, they are perfect

in their way.
The arched eyebrow has been described

as " a rainbow of peace " because the owner

is always in a stormy mood when she

straightens it out.
Women of great executive ability and

weight of judgment have nearly in all cases

full, regular, horizontal eyebrows.
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Tests and Studies of the Ocular Muscles

The famous work of ERNEST E. MADDOX, M. D., F. I. 4. S. Ed., specially revised and
greatly extended by the author. The added matter covers the latest researches on muscular
anomalies—theories, tests and methods of treatment —and includes an entire new chapter on
Nystagmus. [Alt Rights Itexerred)

(Continued. Part II)

It is evident that the large size and conical shape of the orbit
would make it by itself a most unsuitable socket for the eye to
work in ; but, as a matter of fact, the eyeball comes nowhere in
contact with it, and it may be regarded rather as a strong scaffolding
for the real socket, as well as a storehouse for the orbital contents.
The real socket is the capsule of Tenon, in conjunction with its
supporting bed of orbital fat, supplemented by the concave surface
of the eyelids in front.

Tenon's Fascia.—All the structures contained within the orbit
are invested by sheaths derived from one and the same aponeurosis.
The cornea, which, at first sight, appears to be an exception to this
rule, is not, of course, strictly within the orbit. This " orbital
fascia " is in some places or parts of it exquisitely differentiated to
suit the requirements of the ocular motions, and where it surrounds
the sclerotic forms the outer layer of Tenon's capsule, or, in other
words, the external capsule of the eye. It is lined by a delicate
internal capsule, which is of a different nature, being regarded by
some as the serous membrane (i e., the pericardium or pleura) of
the eyeball.

The common aponeurosis of the orbit extends from one struc-
ture to another, splitting to encapsule each, but it is convenient to
commence its study by distinguishing that part of it which is
specially in relation to the ocular muscles.

We have already seen that the orbit contains a group of
muscles which spring from the circumference of the optic foramen,
and separate as they proceed forwards, so as to form a cone.

Ensheathing this muscular cone there is a fascial cone, which
extends from muscle to muscle, splitting to invest each with a
fibrous sheath, and sending off layers here and there to enclose
lobules of fat, vessels and nerves.
This cone of fascia is attached at the
apex of the orbit to the periosteum
round the optic foramen, and widens
as it advances till it gains the orbital
outlet, to be rigldly attached to the
periosteum all round the margin.

There is, therefore (as shown at
Fig. 3 ), a kind of cone of fascia
within a cone of bone, with this dif-
ference between them, that while the
bony cone contracts at its brim, the
fascial cone expands at its brim, so that an interval exists between the
two which is filled up with the peri-ocular fat, the extra-muscular fat,
the lachrymal gland, etc. Fig. 3 shows very clearly how the eyeball
is suspended in this cone, from above, and from all sides as well as
from below ; so that the part beneath the eyeball, which partly sup-
ports it as on a hammock, receives too much credit by the name
hitherto given to it, of " the suspensory ligament of the eyeball."

The fascial cone lodges the eyeball in front, and the retro-bulbar
fat behind. It is divided into two compartments—an anterior one
for the eyeball, and a posterior one for the retro-bulbar fat—by a
hemispherical aponeurotic septum (P. E C. in Fig. 4), which
adapts itself to the posterior hemisphere of the eyeball. This
septum is given off from the fascial cone just opposite the equator
of the globe all around, and from the same line of origin springs a
companion membrane (A. E. C.) which passes forward over the
anterior hemisphere, investing it pretty closely as far as the margin
of the cornea, where it becomes attached.

These two eye-investing membranes are regarded as forming
one capsule, known as Tenon's external capsule. It sends pro-
longations backwards in the form of a sheath for the optic nerve

Fig. 3
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(separated from it by the supra-vaginal lymph space) and for the
various vessels and nerves which enter the eye, and though nothing
more than a part of the common aponeurosis of the orbit, is endowed
with remarkable elasticity.

Since on reaching the edge of each muscle the fascial cone
splits into two layers, one to cover the orbital surface of the muscle
and the other to cover the ocular surface, we find on studying a
longitudinal section of a muscle that we have to take account of
these two layers, as in Fig. 4. The deep layer (D.) becomes con-

A.E.C.

C.L.
......

....P.E.C.

Fig. 4

Tenon's Fascia (from Motais). Int. C. L. and Ext. C. L.—internal and External Check Liga-
ments. Jul. R. and Ext. E.—Internal and External Recti. A. .E. C. and P. .E. (—
Anterior and Posterior External Capsule. I. a L.—Infra-capsular Ligament, or
" Collarette. " I. C—Interual Capsule. D.—Deep Layer of Muscular Sheath.

tinuous at the equator of the eye (I C. L.) with the posterior
hemisphere of Tenon's capsule (P. E. C.), so that from thence
forwards the deep surface of the muscle and its tendon have no
fascial investment.

When we consider the orbital layer of each muscle-sheath we
find the case is not so simple. As it approaches the neighbcrhood
of the globe it thickens, and becomes more closely attached to the
muscle itself, till opposite the equator the attachment reaches its
maximum ; after that it quits the muscle altogether, though not
until it has sent off a prolongation forward over the tendon to
contribute to the anterior portion of the globe's investment
(A. E. C.), and proceeds in the form of a thick band (Ext. C. L.)
to the orbital margin.

Check Ligaments.—The thick band, just spoken of, is not a
separate structure, but only a greatly-thickened strip of the anterior
part of the fascial cone which we described first of all and which
has a continuous attachment all around the circumference of the
orbital outlet. Its principal thickened bands are, to use Tenon's
words, " singularly supple and elastic," and are called the internal
and external " check ligaments."

Sappey has described smooth muscular fibers in them close to
their orbital attachment.

Anteriorily they are, through the periosteum, rigidly fixed to
the orbit: by their posterior extremities they are attached to—

(a) The outer layer of the sheath of the muscle, which, it
will be remembered, is part of the fascial cone described first
of all;(b

The muscle itself through both fibrous and muscular
attachments to the belly of the muscle in that region;

(c) To the posterior hemisphere of the fascial investment of
the globe (P. .E. C.) by means of a crescentic thickening of the
deep layer of the muscular sheath just where it is reflected (I. C. L.)
back on the globe. The check ligament draws on the horns of
this fibrous crescent (called by Lockwood the " intra-capsular
ligament," and by Motais the "collarette "), past the edges of
the muscle, so that some suppose it to act as a kind of pulley or
stirrup over which the muscle works and which keeps it from exert-
ing injurious pressure on the globe during its contraction.

Uses of the Check Ligaments.— Besides this action, it is evi-
dent that the check ligaments, by acting on the posterior hemi-
sphere of Tenon's capsule, help to draw the eye forward (like,
e. g., the strings of a night cap) against the backward traction of
the recti, and in this they are aided by the entire anterior portion
of the fascial cone, of which they are only thickenings.
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment must send name and address-not for publication, but
as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in
the order in which they are received. No attention will be
paid to anonymous communications.

To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give
proper advice in the management of cases submitted to us, it
is essential that we be furnished with a complete history of
each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-
mate).

2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what
number?

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement
glasses afford.

4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with
them).

5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating lines).
6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"R. E. S."-Lady, thirty-nine years old, complains
of neuralgia, headaches and not able to do near
work. Vision, both eyes, gg;, R. E. 43;
with +1.25- .75 cyl. ax. 6o° = L. E.
Vis., ; with + 1.50 •-• .50 cyl. ax. 135° -
H. Muscle test shows 6° esfihoria, with the
above correction on, nearest point 7 inches,
farthest /3 inches. Would you give the sphero-
cylinder correction or would you combine it
with a Prism for constant wear, and would
you prescribe an extra glass for near work.
The case has given usconsiderable trouble and
I would like very much to give her relief.
One other feature about it is she has _formed a
habil of holding her head to one side when
looking at an object. Of course I understand
why that is, and when making the examination

• I guarded against it to avoid making mistakes.

This is apparently a case of compound hyper-
metropic astigmatism, the proper correction of
which will most likely relieve the neuralgia and
headache. The tests should be repeated on several
different days, in order to determine the exact
amount of hypermetropia and of astigmatism re-
spectively, and also to verify the position of the
axis of the cylinder. At this age and for several
years one pair of glasses ought to suffice both for
distance and reading. The fact that patient can
see no farther away than thirteen inches with the
glasses, would indicate that they are too strong.
If this patient has never worn glasses, it is best to
begin with weaker ones than those mentioned,
perhaps .50 D. less. The esophoria for the present
should be left to take care of itself ; the addition
of prisms would only make it the harder for the
eyes to become accustomed to the glasses, and
besides, the convex lenses themselves will go far
towards the correction of the excessive convergence.

"C: N. H. "-A young lady, about seventeen, after
having been fitted by an oculist a number
of times, came to me, her glasses not giving
satisfaction. I used the fogging system, and
after careful examination gave her 0. U.
+ .37 + .37 ax. 9O, which she said was the best
she had ever had. Her eyes were paining her
when she came to me, and after using the above
glasses four months, she came back to me saying
that while the glasses seemed all right, yet her
eyes had not stopped paining her. I then fitted
her and gave her 0. D. ± .37 -I- .62 ax. 90.;
o.s.+ .62 + .62 ax. 900, which are much better
than the first, iiccording to her statement, but
still without the desired effect of stopping the
pains in her eyes. She seems fairly well and
bright, but always has large rings around her
eyes.

The fact that the pain in the eyes still con-
tinues, raises the suspicion that the glasses do not
represent an accurate correction of the error of
refraction. We have no other means of judging as
to the suitableness of the glasses, as our corres-
dondent has failed to mention the visual acuity
without or with them.

The case is most likely one of compound
hypermetropic astigmatism. It may be that the
sphere should be weaker or stronger, or that the
cylinder needs to be changed, or that its axis
should be rotated to some different position.
These are matters that can be determined by a
careful repetition of the examination ; after which
a thorough test should be made of the muscular
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balance, preferably by the Maddox rod, in order
to detect the existence of any insufficiency, the
correction of which may be necessary to the corn-
fort of the eyes.

"0. 1. L."-A cigarmaker, aged forty-two, never
wore glasses. Vision ig each eye ; no im-
provement with glasses. Near point receded,
requiring + 5.25 S. to bring P. P. back to 8
inches, which afford comfortable reading at
.13 inches, but for a short time only, when
everything becomes cloudy. Have reduced
correction .50 .D., but with no better results.
Patient has stomach and nervous troubles, for
which he is taking treatment. Might this be
the cause of apparent loss of accommodation?
There is no muscular insufficiency.

Apparently this is a case of presbyopia. In
giving glasses to a patient for the first time, it is
not well to make them too strong. Theoretically,
our correspondent did right in restoring receded
near point to 8 inches and affording comfortable
reading at 13 inches. But, practically, this
oftentimes results in a glass that is too strong,
as very few persons want to be tied down to so
close a reading or working distance. As a rule,
there is more complaint from glasses that are too
strong than from those too weak.

We are told there is no muscular insufficiency,
but we are not satisfied without fuller information.
Many opticians make muscle tests at a distance
alone. Now, it is a well-known fact that there
may be orthophoria at distance and exophoria at
reading point. This should be looked into. His
general condition, doubtless, has some effect on
his eyes.

In order that a correct and definite
understanding may be had of each case
submitted, it is necessary that correspon-
dents should give ALL the particulars
asked for at the head of this page.

"E J. S."-(1) A man, aged fifty-three. Examina-
tion with the retinoscope shows 2 D. of hyper-
metropia in the vertical meridian and .5o D.
of myopia in the horizontal meridian of the
right eye. The left eye, with the stenoptic
disk, shows 1.75 D. hypermetropia in the meri-
dian at 105° and .25 D. myopia at /5°. What
correction would be best for reading glasses?

(2) What would be best to give to one who
sees best with - .25 D. when under atropine f

(3) If a person, age fifty-five, requires
for distance - 2.25 D. cyl. ax. 5° , what would
be the best correction for reading glasses?

(4) A man who cannot read with anything
weaker than 4.75 D.; he is twenty-seven
years of a,ge and he is hypo-melt-op& 2 D.
What condition is he in?

(5) What is the correct glass for an eye
that can read no nearer than 30 cm.? His
amplitude of accommodation is 5.33 D.

What correction for the following cases.
(6) R. E., hypermetropic 2 D.; L. E., hyper-
metropic 2.25 D.; R. E., hyperphoria 3°,
esophoria 5°. (7) R. E., myopic 1.50 D.;
L. E., myopic 7 D.; esophoria a°. (8) R. E.,
emmetropic ; L. E.,• .50 D.; L. E., hyper-
phoria 4°. (9) R. E., myopic 7 D.; L. E.,
myopic 6 D., exophoria 6° (1o) Also, an em-
metrope ; L. E., hyperphoria 4°, exophoria 9°.
(II) Another: both eyes hypemetropic 3 D.,
exophoria o. (12) Still another: hyperme-
tropia I D., esophoria 4°. (13) And a myope
4 D., esophoria 3°.

(I) If the retinoscope shows 2 D. of hyperme-
tropia in vertical meridian and - .p D. in hori-
zontal meridian, the defect is mixed astigmatism
and is corrected by the following formula : 2 D.
cyl. axis 1800 - .50 D. cyl. axis 9o°, which is
transposable into 2 D. S. C - 2.50 D. cyl. axis
90°. The left eye is also mixed astigmatism, cor-
rectible by - 1.75 D. cyl. axis 15° C - .25 D. cyl.
axis 105°, which is transposable into 1.75 D. S.
- 2 D. cyl. axis 105°. We have no record of

the accommodation and hence cannot say what
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would be best for reading, but perhaps about
+ 2 D. S. added to above combinations.

(2) We would not undertake to suggest the
proper lens in this case without knowing the age and
the acuteness of vision before and after atropine.

3) About + 2.50 D. S. C - 2.25 D. cyl. axis
50, although this depends on the amount of avail-
able accommodation.

(4) Either more hypermetropic than 2 D., or
a weak accommodation.

(5) If his amplitude of accommodation is
5.33 D., he can read nearer than p cm. and he
scarcely needs a glass for reading.

(6) 0. D., + 2 D. S. C prism I° base down;
0. S., + 2.25 D. S. C prism 1° base up. Hyper-
phoria partially corrected, esophoria ignored.

M O. D., - r.5o D. S.; O. S., - 4 D. S.
8 0. D., prism 13/20 base up; 0. S., +

.50 D. S. C base down.
(9) Correct myopia first, and prism later if

found necessary.
(i0) Correct hyperphoria first, dividing prism

between the two eyes. Let subsequent symptoms
decide as to correction of the exophoria.

(II) If patient is young, slightly undercorrect
the hypermetropia.

(12) If patient will bear it, slightly overcorrect
the hypermetropia.

(13) Give concave lenses as weak as possible
without interfering too much with acuteness of
vision.

These questions read very much as if they
might be taken from a set of examination questions.
If they are actual cases in the practice of our cor-
respondent, we would say that no one can intelli-
gently suggest the proper correction without know-
ing more about the details of each caes. Age is
always an important factor and one that cannot be
ignored. The history of the case, the symptoms
of which patient complains and the conditions
under which the eyes are used, are matters that
should be taken into account. In complicated
cases the glasses must oftentimes be changed
several times before comfort is secured. Because
of individual peculiarities, no fixed rules can be
laid down.

"R. L. W" -Patient, age thirty-six ; minister by
occupation. I tested him with trial case and
gave him the following prescription : R. E,
+ .5o 0, cyl. ax. /./o* ; LE., - .37 C 1.25
cyl. ax. 45°. With this correction, looking- at
the distant astigmatic chart, the patient claims
all the lines looked alike, and he can easily
read all the letters on the distant chart, but he
claims in reading that a car d or book is a great
deal wider at the top than at the bottom. Now,
if I use the same strength glasses and put both
axes at 90°, the card or book will look the same
width at both top and bottom ; but lie cannot
read near as good as he can with the above
correction. He also claims that the letters at
the top of the page are ninth larger than at
the bottom. In testing, I seat my patient 20
feet from the large test chart. Kindly advise
me what to do in this case.

Complaints such as these are not unusual when
cylindrical glasses are first put on ; in fact, they
are to be expected. We think it wise for the
optometrist to anticipate this result and to warn
his patient that he is likely to experience these
difficulties until his eyes become accustomed to
the glasses.

It is probable that the proper position for the
axis of right cylinder is at 135°, at right angles to
that of left. If the rotation of the cylinders to the
vertical position causes a marked loss of vision, it
is pretty certain that the axes are correctly placed.
The examination should be repeated several times,
in order to make sure of this, and then patient be
advised to persevere with glasses, being assured
they will soon afford satisfactory vision. The
patient is at fault for not having his astigmatism
corrected years ago.

"I have nothing in mind to improve The Key-
stone, as it is satisfactory to me as it is, and I con-
sider it worth ten times its cost. The whole book
is of interest and an instructor to any jeweler-
optician."-A. C. H. Baker, jeweler and Optician,
Appleton, Wisconsin.
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The Origin of Spectacles

A Search Through History—Ancients Knew Nothing
of Spectacles—The Real Inventor

EVERAL works have recently ap-
peared which attempt to trace the

giV1:4'  history of spectacles. Following is
a summary of the result of researches by
Charles Chevalier, and his conclusions are
seemingly very authentic :

The ancient s, according to
Seneca, book 3, chapter 83,
were only acquainted with the
globe or glass full of water, by

means of which small characters were made to
appear larger and more distinct. In any case,
spectacles would have been more injurious than
beneficial to them, for they could not have con-
structed them exactly nor determined the neces-
sary curves in conformity with the different sights,
being ignorant of the laws of refraction.

And now we may cite some examples which
will prove how monuments or documents consulted
by historians can sometimes lead to error. Domi-
nique, of Grillandaio, in a painting attributed to
Botticelli, and which exists in the church of All
Saints, at Florence, has painted St. Jerome reading
in books, upon one of which was placed a pair of
spectacles. This poor St. Jerome is decidedly the
patron of spectacles. There could be seen in
Venice, in 1660, an old signboard, hanging before
the shop of a spectacle seller, representing the
same saint, upon which was this inscription :
" Saint Jerome, the inventor of spectacles ! " But
it is time to leave these errors of judgment and
return to our subject.

Why is it that those savants who
The Savants wrote previously to the time

which we place for the inven-
tion of spectacles, have not

saki one word about them ? We must think
with Mercurialis, that they were completely
unknown by the ancient doctors, seeing that
the Arabs, the Greeks and the Romans have
said nothing about them, while they have left
us any amount of receipts against eye diseases and
changes in the sight. Mercurialis, Juste Lipse,
Gerard Vossius, Jacob Hoffman, etc., all agree in
saying that spectacles are a modern invention. At
any rate, if the ancient writers do not mention
them, Bernard Gordonius, a distinguished professor
of the faculty of Montpelier, tells us, in his lillian
medicinae, compiled in 1305, speaking of one of his
collyria : " It is so efficacious that it permits the
aged to read small letters without spectacles."
Before him, Gui de Chaulliac, in his work, Grande
Chirurgie (1303), adds, apropos of the virtue of a
certain collyrium : " If that is not sufficient we
must resort to spectacles." Cicero, Cornelius
Nepos, Suetonius inform us that in their time,
when one's sight was weak or was entirely de-
stroyed, he had his servants read to him.

It appears that in the first days they were
attached to the cap by a hook or some other
method. In a discourse upon death, written by
the brother, Jerome Savonarlo, who lived in 1490,
we find the following sentence : " But as the
spectacles often fell, it became necessary to put a
hook to the cap to fix them and prevent them
doing so." It is clear from this that they attached
spectacles to the caps in usage, about 1300. We
read, further, in a religious history of Pavia, by
Jacob Gualla, entitled Paftiae sancluarium, that

Spectacles
Unknown to the
Ancients

and Spectacles
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they preserved in great veneration in that town the
cap and spectacles of St. Bernardin de Senis. This
saint existed in 144o.

It was only towards the end of
the fifteenth century that they
fixed spectacles on the nose, as
may be seen in the painting of

the Church of All Saints, of which we have spoken
above. We find a still further proof in a manu-
script of the Convent of St. Mark, at Florence.
written towards the middle of the fifteenth century.
This is ornamented with a miniature which repre-
sents a brother with his spectacles fixed upon his
nose. In looking through a work by J. F. Davis,
formerly president of the Indian Company in
China, " La Compagnie des hides en China," we
have been fortunate enough to encounter some
curious details concerning the spectacles employed
by the Chinese and the manner in which they
placed them before the eyes. It is interesting to
compare their methods with those which were put
in practice in 1300 : " These people are completely
ignorant of the laws of reflection and refraction,
nevertheless they employ convex and concave
crystals to assist the sight. The Chinese only use
rock crystal for this purpose." One is almost in-
clined to believe that they obtained their know-
ledge of this instrument from the missionaries,
though this falls to the ground when one sees the
great size and singular form of their spectacles and
the strange manner in which they adjust them—by
silk cords passed behind the ears and terminated
by tufts at the extremeties.

At the commencement of these
The True Inventor researches we undertook to
of Spectacles remove any doubt existing

with regard to the true inventor
of spectacles ; it is time now to redeem our prom-
ise. The savant, Francois Redi, is the first to
occupy himself with this instrument in a letter in
the fourth volume of his works, editions 1724 and
1731. According to this letter, there existed in the
library of the Dominicans of the Convent of St.
Catherine, of Pisa, an old Latin chronicle written
on parchment, and containing the recital of several
events which occurred in this monastery. At the
beginning of the chronicle, page 16, is noted the
death of Brother Alexander Spina, of Pisa, which
occurred in 1313, in that town. It reads thus :
" Brother Alexander de Spina, a good and modest
man, was gifted with the ability to reproduce any
work that he saw or that was described to him.
He made spectacles which the inventor would not
show him to make, and communicated his methods
with a good heart." It is evident from this passage
that if Brother Alexander was not the first inventor
of spectacles (as it has been pretended), he at
least found out, by merely looking at the instru-
ment, the manner of constructing it. At any rate,
here we find Alexander de Spina rejected from the
list of competitors, though he is more entitled to
be among them than Roger Bacon, with whom we
shall now occupy ourselves.

The first idea of spectacles was believed to
have been discovered in some of the passages in
the works of this learned monk, who died in 1292,
Thus, when he wrote : " Idea hoc inshwmentum
est utile senibus el habentibus oculos debiles." * It
appears at first sight that he meant spectacles, but
on examining the text carefully, one soon recog-
nizes that he meant small segments of spheres,
intended for the purpose of enlarging objects, after
the manner of magnifying glasses, and not spec-
tacle lenses which magnify very little when used in

*This inst rument is useful to old people and to those who
have a wok sight.

Origin of the
Nose Piece
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the same way. This is what Bacon says : " If a
man looks at letters or other objects through a
crystal, a glass, or any other transparent object
placed upon these letters, if this body is a small
portion of a sphere of which the convexity is
turned towards the eye, and this organ is placed in
the air, the letters will appear more clear, larger,
etc." Evidently this passage is only applicable to
a reading glass, and here we have another com-
petitor eliminated.

It is, therefore, to Salvino
To Salvino Armati Armati to whom the glory of

the discovery is reserved, at
least that is the opinion which

we have thought proper to adopt, as will be seen
by the documents which we are about to submit to
our readers. Redi possessed a manuscript entitled
" Traite de Conduite de la Famille," written in 1299,
by Sandro di Popozo di Sandro, a Florentine
citizen, and edited by Vanni del Busca, his son-in-
law, also a Florentine citizen. At the commence-
ment of this treatise the author places the invention
of spectacles in the same year in which he writes it.
This is the passage translated " I am so over-
come by age that I cannot read nor write without
those glasses called spectacles, recently discovered
for the benefit of those poor old people whose
sight becomes weakened."

Francois Redi gives us yet another precious
indication in a letter addressed by this illustrious
savant to Paolo Falconieri. Furthermore, he writes,
in the discourse of Brother Giordano da Rivalto,
after the manuscript texts of Philippe Pandolfini,
mentioned in the dictionary of the Academy della
Crusca. " It is stated clearly at the word ochiali ;
it is not yet twenty years since the discovery of the
art of making spectacles, etc." And further on
Brother Giordano adds : " I have seen the one
who discovered and made them first, and I have
spoken with him."

If now it be observed that the
discourse of Brother Giordano
was delivered in the market
place of S. Maria-Novella, Feb-

ruary 23d, of the year 1305, it will be easy to recog-
nize the agreement between the dates furnished by
this preacher and Pipozo di Sandro already referred
to. But it is in the passage borrowed from Giordano
that we find a fresh proof in favor of Armati. In
fact, this preacher died in 1311, in the month of
August, two years before Brother Alexander Spina,
with whom he lived in the Convent of St. Catherine.
Near to this convent was the dwelling of the
family of Salvino Armati, and when Giordano
tells us : " I have seen the one who discovered
and made them first, and I have spoken with him,"
he meant no doubt, to speak of Armati, whom he
saw sometimes on account of the proximity of
their houses to each other, but not of Spina with
whom he lived habitually, and whom Ile would
have designated otherwise as one of his brothers in
God ; it is, therefore, scarcely possible to suppose
that Giordano would have said of this monk that
he saw every day : " I have seen and spoken
to him.' '

the Glory

Tracing
the Dates

Here are still greater proofs.
Confirmatory In 1684, Ferd. Leopoldo del

Migliore, a Florentine antiquary,
published his " Florence, Illus-

trated," and there transcribed an important docu-
ment which he had already consigned to an ancient
Sepoltuario manuscript. In speaking of St. Narie
Majeure, he says : " But there is another souvenir
all the more precious, that by its means we came
to know that the first inventor of spectacles was a
Florentine gentleman, the Seigneur Salvino Armati,

(Continued on page 287)

Proof
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Subjective Refraction

T E

raper read before the American Medical Association by JOHN
A. TENNEY, M.D.

CALL attention to the power of the pin-
hole disk found in trial cases in the ex-
amination of the eye. All are familiar
with its use in detecting myopia and high

degrees of hyperopia : and it is well known that if

there is light enough and the opening of the screen

is small enough, there would be no need of lenses

in any condition of refraction at any age. The pin-

hole disk does its work by lessening the diffusion

circles on the retina ; and too small an opening in

a retinoscope or ophthalmoscope is a disadvantage

because it masks errors of refraction.
In Foster's " Text=Book of Physiology" we

find it stated that if the pin-hole disk is held before

the eye and moved laterally, the experimenter

looking toward the bright sky, the retinal capil-

laries may be seen, looking like a cobweb. The
vessels at right angles to the motion are best seen.

If the disk is held at the right distance from the

eye, one can see the image of the crystalline lens.

Dr. Gould, at the session of this association in

Denver in 1898, exhibited an instrument that he

called the " Fundusscope," which caused a small
opening to revolve before the eye within the width

of the pupil, and by means of which the retinal

vessels could be seen in all directions alike.

Czermak pointed out the fact that if two

screens are held before the eye toward the light,

and the one in front is moved laterally, it will

appear to move in the same direction that it actually

does move ; but if the one next to the eye is moved

in the same way, the one in front will seem to

move in the opposite direction. This is easily ex-

plained. The pin-hole in the anterior screen is

practically the source of light ; its image moves on

the retina in the same direction that the posterior

disk is moved ; hence it is projected in the con-

trary direction. All ophthalmologists know that

the nasal side of the retina sees toward the tem-

poral side, and the temporal side sees toward the

nasal side.
If a convex lens is moved latterly before the

eye, objects seen through it seem to move in a

contrary direction to the motion of the lens ; but if

the lens is held still and the head is moved,

the same objects appear to move with the lens.

In the first instance, the image moving on the

retina with the motion of the lens, is projected in a

contrary direction, as has already been explained;

and in the second instance, where the lens is held

still and the head is moved. the image seen through

the lens moves in a contrary direction on the retina,

hence it is projected in the same direction with the

motion. Exactly the opposite phenomena are

observed when a concave lens is used.

Very little literature has been produced within

a century concerning the diffusion circles on the

Fig. 1

retina. Tscherning states, what is manifestly true,

that in myopia and hyperopia every point of an

object must appear on the retina as a circle or a

part of a circle, and these circles overlap each

other. In hyperopia the light is most intense at

the outside of the circle, in myopia the intensity is
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greatest in the center. The resulting cones of light
in myopia project forward toward the point of

reversal in the vitreous.
If we take the pin-hole disk, or what answers

the same purpose, if we perforate a card with a

pin and hold it close to the eye, the state of refrac-

tion in the eye is accurately and quickly told by

moving the screen latterally. In hyperopia objects

will appear to move against the motion of the

card ; in myopia they will move with the card ;

and it is evident that there is a point between

where there will be no motion, and that condition

is emrnetropia.
In Czermak's experiment the eye is hyperopic

for the anterior screen, if it is held nearer to the

Fig. 2

eye than its near point. The image seen moves

with the posterior disk on the retina as far laterally

as the width of the diffusion circle would be if light

entered the eye the full size of the pupil. The

projection is always in the direction contrary to the

motion of the image on the retina. As might be

expected, the motion of the image on the retina in

myopia being contrary to that of the disk, it is

projected in the same direction and appears to

move with it.
A schematic representation of what occurs in

hyperopia is shown in Fig. 1, the passage of light

being shown by the arrows. Fig. 2 shows how

the light enters and leaves the eye in myopia. The

small circles represent the motion of the disk from

side to side.
As a matter of course, in simple hyperopic

astigmatism there will be no motion observed

along the meridian of greater curvature, but at

right angles to this the motion will be contrary.

In simple myopic astigmatism there will be no

motion in the meridian of lesser curvature ; in the

other meridian the motion will correspond to that

of the disk. In mixed astigmatism in the myopic

meridian the motion will be with the movement of

the disk ; in the other it will be contrary.

It will be seen that in all these anomalies of

refraction, the motion of objects seen through the

disk will be precisely the same as that seen when

the lens that corrects the defect is moved before

the eye in the same way and at the same rate;

and as those familiar with lenses seldom find it

necessary to neutralize them in order to tell their

power, so the motion of the pin-hole disk will

reveal to the initiated his error of refraction.

I find in my own case that if the disk is moved

before my right eye in the direction corresponding

to the meridian marked 600 on the trial frame, I

see no motion. At right angles to this the motion

is against the movement of the disk, and at the

rate of that of a cylinder of half a diopter. In the

left eye I find no motion in the meridian of 150°,

but at right angles to this the rate of motion is the

same as that of a plus cylinder of half a diopter.

The test is a delicate one, turning in a marked

degree at a quarter of a diopter. It is understood

that in all these experiments the accommodation

must be at rest.

Discussion

Dr. G. C. Savage, Nashville, Tenn. — Dr.
Tenney has given us the simplest and most accu-
rate subjective test for refraction that we have.
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He wrote me some time ago to ask if I thought
the idea any good and if it were new. I tried it
and replied that so far as I know it was new*, and
it certainly was good. In my own case it works
out well. Nothing could be more accurate than
the test. The judgment of direction and motion
is a gift, therefore the ignorant can give as correct
answers in this test as can the educated.

Dr. M. Black, Denver.—How far before the
eye do you hold the disk, or does that make any
difference?

Dr. Tenney.—I hold the disk very close to the
eye, just as close as I can. The patients certainly
respond very readily to the test.

*Nom—It must appear strange that Dr. Savage called the
test of Dr. Tenney new, for the readers of THE KEYSTONE Will
find a description of a similar test called kineseopy in its optical
columns about two years ago. The only dill', mice is that the
older method is more accurate, It using a poi ot of light instead
of any object.

The Origin of Spectacles

(Continued front page 255)

godson of Armati, of noble. origin, which left the
name of the residence of the Armatis yet in use to
this day to the little street situated behind the
Centaure . . . . and where one can see the
effigy of this personage stretched out in civil dress
upon a great table of stone, with the follow-
ing inscription ? " Here rests Salvino Armati
L'Armati, of Florence, inventor of spectacles.
May God pardon him his sins. Year 1317."

"It is to him," continues Leop. di Migliore,
" they wish to refer, without naming him, in the
ancient chronicle of the Convent of the Dominican
of Pisa, cited by F. Redi, excellent doctor, in his
savant history of spectacles. " From this we can
see how Brother Alexander Spina, who lived at
the same time, and who was, perhaps, a Floren-
tine, and not a Pisan, wished to learn how to make
spectacles from an individual who, knowing how
to make them, would not teach him, and how he
arrived at doing so 

This testimony appears quite
sufficient, and if more were re-
quired to corroborate it, here is
Giovanni Vincenzio Fantoni, an

erudite Florentine, who tells us, in his additions to
the " Recit des Choses Notables de Florence"
(fourth edition, 5733), that a remarkable souvenir
yet preserved in that church (Santa Maria) was the
monument erected in 1317 to Salvino Armati, who
was there specially designated as the Inventor of
spectacles. In 1730, Marco Antonio Marini, a
learned Florentine, in his commentaries upon the

work of the Jesuit Jean Dominique Muzancio

(Face Cronologica), places Salvino in the ranks of

illustrious men on account of his invention. It

would appear now. very difficult to contest the title

of Armati ; therefore, we consider him the true

inventor of spectacles, without, in any way, depriv-

ing Alexander Spina of the merit of having repro-

duced an instrument which he only could have

seen. Perhaps even we owe to him the knowledge

of this precious auxiliary to Me sight, which might

have been forgotten upon the death of Armati.

No Room
for Doubt

Renovating Camera Bellows

For stopping leaks in camera bellows the
popular and simplest method is to paste over
them a piece of black court plaster, or even black
paper, but that is hardly available for leaks in the
corners. A varnish that is easily worked into them
may lie made as follows : In a strong solution of
shellac in alcohol rup up sufficient lamp black, and,
to give it the necessary flexibility, a trace of soap.
This should be well rubbed up with a spatula on
a slab or plate of glass and applied with a suitable
brush.
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Myopia

As a cursory glance through the patients
before us shows several cases of myopia, we
will devote our attention on this occasion to
the consideration of this important refractive
error.

This defect is one that you do not meet
every day; in fact, the statement is made
that scarcely more than one per cent. of all
eyes are affected with simple myopia. And
yet on account of its tendency to progress
and the damage to ocular tissues in high
myopia, it calls for the greatest skill and
judgment in its management.

J. M., twenty-one years of age. Cigar
maker by occupation. The history he gives
us is as follows : for the past three years he
has noticed that he was short-sighted. Corn-
plains of inability to see across the street and
even to recognize persons when passing
them on the same side of the street except
by their voice. Usually no trouble in ordi-
nary reading, but pain and lachrymation when
reading music, more noticeable at night.

This history indicates a condition of
greatly impaired vision. The patient himself
says he is short-sighted, but we must not accept
the uncorroborated statement of any patient,
nor must we even allow it to influence our
judgment, else we will often be led astray.
Many a patient has come to us and told us
he was near-sighted, when an examination
showed him to be hypermetropic, of such
high degree that distant vision was impaired
and the book was held close to eyes in order
to take ad vantage of the larger visual angle.
Therefore we must approach the examination
of a case with unbiased judgment and pro-
ceed in accordance with our usual methods.

In trying to determine the visual acute-
ness in this case, we find that it is very greatly
impaired. The patient is scarcely able to see
the test card, much less to distinguish any
letters on it. We ask him to approach the
card, and it is not until he gets within four
or five feet that he is able to name the largest
letter at the top of the card. The visual
acuity is, therefore, expressed as Taff.

When we hand him the reading test
card you see he at once brings it very close
to his eyes, and on measuring the distances
we find that his near-point is three inches,
and his far-point six inches, which shows a
very limited range of accommodation.

The examination thus far has shown a
lessened visual acuity and a restricted far-
point, both of which conditions are symp-
tomatic of myopia, but they are also found in
high hypermetropia. Now, how are we going
to decide which defect is present?

The retinoscope will determine this ques-
tion for us. The reflex will be dull and the
movements slow in either case. If hyperme-
tropia is present, the movement is seen to be
" with," and convex lens will brighten the
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reflex and make movement faster and more
noticeable. In myopia the movement is
" against," and a concave lens is need to
clear the reflex and the movement.

The ophthalmoscope might also be used;
the direct method is preferable, and if hyper-
metropia is present, the disk is small and the
picture of the fundus is improved by convex
lenses.

In myopia the optic disk is large and
indistinct, and a concave lens is needed to
reduce it more to its normal size and make
it clearer.

But doubtless some of the members of
the class are not familiar with these objective
methods of examination, and for their bene-
fit we will adhere to the subjective form of
examination by means of the trial case.

In accordance with our rule we will try
convex lenses first, and as the symptoms in-
dicate a high degree of defect, it is useless
to commence with such weak lenses as .25 D.
or .50 D. We will try a + 2 D. Patient
says it makes vision decidedly worse. You
will notice that this young man is not seated
at our usual distance of twenty feet, but that
I have brought him closer and placed his
chair at about six feet. In cases like this,
where the vision is so greatly impaired, the
retinal images produced by objects at a dis-
tance of twenty feet are so much blurred,
that patient is scarcely able to determine
whether a certain lens makes vision better or
worse, and hence the tests at the usual dis-
tance are unsatisfactory.

When, however, the patient is seated
where we have placed him, the vision is suffi-
ciently good to enable the top letter to be
deciphered, and hence the effect of certain
lenses can be much better determined. If
the patient was seated it the usual distance,
the vision is so very much blurred that he
would scarcely be able to tell me whether
the addition of the convex lens made it any
worse or not.

We have allowed this + 2 D. lens to
remain before the eye for a moment, because
if hypermetropia is present it will encourage
a relaxation of the accommodation and
vision gradually improves as the eye adapts
itself to the glass. But in this case there is
no such improvement, and hence we remove
the lens and replace it with a — 2 D. The
change in the expression of the patient's
face tells us at once that this lens is more ac-
ceptable, and in answer to our question he
says the letter E is much sharper and blacker
and he can almost determine the two letters
on the second line.

We have now proven that the refraction
of this young man's eyes is myopic, and this
indicates the direction along which our ex-
amination must be made. We now ask our
patient to return to this chair at the custom-
ary twenty feet distance, and we will see
what information can be gained from the pin-
hole disk. We ask the patient to hold it
close in front of each eye while the other is
covered, and after a little hesitation he names
these letters in answer to our inquiry as to
the lowest line he can read, CBLCT 0,
which you will recognize as the No. 30 line,
which properly reads 0E1, CT G. This
test proves that the impaired vision is due to
a refractive error and indicates the extent to
which it can be improved, and as our pre-
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vious test showed the refraction to be myopic,
we now have a pretty fair understanding of
the case and all that remains is to measure
the amount of the moypia.

We test each eye separately, gradually
increasing the strength of the concave lenses
until we reach — 6 D., with which V. =
A — 6.50 D. lens affords the same acuteness
of vision, but makes the letters smaller.
A — .5o D. cyl. axis 1800, placed in front of
the — 6 D. is accepted as an improvement
and enables patient to guess that the first
letter on the No. 20 line is an A, all the
other letters being blurred and illegible.

Now that we have measured the error
of refraction, what glasses shall we order?
It would seem like a simple matter to give
this young man a pair of — 6 D. S. C —
.50 cyl. axis 1800 and send him on his way
rejoicing, but I want to say to you that the
prescribing of glasses in myopia is a serious
matter and should receive the most careful
consideration from every point of view.

This case may properly be classed as
one of high myopia, in which two pairs of
glasses should be ordered, one pair for dis-
tant vision and the other pair for close use.

This young man has never worn glasses
and his myopia has undoubtedly been in-
creasing from year to year as a result of the
neglect. On account of the myopic condi-
tion of his eyes, by means of which they are
adapted for near vision, but little effort of
accommodation has been required. As a
consequence, his ciliary muscle is weak and
deficient in sphincter fibres, and, in fact, may
be considered as somewhat atrophied. If we
should give him a full correction with instruc-
tions to wear the glasses constantly, both far
and near, a heavy tax would be placed upon
the ciliary muscle, with one of two results as
follows : the muscle would be forced into
unaccustomed activity, making the patient
very uncomfortable and with all the symp-
toms of marked asthenopia. Or the muscle
would be unable to respond to the call upon
it, and as a consequence the rays of light
could not be focused upon the retina and
vision would be indistinct, especially for
near objects, in fact reading would be an
impossibility.

These facts lead to the rule that was
long ago adopted to govern the prescribing
of glasses in myopia, viz., that they should
be the weakest possible consistent with a fair
visual acuity, and that in the higher degrees
even these must be modified for close vision.

For the reasons just mentioned we do
not think it advisable to order glasses
stronger than — 5 D. for distant vision, and
— 3 D. for reading and work, omitting the
cylinder as of no very special advantage.

A myopic eye is really a " sick " eye,
and the prescribing of glasses is only a part
of the general treatment which such eyes
should receive. Without proper precautions
glasses alone may do more harm than good.
When myopia is once established, its con-
stant tendency is to increase not only to the
great impairment of vision, but to actual
damage to the tissues of the eye. If we had
seen this young man ten .years ago, when
perhaps • his myopia was less than half it is
to-day, we feel sure we could have checked
the progress of the defect and sent him
through life with a much better pair of eyes

(CONthilied on page 291)
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than he has to-day. But " it's better late

than never," and hence we will give him

some advice in addition to his glasses.
He should be careful in reading and

working to have a good steady clear light";

coming, if possible, from the left side but

never from in front.
If it is possible for this young man to

do so, we would advise him to change his
occupation for one in which he would not be

so closely confined. If not, his hours of
work should be restricted and he should
arrange for a great deal of out-door exercise.
After working all day, he should do no read-
ing at night or very little.

While at work at his bench he should
sit erect and incline his head as little as pos-
sible, as otherwise a congestion of the ocular
tissues is favored, which is a cause of the
origin and continuance of a myopia. This
keeps his work at the proper distance from his
eyes, and the same precaution should be ob-
served in reading and writing.

We would advise him to abandon his
music to a great extent, and in what little
reading he does to select clear print of good
size.

Persons engaged in sedentary occupa-
tions as he is (cigarmaking, you will remem-
ber), are apt to be of a constipated habit.
He should endeavor to correct this tendency
and pay every attention to the condition of
his health.

As I have laid so much stress on the
seriousness of myopia and the necessity for
care in the use of the eyes and skill in the
adjustment of glasses, it may be well to say
a word as to the causes that produce this
condition.

Myopia, as you all know from your pre-
vious studies, is that condition of refraction
in which the rays of light come to a focus in
front of the retina. This may be caused by
an increase of refracting power of some of
the media, as a shortening of the radius of
curvature of the cornea or an increase in the
convexity of the crystalline lens, the latter
being produced by spasm of the accommo-
dation, at first only temporarily, but which
later develops into a permanent condition.

However, our usual understanding Of a
myopic eye is one in which there is an elon-
gation of the ball itself in the antero-posterior
direction.

While heredity is looked upon as a pre-
disposing cause, you must not think that the
babe is born necessarily with myopic or elon-
gated eyes. Only the predisposition to myopia
is inherited, which means that the coats of
the eye are weak and elongate from an
amount of overuse or strain that would have
no effect upon the normal eye.

In this connection we wish to impress
upon you the importance of being on your
guard not to mistake a case of false myopia
(which is really hyermetropia over-corrected
by spasm of the accommodation) for real
myopia, and we hope none of you will ever
be guilty of putting concave lenses on hyper-
metropic eyes. This is an error that can be
easily made, and in our experience we have
seen many examples of it.
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The hypermetropic child simulates myo-
pia, because he holds his book very close.
He does this in order to obtain a larger reti-
nal image; the image is not clear because it
is composed mostly of diffusion circles, but
what it lacks in clearness it makes up in size.

When such a child is brought to the
optometrist, the statement is usually made

by the parents or by the child himself

that he is near-sighted. Such statement is

made in all innocence, because of the near
position of the book. But if you accept

such statement as indicating myopia, which
has often been done, you are making the

first step in the path of grievous error. And

if you are led to regard the case as one of

myopia, what is more natural than that you
should commence your test with concave

lenses; this means a great many steps in the
same path of error, because such concave

lenses will be accepted by the patient and
then prescribed by you. They are accepted

because the diminishing effect of the concave

lenses serves to neutralize the excessive re-

fraction caused by the spasm of accommoda-

tion. But the wearing of such concave

lenses spurs the ciliary muscle to still greater
contraction, with accompanying symptoms of

asthenopia, which will soon transform this

case of simulated into real myopia, and all

because you were too lazy to make the

proper examination yourself or too ignorant

to know how to do it, but were satisfied to

accept the patient's diagnosis without a

question.
If now, on the other hand, you ascer-

tain for yourself by the various tests with

which you are all familiar, that the refraction

is really hypermetropic and you prescribe the

proper convex lenses, the after history of the

case will be entirely different. The convex

lenses will relieve the strain on the accom-

modation, will form clear and well-defined

images on the retina in place of diffusion

circles, the necessity for holding the book

close will be removed, and the eyes will be

no longer directed myopic-ward, but will

rather be turned towards emmetropia.

Therefore, when a child is brought to

you with a history of near-sightedness, based

on holding the book close, do not fall into

any such trap as I have mentioned. Remem-

ber that very few children have myopia, that

the prevailing error of refraction in child-

hood is hypermetropia. Therefore, in any

child, no matter what the symptoms, always

suspect hypermetropia, and make your ex-

aminations with this thought constantly in

your mind.
I feel that I cannot too strongly empha-

size the importance of this matter. The

examination of a child's eyes, when the tis-

sues are soft and yielding and liable to give

way under strain, imposes upon us a much

greater responsibility than in the case of an

adult where the coats of an eye are firm and

unyielding and able to resist the tendency to

elongation.
It is unnecessary to add that at all times

the cases of children should be given the most

scrupulous care by the refractionist. The

child's life and preparation therefor are still

before it, and its future may, to some extent,

be influenced for good or the reverse by

proper or improper treatment of its eye de-

fect at the hands of the optician.
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Annual Banquet of the Rhode Island
Society of Optometry

The Rhode Island Society of Optometry held

its first annual banquet in the Wellington, Monday

evening, January 2d, at 7.30 P.M. The affair

was a grand success, and great credit is due the

committee who had it in charge for the admirable

way in which they carried out their plans. The

tables were very beautifully arranged with colored

electric lights, carnations, roses and ferns. Just

before the banquet a reception was given to

the members and their ladies. At 8 P.51. all

assembled at the tables while Rev. C. M. Melden,

Ph.D., of the Mathewson Street Methodist Church

offered prayer, after which they sat down and en-

joyed the following menu:

Cream of Celery
Olives Radishes

Baked Blue Fish Creole

Potato Croquettes

Roast Turkey
Cranberry Sauce

Ice Cream
Cheese

String Beans

Coffee

During the banquet there was music by Reeves'

American Band Orchestra.

At the close of the supper W. J. Davis, first

vice-president, in the absence of President Walter

Blake, welcomed the guests and introduced W. T.

Wilson, toastmaster. After a few remarks in

regard to the objects of the society and the good it

had accomplished since its organization, a little

over a year ago, he introduced H. D. Murray, who

responded to a toast " To the Profession." Mr.

Murray handled the subject in a very able manner.

He spoke of the various advances made in the

optical science and research, and gave a history of

the optical profession from the time before Christ

up to the present day. He told of the various

instruments that had been invented for the detection

of ocular defects, and finished his remarks with a

few words on ethics in relation to the optical

profession.
The next speaker was Major Lester S. Hill,

M.D., whose remarks were very interesting and

in touch with the occasion.

He spoke of the great good which comes from

the different professions organizing themselves

into societies. He complimented the society on

the work they had done, and hoped they would

continue until they had received the recognition

from the public and State which they are entitled to.

The toastmaster then introduced H. Fellman,

who responded to a toast " To the Ladies." His

remarks were very witty, and he gave the following

advice to the other members of the profession:

" Never tell a lady patient who has presbyopia that

the definition of the word is " old sight," if you

want to stand in her good graces."

The next speaker was Rev. C. M. Melden,

Ph.D. He spoke of the value of the optical

science to the world at large. How by the invention

of telescope, microscope and other instruments, we

came into possesion of knowledge we could not

otherwise have obtained. He also spoke of the

great value glasses were to the public and how

many men and women had been enabled to pursue

their vocation longer in life than they could have

had they not worn glasses and saved their eyesight.

The toastmaster then called on Henry D.

Glendenning, a lawyer, who was present, for a few

remarks. The committee who had the affair in

charge was composed of W. T. Wilson, chairman;

J. A. Masterson, H. D. Murray, G. Frederic

Beane, H. Fellman.
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Minnesota State Optical Society

A special meeting of the Minnesota State

Optical Association will be held in Minneapolis on

March 2d and 3d, when reports of committees

will be heard. The membership committee con-

sists of : J. W. Brown, Ortonville, chairman ;

H. M. Hitchcock, Redwood Falls ; M. Morrison,

Minneapolis ; F. C. Wittenberg, Luverne ; C. H.

Nerbovig, Mankato, and J. J. Dowd, Minneapolis.

The committee on code of ethics comprises : H. M.

Hitchcock, Redwood Falls, chairman ; I. M.

Radabaugh, Hastings, and A. M. Fargeman,

Fergus Falls. The committee on price schedule

consists of : Geo. B. Johnston, Pipestone, chair-

man ; F. A. Upham, St. Paul, and F. W. Harper,

Renville. The chairman of each of these corn-

mittees will be pleased to hear from Minnesota

optometrists, before the meeting, with any sug-

gestions they may have to make.
President Chalmers announced the following

reception committee for the entertainment of mem-

bers of the American Association of Opticans, at

its July meeting in Minneapolis : Julius K. Martin,

Minneapolis, chairman : J.Wm. Brown, Ortonville ;

F. A. Upham, St. Paul ; I. M. Radabaugh, Has-

tings ; Chris. H. Nerbovig, Mankato ; Ignatius

Reiner, Hutchinson ; Wm. Plackner, Benson ;

F. W. Harper, Renville ; M. Morrison, Albert

Myer, E. S. Bugbee, L. L. DeMars, Gertrude

Stanton and Geo. J. Preston, Minneapolis, who

have all agreed to do their duty so well that not

one of the visitors will leave without making a

strong resolution never to miss another Minnesota

meeting. The State association is formulating

plans to make the meeting a success in every way,

and will be able to handle the large attendance in

good shape, and make profitable to each one

attending. They announce that they will be held

responsible for good results.

The Indiana Optical Society

The tenth annual convention of the Indiana

Optical Society was held at the Dennison Hotel,

Indianapolis, January loth. Unusual interest was

manifested, and the prospects of the society are

especially bright.
One new feature was the adoption of a course

of study to be determined upon by a committee.

This course will be presented to the members in a

short time.
E. N. Canada, Winchester, was elected dele-

gate to the A. A. 0. convention.

The following are the officers for the year:

J. H. Ellis, South Bend, president ; H. E. Woodard,

Indianapolis, first vice-president ; J. D. Taylor,

Logansport, second vice-president ; R. H. Denney,

Portland, treasurer ; Margaret J. Erisman, Lafay-

ette, secretary.

New York City Optical Society

The January meeting of the Optical Society of

the City of New York was held in the Council

Room of the Lexington Assembly Hall, 158 East

Fifty-eighth Street, when the minutes of the

previous meeting were read and approved, and

payment of a number of bills was authorized.

J. E. Meyer proposed J. F. Hill as a candidate for

membership. The auditing committee reported

that all the accounts and records of the treasurer

and financial secretary for the previous year were

correct, and thereupon the committee were dis-

charged. The secretary of the committee that had

been appointed to obtain legal advice as to whether

the designation of opticians in advertisements as
eye-druggists, etc., is actionable at law, reported
in the negative, stating that the individual deeming
himself injured could bring suit, but that the
burden of proof would rest upon him.

A motion was made by Mr. Dilworth, and
carried, that the sum of fifty dollars be contributed
by the society to the legislative committee of the
State society as an aid in furthering the passage of
the optometry bill. Upon motion the executive
board was directed to arrange for a discussion at the
next meeting of the advisability of adopting a mini-
mum price-list, of charging for examinations, etc.

The questions proposed by the North Dakota
State Board of Examiners, consideration of which
was deferred from the previous meeting, formed
the subject of an instructive discussion at the
scientific session.

Chicago Optical Society
The Chicago Optical Society held its annual

meeting in the rooms of the Jewelers' Club of
Chicago on Thursday evening. January 5th. Supper

wss served in the dining hall, and at eight o'clock

President Newcomb called the meeting to order.

The reports of the secretary and treasurer, respec-

tively, were read and accepted. The committee

appointed to secure a suitable meeting place

reported that the Jewelers' Club had given the use

of their quarters free. A vote of thanks was there-

fore tendered to the board of directors of the club

for their courtesy. President Newcomb delivered

an address on the past achievements and future

possibilities of the society. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : W. F. New-

comb, president ; Henry Borsch, first vice-presi-

dent ; A. P. Hunneman, second vice-president;

0. J. Halbe, secretary and treasurer. Executive

committee : E. S. Fowler, Geo. A. Rogers, John

Rose, B. C. A. Redepenning and Burr Weaver.

Addressing the meeting, President Newcomb

said:

I am very much pleased to see so many of the
progressive members of our society here to-night,
and I sincerely hope that we will meet with
increased numbers at each subsequent meeting
during the year 1905. During the past year we
have added many names to our membership list,
although we have been greatly handicapped by
not having a permanent meeting place. We hope
soon to have arrangements completed for a perma-
nent home, then we can plan ahead and make our
meetings still more instructive and interesting.

During the past year we have been greatly
benefited by the excellent lectures and interesting
discussions upon trade topics, also by social inter-
course with one another. The Chicago Optical
Society is an assured success, and will become a
mighty power for the good of the profession if we
will but work together. Let us resolve to-night to
do so. We must try to get every optician of good
standing in Chicago to become a member of our
society. Then we must attain a higher standard.
This can all be accomplished through education
and legislation. Educate the public to have confi-
dence in our ability to properly diagnose their
defects, and make them understand that the refrac-
tionist is the proper specialist for them to consult.

I am strongly in favor of charging for examin-
ations. In my opinion it will add dignity to our
profession, give us a better class of patronage and
the intelligent public will have much more confi-
dence in our ability. We must educate the oculist
to realize that we are the legitimate refractionists,
and are not trying to encroach upon his rights or
profession, but that he is upon ours. An experience
of nearly thirty years in both lines of work convinces
me that the oculist cannot become a successful
refractionist without neglecting his medical and
surgical practice, and that he will not do.

We must also educate our lawmakers to
understand the benefits to be derived from an
optometry bill, and make them see it is for the
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whole people and a protection against fraud which
is becoming too common. If you have a friend or
an acquaintance in the State Legislature go to him
and enlist his sympathy, and make him promise to
use his influence among his fellow-members to
promote our interest in the good cause ; also get
the assistance of your friends who are in politics to
work for us. It is going to take lots of hard work,
and every member should be doing something,
and doing it now.

Earl J. Brown, M. D., and A. P. Hunnemann
were appointed a special committee to make
arrangements with a number of college professors
in the city for a series of lectures before the society
of educational value. Dr. Brown gave an inte-
resting and enjoyable talk, after which the meeting
adjourned.

New England Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New
England Association of Opticians was held at the
Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass., on Tues-
day evening, January 17th. Prof. W. J. Drisko
delivered the third of his series of lectures on
" Light," covering color, achromatism and inter-
ference colors. The lecture, like all those which
preceded it, was followed with close interest and
was of much educational value.

Rochester Optical Society

The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical
Society was held Tuesday evening, January loth,
in the office of Clark & Bowen, with the following
members present : Messrs. Arrington, Bausch,
Bissell, Bestor, Benedict, Clark, Newman, Pellovv,
Sureting, Sumeriski, Handy and Mielke. Minutes
of the last meeting were read and approved. There
was a final discussion on the proposed code of
ethics, and the following committee appointed to
draw up the same : Messrs. Bausch, Bissell and
Clark. The code as adopted will be found on page
299, of this issue.

Mr. Bausch moved that a committee of two be
appointed to write A. Jay Cross inquiring as to the
cost of his circular, " Modern Optics." This was
seconded by Mr. Clark and carried. The president
appointed on this committee Messrs. Arrington and
Bausch

George Bausch moved that a committee of
three be appoited to draw up a resolution to be
presented to Wm. Bausch (who is a member of the
board of education) for presentment to the board
with reference to the examination of school chil-
dren's eyes. The motion was seconded by Mr.
Arrington and carried. Messrs. Bausch, Bissell

and Clark were appointed on the committee.
It was moved by Mr. Clark that it is the sense

of this society that a nominal fee be charged for all

eye examinations made by the members of this

society. This was seconded by Mr. Bausch, and
also carried. The meeting then adjourned.

Central New York Optical Society

A meeting of the above society was held in

Syracuse on January 20th, President Watts pre-

siding. The principal business transacted was the

arrangement of a price-list, and it is expected that

this matter will be completed at the next meeting.

The secretary had on hand for distribution the

printed signs for display in offices announcing a

charge of one dollar for examination of the eyes if

glasses are not purchased. This society now meets

on the third Thursday of each month.
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Optical Organizations

T 

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)

HARRY P. HoLmes, President, Des Moines, Iowa.
K L. Jetties, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Meets annually. Next tueetiug to be held at Minnea-
polis in 1905.

Worshipful Company of Spectacle Makers (England)
(1629)

HON. ALBAN G. II. GIBBS, M. P., Master.
COL. T. DAVIES SEWELI„ F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,

London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)

M. IV. DUNSCOMBE, F. B. 0. A., President,
J. II. Sun:mere, F.R.S.L., 1. BOA., Secretary, 17 Shaftes-

bury Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)

SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
T. H. BROWN, Secretary anti Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)
JAMES CHALMERS, President, Springburn, Glasgow.
D. L. MultitA v, Secretary, 621 Duke Street, Glasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)

II. A. BARRACLOU011, B. 0. A., President.
A. A. C. Comm, B. 0. A., Secretary, Sydney, N. S. W.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1904)

JOHN C. Eneenwitirr, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

The Ophthalmologists' and Optometrists' Association
of America (1904;

J. C. CLARK, PreSident, Sioux City, Iowa.
G. E. Boyce, Secretary, Waterloo, Iowa.

INTERSTATE

New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EDEN HARDY, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)

J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Minn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE
Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)

H. E. HERMAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.
C. A. LONGSTRETII, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
ROGER F. WILLimus, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)

J. IL ELLts, President, South Bend, Ind.
Miss MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

P. SCHOLLER, President, liancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary and Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)

W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
It. M. BILLS, Secretary, 'Vinton, Iowa.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)

GEORGE A. Itoomts, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. .J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)

CHAS. H. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM E. HESS, Secy., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)

H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEANDER Burr, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)
L. E. WHITE, President, Concord, N. II.
W. E. BURPEE, Secretary, Manchester, N. H.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)

HENRY WALDECK, President, Milwaukee, Wis,
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tomah, Wis.

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)

F. W. MAULER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)

J. M. CHALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (190t,t

H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.
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Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
H. J. Come, President, Knoxville, Tenn.
Geo. R. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Sta.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)
R. B. FINCH, President, Denver, Colo.
R. H. BIEGEL, Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo,
Miss Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Denver,Colo.

Kansas Association of Opticians (1901)
THOMAS GOWEN LOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. REED, Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Kans.

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)

A. H. Finns!, President, Jefferson City, Mo.
ELm.4.e. II. SCHMIDT, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo,

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)
W. WA YT Rovx1.1,, President, Martinsville, Va.
JOHN IV. BUCHANAN, Secretary, RiehnlOntl, Va.

Next meeting in Richmond, February, 1905.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. W. IVALLIS, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
J. M. Dotes, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. H. BOWEN, Secretary, Winchester, Ky,

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
E. P. SCSI/BEIM, President, Fargo, N. flak,
W. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak,

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
GEO. F. AsoLeux•re, President, Trenton, N. J.
J. J. HARTMAN, Secretary, 16 Howard St., Newark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (1903)

WILLIAM H. Ferrz, President, Sioux Falls, S. Oak,
D. CI. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. flak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)

DR. R. BESKOW, President, Greenville, Texas.
J. H. CRAWFORD, Secretary, Denison, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
WALTER BLAKE, President, Providence, It. I.
G. FREDERIC BEANE, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

Providence, R. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)

W. E. AVERY, President, coin [tibia, S. C.
M. R. ABBE, Secretary, Co dunillia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
R. Ds MESLE, President.
P. G. Mourn', Secretary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,

Montreal, Quebec.

Georgia State Optical Association (1904)

C. E. FoLsom, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. I-i. Kiirriumi., Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1904)
(Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. Mexttowrs's, President, New York City.
THEO. MUNDORFF, Secy., 1167 Broadway, New York City.

LOCAL

Central New York Optical Society (1895)

H. C. WArrs, President, Syracuse, N. Y.
JAMES HOLDEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets third Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)

sSiedCe.l,'1.19W. Fifteenth St., New York.
ER.,14.1110ocKvultovoipm,

Meets second and fourth Friday of each mouth.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)

HARRY M. BESTOR, President, Rochester, N. Y.
HENRY C. MIELKE, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)

RICHARD PERLEN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)

W.F.NEWCOMB, President, State and Adams Sta. Chicago, 11I,
0. J. HALBE, Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1002)

JONAS House, President, Welland, Ont.
F. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, Si. Catharines, Out.

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)

ERNEST V. SYRCIIER, President.
ROPER F. WILLIAMs, Secretary, 455 Main Street, Bit ffalo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)

CHARLES G. HOLCOMB, PreSident.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)

FRED. DETMERS, l'resident.
F. Lee FULLER, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1903)

OREN H. Hervey, President, Pueblo, Colo.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Colo,

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

NV. E. HICKS, President.
J. A. MeAvov, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

2t)5

Anti-Optical Legislation in England

P1
-‘I IE semi-professional status which the

British refractionists have attained
through their optical organizations, seems to
have alarmed the doctors who have finally
taken steps to summarily legislate the new
profession out of existence. A bill has been
introduced in Parliament which, while nomi-
nally aimed at prescribing druggists, would,
if passed, put the quietus on the sight-test-
ing opticians. The obnoxious clause is the
following:

Any person, other than a registered practi-
tioner, who applies any art, science or system re-
lating to the prevention, cure or alleviation of
disease, without the supervision of a registered
practitioner, and demands or receives any remu-
neration, shall be liable to imprisonment, with or
without hard labor, alternately, or in addition, to a
penalty not exceeding 4100 for each offence.

The British refractionists are naturally
up in arms against the destructive legislation,
and already a large fund has been collected
to aid in the fight for self-preservation. We
are gratified to learn that the opticians are
not seriously alarmed, and have little fear
that the bill will become a law, at least in its
present shape; but the situation teaches the
necessity of eternal vigilance.

The Educational Movement Among
Opticians

GRATIFIED by the progress made in
the past and confident of the future,

the optical societies have begun the new year
by pushing the educational movement to a
point which must, sooner or later, compel
legal recognition for their profession. It has
now become the custom at almost every
meeting of opticians, to have an eminent
oculist or scientist deliver a discourse of an
educational nature on some branch of ophthal-
mology or refractive science. An eminent
professor is now giving a course of lectures
on " Light " at the meetings of the New
England Association of Opticians. The
Chicago Optical Society has made arrange-
ments for a series of lectures by doctors and
professors on subjects of importance in their
profession, while the plan of the optical or-
ganization in our own State is revealed by
the following announcement:

The Pennsylvania Optical Society has just suc-
ceeded in making arrangements to have a series of
five clinical lectures on " Diseased Conditions of
the Eye," to be delivered by Dr. Jno. A. Brophy,
of the Medico-Chirurgical College, on the evenings
of January 3ist, February 14th and 28th, and
March 14th and 28th. At each lecture Dr. Brophy
will present two or more patients suffering with
diseases of the eye, and will show by means of the
ophthalmoscope and other means how the optician
will be able to recognize these conditions, and
know when such persons should be sent to the
oculist for treatment.

So it is with other optical societies, par-
ticularly the New York City Society, which
is noted for aggressive educationalism. The
opticians are on the way that leads directly
and inevitably to the goal. Educational at-
tainments are the sine qua non of legal
recognition as a profession, and these attain-
ments acquired the victory is won. It is a
consoling theory that in this world people
generally get what they strive for and deserve.
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The Northwestern Optical Association
The annual meeting of the Northwestern

Optical Association was held in the parlors of the
Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis Minn., January 19th
and 20th. It was decided at the business meeting
to incorporate the association, and the committee
on incorporation immediately consulted one of the
best-known attorneys in Minneapolis and had the
papers properly drawn up, signed, sealed, attested
and recorded according to the provisions of special
act of the Minnesota legislative body.

Officers elected for the year 1905 are as follows:
President, J. W. Grainger, Rochester, Minn.; first
vice-president, J. A. L. Walman, Minneapolis,
Minn.; second vice-president, Dr. Gertrude Stan-
ton, Daytons Block, Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis,
Minn.; secretary, E. C. Roberts, Red Wing, Mimi.;
treasurer, P. C. Hirschey. Executive committee—
F. J. Pratt, St. Paul ; E. W. Grievish, Minneapo-
lk ; E. H. Abbott, Owatona ; J. L. Korstad, Zum-
brota,

A paper prepared by Dr. Margaret A. Little,
of Rochester, Minn., on " Accommodation,"
elicited a very interesting discussion. This subject
was under consideration for the first evening in the
class of the college of optometry of the State of
Minnesota, organized in connection with the
Northwestern Optical Association.

A committee on membership, consisting of
four of the leading lights in the educational work,
was elected. By this committee all applications
for membership will be acted upon. Under the
provisions of the constitution and by-laws, due
notice of the change must be sent to the members.
It was decided not to raise the admission fee until
the next meeting, after which any person desirous
of becoming a member will have to pay with the
application the sum of two dollars, and if accepted
by the committee one dollar more before the certi-
ficate is granted.

Notices of delinquency will be sent out to
some thirty who have failed to pay their dues, and
whose names will be dropped from the member-
ship roll if payment is not forthcoming within thirty
days after receipt of notice.

The evening sessions opened at eight o'clock,
when the annual address was delivered by the
president, J. W. Grainger, of Rochester, Minn.,
the subject of which was " Look Up and Lift Up."
This subject was handled very intelligently. The
speaker laid great stress on the impropriety of
questions being submitted to pupils in language
not to be found in medical or optical treatises in
Webster or the encyclopedias. The speaker also
emphasized the absolute necessity for competency
in the science of fitting glasses for the correction of
errors of refraction, and advised all to obtain a
good library on the subject of optics.

E. C. Roberts, of Red Wing, read a paper on
" Physiology of Accommodation," which was
highly commended and applauded.

Miss Little's paper laid the foundation for the
class work, and this was followed by a paper by
Secretary Roberts, " Testing for Cyclophoria in
Cases of Oblique Astigmatism." This was an
excellent paper.

President Grainger read a very instructive
paper on " Eyestrain and its Effects upon the
Nervous System." He dwelt upon the optome-
trist's need of a thorough acquaintance with the
nervous system.

At the close of this paper Dr. P. C. Hirschy
stepped forward, and in the name of the North-
western Optical Association took off the president's
spectacles and placed on him a pair of bifocals

mounted in solid gold cable skeleton frames. This
presentation was in recognition of the services
rendered by the recipient to the association.
President Grainger received the gift with much
surprise and thanked the association for its kind-
ness. The regular class work was then taken up
and continued until twelve o'clock.

During the year of 1904 there were added
fifty-four new members and at this meeting eleven
more were admitted, making a total of one hun-
dred and sixty in good standing. Over one hun-
dred have joined the college class.

The subject to be taken up at next meeting
will be "Accommodation and Convergence," each
member of the class and those contemplating join-
ing it are requested to take up the study and be
prepared to take part in the discussions. The
treasurer's report showed $41 on hand, with one
year's dues to come in.

Minnesota State Board of Examiners
The Minnesota State Board met at the State

Capitol, St. Paul, January 4th and 5th, for routine
work and examination of a Class of fifteen appli-
cants for license to practice optometry in Mimic-
sota. The board re-elected its old officers : H. M.
Hitchcock, president, and C. A. Snell, secretary.
The following succeeded in obtaining 75 per cent.
or more in their examination : George S. Burnie,
Emma Haynes, L. A. Budde, S. Bering and J. A.
Kobe, Minneapolis ; John Rosendahl, Mabel, and
E. W. Larson, Park Rapids.

Two of the above succeeded in their first trial,
two had to take the examination twice, and two
tried three times. One took the examination four
times before being successful. The value of the
law in protecting the public from incompetent prac-
titioners was again shown by some of the failures.
One applicant got only 28 per cent. and another
only is per cent.

The next meeting of the board will be held the
week beginning May 21st.

Utica Optical Club
The regular meeting of the Utica Optical Club

was held at the Masonic Club, Masonic Temple,
Utica, N. Y., on Tuesday evening, Janu-
nary 17th, with the following members present :
G. H. P. Stone, Ilion, N. Y.; Richard Perlen,
A. M. Kenney, N. A. Burrill, C. A. Enquest,
W. A. O'Donnell, Earl S. Smith and C. T. Evans.
President Perlen called the meeting to order and
Secretary Evans read the minutes of the last meet-
ing, which were approved.

The president announced that B. B. Clark,
who had been seriously ill, was able to be out, but
could not attend the meeting, but wished, how-
ever, to be remembered to all the members.

A. M. Kenney, of the special committee on
price-list, reported having obtained consent of
members to the change.

N. A. Burrill, of the special committee on
library, reported having written or interviewed the
members relative to the establishment of such a
library, and from the responses it was evident that
the members heartily favored it. It was moved by
Mr. Burrill, seconded by Mr. Kenney, and carried,
that a library be established in connection with
the club. N. A. Burrill was elected librarian.

Upon motion of Mr. O'Donnell, seconded by
Mr. Kenney, it was decided that a charge of five
cents per week be made for the use of books for
the first two weeks, with the privilege of renewal
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at the same rate, provided that no applicant has
appeared for the book. If a member fails to report
at the end of two weeks he shall pay ten cents per
week for each successive week. Several members
donated books, and it was decided to see what
interest was manifested in the library before the
club purchases any volumes.

Several changes were made in the price-list,
and it was decided to grant physicians free exam-
ination and 25 per cent. discount from the minimum
price-list, and that nurses and ministers be given
free examinations and charged the minimum prices.

At the conclusion of the business session the
members adjourned to the dining room, where
Steward Hauser served a dinner, which all present
thoroughly enjoyed.

Ohio Optical Association

The Ohio Optical Association are getting out
their new certificates, which will be sent out to
members in good standing the first of February.
It will be in the form of a certificate and renewal
card combined. Some minor arrangements are
being made for the annual meeting of the society,
which will be held in Columbus either in April or
May. The exact date will be announced later.

North Dakota State Optical Association
The North Dakota State Optical Association

met at Fargo, on January 19th, and elected officers
as follows : President, C. G. Conyne, Mandan;
first vice-president, A. 0. \Vold, Langdon ; second
vice-president, 0. M. Varnson, Valley City ; secre-
tary, W. R. Blakely, Minto ; treasurer, A. G. Tel-
ner, Jamestown.

Cellini and the Oculist
A most interesting work to read is the " Me-

moirs of Benvenuto Cellini." Braggart and boaster
and a magnificent genius, his memoirs are most
entertaining. We are afraid that his mode of re-
lieving himself from foreign objects in the eye
need not prove a serious rival to, say, the Haab
magnet.
" This work I executed at certain hours before

day, or else upon holidays only, that I might not
delay my great work of the statue of Perseus. As
I was one morning among others preparing some
tools to work at it, a little bit of steel flew
into my right eye. and entered so far into the pupil
that it was impossible to get it out, so that I was in
very great danger of losing that eye. Several days
after I sent for Maestro Raffaelo de Pilli, a surgeon,
who took two live pigeons, and making me lie
upon my back, with a little knife opened a vein in
each of their wings, so that the blood ran into my
eye, and I was thereby greatly relieved. In the
space of two days the bit of steel issued from my
eye, and I found that I had received considerable
ease and in a great measure recovered my sight."

Speed of a Photographic Lens
The speed of a lens depends on the relation

that the stop hears to its focal length. If you ex-
amine an ordinary rectilinear of, say, eight inches
focus, you will find the largest stop measures prac-
tically one inch in diameter, and it is said to be
f/8 because it is one-eighth of the focus. In the
same way f/16 is the one-sixteenth, or in this case
half an inch, and so on through all the numbers,
called focal fractions, because the openings are
fractions of the focus of the lens.
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Our Cawood Mounting Fits Like a Glove
N ever has a neater or prettier Eyeglass Job been put on the market for desirable trade.
We Claim for it : Beauty, Easy Fitting, Antiseptic Throughout, No Possibility of Working Loose.

N9 4
Various Angles Guards

Illustration Showing Mounting with Low Spring

Illustration Showing Mounting with Special Spring

N91

N92

riN93

N94-

N95

Various A tigles Springs

The Guards are magnificent, and no refractionist should do business without them

An active exclusive agent wanted in every town in the country Catalog-ue and circulars on application

THE SWIGART OPTICAL CO., Toledo, Ohio

"A great boon to the optician are the Surefit Straps
or Rimless Mountings."—oarke Bros., St. Cloud, Minn.

" I am pleased with the Gold Filled Goods of the
Michigan Optical Co. I know they are first-class. I will order same
from the wholesale houses I deal with every time." -c. c. LaPoint, Glens Falls, N.Y.

We manufiicture high-grade Frames and Mountings. Surefit
Mountings and the Screw Grip Post are our patents. Every
reliable wholesale optical house can supply our goods.

Sample Surefit Straps
will send his address.

sent free to every optician

Michigan Optical Co., Detroit, Mich.
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The Ophthalmologists' and Optome-
trists' Association of America

The following circular has been issued by the
above association, recently organized in Sioux
City, Iowa :

To the Profession:
It is our desire to set forth the object in form-

ing the Ophthalmologists' and Optometrists' Asso-
ciation of America, and in doing so we do not wish
to be understood as being in opposition in any
manner to other associations along this line.
Having been members of associations, both State
and national during the past seven years, we have
noted that the interests of men engaged in the
merchandising business and also doing a line of
optical work were far different from those who
were making a specialty of optics, devoting their
entire time and energy to same, thus the real
objects of these associations have been hindered.
In forming this association it was our intention to
make it one composed of professional men and
women only, it being useless for anyone not making
the work a specialty to apply for membership.
We believe we have the system to put our pro-
fession on an equal footing with dentistry, etc.,
and we invite all those interested to join us and
help make our profession what it should be. The
annual dues are $2.00, which includes membership
certificate, also.

All applications should be sent to Dr. G. E.
Boyce, secretary, Waterloo, Iowa. Our next
meeting will be held at Des Moines, Iowa, May
to, 1905.

Fraternally yours,

J. G. CLARK, Pres.
G. E. BOYCE, Sec'y.
G. S. DEMoTs, Treas.

Waterloo, Iowa, January 14, 1905.

An Optician's Views on Optical
Legislation

En. KEYSTONE :—I wish to state through THE

KEYSTONE that in the report of the formation of

the Ophthalmologist and Optometrist Association

of America, in Sioux City, my name was.used with-

out my consent or knowledge. I had no notice

that such a meeting was to be held and very much

oppose the new organization. I certainly refuse to

foster any organization that hampers in any manner

our State Association of Opticians.or the American

Association of Opticians. It is regrettable to have

a division in our Iowa profession, for if we are to

ask for legal recognition we certainly all must

work together and under one professional title,

and not eight or ten different ones. The American

Association adopted the name optometrist, which

should be used by all, and when we receive legal

recognition this name should be universal.

I have in the past opposed legislation for the

optician, because the constitution of the United

States reads that one's skill is not taxable, and I

have always argued that fitting glasses is mechan-

ical skill and not medical skill, and no law can be

framed that will prevent anyone from selling skilled

labor in any capacity. States may make laws to

prevent this, but the United States Supreme Court

Will declare them unconstitutional. No law can be

made by any State that will prevent an optician

or optometrist from taking orders for lenses to be

made by a manufacturer in another State for his

patient. He is selling his skill, and not selling

merchandise or medicine. No law can become

constitutional that prevents taking orders for or

delivering goods to fill orders previously taken.

Congress alone has the power to impose a tax on

travelers, agents, peddlers and such other itinerants

as travel from house to house in towns, cities,

counties or States of the United States, and the
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imposing of a tax for the privilege of tendering
their merchandise for sale is unconstitutional. The
articles of the constitution forbid interference on
the part of cities, counties or States with the free
and unrestricted commerce between States. Arti-
cles made in one State can be sold in another until
Congress shall impose restrictions (120 U. S., page
694). I have come to the conclusion that if this is
the law of the United States I shall not worry about
my optical business, nor worry about legislation.
The optician can send to another State and have
his prescriptions filled, and can deliver them after
they have been so filled whether he is a registered
optometrist or not.

In the optical laws that have been passed in a
few States, this clause has been inserted : " This
act shall not apply to physicians or surgeons
authorized to practice, nor to persons who sell
spectacles or eyeglasses in ordinary course of trade
over the counter." This allows all jewelers, hard-
ware stores, drug stores and all department stores
to sell glasses, law or no law. This is class legis-
lation and nothing more. Legislation will not
reach the optometrist who has received his degree
and sits like a bump on a log doing absolutely
nothing to keep up with advanced optics. We
have that kind of lawyers and doctors, and will
have that kind of optometrists, too. I believe
every optician, optometrist, or the like, should
work together, for in union there is strength ; and
if we are to have legislation we may be able to
bring about such a law as shall conserve our
interests, and we can prevent laws that are detri-
mental to us.

How many M. D.'s claim to understand oph-
thalmic surgery ? How many understand optics
and errors of refraction ? Not very many ; yet
they can treat or mistreat. Why cannot we opto-
metrists have the same privilege? Perhaps we
would if we had laws that would allow us. But
how can we obtain such laws? Only by proving
to the public that we have the required qualifica-
tions. The education of the optometrist is growing
more important all the time, mostly because extreme
competition and educated optometrists are in-
creasing, and will in due time force the uneducated
class out of the profession. We optometrists are
not ashamed of our past or present, and are free to
express our thoughts and absorb the ideas of
others, and by endeavoring to keep up with the
times we must be skilled in our profession. We
are not ashamed of our present even if we do have
many inexperienced self-styled " eye specialists"
in our ranks ; for comparing our profession with
that of lawyers and doctors, we average up pretty
well with them, but if we waste our time endeavor-

ing to cover up our lack of knowledge, and permit
others to take that which belongs to us, then we

will have reason to be ashamed of ourselves.

Because some doctors claim we lack the education
necessary for professionalism, we should meet them
exactly upon the same basis. We must raise our
standard, educate the public up to it and prove to

them we have a profession. For the past ten

years the science of adapting lenses to correct
errors of refraction has advanced more than during

the preceding fifty, and the main reason is edu-

cation. The objective examination is one thing

that is educating the public to the value of good
vision and the need of correctly fitting glasses, and

when we place before the eye a certain lens that
greatly improves the vision without asking the
patient a single question, he knows at once we
know something about our business. Men of

learning always occupy an enviable position in

every community. An optometrist must be an
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educated one, and sell brains as well as spectacles.
Knowledge has grown in every branch of all
sciences, still there is much to learn. Medical
science now requires a college education, and four
years' medical course, and there is talk of extend-
ing this.

The public want skill and education, and do
not recognize a self-conferred title not backed by
education. It should be our aim to advance our
profession sufficiently to place it in the front ranks
of other leading professions. To do this we must
first gain the confidence of the people, and by
qualified education we are bound to receive due
recognition. What applies to an individual equally
applies to a profession. We must raise our standard
for those who join us in the future. Try as we
may, we cannot all be successful optometrists, but
we can adopt a standard based upon an education.
If we are to have legislation we should all work
together as one profession, under one title, and
not under several different ones.

Yours truly,
West Union, Iowa KARL D. Fisx.

Rochester Optical Society

The feature-in-chief of the January meeting
of the above society was the adoption of the
following code of ethics:

Article 1—Loyalty

Section r. Every member of this society shall
feel it a duty to further the interests of the society,
not only by attendance at meetings and payment
of dues, but by supporting the work proposed
by it.

Section 2. An optometrist can best show his
loyalty by his personal conduct and the character
of his professional work.

Section 3. An optometrist should avoid unkind
criticisms of other optometrists, as being unwise
and unprofessional.

Article II—Duties to a Patient

Section r. The confidence shown an opto-
metrist by a patient placing his case in his care
should under no circumstances be abused. No •
exaggeration of a patient's visual imperfection
should be made to influence a sale. The welfare
of a patient's eyes should be above the desire to
make a sale, and if glasses are not necessary lie
should be frankly told so.

Article III—Duties to Physicians

Section r. Cases that in any way indicate the
need of medical treatment should be referred to a
competent oculist or to the family physician, and it
is deemed unwise to suggest any kind of drug or
eye lotion, but advise all cases to consult medical
authority.

Article IV—Duties to the Public

Section r. An optometrist should be diligent
in enlightening the public regarding the care of the
eyes and the causes and dangers of defective vision
and eyestrain. He should constantly endeavor to
raise the standard of competency among optome-
trists, and do all in his power to secure legislative
recognition of the practice of optometry, and after-
wards being vigilant to keep it effective and
beneficial.

Article V—Titles

Section r. Every optometrist should condemn
the use of such titles as would create the impression
that he was a medical practitioner.

"We consider The Keystone an encyclopedia
Of useful knowle4e to the jeweler and optician
and worth 'natty times the cost. "—.E. /]oying-
Ion Co., Jewelers and Opticians, Winterport,
Maine.
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The Wiggling Kind

Wiggling Things are all Nuisances
From the wriggling worm who slides down his silken cord from the branch above

and lands on the back of your neck and the small boy who sits beside you in

church and performs more acrobatic feats than the worm ever dreamed of, there

is no escape. Once in a while you may dodge them, but usually you have to

endure them.
There is one " wriggler," however, far worse than either of the above, and

hundreds of thousands of people are suffering on his account every day in the week.

The wiggling Eyeglass—he's the fellow.
You all know him fin- you meet him constantly in your business, and

you know what t constant trouble he is to your customers, and therefore

to you.
You don't have to endure this nuisance any longer. The Johnston Optical

Company have finally found a way to
completely do away with all trouble
of this character,ancl as a result of their
experimenting, present to the trade

The Never-Wiggle
Eyeglass

These eyeglasses have the new patent Johnston " bridle stud
s" which lock the screws so that they

are absolutely Immovable under all circumstances.
Any style of guards can be attached, and both guards and springs ar

e more easily changed than on

any other style of eyeglasses.
A satisfied customer means much good advertising and future trade 

for you.

Why not make all your customers "satisfied customers," by providing 
them with the comfortable

and convenient " Never-Wiggle " Eyeglasses?
We will send you a sample pair at dozen rates, and our positive guaran

tee goes with them.

Prices of "NEVER-WIGGLE " Eyeglass
Frames, Mountings and Studs

GOLD Per doz.

No. 11843. 10 K. Frames with Fox tioards  $32.00

" R840. 10 K. Mountings with Fox Guards . 18.75

" R840. 10 K. Studs  9.50

GOLD FILLED Per doz. I
PLATILUMINUM Per doz.

No. 11643. Frames with Fox Guards  $9 00 1 No. 11443. Frames with Fox Guards $425

" 11640. !Mountings with Fox Guards  6 00 I " 11440. Mountings with Fox Guards . 3.25

" R640. Studs  4.40 I " 11440. Studs  2 05

Johnston Optical Co., Detroit, Mich. The " Never-Wiggle"

HELLO! HELLO!
Give me 1054 John, New York. Something to talk about.

The New Oval Center

Lenticular Lens

Made in any form of Concave Lenses,
Spherical, Sphero-Cylinder and Cylinder,
or any of the above forms in Toric Lenses.

Manufactured by M. E. STERN, 36 and 38 John St., NEW YORK
AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

We also carry a I
complete fine of BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL 

CO.}STEVENS & CO. and Frames and Lenses

If you want satisfactory results, send us your 13, work.
Our motto is : Speed, Accuracy and Perfect Work.

Send for 1r1ce-L.1st

No other
profession can be 80 easily learned as that of OPTICIAN

No other profession brings any handsomer returns for the money an
d time invested ;

and no other stands any higher in public esteem and honor than i he optical profession.

No other school enjoys a reputation for giving its pupils any higher standard of
proficiency than does ours.

No other school gives you n more thorough optical training. In tam, you can not
oreceive its equal utsi e of it regular college course.

No other school offers you the above advantages without any neglect of your daily
ocetainttion.

No other time is better to write to us than now. We offer a reg
ular $25.00 course by

correspondence for only $8.01) tz,t.2.00 down and halanee .1.1)0 a
 week).

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
BOX 77 DETROIT, MICH.

Diploma and degree Doctor of Optics to every graduate

THE MAGIC OF THE SHADOW TEST
Is its most impressive feature—at least to the patient. The silent toyster) of it puzzles and interests

bliii ; telling Min just what lie can see without asking him it q
uestion convinces him.

To master this most thorough of tests procure a copy ot the w
ell-known work

Skiascopy and the Use of the Retinoscope
the most masterly and exhaustive treatise on the subjeet. Besides the scientific value of the test there's

a professional prestige to it that W ill Mill to your repot al ion and income.

Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.00 (4s. 2d.)

Published by THE KEYSTONE, 19th Co Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

February, 1905 THE K EYSTONE

Examination Paper in Sight-
Testing

Following are additional questions from an
examination paper for the diploma of the Spectacle
Makers' Company, of London. The answers are
those given by Lionel Laurance, the professional
instructor of the guild :

I. Can a myope have vision =. g or J. i without

glasses under any circumstances? What ap-

proximately would be the visual acuity, with-

out glasses, of a myope of 2 D. and one of 5 D.?

Since the condition of myopia results from the

retina being situated beyond the principal focus of

the refracting media of the eye, vision for an object

at co must be blurred, as the retinal image cannot

be in focus. V. =-. g- in myopia is not possible.

J. I can be read by any myope provided there is no

disease, and if the type be held within the far point.

The visual acuity without glasses of a myope of

2 D. would be about -46u or lax, and in myopia of

5 D. it would be about 113-6.

2. State the condition of the cornea when the

astigmatism is against the rule. At what axis

must a cylinder be placed to correct such a

defect, and why?

When corneal astigmatism is " against the

rule " the radius of curvature of the horizontal

meridian is shorter than that of the vertical, the

position of the axis of the correcting cylindrical, if

convex, would then be needed in the horizontal

meridian, and if concave it would have to be

placed vertically. Vertical and horizontal in this

connection includes any meridian within, say, 20°

or 30° on either side of the vertical or horizontal

respectively.

3. Describe the ophthalmoscope and show the

path of the rays when used by the direct and

indirect methods. How may it be used to

determine the refraction of an eye?

The ophthaltnoscope is an instrument consist-

ing of a concave mirror with a circular aperture in

the center. Light received from a source placed

behind, or to the side of the subject's head, is

reflected from the mirror into the observed eye,

the fundus of which is then brilliantly illuminated.

The light, diverging from the fundus and emerging

from the eye, enters the observer's eye through

the aperture of the ophthalmoscope, so that the

fundus becomes visible to him. The light emerges

from the observed eye in parallel pencils if it b
e

emmetropic, in convergent pencils if it be myopic,

and in divergent pencils if it be hypermetropic
.

The mirror is of short focus for the direct and i
s

held close to the observed eye. The refraction is

determined by the strongest convex or weakes
t

concave lens which, being revolved into a positio
n

behind the aperture, allows the observer, wit
h

his accommodation suspended, to clearly see th
e

fundus of the observed eye in which accommoda
-

tion is also suspended. The image seen is virtual,

upright and magnified some fifteen times. The

mirror used in the indirect method is of long fo
cus,

and the light reflected therefrom, after crossi
ng in

the air, is passed through a convex conden
sing

lens of short focus held in front of the obse
rved

eye. The emergent light again passes through 
the

lens and a real inverted image, magnified 
about

five times, is formed in the air in front of the 
lens.

This image is formed at the principal focus of
 the

lens if the eye be emmetropic, it is larger and

formed beyond the principal focus in hype
rme-

tropia, and it is smaller and within the 
principal

focus in myopia. On moving the condensing lens

out from the eye the image remains of the 
same

•
size in emmetropia, becomes smaller in hyperme-

triopia and larger in myopia. In theory then, such

other lens, placed in front of the eye, as causes the

aerial image to remain of the same size, when the

condenser is carried outward, measures the refrac-

tive condition.

4. What is the use of a stenopaic slit ? In a case

tested by this means it is found that with the

slit placed horizontally the correction required

is a — 3 D. S , with the slit vertically a + 2

D. S. What is the best lens to correct such

an error?
A stenopaic slit is utilized for the purpose of

determining the refraction of an eye in any, practi-

cally, single meridian. Thus, in astigmatism, the

refraction of the two principal meridians can be

measured independently of each other. The slit

is revolved in front of the eye until there is located

that meridian in which vision is most clear and the

correction for it is found. The slit is then placed

at right angles, and the correcting lens found for

this, the other principal meridian.

If the correction needed for the horizontal

meridian is — 3 D., this has an excessive refraction

of 3 D.; if -I- 2 D. is required for the vertical

meridian there is a deficiency in it of 2 D.; the case

is one of mixed astigmatism. The best lens to

correct it is a — 3 D. sph. C 5 D. cyl. ax. iflo°.

5. What is hypermetropia ? Enumerate and ex-

plain the various kinds of hypermetropia. Why

does a weak concave lens produce an apparent

improvement in the vision of a hyperme-

tropic eye?

Hypermetropia is that condition of the eye in

which, owing to its being too short or other causes,

the refractive condition is deficient with respect to

the length of the globe. It is more usually defined

as that condition in which the retina is situated

within the principal focal distance of the refracting

media when the accommodation is at rest.

Hypermetropia may be congenital or original,

the defect existing because the eye is insufficiently

developed, or it may be acquired owing to (a) age,

when the increased density of the cortical layers of

the crystalline or altered shape of the crystalline

has caused the refracting power of the eye to

diminish, or to (b) removal of the crystalline lens

—a phak ia.
Hypermetropia is divided into manifest and

latent, the manifest being such part as can be

measured by convex lenses without cycloplegics,

the latent being such part as is hidden by accom-

modative action, thus the latter is the difference

between the manifest and total error.

Hypermetropia is called faculative when vision

is clear without lenses, owing to the use of accom
-

modation for distance to an extent equal to the

number of diopters of hypermetropia, and to that

extent more than in emmetropia for short distances
.

It is absolute if accommodative power cannot be

exerted to an extent sufficiently great to make

vision clear at any distance. The hypermetropia

is relative if, by squinting, vision becomes clear fo
r

the one eye.
A weak concave may produce an apparent

improvement in the vision of a hypermetropic

eye by inducing a slightly greater accommoda
tive

action, so that the focus is more exactly at th
e

retina. Or it may improve the sight in hyperme-

tropia when there is spasm of accommodation, 
this

being a condition in which the amount of ac
com-

modation exerted is in excess of that required fo
r

clear vision, so that the focus of light from a 
distant

object lies in front of the retina, as occurs in 
true

myopia.
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6. A myope of to D. has had his crystalline lens

removed. What is the optical effect of such a

procedure, and what lens would such a person

require after such an operation to enable him

to read at 14 inches?
When a person is said to be myopic to D., it

means that a — to D. lens placed at a certain

distance—say 15 mm., in front of the principal point

corrects the error ; originally parallel rays are then

brought to a focus at the retina. Since the cor-

recting lens is that whose focal distance is equal to

the far point of the myopic eye, and the far point is

a distance which is measured from the principal

point, it follows that if the lens be placed ill front

of the eye a certain distance out, it need be of

shorter focal length than if placed at the principal

point. That is to say, a concave lens in the ordi-

nary position corrects less myopia than its number

indicates. The crystalline lens in situ has a power

of about 22 D., but when it is removed the whole

optical system of the eye is changed, the single

refracting surface is at the cornea, and a lens of

about + to D. placed in front of the eye, some

12.5 mm., has practically the same effect as the

-1- 22 D. thick lens in the position occupied by the

crystalline. Consequently, the + to D. lens cor-

rects a larger defect in the eye than its number

indicates. It is known that if a myope of to D. has

his crystalline lens removed he would, after the

operation, require approximately a + 5 D. lens for

distance and a + 7.75 for reading at 14 inches.

7. What is strabismus ? How would you test for

latent strabismus ? A person has a deviation

of one eye inwards of two meter angles. What

prism would cause the images to fuse at 6

meters, and how must it be placed?

Strabismus is a condition in which the visual

axes depart from the normal position so that the

image of an objeet viewed by the one eye is not

formed in the other eye on a corresponding part of

the retina.
Latent strabismus obtains when there is a ten-

dency to deviation, but no actual deviation occurs

in ordinary vision. There are numerous methods

of testing for latent strabismus, all of them being

based on the principle of causing fusion of the two

images to become impossible. This results if the

image seen by the one eye is different from that

seen by the other, or if deviation in one direc-

tion is produced. When fusion of the images is

impossible the eyes usually take up their position

of rest, and the deviation can be measured. The

principal test used is that of the Maddox rod,

which, when placed horizontally before the one

eye, causes that eye to see a vertical streak of

light instead of the candle flame which is at the

same time viewed by the other eye. The streak of

light is to the right or left, according as there is a

tendency to deviate the one way or the other. For

testing the vertical muscles the rod is placed verti-

cally and a horizontal streak is seen.

If the eye deviates inwards two meter angles

the deviation is equal to, approximately, 1.75 X 2

=. 3.5°d. A prism of that same strength would

cause the image seen by the deviated eye to be

formed on the macula so as to correspond with

that of the fixing eye ; it would need to be placed

base out. The light from an object viewed, pass-

ing through the prism, would be bent towards the

base or outwards and so enter the eye directed

towards the macula, which is rotated outwards,

when the front of the eye is deviated inwards.

"I am interested in the optical department,

and especially in objective methods. "—A. N San-

ford, Optician, Honolulu, Hawaii Islands.
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Photographic Supplies as a
Side Line

SOMETHING ABOUT FIGURING

Perhaps you are getting figures on an optical stock—or perhaps on installing a plant of

greater or less size.
We mean it when we tell you that unless you let us figure also you are not figuring 

right.

Give us an opportunity and we'll prove it.

We say this, not just to be talking, but because success in so many cases

believe we can succeed in yours.
We're mighty good figurers.
We are the Pioneer Surface Grinders of the South, and

improvement has gone hand in hand with advancement.

If it were not true, then the number of our many grow-

ing accounts would long ago have decreased and disproved

it, instead of rapidly increased and endorsed it.

makes

WRITE FOR

CATALOGUE

TRADE

THE GREAT SIN
 r. E YE 

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY ON EYE-FIX. Every jobber and every retailer handling EYE-FIX signs a contract that the price shall not 
be cut.

EYE-FIX is being effectively advertised, and the demand for it is growing steadily from ever
y section of the United States.

EYE-FIX is an article that the druggist and optician can recommend to his customers with 
confidence.

EYE-FIX can be sold as a positive cure for eye trouble of every nature, and it will not 
fail to justify all claims made for it.

EYE-FIX is both scientific and ethical. A world of good in every drop ; and not an ato
m of harm in a bottleful. Physicians, oculists and

opticians use it in their practice, and recommend it without hesitation to patients needing an eye remedy.

Place EYE-FIX in stock. Order it from your jobber. You will be supplied with handsome advertising matter, something that 
will sell EYE-FIX

without any argument or persuasion on your part.
All inquiries have our prompt attention.

N a very practical article in the Pharma-
ceutical Era E. C. Cripps gives excellent
counsel to druggists on the handling of

photographic supplies as a side line. The
jewelry and optical trades, even more than the

druggists, are in a position to profit by such a side

line, and will be equally interested in Mr. Cripps'

excellent advice, which is as follows:

As it is possible to obtain sup-

Only a Small
Stock Needed 

plies from the wholesale house

at a few hours' notice the neces-
sity for keeping large quantities

is not felt. It is also better to have one's stock
fresh. No class of goods deteriorates more quickly

than dry plates, films and printing papers, and a

reputation for supplying reliable articles is, in the
photographic department, as in all others, of the
utmost value. An assortment of plates up to the

size of the English half plate (634 X 4( inches)
should be always in stock, and printing papers to
match. A few good dark room lamps, from
twenty-five cents to one dollar ; printing frames,

developing dishes, both of porcelain and celluloid,
mounts and albums, will complete the list. Quality
should be always kept in view. Badly made print-
ing frames and shoddy lamps will injure your
reputation, and your customer will generally prefer
to pay a little more and obtain a reliable article.
If possible get the local professional photographers'
orders.

I have been fortunate in supplying for some

years these gentlemen in my town. There is not

so much profit on this class of business, but larger
supplies can be obtained and a better discount by

its help. And I would here remark that there

should be no rivalry or ill feeling between the ama-
teur and his professional brother. The boom in
photography has brought the latter much business

in the way of developing, printing, retouching, etc.

Of course, if a man is not facile princeps in his

calling, it is quite possible for his amateur friend

to produce work that shall equal if not excel his

own, and at the present time we find, as a rule,

that a higher level of excellence is demanded

because of the artistic attempts of his brother.
This is a sine qua non for the

A Dark Room photographic dealer. It need
not be an expensive arrange-

ment. Many have a corner of the shop partitioned

off ; some use the cellar ; others the stock room.

It must be impervious to white light, and it should

be supplied with water and a sink. Charges for its

use vary. Customers who purchase materials

should have free use. Cyclists and holiday makers

who make it a convenience for the purpose of

changing plates, etc., should be charged a small

sum. But, as a rule, the dealer will find it more

useful to himself than to the outsider. Often cus-

tomers come into the store with plates or films

jammed, and ask the man behind the counter to

put matters right. Or, again, giving amateurs

lessons in developing it will be found very useful.

I strongly advise the dealer to make his own.
These are profitable, and ele-
vate the dealer to the position

Solutions of an expert. Use good and
pure chemicals. I make it a

practice to, where possible, standardize my solu-

tions, so as to make results always uniform, other

things being equal. Last year the sales of my

toning and fixing bath alone amounted to over

1000 bottles. Of course, this result was not

Photographic

attained by sudden flight. Year by year sales have
been increasing, owing to the intrinsic value of the
preparation, and the fact that the photographic
public has never been allowed to forget its exist-
ence. Take photographs yourself, develop them
with your special developer, tone and fix the prints
with your special toning and fixing baths and place
them nicely mounted in your window. Write or
print on the mounts these facts and you will never
lack a customer. Enter into the joys and sorrows
of the amateur. He will often bring you his nega-
tives with questions as' to some peculiarity. Bring
an intelligent mind to bear upon them, advise him
as to futuie treatment, make a friend of him, and
no amount of competition will ever dislodge you
from his affections. I have made it a practice to
give free lessons to all purchasers of cameras and
outfits. A good many make photography a hobby,
but when they begin they have no idea that there
is difficulty in the developing of the plates. The
free lessons do away with this. My invariable
practice, when the camera has been purchased, is
to take my customer into the garden, photograph
him with his own instrument, and develop the
plate, explaining thoroughly all the different pro-
cesses. He learns more in those few minutes than

he could by reading the whole of a text-book on
the subject, and you have established between him

and yourself_a bond of friendship and interest that

will not. easily be broken. Encourage him to bring

his work to you and point out his mistakes. Let

him feel that you take a keen interest in his

attempts quite apart from any question of business.
This, I think, is legitimate, and
should be encouraged. It will

teur's Negatives be found, as a rule, that the
amateur prefers to take his

work, when he does not do it himself, to the

dealer. Too often in the past, when he has taken

it to the professional photographer, he has been
treated with anything but courtesy, and has waited

perhaps a fortnight, or even longer, for his nega-

tives. It is very different now. In almost every

town of any size in this country dealers will be
found who will develop their customers' negatives,

and submit proofs from the same for a reasonable

sum, and do it promptly, too. If possible develop

all plates and films the same day as received. It

often means hard work, sometimes after business

hours, but it gives satisfaction and stamps the

dealer as one whose motto is promptness. I am

persuaded that there is much to be done in this

branch. Many are too lazy, or too busy to do their
work, and if they can get it done at a reasonable

rate they much prefer to do so. Forty cents for

developing one dozen y,. plates, and the same

price for printing and toning proofs, is a fair stand-

ard to work upon, but some dealers get double

these prices. I am assuming that the dealer him-

self is an " artist." He should possess his own

camera and be an enthusiast. There is never a

lack of suitable subjects, and the shop window

makes an excellent gallery.
Photograph a circus procession, or a football

match, or typical scenes In your own town, or any

local event that may take place. Print these and

place in your window with the usual announcement

as to developer, etc., and you stimulate interest in

your window and your establishment. The intro-

duction of the kodak developing machine has

simplified the development of rolled films. Where

the dark room was once a necessity, all that is now

required is to start the developing in ordinary day-

light and let the errand boy turn the handle. It is

a good thing to announce that the customer may

see his own film developed, if he wishes. Often

Developing Ama-
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he does, and this gives the dealer an opportunity
to speak of his own developers, etc. Now as to
one or two special methods of " booming " this
branch and bringing it very prominently before
the public. Start, if possible, a camera club.

Two years ago, a few amateurs,
A Camera Club mainly at my instigation, formed

such a club as a branch of our
local mechanics' institute. Amateurs of all ages
were asked to join at a nominal subscription. The
usual officers were appointed (myself as secretary),
and we enjoyed two very successful seasons. Every
fortnight during the winter months, a demonstration
or lecture is given upon photographic subjects.
There is no difficulty in securing these free of cost
to the club. Firms who manufacture plates, films,
papers, etc., are glad to send along someone who
will explain the working of a certain gas-light
paper, for instance. Or a splendid set of lantern
slides may be obtained illustrating the properties
of a certain lens. Free samples are often given
away at such meetings, and this means increased
business to the dealer. It is not possible to fill up
every evening in this way, and upon the secretary
devolves the task of stepping into the breach.
Last season I had to do this on several occasions,
and I will give a short description of two such
evenings. One was for junior photographers.
The subject was, " What Can be Done With a
Small Camera."

Some of these small cameras, or kodaks, sell
at a little over one dollar. For two or three weeks
before this meeting I asked all these camera-users
(mostly boys and girls) to bring their best nega-
tives. From the best of these I made lantern
slides, and with the help of a first-class lantern I
was able to demonstrate the possibilities of such an
inexpensive instrument. Of course, all the juniors
whose negatives I had used, and their friends, were
ill great force. In addition to the slides, prints and
enlargements, made by the same camera, were
exhibited. The meeting was a great success, and
we hope to make such a meeting a permanent
event in the annals of the club. Upon another
occasion I gave a demonstration upon intensifying
and reducing negatives, showing the ease with
which such operations can be performed. Of
course, I never push my business in any way at
such meetings, but it is a fact that the members
are most loyal to me, and come when they require
any photograpic article. And the work one does
for such societies elevates one's position from the
mere dealer into that of expert. There is, of
course, a considerable amount of gratuitous work
to do, but I am sure that in the long run and from
a strictly business point of view, there is much
profit in such work. And looking at the question
from a somewhat higher standpoint, " Man does
not live by bread alone." It is good to help
one's less fortunate amateur friends in a sympa-
thetic manner, remembering those who assisted
us when we were first grappling with the mysteries
of the camera.

Small prizes, not in money, but in sundries,
are offered for the best prints sent in. The main
condition is that all negatives and prints shall have
been developed and toned and fixed with your
special solutions. This is, of course, imperative.
No competitor is allowed to send more than one
print. The results are announced in the window,
and the prize prints, neatly framed, make an
interesting show.

"I am interested in the Optical Department of
The Keystone. I like your paper very much—it is
0.K."—Frank A. Webb,Optioan,Bridgton, Maine.
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ISN'T IT A FACT

that fitting eyeglasses wastes the

Optician's time, patience and brain

matter more than anything else in

the business ?

The BROWN
SANITARY

GUARD

was gotten up on purpose to save all that. Easy

to fit, and stays fitted.

Wholesale
Importing
Manufacturing

Gold, $6.50 dozen Filled, $2.50 iozen

Silver, $1.25 dozen

D. V. BROWN

}Optician
736, 738, 740, 742 Sansom St.

Philadelphia

THE PEERLESS
REFRACTOR an RETINOSCOPE

The latest and must accurate Eye-Testing

Device for correcting errors of refraction with the

objective and subjective methods.

Accurate prescriptions will increase your

busi ness.

The PEERLESS will do it for you.

For descriptive pamphlet and price write to the

Reinhard Mfg. Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

The Acme Lens Drill
A GEM OF PERFECTION AND ECONOMY

Patented March 25, 1902

Perfect, because

it is built by

expert workmen

from only the

very best of

materials.

Economical, be-

cause it is the

BEST money

can buy, and the

best is always

cheal wst.

Price, $30.00 Net

THE STANDARD OPTICAL CO., Geneva, N. Y.

LOOK!! READ!!

Boston
Optical
Compaq

CLEAN STOCK

PROMPT SERVICE

N. E. Agents for

MURINE

&-
Superior

Work

Goods j
That
Please

Jobbers  of Everything Optical Optical Lens Grinders

373 Washington St., Jewelers' Building, Boston, Mass.

WARNER & SWASEY PRISM BINOCULAR
Awarded GRAND PRIZE,World' s Fair, SI. Louis

Highest standar 1-] optically and mechanically.

Unequaled for the Tourist, Yachtsman, Sportsman, etc.

Used by the Army and Navy.

Ask your Jobber for them. Write for Booklet

The Warner & Swasey Company, Cleveland, Ohio

February, 1905

Optical Notes

THE

.4 The Johnston Optical Company, Det
roit,

Midi., have just sent out to the trade t
heir new

revised price-list.
.4 Perry Flanauer will represent E. Kirst

ein

Sons Company, of Rochester, N. Y., in t
he South

and Southwest this year.
.4 Henry E. Kirstein, president of E. Kirstein

Sons Company, Rochester, N. Y., gave a
n annual

dinner to his employees, Thursday eveni
ng, Janu-

ary 5th. Dr. Adt, of Albany, was also a guest.

.4 A recent fire in the optical establ
ishment

of T. J. Howe & Co., Louisville, Ky., is 
reported

to have damaged the stock to the amount
 of about

$5000, nearly all of which is covered by insu
rance.

It was shortly after io r.m. that the fire b
roke out,

and its origin was traced to an overheat
ed stove-

pipe which ran through the ceiling to the sec
ond

floor.
k"res and Eyestrain is the title of a quar-

terly puhlication issued by I'. Scholler, optomet
rist,

of Hancock, Mich. This little journal is primarily

designed to advertise Mr. Scholler's busi
ness, and

its value in this connection should be quite

appreciable, for it contains a good deal of such

information about the eyes and their care as 
always

appeals to the interest of the general public.

,t4 E. S. Getzman, manufacturing optician, o
f

222 N. Summer Street, Nashville, Tenn., 
recently

installed additional lens-grinding machin
ery, new

edging stones and a bifocal stone and surface

grinder. He has also remodeled his offi
ce and

testing room, added the most improved 
testing

apparatus and now feels thoroughly equipp
ed for

all work in the fitting and grinding line.

.4 Burnham King, of the Julius King Op
tical

Co., has recently returned from a mont
h's visit

to Florida, where he was assisting his father,

Dr. King, in getting installed in his ne
w winter

home at Orlando. Dr. King recently acquired a

large tract of land in this famous range of
 country

and built a fine cottage on it. It is his inten-

tion to spend a considerable portion of 
his time

there.
.4 The Hegelman Optical Co., to 

be con-

ducted in connection with the large drug com-

pany of that name, is the latest additio
n to the

optical offices in lower Broadway, New York

City. The refraction work will be conducted

in offices on the second floor of the
 Hegelman

Building, by E. Leroy Ryer and R. M. 
Lockwood,

each giving a portion of their time, a
s both will

continue their optical writings, Mr. Ryer for

the Jewelers' Circular, and Mr. Lo
ckwood for

the Optical Journal. An examination fee of $1

will be charged, thus following the rule 
of the best

optical stores in New York City. It is figured that

the opening up of the new subway stati
ous at John

and Fulton Streets, will cause a large
 increase of

travel in this immediate vicinity, and 
consequently

have a good effect on transient busin
ess. The two

refractionists have a five years' contra
ct with the

Hegelman Co., so they will have a
mple time in

which to demonstrate whether an o
ptical depart-

ment can be successfully run in conn
ection with a

large drug business.

KEYSTONE

Death of Professor Abbe, of Jena

From Europe collies news of the deat
h of

Professor Abbe, of Jena, Germany, whose
 achieve-

ments in glassmaking for scientific purpos
es made

him one of the greatest benefactors of 
humanity,

and one of the most noted personages i
n the world

of optics. Many years ago Professor Abbe, who

filled the chair of applied mathemati
cs, natural

philosophy and astronomy in the Un
iversity of

Jena, became deeply interested in lens
es and lens-

making. He had seen the defects of the 
lenses in

use for astronomical and microscopical
 work, and

he set himself to establish by purely 
mathematical

calculation the exact curves at which le
nses would

give the'greatest possible effect with 
regard to the

refraction and dispersion of the light wh
ich passed

through them. He then interested him
self in the

modest lens works of Carl Zeiss, of Jen
a, and here

he had lenses made according to exac
t scientific

methods.

Professor Ernst Abbe

But it was not long before he dis
covered that

a complete revolution in glassma
king was neces-

sary in order to accomplish the 
great results at

which he was aiming. His first step 
was to interest

Dr. Schott, of Witten, who was not 
only a thorough

scientist, especially in chemistry, but 
he possessed

a technical knowledge of gla
ssmaking, and in

1881 the first smelting experiments 
were made in

a small laboratory erected in Jena 
for that purpose.

Almost at once they began to get p
romising results,

and soon Professor Abbe laid his r
esults before the

Prussian Government, which appro
priated $75oo in

1883, and the same amount in 1884, 
to have the expe-

riments carried forward. At the e
nd of that time,

so successful were the investig
ators that a regular

glassmaking establishment was well 
under way.

It was Professor Abbe's resear
ches that made

possible the study of microbes and 
bacteria, and,

for this service alone, would he 
deserve the undy-

ing gratitude of humanity.
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A Minimum Price-List in Philadelphia

The movement in favor of a minimum pri
ce-

list among the opticians has been t
aken up in

Philadelphia and an organization forme
d for the

purpose of preventing price cutting, and so
 regu-

lating charges as to insure a fair measure 
of profit.

We are informed that the movement will
 have the

support of the city trade generally. The officers

of the new association for the ensuing 
year are

as follows : President, J. F. Kavanaugh ; vice-

president, Howard Price ; secretary, C. A.
 Long-

streth ; treasurer, J. C. McAllister. The f
ollowing

have been named as an executive comm
ittee to

act with the above : A. F. Fellman, H. D. 
Huber,

A. II. McClenaghen and A. Martin.

The name of the new organization is The

Association of Retail Opticians of Philadelphia,

and the minimum price-list for lenses, be
veled or

frameless, is as follows :

Sphericals, 0.12 to 8,
8.5o to to,
1O.50 t0 13,
14. to 16,
16.5o to 20,

Extra for blue .50 and smoke,

Plano cylindrical, 0.I2 to 4.25,

4.50 to 6,

Extra for blue or smoke,

Sphero cylindrical, 0.12 to 4.25,

4.50t0 6,
6.25 to 8,

Extra for blue or smoke,

Plano prisms, 0.50 to 3.50,
4. to 7,
8. to

Sphero prisms, 0.50 to 3.50,
4. to 7,
8. to to,

$1.00 per pair.
1.50 "
2.00
2.50
3.00
.75

$2.00 per pair.
2.50 "
1.00 "

$2.50 per pair.
3.00
3.50 "
Loo "

$2.00 per pair.
2.50 "
3.00 "

$2.50 per pair.
3.00 "

It

44

3.50

Plano cyl. prisms, 0.50 to 3.50, $3.00 per pair.

4. to 7, 3.50 "
8. to to, 4.00

Sphero cyl. prisms, 0.50 to 3.50, $3.50 per pair.

4. to 7, 4.00
8. to 10, 4.50

On the above prisms the prism diopte
r is indicated.

Cement bifocal segments to fit convex
 spheri-

cal lenses, $1.50 per pair extra.
Other cement bifocal segments, $2.00 

per pair

extra.
Toric lenses, 3.D to 6.D curve

$3 per pair ; piano cylindrical, $5 per
 pair ; sphero

cylindrical, $5 per pair ; piano or sphero cyl.

prisms, $7 per pair.
Torics ground on 9.D curve, $r additio

nal per

pair.
Toric bifocal segments up to 3.D curve

 extra,

$2 per pair ; 6.D, $3 per pair ; 9.D $4 p
er pair.

Correspondence course in optics, including

twenty typewritten lectures, quizzes 
and answers ;

splendid lithographed diploma ; i
ncorporated ; life

scholarship ; all for $7.50. For prosp
ectus address,

National College of Optics, Cedar Ra
pids, Iowa.

-A dv.

Tortoise Shell
The Genuine

Wm. K. Potter
Providence, R. I.

Manufacturer

ornainciiis are cTornatdienmunarl'1;.New style Combs and a i r being made under the dictation of 
fashion.

Shell Combs itpai I nd repolished and made practi
cally nu".

Special Work made to order.

Sommer Clock Mfg. Co.
Successor to

Philadelphia Cuckoo Clock Co.

Office, ion Columbia Avenue, 
Philadelphia

Factory, 1636=38 Hutchinson St
reet

All our Cuckoo Clocks have large movements, are

hand carved and guaranteed.

Send for Catalogue

When writing to advertisers, ki
ndly mention The Keystone

THE BEST OF ALL ROLLER REMO
VER

Description of Tool.-A A sh
ows

Jaws of Roller Remover adjusted
 to

remove rolle r. Table 11 shows

mo v a b le center
spindle, which is
controlled by Lever
(l D movable Disk
which controls the
adjust !tient of jaws.
This tool, finely
nickel-plat cil,$I.25

Wiiii111111111111111111111111I111111P

A

Our Never Equaled Pivot Drill 
Chuck and Drilling Device

A

Patent Pending

I) c, Once used, you would not be

cwoistth.out it for five times its

Description of Tool.-.1 is milled 
band lo clutch in screwing down se

t nut B which holds Pivot

1,1111 in position. Cis back center 1apor wilielt this ta
il stock of lathe. D shows rest 

pin entering

C, or tail-stock spindle. Place Pivm I P rill in countersink in the stall to 
be drilled. Push up tail-

stock spindle and set thumb-screw, 
and as the drill enters the st

aff the open itig between ( and 1
)

shows the depth you have drilled. This device also lessens the b
reakage. Price, 75 cents.

We also furnish hest quality of 
Pivot from 4 to 80 thousandth for 3

0 cents per dozen. Order

either from us or your jobber. In 
ordering, mention name and kind 

of lathe used. We also Illa111/-

facture tools for watchmakers, jewe
lers and opticians. Write us for estimates.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 51
6 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.
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A Pretty Face in Every Window
One that is worthy of gracing the richest jewelry stores in the country

Display your eyeglasses and spectacles on one of our Queen Display Stands
and you will have more and quicker sales. Not a man, woman

or child will pass your window without stopping

The face has all the higher features of the 20th century belle. The dark, piercing eyes, the magnificent wealth of auburn

hair, the delicate flesh tints are all so artistically combined that the effect is certainly lifelike in the extreme. This beautiful

effect is heightened by the fine black velvet easel display stand. The face is made of chemically prepared wax. It will not

fade from exposure and can be readily cleaned. The stand is made of hard wood, covered with black velvet. Polished brass

hooks are placed around the stand to display your wares (as shown in illustration).

DIMENSIONS—The face is life size. Stand 16 inches high by 16 inches wide. Japanned steel wire support

The Queen Optical Display Stand, each, net cash, $6.75

We carry in stock at all times everything pertaining t() the Optical line. Orders in

this department are filled promptly and accurately

A. C. BECKEN, 156 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

NOVELTIES FOR THE EASTER SEASON!

Doves of Peace—a neces,ity
in Easter decorations.

Titre, Ettster Novelties. consisting tit' nictel Easter eggs and metal rabbit-.

dcmis, I riiiinied with flowers ; very :di raet i ye for the.wintlow, and read■ ,e11,1

Palms all i•I■ le, and Easter Lily Sprays of fine sateen or paper ;
from N cents a dozen up.

Natural Spring Chicks and Ducklings ; taxidermated ; ready se
llers ;

from $1.80 per dozen up.

I ■ .Htlitigton's I ti ttittlay—Cherry Spray
w it Ii Hatchet. Per dczmi, 75 cents.

cherry Tree and Ilatelnit. Per dozen, #6.00.

Natural prepared Grass Lawn ; beautiful and dur-

able ; handsome effect in decorating the window in a

Springlike appearance; bright, fresh green
, 
or purple,

yellow, etc., to brighten display, or any color desired.

Vines, as morning glory vines, wisteria, wild rose,
 lilacs, clematis

and lily vines, smilax, etc., for window display.

Artistic reproduction of 'exquisite violets

and leaves, suitable for ladies' evening wear;

delicately scented with violet perfume and

bound with satin ribbon ; each bouquet packed

separately in a box, as illustrated ; each, 50

cents ; per dozen, $5.00.

Symbol of the purity and innocence of Easter, and of the awaken
ing of Nature through the coming of

Spring, when every man and woman should follow earth's exa
mple and provide themselves with new

raiment ; these Easter novelties have strong advertising value in
 the attractive and seasonable decoration

of the store. They are among those things which serve to distinguish in the
 public eye the aggressive,

up-to-date and pushing store from the establishment that's alway
s just a few weeks behind ; good profits

ill the sale of these Easter goods over the counter as well.

My line of decorative novelties for the Easter festivities is ri
cher, newer and more original than ever

introduced before.
Make your store Springlike during the Winter.

I can supply you with original ideas which will be a great he
lp to you in decorating your store for any

special occasion and special sales. Send for estimates.

My new Illustrated Easter Supplement No. 2, is now ready. 
Pen a postal for this Supplement to-day.

It will pay you.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 34 Barclay St., NEW YORK
NO BRANC.1-1 Oil
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Promptness and Accurate Service on tz Work. QLnowniiptyrincr
Platinoin A SUPERIOR QUALITY, STYLEAND FINISH.

Extra fine white metal of high
temper that will not rust or corrode.

Alumno GUARANTEED NOT TO TARNISH.Superior temper.
Will not lose ite luster.

$1,90 per dozen. Cable, $2.90 per dozen.

SPECTACLES AND EYE.,Nickel Silver GLASSES. High finish -willnot rUst. $1,44 per dozen up.

German Silver and Goldoni
$1.to per dozen up. Superior goods for the price.
German Silver Frames in I eye only.
All others in 1, o and no eye sizes.

\ AUDEMAIR TRIAL CASES. From $10.00 to 

in oak, cherry and leather. 

$85.00

For Office 
Also for Traveling, with divisions for stock and lenses.

l475717E.7_

l exigiviept _0,,,..._ .:,-, ,.,.-- :...,.. None better made. Send for pamphlet.
,r(01(0 0 ii,in . , :A
.S3 4 c. . . e. -jp Most modern and up-to-date Trial Cases. Over 9000 in use.--... /,6 F---, %

—
•Pir ` • . < ,.._■- - -- - - - ......... .. - 
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;.., - 1.-,,--------
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.. — No fault-finders. They make a friend wherever they go.

GOLD FILLED 10 K. SEAMLESS IN THREE QUALITIES-110 -216, :310. Warranted.
styles, also frameless. From to $6 dozen.$3.50 50 per

EYE WATER—the best.12 K. and 14 IT .,10. . THE  N EQUAL TO N 1) GOLD
FINISH. 

    OPTICURA Cures sore eyes. 40.63 per dozen.

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane New York

LEARN A PROFESSION
One that will make you " Independent"

LEARN it in a College that "guarantees satisfaction " or the
return of the tuition fee. Our complete course in Ophthalmology is
guaranteed the best obtainable. The present price is $25.00.

When proficient, the degree of Doctor of Ophthalmology is con-
ferred and diploma awarded.

OUR OPTICAL COURSE, including our fogging method,
prescription writing and frame-fitting, present price, .$10.00.
Write for particulars and about mail course.

Rowley Ophthalmological College
Incorporated)

Holland Bldg., Rooms 1301 to 1312 ST. LOUIS, MO.

" ENTIRELY NEW

OPEN

CLOSED, BACK OF CASE

TOPIC LENS
RIDING BOW CASE

A WELL-MADE CASE

The Hinges will not break, as they are
reinforced with muslin.

NON-CRUSHABLE

The back of 01, Case is formed to the
curve of the lens.

Manufactured and patented by

Hub Optical Case Co.
77 Chelsea St., East Boston, Mass.

Sold by the Jobbing Frade

WATCH REPAIRING for the Trade
New customers coming all
the time. You're next. 210 Pearl SI., Buffalo, N. Y.

Established in 1892

W. H. Craft

KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

Tile Andy Optical School ill the world where
students serve a regular apprenticeship on
bench and in office. All instructions are prac-
tical. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. No
correspondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

THE IMPROVED TEMPLE FERRULE
These  

ferrules
are soft solder lined. A
I roken spectacle temple ono
he quickly and neatly re-
paired with one of them, no
solder showing on the out-
side.
These ferrules are made

of good roll-gold plate and
put up in papers, as follows:
2 dozen roll-gold plate, assorted sizes, soft

solder lined, at 30c. It paper.
2 dozen roll-gold plate, assorted sizes, not

solder lined, at 30c. a paper ; these can be hard
soldered and used for watch and locket joints.

1 dozen 10 K. gold ferrules, not solder lined,
at 35c. a paper. Ask your Jobber for them.

FRED. MAHLER, Manufacturing Jeweler
812 S. Lafayette St. Grand Rapids, Mich.

t:=1

Room 405 21 Bromfield St.. Boston

than one place in New England

Our shop is up to date. Try us.
where they do Standard Work.

Don't forget that there is more

EBEN 1-1Al2DY

Trlepholue 4397- 3 M.

PRESCRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Post-Graduate Course
in Heterophoria

Our Correspondence Post-Graduate Course
in Heterophoria (muscle trouble) is the recoil
of 12 years of study and practical experience.
By following our instructions, which are to the
point, the student can at once master the most
complicated or the most troublesome eases, The
results are wonderful.

Send for Circular and
Sample Pages

Herman T. Schlegel, Peoria, 111.

G.F.WagSWOrin
Watch Case
Manufacturer

THE VISION PROVER
Vision Provers are Trade Getters

Distribute one of the new and
practical Ely Vision Provers to
every family within your center
of trade.
It tells thern when they have out-

grown their glasses. Defective vision
quickly proved.

Made of a substantial bar of proper length
to reach the cheek, nicely finished

for opticians' use

$1.00 •

Send two two-cent stamps for

samples and prices, or purchase
through your jobber.

Ely Eyeglass Mfg. Co.
Middletown, Conn.

and

Repairer
Everylhing ill
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SilverPlating,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine. 

Turning
Charming Ohl

Roans!. andtilvl“
Cases to take

Anmrlean B. W.
Movements ay

sperlaily.
OLD l'4SER

M ADE NEW

Silversmiths'

131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

- -
1Me5 writinç to advertisers, kindly

mention The Keystone
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The Best Time of the Year to Take
a Course in Optics

Lists for our Next Class by Mail Close February 23d.

Class Starts Promptly on the 28th.

There is no better time in the whole year to take up a systematic course of study

in optics than now.

The holiday rush is over and business will be comparatively quiet for a few weeks.

There are long winter evenings when one feels like studying.

You can carry the course through to completion and receive your diploma in time

for the optical trade that is bound to come when spring business opens.

Our course covers the science thoroughly from the first elementary principles to

the most difficult and complicated clinical work.

We explain each step in a practical, plain and comprehensive manner.

We have quizzes and reviews and explanations until every subject is clearly

understood.

We guarantee to make you competent to handle, easily and systematically, any

class of cases that may come to you, if you follow our instructions.

We refer you to thousands of successful opticians and oculists all over the world

for their opinions of the good that our course has done them.

Ours is one of the oldest chartered colleges and has more students in 
the field

to-day than any two other optical colleges in the world combined.

Ask for our 64-page book, " How to Become a Good Optician."

It is free.

The South Bend College of Optics
(Incorporated)

No. I McDonald Building South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.
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Geo. W. Winder, Troy, N. Y.
Chas. W. Crankshaw, Atlanta, Ga.
Geo. W. Biggs & Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
A. M. Hill, New Orleans, La., 2 sales.
Pairpoint Mfg. Co., Chicago.
A. Stineau, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Jos.W. Field,Galveston,Texas, 2 sales.
Roth Importing Co., Denver, Colo.
Albert Feldenheimer, Portland, Ore.
C. E. Buhre, Topeka, Kans.
H. J.Young, Joliet and Kankakee, Ill., 2 sales.
Sumner Bros. & Co., Cleveland,Ohio, 4 sales.
Geo. W. Myers, Meriden, Miss.
Geo. W. Kennedy, Des Moines, Iowa.
W. F. Main Co., Iowa City, Iowa.
S. H. Ives, Detroit, Mich.
R. E. Samson, Marion, Iowa.
Oscar Heinze, Quincy, Ill.
Lange Bros., Dubuque, Iowa.
Geo. Clark, Lorain, Ohio.
F. B. Lewis & Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
P. E. Kern, El Paso, Texas.
J. P. Stevens & Bro., Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. Schlechter, Reading, Pa.
Slides & Co., Owensboro, Ky.
C. D. Gardner, Manistee, Mich.
John B. Miller, Portland, Ore.
A. Schwaner, Beaumont, Texas.
J. M. Washburn, Celina, Ohio.
Cutting & Wilson, Winona, Minn.
W. H. Kelly, Carrollton, Mo.
W. E. Smith, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
L. Kaminiski, St. Louis and Galveston.
T. G. Burkhardt, Jefferson City, Mo.
Fussy & Blair, Missoula, Mont.
Geo. W. Meyers, Chattanooga, Tenn.
M. Zimmerman, Jeffersonville, Ind.
C. W. Ernsting, Gallipolis, Ohio.
W. A. Kirkham, Leavenworth, Kans.
Ash & Dembunger, Tacoma, Wash.
Barnett & Nonnenmacher, Columbus, Ohio.
A. M. Goldman, Seattle, Wash.

We are now conducting a closing-out-sale of the quarter of
a million dollar stock of the Knickerbocker Jewelry Co., of
New York City, one of the largest and most palatial jewelry
establishments in the world. The stock comprises a magnificent
array of high-grade diamond goods, gold jewelry, art and kindred
goods, such as are handled by the highest class stores. The
sale so far has been such a phenomenal success as to not only
delight the company for whose interests we are striving, but to
earn the eulogy of hundreds of jewelers who are taking advan-
tage of this opportunity to judge for themselves of our ability as
jewelry and art auctioneers. This sale is but a repetition on a
large scale of the trimphs made by us in every city of importance
in the country from the Golden Gate to the Eastern metropolis.

REFERENCES

Lyon & Kylling, Danville, Ill.
M. Waunch, San Francisco, Cal.
Woodward, Smith & Randall, Colorado Springs,

Colo.
Wilbur,Lanphear & Co.,Galesburg,I11.
Harry Harrison, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.
Sands & Fellows, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Leonard Krower, New Orleans, La.
W. K. Lippit, Norwich, N. Y.
W. J. Kelly, Oshkosh, 'Wis.
Ritter & Ryan, Muncie, Ind.
Amos Plank, Pueblo, Colo.
M. Greer, Iowa City, Iowa.
J. Albert Schirmer, Saginaw, Mich.
C. Ettinger, Cleveland, Ohio.
Rushmer Jewelry Co., Pueblo, Colo.
Freeman Jewelry Co., Atlanta, Ga., 2 sales.
Morris Benjamin, Denver, Colo.
Wm. Beck, Sioux City, Iowa.
Strow Bros., Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Sipe & Sigler, Cleveland, Ohio, 5 sales.
King, Moss & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
H. Simon, St. Paul, Minn.
Rodgers & Pottinger, Louisville, Ky.
Hanna & Eroe, New Castle, Pa.
D. H. McBride & Co., Akron, Ohio, 3 sales.
H. Koester & Co., Detroit, Mich., 2 sales.
H. Kline, Seattle, Wash.
J. L. Sievert, Springfield, Mo.
A. W. Ford, Freeport, Ill.
S. H. Dodge & Son, Ypsilanti, Mich.
C. F. Baldwin, St. Joseph, Mo.
David Goldberg, Helena, Mont.
Dolle Bros., Chicago.
Bonner Bros., Fort Worth, Texas.
Hart & Sturgis, Houston, Texas.
Carlton Jewelry Co., Kenosha and Racine, Wis.
Stewart & Prescott, Dallas, Texas.
Parmlee Bros. & Co., Los Angeles,Cal.
Clemens Hellebush, Cincinnati, Ohio.
P. H. Lachicotte & Co.,Columbia,S.C.
Harry McIntyre, South McAlester, I. T.

Dulime Bros., Cincinnati, Ohio
Geo. Chantler, Manistique, Mich.
C. H. Schiller, Utica, N. Y.
W. H. McKnight, Sons & Co.,Louisville,Ky.,

dealers in art furniture, rugs, carpets, etc.
L. J. Marks, Kansas City.
Mermod-Jaccard Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Robbins & Co., Fostoria, Ohio.
Geo. Nichols, St. Louis, Mich.
The J. Bolland Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Threadwell, Fort Worth, Texas.
W. C. Ward, Winchester, Ky.
Waterhouse, Hamilton, Ohio.
Larue, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Bailey & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Becker & Lathrop, Syracuse, N. Y.
W. H. Muller, Denison, Texas.
Pittsburg Jewelry Co., Pittsburg, Pa.
J. W. Howard, Hastings, Nebr.
Barnett Jewelry Co., St. Louis, Mo.
L. R. Shumway, Rockford, Ill.
P. M. Younglove, Alpena, Mich.
Alfred Bourgeois, Jackson, Miss.
E. L. McDowell, Arkansas City, Kans.
C. D. Couse, Waverly, Iowa.
S. Smith & Co. Virginia City, Nebr.
Chas. Taylor, Steubenville, Ohio.
The Hight & Fairfield Co.,Butte,Mont.
C. D. White & Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. G. Call, Waynesburgh, Pa.
The Max Rollins stock Youngstown, Ohio.
P. L. Lowenthal, Bradford, Pa.
J. S. Baird, Watertown, N. Y.
A. M. Marwede, Alpena, Mich.
Mrs.SarahDickinsonWood,NiagaraFalls,N.Y.
R. D. Worrell, Mexico, Mo.
Louis Reinheimer, Joplin, Mo.
Henry C. Briggs Estate Howell, Mich.
R. Van Kuesin & Co., Savannah, Ga.
A. J. Renkl, Augusta, Ga,
The Sigler Bros., Cleveland, Ohio.
Margileth & McFarland, Springfield, Ohio.

Mere than 100 others, and the jobbers from Maine to California.
The trade will not fail to perceive the great benefit of obtaining the services of two lifelong experienced men at the cost of one. Theaudience never gets tired, each has his own methods, there is a change of voice and manner, also in case of sickness it is an invincible argument.We work in perfect harmony, and it makes a degree of success in sales never before known. We have proved conclusively it is the greatestcombination of talent now available. The work speaks for itself. Every reference given above represents a successful sale made. We refer tothe trade and its representatives throughout the country.

BRIGGS & DODD1P 
45 anD 47 Plymouth Place

CHICAGO, ILL.

Meyercords Transparent
Watch Repair Sign

Only 54 cents

Size 12 x I5% inches. These
are guaranteed decalcomania.

WE DO

REM
WATCHREPAIRING

20th CENTURY EAR GUARDS, for R. B. Frames
A decided success. They are ready sellers

Per dozen pair Alumnico, 45 cents net
Per dozen pair Gold Filled, $1.35 net

31 I
The Best Lathe Motor

Warranted
Dust Proof and Heavily Made

Base of Motor, 6yorrY in.

{
„ Height of Motor, 9 inches.

SI''" From end to end of Man-
drils, 19 inches.

THE ONLY
WAY TO GET

PERFECT COMFORT

BEHIND THE
EARS

-
ATTACHED

IN THREE
SECONDS

This :35.00 Lathe Motor com-
plete with right and left screw
arbor also wheel and saw arbor,
including insulated wire for attach-
ing to electric light fixtures. Alter-
nating or direct current.

Our price only $29.85

Meyercords Large
Transparent Eye Sign

52 cents net

These are the regular 75 cents.
Guaranteed decalcomania.

We Are Not the Largest
Ina our customers tell us

We are the BEST
We are the MOST PROMPT
We are the MOST CAREFUL

and our PRICES are the LOWEST of any • house in America.
Any jeweler will do well to give us a trial in our Tool, Material,

Findings and Optical Department. You will find the entire line.

If You Know Any One

II
.11

I\ J.
"f

One ha. y Maiuptiuts

Warranted to be made of Special Selected Steel for

CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY CHICAGO

Hs Double Braced Class 3 
_

Illanu actured by II

72(7y.sse c5;r1cio4-CWode/cl

PR1Ct $ 1.75 ,,Ea ellaux-cle-cFoncA
Each Spring Warranted Switzerland

Absolutely the Best Springs

These mainsprings are used in the finest
railroad watches. If you try them you will
re-order. We have them for every make of
American Movements.

Order a Sample, FREE, and get our
special prices.

N'ho is going to start in business, he will find that we
can make prices, time, etc., to his entire satisfaction.
I le will like our methods and we solicit his business.

Calvin Clauer Company
151-153 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

We try to make every customer feel that it is our
constant aim to make every transaction one that will be
as satisfactory and profitable to him as it is to us.

No. 3 Ball Adjustable Repair Clamp
holds anything and everything. It's just right, with a

nice ebony handle

Regular price $1,25. Reduced to 92 cents net

H —
The New Carboruudum Crevice

Set as shown, 3 wheels, assorted
sizes, and arbor complete. Regular
price, 35 cents.

Only 19c. Net

A Big Bargain in Benches

Roll top, size 44 long, 26 wide,
In high, with 10-inch curtain.

$12.40 Net
Plain top, size 40 long, 20 wide,

40 high.
$7.45 Net

Finished in oak only.

Easiest Swing Treadle Foot Wheels

No. 100-58.50-40 lb. Kill
bearing. Our price . . $5.90 net

No. 101---$6.50-40 lb. Regu-
lar Swing. Our price . 4.48 net
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I found a thing to do and I did it
and have been doing it ever since.

That was and is, making a square sale for square people, and I am still in the same
business.

You will notice a peculiar thing about my advertising, something you don't see in
that of any other man in the business.

FIRST—I don't blow my own horn so very much. I endeavor to get the trade
to write to those I have done business with, and get them to blow it for me. If they
do it, it ought to be authentic.

SECOND—and the most prominent.
If you have any cheap goods to sell don't send for me, I am not in that business.
From a business standpoint are not these good points.
Now is the time you will want to unload and I can do it for you without hurting

your future business or sacrificing your goods. I have done it, am doing it, and am
going to continue doing it. When the time comes I cannot make a square sale I shall
quit the business.

Send for my little book on

"Auction Talk Condensed"
with a special treatise on Ouarantees. The question, what do you guarantee ?" is
fully answered in this article. Have a few dates still open ; better write at once ; can
only sell for one man at a time. I can give you name of firms in your neighborhood I
have done business with for references.

P. E. POPE
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER

Canadian Address, Cobourg, Ontario Home Address, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

R. II. IMLIOT

THE PROFIT GETTERS
Are working day and night to fill

all their engagements

If you want the services of two of
the best Auctioneers in the U. S. and
at the cost of only one, Mr. Jeweler,
you must get busy and wire or write
us at once, for we are just about to

close dates for some of the
largest auction sales to be made
in this country this year.

Our new method not only gets

the money in you till but gets

big profits. You'll never regret

employing

Elliot & Sprague
The World's Most Successful
Auctioneers and Appraisers

320 Locust St., St. Louis Mo.
or

704 Main St., Richmond Ind.

4

A. t. SPRAUUE1

America's
Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

MANOR & McCONNELL

Write

Now

for

Dates

and

Booklet

Established 1880

Office—
ST. LOUIS, MO.
634 Century Building

Long Distance Phone, Kinloch 1175C

All

Corres-

pondence

Strictly

Con-

fidential

Office—
KANSAS CITY, MO,
1016 Main Street

Long Distance Phone, 1765

Address an communications to

MANOR & McCONNELL, 1016 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

R. M. HARDING
156 Wabash Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.

Pacific Coast Office, 206 Kearny St., San Francisco, Ca
l.

I furnish a first-class assistant ; no extra charge
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America's Most Successful Auctioneer

I not only guarantee a suceessful sale, but also that you will stand just as

high in the community as a result of the AUCTION, and that your business

subsequent to the sale will be better than before.
AUCTIONS as conducted by me are business-building as well as money-

making. As a proof of this I give below a list of jewelers, both in the United

States and Canada, for whom I have conducted sales. Write me for full

particulars.

Hesse Si Sturges, Boise, Idaho
Geo. E. Feagans, Joliet, III.
L. L. Berens, Bellingham, Wash.
Frisch Brothers, Seattle, Wash.
A. C. Becken, Chicago, Ill., 3 sales
Strelitz Bros., Chicago, III.
David W. Allen & Co., 51ontreal, Canada
Drake Citric & Co., Davenport, Iowa
.los. Brown St Co., Chicago, III.
Price Keeth & Co., Chicago, III.
T. L. Coughlan, St. John, N. B.
K. Bezanson, Moncton, N. 13.
K. Bezatison, Sydney, Cape Breton
C. L. Newman, Ilalifax, FL S.
Fair A Square Jewelers, Joliet, III.
J. Mem' A Co., Anaconda, Mont,
W. C. Stull, NVInitconi, Wash,
F. A. Reynolds, San Francisco, Cal.
A. II. Simons, Si. Paul, 51inti.
I.,. Illitinencrame, Minneapolis, Nlinii.
M. (I reenbu rg, 51 i inwapolfs, NI inn.
1,. Zuckerman, chicago, III.
Randel A Bennet, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Cutting & Winona, 51 inn.
M. Greenhurg, Chicago, III.
D. A. Hank, Logansport, Ind.
.1. C. Hilton, Neena, Wis.
P. IL Pierce, Lawrence, Kans,
J. W. Clegg & Co., Charleston, Ill.
E. F. Kirclikessner, Adrian, 51Icli.
P. K. Wiser, Mankato, Minn.
J. G. MotE & Son, Waterloo, Iowa, 3 sales

B. Vancot, Madison, Wis.
A. Sakie, 'rookston, 51 i n
T. C. Lindsey, Dayton, (110
hart & Ernest, Tiffin, ()I i.

R. Thompson, Findlay, Ohio
L. D. Dana, Antigo,
F. J. Nerhani, Nevada, Iowa
Iv. II. 1111ton, Denison, Texas
C. W. Dudgens, Ames Iowa

Iowa
A. 

L. Cleaver, Ames, 
A. L. Cleaver, Boone, Iowa

B. 11. Balard, Reinbeek, Iowa
A. Jaekson, Eau Claire, Wis.
.1. Iverson, Stevens Point, Wis.
P. II. Kuhn, Quincy, Ill,
Porterfield Bros., Sanborn, Iowa
11. C. Clamor, Elmira, N. Y.
J. C. Long, Kane, Pa.
S. Goldstone, St. Louis, Mo.
C. Veichi, Milwaukee, Wis., 2 sales
S. Whipple, Trinidad, Colo.
J. McNamara, Lakewood, N. J.
Hooker Jewelry t '0., Des Moines, Iowa
Ny. T. Testen, Houston, Texas
Oissispeed & Co., i'olorado Springs, 3'01o.
Parker Sterling, Colo.
W. C. .Alexaniler, .nlo.
Trinkley .1/4 Kin•rber, 1Vayne,
\. .1.
Keppler A nainaala, Mont.
J. Merei, seinde, Wash.
C. W. 1 . 11111.1,Viotoli, it;It•ilIV, Wis.
A. C. Bechtel, (laden,
W. A. I: irkliani, Loa, i•tuvarIli, Kans.

E. S. Smith. Sheila:al, Texan
NI. Blakely, 'Uremia!), )tit.

F. C. Bummer, Fort \V ora', Texas
Brisk A Feaginis, Los A ngeles,
Berre Brothers, \V Man.
Bonnet & Ross (,o., i'oimolois, 4 )iii0
Davin jewelry
New Haven Clock chicago, III.
International Silver co., Chicago, III.
Wm, A. Rogers Co., Chicago,
Sproelnile & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Geo. S. Davis, Newton, Iowa
J. It, Lucas, Rockwell City, Iowa
Berry Bros., Clarksville, Tenn.
t'alitornia Jewelry Co., San Francisco, (al,
51. Selitissler & Co., San Francisco, Cal.
Ilolsman & Alter, Chicago, Ill.
A. I,. Kingsbury, 206 Kearny Street,

San Francisco, Cal.
A. M. Smythe, Elgin, III.

THE AUCTIONEER
WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

AUCTIONEERS ARE BORN! Hot air and

self-praise don't make them or sell goods; so it 
will

pay the jeweler who wishes to reduce stock or 
close

out to look into the past. See if he is a man, honest,

sober, has standing, reputation, conducts sales on 
busi-

ness principles, sells stocks at a profit and does 
not ruin

the reputation of the store forever. One who keeps

all dates and personally makes all sales.

1905, New Year 

I tried to get Tyler to make my sale last 
fall, but as he

was busy and contracted with Rosenkrans & 
Thatcher Co.,

at Milwaukee, Wis., to stay until January 
1st, 1905, I could

not get him. He opened my sale January 
loth, and we had

a remarkable fine sale and good profits.

Bellevue, Ohio, January 28, '05. 
DOKE C. LEE.

NEW REFERENCE New Year, 1905

WRITE FOR TERMS, REFERENCES AND 
HINTS

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO



Do You Want to LEARN ENGRAVING
LEARN TO DO IT RIGHT

glir LEARN TO DO IT IN A SHORT TIME
LEARN TO DO IT WITH LITTLE COST •

look at t he advertisement on par, 272, this Issue, then Send for our prospectus.
teach Wtochitiaking, 1s:11;u:is inu and iiplics 11101,11;41.1y, pracl icall■ and in a short hoe.

ae.ess THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
haler, Principal Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia

E,4ngt-etvecil Souvenir Spoons
Buildings engraved in bowls

$4.00 per dozen

-3 .etviistili0
—

FRED. A. HASKELL
206 Weybosset St.. Providence, R. I.

NOVELTIES IN FANS
suitable for the Jewelry
Trade, consisting of
Real Lace, Hand-
Painted and R i chly
Spangled Gauze Fans
mounted on Ebony,
Ivory, Pearl and Bone
Mountings.

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY
Manufacturers and Jobbers in Incorporated

PO1iglOIS' P1310E3'30(1 Grifillors' Supplies MOONS ana Ilgoamos
Proprietors of The " 0. G. S." Rouge, the be,4 made for Gold and Si IN el Polishing

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW YORK

GEBHARDT BROS. DPON CLOSED

-Makers of VICTORY
P.M)

Diamond Mountings AUTOMAT! C

A 13 
Class Pins and Badges 

scpivcrHy

Victory Button Back victory Attachments Jobbing a Specialty
Samples and New Price-List on application LION BLDG., CINCINNATI

( 

The E. P. H. pat.
Safety Necklace Snap
In placing your next order with your
jobber for Necklace Snaps, no matter
what design, ask for the E. P. H. Pat.
Necklace Snap. Pat. in 5 countries

LON BARNHART, 
Springfield, Ohio

:Illannfactorer of ii..

Watch & Spectacle
norirle Illoothenied and

1111E:11de, Elegant and At tractive
IRIEST SIGNS ON EARTH

Send for Catalog,ue

Soulful'

:1

lioRdino.onoroved in

mr mm.
CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I

ERNEST PHILIP IIAPPICH, Muir.

833 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Louis J. MEYER

GOLD AND SILVER PLATER
104 S. Eighth St., Philadelphia

(Second Floor. (Established 2892 )

Gold and Silver Electro Plating
Oxidizing, Repairing and Cleaning

Silver and Plated Ware

PLATING and COI.ORING in any finish of
WATCH CASES, BRACELETS, CHAINS,
OPERA GLASSES and JEWELRY of every
description a specialty.

Prompt attention 
Orders
ngdIveersn to Mail and

F. C. KLEIN & BRO.
126 State Street CHICAGO

J. H. BERGE 315

Sand Crucibles onD Covers
Jewelers' Fluxes and 7̀ 1/A'i is"bs"ii t/"Inul ' tcyeesd
Polishing Materials

95 John Street, NEW YORK

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
I gii.. im.e,personal at to repairs sent me.
Pro1111.111c,i nly motto. Send for my printed
Pelee-hist, which is tree for the asking.
Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg.,CHICAGO

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
1rtisati 2i-page Illustrated Book, " how

to he a W a Whittaker " free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, I ;lobe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

Factories at Vienna, Paris, Kobe, New York; Office, 621 Broadway, NEW YORK

HAIR CHAINS AND
RING BRAIDS

KaTCHED AND MADE TO ORDER
GEO. SIEGFRIED,

78 STATE STREET, CHICAGO
SEA, P619/ILI/STR4TED PR/CEL/ST

nquiries solicited hy

)c() 44,60 

E 

C. B. RICHARD & CO.
Freight Forwarders and Custom House Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW YORK

v,fr xf), it; ;tir vfx‘fits,f)( =1/4.fr )1/44,?, ‘ctx

.i RUbOLPH NULL 1;

l's■(
41/41 0.

1
1/4. 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

THY THEM ! Wells' Perfect Self.Conforming
Ring Adjuster. eut from 10 K.

old filled stock. Gold in l'eUlit
IN% ice as thick as on back. Ask
y41111 jobber for them, or I will
Selo! prepaid at once (only on
rreeipt of price), 1 dor. astd.
sizes. gold filled. $2.00;1 doz.
solid 10 K. gold. astd. sizes,
$3.75: I doz. metal. a std sizes.

85c. For samples, one small and one mediumlarge size gold filled and one metal adjuster, 50c.
Address Chester Wells. Jeweler,Meshop en,Pa.

Potent oi1
U.S. and
Couutle

Tn future

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

Will lie known by
the signature on
Iii,, eard of

on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES
and LOCKETS

Poi. work will not fade or peel it

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Maiden Lane, New York

Viamonbo, "Natio

_51 
preciono

_51 Zenn,preciono ant'

_51 limitation 5Stonce
Fine Series of Scientific

RUBIES

Make Your Own Gas
FROM GASOLINE

one quart lasts IS hours
giving MO-candle power
light in our., I.

BRILLIANT
Gas Lamps
nyone ERR use them. Are

better than kerosene, elec-
tricity or gas aud can be run
for less than halt
the expense.

15c. A MONTH
k the average cost
Write for our "K.S"
'atalog. It tells all
about them and our
systems.0ver125,000
Brilliants sold dur-
ing the last 6 year,.

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED

MI others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patents. All infringements will be
pr,■sccuted to the full extent of law,

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers:

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

BRILLIANT (iAS LAMP CO.
42 State St., CHICAGO

r ,.. AFTER THE LAST MAN.
DO YOU USE

SANGER'S RING BUFFS?

Engraved
with
Cypher
Monograms,
Old English,
Ribbon
Letter,
Etc.

1Vrite for our Cata-
logue. It will surely
interest yot

Horace E.
Fine
Engraving,
Stamp am!
$tencil
Works.

Office an(1
Store
19 East
State St.
Factory
In rear
Trenton
NewJersey

BARGAINS 1
Bought front stocks. New as from fac-

tories. Send for catalogue
A large wo.orl mon I or .11koontiniieit moromeoll•

Watch ltlatcrial and Jewelry Supplie,.
Bost American-made Jewels, 50 cts. a dozen.
Watches and Jewelry Repaired for the Trade

.111 A ineriran filled al MI cents,

Philip Katz 0 Co.
14 Maiden Lane

New York

Acquainted with
every method
known to
the business.
Positively
guaranteeing the
results of sale to
Please you.
Reference
furnished from
jewelers
all over the
United States.
The larger and
better your stock
the more
successful I will
make the sale.

{
Correct in principle.

H igh-grade tools Elegant in design.
Superior in construction.

The Best Foot-Power Lathes Made

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

x6r Broadway 688 Broadway
Felow cortlandi Street, Below Fourth Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Bet wcen iist and 42d Streets

NEW YORK

For Graduation and Wedding Presents

Made especially for the Jewelry Trade

Louis Steiner, importer
574-522 Broadway NEW YORK

Best
American-Made

BALANCE STAFFS AND
HOLE JEWELS

Balance i■tallk, gray finish . . I oo
Balance Stall's, flue finished .
Hole jewels, Garnets . . . . 1 ill

Bole Jewels, bully and Sap-
phire, fine finish I  KO

mi Genuine Roller Jewels at cata-
logue prices. Imperial Main-

springs, $1.00 per dozen. Imperial Solderene
in I hi to sticks, made expressly for light Jewelry,
I wiltal and Eleet Heal work of all kinds. Maniple
bundle by mail 24 cents. Mail orders solicited.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J. E. MoEWEN, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

This cut represents our No. 4 Lathe, which is
admirably adapted for the heavier work of watch-
niakers and jewelers. Send for our Calalogue.

We also make a line of Screw-Cutting Lathes for
Bicycle Repairing

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby Street, Rockford M.

506 New York Life Buildin(r

evAMMAlle."

Our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
jug on all rings. Button Back. For hard soldeling

Can he applied to Can he applied to any billion.

any ring.
Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

EXPERT
Watch Case Repairing

and

Watch Case Manufacturing

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem- Wind
Movements

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

I tistruot ler. in Watch and Jewelry
Rejoii rine, 1.11...roVillg and Optics.
Indii I 111•00ii.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is ler the benefit of Ilitoe WhO WiSh
lin lit iiit•tli,o1V1., h.l the highest posi-
0,11, SI this COUIlle pay
I uition for the first year, and we pay
them a small salary the second and
third years.

Send for catalog to

ELCIN, ILL,

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our NCW Price•List

EMILE DREYER
Formerly with Ii II A. Beguelin

71 Nassau St, New York City
NEW HOUSE Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES:

E. I). Extra Long 14.113ay Mainsprings
Fine assortment of 

also
SlmalitsWatch 31a c ri a I

W H & Cie Watch Glasses

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU



316 B. ROBERT & co.
Watch Case Makers and Repairers

Springing, Finishing, Polishing
Engine.Turning, Engraving

Prompt attention given out-of-town customers

75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK
Send for price-list

Permanent Si
Photographs
on Watches
Ivory Miniatures,

$7.50 up

.111 work guaranteed

CHAS. ROSE
108 Fulton Street

New York

New Orleans Plating Works
Established 1898

Complete Plating Outfits sold to Jewelers
and Sil versiniths. Dealers' Plating Supplies,
Polishes, Chemicals, etc. Gold, Silver, Nickel,
copper, Brass Electro-plating. Polishing and
renovating Metal Work.

Factory, 318 to 324 N. White
P. 0. Box 848 New Orleans

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX. Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliable

manufacturing jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

FOR RENT

Front of store and three-

fourths of window, two nine-foot

cases, with trays, and sixteen-

foot wall case, with large safe

and electric clock, in best location

In San Diego, California. Bonus,

$300. Rent, $40 per month for

three-years' lease.

Best of references required.

Will act as salesman when

not employed in optics free.

H. SCUDDER
Optometrist
San Diego, Cal.

SC.)1V1E,T1-11INC INENV

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

Miniatures
burnt in en

'trilled

Ale:Me:Hy me-
i MI,. Will last

fiwever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored, semi the twe....ent
steno, for beautiful sample dial awl price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
Its Dearborn Street CHICA00, ILL.

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO. 1893 PARIS. 1809 BERNE, 1859

big, 8 lI. . 1 111.8'
19 0.1,mrrmi8. ale aj on

t. .1 tku second-hand lire-
, made up vetial (11

19 9 I lit OT fair sale al
muderatte prices. Ile-
:. o rieg, 81111 nging:1ml

Chrenonie-
also fine

pairing forthetraile.

THE GEISSLER
WATCH CO.

sine...onto If. II. Heinrich

192 Water Street, NEW YORK

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under heading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE CENT per word for first twenty-tive
words. Add it tonal words and advertise-
ments, THREE CENTS per word.

Under all headings except "Situations
Wanted," Til REE CENTS per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as words, and are charged
for as part of the advertisement. No
display oilier than two-line initial letter.

'ro insure insertion money must ac-
e patty all orders for advertisements,
and co py  t reach les not later than
the 25th of each  th for insertion in
the following month's issue.

It. answers are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
enclosed.

The real name and address of every
advertiser must ac panty the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers who are not subscribers
must Rend 15 cents (special issues 25
cents) if they desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement 'appears.

Address,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
rimer this III•181111E, ONE CEN'E per word, Sr arid

leenly•lleo words. A.1.111101.311 words and aliveellsemen to,
IIIIIKE VENTS per trued. No severe ...el Inserleil
for less Dem 2514,1,

HY a watchmaker, engraver and optician ; Al
I, ref ; own state salary and require-
ments in Ii SI letter. Address, L.A. Hartwig,
Thornton, lowa.
A w ATCI I and clock repairer, good On jewelry

anti a i)liti engraver, 38 years' experienc(?,
own tied, ,x 'I  . merman hat he), would like a
situation with seine jeWeler (S110 is a lilason
in It live mann Met tiring town (no mining town
III. emelt y setit ) of about 5000 inhabitants.
Ileasoitable wages. First-class references ex-
elcoe;ed. .‘il. Robt. F. Kern, P. 0. Box 380,

ohio.

I/ engraver, jewelry and clock repairer, 1
years' experience ; good 11481.811(.95 as to

1i:e1acter and honesty. Boston or I% ercester,
preferred. "0 077," care Keystone.

voENG man of 10, 3N years' ex perienee ; can
. do clock and jewelo; werk, and fair w;:iteli
repairing. W isconsin preferred. Ail., \ lexatider
Newburg, 184 s:eventli Street, (Is:like:di, Wis.

1:11;s1'-CLAss adjuster, 12 experience
in optieal business ; good address ; capable

of handling refined class of trade. Sillary, $25
I Ill II Iv, " ( ' 078," care Keystone.
\ El:title and tools,desire a position as watch-

11,11 plain engraver ; Western Penn-
sylvania pref. Ad., "S 675" care Keystone.

ivatehnial:er •• am also an. engraver. De-
l' sire peso ten wit ell, reliable lirm. !rave

Tad,. " slider," 62 I.:1191 Eighth
I III (Min.

RY 
111811 as assistant watchmaker and
eau do an erdmary 1110T.

11118111 l \VOTE; 5 years esp. Can give good
rer. iiref. John Wilians, Decatur, Ind.
Vol. NI man, 28 years old, desires position as
1 evtti,•Itt,taker, clock repairer, jeweler and
salemian with old-established stand wishing to
ret ire in less than year ; will buy if everything
sat isfaetory. Must have up-to-date stock, doing
a prosperous buSiness, good manufateturing
town not too close to large city. Will work for
St0 lair week; best, refs.; triflers need not.
(other ; must stand close inspection. Give full
,:trt ice I ars. J110. S. Rhoades, Pinunixville, Pa.
W A N TED, about April 1st., position as first

ivalelmiaker •, New England States pref.
" Vat ehma k Cr,' 49 Hudson St.,SomervIlle,Alass.

SITUATIONS WANTED

PORRESPONDENCE desired with jeweler who
LI wishes a first-class watchmaker, engraver
and stone setter, 23 years' exp.; considered one
of the best engravers in State; repairer of fine
Swiss and American watches. South or South-
west preferred. Best of refs. Do monogram
chasing. Address, "It 669," care Keystone.
ADY desires position in store as engraver and
U watchmaker ; can do clock work, also gradu-
ate optician; would assist as saleslady. "M 667,"
care Keystone.

BY April 1st, young man, 26. Good salesman,engraver, watchmaker and jeweler ; good
appearance, no bad habits, 6% years' exp.;
some knowledge or optics, though not a gradu-
ate. Have good position, but desire change;
Illinois or vicinity preferred. "M 671," care
Keystone.
WATCHMAKER,  jeweler ; have full set
11 tools. Can do all kind watch, clock, jewelry
repairing. Experience in drugstore ; all-around
man. Lock box 379, Upland, Ind.

WANTED, by June 1st, a position on the road
1' to represent a first-classje weiry house. Have
had 12 years' experience. Address, "S 659,"
care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, 3 years exp. at bench, 13
" years running store of own, desires position
to finish up trade with sonic good man. Furnish
best of ref.; age, 28 years. 0. IL Weeihnan,
Saybrook, Ill.
PERMANENT position about April 1, 1905, by
I expert watchmaker, jeweler, graduate °MI-
clan and plain engraver. Want position in city
where accuracy is appreciated and good wages
paid. Strictly sober, best of refs. Address,
" ii 657," care Keystone.

ANYWHERE in North or South nwest i town
not less than 8000. First-class watchmaker

and optician of 7 years' exp.; 26 years old, geed
appearance and honest, (Ion all tools. Not
less than $20 a week. Any other Wrenn:Ilion
gladly given. B. V. Bell, Spokane, Wash

‘'OUNG mau, single, first-class watchmaker,
I posit hit] adjuster, good jeweler and stele-
setter. ( .haracter and personal habits will bear
closest inspect ion. State salary and particulars
first letter. Will answer all letters promptly
and can et mac at once. "1, 635," care Keystone.
VOUNG man, good appearance, wants position

as salesman in jewelry store. has had 4
years' exp. at bench and helping in store.
Frank D. Miller, Iowa City, Iowa.

WA1CHMAK ER, monogram and letter eu-
" graver, with knowledge of optics ; 15 years'
practical exp. Good wages. Middle or New
England States pref. " V 644," care Keystone.
VOUNG Mall desires permanent position with
I chance to perfect hiniseff on watch work ;
18 months' exp. No bald I in ; will give refs. as
to character. " L 646," care Keystone.

WAICHNIAKE It, expert ; graduate optician,
my good salesman. Have tools ; clean record.
Ad,,"Watchmaker," 9 I I Main st., Laconia, N. It.
AS assistant under hones!, heir-dealing

• 

ployer by steady, sober inun with 8100 worth
of tools ; none xecond-liand. Six months in
school, 4 months as assistant. Iowa preferred.
" K 652," care Keystone.
VOUNG man with good ref., being fair watch-
' maker and engraver, also clock and,jewelry
repairer, wants position with jeweler in New
York State. Address, " C 653," care Keystone.
WATCII XI A K l II, graduate and practical re-
11 fraction ist, plain engraver, good salesman
and appearanee, to locate with party having
good optical business ; 15 years' exp. Refs.
" D 630," care Keystone.

BY good watchmaker, jeweler and sideman ;can do some engraving, wants permanent
DOSIO011 in Middle West. Own lathe and tools;
good habits. " I' 654," care Keystone.

AS engraver and salesperson by a competent
11 young lady. Address, 810 South Second
Street, W., Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

sition mas clockaker, jewelry re-
', paire 

po
r,iiiii edge grinder by young man with

ear-. ex I, First-class refs. ' CIOCkIllaker,"
225 I l lel Street, Binghamton, N. Y.
IfY watch, clock and jewelry repairer, plain
11 engraver, gond all-around man; age 34 mar-
ried ; 15 years' practical exp. Address, E. E.
Frost, Spartansburg, Pa.

; II EST grade watchmaker, optician, fair
11 engraver ; all tools and trial ease ; age 32,
with best experience. No small town need
apply. " S 672," care Keystone,

itY watehmakerjeweler ( single), 18 years' exp.,
13 6 with last VIII ph Vii■ ; own tools, hal he,betich.
Best ref. (lily Rawlings, Bloomsburg, Pa. 

pxvERIENCEII watilimakei,liweler, grade-
r, ale optician, desires position May 1st. Good
salesman, capable managing store ; own tools;
married, good appearance ; best. refs. Box 83,
New Castle, Ind,
W ATCIIMAK ER, can do clock and jewelry re-
" pairing ; salesman, 7 years' exp., some
knowledge of optics ; good habits, refs. " S
care Keystone. 
piliST-CLASS watchmaker, graduate opa

plain engraver, 17 years' exp. as workman,
watch inspector and manager, permanent posi-
tion with first-dass house; best of refs. Ad-
dress, Box 384, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER, engraver, graduate optician,
" jeweler, iiiiihnNtands French clocks ; mar-
ried, honest, industrious, good salesman. Situ-
ation March 10th, New York, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey ; ref. " C 668," care Keystone.

WATCHMAKER, with 2% years' exp., wishes
11 to finish trade. Own tools, good habits ;
refs. furnished. Address, Box 133, ;iamb., 1 k la.

HY watchmaker, with exp, on railread 11111eles,
LI good tools, thoroughly reliable, fiermanent

positposition. New York State pref. Address,ion.
care II.Sponable,Fillniene,N.Y.

IN opportunity by skilled refraei innist to
11 locate with a first-class jeweler in a good
town or city. "B 629," care Keyst.■III..
HOSITION as t•raveling salesman Willi ti able

• 

material or jewelry house by April 1st.
Experienced as retail salesman ate! head watch-
maker. Address, "0 632," care Keystone,

A PR1L 1st. A first-class watchmaker whe has
LI had years of exp. on railroad anal asimpli-
cated work, also several years of hai rsprin ging
and fine position adjusting. Can furnish 'it
refs. Have complete set el' tools. Reason Mr
leaving place, climate doesn't agree with me.
Wages, $25 per week. " E 621," care Key:emit°.

TEXAS-A strictly first-class watchmaker and
I salesman, with fine tools and chronometer
and long exp., desires a change at once. State
salary and hours in first letter. Address, " B,"
1200 Main Street., Fort Worth, Texiu4.
Y watchmaker, jewelry jobber, plain engraver
and some knowledge of optics Good, all-

around man of 15 years' exp. "T 623," care
Keystone.

VOUNG man, 27 years, as assistant watch-
• maker under good workman where I can
finial' trade ; have tools. Address, " B," Y. M.
C. A., Nashville, Tenu.

SITUATIONS WANTED

HY a first-class jewelry and silverware sales-
" man ; thoroughly reliable and energetic.
" M 703," care Keystone.

AT once, position as engraver by first-class
letter engraver. Ilave had a year practical

exp. Samples and rat's. on demand. Address,
Sands Titus, Jr., Auburn, N. Y.
VOUNG main, experienced as manager of tine
I retail business, is lit-class watchmaker,
salesman and engraver. A responsible position
with established house-wholesale or retail.
"1.1 620," care Keystone.
HY young man io wholesale jewelry house or
SI road pref.; 10 years' exp. in trade. Best of
refs. as to character. Box 60, Augusta, Wis. 
1:1001.1 watchmaker, ieweler and engraver.
U Young man, fl years' exp. Have some tools.
Central States pref. Refs. "Jeweler," box 188,
Hebron, Ind.

HIGH-CLASS optical man, capable taking full
11 charge, wants change. Also good advertiser.
Can increase business 15 to 25 per cent. in a
year. Only those needing high-class man need
answer. Ten years' exp.; age 32 ; married.
Must have 2 weeks' notice. "B 618," cure
Keystone.
HOSITION by New York State man in Eastern
I part of United States. Fine watchmaker ;
have the exp. and tools for complicated work.
Do plain engravialg. Unexcelled refs. Address,
" I) 665," care It eyst,1111.

AA'ATCHMAK ER awl old loan wants situation.
" Eirst-class work on watches, Al optician
and best of ref. south pref. Address.,'' It 683,"
care I:eystone.
W A13.11 Xl A K lit, competent on fine and coin-
" plicated work ; full set of tools. Would
I ike position in or near New York. Address,
" C 686," care Keystone.
HI experienced watchmaker, salesman and em-
u graver; 7 years' exp.; Al refs. Southern
States pref. Address, "B 689," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER and jeweler wishes position
" by March 1st ; 12 years' exp., age 30 ; mar-
ried ; own tools. Address, " Watchmaker,"
P. 0. Box 214, Greenwood, S. C.

IVATCHMAKER, 12 years' exp., age 28, desiresposition ; good salesman, good, ordinary
engraver. State salary. Address, " Watch-
maker," 54 Adams Ave., West, Detroit, Mich.

DY first-class watchmaker and jeweler ; can do
I' plain engraving. Wages, $18 to $20. Capable
of taking charge of store. .T. B. Otto, Danvers,111._
111 young man, 22, .1 years' exp. assistant
ml iratehniaker, (deck and jewelry repairer.
Best refs. Address, I.:. A. Burger, 106 Wash-
ington Street, Bay city, Mich.

As watchin.ker, I I r iemuld accept position as
u assistant. Have 41 TISIT8' exp.; have tools,
uot afraid of work. Moderate salary to start.
Refs. furnished, etc. Address, 1', 0. Box 101,
Roxton, Texas.
Y a thoroughly 1,1111 XII, all-around man in
store. Capable er a ala Mg entire charge.

" R 704," care 1(eystelm.

VOUNli man, 25 years, as assistant in :Ma-
1 maker under AI werkman. .1Iso .jee eler,
engraver and opt iii. (mod n.fs. \ ildress,
" C," Y. 31. C. A., NsIiII Tenn.
WATCAIM K .je we I e opt jets!' ; l■ver 15
H years' eNp. eitiptlem te take c ham' ige f
desired. Served one hetise 8 years, another 4.
Good salesman, 1% i111111W all-31111111d
111110. hEave tools, goed appearailee. Can give
the best or " 711,' ui, 1:eysione.

IN f'olorado, by \\MIAMI:11:0T, .jeweler and mdii-metrist. Served en,. heilse 7 rears, another
3 ; have tools and eentplete mit ill outfit. Can
furnish hest 4,1' Il. 702," care Keystone,
vor Ni ian ef 211 desires position as assistant
1 watehmalier I glee] 1111111 ; 3 years' exp.
Speak cernian, and II II refs. A duress,
()sear I:reel:like, New; Holstein, Wis.

pXPERIENcEIC- iv:del:I:taker, also engraver
• and optician. Will furnish .X1 ref" State
salary when writing. 'iv. B. I tahl, 902 Globe
Bldg., St. Paul. Albin. •

1,105ITION by a first-class general mfg.
jeweler, diamond setter ; will take charge

tonal] shop. State salary in tIrst reply. " C594, '
care Keystone.
HO you want a first-class watt ehmaker,,jeweler
I] or optometrist ? Over 12 years' exp. Good
salesman ; can dress windows ; all-around man;
can take charge If desired. Served one house 8
years. Have fine set of tools, trial case, onlit hal-
mometer, advertising cuts, et e. I can gi v t II
best refs. 29 years of age ; married. (;il ap-
pearance. Have a good posit ion at present, leo
do not like this climate. ci ve particulars in
first latter. "(1 700," eare N yl imie.

HY a find-class engraver, opt ieitin and salt Shia
U Young man,very pleasant address. "J 7115,"
care Keystone,

yOUNG man, as engraver, wishes position with

• 

good firm to learn stone setting, jewelry
repair work. Best ref. All8WTE FOOD. C. W.
Barnett, Cambridge, Ohio.

flOMPETENT watchmaker, jeweler, engraver,

• 

good salesman ; 20 years' exp. Best ref.
Lower California pref. Edwin Blake, care
Natic House, Los.Angeles, Cal.

THOROUGII, first-class watchmaker, good en-
' graver, salesman wants posit ion with lirst-
class house desiring thorough well: mei nein of
ability at front. Ei tist-class ni l ll1.1•I l'“eky
Mountain or Nellie astasit city pref. Add' ess,
I'. O. Box 152, Butte, Mont.

SITUATIONS *ANTED

pERMANENT situation by U young, married
man about April 15th. Al watchmaker,

jeweler and engraver ; 13 years' exp. 
Do not,

use liquor or tobacco; not afraid of 
work. Al

ref.; state wages. "S 706," care 
Keystone.

YOUNG man, with sonic exp. in watch 
repair-

' log, desires position as 
apprentice. Salary

Ito Rem. Refs. given. Address, Oscar 
Jackson,

108 De Kalb Street, Chicago.

1 1 WATCHMAKER, opt felon, 
engraver desires

lit position April lst. First-class ref.; 10 
years'

exp.; own tools. Address, " Watchmaker,"

care 1,„ S. Hall, Fitchburg, Mass.

HELP WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PE

R WORD

THOROUGH watehmaker„ engraver and 
sales-

. 111811. 110011 ,talary and permanent position

to right man. I live exp. and ref. Must have

good habits. Ail., W. II. aleuelluain, Dawsen,

Yukon Territery.

A 1 IRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and en
-

•I graver and wait on trade. Single man pref.

Must be sober and geed habits ; neat
 appear-

ance). A good, steady place for a lirst-class 
man.

Good wages will be paid to a first-class 
man.

Must be well recommended. Location, 
Western

Pennsylvania. Ad., " 1, 615," care Keystone.

p1RST-CLASS, all-around watchmaker, 
jewelry

I repairer, optician, experienced salesman,

capable taking charge of store. Good place for

right man. Pop., 1200. Only store. Seldom

open nights. State age, ref., etc. 915 per week

to start. Would sell to an up-to-date business

man. T. L. Foley, Eisberry, 

ANTED, a first-class watchmaker. Must

have Al ref. Apply IL K. Jacobson & S
on,

210 S. Eleventh Street, Philadelphia. 

WANTED, at once, _young man, single pref., as

11 watchmaker and jeweler in jewelry store.

Permanent job to industrious man. L. B. Vail,

Norfolk, Nebr.

WANTED, good watchmaker ; one who can sell

" goods as well. Oskamp Jewelry Co., Cin-

cinnati.
AT once a bright young num who wishes to
II perfect himself hi watch work and optics

under a good workman. Some 
knowledge of

watch work,. jewelry repairing, engrav
ing and

wait on trade necessary. No bad habit
s. Good

ref. and tiof afraid of work. Must own tools.

Salary, $10 per week to start. Nene except 
those

desiring permanent position need apply. 
Send

photo. and sample of engraving and ref. 
in. lirst

letter, also state exp. Leading Jewelry Store,

box 193,  Grand Rapids, Wis.

Vol 'NI i limn, good on clock and jew
elry re-

' pairing. Steady place. State exp. a
nd salary

expected. Ross J. Haseltine, Kokomo, hod.

lj X ' Elmo N AL opport unit y to good
 watch-

" maker, capable of running store.
 TIgsiiii„ail,leit hl g-

nav Ian that understands oldies and e

pref. Must be strictly temperate, hones
t, indus-

trious. Satisfactory terms to right main, en

or before May 1st. Location Central North.

" H 670," care Keystone.

THOROUGH, honest watchmaker and engraver

I who can wait on trade when 
necessary.

Steady.posit ion to the right man. Send 
samples

engraving. State wages wanted. Herman II 
iss

& Co., Bay City, Mich. 

it 1 Q ALL-AROUND man. State exp. 
Give par-

'1110 Oculars, also refs. in first letter. "Il 6114,"

care Keystone.

(*.LOCK repairer ; must understand all kinds

U of clocks and be able to assist on watch 
work

or engraving. $25 per week to the 
right man.

Box 721, Denver, Colo. 

WANTED, a good engraver, jeweler and clock

" repairer. Permanent position for 
right man.

peo. II. Cook & Co., Prescott, Ariz.

HIRST-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler 
and en-

1' graver. Good salary ; permanent position

for all-around man. Refs. required. Hill &

Co., Rockdale, Texas. 

11001) watch repairer, engraver, one who 1111-

" derstands optics pref. Blau capable of man-

aging a large business in Small town. 
$100

month to good man. Permanent position.

E. F. Randolph, Williamson, W. Va.

WANTED, young man, with sonic knowledge

" of watchmaking and. engraving,
 to 'latish

trade. Permanent position. I. J. Shatrick,

Juneau, Alaska. 
HXPERIENCED watchmaker and engraver.

I • Steady work for the right man. 
W. H.

Potts, Mason City, Iowa. 

$1 r, WEEK for good watchmaker 
who can en-

SY grave, repair jewelry. Sober and indus-

trious, all-around man. Steady job. Send

sample engraving aud photo. Box 416, 
!mimed,

Kans.

IV

HELP WANTED

WANTED, at once, watchmaker, jeweler and

" engraver. Hoffmann's Bazaar, Por
t Huron,

Mich. 
TRAVELING man to sell Miller's silver

I polish. Good commission. C. C. Miller,

Massillon, Ohio.

(.1,001) watchmaker, engraver and 
salesman.

U Salary, $18 per week. Permanent position

open about April 1st. State age and exp.; name

refs. Address, "S 643," care Keystone.

ANTED, at once, good engraver and watch-

maker. Steady position, good wages. A

man with good ref. required. 806 Commercial

Avenue, Cairo, Ill.

(INK all-around man who is a good watch-

u maker, plaiu engraver and jewelry repairer.

Would like for him to have some knowledge of

railroad work. Ile must be sober and hound.

Will give 821 per week and steady work the Year

around. Chas. Goodrich, Cartithersville, go.

(.1,00) opportunity for an honest, good 
work-

vl man and hustler, to take charge of a 
jewelry

business. Stock will invoice $4000. County seat.

Good surrounding country. 4000 pop. Good

ref. " C 692," care Keystone.

LIERST-CLASS watchmaker and migraver.
I. Steady and reliable man. Send ref. and

sample of engraving. A permaneet post( 
ion.

State salary. S. Spitz, Santa h N. M.

tiNtift AVER, watchmaker and jeweler. (live

Ll full description of self in ling letter and 
state

salary. " II 697," care Keystone.

Dis;a; ii.X V ER who has 'some knowledge of the
ml jewelry business. Best habits. Give refs.

" I.. 698," care Keystone.

QTEADY position for a Al watchmaker, plain

engraver and to do hard solder on je
welry

repairing. Own tools. State salary expected

and give ref. Louisiana, "0 699," care Key-

stone.
A r once, first-class wattchinaker, optician and
Li engraver. Good all-around man. Must be

well recommended. Permanent position to

right man. Reasonable hours and good pay.

S. T. Morrison, Iowa City, Iowa.

WANTED, young lady, graduated optician and

11 thoroughly experienced in optical goods,

in South. "T 696," care Keystone.

HXPERIENCED watchmaker and jewelry re-

" pairer. Must be a first-class, all round

man. A permanent position for the righ
t, party.

Send photo. aud ref. stating salary. 
Keith &

McChesney, 104 S. Clinton St., Iowa City, 
Iowa.

1VATC11111AKER wanted at once, who can do

Is first-class work. Salary, $12 a week. Staudt

& ('o., Tiffin, Ohio.

W ANTE] ), one manufacturing jeweler 
amid one

engraver and clock repairer in Southern

Donate). State wages. Address, Kruckeineyer

& Celan, Evansville, Ind.

W AT( '1 I VI A K ER, experienced iii railroad

speci ion work. Only high-prieed .ability

and of address. Write full particulars.

Chas. S. Stint, Little Rock, Ark.

GOLIIEN opportunity for a first-class watch-

maker to buy out or take half interest 
in a

business established 20 years. But little cash 
re-

quired. Address, C. H. l'helps, Bismarck, 
N. I).

WANTED, at once, a first-clams jeweler and

" watchmaker. Address, E. K. Cook & Co.,

Marietta, Ga.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver ; thor-

" ough man who can wait on trade 
and look

after the business generally. R. A. Davis,

Springfield, Tenn.

HIRSF-CLASS polisher in mfg. jewel
ry shop.

✓ Refs. and salary expected in first letter.

Address, W. F. Hiles, 7213/ Felix St
reet, St.

Joseph, Mo. 
HIRST-CLASS j44weler and engraver. 

Address,

• 

W. F. lilies, 721 , :2 Felix SI., St. 
Joseph, Mo.

WATCHM A N Ell and jeweler ; young 1111111 
able

" to wait on trade. Ludwigs & iltinziker,

Walla Walla, Wash.

AT once, a pod, long experienced 
walehmaker,

is fair engraver and jewelry repairer ; all-

around 1111111. None but a good watellinaker

need apply. $18 per week ; position 
permanent

and reliable to the right num. Must 
have good

refs, and tools. " hi 714," care Keystone.

VOUNG man to finish trade, care given to

I advance ; in Central Pennsy
lvania. "K 717,"

care Keystone.
MANUFACIPRING jeweler and stone setter

VI who can make rings, medals, and 
is a good,

skilled mechanic. A permanent position for a

good man. John E. Bees, Salt Lake 
City, Utah.

HIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engrave
r. Must

I give full refs., be of good address and st
rictly

temperate. Send sample of engraving If 
can,

and salary expected. Permanent situation to

right nian. T. R. J. Ayres & Sons, Keokuk,

Iowa.AN TED, a good engraver. Write Maier &

Berkele, jewelers, Atlanta, Ga.

W

HIRST-CLASS watchmaker, engraver a
nd sales-

'. man ; One WI10 fa CO1111100111 to take in 
work.

Permanent position at $26 a \Teel:. Give you

abihit y, 

r

exp. and refs. in first letter. M. II. Bell
,

Kalamazoo, Mich. 

WATCHMAKER that is willing to work. No

" objections to one that can engrave 
and hard

solder. hUes & Armstrong, Macon, Ga.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PE

R WORD

WANTED

PAIR i l'011s. kited. be in good

▪ 

e011tIll hi ui dill. F. B. Ilarris, Lincoln,

I er cash, good-pay lug jewelry and opti-

usiness, 85000 to $8000. Town not less

0e:u

• 

ebla.;101)'00 pop. Must be a bargain. Give full

particulars. Lock box 142, Indepeudeuce, Kans.

WANTED, to buy for cash, amen, well-paying

" jewelry business. Give full particulars in

first letter. Alva J. Munsou, Genesee, ill. 

WANTED, second-hand motor, 104 voltage, al-

" ternating current., 133 cycles, % 11. P.

C. E. Hight, Mt. Pleasant, Mich. 

VAN lit1), up-to-dat e jewel ry 
Inmusimmess, 801110-

where in New York State. Address, "C 655,"

care Keystone.

HA RTNER who is lino engraver, 25 
to :15 yeitrs

1 of age, with $2000 er $31100, le torte a 
part-

nership with a geed watehmaker mei see.. ssfel

business num ; unmarried, w ith st see, te estab-

lish a new, rid ialilo store in a New Vert; 
town

of 10,000 pop., about April lit. "B 640," 
care

Keystoue. 

THE address a a j,•Welr m lfay auttet1111., 1.11091/

mail-order jewelry pref. " 625," care

Keystone. 

VOUNG or naidille-m;ecl nem, eat ii II kik ing

• charge of I/811E1198FL 1111■1 engraving, to liny
one-half interest ii v

\v• 

ilb sell mit in ii ri 
1,, AI

Smith Bros., Greenfield, I tel.

HAND or small !silver press for elle work. 
Give

11 full particulars. God I rey L. Smith, 
Newport

News, Va. 

VASH register, regulah,r. Exchange or cash.

1.1 Stewart, jeweler, Bin lington, N. C.

AGENTS for good selling line. S. J. Meyer-

II peter & Company, 1226 N. Lawndale Avenue,

CvliihLulIeVagicEoly.t. ring stretcher, New Century
 etigrav-

u ing machine. It. C. Hardwick, Hopkins-

ROTARY  1,lvot polisher. J. Denniston,

• 

teney, N. Y. 

LOCATION for small jewelry business in drug

" store or other suitable place. Southw
est pref.

Arthur Slebels, Palmer, Iowa.

WATCHMAKER'S lathe, countershaft and

" other tools, in good coudition. 
Give lowest

price. 2232 San Jose Avenue, Alameda, Cal.

TO trade a farm in Northwest Texas for 
a stock

I of jewelry. in Illinois. For particulars,

address "Carl Smith," room 601 C
olumbus

Memorial Building, Chicago. 

T buy out a small jewelry stock in some 
live

Western town where a practical man can

grow. Address, " William Jones," room 601

Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

1NTERES NI: and original articles on' Opto-

I nietry " of frein 700 to 1500 words. 
Address,

Dr. Hurrates, box 187, Chicago.

HARDY ophthalmometer ; must be in 
good

condition. Address, " B 681," care Keystone.

ODE line on commission. A 
salesman, who

I) calls on jewelers, stationers aud 
novelty

stores in New England, would like a
 line of

rings, pins, chains or auy gootl line 
to make

money on. I have spare time in eac
h town.

Best of ref. Address, "3 715," care Keystone.

HVERY kind of gold and silverware, 
jewelry.

mm watches, platinum. Market value paid. 
Sent

by express or registered mall. Price not. satis-

factory I will return all articles. .1. L. Clark,

retiner and sweepstuelter of gold and s
ilver (es-

tablished 1870), 727 Sansom St., Philade
lphia. 

HUY, for cash, good jewelry stock in go
od town

11 or city. Address, " L 707," care Keystone.

WANTED, improved Francis engraving ins-

'm chine. .\ id Bros., Gallatin, Mo. 

WANTED, to buy stock of jewelry, $5000 to

" 850,000, ill good business city. 
Answering

this, please give full particulars, terms 
of sale,

how long in business, if all cash or not,
 anima lit

of sales for year, and What per cent. 
from in-

voice, if any. Want a bargain. Address,

"Jeweler L,'1 1032 Silversmith 
Eildg.,Chicago,I11.

FOR SALE
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B001) 13111,111 1 1.11111 1 , 1 h pprellafie

jewelo business in

city of 1...,Con. Best of rename: for selling.

Addres-, " II 660," care Keystone.

'WELL-P.X YING jewelry store in lirooklyn,

is established 1s73. Impairing, $330 to $450

monthly ; yearly prents, $2500. Will sell fix-

tures alone, if necessary, for $6n0. Complete,

Willi Sleek, $1700. •Illast sell on account of

having to go to Eu retie to settle an estate.

Address, ' It 651," care 1■93,(11110.

N11 .1.: jewelry business in g.0 Id, I i vi II iIIiIes()ta

1. town ; pop. 3500. Light eompet it ien, low

rent , finest location. Good jewelry ,11811 Optical

business; ph.nty r work ; liked $2000

requi reit, This is brhbly hI tine oppertunity. I

regret to Iciti 1111,1 811 819111181 ml' wife's

health. 1545, ' e key:dee,

Tyto you want. m step hoe 
an old-established

jewelry and Iti It bliSi 111,S here is your

chttuce. Esiablislted IsTe ',moat ion tirst-class.

I have no 01,1 chest nets Mr sale only watches,

reducegoo  sclocks and jewelry ;
Fixtures, ecoo ;
stnel: it' necessary. IMilroad ; pop. 5000.

Cash talks ; investigate at, iii u' I ,lesire to

retire trent the jewelry business. I'. F. IV.

'Marquardt, Norfolk, Nebr. 

tfN LY jewelry store in good Illinois 
town 100

miles from Chicago. One of the best farming

counties in State. Will invoice about 81700.

Cheap rent ; lighted with gas and heated with

furnace. " 1) 645," ear, Keystone.

MY clean stock of watches, elt.elas, jewelry, 
etc.,

lu in Warrenton, Mo. Will in voii.e eemplete

abotit $1400 or $1500. Pep. teVI, 1400 ;

competition. Ad 1 I. li I Wairc"1.01,..N10.

BEST location in the be
st tow!: in I II i nets ; pop.

12,000 ; established 35 ■ ear, ml Inc

stock to suit purchaser. 
i ll 91.910 $4000.

Address, "II 608," care N ey it OW.

DESIRE to retire. itlisnos, stItIl 1S$1.

IVIII sell fixtures :done ir neeessary, and

dispose Of sleek en the road. 
Repairing, $125

to 5150 iiililIhlIl .. .....,It I'll its, 82t1011 to $3000;; in 

$18,000. Broneli shoo', -1.)00 ; it 5111111 118 a

good stand Mr inan satisfied with !i20 
ii w eel: to

start. Box 96, Wilminatun, I

proposit ion has been ad eu•rt

STONE (5 years ago), if 11 v net paying as

advertised we would he ooi i will

stay 6 mout las an. 1 year, ii
1,111,11.1.9.1'

ample time to learn le kcep

ONLY jewelry 
bust i II I i 91y NI iIIIIIISOID

WWII of 800 iluimhulitt, 1.8T I-
9119: I, 'Hill, to

111)8011nTilitZitieCili111111:11,%(`„T. 
 hIll I i. iii

.1\ 8,1,12..,..,1,(,108;

"II 661," care Keystone.

$4111111 JEWELRY stock ; 1e11 'al 
lowa

"" 3000 pop. I'ash, or par. cash and good

sKeeetytartitoinees.. Good reasons. " II 658," Lure

IEWELRY store ; pop. 15,000. About $3500.

u Only 2 other stores in city. Phil Levy,

Henderson, Ky.

THE best opening in the best St 
ate in the Union.

1 A good, clean, small stock o
f jewelry, cut

glass, kodaks and supplies, musimil 
g.lods, et,

Invoice about. 82500. Don't write unless you

have cash. This is the finest 
climate in die

I 'tilted States,grows the finest 
fruits of all kinds.

Good, thickly settled counter and good 
rail-

road center. Address, lbe Thompson Jewelry

and Music Co., Grand Junction, Colo.

$500 S'IOCK in Mee southern town, 3000.

Good opening Mr young Mall 110 OTTO-

Milan. Write for particulars. W. F. Stricker,

Clinton, S. C.

HUFFA 1.0, a grew ing lily expecting to become
U second city in United states. Jewelry busi-

ness for sale, established 20 years. Will reduce

stock. $1000 down, balance OD tinle. "II 642,"

care Keystone.

A FINE opportunity. Steck, fixtures and 
nutte-

r' rial at invoice, About 51000. 63000 worth

of watches sold to railroad men on 
deductiona

last year. No old out-of-date stock. U. P. 
watch

inspection goes with this businesss. Address,

J. W. ForsInger, 103 State Street, Chica
go, Ill. 

QTOCK and fixtures of Berry's jewelry st
ore,

11 Scranton, Pa. Must lie sold by March 1st.

A chance of a lifetime. Up-to-date store-fix-

tures all cherry. Good reason for going 
out of

business, Write for particulars. 423 Lackawanna.

A DESIRABLE jewelry store with watch in-
n spectiou ; the best division point in 

Missouri.

Stock and fixtures $2500. Write for full partic-

ulars. " W 626," care Keystone.

Two jewelry stores lii coal mining town, 4000
1 inhabitants. Bench work over 

$100 month ;

sales good. Reason for selling, retiring. One

town railroad division ; am inspector. "A 
619,"

care Keystone. 

\JEW brick, fine fixtures ; only 
stock, Best

Is town of 1000 pop. in Iowa ; 20 miles 
territory.

Snap. $3000. W. s. Johnson, Baxter, 
Iowa. 

$45,0 .JpEtViVaaEllIltoli'k sileote,,k4is5t0abtelers1.1101Bitehn.c1Lt 
Large

sales. Best town of 3000 in United States. On
e

c$1)4"OnOce0

field, Ky.
in a million. Evans Drug Co., Morgan.s

SPOT cash will buy a permanent stand,

established 12 years. Invoice of stock

about $4000 in watches, clocks, set, 
engraved

and plain rings, charms, jewelry, 
silverwarq

and small musical goods. Invoice of fixtures;

$800. Annual cash sales, 64600 to $5000 the pas
t

3 years. Only 2 stores. 2500 pop. Smaller

ieW lei surrounded to draw trade from.
 South-

ern Wisconsin. Am holding Seattle 
real estate;

needs my at tention.
with receipt at hulled, are open te 

inspection to

buyers having the ready
trading. Reliable reemmingalation to accom-

pany lirst 1..t ler. Ni chronic ad. answerers 
need

apply. \ Miress, "B 695," care Keystone.

151.1 1i1,1511K1) Jewelry 11181011(ielll 
11118We:481U

ii growing Illinois town It 15,0no. Stock in-

vet., about :!i5500. Can reduce. iiepsie work

more than pays all expenses. Lock box 42,,

6101111
halaett1e0o0tont csaso),,oticlwrtenssiesrtuockioawnad.

ores,
5000 pep. " M 691," care Keystone.

HEAL bargain for. a good man. 
First-class

11 jievelry and optical business in 
Pennsylva7

nia mfg. town a s000. Eine farming country

and summer resell. Railroads and 
electric cars.

cam realm, stuck to 61000 lav IllidI Iii. MUM.

sell . 1st en aecentit of other 1111,4118M Ad-I

lis, ear, Keystone.

pm; hest awhing it, the Stale of Illinois for

Waleillnaker W ;dna ealii1111. Bright

town. All the mind werk env man can do.

83000 stock a up-to-a.,1., 40 miles from

Chicago. Will make !literal diseount to cash

buyer, or van rediace steel; to sia ft customer.

',Manufacturing mid farming ,ffinniunity. My

reason!) for selling, other business. 
Address,

"W 690," care Keystotie.

HESIRING to retire from t be jewelry 
business,

I, watches, clocks, jewelry anti store 
fixtures

for sale at. a bargain. Established 187(1. Pop.

of city 5000 anti growing fast ; 
railroad center,

Fixtures, $600; stock about $2500 ; nun
 reduce

stock to suit purchaser. About $1500 cash re-

quired ; balance on easy payments 
or a liberal

discount for all spot cash. Investigate at once

C. F. W. Marquardt, 
Norfolk,'Nebr.

(Continued on page 3181
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A BARGAIN. I will sell my entire stock, con-
11 sisting of watches, clocks, jewelry, tools and
fixtures. Surrounded by farming and mining)
Pop. 1500. Only jeweler in town. Invoice be-
tween $1200 an $1400. 90 cents on the dollar
will buy gore. Don't write unless you tueau
business. C. a Kendall, Dana, Ind. 
VIIICAGO jewelry store. Good location. KT-

_

tablished 24 years. Owner wishes to retire.
Stock and fixtures, $6000. Can be reduced. Ito-
pairs ,owreatvirmie,eoasvectio$2s0t0iiter Alert it tulteic1A4),

ered with favorable and responsible party. Ad-
dress, " V 649," care Keystone.
$Q(jfi BUYS $1200 jewelry business. Repairs,
uuu $150 a mouth ; sales, fine. Going to man-

ufacture a patent. Address, Wm. K. Swenson,
606 Dempster Street, Evanston, Ill.

$2500 BEST jewelry store 8ctithern
_

semi. Good growing too 11 11,4 reft:
sons for selling. ( ). II. Lee, \Ve-.1 Alo•

tRAVERSE cur v, liest N 1.1111,11 Al iell-
igen. Good-pay im,.; jewelry busine,s. Hand-

somest store in city. I 1 11.1.easing I i te. Low
rate to cash buyer. other business 1,, look after.
Address, " It 687," care Keystone.

VARGAIN. A fine jewelry and optical business
_

u in small booming town within 50 miles of
Portland, Oregon. Will sell at a bargain ; in-
voice $2500. Flue opportunity. Address,
" 11 638," care Keystone.
(IN account of bad health I have decided to sell
U my jewelry nod optical business, located in
one of the best towns in Oregon, on the Coltrn-
bin River ; pop. 5500. A good business, worth
$10,000 yearly to any man. The only store
carrying a coinplete stock, worth $4000. Fix-
tures about $1000. Ad.," V 637," care Keystone.
RA-FIE opportunity. 11'111-Sa at Invoice price,

for cash, jewelry business established 30
years. Central Pennsylvania town, 5000 ; rich,
healthy country. Right part y could pay for
business out of profits in 2 years. Will invoice
about $4000 ; could reduce somewhat. Repairing
alone last year amounted to over $1600. G. If.
Richard, Bellefonte, Pa.
-JEWELRY and optical business in Southern
city of 50,000 inhabitants ; good location. Best

business city in South. Rare bargain. Two-
thirds interest for sale, $6500. $5000 cash, bal-
ance tomtit purchaser. " L 636 " care Keystone.

$4000 I Om ,toek and fixtures. Town
t-paying store in Northern

model.» e VIA' Half cask, balance
Hine. stun. i I aken al once. Address, " D 688,"
care I: c■ -.1.011%
RY01.E,I.n.l, an-a-fixtures. Eastern Iowa town
u 70n. \ 11 the work one num eau do. $1000 to
81200. I ;,'' care Keystone.
1EW ELI; store in town .17fi0 pop. in .North
1/ Candle)). Bench work, $90 to $110 a month.
From $500 to $1300 requil•ed. Sickness of wife,
reason. Address, " It 630," care Keystone. 
("HANCE for good jeweler and optician buy
U new stock and good will. $1200 cash re-
quired. Growing town 2000. Sales, $185 ; re-
pairs, 045 month. Reason, other business else-
where. Address, Box 115, Jamesburg, N. J.
-if- NICE, clean stock of jewelry and optical

goods, and folding bench and tools, for sale
if taken soon. Am no workman ; have other
business, reason for selling. Pop. 1000; oil
town ; no competition. A tnoney-maker for
the right man. '8 628," care Keystone. 

TEIVELRY business in Lisbon, N. D., pop. 1000.
U Only one otherjeweler. Stock will inventory
$775. Terms to suit purchaser. Reason for
selling, death of proprietor. "S 634," care
Keystone.

OLEAN jewelry stock and fixtures in Northern
1.1 New 'York manufacturing town of 10,000.
Address, " D 633," care Keystone. 

$1200 CASH for $1600 stock and fixtures.Northern Ohio; pop. 1100; 2 railroads.
"S 631," care Keystone.
IVEED warmer climate. Will sell handsomely
II equipped business, established nearly 20
years, in finest residential district of Northern
city of about half million. Room 22x75 ; 2 bur-
glar-proof safes and fine modern fixtures. About
$15,000 required. Ad., " W 621," care Keystone.

jEWELRY store in large city of Central Illinois.
u Stock about $3000. Salea per year, $4000 ;
bench work about $1000; rent, $,480. Advanced
age, reason for selling. Address, " 11 617,"
care Keystone. 

TOCK, fixtures and jewelry ; established Nisi-
', nem. Reason for selling, death of husband.
Mrs. Bertha I. Allen, Alexis, 111. 
HNLY jewelry store in East Central Iowa town
u of 1000. Stock $2500 ; 20 per cent. discount.
Fixtures $500; worth $1000. " itt 619," care
Keystone.
A BARGAIN for an up-to-dato jeweler. I must
LI close out toy optical and jewelry business
on account of poor health. Stock and fixtures
all new ; large safe. Best location in town, one
door from post office. Stock, fixtures, watches
and clock material will inventory about $2500.
Store large and light, rent low. Bench work,
$100 per month. Good sales ; fine optical trade.
Finely equipped with motor power for running
watch lathe, polishing lathe, lens grinding,
window tables and fans. Cost, on ly $20 per year to
run motor constantly. Pop. 6000. Central New
England. Don't write unless you mean busi-
ness. "S 680," care Keystone.
OLD-ESTAIILISHED business in best agri-

cultural section of Illinois, town over 10,000.
Stock and fixtures invoice $4000. Will sell fix-
tures alone. Good opening for practical man.
.tddress, "samuel Giles," room 601 COIUR1loIS
Memorial Building, Chicago.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

I 11,111113LY'S old stand at 158 N. Eighth Street,
Philadelphia, for 20 years a money-maker.

I Good will and fixtures for sale cheap. Address,
1 Humbly, 158 N. Eighth tit., Philadelphia, Pa.

f EWELR1 stock, fixtures and good-will ;hear-
eat competition 28 miles. Small stock ; write

me. H. E. Smith, Connell, Wash.

ITESIRABLE jewelry business in growing town.Stock and fixtures, $3800; can reduce. F. D.
Clement, Barton Landing, Vt. 

LEADING up-to-date jewelry anti optical store,City of 3000 in Iowa. Railroad, manufactur-
ing and agriculture. Bench work, $150 per
month. $1000 to $2500 needed. Write for rea-
sons for selling. " M 679," care Keystone.
A GOOD jewelry store in one of the best county
a seats in Ohio. New stock. Will invoice
about $2000. Must quit the business for good
reasons. " 676," care Kcysione.

WILL sell all or an v part of store mod fixtures
11 Discount for cash. Rare chalice. Answer
soon. Come and see place. Fine room. Best
!Location. IV. 0. MeIlalia ii, cam bridge, Ohio, 

(iii CASII will buy complete watch, clock-,
xuu jewelry repair business with all necessary

tools and material. For mimeo:Ilion, write
"It 708," care Keystone. 
W ELL-ESTA BLISII ED jewelry business ; busy
" Iowa city 15,000. Clean sick, good fixtures ;
time inspector 2 railroads. Several natural
resources to get trade from, 1101 depending on
crops, Exceptional opportunity for good work-
man. Stock anti fixtures invoice about $4000.
Will write reasons for selling. Ad., "Bargain,"
care Swartchild ii C.o., Chicago.

HPPORTUNITY to buy stock of Jewelry and
fixtures elirap, $1000. Live Southern town ;

pop. 5000, inure:to:flog. Also good repair work.
Bargain. R. I.. k ell i emly, Milledgeville, Ga.
RTOCK of clocks, jewelry, cut glass
LI and musical instruments will be sold eheap
for cash. F. K Lenhal t, Argyle, NI init.
1"1000 jewelry stock, golffi location, Out. climate.
U Best town in Northwest, growing rapidly.
Invoice about $1500. "II 647," care Keystone.
-j-N established watch and jewelry business or
a 83 years' standing, in Baltimore, Md. Cash
required, $6000 to $8000. Reason for selling,
owner permanently retiring. inquire particu-
lars of J. Engel & Co., northeast corner Lexing-
ton and Charles Streets, Baltimore, Aid.
A RARE chalice. $5000 or invoice will secure

_

11 the leading jewelry and optical store in 0110
of the best towns loi Western Peunsylvania,
Pop. 3000. Established 28 years. Changed
hands once during tha t period. Books and in-
voice will show a net profit of $2880 last year.
Fine store and ti xi urt.s. Rent, $15. Reason Mr
selling, owner has an invention which occupies
his time. 1Vork enough tom two. " 674,'
care Keystone.

VOR .i\ LE, oat-, 01J Te- st-i;ti-yitig jewelry
later, in Ce111101 lililililli, 011 0110 of the

main streets era city with about, 30,000. Repair-
ing Motto s 1110113 than expenses fur store and
family support. Price, $5000. Can be reduced
to suit 1,11 cr. Ad., "N 622," care Keystone.
11.11:E chance in live Illinois town, old-estab-
n fished jewelry business. Sleek and fixtures,
$2500. Can reduce stock. 31ust tI li c/1100.
"8 662," care Keystone. 
APTICA I. department in jewelry StOre:1,11 m411;

town district, (hicago. Fine )(ovation old-
established business. $250 takes it. A on 1))av-
ing city. Address, " Henry Morrison," 1.00111
601, 103 State Street, Chicago._ _
pOR SALE, good-paying Jewelry mci.I small
u musical-instrument business ill tee 11 of 3600.
No competition. Only watch maker and opt
clan in town. Repair work, $1300 year. Stock,
$3300. Will give satisfactory nauseam for selling.
A bargain for some one. Address, Warren
Music Co., NYitrren, Ark. 

pURCIIASER with cash wanted for the leading
jewelry business in one of the best towns in

Central California. Been established 17 years
and can afford to retire. Clean stock of about
$6000. Plenty of bench work. This is a rare
chance that is seldom offered. Write about it
to-day. Address, Carl Rappe, Watsonville, Cal.
fEIVELRY store, stock and fixtures, $1200.
U Best town in IVIscoesin. Good reasons for
selling. Don't answer unless you have the
money. "III 663," care Keystone.

RPLENDID opportunity for watchmaker and
11 optician to step into paying jewelry find
optical business. Repairs pay $100 month ; op-
tical business equally good. Only optician in
city. Pop. 12,000. County seat best agricultural
county in Ohio. Going into other business,
reason selling. Reduce stock to suit. Rent, $300
per year. Steam heat. Floe flat rooms for
residence over store. Hot and cold water.
Address, "13 709," care Keystone,

fiNLY jewelry store in a good railroad town-,
11 Ohio. Pop. 1200. Can reduce stock anti fix-
tures to $1000. " E 666," care Keystone. 
TEIVELRY stock and fixtures, invoice $2600.

Established 10 years. IVIII be sold cheap,
H. A. Gross, Syracuse, Nebr.

JEWELRY stock and fixtures ; established 15
1! years. Stoek invoices $6000 to $7000 and Is
up to date. Business runs from $6000 to $7000
per year. Good factory town ; 5000 men em-
ployed year around. Good optical business;
bench work 11100 per month. Summer resort.
" B 716," care Keystone.
(11.1)-kstAliCIA1T-ED-TIewelry and optical busi-

ness In up-to-date Wisconsin town ; pop.,
3000. Reason for selling, have other business.
A bargain if taken at once. Address, " IT 561,"
care Keystone.

I STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES.

A BARGAIN, complete stock and fixtures,
a 811500 to $2000, Good town. Two railroads.
Flue climate. Northern Texas. Address,
" IV 713," care Keystone.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

IIRANDFATHER clock, good condition, brass
u movement, 1110011 dittl, cherry case. C. C.
Miller, Massillon, Ohio,
A JULES JURGENSEN watch for sale ; 18 S.,
/1 smooth case, 18 K.-just like new ; independ-
ent one-fifth seconds ; full ruby jeweled, stem-
winder. Price, $200 ; highest grade. Enhaus,
22 51aitien Lane, New York City. 

VINE Swiss watch movements, different ma-
r kers: A. Lange, J. Jurgensen, etc. Fine
pocket ebrometer movements. Independent 3,4
seconds movements. 16 and 18 size A11101101111-
higher grades, etc. Wm. II. Enhaus, 22 Al:Udell
Lane, New York City.

NEW Century engraving mach i tie. A dtg0s--.;.,
mm it 682," care Keystone.

11-0 electric light sign, value
.14 $125 ; will sell for $65 ; word " optician " on
each side ; place above for name of firm. In use
9 months. Guy chains, rods and lamps in-
cluded. Merrv Optical Co., Kansas City, .11fo.
101,1: 'IMO:el-plated lathe, 14 Dale wire chucks,
" int erchahcing with Webster-Whitcomb ;
foot-wheel. A It new ; $15. Avey, Auburn, N.Y.
RTAE I N( ; new, 80 punches and stumps,•
11 nickel en e raving block, roundiug-up tool
complete ; 1,"); alozen American and Swiss main-
rprings, 2 tItt'zen clock springs, 2 dozen clock
keys, 100 hands, and miscellaneous lot of watch-
maker's tools, all for $25 or separate. R. C.
Becker, Springfield, Ohio. 

VOURTEEN grandfather long cased clocks Mi-
r ported from England, with heavy brass
works and beholithlly inlaid cases. Genuine
antique goods ranging from 150 to 200 years old.
Lovely clocks arid in splendid state of preser-
vation. Sold together or separately. Also ship
chronometer, by 1Vm. Grata, London. For
further information, G. A. Ingram, Lansford,
Carbon (o., Pa. _ .
(INN: t a 1 ease ing's Elite), 112 prs. -I- and -
U and 21 111s . and - astigmatic lenses, IN-
Inch ; 1 pm . trial frames and 1 set hard rubber
trial frames ; 1 retinoscupe and tape measure,
all emnplete and in good condition. 030 takes
the whole. First come fi rsb served. If purchaser
is not satisfied I will refund money and lofty ex-
prt•ss charges one way. Lock box 35, Jefferson,
I ho),

Nloseley jeweling, or (•idiper rest, Sc Ii-
U eral screir for I x 2 Froiriel.,,I),
La Porte, Ind.

• ; ,smtl, r 1",1,"d., 1'; \
Inside; 2 SA- I

nut bench, polishing lathe, eic. Add
"S 693," care I: eystone.

I FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

I HAVE a fine farm in Oklahoma to trade fora
1 jewelry business Address"Thomas Carlson,"
room 601 Columbus Memorial Building,Chicago.
TIVENTY acres, good fruit farm in Michigan
I fruit belt, near county seat. Worth $8000.
Trade for jewelry stock in good location. G. E.
' Chappell, Paw Paw, Mich, 
I Q KEY flute, grenadine wood, ivory head.
Ili Cost $25; exchange for watch or jewelry.
Address, C. J. Scott, Cherryvale, Kens 
WI ACRES, La Clede Co., Mo., 822.50; 80 acres,
"V Grant Co., Kans., $12.50. Unimproved, for
jewelry or merchandise. Harry Harmon,
Afton, Iowa.
QV DOZEN Geneva watch glottises, 10)4 dozen
uu mi-coneuve glasses ; some papers slightly
soiled by smoke account of fire ; one Buffalo
Dental Mfg. Co.'s melting arrangement, with
wire and plate mold complete. Sell cheap or
trade for good pair fiat rolls. Porter 11. Torrey,
Wellsville, N. Y.
VoR sale, or will trade for good-payi ng property,
r best paying jewelry store in Southern Colo-
rado, Invoice 017,000. Correspondence solicited.
F. C. Melt, Trinidad, Colo, 

WANTED to exchange, fine ji'-kanit diamond
11 ring for chronometer or jeweler's heavy
lathe. Address, "F 684," care Keystone._
VRAND new Clement combined lathe attnch-

ment, to exchange for ring rolls. Kenuedy,
jeweler, A to rorat, Mo.
TWO lots in groug-t-Own of Waikeeney, 'rrego
I Co., Kans., 0200. Can use optical goods,
jewelry, tools and material, or what have you?
Al. C. Weyer, Faribault, Minn. 
lylIAT have you to trade for good real estate,
" growing in value. Suburb of large Eastern
city. Value, $8700. Factory stock or store C011..
sidered, Owner's business West. Make oiler.
" 1'673," care Keystone. 

VOLEY lathe, face plate, chucks, oplithalino-
U scope, retinoscope, $25 violin, new ; cash or
trade. Thos. H. Gadsoit, Portage, Wis. 
fiNE diamond drill, X-ray machine, 2 Crai-g--

leith stones, lens Hitler, surfacing outfit,
Acme edger. Add., " IV 694," care Keysteo ie.

$1 1,000 
apeges o. •:;la,(11,),,,I.„.,8.e08 tgnrzfeitaonddltiVit

Mis-
souri ; 320 acres ..prairic land, Kansas. For sale
or part trade. Want brick business property
and jewelry store. Box 114, Enfield, III._
1;ENEV A retioloscope and stand, violincello,
U violin. Want pivot polisher, wheel ad retcher,
round hoe- )1 fi x ill re, 100-punch staki tool,
other at taelonets. F. L. Butters, Phil tee Ci ty Awn_
WA N"I 1.:1/ to exchange, De Zeng refractometer
" for lathe littrd, watchmaker,
51 Sixth Avenue, Trey, N.Y.

II BOLEY Itcili mm ii I) eel) ntershaft, E. ItTv--ettU. staking toe! 11 m m I ii 'Nelms, as good as
new. Anything h i i eetiod hal jewelry
lines. Address, It, hsliord, Iowa.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PE R WORD

010W and-cou mei. eases, also leicily ra

G. J. llow,n, council Inolf loaa. ■

O'OLEN-o size Windsor hip. case, scollopedmm edge, :III ever eng., ease INo. 72592M, fitted
I, A. W. Watell Co.'s movt., 7 jewel, nickel,

No. 118806.13. $10 reward ; if watch should be
.00,111,1, notify J. A. Musch, jeweler, Mel-
elle, S. I kik.

VONIPLETE set atelinnikel 's tools, tisitd
11 year, good as new : hit he, foot a heel, beneb, I
small tools. Best oder, :III or part. Send Itti. I
list. K .T. Parrott, Ocheyedan, lowa.
'PV() 8-foot show cases, 2 watch reeks, 2 wit:

brella racks, 1 lot trays, erystal cahillet, 1
8-A Regina music box, Ilactionald Jewelry
Co., Lima, Ohio,

11,11IEAP, Eaton-Glover engraiing machine,
_

U every font of type and all attachments.
Practically new ; warrailted I 0 el Vo satisfaction.
D. W. Brattin, Brazil, Ind.-
RA FE for sale, Fine

' 
steel-lined, burglar-proof

safe, price $325. For particulars write the
S. T. Little Jewelry Company, Cumberland, Md._
A N electric regulator

' 
made by the American

11 Clock Company, at half regular price. C. H.
Morrison, Topeka, Kans. 

PULL set, of C. G. Conn's band inetruments for
r sale. For particulars address, Lock Box 155,
Duncan, Ind. Ter,

fiNE single-geared Oliver rolling mill, plain
11 rolls and ring roll, almost, new ; cost $40,
sell for $28 cash ; a bargain. Address, "B 712,"
care Keystone.

VIIAMBERS-Inskeep ophthalmetneter, dry batt-
y teries, electric lighting at ia) loments, adjust-
able table, stool anti chair ; brand new six
months ago; $70 buys entire outfit. Address,
"II 711," care Keystone.

VING-making outfit, complete ; new four
11 months ago ,• Ringset Company's $25 outfit.
Sell for $15. Address, "II 710," care Keystone. 

0,ENEVA trial case, 32 pairs each (complete),U $22.50. Supt., Station "A," Boone, Iowa.

TRIAL case, Merry Optical Compamy makers,
I No. 3122 T, new ; cash. Also complete out-
fit photographic instruments. Write for par-
_ticulars. P. Afiddlekauff, Indianola, Iowa.

ANDY ophthalmometer, two-piece model, In
good condition ; price, $30. S. F. Ricker ft

Son, Emporia, Kans. 

flPHTHALMOZafETER for sale (Hardy), new,
11 never used ; price, $50. E. C. Kern, Mont-
clair, N. J. 

VICTOR No. 4 talking machine, 40 records and
case ; used 6 months in private home, good

as new ; L. horn ; see Lyon, Healy catalogue;
cost $70 ; first beet offer takes machine ; 1904
model. J. C. Koempel, Galena, Ill.

II

A LI FE scholarship In our college, including di-
- --

I' ploitia and highest degree, for only $7.50. See
ottr advertisement, page 309, and write for new
prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

D° you want to become a watch inspector at -adivision point in Missouri? Write for full
particulars. " W 627," care Keystone. 

fiPTICIANS, don't waste your advertising
11 space, fill it with good matter. Pratt-Kerr
Optical Co., San Jose, Cal., will tell you hew;
drop them it card. 

SEE advertisement for a reliable jeweler withstock, wanted in San Diego, Cal., on page 316.
MOSELa'' makes for moderate money the
111 thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for infertile-
.1,1 Lion. The Collateral Loan and Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

VOR exchange-All jobbers will exchange the
I thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for a
moderate amount of money.

ATTENTION, walChinakerat. We make the best
11 grey balance staffs ever pieced on the market
for $1.00 per dozen. Special polished staff's
with smaller pivots for high-grade watches for
81.50 per dozen. Try a dozen. Tarbox & Gor-
don, Omaha, Nebr.

WeiNYE-11,--all jewelers-to -urie-1-1-UTITieSt anti-
" oxidizer-one that hits stood the test of 25
years' personal use. Guaranteed to preserve
the polish of all metals while hard soldering.
No polishing lathe needed ; no liquids to evap-
orate. 25c. sample will do 200 jobs. W. E.
Mack, Fort Plain, N. Y. 

flORRESPONDENCE course in optics, includ-
v lug twenty type-written lectures ; quizzes
and answers ; splendid lithographed diploma;
incorporated ; life scholarship ; all for $7.50.
For prospectus address, Nuthional College of
Optics  Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

WANTED-To supply Moseley lathes to an tin-
" limited number of the men at the bench
who intve need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderate money. Your Jobber will send
new list.

• BUSINESS NOTICE
S

UNDER THIS 
HEADING THREE

 GENTS PER 
WORD

0-ASII paid for diamonds, watche
s., jewelry.

Entire stocks bought. 
Second-hand and

new goods for sale, 
cheap. Weiutraub, 129 S.

Seventh Street, Philade
lphia.

at VEIV Thoughts in 
Ophthalmology." A corn-

Is typewritten course for 
$1.00. The

grandest help in the e
very-day practice of t

he

optician, °cutlet or jew
eler. Order now before

the price is raised. Ad.
 ,The Ocularium, Chicago

.

THREE dozen assorted 
case screws, 25e.; the

I sale on these is limite
d to about 300 pack-

ages of 3 dozen each. N
o more sold at this 

price

after these are gone. Order early if you expect

to get any. W. C. Bon
ney, Keokuk, Iowa.

W ATCH jeweling, pal
let stones, balance pla

te

" and center, compa
ss or caliper jewels re

set

50c. Jewels selected, 250. 
Three-cornered pin

75c. Diamond cutters mounte
d for reducing

size of jewel, 50e. Send 
parts only with price

to A. N'. Freeland, watch 
and chronometer jewel

maker, 376 Washington 
Street, Boston. Jewels

mud)) to (orator.

I EW EL RV repairing, 
plating and engraving.

'Wallah case repairing. 
Alountiugs of every

description made to order. 
Diamond setting.

Mail enters promptly a
ttended to. Weintraub,

mfg. jeweler, 129 8. Sevent
h St., Philadelphia.

I CAN lake on a-1'JY ffiO-r
e jewel customers now

1 and supply them pr
omptly. W. C. Bouncy,

Kook t Irk 0Awsas.
competent engraver will tak

e iTt

r"' 
_

limited number of students
. Chicago, has

prto•lical shop where stude
nts can profit with

actual exp. Address, " C 578," care Key
stone.

_  

WA N I' it -Men of char
acter and good per-

', sotial appearance, from 21 
to 35 years old,

to learn the retail optical
 business. We instruct

you free and guarantee a
 good position. Must

furnish good reference. 
Give past business ex-

perience in first letter. Address, " D 656,"

care Keystone.

YOU can only buy the 
Bonney kind of jewels

1 of Bonney, Keokuk, 
Iowa.  

Ito It's a Moseley it's all right.

HOLD and silver-platingo
atin tinish,engraving,,

U engine-turning, everyth
ing in the line 1/1

watch case repairing. G. 
F. Wadsworth, Silver-

smiths' Building, Chie
ago.

PLUM llorologica I 
school, the oldest and most

Li practical sele)))1 Mr watch
makers. Send for

catalogue to. llorological School, Elgin,111
.

WE make a specialty 
of (ffian ging old antique

" watch ea.-, to -den
t-wind. something th

at

has been rere,,d hy i 1 hers. I Ii m,11,.•:;c:Ii,oeui.40 )sm.ar js.'

exe het eh) oomranio-
reei, New ■ lirk.

Wilt:Ill,: to c the iglu:tit cash price for

" even' I:1101 
or ;told and silver. Ratter of

SWeellS, ii 5 i brushings, polishings, every-

thing containing gold 
and silver. Fine golti,

silver, copper for sale. 
.I. L. Clark (established

1870), 727 Sansom Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. Send

by mail or express ; prom
pt attention given.

VALANCE hole jewels by 
sizes of bole, ruby

11 10111 sapphire, $1.00 per 
dozen. W. C. Bou-

may, Keokuk, Iowa.

VE you an old English 
watch case you want

" changed into Amer
ican stem-wind? If 

so,

send it tome, and I wi
ll guarantee satisfacti

on.

G.F.Wadsworth,Silverstuiths'IlIdg.,Chi
cago,I11.

VOU are looking for a 
good, reliable firm to do

your watch work. Ilere is the place. W. K.

Sandberg, watchmaker to 
the trade, 802 Colum-

bus Memorial Building
, Chicago. 

QITUATIONS wanted by 
Moseley lathes with

Ii workmen who desire thoroughly reliable

lathes for moderato m
oney. Your jobber for

new list. 

T 00K like diamonds I 
Six rings in special

" tray, geutlemen's or
 ladies',$3.00. Guarante

ed

sellers or money ret
urned. 11. E. Thomas

& Co., jewelers' sp
ecialists, Wihnington, Del.

Only have leaders, not 11, 
general line. A postal

or business card will 
place you on our limit

ing

WIIEN you get that ne
w lathe try a Moseley

" and you will have a thorough
ly reliable

lathe and for moderate 
money. 

WHY not send 
me your watch cases that

 need

repairing? Can replace any
 part of a case.

G.F.Wadsworth,Silversmiths'Bidg.,Chi
cago,I11. 

THE Omaha Watch 
Repairing, Engraving and

1 Optical Institute tenches
 watch repairing,

not watch, tool or mod
el making. We do n

et

humbug the students or
 waste their time or

money. We can substa
ntiate our claim that we

have the most practica
l watch repairing scho

ol

In this country, where 
time and money is an

object. We have proved
 by results that we

qualify students for good
 positions in less time

than any other watch 
repairing school in ex-

istence. We tench what 
is essential, and give

the student our pe
rsonal attention. This is

not a cheap go-as-you
-please Institute. No

graduate from our school
 ever lost a situation

through lack of ability.
 We know what we

are talking about. Write for prospectus. 
Dr.

Tarbox and Gordon.

The Crohn Patent 
Safety Cuard

‘71
For Scarf Pins, '• ''.'''':-...4:33pria'ctiSetauldasudanodnlyLaadee.

Pins. The most
justable one invented. Pr

iee,$1.50 per doz. For

saieby all wholesale jewelers 
an d rn at eri anion ses.

Sampleby mail,25c; in 10 K
. gold,$1. 00;14 K.$1.25.

M.CROHN,MkrAlsvIc.413 & 50 
MaldenLane,N.Y.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and 

Ordinary

Watches,Wheel anti Pinion C
ut-

ting, Demagnetizing, etc., 
care-

fully and peonoptty done 
by an

expert. A. JETTE

Established 1899 
Lancaster, Pa.

PEARLS
FB0ORUGcHATsH

IT a customer should br
ing you any Diamond

Jewelry or any Pearls to 
sell, and you do not

care to buy them yourself
, send them to

CHAS. S. cRossmAn
i oh CO.

.3 Maiden 1_,aric 
New York

where you can have an 
Immediate cash Offer

 Established 1880

The Third Term of

Jonea' National 
School of

Auctioneering arid 
Oratory

Opens April 3, 1905

All branches of auctione
ering taught. No

auctioneers command highe
r fees than jewelry

auctioneers. Address, for catalogues, e
tc.,

CAREY M. JONES, l'r
esident

6th and Brady Streets
, Davenport, Iowa.

Jewelry Repairing for the Tra
de

Stoat all work returned 
same day received.

Our work is all right, our
 prices are all right.

A trial will convince 
yell.

Send for our new price
-list.

Memphis Jewelry Mfg. 
Co.

17 W. Court St. 
Memphis. Tenn.

Repairing
for the Treacle

Our work is :he kind 
you call your own

L. E. WINSLOW

35-37 East Randolph St
reet, CHICAGO, ILL.

" The Engraving Schoo
l That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, 
high-salaried and

easily learned trade, ta
ught thoroughly and

practically by correspo
ndence. Your lust rue-

tor is the foremost 
authority and master

workman in the world. 
We will teach the

beginner better engravi
ng by correspond-

ence than he can gain in
 years of rigid ap-

prenticeship. We will im
prove the skill of

any engraver one hu
ndred per cent. and

make him master of the 
trade. The demand

for competent. engravers 
far exceeds the sup-

ply. Send for handsom
e illustrated prospec-

tus. PAGE-DAVIS COMPANY

Suite 7, 90 Wabash 
Ave., CHICAGO

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Maker of Vino

HAIR JEWELRY
2345

NEW YORK
Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue 
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When this man comes in to you to
buy a wedding ring, sell him the best
ring obtainable one made by us.

J. R. WOOD 0 SONS
RING MAKERS

2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Holiday Trade
All The Year Round

One of our customers writes : " Since buying

one of your machines my business has greatly in-

creased and I'm having holiday trade all the year

round." Are you?

The NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE

carries with it all kinds of trade. Good trade

it is, too.

A stray customer comes in to have an umbrella

handle engraved and leaves this little order and

several larger ones besides.

This ingenious machine, which is so simple it

cannot get out of order, will not only double your

receipts from the engraving branch of your business, but it will bring all classes

of people to your store during the holidays and retain their custom for you in

between seasons, so that you will have holiday trade all the time.

Another jeweler writes : " My wife does nearly all the engraving, and we

made about $300 the first month engraving watches, charms, napkin rings,

silverware and many other profitable things."

Such a machine for making business is needed at once in your store.

The machine is adapted for plain and ornamental engraving cuts Old

English, Gothic, Script and Fancy Letters, Landscapes, Monograms and Por-

traits on flat or irregular surfaces, rings, spoons, hollowware, etc., and shades up

the letters equal to the finest hand work.

Now is the time to write us for a complete catalogue and samples of the

machine's Nvork.

THE EATON 0 GLOVER COMPANY
SAYRE, PA



When : Then

When your sales grow few and fewer, when your trade is "on the burn,"

\\ 'hen you darkly hint at suicide and gravitate to rum,

When your rival gets the business and you get only " blues,

' cause the public seems determined from the other chap to choose

Men you'll want the helpful tonic of this trade mark in your stock,

To restore your failing- fbrtune and secure the buying flock.

0 there's potency of blessing, there is profit and renown,

In the little keystone symbol when your trade is

When you're busy as a beaver, when your profits "beat the band,"

When from Easy Street your vision comprehends the Promised Land,

When you're selling stacks of watches and are just the very It,

And your rival (call him cc Dennis") is inclined to "throw a fit" 

Then you'll proudly call attention to this trade t mark in the Case)

And you'll smile in placid comfort when folks look you in the face.

0 there's stimulant more satisfying than the cheering cup,

In the little keystone

(Signed)



NAWCC, INC.
P.o. BOX 33COLUMBIA, PA. 17512

When : Then

When your sales grow few and fewer, when your trade is " on the bum,"

When you cEirld v hint it sLiicicie and gravitate to ruin,

When your rival gets the business and you get only " blues,"

' cause the public seems determined from the other chap to choose

Met/ you'll want the helpfill tonic of this trade t mark in your stock,

To restore your fiiling fortune and secure the buying flock.

0 there's potency of blessing, there is profit and renown,

In the little ke-\ stone symbol when your trade is goinn.

When you're busy as a beaver, when your profits "beat the band,"

When from Easy Street your vision comprehends the Promised Land,

When you're selling stacks of watches and are just the very It,

.-knd your rival (call him " Dennis") is inclined to " throw a fit" 

Then you'll proudly call attention to this trade mark in the Case,

And you'll smile in placid comfort when folks look you in the face.

0 there's stimulant more satisfying than the cheering cup, • ..c•
o\L-\

In the little fr. keystone t ri symbol when your trade is 1°

(Sigleco)

IGHT 1905 BY B. THORPE PUBLISHER 19 r." BROWN .5,;u, PHILP
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21 Jewel Veritas
Hunting

Ill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

21 Jewel Father Time

Hunting

Nowa

23 Jewel Veritas

Open-Face

Elgin Watches
Stand Supreme in
Practical Merit

Forty years of hard work, scientific experiment and
endless endeavor to lead means a great deal in watches

for railway service.
Elgin Watches have occupied the first place in the

front rank of railway timekeepers for over forty years.

For this reason they will make the strongest possible line
of railroad watches for you to handle during 1905.

This promises to be a great year for business among
the railroads, and the live jeweler who selects his lines of
railway watches early and includes a liberal supply of
Elg-ins in the different grades for railway service will reap
a rich harvest.

Elgin Watches are thoroughly known from one end
of the country to the other. They are the easy line to sell.

For this good reason progressive jewelers find in
Elgin Watches the highest degree of salability and
permanent satisfaction to their customers. Offer your
customers the best.

1212111111111R1110111111111illiii111110111

19 Jewel B. W. Raymond

Open-Face

Veritas Model

21 Jewel Veritas

Open-Face

21 Jewel Father Time

Open-Face

The above are all 18 Size Elgin Movements especially
Designed for Railway Service. Standard of

the World. See jobbers' list for prices

Elgin National Watch Co.

3.2 I

ror
,rtsteirt

A beautiful new line of

Sterling Silver and
14 K. Gold Filled
PHOTO. FRAMES,
mounted with Velvet Mats

.1r ,j■14( °IN and Backs.

a 4 0■..w wA
"'"Cre5

2 :.; Sterling, 6 inches, Pierced, Assorted Velvet Back. 2627 Gold Filled, 6 inches, Assorted Velvet
2689 " 5 " 44 CI II SI 2698 CI II 5 IS •

2690 Ì 4 " It If If 2699 II If 4 It

,

2682 Sterling, 6 inches, Plain, Assorted Velvet Back 2683 gterling, 5 inches, Plain, Assorted Velvet Back.

rted Velvet Back.

NOTE.—The back of a four-inch frame is illustrated inside of lower frame to show arrangement of velvet back.

Order a few for your
Easter display, and
note how quickly they
are sold.

Besides these, we
have a great variety
of other goods, both
in Sterling Silver and
Gold Filled, which are
especially adapted to
Easter trade.

SEE OUR CATALOGUE

Theogore W. foster
& Bro. Co.

Manufacturing Jewelers and
Silversmiths

100 Richmond St.

Providence, R. I.
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WHERE WE EXCEL

P( )SI T I VE LV the very best line of

Cuff Buttons and
Lockets

shown by— any manufacturer of io karat goods direct to
the Retail Trade.

Over ZOO different styles of CUFF BUTTONS

Innumerable patterns of plain and fancy LOCKETS

We ESPECIALLY invite your inspection of the
WORKMANSHIP and design, as compared with those
shown by other manufacturers.

We are constantly adding something neW and
tttractive.

Our workmen are all from 14 karat shops; excel-
lence of finish, and artistic design are our constant
watchwords.

DON'T IF/U L. to see the Keller Line during the Year
1905.
In addition to the above, AVC have an elegant line Of

Brooches, Scarf Pins, Crosses, Fobs, Cuff
Pins, Lorgnette Chains, Neck Chains,
Signet Rings, Fancy Stone Rings, etc.,etc.

of

Selection Packages cheerfully sent ; if
our representatives cannot call on you,
it will pay you to write for one.

The Keller Jewelry Mfg. Co.
Factory

251 N. J. R. R. AVENUE,
NEWARK, N. J.

64 NASSAU STREET

NEW YORK

Vanguard,

A constantly increasing- number of those Retail Jewelers

who give special attention to R. R. Trade is turning to us

for supplies of

Waltham

Railroad Watches
23 J., 18 size, 0. F. ;n1(.1 Htg.

21 J., "

Crescent St., 21 J., "

19J., "

Premier (A.T. & (o.), 174., I8size, 0.1o.and Iltg.

Vanguard, 23 J., 16 size, O. F.

It

Elgin

Veritas, No. 214, 23 J., 18 size, 0. F.

No. 239, 21 J., "

No. 274, 21 .1•1 "

Raymond, No. 240, 19 J., "

Father Time, 21 J., "

Raymond, 17J,

No. No. 270, 21 J., 16 size,

No. 280, 37 J., "

Htg.

0. F.

" and Htg.
44 44 4,

44

323

Hamilton

No. 942 and No. 943, 21 J., 18 size, 0. F. and Htg

No. 940 and No. 941, 21 J., " 44 44 44

No. 936 and No. 937, 17 J., "

No. 960, 21 j., 16 size,

No. 990, 21 J., "

No. 992, 21 J., "

Our special consideration for the needs of R. R. Watch trade is

being recognized by those Ivhose interest lies in dealing with

a jobbing house which has lhe goods- for 1-o1irpt skipneut.

The Non-Retailing Company
Jobbcrs in Watchys and Chains Lancaster, Pa.

Id

td

44 id

Warranted for 20 Years 

Our new line of 14 K. Shell Rings, stamped with

our registered trade-mark

for twenty years in con

Trade-Mark

Itegislored

are guaranteed to wear

stant use, and comprise

the most desirable styles of Signet, Solitaire, Tiffany and

Belcher Rings also a full line of Wedding Rings put

up in attractive display trays and boxes.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

RHODE ISLAND RING CO., INC.
DM Sabin Street, Providence, R. I., U.S.A.



TOOLS, MATERIALS an JEWELERS' SUPPLIES
We carry in stock a large variety of Leather Vest and Guard Chains, which find a ready sale with enterprising jewelers.
The several numbers quoted on this page are, a few of the styles we carry in stock. Send us a sample order.

YOU CANNOT BREAK IT

rf— I

E. & J. S. Leather Vest, No. 47
Per dozen $2  12, net

41 mail  2  20, "
If you have a strenuous customer that needs a chain which cannot be broken, sell him one of our

E. & J. S. Leather Vest Chains. They are braided from genuine calf leather lacing, making the strongest
chain you can buy. Full length, 11 inches. On cards holding one-half dozen chains.

Each
" Mail  
Per dozen
" " Mail

No. 48 No. 49
E. & J. S. Leather Fobs

$  35, net
40, "

4  00, "
4  15, "

Made from the finest black calf leather, with band-braided
center. Charm and buckle are gilded and neatly made. This is an
extra good article and a fine seller.

Leather Vest Chain
No. IS. Leather Vest, as illustrated  35 cents per dozen
No. 17. Leather Vest, with metal center  50
No. 22. Leather Vest, small, for ladies' wear  60

If ordered by mail, add 10 cents for postage
Timm Leather Vest Chains have had without doubt the largest sale of any chain that has yet heen introduced. They

are as largely in demand as ever, and all wide-awake jewelers carry them in stock. We keep the first grade only, which can
be recommended to your customers. On display cards holding one dozen chains.

Each
Per dozen

E. & J. S. Brushes
$  33
4  00

Holdfast Lens Washers
Per package of 3 dozen . . . 15 cents
rot t ighten irig lenses in frames when a

trifle loose, making a neat and durable job
and is just the thing for the purpose. lie
sure and ask for the " lloidfast." All
jobbers keep them.

If by mail, add 5 cents for single brush or 15 cents for dozen
The best brush made, without exception. for watchmakers' and jewelers' use. The bristle is carefully selected front the finest stock, and the brush, as will he noted in

Illustration, has from one-third to one-half more rows of bristles than the regular grades of brushes. One of these brushes will outwear two or three of the ordinary, and they
positively will not mat. We have four grades: hard, half hard, half soft and very soft goat hair.

SEND US YOUR TOOL AND MATERIAL ORDERS. We can give you satisfactory prices and prompt
returns and you will get what you order.

E. & J. SWIGART, Cincinnati, Ohio

20 DWT.= 1 OZ.
120Z. = 1 LB.
WITH U5

This one word embodies
practically the foundation and success

of our business. The universal and unqualified
satisfaction to our patrons is our proudest achieve-

ment. It has been the corner stone of our business, the

inspiration and basic principal of our methods, the secret

of our growth and the builder of our success. Why not

make us a trial consignment of

anything containing Gold. You run NO risks. We make

accurate valuations and hold consignments subject to your

acceptance. We stand the expense of re-shipment if valu-

ation is not satisfactory. Returns for old gold and silver

made same day as received. Returns for sweepings

within five days of receipt.

Sweep Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

Offices-63 C../ 65 Washington St. Chicago, Ill.Works—Fifty-Eighth 6 Throop Sts.
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No Wel1=Informed Jeweler 

Doubts the desirability of
`‘

as a prominent part of his stock. They are always of standard quality
and desirable styles at a price that affords the Retailer a good profit

Don't wait for our travelers but order, for selection or otherwise, direct from

M. B. BRYANT & CO.
7 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

TRADE MARK

Nos. 144 and 145 have
each ten Drivers, and
are the only ones made
that fit all the different
sleeves for American
watches. They are made
of tool steel and nicely
finished.

Kendrick
& Davis
Lebanon, N. H.

NEW

K. & D.
TOOLS

; ' IMIIMVAZITCre,"*'I

THE NEW DOUBLE END

WALTI-Vkbl SCREW DRIVER K. & D. I NTERCHANQLABLE BLADES

Patented May 81, 1904
No. 288. Aluminum Handles. Set of Six.
No. 289. Gun-Metal handles. Set of Six.,

These Screw Drivers have three sizes of heads, and each head a ditierent
color. Blades are of superior quality and fastened by a friction sleeve.
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SAMS'

SAFETY
BLOWPIPE OUTFIT
FOR JEWELERS
The original Sams'—
Greatly improved

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

Outfit complete, . . $12.50
Outfit without Bellows, 8.50
Generator (B) . . . 6.00
Blowpipe (A) . . . 2.50
Foot Bellows (C) • 4 00
Sams' Flux,  25

Metal Specialties Mfg. Co.
(Sole Mfrs.)

18-24 W. Randolph St., CHICAGO

!ittioA
Ilanil Piece

Generator. Size, ty,
high, diam.

MOSELEY
Has been spending his time for many years
in making MOSELEY Lathes as good as
Lathes can be made.

Nothing is overlooked in their manufac-
ture and no expense is spared to Inake
Everything about them Right.

It's Ito wonder that MOSELEY Lathes
are Good Lathes.

They are the result of years of pains-
taking. systematic and skilled endeavor to
satisfy the exacting requirements of the most
critical and experienced workmen.

MOSELEY Chucks are of Best Quality and are made in all sizes, covering every need of
the Expert Watchmaker and Repairer, and at the present low prices a very complete assort-
ment of Chucks may be had at very moderate expense.

MOSELEY Lathes with MOSELEY Chucks and Plenty of them are the Secrets of rapid,
accurate and therefore Profitable Work.

Write your Jobber for New List, or to the Manufacturers,

MOSELEY LATHE CO.
Elgin, 111., U..:-;;.A.

Be sure and see our line of Staple Goods  for this  season and our

samples of brand new ideas in BRACELETS and NOVELTIES. We

want you to get next to some of these money-makers, and get acquainted

with our complete staple line of CHAINS. We make all kinds.

DORAN, BAGNALL 0 COMPANY
Established 1870 Successors to Young, liagnall & („,;„„

North Attleboro, Mass.
NEW YORK, 194 Broadway

Manufacturers of
Fine Rolled-Gold Plate and Sterling Silver

Chains, Bracelets and g■&velties
CHICAGO, 67 Wabash Avenue SAN FRANCISCO, 126 Kearny Street

LJ, -
w exrion 

- j

Order from your Jobber.
If he is unable to supply you,
if you will write us we will
inform you who can.

HAMMEL,
RIGLANDER & CO.

35 Maiden Lane

NEW YORK

Combination HandanDRoller Remover
No. 50

A new tool of great merit and approved by many to whom it was submitted
for test as to utility and strength. The illustrations serve better than lengthy
descriptions how to operate the tool.

FOR HAND REMOVER the outer tube is pushed down. Jaws are opened
by means of spring plunger. Releasing same will permit jaws to close under the,
hands. Giving the large nut half a turn will remove the hands without risk of
losing by flying off. Leather pads fastened to the two legs are safeguards against
scratching dials. The pressure is removed from the center of dial (its weakest spot).

FOR ROLLER REMOVER the outer tube is pushed back. The jaws are
opened by means of the spring plunger. The pivot of staff is placed in the counter-
sunk hole in the crosspiece or bridge. A half turn of the large nut screw will
remove the most obstinate roller.

The tool is simple in construction, well made and easily operated.

Price, $1.25

Combination Tool No. 60
A Practical Combination Tool invented by a skillful Watchmaker of many years'

•experience. It is intended for holding Table Rollers while setting the Roller Pin, will

serve well as a Pallet Stone Adjuster ; Jewel Holder, Hand and Second-Hand Holder

and Annealing Tool. It is indispensable to any Watchmaker who wishes to do good,

quick work. It is compact and its operation is most simple. It is not necessary to

remove roller table or hairspring. The lamp flame while heating conducting bar is

above the balance-wheell roller and staff, making it impossible to injure any of these

parts when setting Jewel Pin or Pallet Stones.

Price, $1.25

Watch Cap Straightening Plier
No 55

The annexed cut shows a new plier (patented) which will fill a long-felt want.

The cut shows the cap of a hunting case that is bent back, and all jewelers know

how hard it is to straighten a case thus bent with hand methods heretofore in use.

With this plier you simply grasp the joint as per cut with the narrow jaw inside 
the

case, and the wide jaw gripping the re-inforcement of the joint, then with the fingers

as per cut bend the cap slightly past the proper shape, remove the plier, close 
the

case, and with a common jeweler's wooden mallet tap the cap gently at the joint

until it fits properly. You will find with a very few moments' work you have made

the case as good as new, and your customer will be pleased to pay you 50 cents for

the job. Also, if the back cap of the case will not close tight because of it being

worn or bent, remove inside cap and use plier same as for front cap, and you will

hod that with a slight bend your cap will close with a snap, and fit perfectly tight.

III the majority of cases it will not even be necessary to remove the case spring,

but in cases where the joint is badly worn it is advisable to re-pin the joint before

attempting to straighten the case. Where the case spring is not removed, see that

the lower jaw is under and not binding the spring. Use your mallet with discretion,

and with a very little practice you will be surprised how quickly and neatly you can

complete a job. This plier has paid the inventors Poo.00 per year at their own

benches. It is made of the best Swedish Steel, Nickel Plated.

Price, $1.25
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English Case as Received As Remodeled for American S. W. Movement

WENDELL & COMPANY
WATCH CASE MAKERS. REMODELERS AND REPAIRERS

Speeild 'uses to triter in inlil and Silver, for English, Swiss and American Movements.
Key-Wind 4 'ases eliange,1 to Stem-Wind.

"English Cases elianget1 to fit American Movements without altering outside appearance,
Bunting Cases changed to Open-Face.

Old Watch Cases Repaired and Renewed.
thdi log old gold cases and making over into new ease (using same gold) a specialty.

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 na 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Stone-Setting
We carry a most complete stock of Precious and Semi-Precious Stones

for special work and replacing lost sets. We import them direct from the
cutters in Europe, and furnish them to the trade in single stones at dozen
and gross prices.

Have your stone-setting done in our shops and save from thirty-five to
fifty per cent.

We employ first-class setters, and turn out work very promptly.
No job too small to receive our careful attention.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

93, 95 anD 97 William Street TWO LARGE 57 Washington Street
NEW YORK FACTORIES CHICAGO

NEW CLAWS ON OLD DIAMOND RINGS

These two md•ohow Flat and Round Belcher Ring..

as received, with claws badly worn off and too low to
permit resetting stones again.

These rota show the same rings 'with new, high elaw•,
stones Heurelyresot,and entire Hugh refinished like new.

Net Price for six new claws, resetting stone and refinishing ring like new, S .75 to $1.25
" " " sigh..... " " " " 1.00 to 2.00

We retip or put new claws on diamond Tiffany, Belcher, Tooth and rings of every description, to cost
from 75c. to $2.00, according to the condition of ring and number of claws in setting.

millt■Hariom1
Initini glove ,In with one

elnw ...irk en.I holding hei•

These two cuts show initial and cameo glove
ring, with two and four claws soldered to the setting,
wh loll holds the sets in very securely.

Two new claws on glove ring, 50c.
Four " " " " " 75c.

WENDELL & COMPANY
The Special Manufacturers for

the Retail Jewelry Trade
TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS

93, 95 & 97 William St. 57 Washington St.
NEW YORK CHICACIO

Cansen glo•e ring with lone
clawn at corners holding not.

SAMPLE JOB AS RECEIVED

AS DELIVERED

FANCY LINK CHAIN AS RECEIVED FOR RENEWINO

AS DELIVERED

Gfd Cl-min.s Refilled, Renewed and Repaired
Old Chains made over into new patterns, using same gold

Clt3c1c1 Wurk. Rrorript AttQniticion

WENDELL & COMPANY
THE SPECIAL MANUFACTURERS FOR THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE

NEW YORK TWO WONDER- CHICAGO
93, 95 6c 97 William Street FUL SHOPS 57 Washington Street

For 23 years we have been doing

Gold and Silver Plating
Sterling and Plated Ware Repairing for the Trade
Do we do yours?
Our plating rooms are the best equipped in the country for job work.

lit:FORE

WE REPAIR
any article in the silverware line ; making
new parts to match the old ones that have
been uieltedor broken off,the same as new.

A 12TE It

WE REPLATE
any metal article in gold, silver, nickel,
bronze, brass, oxidized silver, old bronze,
statuary bronze, and all antique finishes.

Wendell 0 Company
Repairers and Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

TWO WONDERFUL SHOPS
93, 95 (la 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

Great Promptness in Getting Out
Special Order Work and Repairing of all kinds
together with Good Work and Low Prices are the features that made our
business the only success of its kind in the country.

For 23 years we have made a separate and distinct business of doing
Special Order Work and Repairing for the Trade.

We understand our business and there is not a Job or Special Order
for New Work that is taken into a Retail Jewelry Store (except watch work)
that we are not prepared to do in our own factories.

It is to your best interest to deal with us. By giving your customers
perfect satisfaction with their repairs and made-to-order work, you increase
your entire business.

Send for our Repair Price-List and Special Order Work Catalogues.

Wendell 0 Company
The Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Two Wonderful Shops in Fire-Proof Buildings
93, 95 anD 97 William Street, New York 57 Washington Street, Chicago

EIPE RFECT TURQUOISE
A MATCHLESS GEM

ow' elf

THE TOLTEC GEM MINING COMPANY
CHAS. F. WOOD & CO., SELLING AGENTS

CHICAGO, s103 _TATE _ ST. NEW YORK, m1 "AMEN LANE.



CHAS. F. WOOD & CO.
Importers and Cutters of

Diamonds
Maiden Lane, New York

103 State Street, Chicago 2 Tulpstraat, Amsterdam

The Gustave Fox Co.'s
Line of EMBLEMS Excel for Beauty,

Quality and Finish

We are continually adding new designs to our

already enormous stock. If you cannot secure our goods

from your jobber, send to us direct for selection. We

are makers of everything in the Emblem line, from ladies'

Pins to Charms, Buttons, etc.

The Gustave Fox Co.
Makers of Emblems and Fine Jewelry

Job and Special Order Work for the Trade

No. 14-16 East Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio
Western Office—x34 Sutter St., San Francisco
European Office—Antwerp, Belgium
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" BLISS " QUALITY

JEWELERS' MACHINERY
" BLISS " JEWELERS' DROP HAMMER

This Drop Hammer is specially

designed to meet the require-

ments of button and jewelry

manufacturers, but can be used

for a large variety of similar

work in the manufacture of nov-

. elties, metal trimmings, etc. It

is handy and solid in construc-

tion. Prices low.

Write for particulars regarding

our presses, dies, drop hammers

and special machinery for jewelry

work.

E. W. BLISS CO.
27 Adams Street

Brooklyn, N. Y.
European Headquarters : 4 Rue Huntlzger, Clichy pr6s Paris.

Western Agents: The Stiles-Morse Co., 65 W. 
Washington St., Chicago,

Wm. Oscar Cornell Frederick W. Andrews Frank 11. Andrews

CORNELL & ANDREWS
GOLD and SILVER

Smelters, Refiners and Assayers

WORKS:

METALS and CHEMICALS

CALENDER, SABIN AND MATHEWSON STS., PROVIDENCE, R. I.
MERIDEN, CONN., AND ATTLEBORO, MASS.

Office, 23 Mathewson Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

mi.or.RT R. ANGELL, 13 Maiden Lane, New York ; Phone, 2821-A Cortlandt

(nvEs
5 TIMES More Light

than acetylene

6 TIMES More Light than electricity
10 TIMES More Light than kerosene

100 TIMES More Light than a candle
COSTS LESS THAN KEROSENE

Each lamp makes and burns its own gas. Hang or set it any-
where. A pure white, steady light.

NO ODOR I NO WICK ! NO GREASE! NO SMOKE I

LITTLE HEAT I SAFE I

OVcr 100 Styles for Indoor and Outdoor Use

A G E NTS 7„ WcaAtaNiael:lEisDts—anEdxdcilsucsoiuvnetsTerritoryv 

THE BEST LIGHT CO., 259 E. Fifth St., Cant
on, Ohio



Our Improved Combination I Worth to any
RING STRETCHER, No. 3066 Jewelry Department

Including 6 Rolls 
$100.00

Any style ring stretched while customer waits, without disturbing either setting or stone.
Time, 60 seconds ; and without slightest injury to stones or setting

Each Stretcher is provided with six hardened and highly -pdished steel rolls-these are hero illitsi,arcd at full size, The one flatroll is tar use ■ut plain fiat or band rings, the oilier live rolls are grooved for plain oval rings of dith•rent weight and sizes, togetherwith grooves bw the 'ninny and set rings.

DIRECTIONS• „Hy to your bench t eounter.. Then care slc di I d s• n to he proper selection• of roll that tits he ring to be stretched. slip the roll selected on tie0 ii shalt and hang thering t I haft, always Having the grooved roll that is to be used to the inner side, or close to the bearing. Bring the ring tipagainst I hc roll lir turtling the knob handle just it will give a very slight pressure, at no thee mu,i too great a pressure be given.Guide ile• ring will' I he left hand mei slowly operate the tool with the right hand. When rings are uneven regulate the pressure accord-ingly ; II I hand rings are liable to stretch mere on the inner side unless care is given. This trouble can be overcome by reversing thering on I h Maft before the stretching is complete.

SIZE OF

ROLLS,

With Width

and Depth

of Grooves

Price

only

sI
I F I at Rings

SEPARATE ROLLS

:style 13
.11:13

.30 x .040

Style
\

.411 11511

1.',1 "r separate EMI, above . . . 50 cents each
-1-,H1 I:011e to ri, . lo grooves . 75 " "

I 1.1111V1, 1 ii ,1111, I,,F,   25 " "

THE LATEST

Our Combination Watch and ,
Tool Demagnetizer, No. 1817
For Direct and Alternating Current

" Guaranteed "

Price, $15.00
Patented May 13, 1902

Style
.10 x .0133
.15 x .020
.20 x .020

Style E
.16 x .070
.05 x .046

.10.1 x
.075 x
.011 x

This Demagnetizer is cue of the most practical and most compact instruments constructed for destroying magnet-istn III ,11.01 and iron articles ; it Call to tised On either direct or alternating current cireuit.It has no wheels or other Ii IIT parts, to get out of order.I. tan he used fer :my Ion:n:4., Its the lainn from the circuit is Ilse, on the instrument as resist:owe. The most impor-tant tatrt of the instrument I. a ',lid, ill 1111 10„0. W11111 this 1.11010 1S 1011 ntivii, the current i, disconimeted.When used II IIlIT ect current circuit, anti slide is drawn (tut inch, up to red mark, the current passes directthretwl, 1111• 111111,0V IT :1114 all •11,1 or iron articles inserted in ile• spool will become magnetized. By- 11111Wilig 011t1111! II III II I he ..trt lel, the lil jell, will become demagnetized, is in doing till the direct current will be formedin all all or11111111t; etirrent.
If the inst mitten' shoald I. uscd in connection with an alternating current circuit it nmst be listsl in the opposite man-ner, then NV IP •11 liI. I. d n it mit 1 ., Melt up to red mark, the article which is magnetized will be demagnetized and willbecome magnet ized Iv moving I he slide.
This ill•in1111011i is intended only for watches or small tools, which can he inserted within the opening encircled by theinsulated Wire, although staking tool twitches and other similar articles eau be readily demagnetized bv inserting the punchanti withdrawing it briskly together with the slide, then quickly reversing saint. putting it through precisely the sameordeal as before. 'li te ettnst rind ion 411,i...hit., is simplicity Itself and there is notitioe ahem it to seriettslv get out of order,all it needs is a I, euire, Whell it Ii ill aecomplish the results every time. Where no IT SIT' can be obtained, a special instru-ment 111.11. it'll Call he used huh Ti ll 12 ordinary dry cells, or any other battery in the market.111,1,111 III.1,11111,1111y

Maid enLane •IT "bploierri8

ers Watch Materials, Tools,W. Green & Co.,6 NeW York,U.S.A. :Tp,)rtrm 

Jewelers', Engravers' and
Nlau(" hWe andle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence ')

nfacturers (, Opticians' Supplies

UQULD AMBER
&writing Impuls
tid Pallet Jewel
MURPHY.

aftiLLIA,CANAD

The Strongest Cement
yet discovered-much superior to Shellac or
other gum or gelatine cements.

lt hes no equal for fixing Pallet Stones and Roller
Pins, nutliing a much stronger and (dental' jou, than
shellae. It i. quite transparent, and will suctessfully
repair Broken rut t I hiss, I 'hi nit, IT. The same proper-
ties make it invaluable hor sett ing fine Pearls. II will
fix a slack Watch Glass so that hill cannot work
through 1110 bezel, anti do any other job where a strong,
clean t4.1111.11t is required.

Sold by every material dealer in America
Price, 25c.

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Distri but ing Agents

37 Maiden Lane, New York

 1

Er.z4tzahlisilizal 1856

VOGELEY Ci LACKMAN
.11ttriutzw.ture,r.s, taf

French Mirror Plates
01-7 EVIE:RY DESeRIPTicsN

239 to 259

High-grade Mirrors
Finest Convex

Union Ave.,

for Gold and
and Concave

for Clock

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Silver Mounting our Specialty
Mirrors. Beveled Plates
Cases

A TRIAL ORDER SOLICITED

BEFORE

Established 40 Years

Watch Case Making, Repairing
Remodeling and Reconstructing

OUR SPECIALTY-Changing old Antique Cases to
Stem Wind

Engraving and Engine-Turning. Gold and Silver Plating.
Satin-Finishing and Polishing.

SEND FOR PRICE-LIST MINIATURE PORTRAITS

N. J. FELIX
18 John Street, New York City

A FT E R

•

Our New Price=List of

American and Swiss Hole Jewels,
Roller Jewels, Watch Hands,
Balance Staffs, Screws, etc.

Enlarged view of (mr
Set Hole Jewels 7 to 21 .11W el (;1',11ii•   Price, $2.00 per dozen

SET HOLE JEWELS

Genuine Waltham Cock and Foot Hole Jewels

One Dozen of each Size and Number

Waltham Cock and Feol Role Jewels in Regular Settings;
7 mid I5 Jewel I ;rade . . . . ...... $2.00 per dozen

Genuine Elgin Cock and Foot Hole Jewels

No. 860. Imam ion . \ meriean little .i II els, I 'at net, fair quality $  75 per dozen
No. 8131. imitation .\ uterican lieu, .1cw el.., I.:1111,1, good quality 1  00
No. 882. lin i l at ion A invrican Hole .1.•,, .•1-, 1:111,■, fine quality, roll:diva . , , 1,25 " "
No. 803, linital ion .\ ittericau Hole .1..,..., 1:(11,y, extra quail., highly pol. , , 1.75 ..

NI Li ordering, please state size, quality and number desired

Unset Hole Jewels

Separate or Assorted Sizes for American and Swiss Watahes

No. 804. Garnet, good quality   $ 4.50 per gross $ .50 per dozen
No. 865. (hornet, fine quality   6 00 " " .60
No. 860. Ruby, good quality   7.50 " " .75 11 it

No. 867. Ruby, line quality   9.00 " " 55 0 0

No. 868. Ruby, extra 111112 quality   1 0.50 " 1.00
No. 869. Sapphire, good quality   8.50 " .80
No. 870. Sapphire, line (meaty   10.00
No. 871. Sapphire, ext ra tine quality   12 00 " " 1.10
No. 872. Olive Sapphire, very high grade   18.00 " " 1.75 " "

NoTE.-We carry above jewels in separate size holes as follows:
Nos. 8, 0, 10, 1 I, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 211, 21, 22 and 23

Cap .Jewels

NOTE.---tientiine American Set Cap Jewels made by the Watch Companies at Reduced

Lowest Market Prices

No. 873. Ile itat ion A ineri....11 I Ill .1 II Garnet, fair quality   $ .7 5 per dozen
No. 874. Ittlit:11 111011,111 C:10 301, u, Garnet, line nuelity I  00 " "
No. 875. Imitation Amerieati Cap Jewels, Ruby, title quality I  25 " "

No. 876. Glass
No. 877. Garnet, medium quality  
No. 878. Garnet, fine quality, facetted  
No. 879. Garnet, tine quality, turned  
No. 880. Garnet, very high grade, turned 1 
No. 881. Ruby and Sapphire, high grade, turned 2 

Sizes of Swiss Cap Jewels: 0 to 3 , 2 to 7 ; 4 to S.

NOTE.-In ordering, be sure to state quality or number and size desired

Unset Swiss Cap Jewels

25 per gross
40
75 " "
2575 11 11

50

ROLLER JEWELS
$  60 per dozenGenuine Waltham

Genuine Elgin   .60 " "

No. 882. Imitation American, Ruby, good quality   .35

No. 883. imitation Americm, Ruby, high grade   .50 " "

SWISS
No. 884. Glass ( round I $  25 per gross
No. 885. Garnet, good quality (round or oval) 1.50 ' ' $ .20 per dozen
No. 886. Garnet, tine quality (roun(l or oval) 2.50 " " .30 " "
No. 887. Ruby and Sapphire, very high grade 5.00 .60 " "

NOTE.-In ordering, please state size, quality and number desired

Enlarged view
of our

Balance Staffs
BALANCE STAFFS

Genuine Waltham Balance Staffs

331

One Dozen of each Size and Number

7 Jeweled, Sterling or Bond St !vet Grade   I'd", $2.00 per dozen
15 " P. S. B. or Royal I;rade 3.00
17 " A. 'I'. & Co. or Nivel 4 lu liiie  " 4.00 "
21 " Vanguard or .1 Inc, 101111 4111010   " 5.00 "

Genuine Elgin Balance Staffs
7, 11 Jeweled Grade
15
17, 19, 21 Jeweled tirade  
23

  Price, $2.00 per dozen
" 3.00
" 4.00
" 5.00

No. 888. Imitation American Balance Staffs, fair quality . . $ .75 per dozen
No. 889. Imitation American Balance Stalls, good quality . . 1.00
No. 890. huitation American Balance Staffs, best quality, stone

finish   1.25 "
No. 891. Imitation American Balance Staffs, extra quality,

highest grade 1  75 "

NOTE.-in ordering, please state size, quality and number desired.

IT

HANDS
Hour and Minute

Genuine Waltham, 7 Jee II . . . $ .25..40, .75 per dozen pairs
Genuine Elgin, 7 Jewel . . . $ .30, .40, .50, .75
Swiss $ 15 .30, .50, .75

Second Hands
Genuine Waltham and Elgin $  15, .20 per dozen
Swiss $ 1 0, .1 5, .25 " "

NOTE.-Cienuine American Screws made by the Watch Companies at

lowest market prices. If genuine screws are not desired, please use

word " Imitation " when ordering

NOTE.-A full lino of Swiss Watch

Materials, Hands, Screws, Click

Springs, Clutch Springs, etc., al-

ways on hand

NOTE.-We carry the most complete stock of

Swiss Stem-Winding Wheels to be found

in the United States

NOTE.-American, French and

English Clock Materials in

endless variety

NOTE.-The " Imperial " Mainsprings are

" Guaranteed." They are without ex-

ception the best made

a Glass. height,

NOTE.-Our stock of "V. T. F."
Watch Glasses is always

complete

NOTE. Our line of Jobbing Materials and
Jewelers' Findings is always complete
and made from best quality stuck

No.
11299.
1300.
1301.
1307.
1308.
1309.

1310.

1802. Cardboard

180234. "
1803.

1804.
1804.
1805.
18o54.
1806.

USEFUL SETS OF MATERIALS IN CABINETS FOR AMERICAN WATCHES
Systematically arranged, named and numbered

Solid Oak Cabinet of 1 gross assorted Bars, Stems and Sleeves, for all sizes and styles of Keystone and other American Cases  $18.00
4, i, " " I gross assorted Gold and Silver Crowns, for all styles and siaes of Keystone and other American Cases   24.0o
I( IC 

" 
it I gross assorted Best Gold Filled and Silver Crowns, for all styles and sizes of Keystone and other American Cases   lo.00

41 it I gross, each, Second Qual. Balance Stalls and Jewels for American Watches, of Not. 86o and 888 qual., assort. sizes and kinds iti.00
" r gross, each, First Quid. Balance Staffs and Jewels for American Watches, Nos. 862 and 890 quality, assorted sizes and kinds . 30.00
" 2 gross Assorted First Quality Colletted Hairsprings for American Watches, of all sizes and styles, (high-grade imitation) . 10.00

2 gross Assorted First Quality Colletted Hairsprings for American Watches, of all sizes and styles, Genuine

it

'4

.41

11

 52.50

I.50
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.25
I .25
1.25
1.25

Flour and Miinite 11111 gross Svoin,l,  3.50

I gross Case Screws for Waltham and Elgin, separate sizes  

I gross Case Screws for Waltham and Elgin, assorted sizes  

" I gross Pillar Screws for Waltham and Elgin, separate sizes  

" 1 gross Pillar Screws for Waltham and Elgin, assorted sizes  

I gross Dial Screws for Waltham and Elgin, separate sizes 
I gross Dial Screws for Walthatn and Elgin, assorted sizes
I gross Jewel Screws for Waltham and Elgin, separate sizes  

I gross Jewel Screws for Waltham and Elgin, assorted sizes  

*i gross Assorted Hands for ‘Valthain and Elgin, as follows : One gross

It

11

W. GREEN 0 CO., iC Maiden Lane
V NEW YORK, U.S.A.

We handle everything known to the trade and solicit correspondence")

Importers { Watch Materials, Tools,
Exporters
Jobbers Jewelers', Engravers' and
Manufacturers Opticians' Supplies



Notice to the Retail THE BEST IS THE CHEAPEST

oe.;)
.9.4. ., PRODUCING

BOTH
OLDROSE^.oROMAN (
MIMIC ROM SAME BOTTLE 1

DIRECTIONS.

manufactured by

Thellerrectionhlfg.Co.

The Perfection Manufacturing
Co. beg to announce that they
have gtvett the sole agency to
Henry Zimmerli & Co. This
solution has been largely used
by the trade for years past and
has the unqualified endorse-
ment of all who have ever used
it. Put up in pint and quart
bottles. $1.75 for pint and
$3.00 for quart bottle. The
solution is sold by all leading
Jobbers. Ask for it and accept
no subst it it le.

On and after January 1, 1905,

The Perfection Manufacturing

Co., of Newark, N. J., will not

fill any order either for retail

or jobbing trade for the Per-

fection Gold or Silver-Plating

Solutions. Exclusive arrange-

ments have been completed

with Henry Zimmern & Co.,

Inc., to supply the jobbing

trade. Retailers will please

order same from their respec=

tive jobbers in the future.

We have never done any " funny business " and we are not called " cheap," but 
just the same there

are ways of getting together good, clean, straight bargains. You have my word for it that this is certainly

one of them.

Signet
Rings

Lot No. I

Order by
this Lot
Number

These rings are solid gold, Roman finish, and the price of the dozen is $12.00, 
less fo',, cash discount

—$11.28, cash with order.
Think of it! 94 cents each for these handsome little Signet Rings. It's just such specials as these

you need to drive away the blues. These could be the foundation for a re/11i/ .spccia/. They will sell for

$2.00 to $2.5o with monogram—and they will always sell.
I want woo orders for this assortment. Send your order to-day.

Wc are show-

ing the greatest

him of Spring
Sellers that
ever left New

York.

Wait for our

Why the "LAFAYETTE MAINSPRING" is Superior
1.c-it is guaranteed to be made of the Best Steel.
2d.—It is made by Skilled !faint Labor.
3d.—Each Spring is wrapped in Oil Paper and Silver Foil, which packing positively avoids

exposure to the moisture of the air, and therefore all danger of rust Is prevented.
4th.—Each Spring bears a Metal Tag, indicating the Watch it is intended for, which accuracy

is warranted.
5th.—Each dozen is put in a neat liox, having twelve partitions, one for each spring, RO

the handling of several springs at one time is avoided.
6th.—The finish of the " Lafayette Spring" is, like its quality, superior to any in the market.

Importers of Watch Material, 60 John Street, NEW YORK Solid Nickel and White Metal Chains
a Specialty

A dealer likes to sell an article which

Side Combs
Back Combs
Hat Pins
Waist Sets
Belt Pins
Fobs
Brooches
Scarf Pins

and

Novelties

Here are eight medium-sized Signet Rings that can't be duplicated 
anywhere in New York at the net

cash price we make. These rings move off a little slower than the 
smaller and cheaper ones, hut they

satisfy a class of buyers who want a larger and heavier article. These have full value for every penny we

ask for them. I have stamped A OH them—that's my signature—it's my guara
ntee of %mine. I have

purposely made the price low for quick sales. If you know this house for its integrity, you will buy

these without question.

SPECIAL!
profit. THEY SATISFY.

This lot of eight up-to-date, medium-sized Signet Rings, Po.87. less 67odiscount—$
19.62, cash with order.

I want 400 orders next week—yours is the one I need.

M. J. AVERBECK, Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

If you have not had this special assortment, ORDER IT NOW. W
e make

these rings in enormous quantities. THEY RETAIL QUICKLY at a 
good

NOT for Birthday only—it's a good ring for every sort of sale.

12 Birth-Stone Rings, Solid Gold, TIFFANY MOUNTINGS, $12.00 
Dozen, less 67 cash

January, Garnet (real) April, Diamond (imitation)
February, Amethyst May, Emerald
March, Bloodstone (real) June, Agate (real)

- $11.28 CASH WITH ORDER, WILL BRING YOU THIS 
ASSORTMENT

July, Ruby
August, Sardonyx
Sept., Sapphire

October, Opal (real)
November, Topaz
Dec., Turquoise

Manufacturer

M. J. AVERBECK, Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

in our Cut Glass

department.

Write us for full

particulars.

We can help you

push your sales

on Cut Glass.

Write now or call

and gee us.



In.si.st Upon Getting

The Special  Year Long
with large silvered metal dial and compensated pendulum

" Just as good" won't do

JOS. B. BECHTEL, & CO., Jmpørtr.s
Price, $10.50 Net, f. o. i. Phliada.

1.6

OLIVER
TOevvriter

The Standard
Visible Writer

Officially Awarded the Gold Medal at the St. Louis Exposition

OLIVER
T31pelArriter o.

Walnut and Tenth
Streets

PHILADELPHIA

725 Sztri.sorn I.Str-4..tt, Philadelphia, RiEll.

ELKS' BUTTON
(Front.) Pat'd.

Sterling Silver and Gold-Plated

TIGER CLAW RING
Side View

ELKS' BUTTON
(Side.) l'at'd.

I do all kinds of
work for the trade.
Workmanship the very
best, and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Ikko Matsumoto
Rooms I, 2 and 3, 17 2 S. Meridian St.

TIGER CLAW RING
solid Gold. PuPd.

MONKEY RING
Solid Silver, Oxidized

Manufacturing Jeweler

Indianapolis, Ind.

L. LELONG d BROTHER

:,̀(N11)1.1-411

to ,JittItipi
-
A.Padqftwo,,: NG, -

Southwest Corner
Halsey and Marshall Streets

NEWARK, IV. J.

Gold and Silver Refiners
Assayers and

Sweep smelters
BULLION SOLICITED
SMELTING for the TRADE

Prompt attention given to Old Gold
and Silver forwarded to us

by mail or express

Sweepings Our Specialty

FIRE
SEND AT ONCE

for the most complete Catalogue of Fire and Police Depart-
ment Badges ever published

THE C. G. BRAXMAR CO.
Manufacturers No. so Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

-, .. , ..
1 ,Ar's THESE ELECTRO -PLATING SALTS ARE
1

..4,4EPREPARATION5 INIIINdlokiR CODITAINIIVG

r.;"- METALANn CHEMICALS IN ACCURATE PRO,- )..ronTrox ritoDucINGATfolvicitnti 41 CORRECT 1
"+.51INDES. MiSSOLVED INWATER THE BATH IS TITMICE '
/ HERM TOR USE:NORKED -wng TITHER DYNAMO on ,.

..,./.. EATTERY, SAME AS OTHER SOLUTIONS. ---..,,---,,,, i

POLICE

SOME OF THE SALTS: Rose Gold, Green Gold, Parisian, Roman, 14 or 18 K., Red, Guinea, Old English
tininca Green, Guinea Itose, Gold Dip, Silver Salts, Vrenell (;ray Dip, Silver Ellonizer, Oxides, Etc.
OUR ELECTRO-PLA o•
SALTS FOR 

IING 
Dark Green Gold in

( Antique Green) 
Orange Rose Gold

(Orange Yellow)
are the leading shades now extensively used for single and double coloring. Direct ions for doing this
kind of work with order. Our Elect ro-Plating Salts are universally used. Write for circular.

U. S. ELECTRO-CHEMICAL CO., H. Hoschbach, Prop.. 80 Em St., NEW YORK
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PERFECT
CONSTRUCTION

IN EVERY DETAIL

HARD SPINDLES RUNNING IN

HARDENED

STEEL

BUSHINGS

Ye,61-0-Wifrinrit
BEWARE

OF

IMITATIONS

FULL NICKEL PL Al E

IN COMPARING PRICES WITH

OTHER LATHES, LEARN THE

DIFFERENCE IN SIZE,

QUALITY AND DETAILS

OF CONSTRUCTION

Lathe, including Taper and Screw Chuck,
6 Cement Chucks and belting . . $29.00

Extra Wire and Wheel Chucks . . .75 each

A CHUCK MAY LOOK ALL RIGHT, YET BE ALL WRONG.

Our Chucks are made of the very best steel and absolute concentricity 
of

cone, thread and hole is obtained by the most improved methods based 
upon

years of experience. We use no Dies for the threads, but CUT THEM 
ON A

LATHE; nor do we file and polish the cone, body or hole, but GRIND 
them to

a standard on special grinding machinery and guarantee perfection 
in every part.

WE CAUTION YOU AGAINST THE IMPERFECTIONS OF 
THE IMITATION

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

IN THE UNITED STATES AND 
CANADA

This guarantee Is backed

by our experience of 32 years

In building Lathes and the perfect

methods used in their construction.

THE TRUE BLUE 
Beaded Label

French Watch Glasses 

7.

"CLEAR AND BRIGHT

AND LABELED RIGHT"

HIGHEST QUALITY, FINISH,

CORRECT SHAPE

AND

PARIS
21 Rue de l'Echiquier

The Crown Watch Glass

Note the and beware of imitations

Ask your jobber for them

SUSSFELD, LORSCH & CO.
Wholesale Agents

NEW YORK
37 Maiden Lane



These are the Days Bastian's Class Pins are Making Money for
Enterprising Jewelers

By our patented process of making Class Pins it is simply an impossibility for any competitor to meet our prices.There's going to be many a dozen Class Pins sold in your town during the next three months.
Why don't you get sonic of this business—why don't you send for one of Bastian's Catalogs to-day, and getthe order from your Schools or Colleges?
Note these prices and then compare them with others. Silver-Plated and Sterling Slyer Pins, same as illustration,in any colors of enamel and with any letters desired ( letters not to exceed in number those shown).

SILVER-PLATED PINS, per doz., 75c.; STERLING SILVER PINS, per doz., $1.87X
These pins retail readily for to cents and 25 cents, respectively, and every jeweler should know that on theSterling Silver Pins the best French enamel is used.

BASTIAN'S GOLD CLASS PINS, $15.00 a dozen and upward
We want to impress upon your mind that we guarantee satisfaction ; that when you sell our Pins you are sellinga product that is as extensively advertised, and as well known to the buying public, as are Elgin watches.
Besides Class Pins, we make to order Badges, Medals and Buttons in either Gold, Silver, Bronze or Ribbon.Special Designs and estimates gladly furnished free of charge.

BASTIAN BROS., R, 21 South Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

Perfection in Jewelers', Silversmiths' and Dental Noiseless Electric

Lathe Motors. Our Latest Improved 1905 and 1906 Models

OUR MOTORS SAVE TIME, PATIENCE an 
MONEY, an COMBINE SIMPLICITY, ECONOMY aa STRENGTH

Showing W. Green A. Co.'s Latest
alld Improved Model. 4 separate
Speeds, 1-5 Horse Power, Direct.
Current Lathe Motor. Ty pe No. 4.
With Brush and Bulling Wheels

on Spindles in position ; also Drill-
ing, Grindstone, E in e r y (Sand
P it p e r) and Saw-Chucks ; also
Spindles, Single and 3-Cone Pulleys,
Adjustable Plug and Cord—all used
in connection with our 1-5 Horse
l'ower Motors.

These Motors can be
attached in one minute to
any ordinary electric light
socket, and are absolutely
guaranteed, therefore do
not hesitate to place your
order. They are always
ready for immediate use,
no further adjustment
being required.

4

e .■

DON'T WAIT BUY
NOW! Money willing'y
refunded if not as repre-
sented and found unsatis-
factory. Nothing better
can be made. Absolutely
dust-procf, air and water-
tight and fully war-
ranted. With reasonable
care these motors will
last, in constant use, for
twenty years (speed, 500
to 3,000 revolutions per
minute as desired).

W. GREEN & t),

For General or Special
Use, our Motors Have no
Equal at Any Price

THE W. GREEN & CO.'S
'IMPROVED ADJUST-
ABLE COMBINATION"
Polishing, Buffing, Grinding,
Drilling, Sawing and Turn-
ing Electric Lathe Motors.
(Six Lathes in One at Price

of One.)

For Watchmakers, Jewel-
ers, Opticians, Silversmiths,
Dentists, Machinists, Elec-
tricians, Brass Workers,
Glass and Diamond Cutters
and Polishers,Model Makers,
Cutlery Manufacturers,
Hotels, Hospitals, Institu-
tions, Private Dwellings,
etc., and for all trades and

purposes.

Typo No. 4. 4 Separate Speeds

Showing W. Green A Co.'s Latest and Improved Moll, Single Speed, 1-5 Horse
Power, Alternating-Current Lathe Motor. Self-sleet ing. Type No. 5.

With new style Steel Switch and Patent Rey Attachment in front, Grindstone

and Buffing Chucks with Grindstone and Spindle in position ; also Drilling and

Emery Chuck, Adjustable Plug, Cord, etc.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest

and Improved Model. 6 Separate

Speeds, 1-5 Horse Power, Independ-

ent Arbor, Alternating-Current

Lathe Motor. Type No. 9.
M'ith new style Steel Switch and
Patent Key Attachment, and
Short Spindles in position ; also
Drill, Grindstone and Emery
(Sand Paper ), Chucks, Single,
3-Cone and 1 hit l'ulleys,Adjust-
able Plug, Cord, etc.

A. N. CLARK & SON, Plainville, Conn.
MANUrACTURCRS OF METAL NOVELTIES

BICYCLE SUNDRIES and
CLARK'S
CELEBRATED
LOOP
WATCH KEYS
Order Keys through your

jobber, who will furnish them
at our price.

1. H.Walbridge & Co., 337 Broad-
way,New York City,agents for Twee-
zers, Manicures, Key Rings, etc.

Stevens & Co., 99 Chambers, jv St.. New York, agents for Bicycle
Sundries.

New Model. Typ No. S. Single Speed. Self-Starting
New Model. 'Type No. 9. 6 Separate Speeds. 

Selt.Starting

Showing W. Green A Co.'s Latest and Improved Model, 7 
Speeds (Separate Attachment),

lei to 1 Horse Power, Direct-Cuurent Lathe Motors, 
Type No. 6.

With Grindstone and Buffing Wheels on Spindles in position 
also Drill Chuck, Spindles,

Grindstone, Turning and various other attachments, etc., used in 
connection with all our

Type Nos. 6 and 7, Direct and Alternating-Current Motors.

Showing W. Green & Co.'s Latest
and Improved Model, trf to I Horse
Power, Alternating-Current Lathe
Motor. Self-starting. Type Nu. 7.

With Buffing Wheel and Grindstone
on Spindles, and 'Fuming Attachment

in position. ( Per Drilling and other
Attachments, etc., see cut, Type No. 6.)

In Sterling Silver, Silver Plate, Buck Horn, etc. TheBottle Openers ,oa,,,,,negniiewnocielgtrt and L cilit:taongl i,:ivis:rsZii,tilt ittihtpt; 01: h.ot I I in g
ill

be appreciated for the table. Send for Catial'ongUse‘.
Made by GOODNOW & JENKS, Silversmiths, 38 Stanhope Street, BOSTON

Who have obtained the sole right from patentee to manufacture this article

,ser,v#01~

United States Smelting and Refining Works
L. •Sc M. WOL.X.STIEIN

Office : 16 John St., New York

The Matchless
Pocket Cigar Lighter

The only perfected cigar lighter on the market

Made In dun Metal, Aluminum, Brass, Silver Plate
Gold Plate and Solid Gold

Refiners of all kinds of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Waste
Manufacturers of Sterling Silver

Highest prices paid for Old Gold, Old Silver, Platinum Scraps
Ore and Bullion Assays a specialty

Proprietor of Platina Melting Furnace and Gold and Platina
Filing Separating Process of greatest advantage to manufacturers
of Platina Jewelry

The Matchless Cigar Lighter
Manufacturing Co.

General descrip-

tion, full partic.

ulars, wholesale

price-list, testi-

monials, e tc. ,

will be sent on

application.

New Model. Type No. ri. 7 Separate 
Speeds New Model. Type No. 7. Single Speed. Self-Starting

IMPORTANT NOTICE. We make, change or 
rearrange our Electric Motors tO suit all trades 

and purposes. Perfection and Satisfaction Guaranteed

Maiden Lane

W. GREEN CO., Manufacturers and Exporters, 6 NEW YORK, U.S.A.
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Easter is Coming ! !
Be prepared for the business which is going to be the best in many years

Our Line of Novelties is Ready

Genuine and Imitation Shell Combs,
mounted in gold, gold filled and silver, in plain patterns
and also set with precious and imitation stones

Festoon Necks, in gold and gold filled

Secret Lock Nethersoles, in gold and gold filled

Waist Sets, in gold, gold filled and silver

Hat Pins, in gold, gold filled and silver

Crosses, in gold, gold filled and silver, with and without stones

Book Markers, in gold, gold filled and silver

These are the goods that will sell, we have the best lineand on the market

726 Chestnut St.

MANUFACTURERS

Philadelphia

1 
11

1

Watches—Watches—Watches
We have them—Anything and Everything you want. All you have to do is to

order them—and you'll get them, whether it is an 0 size, 7 jeweled or an 18 size,

23 jeweled. "A word to the wise is sufficient." Order them now when you can get

them and don't wait, and while it is often said that the only sure things are death and

taxes, the sale of watches is just as sure. No jeweler can make a success of his

business unless he carries a nice stock of watches.
When we speak of movements, we mean ELGIN & WALTHAM—names

to conjure with. When you tell your customer it is an ELGIN or WALTHAM,

the sale is more than half made. We call your particular attention to

Railroad
JiJWatches

  001.011[11nlin
WE CARRY

THE LEADING MAKES

of GOLD

GOLD FILLED

SILVER and

NICKEL CASES

Elgin
Veritas, No. 214, 23 J., 18 size, 0. F.

,, No. 239, 21 J., "

‘• No. 274, 21 j., " Htg.
Raymond, No. 240, 19 J., " 0. F.
Father Time, 21 J., " " and Htg.

II
Raymond, 17 J., '' ,. It

No. 270, 21 J., 16 size, "
CINo. 280, 17 J., "

Vanguard,

Railroad
Watches

Waltham
23 J., 18 size 0. F. and Htg.
21 J.,

It II

''

Crescent St., 21 J., "

19 J., "
Premier ( A.T. & Co.), 17J., i8 size, 0. F. and fitg.

Vanguard, 23 J., 16 size, 0. F.

It

CC

THE NEW

STANDARD

CHRONOGRAPH

in Filled and Nickel Cases,

is the wonder of the age.

I/2 the price of the Swiss

and twice as good.

The Reduction in the 'price of 18 size and 6 size, Elgin and Waltham 7 , I 5
Cil(i

I 7 jeweled m)vements, has made an imMense demand for same. Send us y)t.11r 

numbers for rebate.

Distributing Agents for the New England Watch Co.

Manufacturers and Jobbers of
Everything used by the Jewelry Trade

726 Chestnut St., Philadelphia



SWARTCHILD & COMPANY Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Supplies„no

134-138 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO

THE ONLY
WAY TO GET

PERFECT COMFORT

BEHIND THE
EARS

20th CENTURY EAR GUARDS

are broad, smooth and comfortable. \\Till not blacken
gold like the rubber tubes and are much neater. Do
not move with temple, always remaining in proper place.
Large, novel lithograph furnished gratis for window display.

Prices per dozen pairs

$0  50 Gold Filled Si  5o
  4.80 /Au zo K. Gold Filled . 2.00

Alouninico

Solid Gold

THE NEW S. & CO. BENCHES
i:, H. -.or rho highest degree of workmanship, -ty le and finish. They are intended to harmonize with the line,f fixturesof a 111011e1'11 j■•,1 II, ,I,,,,.. (•,,,,,, draw,I. etpwains 1st) large cork top hoftles, bringing the entire stock of NV1I101 material withinthe 11110S1 comstlilwiil 1,1101. .N1.1110 ill 1.111111111 :Mil plain top, in solid oak, mahogany and walnut finish. Both styles are samedimension,. 1 fimcc,ions : I leigh 1, 39 4 illelleti ; WWI II, 44% inches. Depth, 28 inches. Dit»ensions do not include curtain.No. 0 I. Curtain Top, price, $40.00. No. CI 2. Plain Top, price, $33.00

NEW COMBINATION THIMBLE TRAY
for display and reserve stock, has 70 spaces for
displaying, and spaces for reserved stock as
shown in cut. Made standard size of jewelry
trays, 11%x 11% and 234 in. deep,lined with pur-
ple velvet ; frame is highly polished mahogany.

No. H 341   Price, $4.00

NEW WATCH DISPLAY STAND
Made of 34 and 3/8-inch round

rods, with a 7-inch round base.
Ens 12 hoops and stands 2 feet in
height. All nicely nickel plated.

No. H 342 . . Price, $2.25

OUR " PERFECT " PLAIN-TOP BENCH
Made of hardwood, oak finish, with 4 drawers and closet • tba

cheapest bench on the market.
No. G 2%   Price, $7.75

OUR "PERFECT" PLAIN-TOP BENCH
Made of solid oak, highly polished and finished ; has 12 drawers:
9 On the side from top to bottom and 3 in the center ; also apron
drawer. All drawers have bronze pulls.

No. 1012   Price, $12.75

OUR " PERFECT" CURTAIN-TOP BENCH
Made in solid oak, rubbed down in oil-piano polish ; every drawer
panelled, automatic lock, apron drawer, with canvas bottom ;
bronze pulls, reversible vise rest and other valuable improvements.
This bench has 14 drawers ; 9 on the side from top to bottom and 4
in uppet•part, including drawer for chucks.

No. 1008   Price, $22.00

N.70

SELF=CENTERINO
JEWEL CHUCK

Will hold any size jewel
for reducing diameter
and thickness used In
stepped wheel or bezel
chucks.
No. H 344. Price, $1.00

COMBINATION POCKET MARKER AND PIN PUSHER
Made of steel tithing, knurled and nickel plated ; the point is reversible, telescoping

into handle.
No. Ii 343   Price, 25 cents

OPTICIANS' SCREW HOLDER AND DRIVER
No. Ii 337, Complete with 2 blades  Price, 63 cents

Send for our 70o=page Catalogue

SWARTCHILD Si COMPANY, 134 & 138 Wabash Ave., Chicago

The United States Government
has the best mail service in the world, and

we have recognized that promptness in re-

pairing comes next to good work and low

prices. We have adopted all three as our

standard, and if you appreciate promptness,

good work and low prices, give us a trial as

the best method of convincing yourself. We

guarantee the following service:

Repairing leaving
STATES your store on

Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York . . Monday

Indiana, Michigan, Virginia, West Virginia

Iowa, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Carolinas

Nebraska, Kansas, Dakotas .

66

66

46

Will be back in
your store on

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

We Set Stones in Ladies' Rings for 3c.

We Set Stones in Gents' Rings for tc.

We Make Rings Smaller for 8c.

Other Repairing Accordingly

We make all kinds of Rings to order
same day as receivedOUR

STANDARD

LOW PRICES

3-F1
z 3 4 5C

0 0000 0
7 8 9

0 0 0
Io II 12

000

13 14 15 16 ri 18 19 20

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

:40

4̀0

(g0

STANDARD STONE SIZES

PRICES

FIRST-GRADE
DOUBLETS

ROUND OVAL

BEST HUNGARIAN

OPALS

ROUND OVAL

Size Price Size Price Size Price Size

1-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31-35
36-40
41-44

30,
40.
50,
7c.
11e.
15c.
20o.
28c.

3 m/m
4 man
5 mm
6 man
7 mlm
8 m/m
9 mlm
10 man

6c.
7c,

Sc.
12c.
16c,
20e.
26c.

1-6
7-8
9
10
11

12-15
16-17
18-21
22-23
24-26
27-29
30-31
32-34
35-36

4c,
50.
7c.
9c.
12c.
20c.
27c.
35c.
450.
70c,
84e.
61.03
1.22
1.40

8 man
4 mim
5 man
6 in/m
7 man
8 man
9 man

6c.
14c.
190,
39e.
60c.
inc.
$1.41

Order your stone stock from us. The above
prices are for single stones ordered or used in re-

pairing. Ten per cent. off in quantities of six dozen

or over.
Terms, July 1, 1905, net

The Queen City Ring mfg. co.
Beecher Bailding, Buffalo, N. Y.

0 0 0 039 038 
037 036 036 031- 033

The Queen City Ring Mfg. Co., Beecher Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

RING OUT THE OLD
RING IN THE NEW

and latest styles of rings by becoming one of our customers, which allows you. to

exchange any of our rings for new styles at any time.

We carry woo different styles of io K. solid gold stone-set rings, and

advance three reasons why you should write to us for a selection package:

I. We size our rings FREE of charge.

2. We replace all stones except diamonds in our rings free of charge for two

years after you have sold them.

3. We exchange all unsalable rings for new styles of stone-set rings at any time.

Write to us to-day. We pay express charges both ways and give you one-third

September I, 1905 ; two thirds January 1, 1906, terms on all goods selected.

Write to us To-day for a Memorandum Package

The Queen City Ring mfg. Co., ticdhueirg, Buffalo, N. Y.



Clement Combined Lathe Attachment
Replacing

1.—Plain Tailstock.

2.—Screw Tailstock.

3.—Swing Rest.

Jeweling Caliper.

4.—Slide Rest.

5 —Pivot Polisher.

G.—Filing Fixture.

7.—Rotiuding-uji Tool,

8.—Milling Fixture.

9.—Rusty Pinion Polisher.

10 —Profiling Fixture.

11.—Turret Head.

12.—Table Rest.

And beside, it has thirty
new and distinct features

The workmanship
Strictly First...Class

40 Small Parts (not shown) Furnished in Fine Case

As necessary as the sewing Begins right—ends right—is right. $200.00 worth fer-,i40.00.

More fine work
than in t wo lathes.

Do your own work;
don't lose the profit.

At our factory we would
convince you in ten minutes.

Quality has Increased rapidly ;
price remains the same.

•

This space too valuable for
testimonials ; send for them.

All cutters ready for use ;
NO STONING ; NO GRINDING.

All the practical features—
no impratitical complieatious.

All important parts nicely hardened
and tempered.

12 attachments in one
30 advantages besides ;
St one-fifth the price.

time,

SAVES money,
patience,
111.111venienJe.

We want
EVERY WAT( I MA KER
IN THE Wou1.1,
to have this attaelitnent on trial. .
Free for the asking.

Without attachments
you can do scarcely nothing
for hicli the lathe was designed.

This is a case where you
don't have to see

the point
to apply a safety catch to scarf
pins, clasp or bat pins. All
other kinds necessitate showing
the point of pin, whereas with
the NOliS you need only expose
a small portion of pin and just
pinch it on, and to remove it
mist pinch it off. It sounds easy
and is just as we say. The mit
shows the simplicity with which
the catch can be applied to dif-
ferent kinds and styles of pin
jewelry. When applied as it is
shown on cut, it protects against
loss, theft and accident. These
catches are arranged one dozen
on a good attractive card, ready
to place on counter or in window.

Adjusted Quick as a Win!:

POINTS IN FAVOR OF
THE NOBS CATCH

1st—Can be applied to Scarf,
Clasp or Hat Pins from the
side without looking for the
point of the pin.

2d—Will not injure the lingers
from contact with the point
of the pin as others do.

3d -- Will not scratch or
damage the pin.

4th —No breaking of nails In
attaching or detaching.

5th—Is adjusted quick as a
wink.

6th—No screw to get out of
order.

7th—Durable and simple in
operation.

Nth—Solves the problem of
simplicity and security com-
bined.

CLOCKS We keep in stock every clock it will pay you to
handle. We send the clock you want upon your order.

The prices are as right as you could get of the manufacturer.

All leading makes—especially Ansonia, Seth Thomas,
Waterbury and Ingraham.

BRONZES Usually too high-price(l to sell well, r t

inartistic fi)r any but department-store trade.

Our stock strikes a good-art, right-price line you can do

on, with all classes, every business-day in the year.

illustrations and prices, see our 1905 catalogue.

NOBS .SAIPBTY CA'TC1-1. Pat. Jane 27, 1004
Prevents loss by accident or theft

AQTUAL. .SIZI:

Price, 5I.50 per dozen

N. E. Corner Fourth an Plum Streets

TUE LEDOS MFG. CO., 34-36 Pearl St., NEWARK, N.J., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of Watch Case Materials anti Jewelers' Findings
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ciiRE YOU SATISFIED?

We are adding new names every month to our
satisfied list of customers. We

would like to add yours

THE BROWN ã DEAN COMPANY
Gold and Silver Refiners

102 and 104 Richmond Street

Providence, R. L

PLATINUM
and its alloys, made expressly for

jewelers' use

GRAND PRIZE, UNIVERSAL EXPOSITION
St. Louis, 1904

Awarded

BAKER AND CO., INC.
Newark, N. J.

120 Liberty St.,

New York City

STAR BRAND

AM ER I CAN

MAINSPRINGS
BEST

, on,

çP
TRADE MARK

.1=1111

NOW 100E J118101181 at Easq Prices" STAR " Brand American Mainsprings. Extra quality, fine
crocus finish, correctly gaged ; made of the fittest special
steel ; the tips are fitted perfectly. Price per dozen, 85c.net cash; price per gross, $9.50 net cash.

SPECIAL. We vill give an elegant Solid Oak Mainspring Cabi
net, with (20 drawers, worth $6.00, with your first (inlet
for i gross of " Star " American Mainsprings, assorted to
snit, for $10.50 net cash.

* " STAR Brand American Balance
Staffs, extra fine, made 1,3 the latest
Improved automatic machinery, cor-
rectly gaged, special 7 Jewel grades,

90e. 15 jewel grades, polished, $1.15. t7 Jewel grades. polished, $1.33 per dozen, net cash
* " STAR " Brand American Balance Hole Cock and Foot Jewels in set

tings, made by automatic machinery, correctly gaged, special, pet dozen
90c. net cash.

* " STAR Brand American Roller Jewels that will fit properly, 25c. pi
'dozen ; special. $2.50 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with I 2
bottles.

it "STAR " Brand American Long Case Screws that will fit properly, 20c.20c.
per dozen ; special, $2.00 per gross net cash, including Oak Cabinet with 12 bottles.

.kt I the above prices are strictly NET CASH.
I rders filled in rotation as received.

H. 13. Peters & Co., BUIV:,„ New York

"South Bur" Domagoolizers

ORDER FROM YOUR JOBBER

PRICES:
For Direct Current, $15.00
For Alternating" 5.00

Agents for England : ORIMSHAW & BAXTER, 2o tioswell Road, London, carry stock

THE KNOBLOCK=HEIDEMAN MFG. COMPANY
Successors to

THE MILLER-KNOBLOCK ELECTRIC MFC. COMPANY
1f4t)tith Iciid, 1111(J41.1111

"Star" iid L
F1'ovr athes

High-grade complete screw-cut=
ting engine lathes, 9 and 11-inch
swing, with automatic cross-feed,
with or without compound rest,
draw-in chuck, taper, milling and
gear-cutting at t nehmen fa, friction
countershaft, metric lead-screw, etc.
Suitable for tool, model, and scien-

tific instrument makers, optical, lab-
oratory and experimental work, for
profitable use in all lines of fine,
accurate manufacturing and pre-
cision service.
Send for Catalog " B."
We also make Bench Lathes,

Speed Lathes, Wood Lathes and
Heavy Engine Lathes.

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co.
246 Water Street

SENECA FALLS, N.Y., U.S.A.
6,00

NOVELTIES FOR THE EASTER SEASON!

Genuine Chickens and I)ticklings

Taxidermist-mounted lite-like positions. Splendid for grouping in window

display, and ready sellers over the counter. Nu. 
2017 thieliens. $.1.su ;air dozen. No. 2011

I iiek hogs, $2.00 per dozen.

Easter Lily Plants, with or without pots ;

6 full-bloom Easter Lilies; from 35 cents

up to $11.50 each.

Blooming Peach or .1 tilde Sprays.
ze., 50c., 75l. II.1 41.00 each.

l'alms—all styles and size,

Floral Easter Eggs

No. 2101. Floral Easter Egg, with reindeer in metal, lying 
down very attractively

decorated II tel ificial maybells and natural prepared sea-ill 
; each,

No. 2101. Floral Easter Egg, with two metal rabbits. 
Decorat d' its of natural sett-mos,

and Easter Lilies ; each, 38c. ut
No. 2104. Fancy Easter Float. half Iuusteu l it'n win., k. It. ts it t a rtt ,iifilevr

metal, and decorated with natural prepared 
:111.1 .1•I It, .1 maiden-

hair ferns. Each 75c.; per dozen, i7.50.

At list ie reproduction of exquisite violets

and leaves, stiitable for ladies' evening wear ;

delicately S1.1.11011 \riulu 'holct perfume and

1)1111 nil Wit II sat in ribbon ; each bouquet packed

separately i ii t box, as illustrated; each, 50 emits.

Easter I.ily Sprays of fine sateen or paper;

rn tutu .-1,1 cents a dozen IIP.

Vines, as tuoruing-glory vines, Wi,leria, wild 
rose, lilacs, clematis and lily

vines, smilax, etc., for window 'display.

Symbol of the purity and innocence of Easter, and 
of the awakening of nature through the 

coming of Spring, when every

man and woman should follow earth's example 
and provide themselves with new raiment : 

these Easter novelties have strong

advertising value in the attractive and seasonable 
decoration of the store. They are among those 

things which serve to dis-

tinguish in the public eye the aggressive, 
up-to-date and pushing store from the establishme

nt that's always itist a few weeks

behind ; good profits in the sale of these Easter 
goods over the counter as well.

My line of decorative novelties for the Easter 
festivities is richer, newer and more original than e

ver introduced before.

MAKE YOUR STORE SPRINGLIKE DURING
 THE WINTER.

I can supply you with original ideas which 
will be a great help to you in decorating your 

store for any special occasion

and special sales. Send for estimates.

My new Illustrated Easter Supplement, No. 5, 
is now ready. Pen a postal for this Supplement 

to-day. It will pay you.

FRANK NETSCHERT, 34 Barclay Street, NEW YORK
IN() UIANCH C)11:71,1CI:,1_4



The Game of
"Follow the Leader"

You played it when you were a youngster; or you have seen your
youngsters play it.

But the game is also played by grown-ups—as jewelers who have
looked into the Filled Case arena for the past quarter of a century
can testify.

There were none to "follow the Leader "—the BOSS Case—for a long
stretch of years after 1853 ; for the basic patents on the original invention
shut out aspiring small boys from taking a hand. But when the bars
were down they " went in."

And wen/ out again, many of them, after futile effort to " follow the
Leader." Seven Filled Case concerns got tired and quit, and now
slumber in forgotten graves.

One must either lead or follow. A new creation, in art, letters, manu-
factures or what-not, is sure to be imitated sooner or later. The follower
pays tribute of praise to the leader in following : " Imitation is the
sincerest flattery." But all imitation is mechanical—it lacks the vital
spark of inspiration. s It follows the shape and outline, but loses the
spirit. No copyist, however clever, can more than hold the form-structure
of the original theme—even Rembrandt could not produce a Perfect
duplicate of any of his own masterpieces. An echo is always a counterfeit.

-

Its only real value is in certifying to the value of the original,

genuine thing—else there would be no echo. No one would care to

counterfeit a counterfeit. It is only the BOSS Case that is imitated ; it

is always the BOSS that is in front, in the game of "Follow the Leader."

Yes, always in front—always the leader. Let us itemize its " firsts":

I. The BOSS Case was first to demonstrate the Filled Case idea.

2. The BOSS Case was first to he guaranteed to wear for a

specified term of years.

3. The BOSS Case was first to have the guarantee stamped into

the metal of the case itself—discarding the easily-lost paper

guarantees, it was first to make the pledge of wear a native

part of the fabric of the Case.

4. The BOSS Case was first to show models patterned on Solid

Gold shapes.

5. The BOSS Case was first to use Raised Colored Gold and

Diamond Set ornamentation ; and originated more patterns of
Engravings than all other makes of Filled Cases put together.

6, 7, 8, and so-on, through a long list of "firsts."

If a thing is so good as to be imitated, the excellence of the original

should make you want it, and it only.

Why not " get next " and " follow the (BOSS) Leader " yourself

itstead of falling in far down the line and following those that follow?

The Keystone Watch Case Co.

19th & Brown Sts.. Philadelphi,t



No. 91052. Rose Vine. 6 roses and 12 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, 
$3.60;

per gross yards, 836.00.
No. 01055. Rose Vine. 3 roses and 9 leaves to yard. Per dozen yards, 

$2.40 ;

Per gross yards, $24.00.
Roses can be had in white, pink and red.

No. 91030. Lily Vine. 3 lilies, 3 buds and 18 leaves to yard. Per dozen
yards, 83.00 ; per gross yards, $30.00.

The far-seeing
Jewelers those who have

experienced, year after year, the
shortage of 0 size Movements when they

were most needed, are taking advantage of
the present opportunity to secure stock of our new

No. 91062. An Easter Novelty, representing Ihe o r o or
Peace, -Happiness and Purity. The very thing for a neat,

appropriate and thoughtful Easter decorat ion. Is ,olu posed of

Ills. lirst quality, life-size dove, which has a yard of icy beau-

tiful Lily Vine, No. 01050 trailing front earl, side. The dove

Holy he sitsPended in windows, ari.bes, doorways and from

ceilings, and with additional VOWS made into any desired

length. Price, as above illust ration, t2.00.

No. 91188. Rose Spray Bouquet with
Vase.

This bouquet is composed of one doz.
of lily No. 91186 Rose Sprays, in-
cluding papier mache Vase, each,61.75.
No. 91186. Rose bouquet without

vase, each, $1.50.
Roses can be had in any desired color.

No. 01101. Apple Blossom Spray,
ioehes long. Each, 30e. ;

I,,,'. ■lozen, 83.00.
No. 91100. Apple Blossom Spray,

12 inches long. Per dozen 00c.;
per gross, $6.00.

These superior Movements, in 7, II and 15 Jeweled, are
now ready for delivery by the jobbing trade. You will do
well to order freely of them, while they can be had; for
history will repeat itself and the "scarce" time will surely
come again. These 0 size Pendant-Set Movements will
give equal, or better, satisfaction than corresponding
grades of other makes; and as they cost the Retailer
less, they present an extra-profit opportunity.
Make no mistake : Do not delay in ordering them.

Lever-Set United States Movements, in
0 and 16 sizes, are now discontinued

SAGO PLANTS. (Unpotted.)
Each

No. 91863. SAGO TREE.
(Potted.)

Very attractive.

No. Ft. high Leaves
01862 5 15 ti
91864 8 18
91863 10 24

No. 91814. PA 1,N1 PLANT
(Unpotted)

No. In. high Leaves
91800 24 8
91805 36 4

Doz.
$1.75
2.50
4.00
5.00
6.50
12.50
20.00

No. 91834. PALM TREE.
(Potted.)

No. Ft. high Lys. Each
91880 7 12 $3.00
91832 9 18 4.00
91884 12 24 6.00

No. 91152. Lilac Spray (one
of the early spring flowers).
In any of its natural colors,
per dozen, $1.50.

No. 91144. LILY SPRAY.

No. 91144. 14 inches long, 1 lily, 1
bud and 6 leaves to spray. Per
dozen sprays, $1.00 ; per gross
sprays, 810.00.

No. 91149, Lily Spray very fine,
14 inches long, 1 lily, 1 bud and

7 leaves to spray. Per dozen
sprays, $1.25; per gross sprays,
$12.50.

PAPER EASTER LILIES

Per dozen, 506; per gross, 84.80.

'
‘N\

No 91454. Velvet Begonia Plant
12 leaves. Each, $2.00.

No. 91452. Velvet Begonia Plant
9 leaves. Each, 81.50.

No. 91451. Velvet Begonia Plant
6 leaves. Each, $1.00.

No. 91709. American Beauty
Rose Bush.

24 inches high, 3 roses to plant,
each $1.00.

No.91712. 30 inches high. 4 roses
and 4 buds to plant, each
81.50.

No.91714. 36 inches high. Sroses
and 6 buds to plant, each
82.50.

Can be had in any desired color.

Write for my new Easter Sup-

plement No. 2 9, just from press.

It's full of Novelties for Spring

and Easter Decorations.

en‘d: 187-189 South Clark Street, CHICAGO
No. 91117. CHERRY SPRAY.

20 inches long. Per spray, 400. ; per
dozen sprays, 84.00.

No. 91116. Cherry Spray. Per dozen,
81.00.



Rivett Lathe No. 2
for Watchmakers

"Rivett" Lathes We CR a Complete Stock of Watchmakers' Tools, Material ono Walch Glasses
Notice Our New Prices

If you don't buy the Rivett Lathe, insist
upon having our competitors give you as
good goods as we do.

Insist upon having a steel bed. It has
no equal.

Insist upon a Mechanically constructed
Head, with the least possible friction.

Insist upon a hardened Tailstock Spindle,
well ground and well lapped. Insist upon a Tip-over T-Rest.

Insist upon having a Rubber Cone with a flange to fit on the Spindle, and a keyway
the entire length of the cone.

Insist upon having our competitors do away with their usual method of putting the
Rubber Cone on the spindle, without a flange or bushing, with a common screw which,
every time it is tightened, throws your Spindle out of line. There is less work in ten of
these than in one of ours. When you buy the Rivett you have a Lathe which costs a
third more to produce than any other make.

Remember that we challenge the world on Attachments.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co., Brighton, Boston, Mass., U.S.A.

LANDIS SCHOOL OF ENGRAVING

M. L. Landis
Proprietor and Instructor

Spring Course
Opens Monday, April 3, 1905

WRITE US AT ONCE. If you wish to take a
Course this Spring, please write us and we will assign
and hold a place go. yen.

1Ve do not accept more than twelve pupils at one tinn,,
devoting our entire lime to their personal Instruction zwl
Advancement.

Our methods are original and entirely new. We are
the founders of a New System in the AG of Cutting alld
Designing, which enables a pupil, not endowed r, h
artistic skill, to learn to make perfect letters.

Write us, and we will give you an idea of what ■
could accomplish by taking a Course with us.

M. L. LANDIS, 119 Koch Ave., DETROIT, MICH.

-Sii=211111M1

THE BEST OF ALL ROLER REMOVER
Description of Tool.-.-1 show,

.ia cf Italler I:emitter adjusted 1,
re it, tt v I' i,II,i. Table 11
le (I S 1 Ii I e

%V111,•11

',nod by ',CVO!'

f Ii 11ZON able !list:
which emit rols the
adjustment of,jaws.
This tool, finely
nickel-plated,$1.25

INI11111111110

A

Our Never Equaled Pivot Drill Chuck and Drilling Device
f3 A

Patent T'ending

Once used, you would not be
witnout it for five times its
cost.

Description of is milled band to clutch in screwing down set nut B which holds Pivot
tonIl ii position. 0 is trick center taper which hits tail stock °clothe. D at rest pin entering
0 or mil-stack spindle. Piney Pivot tril I i eountersink in the staff to be drilled. Push up tail-
st'ock  siIla and the toh-screw, ntol the drill enters the mar the opening toe' weer! ("sod
shows the depth pm hart. drilled. This ileviett also lessens the breakage. Price, 75 cents.

1Vo zilsc fern i..11 le,t quality tti Pivot Irmo 4 to 30 thousandth for 30 cents per dozen. Order
either front us ■,r v,au r .itthltor, I h ordering, mention estee and kind of lathe used. We also manu-
facture Its far watchmakers, jewelers awl opticians. 1Vrite us for estimate,:.

DETROIT WATCH TOOL CO., 516 Michigan Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Mail Orders Care-
fully and

Promptly Filled

No Order is too
Small to Receive
Our Attention

RELIANCE Brand, Best Grade American-Made
Balance Staffs and Jewels t

Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and Polished . . Per dozen, $1.00
Balance Staffs, Hardened, Tempered and Gray Finish " " .6o
C. F. Jewels, Ruby and Sapphire, in Polished Setting " Loo
C. F. Jewels, Garnet, Turned Setting   .5o

We give gratis a handsome Cabinet and 12 bottles with 6 dozen of our Best Grade
RELIANCE Brand Balance Staffs and Jewels

RELIANCE Brand Mainsprings   Per dozen, 85 cents, net
EXCELSIOR Brand Mainsprings  

We carry a complete

stock of American and

Swiss Watch Material,

Genuine V. T. F. Watch
Glasses, all makes of

American and Swiss

Lat hes, Watchmakers'

Benches and Stools.

We carry everything

for the Watchmaker,

Jeweler, Silversmith,

Engraver and Optician.

Prices and cash discounts

quoted on anything intimr

line, or taken from any

catalogue on the market.

(4 It 72 11 it

We carry a complete

stock of American and

Swiss Watches, Clocks,

Jewelry, made by the

leading manufacturers ;

Silverware, Novelties,

etc., etc.

KORONES BROTHERS
NEW YORK38 Chrystie Street

.:111,t15PRINC5
,

hB siz, WALTHAM

No-2203_
EVERY MR1,15PRIIIRMIIINTZ1

Price, $ 1 00 Dozen
" 10.50 Gross

Price, $ .75 Dozen
" 7.50 Gross

ORDERS FILLED

This Handsome Solid Oak Cabinet FREE with your
First Order for One Gross " REGENT "

Brand American Mainsprings

GOLD-PLATED SCARF PIN AND
BROOCH PROTECTORS

az!
4,-(t

N,t. It

Price,
75c. Doz.

R. P.
OVAL

0•111111110-

NECK CHAD' 0.1
CLASP

Price, $1.25 Dozen

Fl[201N4

15

Price,
75c. Doz.

Jfk,,
`i

Price, $ .15 Dozen
" 1.50 Gross

Price, $ .75 Dozen
" 7.50 Gross

A.INY CATALOGUE

Importers, Exporters and Manu-CR0 Ss & BEGIFELIN 2 facturers, Watches, Diamonds,Jewelry, Silver-Plated Ware, etc.

on

WATCH GLASSES
CENEVAS

Height 3.

Height 4.

iro• 
Height 5.

Height 6.

`.%

Per Gross Per Doz.

$3.00 $ .30

Height 7.

5.50 .55

S.

Height 8.

PARALLEL.

10.50 1.00

LENTILLE.

,011111111111111M11.11 5.50 .55

PATENT GENEVA.

7.00 .65

EXTRA THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Ap11111.1■1111111.1111111.1111.1111Aft 3.00 .30

THICK MI-CONCAVE.

Blank order sheets sent on application

17 Maiden Lane, New Yot*
•■1■1111•■■

17)\. LE CHUCKS 6o Cents Each
Chucks for all Standard Makes of Watchmakers' Lathes

Round and Flat-Faced Wire Chucks. Also Wheel

Geneva No. 114 1x2 8-4 No. 2 liettrnet' Whitcomb
Webster Starkl  Mosoley

Whitcomb
Rivett 

Mrseley Hopkins I■toseley

BUY YOUR CHUCKS NOW I March is the last month which we will sell DALE (shucks 

No.1

and other tools, as illustrated in the January and February KEYSTONES, at reduced prices. HARDINGE BROS
Terms, net cash. Write far our No. 5 Catalog.

•

Nu. a

10344036 Lincoln Ave
Chicago, III.

.

IiasSofj3ro6.4
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF DIAMOND-MOUNTED JEWELRY CARRIED IN STOCK

IMPORTERS

AND

JOBBERS OF

Diamonds 9-11-13 Malden Lane
NEW YORK

Watches 100 State St.

Jewelry ALBANY, N.Y.
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THE BARBOUR SILVER CO.
FACTORY A

Sterling and Plated Hollowware
MERIDEN, CONN.

THE DERBY SILVER CO.
FACTORY B

Plated Hollowware
DERBY, CONN.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.
FACTORY E

Sterling and Plated Hollowware
Sterling and Plated Flatware

MERIDEN, CONN,

THE HOLMES & EDWARDS SILVER CO.
FACTORY C

Sterling Inlaid, Plated and Unplated
Flatware

BRIDGEPORT. CONN.

THE MERIDEN SILVER PLATE CO.
FACTORY F

Plated Hollowware

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE WM. ROGERS MFG. CO.
FACTORY H

Plated Flatware
MERIDEN, CGNN

MANY NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS
have been produced by our factories for the early spring

trade, and will be on exhibition at our various salesrooms,

and shown by our travelers shortly.

We would call attention to our several brands of Hollow-

ware, Flatware and Rich Cut .Glass as being particularly

appropriate for the best trade.

If you are not being properly supplied, write the factory

making the goods you require, and new illustrations will
he promptly mailed you.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.

CHICAGO:

State and Adams Streets

;ROGERS & BROTHER
FACTORY J

Plated and Unplated Flatware

WATERBURY, CONN.

SIMPSON, HALL, MILLER & CO.
FACTORY I.

Sterling and Plated Hollowware
Sterling and Plated Flatware

WALLINGFORD, CONN.

General Office, Meriden, Conn.
NEW YORK CITY: CANADA:

9=15 Maiden Lane and 218 Fifth Ave. Hamilton and Toronto

ROGERS, SMITH & CO.
FACTORY E

Plated Hollowware and Flatware
MERIDEN, CONN,

WILCOX SILVER PLATE CO.
FAC IOW/ N

Sterling and Plated Hollowware

MERIDEN, CONN.

THE MERIDEN CUT GLASS CO.
FACTORY T

Rich American Cut Glass
MERIDEN, CONN.

THE ROGERS & HAMILTON CO.
FACTORY It

Plated Flatware

WATERBURY. CONN.

THE WATROUS MFG. CO.
FACTORY P

Stelling and Plated Hollowware

WALLINGFORD, CONN,

A
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THE KEYSTONE
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests of the

Jewelry and Optical Trades

ne _.o..ar per year, [II,stpaid, lo all partsSubscription— 
()t the United Slates, Hawaii, Port)) Rico, Philippines,
(loam, U. S. Island Cl S:111111R, (.1111:1, Alexie. :111,1 canada
(except. Newfoundland); single copies, regahir
15 cents; special issues, 25 cents. To Foreign l'ount ries
10 Shillings (1142.44) per year ; single copies,
1 Shilling (25 cents).

Payment for THE KEYSTONE, when seal by mail,
should be inade by a Post-Office :Money Order, Bank Check
CI. Oraft, or an Express Aloney Order. WIWII neither of
these can be procured, send Om money ill a Registered
Letter. All Itemittanees sl Id be made payable
to THE KEYSTONE.
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From Snow to Sunshine

AFTER emerging from a winter of unpre-
cedented severity and standing on the

threshold of a springtide of unusual promise,
there are a few things which our readers, for
their own self-satisfaction, should keep in
mind. It is true that the patience of all has
been tried severely by the continuous and
intense cold of the winter, which not only
caused vexatious physical discomfort, but
deplorably interfered with business by pre-
venting shopping, demoralizing railroad
traffic, swelling the expense of living, and
temporarily impeding, almost to a standstill,
the wheels of commerce. It is little wonder,
under these circumstances, that our corres-
pondents should report slow business-doing
during the past six weeks ; the wonder is,
that the volume of business for the naturally
slow month of February was, as a rule, so
well maintained. The explanation is simple.
The body commercial has been in unusually
robust health and bore with impatience the
compulsory inactivity of the frozen period.
Even a zero atmosphere could not materially
restrain its vigorous striving for a new record
in this most promising year of 5905. And
now that it has been freed from the frozen
shackles and invigorated by the breezy sun-
shine of springtide, what may we not hope for?

E would, therefore, warn those jewelers
whose business has been unsatisfac-

tory, not to hastily attribute to other causes
the dullness due to the severest winter on

record. To do so would unjustifiably weaken

their confidence and might induce unnecessary
curtailment of preparation for spring trade.

The big holiday demand caught many con-
servative jewelers napping, and every pres-

ent symptom points to a proportionately active
springtide. This Easter issue of THE KEY-

STONE is, in itself, an evidence of trade confi-
dence. The largest Easter (March) issue

which we have ever published, it is hopefully

suggestive of trade expectations for the sea-
son and the year. Severe as was the winter,

it was not without its redeeming features.
While the penetrating frost was crumbling

the soil of the East for spring sowing a big
cloak of snow was protecting the soil and
seed in the broad Northwest, and away in
balmy California warm rains were preparing
the earth for teeming harvests. An analysis.
of the business situation reveals no discourag-
ing factor and shows every influence favorable.
This is one of the fat years when responsi-
bility for failure must rest with ourselves. A
realization of this fact will be a seasonable
tonic to our energy. Let us be up and doing,
for sunshine and activity are at hand. Great
rewards are promised for intelligent effort.

Legislation Pertaining to the Jewelry
Trade

WITH the meeting of the various legis-
latures, State and federal, early each

year there is generally a fever of legislative
effort, but the results in laws passed are
seldom imposing. • On page 495 of this issue
we discuss the widespread movement for
optical legislation, and there have also been
efforts at the framing of laws for the regula-
tion of some matters pertaining to the jewelry
trade. The Vreeland bill, referred to in our
last issue as having passed the House of
Representatives at Washington, has since
passed the Senate, and will not improbably
become a law. This measure makes it
unlawful for any person or corporation to
stamp on gold or silver articles the words
" United States Assay," or any other words
or phrases calculated to convey the impression
that the United States Government has certi-
fied to the fineness or quality of the gold or
silver therein contained. Persons violating
this law shall be deemed guilty of a misde-
meanor, and, upon conviction, be punished
with a fine of not more than $5000 or impris-
onment for not more than one year, or both,
at the discretion of the court.

IN New York State another attempt is beingmade to amend the penal code by a bill
which makes it a misdemeanor to make or
sell plated jewelry or imitation gold or silver
articles unless a statement as to the true
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quality of the metal is stamped thereon.

Broadly, the terms of the bill are :

Any person who makes or sells, or offers to
sell or dispose of,

I. Any article of jewelry plated with gold or
s:lver, unless the fact that such article is plated is
plainly indicated by a mark or stamp thereon ; or,

2. Any article of jewelry composed of a metal
or substance so nearly resembling gold or silver as
to be liable to deceive, unless such article is plainly
marked or stamped with the name by which the
metal or substance of which it is composed is com-
monly known ; or,

3. Any article of jewelry not composed of gold
or silver, but so marked or stamped with words,
letters, figures or characters as to convey the
impression that such article is composed of gold or
silver ;
Is guilty of a misdemeanor.

The indefinite character of this measure

which makes no distinction between the trash-

iest electro-plate and gold filled, would seem

to encompass its own defeat.
Another measure introduced in New

York State legislature seeks to prevent the

sales of almost all articles of merchandise

which are represented as having greater value

than they actually possess. This bill makes

the sale of merchandise which has been

falsely represented, larceny under the statutes,

and makes the exposure for sale of such

fraudulent articles a misdemeanor.

IN Wisconsin a bill has been introduced

in the State legislature to regulate the

stamping and sale of gold and silver goods.

The measure is very similar in its terms to

the stamping laws passed in a number of

States, and most of which have been put to

no further use than to fill space in the statute

books. In the possible enforcement of the

proposed law provision is made for the pro-

tection of the retailer should he have sold the

fraudulent article in good faith through being

imposed on by the manufacturer.

The difficulty of enforcing a State law

regulating a manufacturer living outside the

jurisdiction of such a law is apparent, and

probably accounts for the dead-letter char-

acter of the stamping legislation already

enacted. Many jewelers hold, too, that the

vigorous enforcement of such a law would

injuriously affect the jewelers of the State,

limiting both their field and their business

without any compensatory value. The only

proper and only feasible law for this purpose

would be a federal law, which would protect

all alike and work injustice to none. Our

readers will remember that in the passage

of the Vreeland bill through Congress an

amendment was added embodying- a national

stamping law, but the amendment was subse-

quently dropped, owing, it is said, to an

apprehension that its retention might result

in the defeat of the " U. S. assay " bill. It

is well known that there is a strong belief

among federal legislators that the stamping

of gold and silver articles is not a matter
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which can be brought within the jurisdiction
of the federal courts, but this belief was held
in the past about many matters which have
since been and are now being actually
brought within federal jurisdiction. The

bankruptcy law is a case in point. It is not
at all improbable that continued agitation and

pressure would result in the framing and

passage of a national stamping law, especially

as such a law would be welcomed by all con-

cerned and work injury to none. The

futility of the State laws is in itself a strong

argument in favor of a national measure.

THE unanimity with which such a law

would be welcomed, would, indeed, be

practically unprecedented. The public would

consider it a boon, and even in this issue of

THE KEYSTONE is evidence that all three

branches of the trade are clamoring for it.

Our report of the Minnesota Retail Jewelers'

Association tells of the desire of the retailers

for such a law ; the report of the Manufac-

turing Jewelers' Association, of Newark, N. J.,

proclaims the endorsement of the manu-

facturers, while the address of Ludwig Nissen,

at the banquet of the Philadelphia Jewelers'

Club, reflects the favorable views of the

wholesalers. There should be little difficulty

in passing a law that would meet with such

universal favor.

Russia's Plight and Purpose
pI HESE are, in truth, history-making days

in the mighty Russian Empire. The

spectacular and daring assassination of the

Grand Duke Sergius, uncle of the Czar and

most-hated of autocrats, evidences a condition

of organized revolution that is all the more

terrible by reason of its uncertainty. Little

wonder that panic reigns among the higher

authorities, for life must become intolerable,

indeed, when its chief purpose is to guard

against the treacherous hand of the assassin.

In face of internal dissension and persistent

reverses in the field, the iron rulers of Russia

are at last cowed and timid, and even the

prolonged inactivity at the scene of war is

ominous in its suggestion of vacillation and

uncertainty. Rumor had it, in fact, that

Russia, when threatened by domestic revolu-

tion, would gladly have welcomed offers of

mediation, but the restoration of order was

followed by a prompt announcement that the

war would be prosecuted to the bitter end.

As to the sincerity of any such declaration,

we can only conjecture.

THAT some form of constitutional or semi-

constitutional government will soon be

established in Russia is generally conceded,

though but few realize the difficulties ,in the
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way of those who would bring about this
salutary change. The size of the empire
and its racial complexity at once suggest a
federal system, but even sucka system would
be lacking entirely in the homogenity of the
United States, for instance. The Russian
Empire is made up of a complex aggregation
of peoples. Of the whole population of the
empire only about two-thirds are Russians of.
any kind, and these are divided into three

main branches. The Great Russians, the
nucleus and the dominating element of the

nation, comprise considerably less than half

of the population. There are about 6o,000,-

000 of them all told. The Little Russians,

including the Cossacks, number about i8,-

000,000. The White Russians amount to

3,000,000. There are nearly ro,000,0c.,.0

Poles, over 3,000,coo Jews, about 2,300,000

Finns, 3,000,000 Lithuanians, i,000,000 Rou-

manians, 13,000,000 Turco - Tartars, and

other elements in infinite variety. Hereto-

fore the government has played off one race

against another, using troops from each to

keep the others down, and by force alone has

the motley aggregation been held together.

The intentions of the Czar and his advisers

have so far been carefully concealed, but

granted that they are such as all humanity

would wish, the task which confronts them

may well excite our sympathy.

Parcel Post Treaties With Foreign
Countries

AFTER much negotiation a parcel post

treaty has been negotiated between the

United States and Great Britain, and though

the provisions of the treaty are by no means as

liberal as those which exist between England

and her colonies, for instance, still the new

arrangement will help foster international

trade, besides being a convenience and

economy to individuals. Divested of its

official phraseology, the terms of the treaty

are these : Parcels not to exceed four

pounds and six ounces in weight, and not to

exceed $30 in value, may hereafter be sent at

the rate of twelve cents per pound, instead

of ten cents an ounce, as formerly. All kinds

of merchandise and articles usually placed in

the mails may, with specified exceptions, be

put in the parcels carried under the treaty.

Only such goods are barred as are inflam-

mable, explosive, poisonous or subject to

decomposition. This new treaty with Great

Britain goes into effect on April 1st. Parcel

post treaties have now beer arranged between

the United States and the following European

countries : Great Britain, Germany, Belgium

and Norway, and a similar treaty between

this country and France will soon be pro-

m ulgated.
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Agricultural Distribution of Immigrants

TIIE enormous influx of immigration into

the United States during the past year

has impressed on the country the growing

necessity of restrictive laws regulating in

some measure the vast foreign invasion.

There are now before Congress two feasible

remedies for reducing immigration. One,

the illiteracy test, which has the support of

the great majority of those who have studied

the immigration problem carefully, and

which has been strongly endorsed by

President Roosevelt, the commissioner

general of immigration and the boards

of organized charity throughout the

country. The other, suggested by

Congressman Robert Adams, Jr., of

Pennsylvania, which would restrict to

8o,coo the number of new immigrants

who could come to us from any one

foreign country in any one year.

The advocates of restriction do

not seem to be very sanguine as to

the passage of either of these measures.

Although Congress has repeatedly

been asked, in the strongest terms,

by very influential bodies of citizens

all over the country, to enact further

restrictive legislation, no laws at all

adequate to meet the situation have

been put upon the statute books. The

powerful influences of railroad and

steamship companies, and of large

employers, have been able to turn

the scale against what the majority of

Americans without question believe to

be for the best interests of the country.

IN view of the failure to secure suchlegislation public opinion has veered

to the other alternative solution,

" the agricultural distribution of the

immigrants." The relief of con-

gestion which the distribution of the

newcomers would bring to the cities, •

and the fact that such distribution is

also being systematically, though not openly,

advocated by powerful transportation and

capitalistic interests, have caused this new

idea to be welcomed with great enthusiasm,

the selfish and unselfish interests working

along the same lines, as is seldom the case

in immigration matters. The idea has been

embodied in a recommendation of Commis-

sioner of Immigration Sargent, who suggests

a means of carrying out the project. In many

sections of the country, and especially in the

South, there is great need of industrious

immigrants, so much so that organizations

for the encouragement of immigration have

been formed. The distribution idea is natur-

ally welcomed by these sections and, in fact,

there would seem to be no reasonable grounds

for objection to it except possibly from the
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machine politicians of the large cities. Such

distribution would help solve the slum prob-

lem and diminish the opportunities for politi-

cal corruption in the cities.

Threatened Repeal of Bankruptcy Law

MUCH concern has been caused in trade

circles by the announcement that a

favorable report on a bill repealing the

Gold Work—Champleve. Enamel and l'icyced Work. 
Designed by

Paulding n11'0111111

national bankruptcy law has been ordered

by a majority of the House Committee on

the Judiciary. The ground taken by the

majority is reported to be that the -financial

conditions which led to the enactment of the

law having passed, the law itself ought to be

repealed, and each State be permitted to

exercise control in matters of insolvency in

the same way as before the enactment of the

national law.
This national bankruptcy law was so

pressingly needed by the business interests

of the country and, despite its slight failings,

has proved so successful and economic in

operation, that the mere threat of repeal has

caused astonishment and indignation in trade

circles. One of the strongest protests against

repeal received by the judiciary committee
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was forwarded by the Jewelers' Association

and Board of Trade, who express their

opinion of the law as follows :

Our experience has been that under the bank-

ruptcy law there are less dishonest failures and less

fraud than before the enactment of the law ; that

under the law equitable settlements are made with

dabtors quickly, thus putting them back into busi-

ness again without wasting their estates, at the same

time benefiting creditors. We believe that even

without amendment the bankruptcy law is the most

equitable and just law as between debtor and
creditor now on our statute books, and

that its repeal would be a misfortune.

Appeals of this character from

those most concerned should not go

unheeded at the behest of lawyers who

found the old expensive bankruptcy

litigation much to their liking. The

Association and Board of Trade has

also requested all its members to

write individual letters to their senators

and congressmen expressing their dis-

approval of the attempt to repeal

the law, and in a matter of so much

importance the request has no doubt

been promptly complied with. It took

years of bard work by individuals and

business organizations to secure this

national law regulating bankruptcy,

and it is conceded even by those who

would have it repealed that it has

worked so far to the entire satisfaction

of all the business interests of the

country. To repeal it and return to

the conflicting bankruptcy laws of the

different States would be a retrograde

step that would amount almost to a

crime against the mercantile interests

of the entire nation.

Hearing the Chimes by
Telephone

JT is only rarely that the jewelers

of the United States are indebted

to their British cousins for novel ideas

in advertising, but we are magnani-

mous enough to give credit to originality

wherever found. We doubt whether the

following form of announcement has, so far,

been used in this country :

(LOCK, magnificent, £75 ; large grandfather,
8 ft. 4 in.; West minister and \‘'hittington

alines On tubular bells, etc.; quite new ; only
.1:37. Mug up 2589 Central just before the
hour and hear the lovely chimes on the 'phone.
Photo sent.

This advertisement, in display form, was

published in a London newspaper and is

chiefly interesting for the use made of the

telephone as an adjunct to publicity. Verily

" the times change and we with them." It

takes some effort to recall the comparatively

recent period when we did business without

the use of the marvelous invention of our

still healthy and hearty fellow-countryman,

Alexander Graham Bell.
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IF You WANT
a moderate-priced gold shirt stud,
the best shirt stud in the market,
one that fills every requirement
of a shirt stud, automatic in
action, fitting any style shirt, then
ask your Jobber to show you his
line of

LARTER STUDS
IN

K. GOLD

Every one of these studs has
S tamped upon its barrel our
Trade-Mark and I0 K. which
means absolute 10 K. gold through-
out, and has the broadest guaran-
tee possible back of it, namely:
"If an accident happens, a new
one cheerfully given in exchange.'
This complete line of 10 K. gold
shirt studs sold exclusively through
Progressive Jobbers.

LARTER & SONS
21-23 Maiden Lane
New York City
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The Business-Bringing Booklet

WE fear that the booklet, as an adver-
tising medium, is not sufficiently

valued by the body of the trade.

Every jeweler can use a booklet to great

advantage. It need not necessarily be ex-

pensive. The text must be interesting, to

hold the attention of the reader ; the paper,

printing and pictures should be attractive.

H it is well written and fairly good looking,

it will be read with interest ; if, in addition

to good text, it is beautiful, it will certainly

be preserved by a majority of those who get

it, and thus fulfill the office of a continuous
advertisement.

The booklet is the ideal form of descrip-

tive advertising. It is the only medium for
telling the advertiser's story in his own

way, and in detail, to the prospective buyer.

It permits him to tell it—the newspaper or

poster permits him to hint it.

The booklet is an exclusive announce-
ment. Yours is the only business in the

mind of the reader, at the time—you are not
competing with a hundred others for atten-

tion on the newspaper page. There is

nothing to cloud your title to immediate
and full hearing ; you can have your say, to
the exclusion of every other diverting or

conflicting speaker. You can place the
booklet where you please ; when you please ;
holding it back at an unfavorable time, send-

ing it out in volume at the psychological
moment ; you are not bound by arbitrary
publication days.

The booklet carries your personality
more than any other form of advertising.
It speaks heart-to-heart ; there is no escape
from its message.

The booklet should say and do what
you would say and do if your prospective
customer were before you in bodily presence.
The eye of the reader should be flattered
with an attractive cover, good printing, fine
illustration ; the mind of the reader must be
pleasantly entertained and instructed by the
text. Write it naturally ; make it human.
Cut out the effort to be funny, or odd—if
the wit and grotesqueness come easily, it
may help. It will sell goods if it is " just
right."

Remember that it is not always what is
put in as what is left out that counts. Give
the reader credit for possessing some imagina-
tion. Stimulate his curiosity. Too much
talk is worse than none. Don't go " all
around Robinson's barn " to tell your story.
Get there by short cuts.

Speak of goods that are to be carried
through the season—omit " bargains " that
■vill likely be sold out in a week or two ; for
the attractive booklet has staying power ; it
keeps on living.
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The booklet presents very great oppor-
tunities for the kind of advertising that
advertises. We commend it to a more
serious consideration than it seems to have.
received thus far from the large body of

the trade.

Something for Nothing " : The
Impossible Bargain

HE day of miracles is past. Men are
no longer fed by ravens, as in the days

of the prophet. Manna does not rain from

heaven, in these times. One must pay

the price.

No doubt the hope to get something for

nothing is co-existent with humanity. No

doubt Adam indulged the chimera on that

gloomy autumn morning when he .rece,ived

notice to vacate the Garden--while his apple

supply was thus shut off, he still hoped he

might find free lunch somewhere, and a new

suit of clothes for $4.99, reduced from $20.

Alas ! he found that he must now earn his

bread " by the sweat of his face ; " and all

his descendants have inherited the curse.

One must pay the price.

The thing one gets does not always have

the price-mark in view. It often is " free."

But one as certainly pays for the " free "

thing as for that which has the price-tag on

it. It is only a difference in the ferm of
payment.

You get a gift—you pay by nursing a

sense of obligation for the gift. You accept
a souvenir from a salesman—you pay in giv-
ing time and courtesy to look over his stock.
You are elected to a public office that carries

a fat salary—you pay • in sacrificing your
independence of party. You accept a
bribe—you pay in Manhood. You get the

$2o suit of clothes for $4. 99—you pay $15.01
for doubt of wear. You sell brass for gold—

you pay in ease of mind. You trade a silver

dollar for Mrs. Chadwick's golden prom-

ises—you pay in the laughter of your con-

temporaries. Whenever you get something

for nothing, you pay the price.

Mr. Dooley seems to cover the question

pretty fully, in this extract from his phil-

osophy:

" It's th' people that ar-re thryin' to get some-
thing f'r nawthin' that end in gettin' nawthin' f'r
ivrything. I niver can burst into tears whin I read
about sonic la-ad bein' robbed in a confidence
game. Canada Bob, Gib Fritz or Mrs. Chadwick
niver got any money fr'm square people. A man
that buys a gold brick thinks he is swindlin' a poor
Indyan that don't know its value ; a fellow that
comes on to buy f'r live hundhred dollars tin thous-
an' dollars worth iv something that is so like
money ye can't tell th diff 'rence is hopin' to
swindle th' governmint ; and th' lady fr'm Cleveland
codden' t have got ;limy more money on Andy's name
thin on mine if she hadn't promised to divide with
th' bankers. Whin a man gets more thin six per
chit. f'r his money, it's a thousan' to wan he's pay-
in' it himself. Whiniver annyhody offers to give
ye something f'r nawthin' or something f'r less thin
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its worth, or more f'r something thin its worth,
don't take anny chalices. Yell Pr a policeman."

It isn't necessary to yell for a police-
man. Simply summon your common sense.
For, whatever the glitter of this will-o'-the-

wisp, the " something for nothing " simply

submits this proposition, in its last analysis—
Pay the price, if you want me !

Don't Drive --Coax

IN one of Aesop's fables, the North Wind
wished to get the cloak off a traveler.

It blew at him with its fiercest breath ; buffet-
ed .him on this side and on that ; nearly split
its cheeks in the effort to blow off the cloak.
All with no result—for the fiercer the North
Wind blew, the tighter the traveler wrapped
the cloak around him. The Sun saw the
North Wind's failure and said : " Let me
show you how." He poured his warmth
upon the traveler ; focused his soft rays
upon him ; and the traveler soon disrobed
himself of the cloak.

Coaxing will win in business, when driv-
ing fails. It is the gentle appeal, not the
blustering command, that brings customers
to the store. The phrase, " Don't be a
clam !" which was the advertising slogan of
a soap concern .some years ago, was a pre-
posterous bid for favor. It carried insult to
every reader. Incidentally, the soap manu-
facturer failed, after spending a hundred
thousand dollars in " driving " an un-
willing public.

Never advertise with harshness and
temper. Lay down a path of velvet to your
door. The successful advertisers under-
stand the compelling power of courtesy and
politeness, gentleness and smoothness. An
advertisement is not weak because it does
not shout into your aching ear. A plausible
whisper is more convincing than an illogical
din. You can persuade a man in the middle
of a clover field more easily than in a boiler-
factory. Noise isn't argument. And when
the man is coaxed he is more ready to think
well of your goods than when he is backed
into a corner and compelled to choose.
He likes to believe that he is a free moral
agent. He wants to feel that when he is
to spend money he may have choice in
the direction of the spending. He can
see when he is being bullied—he cannot
always see when he is being beckoned.
Give him air. Give him soft words spoken
in good manner ; let him believe you think
he is a gentleman, though he be a boor ; let
him imagine you think he has common sense
and reasoning powers, whatever the fact of
his mental limitations. Your advertisement
will " go " with him. It is molasses that
catches the flies.
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PRODUCTIONS IN GOLD

er Recognizing that the popular demand for gold
11 wares of every description is a rapidly growing
and an insistent one, the Gorham M'f'g Co. has so
increased its goldsmithing facilities that it is amply
prepared to meet all requirements in this direction.

The special attention which is paid to its gold-
smiths' department enables it not only to under-

take all special commissions, such as Presentation
Vases, Loving Cups, etc., but also to offer to the
Trade a complete line of such articles as most
appropriately represent the very highest achieve-
ment of modern goldsmithing.

These include several specially attractive pat-
terns in Men's and Women's Toilet Sets, as well

as Manicuring Articles, Cigarette Cases, Match
Boxes, Cigar Cutters, Pocket Knives, etc., etc.

V/uon--)K.5 ©f At

ElIvelownTe

Broadway and 19th Street, New York

BRANCHES
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO LONDON

WORKS : Providence and New York

THOSE who visited the Fine Arts Building at the St. Louis

Exposition greatly admired and marveled at ,the unique table

shown in our illustration. This remarkable product of art and

craftsmanship is valued at $25,000, and represents four years of

labor by one of the most eminent designers and

art metal workers in the world, William C. Cod-

man, head of the designing department of the

Gorham Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I. No illustra-

tion, however perfect, could give more than a mere

hint of the beauty of design and wonderful work-

manship of this ultra-regal piece of furniture.

The principal materials used in the groundwork of

the table are ebony and thuyawood. The orna-

mentations are • of silver, ivory, boxwood and

mother-of-pearl. The four legs of the table are

ornamented to represent the four seasons of the

year. The ornamented back, which is of silver,

supports the mirrors, and is decorated on the'one

side to signify Morning ; on the other, Night.

The front of the drawers, as will be seen by refer-

ence to the accompanying illustration, is silver

figure work, with borders of ivory. The top

service of the table is a beautiful combination of

woods, with silver, ivory and pearl, the color

effects of which are strikingly beautiful.

Referring to this table, a writer in a recent

issue of The Craftsman, to which magazine we

are indebted for our illustrations, says : " Many

believed it to be the first piece of silver furniture

ever executed. But such belief is a gross error.

More than two hundred years ago, Louis XIV, in

order to provide money for his Rhenish wars, sent

to the smelting-pot brasiers, tabourets, orange-tree

tubs and other furnishings in silver, to the value of
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millions of francs ; while recently also a noted

French house of silversmiths has produced a

silver tea table and service." Nor is the table

the first piece of silver furniture made by the

Gorham Company, for among their exhibits at

the Paris Exposition of 1900 was a lady's toilet

table, entirely of silver, which was subsequently

sold for $15,000.
On this and the following page are illus-

trated several other samples of Gorham ware,

which is now famous the world over, many of

the pieces, as shown at various expositions,

representing the very acme of achievement in

art metal work. The policy of the company,

which is responsible for this success is admirably

stated by the afore-mentioned writer in The

Craftsman
" Liberality, ever a proof of intelligence in

the one who exercises it, has always been shown

by the Gorham Company, in the attitude of its

officers to the spirit of the times, as well as

toward those who serve them as designers and

workmen. The controllers of this now highly

important corporation have always felt that if

they wished to gain the reward of faithful pub-

lic service, they must be receptive to such im-

pulses of the times as seemed to make for pro-

gress. For example, in the ,conflict between

handicraft and machinery they have judged it

safest to pursue a middle course ; condemning

the abuse of mechanical processes, yet, at the same time, 
favoring

the economy of physical effort, which frees the mind of the 
artisan

from small anxieties and allows it leisure in which to devise 
new

methods and to develop new ideas of beauty. They recognize that to

A Silver Loving Cup
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return to primitive methods is not
merely an affectation but a wrong,
a sure means of lessening the power
of expression ; that in order to
produce work which shall realize
modern times as perfectly as the
guild and handicraft work repre-
sented the spirit of the old times,
processes must be rapid and per-
fect, else the age of science and
invention is falsified."

This admirable use of modern
methods of manufacture while re-
taining the old-time wizardy of the
human hand has been noted by
many accomplished critics as a dis-
tinguishing feature of the beautiful
Gorham masterpieces.
" Another equally important

evidence of a liberal policy occurs
in the hospitality shown to the art-
ideas of many and varying schools
and nationalities. Indeed, the work-
shops of the Gorham Company
have been characterized as a school
of freedom, open alike to the artist
who comes as a teacher from old-
world studios, and to the untried
youth who enters as an experi-
mentalist ; his sole recommenda-
tion consisting of his desire to
produce something beautiful. But
here, again, discrimination is used
by the controllers of the enterprise.
The men of reputation who are
chosen as collaborators are such
as are above all narrowness and
fanaticism, such as pursue their
work according to general prin-
ciples, rather than in obedience to
fixed styles ; while the
uninstructed are afforded
of a thorough school, in

THE KEYSTONE

inexperienced and
all the advantages
practical teaching

Silver Tankard, Martele Work

and in the means to study the best examples
of historic art in replica or in plates. In a
word, it may be said that no attempt is made

to dictate expression, when
once ability, in either ac-
tive or latent state, has been
discovered in the work-
man who desires to create.
To study thoroughly, but
never to imitate, is the one
lesson impressed upon all
those who work with brain
or hand in their immense
workshops."

The enlightened policy
of control outlined above
is ably seconded by the
art influence directed upon
the production of the com-
pany by its chief designer,
William C. Codman, in
in whose biography oc-
cur many significant facts
worthy of note even in aElaborate Decoration of Sacred Vessels
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passing comment like the. present.
Chief among these facts are those re-
lating to his earliest work as an aid to
a noted French artist in decorating
the nave of Ely Cathedral, his sub-
sequent commissions executed in
many of the cathedrals and mansions
of England, and still later his em-
ployment by Cox & Son, the fa-
mous producers of metal work for
churchly uses. As is natural, the
influence of his early training re-
mains strong in him, and many of
his most spirited pieces are destined
for service in the accomplishment
of church ritual. He has designed
many chalices, croziers, patens, etc. ,
all of which are works of art in the
very highest sense of the term.
There is no field, in fact, which
Mr. Codman has not invaded and
which his genius has not enriched.

Magnificent exhibits of Gorham
ware have been shown at the various
international expositions, and the
very highest honors were obtained
in each case. The Martele ware, of
which a sample is shown in the
tankard here illustrated, elicited un-
stinted eulogy at the Paris exposi-
tion of 1900. One accomplished
foreign critic said : " The ornamen-
tation is so soft that it is only when
the articles are inspected at close
quarters that one realizes how dainty
and perfect in character the repousse
work and chasing is. The pieces
show conclusively that it is quite
possible to produce really artistic
forms and at the same time de-

light us with clean, good craftsmanship."
The country shares with the company the
credit for such incomparable workmanship.

Head of Bishop's (.1'01, i■
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Talking about trade-marks, we put one on every piece
shipped from our factory. Our best trade-mark, however,

we consider to be the 'popular-price " feature, indelibly
associated with every piece of our product.

Vergen voputar=priceb
Cut Otase

We sell it the year 'round.

So do our customers!

80-Page Illustrated Catalogue for the asking

Electros for local advertising free to
our customers

THE].

New York

D. BERGEN Co.
Meriden, Conn.
Showrooms, 38 Murray Street
Chicago, Silversmiths' Building



ARTISTIC DESIGNS
DEEP CUTTING
BRILLIANT FINISH
PURITY OF METAL

We manufacture and use the
patented blank, a modern improvement
in glass making. Send order direct to
us and be convinced. Our Cut Glass
has our trade-mark. None (,renuine
\vithout it. .Acknowledt,red thc best.

KRANTZ, SMITH & CO., Inc.
MANUFACTURERS OF

IRicb Cut tass Honesdale, Pa.

A jeweler is known by
the stock he keeps.
And if his stock of cut glass

bears the Hawkes trade-mark (and
it costs no more), he knows he will
not be put into competition with
the department stores.
The Hawkes good name is built

upon more than twenty-five years
of progress in the work of glass
manufacture.
Hawkes wares are always fashion-

able, always just what they are
represented, always unequaled.

Champagne jug
16% inches high

" Belmont " Pattern

To acquaint the trade with the exceptional beauty of
our patterns, we have prepared photograph books
for 1905, which \\Till be loaned for inspection.

NEW YORK CITY OFFICE
25 West Broadway

Wm. D. Finke & Co., Representatives No piece is genuine without this trade
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Empire Cut Glass
Sells on Its Merits

Popular-Priced
Carefully Cut

Perfectly Finished

More New and Artistic Desig-ns than
ever before

Call and see our line.

Our standard of excellence is so well

maintained that we do not find it necessary

to knock other lines in order to sell our
own.

Buy Empire Cut Glass and you will

not be disappointed when you receiyc

your goods.

THE EMPIRE CUT GLASS CO.
satesroorn, 66 Murray St., New York City Factory, Flemington, N.J.

Eawmird, JJo noch Commsozny
Manufacturers of

MER1C

nRCH

UT Ii SS)

40-42 Steyee 5freet, Chkcago

Our line for 1905 is ready for inspection. Buyers who contemplate
catalogs for thc fall trade we invite to see our popular-priced designs

All our designs are cut in the blank—as we do not use the pressed figure blanks, such as are
put on the market by some manufacturers who sell these goods for genuine cut glass, while they are
in reality pressed glass cut over.
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The trade generally are familiar with the

famous line of cut glass of the QUAKER CITY

CUT GLASS COMPANY, which won the

highest honors, the Grand Prize, at the St. Louis

World's Fair last year.

Before buying cut glass be sure to see this season s variety

of new articles in our line.

For variety of shapes and cuttings, efficiency in workmanship

and brilliancy in finish we have no equal.

Quaker City Cut Glass sold all over the world.

1035 Market Street
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

'Downs & Bean, in charge

OFFICES AND SALESROOMS

Republic Building
CHICAGO, ILL.

G. W. Milligan & Co., in charge

Scott & Van Arsdale Building

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
G. W. Milligan & Co., in charge

WRITE RIGHT NOW
for our illustrated sheet showing

Combination Sets of
Rich Cut Glass

put up in white satin-lined leatherette cases

Sold only by the originators

OHIO CUT GLASS CO.
Factory, Bowling Green, Ohio

St. Louis Salesroom

518 Holland Bldg.

Chicago Salesroom

35-37 E. Randolph Street

New York Salesroom

26 Barclay Street



"Look through the world,
'Tis neer met with elsewhele:

P—F
41.■•

1 ..9.teciAiktb4
lnicb Cut Otass

Our new catalog is nearly completed and will 1) ready for mail-
ing before the close of this month.

It is the most complete edition we have ever issued and covers
practically the entire range of cut glass manufacture.

A request by postal card will insure your name being on our
mailing list and your receiving illustrations which do not have to be
returned, but are always at your service.

T. B. CLARK & CO., Inc., Honesdale, Pa.

Egginton's Celebrated Cut Glass

" Roman " Jug and Tumbler

Manufactured by THE 0. F. EGGINTON CO., Corning, N. Y.
(let, 11, '99

Acknowledged to

be the most

beautiful, brilliant

and superior line on

the market to-day.

Designs original,

finish unsurpassed.

Carried by best

dealers.

Look for trade-mark

engraved on each piece

P. S.—Send for Illustra-
tions and Prices. Special
$too. Assortment.

el"1"1 ,..■"11

STEMWARE: the CLIMAX in CUT GLASS
HE CLIMAX of achievement in CUT GLASS creations is represented in

the STEMWARE of this house. With the fire and brilliancy of our

RICH CUT decorations, and the delicacy and beauty of our STONE

ENGRAVING designs, the field of TABLE SERVICE is superbly

covered. a .0 These masterpieces of the glassmakers' art seem to shine

right out from the pages of a de luxe brochure we have issued. Sent only upon

request. The STEMWARE was sketched from life." Shapes, cuttings and

prices are given—all of which is wonderfully persuasive. Prices uniform;

based on cost, plus reasonable commercial profit.

ESTABLISHED 1852

C. DORFLINGER. & SON
Pacific Coast Agents : A. I. Hall & Son,

84 Third St., San Francisco.

S 36 Murray Street
New York

Canadian Agent : Jas. A. Pitts
Temple Building, Montreal.

TRADE-MARK

3(17

J. HOARE 0P CO., CORNING, N.Y.
High-Grade Cut Glassware

,kRe
Look for our trade-mark   on each piece of glass.,

Cut 
T

" Better than the Rest." Our t Glass speaks for itself.'
V\/ hen you see a beautiful new shape or design in Cut
Glass, you may know without being told that it is made by
J. HOARE & CO. We lead all other manufacturers in
the introduction of new shapes and patterns. Our sales-
man carries to your city the most complete line of samples
ever shown. By giving him a few moments of your time,
you can possess the finest glassware made. Why fill up
your valuable store space with inferior goods? You can
make more money by selling a better article. The people
are not looking for the cheapest trash to give to their
friends. Tell them you keep Corning Glass, manufactured
by J. HOARE & CO. That's all. They will buy, and
come again.
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The Greatest Line for 1905 ever put out
Original, many novelties, fine workmanship and most attractive in appearance are the goods manufactured by

No. 10. VASE

THE C. F. MONROE CO., Meriden, Conn.

No. O. VASE

Address all communications to Factory, Meriden, Conn.

No. 7. VASE

New York Salesrooms-
28 Barclay Street

A FINE ASSORTMENT OF EASTER VASES
STERLING SILVER articles never

Seen belore.

KELVA of the latest designs.

CUT GLASS of the very finest workmanship.
Irilliant in color and novel in design.

NEW PATTERNS and an entire change
in our VERY LATEST—KELVA. Mounted with gold trimmings.

Most of you know our firm and the reputation we have for line goods.Should there happen to be any to whom we are strangers, do not fail to drop us a line.We have been in business for the past twenty-five years, and have a most enviable reputationfor being up to date and a little ahead of the times on novelties.
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Presents of Prince Fushimi, of
Japan

HE Japanese have long enjoyed an
enviable reputation as metal-workers,
and the rapid rise of their island

kingdom in international importance in the
past half century has been accompanied by
corresponding development of their time-

honored skill as artificers in the precious
metals. The art products of Japan in the

past were peculiarly characteristic of the
country, having a unique individuality in de-
sign and execution that readily identified the
place of their origin. But the widening
intercourse with the outside world and the
foreign education of many of the Jananese
students have had their effect, and to-day
a large proportion of Japanese goods do not
differ materially from those made in other
countries. Evidence of this will be found in
the goods here illustrated, which might come

from Pforzheim, Birmingham, Paris or Attle-
boro as readily as Tokio.

Our readers will remember that a recent
prominent visitor to the United States and
England was Prince Fushimi, of Japan, and
as it is customary for royalty to make gifts,
the Prince provided himself with many
precious little articles to bestow on the
favored few. Types of these gifts are here
shown. The articles were made by Kingoro
Ezawa (Tenshodo) of Tokio, the well-known
jewelry manufacturer and jeweler to the
Mikado. The cuff buttons, of which two
dozen pairs were ordered, are of solid gold
with a diamond set in the center of each.
The design of this button is the crest of
Prince Fushimi, which differs from that of the
Mikado only in that the Prince's has fourteen
leaves and the Mikado's sixteen. The cigar-
ette case, as here shown, is of solid silver,
the crest being solid gold. Twenty of these
were furnished to the Prince's order. The
articles will, no doubt, be highly prized and
carefully treasured by the recipients.

Kingoro Ezawa, the manufacturer of
these goods, was also a recent visitor to the
United States, where he was showing an
extensive line of his products. His store
and factory are the largest of their kind in
Japan, giving employment to about five
hundred men.

Mr. Ezawa is a good illustration of the
kind of man and merchant who is responsible
for Japan's mercantile progress. When a
young man he spent a few years in the United
States in one of the large watch factories and
took advantage of the opportunity to make
a careful study of the watch and jewelry
ousiness as carried on in this country. At
that time his father was alive and operating
the various large jewelry stores under the

1KEYSTON

name of Kingora Ezawa, in several of the
principal cities of Japan. The house enjoyed
the distinction of being jewelers to the
Mikado, and Kingora Ezawa, pare, was the
designer and maker of the Mikado's trundle

seat.
The son has continued the business on

broad lines. He maintains the one-price

Cuff Buttons, Showing Royal Crest -

system and guarantees absolutely the quality
of every article which he sells. His father
is said to have been the first merchant in
Japan to adopt the system of taking back
anything he sold which was not satisfactory
to the customer. He is a liberal and enthu-
siastic advertiser and is strongly imbued with
the advantages of making attractive displays
of goods in his store.

Cigarette Case, ShowiDg Royal Crest

A Minister on Advertising

" The best advertiser in the world is a girl,

the next best is a boy," the Rev. Mark Guy Pearse

of the West London Alission recently declared.

" To interest the children, to give them the best

place and look after their wants, and put in a story

or two for them, is to bring their fathers and

mothers to the service."
Although the famous preacher was dealing

with a practical phase of religion, says the Youth's
Companion, he might decline to pose as authority
on business, and would probably hesitate to affirm

that women—girls grown up—make better " adver-
tisers " than men. But many manufacturers and
merchants will draw and accept the inference, and
applaud the preacher's methods and conclusions.

The idea once prevailed that women do not

read advertisements, and that the good-will of
children is of little importance to a business man.
The reaction from one of these foolish notions has
carried many firms so far that they seldom address

an announcement to men. The passing of the

other is marked by the ingenious and costly
souvenirs distributed with a view to reach parents
through their children.

It is easy to understand why a sagacious busi-
ness man speaks to the woman. Household ex-
perience has probably taught him that his own
wife can " do more " with a dollar than he can ;
and he argues that other men have learned the
same truth, and govern themselves accordingly.
Let him convince a woman that his wares are
worth having, and the sale is as good as made.

But admitting that a woman reports her bar-
gains to her friends, why should a girl be a better
" advertiser " than a boy? We fancy Mr. Pearse
would say that she has the better memory for
pleasant things, and that her words are weighted
with her personal charm. Yet, be it always remem-
bered, he takes care to provide her with a good
subject. Neither clergyman nor business man can
profit much by the talk of girls or women, boys or
men, unless he has something worth advertising.

A Fog Dispeller

An unusually thick " black " fog, which lately
enveloped not only London but other parts of
England, gave to Sir Oliver Lodge an excellent
opportunity to test his electric fog dispeller. A
correspondent gives an interesting picture of the
scientist in his deer-stalker cap and long overcoat,
beaded with moisture, standing in the courtyard
of Birmingham University, and contemplating
some strands of wire which vanished in the mist a
few feet above his head. From the laboratory
came the crackle of powerful electric discharges,
and great jagged sparks—artificial lightning flashes
—vibrated between the spherical terminals. Then
the assistants pulled the terminals apart, and as
the discharge was transferred to outside wires
there proceeded from hundreds of invisible barbs
a sizzling sound like that of water on a hct stove.
Then slowly through the fog the outline of the tall
university buildings was gradually developed, like
a picture on a photographic plate. The fog be-
came a cloud, and the cloud a light mist. Sir
Oliver Lodge does not consider his discoveries to
be as yet a practical means of keeping London free
from fog, for the cost is prohibitive ; but he does
think that they can keep a few crowded centers
clear. The London fog is famous for its density
and dirt, and an effective means of dispelling it
would be an untold blessing to the five million

citizens of the great English metropolis.
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THE ENDLESS POWER OF PLENTY OF CAPITAL

CHART FOR THE
GRADING OF DIAMONDS

A. Blue white and perfect
B. Blue white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
BI. Blue white and slightly imperfect
BX. Blue white and imperfect

C. Extra white and perfect
D. Extra white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
E. Extra white and slightly imperfect
EX. Extra white and imperfect

I. White and perfect
2. White and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
3. White and slightly imperfect
3X. White and imperfect

4. Commercial white and perfect
S. Commercial white and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
6. Commercial white and slightly imperfect
6X. Commercial white and imperfect

7. Good color and perfect
8. Good color and very slightly imperfect,

commercially perfect
9. Good color and slightly imperfect
9X. Good color and imperfect

Copyrighted, July, 1904, by S. C. Scott

The diamond cutter is like every other business man—he is
glad to sell his goods for cash at any time. In all markets of the
world, cash gets the best bargains. The great department stores do
business and make money largely by buying for cash and in large
quantities.

That is why we are able to offer such real bargains in diamonds.
We have taken advantage of the cutter's necessities.

These diamonds we are offering to you accompanied by our
copyrighted chart for grading diamonds and guarantee certificate,
which makes it so easy for you to sell them that you will wonder
why you have never used them before.

The chart is shown here—the diamonds you
The prices help to make the proposition more intere

When in need for special orders or for stock,
compare prices.

should also see.
sting.

order of us, and

HENRY GINNEL & COMPANY

Established 1835

DIAMONDS and WATCHES

31 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

CORNING CUT GLASS CO.

In Richness of Cutting
In Beauty of Design
In Purity of Glass
In Brilliancy of Polish

and Finish

We guarantee

Our Line Excels

satisfaction

Our Spring Line is Rich in New Shapes
and Cuttings

Ask for Catalogue

THE CORNING CUT GLASS CO.
New York Salesroom, 24 Murray Street
Chicago Salesroom, Republic Building, Room 1216

NO CORNING BLANKS USED

Corning, N. Y.

Uhe

nanh

We manufacture a complete line of

FINE MOUNTED COMBS
In 14K., 10K., Sterling.
Gilt and Gold Filled

Also, all kinds of

PLAIN, REAL and IMITATION

Tortoise Shell Combs
Selection Packages sent
to Responsible Jewelers

Wagner Manufacturing Co.
41 Union Square, New York

Repair Work a Specialty Factory, Lorimer St. and Throop Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

•
New York Letter

Under what is known as the

Interesting to " ten-day bond " provision of

the customs regulations, an

interesting case was recently

adjudicated in the United States Circuit Court of

Appeals in favor of the importer concerned. The

provision referred to requires that one package in

ten of each importation be sent to the appraiser's

stores for examination. The other nine are deliv-

ered to the importer on his giving a bond to

guarantee that he will not open them until after

ten days, or until they are released by the collector,

and that he will return them if called upon during

this period. It is said to be the practice, however,

to sell the goods at once, or, if they are already

sold, to deliver them to the purchasers, thus making

thier return to the collector impossible. It is said

that large importers usually give a six-months' bond

for a sum sufficient to cover all their running impor-

tations for that period. The Dry Goods Economist

reports that in the case just decided, the importers

had given a six-months' bond for $50,000. The

collector called for the return of a package which

had gone into consumption, and on failure to comply

with his request, he sued for forfeiture of the bond.

Judge Townsend, in the United States Circuit

Court, decided that the Government could collect

from the bond twice the value of the package

called for. Counsel for the importers claimed the

Government could not recover in such cases, unless

it could prove it had sustained actual damage

through failure of the importer to return the pack-

age, and that then it could recover only the actual

amount it could prove it had lost. A majority of

the Court of Appeals, Judges Lamont and Holt,

took this view of the case, and handed down a

decision accordingly.
About $2,000,000 will be spent

by the Pennsylvania Railroad

vania Tunnels Company in building two tun-

nels through Bergen Hill, Ho-

boken, to connect with the tunnels under the North

River, says the Sun. Contractors have been asked

to submit bids for the work, which will be carried

on by the Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York

Railway Company, which was organized by the

Pennsylvania Railroad for the purpose of handling

the tunnel works under the North River. The

new tunnels will be " twins," and connect directly

with the tubes under the North River. Each of

the tubes will be a mile and a quarter in length,

and a conservative estimate puts the cost at $140

per foot, and it is likely to run higher.
For the purpose of investigating

To Hasten Trial the causes of delay in the trial

of protests and appeals arising

out of import duty assessments

a conference was recently held in the office of the

United States District Attorney, in the Post Office

Building. In attendance were United States Dis-

trict Attorney Burnett, General Appraisers De

Vries and Fischer, Assistant Attorney General

McReynolds and Judge Lacombe, of the Court of

Importers

More Pennsyl-

of Duty Protests

11)1) I
,VainauNhowasre

Appeals. Failure on the part of the importers'

attorneys or of the district attorney to call on the

board of appraisers for the records after the appeal

has been filed, was adduced as a cause of delay.

Judge Lacombe, it is said, intimated his willing-

ness to use his influence with the judges with a view

to the enforcement of a rule by virtue of which

the collector must be served with papers within

three days after the filing of a petition of appeal

from the decision of the board of general apprais-

ers, and an affidavit of service must be made

within two days, thereupon the judges would issue

an order on the board to send down the record.

Should this rule become operative it will mean

a very appreciable accelleration of the ordinary

processes. It will put the case on the calendar

immediately and 'its prompt trial will then depend

upon the district attorney and the judges.
According to the Sun it is the

For Cheaper purpose of the city administra-

tion to support the efforts to be

made at this session of the legis-

lature to secure cheaper telephone tolls for this

city. It is understood that Assistant Corporation

Counsel Guy, who is in charge of the interest of the

municipality at Albany, will urge the passage of

the bill which has been introduced by Senator

Luke A. Keenan, of Kings county, providing for a

single rate for telephone messages within the city

limits.

Telephone Rates

jewelers' Security

The regular monthly meeting

of the executive committee of

Alliance the Jewelers' Security Alliance

was held on Friday, February

loth, when the following were present : President

Sloan, Vice-president Champenois, Treasurer

Karsch, Secretary Noyes, and Messrs. Abbott,

Alford, Bowden, Brown and Stern of the com-

mittee. The following were admitted to mem-

bership:

J. B. Borst, Hobart, N. Y.
L. Frigerio's Sons, New Or-

leans La.
B. Kahn' & Bro., Baltimore,

Md.
Theo. G. Plate, Jr., Ifacketts-

town, N. J.
Raines BroT., Tarkio, Mo,
Eugene I. Smith, East Mauch

Chunk, Pa.
Ralph J. Timmerman, Bates-

ville, Ind.
Udall dc Ballot', New York.
Schenck Si Van Haelen, New

York.
Carl J. Schroeder, Manning,

Iowa.
L. W. Lewis, Columbas,Ohlo.

Fill. Millard, Webster City,
Iowa.

Benjamin Busch, Chicago, Ill.
Chas. F. Sent; Columbia,

S. C.
C. F. Sarbaugh, Hanover, Pa.

N. Skinner, Everett,
Washington.

Bergfels 3i. Co., Newark, N. J.
Loren T. Babcock, Waterloo,

N. Y.
Lays Jewelry Co., Helena,

Mont.
H. Nordlinger's Sons, Provi-

dence, R. I.
W. M. McConahay, Salt Lake

City, Utah.

The celebrated lawsuit over the

" Lemaire " name " Lemaire," which was

Litigation instituted by Jean Baptiste and
Concluded Louisa Lemaire Bailie, of Paris,

France, against the Le Maire

Optical Co., New York City, and which had been

at issue for more than three years, was recently

the subject of a decision in favor of the plaintiffs,

by Judge Townsend, of the Circuit Court of the

Southern District of New York. The decision

affirms the exclusive right of the plaintiffs to the

designation " Lemaire " as a trade-mark for opera,

field and marine glasses, and optical instruments

of every description, perpetually enjoining the de-
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fendants from selling glasses of any nature, not

manufactured by the plaintiff, to which this or any

similar name shall be applied, and forbids them to

carry on business under the name of Le Maire

Optical Co., or any similar title.
The memorable importation of
pearls and precious stones at

Extraordinary the port of New York during

the recent month of January

were the largest ever recorded for this month in

the history of the public stores. In the aggregate

they amounted to $2,831,212.80 ; of which sum

$1,740,174.08 represented the value of cut and

$1,091,038.72 the value of uncut pearls and pre-

cious stones. Thus, the first month of 1905 sus-

tained the increasing tendency of precious-stone

importations, which set in early in the fall of 1904.

Coincidentally, diamond prices generally have

been on the rise ; the latest advance being in rough

diamonds which, it was announced on New Year's

Day, had gone up 5 per cent. This, and the rising

wage scale of diamond artificers, make continu-

ously growing imports doubly significant. Com-

pared with similar periods in the past, the January,

1905, imports were extraordinary in their volume,

overshadowing by upwards of half a million dol-

lars those for January, 1902, the erstwhile record

month, and being more than twice the total for

January of last year. The records of Gen. Geo.

W. Mindil, jewelry examiner at the public stores,

show that for the month of January of the past

three years the classified imports were as follows :

January. Cut. 'flout. Total.
1905 . . 81,740,174.08 $1,091,038.72 52,831,212.80

1904 . . . 803,202.47 498,932.42 1,302,194.89

1903 . . . 1,350,725.51 672,528.88 2,023,254.39

The Gorham Mfg. Co. intends

to erect an eight-story and

Building Projects basement, fire-proof structure

on the lot situated to the south

of the building which it is already engaged in

erecting at Fifth Avenue and Thirty-sixth Street.

This lot, which is the property of a Mrs. Kerno-

chan and measures 28 x 125 feet, has been leased

by the Gorham Mfg. Co. for a term of twenty-one

years, with an option of twenty-one years more.

In obtaining control of it, the company's object

was to protect the building which is in course of

erection and insure for it adequate light. The

building to be erected on the most recently ac-

quired site has already been leased, and it has

been stated that in twenty-one years its rental will

amount to $750,000.

Oscar S. Straus, of L. Straus & Sons, 48 War-

ren Street, having fulfilled his term as president of

the New York Board of Trade and Transportation,

notified the board of directors of that body, at

their meeting on Friday February loth, that he

would decline to serve another year. He has been

succeeded by Wm. McCarroll, representative of

the hide and leather trade.

Philip Katz & Co. have moved into new quar-

ters at 51 Maiden Lane. Here the firm have a much

larger space than their old room at No. 14, and have

a better opportunity for displaying their stock, to

which they are continually adding new lines.

(Continued on page 373)
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Simple in its parts and strong in construction, it is
durable and not liable to get out of order. Made in
rolled-gold plate and sterling silver. Plain or with
signet or locket top.

John Lamont & Son
Importers and Cutters of

PreCiOtW %toncts

51-53 MAIDEN LANE

New York

1Rtibies, Eilleratbs,

Pearls, Sapphires, Opals,

jrancr Oeiii %tones

No. 41
Jewelers' Horseshoe Case and Table

We make a specialty of fitting UP-TO-DATE Jewelry
Stores with HIGH-GRADE Fixtures and Show Cases.

OUR WORK SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

Advance in Price

clinu (Id from page ;i71)

There has been quite a material
advance in the price of watch

of Watch Glasses glasses within the past month,
due to the combination of all

the manufacturers of this article in Europe, from

where all the glasses come. The increased cost of

the glasses to the importers and jobbers will, con-

sequently, necessitate an increase of their price

to the retail trade, which has already gone into

effect. There is only a very limited number of

factories in existence making watch glasses, and

they are located in Europe, so it was not a diffi-

cult matter to arrange a working agreement.

Several attempts have been made heretofore to do

this, but it has never succeeded until recently and

is now in full effect. It is understood that all the

different factories will work along as formerly,

making their different brands, but these will be

marketed through a common selling commissioner.

At the monthly meeting of

Jewelers' Associa- the directors of the Jewelers'

tion and Board of Association and Board of
Trade Trade, held Thursday, Feb-

ruary 9th, eleven applicants

were admitted to membership as follows : Ameri-

can Gem & Pearl Co., New York ; A. Anzelewitz

& Co., New York ; Bergstein & Co., New York;

Crane & Theurer, Newark, N. J.; S. Kind & Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.; H. D. Merritt Co., North Attle-

boro, Mass.; Nesler & Co., Newark, N. J.; Wm.

Nicholson, New York ; F. W. Sackett, New York;

B: Schuette, Chicago, and Cohannete Silver Co.,

Taunton, Mass. As soon as eleven more members

haye been enrolled the admission fee will be $50.

Camerden & Forster, Inc.,

Jewelry Corporation dealers in jewelry, diamonds,
watches, paintings, etc., at
450 Fifth Avenue, made an

assignment on February i4th to Wm. H. Beam,

of Theall & Beam, . attorneys, 45 Wall Street, says

the Sun. James V. Forster is president, Daniel

Adams secretary, and Martin Schafer treasurer.

Mr. Theall declined to say what the cause of the

assignment is, or to state the extent of the liabili-
ties. The business was founded in 1883 by the

firm of Camerden & Forster, who were succeeded

by the present corporation on May 6, 1898, with a
capital stock of $75,000. They were formerly at
275 Fifth Avenue and moved in May, 1903. They
asked an extension from their creditors in May last
on liabilities of $45,000, showing at that time net
assets of $69,o0o. The extension was granted,
payments to be made of 40 cents in 9 months, 30
cents in 12 months, and 30 cents in 18 months.
The first payment is now due, and the company is
unable to meet it.

Makes Assignment

Newark Manufac-
turing Jewelers'
Association

-RFFERENCES------

Gurney Bros., Brockton, Mass.
Thos. J. Morrow, Holyoke, Mass.
F. S. Thompson, Gloucester, Mass.
Daniel Low & Co.,Salem, Mass.
Harry Itaynes, Lowell, Mass.
Jordan, Marsh & Co., Boston, Mass.
Houghton & Dutton, Roston, Mass.
J. I G. H. Bliss, Norwich, Conn.

Perry & Stone, New London, Conn.
Klee & Groh, Rochester, N. Y.

WJ. S. Baird, atertown, N. Y.
W. S. Quencer, Watertown, N.Y.
Otto Miller, Olean, N. Y.
B. M. Henschel & Co., Buffalo, N. Y,
Albert Zilliox, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. T. Achenbach, Glens Palls, N.Y.

The Manufacturing Jewelers'
Association of Newark, an
organization which has a pre-
sent membership of fifty and
which fulfills many useful

functions, practical and fraternal, re-elected the
following board of managers at its recent annual
meeting : George R. Howe, of Carter, Howe &
Co.; Samuel Clark, of Day, Clark & Co.; Harry
Durand, of Durand & Co.; Joseph M. Riker, of
Riker Bros.; Halsey M. Larter, of Larter & Sons;
Allan A. MacDonald, of Sloan & Co.; Fred. A.
Schuetz, of Charles Schuetz & Sons ; Julius A.
Lebkuecher, of Krementz & Co., and Joseph A.
Shafer, of Shafer & Douglas. The managers re-
elected officers for 1905 as follows : President,

George R. Howe ; vice-president, Samuel Clark;

secretary, Harry Durand ; treasurer, Joseph M.

Riker. The president named these committees :
Finance—Joseph M. Riker, chairman ; Julius A.
Lebkuecher and Joseph H. Shafer ; membership—

Halsey M. Larter, chairman ; Fred. H. Schuetz
and Allan A. MacDonald ; good and welfare—

Alvah H. Osmun, chairman ; Theodore M. Wood-
land, Andrew J. Hodges, Jr., Job F. Angell and

Robert W. Adams. Not the least important of this

organization's uses is its potency as a promoter of

harmony and intercourse between employers and

employees.
The death of John A. Hamann,

Death of of Hamann & Koch, watch,

John A. Hamann clock and jewelry dealers, 9
Maiden Lane, occurred recently

at his home, 113 Park Avenue, Mount Vernon,

N. Y. Mr. Hamann was born in Germany seventy-

five years ago, and there learned the watchmaking

trade. He worked in Paris when a young man and

afterwards went to London, but ultimately came

to this country aiid opened business at 16 Maiden

Lane as a watch repairer. He subsequently in-

stalled a stock of jewelry, and in 1866 took a

partner in the person of Peter Koch, who had been

in his employ as a watchmaker, whereupon the

firm-name of Hamann & Hoch was assumed.

The business was afterwards removed to 9 Maiden.

Lane. Mr. Koch died in February, 1902, and Mr.

Hamann then purchased the interest of his late

partner's estate and continued the business alone

until his own demise some weeks ago. A widow

and two sons, Karl and William Hamann, survive

him.
The death of Mrs. Chas. F.

Death of Wood, wife of Chas. F. Wood,

Mrs. C. F. Wood senior member of Chas. F.
Wood & Co., diamond impor-

ters, i Maiden Lane, occurred at the home of the

family, 32 Hobart Avenue, Summit, N. J., on Fri-

day, February roth. The deceased lady had just

passed middle life, and for some time prior to her

demise had been in failing health. The funeral

services were conducted by Rev. Dr. A. H. Tuttle,

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and interment

was made at Fairmont Cemetery. Much sympa-

thy is felt for the bereaved survivors, who, besides

the husband, include a son, W. G. Wood, and a

daughter, Mrs. Samuel Graydon.

Mr. Van Ness, Pacific Coast representative of

Durand & Co., Newark, N. J., and Kerr & Thiery,

of this city, has come East on a visit to headquar-

ters. He will be in New York from March 1st to

April 55th, and will divide his time between the

factories and the offices of the companies which

he represents.

Notice has been issued to the effect that the

co-partnership heretofore existing between A. J. G.

Hodenpyl and George H. Hodenpyl, under the

firm-name of Hodenpyl & Sons, 170 Broadway,

has been dissolved by mutual consent and that

A. J. G. Hodenpyl will liquidate the business.

It is further intimated that George H. Hodenpyl

and Walter N. Walker have formed a. co-partner-

ship under the name of Hodenpyl & Walker, and

have succeeded to the business formerly conducted

by Hodenpyl & Sons. A. J. G. Hodenpyl, who

retires from business, had long been well known in

the trade of this city, whither he came from Rot-

terdam, Holland, more than two score and ten

years ago. He had charge of the jewelry trade

exhibits at the Paris Exposition in 1900 and was at

one time president of the New York Jewelers'

Board of Trade. George H. Hodenpyl, his son,

who is one of the partners in the new firm, has

likewise been a conspicuous figure in the trade of
New York City for a good many years, during nine
of which he occupied the post of secretary of the
Jewelers' Security Alliance. He is a member of
the Jewelers' League. W. N. Walker. the other
partner, retired from the firm of Hayden W.
Wheeler & Co. on February 1st, and had begun
business on his own account in a portion of the
building now occupied by the new concern. He
has had a long experience in the trade.

The engagement is announced of Marcel M.
Mirabeau, of Lissauer & Co., to Miss Belle Roth-
kopf, of New York. The wedding will probably
take place in April, and Mr. Mirabeau is receiving
the congratulations of his hosts of friends on the
Lane and throughout the trade.

On February 1st workmen removed all the
scaffolding erected around the City Hall clock
tower while the hall was being renovated. The
clock now shines like a new silver dollar, with new
painted bright gilt figures and clean skinned stone
around the dial. The clock is in shape again after
its stormy experiences in the blizzard, and Brook-
lynites can see from the bridge the time which it is
there to tell them.

Max S. Kallman, of Lissauer & Co., sailed for
Europe on Washington's Birthday. He will be
absent almost two months, and will spend much of
his time in the precious-stone markets of Amster-
dam and Antwerp.

W. Tracy Bergen, of the J. D. Bergen Co.,
left a few days ago for a month's sojourn in Cuba.
He left in company with C. S. Spanjard, the firm's
representative in Cuba and Mexico. Mr. Bergen re-
turned rather unwell from his first spring trip West,
and as this was very successful, the firm felt that
he had earned a little vacation.

Samuel Neiman has recently started on a trip
that will cover the Pennsylvania towns, for
Korones Bros., material and jewelry jobbers, of
this city.

L. Witsenhausen, the Maiden Lane jobber,
has engaged larger quarters on the third floor of
the new building now being finished at 47 Maiden
Lane, which he will occupy the latter part of April.

John Lamont, the well-known importer and
cutter of precious stones, 51 Maiden Lane, recently
admitted his son, Clifford F., into partnership, and
the firm-name will hereafter be John Lamont &
Son. Young Lamont has been in business with
his father for five or six years past, so he is well
posted in the business. Mr. Lamont, Sr., some
time ago bought up the remainder of the stocks of
the Australian Opal Company that he did not
already own, so that lie is now the sole owner of
that company, and will continue the business for a
time at least as heretofore.

Edson Adams has been granted a well-earned
leave of absence by his employer M. J. Averbeck,
and will start on March 4th, for a three-weeks' visit
to his brother, Henry, of the firm of Phelps &
Adams, of San Francisco.

F. H. Noble & Co. are now located in their
new offices on the fourth floor of the Jewelers'
Court Building, 51 Maiden Lane. The firm is
represented by W. H. Lancton, late manager of
their Chicago office.

That a murderous assault, with evident intent
to rob, had been committed upon a Brooklyn
jeweler, was not known outside of police circles
until this advertisement appeared in the local
newspapers : "Two hundred dollars reward will
be paid by H. J. Bridger, at 476 Fulton Street,
for information that will lead to the apprehension
and conviction of the party who murderously
assaulted him on Saturday night last."

(Continued on page 375)
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"If it burns alcohol we make it"
A Way to Increase Your Sales

-eSTERNAU
COFFEE
MACHINE

The name and address of the

dealer will be printed here.

This illustration is a reproduction of the cover of
our new booklet, which is printed in two colors
and illustrates in attractive half-tone cuts

The

Sternau Coffee Machines
anD

Coffee Machine Sets
These booklets will be furnished to the trade
with the name and address of the dealer printed
thereon. If you are interested, write us for full
particulars.

S. Sternau & Co.
New York Showrooms

Broadway, corner Park Place, opposite Post Office

Office and Factory
195 Plymouth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

W. T. THOVPSO\

WATCHES
EXCLUSIVELY

9-11-13 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

The Highest Achievement
in Watch Construction

is represented in the

V110119011&CONSTIINTIE
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

E R 04,
4v'

°N ST A14.1‘
TRADE-MARK.

THE LEADER in Quality DurabilityJ 
Adjustment Style

It Fits All Sizes of American Cases
New Grades—New Sizes—New Improvements

Special Grades for Railroad Men

EDMOND E. ROBERT, SOLE AGENT
3 Maiden Lane, New York

4
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New York Letter

(CUBtILIUCU from page 373)

The annual banquet of the

Crockery Men Crockery Board of Trade, of

Dine New York, was held in the

Waldorf-Astoria, on Friday

evening, February 3d, and was one of the m
ost

enjoyable feasts in the history of the board. Lee

Kohns, of L. Straus & Sons, president of the

board, officiated as toastmaster and introdu
ced

the various speakers, who included Comm
issioner

of Police Wm. McAdoo, Col. E. C. St
ahl, Gen.

Geo. W. Wingate, Rev. Thos. R. Slicer and W.
 H.

McElroy. The guests included : J. D. Bergen,

E. H. Pitkin, Louis Hinrichs, Frank P. 
Abbot,

Edgar W. Abbot, Lindsley Haviland, A. S. H
ig-

gins, J. B. Boote, John J. Miller, George S.

Lemcke, J. Dunn, R. H. Keller, Frederick Dose

and A. Paroutaud.

Jewelers' Bowling League of New York

The series of bowling contests in progress at

Herman Ehier's universal bowling alley, 271

Washington Street, Brooklyn, under the auspices

of the Jewelers' Bowling League of New York,

continues to afford admirable diversion for the

enthusiastic participants and an interesting and

enjoyable spectacle for the many members of the

trade who have patronized the contests and fol-

lowed the scores from the beginning. The initial

game was played on September 20th last, and from

that time until the present writing the vicissitudes

of the series have been sufficiently continuous to

preclude a flagging of zeal on the part of the

players or of interest on the part of the spectators.

Even among those teams which from the start have

been conspicuous for their winnings, the changes

are so constant as to make their contests especially

notable. The appended results have been attained

since our last report:

January 3ist.—Representatives B. A. vs. Keystone
and Crescent Co.'s:

Cook . . . 149 167 163
Lowe . . . 78 140 139
Drake . . . 97 170 153
Proth'gham 133 160 122
Horn . . . 123 124 175

Totals . . 580 761 752

Pearsall . 119 128
Schierloh . 150 145
Streeter . . 118 143
Flinn . . . . .
Taylor . . 166 lox
Roll . . . 220 145

Totals . . 773 662 705

128

165

III

117

184

February xst.—L. E. Waterman Co. vs. A.
Smith & Co.:

H.

Kastner . . 144 118 140 Gruner . . 146 164 148
Liddell . . i7 149 142 Greason . . 141 133 146
Thorburn . 140 /16 140 Neely . . . 155 . 127
Mackinnon 187 i58 166 Hutchinson . x33 .
Ferris . . . 142 143 134 Frazer . . 147 167 156

Totals . . 792 684 —72; 
Capouilliez 172 148 147

— — —
Totals . . 761 745 724

February 2d.—Tiffany & Co. vs. Gorham Mfg. Co.:

Brower . . xo5 i58
Knapp . . 162 160
TMhaarytienr 218121 114465

Gavey . . 133 191
— —

Totals . . 793 800

I23

145
I27

149
r71

715

Cook . .
Pinover .
Wheeler .
Winter .
Siegman
Stone . .

Totals .

. 212 144 97

. 142 109 87

.132 . .

. . 130 150

. 140 144 120

. 113 123 132

739 

- 

650 586

February 3d.—Avery & Brown vs. King Optical
Co.:

Blind'hofer 125 116 166 Gorkum
Cochran . . 129 143 126 Reast . . .
Krauss . . x81 127 169   

9 509 9 40 90696

Brown • . 143 131 154 

.. 
192 158 142
1 1 1

Woodland 211 136 133
_

Totals . . 789 653 748 

Regenhard 152 125 178 
Holker . . 157 177 173
—

Totals . . 75o 696 752

K 16, VSTONE

February 7th.—Keystone and Crescent Co.'s vs.
Udall & Ballou :

Flinn . . . 116 155 121
Streeter . . 142 94 1 x8 

K 

Tahyileorrirth. : 11 401 11 4 49 49 11493 

D 0Bushrhb . .

Doherty 

.r t y' : : 115495 115377 Ix498I

. 1 39 135 121

Schierloh Miller . . : 1157 9 4 53 11528 1169)
Roll . . . L.04. L.89 1_48 Daub . .

_
Totals . • 704 736 679 Totals . . 775 711 779

February 8th.—Representatives B. A. vs. Dennison
Mfg. Co.:

Tonry . 115 104
Lowe . . . 113 90
Drake . . . 169 156
*Froth'hani 81 119
Cook . . 95 154

Totals . . 573 623

123 Seymour . 168 160 162
123 Howell . . 126 138 124
134 Haupt . . 121 105 134
88 Carroll . . 125 18o 157
137 Hough . . 146 199 137

605 Totals . . 686 782 714

*Six frames.

February 9th.—Nissen & Lewis Co.'s vs. Elgin
National Watch Co.:

Knopf . . . 130 113
Bradley . . 137 140
Hutten . . 141 161
  . . . 90 90
Meyer . . . 192 193

Totals . . 690 697

146   • 90 90 90
336   . 90 90 90
135 Whitney . 183 131 Ix()
90 —

144 Totals . . 363 311 290

651

February ioth.—L. E Waterman Co. vs. Jos.
Fahys & Co.:

Kastner . . 152 154 133
Thorburn . 169 145 161
Terhune . . 147 118 116
Liddell . . 139 146 115
Mackinnon 128 155 196

— — —
Totals . . 735 718 721

Labouseur . 153 173 170
Haines . . 157 115 136
Talbot . . 142 149 153
Beiderhase 150 178 190
Martens . . 157 x3r 155

Totals . . 759 746 804

Febuary i4th.—Aikin, Lambert & Co. vs. Key-
stone and Crescent Co.'s:

Ilgen . . 173 158 148
Wakefield . 207 350 173
Dean . . . 130 145 156
Tickell . . 189 162 132
Howell . . 158 178 175

— — —
Totals . . 857 793 784

Brinck . . 135 172 128
Taylor . . 137 128 117
Flinn . . . 123 83 97
Schierloh . 171 171 173
Roll . . . . 161 186 176

Totals . . 727 740 691

February 15th.—Nissen and Lewis Co.'s vs. Gor-
ham Mfg. Co.:

Knopf . . . 119 139
Hutten . . 160 145

. . . 90 90
Meyer . . . 180 169
Kuefer . . 156 165

—
Totals . . 705 708

123 Smith . . . 177 159 123
18o Pinover . 123 109 105
90 Almon . . 93 121 139
208 Cook . . • 102 144 130
158 Stone . . . 134 130 124

759 Totals . . 629 663 621

February i6th.—Tiffany & Co. vs. King Optical Co.:

Brower . . 104 170 162 Gorkum . . 164 153 117

Knapp . . 148 139 165 Atzart . . . 138 x60 149

Martin . . 129 133 170 Reast . . . 140 151 119

Thayer . . 158 156 203 Regenhard 14o 147 137

Gavey . . . 124 121 135 Holker . . 146 170 158

Totals . . 663 719 835 Totals . . 728 781 680

February I7th.—Avery & Brown vs. Nissen and
Lewis Co.'s:

Blind'hofer x68 198 147 Knopf . . 134 113 130

Cochran . . 118 155 141 Hutten . . 129 130 149

Krauss . . 120 140 165 Conner . . 142 153 150

Brown . 156 146 168 Meyer . . . 180 178 156

Woodland . 139 157 200 Ruefer . . 193 168 189

Totals . . 7ox 796 821 Totals 778 742 774

Standing of the Clubs
Per- High

Won Lost centage Score

C. F. Wood & Co.   23 7 .766 884

Avery & Brown  22 8 .733 897

Tiffany & Co.  22 8 .733 867

Jos. Fahys & Co.  24 9 .727 866

Julius King Optical Co.   20 13 .606 864

Aikin, Lambert & Co  17 13 .566 857

L. E. 1Vaterman Co 15 12 .555 803

Dennison Mfg. Co.   18 15 .545 853

Nissen and Lewis Cos.   16 17 .484 808

A. H. Smith & Co  12 15 .444 863

Udall & Ballon   12 15 .444 841

Gorham Mfg. Co.   8 19 .296 745

Keystone and Crescent Cos.   . 9 24 .272 773

Representatives Bowling Associa-
tion   5 25 .166 761

Elgin National Watch Co  4 29 .121 702
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Now is the time to
put in your Cameras
and Photo. Supplies
Send for our New Photographic Catalog

SENECA N.

Our photographic

catalog tells about

Seneca Cameras

and also lists a

select line of

Photo. Supplies

SENECA No. 9

The SENECA Camera
is up to date in every respect ; the
latest appliances enable the operator
to do all kinds of work. The lenses
that are furnished take sharp, clear pic-
tures right to the edge of the plate.

Send for our
New Special Photographic Catalog SENECA VIEW CAMERA

BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Chicago
131=137 Wabash Avenue
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Nothing but the weather seems
Trade Conditions to have curtailed business in the

West, Northwest and South-
west during February. Snow

and zero weather seem to have blocked trade
pretty thoroughly for fully half the month. This
is to be expected at this season, however, and our
jobbers say that business this month will average
very well that of the same month in previous
years. Warmer weather will make business better
all around. Jobbers report the feeling of the re-
tailers—as it reaches them through their travelers
and correspondence—to be an optimistic one.
The dealers throughout the West seem to be of a
decided opinion that the year 1905 is to be a good
one, and are acting on that theory. This, in itself,
will go a long ways toward making the year all
that is expected. A decided crop failure or other
similar calamity would naturally change this view
later, and nothing can be told at this time how the
year will wind up, but it is safe to say it will have
an excellent start.

President Hulburd, of the

Outing of the Chicago Elgin National Watch Corn-
Commercial Club 
to Cuba 

patty, was among the fortu-
nate ones who composed the
party of members of the

Chicago Commercial Club, who paid the island
Republic of Cuba a two-weeks' visit the first half
of February. Mr. Hulburd was delighted with the
trip and tells us that this purely Commercial Club
outing to sunny Cuba was a splendid success in
every particular. Soon after coming home, Mr.

ulburd' s friends in the Chicago Jewelers' Associa-
tion, prevailed upon him to relate his experiences
while away in a talk before the association, which
he kindly consented to do. A special meeting was
next called for Tuesday, 3 P.M. There was a
goodly number of the members of the association
on hand, and Mr. Hulburd began his talk by say-
ing that his party of twenty-five were treated royally
from the start to the finish of the trip. Being rep-
resentatives of the leading commercial interests of
the second American city, the railroads and the
people showed them every courtesy, enabling them
to see sunny Cuba at her best. This island of
historic fame, interesting modern inhabitants and
fascinating traditions, continued Mr. Hulburd, " is
fast becomrning the mecca of the American tourist.
Therefore, it was gratifying to note that we are
beginning to reap some commercial benefit for the
hand that the United States took in freeing the

and Prospects

Cubans from Spanish rule. In catering to the
Cuban trade, we noted that the Americans are
meeting With most aggressive competition from
European countries, especially Germany and Eng-
land, who have held this market for such a long
time. Notwithstanding this competition, the United
States is steadily forging ahead, our leading exports
being building materials, railroad materials, cot-
ton, petroleum, foodstuffs, and machinery and
kindred supplies. It was encouraging to see that
our manufacturers were gaining a foothold on this
fertile island, and the time does not seem far dis-
tant when Yankee goods will be given preference.
Our success in this market is, undoubtedly, due
U) advertising in one way or another, by personal
canvassing, by circularizing and by the trade press.
Our ride on the railroad, from one end of the
island to the other, over one thousand miles, was
the feature of the trip. It unfolded to our eyes a
country of great fertility and wonderful produc-
tiveness, which only needs time to develop it."

Mr. Hulburd was greatly impressed with Hav-
ana. He predicted that inside of ten years the
metropolis of Cuba would be the most beautiful city

in the world. It had improved and was improving
wonderfully. It is spreading out in every direction.

The growth and improvements are noticeable on

every hand. Havana is bound to be a great city.
"Several of our party were so impressed with
its present substantial growth and future prospects

that they made arrangements for investments there

during our short stay in the city. Business seemed

to be very good in Havana. All lines seemingly

were prosperous. Her people were most hospita-

able and attentive. They made us all feel at home.

We were constantly being entertained and enjoyed

every minute of our stay in beautiful Havana."
It is an interesting commercial
fact to know that Illinois has

Illinois Railroads more miles of main track of
steam railroads than any other

State in the Union, and that for the first time in

many years, not a mile of steam railroad within

the boundaries of the State is in the hands of a

receiver. The report of the State Railroad and

Warehouse Commission for the past fiscal year,

only recently published, shows that the total mile-

age of steam roads in the State is 11,529,09 miles,

an increase of 300.04 miles in the last year. The

total capital of all corporations owning and operat-

ing steam roads in IIIIinois is $4,240,510,391, an

increase for the year of $300,117,137, which is much

greater than the increase for the two years next

preceding. This large increase is accounted for

by the increased mileage, betterments of the phy-

Facts About

sical condition of the older lines, and increased
equipments of all kinds for both freight and pas-
senger service. The gross earnings from operation
of all steam railroads reporting to the commission
for their whole lines operated, both within and
without the State, is $723,588,657, an increase over
the gross earnings of the fiscal year 1903 of $30,-
305,621. Operating expenses were $504,723,811,
an increase of $41,399,739 over the year preceding.
The total income from operation of steam railroads
for the last year was $266,008,810, a decrease of

$8,045,774. The net income for the year 1904 is
$ro2,333,304, a decrease from the previous year of

$8,043,454. Dividends paid in 1904 totaled $76,-
054,675, a decrease of $290,202 over the dividends
paid the previous year. The total number of pas-
sengers carried earning revenue in the State for the
fiscal year was 53,143,196. An average 51 cents
was received from each passenger.

The deposits of individuals in
the banks of Chicago increased

Accumulates Fast 27.7 per cent. during the period
of 1900-03. During the same

period the deposits of Boston increased 5.7. St.
Louis 33, and San Francisco 35 per cent. Covering
a longer period, the net increase of the Chicago
banks, during 1890-1903, has been 134.8 per cent.,
while Boston's increase during the same period
has been 40 per cent. St. Louis 449.4, and San
Francisco's gain 603.1 per cent. Bank deposits
reflect quite accurately the gain of wealth in a com-
munity and in a section. These statistics show what
‘ve have often called attention to in this depart-
ment of THE KEYSTONE. That is, that the West
is really the seat of the greatest prosperity and
expansion in the country. For the next quarter of
a century this same situation will continue. The
great West and Southwest is truly a highly favored
section.

Where Wealth

There has been the usual winter
Winter Movement movement of homeseekers to
of Homeseekers the West, Southwest and North-

west, and travel is even reported
heavier than in past years. The greatest travel
has been to the great Southwest, beyond Kansas,
extending to Western Oklahoma, the panhandle of
Texas, and the Pecos Valley, in New Mexico.
Land values are rapidly increasing, new country
opened up and new towns established where jewel-
ers are opening up new stores daily to be supplied
from the stocks of the wholesale houses. A great
many Kansas farmers are seeking new homes in
the rice lands of Texas, and their places are
being filled by farmers front the North and East.
Indian Territory is also receiving a large portion of
the homeseekers, and great advancement is being
made in the towns there. The snow and rain has
been general over that country, extending into
Texas, and traveling salesmen report prospects for
a big business this year, with anything like a fair
crop.

The annual reunion of the
Reunion of the Alumni Association of the
Alumni at Chicago Northern Illinois College of

Ophthalmology and Otology,
Chicago,held during the past week was a very enthu-
siastic meeting and far exceeded all expectations.
A body of men and women, of which any school
might be proud, assembled for the purpose of
carrying on the programme which had been pre-
pared for the week. The gathering terminated in
a grand banquet at the Sherman House Friday
afternoon. It was a brilliant and large affair.
Addresses were made by members of the faculty,
after which the banquet became a general love
feast ; each member present making a few re-

(Continued on page 379)
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marks, some indulged in story telling, and without

a single exception all expressed themselves as

being highly pleased at the feast of knowledg
e

which the college prepared for their benefit. The

entire week will make a deep and lasting impres-

sion upon all whose privilege it was to attend, an
d

will make a fitting page in the world's history o
f

optometry. The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year : J. A. L. Walman, President;

111rs.A.M. Heurich, first vice-president ; I. F. Fried-

man, second vice-president ; Mrs. E. Veliquette,

corresponding secretary ; Orris Booth, censor on

optical publication ; Hon. L. Y. Sherman, censor

on legislation ; C. S. Friedman, censor on member-

ship, and H. P. McDonald, mashal.

Returning traveling salesmen

Quiet Business report to us that the over-pro-

duction of cotton in the South

and the desire to hold the staple

for higher prices, has hurt the trade in that section,

though some travelers claim that they have made

larger sales in the South than last season. These

cases can, however, be taken as exceptions. Gen-

erally speaking, jewelry travelers in the South are

having only a fair business for the spring season.

in the South

Personals

Dr. Chalmers Prentice, the noted eye special-

ist, has been invited to deliver an address before

the annual meeting of the Ohio State Optical

Society, which convenes at Columbus sometime in

April, date not as yet fixed.

Eugene E. Orvis, formerly connected with

Tiffany & Co., New York, is now with the Lewey

Brothers Company, State and Adams Streets, in

charge of their diamond department.

Joseph Mann, who has been associated with

Spaulding & Company, retail, as credit man and

cashier for a number of years past, has resigned

his position with that house.

W. C. Sommer, manager for John C. Pierik,

the well-known jeweler, of Springfield, Ill., accom-

panied by Mrs. Sommer, were in town for several

days recently at the home of their daughter, Mrs.

Roy Gartsman. Mr. Sommer tells us that he is

enjoying his new home and new position, but that

he is always mighty glad to get to Chicago, even

though it be for a short stay.
Francis T. Lotz, for a number of years past a

faithful employee in the office of the Juergens &

Andersen Company, has resigned his position to

engage in other lines.
W. F. Newcomb, in charge of the optical de-

partment at C. D. Peacock's, is off on a pleasure

and health-seeking trip to Florida and Cuba this

month.
F. A. Hardy, of F. A. Hardy & Co., accom-

panied by Mrs. Hardy, is spending the latter part

of the winter season in Florida and the Bermudas.

E. P. Albright, well known in the Chicago

trade from his former connection with Hymen,

Berg & Company, as buyer in their silverware de-

partment, is now connected with the Scruggs, Van-

dervoort & Barney Company, the Marshall Field

dry goods store of St. Louis, as buyer in several

departments.
Formal announcement has been made of the

engagement of Miss Ethel Hulburd, only daughter

of President Hulburd, of the Elgin National Watch

Company, to Hugh McBirney Johnston, a well-

known young business man of Chicago. The

twenty-fifth wedding anniversary of Miss Hul-

burd's parents was celebrated by a family reunion

at the Hulburd home at go Lake Shore Drive on

the evening of February 3d, when this announce-

ment was made. Miss Hulburd was introduced to

society last winter, and since then has figured

prominently in Chicago social affairs. She is a

graduate of Bryn Mawr College, and is consid-

ered one of the most talented young women in the

city. Mr. Johnston likewise enjoys much popu-

larity in social circles, and is a young man of a

most promising future. No date has been set for

the wedding.
.• Theodore Kuehl, of George Kuehl & Company,

sailed from New York on the North German-Lloyd

Steamer Krozvn Prince Wilhelm, February ist, for

a six-weeks' trip to Europe. Mr. Kuehl will go

direct to the Black Forest district, the center of

the cuckoo clock industry, where he will place the

firm's orders for their fall supply of these famous

clocks.
Leo Stein, of the Stein & Ellbogen Company,

is still looking after the city trade for his firm. Mr.

Stein also calls OD the trade in the nearby towns.

Franklin Hardinge, of Hardinge Brothers, the

toolmakers, has just returned from an extended

Western trip, wherein he was combining business

with pleasure.
Jack Bradley, of the office force of J. W. For-

singer, has almost entirely recovered from his

severe case of typhoid and is able to attend to busi-

ness as usual.

Egbert Lusk, Ohio and Indiana traveler for

Towle Manufacturing Company, will wed a St.

Louis lady next month.
A. C. Becken and family leave early in next

week for a two-months' stay in Southern California.

The trip will be one of rest, recreation and pleas-

ure entirely.
Peter Lapp, of Lapp & Flershem, leaves next

week for a month's trip to the Bermudas. Twenty

days of his trip will be on the water cruising among

the West Indies. Mr. Lapp is anticipating a

delightful rest from the cares of business, and an

improvement in his health, which has not been the

best of late.

Grove Sackett, for a number of years past the

Western agent for the Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Com-

pany, has resigned and will remove to New York

City, to enter the real estate business.

Charles H. Knights, of the firm of C. H. Knights

& Company, who is on an extended pleasure tour in

California for the benefit of his daughter's health,

reports that she is much improved, and that she

has stood the trip remarkably well.

Sidney Israel, for eight years a member of

the house force of H. F. Hahn & Company, is now

the Chicago and Western representative of Marden

& Kettlety, with an office in room 413 Columbus

Memorial Building.
C. H. Dodgshun, Chicago and Western mana-

ger of the Waterbury Clock Company, returned

the early part of the month from a ten-days' visit to

factory headquarters at Waterbury, Conn.

A. L. Sercomb, Chicago manager for the

International Silver Company, has just returned

from an extensive tour of the Pacific Coast, spend-

ing the greater part of his time while away among

the resorts of Southern California. He was accom-

panied by his son, Albert.

S. N. Clarkson is dead. Few men were better

known in the Chicago trade than Mr. Clarkson,

For over twenty years he did a retail installment

business mostly in watches among the railroad

people, with an office in the Columbus Memorial

Building for a number of years. Mr. Clarkson for

nearly a year past has been unable to give his busi-

ness much attention on account of poor health,

and his death was not entirely unexpected. He

died February 24th, at the Baptist Hospital in this

city from stomach trouble. He will be buried to-

morrow under the auspices of the Masonic frater-

nity.
Harry Miller, for eight years past a salesman

in the Western office of Stern Brothers & Corn-

pany, has resigned his position to accept the New

York office and \Nrestern territory as far as the

Missouri River for the Hutchinson & Huestis ring

line. Mr. Miller left for New York early in the

month to assume his new duties.

Gossip Among the Trade

The Quaker City Cut Glass Co., of Philadel-

phia, has opened branch offices and salesrooms in

the Republic Building, this city, where an exten-

sive line of the company's products are shown;

The offices are in charge of G. W. Milligan & Co.

The Ohio Cut Glass Company have removed

their Chicago and Western office from the fourth

floor of the Silversmiths' Building to the second

floor of the Atlas Building, at the northwest corner

of Wabash Avenue and Randolph Street, where

they have three times their former space. F. H.

Challen is now in charge of this firm's Western

interests.
F. C. Jorgeson & Company, the well-known

makers of artistic store fixtures, moved last month

from West Lake Street to 11-17 Ann Street, where

they have three times the space they had at their

old location and a modern plant in every particu-

lar. Their steadily-increasing business made this

move a necessity.
F. H. Mooney & Company, fountain pen

manufacturers, on account of the need of more

room, have moved their factory from the Silver-

smiths' Building to Randolph Street and Fifth

Avenue, but will continue their office on the ninth

floor of the Silversmiths' Building.

Some of the recent matriculants of the Northern

Illinois College, this city, are : Mrs. A. J. McMillen,

Pa. ; H. P. McDonald, Mich. ; Chas. E. McDonald,

Mich. ; Edward K. Poole, Ky. ; A. H. Webb,

Chicago ; P. A. Brandt, Chicago ; L. 0. Hulburg,

Chicago ; W. D. Dodds, M.D., Chicago ; E. F.

McCarthy, Chicago ; John H. Fischer, Chicago;

Herman D. Rabin, Chicago ; E. L. Harrison,

Idaho ; A. C. Fuchs, Wis. ; T. L. Whitaker, Ky. ;

A. M. Baker, South Bend, Ind. ; T. J. Ross, Elgin,

Ill. ; E. G. Walter, Chicago ; Vett Cowles, Pa. ; A.

G. Catt, Ind. ; J. 0. Mason, Chicago ; John W.

Burkett, Arlington Heights, Ill., and W. C. Grisby,

of Kentucky.
Borsch & Company, our. well-known opticians,

for a number of years past located at 103 Adams

Street, will remove about May ist, to the corner

room of the second floor in the Bedford Building,

at the southeast corner of Adams and Dearborn

Streets, where they will have more room and a

better light than heretofore. This firm sold out

their lease of their present quarters at a handsome

profit to the owners of the property, who expect to

replace the building this summer and fall with a

modern skyscraper office-building.

Heintz Brothers, the widely-known ring house,

of Buffalo, have removed their Chicago and West-

ern office from room 711 Columbus Memorial

Building, to room 308 in the same building.

W. E. Clow & Company have removed from

711 Columbus Memorial Building to room 30£3, on

the third floor of the same building.

Jules Racine & Company have removed their

Western office from room 602 to rooms 711 and

and 712 Columbus Memorial Building.

(Continued on page 381)
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News from the Trade

Ben. 0. Hagen, who some months ago was
elected to a responsible office in Harvey County,
Kans., has long been connected with the trade,

and is well known among jewelers. Mr. Hagen's

store is located in Newton, Kans.

The Saunders Music Company, of Olathe,
Kans., have recently put in a full line of watches
and jewelry, and in the future must be recognized
as full-fledged jewelers.

Jas. B. Hayden, one of the most widely-known

and successful jewelers in the Sunflower State, for

over a quarter of a century located at Topeka, has

been a very sick man for the past eight or ten
months. We are glad to note, however, that he
has recently returned home, much improved in
health, from Sulphur Springs, Mo., where he had
been for some time.

Burton Chapman, traveling missionary for the
Elgin National Watch Co., has been visiting the
trade in Arkansas, Kansas and Missouri for
the past two months.

E. W. Goldsberry, who had been conducting
a jewelry business at Ash Grove, Mo., for several
years past, and who disposed of his store in that
town, has moved to Columbus, Kans., where he
has re-established himself in the same line.

E. L. McDowell, of Arkansas City, Kans., has
begun the erection of a fine new business building,
which he expects to occupy before the spring
season is over. Mr. McDowell is well-known
among the Chicago trade as an enterprising and
successful dealer, and his many friends in the trade
will be glad to hear of his prosperity.

The Brady Jewelry Co., of Forest City, Ark.,
have closed up their store in that city and retired
from business.

W. Thistlethwaite, of Tonganoxie, Kans, is
closing out his jewelry business at that place and
will undoubtedly re-establish himself in the same
line at some location in the great Northwest. But
at present he has not decided which city he will
locate in.

Will. Conner, of Caldwell, Kans., has recently
succeeded to the business of the S. H. Homer
Company, of that town. This is one of the oldest
jewelry establishments in that section of the Sun-
flower State. Mr. Conner will conduct the busi-
ness in his own name.

A. Larsen, who has been a practicing optician
for several years past at Hutchinson, Kans., has
put in a full stock of jewelry in connection with his
optical business.

B. G. Gustafson, who has purchased the Wm.
M. Rowe's stock of jewelry at Lawrence, Kans., is
a bright and progressive young man, and THE
KEYSTONE wishes him success in his new enter-
prise.

A. McCoy, traveling representative for Webb
C. Ball, chief time inspector for the ' Frisco Rail-
road system, has lately been visiting the division
points on the road in the interest of Mr. Ball.

I. M. Blitz, of Topeka, Kans., is opening
another retail jewelry establishment in that city.
Mr. Blitz now ownes jewelry stocks in Scranton,
Rossville and Willard, towns adjacent to Topeka.
All of his stores are doing a prosperous business.

William Mosbacher, of Wichita, Kans., who
has .been identified with his brother, Jeweler
Charles Mosbacher, in that city for some years
past, has resigned his position to go into the retail
jewelry business for himself in a short time at

some point in the Southwestern country. At
present Mr. Mosbacher is looking for a desirable
location.

Jeweler H. F. Witt, of Sycamore, Ill., expects
to occupy his new store about April 1st. The new
establishment will be fitted up with modern
mahogany fixtures of rich design and finish and
will be up to date in every particular. Mr. Witt
has many friends in this market, all of whom will
be glad to hear of his improvements.

News has reached the trade here that J. E.
Nutt, of Boone, Iowa, has closed out his business
and will retire.

J. A. Davison, of New Castle, Nebr., is reported
as having opened a fine drug store in connection
with his jewelry business.

I. A. Griffee, of Boone, Iowa, has just moved
into a new storeroom which he has fitted up with
new fixtures and now has a much-improved estab-
lishment.

F. H. Reid, the well-known jeweler, of Perry,
Iowa, who was badly injured in the wreck on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Road near Mel-
borne, in the same State, early, in February, is
getting along nicely towards complete recovery, at
last reports.

Geo. Eckstein, of Boone, Iowa, has quite a
novelty in a new style of watch rack of his own
invention.

Geo. E. Feagans, the widely-known and success-
ful jeweler, of Joliet, Ill., expects to remove to his
new double store about a block distant from his
present location, the first week in March. The
new establishment is a handsome, well-arranged
business home. It is fitted up with elegant ma-
hogany fixtures throughout and is a model in its
way. The fittings were furnished by F. C. Jorge-
son & Co., of this city.

Emil Haeni, who has been identified with the
Rockford Watch Company, of Rockford, Ill., since
the re-establishment of that concern, as salesman
and missionary, has resigned his position, and will
probably open a jewelry store in Freeport, Ill.,
where he is so well and favorably known. Mr.
Haeni is regarded as one of the most competent
young men in the jewelry world, and his legion of
friends will wish him success in any new under-
taking he may engage in.

J. A. Kauffman, of Luray, Va., a recent grad-
uate of the Northern Illinois College, is of promis-
ing ability and will establish himself as a practicing
Optician in connection with his brother, Jeweler
Kauffman, who has been engaged in the jewelry
business in Luray for some years past.

G. W. Carruth, lately of Denver, and an old-

time graduate of the Northern Illinois College, has
accepted a position in the optical department at C.

D. Peacock's.
C. T. J. De la Porte, the well-known jeweler,

of Berlin, Wis., was married to Mrs. Maud B.
Smith, of that city, February 14th, at the home of
the bride's parents. The wedding was a quiet
affair, only the relatives of the contracting parties
being present. After the wedding breakfast Mr.
and Mrs. De la Porte departed on a trip to Florida

and other Southern points, where they will spend
their honeymoon. THE KEYSTONE joins with Mr.
De la Porte's many friends in the trade in extend-
ing warmest congratulations to himself and bride,
with best wishes for a loiig and happy wedded life.

The M. S. Fleishman Company announce that
the following salesmen will compose their traveling

staff during 1905 : Frank G. Newcomb, in the
Northwest ; Ed. C. Wineburgh, in Wisconsin, Iowa

and Illinois, and James McMenamin, west of the
Missouri River and the great Southwest.

W. F. Kee, traveling missionary for the Elgin
National Watch Company, has been calling on the
trade in Nebraska and Colorado the past two
months.

Harry Greenblatt, for two years past far West
representative of the M. S. Fleishman Company,
resigned his position the first of the year to embark
in the wholesale business for himself. Mr. Green-
blatt spent a week in Chicago the early part of the
month, selecting his stock. He will have his head-
quarters at Omaha.

Jeweler Frank A. Averbeck, of Madison, Wis.,
and Mrs. Averbeck, are spending the winter in
Southern California, for the benefit of Mr. Aver-
beck's health. They expect to remain there until
April, when they will return to their home in Mad-
ison. Mr. Averbeck writes that he is enjoying the
glorious sunshine of that country and that his
health is improving.

G. W. Williams, of Portsmouth, Ohio, who
has been in attendance for the past month at the
Northern Illinois College, returned to his home
last week, where he will practice optics.

News has been received by the trade here that
0. E. McWaters has purchased the interest of his
partnerin the firm of McWaters & Crane, of Som-
erset, Ky. The business will be continued hereafter
under the firm-name of McWaters & Company.

Rowland Allen, of the Morgan-Allen Company,
wholesale, San Francisco, is in town this week,
calling on his friends in the trade. He is en route
home from a visit to the Eastern manufacturing
centers.

Frank Le Broil, the well-known jeweler, of
Keokuk, Iowa, spent the winter in Southern Cali-
fornia. He was accompanied by Mrs. Le Bron.

H. S. Montgomery, of Topeka, Kansas, time
inspector of the Santa Fe Railway system, spent a
day in town this week, combining business with
pleasure.

C. B. Norton, head of the C. B. Norton Jewelry
Company, wholesale, Kansas City, and Mrs. Nor-
ton, were in the city the early part of the month, a
few days, attending the automobile show, while
Mr. Norton looked after some business affairs con-
nected with the business of the house.

The Rockford Silver Plate Company held its
annual meeting the first week in February, when
the stockholders received the reports for the year,
showing- an increase in business. Three directors
were elected, the retiring officers being chosen for
the year, who were, Edward Taylor, John H. Sher-
math and William B. Barbour. William Lathrop
was again elected president of the company, and
Edward Taylor, secretary and treasurer. P. Ralph
Copeland is superintendent of the plant.

Dr. Chalmers Prentice, of the faculty of the
Northern Illinois College, has been invited by Pres-
ident Holmes, of the American Association of
Opticians, to deliver an address before their annual
convention, which meets in Minneapolis some time
in July next. Dr. Prentice has accepted the invi-
tation.

I.,. M. Sigler, head of Sigler Brothers Com-
pany, the well-known wholesale house, of Cleve-
land, Ohio, spent a day in Chicago recently, calling
on the manufacturing trade.

Mrs. Gertrude Stanton, one of the most suc-
cessful lady refractionists in the country, who at
present conducts the optical department in one of
the leading stores in Minneapolis, Minn., is attend-
ing the Alumni meeting of the Northern Illinois
College this week.

H. W. Burdick, of the Bowler & Burdick
Company, wholesale, Cleveland, Ohio, was in Chi-
cago a day recently calling on the manufacturers.

(Continued on page 383)
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The firm of M. A. Mead & Company have re-

cently been incorporated with M. A. Mead as

president and treasurer, and Thomas J. Hoefer as

secretary. The directors of the corporation are

M. A. Mead, T. J. Hoefer and P. B. Mead.

The incorporation of the widely-known

wholesale firm of Otto Young & Company,

which was announced last November, did not go

into effect until February 1st. This business is

now organized and conducted with Otto Young as

president ; Julius Schnering, vice-president and

treasurer, and Peter T. White, secretary.

John Swigart, head of the Swigart Optical

Comany, wholesale, Toledo, Ohio, spent a day in

town the early part of the month calling on the

manufacturing trade.
A. T. Smith, formerly a practicing optician with

C. D. Peacock, has recently purchased the optical

business of H. J. Hittoff, 208 Lake Street, Oak

Park.
Charles E. Eversole, until lately with C. D.

Peacock, has recently purchased the repair busi-

ness formerly conducted by Henry P. Heald at

1296 East Ravenswood Park. Mr. Heald who was

dile of Chicago's old-time and highly respected

watchmakers, has gone with his family to Los

Angeles, Cal., to reside.
H. S. Toynbee, manager of the factory of the

Ohio Cut Glass Company, Bowling Green, spent a

few days the early part of the month at the Chi-

cago office of the company.
S. Swart, of S. Swart & Company, West Bay

City, Mich., visited Detroit for a few days recently

enjoying a brief rest while attending to some

business.
W. H. Kress, of Elk Rapids, Mich., has suc-

ceeded to the business of L. Sheik, at Cheboygan,

Mich., and will continue it at the old stand.

C. H. Reynolds, of C. H. Reynolds & Son,

Alpena, Mich., paid Detroit a visit recently, com-

bining business with pleasure.
Jeweler Oscar Watson, of Kalkaska, Mich.,

will have the heartfelt sympathy of the entire

trade in the death of his wife. Mrs. Watson passed

away early in February at the age of sixty-three.

She was a woman of fine character, stood high in

the community where she lived, and her death was

a great loss to the Watson home.
Andrew Rovelstad, senior partner in the firm

of Rovelstad Brothers, Elgin, Ill., has gone to

Southern California, where he expects to remain

until May for the benefit of his health.

Out-of-Town Visitors

H. B. Carswell, a popular and well-known

dealer, of Kansas City, was a recent Chicago visitor.

F. W. Swearingen, of Topeka, Kans., was a

Chicago visitor the week of the automobile show.

He was here to purchase an automobile as well as
take in the exhibit of autos, and incidentally

purchase a line of spring novelties for his Topeka
store.

J. J. Lewis, optician with Ludy & Taylor,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was in Chicago last week on

business. He reports his firm as doing a fine
optical business.

Geo. W. Flanders, of Three Rivers, Mich.,
spent a few days in this market last week on a

purchasing trip. He was accompanied by Byron

Finley, who has charge of Mr. Flander's store at

Vicksburg, Mich.
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Wm. I. Haynes, senior member of the firm of

Haynes Brothers, of Newark, Ohio, was in town

the early part of the month, combining business

with pleasure.
Frank Allen, of the new Denver retail house

of the Bohm-Allen Company, spent a few days in
Chicago recently looking over spring lines and

selecting goods for the home store. Mr. Allen is

well-known in this market, and always receives a

hearty welcome when he comes to town.
Chas. E. Linnig, jeweler-optician, of the firm

of Linnig Bros., Peru, Ill., paid the Chicago mar-

ket a visit the early part of the month, doing some

buying and demonstrating a newly-invented optical

mailing box.
C. C. Burkhart, jeweler-optician, of Dickson,

Ill., was a recent trade caller in this market. Mr.
Burkhart was here to attend the special meeting of

the Illinois Optical Society, called for February

9th, as well as to attend to some spring buying.
H. M. Schmidt, son of Jeweler Schmidt, of

Canton, Ill., spent last week in Chicago, combining

business with pleasure.
J. D. Taylor, of Logansport, Ind., was a re-

cent trade caller in this market picking up late

spring novelties.
Carl D. Fisk, practicing optician, West Union,

Iowa, has been in Chicago this week attending re-

union services at the Northern Illinois College.

R. Weitlick, of Sturgeon Bay, Wis., was a

visiting buyer in this market last week making a

selection of Easter novelties.

George Durner, Jr., son of Jeweler Durner, of

Milwaukee, is here this month pursuing a course

of optics at the Northern Illinois College.

Walter H. Grunert, jeweler-optician, Green

Bay, Wis., spent a day in town this week looking

over the market for late spring novelties.

William G. Hamelin, optician, Tacoma, Wash.,

is spending this week in Chicago, in attendance at

the Alumni exercises of the Northern Illinois

College.
Frank A. Morse, son of Jeweler Morse, of

Chippewa Falls, Wis., has been in Chicago this

week attending the Alumni meeting of the North-

ern Illinois College.

G. W. Giles, of Kewanee, Ill., spent a day in

Chicago recently cP.Iling on the trade. He was

on his return from a visit to his old home in

New York State, which was his first trip in ten

years.
E. H. Rummele and Mrs. Rummele, of She-

boygan, Wis., spent a few days in town recently.

They were the guests of the Elgin Watch Corn-

pany at their factory in Elgin on a tour of inspec-

tion for a part of a day while here.

G. T. Frazee, of Osage City, Iowa, was a

trade visitor in the Chicago market the early part

of the month.

R. H. Treat, of Abbotsford, Wis., spent a day

in the Chicago market recently on a purchasing

trip.
Wm. Neve, Jr., with the Huteson Optical

Company, Omaha, has been in Chicago the past

week attending the Alumni exercises at the North-

ern Illinois College.

A. E. Wuesteman, the well-known jeweler-

optician, of Champaign, Ill., spent a week in town

the early part of the month, combining business

with pleasure. Mr. Wuesteman was a welcome

caller at KEYSTONE headquarters during his stay

in town.

R. H. Trask, of Ottawa, Ill., has been in

attendance at the Alumni exercises at the North-

ern Illinois College this week.
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A Young Electric Light

Dr. Norvin Green, for many years president of

the Western Union Telegraph Company, once said

that but for the dullness of himself and his assist-

ants, Thomas A. Edison might never have obtained

the confidence and support of the great corpora-

tion. Edison had been trying for months to induce

the officials to take up some of his inventions,

until they began to regard him as a bore.
He went to the main office one day and was

greeted by Dr. Norvin Greedand the other officials

with sneering smiles. Doctor Green said, " Mr.

Edison, we are unable to get into communication

with Albany, and a large amount of important

business is in peril. I suppose that since you know

more about telegraphy than all of the rest of us

combined, you can locate the difficulty."
Whether Edison noticed the sneering tone or

not, he quietly answered, " I can locate it inside of

two or three hours, sir."
Doctor Green and the others laughed outright,

one of them saying, " Edison, you have now fully

demonstrated that you are a crank."
Edison never smiled, nor addressed a word to

the speaker, but looked at Dr. Green and said,

" If I locate this difficulty in two or three hours

will you take up my inventions and give them

honest consideration ?"
" Yes, I will," said Dr. Green, " and I will do

it if you succeed in two days."
It was a very simple thing, and yet Edison was

the only one who had the comprehensive mind to

think of it instantly. He did not tell them for

many years afterward how he accomplished the

feat, but he did it inside of one hour.

Edison went to the main offices, where he was

known as an expert operator, and called up Pitts-

burg. He asked for the best operator there, naming

him, and then told the Pittsburg man to call up the

best man at Albany, and direct him to telegraph

down the line toward New York, as far as he

could, and report back to Edison as soon as pos-

sible. Inside of an hour Edison had this telegram:

"I can telegraph all right down to within two

miles of Poughkeepsie, and there is trouble with

the wire there."
Edison went back to the office of the presi-

dent, and gravely announced that if a train should

be sent to Poughkeepsie, with materials for the

work, they would find a break in the line just two

miles on the other side of Poughkeepsie, and could

repair it that afternoon.
They begged him to tell how he had found it

out, and he replied:
" By knowing more about telegraphing than

all of you put together, as Doctor Green has said."

They located the break, repaired it, and Doctor

Green took up Edison's inventions ; and that was

Edison's great start in life.

An Aztec Onyx Quarry

A geologist at Cuernavaca, Mexico, has re-

discovered an ancient Aztec onyz quarry on the

slope of a hill near that place. It shows evi-

dence of having been worked for hundreds of

years, although other centuries have passed since
it was abandoned. The deposit of onyx, how-

ever, was not exhausted by the orignal quarry-

men, and the stone is said to be very beautiful, a

white, yellowish or violet core being surrounded

by concentric layers of a brilliant red or brown

color. When sawed in slabs the stone exhibits

very striking designs of varied hues
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) much has been said and written in recent years in regard
to the famous art metal workers of Europe that the casual
reader would not unnaturally infer that our own country

was without genius or achievement in this field. This inference
would be far from. correct. While our art metal workers are no
doubt regrettably few, considering the size, population and resources
of the country, some of them are conceded by the most exacting
critics to be without equal in their special field. Those who viewed
the magnificent Tiffany exhibits at the St. Louis exposition will
have no difficulty in coinciding with this view. Through the
courtesy of The Craftsman we are enabled to show on these
pages a few of the remarkable pieces in these exhibits, and the
views of the accomplished critic who treats of the subject in that
magazine are both instructive and interesting. He says :

To certain persons anxious for the rise of a purely American
art—fine and industrial—which shall occupy the field to the exclu-
sion of all transplanted species, the objects in gold and silver
smithing seem too close to foreign traditions, and such as might
have been produced by any European
house of distinguished standing. But
while the stricture is true in its last state-
ment, Tiffany & Company cannot be
regarded as an American firm, but simply
as one having its principal seat in America.
Their resources and relations upon the
continent are as extensive as those of any
of their foreign rivals, and they have, like
them, received ample recognition from all
the international expositions of the last
half century, as well as royal appointments
and the decorations of orders of merit.
Therefore, they .have full right to show
themselves cosmopolitan and eclectic in
taste, since they participate in the art

Bowl, in Repousee Silver

traditions and movements of the world, rather than in those of one
continent. For this reason no criticism can be addressed to their
work in the historic styles, as it can be justly applied to many
other American craftsmen who exhibited at St. Louis and who are
imitators, pure and simple, being wholly outside the traditions and
inspirations of the things which they have sought to reproduce,
and reaching for their sole results superficial and spiritless copies.

On the other hand, the few exquisite objects in the Tiffany
collection which show historic influences, at the same time reveal
their designer as an artist of experience, sentiment and originality
—one who uses his chosen principles and molffs with full knowledge
of their meaning, and who further adds to them from the resources
of his own endowment. They are plainly the work of a worthy
successor of those excellent artists and expert craftsmen in the
precious metals who passed enthusiastic, prolific lives in the botteghe
of the period of the Renascence, or in the booths of the old cities of
the Orient. Finally, the objects prove that the American can
assimilate European traditions as perfectly as if he were foreign

born and reared with their force surround-
ing him ; for no designer of the present
time has more vividly and delicately
apprehended the spirit of historic styles
than Paulding Farnham has done in these
examples of gold and silver smithing. It
may also be remarked in passing, that this
artist and Louis Tiffany have collaborated
in creating a collection, standing outside
of competiti-e exhibition, and recalling
those works of noted painters and sculptors
which we are accustomed to see in the
Paris salons honored with the inscription :
Hors Concours. Examples of Mr. Farn-
ham's work are shown in the sugar bowl,
mirror and powder box here illustrated.

(Continued on page 393)
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ASK YOUR JOBBER for the newest pattern, THE VINTAGE, or send your order direct to the FACTORY IN 
MERIDEN



THE PAIRPOINT CORPORATION
New Bedford, Man.

,

as to whether you can afford
not to c;irry some of

Our No. 3047 Electrolier
No. 1336 8-in. Shade, " Boston "

Photograph Books
of the above lines
loaned to the trade
for inspection.

Our No. 268-12 Plate, " Heart Pattern"

38 Murray Street, New York City.
BRANCHES 120 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Temple Building, Montreal, P. Q.

'13.1:mkt-aria WIatc (I:o„ •*tockfora,
HIGH=GRADE SILVERWARE

We Guarantee FIFTY PER CENT. More Silver

I I z. Waiter

in the plating-, than any regular standard plate, and at the same list.

Made in Tipped, Windsor, Shell, Berlin, Tours, Laurence, Oregon, Nenuphar, Ponce de Leon.

Write for Catalogue and Discounis

Pleasing designs, both satisfactory and profitable Hollow and Flatware Catalogues for the asking
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No. 2400 Fruit or Nut Bowl
Diameter, i o;34' inches

French Gray Border, Burnished Center

List Price, $4.40

Spring has come and we invite the trade to
revel in Clover, four-leaf Clover!

A discriminating public will appreciate and
purchase this beautiful and seasonable fruit or nut
bowl, which for artistic merits and splendid value
has never been equaled in electro-plate.

Order from us or your jobber to-day.

The Homan Silver Plate Company

New York Salesroom, 32 Park Place
Chicago Salesroom, Silversmiths' Building
Boston Salesroom, Jewelers' Building

Office, Factory and Salesroom

Cincinnati, Ohio

COMMUNITY

SILVER
FLOWEI1/4DE-LTICE

Every dealer admires the beauty of our ware, but the real reason for the
enthusiasm of our customers is that Community Silver sells easily.

The designs and quality of Community Silver are right. Our success last
year proved this. We are now free to devote all our energy to one point : How

can we best secure customers for you? Shall we spend our money on you or for

you? In getting you interested in us, or in getting customers interested in you?
The who:e force of our advertising appropriation this year will be directed

toward getting customers for you. We want every man and woman in your town

• to know our Community Silver advertisements as well as they know the name of

their own street, and we want them to come to you for our goods. This will

require persistent and effective advertising.
In fact, we shall continue this year our advertising campaign of last year—

running continuous advertisements in all the leading magazines, until, as last fall,

our display culminates in a striking series of advertisements just before the holiday

season. This means an increased demand for Community Silver—a demand

which the people of your town will look to you to satisfy. You cannot, therefore,

afford to be without a full line of Community Silver. If you are not now

carrying it, write us.
Remember that Community Silver not only sells well, but that your profit

on the line is unusually good.

ONEIDA COMMUNITY LTD.
ONEIDA, NY, NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

Founded in 1848
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BESTBEST SERVICE we can render a dealer
is to send a salesman to his store ; but as the men
can't reach every one every month—the next best
thing is to show realatype pictures of our rings.
Here are a few, so numbered that a telegram or postal
will bring just what you want by return express.

Kaufman rings all have the Kaufman mark stamped
inside—that IlleallS unquestioned responsibility, and you can
bank your reputation on every one you sell.

This is no place for a price-list, but you may return any ring you order
that doesn't come up to your expectations.

LOUIS KAUFMAN & CO., Ring Makers
2 Fulton Street, New York

Niarch, 1905 TVIE KEYSTONe

Soote No.ambRe "Irgiumph -5 of
.Amakeicican DeSir:IMeTS

(Continued from page at54)

Mr. Louis Tiffany combines a mastery of the arts and crafts

with a deep love of nature as she reveals herself in plant life.

For many years devoted to the composition of glass and smalti,

he turned naturally to the use of enamels in objects of orna-

ment, and in this way found himself upon a path parallel to

that which is pursued so successfully by M. Lalique. His

compounds, especially those capable of giving transparency or

translucence, lent themselves to the production of leaf-and-

flower forms, and here again he invited involuntarily com-

parison with the Frenchman. Finally, the plants most

susceptible to treatment in enamels are not those which

constitute the floral aristocracy, and once again, therefore,

Mr. Tiffany found himself a

competitor of M. Lalique,

who, first of all jewelers,

discovered the artistic pos-

sibilities of field and wayside

flowers, and having discov-

ered them, put them to

brilliant use. Mr. Tiffany

has, therefore, followed an

independent course, using

the results of his experi-

ments in several different

departments of art industry ;

being, first of all, an experi-

mentalist in glass, and a

jeweler and goldsmith only

upon occasion. Conse-
quently, in this latter quality

when judged by the side of
M. Lalique, he is a brilliant

amateur, who brings to his

work scientific education and
experience, hereditary taste
and culture, and who has
enjoyed the most excep-
tional opportunities for ob-

, ' servation and study. The
flower pieces contributed by
Mr. Tiffany to the exposi-

Berries in enameled silver, carved car-
nelians and Mexican opals, stems in gold

:introit flowers in white miaow', stamens in gold

Flowers in white enamel, stamens
In gold, leaves in translucent en-
amel, with outlines and veins in
filigree

tion collection are diversified

in material—gold, silver,

copper and iridium being

used, together with encrus-

tations of transparent, opaque

and lustre enamels, in order

to attain an almost limitless

range of natural effects. The

flowers selected for treat-

ment are, in all cases, such

species as are commonly

met in the fields or woods,

or yet along country roads—

among them being the clover,

the wild carrot, the bitter-

sweet, the blackberry, the

mountain ash and the spirea.

To describe the beauty

of these pieces is quite im-

possible. Even to picture

them in black and white

gives but a poor idea of

their effect, which results in

large measure from the color

arrangement of natural

stones and enamels em-

ployed in the most skillful

and varied combinations.

In accordance with the new departure in the jeweler's art,

Mr. Tiffany has used in these pieces the more unusual stones

and gems—choosing them always solely with a view to the

desired artistic result, and setting aside all question of their

market value.
Typical examples of Mr. Tiffany's work are shown in the

pieces illustrated on this page. Of course, mere cuts can give

scarcely a hint of the extreme beauty and fine craftsmanship on

these works of art, which were viewed with admiring wonder

by the visiting millions to the St. Louis Exposition. Indeed,

the mere lay person can scarcely appreciate the degree of

genius, skill and fine artistic conception in their production.
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s a successful specialty our
  patented emblem or initial ring
" THE CHIEF" stands at

the top.

It is popular with the dealer because
it affords a complete stock of initials
without a large stock of rings, as any
initial or emblem fits any size ring.

It is popular with the consumer
because of its beauty and sterling worth.
All initials are handsomely designed,
and in appearance it far excels the
old styles.

Our terms are most liberal. We
allow exchange, without cost, of any
emblem or initial for any others needed.

WRITE FOR It gives full description,
CATALOGUE prices and illustrations
of all the goods of our exclusive manu-
facture ; any of which will be sent on
memorandum at our expense for your
inspection.

WEISS JEWELRY MFG. CO.
GLOBE=DEMOCRAT BLDG. ST. LOUIS, U.S.A.

The long period of extremely

Increased Trade cold weather had a somewhat
and Good Outlook depressing influence on retail

tr le last month. The records

of thirty-five years we.re broken. The lake cities

did not suffer as much as the inland towns, where

trade was rather flat. The average for the month,

in spite of adverse conditions, will show on the

whole an increase over that for the same month of

last year. The outlook for March is very good. A

careful inquiry among the jobbers reveals very few

failures or business suspensions during the past

month. This augurs well for the coming year.

There will be a number of

Jewelera Change changes among the retail trade

during the month of March.
The store rooms on Euclid

Avenue, from the Clarence Block to the Union

Club, will be torn down. This compels J. H.

I Ieiman and Ben. Sands to seek new locations.

■Ir. Heiman will move to the storeroom formerly
occupied by the Scribner & Loehr Co., 143 Euclid

Avenue, and Mr. Sands will occupy the storeroom

on the corner of Euclid Avenue and Oak Place.

Other changes in the Colonial Arcade are the

retirement of Frank Sunmer,from the jewelry busi-

ness and the abandonment of their present loca-

tion by the Lewis Jewelry Company. Mr. Sumner

will join his brother in the Indian Territory and

devote his attention to railroad building.
A. T. Hubbard, of the Cowell & Hubbard Co.,

spent a week in New York last month.

Calley & Co. is the name of a new jewelry

firm, whose quarters are at 612 Cuyahoga Build-

ing. This firm have been appointed watch inspec-

tors on the Mahoning branch of the Erie Railroad.

Frank E, Force, an expert watchmaker, has

become associated with the new firm, and will have

charge of the mechanical department.
Otto Loehr, of the Scribner & Loehr Co., and

family are at this writing in Florida, enjoying a
vacation. Mr. Loehr has not reported very balmy

weather so far.
G. IN. Scribner, of the Scribner & Loehr Co.,

was at a meeting of jobbers in Chicago recently.

J. M. Jenks, the entblem-maker, of the Scribner &
Loehr Co., entertained the women employees of
that firm at a dinner at his home last month, prior
to his departure on his annual three-months' trip.

F. W. Birchard, Tiffin, Ohio, is closing out his
jewelry business at the above town, and has pur-
chased an interest in the business of Jos. Hornback,

Cincinnati.
C. K. Merrill,. the well-known traveler, is ill at

his home from a severe attack of grip.
The store of E. L. Wilsdorf, 431 Superior

Street, was recently robbed by a burglar, who
broke in the front door with a brick, and then
broke open the show cases. The loss is reported
at Moo or more. It was the work of one man, and •
was all done in a few minutes. The robber fled
Ill) a back alley and escaped while the crowd
looked on.

B. F. Phillips, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has been
in Florida for a few weeks.

An interesting question of law %'as decided in
the courts last month, which will be of much
interest to jewelers. It was the case of E. N.
Davis vs. Ewing, of Kent, Ohio. The question

raised and decided was whether if one dealer sells

out to another and agrees not to re-enter the same
line of business for a certain period, is the agree-
ment binding ? It was so sustained by the courts,
and Jeweler Davis is temporarily restrained from
doing business in Portage County.

J. J. Freeman & Co., of Toledo, Ohio, will

move to a new location in the near future. The
new quarters are at the corner of Huron Street and
Madison Avenue, and will be one of the best
appointed in the city.

C. J. McCormick, Akron, Ohio, is closing out
his jewelry business in that town.

E. E. Critz, Elyria, Ohio, was in town last
month.

The extreme.cold weather that prevailed during

the month of February hindered business-doing

in this section considerably. The thermometer

reached 18° below zero, the lowest it has been for

thirty years. The traveling men for the wholesale

houses have been out for from one to four weeks,

and all report a satisfactory business. With the

break-up of the cold weather they think that the

trade will thaw out and do a very good business.

There is no indication that the dealers will buy

large stocks, but the fact that they bought spar-

ingly last fall will most likely make their orders

heavier than otherwise.
After a month's inactivity, the city hall clock

is again in running order, and the people are

rejoicing. The city hall is being remodeled, and

the clock was taken down to be cleaned. It is to

have new dials and hands which will not be ready

before March 1st, so the mayor had the old dials

and hands put on again temporarily. The city is

agitating the advisability of adopting standard time.

W. A. Sturgeon, of the firm of W. A. Sturgeon &

Co., has been appointed one. of a committee of

three by the chamber of commerce to settle the

dispute as to whether the system adopted should

be sun time, central standard or Eastern standard

time. The railroads and Government offices use

central standard titne, but Mayor Code is doing

everything in his power to have standard time

adopted.
F. A. Garland, a well-known local traveling

salesman, had a very singular accident which

almost ended fatally. While in Saginaw a boy

fired a pop-gun at him, and the charge, which was

a toothpick, entered Mr. Garland's neck. Blood

poisoning set in, but prompt medical aid saved him.

The Barrios Diamond Company, which has

been doing business in Detroit for about two years,

has gone out of business.

Mr. Swart, of Swart & Son, West Bay City,

was in town visiting the automobile show.

S. A. Audretch, foreman of Roehm & Son's

workshop, was quietly married recently.

Rolshoven & Son are remodeling their store,

and will put in a new lot of cases and fixtures.

H. E. Meldrum, of Inkster, Mich., was in

town a few days recently, visiting relatives.

H. S. Siebel, of Saginaw, called on the trade

recently and incidently took in the automobile show.

W. L. Beecher, formerly with M. C. Graves,

Vassar, Mich., has opened up a watch-repairing

shop at Sanilac Center, Mich,

J. C. Britten, formerly with Max Jennings,
St. Clair, Mich., has taken charge of the watch
and diamond stock of Roehm & Son.

G. M. Tripp, who has charge of W. W. Hicks'
store in Tecumseh, Mich., for about a year,
has resigned and gone South, to spend a few
months.

C. S. Allison, senior member of the firm of
C. S. Allison & Son, Owosso, Mich., left on Feb-
ruary 7th for a six-weeks' trip through Florida and
the Bahama Isles. Mr. Allison will stop off at the
principal cities on his trip. He took this trip ten
years ago and expects to find quite a change in the
country. His son, R. G. Allison, of St. Johns,
accompanied him part of the way.

Burr Patterson & Co., manufacturing jewelers,
have found that there was such a demand for their
fraternity work that they have enlarged their shop,
and will hire several more men. They have been

working nights for a month.
A. A. Goodyear, formerly with Noack &

Gorenflo, has taken a position with J. H. Gorlich,

of this city. He is to have charge of the watch-

repairing department.
A. H. Hopper has opened an optical office at

his home. Mr. Hopper was formerly watchmaker

and optician for A. 1'. Tuepel.
Wm. Stolz, of Saginaw, called on the trade

previous to taking a trip throughout the East,

where he will visit all the principal factories sup-

plying the jewelers with goods. Mr. Stoltz has

been in the jewelry business sixteen years, and this

is his first trip East.
G. G. Case and wife, of Jackson, Mich., spent

a few days in town recently.

Geo. E. Flint, of Carson City, Mich., was in

town for a few days visiting the trade and the

automobile show.

The Detroit Watch Tool Mfg. Co. is the name

of a new concern opened up here for the purpose

of making watchmakers' tools.

J. Blenkle has accepted a position in the work-

shop of Wright, Kay & Co. He was with Roehm

& Son for six years.
E. J. Peters, formerly with Gaston and Son,

has accepted a position with W. W. Hicks, of

Tecumseh.

S. Van der Meulen, of Van der Meulen & Son,

of Grand Rapids, Mich., left on February 15th with

his wife for a trip to California. Mrs. Van der

Meulen is going to seek health in the far West. If

the climate benefits, her husband will return to

Grand Rapids and close out his business. In the

meantime, however, the business is carried on by

his son.
Among the buyers recently seen in the Detroit

markets were the following from various parts of

the State : W. F. King, Adrian ; John 'I', Edding-

ton, Pontiac ; Wm. Gribben, Carsonville ; E. S.

Barnes, Rochester ; Jonas Carleson, Cadillac;

Geo. E. Flint, Carson City ; C. E. Hight, Mt.

Pleasant ; F. L. Stone, Caro ; M. C. Graves, Vas-

sar ; W. J. Bottomley, Brown City ; C. S Graves,

Bad Axe ; H. D. Bowman, Almont ; M. D. Wal-

ton, Armada ; W. W. Bridges, Marine City ; A. L.

Gregory, Lapeer ; G. W. Thomas, Belding ; E. R.

Britten, Eaton Rapids ; V. C. Morse, Ithaca ; C.

G. Draper, Plymouth ; R. Friday, New Baltimore;

W. H. Skeman, Wyandotte.

"Keep right on as you are going. If any
purchasers in the United Stales are receiving full
value for their outlay, they are the subscribers to
The Keystone. "—I. S. Lambert, Jeweler, Mays
Landing, New Jersey.
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Wholesale Dealers

all that is new and up to date in

JEWELRY

We offer the most complete line of high-grade movements
for railroad use, in the market
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In spite of the fact that the

Trade Good thermometer during February

Despite Weather hovered uncomfortably close
to zero, the disposition of peo-

ple to visit jewelry stores and to select some of the

tempting stock displayed has been wonderfully

well maintained, and the tone of the replies to in-

quiries concerning business conditions gives ample

reason for optimism. It is true that during the

severest weather business was at a low ebb, but

with the moderation that came spasmodically there

was instant reanimation in trade. Many dealers,

however, had trouble with frost on their windows.

At times it was impossible to see the handsome

decorations of the larger stores on account of the

thick frost that covered them. Electric fans worked

fairly well, but not to the entire satisfaction of the

dealer. The social season has been quite lively,

and there has been incentive found for trade in this

fact. Nuptials are on the wane and will be during

the coming lenten season, so far as the more pre-

tentious affairs are concerned.
The Merchants and Manufacturers' Associa-

t ion is arranging to make another trade excursion

ith a special train into the northern and north-

western portion of Pennsylvania during the first

five days of May, and it is expected that both the

G. B. Barrett Co. and Heeren Bros. & Co. will be

represented on this trip as they were on former ones.

One of the interesting phases of trade talk at

this time is that concerning the cut glass business.

Some of the larger houses are complaining of the

competition that has grown up in the department

stores, grocery stores and so ninny other small

shops. Still, a noted feature of the trade is the

growing demand for cut glass ware, which calls for

large staple stocks. During the recent annual dis-

play of glassware in Pittsburg, in which all glass

manufacturers of the country were represented,

there was a larger representation of the ware than
ever before ; some of the designs submitted were

of an unusually elaborate character, and there was
also a notable increase in the cheaper forms.

In another month the annual
Advent of moving period will be upon us,

a fact which jewelers have
already begun to recognize.

A. M. Andrews . Company, which began business
ill the Farmers' Bank Building, will occupy hand-
some new quarters on Penn Avenue, near Sixth
Street. These premises are more roomy than the
old ones, and the company will enlarge its stock

accordingly. Gillespie Bros., Park Building, an-
nounce the closing of a lease which adds for the
third time to their space in the Park Building, and
‘'hen alterations have been completed they will
have one of the most modern jewelry stores in the
city. It will have a frontage of nearly roo feet on
Fifth Avenue, and the interior will be fitted out

in mahogany, while the arrangements
r the stocks will afford a broad and roomy corri-

1■)r in the center of the room that will be appre-
yi lied by the patrons of the store. The firm are
,Ilso arranging to install a special art display room,
;, packing room and an office in convenient corners
of the main room. The stocks will be subdivided,
so as to insure convenience in the handling and
i•xhibition of the various goods. This firm have
enjoyed a notable growth in the past two years.

Moving Time
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Heeren Bros. & Co.'s factory
operations were slightly im-

Busy peded for a short time during
the extreme cold spell, be-

cause of the lack of natural gas. The supply

pipes in the district of Pittsburg, where the com-
pany is located, are too small for the increasing
consumption. Aside from this, the company has
been busy and is looking forward to the coming

spring with nitich confidence. The buying move-

ment among the retailers is said to be exception-

ally good, and reports of the salesmen of the local

wholesale houses have been fully in keeping with

the sentiment at headquarters. George B. Bar-

rett, the veteran wholesaler, reports a generally
satisfactory condition of business for the season,

with every indication of a vast increase in the

coming spring.

Officers Foil

During the past month the

Pittsburg detectives man-

Robbery Scheme aged to nip in the bud a clever
scheme for robbing a local

jeweler. The intended victim was Charles H. Adel-

man, at 719 Fifth Avenue. The officers saw two

men walk past the store several times, early in the

evening of January 31st. They then noticed one

enter the store and the other stand on guard out-

side. The detectives crossed the street and one

entered the store, while the other captured and

placed under arrest the "guard " thief. Both were

recognized later. Their plan was to engage the

clerk of the store in conversation, and while look-

ing over a tray of diamond rings to pick up the

tray and run. The inside thief had in his pocket

a wedge-shaped block, which he intended to slip

between the two door handles of the store on the

outside as he departed.. This would have locked

the door long enough to have given both a chance

to get away. Mn. Adelman had just prepared to

lay out on his counter a wallet of diamonds valued

at p000 when the officers arrested the two men.

His narrow escape from a serious loss has been

sufficient to add to the caution of this one dealer

at least.
Some superb window displays

Handsome Window have been noted in the various
Displays stores in the business district

during the past month. They

are a little more uniform in their character at this

season than is usual. The imported art goods

have had the preference in the decorations, and

these run from the higher grades of electroliers

and bronzes to the smaller pieces in statuettes.

The fever for mission designs has not abated in the

least, and one can see them in all forms. There

has been quite a run on the miniature mission

clocks, of he design of the hall clock, and some

dealers are pushing these with satisfactory results.

Early spring novelties for adornment are also being

brought out quite generously. The suburban dis-

tricts are experiencing a healthful revival of trade

as the general activity of the industrial communi-

ties has made money easier, and it is here that the

freedom of the buying movement is shown most

acutely. The diamond market remains in about

the same position in Pittsburg. There have been

practically no changes in prices, and the amount

of business done by the larger houses indicates no

lack of interest in these goods. Grand opera week,

which opens early in March, is expected to bring

out a brilliant spectacle in this particular line.

Financially, Pittsburg business is in excellent

condition. The money market is strong, and

bankers" are showing the reflection of this spirit in

commercial spheres. All the statements issued of

late have been satisfying, collections are improv-

ing, and the annual reports of local corporations

have strengthened the general feeling of confi-

dence. Stock exchange operations have remained

firm and on a generous basis, and when this is the
case, the jewelers usually feel the benefits as

quickly and as decisively as any trade in Pittsburg.
After spending some time in an endeavor to

gather together the threads of business, the old
firm of Durbin & Fuhr, in Sixth Street, through
its creditors, has decided to close out all stocks

and retire. There has been a sale on for some
time, and it will continue during the present lease
of the store, which expires March 31 St. Of course,
prices have been lowered on the stock of that
house materially, and this has had its effect on the
general trade more or less. It is understood that
the store room of this firm will no longer be used
for the same line of trade.

• The Island of Pearls

A rise in the price of pearls two or three
years ago, produced great activity among the
pearl-fishers of the Venezuelan islands of Margarita,
whose name is the Latin word for pearl, and whose
gems were fought over by the early Spanish ex-
plorers. About two thousand men find constant
employment in this business, which has its thrilling

moments, since the opening of a shell dredged
from the pearl-oyster banks may disclose a jewel
of great price. The Margaritan pearls are of fine
quality, usually white or yellow, with an occasional
black one, and such a one is greeted with joy,
for it bears a high value. About $600,000 worth of
pearls are found near Margarita every year.

Engraving as a Fine Art
There's a

wide differ-
ence between
engraving and
mere metal-
scratching.
There are hun-
dreds making
letters and
cyphers to-day
who have little
right to be
styled engra-
vers. If you

have an ambition to do letter engraving that is art

rather than mere mechanics, that evidences initiative

rather than mere imitative effort, procure a copy of

" Hornikel's Engravers' Text-Book " which is a

veritable treasure house for the practical engraver.

Many an engraver thinks his work the best
because "he knows no better." For such a one
there's a wealth of enlightenment in the Hornikel
portfolio. The work consists of sixty-one page
plates of letters and monograms, pretty patterns
and all manner of combinations on each plate—all
styles of monograms for all kinds of purposes, for
lockets, spoons, trays, cigarette and match cases,
loving cups, rings, fobs, etc.

"It's a revelation to me" is the way a New
York engraving expert writes us about this work. It
will be a revelation to you also—a helper and a
source of ideas and profit. Even now it is the
arbiter of style among the best engravers. A copy
will be sent postpaid to any part of the world on
receipt of price, $6.00 (XI 5s.)
For sale by THE KEYSTONE

19th and Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.
103 State Street, Chicago.

E. F. HORNIKEL,
IVO Champlain Building, Chicago. --Adv.

■
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Trade Conditions

The wonted February lull set-

tled down on this market early

and Prospects in the month and the heavy sup-

ply of zero weather has kept

trade unusually quiet during the entire month.

Business has been much impeded by continual

snow and cold weather. Now and then an out-

of-town dealer braved the blizzards and came to

the city but they have been few until the past week.

The weather has been very severe, but the snow

has protected things. In the country it is said the

farmers are very hopeful because of the snow that

has been so abundant this year. It is now disap-

pearing and leaving the ground in excellent

condition. Crop prospects in the territory tribu-

tary to St. Louis could not be more promising.

With the advent of springtide the retail and whole-

sale trade should open up with new life. City

trade is already improving. The several dealers

in St. Louis, the past week, all anticipate a satisfac-

tory spring trade.

St. Louis and

THE KEYSTONE representative

as he travels over the " Western

the Fair Circuit " is often asked the ques-

tion, "Has any business reaction

followed the fair at St. Louis?" We always

answer that no business reaction has followed our

World's Fair, but rather that there is a buoyant

tendency upward in all lines of business in St.

Louis since the close of the big show. Here are

two important facts of recent date that confirm this

statement. Last month's transactions in real estate

in the business center of the city were at the best

prices ever obtained, and in one case reached about

$20,000 a front foot. Building operations here in

the month of January were 17 per cent. larger than

in the same month in 1904, with the opening of the

World's Fair near at hand. The fair really has

proven a great benefit to St. Louis. It has made

for her some millions of new acquaintances. The

fact is that St. Louis within a year has become

better known, not only to the world, but to herself.

St. Louis is the largest city of the Mississippi

valley. It is the gateway of the Southwest, whose

ratio of growth has placed that region at the top

of the list. It is the most central city on the

national map. Festus J. Wade, one of our leading

bankers, in a recent letter to the public press

declares that while the St. Louis Exposition has

been a great university of learning to millions who

have entered its gates it has also been a great

promoter of all business interests in St. Louis. In

fact, the development of St. Louis has been most

marvelous ever since the suggestion to celebrate

the Louisiana Purchase was made by the Missouri

Historical Society in the early part of 1898. At

that time the taxable wealth of St. Louis aggregated

$360,000,000, to-day it is $459,000,000 ; the bank-

ing capital in St. Louis in 1898 was $29,000,000, to-

day it is $90,000,000 ; the total bank and trust

company deposits in 1898 were $102,000,000, to-

day they are $252,000,000. To meet these deposits

cash and cash items are held by banks and trust

companies of St. Louis aggregating more than

$toi,000,000, or practically 40 per cent. reserve

against the entire deposits, a showing no other

financial center approaches. The total clearings

in St. Louis in 1898 were $1,455,462,062, in 5904
they aggregated more than $2,800,000,000 ; in 1898

1K EYSTONE

the wholesale jobbing trade in dry goods and kin-

dred lines in St. Louis aggregated $14,000,000, in

1904 it exceeded $20,000,000. In 1898 there was

but one or two establishments in St. Louis trans-

acting a volume of business to exceed $4,00o,000.

To-day there are more than ten merchants and

manufacturers who are doing a business exceeding

$10,000,000 each, and fully ten more each of whose

annual output exceeds $5,0oo,000. In 1898 the

capital of the largest bank or trust company was

only $4,000,000. To-day there is one institntion

with a capital of $15,500,000, one with $10,500,000,

one with $9,500,000, one with $8,500,000, and

numerous others larger than the largest bank or

trust company in 1898.

The St. Louis Credit Men's

A Good Law Association is behind a move-

ment to have a bill passed by

the Missouri Legislature to pre-

vent fraudulent sales of stocks of goods in bulk.

The proposed bill makes a sale of merchandise in

bulk fraudulent unless the intended purchaser shall

make full and explicit inquiry as to the cost of the

goods, the names and addresses of each creditor,

at least five days before the sale is made and notify

each creditor of the intended purchase and the

total price proposed to be paid for the delivery of

the goods. The object of the bill is to protect

wholesalers from being defrauded by men who

make a practice of purchasing stocks of goods and

selling them again in bulk for much less than they

contracted to pay for them and then decamping

with the proceeds. Such a law would work no

hardships on honest merchants, and all such should

lend their influence to have it enacted.

Prospects for the winter wheat

Crop Prospects in crop in the territory 
tributary to

St. Louis Territory St. Louis are very good, as the

condition of the growing wheat

is about all that could be hoped for at this season

of the year. The zero weather of last month did

no injury on account of the heavy blanket of snow

that covered the ground the greater part of Feb-

ruary. While the plant is said to be not large,

those who have examined fields in Missouri and

Illinois say the root is in a healthy condition. At

this time last year the plant was further along in its

growth, but was not as healthy as it now is. While

there is plenty of time for damage to the crop, yet

its present condition is much in its favor, and it

certainly will require severe weather from now on

until late spring to injure the crop to the extent it

was damaged last year. Work on the farms in the

South is progressing rapidly for this year's crops.

Fallowing for oats and other spring crops is making

rapid headway.
Announcement has been made

JAewSte.lrLyoutiisouRseetail Mer-

mod, Jaccard & King Jewelry
in the public press that the Mer-

Invades New York
City Company, our great retail house,

have arranged to open a branch

store in New York very soon. Goodman King,

president and manager of the firm, has had the

plans for this new venture, which is something in

the nature of a St. Louis commercial invasion of

New York, in hand for some little time and has

now completed his task. His company has leased

the premises at 400 Fifth Avenue, between Thirty-

sixth and Thirty-seventh Streets, in the very heart

of New York's fashionable business district. The

entire building will be devoted to the use of the

jewelry firm, and will provide ample quarters for

showrooms, sales offices and also for the firm's

Eastern mail-order business, which has reached

large proportions. This establishment will not

present the usual features of an ordinary store, but

Proposed
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will be run on principles of elegant privacy. Cus-

tomers will be enabled to transact their business in

retired seclusion in a series of sumptuous-connected

parlors on the first floor, where will be displayed

all those treasures usually found in an art and silver-

ware palace. The upper floors of the building will

be devoted to the diamond-setting jewelry factory

and to the engraving and stationery shops. The

Mermod, Jaccard & King Company will send two

of its principal men from the St. Louis establish-

ment to take charge of the branch concern. These

two men will assemble a corps of experts in various

lines selected here to assist them. The manage-

ment of this store will, therefore, combine progres-

sive western ideas with the most tried and approved

metropolitan methods.

The old-established and widely-

An Old-Established known retail firm of the Mer-

House Changes its mod-Jaccard Jewelry Company
Firm-Name has recently added another

name to the firm, which now

reads, the Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Com-

pany. On February t3th a certificate announcing

this change was filed in the office of the recorder

of deeds for this county. Both of the original

members of the firm are dead, and it was thought

best to add the name of a living member, so that

of Goodman King, for many years identified with

the .company in an official capacity, was chosen.

Mr. King is president and general manager of the

company. The other officers of the company are

C. F. Mathey, vice-president and treasurer, and R.

0. Bolt, secretary.

The seed and soil special train arranged by the

University of Missouri, through its industrial depart-

ment, and the Burlington Railroad, through its

industrial department, will start on its tour of the

State February 8th. The object is to educate

farmers to the value of selecting good varieties of

seeds and to study soil conditiors.

F. W. Droston, the well-known retailer, at

Seventh and Pine Streets, is enlarging his store by

taking an additional room on Seventh Street. Mr.

Droston reports that his business is enjoying a

steady and substantial growth and that he has felt

the need of additional space for some little time.

G. W. Hardway, of Fort Smith, Ark., who at

the present time conducts a repair shop in that city,

will put in a full line of jewelry this spring. Mr.

Hardway has long been identified with the retail

jewelry business and will doubless make a success

of his new venture.
The John Bolland Jewelry Company has pur-

chased the stock of the F. H. Niehaus Sons' Jewelry

Company and will consolidate it with their own.

George Hess, of the Hess & Culbertson Jewelry

Company, has just returned frem a three-weeks'

pleasure trip among the Florida resorts.

W. J. McQuillian, the well-known New York

diamond salesman, who now represents Mount &

Woodhull, was met among the St. Louis trade the

early part of the month looking after the interests

of his firm.
G. Maritz, practicing optician in this city for a

number of years past, has opened a modern optical

parlor at Seventh and Locust Streets, which he has

fitted up in fine style.
The Bauman-Frey Jewelry Manufacturing Com-

pany, in the Commercial Building, has been

succeeded by the Bauman-Massa Jewelry Company,

manufacturing department. Mr. Frey retires, and

under the new arrangement, Martin Hacker, well-

known to the trade here as a manufacturing jeweler,

is in charge. The business will be continued as

the manufacturing department of the Bauman-

Massa Company and pushed with renewed vigor.
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DIAMONDS •
Loose and Mounted

March, 1905

Artistic Diamond Jewelry
We have just removed to our new quarters, where

we have increased facilities for taking
care of your wants in our line

JOS. NOTERMAN 0 CO.
Diamond Importers and Manufacturers of Fine Jewelry

512 Race Street Cincinnati, Ohio

Stimulative 
REIS'
ADVERTISING
TAPE

 STIMULATES TRADE 

practically without cost. It's a narrow, woven band, glossed to a finish
like ribbon, to use instead of string in the tying of smart, secure packages.

There's a natty trimness to the packages it makes, which gives Reis'
Advertising Tape a peculiar value for the dealer in fine wares.

Ye to Yt" in width, in tints and colors. Your store's name and address
printed neatly, unobtrusively, throughout the entire length.

Samples talk. Send for some.
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Dept. K

Our Motto : Better Values for Your Money Than Any Competitor
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ORMOLU GOLD 24 K. CLOCKS
OUR SPECIALTY
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PICTURE FRAMES
ORNAM ENTAL M I R RORS

Main Office

and

Works

St. Paul

Minn.

Promising
Rainfalls

It is many years since California

has had such seasonable rains

as it is having this winter. They

began early and each rainstorm

set in just when it was wanted to moisten the earth,

sustain the pastures and nourish the grain fields.

In no instance has the precipitation been excessive,

and the rains have been withal accompanied by a

comparatively high temperature. Warm rains mean

no distress to stock, and a maximum of benefit to

all kinds of vegetation.
Moreover, the whole State has benefited by this

seasonable rainfall. Nearly five times the rainfall

of last season, up to date, has fallen in the southern

counties and in the San Joaquin valley, while the

Sacramento valley generally has been drenched at

favorable intervals with nearly double the number

of inches it received in the winter of 19o3-o4.

Along the northern coast the rainfall has been

somewhat lighter than it was last season, but as

that section holds the maximum record, it is not

suffering. In fact a reduced rainfall in the northern

coast counties will be hailed with satisfaction, as

they usually get an excess. The outlook for the

next harvest season in California is, therefore,

exceptionally good.
The Pacific Coast is coming to

its own. The talisman that is

Exposition producing this consummation so

devoutedly to be wished, is the

splendid exposition that is to be held in Portland

next year. The coast is just beginning to awaken

to a realization of the great opportunity that is

presented to it. California, usually alive to its

opportunity, is considering the expenditure of a

quarter of a million dollars on the Lewis and Clark

Exposition. It now remains for Washington and

other States to get into line in the proper manner.

This exposition, while held in Portland, is going to

be a tremendous factor in the upbuilding of the

Pacific Coast. The eyes of the world are being

turned toward us, ..and it behooves every one of us
to do his duty toward his State and toward this
coast. Let us cement the people of this great
Western region into a unified body, bent upon the
upbuilding of our unparalleled land and the exploi-
tation of our marvelous opportunities.

Simon Burnett, of Burnett Bros., who conduct
two large retail jewelry establishments in Chehalis
and Aberdeen, Wash., called upon his friends in this
city, while en route to the manufacturing centers of
the East. Mr. Burnett assured THE KEYSTONE
man that the future outlook in the Northwest was
very bright, and predicts a very good year for 1905.

Mr. Van Ness, Pacific Coast representative of
Durand & Co., and Kerr & Tillery, is visiting his
companies in the East, and expects to make his
headquarters in New York from March ist to April
15th, dividing his time between his companies'
offices and the factories.

The new jewelry store opened by G. F. Blakes-
lee, in Goldfield, Nevada, is a welcome addition to
the business center of this hustling new mining
town. Mr. Blakeslee will conduct the new store in
conjunction with his original store in Tonopah.

J. W. Fuller, who formerly conducted a jewelry
store in the Downey Block, in Los Angeles, has
opened a new store with a fine new stock and
fixture:- at 203 North Main Street.

Lewis and Clark
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The California Jewelry Co., of i34 Sutter

Street, announces that on February 1st, 1905, Mr.

Alex. Feldheimer was admitted as a member of

this firm. Mr. Feldheimer will, in the near future,

go abroad in the interests of the firm. THE KEY-

STONE joins his many friends in wishing him a

prosperous future.
Otto F. Schwennicke, who formerly was em-

ployed by Nordman Bros. in their material depart-

ment, has accepted a position with Julius Lange,

of II Powell Street, and will have entire charge of

the growing watchmaking department in this new

store.
Max Abrahams, dealer in precious stones,

located at 126 Kearny Street, has refitted his offices,

and we wish to commend him upon the good taste

displayed. Max will be pleased to have you

inspect the improvements personally, so accept his

invitation, as you may, in the near future, think of

making similar changes yourself.

Irving H. Chase (and party), secretary of the

Waterbury Clock Co., was among the visitors in

town last month, and left for the Orient on the

Pacific Mail Steamer Korea. Mr. Chase, while in

this city, made his headquarters with A. I. Hall &

Son, who represent the above clock company in

this section.
Vance La Porte, retail jeweler, of Visalia, found

it necessary to come to this city to purchase goods

to fill up his show cases, as he finds his new store

in the Holt Block a bigger store than his old quar-

ters. Vance looks forward to a very good year, as

the rainfall in his section was very heavy.

Geo. F. Blakeslee, of Goldfield and Tonopah,

Nevada, passed through San Francisco recently en

route to Los Angeles, where his father resides.

Mr. Blakeslee was called by telegraph, as his father

was very ill, therefore his stay in town was only

between trains.
L. 0. Levinson, of the California Jewelry Co.,

has arrived from the diamond markets of Europe,

being the first of our coast buyers to reach home

this year, after a very quick trip. It is needless to

say, that his customers will reap the benefits of his

searches for good values, sometime in the near

future.
Fritz Abendroth, of Abendroth Bros., Port-

land, Oregon, called upon his friends in the whole-

sale district last week, and incidentally purchased a

few ready-sellers, in anticipation of the rush that is

expected ill Portland during the Lewis and Clark

Exposition, which opens on June 1st.
Murray Kohn, of Silverman, Kohn & Wallen-

stein, of New York City, while in San Francisco

recently, narrowly averted a serious illness, but by

exercising prompt measures, we are pleased to say

the attack was not of a serious nature. His attend-

ing physician, Doctor George Goldberg, is receiv-

ing the thanks of Murray's friends for his efficient

treatment.
E. V. Saunders and wife, of A. I. Hall & Son,

after doing a fair amount of business in Los Angeles,

in February, continued on East from that city. Mr.

Saunders will call upon the leading manufacturers

in the East in the interests of his company, and

return home about April 1st.
Henry Abrams, manufacturers' agent, has re-

turned from his Eastern trip, and is ready to show

the results of his pilgrimage to all that are interested

in up-to-date and salable novelties.
Dave Conover, who is connected with the

American Waltham Watch Co., Chicago office, was

a visitor among the trade in San Francisco last

month. Mrs. Conover accompanied him, and after

combining a little pleasure with business, left for

home via Los Angeles.

A. E. Castledine, formerly in the employ of
Benedict Bros., of New York City, has accepted a

position with Harry Jacoby, the retail jeweler, of

Oroville, Cal.
McLean Pollock, formerly in the employ

of Poole, the Santa Barbara jeweler, has joined

the forces of the Santa Paula Jewelry Co. Mr.

Pollock will have entire charge of the latter corn-

pany, which he is capable of doing, after having

had many years' experience with his former

employer.
Frank Golden, who owns several stores in the

State of Nevada, was among are visiting trades-

men in town last month, and while here purchased

a large line of goods to fill up his show cases in

his new Carson store. The new location in the

Government Building is an ideal one for a

jeweler.
The Quaker City Cut Glass Co., of Philadel-

phia, has opened offices and salesrooms in the

Scott & Van Arsdale Building, this city, where

complete lines of the company's products are

shown. The salesrooms are in charge of G. W.

Milligan & Co.

Nerve-Racking Moments

A miss may be as good as a mile in some

cases ; in others the agony of suspense which pre-

cedes a narrow escape is almost as disastrous to

the nerves as if the result bore out the apprehen-

sion. An incident of the nerve-racking kind is

related by a young man who was employed by a

large clock firm. One of his duties was to super-

intend the putting up of steeple and tower clocks.

There isn't much chance for adventure in the

placing of a clock. It is prosaic business although

it does take one up to the heights ; but now and

then some little thing will occur which shows one

how near the line of every-day living lies to that

of tragedy:

I was in one of the large Western cities, seeing
to the construction of a clock which was being
placed on the tower of the city hall. The job was
nearly done when, one afternoon, I was standing
Oil the roof beside the tower inspecting the great
dial face above me.

I have become accustomed to heights which a
few years ago would have made me ill to think of,
and I stepped near the slightly guarded edge
of the building without any more thought than if
I had been on the sidewalk. Far below me were
the brick pavement and the busy people of the
street.

I was holding in my hand a screw-driver, a
ponderous instrument used in adjusting some of
the larger portions of the clock, and as I stepped
near the cornice rail in some way I let the heavy
thing fall from my hand. It struck on the rail
and then bounced out of sight. The sickening
thought of the passers-by flashed over me and I
grasped the rail with both hands, and leaned far
over in my attempt to follow with my eyes the fall
of the implement.

A young lady was passing in front of the build-
ing, just in line with the falling screw-driver. I
held my breath in an agony of suspense. It
seemed hours instead of seconds before the screw-
driver fell on the bricks only a few inches behind
the girl, who was so unconscious of her danger.
The noise of the fall caused her to jump and look
about her, but she never knew what had caused
the mysterious sound, nor how near she had come
to death, for the instrument bounded off the bricks
and landed harmlessly on the green sward that
bordered the pavement. No damage had been
done, save to my own nerves, but never shall I
forget the horror of those seconds of suspense.

"The Keystone is Cannot keep
house without F. Bingham, heweler,
Monticello, Iowa.
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Waltham Clock Co.
Walthatn, cMass., U.S.A.

Leaders of the Northwest

Kirchner & Mich
MAKERS AND REPAIRERS OF

JEWELRY

28 South Fifth Street, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

•

WE RETURN ALL REPAIR WORK ON THE
DAY RECEIVED

REFERENCE—Any wholesale or retail dealer of
Minneapolis

OPIANUFACTURERS OF

HALL

,)MARBLE CLOCKSOFFICE ,

and REGULATORS

HALL CLOCKS that Chime on Tubes,
Bells or Gongs

'-',40111111111esw.--

Special for Easter
An assortment of HAND=PAINTED CHINA, in a good

variety, for $25.00
wrom PoR P,AR.TicuLARs

L. \V. Levy & Co., Makers, 194 Broadway, New Yori

THE LATEST AND BEST

The "Automatic" Safety Catch
Neatest, strongest, best and most practical safety
catch that has ever been presented for consideratioo
of the trade. It is automatic in action and a positive
lock for the pin. The pin-stern engages readily and

Open Closed positively cannot come out until you release it. The
release is as simple and can be accomplished more

readily than from an ordinary open catch. A touch of the finger on point
and the pin is automatically freed from the catch. Made in Gold, Sterli4
Silver add German Silver.

Samples sent on .ipplication from Manufacturers or Wholesale Dealers jr
Jobbing Material.

GEO. H. FULLER 0 SON CO., Pawtucket, R. I.
Chicago Office 103 State Street
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NEWS

NORTHWEST
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February, the shortest month of the year and

usually the poorest for the retail jeweler in this

section, has proven itself again a very quiet month

and all are thankful it is over. March is considered

a good month, for the reason that we all know

spring is coming, and considering the inclemency

of February, March should be a nice month,

although still a winter month with us. Jobbers

report business better than last year and that re-

tailers are buying with more faith, in being able to

dispose of their purchases in due time. None

seem to have any doubts as to the coming Easter

and spring business. Collections are coming in

nicely. Travelers report everyone feeling confi-

dent and predict a good year.

Haldor Anderson, Fessenden, N. Dak., had

his store destroyed by the fire which burned up an

entire block January 20th.
Michael Zeien, Hastings, Minn., has moved to

Hampden, Minn.
C. N. Nelson, formerly at Ellendale, S. Dak.,

is now at the bench for Wm. Alexander, Hay.

ward, Wis.
M. J. Ludwig, formerly at Hayfield, Minn., has

started in business for himself at Spooner, Wis.

Chas. J. Donaldson, lately with Beinhorn &

Meyer, Winona, Minn., will represent Sischo &

Beard, St. Paul, in Southern Minnesota, South

Dakota and Northern Iowa this year.

E. A. Hennings, with W. M. James, Brecken-

ridge, Minn., spent three weeks in the Twin Cities

last month having his eyes treated.
W. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak., passed

through the Twin Cities last month on his way to
New York, where he will spend two weeks taking
in the sights and getting business pointers.

Gustave Heckel, with E. A. Moe, Oakes, N.
Dak., spent a short vacation visiting his old home,
Prescott, Wis.

L. W. Norman, a graduate of Stone's School,
St. Paul, has started in business at Menahga,
Minn.

M. Stageberg has moved from Erskine, Mimi.,
to Hampden, N. Dak.

E. H. Prey, for the past eight months with
J. M. Varnson, Valley City, N. Dak., will start in
business at Canby, Minn., about March NI

C. D. Taylor, formerly at Mankato, Mimi.,
who left last month for Spokane, Wash., dropped
dead from heart disease, February 15th. Mr.
Taylor had never recovered from the shock of his
wile's death in January, and went to Spokane to visit
his son in hopes that the climate would help him.
He leaves three children to mourn him, two in
Spokane Edith, who has charge of themk 

Brainerd, Minn., had its annual big fire, Janu-
ary 31st. Among the losers we notice C. L. Bur-
fnoertnteia,.with a loss of $1000, covered by insurance.

S. H. Clausin, of S. H. Clausin & Co., Mitme-
apolis, is spending a six-weeks' vacation in Cali-

George Nebelung, for several years with E. B.
Meyrowitz, but lately with Edw. Best, Minneapo-
lis, will open an optical office at 138 E. Seventh
Street, St. Paul, Minn., March ist.
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Earl J. Rhodes, with A. L. Mealy, Delano,
Minn., spent a few days in the Twin Cities last
month renewing old acquaintances.

Bryant, Belle Plaine, Minn., spent several
days in Northern Minnesota looking for a good
opening to move to. He reports several fair open-
ings there, but has not settled as to where he
will go.
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Arthur F. Williams, St. Paul, for the past
three years foreman of Sischo & Beard's optical
shop, has gone to Minneapolis, where he will have
charge of the storeroom for E. B. Meyrowitz.

E. B. Meyrowitz, St. Paul, , are completely re-
modeling their store, and after March 1st will
occupy both 358 and 360 St. Peter Street. Mr.
Schwensen is justly proud of the growth of this
branch while under his charge. The basement,
20,000 square feet, will be occupied as a workshop,
and is being fitted with the latest machinery.

Visiting jewelers noticed in the Twin Cities
during the past month were : W. W. McGuire,
Northfield, Minn.; F. Willman, Stillwater, Minn.;
L. W. Mowrey, Stillwater, Minn.; D. W. Smith,
Pipestone, Minn.; Wm. Plackner, Benson, Minn.;
John Saxine, Prescott, Wis.; Earl J. Rhodes, De-
lano, Minn.; E. H. Prey, Valley City, N. Dak.;
A. E. Palmer, Grand Forks, N. Dak.; M. J. Lud-
wig, Spooner, Wis.; M. M. Simmer, Henderson,
Minn.; B. A. Benson, Glenwood, Minn.; George
H. Lang, Mankato, Minn.; I. M. Radabaugh,
Hastings, Minn.; Gustave Heckel, Oakes, N. Dak.;
Julius Anderson, Mora, Mimi.; Ignatius Reiner,
Hutchinson, Minn.; Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton,
Minn.; Jno. C. Marx, Shakopee, Minn.; F. W.
Harper, Renville, Minn.; E. A. Hennings, Breck-
enridge, Minn.; E. F. Huhner, Stillwater Minn.;
Dr. E. C. Roberts, Red Wing, Minn.; J. L. Moody,
Ellsworth, Wis.

PHILADELPHIA \
LETTER

The Merchants' and Travelers'

Attracting Association, of this city, has
Southern Trade taken an opportune and very

practical advantage of the formal

inauguration of President Roosevelt, which takes

place on March 4th. Hundreds of people from the

South are expected to visit Washington on the

occasion and these, no doubt, will include many buy-

ers and merchants. In order to induce the latter to

call at Philadelphia it was decided at a joint meeting

of the committee on publicity and the committee on

passenger traffic to offer a rebate on the railroad
fare between this city and Washington. The regu-
lar passenger ticket costs $6, and the association,
in view of the benefit that may result to Philadel-
phia merchants, will refund one-third of this fare
to anyone who shall present his ticket at the
association's headquarters and identify himself as
a business man. This will practically make the
fare to Washington and return equivalent to the
one-way r;

Death of
Thomas Liggins

The sudden death of Thomas
Liggins, a well-known jeweler,

who .had been in business at
Eleventh Street and Girard

Avenue for a quarter of a century, occurred on

Wednesday, February 8th, at his home, 1209 North

Eleventh Street. Mr. Liggins conducted a com-
modious and handsomely furnished store and had
built up a substantial trade. He was interred at
Laurel Hill Cemetery on Saturday, February
A ‘viilow survives him.

The Philadelphia Jewelers' Club held its
annual meeting at 1225 Chestnut Street, on Mon-
day evening, February 20th. This was the last
reunion in these premises, for they were soon
afterwards abandoned for the new and handsomely
appointed quarters on the opposite side of the
street. The existing officers were re-elected- as.
follows : President, Archie Rutherford ; vice-presi-
dent, A. G. Lee ; treasurer, Wm. H. Long ; secre-
tary, Wm. S. Quinn. The board of governors is
composed of L. P. White, J. Warner Hutchins,
Joseph Cadwallader, John A. Lehman and Fred.
Ruchdeschel.

The Quaker City Cut Glass Co. report as a
favorable sign of the times an unusual demand for
cut-glass ware goods of the highest grade. The
capacity of their big plant at Sixty-third Street and

Baltimore Avenue is at present taxed to the utmost
to fill the pressing orders for such goods. The city
offices and salesrooms of the company are at 1035
Market Street.

Gearge W. Smith & Co., clock and cabinet
makers and store fixtures, 3907-19 Powelton Ave-
nue, have issued a novel advertisement consisting
of a series of enameled paper slips each 12 inches
in length, with a mean width of about 2).i inches.
These are cut in the shape of a modern hall clock
and fastened together at the top with a silken cord.
Two pieces of extremely light wood, similarly
shaped, form an appropriate cover. The reading
matter calls attention to the twentieth century
clocks made by this concern, to the facilities of the
company's store fixture department, etc.

Gustav Kuhn, 169W. Girard Avenue, is mourn-
ing the loss of his wife, whose death occurred last
month. He has the sympathy of a large host of
friends in his bereavement.

The Government Assay Commission has re-
cently been engaged in the annual examination of
the gold and silver coins made at the mint in this
city (luring the past year. Coins of every denomina-
tion are chosen indiscriminately and subjected to
a searching analysis for fineness and weight, to
ascertain if they are up to the required standard.

Consequent to the death of Lewis Breitinger,
senior member of the firm of American Cuckoo
Clock Co., it was deemed advisable to incorporate
the business. The foundation of this firm was laid
in 1877, when the late Lewis Breitinger and the late
Gustav Kunz, who died in 1899, started the firm of
Breitinger & Kunz, and who did a general import-
ing and jobbing watch and clock business. In
1895, after their trade had grown to considerable
proportions, they purchased the stock of cuckoo
clocks from the Boss Co., of New York,.and Chas.
Boss became connected with them and the separate
partnership of American Cuckoo Clock Co. was
formed. Like the old-established firm, this new
department was a success from the start. While
Breitinger & Kunz devoted almost their entire time
to their watch and clock business, Mr. Boss and
Louis A. Breitinger looked after the details of the
American Cuckoo Clock Co., which a few years
ago outgrew the building at 37 and 39 N. Ninth
Street, and took over its large new building, which
it still occupies, at Fairmount Avenue, Randolph
and Fifth Streets. They are now incorporated
under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, Louis
A. Breitinger being president and general mana-
ger ; Chas. Boss, vice-president ; Henry Borchers
(a son-in-law of the late Gustav Kunz), treasurer,
and H. B. Stuetzer, for six years head bookkeeper
of the firm, is secretary. Mrs. Lewis Breitinger
and Mrs. Gustav Kunz are the principal stock-
holders.

Abe Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, sailed for
Europe on February 7th, on the swift and palatial
liner Kaiser Wilhelm der Grosse. He will be
absent two months, visiting the diamond markets
and making purchases of desirable stock.

A. 0. Hutterley, the widely-known retailer, of
Washington, D. C., called on the wholesale trade
of this city last month.

A. G. House, optician, is meeting with con-
siderable success at his neatly equipped quarters,
2412 Ridge Avenue, this city, where he has been
located for the past seven months. Mr. House
hails from Kansas City and dates his interest in
optics to his first acquaintance with THE KEY-
STONE some years ago. He is well pleased with
his prospects in his present location.

Henry Euler, one of the well-known wholesale
jewelers of this city, died of a severe attack of
Bright's disease at his home, 2040 North Twentieth
Street, on February 5th. His death, which occurred
somewhat suddenly, was greatly regretted by a
large circle of friends in the trade, by whom he
was much esteemed. The interment, which took
place on February 9th, was attended by many
Philadelphia and New York jewelers, and a wealth
of floral tributes evidenced the regard in which he
was held by his brethren in the trade. He had
been in business at 716 Chestnut Street for a quar-
ter of a century, beginning in a modest way, but
gradually building up a successful Patronage.

"I could not afford to miss a single issue of The
Keystone. It is the only literature needed by the
un-to-date jeweler."—E. I. Knight, Jeweler, Mans-
field, Missouri.
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The Best Lathe Motor

Warranted
Dust Proof and Heavily Made

Base of' Motor, 63x54 in.
Height of Motor, 9 inches.

SIZE From end to end of Man-
drils, 19 inches.

1 I II 
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This 335.00 Lathe Motor com-
plete with right and left screw
arbor also wheel and saw arbor,
including insulated wire for attach-
ing to electric light fixtures. Alter-
nating or direct current.

Our price only $29.85

The New Carboruudum Crevice
Set as 8110W ii, 8 wheels, assorted
sizes, and arbor complete. Regular
price, 35 cents.

Only istc. Net

A Big Bargain in Benches

Roll top, size 44 long, 26 wide,
40 high, with 10-inch curtain.

$12.40 Net
Plain top, size 40 long, 20 wide,

40 high.
$7.45 Net

Finished in oak only.

Easiest Swing Treadle Foot Wheels
No. 100-38 50-40 lb. Ball

bearing. Our price . . $5.90 net
No. 101-46 50-40 lb. Regu-

lar Swing. Our price . . 4.48 net

No. 6. liardinge Movement 1-folder
Ileduced from 50 cents to 19 cents

This Movement Holder is very valuable, and can bold a
movem•u I as tightly as any watchmaker wishes for setting
jewels, .1 c.

No. 7. The Handy Pallet Stone Adjuster
This tool is valuable for adjusting pallet rii111110; quickly.

Regular price, 50 cents. Reduced to .36 cents.

WO ille Not the Largest
but our customers tell us

We are the BEST
We are the MOST PROMPT
We are the MOST CAREFUL

and our PRICES are the LOWEST of any house
in America.

Any jeweler will do well to give us a trial in
our Tool, Material, Findings and Optical
Department. You will find the entire line.

It you know any one who is going to start in
business, he will find that we can make prices,
time, etc., to his entire satisfaction. He will like
our methods and we solicit his business.

Can Muer Compaq
151-153 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

We try to make every customer feel that it is
our constant aim to make every transaction one
that will be as satisfactory and profitable to him
as it is to us.

I I
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This System is Valuable to Every Watchmaker
Warranted to fit. Each pivot gaged and numbered sepa-

rately for all Waltham, Elgin, Hampden and Illinois Move-
ments. Six dozen, assorted, highly polished staffs, including
the 72 bottle cabinet, as shown,. for only $6.73.

These are not imported, but high-grade American make.
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One ha. 1 y. 4 Mainsprings
Warranted to be made of Special Selected Steel for

CALVIN CLAUER COMPANY CHICAGO

I.Gili. Os Double Braced Class 3

,

_ __ —
Manufactured by

sSe c.5—czna7cuz - C.Waden.1

PRICE $ 1.75 Sez aux-cie-o.ndo
Each Spring Warranted Switzer

land

_

i.e.

SAMPLES FREE

THE BIG 4 MAINSPRINGS at Reduced Prices
are the GENUINE IMPORTED ROBERT, and are sent oui ii, the original
sealed boxes. Each spring is warranted and stamped. A. nowledged to
be the finest temper, and yet not subject to the breakage of other springs.
If you try them you will 118p no other. For all American {Vetches. We
are the sole agents for the BIG 4 SPRINGS. FOR AM. AMERICAN
MOVEMENTS. Write for Special Prices and Discounts

In looking over thc chart, you will observe the factory numbers of hic
sitars, and they can be obtained frolll any material house by using the,.
411 tuber% In re-ordering from us, use bottle number-1, 2, 3, etc.

No. 3 Ball Adjustable Repair Clamp
holds anything and everything. It's just right, with a

nice ebony handle.

Regular price, $1.25. Reduced to 92 cents, net
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Abraham Lincoln as an Adver-

tisement Writer

URING the past month we celebrated

the anniversaries of the births of the 
two

men whom most people recognize as t
he

greatest Americans. The lessons of their

lives are an old and familiar 
story preached to the

people of the land each recurr
ing February, and

yet in the character of both 
we find each year new

phases for discussion.

The caption, " Abraham Lincoln as
 an Adver-

tisement Writer," may seem to some l
ike a dese-

cration, but the fact remains that 
Lincoln would

have actually achieved the same 
leadership in ad.

writing as he did in statesmanship. He 
was the

multunt in parvo to an incomprehensible 
degree.

In thought and spech he was 
in truth the concen-

trated essence of sublime intellectu
ality. At the

field of Gettysburg, on one histori
c occasion, two

speeches were made—one consumed .two 
hours in

delivery, the other five minutes. The 
two-hour

effort—verbose and scholarly—is , forgotten ; t
he

five-minute inspiration—one of those imperi
shable

pellets of thought and soul—goes resoun
ding down

the ages. There's the ad. writer for
 you, economic

oi space, more lavish of thoughts th
an of words.

And Lincoln, too, could furnish an apt illust
ra-

tion for his advertisement. The story g
oes that on

One occasion in a joint debate between h
imself and

titephen A. Douglas, one a giant the oth
er a pigmy,

Douglas pointed a scornful finger at the 
uncouth

and crude features of the rail-splitter and pu
t

the audience the uncharitable question "
 Would

you care to be represented in the legislative 
halls

of Washington by that? " As an ans
wer to this

reflection (so the story goes) Lincoln strutted
 across

the platform and placed his hat on Doug
las' head.

The latter's head and face completely 
disappeared

in its capacious interior, and the intimation 
that

brains were more needed in Congress than 
beauty

was not lost on the assembled crowd. 
'Verily,

Lincoln could write the ad. and give the i
dea for

the illustration.
The above thoughts were suggested by 

an

interesting article in an advertising journal by J. 
B.

Dignam, wherein the writer recommended 
those

who would shine at ad. writing to study Lin
coln's

style. Said Mr. Dignam :
Suppose Lincoln had been born

Style of Lincoln's to-day would the lanky 
youth

Speeches have taught school ? No, Lin-

coln would have been an ad.

writer. Nature intended him to have been one,

but sent him to us a good many years too so
on for

us to use. But not too soon for us to profit by.

His speeches carried more weight than 
an

ocean liner and, like the ocean liner, their mo-

mentum was almost beyond belief. He must even

have anticipated that advertising space was to be

a very expensive commodity, for while he thought

by columns he talked sentences, and short ones

at that.
His earliest reported speech as a lawyer

stamped him as one to the advertising business

born. He knew the value of a properly constructed

sentence. He used no other.

Lincoln's first case was ready for trial. The

opposing counsel was well posted on the law a
nd

inclined to air his knowledge for the benefit of ju
ry

and audience. Lincoln knew less law, but under-

stood men. Turning to a friend in the court room

he whispered : " If I can free this case from tech-

nicalities and get it swung properly to the jury,

I'll win."
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And he did, and he won.
Just think of the " copy " Lincoln could turn

out. No technicalities. No uncommon phrases.

Nothing but the plainest of words. Nothing but

the shortest of sentences. "Caps" and full-faced

letters would find but little room there. These, we

know, are used only to bring out the important

points in an ad. Lincoln provided for them before-

hand by leaving out all unimportant parts in his copy.

Isn't this, then, the corner-stone of good

advertising ?
When Lincoln took his pen in

Lincoln's hand you could make up your

mind that there was going to be

something doing—shortly. Talk

about your follow-up systems ! Lincoln didn't

need any. The first letter did the business. History

does not contain one solitary reference to any occa-

sion in which Lincoln had to refill his pen in order

to state his case.
On January 26, 1863, when he wrote Major-

General Hooker informing him of certain contem-

plated changes and promotions in the army, did

Model Letters

Abraham Lincoln

he spar for an opening to give the important fac
ts

while he wrote of recent engagements, or of t
he

probable surprise the announcement he was goi
ng

to make would be to the one most interested?

Not that anyone noticed—he didn't.

The first line of that letter contains these words:

" I have placed you at the head of the Army

of the Potomac."

That one letter did the business. Form letters

two, three and four were unnecessary.

There was no possibility of the letter being

misunderstood. It was a brief, courteous, direct

statement of the case as it appeared to hint. 
It

was a model letter. Fact of the matter is, he

could write no other kind.

If the public had a kick coming on letters 
of

this kind it never intimated that such was th
e case,

and the general supposition is that they rather

liked them. Lincoln appears to have had them

going his way from the start. Congress used to

sit up nights waiting for them. Politicians would

make up all sorts of excuses to get Lincoln 
"to

take his pen in hand " that they might get 
some-

thing real hot, right off the point, and the 
public

would buy any old kind of an " extra " at an
y hour

of the night, if it was even intimated that 
Lincoln

might have something to say through its 
columns.

And why?
Simply because Lincoln knew how to write

 a

letter. He always had something to write 
about.
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He generally wrote about it in the first para
graph.

He had the confidence of the person 
addressed

before they had read half of it. The copyright

for" Heart to Heart Talks " belongs by right 
solely

to Abraham Lincoln ; anyone else using it is

infringing.
Lincoln could have been neither

Lincoln's a good ad. writer nor a good
correspondent had he been

dishonest. Do you think Ile

would have classified as " strictly fresh " eggs

that had almost shivered themselves out of their

shells for months in cold storage?

Would he have tendered as " XXX Creamery

Butter " the yellow and seductive oleomargarine

that hacl never seen the inside of a creamery?

Would he have conducted a " a grand slaughter

sale " through the columns of the newspapers and

allow the sante old prices to remain on his mer-

chandise?
Not in a thousand years I

Lincoln realized, as few men before or since

his time have realized, the absolute necessity of

sticking to the truth. It was born in him, and he

saw to it that it had no chance of dying. In I.is

earlier days his books were a Bible, a copy of

A?.sop and one of John Bunyan—three books that

could not be bettered from the richest library of

the present day. These he studied until he was

able to recite many chapters from each—and

profited by them.
Lincoln detested anything bordering on a sham.

He would stand for nothing- but the plain, unvar-

nished truth, expressed in the sinn >lest of language.

If ever he promised his support he never failed

to deliver the goods. " Guaranteed " was printed

on the wrapper, embossed on the label and

" blown " on the bottle of every act of Abraham

Lincoln. He was the original " money back "

proposition, and never once was he called on to

make good.
Isn't this, then, the corner-stone of good

advertising as well as good citizenship?

Fine Character

American Inventions in Spain
The young King of Spain recently visited the

estate of the Marquis of Luque, forty miles from

Madrid, for the sole purpose of watching the work-

ing of a variety of agricultural machines, the most

of which came from America. A Spanish agricul-

tural engineer, Fidencio Gras, has compared the

cost of harvesting grain by the old Spanish hand

method and by the new American machine method,

and found that the expense by the old way amounts

to $6.26 per hectare (nearly two and a half acres);

of the American method, only $2.09 per hectare.

In addition to the smaller cost, the American scien-

tific method shows a saving of grain.

A New Pin-Making Machine

It used to be said that it took ten men to make

a pin, but modern automatic machinery has changed

all this. A Springfield, Mass., inventor is said to

have perfected a machine for the manufacture of

pins, which he believes will revolutionize the pin

business. He is keeping the nature of his inven-

tion a secret, but he says that his machine will

point and head 300 pins a minute, whereas the best

of present machinery for that purpose will turn out

only 6o a minute. An auxiliary machine will put

the pins in paper 30 at a time, whereas they are

now put in one at a time. One machine will turn

out to8 packages a day, as against to by the

system now used.
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CLASS PINS

The season is now on for
Class Pins and Medals. Upon
request we will submit water
color designs and quotations.

For further information see
pages 99 to 116, our catalogue,
" THE RED BOOK."

A JOBBING HOUSE
WITH MODERN
FACILITIES

Just six months have passed since we moved into
our new and commodious quarters, the second floor of
the building here reproduced. This period includes the
most trying of all seasons to the Jewelry Jobber —the
Holidays —but with the ADEQUATE SPACE THE
MODERN SYSTEMS, FACILITIES AND MACHI-
NERY installed, we were able to handle AN IN-
CREASED BUSINESS with a DECREASE OF
EFFORT, making it possible to give every order
received our prompt and best attention.

To those who do not know us or what we carry, we
would like to state that our business embraces THREE
LARGE DEPARTMENTS, each under the direct
In anagement of a member of the firm. In our
JEWELRY DEPARTMENT we carry a complete line
of Diamonds, Watches, Rings, Gold and Gold Filled
Jewelry, etc. In our TOOL C./ MATERIAL DEPART-
MENT we carry one of the largest stocks of Tools,
Material and Findings in the country and in our
MANUFACTURING DEPARTMENT we make and
repair anything in the jewelry line.

Accounts of approved credit solicited.

EDWARDS & SLOANE
JEWELRY CO.

KANSAS CITY, MO.

,

NOTICE

Do you want a location ?
Do you want to sell mil? I),

you want a posillim ? Po you
Wall t a Watchmaker?

If so, communicate with
us. 1Ve have on file, at all
I imes, a list of the above wants.
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Arkansas

We leant from Frederick Wm. Haury, the

well-known jeweler, of Helena, that on February

loth there arrived at his home " a fine new watch-

maker, who will take charge of the repairing de-

partment." According to papa's estimate, Master

Hatay turns the scale at I560 civets. THE KEY-

STONE joins in the congratulations to the rejoicing

parents. Jeweler Haury recently added a line of

musical instruments to his regular stock.

Geo. H. Gardner, for three years head watch-

maker and railroad watch inspector for Chas. S.

Stifft, of Little Rock, has resigned his position

and gone to Indianapolis, Ind., where he has pur-

chased a jewelry business and will make his future

home. During their stay in Little Rock, Mr. and

Mrs. Gardner made many friends, all of whom

wish them continued success in their new sur-

roundings.
Connecticut

Frank M. Todd, of the well-known and enter-

prising jewelry firm of Reid & Todd, Bridgeport,

is enjoying a well-earned vacation, which will ex-

tend over a period of five weeks. He left on the

Quebec steamship line steamer Pretoria, starting

from New York and will visit the Bermudas, Porto

Rico, BarVadoes, Dominicia, St. Croix, St. Lucia,

St. Kitts, Santiago, Havana and other prominent

\Vest Indian ports. According to his itinerary he

passed the famous Mount Pelee February 21st and

%al leave Havana for home March iith.

Georgia

The Delkin-Dorenfield Company, Atlanta,

have issued an interesting folder containing a

number of testimonials—most of them from rail-

road engineers and conductors—testifying to the

reliability of the firm's watches and repair work.

A feature of this folder is the reproduction of a

pair of very unique curios—one a bag or chate-

laine, the other a watch ; both of which were made
by Mr. Delkin, who was a jeweler and miner of

Nome, Alaska, and who is noted for his masterly

workmanship. In the bag there are no less than

3000 colors. The bag proper is composed of little

!..olid gold squares, linked together with solid gold

!lugs at each corner, and covered with countless

little gold nuggets. The chain is very long, and
he effect, altogether, is dainty and beautiful. The

watch is an 18-size timepiece, with case of solid

gold. The metal was melted by Mr. Delkin and

then hammered out into the required thinness and

ltape. He did all the work by hand, and then

covered the case with hundreds of nuggets, which
give the watch a very beautiful finish. The dial is

also of solid gold, with carved raised letters, while

:icross the top are the words : " Made by A. L.

/elkin, Nome, Alaska." The miner-jeweler also
made the hands, which are solid gold and carved

d.iintily.
Indian Territory

W. H. Haupt, the Bartlesville jeweler, writes
us that a Mrs. J. L. Moran was robbed of a watch

between Cincinnati, Ohio, and Bartlesville ; which

imepiece was of 18 karat gold, 6 size and No.
5t.t5o72. A reward will be given for its recovery.

J. R. Jarrell, the Durant jeweler, met with a
serious accident recently, by which he almost lost

KEYSTONE

the sight of his left eye. A piece of coal found

lodgment in the eyeball, and stuck there for a

painfully long period.

Massachusetts

The jewelry store of Frank Ricard, at Lowell,

was recently visited by a Mrs. Sellers, who re-

quested to be shown some rings. After she had

gone, it was discovered that a brass ring had been

substituted for a gold one. The woman was sub-

sequently arrested and arraigned before a magis-

trate. Testimony was given by Miss Edith Edge

and Willis Peltier, employees of the store. Lawyer

J. J. Sullivan represented the defendant, but did

not oder any evidence. The prisoner was found

guilty and was sentenced to serve six months in

the house of correction. She appealed, and was

held in $600 bonds for her appearance in the Supe-

rior Court.

Michigan

C. L. Albaugh, of Albaugh & Son, Hillside,

and his wife, are spending a few weeks in Florida,

whither they journeyed by way of New York City,

where they stopped over a short time on business.

Mississippi

Jeweler J. D. Crane, of Gulfport, is to be con-

gratulated upon his remarkable business progress

during a very short space of time. The story of

his enterprise is admirably condensed in his own

expressive words. He says : " I opened a little

2 X 4 business here seven years ago this month

(February). My first year's business amounted to

$500. My last year's business was about $25,000.

You see, I haven't been over-sleeping." No,

verily ! and THE KEYSTONE is glad to felicitate

him on his wakefulness.

The premises of the Maier Jewelry Co., Aber-

deen, were damaged by fire on January 3oth. The

fire originated in the grocery store situated next

door. The damage was fully covered by insu-

rance. H. W. Maier will open a new store at

Houston, but will manage the store at Aberdeen,

which latter is owned by M. Maier, trading as the

Maier Jewelry Co. The Houston store will be

managed by some good watch repairer, and it will

probably be opened by April 1st.

Missouri

The partnership heretofore existing in the firm

of the Gmelich & Huber jewelry Company, at

Boonville, has been dissolved ; E. J. Huber having

retired. He and M. E. Schmidt have been seve-

rally authorized to receive outstanding debts. The

business is now conducted at the old stand'under

the firm-name of Gmelich & Schmidt.

L. E. Miller has moved his. business from

Clearmont to Burlington Junction, at which latter

place he has purchased the business of E. A.

Arnold.
Nebraska

The marriage of M. L. Kile, the jeweler, of

Creighton, to Miss Maude Buckmaster, was recently

celebrated at the home of the bride's parents,

Creighton, Rev. L. L. Swain, of St. Mark's

Episcopal Church officiating. The bride is a well-

known and highly-esteemed young lady, who has

been one of the instructors in the Creighton public

schools for a number of years. The groom is one

of Creighton's most popular business men. THE

KEYSTONE joins with their numerous friends in ex-

tending felicitations to the happy pair.
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New Mexico

A. E. Fairbanks, of Raton, recently returned

from Florida, where he had been sojourning for

over a month. During his stay there he witnessed

the auto races.

New York

The firm hitherto conducted at 132 South

Salina Street, Syracuse, by A. H. Pond, under his

own name, is being continued as a wholesale

business under the firm-name of A. H. t'ond &Co.;

Henry C. Beadel, who had been in the employ of

Mr. Pond for the past thirteen years, having been

admitted to partnership In the concern.

John E. Bong, the well-known jeweler, of

Corning, was elected president of the Corning

Business Men's Association at the annual meeting

of that body, held on Wednesday evening, Feb-

ruary 8th. Mr. Bong is a progressive and enter-

prising business man, who well deserves the confi-

dence of the community and will no doubt prove

worthy of the honor which the merchants of Cor-

ning have conferred upon him.

Ohio

Arthur L. Webb, of South Charleston, has pur-

chased the Crites jewelry store, at London, and

took possession of that establishment on February

15th. Mr.. Crites, hitherto its proprietor, has retired

from the jewelry business.

Pennsylvania

S. M. Rupley, of Mercersburg, who recently

completed a course of watchmaking, engraving,

etc., at the Bradley Horological Institute, Peoria,

Ill., has taken charge of the repair department of

C. F. Sarbaugh & Co.'s store at Hanover.

Tennessee

The fitm of Menees & Patton Co., of Spring-

field, desires it to be understood that it has not

sold out its jewelry business. Hitherto the firm

conducted a drug and jewelry business combined,

but it recently disposed of the drug line to McFer-

rin & Gill, and now devotes itself exclusively to

the jewelry trade.

Wisconsin

L. Earle Grant has sold out his interest in the

firm of Gadson & Grant, Portage, to T. H. Gad-

son, hitherto his partner. After a few weeks of

rest Mr. Grant will go to Chicago, Ill., where he

will take a course in optics prior to opening an

optical and jewelry business of his own at a suitable

location, of which latter he is now in quest.

Saving Platinum

The increasing demand for platinum, par-.

ticularly for use in the manufacture of gas mantels,

has led to the invention of a process of saving the

fine powdery grains of this metal found in the gold

placer deposits of Southern Oregon and elsewhere.

The platinum, being in a state of very fine division,

almost in the form of dust, will not settle in a

placer sluice so long as the water is briskly stirred.

After the metal-bearing water has passed over a

riffle table, on which nearly all the gold settles, it

is drawn more slowly over a coco-mat riffle, on

which the platinum settles, and is then collected by

rinsing the coco-mats over tanks. Formerly the

platinum was all wasted, at first because its identity

was not recognized, and afterwards because no

process was then known for saving it.
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Two Modern Factories

Dors! 3 Company
The Special Manufacturing Jewelers

for the Retail Jewelry Trade

Cincinnati, Ohio
Lion Building

Kansas City, Mo.
Gumbel Building

lirWe make a Specialty of

l

c

All hinds of

Jewelry Repairing,
Watch Case Repairing

Fine Diamond Mountings
Emblem Goods
Class Pins and Rings
Engraving, Plating and

Matching all kinds of
Stones, etc.

Reasonable prices and
prompt delivery

F. C. JORGESON & COMPANY

_

WALL CASE No. 123 COUNTER CASE ANI) TABLE No. 1070

II to 17 N. Ann St.

Chicago

Makers of

High-Grade

Jewelers 

Fixtures 

The best of Everything'
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Unfavorable
Weather Conditions

Business has been materially
retarded during the past
month by the unfavorable
weather conditions, and re-

ports from the surrounding territory indicate that,

while retail trade has been fairly active, it has been

restricted much by the extreme cold. Some of the

unfavorable features which have added to the situa-

tion are the collapse of deals intended to benefit

the city in a financial way, chief of which was the

financing of the Burley Tobacco Growers' Associa-

tion, by New York capitalists. The association

held options on four-fifths of the entire white burley

tobacco crop, and needed $ro,000,000 with which

to purchase outright. New York capitalists were

appealed to, but declined at the last moment to

make the loan. The association had promised, if

the deal was successfully carried out, to market

the entire crop in Cincinnati. This meant that

something like $15,000,000 would be brought here

during the coming summer, much of which would

be spent among the local business men. Aside

from this, the jobbers report a steady business,

while manufacturers and retailers look for a

prosperous season as soon as the weather gets

favorable.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Herschede sailed for

Europe, January 28th, to be absent on their trip

about ten weeks. They will spend four weeks in

Italy, and will also pay a visit to the clock factories

in the Black Forest of Germany.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. W. 1-1.

Schwarz, of the firm of Schwarz & Byers, in Jan-

uary. The heiress weighed 7 pounds, 4 ounces

and 55 pennyweights.
C. Steinhauser, of Shelbyville, Ind., was among

the heavy buyers to visit the city during the month.

He has established a flourishing business in his

home town.

A Smooth
Swindler

A young man of neat appear-

ance, who was introduced by an
old patron of the house, recently

called on Richter & Phillips and

;isked to be shown some rings. He was given every

attention, but left without seeming inclined to buy.

Shortly after he had gone one of the clerks discov-

ered that a valuable ring was missing. He was

suspected and the police were notified. A few
days later the ring turned up at Wakefield's pawn

shop, where it had been pledged for a small sum.
With the assistance of the pawnbroker, the man
was located and arrested under the name of F. E.
Smith. His employer about the same time charged
him with having committed a theft, and on the
two charges Smith was sent to the police court,
where he was fined Poo and costs. The fine was
paid by a friend and Smith disappeared.

Otto C. Beer, of Sunman, Ind., paid a brief
visit to the city in search of some bargains in the
novelty line.

There is every indication that
A Union Cincinnati is at last to have a

modern union railroad station,

into which every road entering
the city will run its trains. The proposed station
will be built up town, in the neighborhood of Court
and Vine Streets, outside of the reach of the Ohio
River, and will be approached by means of a sub-
way leading to the east and west ends of the city.

Railroad Depot

K L.YSTONE

The officials of every road have approved of the

location and are figuring out engineering plans

which will be acceptable to each line and afford

them an easy entrance into the subway. The entire

cost of construction, which will be carried out by

an independent company, will reach $5o,000,000 ;

this money to be raised by bonds guaranteed by

the united earnings. Electric power will be used

within the subway, where trains will be conveyed

through from one end to another, and then be

turned over to their respective roads again. The
city at the present time has six depots, each widely
separated from the others, and railroad men have

for years felt the necessity of. a strictly-modern
union sta.tion and its advantages.

The wife of 0. L. Boisol, jeweler, at London,

Ohio, died a few weeks ago, after a brief illness.

Julius Bose, of the clerical force of E. & J.

Swigart, reported for work, all smiles, a short time

ago. The stork had left a fine baby girl at the

Bose home.
Reports from the blue-grass section of Ken-

tucky, brought to the city by country buyers, indi-

cate that the extreme cold of the month has had a

depressing effect upon business generally, although

the farmers and tobacco growers are looking for

high prices in wheat and tobacco. Visitors from

that section were : Frank C. Taylor, Carlisle;

James Fischer, Flemingsburg, and A. F. Robert-

son, Danville.
Henry Hahn, formerly senior member of the

firm of Hahn & Co., of this city, accompanied by

his wife, has left to make an extended tour of Cuba

and the Southern States. They accompanied quite
a party of Cincinnatians who are wintering in the

South temperate zone.
A. E. Axman, jeweler, of Franklin, Ohio,

accompanied by his wife, stopped over in the city

several days, while en route to Tucson, Ariz.,

where they expect to spend several of the winter

months.
A handsome street clock has been erected in

front of the store of A. Schemmel, on upper Vine

Street, for the accommodation of the public.

Charles Goldsmith, of the firm of Rauch &

Goldsmith, was slightly injured in a street car acci-

dent some weeks ago, but is again able to be out

and attending to business.

J. G. Laupus, of Seymour, Ind., has increased

his stock and otherwise made improvements in his

store. He was in the city some days, looking for

novelties and extra fixtures for his store.

Arthur Regan, manager of the Baldwin-Miller

Company, Indianapolis, was mixing among his

Cincinnati friends some days during the early part

of the month. He reported business at Indian-

apolis to be very steady considering the season

and the weather.
A handsome 50-carat amethyst ring has been

made by the Gustave Fox Company for members

of the Roman Catholic church, who have arranged

to present it to the bishop of the diocese at Pitts-

burg, Pa.
David Gutmann, of L.Gutmann & Sons, after an

extended trip through the Bermuda Islands and

the West Indies, is again home and reports having

had an elegant trip. Prior to returning to this city

he made a brief trip to New York and Chicago.

William Pflueger, with Jos. Noterman & Co.,

has made a successful trip through Illinois. John B.

Osthoff, with the same firm, is touring parts of

Ohio and Indiana.
The Fall Festival Association has decided to

give no festival in Cincinnati this fall, but to give

one on a larger and grander scale, next year, than

ever before in the history of the organization.
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George H. Newstedt has returned from New

York City, where he made extensive purchases of

jewelry for the spring season.
John Herschede, with the Herschede Hall

Clock Company, was in New York City a week in

the interest of the firm.
Jonas Wise and B. S. Newman have been tour-

ing the West and South respectively in the interest

of Frohman & Co.
Joseph Bernard, of Birmingham, Ala., was

among the Southern tradesmen to visit the city

during the month. He reports business flourishing

in his section. Max Wahl, of Chattanooga, Tenn.,

was also in the list of Southerners who brought

favorable reports.
I. N. Pollock, the Ashland, Ky., jeweler,

returned a short time ago from a six-weeks' visit in

Arizona, and reports having had a splendid trip.

William J. Haynes, a member of the firm of

Haynes Brothers, of Newark, Ohio, was here sev-

eral clays, buying a heavy spring line of goods.

He reports business in his section of the State to

be flourishing.
The arrest at Hot Springs, a short time ago, of

Fritzie Diehn, who is said to be wanted in Memphis,

Missouri, on the charge of robbing a jewelry store

in that place, recalls a daring robbery which he

and a companion committed in this city some years

ago. According to the local police records the

gang robbed the Keck Jewelry Company of about

p000 worth of jewelry, in a daring manner, but

all were caught and Diehn was sentenced to eight

years in the Ohio penitentiary. Notwithstanding

his big hauls, the business has been an unprofitable

one to Diehn, as he has been convicted several

times, and in addition to serving time in Ohio, was

given ten-year sentences at both Nashville and

Albany, N. Y.
The absorption by the First National Bank of

the National Lafayette Bank, and the Equitable

National by the Merchants' National, have been

formally ratified and completed. This reduces the

number of national banks in the city to ten, and

the creation of a new national institution is being

agitated among capitalists, who see a chance for an

eleventh to make a good showing.
Professional burglars some weeks ago robbed

the jewelry store of Michie Brothers, at 212 West

Fourth Street, securing silverware and opera

glasses to the value of about $2500. From police

investigation it was ascertained that the plunder

was carried through several adjoining cellars, into
a vacant building on Elm Street, a block from the
store, and was then carried away in a cab. The

work was done at a late hour Saturday night, and

was discovered the next morning, when a porter

entered the place for the purpose of cleaning up.

E. J. Doherty, a St. Louis jewelry salesman,

while at the Union Depot reCently, en route to his

home, was relieved of a number of watches and

other samples. A colored hotel porter, who

accompanied him, was taken in charge by the

police, and the missing articles were found in his

possession.
The annual spring exhibition of the Cincinnati

Art Club will he a more pretentious affair than has
heretofore been attempted. The club has been in
a quandary as to a suitable location and expects to
give the next exhibition at the Business Men's Club
Rooms.

The list of visiting jewelers was small this
month, as compared to others, because of the
severely cold weather and the dullness of business.
The late visitors were : I. N. Pollock, Ashland,
Ky.; Edward Israel, Harrison, Ohio ; C. Stein-
hauser, Shelbyville, Ind.; J. D. Ward, Rising Sun,
Ind.; G. H. Hansgen, Bethel, Ohio ; William J.
Haynes, Newark, Ohio, and J. W. Roop, Green-
ville, Ohio.
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We manufacture a full line of Ladies' Lorgnettes, Marsh Combination,
Neck Chains and Fobs; also Gents' Fobs, Vest Chains and Grand
Viziers, in great variety, which are sold through the leading wholesale houses.
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Ask your jobber for the Marsh Combination, the best selling ladies' chain on the market

C. A. MARsu & Co.
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New England Jewelers

and Silversmiths
Banquet

The annual banquet of the

New England Jewelers' and

Silversmiths' Association

will be held on Wednesday

evening, March 15th, in the

Wellington Hotel, Providence. It promises to be

a notable affair in all respect
s. The programme

will be an interesting one, and the wo
rk of perfect-

ing arrangements for the feast ha
s been sedulously

advanced. Especially has President Thresher, of-

the association, been untiring in his e
fforts to make

the function a worthy one, and his la
bors in its

behalf will, no doubt, be uniquely re
warded by

the eventuality. He made a journey t
o Washington,

as a result of which a cabinet membe
r, to wit,

Hon. Leslie M. Shaw, secretary of the t
reasury,

will be one of the speakers on the occasio
n. It is

likewise possible that either Senator W
etmore or

Congressman Capron, or both, will be among
 the

guests of the evening.

R. F. Simmons Co., of Attle-

boro, whose paternal system

of profit-distribution among

employees is one of the many

factors which contribute to

the harmony and progress of that concern, 
issued

;ome weeks ago a statement addressed to its

workers, in which the following facts are set fo
rth :

" Our directors have met and declared a sem
i-

annual dividend of 5 per cent. on our capital stoc
k

for the six months ending December 3m, 1904, an
d

have also voted a cash employees' dividend for 
the

period, amounting to $2250, which is 15 per cent
.

of the dividend paid the stockholders. The 
capi-

tal stock is $300,000. The stockholders' dividend

is 5 per cent., which equals $15,000. Fifteen per

cent. of this amount is $2250. The total for pay

roll for six months is $68,514.51. Divide $225o by

amount of pay roll and the result will be 3.283 pe
r

cent., the rate of dividend for employees. Your

dividend is figured by this percentage on

your wages from July 1, 1904, to January I, 1905,

is noted on certificate herewith, and accompanies

this letter in cash. Please sign the new certificate

and return both the old and the new to the office

as soon as possible. This is the sixth consecutive

semi-annual dividend paid by our company to its

employees ; the rate, 3ar per cent., is the highest

we have paid, and exceeds the interest paid by any

savings bank, trust company or loan and savings

association." Further on, the report adds : " We

are now well launched on the new year. What it

is to mean in a business way to us collectively

depends largely upon the faithfulness with which

we discharge our respective duties. A personal

pride in your particular part of the work, what-

ever that may be, will be a satisfaction to yourself

and make you valuable to our company." In view

of the very material inspiration offered, there can

be no doubt that the workers will attain to their

employers' ideal.

R. F. Simmons
Co.'s Profit-
Sharing Report

Death of

William R. Richards, a vet-

eran jewelry manufacturer,

William R. Richards died recently at his residence,

225 Carpenter Street, Provi-

dence, at the ripe age of seventy-four years.

Deceased had been in business in Providence for

about two score years. He began his career at the

age of twelve in the service of Stephen Richard-
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son, then a large manufacturing jeweler, of N
orth

Attleboro. After some years, young Richards re-

moved to Providence, began business for 
himself

tLt 107 Friendship Street and continued until abo
ut

ten years ago, when, owing to failing healt
h, he

withdrew and sold the establishment to Will
iams

& Payton. Mr. Richards wife was Miss Caroline

E. Blackinton, of North Attleboro, who died s
ome

five years ago. Mr. Richards was a member of

several organizations, including the West Side Club

and the Board of Trade. Four daughters survive

him.
A bill to regulate the giving of

trading stamps has been intro-

Trading Stamps duced into the Rhode Island

general assembly by Repre-

sentative Ross, of Pawtucket, and has been referr
ed

to the committee on judiciary. Section r of this

bill runs :

Every person, firm or corporation selling,

giving or delivering trading stamps, checks,

coupons or similar devices, in connection with th
e

sale of articles, . entitling the holders to receiv
e

articles other than the articles so sold, shall pay a
n

excise tax for carrying on such business equivalent

to three per cent. of the gross receipts by such

person, firm or corporation from the sale of the

articles so sold and from the trading stamps,

checks, coupons or similar devices sold, given o
r

delivered in connection therewith.

The bill also orders that every person, firm or

corporation, shall on or before June 15th and also

on or before December 15th, in each year, make
 a

sworn return to the assessors of taxes in the city

or town in which the firm giving stamps is located,

Stating the number of stamps or such devices give
n

in connection with the business of such firm

during the six months last preceding December 1st

in each year. For neglect to comply with this

provision, the bill proposes the imposition of a

fine not less than $5 nor more than $ro for eac
h

day for 15 days after the date set for the making 
of

returns, and not less than $to nor more than $20
0

for each day thereafter.
The Gorham Mfg. Co., Provi-

Gorham mfg. Co. dence, entertained its depart-

Entertains ment managers, overseers and

Department Heads foremen at a dinner in the Gor-

ham Casino, on February toth.

This was the sixth function of its kind and proved

a thoroughly enjoyable one. The Casino presente
d

a notable spectacle with its flowers and light
s and

glittering candelabra. Secretary J. F. P. Lawton,

Suerintendent F. C. Lawton and a number of t
he

company's oldest employees, including W. H.

Whipp, toastmaster of the evening, sat at the 
head

table, and during the progress of the dinne
r the

Gorham Orchestra, under the leadership 
of C.

Poynton, rendered choice musical selections
. In

the post-prandial features, music and 
speeches

alternated. Superintendent Lawton, in the course

of his address, paid a tribute to the fide
lity and

co-operation of the employees during the past
 sea-

son,which was, in many respects, a trying one owing

to the unusual amount of overtime-work. 
In com-

menting upon the long and hard application, 
which

is the price the majority have to pay for 
fame, he

said : " This is an age of progress ; we
 cannot

stand still. It is the age of specialization. A super-

intendent of a large concern nowadays 
cannot

have the actual knowledge necessary for each

branch. The time was when he could, but 
now he

must depend on the specialists he place
s at the

head of each department." Humor and
 philos-

ophy were pleasingly blended in Secretary
 J. F. P.

Lawton's remarks on " Spoons." He said 
in part:

Every person loves a spoon. It is one of the

first things wanted when we come into th
e world

Law to Regulate
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and one of the last we part with ere we go out. 
It

is the companion of childhood, manhood and 
old

age. This glass, too, often destroys domestic ties;

the spoon revives the one and strengthens the other.

Many a knife has committed murder, and forks

have been guilty of felony : but what bad thi
ng

has the spoon ever done? Like the sun shining on

the wicked and good, this servant of man has been

among all nations, kindreds and tongues, a practi-

cal teacher of the Golden Rule. No implement

has done more for man. Almost all others have

been turned against him, but the spoon—never.

Although science supersedes many things and

the progress of the arts renders old machines use-

less, neither science, arts nor fashion can ever

banish spoons from the earth. While men's mouths

are not placed at the ends of flexible trunks, man
-

ufacturers will find work ; and the last spoons will
differ little from ours.

The recent death of Lafayette

Passing of an Draper, of North Attleboro,

removes one whose career dates

back to an early era in the

history of jewelry-making in the Attleboros. 
It

was in the grocery business at Boston, however,

that his first venture was made, but he soon brok
e

his connection with this trade and, returning to

North Attleboro, entered a jewelry shop. He

made good progress in this field, occupied vario
us

positions, many of an executive character and had

been foreman for several concerns. For twenty

years prior to his death, he had lived in retiremen
t.

Old-time Jeweler

New England News Notes

In the picturesquely-situated town of Green.-

field, Mass., is a jewelry store which is interesting

for its age and history, to wit : the establishment

of Edward H. Hollister. J. H. Hollister, founder

of this house, served his apprenticeship at Pontiac,

Mich., and afterwards removed to Albany, where

he remained one year, and then came to Greenfield,

arriving on Thanksgiving Day, in the year 1843.

In the following year he purchased the present

store, a property which, it is said, has been used

as a jewelry store for one hundred years. When

the senior Mr. Hollister first settled in Greenfield,

traveling was a more tedious process than it is now.

It was prior to the steam era, so, of tsecessity, he

journeyed from Albany by stage, coming via North

Adams ; thence by coupe to his destination. Since

then the store has continuously borne the name 
of

Hollister, an interval of six months excepted, dur-

ing which it was being rebuilt after a fire. The

store is handsomely equipped with rnodern sho
w

cases and other high-class facilities.

One of the unique and highly-prized posses-

sions which the present proprietor has received

from his father is an antique watch. It is almost

round in shape and its case is of brass. The

watch was evidently made in England, and whi
le

the date, which it bears, 1658, is that of the year 
to

which the invention of the mainspring has bee
n

credited, it is probable that the making of this pa
r-

ticular timepiece, while it occurred in the same 
year,

nevertheless antedated by a short period the pra
c-

tical adoption of the new device. It runs by a

a fusee wound with catgut, and maker's name
 was

Lee.
Chas. E. Kattelle has succeeded to the busines

s

of Kattelle Bros., of Boston, and removed it 
from

95 Court Street, where it had been located for

twenty years, to 24 Tremont Street. This firm has

experienced a notable increase in trade of late, an
d

one of the factors for stimulating demand, whi
ch it

utilizes to excellent advantage, is an attracti
ve

style of window-dressing.
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The Giant

of

Collar Buttons

in Quality
in Sales

Millions of Krementz
One-Piece Collar Buttons

made, and are sold
all over the world

The Standard Collar Button

WU?
Because of their HIGHEST QUALITY, BEST
CONSTRUCTION, GIVING THE MOST WEAR,
AND GREATEST COMFORT and their IRON-
CLAD GUARANTEE.

To verify this we invite the trade to read "The Story
of a Collar Button, with Illustrations,' which may be
had FREE for the asking, and to try the experiment sug-
gested on page 5 of that booklet, by which all may easily
determine the exact amount of 14 K. gold in Krementz plate.

Extract from " Printers' ink."
Nov. 23,1898.

The Little Schoolmaster now
suggests, to every pupil in his
class, to send a two-ceut stamp
to Krementz it Co., 49 Chestnut
Street, Newark, N. J., and ask
to be favored with a copy of
their leaflet, " The Story of a
Collar Button." Afterward, if
any pupil will send to Printers'
Ink another leaflet, new or old,
that is half as good as this one,
or that approaches it in excel-
lence, the deserving student
will be rewarded with one of
Printers' Ink's souvenir spoons
as an acknowledgment of his
discovery an d contribution.
" The Story of a Collar Button"
La the heat piece of advertise-
ment construetion that has
come toPrinters'Ink's attention
In the year of our Lord 1898.

Should you wish to utilize this
booklet to increase your collar
button business, we will, on
receipt of your order, print your
card upon and send you a quan-
tity of them.

The several qualities of
Krementz One-Piece Collar Buttons are stamped

as follows, ON BACK*

Patent Sustained by United States Supreme Court

Quality rand Construction have made Its Reputation

All Krementz Collar Buttons—of every quality—
are Manufactured by

KREMENTZ sc CO.
in their Factory

PARKS BROS. & ROGERS
20 Malden Lane, New York

Selling Agents to Jobbing Trade

49 Chestnut Street

NEWARK, N.J.

Webster's
ADJUSTABLE SOLDERING BLOCK

(Patented Dee. 3, 1903)

IT WILL SAVE YOU TIME AND TROUBLE

No pins or binding wire neces-
sary. Holds spectacle frames, rimless
bridges, hat pins, stick pins, cuff
buttons, rings, studs and many odd
jobs of jewelry repairing.

This block is not an experiment,
it has been successfully used for the
past two years. When I say that it
will do your work quicker and better
than any other adjustable soldering
device on the market, I am telling
nothing but the truth. Don't take
my word for it, I am prejudiced, try
one yourself for thirty days, and if
not found perfectly satisfactory I will
return your money.

If your jobber does not have
them I will send by mail upon receipt
of price and to cents postage.

Price with Pads for Holding
Spectacle Frames - - - $1.75

Price complete with both the
As used for holding hat or stick pins Spectacle and Jewelry Pads 2.00

Arthur R. Webster, Milford, N. H.

owing Jewelry pads

Block as used for bridge work

A Warning Suggestion:
Some so-called watchmakers say " it is unnec-
essary for a workman to be able to make any
part of a watch, because ready-made material
can be bought to fit."

Such statements are made only by men
who do not, or cannot, do the better class of
work. The finest positions require workmen
able to make staffs, wheels, bridges and other
parts for watches for which material cannot be
had. Our instruction will make you capable of
doing this high-class work, and when you are
competent the most difficult work is easily and
enjoyably done. Write for our prospectus and
other information ; this will be taking a step
in the right direction.

The Ezra F. Bowman
Technical School
of Watchmaking and Engraving

LANCASTER. PA.
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For several weeks the whole-

Railroad Traffic salers have complained conside-
rably because of slack trade.

The chief element in causing

the dullness was a succession of snowstorms, which

finally blocked the railways everywhere in Nebraska

and Iowa. For five days the railways were practi-

cally snowbound. They abandoned their freight

trains, which remained on sidings from one to two

weeks before they could be sent through to their

destinations.

In a few instances the traveling representatives

of the Omaha jobbers were snowbound at isolated

points, and the remainder tither did not leave

headquarters or made little effort to transact any

business. Some who tried to hire conveyances to

drive from town to town were laughed at by the

livery men, who would not trust their horses out

in the snow.
Naturally this condition of affairs produced

stagnation in all lines of business. Even after the

railway lines had been cleared of snow and traffic

had been resumed, the farmers did not venture

far from home on account of the uncertain and

treacherous roads. This had an ill effect on the

retailers in the small towns, and they'in turn had

no inducement to replenish their stocks. Hence

the blueness on the part of the wholesalers.

Among the retailers there is the usual report

of dullness incident to the season. Some even

report less business than at the same period last

year, whereas others report increased returns.

Confidence continues strong, however, and all

look forward to a good spring business as a

sequence to the present lull.

The United States Supreme

A Noted Diamond Court has sustained the de-
cision of the State Supreme

Court in the extradition pro-

ceedings against Thomas Dennison, of Omaha,

who is charged with having received stolen goods

in Iowa fourteen years ago, when a New York

diamond merchant named Pollock was robbed of

iti5,000 worth of precious stones. The case

against Dennison is being pushed by the Jewelers'

Protective Association, who were represented in

Washington by H. C. Brown, of this city. The

Civic Federation of Omaha has also been greatly

interested in the case, the attorney of this organi-

zation having taken part in the early proceedings

against Dennison. This was largely due to the
fact that Dennison has been a political boss in this
city since about the time of the robbery, when he
began to be known as " the policy king." His

career has been marked by the constant political

bickering so common in American cities where a
boss gambler holds the balance of political power.
The third ward in this city has been Dennison's

stronghold, and by manipulating it for or against

candidates, he has been able to make himself

feared. A mysterious shooting and dynamite
outrage, designed to intimidate his enemies, in-
creased this fear, and at the same time deter-
mined the citizens to get rid of him it possible.
10 consequence the Civic Federation did all it
could to assist the Jewelers' Protective Associa-
tion in securing Denison's extradition in Iowa.
From the beginning Dennison has fought
1' very step in the legal proceedings, although

Tied up

Theft Recalled

loudly proclaiming his innocence of the crime

committed fourteen years ago. He has now made

arrangements to give bond in Harrison county,

Iowa, to appear for trial at the approaching term

of court. The evidence which will be adduced

will for the most part be testimony of a convict

who served a term in the Iowa penitentiary and

who made a confession, implicating Dennison.

The retail jewelers of Omaha

have agreed to form an organi-

zation for their mutual opro-

tection. The association was

first suggested a number of

years ago, but no decisive steps were ever taken

by the retailers to form an organization. T. L.

Combs, the prominent retailer, has lately been

actively promoting the plan for an organization.

A trip made by him to New York interrupted pro-

ceedings, but Mr. Combs has now returned and

will try to bring the jewelers together soon. He

states that twelve firms have agreed to take

membership in the association. Speaking of the

association Mr. Combs said : " We have talked of

an association for years, but we have never got

together and the jewelers have been unorganized.

The present movement will promote sociability

among the men of the trade, and will be for the

niutual advantage of all of us in business matters.

It is in line with the sentiment in some other large

cities, where the jewelers have effective organi-

zations."
The item in this letter last month stating that

H. A. Gross, of Syracuse, Nebr., had closed out

his business, was in error. Mr. Gross contem-

plated such a sale, but the business has not been

disposed of up to date.

In their efforts to break into the jewelry store

of S. W. Lindsay, 1516 Douglas Street, Ray Brown

and Fred. D. Gleason, kicked out the plate glass

panel of the front door. The watchman who

sleeps in the building shouted when he heard the

crash. His voice startled the marauders and they

fled. They were arrested before they had gone a

block. They did not succeed in taking any valua-

bles, and they were charged merely with malicious

destruction of property.

The Ditto stock of jewelry has been sold at

Ashland, Nebr., to E. Brownell, the heaviest

creditor, who bought the stock at 50 per cent. of

the invoice price. He represents the balance of

the creditors, and will dispose of the stock for

their benefit.
C. W. Frederick, of Loup City, Nebr., has

moved his stock of jewelry to St. Paul, Nebr.,

where he has consolidated it with the stock he

purchased in that town of j. F. Jeffords.

Rings and chains stolen from the store of the

J. H. Leyson Co., of Salt Lake, were found in an

Omaha pawnshop by detectives and were returned

to the Salt Lake firm.

L. A. Holliday, of Douglas, Wyo., is now em-

ployed in the new jewelry store of Albert Edholm.

R. M. Scott, who has been employed in the same

store, has gone to Hot Springs, S. Dak., to take

charge of a hotel.
Thomas L. Cameron has succeeded Bert H.

Fabrick in the jewelry business located at Baltic,

S. Dak.
Julius Toman, formerly of the Omaha Horo-

logical and Optical Institute, of this city, has taken

a position at Marquardt, Kans. Lester B. Hatch

has taken a position at Goodland, Kans. New

students at the Omaha Horological and Optical

Institute are : L. E. O'Hara, Omaha ; Anton

Helgerson, Whitehall, Wis.; Fred. M. Bryan,

Ulysses, Nebr.; Joseph Willet, Calloway, Nebr.

The Retail
Jewelers'
Association
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DALLAS, TEXAS
LETTER

Business for the past month has been very

quiet, owing to the extreme cold weather. Texas,

in general, has had the longest icy spell that has

ever been known, and the coldest since 1899. It

has been so severe that it was impossible for peo-

ple to get to town, and the loss of live stock has

been considerable, as many thousands were frozen

to death. It was a novel experience for people so

unused to the ice as we Texans.

R. L. Russell, of Farmersville, was in town

recently .buying new goods for his spring stock.

L. L. Brasfield, formerly with M. A. Lesser,

of Fort Worth, was in the city recently buying a

new set of tools, preparatory to opening a shop in

Paul's Valley, Ind. Ter.
A. Dunn, of Coleman, has just closed a very

successful auction sale, which was conducted by

R. P. Hill.
R. L. Coston, of Fort Worth, was in the city

recently.
J. H. Greer and wife, of Fort Worth, were

among the recent visitors to Dallas.

R. A. Mitchell, of Arlington, has opened a

repair shop ancl a small line of jewelry ; he was in

Dallas recently and purchased the equipment.

Eugene Dunbar, who has been in the employ

of Morgan & Hawley Co. for about two years, has

resigned his position to take charge of a general

merchandise store in New Hope, Texas, in which

he is interested.
Geo. Brent, formerly of Kansas City, has ac-

cepted a position with Morgan & Hawley Co.

E. C. Harrington, formerly located on the

Square, in Dallas, has accepted a position with A.

Friedman, of Fort Worth.
The store of Naman & Goldsmith, Waco, was

damaged by water during the extinction of a fire

which recently broke out in one of the stores ad-

joining it.
R. P. Henegar has bought out the business of

E. A. Henegar, of Gordon, and is running it under

the management of H. P. Henegar.

C. L. Kimbrough has resigned his position

with Stone & Hitchcock, of Caldwell, and has

opened up a store of his own at Beeville, Texas,

where Ile expects to do a good business.

T. J. Dantzler, of Corsicana, was one of our

welcome visitors recently.
J. E. Boswell, of Aubrey, was in the city re-

cently. Mr Boswell is about to instal a new

engraving machine in his store.

H. H. Hawley, of Morgan & Hawley Co.,

made a special trip to Denison recently.

Toni Armstrong, who has been in business in

Cisco for a number of years. has disposed of his

interests there and accepted a position with G. A.

Pfaeffle, of Greenville, Texas.

H. W. Bounds has moved farther up town,

where he has a well-located store, which he is

equipping in up-to-date style.

The window of J. G. Weatherby's store, at

Greenville, was smashed early on the morning of

February 14th and three revolvers snatched there-

from. The loss would probably have been greater

were it not for the salutary presence of a formida-

ble watch-dog, who quickly put the nocturnal

visitor to flight. Evidently the fellow was glad

to cut short his acquaintance with the vigilant

canine.
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VVIVUOLESALE ONLY

Woodstock-Hoefer Watch & Jewelry Co.
P. 0. Box 1107

Elgin Movements

Waltham Movements

Standard makes of Filled
Cases

Jewel Series Watches

Elgin "Nit" Size Watches

Fourteen Karat Gold
Cases, all sizes

Diamonds, loose and mounted

Gold Guards, Neck and
Vest Chains

Gold Lockets and Charms
Stone and Signet Rings

All Standard Lines of
Chains and Fobs

Knight Templar, 32d
Degree, and all other
Society Emblems, Chains,
Rings, Pins and Buttons

Gold and Plated Jewelry

Pearl Handle Knives and
Forks

Wallace Flatware

1847 Flatware

Sterling Flatware

Plated Hollowware

Clocks—all makes

gth.and Walnut Streets
Both Long=Distance Telephones, 1600

Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 1st, 19o5.

We announce the change of firm name as
above, having occurred January i 5th, 1905.

All accounts prior to January i5th, arc pay-
able to Woodstock, Hoefer & Co., who also
assume i11 liabilities.

We appreciate the generous patronage of the
ewelers extended to us for the past seventeen

years, and assure you the new firm will merit a
continuance of your confidence and business.

Yours truly,

WooDstock, HoliFER & Co.

Referring to the above, we earnestly solicit
your orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry,
Clocks and Silverware, assuring you of right
prices, prompt service and liberal treatment.

Our travelers are all out in their several
territories, and will call on you. in due time with
a large and well-selected stock.

• Yours truly,

WOODSTOCK- H OEFER WATCH & JEWELRY CO.

March, 1905 THE
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A Lively Spring

This section of the country has

been going through a "spell of

Trade Expected weather " that has set the oldest
inhabitant thinking to find its

parallel. So far, the old-timers have been unable

to recall more than one occasion on which the

weather was as cold as it has been for some weeks

past, and that was in 1899. Business has naturally

been retarded, but the fact that it picks up with a

rush whenever there is the slightest moderation,

bespeaks a condition that will mean lively doings

when the back of this cold spell is broken. The

ground for hundreds of miles around Kansas City

is covered with deep snow, and, as a wholesale

jeweler said, " Even if business is dull now, we

cannot complain, for while this snow stays on the

ground, it is making money for all of us. It is the

very best sort of thing for the wheat, and every

inch of snow will show its value when the wheat

crop is harvested." On account of the heavy

snows, traffic of all sorts has been demoralized and

trains are running on all sorts of schedules, or not

at all. -Cattle have suffered some throughout Kan-

sas and Texas, but the loss will not be very great.

During the extremely cold weather both wholesale

and retail houses were deserted, and several firms

called in their traveling men for the time being. But

whenever there was the least indication of a thaw,

the stores would fill up, and business become brisk

until it would turn extremely cold again, where-

upon the thoughts and energies of the people

would again be devoted to the problem of keeping

warm. " Thawing out " is the best way to describe

business conditions in this part of the country, if

an atmospheric metaphor be allowable, and when

the last icy breaths of winter have passed there

will undoubtedly set in a trade that will make the

approaching spring one of the most prosperous in

our history.
Kansas City has been undergo-

Wholesale ing an epidemic of window-
Window-Smashing breaking of late nocturnally.

Thieves have repeatedly smash-

ed big plate-glass store windows down town. On

one night no less than five windows were smashed

within a radius of a few blocks. Unusual as it may

seem, the jewelers have not suffered very severely

from these depredations. Margolis & Metzger's

front window was smashed and some articles of

jewelry taken, and a number of north-end pawn-

shops also figured in the operations of the window-

smashers. Most of the windows smashed have

been in millinery and dry goods stores, and the

goods a 

hurry.

taken were principally women's wearing

in 
apparel of as fine a quality as the thief could pick

Woodstock, Hoefer & Co. took out articles of

incorporation February 1st, under the name of the

Woodstock-Hoefer Watch and Jewelry Company.

This does not mean that there has been any material

change in the firm, as the management will be just

the same as formerly. For two years the two

partners have been talking about incorporation,

and the present step was planned solely as a means

of profit-sharing with a half dozen of the oldest

KEYSTONE

employees of the firm. The new shareholders, all

of whom have been in the employ of the Wood-

stock-Hoefer Company for years, are D. B. Ward,

J. M. Scott, E. H. Snow, Otto Knaul, W. A.

Montague and H. F. Wells. Each one of the fore-

going has an interest in the firm now, though of

course the greater portion of the shares remain in

the hands of Mr. Woodstock and Mr. Hoefer.

Guy Shriner, of Gurney & Ware, is visiting

his old home in Fairfield, Iowa.

In addition to the Meyer Jewelry Co.'s change

of quarters, told in last month's KEYSTONE, another

has taken place meantime. The office of the firm

has been removed to more conventient quarters in

another part of the building. The old space occu-

pied by the office has been filled with additional

jewelers and watchmakers.
Another firm that has found it necessary to

make additional changes is the Merry Optical Co.

One side of this company's big salesroom has been

dismantled, and will be rearranged to furnish addi-

tional office room.
There has of late been a good deal of gossip

among the wholesale houses to the effect that in

another two months Kansas City will have another

big retail jewelry store. It is said that a represent-

ative of this firm, which has establishments in

New York and Washington, have been looking

for a location here, and that as soon as one is

found there will be another important concern in

the local retail jewelry field.

James Gillis, a jeweler for Gurney & Ware,

was married Wednesday, February 8th, to Miss

Annie Anderson, of this city.

The auction sale of the Perlin stock of jewelry,

which was made by Manor & McConnell, of Kan-

sas City, was a success. It was sold for M. Klein,

who will later continue the jewelry business in the

same location.
George H. Edwards, of the Edwards & Sloane

Jewelry Co., had his first experience in jury service

in Division No. 2 of the Circuit Court last month.
Walter Starcke, the popular jeweler, of Junction

City, Kans., was a recent visitor to Kansas City,
replenishing his stock, after a fine holiday trade.

The Santa Fe Watch Co., of Topeka Kans.,

has opened an up-town store. However, their
store on East Fourth Street will be continued.

Fred. Pell, of Eureka Springs, Ark., has re-
turned from Girard, Kans., where for some time

he had been looking after his interests.
George A. Young, of Moberly, Mo., was a

recent visitor to Kansas City.
Lou Speer, formerly of Argentine, Kans., has

purchased a jewelry stock at Olathe, in the same

State, and will devote all of his time to his business

in that city. Mr. Speer also continues to conduct

his business in Argentine, being inspector for the

Santa Fe Railroad.
A. C. Hahn, who conducts a neat jewelry

store on East Twelfth Street, Kansas City, recently

entered the ranks of the benedicts. Mrs. Hahn is a

charming lady from Nebraska, who will undoubtedly

win the friendship of a large circle in her new

borne. Mr. Hahn has been identified with the

jewelry business for some time in Kansas City, and

has a host of friends, who, with THE KEYSTONE,

extend their congratulations. Mr. Hahn is an old

watch-factory man, who was identified with both

the Elgin and Waltham companies' factories in

years gone by.
Fewer out-of-town visitors than usual have

been to Kansas City lately. This was probably

due to the combination of strenuous weather and

the dull times that have been its temporary accom-

paniments. Among those who called at the whole-

sale houses recently were : J. B. Hayden, Topeka,

Mans. ; Walter Starcke, Junction City, Kans. ; Amos

Plank, Hutchinson, Kans. ; T. S. Terry, Downs,

Kans. ; 0. J. Taylor, Centerville, Iowa ; J. H.

Fuoss, Brookfield, Mo. ; R. 0. Shenkner, Weston,

Mo. ; M. C. Rosenfield, St. Joseph, Mo. ; J. H.

Whiteside, Liberty, Mo. •, A. Roesenfield, Leaven-

worth, Kans.; I. E. Griffin, Elk City, Kans. ;

George Spangle, Chetopa, Kans.; C. A. Clement,

Springfield, Mo.; W. G. Glick, Junction City, Kans.
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Evolving an Ideal in Factory Life

Probably the nearest approach to idealism in

factory life is found among the employees of the

National Cash Register Co., of Dayton, Ohio. In

this unique industrial institution special attention is

paid to the comfort and intellectual advancement

of the workers ; health and happiness being import-

ant considerations with the management. To this

end a special department, known as the Welfare

Department, has been established in the factory,

and many hygienic innovations have resulted.

Caring for an Emergency Case

This is probably the only concern of its kind

which insists on a medical examination of all per-

sons given employment. A physician employed

by the company is at the call of employees while

in the factory without cost to them. He conducts

classes in first aid to the injured, assisted by two

trained nurses. The rest room, here illustrated,

ill which the girls-may go when ill, is under the

care of these nurses.
Ventilation and light receive special attention.

The factory buildings are models of the builders'

art in this respect, and the young women are pro-

vided with high-back chairs and foot rests.

Every building has its bathroom with tubs and

shower appliances, and employees are given com-

pany's time for bathing. All employees are given

Saturday afternoon as a half holiday the year round.

The young women in the factory are permitted to

take a recess in the morning of ten minutes, and

ten minutes in the afternoon, and leave the factory

ten minutes earlier than the men.

Rest-Room for Female Employees

Dining rooms are provided where employees

may secure warm lunches at a nominal charge.

Lectures on health and food are frequently given,

and all the known hygienic laws are observed

throughout the factory. In fact a constant effort is

being maintained at all times by the company to

do everything in its power for the health of its

employees, and the good results of this work are

becoming more apparent each year.
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JOHN O'REILLY
Who first investigated the value of the

diamond pebbles in South Africa

The latest sensation of the
diamond world was the discovery
of a monster diamond said to
weigh over 3000 carats, in the
new Premier mine, located in the
Transvaal, South Africa. If the
story of the find, as heralded
through the press, be true, this
discovery is the greatest ever made
in any diamond mine. Take a
handful of putty the size of an
ordinary four-pound iron weight
to be found in any grocery store.
Fashion it roughly into a round
mass and you will have approxi-
mately the size of the newly-
found diamond. Or take two
small tea cups and hold them

together ; you will get a similar result.
The find again rivets attention on the Premier mine, which wasopened some two years ago and is very rich in stones. The pro-duct, however, is not of the

same high quality as the
Kimberley gems, though it is
alleged that the De Beers
Company, which owns most
of the big mines in the Kim-
berley region, with an enor-
mous capital, has been after
the Premier mine, but that the
company has refused to sell and
has remained independent.

In an interview with a
representative of the New
York Sun, George F. Kunz,
the well-known expert, said
that if the story were authentic
the stone was in truth the
largest ever found. A few
years ago a black diamond
was found in Brazil which
weighed 3032 carats. It was
of no use except cut up and used on diamond drills. Except forthis, the gem just found is three times bigger than any other yetdiscovered.

Mr. Kunz explained the size of the 3000-carat diamond as com-pared with a four-pound iron weight. Approximately, he said, itweighed about 621.56 grammes, or about a pound and a half avoirdu-pois. It would lose from 40 to 6o per cent. in cutting, dependingon the shape of the stone. He thought that it was likely that adiamond of such size would be left as large as possible by thecutters. He wouldn't place a value on the big diamond, althoughhe didn't dispute the value of Zi,000,000, said to be placed onit. The value, he said, would depend on its size and quality.
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The last diamond of any note found in recent years was the" Syndicate," dug up in the De Beers mines about two years ago.It weighed, uncut, 960 carats. It was said to have been purchasedby the Tiffanys and cut up. Most of it is now believed to be inthe Tiffany store in New York City.
The new diamond, weighing exactly 3032 carats, will rank asthe largest diamond ever found. Some of the others notable fortheir size or history are the Great Mogul, the Orloff, the Regent,the Florentine, the Southern Star, the Koh-i-noor, the Shah, theSanci and the Polar Star. The collection of gems of the lateEmperor of Brazil was said to have contained a diamond, knownas the Braganza, which weighed 1680 carats, or about twelve ounces.It is believed, however, that it was only a fine colorless topaz. It isthe only diamond that approaches the new gem in size.
Another large diamond, when cut, was one owned by the Rajahof Mattan. It weighed 367 carats and was egg shaped, with anindented hollow near one end. Many years ago the Governor ofBorneo offered $500,000, two warships fully equipped and a num-ber of cannon and a quantity of powder for it.
The Koh-i-noor weighed 790 carats when found, but cut downto 186 carats and later to 1023/1. carats. It is valued at $f ,500,00o.It is believed that in the first cutting a big piece, weighing 180 caratsafter the cutting and since known as the Orloff, is owned by theEmperor of Russia and is valued at $1,000,o0o.
The Regent weighed 280 carats and cut down to 136. In 1791it was valued at $2,400,000. Since then it has not been valued.It is unrivaled for limpidness and form. It was found in Golconda

and brought from India by
Pitt, the grandfather of the
first Earl of Chatham, who
sold it to the Duke of Orleans
for £130,000. It decorated
the hilt of the sword of state
of the first Napoleon , was taken
from him by the Prussians at
the battle.of Waterloo and now
belongs to the King of Prussia.

The Star of South Africa
weighed 288 carats and cut to
135 carats ; it was sold for
$400, 000. The Florentine
weighed 135 carats after being
cut and was sold for about
$300,000. The Victoria dia-
mond was sold to the Nizam
of Hyderabad for $400, 000.

In point of historical in-
terest, the Sanci diamond

probably comes first. It weighed io6 carats and belonged to Charles
the Bold, who wore it at the battle of Nancy, at which he fell. A
Swiss soldier found the jewel and sold it for a gulden. It passed into
the possession of the King of Portugal, who sold it for f oo,000 francs.
It then got into the possession of Sanci, a Frenchman, one of whose
descendants was sent as ambassador by his sovereign, who required
the diamond as a pledge. The servant carrying it was murdered,
but not until he had swallowed the diamond ; the body was opened
and the stone found. The crown of England next possessed it, and
James II carried it with him to France in 1688. Louis XV wore it
at his coronation. In 1835 it was purchased by a Russian, and lately
it transpired that it was the property of William Waldorf Astor.

FIIC■tillllilleti of the great diamonds of the world, one-half the aetual size of the gems. The names are as follows : 1—South Star. 2—Pitslitt of Egypt. 3—lilt or Regent. 4—FlorentineTriangular. 5—Itussian OrIofl 6—Koh-l-noor, In Ito present state. 7—Koh-l-noor, cc originally cut in Venice. 8—The Great Mogul.

AT YOUR DISPOSAL
An Encilesa Line of
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of High— Grade Qual.iy



"Eternal hustle, coupled with honesty and integrity,
is the just price of success."

ovei

RINGS

e are constant q ctaiding
Wew &Ori,i IDefiffn

tcrTRE LINE
endeavoring to ma

"i the moil profita6le
0/ all Ring o

the market /or
theWeiailjewe ter.'

to handle.
.EEING If
.,TorLIEVIN

hnporier,5 ofD
Mmufacturers of RING

.15UFFALO, Our expectations are being realized. We are having the biggest spring trade 
in the history of

house, on our chains, including the Bigney Jr. Safety Fobs and our Safety 
Chatelaine Pins

tVashburn fastener, patented. Ask for goods bearing our trade-mark.
Send for one of our beautifully embossed signs, 19" x 23". Will express it free of charge.

sk for our velvet show-case mats.



Manning, Bowman 8z Company
NEW YORK

— 44/41 

No 25 West Broadway
CHICAGO

No. 85 Randolph Street
SAN FRANCISCO

No. 134 sal t

For over 40 years the foremost manufacturers of
NICKEL and SILVER-PLATED Tea and Coffee Pots, etc,

which beyond question affords the
best known method for producing
coffee of the most delicious flavor,

and saves one-third.

0 S • *-4".

AND

TH-7' 1-3 T7 R S
PROMPT ATTEHT{01-1 0 1/1Aff_ORDER

We also manufacture a complete
line of No. 5892. Sectional View. For use on gas stove or range

Chafing Dishes (Evir,2,21cAVgn), Baking Dishes, Prize Trophies,
Table Kettles, Hotel Ware, etc.

No. 993 Nickel—Plate, Silver Plate, Copper SEND FOR CATALOGUE NO. 40 K, ILLUSTRATING COMPLETE LINE

THE SIMPLEX
WATCH DEMAGNETIZER

The Automatic
Eyeglass or Pencil

Holder

MANUFACTURERS

GOLD 86 STERLING SILVER THIMBLES
AUTOMATIC EYEGLASS HOLDERS

37 AND 39 MAIDEN LANE, N.Y.
REND FOR CATALOGUE " E "

Self-contained—requires no outside current.
Automatic—switch prevents batteries from

ing out.
Portable—can be used anywhere.
Compact—size, 6 x 6 x 8 ; weight, 9 lbs.
Send for descriptive circular.

New Model, made In Gold, Silver,
Rolled-Plate, Gun Metal, Royal
Copper and Black Enamel.

Samples sent upon request.

ELECTRIC
SILVER

is positively the only true

substitute for SOLID SILVER,

at a price much less than plated ware.

The metals composing this ELECTRIC

SILVER metal are so perfectly united that it re-

quires an expert to distinguish It from pure silver.

Every jeweler should have a stock of this ware in his store.

The extremely low price at which we sell this superior 
grade of

flatware allows an opportunity for enormous profit to the dealer.

On its own merit we have created a great demand for this 
superior grade of

flatware, and all that we ask is that you will allow us to ship you 
a sample order,

and we will convince you that all we claim is absolutely true.

ELECTRIC SILVER ware is absolutely guaranteed. It will never tarnish or cha

color, and there being no plating to wear off will last a 
lifetime.

The two patterns shown here are entirely new and up 
to date. Besides these tv

make several other popular patterns in ELECTRIC 
SILVER.

Our new booklet descriptive of this flatware is now on 
the press. A postal car

will bring It, with a complete price-list.

I09-III Wabash Avenue. CHICAGO

M. S. BENEDICT MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Office and Works, East Syracuse, N. Y.
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iF not, we advise you to defer purchasing
until you have inspected the lines we are

showing this season. It will pay you, as
they are replete with new, salable patterns
at the right prices, as always. Many articles
especially adapted for spring traae.

" Sellers of Sellers "

Thilertyy ITeune, 83Tro.
DIAMONDS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY

ELK and F. 0. E. Goods a Specialty.
Send for Selection Package 9 Mailden Lmne, Hew

Etchv letrw. _

76/<>451o1
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A complete stock

of

Railroad Movements

in all the

approved grades

TJT 
JJL0 (C. LrL

Large supplies

of Cases

specially adapted

for

Railroad use

Curiosity is a controll-
ing principle of the hu-
man race. The " why"
and the " wherefore" of
things is of interest to
everyone. That is why
the inside workings
of an intricate me-
chanism exposed
to view always
have had and
always will
have an ir-
res isti ble
attraction
to the av-
erage man
or woman,
and that is
why the
Skeleton
Watch,with
its delicate
movement ex-
posed constant-
ly to full view, has
jumped at a bound
into popular favor.

The Skeleton Watch
exposes at a glance
its i n In o s t workings.
Look through it and
see how Time is made.
Added to this, it is ab-

solutely guaranteed
as a timekeeper.

It is one of those
rare novelties
that are as
practical as
they are in-
ter es t i n g.
In window
or show case
it draws a
crowdwher-
ever put on
vi ew. It
sells itself.
It is the watch
that no up-to-
date jeweler
can afford to
be without.

It is the watch
for you.

The New England " Blue Book " of Ladies' Watches and the " Red Book " of Men's 
Watches

are now ready and will be sent to any address on application

uRL)B3uRT ea 7 th reet114 sown, .. 5t
9 Phllacoleilphift, Pa.

37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK I31-13Z Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO Spreckels Building, SAN FRANCISCO



j'ecorvi r ize

THE names of the winners of the FOURTH ANNUAL
SIMMONS CHAIN WINDOW DRESSING CONTEST,
together with the announcement of the contestants receiving

honorable mention, were published in the last issue of THE KEYSTONE.
Herewith we reproduce the displays of the first, second, third and
fourth prizes—and regret that space prohibits the showing of more.

R. F. SIMMONS COMPANY, ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS

TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Lessons in Horology
COURSE IN MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CHRONOMETRY

By JULES GROSSMANN, Director of the Ilorological School, of Lorle, Switzerland, and
HERMANN GROSSMANN, Director of the Horological and Electro-)lerhanical

School, of Neuchatel, Switzerland.

Authorized translation by JAMES ALLAN, JR., Charleston, S. C. Former pupil of the
Locle Horological School.

[Copyrighted, 1905, by B. Thorpe, Publisher. All rights reserved.]

(Continud. Part XV.)

156. If, in the preceding problem, the last mobile had been the

third-zetheel pinion, how would the equation be solved?
Solution : We would have in an analogous manner:

18000 
8o X 75 X 70 X  2 X 15

Or 
— 

X X 10 X 7
I80000

18000 = 

and
IS0000

x =   =-- to leaves.
18000

15. Still using the preceding data, let us suppose that the

pinion and the escape wheel were both lost, and let us profiose to
determine their teeth ranges.

Solution : We will have, in this case, two unknown quantities,

which we will designate by x andy ; the equation (8) will be written

18000 8o X 175 X 170X2 X0x0xy

from whence

and

On simplifying,

8400 x
i8000 =--

18000  =
8400

IS X

7
The wheel, then, should have 15 teeth and the pinion 7 leaves.

158. hi the last problem, we arrived immediately at the real

numbers ; this does not always happen. Let it be desired, as a

second example, to find the ',umbers of teeth and of leaves in a

center wheel and a third pinion which have been lost:
Solution : One has

18000 —

from whence one obtains

and

the simplification gives

This result shows
times as many teeth as
sivelyy by 6, 7, 8, Io
solutions :

For y =
y

I y

I i y

y

x X 75 X 70 X 2 X /5 
Y X DD X 7

x8000 = — 2250,

180oo x
2250 y '

us that the center wheel should have eight

the pinion has leaves. On replacing succes-
and I 2 leaves, one will obtain the following

6 one has x = 6 X 8 = 48 teeth

8 == 87 XX 88 == 65464t

(I

IC) X = IO X 8 = 8o "
12 

IC x = 12 X 8 = 96 "

Several solutions can, therefore, satisfy the demand, and the one

which suits best must be chosen ; it is evident, here, that with rela-

tion to the numbers of teeth in the other mobiles, a center wheel

with 8o teeth and a pinion with TO leaves are perfectly admissible.
.159. Indicator of the Spring's Development in Fusee Timepieces.

Min:ine chronometers and a great many fusee watches carry an

auxiliary hand placed on the dial, and with its center on a straight

line between the point of XII o'clock and the middle of the center

.(417)

wheel. The object of this hand is to indicate, on a small dial, the

number of hours which the chronometer has run since it was last

wound. It gives notice, thus, of the proper time for rewinding

the chronometer, an operation which then brings the hand back

to zero.
This mechanism, easy to establish in fusee watches, becomes

difficult to introduce in other kinds. Let us take up the first for

the present.
When one winds one of these timepieces, one causes the axis

of the fusee to turn, which, once the spring is wound, takes a
movement in the opposite direction. If, therefore, one places on
this axis a pinion communicating its movement to the wheel on
which the small hand is fastened, the mechanism will be complete.

The indicating dial is arranged in such a way that the figure XII

may be wholly preserved ; the hand cannot, therefore, make a com-

plete turn. Let us suppose that while the watch runs 56 hours

with 8 turns of the fusee, this hand may make seven-eighths of a
turn and that there thus remains one-eighth of a turn, which is

taken up by the lower part of the figure XII (Fig. 32).

Fig. 32

The question now, is to determine the numbers of teeth in the

wheel carrying the hand and in the pinion fastened on the axis of

the fusee, in order to produce a movement conforming to the

given data.
While the fusee executes n' = 8 turns, the hand should make

n =- ; therefore, (2)
n1 A 
— = — 

8 64 A
a or — -_= — — —

7 — a'

The number of teeth in the wheel should,therefore, be a mul-

tiple of 64 and the number of leaves in the pinion a multiple of 7.
One can have for

a= 7, A= 64
a = 14, A = 128, etc.

When the chronometer is running, the fusee is animated with
a movement to the left ; the hand, therefore, turns to the right, in
the same direction as the other hands.

It may happen that, owing to the arrangement of the calibre
of the watch, one could not make the pinion gear directly in the
wheel ; it would be necessary in this case to place a second wheel
gearing on one side in the fusee pinion, and on the other in the
wheel carrying the hand. This last mobile will then take a move-
ment to the left, and if one wished to avoid that, it would be neces-
sary to arrange two intermediate wheels between the wheel A and
the pinion a.

Let us note that the number of teeth in this or in these inter-
mediate wheels does not modify the relation existing between the
movement of the wheel A and that of the pinion a. Designating
by B the number of teeth in the intermediate wheel, one has

nf A B A
B a

160. Simple Calendar Watches. By this name we designate a
certain class of watches having an accessory mechanism by means
of which is shown, on the dial of the watch, the date, the day of
the week and the name of the month. These indications are made
by means of hands fixed on the axes of toothed wheels, performing

their revolution in the length of time desired ; that is to say, the
hand indicating the date jumps each day at midnight, as does also the

(Continued on page 919)
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one indicating the day of the week. These movements are obtained

by means of a wheel making one rotation in twenty-four hours.

The dial showing the date is divided into thirty-one parts ; the hand

jumps, therefore, for months of thirty-one days from the figure 31

to the figure I. If the month has only twenty-eight, twenty-nine

or thirty days, the hand should be set to the figure I by hand.

This is inconvenient and is overcome in perpetual calendars, but

such mechanisms are, therefore, more complicated.
Calender watches are often made to indicate also the phases of

the moon. An opening is made in the dial for this purpose, across

which pass successively representations of the various appearances

which the moon presents. The movement of this satellite is not
continuous, as in nature, but intermittent ; it is produced each day,

as are the other actions of the calendar.
Let us examine now in what manner the different movements

which we have just mentioned, are effected (Fig. 33).
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161. Suppose it be desired to determine the numbers of teeth

and leaves of the wheel-work in a decimal watch, desiring to pre-

serve to the balance wheel of this mechanism the same duration of

oscillation as in that of an ordinary watch.
Solution : A decimal watch is an instrument dividing the length

of a day into twenty parts, in place of twenty-four ; therefore, the

interval included between a midnight and a midday, or a midday

and the following midnight, into ten equal parts. Each of these

" hours " is divided into too " minutes."
I et us further make this a condition : this watch should run

just as long as an ordinary watch (32 duodecimal hours). An

ordinary watch, furnished with the customary stop-works, can

run i y3 days while its barrel makes four turns ; this barrel will

execute, therefore, 3 turns in a day. In a decimal watch, the

center wheel should, accordingly, make 20 rotations while the

barrel makes 3.
While this barrel makes I turn, the center wheel will make

One will, therefore, have

20
—
3 

-= 6% turns.

Choosing a pinion a with 12 leaves, a multiple of the denomina-

tor of the fraction, it will become

12 =- A,
from whence

A = 80.

The barrel would, therefore, have 8o teeth and the center

pinion 12 leaves (Fig. 34).

The unprecedented but expected increase in our business has compelled us to reorganize,
dividing our various lines into departments. Our

Jewelry, Watch and Diamond Lines wii l)( 1.11,mil
Silver, Clocks, Cut Glass, Art Goods -
Optical Goods and Optical Prescriptions
Watch Material, Jewelers' Findings, Tools, Boxes,
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New Orleans, La.

Fig, 33

The most simple construction consists in placing a wheel of
30 teeth on the hour wheel ; this wheel gears in two other wheels,
B and C, of 6o teeth each. These last mobiles execute, therefore,
One revolution in 24 hours. The wheel B carries a pin in perpen-
dicular to its plane, which comes into gear at each rotation with the
teeth of a " star " of 3! teeth carrying the calendar hand. This
last wheel is kept in place by a jump-spring. During the day this
same pin makes the phase wheel L jump in the same manner. This
wheel, also star-shaped, contains 59 teeth ; it is in like manner
kept in place by a jumper ; on its surface are represented two
moons diametrically opposed. When one of the faces disappears
biAlind the dial at the time of the new moon, the edge of the fol-
lowing is on the point of appearing in the shape of a slight crescent.

A synodical revolution of the moon (interval comprised be-
tween two consecutive full moons) is effected in very nearly 29 days
and a half ;* two lunations require about 59 days. This is the
reason why 59 teeth are given to the phase wheel.

The second wheel C also carries a pin, intended to make the
wheel S, with 7 teeth, jump ; this wheel carries the hand indicating
the days of the week.

The movement of the hand which indicates the month, is most
generally effected by setting it by means of an exterior push-piece.
1 his hand is carried by a star wheel with 12 teeth, which is kept in
place during one month by a jump-spring similar to those of the
other stars.

It does not require, therefore, much calculation in order to de-
termine the toothing of these different wheels.

*Exactly, 29 days, 12 hours, 44 minutes.

1 turn

100..turn1 1 Writ

I turn •

......

Fig. 34

The fourth wheel should then execute too turns while the

center wheel made i ; we will, therefore, have

C
a b.

TOO

Choosing pinions of 8 leaves, we have

tooX8x8= 11 C.

Reducing to prime factors, one obtains afterwards

2 X 52 = B C,

one could form the two groups

24 X 5 = 8o
24 X 5 = 8o,

The center and the third wheel should, therefore, each have 8o

teeth and should gear in pinions with 8 leaves. There now remains

for us to determine the numbers of teeth in the fourth and escape

wheels, as well as the number of leaves in the escape pinion ;

these numbers have to fulfill the condition declared, not to alter

the duration of the oscillations of the balance.

Let us determine, in the first place, the number of oscillations

which the balance would execute during one turn of the fourth

wheel. In one day this number is equal to 24 times 18,000 ; for

one turn of the center wheel it should be 20 times less, and for

one turn of the fourth wheel still too times less, which gives

24 X 180o0 216 osci— llations.
20 X 100

[TO BE CONTI1I3ED1
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U. S. Mint, Philadelphia.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS
at its mints and assay offices, large consignments of old gold, refines same and remits proceeds by
express.

About 6 to 8 days' time is required to get returns from which refining and coinage charges
are deducted and return expressage to pay.

The value placed by the U. S. Government on a consignment is absolute and final, from which
there is no recourse.

Wendell and Company accept at their assay offices and refineries small lots of Old Gold
($1 to $250), remit full value at once by draft, before refining, and hold consignments until valuations
are accepted.

If there is any doubt about the valuation placed upon a consignment by them, it is immediately
returned in its original condition, express charges prepaid.

Their large business requires complete assaying, smelting and refining departments. They handle without additional
expense and use in their own factories all old gold and silver consigned to them. The difference in the value of old gold
(before refining) and fine gold (after refining) is their profit, which is very much smaller than it would have to be if they con-
ducted a separate refining business with a large investment in plants and expenses ranging from 15 to 25 per cent. of the
value of old metal received.

THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DOES NOT BUY OLD SILVER
It accepts same for refining, and returns the fine silver in bars, less the refining charges, by express.
Wendell and Company buy old silver outright at the full market value, which is governed by

the price of fine silver.

95 William St.,
New York.

DO NOT PAY YOUR BILLS WITH OLD GOLD OR SILVER.

Sell it to Wendell and Company for full cash value and pay your bills
with the returns. You will save much by so doing, Most of the firms that
take gold and silver on account do not use it themselves ; nor have they any
means of ascertaining its exact value, but depend on others, who place a
value on it that will afford two profits.

WENDELL AND COMPANY,

ASSAYERS, SMELTERS AND REFINERS.
Established 23 years.

Polishings, crucibles, bench and floor sweeps economically handled and
proceeds promptly remitted.

57 Washington St.,
Chicago.
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THE ART OF ENGRAVING

To fill one of the chief wants of the trade In technical

instruetion we have compiled this serial, which will be con-

tinued monthly till completed. It is the most complete treatise

ever written on this subject, being wider in scope and more

copiously illustrated than any previous work on engraving.

Those who desire the entire serial at once may procure same

In book form, a handsome volume, bound in silk cloth, con-

taining over 200 pages and 216 specially executed illustrations.

A copy of the book will bo sent postpaid to any part of the

world on receipt of price, 61.50 (6s. 3d.)

(Continued. Part XXV. Begun In March, zgo3)

We have learned in our mechanical drawings how to find the

center, erect perpendiculars, etc. In engraving an inscription on a '

watch case, the first thing to do is to find the center of the case,
which, in this particular piece of work, is done thus : Draw a line

from the hinge to a point opposite the pendant ; then find the center

of said line, upon which erect a perpendicular through the center;

or, in other words, draw a line across the cap horizontally and one
perpendicularly. Now, in case we have five or six lines to engrave

on the watch case, they having previously been written out on a

piece of paper with the proper words on each line, and the engraver
knowing the size that he proposes to or ought to give to each line,

he should then find the center of the inscription vertically on the

piece of paper. If he finds this to be midway between any two
lines, the bottom of one line, or even the middle of one line, he

should then begin to space from the horizontal line upward, allowing

the upper half of the inscription to be placed between said line and

the top of the cap, and proceeding likewise with the lower portion.

Most engravers, in doing inscription work, seem to labor under the
impression that the inscription ought to fill the watch cap, it

mattering not how large the cap or how small the inscription. This

is an erroneous idea. The inscription should be made with the

center of the inscription as above mentioned directly in the center

of the watch cap, and should protrude above and below said line as

far as is necessary to get the lines all on. If it should only be one

line above, it should be placed close enough to the middle line to

look well. If two or three lines the same rule should apply, but an

inscription should never be put on to the case or cap unless there

are a sufficient number of lines to do so by making them the proper

size and as close together as they ought to be, according to the

strict rules laid down for that class of work.
The scope for script letters is such that an entire

how Script
Utilized

dtters book could be written on the subject of script
Can 

b 
engraving. There are hundreds and hundreds of
pieces of gold and silver, all of which must be

treated to some extent in a different manner if they are all to be

engraved in script, but the engraver who will studiously consider

the suggestions here laid down, which are the result of practical

experience, will have little trouble in mastering any work that he

will have to do. He should bear in mind at all times that the

letters should be made in a size and as far as possible in a shape
not varying too much from the correct form to conform to the

shape of the space allotted to the letter or letters.
Engraving script in the bowl of teaspoons is very little more

difficult than engraving elsewhere. The only secret of this class of

work is the style of graver used, and even expert engravers will not

agree as to which is the best. The bayonet-shaped graver can
be used, or a regular square graver heeled up on the under side

sufficiently to raise the hand the proper height to enable one to get
into the bowl of the teaspoon. The latter is the one preferred by
the author. In engraving the names of cities in the bowl of tea-

spoons in script, it is a good plan to make the style of letter after

the style of looped script, which we have described, and where the

letter is of such a character that it has a loop at the lower right
portion of it, said loop can curve down below the lower-case letters,
and a few scrolls such as we have previously described cut around
a word thus engraved in script, would enhance its beauty.

In engraving script on ivory and pearl a regular square graver
can be used. However, in some cases the lozenge-shaped graver
is advisable. Especially is this true if the work is to be very fine,
as it is necessary to get the work a certain depth in order to hold
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the enamel. The method of cutting the script is practically the

same. Of course, a graver cannot be thrown out exactly the same

as it could in metal. A peculiar movement of the hand is necessary

in order to turn and chip out the ivory, pearl or celluloid in order

not to chip the ending of a letter.
However, the general turns are required and the little tricks, if

we may use the term, to • avoid any chipping, will be readily sug-

gested by experience. The work should be cut deeper than the

regular script, and it is not necessary that the lines be all exactly

the same depth, but they should be as nearly so as is practicable.

The hair lines especially should be engraved of sufficient depth to

insure the enamel remaining in, and it is advisable to use a lozenge-

shaped graver for such hair lines. After the work has been

carefully cut, it should be brushed off so as to remove any chips

that may have fallen into the incisions therefrom, and then with .a

stick of heel ball, such as is used by shoemakers for polishing the

heels of shoes, rub over the lines. This material being soft, as it is

rubbed over the incisions will fill them up. It should be rubbed in

vigorously. After a sufficient amount has been used to fill the

incisions full, it can be rubbed with a burnish in order to press it in

firmly and close up any of the little holes that may remain, after

which it is wiped off with a piece of tissue paper or a soft rag. The

effect of this heel ball is that the harder it is rubbed in the brighter

it gets, and the more firmly it adheres to whatever it is on. There-

fore, it makes a very good material for this purpose.

Jewelers who sell letter seals and have to engrave
them, find the engraving a difficult problem to
contend with, as the profit is not sufficient to cut
a monogram. Therefore, a large majority of

small stores engrave seals in plain script letters, one letter on each

seal. The method of engraving a seal is to first place the seal

down on a piece of paper and draw a line along its outer edge with
a pencil, allowing for the difference in size of the circle made by the

point of the pencil protruding out slightly beyond the edge. Then

the letter is sketched on to the paper inside of this circle, care
being taken that it be placed in the center. This can be done by

the use of the mechanical drawings previously described. In this

case a perpendicular and horizontal line can be drawn, which gives

us the center, and then a line above and below the horizontal line,

which give us the top and bottom of the letter, and the center of

the letter should be directly over the perpendicular line. The

surface of the seal is covered with Chinese white or transfer wax,

made especially for the purpose, and composed of Burgundy pitch

one part, Canada balsam one part and white wax two parts. This

is placed in a bottle with a large neck, and a tablespoonful of

benzine put in on top, which will soften or dissolve the wax or

amalgamate or mix with it in such a way as to soften it. Then a

small quantity of the wax thus softened is taken from the bottle on

the point of a knife or graver and placed on the seal and rubbed

over the surface, leaving a thin coating. The benzine will almost
instantly evaporate and leave the wax on the surface as hard as

it originally was, and at the same time it will be sufficiently sticky

to hold the paper down after it has been once brushed. Having

designed the letter in the center, as above described, it is cut out
with a pair of scissors, care being taken to follow the line made by

the pencil ; then mark on to the piece of paper Which is the top and
bottom of the letter. Then place it properly, according to the
handle, on to the seal and press it down thoroughly with the thumb

or index finger. Then hold it down very firmly with the thumb

and index finger and burnish it very carefully, not necessarily very

hard. Then with the point of a knife take hold on one side of the

paper and peel it off and you will find a very distinct impression

from the paper, the wax being sufficiently hard to tear the carbon

made by the pencil from the paper. The reason this method is
preferred to the Chinese white is that the paper will stick to the
wax, while with the Chinese white it is liable to move during the
operation of transferring.

Old English is a style of lettering that dates back
Old English as far probably as any ornamental lettering. We

are inclined to believe that it is the first of the
ornamental class of letters. The beginner in engraving never feels

satisfied with his ability until he has engraved old English letters.

There is a peculiar fascination about this class of lettering that
appeals to the novice, and it is safe to say that it is used by

jewelers for ornamental engraving more extensively than any other

class of so-called fancy or ornamental lettering.

Engraving Seals
in Script

(TO DE CONTINUED)
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We Achieved Our Success, Making Others Successful
You can also become successful by taking a course in the St. Louis

Watchmaking School, where Watch, Clock, Jewelry Repairing, Engraving and
Optics are taught by expert artisans as instructors. Send for our new
catalogue to-day.
ST. LOUIS WATCHMAKING SCHOOL, .5815 Easton Ave., ST. LOUIS, MO.
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Elmwood Station Providence, It I.
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North Attleboro, Mass.
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Gigantic Cameos for Window

Display

Article No. 53 of the serial en
titled " Gold Working," begun in

the November, 1900, issue of THE KEY
STONE.

ODELING in wax is of so much im-

portance to the jeweler that we shall

dwell on it to some length. There

is hardly any specimen 
of jeweler's work

but can be successfully modele
d in wax. As

suggested in former articles, it is well to make

the wax model much larger tha
n the actual

object. Cameos of all the elegance of real

stone can be modeled in wax. White
 figures

on a dark background, like the various

kinds of onyx cameos, can readily be ma
de.

In illustration, let us suppose we should

take an oval shield of brass, say 8" by 
to",

and beat it up from the back to a n
ice con-

vex form, and on this lay four or five 
coats

of common brown shellac varnish; w
hich

should be baked in a warm (not hot) o
ven

until hard dry, then the surface should
 be

rubbed with fine sandpaper and finished 
with

fine pumice stone, using water and a 
rag

until dead smooth. After doing this, give a

polish to the surface with rottenstone 
and

olive oil, applied by rubbing with a bi
t of

cotton-flannel cloth.

On the surface build up

Something Artistic any figure or figures you

please with white wax.

By mixing with the white wax Chinese 
white

and a trifle of cobalt blue, the same tints 
we

see in fine specimens of Oriental onyx 
can

be obtained. By a careful study of stone

cameos, a good idea of the method of cutting

such cameos can soon be acquired. It is not

a very difficult matter to execute a portrait in

this way, especially if we can procure a

photograph in profile. Nothing a jeweler

can put in his show window will attract

more attention than three or four such relie
f

panels, resting on small window easels. In

this day we have so many men in the jewelr
y

trade who have fine artistic culture, that

the suggestion will be quite enough.

For easel display, mere panels in imita-

tion of the cameos we see in ladies brooches

are quite the thing. The same idea can be

carried still further by making an elegant

seal ring, but large enough to take an imita-

tion cameo 6" by 8". Such an affair could

be made in exact imitation of some fashion-

able style of setting; making the parts sup-

posed to be of gold of wood, covering the

wood carefully with wax to admit of carving

and other ornamental work.

Such a ring made large enough to fit a

finger 05" in diameter, would be sure to

attract attention. Add a card, informing the

public that this size is only made to order, but

you have a great number of smaller ones in

K EYSTONE

stock. The wood should be entirely covered

with wax, and all the modeling done in the

wax. For giving the wax a metal covering,

the best course is to use gold leaf, which can

be laid directly on the wax and pressed down

with a lock of cotton wool. A good imita-

tion of a high polish can be got by rubbing

the wax when quite cold with a soft piece of

chamois skin. H in summer, the wax must

be chilled with ice water. We show at Fig.

a wax model of a portrait

on an easel, and at Fig. 2 a

ring such as we would sug-

gest. The design of the

cameo in Fig. 2 is supposed

to be of Cupid and Psyche.

A thorough knowledge

of correct drawing and ana-

tomy is not absolutely neces-

sary in such modeling.

Nine-tenths of the people

who would see it would not

discriminate, but a representation of " love

and the soul " is something to appeal to

sentiment, and everybody understands it, or

at least think

1-s( M10 
they do. Brass

5 7.0 bronzes, sold
•Poe under the name

of gold bronzes,

can be used for

coating the wax

model, but they

all have a brassy

look and lack

the true gold

to be obtained

by using gold

leaf. Wax can be gilded with great facility

and can be used to great advantage in 
add-

ing to window display, which does muc
h to-

ward making a display of one's business.

Although not positively

necessary for a jeweler to

know, still it is well to have

the knowledge of how gild-

ing is done on wood mouldings and
 picture

frames. Plain mouldings of this kind are

made with machinery like any wood 
mould-

ing, and the surface is afterwards coa
ted with

common whiting mixed with size, 
which is

only a good strong glue. In olden times

when all the trades were in the hand
s of so-

called craftsmen, certain processes were

guarded with great care, and trade 
secrets

were handed down from one ma
ster work-

man to another, and great mys
teries were

made of matters of really but little im-

portance.

As, for instance, in the preparation 
of

the so-called " white coat" by gild
ers, the

process was conducted on certain lines,

which seemed to involve a great 
deal of

mystery, and the recipe would call for 
clip-

Fig. 1

rig. 2

How Gilding
is Done
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pings of certain kinds of hides; asses skins,

for example, had to be obtained to insure

success. While, in truth, any animal sub-

stance which would make a good glue would

answer equally as well. Such composition

of whiting and glue size is used to not only

to fill the grain of the wood, but to build up

ornamentation in relief, which is afterward

gilded. The advantage of such gilding for

display models made of wood, is that the

surface of the wood can be burnished to

represent polished gold, or can be given a dead

or mat surface.
[TO DE CONTINUED]

Trade-Marks

Few of the bills before Congress this winter

are of more real importance than that which seeks

to revise the trade-mark laws. Modern advertis-

ing sets great value upon the peculiar sign by

which one maker's goods are distinguished from

those of another. In the formation of a " trust, "

not long ago, one of the constituent companies

submitted a single trade-mark as worth half a mil-

lion dollars, and the estimate was not regarded as

excessive. Well-defined safeguards are obviously

necessary for such property as this.

It is related in the old histories that the

" brand " of the Washington estate entitled its

products to admission in certain markets with-

out inspection, so well established was • their

reputation for excellence. This was in reality the

Washington trade-mark. Before the days of the

creamery, the butter-mold of many a household

was in effect a trade-mark. From earliest times

these methods of identification have been familiar.

They are a sort of picture-writing.

With the widening market of modern times,

the need of such a distinctive badge increases.

Since few people can know personally the manu-

facturer of an article of every-day use, they must

rely on his general reputation. Especially is this

important in the things that are purchased before

opening or testing. The name long associated

with a satisfactory kind of merchandise, whether

it be a breakfast food, a corn-popper or a pair of

gloves, cannot fail to be influential as a silent sales-

man. The law should give the producer ample

protection against the misuse or counterfeiting or

imitation of his trade-mark.

Why Wedding Ring is Worn on

Fourth Finger

The wedding ring was placed on the left hand

as nearest the heart, and on the fourth finger be-

cause that finger was supposed to have its own

" private wire " (in the shape of a delicate nerve)

to the heart.
That finger, too, was called the medicine

finger, and the belief was that by virtue of the

little nerve it could detect a dangerous poison if

simply inserted in the liquid. From that belief the

idea that wedding rings—the rings worn on that

finger—have special curative qualities had its rise.

To this day, wedding rings are rubbed over an.

obstinate stye on an eyelid.

"We consider The Keystone The perfection of

trade journalism."—Tucker JewelryCo., Higgins
-

ville, Missouri.
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Some New Dodges About Hand-

Set Mechanism

Article No. 49 of the serial entitl
ed " Cleaning and Restoring'•

begun in the April, 1901, issue of Tun 
KsysrOs1.

0 carry out our scheme in regard to

the hand-setting mechanism coming

into action by the opening of the

back, we would first refer to Figs. 2 and 3,

of our last preceding article. On inspecting

these figures it will be evident that any device

which will throw the crown wheel G forward

so as to engage the wheel J,  will enable us to

set the hands. To aid in our explanation we

reproduce the essential parts of Figs. 2 and 3,
at Fig. I. We
turn a small

groove in the

long sleeve g
at V, and let

the lever M'

rest in it, and

apply the

Fig. 1 
spring T, ,as
shown. It will

be seen that the lever M' turns on the screw

at Yand forms a bell crank. Now, against

the arm ./I4 which stands at right angles to

111', acts a turn button, shown at V It will

be seen that when V is turned against Af,

the crown wheel G is thrown forward in the

direction of the arrow u, and engages the

wheel J. The arbor of the turn button V

extends through the movement to the back.

At Fig. 2 we show a portion of the top

plate of the movement—that is, we have

turned the move-
ment over and are
now looking at the
back. Here we
see the opposite
end of the turn button , V, but on this side it

takes the form of a short lever, as shown,

and at the outer end is placed a gold-headed

screw, shown at c. When about to set the

watch we catch the finger nail on the screw

x and turn the lever V in the direction of the

arrow 1, until the lever end of the screw c

locks in the spring R by the hole b. Such

turning of the lever V', as we have de-

scribed, causes the turn button V, shown in

Fig. 1, to act on the lever Nand throw the

crown wheel G into action with the motion

work. Inside of the back cap of the watch

case is placed a pin, which, on closing the

cap, strikes the spring R, thus disengaging

the lever.

Fig. 2

Arranging the
Train Wheels

It will be understood that

there are a good many points

to settle in designing the

train for our new watch, one

of which would be as to whether the move-

ment was to be open-face or hunting ; but

K EYSTONE

think that after the minute description of the

free barrel in article No. 44, any of our

ingenious readers will see how to adapt such

a barrel to his watch, be it open-face or

hunting. We would further say that the

train in almost any of the 16 size American

movements will suggest the proper arrange-

ment of the wheels for the train and also the

sizes of such wheels. We have on several

former occasions met the arguments of such

people as disparage the idea of a man making

a watch in this day when watches can be

bought so cheap. In addition to what we

have previously said, we would beg to add

that really high-grade watches are not cheap,

because the finer grades of watches bring

better prices to-day than ever.

In regard to what a man should really

attempt to make in such a model watch, we

would say we hold that he should make all

the parts he possibly can. The only parts

which he should shirk would be the main-

spring and hairspring ; these are specialties

of outside trades. The jewels can be made

by any intelligent workman, and we will now

give such instructions as will enable a work-

man who is so disposed, to make his own

jewels. The stone par excellence for some

jewels can be had of any of the large lapi-

dary concerns very reasonable. We are

aware that the ruby is chiefly employed by

European manufacturers, but suitable rubies

for fine watch jewels seldom come to this

country. All the precious stones are first

gone over by the jewelers, and anything

which is any way desirable as regards color,

are picked out, leaving only inferior ''stuff''

for the watch-jewel makers. If one should

decide that he must have rubies in his model

watch, probably by going over the stock of

several large lapidaries he might hit on what

he wanted.
In selecting stock for mak-

making Jewels ing jewels, it is always de-

sirable, we may say impera-

tive, to get slabs of stone cut at right angles

to the axis of crystallization. This is easily

determined by testing the piece selected for

a jewel by means of tourmaline plates, an

operation so well understood in this day of

opticians that it is unnecessary to give instruc-

tion as to how to proceed. The first opera-

tion in hole-jewel making is to get the

"slabs" of stone with parallel sides. To do this

we must provide ourselves with a roughing-

out lap, which is a disk of sheet copper about

2" in diameter and Ar" thick. Such copper

disk is mounted on some kind of an arbor

for our lathe. The face of such lap is first

turned dead flat and then ground smooth.

In the face of this lap we imbed small particles

of diamond. These particles should not be

too small, that sold as No. 6 diamond

powder being about right. As there seems
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to be a disagreement among dealers about

the fineness as to number of diamond powder,

we would say the size should be about -1-u5-oly

or the across.
These particles of diamond are ham-

mered or rolled in the face of the copper lap.

We show such a lap gat

Fig. 3. It is mounted on

a piece of large brass wire

fitted to a taper chuck. For

holding the slips of stone

for snaking jewels we pro-

vide a special tool, shown

Fig. 3 
at Fig. 4. It consists of a

disk of steel about -IV in

diameter, with a hole in the center about Tar"

across. About the best policy to pursue is

to make the hole in the disk C to

match the screw to our cement

chuck. It is important that the

axis of the hole in the disk C

should be exactly at right angles

to the face of the disk in order

that the slabs of stone we face off in the

holder should have parallel sides. Another

advantage is, the screw we have named has

a quite fine thread, and by dividing the back

of the disk C into graduations, we can, by

setting the screw D, cut the stone slabs to

any desired thickness.
To flatten one side of a piece of stone

for a jewel, we can hold it against the lap

A, Fig. 3, until ground away sufficiently.

Usually the end of the finger can be used to

hold the bit of stone, pressing it against the

face of the lap A, until a flat surface is pro-

duced. The slip of stone, sapphire, ruby,

garnet, chrysolite, or whatever kind of mate-

rial is used for the jewels, is then placed in

the holder C, Fig. 4. At Fig. 5 we show

an edge view of Fig. 4, seen in the

direction of the arrow y. It may

be well to give a few of the
Fig. 5

details of construction as relates

to the holder C After the hole at D is

tapped out, a steel screw plug is fitted to it,

and the lower end of said plug filed and

ground off to snatch the lower face of the

disk C. The upper end of the plug D' is

also cut to near the level of the upper surface

of the disk, and a slot cut in it to enable us

to turn it with a screw driver. We retract

the screw D' until a recess is formed in the

face of the disk C of such depth as we desire

the jewel to be in thickness.
We place the slab of stone

Roughing out for a jewel in the recess so

Jewels formed, and hold the disk

against the lap A, as shown

in Fig. 1, until the disk C touches the lap

all around. This is easily determined by the

sense of feeling. We have now a slab of

stone of the proper thickness for a jewel. We

next polish one side of this slab by holding it

(Continued on page 427)

A
Fig. 4
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Some New Dodges About Hand-

Set Mechanism

(Continued from page 425)

against the face of a copper lap like A, F
ig. 3,

except it has no diamond dust forced in
to

the face of it, the diamond dust used with it

being very fine and mixed with o
il—clock

oil is the best—and about a carat of 
diamond

dust added to the contents of an 
ordinary

bottle of clock oil. It is well to put the oil

into a homeopathic bottle which will hold 
it,

and then add the diamond dust. The kind

of diamond dust to use for the present 
pur-

pose has a strong resemblance to slate pencil

dust, but if bought of a reputable house is to

be relied upon. Shake up the bottle of oil

and diamond dust and apply some to the
•face of the lap.

We cannot now well hold the stone slab

to the lap with our finger, as it (the finger)

would carry off some of the valuable diamond

dust. For holding the stone

we must provide a special

holder, shaped as shown at

Figs. 6 and 7. The piece

E E' is made of brass, about

thick and measures

about t%" on each side.

At x x are two screws with pointed ends,

which serve to adjust the device. The slab

of stone is cemented to the bar IS at s, with

shellac. To use this device we

place a piece of large wire in the

T-rest holder and flatten one side,

and provide a couple of pits in

the adjusting screws x x. We

show the position of the parts in

Fig. 7. In this cut we are look-

ing toward the axis of the lathe,

and the stone s is resting on the

lap. After a little practice we
Fig. 7

will be able to adjust the stone

and polish it in a very few minutes. We

have now one side of our stone slab polished,

and this is to be the flat side, next to the

shoulder of the pivot. The next operation

superfluous
istodrill tshteonpe.ivot hole and turn off the

Professional jewelmakers use only shellac

for cement to hold the stone to the

chuck, but for the novice we require some-

thing stronger. We know of nothing for this

Purpose which equals copper amalgam. The

proper chuck for holding the piece of stone

for making a jewel is shown
at Fig. 8. It consists of a

piece of large brass wire

shaped to fit the taper

chuck. The slab of stone
S for a jewel is secured to the chuck by copper

amalgam as described. The slab of stone is

first turned with a diamond graver to the

C)

Fig, 6

11111P740
11111PIM
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Fig. 8
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proper form. There is some skill required

to get up a diamond graver. To make such

a tool place a piece of steel wire in a wire

chuck and drill into the end a recess large

enough to receive the fragments of diamond

bort we intend to use for a graver. 'File

shell of steel around the

hole need not be more

Fig. 9 than Th" thick. We

show at Fig. 9 a longi-

tudinal section of such a piece of wire with

the bit of diamond fragment at v. After the

recess is drilled in the end of L, we cut the

edges of the sink into five or six teeth with a

screw-head file, as shown in Fig. 1o,

said figure being an end view of Fig.

9, seen in the direction of the arrow Fig. 10

w. These teeth are next folded over

the fragment of diamond v, after which some

brass filings and borax are placed over and

on the end of L, and fused with a blowpipe.

If the job is properly done, the steel teeth

will be brazed together and the diamond set

perfectly secure. We have now a diamond

graver with which we can turn the stone s,

Fig. 6, round on the outer edge. It is to be

supposed that the polished flat face of the

stone is outward. After the outer edge of

the stone is shaped—that is, it is turned

round and the end brushed, we center the

stone with our diamond graver and drill the

pivot hole. Such holes can be drilled either

with a steel drill having a recess at the end,

which holds a single fragment of diamond, or

they can be drilled with a soft steel drill

dipped in the oil containing diamond dust.

One thing is now imperative, which is a very

high speed of the lathe. The hole is drilled

a trifle too small, and only a little more than

half way through the jewel. The jewel blank,

as we may call it, is now removed from the

chuck J Fig. 8, and the sides reversed.

The copper amalgam assumes a pasty

state by heating, which enables us to true up

the jewel blank by means of a pegwood pre-

cisely as we would if working with lathe

cement. After the jewel blank has been

trued up, the diamond graver is applied to

turning out the recess, which is usually called

the oil sink. This recess will also open the

pivot hole in the jewel. The dotted outline

at o o, Fig. Ix,

0

Fig. 11

'`C. shows the form

to which the

jewel is turned

with the graver.

For smoothing

and polishing the oil sink, balls of different

sizes, turned on the end of steel wire can be

used. These balls are dipped in the mixture

of oil and diamond dust and held to the

jewel as it revolves in the lathe.

The hole in the jewel at n, Fig. it, is

enlarged with a diamond broach made of a
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piece of hard copper wire with particles of

diamond hammered into it like the face of

the lap A, Fig. 3. Such coarse enlarging

broaches which polish the hole are soft steel

dipped in the oil and diamond dust mixture.

We should always bear in mind the fact that

in working with a diamond lap or broach

which has the particles of diamond that do

the work, embedded or fixed in the metal of

the lap or broach, we should use water to

facilitate the operation. In all the operations

where diamond dust is used with oil, we

should use no more of the oil than possible,

and wash the work with benzine, using every

precaution to preserve the particles of dia-

mond. All repair watch workmen should

practice these instructions until they can

make a jewel in a case of emergency, even if

they do not make a model movement. The

cut at Fig. i I is the same as Fig. 8, except

on a larger scale.

(TO BE CONTINUED)

Non-combustible Celluloid

The value of celluloid is greatly lessened by

its highly inflammable nature. The comb manu-

facturers are much interested in an experiment

which is being made by manufacturers of celluloid,

namely, to make it non-cumbustible. If the ex-

periments prove successful, it should revolutionize

the business, since it will be an inducement for a

large increase in the manufacture of celluloid

articles.
Many articles which are now made of poor

composition would be worth much more .if made

of celluloid. Combs, hairpins and hair ornaments

of all kinds are made of inflammable celluloid,

and for that reason are somewhat dangerous to

manufacture. The manufacturers pay exception-

ally high insurance rates, and in many cakes the

risks are refused entirely by the companies. One

firm has received a sample of the non-cumbustible

celluloid, and is watching the experiment with

great interest. The sample has much the same

appearance as the combustible article, but is much

more brittle, and will not stand pressure. A match

held with the flame enveloping the material has no

more effect on it than on a piece of horn. In

order to be of practical value to the manufacturer

the celluloid must be pliable when heated, so as to

bend and retain its shape after being cooled. It

probably will not be long before we will have the

non-inflammable celluloid in common use, and

many branches of the fancy goods business will be

greatly benefited thereby. —American Stationer.

Artificial Rubies

A German paper states that artificial rubies have

been produced in France by reducing small natural

rubies into a very fine powder, which is melted in

an electric furnace, cooled rapidly and crystallized.

The product obtained, from what was of little

worth on account of minuteness, possesses a

comparatively high value. The main difficulty

encountered is to prevent cavities and fissures in

the crystals. The new process cannot be employ-

ed with emeralds and sapphires, as they become

discolored by the action of the heat.
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No. 130. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and Open-Face,
Pendant Setting

Nickel darnaskeened, quick train, straight
line escapement, exposed pallets, eta ex-
pansiou balance, harden med and tepered
breguet hairspring, safety pillii$11, screw
bankings, exposed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, roman or a i bie white
enamel dial with monogram " 'I'. W. Co."

No. 315. " FORTUNA."
Special 12 Size, 7
Jewel, Hunting and
Open - Face, Lever
Setting

Nickel damaskeened, cut
expansion balance, safety
pinions, screw bankings,
straight line lever escape-
ment, hardened and ten,-
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ing wheels, handsome white
enamel din with depressed
second and red marginal
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set. These movements are
slightly dial-high. Suitable
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lever set.
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Nickel damaskeened, quick train, straight line escape-
ment, exposed pallets, cut expansion balance, hard-
ened and tempered breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel winding
wheels, dust band, depressed center and ReeOliliS,

white enamel dial with monogram " T. W. Co."

Price-List furnished on application jobbers sell TRENTONS

Manufactured and guaranteed by the

No. 140. Bridge Model, 16 Size, 15
Jewel, Hunting and open-Face,
Pendant Setting

4 pairs in settings, to icrometer regulator,
niet el damaskeened, quick train, straight
line lever escapement, exposed pellets, cat
expansion balance, hardened and leas
pored breguet hairspring, safety pinion,
screw bankings, exposed polished steel
winding wheels, dust band, roman or
arabic depressed center and second white
enamel dial and red marginal figures.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this departm
ent

must send name and address—n
ot for publication, but as an

idence of good faith. No attention w
ill be paid to ation3r-

mons communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.
An /NDEito tire questions ans

wered in Workshop Notes

department for each year accompanies each Decem
ber number.

subscribers are requested to preserve these i
ndexes, and, before

mailing quest ions,to refer to them,as similar 
questions may have

been answered in previous issues. These 
indexes are arranged

alphabetically, according to subject covered in each answer, an
d

tell the issue and page on which the in
formation may be found.

" Isochronal." —I know what isochronism is,

but what is it necessary for the workman to do to

Ihe .spring, or in what condition must spring and

balance be in order that the relation which exists

between them may be isochronous P—To answer

your question properly would take several pages

of THE KEYSTONE. The " Watch Adjuster's

Manual," price $2.50, covers the matter in great

detail ; we extract the following, which will give

you an idea of the magnitude of the subject, from

that work : As we have seen, a great number of

influences affect the isochronism of a spring. Some

make the short vibrations quicker than the long

ones, others have the contrary effect. A spring

which is adjusted and made isochronous with one

kind of escapement will not be so with a different

escapement, nor with another watch having the

same kind of escapement, but made differently,

nor even when made the same, with the exception

that the balance has different dimensions. On the

other hand, if a spring of a certain length, shape

and temper is isochronous, we may substitute for

it another spring exactly like it except that it is

wider, and the latter will also be isochronous for

the same arcs of vibration. It will be stronger

than the former, in proportion to its greater width,

and will carry a balance which is heavier, but in

other respects like the one carried by the former

spring.

"Sawdust"— What good plan can you recom-

mend for watch cleaning where it is not possible to

follow the usual plan of using soap and water,

potassium cyanide, boxwood sawdust, etc.? If I

gel Me least bit of boxwood sawdust in my nose it

causes violent and persistent sneezing that is intol-

erable and grows worse all the time. .1 have tried

various plans of cleaning by brushing, etc., but the

work is not satisfactory to me.—This is, indeed, a

peculiar state of affairs. We have frequently

reviewed in this department, also in " Letters from

the Trade," various methods for cleaning watches.

The great trouble is, though, that once a workman

has mastered a method of cleaning to such an

extent that he may be called an expert, it is a

hard thing for him to drop that method and take
up a new one and obtain equally as good results.

For this reason, we rather think it would be the

wisest plan to overcome the difficulty by mastering

the tendency to sneezing caused by the sawdust.
It may be that if you will consult a physician he
will be able to overcome the difficulty or prescribe
a good nose guard that will do so. There is a
watch-cleaning machine on the market, manufac-
tured by J. J. Higgins, DuQuoin, Ill., that might

enable you to pursue your old method of cleaning
without the annoying sneezing. If you desire to
try other methods of cleaning, however, we would
refer you to replies in this department, referred to
above, also to the article, " Points on Watch

Cleaning," that appeared on page 1635, October,
1904, KEYSTONE.

"Agates."—Kindly lel me know what is Me
best thing to drill agate with—cunnol get anything
to touch it 7—Undoubtedly the best method of
drilling such hard stone as agates, chalcedony,
etc., is to employ drills that are pointed with dia-
mond bort or, what is better, carbon or carbonado,
which is simply a species of black diamond that is
even harder than the crystallized diamond. This
form of diamond is usually steel-gray or black, and
is much harder and stronger than the transparent

form of this stone. The simplest form of diamond

drill is made of steel, and has a recess in the end

which rests on and holds a fragment of diamond.
We show at Fig. i such a drill. It is
made of steel and shaped as shown,
the end at o being provided with a
conical recess in which the fragment
of diamond in rests. In using in for a
drill, it turns in the stone because it
does so with less resistance than in
the hollow steel cone in the end of F.
For starting such a drill a diamond
countersink is made use of. Such

Fig. 1 diamond countersink is made by set-
ting a fragment of bort in the end of a

piece of steel wire. It is well to select a piece of

bort for such a countersink which will weigh about

one-fourth of a carat. There is considerable judg-

ment required in selecting and setting the fragment

of diamond. One of the main features to look for

such a countersink is to have the exposed angle

which does the work of
the proper shape to form
a sink in the stone to be
drilled. The proper
angle should be about
750 or 800. The cut at
Fig. 2 shows about the
proper angle. The frag-
ment of diamond is se-
cured into the end of
the steel shank which
forms the drill by means
of claws, which reach no farther over the stone

than just to hold it securely. To carry out in detail

the operation of setting a fragment of
diamond for a countersink, we form a
recess in the end of a piece of steel wire
which will just receive the piece of dia-
mond. We show a side view of the end
of such a piece of wire at Fig. 3, the
dotted lines at n showing the form of the

recess. At Fig. 4 is shown an end view

of the wire G, seen in the direction of the

I arrow g. The slots at s are cut with the

Fig. 3 edge of a thin file. We show at Fig. 5

a side view of the counter-

sink after the slots s are made to form

the claws a, which are folded over and

hold the bit of diamond in place. At

Fig. 6 we show a finished countersink
which is is supposed to enter a stone no
farther than up to the line b. The recess

or pit formed by such a countersink is

chiefly employed to start a regular dia-
mond drill, such as we show at Fig. r,
which is the simplest form of drill for
precious stones we know of. The
lower end of the steel shank F is
hardened and tempered to a dark
straw color, and there is nothing to
cause the stone in to hold in the recess

o except friction. Such a drill as this
Fig. 5 if: used vertical, and to start it we.

employ the countersink G, Fig. 6, to

produce a recess in which we can lay

the fragment of diamond, and then

set the drill shank F upon it and re-

volve said shank by any device we
please—a flexible shaft extending to

our lathe arbor is a good method.

Those who use such drills usually

have several fragments of diamond,

drilling different sized holes, which
they use with F. At Fig. 7 we show

a more perfect form of diamond drill,

but it also requires much more labor

to make. This drill is also made of

steel wire shaped as shown, but for
cutting properties it is provided with

small fragments of diamond set in two

slots which cross each other as shown

at c c, Fig. 8, said cut being an end

view of Fig. 7, seen in the direction of
the arrow k. In making such a drill
it is hardly advisable to at-

tempt one which makes a hole less than

A" in diameter. The slots c should be

cut of such depth as will best hold the
fragments of diamond set in them. At

the center, where the slots c cross each 
Fig. 8

other, is set as large a diamond "crumb,"

if we may use the term, as can be put in place. In

the channels c are set bits of diamond, closing the

steel over them with a punch to secure them in

Fig. 4

Fig. 7

I.•
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place. Pieces of black diamond or carbonado are

much the best for such a drill, but they cost a great

deal more, and the diamond fragments will answer

very nicely. Such a drill will last a lifetime if care-

fully used. The bits of diamond can be addition-

ally secured by brazing—that is, filling all the

interstices with brass filings and borax paste and

heating the drill until the brass melts. You will

notice that all the diamond end stones in English

lever watches are brazed into the steel cap.

"OrmouM."—Kindly give particulars of the

ormoulu finish on clocks, etc.—Probably the most

authentic expose of this process is contained in

Watt and Phillips' " Electro Plating and Electro

Refining," from which we extract the following:

To obtain this fine color upon bronze or other

work, the gilt object is first lightly scratch-brushed

and then made to come back again, as it is termed,

by heating it more strongly than if it were to be

left dead, and then allowed to cool a little. The

ormoulu coloring is a mixture of hematite (peroxide

of iron), alum and seasalt, made into a thin paste

with vinegar, and applied with a brush until the

whole of the gilded surface is covered, except such

parts as are required to be burnished. The object

is then heated until it begins to blacken, the proper

heat being known by water sprinkled over It pro-

ducing a hissing noise. It is next removed from

the fire, plunged into cold water and washed, and

afterwards rubbed with a brush dipped in vinegar

if the object be smooth, but if it be chased, dilute

nitric acid is employed for this purpose. The article

is finally washed in clean water and dried at a

gentle heat. The beautiful surface noticeable on

French clocks and other ornamental work is pro-

duced by the process called ormoulu. The article
is first gilt, and afterwards scratch-brushed. It is
then coated with the thin paste of saltpetre, alum

and oxide of iron before mentioned, the ingredients

being reduced to a fine powder ancl worked up

into a paste with a solution of saffron, annatto or

other coloring matter, according to the tint re-

quired, whether red or yellow. 'When the gilding

is strong the article is heated until the coating of

the above mixture curls over by being touched

with a wet finger. But when the gilding is only a

slight film of gold, the mixture is merely allowed

to remain upon the article for a few minutes. In

both cases the article is quickly washed with warm

water containing in suspension a certain quantity

of the materials referred to. The article must not
be dried without washing. Such parts as may

have acquired too deep a color are afterwards

struck with a brush made with long bristles. By a

series of vertical strokes with the brush the uni-

formity of surface is produced. If the first operation

has not been successful the coloring is removed by

dipping the article in dilute sulphuric acid, and

after well rinsing, tbe operation is repeated until

the desired effect is obtained. Red ormoulu is
produced by employing a mixture composed of
alum and nitre, of each 30 parts ; sulphate of zinc,

8 parts ; conimon salt, 3 parts ; red ochre, 28

parts ; and sulphate of iron, i part. To this may

be added a small quantity of annatto, madder or

other coloring matter, ground in water. Yellow

ormoulu is produced by the following : Red ochre,

17 ; potash alum, 50 ; sulphate of zinc, lo , com-

mon salt, 3, and saltpetre, 20 parts, made up into a

paste as before. Dead ormoulu, for clocks, is

composed of saltpetre, 37 ; alum, 42 ; common

salt, 12 ; powdered glass and sulphate of lime, 4,
and water, 5 parts. The whole of these substances

are to be well ground and mixed with water.

"Pright."—Can you tell me in what shape to

have the rarer or what to use to make the engrav-

ing on aluminum bright instead of dull .V—To get

a bright cut on aluminum is something that requires
quite a little care. This metal is quite hard on

tools of any kind, and seems to be especially so on

gravers, even though it be comparatively soft. A

graver for aluminum should be ground to a more

acute angle than when intended for cutting gold,

silver, copper or the like. Keep the graver moist-

ened with a mixture of oil of turpentine 4 parts,

stearine r part and rum r part. In the absence of

such a mixture, one of the mineral lubricants, like

coal oil or vaseline, can be employed to advantage.
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Can this be Repaired? Yes!
We Repair 

any article in the Silverware line, making new parts to match the old one.,

We Replate any article you want in Gold, Silver, Nickel, Bronze, Brass, Oxidized Sliver,
broken or melted off, the same as new.

Old Bronze, Statuary Bronze, and all the Antique or Old Finishes, etc.

Serc om b Company )42CHICAGO
9 Wabash Ave.

Silverware
Repaired and
Replated A. N. SPERRY, Manager

We make 10 KARAT 10 K. Rings

Damm & Block, Buffalo, N. Y.
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Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depar
tment

must send name and address—not for 
publication, but as an

evidence of good faith. No attention will be paid to anony-

mous communications. Questions will be answered in the

order in which they are received.

" Rings. "—Sometimes when I put a piece in a

set ring, and the ring is round before soldering-, i
t

comes out yes,/ crooked after the operation. Can

this be prevented P—If you had told us just how

you went about the operation of soldering s
uch a

ring, we would have been better able to give you

advice that would have proved of value. How-

ever, it is quite possible that the fault lies in

preparing the ring before the operation. If you

will shape the ring, after opening, on a mandril to

just the right size to take the enlarging piece

snugly, we do not think you will experience further

trouble. If this is not done, and the ring " sprung "

apart to make the enlarging piece fit, the metal

will give in the line of least resistance when ex-

panded by the heat necessary to make the solder

flow.

"Cutter."—Of what is the solder composed

that is used by diamond cutters in setting a stone

for cutting I.—Diamond cutters do not use a

solder for the purpose mentioned. Instead, they

employ a cement, which is imported, and the

formula for which, one of the leading American

diamond cutting houses informs us, is held as a

trade secret by the manufacturers. The cement is

used in the following manner : An instrument

(holder) has a hole about one-fourth-inch deep

and three times the circumference of the stone,
countersunk in the end ; this holder is heated over

a Bunsen burner till sufficiently warm to soften the

cement, which is then pressed into it, and the

stone is imbedded therein while the cement is still

soft. It is quite probable, however, that you mean

the solder that is used for holding the stone during

the polishing operation. If such is the case, would

say that such solder is composed of one-third tin and
two-thirds lead.

"Weaken."—Please tell me what kind of acid

is used for weakening a hairspring.—Placing a
hairspring in a solution of one part of muriatic acid
and eight parts water for four or five minutes will

weaken it, but such a method is seldom, if ever
used by the up-to-date workman. A new spring
is the proper thing to overcome such a difficulty.
If you use the acid-weakening method, however,
it will be necessary to remove all traces of acid ;
this may be done by immersing it in a solution of

cyanide of potassium. Another fault with the acid
method is that it will leave the hairspring bright
and necessitate rebluing.

" Silver No. 2." — We would like to have some
information concerning the dipping- and buffing of
stiver flatware. First we would like to know the
strength of cyanide of potassium solution that
should be employed to gel best results, the size and
kind of buffs to use, and the number of revolutions
per minute ; also what kind of rouge and how it is
prqared.—The cyanide of potassium solution for
removing stains from silverware is composed of
two ounces of this salt in a gallon of water. It is
sometimes necessary to employ an electric current
to facilitate the operation, in which case the article
being cleaned plays the part of the anode—this is
merely reversing the ordinary process of electro-
deposition. Regarding the polishing operation, it
would seem that a lathe speed of about 2000 revo-
lutions would be best for ordinary work of this
kind, and that cotton buffs of 8-inch diameter be
employed. The polishing agent that has been
proved best by experience is bar (oil) rouge and
soft rouge, mixed with a solution composed of one-
third alcohol and two-thirds water. Some work-
men prefer gin for mixing rouge, but long use has
demonstrated that the alcohol and water solution
gives better results. See our reply to "Silver,"
page 205, February, 1903, KEYSTONE.
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"Custal."—I keep a large assortment of watch
glasses, and find that after having them in stock
for a long time they gel a sort of frost on Mein,
and then are of no use. I have experimented in
cleaning them, even soaking them in nitric acid,
but without satisfaction. Chit you suggest a rem-
edy ?—We regret to state that we know of no
reliable remedy for this condition. We know of
one large factory, using thousands of such glasses,
that experienced the same trouble, and were obliged
to throw away the glasses when they got in this
condition, as it would not pay to repolish them.
However, if you desire to experiment in this con-
nection, we would suggest that you employ putty
powder (oxide of tin) for repolishing. If the
glasses are pretty well gone, it may be necessary
to first use very fine emery, then the putty powder,
employing water in both operations. A cotton buff
should be employed when using the emery, and a
cloth or felt buff with the putty powder.

'Cases."—Please give some information in
the matter of cleaning customers' watch cases ,.
that is, when you receive a watch to clean, the price
is so small that it will not warrant washing and
polishing the case if he does a good job on the
movement, yet the case should be cleaned also.—
The best plan for a watchmaker to adopt in this
matter would seem to be to make it plain to the
customer that the price named for cleaning does
not include the polishing or brightening up of the
case, but is for the movement only. Then give
him a separate price for cleaning the case and

putting it in good condition, and we think that in
nine cases out of ten he will pay the small addi-
tional charge, and you will thus be paid for the
work. It seems the true policy for the average
repair workman when he cleans a watch to clean

out the case in such a way as to remove all dust

and dirt that might be lurking behind the case

springs. In fact, put the case and movement in such

shape that he would feel safe and justified in war-

ranting the watch for a year, and then proceed to

make the case clean and bright without any
attempt. at a mirror polish. We mean, give the

case such a polish as would be produced by the

use of—say, chalk, alcohol and ammonia, applied

by a skillful and experienced hand. We do not

wish it to be understood that we condemn the idea

of a man who has a polishing lathe, and knows

how to use it if he sees fit to do so, polishing the

case for every watch he cleans, but we doubt very

much if his customers would be willing to pay him

for his extra work. And we certainly do not think

that he should slight the work on the movement

for the sake of giving the case an extra shine. For

the inside of the backs of watch cases rotary

brushes and cotton-flannel " dollies " fitted to the

arbor of the polishing lathe can be employed, as

also can felt and elk-skin buffs. But, as above

suggested, the question, " will it pay," asserts

itself. There are, of course, many solutions recom-

mended for cleaning cases, and among the best of

these is a mixture of alcohol, chalk and ammonia.

A favorite formula for composing it is : Take of

alcohol 2 parts, ammonia 3 water 5 parts,

chalk reduced to powder 3 parts—all by weight.

The usual practice is to employ prepared whiting

instead of pulverized chalk, but chalk is better,

and can readily be reduced to a fine powder by

shaving from a large lump with a knife, and then

sifting the powder so made through rather coarse

muslin. Chalk so prepared has better cleaning

properties than the commercial whiting, which,

although prepared from chalk, is always more or

less contaminated with clay and other impurities
.

Cleaning a watch case around joints and beneath

the bezel is something that old-time watchmakers

know requires certain dexterity and technical skill

not to be picked up in a minute. For cleaning a

badly-stained joint, a mixture made up of 3 parts

of alcohol, I part of ammonia, 3 parts of water and

2 parts of yellow tripoli can be employed. The

mixture should be kept in a bottle containing a

camels-hair brush, with which it is applied, and

then rubbed with a fine-grained hard-wood stick

cut to a wedge-shaped point. The alcohol, ammonia

and chalk mixture is applied with a cleaning

brush, the usual plan with workmen being to

" break in " a brush by cleaning cases. It is well

to have an extra stiff bristle brush for certain cases

which are extra dirty or extra obstinate, because it

seems as if the metal of some watch cases is porous

and refuses to readily take on that "clean shine"
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which is characteristic of well-done " chalk clea.n-

ing." The bristles of the cleaning brush should

be well saturated with the cleaning mixture and
applied by the brush with an around-and-around

motion, making use of the bristles from heel to toe

of the brush. There is considerable skill required

even in the operation of dry brushing with chalk.

Success in this matter depends much on the man-
agement of the brush, and also somewhat on the

brush, as some brushes hold dirt. The bristles of

a good brush are clear and of a' pearly lustre. To

keep a dry chalk brush clean, rub it vigorously on

a lump of dry chalk. There is much difference in

chalk, some lumps being soft, containing too much

clay. After having one's attention called to it, and

getting to know the characteristics of good chalk,

one will soon be able to select such lumps as

are right.

"Blacking."— We have had several complaints

lately of solid gold articles which we have sold

discoloring the skin of the persons wearing them.

We know that solid gold will do this, but do not

know the cause. Will you please direct us to some

place where we can obtain this information. We

could, of course, get it from the manufacturers,

but in that case our customers would think they

wee merely defending their goods.—lf subscribers

would observe the request made every month, to

consult the index -appearing in each December

issue of THE KEYSTONE, they would save them-

selves considerable time, worry and annoyance.

The proper time to meet such a complaint as you

mention is the moment the customer makes it.

We would suggest that you peruse replies to

" Small Dynamo," page 1517, October, 3903;

" Curious," page 733, June, 1902, and " Blacken,"

page 735, June, 3902, KEYSTONES.

" Corn."—We want to snake a casting of an

ear of corn, and afi'erwards silver plate it. Can

you tell us how to do such work P—We infer from
your communication that you desire to reproduce
the ear of corn ill silver for display purposes. If

such is the case, there are several methods by

means of which the desired object may be accom-

plished. From the nature of the subject to be re-

produced, however, we do not think that your best

plan would be to cast the object, as you would exper-
ience considerable difficulty in obtaining a good

mold. Furthermore, you mention silver-plating,
and, inasmuch as you are familiar with the process

of electro-deposition, we would suggest that you
adopt it for the work in hand. This will not prove

to be very difficult. The following process can be

used for an ear of corn, or, in fact for anything in
vegetables, fruits, flowers, etc. It is first advisable

to give the article a coating of copper, which can

readily be accomplished by dipping it in a strong

solution of silver nitrate (50 grains of the salt to to

ounces of distilled water) and after drying expose
the articles to sunshine, which will reduce the silver
to the condition of a good conductor of electricity.
On attaching an article so coated to the zinc pole
of a battery, and suspending it in a solution of
copper sulphate, while opposite to it is suspended

a plate of copper to act as an anode, a coating of
copper will soon form over the entire surface,
which if continued a short time will be strong
enough to stand handling, and by making two or

three little holes in the deposited metal, to allow

the escape of gas, the enclosed fruit or vegetable

will very soon dry up. Such copper shells gilded

or coated with silver, and placed in a jeweler's

shop window, makes one of the finest window

attractions ever shown. A flower, say a rose,

dipped in a solution of acetate of lead, and while

wet, placed in a jar of sulphurous acid gas, is

instantly coated with a bright film of lead. Such

lead coating can be used as a basis of a copper

deposit, the same as the silver reduced from the
nitrate.

"Balteries."— What materials are used for
filling thy batteries f—The formula originated and
patented by Dr. Carl Gassner is the one most gen-

erally used. This is as follows : Oxide of zinc

I part, salammoniac I part, plaster of paris 3
parts, chloride of zinc I part, water 2 parts, all

by weight. The carbon rod or plate should

occupy about one-half the space in the cell, and

the space between it and the cell itself should

be snugly filled with above composition.
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A Four-Thousand-Millar Watch

NE of the most remarkable watches
of all time was recently completed by
the firm of L. Leroy 81 Co., Paris,

whose exhibit of curious timepieces at the
St. Louis exposition was so much admired
by the visiting millions. This marvelous
triumph of horological mechanism is the
achievement of one Mr. Junod, who for the
past seven years has been trying to satisfy
therewith the scientific taste of Count A. A.
de Carvalho Monteiro, of Lisbon and Rio
de Janeiro. As described by Prof. William
Etzel, M.A., in the Scientific American, this
watch has two dials (see cut), the second of
which is protected by the case artistically
decorated by Mr. Burdin, of
Paris. The principal, or front
dial, besides the ordinary indi-
cations of the hours, minutes
and seconds, shows, on four
small extra dials, the phases and
ages of the moon ; the days of
the month and of the week
(for 400 years) ; the year (for
one century) ; the months, the
seasons, the solstices and the
equinoxes ; a chronograph in-
dicating the hours, minutes,
seconds and fractions of sec-
onds for scientific observa-
tions ; a spring development
making known the exact mo-
ment the watch was last wound
up ; and indications, by a sepa-
rate hand, of the mean solar
time and of the equation of time.

Wealth of
Scientific
Instruments

together with a great many of the fourth, and
such stars as represent some degree of
interest, e. g., the Pleiades, Mira Ceti, 61
Cygni, etc. Alcor could not be marked out,
notwithstanding the interest attached to it,
on account of its proximity to Z (Mizar)
Ursa Maj. The horizon is so disposed that
in the revolution of the disk, which executes
the sidereal diurnal motion, the different non-
circumpolar stars rise and set at their respec-
tive hours as determined astronomically. The
quasi-elliptical form given to the horizon was
calculated after an ingenious method of hori-
zontal projection contrived by the constructor.
The disk representing the firmament of Rio
de Janeiro revolves in a sense inverse of the
others, it representing the austral hemisphere
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monogram of the purchaser of the watch.
Above the second Fate is the Brazilian globe,
and beneath Time the coat of arms of Borth-
gal. To the right—on the rim—is a fleury
Roman cross and to the left another similar
cross. Around the rim incasing the front
dial are the twelve signs of the Zodiac.

The stem-winder is simply the crown of
a count, surmounting a helmet, and whose
enameled top conceals a very neat mariner's
compass.

As was mentioned above, this watch has
taken up all the leisure hours of the con-
structor for the last seven years, and has been
sold for the really not exorbitant sum of
20,000 francs ($4000). If other similar ones
were ordered by wealthy amateurs of science

and art, they would neither
require so much time nor be
unsusceptible of further perfec-
tions ; for in this case, as in all
works of man, the first achieve-
ment is a 6.010 d' essai ; and
besides, the astronomical and
meteorological observatory of
Besancon is constantly taking
interest in the chronometric
progress of the watchmakers
of old Vesuntio.

The reverse
side (protect-
ed by the case) bears a
thermometer (Centigrade) ;

a hair hygrometer ; an aneroid barometer
with corresponding altimeter for heights not
exceeding 5000 meters ; two dials giving the
hours of sunrise and sunset at Lisbon ; a
ratchet system permitting to rectify the set-
ting without opening the case ; the corre-
sponding hour (and hence the longitude) of
the different regions of the globe identified
with 128 different cities ; the firmament.

This latter indication is very interesting.
In fact, three firmaments are represented,
viz., those of Paris, Lisbon and Rio de
Janeiro (of course, but one at a time). The
stars—tiny golden points—are not thrown
upon these disks at random. For the firma-
ment at Paris the constructor simply had to
copy one of the numerous French celestial
maps at his disposal ; but for the firmaments
of Lisbon (560 stars) and Rio de Janeiro
(6tr stars) he marked the co-ordinates D.
and R. A. of each star. All the stars of
the first three magnitudes are represented,

A Remarkable IV t

with, of course, the magnificent Cross of
the South. Naturally, the Milky Way is
likewise traced, and with remarkable exact-
ness. Such a marvelous watch could but
be a repeater, not only of the hours and the
quarters, but also of the minutes elapsed
since the quarters struck. Thus when the
writer examined the works it was i t. 19 A.M.
On his touching a button, the watch's " rapid
little pulse" first beat eleven, then a triple
chime indicated a quarter past, and finally
a tiny argentine bell struck four, making
up 11. 19.

A Masterpiece in
Art Metal Work

So much for the scientific de-
scription of what our readers
will certainly agree to call a
chef d' auvre. Let us now

give a short description thereof from an
artistic standpoint. The case represents, by
special order, and in beautiful bas relief, the
Fates, with their attributes, and Time, with
his scythe and his clepsydra. In the center
of these figures and, as it seems, notwith-
standing the protestations of the artist, the

King Edward's Clocks

It is doubtful whether
there is any other sovereign in
the world who possesses such
an extraordinary number of
clocks as King Edward. He
has 2000 of them, all carefully
catalogued. He has always
had a hobby for collecting

clocks, and when he succeeded to the throne
he inherited an immense number from his
mother.

Some of them are of great historical
value, as, for instance, the one at Windsor,
given as a present by King Henry VIII to
Queen Anne Boleyn on her wedding day.
It is only 4 inches deep and ro inches high,
formerly belonged to Horace Walpole, and
was purchased by the late Queen Victoria
when his effects were sold at Strawberry Hill,
for about Poo. This love token of England's
Bluebeard monarch remains the same after
nearly four centuries. The clock still goes ;
strictly speaking it should have stopped
forever when Queen Anne was sent by her
husband to the scaffold after four years of
marriage. The weights are beautifully en-
graved " H. A." and a true lover's knot on
one, and " H. A." alone on the other.

A curiosity at Buckingham Palace is the
Negress Head clock, made by Lepine, whom
Voltaire befriended, and engaged to establish
a watch factory near Geneva.

THE WESTERN CLOCK MFG. CO.
LA SALLE, ILL.NEW YORK CITY

51-53 Maiden Lane

CHICAGO
131 Wabash Avenue

"Strenuous" Long Alarm

You ihri-,• /0 Get to ,sto.p

T IE " STRENUOUS" LONG ALARM rings 
for five minutes continuously unless

  stopped by a brass shut-off attached to the bell. It is put up in a large nickel-

plated case, 4.14 inches wide across the dial and 2:4 inches deep. The movement has all the

advantages of our unique CASTING 
CONSTRUCTION which permits the use of very

THIN HARD STEEL PIVOTS, reducing the 
friction to a minimum, assuring absolutely

true wheels and producing perfect timekeepers.

The " STRENUOUS " does not cost. any more than most of the short-ring alarm

clocks on the market, and can therefore be 
retailed for IA i.00 at a good profit.



' ' SHIP'S BELL'

I DE IDE' Dit

Suitable for
Begat tit
Prize

AUTO CLOCK GOTHIC AND DORIC: PARLOR AND BOUDOIR CLOCKS

Iti
Residences

and
Offices IN I

roar.'

TRAVELING CLOCK

2 I IN. " SPECIAL" AUTO CLOCK
MARINE CLOCK We'll Confes

At The Start
THE " CHELSEA Fulsteteodnwil)tel,sIspeliaailitle3tii:evft7

Ship's Bell j the best form of Striking Clock for use in sleeping rooms,
libraries, etc.

Clock in its round ease, also furnished without the Base. Hour and Half
Hour Striking awl Time mot striking, movements furnished in Cases
and prel,r1.1.■ I. Large varlet tlf finishes on Gases and Bases.
.\IuI k ilways Brass, Ship's Bell and IIriio for Rae oi
SID:MR-hill,. Brass, and for ii,e in Besidences 01111,s, 1 .1111,S,
EI E., I ..plwr Bronze, Black ()side, Green Bronze, Bed Brass, Ye'llow 

Above are a few of the many styles of Fine Clocks made hy Cite sea Clock Co, Al! are 8.Dav, High Grade. These fine goods are dealt in truly I I >ealers iii
Best Jewelry, Nautical Instruments and Vac Iting and Automobile Stipplies, and are used by parties demanding the Best

Catalogs on application Dor Libcral Discounts to Dcalcrs

YOU want the BEST •
"CHELSEA "
(TRADE-MARK)

Ask for the
C. C. co.

" CHELSEA
AUTO CLOCK

TRADE-MARN (TRADE-MARK )

0
Clock I Chelsea Clock Co., 16 State St., Boston, U.S.A.

Largest Makers ineriva iff EXCLUSIVELY 8-I)AY, HIOH=ORADE

Ship's Bell, Marine, Auto Clocks and Office Clocks

'The Greatest Possible Value
in every way is what you get when you pur-
chase our

American-Made
Cuckoo Clocks

No. 522

()al: leaN I -ID-

DIDII ■I

21 inches high,

OUR QUALITY is guaranteed
superior to the imported, being
made by a corporation, right
here on the ground, ready to
back up every clock it makes,
and not in a farm house, four
thousand miles away, by a man
who thinks, " Oh, well, it's
going to America and will never
come back."
OUR DESIGNS are the result
of our constant close and inti-
mate touch with the American
trade from Coast to Coast.
THE ILLUSTRATION shows
one of our newest designs ; one
that is " showy " without being
expensive.

It can be retailed for $11.00
If you haven't our catalogue, you better

have us send you one.

American Cuckoo Clock Company
Incorporated

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE YALE WATCH
Stem=Wind Stem=set

'Ile best luw priec(I watch III the market.
\\rit c )1- particulars to

The New Haven Clock Co.
Dept. M

TRADE

New Haven, Conn.

vecialties

MANTEL MISSIONS

WATCHES TATTOOS

HALL CLOCKS

MARY,

The Junior Tattoo-- Back View
Two 1 nch Intermittent Alarm

that the man who is looking for plunder

won' t like our prices.
41 , On the other hand we don't believe we'd

care for his business.
1.1 We know that there is an increasinp,

number of jewelers who buy fixtures as they

take a partner—for a lifetime.
11 They are the people we're after, and for

them we have a story out of the ordinary.

PHILLIPS'

'RAVELING CLOCKS CRYSTAL CLOCKS

S H OW CASES WOOD CLOCKS

are all that their name implies—have been

that for more than forty years—only they're

just as far in front now as in 1864, the date

we started business.

ANOTIIER CONSTRUCTION DETAIL

—Note the triangular block brace and the steel

corner-grip. You can't see the dowels in joints

and uprights, but they are there. This corner

is even stronger than if it were solid oak.

Same work throughout our cases.

Get our 1905 Catalog—it's brimfull of good ideas

and designs. Yours for the asking.

John Phillips & Co., Ltd.
186.1

SHOW CASES STORE FIXI'URES

Branch : WINDSOR, ONT.

HALL CLOCKS CHIME CLOCKS

HARRIS & HARRINGTON

DETROIT, NI ICI I.

Importers of Fine Clocks
32 Vesey Street, NEW YORK

WRITE FOR CATALOOUF.

Sole Agents to the Trade for

J. J. ELLIOTT'S

Celebrated Chime Clocks
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49 in. high, 12-in. dial
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50 in. high, I2-in. dial

American Beauty" Center Case, No, 420

The acme of elegance

A
Few
Sped-
MRS " American Beauty" Jeweler's Case,

No. 403

Brilliant and roomy

Likely
to

Interest
You •• ioerican Beauty " Center Case, No. 412

i,ohuely nothing visible but glass and warble

(
Get them

while you can, at

only 2 '0ly .) ca(L)!

The extra-special price on these superior Clocks makes this
the distinctly best Clock bargain ever offered.

If we did not have to discontinue making the Clocks because
of needed additional room in the factory for making Watches, this
great profit-opportunity would not be given to The Trade.

"Standard "Electric Clocks
require no ; have no springs to break, no weights to fall ; are
so simple and mechanically perfect as to make repairs unnecessary (see
cut of one with dial removed) ; require no outside connecting wires, but
are run by a dry battery (such as is used for door-bells, etc.) concealed
within the Clock case, the average life of which is eight or ten months,
and which can be renewed for 18 cents by any local dealer in electrical
supplies ; are the most accurate of all clocks ; and are beautifully cased
in selected solid woods.

We have sold many thousands eye these Clocks—
we have only a hundred-or-so Aft. They can
not last long. You will be wise to ORDER
PROMPTLr so as to secure some before all
are gone. We ,sell these Clocks direct from z the
factory to the retail jeweler. Address,

New York Standard Watch Co.
Jersey City, New Jersey

If you
contemplate
making

alterations in
your store,
consult our
" Expert."

He will, free of
charge to you,
solve all your

tangled
problems of

store
arrangement

If your
old cases
fail in

attractiveness,
advise
with us.

\\Te have all
the latest

conceptions
and the most
serviceable
devices for
your needs

" American Beauty" Horseshoe Jeweler's Case, No. 
405

The grandest, richest, handsomest ever placed on the market

oicri can Beauty " Jeweler's Table Ca80,
No. 410

Is creating a revolution in your trade

Our

Customers

Are

Our

Very

Best

Friends

" American Beauty" Jeweler's Case,
No. 106

A conthi nal ion ease unsurpassed for display and
St orage

Our

Deliveries

Insure

Us

Their

Reorders

Michigan Special " Jeweler's Case, No. 3 1.0

A not her recent innovation

Rear View of Case No. 410

Rear View of Case No. 408

Shows two rows of drawers varnished o
n Inside

" Crackerjack" Jewelers' Case, No. 17

The handsomest cheap ease on the market

Write for our Latest and Most 
Complete and Unique of Show Case Catalogues

No. 46
ill. high, 12 in. dial

No. 4o
49 in. high, 12-in. dial

The Largest Show Case Plant in the 
World



The te CRYSTAL" All Plate Glass Case
Made Under

the
murray" Patcnts

Shipped K. D.
At First-Class
Freight Rates

. No Holes
in

The Glass

Absolutely Rigid
when

Set Up For Use

The first All Plate Glass Case made without any holes in the glass. This is no
experiment. It has been in use for three years and is giving perfect satisfaction in
every respect. Write for prices to

The High=Grade Show Case Factory of (]rand Rapids

154 South Ionia Street

This cut represents our Wire Display Rack, a handsome ornament for a jeweler's
counter (not large and cumbersome), but neat and stylish, which we furnish free
to our customers.

If you are not selling- CANDO please write us for particulars

CuNIDO

The Royal Silver Polish
has advanced to a state of perfection, its
qualities are fast becoming known. Proof
of the above statement is that the sales
have more than doubled during the past

year. Hundreds of the large jewelers are

having it put up under their private label,

and recommending- it as THE BEST. It

pays a good profit to the dealer and gives
him the satisfaction of selling a good

article that is appreciated.

The Patent Top Jar used for CINDO is
an up-to-date package, and can be resealed

after being opened, which is important.

Our No. 4, Oak. List, $25.00

Our No. 6, in Oak. List, $12.75

Our No. 1, in Oak. List, $10.75

fgri

Our No. 2, in Oak. List, $20.00

Compact tilmis Cabinet, in Oak, List, $6.00

6 6 6 6

6 6 66

6 6 6 6

6 6 6 6

6 6 6 6

MHO Repair Case. List, $5.00

Our No. 7. List, $16.40

Our Latest No. 10, in Oak. List, $33.00

List Price of No. 1 Bottle Rack, $1.50

n6o,666,66846;'Ailii:61

inf;01nr8i,n6onAn.nn'6nlrelt4'101F$44-1 nr1

w;r4-*;rir re,my wi002:10=2±

List Price of No. 2 Bottle Rack, $1.80

Optical Cabinet. List, $9.00 Jewelry Repair Case. List, $8,35

439

All our Curtain.Top Benches open this way

Our No. 5. List, $Q.35

Our No. 9. List, $8.60

4771)
(M)

-

Our Lens Cabinet. List, $4.50

.\
959

\%\\\:,\\\,„\\7.\\7.\\17k\\c‘t\

\ -.C-‘W\AU'A-iK0■\&

- —
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Material Case. List, $1.40

These are some of our latest cuts, taken from photographs. We 
will lie glad to furnish them to jobbers free of charge.

Our benches and cabinets are the best that can be made for the 
money. We are especially equipped for making benches,

have been at it for nearly a quarter of a century, and have taken lessons 
from the past. All our goods bear our name-plate,

which stands for quality. We sell to jobbers only, but will he glad to 
send our catalogue to watchmakers upon request.

JESSEN & ROSBERG, 405 West Kiiwie Street, Chicago
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MURINE is of special value to the Optometrist

MURINE is a favorite toilet luxury

MURINE is sold by all jewelry and optical jobbers

An artist's proof from this plate vill be sent by mail upon request

MURINE EYE REMEDY CO., Chicago

Progress in Store Improvement

ONE of the most impressive manifesta-

tions of the progress of the jewelry

trade in the art of merchandising is found in

the vast improvements in recent years in

stores and fixtures. All jewelers now realize

the advertising value, if not the necessity, of

handsome store furniture ; and the expendi-

ture on such property as handsome counters,

show cases, wall cases, etc., is rightly

regarded as a paying investment. The pro-

longed period of prosperity has done much

to help along this movement, and every State

can now boast of its quota of jewelry stores,

which are veritable little jewel caskets, the

stock, fixtures and decorative effects prettily

harmonizing.

The great interest in this matter of store

improvement is evidenced in letters received

almost daily asking for advice as to store

plans, arrangement of fixtures, color effects,

etc. Those desiring information of this

character should keep in mind that any of the

leading manufacturers of store fixtures will

very gladly furnish such information and act

as advisers on all matters pertaining to their

specialty. One subscriber sends us a print

of a new steel ceiling which he is about to

install, and asks our advice as to the colors

he will use in its decoration ; also whether he

should use a centerpiece. Both the general

design and centerpiece are of a select kind

that indicates good taste on the part of the

manufacturers, and it seems to us that our

subscriber should be able to obtain from them

very serviceable pointers' on such detail as

color, etc. Manufacturers of all kinds of

perquisites exercise now-a-days an advisory

function in relation to their patrons, and we

would have our readers remember that much

useful information may be obtained in this

way.

Recurring to our subscriber's question,

we would always recommend, when practi-

cable, the use of a centerpiece in steel ceilings.

It is an agreeable break in the monotony of

the general design, and it gives an idea of one-

ness that is absent in most things without

a center. The color of the ceiling must, of

course, be regulated by the kind of goods

displayed in the store. This will at once sug-

gest a light coloring for the jewelry store.

Pale blue and gold make a tasteful combina-

tion. Dark ceilings would naturally have

disadvantages in the display of diamond

goods, for instance, while the light blue

would be helpful. This matter of colors is

an important consideration for the jeweler,

and we will recur to the subject in our next

issue.

was sent to nearly all the householders. The

doll, an exceptionally fine one, with a splendid

assortment of lingerie and dresses, was given

a place in one of the show windows. Under-

neath her feet was the following placard :-

Interesting the Children

IN devising schemes for drawing trade

the shrewd merchant of the time does

not lose sight of the influence exercised by

the children. In fact one of the most force-

ful ways of appealing to parents and especially

to the purchasing partner—the mother—is

through the little ones. From time to time

we have told on these pages of many ways

of interesting the young from childhood till

graduation day. A series of prizes for the

best written advertisements of your business

by school pupils is one excellent scheme if

properly managed. Prizes for the most dis-

tinguished graduates of the local high or

normal school also results in much desirable

publicity. Effective advertising must, of

course, be an adjunct of all such schemes.

The offer of prizes must be strikingly ex-

ploited in the local press and the prizes

themselves exhibited in the show window

with an explanatory Card. If the prizes are

offered for the best advertisement, the judges

of the merit of the various efforts must be

well-known people of good standing in the

community. If the prizes are for the most

distinguished pupils, invitations should be

sent to all the pupils and parents to come and

inspect them. The result of such contests

should also be given wide publicity.

THERE are innumerable varients of these

schemes which are not mere guessing

contests, but tests of talent in those inter-

ested. A firm in Chippewa Falls, Jenkins

Brothers by name, recently put into effect the

following scheme, which they found to be

a most profitable advertisement. They an-

nounced that they would give a beautiful do
ll

to the girl who wrote the best letter g
iving

the reasons why her mother liked to tra
de

with Jenkins Brothers. Every effort was

made to bring it to the attention of all t
he

school children in Chippewa and the sur-

rounding towns. Their newspaper displays

contained several clever announcements of

the plan, and in addition an attractive circular

(441)

Do you know why your
mamma trades at Jenkins
Brothers ? Ask her. Then
write and tell me. The best
letter gets me.

Hundreds of letters were received, a large

percentage of them commonplace and what

might have been expected. The rest were

bright and unusual, with some good ideas.

Some mammas had evidently given any

reason that came into their heads, reasons

that were no reasons in many instances ;

others had honestly endeavored to decide

why a preference should be given, and in

some letters the evident sincerity of the ex-

pressions told plainly that the little girl's

mother was a customer from some particular

preference which she found no difficulty in

expressing.
In using such schemes the jeweler must

remember that he stands on a somewhat high

level as a merchant, and cannot afford to

take chances with his good name. Any

scherne.used by him must, therefore, be dig-

nified—such as will attract the best people—

and it must be devoid of any suspicion what-

ever of trickery. Keep in mind in your

every act that the confidence of the public is

your best asset.

BE observant. Listen to your clerks.

The greenest of them may have in his

fertile brain a big idea. Encourage them to

think for themselves, for they are also think-

ing for you. Watch the fellows across the

street, whatever their business. Even the

barber may have some new idea in business

that would be a winner if transplanted to

your store. The store with a dozen thinking

clerks, eager for its welfare, is run by a

twelve-brain power motor. The store with

one boss to do all the thinking and a dozen

clerks to merely work, is run by only a one-

brain power motor. And the brainiest store

will win every time.
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A Reproduction from the Cover of our

1905 Catalogue
that will be issued this month. It is of con-
venient size (34"x 6(") and divided into
three parts or separate catalogues, viz.:

CATALOGUE 5—Rolling Mills and Rolls.
CATALOGUE B-I 5—Lathes, Drills, Countershafts, Shears, Fiber-

Faced Hammers, Ring Benders, Ring Stretchers, etc.
CATALOGUE C-I 5 — Drop Presses, Draw Benches, Polishing

Machinery, Foot Wheels, Ingots, etc.

We would be glad to mail you, on application, one or all, as you may
desire. Please designate by letter those required,

and mention THE KEYSTONE.

The W.W. Oliver Manufacturing Co.
Manufacturers

1490-1492 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

THE SELWELL ASSORTMENT
OF SILVER ALUMINUM NOVELTIES

Biggest souvenir sensation of the year. The lettering is artistically done in oil in two colors (red and black) on eachpiece and is durable, bright and very attractive. For a small investment a man can put in a good assortment and notstock heavily on any one number. Send for a free sample lettered with the name of your town.

THE GOODS 

From left to right in the
picture

No. 651. Pin Tray
No. 71. Heart Book-
Mark.

No. 102. Match Box
No. 611. Pin Tray
No. 61. Pin Tray
No. 81. Desk Rocker

Blotter
No. 821. Bag-Tag Fob
No. 52. Pocket Mirror
No. 181. Memo. Book
No. 285. Pick or
Match Holder

No. 41. Game Counter
No. 432. Cup

PRICE. $10.50 PER GROSS. (Cut reduced 3 times)

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE

ONE GROSS
PIECES.

ONE DOZEN OF
EACH KIND.
EVERY PIECE
MARKED
WITH THE

NAME OF ANY
TOWN, CITY

OR
POINT

OF INTEREST

Luttured with tis..,
Nanik., of your Tow.%

THE E. A. FARGO COMPANY ig2 TAUNTON, MASS.
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Among Jewelry Advertisers

LITTLE house organ in the form of a

newspaper is becoming quite a popular

form of advertising. Sometimes the little

paper is published by a single merchant,

sometitnes by several merchants in the same town,

but in different lines ; sometimes by local mer-

chants' associations In last month's issue we told

of such a paper issued by F. M
. French, of Albany,

Ore., to exploit the holiday trade. It was entitled

The Albany Holiday Messenger 
and was hand-

somely illustrated and cleverly compiled. We

have now before us a little paper 
published by

Wise & Son, jewelers and opticians, of St. 
Charles,

Iowa, which, while inexpensive, is a model of 
its

kind. The little four-page organ is published

WATCHES

A good serviceable case, whether
of silverine or solid gold, only
protects your watch Movement
from injury. The time you get
from your watch depends entirely
upon the kind of "works" you
have. We have a number of
different makes in stock. When
you want a good timepiece, please
remember we can fit you out with
any grade up to and including 23
jewel movements. For a good
watch see us before you buy
elsewhere.

WISE 0 SON
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

"whenever it seems best," and is amusing as well

as instructive. The excellent advertisements

shown on this page are reproduced from its pages.

Besides the advertisements there are instruc-

tive business talks, two samples of which are as

follows :

Gold Filled Watch Cases

When you buy a watch can you tell how much
gold there is in the case? Do you know how much
gold there is in one of.the best cases, that are war-
ranted to wear for twenty years, or how little gold
in one of the poorest cases? Of course, you don't
knuw. It's a little out of your line of business,
but not so with us.

There is one make of case on the market that

is supposed to be gold filled and is stamped "War-
ranted. to wear for twenty years," and one of these
cases in 18 size hunting has 79 cents' worth of gold
on it. Think of it ! 79 cents' worth of gold and

guaranteed to wear for twenty years. You know
as well as we do that it would not wear a year.
You do not know what make of case it is. We do.
If you buy from some jewelers you may get one of
these 79-cent cases, and the jeweler may not know
he is selling such a cheap case. Lots of men who

KEYSTONE 443

sell watches know the worth of a case only by
what it cost them. We sell good cases.

WISE & SON.

Liars and Swindlers

A number of times people have asked "Where
is the watches you bought from that man who
went through the county a few days ago? He
tried to sell me one, he said the firm he was work-
ing for would be closed out in ten days if they

Repair Work
■111110M■11,

Receives the most prompt and
careful attention when brought to
us. A high degree of skill ob-
tained by years of experience in
the work, coupled With the use of
the best tools, enables us to turn
out work that is satisfactory to
the most exacting customers. You
have the satisfaction of knowing
that your property is safe in our
hands, that no work, however
complicated, is beyond our skill,
and that our charges will be the
lowest consistent with the best
workmansh p.

WISE 0 SON
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS

didn't raise $600, and he would let me have a $24

watch for $6, and he said he sold you a dozen at

that price." This is another case of a swindler

using our reputation to help him cheat people.

Don't believe a word they say. Don't even offer

them one-fourth of the price they ask or they'll

take you up. We buy goods from reliable whole-

sale houses and never from traveling sharks.
WISE & SON.

Your Eyes

Are surely worth more to you than
the price of a pair of glasses. If
you value your eyes have them
properly fitted at once. Delay, and
your eyes may become so bad that
no glasses will help them, then you
will regret it the rest of your days.
This is true, every word of it. Do
not trust traveling opticians and
spectacle peddlers to fit you with
glasses. They get your money—
and you get experience. This we
know, because it is told us by
people that come to us for glasses
after having bought of the spectacle
peddler. We are members of the
lowaStateAssociationof Opticians,

also members of the American
Association of Opticians. We will
examine your eyes free if you will
come in.

WISE 0 SON
OPTICIANS

St. Charles, Iowa

The business information in the paper is

flavored with philosophy, as becomes the firm of

Wise & Son, and spiced with amusing anecdote
.

Following are samples

The best thing to do with a mistake is to make

it teach you something.

A genius is a successful crank ; a crank is an

unsuccessful genius

" Der man dot hesitates is lost, eggspecially if

he hesitates in front of a naughtymobile."

The proper height for a lady to raise her skirt

on a muddy day is a little over two feet.

At his watch he looks intently,
While is smile lights up his face,

And I know as well as can be
There's a woman in the case.

A Missouri editor says the soil in his vicinity

is so rich, the girls will not walk over newly-plowed

ground for fear their feet will grow.

A school marm not very far from here was

giving a lesson to a class of young scholars, and in

order to impress the lesson on their minds used the

following illustration : " Man's eyes see, hands feel,

ears hear, nose smells and feet run." One little

boy up and said : "That ain't the way with my

Watch Cases

Are good, bad and between. We
offer for sale the Cases that by

years of experience we have found

to be the best. We want to sell
Cases that will make us business

in the years to come. No other
jeweler can, or does, sell at a

lower price than we do, quality

of Cases considered. We want
you to come in and inspect our

large stock of up-to-date Cases.

We .can please you in style,

quality and price.

1
WISE 0 SON

JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
 ..,=.

pa." And when asked by the teacher how it was

with his pa, said : " Why his nose runs and his feet

smell."
Not long ago a youngster and his mother were

going home from church, and the mother was find-

ing fault with the sermon. The boy had noticed

the amount of the mother's contribution and said,

comfortingly : " Well, ma, you can't expect very

much for a cent."
Don't 'ask a jeweler how much it will cost to

repair the watch or clock you left at home. He

won't be able to tell you anything about it until

you bring it in and he examines it.

A traveling man who is passionately fond of

honey always made it a point to stop at a certain

hotel in a town where he is sure of getting it. On

one trip he took his wife along, and as he ap-

proached the little town he mentioned to her that

he was getting to a place where he could have his

honey. When the pair were sitting at the supper

table that night no honey appeared, and the drum-

mer said sharply to the waiter : " Where is my

honey ?" The waiter smiled and said : " You

mean the little black-haired one ? Oh, she don't

work here now."
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White's High Art
Hand-Painted China

the grand average for the year was made in the
last three months, thereby forcing purchases at the
higher prices.
" Conditions in the general list show an appre-

ciable trend toward prosperity, and while the
market has been practically supplied with its im-
mediate wants for coinage, we rather look for a
steady, if only a slight, increase in prices."—En.]

The Goods That Sell

Our Spring line, which is now ready, has
been made particularly attractive. It
comprises all the new and dainty shapes
in China. The decoratiohs and colorings
surpass anything we have ever presented
to the trade for their inspection. If our
salesmen do not call upon you, kindly
favor us with an order for a selection
package. Prompt and careful attention
given to orders, and correspondence soli-
cited. When in the city, visit our studio.

WHITE'S ART CO.
380 Ontario Street (North Side) Chicago

The Watch Fob

ED. KEYSTONE :—There was a discussion in

my store a few days ago as to the origin of th
e

word "fob." Can you throw any light on the

subject? Yours truly,
Atlanta, Ga. W. S. B.

[It is generally supposed that the fob originated

in England. This supposition is strengthened by

the fact that a short " fob " chain attached to a

watch of Oliver Cromwell's in the British Museum

is, in point of date, the first appendage of the kind
known. The watch is a small oval one in a silver

case, and was made about 1625. The Gaelic word

for a projection in the pocket, such as would be

made by the old-time round watch is "faob," and

the word " fob" is also related, no doubt, to the
German word " fuppe," a pocket.—Eq.]

A Jeweler in the Yellowstone

ED. KEYSTONE :—In your issue of November,

1904, I noticed the heading, "A Hunting Trip in

Yellowstone Park—A Hunter's Paradise, etc."

This heading was misleading as, of course, you

meant the country in the vicinity of the park.

deer heads, in good shape ; one martin, worth $7;
two wolves and two bears. On wolves I get $3

each, bounty, and on bears $7 each, besides the

value of the hides.
I intend to fit up optical parlors some time in

the future, and these heads will then come in use-

ful. If you know of any one wanting heads, hides

or horns, such as these, refer them to me. Besides

the fishing scene, I also enclose the photograph of

a bear which I killed last fall near the Yellowstone

Park.
Wishing THE KEYSTONE success,

Yours truly,

Fridley, Mont. H. C. WILLIAMS.

Advertising in India

ED. KEYSTONE looking over the Indian

papers many advertising curios arrest our attention.

The most amusing of these are the advertisements

of the natives in English as it is written—and

sometimes printed—in this country. Here is a

sample:

THE ONLY WATCH SCHOOL
wishes you to consider a few propositions

I. Why delay any longer in making up yqur mind to
finish your trade at a watch school where you can get more
in one year than in six years by the old apprenticeship
method. No cleaning show cases, no washing windows, no
sweeping or scrubbing floors, no running errands, and a
thousand of other things that take up your time, but solid
work on watches and jewelry is bound to bring you to the
front in a very short time, as you can readily see.

2. Why not start now so you will get in line for the big
demand for workmen next fall?

3. If you have not the money to carry you through t4)
the finish, take part now and later on come back and
take the balance, as hundreds of others have done and are
now filling fine positions as watchmakers, jewelers and
engravers at a salary that they ',ever could have hoped to
obtain if they had not pursued just this method. For
Bradley offers the very best that can be obtained ; a fine
building constructed with a view of being occupied by a
watch school ; it has plenty of light, is well heated, and the
equipment of tools is complete in every respect. Each
student has an individual bench by himself with complete
equipment of tools. At present there are five instructors
whose sole work is to instruct. They do not have to earn
their salary by some other method and do the instructing
as a side issue, consequently all their energies are in the
work for eight hours each day, and the results in work of
students are consequently way ahead of any other method.
For further particulars address postal card to

MOO- r

HOROLOGY HALL
The Largest Building in the World Devoted Exclusively to a School of This Rind

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE, PEORIA, ILL. We teach Watch Work, Jewelry
Work, Engraving and Optics

Advancing Prices of Silver

ED. KEYSTONE :—You undoubtedly are well

aware of the fact that silver bullion and silver such

as we use for plating purposes, 19496 fine, has ad-

vanced about twenty per cent. during the past

year. We write to inquire if you can let us have

any light on this situation, telling us why this ad-

vance has taken place and what are the prospects

for the future prices on silver. Is it likely to go on

advancing, remain stationary, or drop back ? If

you can give us any idea of the causes for the

fluctuation in the prices of silver, we should appre-

preciate very much having this information.

Yours truly.

[The above letter comes from a well-known

silverware manufacturing concern, and the query it

contains is of such general interest to the trade

that we quote in reply the following lucid review

of the situation in the silver market by Zimmerman

& Forshay, of New York:
" The range of prices for 1904 show a variation

of nine cents per ounce, the lowest being 53.30
and the highest 62.30, in 1903 the lowest having

been 47.20, and the highest 62k.
"From the nominal price of the first of the

year, 56g, the market advanced very sharply to

593i, owing to the heavy demands of the Indian

C;overnment. These being satisfied, and the law
prohibiting the importation of Mexican dollars into

the Philippines—by reason of the present United

States Government coinage in these islands be-
coming operative—forcing this coin to become
more or less as bullion instead of minted silver,

silver declined to 53 cents, which was the staple
price until the declaration of the war between

Russia and Japan. Anticipating large demands
for silver coinage for the troops, the far East be-
came wildly speculative in the white metal, which

naturally resulted in a sharp rise to 6o cents. The

demands did not fulfill expectations, whereupon
the Indian brokers immediately threw their hold-
ings in the market, driving the price down to 53.30,
the lowest price of the year.
" Since then we have had a gradual apprecia-

tion in price, owing to a strong demand for Euro-
pean coinage, the purchase for the entire new
coinage of the Panama Government and the rather

reduced production tending to curtail the floating
supply, thereby forcing the consumers of the metal
to anticipate deliveries from the refineries, a cir-

cumstance practically unknown for many years.
" Consequently, the close of the year showed

the metal at the highest point, 62.30. India alone
took 15,000,000 ounces in excess of /903, and
I, ranee and the Colonies so materially increased
their demands

bare 
of y 

surplus.
thaantthebeginning of 1905 found the

" It seemed to have been the consensus of

opinion among the manufacturing silversmiths that

NOTICE

AN EXCELLENT COSTLY WATCH OF
Rs. 7 WITH COMPLETES FREE.

Apply with half-anna stamp to—

Messrs. M. A. GHATALAH & Co.,
Chittoor, North Arcot.

This has the merit of brevity and follows the

rule of advertising one thing at a time, though it

cannot be offered as a sample of lucidity.
Yours truly,

C. J. FOSTER.
A Trophy of the Chase Bengal, India.

People don't hunt in Yellowstone Park, unless

they want to run the risk of a year in the guard-

house and confiscation of everything they happen

to have in their possession. If you had said a

fisherman's paradise, it would have been correct.

A Catch Through the Tee

"A Second-hand Watch"
The daughter of a most excellent family, which

had great ambitions for her socially, " felt called "

a month or so ago to be a nurse, says the New

York Sun. Soon afterwards she was searching

through the big jewelry stores for a watch. She

had watches, but not of the kind nurses carry.

She had been told that she must have a watch

with a second hand with which to compare pulse

beats. In a store where they almost charge for

breathing she asked sweetly for a " second-hand

watch." The clerk stared in amazement. " Yes,"

she insisted, "I want a second-hand watch."

" We do not deal in them, Miss —," said the

manager, who had known her when she was a

very little girl and her mother before her.

" I beg your pardon," snapped the young

woman. " I have been mistaken in the impres-

sion that this was a first-class establishment. Good

day."
This scene was repeated at several other

reputable jewelry houses before a young clerk

divined what kind of a " second-hand " watch the

young woman was seeking.

I spent two months there last summer and do n
ot

know anywhere one could a spend a summer out-

ing more profitably.
Sometimes I fish in the Yellowstone, as you

may see by the picture representing a two-hours'

catch through the ice. I also hunt a little ; just

enough to keep me in health and good spirits, and

I have been quite lucky. My trophies include one

fine bull elk-head, two big-horns or mountain

sheep, over 15 years' old, measuring 15 inches and

worth $p, and also one of 14 inches ; two large

A Shadow Clock

A clock which seems to be pre-eminently

adapted for the sick room or hospital, is the inven-

tion of Prof. Hirth, of Munich. It consists merely

in the depression of a button, which cuts in a small

electric lamp placed under the dial of an electri-

cally-illuminated clock, throwing the shadow of the

face and its hands upon the ceiling in a highly mag-

nified state. Viewed from the bed of a reclining

invalid, it obviates the irksome craning of the neck.
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All made with Lever Escapements and Double Roller
Pendant Set Fitting American Cases

Made in 6 Different Grades
10 Ligne, ii Ligne, 0 Size, 12 Size, 16 Size

From 7 Jewels to 21 Jewels, Adjusted to
heat and cold, and 5 positions

SOLD ONLY TO LEGITIMATE JEWELERS
PRICES NOT ADVERTISED IN ANY JOURNAL

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU OF THEIR MERITS SEND FOR PRICE—LIST

SELLING
AGENTS

‘1.1111•■••111■1■
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WE OFFER Gebhardt & Parker's (in liquidation
Rings at greatly reduced prices, two (2) dozen assorted

in fine case, $50.00 Net—readily retailed at

Submitted on tpprovitl.
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High-Grati Jewelry Store Fixtures
THE EXTREME OF BEAUTY in store furni-

ture is attained in our special jewelry store fixtures in

ORIGINAL DESIGNS
Counters, Show Cases, Wall Cases and ;ill manner of
artistic cabinet work.

EXCLUSIVE AND UNIQUE
Drawings and estimates furnished free.

Glaser, Rohrer & Co.
First Ave., Forty=first to Forty-second St., New York

SIOINET RINOS a specialty

Chicago

405 Masonic Temple

L. KATLINSKY

Factory
51 - 53 Maiden Lane

Write for Suggestion on ‘Vindow Dressing
UN-

$144.00.

ASacatt
cayerkoned

Give Us a Trial!
Our methods of manufacture

No. 228 
are the most modern and up to
date.

Our rings are honest in quality, original and attractive in design,
of superior workmanship and finish, and of established reputation.

WE INVITE A TRIAL. ORII3E14_

Klein Brothers Co., II1C.
Manufacturers of

Signet, Carved Mountings and
Fancy Rings

51-53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

No. 73

No. 201 No. 198%

A Beautiful Casket

MOST creditable achievement in

designing is shown in the accom-

panying illustration of a handsome

c.iket presented to England's famous general,

Lord Roberts, by the ex-irregulars who

fought under his command in the Boer war.

'1.!,e casket was designed and made by

Lavine Bros., of Johannesburg, the Trans-

vaal, and is said to be the first casket of its

kind made in that city. Messrs. Lavine

have created a

record by design-

ing. and making a

casket entirely by

local workman-

ship, and it is no

exaggeration t o

say that the pro-

duction would do

credit to the big-

gest metropolitan

houses. The de-

sign is excellent,

and is carried out

taste.
.skill and

Standing io34
inches high, the

casket is of solid

eighteen karat

gold and weighs

too ounces. The

body is a paral-

lelogram in shape

and is supported

by four battery

cornices on legs

which are solid

gold cup balls.

On each battery

cornice, pointing

out from the base

of the casket itself, is a model of a twelve-

pounder, quick-firing Elswick gun, behind

the guns being crossed Lee-Enfield rifles.
with bandoliers of cartridges. The body of

the casket contains enameled panels, in

colors, representing the arrival of Earl

Roberts at Cape Town, the fight at Paarde-

berg, annexation of the Orange River Colony,

and the annexation of the South African

Republic at Pretoria. These enameled pic-

tures have been worked from original photo-

graphs, and the coloring is lifelike. The

center of the front panel contains the arms of

Earl Roberts and also the royal arms, both

in gold and enamel, the workmanship being
C 

ell

e 

On the sides are the coats-of-arms

of Cape Colony, Orange River Colony,

Rhodesia, the Transvaal and Natal. All

the coats-of-arms are on decorated embossed

medallion3, and the super-work surmounting

each of the broader spaces in and around the

decorations is of high artistic workmanship.

The beautifully-worked lid is surmounted

by a bold and exquisitely-finished figure of

Britannia, supported on one side by a man

of the Imperial Light Horse and on the other

by a King's Royal Rifleman, the figures be-

ing modeled in relief.

The jewelry trade of the Transvaal has

more than one such artistic achievement to its

credit, however. Readers of THE KEYSTONE
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Watches that are Really Clocks

Manufacturers of Cheap Watches ask Railroads for

Lower Shipment Rates, on the Grounds

that the Watches are Simply Small

Clocks. Railroads Classify
Them as Such

Manufacturers of the so-called clock-

watches, which are simply small clocks in the

shape of watches, recently petitioned the

Trunk Lines Association for the privilege of

shipment of their product as freight. Owing to

their external re-

semblance to
watches, these
watch-clocks have
heretofore been
wrongly classified
by the railroads
as watches and
refused transpor-
tation as freight.
As the compul-
sory shipment of
these little pocket
clocks by express
was an expense
which their actual
worth did not
justify,the makers
petitioned the rail-
roads, explaining
at conssiderable
length that the
so-called watches
were really not
watches at all, but
clocks with little
liability to damage
a n d practically
no " pilferage''
value. The peti-
tion stated that
the so-called time-
pieces were made
to imitate and con-
form in appear-
ance to a watch,
though being sep-
arate and distinct

therefrom in so far as character of construction

of the movement is concerned, the following

features being particularly notable :

a. Total absence of jeweling.
b. Total absence of casing of precious metals.

C. Great strength owing to thickness and

weight of pivots and w!:aels.
d. Elimination of careful adjustment requisite

in watches, and the consequent cost thereof to

manufacture.

It was explained that the railroads were

misled by the similarity of these little pocket

clocks to watches, the watch-clock being in

the words of the petition " solely and exclu-

sively the product of a clock factory, and of

a value to the trade ranging from 5754 cents

each up to, but not exceeding, $1 each ;" and

that such • pocket clocks " are of a value

lower than hundreds of other articles of mer-

chandise " granted the privilege of freight

shipment.
The railroads recognized their error in

regarding the little clocks as watches and

granted the petition.

Trophy l'reseuted to Lord Itoberts

doubtless remember perusing in these columns

some years ago a description of the beautiful

casket (containing an illuminated address)

with which the Right Hon. Joseph Chamber-

lain, British colonial secretary, was presented

by the Australian inhabitants of the Rand,

upon the occasion of his visit to that place.

It consisted of a magnificent receptacle, made

of 18-karat gold in the shape of an archway,

with double doors opening on the address.

It was surmounted by the imperial coat-of-

arms, the clasps were formed by the Union

Jack and the Australian Commonwealth flag,

and beneath was the Australian coat-of-arms.

Three solid gold steps led up to the doorway,

and on one was carved " Johannesburg,

Transvaal." Each of the door panels con-

tained ten ounces of gold, and the whole

casket weighed seventy-five ounces. The

address was enclosed in a great gold ingot.



The Great Central Market for Jewelry and Optical Goods

The foremost market in America for the distribution of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry iulil OpticJ1 Goods.

The best place for you to buy your Spring bills.

REDUCED FARES
during the months of FEBRUARY and MARCH to the Great

Western Metropolis and return, in connection with the

THE CHICAGO COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATION
(Succeeding the National Association of Merchants and Travelers)

Western Passenger Association Territory
Spring Meetings, 1905, of the Chicago Commercial Association

Merchants' Special Rates, Western Passenger Association Territory, including the following States : Iowa, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Colorado, NewMexico, on the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe proper ; New Mexico and Arizona on the Santa Fe Pacific ; Wyoming (from Cheyenne only) ; also inMinnesota and North and South Dakota, except on the Lines of the Great Northern, Northern Pacific and Soo System, and members on those lines cansecure the reduced rates from the nearest points on other lines ; Northern Peninsula of Michigan on the C., M.•& St. P. and C. & N. W. R'y ; Illinois,Missouri and Kansas in Western Passenger Association Territory.

for Buying Tickets-March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11for Retur  • g Home-March 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21

{ Dates for Buying Tickets-Mnrch 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25for Returning Home-Mareb 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, April 1, 2, 3 and 4

Make a it of the dates for buying tickets and returning home. The railroads will positively poornoit no, oleviation from the dales given above.Members must, in all eases take certificates (not rectoipt from the I ivokoot seller al the point ,of start i lig.

WARNING ! The dates given above only are correct, and the Association cannot be responsible for any statements of railroad employees to the contraly

SPEC1AT. ZgelTICE.-The new I loutolomarters tof this Associal ion are largo anol commodioons, o welopyi tog the 9111 lbw of tO rout Noort hern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard. Veryient to :di Incoinco., I lootc.e.., !tote!, ;111,1 lIotilway Otlices. A toomplele Bureau or orormat too, Di r000rk, and Alaps oof the City, lIcaoli lig mod Cheek [towns have been estoololislocol.I n:, n101.1.11:1Ilt

JOHN I-I. HARDIN, General S0cretary
9th Floor Brent Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAtiO

We are members of the Chicago Commercial Association. Write us for additional particul,,,;

OTTO YOUNG & COMPANY BEN! ALLEN & COMPANY
F. A. HARDY & COMPANY H. F. HAHN & COMPANY

JUERGENS & ANDERSEN CO.

Including Ohio, Michigan (excepting Northern Peninsula) and Indiana and part of Illinois in the Central 
Passenger Association territory.

Dates for Buying Tickets-March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Dates for Returning Home-March 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18

Dates for Buying, Ticicets-March 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24

Dates for Returning Home-Marcia 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 
April 1

Merchants' Special Rates in Texas, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Southern 
Missouri and Southeastern Kansas. Also on other lines

from points in Oklahoma, Indian Territory and Arkansas, on the north of the 
line of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf Railroad, from the Texas State

line eastwardly to Little Rock, including the Hot Springs Division, and on and 
north of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Railway, Little Rock

to Arkansas City, Ark., inclusive, and the St. Louis Southwestern Railway of Texas.

Dates for Buying Tiekets-March 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 
11

Dates for Returning Dome-March 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21

Dates for Buying Tickets-March IS, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 
and 25

Dates for Returning Home-March 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31, April 1, 2, 3 and 4

.101-IN H. HARDIN, General Setzretary

Oth Floor Breat Northern Building, 77 Jackson Boulevard, CRICA00

Make our stores your headquarters when you come to town. We are at 
your service

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY SPROEHNLE & COMPANY

M. A. MEAD & COMPANY M. S. FLEISHMAN COMPANY

C. H. KNIGHTS & COMPANY



45 SOMETHING NEW

Equip Your
Gasoline
Lamps
with the
Ann Arbor
Airtight
Burner

NEW RESIGNS
EASTER LOCKED.

EASTER

7651

Rose Gold or
Green and Rose Finish

None genuine without 7660
trade-mark stamped inside

THE Ann Arbor Airlight Burner is the latest
and most improved device for use on hydro-
carbon lamps. This burner has been espe-

dally adapted for the use of the "Jena " air-hole
globes. The " Jena" globe has completely revo-
lutionized the gas burner business in America, and
is bound to have the. same effect on the gasoline
burner.

By using "The Jena " the highest possible effi-
ciency is attained. The air supply is taken in
through the air holes at the bottom of the globe.
The heating of the globe causes a draft, and as a result the greatest possible
amount of oxygen is burned: (See sectional cut.)

With this globe one-half more light is produced at the same cost-
150-candle power light at 1-;c. per hour. This burner can be fitted to any
under-generation lamp. Mail us the nipple which connects the burner to the
lamp, and we can send a burner that will fit exactly.

The burner will be sent complete with the " Jena " air-hole globe, and
mantle complete, etc., to any address upon receipt of $1.75. If cash accom-
panies the order we will PREPAY EXPRESS charges. We do not like to
Open accounts for small amounts because of the excessive amount of bookkeep-
ing required. We therefore agree to prepay express when cash accompanies
order for these burners. Mail coupon to-day.

Rose Gold or
Green and Rose

Sellers for Spring Track
Ask your jobber for them

WIGHTMAN & HOUGH C
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

COUPON.

SUPERIOR MFG. CO., Ann Arbor, Mich.

Gentlemen :—Enclosed find $1.75, for which please send (express prepaid )
one only Ann Arbor Airtight Blerller, C0171thle WW1 "Jena" globe and mantle.
This is with the distinct understanding thal the burner may IT returned at the
end of 30 dars t not satisfitcloly, and the undersigned will receive .frmn the
Superior Mfg. Co. $1.7s, full price of burner.

Dale

Shipping Address
I Name

Address

Write for complete catalog of Lamps and Systems

SUPERIOR MFG. CO.
257 Second Street Ann Arbor, Mich.

Signet-Photo. Rings
In Carbon l'rocess on crystals.
set in a bezel on back of seal

(Paten) Peinlingl

Closed

Send for my Catalogue

Open

Charle
M.

Levy
Timm fa(turer Or

FINE GOLD RINGS and LOCKET,'
90 Street ( near Maiden Lane)

NEW YORK

N our December, 1904, issue we gave practical instruction

on the matter of wiring windows for electrical effects. We

now recur to this subject, to suggest that jewelers use great

caution to avoid short circuits. A recent costly fire in the show

window of a Chicago department store suggests this warning.

The turmoil in removing decorations accidentally disarranged the

wiring and when the current was turned on a costly blaze resulted,

owing to a crossed circuit.

The Easter season, with its trade opportunities, is

Easter Windows again with us, and there is no better way to express

the newness and brilliancy characteristic of the

season than through the medium of the show window. Easter is

the gladsome time of sunshine, flowers and revivification, revivifica-

tion in nature, in energy and in hope. New stocks, new systems

and new displays should now be the order of the day. The welcome

warmth and genial softness of the April sunshine, which never fails

to evoke a heart-response from every human creature, should be

symbolized in your store and your decorations.

It is unnecessary to refer at any length to the things animate

and inanimate associated with Eastertide, but most of the symbolism

of the season can be used to good purpose in the show window.

Flowers, of course, are an indispensible adjunct of window decora-

tion at this time, and a floral display is always effective. As there

must be one dominant feature in all displays, a mammoth 
artificial

lily can be used with striking effect. This may be made by rolling

a sheet of cardboard into the shape of a cornucopia and 
curling

over the projecting corner, like the leaf of a lily. A covering
 of

white silk or-.satin and the addition of a stem completes the flower,

which may be used. to display various articles of jewelry.

Egg's are also among the traditional associations of the 
time

and as they•enjoy more universality than many other 
commodities

of more vital importance commercially, they can, either in simu
la-

tion or in reality, be arranged in any number of ways to attract

attention and proclaim the season. The mechanical egg, which

opens into two or
four parts, is old
but always attrac-
tive. A clever idea
is to build several

large eggs, over

light wood or
wire framework,
break in the front
sides and show a
recess in each egg
in which is a "nest"
of the goods you
wish to call atten-
tion to. Price
cards may be cut
in the shape of
eggs, or real eggs
may be used with
the prices neatly

printed on them.

Watches, rings and jewelry articles in general are, of their very

nature, peculiarly susceptible of effective display in bursting-egg

shells. Even the simplest arrangement of this character in the

foreground of a window, with such seasonable reinforcements as

imitation rabbits, chickens and doves, will assuredly prove a trade

stimulant that will repay tenfold for the time and labor involved in

its execution.
The display very imperfectly shown on this page was an effec-

tive Easter design. The window itself is a large one with rounded

corners and mirror back, and an abundance of real flowers was used

in the trim. Candlesticks, chandeliers, vases, jardiniers, etc., very

appropriately figure among the articles shown.

How to get the greatest show-window space in a store with a

narrow front, is often a problem with the jeweler. A photograph

in a recent issue of the Merchant's Record is instructive in this

regard. The store room, in this case, is 20 X 139 feet, but the

vestibule windows gave 24 feet of display window space, or 4 feet

more than the width of the store. The windows extend I I feet

back, tapering from the front to the entrance, thus giving the large

display space.
The mechanical display is still in high favor with the generality

of retail merchants, and considering the dual character of his

calling—which necessitates mechanical skill in no less a degree

than general proficiency behind the counter—it is surprising that

the jeweler does not utilize his craftsmanship to better advantage

in designing trims of this kind. A mechanical display in an upper

Broadway, New York, store, which has been attracting a great deal

of attention of late, consists of a sort of sloping bagatelle table,

covered with the traditional green cloth, up which three or four

pool balls seem to be climbing by their own unaided will. They

struggle inch by inch apparently with desperate strain. They

quiver as they climb., Every moment one or another will lose its

grip and tumble back, only to begin all over again, like Robert

Bruce's spider. When they get to the top they roll on a curved

ridge into a
groove, which car-

ries them down

the side of the

table to the start-

ing point, where

they begin all over

again. The balls
probably have

steel cores, and

magnets are at

work under the

table.
So unique and

attractive was this
mechanical device

that many passers-

by stopped and

marveled at the

sight of the ivory

balls rolling up hill.
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Designed by F. E. Van Patton, Meadville, Pa.
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The Finest and Most Complete Book
of its Kind Ever Issued.

Plans, interior views, new suggestions,separate fixtures, cases, coo niers, floor cases,soda fountain fixtures.
Illustrated fully, described and listed inso plain a manner that you can make yourown plans and i ililute flu i cost of yourfixtures.

Sent postpaid on receipt of 25 cents

THE LINE OF QUALITY. Not how cheap, not how much, but how good. At prices

Outfit.
that are right. Ask our co,tonters. Anything from a store stool to the most complete

M. WINTER LUMBER CO., Sheboygan, Wis.
Established 1865 The High-Grade Fixture Makers

- .iek8 A CO., New Orleans, La., Sales Agents for Louisiana,and A labama.
i I 11 I olm I. Joseph, Mo., Sales Agents for Missouri, Kan-
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Have You Seen Our Auxiliary Caselets?

CULMAN

Balance Chuck
For Refinishing Balance Pivots.

without removing the Hair -
spring or Roller, and protect.
ing them while the pivots are
being polished.

THE GREATEST TIME-SAVER
EVER OFFERED TO A PRAC-
TICAL WATCHMAKER.

Its essential points are: It will
hold true anything with conical pivots, such as balance wheels, escape wheels, and pallets of high-grade watches; also all cylinder balances. It gives you the entire bowl II of the pivot to work On ;it 111.0i Ol'in the part held from any chance injury. No more twisted hairsprings, bent balancescracked rollers. It is impossible to remove a haii.spring or roller without getting the balance mit . Ilrne Widen changes the rating of the watch, and causes the loss of much time to true up theance again. All this is avoided by the use of my chuck. You can do a better job with it in tominutes than you ever could in the old way.

Made for / Whitcomb 1!,-6
Moseley No. 2 G

Webster.Whitcomb Moseley I x 2

Geneva 
Rivett LATHES

Price, $3.$0. Your money back if not satisfied,—all I ask is give the chuck a fair trial. 01,1. ,from your material jobber or direct from the patentee and maker,

C. CUL,MAN, .316 N. Sixth St., ST. LOUIS, MO,
Jobbers supplied by 0.Culman, St.Louls, and Hammel, Rig lander & Co., 35 Malden Lane, NewYm
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0 far as is known fashion has never
frowned on the custom of giving
wedding presents. At the ?ame time
she introduces some variety occasion-

ally into the performance. For instance, in

this country, in colonial days, a bride was
expected to go into ecstacies—and she gen-
erally came up to expectations—over a gift
of fine bed or table linen or an elaborate bed-
spread. Now, on the contrary, if a fashion-
able bride gets that sort of gift she says
nothing about it to her friends.

Unquestionably Americans now use finer,
costlier, more elaborate household linens than
they ever did before. Nevertheless, fashion
does not favor the giving of linen for wedding
presents.

"So provincial !" was the comment
of a New York bride the other day upon
receiving from a friend of her mother, who
lives in the country, a handsome damask
tablecloth, almost as fine and as lustrous as
satin.

It is by no means unusual for a twentieth
century bride to go to the altar without so
much as a single pillowcase or tablecloth in
her outfit. Like the kitchen pots and pans,
such things are necessaries which it is time
enough to consider when she sets up house-
keeping, which, by the way, the modern
bride is apt to fight shy of.

It has come to pass that

The Custom jewels before and above
of Giving everything else are show-

ered upon an up-to-date
bride, notwithstanding that not very many
years ago it was considered in ques-
tionable taste for any but close relatives to
give jewels under such circumstances. There

are New Yorkers who still speak reminis-
cently of the wedding of Boss Tweed's
daughter, which took place something like
thirty-five years ago, and was nicknamed the
diamond wedding, because of the magnificent
display of diamonds included among the
wedding presents. Almost every political
friend of the boss, who was then ill the hey-
day of his popularity, attended the wedding
and sent a diamond ornament to the bride,
with the result that the display of precious

stones was almost equal to that seen at the
wedding-present display of a smart bride
of to-day.

Then, however, the smartest New York
society shrugged its shoulders and mur-

mured " bad form," probably never real-
izing that in the year 1905 the more gorgeous,
costly and numerous the jewels given to a
bride the more elevated socially she would be

pretty apt to be, and that fashion would

decree that it was perfectly good form for

anyone invited to a wedding to bestow a

jeweled gift.

A New
Development

As yet no bride has been
heard to complain about a
duplication of necklaces and
tiaras, which is more than can

be said of one who gets sixteen silver cake
baskets—most of them marked, too—as
happened in one case not long ago. It was
probably in consideration of such almost
tragic happenings that fashion has recently
approved an unwritten law permitting brides-
to-be to let their intimate friends know what
presents they would like, and would-be

givers are allowed to sound the bride as to
her preference for certain presents.

In giving her approval to this plan,
fashion, it is hinted, has taken the cue from
the doings of royalty across the Atlantic.
When, for example, Princess Alice.was mar-

ried to Prince Alexander of Teck early last
spring, it was chronicled that some time
before the wedding Princess Alice made out,
or had made out, many lists of the presents
already received, and sent one to each of the

relatives and friends likely to remember her,

with the cool request not to duplicate any
article on the list.

In New York people have not gone quite

so far as that yet. But smart society has
got to this point : When Mrs. Jones wants

to give Mrs. Smith's daughter a handsome
wedding present she calls on her or her
mother and says :
" My dear, what would you like ? Shall

it be a silver vegetable dish, an antique vase,

a bracelet or a tiara ? " Mentioning, in short,

several articles which will give her listener an

an idea of how heavily she may plunge in

expressing her preference.
Should it be, as happened in connection

with one of the autumn weddings, that ethe

visitor failed to indicate about how much she

is willing to spend, of course it is out of the

question for the bride to take her up. Good

taste demands that she shall be equally vague

in her reply :
In the case in question the
would-be donor, a woman
of great wealth, called on
the bride whom she knew

only slightly, and insisted that the latter

should name a wedding present to her liking,

but gave her no cue as to the cost. Know-

ing that her caller was an old friend of her

fiance's family, and that she had no end of

money, the young woman had it almost on

her lips to say, " Oh, I would love to have

a small string of pearls or a pearl pendant,"

but prudence restrained her.
" I would rather let you choose for me,"

was all she said, and her caller left.
A few days later came the present. With

hope beating high, the bride unwrapped it,

to discover two silver salt cellars !
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Her Hint
Was Lost

" I made ten calls yesterday," remarked
a young girl who is to be married this month,
" and I took care to throw out as many hints
about what I should like for a wedding
present. I was so afraid every one of those
people would send me silver if I didn't."
" And why don't you care for silver ? "

she was asked.
" Because the family is bound to give

me a lot of silver, and I do dread having a
lot of duplicates of ladles and trays and
loving cups.
" Gold plate is the thing to give now,

or glass inlaid with gold, and so I hinted to
my friends. I am almost crazy about curious
and antique vases and things like that, which
cost a lot more, to be sure than silver,
but are worth it.

"The friends I gave the hint to can
afford to spend any amount of money, and
they are awfully generous, too ; but left to
themselves they would be sure to send silver.
" Ever so many of my friends have

asked me what I want. Yes, each gave me
an idea of how much she was willing to
spend or I couldn't have done it.
" An old friend of papa's asked whether

I would like a silver tea set or a diamond
bracelet or something in the jewelry line.
Just fancy comparing silver and diamonds !
Of course, I snapped at the bracelet without
hesitation.
" One's parents and uncles and brothers

are supposed to give a tea set and an outfit
of small silver, and after that what is the use
of more tea sets and spoons ? "

" Next to jewels the most
favored wedding present just
now with persons who have
plenty of money to spend is

cut glass," said a fashion authority the other
day. " By that I don't mean only the pure
white varieties, but those of many tints which
are inlaid and decorated until they are veri-
table works of art.
" For instance, a friend of mine bought

one dozen champagne glasses last week to
give for a wedding present, which cost Po
each. Now for the sum total one could get
a most imposing piece or pieces of silver, but
to my mind there is no comparison in the
beauty of the gifts.
" For my wedding gift to that same

lucky girl I have selected a set of finger
bowls of Venetian glass, which are simply
exquisite, and my sister is giving her claret
glasses. That particular bride is going to
housekeeping, and she is amibitious, I know,
to have an outfit of cut glass which will make
her friends stare, from the fact that she has
told many of her richest friends to give her
bowls and pitchers, glass decanters and so
on, of cut glass." New York Sun.

Cut Glass in
High Favor
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• In many new styles, in
cabinet and show case
assortments

Retails $1.50 to $30.00

_

New Double Fever Thermometer Case

Made and warranted by

AIKIN, LAMBERT 0 CO.
Nineteen Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Manufacturers and Exporters of

GOLD PENS, PENCILS, TOOTHPICKS AND
NOVELTIES

WEDDING INVITATIONS
A most profitable line for you
fo handle. Wrife for information
re9arclin9 sample sets.

FREUND SONS.
EN GRAVERS,PLATE PRINTERS AND EMBOSSERS

17'1,4176 STATE ST. CHICAGO.

COMMENCEMENT INVITATIONS 
The e' MODEL0   c.,
Fountain Pen

Y,11

THE MODEL OF PERFECTION. Retail Price, Sim to Pomo. Made of finest grade rubber mid fitted with
and returned same day received.
a 14 K. Gold Pen. No extra charge for special imprint. Every pen guaranteed. Write for samples incl prices. All makes repaired

HERING & CO., 1749 John Street, New York.

Special Line

of

Sterling Silver

PENCILS on EASTER CARDS

HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS, 85 SPRAGUE STREET,
NEW YORK OFFICE, 3 MAIDEN LANE

F. T. PEARCE & CO. makers of Gold Pens, Holders,
Pencils, Toothpicks, Cigar Piercers,

Fountain and Stylo=
graphic
PensPROVIDENCE, R. I.

JOHN HOAGLAND, Representative

The Duplex Standard Pen rills Itself
Cleans Itself

Looks the same, writes the same, costs the same as any good fountain pen of the common kind. No extra parts, no extra price for the up-to-date featun

SEE THAT
ahg`.-tVg"Illt JOINT AIN

ileasMe-,t• 

See the patent presser bars, moulded into the rubber.
WE KNOW this automatic filler will last. Long and careful tests have proved it, so we guarantee it for two years.BUT, no accident to this filler could render the Duplex Standard useless. If damaged, take off the filler and you have a regular fountain pen. The barrelalways ink-tight and can be filled with an ink-dropper till you get a new filler, which costs but 15c., or free any time in two years.

SEE THAT
automatic FILLERink,proof

DEALERS
Get our handsome new catalogue and trade discounts. Write
to-day. Standard Self-Filling Pen Co., 623 Spitzer
Bldg., Toledo, Ohio

TRAVELING SALESMEN
We have openings for a few good men in good territory.
Pocket samples itul liberal proposition. Send references to
Standard Self-Filling Pen Co., Dept. ',T." Toledo, Ohio
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1TH spring comes the necessity for a
change in stock in the stationery de-

partment to meet the requirements

01 buyers who want something different from

what they have been using during the winter.

There will be quieter colors and more subdued

effects in the higher grades of stationery this

spring than there were last. There will still be

bright colors, fancy packings and elegant

boxes, but the best grades, put up expressly for

the highest class of trade by the leading manu-

facturers will be subdued in tone, and will

partake more of rich tints. Of late years

there has been a strong tendency in this

direction due to the fact that the most culti-

vated buyers do not care for fancy boxes and

loud colors, but demand quality. in the

goods. In respose to this demand, manu-

facturers have brought out these richer and

more subdued colors.
- White will be, as it always

The Prevailing has been, the favorite color.
Colors White is always suitable, no

matter What the Occasion.

Elegant white stationery all things con-.

sidered, is the most desirable variety to have,

and the dealer who carries a selection of the

most popular sizes and shapes of heavy,

white paper and envelopes will have no

difficulty in disposing of his stock. For

years this has been true, -and no matter what

colors or combination of colors and shades

manufacturers may bring out, the best trade

will invariably ask for white and will be satis-

fied with no other, even though they may

buy the tinted goods in small quantities.

Next to white, the most popular color is

Probably a light cream tint. Not every

manufacturer is able to produce this tint,

but a number of the leading makers have

succeeded in doing so and in keeping it

uniform. After all, that is the test of

quality, the uniformity of color. Weight is

easily accomplished, but tint is a more diffi-

ult proposition. The few who have master-

ed the difficulty and can guarantee that tints

shall always be the same, practically control

the best trade of the country.
Some users do not just like the pure

white because, as they say, it is staring. and

glares in bright light, which is troublesome.

Accordingly they want a slight reduction of

the glare, and take cream instead. But

there is so much danger that the same shade

cannot be obtained twice in succession, that

many buyers refuse to take it.
After cream there are a

The minor number of delicate tints
Shades which are about equally

divided. A faint blue is

popular with some users, while a light shell

pink is also taken in considerable quantities.

One wouldn't care to say that any particular

tint or sort was more popular than another,

or will be the coming season, because all

have their adherents, and are more or less

wanted according to circumstances.

If, however, the dealer has a reasonably

well-assorted stock of white, cream and the

more delicate tints in blue and pink, he has

sufficient to satisfy the majority .of his trade

and probably would do no better if he ran

the whole gamut of color.

The assortment of colors and tints

affords favorable opportunity for display in

the show cases or the window. It has pre-

viously been pointed out in these columns

that the dealer who neglects his window or

his show cases, neglects the best means of

advertising at his disposal. It only requires

a little care in arrangement and a little plan-

ning to make the best possible disposition of

the goods. Anyone can do the the work,

and it only requires some work to secure the

best results.
Generally a

large 
gemanufacturers

sheets
 of  will

paperDisplay Facilities supply
which can be tied with

brilliantly colored ribbons, and so arranged

as to add materially to the beauty as well as

efficiency, of the display. What is wanted is

something that will arrest the attention and

cause passers to stop and examine the window.

If that is secured there need be no fear of

the window not selling goods. No technical

description of a window display need be

made here. Anyone who has the goods

of the required quality and color, will be

able to make a creditable display that should

sell goods rapidly.
Salesmen should be able to point out

the good qualities of the goods they are

handling. It isn't always easy to instruct

them in this direction, but usually one will

be found who is capable. He should be

selected to manage the department, and en-

couragement should be given him in making

attractive displays. Shelves are not nec-

essary for display, but some dealers are

so situated that they can use them to. ad-

vantage, and in all such cases it is, of course,

advisable that they be brought into requisi-

tion. Anything that will contribute to the

swift handling of stock should be utilized.
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As has been pointed out to

Much Stock the writer by a successful

manager of a large station-

ery department, it is well

not to have much stock in sight beyond that

actually used in the display, but there should

be no breaks in the stock as shown. Keep

the shelves full ; partial,vacancies give them

an irregular appearance. In this way it is

possible to create the impression of abundant

stocks arranged without crowding or dis-

order. In selling, emphasis should always

be placed on quality. The customers of the

average jeweler-stationer are people who

generally appreciate.quality. There is always

opportunity to educate possible customers,

and the dealer who does this regularly will

be able to constantly increase his trade.

Gradually the clientele, always the best, will

increase, until he will have all the most

desirable purchasers in his community

coming to him for stationery and similar

goods.
Thus it is style and uniqueness of tone

that in the main should be the aim of the

dealer. Crude or coarse effects, harsh colors

and gaudy get-ups are no longer in favor—

not even with the most unsophisticated

letter writers.

Not Advisable

Noiseless Paper Money

Art, literature and the drama, no less than the

Money changers, have an interest in the efforts of

the Government Bureau of Engraving to produce

bank and national notes and gold and silver certifi-

cates unstarched, noiseless and limp. Under the

system now in use it is said to take sixty days to

print a bank note. If the present experiments

result successfully, ninety-six hours will suffice to

prepare the finished product for the consumer's

hand and pocket.
But it will not be the. money for which genera-

tions of Americans have learned to look. The

paper will not be crisp. When the bills are crum-

pled in the hand they will crumple up modestly

and noiselessly. Even in the days of their infancy

'they will not give forth a sound as of a hickory fire,

as do the highly starched rectangular tokens of

value with which we are familiar. What will the

stage and the novelist do when the " crisp new

bill " is no longer available?

" He drew from his pocket a crisp new bank

note." The heroes of a thousand tales have had

their clothing lined with " crisp bank notes." The

returning prodigal, the hero of the melodrama,

arriving in the nick of time to save the old home-

stead from the just-about-to-triumph villain for

uncounted stage generations has bid the old place

in and paid for it in money that made a noise like

the explosion of hundreds of torpedoes. What

VI.ould be the effect upon the devourers of novels

of contemporary high life if the hero, the heroine,

the adventuress, her accomplice and all the other

characters dealt only in noiseless money Would

the galleries give a hand to the lover if his wealth

was silent and limp? " Money talks," and the

money that talks loudest is the money for the

stage and the pages of literature.

If noiseless paper money is produced, the next

step will be clinkless coin.
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THE BEST THING IN THE STORE IS A NATIONAL]

•

It Saves Money.
It Saves Time.

IT STOPS THE LITTLE LEAKS THAT
DRAIN YOUR PROFITS.

It enforces accuracy.
It prevents carelessness.
It removes temptation.

Fountain Pen Specialties.
Vest and Chatelaine Pockets.

4. 1-part chatelaine, green velvet, 50c.

1. 2-part leather, black, 20c.

2. 2-part leather, tan, 20c.

3. 1-part chatelaine, black. 30c.

IT PAYS FOR ITSELF.

Let us show you how a National will increase
your profits.

NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO.

Where Gas Is Not Available
No. 40-B Crucible Furnace for Kerosene

Price:

N

. 4o-13 Kerosene Furnace

ma v be used for
melting up to I()
tiunces, gold. The
burlier is constructed
upon the principle of
an atomizer, and is
.)perated by means °fa
Fletcher Foot Blower.
Starting with all cold,
a quantity of gold
may be melted iii
about seven minutes.

- $4-50

Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co.
Buffalo, N. Y., U.S.A.

Want catalogue" B-k of Gas, Gasol tie ()a, tind Kerosene Furnaces, Blowpipes, Burners, Soldering
Blocks, Fluxes, etc., etc.? To be had for the asking.

TWO
G006

80116ES
1088. Weigh 16 dwts. 10 K. Sizes 4 to 8. Pol., $12.00 ; Roman, $13.00 Dozen2087. " 22 •‘ " 5 to 8. " 16.50; " 17.50 "

Signets are again in vDgtie this year. We make a complete line of staple patterns at 75 centsper dwt., 10 K. Ife make hundreds of designs of ladies, and gents' Rings,
Brooches and Diamond langs. (Send for catalogue.)

Dilr We Are Pleased to Send Selection Packages to Responsible Dealers

S. Frackman, 51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
MANUFACTURINCi JEWELER

v, nt lug plcase tnentiou this paper

DAYTON, OHIO

48Sufte'C"

2

3

5. 2-part cnatelaine. tan. 4'

6. 1 -part brown velvAt. 20

7. 3-part leather, tan, 25c

5

6

Waterman's Ideal FountainTen

PEN FILLERS FILLED WITH FOUNTAIN PEN 
INK.

A 8UF-2 PROPI-ICY
[quip your store with our celebrated

Illuminated Show Cases

leirm a n's Ideal
1...t,nra,,, I, .. ,

INIK FILLER

L WAT onn #.4
VO”••■■1 V

tlllN Prrz, Patentee)

And you will have greater business success, because you will have "More Sales and
Quicker Sales."

Jewelry, silverware end other merchandise can be displayed more attractively andeffectively in our ca., than in any other show cases made. If you want quality, style,
individuality, finish and durability in your show cases, buy "Quick Sales." No otherease has these merits to such a marked degree.

The proof of "Quick Sales '' is in the using.
We want you to send for a set of illustrations, which contain suggestions of value.

Write us to-day,

DETROIT SHOW CASE COMPANY, Dept.
"SHOW CASE BUILDERS TO PROGRESSIVE MERCHANTS"

482 to 490 Fort St., West, Detroit, U.S.A.
,1,111 N PETz, l'res. Canadian Branch
II EitItEliT Al A LOTT, Secy. Windsor, Ont.

Desk Filler, complete,
25c.

Metal Traveler's

Filler, 50c.

'

terman's Ide4
fountain Pen
MK FILLER

MANUME1111110

EMATE M A N Cr

NUM YORK:ICY
gm. 1?-41110s u •

Wooden Traveler's
Filler, 25c.

Pompeian Copper Traveler's

Filler, $7 50

Elegant and Exclusive Patterns.

Sterling Silver Filigree

Desk Filler, $7 50



Awarded the Grand Prize at the St. Louis Exposition, whichwas the highest award at the disposal of the Board of International Jurors, andnever before has such recognition been extended to a pen. More than twentygold medals or highest awards received at expositions where exhibited.

A LINE OF BEAUTY AND SATISFACTION

Every Jeweler wants to carry

Waterman's Fountain Ten
because it is highest grade and widely

advertised as such ; therefore
the only pen for

Jewelers to

sell

14 kt God Filigree.

Rich

Exclusive

designs in gold

and silver mountings,

jewelled, on order, $100.00 to

$500.00. We also make on order 14 kt.
Gold Pens, mounted with Emblems of any

Society, Order or Club, appropriate for presenting
to Retiring Officers or Visiting Brothers of Superior Bodies.

BOSTON CHICAGO MONTREAL SAN FRANCISCO

The elite jeweler will find tleasure and satisfaction in selling Waterman'sIdeal Fountain Pen. When not entirely satisfactory to the purchasers as re-gards both the quality and grade of point, exchanges will be cheerfully madeby any dealer, or by corrAspondence with the manufacturers..Jewelers will be fully protected In serving their customers in accordancewith our guarantee. Correspondence solicited.
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The Minnesota Retail Jewelers'
Association

The first annual meeting of the Minnesota
Retail Jewelers' Association was held at Minneap-
olis, February r5th and r6th, at the parlors of the
Minneapolis Commercial Club.

The meeting was called to order by President
Reiner at 2.30 P.M., and was opened by the read-
ing and adoption of the minutes of last meeting,
followed by an address of welcome by the pres-
ident, in which he gave a general review of the
work of the association the past year, showing the
flattering results accomplished, the increase of
membership, roo per cent., being enthusiastically
received.

Eleven applications for membership were pre-
sented, and all of them having been favorably re-
ported by the membership committee, were elected
members.

After reading several communications, which
were acted on and placed on file, A. E. Barker,
of Minneapolis, presented the " Necessities of a
Stamp Act," in a very forcible manner, showing
careful thought and study on his part. While no
definite action was taken on the matter, there was
enough argument presented to show that Minnesota
jewelers were favorable to the adoption of a stand-
ard of quality.

On motion a committee on resolutions was
added to the standing committees and the follow-
ing were appointed as such committee : Messrs.
Barker, of Minneapolis ; Radabaugh of Hastings,
and Geist, of St. Paul.

Professor Greene, of the Minneapolis School
of Engraving, then gave a very interesting lecture
on " Engraving," which he illustrated on the
blackboard. A vote of thanks was extended
to him, and all the members acknowledged
the value of the lecture, agreeing that they had
learned more than enough to justify the trip in
this one lecture.

The report of the auditing committee was read
and adopted.

An amendment to the constitution, making the
time for the annual meeting read, " in February,"
in place of " The first Wednesday in February,"
was adopted, this being done to allow the board of
directors to set the time for the meeting when
reduced railroad rates could be obtained.

The meeting was then adjourned to 9 A.M.
next day, after an invitation had been extended
and accepted for the members to attend the Lyceum
Theater in a body.

The first business of the resumed convention was
the election of officers, which resulted as follows :
President, A. E. Paegel, Minneapolis ; vice-presi-
dent, Geo. H. Lang, Mankato ; secretary, Jay C.
I lerdliska, Princeton ; treasurer, F. W. Harper,
Renville ; member of the board of directors, Emil
Geist, St. Paul.

A committee was appointed on legislative mat-
ters, consisting of Messrs. Barker, Minneapolis,
and Geist and Gaskeel, St. Paul.

A special committee on membership for Minne-
apolis is composed of John E. Rentz and A. E.
Barker, and for St. Paul of Messrs. Gaskeel and
Geist. These committees were instructed to inter-
view each retailer in their respective cities and to
report at the next meeting with their applica-
tions. We predict a big increase of membership as
a result of this heart-to-heart-talk campaign.

The secretary's salary was raised from $25 to
$50 per month. A vote of thanks was given the
retiring officers for their good work, and President
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Paegel and Vice-President Lang announced their
intentions to do equally as well if not better during
their term of office.

Notes of the Convention

The good feeling and harmony displayed shows
that the objects of the association are being achieved.

Ex-President Reiner had considerable work to
prevent his re-election, both he and Vice-President
Radabaugh insisting on passing the favors around.

Secretary Herdliska was not so successful, as
his good work proved him just the right man, and
the association wanted another year of it.

The extreme cold weather and snow storms
interfered with trains running on time and thus
kept quite a few enthusiasts away from the meet-
ing. A few notables missing were : Messrs. Chal-
mers, Lake City ; Mahler, Le Sueur ; Williams,
Zumbrota, etc.

One-sixth of the jewelers in the State are mem-
bers in good standing, and applications continue to
come. President Paegel says the membership
must be doubled this year and wants every
jeweler not yet a member to send in his applica-
tion at once. The secretary will be pleased to fur-
nish application blanks.

The accompanying
portrait is a very good
likeness of A. E. Paegel,
the newly-elected presi-
dent of the Minnesota
State Retail Jewelers'
Association. Mr. Paegel
is a Minnesota boy by
birth,being born in Minne-
apolis, December 2, 187o,
and is a good represen-
tative of the new genera-
tion of retail jewelers.
He began work in the

jewelry line when but thirteen years of age with
A. Sanborn. & Co., Minneapolis, with whom he
spent ten years. When that firm dissolved and
retired, he purchased their fixtures and has since
been in business for himself. He is now the senior
partner in the Paegel Jewelry Manufacturing Co.,
22 Third Street South, which firm while making no
pretensions to being the largest in their city, is
enjoying a very nice trade. Mr. Paegel promises
to do his best to faithfully succeed the former
president of the association, and sees no reason
why the good work done shall not be continued
even more successfully. In his own words " You
have elected me president in an organization
already well started, and one needed badly by
every jeweler in the State, and if they will assist
me there certainly will be good results."

Those that braved the storm were : B. A.
Benson, Glenwood ; Geo. H. Lang, Mankato ; I.
M. Radabaugh, Hastings ; Lou E. Bryant, Belle
Plain ; Julius Anderson, Mora ; Ignatius Reiner,
Hutchinson ; Jay C. Herdliska, Princeton ; Lyman
W. Mowrey, Stillwater ; D. W. Smith, Pipestone ;
Wm. Plackner, Benson ; John C. Marx, Shakopee;
F. W. Harper, Renville ; A. E. Paegel, John E.
Rentz, A. E. Barker and W. F. Reinke, of Minne-
apolis ; Emil Geist and Thos. Gaskell, St. Paul,
and others whose names escaped your reporter.

It may not be out of place to add that Minne-
sota now deserves the distinction of leadership in
organization, both in the jewelry and optical lines.
A good portion of the membership is common to
both associations, but each in itself is a prosperous
organization. The achievements of the optical asso-
ciation are well known, and it is hoped the jewelers'
association will show results equally creditable.

A. E. Fuego'
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Coming of Age of Fountain Pen
On February 12th was appropriately celebrated

the coming of age of "Waterman's Ideal" fountain
pen, the widely-known product of L. E. Waterman
Co., of 173 Broadway, New York. It seems
altogether proper in this
industrial era to fittingly
recognize the coming of
age of so popular an article
of manufacture. Perhaps
in no way is the growth in
the popularity of the pen
more significantly shown
than in the development
of the Waterman business
from its obscure origin at
the back of a cigar store
to its present magnitude,
which demands the exclu-
sive use of the handsome six-story Waterman
Building, at Broadway and Cortlandt Street. In
addition, there is a separate factory for making the
rubber parts of the pens at Seymour, Conn., and
another for making the gold pens proper in New
York City.

This concern owes its existence to the initiative
and inventive genius of the late Lewis Edson
Waterman, whose portrait is here shown and
whose death was reported in these columns in
June, 19or. In this case " necessity " was indeed
" the mother of invention," for it was while an
insurance solicitor in the beginning of his career
that the need of a self-inking pen for instantaneous
use was forcibly brought home to Mr. Waterman.
How he solved the problem is entertainingly told
in The Pen Prophet, a neat little paper published
by the L. E. Waterman Co.

The number in which the anniversary is sig-
nalized contains a resume of the life-story of the
company's founder, besides much interesting in-
formation on its evolution and operations. This
little journal is handsomely illustrated and affords
striking evidence of the marvelous scope of the
commercial activities for which so comparatively
diminutive and umibtrusive an article as a fountain
pen may be responsible.

L. E. Waterman

Jamestown, N.Y., Jewelers' Association

The Jamestown, New York, Jewelers' Associa-
tion, which was organized on December 20, 1904,
met at the home of J. C. Mason, president of the
association, some weeks ago and accepted a report
of the committee on rules and by-laws. The code
of rules and by-laws was read to the meeting,
formally adopted and instructions given the secre-
tary to have them printed. Mrs. Mason, wife of
the president, served light refreshments at the
conclusion of the business. The secretary and
treasurer is R. W. Thayer, and the membership of
the organization includes practically every jewelry
firm in the city.

Bishop Coleman as a Clock Fancier
Bishop Coleman, the Episcopal bishop of Wil-

mington, Del., is said to have twenty-one clocks
in his residence, and in such order does he keep
them that every one of them strikes the hour at
the same time. Indeed, it is his boast that their
equal for correct timekeeping is not to be found
outside of a clock store. The repairs to the time-
pieces he always makes himself, and the study of
the mechanism of clocks is one of his principal
modes of relaxation from the cares of his see.
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THE EASTER LILY PATTERN
Made in all pieces of flatware

Some Leaders in
New England Watches
We have just received a stock of

new patterns and designs of New
England watches from the factory and
would be pleased to send you cata-
logues or goods, and have our sales-
man visit you.

Wm. Weidlich & Bro.
Southwestern Agents

for New England Watch Co.

614 Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo.

—_—_711, A variety of
\ oak show cases

free with
orders for
assortments of
$1 0.00 and
upwards.
Send for list nt
assortments
and catalogue.

.1 line gold-mounted pen given free to
advertise our agent with

each assortment.
Write for information or samples

The largest. and most complete line of Snit ,cnirSpoons made. Names, buildings or subjects.•t el led, at ruck die, enameled or hand-painted 0 ilt
Handles representing every State and t•ii■1 ilitod States • also Indians, animals, fruits, ti . 1I , it Inlay, Christ inns, fret erne], poets, Preside!,

legi.m, etc., etc.
' 

in various weights, sizes anti Inn 1,,6,11(1 for catalogue and prices.

WM. WEIDLICH & BRO., 614 Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo.

THE CAVOUR
15 ligne size. Lowest price
ladies' American watch,
made in Nickel, Steel, Silver
and Gold Filled,

THE ELF CHATELAINES
Smallest popular-priced .\ meri-
ca 111:1111', (;■,1,1
Kill. ■1 I I K. 1 1"1,1.

THE AMBASSADOR
New 12 size, thin model. 20-year Gold
Filled. $15.00 each. Keystone key.

THE FIREFLY
8 size O. F. Niekel. Pest boy's watch

21111d0.

$2.50each. Keystone key.

The Wright Fountain PenIT WRITE,S Ricu-nr A Ilig.-11=1,tracie pii ft)r the Jewelry trZICII.:

_
 -

Our Nu. 3u is tile bust 'i hie tie ott the market. $7.50 per doz. The pens ars 14 K. solid gold, and pointed with fine iridium
WRIGHT PEN CO., 614 Locu.st Street, St. Louis, Mo.

SOLDER and EUREMA
A Great Combination of Solder and Soldering Fluid

We have accepted the exclusive
agency for the sale of EUREMA Hard
Soldering Fluid, and will place same
on the market through the jobbing
and material houses.

We believe this to be the best hard
soldering fluid made, and have no hesi-
tancy in recommending it in connection
with our celebrated Gold Solder.

SALESROOMS: .

103 State Street
CHICAGO

51-53 Maiden Lane
NEW YORK

TRY F,UREMA AND SOLDER
WATCH RESULTS

F. I-1. Noble & Co.
59th and Wallace Streets CHICAGO, U.S.A.

Jewekrs' Supplies, Class Pins and Special EMBLEM
Goods and Badges

41111•1111111•111MMRIMIRRommm■NRI

N ES°
I: REG. rRADE. MARK

HARD SOLDERING
SOLUTION

Colder Gold, Oold Fiflo, silver,
Bram, Iron, Steel, Nickel, Alum-woo or Plated ArtIclee with-

out the did of Borax.
EMU will flow Gold Colder over

an Alcohol Flame.
Can nee 14 k. Colder on 8 k. geode.
£8 A PICKLE IT WILL RE'sTORE TO

ORIGINAL COLON

PRICE. $1.00 PER BOTTLE

roottor11211L,'. ','" 2011:11105114111111
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Annual Banquet of the Phila-
delphia Jewelers' Club

HE tenth annual banquet of the Philadel-
phia Jewelers' Club was held in Horticul-
tural Hall on the evening of February 22d,
and the highest praise which could be ac-

corded the function was that it surpassed in bril-
liancy and eclat all preceding ones. In fact, not a
few of the more experienced banqueters present
declared unqualifiedly that it was the grandest
affair of its kind they ever attended. The date of
its function, Washington's birthday, gave the cue
to the decorations of the hall, and the spirit of '76
hovered over the magnificent feast.

The guests, as they arrived, were welcomed
by a large reception committee, and in the human
melange which crowded the reception room many
new acquaintances were made and old friendships
renewed. When the assembled guests wended
their way to the banqueting hall a scene of great
splendor met their gaze, and all entered heartily
into the convivial spirit of the occasion. The feast
was a masterpiece of the art culinary, and the most
critical of the epicures present confessed to a full
realization of their ideal.

Among the guests at the speakers table were :
Postmaster-General Robert J. Wynne, Congress-
man Henry C. Loudenslager, of New Jersey;
Congressman E. L. Hamilton, of Michigan ; Hon.
William M. Brown, Lieutenant-Governor of Penn-
sylvania ; Edward T. Stotesbury, Mayor Weaver,
ex-Mayor Ashbridge, Ludwig Nissen, John 'W.
Keller, Frederick H. Larter, Rev. Llewellyn N.
Caley, ex-Mayor Charles F. Warwick, J. Hampton
Moore, Col. John L. Shepherd, Robert Grier.

At to o'clock, after justice had been done to
the physical portion of the entertainment, Presi-
dent Rutherford, of the club, who acted as toast-
master, opened the oratorical programme of the
evening by proposing the health of President
Roosevelt, which was drunk standing and amid
great enthusiasm, each guest waving a little
American flag presented for the occasion and the
orchestra playing "The Star-Spangled Banner."

The first speaker introduced by the toast-
master was Postmaster-General Wynne. He said
the President had commissioned him to present
his compliments to the Jewelers' Club and tell the
members that he would consider it an honor and
pleasure to be able to attend himself. [Loud
applause.] When he first took office the President
had assured him that he would have to take hard
knocks, but like the trained foot-ball man, he must
go after the ball and keep after it. He said the
members of the cabinet were not supposed to
make speeches without their being revised, and as
he had not had his speech revised, he could not
make more than a little talk. He made a humorous
reference to the reports of Mrs. Chadwick bringing
III jewels without paying duty upon them, but the
proper officials disclaimed that such was the case.

President Rutherford then gave a brief review
of the history of the club, and referred to the many
benefits that had already flowed from the associa-
tion of the members with one another.

The next speaker was Mayor Warwick, who
needed no introduction to the Jewelers' Club. He
was hailed with the chorus, " He's a Jolly Good
Fellow," and confined his remarks to a tribute to
the late Dr. C. N. Twing, "our old chaplain."
" As a priest," he said, " he was kindly, liberal and
tolerant ; as a man, truthful and sincere. May his
spirit and influence live with us, and may our hope
be that we may again meet him at another board.
Let us drink in silence a toast to his memory."
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The toast was drunk standing and in absolute
silence, that betokened the deepest respect.

The toastmaster then introduced Ludwig
Nissen. of New York. who said:

Mr. President, fellow members, friends and guests:

My presence on this platform should not be
Interpreted as a desire on the part of your banquet
committee to add to the entertainment of the occa-
sion, for I am here simply as a sort of horrible
example, illustrating from what lowly beginning
this club has managed, in a short space of time, to
swing itself upon the high pedestal of its present
fame. Ten years ago, or rather at its first annual
banquet, it was content to invite such humble and
unsophisticated fellow-craftsmen asmyself, because
I chanced to be the president of a kindred organi-
zation, as its guest of honor.

To-day it enjoys the proud privilege of being
able to draw upon the first rank of statesmen,
scholars and other high dignitaries to fill its guests'
table, who, in their turn, treat its members to solid
chunks of wisdom, which, as a rule, jewelers are
very much in need of.

When your chairman extended to me the flat-
tering invitation to fill a seat at.the guests' table, he
informed me that there would be no set toasts, but
that I might say a few words upon the progress of
the club. If he meant, as I believe he did, that
my remarks should go toward proving the advance
in the intellectual quality of your banquets, then it
is unnecessary for me to utter a word, for no one
will have the hardihood to accuse me of being any-
thing but a mere demonstrator of the general shal-
lowness of those who furnished the post-prandial
entertainment on the first occasion of this kind.

Then it was hinted that I might say something
about the beauties of American citizenship. It
was, of course, supposed that in the handling of
that subject I would unconsciously mark the deline-
ation between past and present, because I could
not be considered as knowing anything about it,
for the reason that I am only an American by
adoption from choice, while at least nine-tenths of
you here are such by compulsion from necessity—
a culmination of either happy or unhappy circum-
stances over which you yourselves had absolutely
no control.

To be an American is not predicated upon a
man's place of birth or ancestry, for that quality in
our citizen is determined by the inspiration of his
thought, the tenor of his speech and the character
of his deeds.

There has been no great crisis in our national
'life when foreign-born citizens have not been valu-
able factors in its settlement. And in the wonder-
ful evolution and upbuilding of this greatest of all
countries in agriculture, in manufacture, in trade,
in finance, in the arts and sciences and in the deter-
mination of our political economies, there have
been many instances when men of foreign birth
not only stood in the front rank with those of
native birth, but actually took the lead and domi-
nated the policies which brought the triumphant
results, and thereby added credit to American
ingenuity.

I make bold to claim that if there is any glory
due for sturdy, wholesome and patriotic Ameri-
canism, there should be a share of it for the volun-
teers along with the conscripts.

The great bulwark of the maintenance of
American liberties and the growth of American
interests and influence everywhere, lies in the
quality of our individual citizenship.

Push and be a man, instead of waiting for a
pull and be a hanger on, should be the slogan for
everyone enjoying that citizenship, whether by
right of birth or naturalization.

A man who proceeds upon the theory of the
negro who said: "I'm looking for work, but
praying to God I won't find it," will never add
much to our national reputation.

No government with us can be better than the
majority of our citizens desire it. And no country
can be really great unless it has a pure and whole-
some government.

Now, inasmuch as our country has within the
last decade become recognized as the most influ-
ential of world powers, it follows that our govern-
ment—our laws, our army and navy must have been
the prime factors in bringing about this wonderful
change. And it also follows that our individual
citizenship must have grown better in order to
have created such government.
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Occasionally we find this advancement in ethics
seriously attacked. Sometimes in the heat of cam-
paigns by men with no better motive than to gain
temporary political advantage ; and sometimes—
let us hope more often—by men who sincerely
differ in opinion from those who had a part in the
phases of this development.

These, while tacitly admitting that things are
well enough as they are, generally insist that the
inauguration of their policies would bring about
even greater improvement. It is impossible, how-
ever, to tell whether an untried policy would have
been good or bad, the people once having deter-
mined to let well enough alone.

But whatever the whirligig of time or politics
nosy have in store for us, whatever the character of
the attacks, from within or without, that may be
made upon our advanced positions in commerce,
in diplomacy and in the righteousness of our treat.
ment of suffering hnmanity, and by whatever men,
or parties, or nations such attacks may be made,
does anyone suppose that the enlightened American
people will ever allow any man or party of men, or
foreign influence, to take hold of the dial of their
country's history and turn back the hands of
progress?

No ! We will move onward and upward until
our individual citizenship becomes so idealistic, our
system of government so beneficent and enviable,
and our country so great and potent that all the
nations of the earth shall look up to it and acclaim:
" Thou art the arbiter of our destinies !"

But out of consideration for those who are to
come after me, and whom you want to hear much
more than you do me, I beg leave to strike out of
print my sentiments upon that subject, and digress
from the speech my wife had written for me, be-
cause I'm far enough away to disobey her orders
and content myself by giving expression to a few
thoughts occurring to me while sitting here.

We meet here in good fellowship once a year,
to prove that though we may be competitors every
other month of the year, we can forget the rivalries
of trade and for this occasion come together as one
big happy family. And it is the rivalry of the year
that accentuates the happiness of these gatherings,
because we jewelers know, above all men, that we
cannot have polish without friction. Another thing
that we demonstrate by these banquets, is our
realization of the fact that we need one another.
No matter what strength or greatness a man may
possess, he who tries to soar above his fellows will
never prosper any more than a tree can grow with-
out sun and soil.

We jewelers should adopt the motto of our
country, "E Pluribus Unum"—ln Unity there is
Strength. There are some things in which we
should stand firmly together ; first and foremost
among those is the maintenance of the standard of
the commodities we deal in. The honest jewelry
trade of the country should descend upon Congress
as one man and demand a national stamp law. It
should be made a criminal offence to manufacture
lead and stamp it sterling, and to make low-grade
gold goods and stamp them 18 K. Think about it
and get together ! In closing, let my say that I
hope this club will continue to prosper, so that it
may become the prime factor in engendering good
will and good fellowship among all the members
of our craft. We want all of us to live and die in
the spirit of the poet who wrote:

We come into the world naked and bare,
We go through the world with sorrow and care ;
We go out ol the world, God only knows where,
But if you're a thoroughbred here, you'll be a

thoroughbred there.

The next speaker was Mayor Weaver, who
commended President Roosevelt's advocacy of the

"square deal," and he in turn was followed by

Lieutenant-Governor Wm. M. Brown, who glorified

the privileges of American citizenship. Congress-

man Hamilton, of Michigan, followed with a patri-

otic address, and Hon. J. W. Keller, of New York,

contributed a flow of wit, while ex-Mayor Ashbridge

paid an eloquent tribute to the jewelry trade.

Much praise for the success of the function is

due to the dinner committee, which consisted of
J. Warner Hutchins, chairman ; William G. Earle,

John A. Lehman, William P. Sackett, William
Linker, Charles E. Berry, A. G. Lee, Frank Kind

and Joseph E. Cadwallader.
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The Millionaire and the Jewelry Clerk

A friend of the late Charles Lockhart, Standard

Oil magnate, • relating some of the deceased mil-
lionaire's eccentricities, told the following story :

Something happened to him in New York
which would make a plot for a Sunday-school

book, if the same plot hadn't happened so often in
Sunday-school books that it is getting trite.

There was a new silverware and jewelry estab-

lishment struggling along in New York. Not a
SIllall shop, you understand, but a big concern
which was not yet recognized as a leader in fash-
ionable trade. One very hot summer afternoon a

tall, sad and rather ill-dressed old man entered the

shop and said that he wanted to buy a wedding
present.

Now, it was a hot day, the clerks were tired and

irritated, and the stranger looked like a visitor from

the remote farming district with about $1.49 to spend.
He passed from counter to counter, pricing things.

The clerks were not at all cordial. At last,

down at the end of the silverware department, he
bumped into a young fellow, a new man in the

shop. This clerk was trying to make good. Also,

to do the situation justice, he hadn't been there
long enough to know the difference between a
promising customer and an unpromising one.

The old man went higher and higher in his
examination of silverware. He got to pricing full

sets of silver plate. After the young clerk had run
through the list, he said :
" Is that the best you've got?"
The young clerk remembered then that the

firm had begun the manufacture of a specially de-

signed, extra heavy set of plate for a rich New

York family. The order had been cancelled, but
some of the pieces had been finished for show.
He trotted out that set.

The old man figured out on the back of an
envelope every frill which could be added to a set
of silver plate, shoved his list at the clerk, and
asked how much it would cost. The clerk con-
sulted the manager, and answered that it would be
fifty thousand and some odd dollars and cents.

"All right, have it made for me," said the old
man.
" How much do you want to deposit?" asked

the clerk.
" Oh," said the customer, " I'll pay the whole

thing and get it off my mind." So he drew a
check for the amount.

The clerk didn't recognize the signature, he'd
never heard of Charles Lockhart, so he took it to
the manager and asked if the latter thought it was
good.
" Good for a thousand times fifty thousand,"

said the manager.
Lockhart came back to that store in the

Christmas season that year. The clerks knew him
that time, for the $50,000 purchase had become a
tradition of the store. He went past them all,
though, and asked for the clerk who had sold him
the silver plate. When he found his man, Lock-
hart bought $30,000 worth of Christmas presents.

This story ends the way it ought to end for the
Sunday-school library. The clerk with an $8o,000
a year customer on his string attracted the atten-
tion of the firm, and now he's a big man in the
silverware business.

Sounds like a chapter from " Thrift," by
Samuel Smiles, doesn't it?

ne Season's Success
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Close Buying and Close Selling
A manufacturer said recently : " I know, from

fifteen years' experience selling the retail dealers,
that not one in twenty is a good all-around buyer.
The majority are mighty poor advertisers ; do not
keep their stores attractive or up to date ; many
with dirty windows and mixed-up stock ; do not
know the merits of their wares, and if a catalogue-
house customer comes into their store, throw rucks
at him, until he gets his neighbors to club with
him and send away for goods "

It is a misfortune that many retailers -get in the
habit of dealing with one house, because that
house will carry them on long credit, with the
natural consequence that the jobber charges a
proportionate increase of profits to insure the ex-
traordinary risk in the credit line ; and the retailer,
in order to make even a living, • has to charge an
additional profit over this cost, and therefore he
is placed entirely out of the possibility of compet-
ing with the catalogue house, which in the
majority of cases buys for cash, sells for cash,
and obtains a turn-over many times quicker than
the retailer.

The one effective way to meet competition
successfully is to use the same weapons as your
competitors—buy shrewdly, secure the advantages
in terms that are always given to the cash pur-
chaser, pocket the cash discount as your first
profit ; then advertise vigorously and convince the
public that you can do as well by them as any
catalogue house, that not only will you meet all
competitors in prices, but that you are on the
ground ready to rectify any error and to exchange
the goods if unsatisfactory.

COMBS
BEST VALLES ON THE MARKEI:

FINEST

IMITATION

SHELL

WAIST SETS

mounted in latest designs,

ornamented and plain.

The saving is a pleasing
item in your purchases.
The designs will please
you and your customers.

SCOFIELD & DEWYNGAERT
11lakers Fine Gold and Silver Joa,i'lly

48-50 Walnut Street, NEWARK, N. J.NEW YORK OFFICE-9-ti Maiden Lane
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THERE IS GOOD MONEY
in your old gold and silver. You know it in your own heart. But how often do you realize thefull value?

Why not cut out all risks and ship your old metal, scraps and sweepings where you can dependupon honest, bulging value ? ‘Ve have built up one of the oldest and largest businesses in this countryjust on equitable and prompt returns. We have no intention of changing our methods.
Old Gold, 8 K., .
Old Gold, io K., .
Old (loid, 12 K., .

We pay for Old (lold, 14 K., .
( Old Gold, 18 K., .

Gold-Plated Scraps,
Old Silver (fluctuating)

32c. a dwt.
40c. "
48c. "
56c. "
72c. "
10 to 35c. an ounce
Very highest market price

Dollar for:dollar you have from us. We make returns on sweepings within three to fivedays. On receipt of shipment we will send you our check, subject to your approval of our offer—then, in case our offer is not up to yours—we will return consignment intact and pay chargesboth ways, you assume no risk—square deal all around.

THOMAS J. DEE & COMPANY
Refiners and Smelters

NEW GOODS ow' INVENTIONS
-
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New Roller Remover

Our illustration shows a new roller remover of interest to bench
orkers. In this device, which is made by the Detroit Watch Tool Co.,

!The dlc,tration d,seripiloo ..t• now goods god inventions gs lo.roontler Is a
If 1,1111,C feature of Tut.. K olold odject being to kgoi, Ow jeweler ant
eptieitin thoroughly posted 41.11 die Very lali.st and Ioo.t alable goods, and tile workman at
Ile. bench equally well posted on the newest inventions and improvements in tools and
applianees.]

An Improvement in Self-Filling Pens

One of the chief objections to self-filling pens has been their compli-
Gited construction, any accident to the automatic filler disabling the pen.
in the Duplex Standard, the newest model made by the Standard Self-
Filling Pen Co., of Toledo, Ohio, a marked improvement has been made.
The filler is the same as the one used in the regular Standard pen, the ir:-

67 & 66 Washington St., Chicago, Illinois

'movement being simply that the joint is more toward the center of the
holder and is of the combination slip-and-thread order. To use this as a
self-filler, all one has to do is to give the holder several turns, raise the
barrel and squeeze upon the stiffened sides of the filler, which causes the
collapse and vacuum. Upon placing the pen into the ink, the fluid is drawn
up into the filler. On the other hand, should it be necessary to use the old-
style dropper, one can simply pull off the improved filler and fill the barrel
with ink and screw it up, as is done with all pens of the dropper-filled style.

New Signet-Photo Rings

Glasses

are known to he the BEST
They are guaranteed to be strictly first quality glass without bubbles or scratches
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One of the latest
novelties in gold ring
stock is the signet-
photo. ring, shown in
this illustration. In
these rings the photo.
is done in a carbon
process on a crystal
set in a bezel on the
back of the seal. The

seal proper is not interfered with in any way thereby ; shows the monoeram
on its outside, opens on a tiny hinge and shows the photo. on its inside,
ibus fulfilling a dual purpose. The rings are made by Charles M. Levy,

9, William Street, New York. They are prettily embellished and are of a
kind that should appeal to popular sentiment.

The prices on
are not higher
much inferior 9,
sold by the
of the United
lows:

The only medal at the Chicago World's Fair forwatch glasses was awarded to the W B & C brand.

tko,

v-**

tog w B & C glasses
IV than other and

brands, and are
p4-1 leading jobbers

States as fol-

tienevas  
Mi-Concaves   

per gr, $.33.11
Mi=Concaves, Extra Thick  

r

Flat Parallels  
Lentilles  
Flat Concaves
Flat Concaves, Extra Thick  
Patent Oenevas  
Lunettes  

" 8.00
" 5.50
" 11.00
" 7.50
" 13.50

New Kerosene Furnace

In the accompanying illustration is shown an improved kerosene furnace,

a recent addition to the equipment of the jewelry workshop. This furnace,

which is made by the Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,

" 5.50 The only medal at the l'aris Expo.iftut of Woo b,r" 2.00 watch glasses was awarded to the W 13 & C hiund.Over 25 Silver and Gold Medals awarded to the W B & C Glasses at the Different Exhibitions of the World Since 1826Everybody knows that the W B & C glasses HAVE BEEN. ARE, AND WILL ALWAYS BE the leading brand of glasses in the market. Their finish, clearness, flexibility and correctness of size make

them so that the leading jobbers in the United 8tates will use no others at. any _price. Four-fifths of the case manufacturers are using them on account of their accuracy and perfect roundness. They

used to buy a cheaper grade of goods, but soon found out the wisdom of the old proverb, "The Best is tile Cheapest at the End."WATCHMAKERS!! If you wish to save time nod money and give good satisfaction to your customers (if you are not using them), try the W B & C and don't be deceived by bluffifils and humbug-
ging advertisements, showing, H. lot of tionsenieul figures. W B & C glasses are in existence over sixty years, and during that time a great many brands have sprung up ill one ay, and never

heard from afterwards. IT IS A GOOD AND RELIABLE GLASS YOU WANT, WHICH IS THE W B & C

becomes especially useful where gas is not available. It has a capacity to

melt up to ten ounces of gold. The burner is constructed on the principle

of an atomizer and is operated by means of a Fletcher foot blower. Start-

ing with all cold, a quantity of gold may be melted by this furnace in about

seven minutes.

A

516 Michigan Avenue, Detroit, Mich., there is a movable center spindle,
which is controlled by a lever. There is also a movable disk, which con-
trols the adjustment of the jaws. This tool is finely nickel plated, is said

to be simple of operation and thoroughly satisfactory in results.

New Easter Lockets
We show in the accompanying illustration a

sample of a new line of lockets in designs espe-
cially appropriate to the Easter season. These
lockets are made in rose gold, or green and rose
finish, by Wightman & Hough Co., Providence,
R. I. The decorative features of these lockets are
eminently seasonable, as evidenced by the sample
illustrated, with its radiant cross and wreath of
lilies. The customary demand for novelties at
Easter and spring would seem to be well antici-
pated in this line. The commercial aspect of Easter
continues to grow in importance each year, and
a line of appropriate novelties is one of the recognized stock essentials of
the season. The sale-making opportunity is such as justifies every jeweler
in investigating the new goods in this line.

Improvements in Eyeglass Mountings

The continuous improvement in eyeglass mountings is an interesting
feature of mechanical optics. Among the newest achievements in this line
are the " Sure Fit" mountings for spectacles and eyeglasses, shown in the
accompanying illustrations. These mountings are made by the Michigan

CLOUD
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GUARD

SPRING

Optical Co., Detroit, Mich. They fit lenses of every thickness and their

use permits of lenses being set in less time than is usually consumed in that
process. The straps fit the lenses exactly and likewise protect them, as

they prevent side or end motion. Another valuable improvement which is
found on the eyeglass frames and mountings made by this company is the
screw grip post, which is best explained by the illustration here shown.

An Automatic Safety Catch

We show in the accompanying illustrations a
new safety catch, which is automatic in action and
in the nature of a lock for the pin. The pin stem
engages readily and cannot come out until it is
released. The release is easily effected, a mere touch of the finger being

all that is necessary. The catch is made by Geo. H. Fuller & Son Co.,
Pawtucket, R. I., and in three grades, gold, sterling silver and German silver.

This improvement fills a want of the long-felt variety and has a pecuniary

interest for every jeweler. It appeals so strongly to the public that sales

should be sure and easy.



DIAMONDS We have always been known as a house
that gave special attention to Diamonds.We import them in the " Rough " and have superior facilities for doing our owncutting, all of which enables us to furnish the retail jewelers medium and bettergrade goods at prices positively the lowest.

DIAMON1) REPAIRS We give special attention to the
repairs of Diamonds. Estimatescheerfully given on recutting and repolishing. We are prepared to handle. anyspecial work in the cutting of odd and fancy shapes in diamonds or any preciousstones. Estimates given, and prompt and satisfactory results guaranteed.

STEIN & ELLBOGEN COMPANY
Diamond Cutters and Wholesale Jewelers

COLUMBUS MEMORIAL BUILDING, CHICAGO

Experience 30 Years Established 10 Years

F. W. H. SCHMIDT
Jobber in Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Findings, Jobbing Stones, Boxes, and Jewelryof Every Description. Most Complete Stock of Everything in these Lines.

BASIS ON WHICH MY BUSINESS IS FOUNDED:EXCELLENCE IN QUALITY—FIRST CLASS SERVICE—HONORABLE TREATMENT IN EVERY RESPECT

Correspondence Solicited and Orders Filled From Any Catalogue.
103 State Street - - CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

Fac-sinilie of School
and Graduation Pin

If interested in ENGRAVING, send for the latest 48-page catalogof " THE JEWELERS' SCHOOL OF ENGRAVI1VG." It is pronounced the most artisti,book which any trade school has ever issued, and considered a valuable addition to the libraryof the Jeweler, Watchmaker and Engraver.

The catalog is copyrighted by RICHARD 0. KANDLER, Proprietor and Chief Instructorof the school since its organization more than fifteen years ago. Call or address Suite 111 9Masonic Temple, CHICAGO.

REMOVAL NOTICE._,Aebrnoouvt is coiiipleted, this School will
May firstrfirsrt mororaes h a  soonds newartburailoiloingl

S. W. Cor. 'abash and IVIalimso-nq,uChiecage. e
HEYWORTH BUILDING,
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C. H. Johnson, of Marshall, Minn., wishes us
to state that the report of his selling out is erron-
eous. lie is still doing business at the old stand.

Culpepper & Dortch have closed out their
business at Hazel, Ky., and have re-established
themselves in Hayti, Mo., to which place all com-
munications intended for them should be addressed.

Geo. D. Kendall announces that he has pur-
chased the interest of James Hopkins in the busi-
ness of Kendall & Hopkins, 312 North Main
Street, Pueblo, Colo., and that he will immediately
install new fixtures in that store.

J. Jaffe has announced that the store hitherto
conducted by him at Bessemer, Ala., has been
consolidated with the establishment lately run by
M. Jaffe, at 1925 Second Avenue, Birmingham, and
that the unified concerns will be continued at the
last-named location, under the firm-name of Jaffe
Jewelry and Loan Co.

The firm of Parks Bros. & Rogers, Providence,
R. I., and New York City, has been dissolved by
mutual consent, George W. Parks retiring; having
sold his entire interest to his partners, William C.
Parks and Everett I. Rogers, business will be con-
ducted as heretofore under the firm-name of
Parks Bros. & Rogers.

The Minneapolis School of Engraving and
Watchmaking, Minneapolis, Minn., has moved
into their new building at Seventh Street and
Hennepin Avenue. The new quarters have a floor
space of 5200 square feet with such fixtures,
arrangement and lighting as are best adapted for
horological and engraving work.

Geo. H. Thoma, the popular jeweler, of Three
Rivers, Mich., started March 1st for a six-weeks'
trip to California. Mr. Thoma will be accompa-
nied by Mrs. Thoma. Mr. Thoma has been in
business twenty years and this is one of the first
trips he has taken in all that time. He has four
brothers, all in the jewelry business.

Heintz Bros., the well-known ring manufactur-
ers, of Buffalo, N. Y., have become established in
their new building at 86 and 88 Ellicott Street, in
that city. This is an imposing structure, capacious
in extent, substantially built, admirably lighted and
conveniently situated. This firm's facilities for
executing repairs and order-work are now double
what they have been heretofore.

A catalogue which affords striking evidence of
the marvelous susceptibility of cut glass articles
to rich pictorial displays, is that issued by the
H. C. Fry Glass Company, Rochester, Pa. Save
for a brief foreword on the second page, the cata-
logue is pictorial exclusively. The cuts show up
admirably on the heavy, enameled paper, empha-
sizing all the beautiful intricacy and artistic detail
of the various designs.

Sol. Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons, Philadel-
phia, Pa., had an exciting experience at the fire
which partly destroyed the Hotel Penn, in Read-
ing, Pa., on the morning of February 23d. Mr.
Sickles, who was one of the guests, succeeded in
saving himself and his sample case of diamonds
by throwing the case from the window, and climb-
ing down a ladder to the street, where he was
handed the case by the person who picked it up.
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The jewelry store of W. H. Watkins, El Reno,
Tex., was recently despoiled of ten watches, sev-
eral watch cases, a number of charms and some
other jewelry, valued in all at poo. The hardware
store in which the Watkins establishment is at
present located, was also robbed of goods amount-
ing to about $5o. The thief gained an entrance by
whittling out a panel of the door, and his scheme
was a success despite the time occupied and noise
involved.

Among the latest arrivals at the Philadelphia
College of Horology, Philadelphia, Pa., are : J. E.
Roys, Bloomsburg, Pa.; J. C. Powers, Westfield,
N. Y.; H. L. Kroner, Norristown, Pa.; G. W.
Wall, Phoenixville, Pa.; Clyde Jobe, Sagertown,
Pa.; L. G. Hazzard, Lewes, Del. The following
have left for their homes, having completed their
course : A. V. Harbray, Olena, Pa.; Roy Kuhn,
Mt. Pleasant, Pa.; J. M. Houston, of Mechanics-
burg, Pa.

" Laboratory Appliances" is the title of a
fifty-six page catalogue issued by the Buffalo
Dental Manufacturing Co., Buffalo, N. Y. It is
devoted to furnaces, forges, blowpipes, gas genera-
tors, foot and power-blowers, pumps, melting and
soldering apparatus, etc.; all of which devices,
together with respective appurtenances, are pro-
fusely illustrated and fully described. It is a use-
ful book for all interested in such goods, and a
complete index facilitates its referential value.

" The Wallace, a little magazine with a silver
lining," is the unique title of an interesting publi-
cation, whose reading matter contains sage advice,
pithy precept and bookkeeping instructions for
retail jewelers, and whose advertising pages ex-
ploit " 1835 R. Wallace " silver plate. It will be
published monthly, and the initial number bears
the date, February, 1905. It is very neatly printed
on substantial white paper, and its dimensions—
approximately 6 x 43 inches—make it especially
convenient both for the reading and for the
pocket.

The M. S. Benedict Mfg. Co., East Syracuse,
N. Y., in annual session recently elected the follow-
ing officers: President and treasurer, Harry L.
Benedict ; first vice-president, Edward H. Banker;
second vice-president, Fred. H. Stickle ; secretary,
Frederick T. Wallace ; directors, I larry L. Bene-
dict, Edward H. Banker, Thomas Dunn and Fred.
K. Stickle. The establishment hitherto operated
by this company at Ottawa, Ill., has been consoli-
dated with the main plant at East Syracuse, N. Y.;
to which latter place most of the Ottawa operatives
and their' families are to remove. A new factory
building is practically completed at East Syracuse,
and thither will also be brought the Ottawa equip-
ment, exclusive of the power plant.

Mrs. Henry C. Briggs, one of the oldest and
most highly-respected residents of Howell, Mich.,

died on February 3d, after a very brief illness.
The deceased lady, who was mother of Herman
G. Briggs, of the firm of Briggs & Dodd, jewelry
auctioneers,was born in Boston, February 16, 1819,
and came of good old New England stock. Her
father was Nathaniel Clapp, a graduate of Harvard
class of 1805, and one of the defenders of Boston
when it was threatened by the British during the
war of 1812. Her mother was Mary Gardener,
whose ancestors were among the early settlers of
Massachusetts. Mrs. Briggs did honor to her
ancestry in the excellence of her life. She was
noted for her nobility of character and goodness
of heart, and was loved and honored by all who
knew her.

Jessie Varnes who had been serving a prison
penalty for stealing a trunk of jewelry and jewelers'
findings valued at $7,5oo from Fred. Thoma, of
Thoma Bros., Cincinnati, and who, with three
other prisoners, sawed his way through the steel-
barred windows of the jail and escaped, was
captured on February 16th, at Beaver Falls, Pa.,
by Deputy Sheriff Rob. Harris, of Fremont, Ohio.
His capture came about in a somewhat peculiar
way. As the sheriff was about to desist from the
search and leave Beaver Falls, the fire-bell rang
and the sheriff went to the scene of the fire.
Varnes, evidently a victim of his own curiosity,
was also there, and, coming upon him unawares,
the sheriff got him .securely in the toils. Sheriff
Snedersky, of Fremont, subsequently left for
Beaver Falls to assist in bringing back the prisoner.
The only thing which the firm of Thoma Bros.
have so far recovered is the trunk.

L. Krower, or Kruver, alias Kruger, was
placed on trial in the United States Circuit Court,
New Orleans, La., recently, and found guilty of
having endeavored to fraudulently obtain a large
quantity of diamonds through the mails by using
the name of Leonard Krower, the well-known
wholesale jeweler, of New Orleans. It was from
New York City concerns that the culprit sought to
obtain the goods and, as has already been reported
in THE KEYSTONE, the real Mr. Krower happened
to be in the metropolis when one of the fraudulent
missives was received ; he thus discovered the
scheme in time to nip it in the bud. A number of
witnesses from California and Arizona testified at
the trial as to the prisoner's operations in these
parts. When the verdict of guilty was pronounced
the culprit wept bitterly, fell into a state of collapse
and was removed to the parish prison. " I have
nothing to say, I am so sick. Oh, I wish I could
die. It is all over with me, and I do not care what
happens to me now." This was his only statement.

Moseley has been making lathes for a good
long time, and the thoroughly reliable Moseley
lathes for moderate money are the result of his
painstaking efforts. —Adv.

Extemporizing a Cipher
When Wall Street first caught the fever for

" industrial combinations" and began the re-
organization of everything in sight, says the Brook-
lyn Eagle, one of the votaries of high finance
found himself in Chicago in extreme need of com-
municating with his New York office.

He had almost completed an arrangement for
the consolidation of several Western enterprises,
but in order to get the final authority he needed
from New York, he must explain all he had done
by wire to his partners.

There was no time to write. He had no cipher
code. For a long time he tried to think out some
way to send the information so that it would be
plain to his partners and meaningless to any one
else. His secret was a valuable one, and once
sent over the wire might be sold out to his rivals
in Wall Street for a large sum.

At last he decided to take the chances in plain
English. Accordingly Ile wrote the message and
gave it to his assistant to send.

Half an hour later, when the assistant came
back, he asked him if he had sent it.
" Not just that %'ay,'' said the clerk. " I re-

wrote it, the first word on a Postal blank,the second
on a Western Union, and so on. I sent half by each
company, and neither half meant anything. Then
I sent a second message by one line, saying, ' Read
both messages together, alternating words.' "
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State your wants

Estimates
cheerfully
furnished

One of the Many Jewelry Stores Designed and Furnished by us

ALEXANDER H. REVELL & Manufacturers
Rees, Dayton, Eastman Sts. and Hawthorne Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

THE ETERNAL QUESTION
of every Retailer is,
What make of Gold Filled Chains will really wear best?

THE PROVIDENCE STOCK CO.'S

The season of 1905 has, so far, been very un-
propitious for the man on the road, from the
atmospherical point of view. Railroad arrange-
ments have often been demoralized, the traveler's
progress impeded and his calculations upset in
consequence. This has been all the more exas-
perating by reason of the vigorous condition of
business in general and the happily increasing de-
mand for nearly all lines. For weeks, past, how-
ever, a welcome change has come, and the zeal of
the redoubtable fraternity is all the more active
now that the temporary check has been removed.

W. J. Kendall is a new man on the traveling
force of the John Holland Gold Pen Company,
Cincinnati. Mr. Kendall was traveling for the
Hoffman Jewelry Company, of Columbus, Ohio,
last year. He will cover Southern and Western
territory in his new position.

Julius Newman, the well-known member of
the traveling staff of the L. Bauman Jewelry Co.,
St. Louis, left headquarters the early part of Feb-
ruary for an extended trip over his territory.

F. B. Weidlich, of the traveling force of Wil-
liam Weidlich & Bro., of St. Louis, left head-
quarters the early part of February for a two-
months' trip through the South.

Ed. Hoffman, with H. F. Hahn & Company,
Chicago, is in better health than lie was at this time
a year ago, which will be pleasant news to his many
friends over the Western country.

W. F. Parker, who during the past five years
acted as one of the missionary force of The Key-
stone Watch Case Co., has accepted a position as

traveling represen-
tative for W. T.
Thompson, watch
jobber, of 9-11-13
Maiden Lane,
New York. Mr.
Parker is well
known to and de-
servedly popular
with a large sec-
tion of the trade,
especially in the
East. He posses-
ses to an unusual
degree the qualifi-
cations of the ideal

salesman—an amiable personality, a sincerity that
inspires confidence and a fidelity that knows no
distinction of patron and employer. In his new
capacity Ile is assured of a hearty welcome by his
host of friends in the trade.

Steve King, Western man for C. H. Knights
& Company, is one of the hard-working and suc-
cessful salesman of the profession, and like all men
of his class is successful.

Ellsworth Bauman is a new man on the travel-
ing staff of the I.. Bauman Jewelry Company,
tit. Louis. He will travel in the North Missouri

Our designs in Gold Filled Fobs, Lorgnette and Vest Chains are second to none, and our Gold Filledgoods mean the whole chain 140 GOLD FILLED when delivered to you.Every chain is guaranteed and will assay full weight as represented by

No. 622

Our Marguerite Bracelets,
acknowledged by all as the only
practical, adjustable bracelet on
the market, are made in Gold
Filled, Sterling Silver and To K.
Gold, and are found in the show
cases and in the show windows
of every progressive jeweler. No. 633

Order all goods through your jobber. Cuts f(w advertising purposes furnished on request.We make no claims that we cannot prove.

11 John Street, New York
Salesrooms 131 Wabash Avenue, Chicago

112 Kearny Street, San Francisco 100 Stewart Street, PROVIDENCE, R. I.

- .
IV. F. Parker

and Kansas territory, and is already out on his
maiden trip.

S. E. Friede is again in charge of the line of the
Quaker City Cut Glass Company, Philadelphia, in
the South and Southwest territory, and is now out
on an extended trip sending in good business.

James McMenamin, formerly in the Southwest
territory for W. E. Cannon & Company, Kansas
City, is now covering his old territory for the M. S.
Fleishman Company, of Chicago.

The accompanying likeness is that of Burton
Chapman, traveling missionary for the Elgin
National Watch Company in the great Southwest
country embracing the States of Missouri, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas,
Texas and also in Illi-
nois, Ohio, Indiana,
Kentucky and Iowa
territory, where he is
a familiar figure
among the trade. Mr.
Chapman first became
identified w i t Ii the
watchmaking busi-
ness with the old
Rockford Watch Com-
pany, of Rockford,
Ill., in 1889, serving four years at the benchiat this
factory. He afterwards worked in other watch
factories, finally going to Elgin to fill a position in
the motion department of that factory, being em-
ployed there as inspector. In 1903, Mr. Chapman
was selected for the missionary force of the Elgin
Company, which position he holds to-day. Mr.
Chapman is bright, energetic, always good natured,
but always alert for the interests of his company,
and is making a good record for himself.

Burton Chapman

A Promising Applicant

The following from the Canadian Grocer is an
extract from a letter received by a Montreal firm
from one of its country customers applying for a
situation as traveler :

Deaf People,
I wish to ask By This Note If their woulD be

an Opening In Your Firm To get on the Road by
Spring off 1903.
I Feal I aught to be able to do some thing In
the Business By this time, as I Have
been In the  Business For Over Twelve
years doing Business For myself, and as it never
suited my Health very well and apparently Longer,
the Worse. I Have now Desided to do some
thing Else that I may get More ready Sirculation,
as I think I would Like traveling very well.
Married, One of a Family. You may Remember
of Me, as I was In your Place two years ago.

If convenient you would oblige By Letting
Me know If there would Be any chance.

I can give you Refference.
Yours truly,

His Own Invention

A book agent recently obtained admission to
the office of Thomas Edison, and assailed him
with such an aggregation of arguments in favor of
the publication which she represented that the
famous inventor hurriedly subscribed. After a
gradual restoration of his energies, Mr. Edison
asked:
" How did you ever succeed in mastering such

a long and convincing speech as that?"
" Oh, our speeches are taught us at the home

office," responded the lady, sweetly, " by means
of the phonograph."
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First Jewelry Store

It is said that the first jcwelry store was started
in the city of Chang On about 3000 years ago.
The Celestial Vanderbilts and Astors of that period
knew nothing of the fascination of diamonds, be-
cause diamonds were not in vogue at that B. C.
period.

Pearls and jade and coral and other unpolished
mineral substances had to content them, and as if
to make good the glitter of rivieres and tiaras, the
princesses of Chang On employed artisans to
fashion for them the most wonderful gold and
silver ornaments, which in themselves were far
more costly than diamonds.

The Potter's Clay

With all the triumphs of human ingenuity,
pottery has not advanced a step in the perfection
of its handiwork since wheels were first turned in
the streets of Teheran. Steam and electricity may
do their best to tempt the clay to a new plasticity,
but all the finest work still comes from the old
wheel. The potter can shape his wet clay to the
best advantage when the hand controls the machine
—a hand responsive to the busy mind. A writer
in the London Mail tells how he saw a potter coax-
ing, persuading his clay into shape :

The wheel was whirling in a zinc pan. It
was a thing like a small grindstone revolving
horizontally, the same sort of wheel that hummed
in Babylon and Nineveh before the Bible was
written. A foot-crank and pedal held it in control,
and near by stood a woman, weighing gray-green
clay into balls, and ranging them where the potter
could reach them easily.

The man straddled his stool and stretched his
foot to the pedal. He had reflective eyes, peace-
ful beneath his spectacles, and there was about
him an air of confident purpose. He took the stuff
between his fingers, tried it with a trained thumb,
glanced at the hub of the wheel, and threw the
ball of clay. It stuck and whirled, and with his
fingers he drew it to a cone.

It rose under his touch like a living thing,
compelled. His cupped hands rose over its crown,
and the cone was a beehive ; a thumb compelled
it, and it was a basin. A forefinger touched it,
and it grew taller, narrowing nervously; and pres-
ently the petal of its lip was poised on a slender
neck. Down slid the thumb, and the clumsy
thickness of the base dwindled while the structure
grew. A touch here, a little guidance there, and
the clay was lifted from the wheel, a lordly flagon.

There are six thousand potters in England
working in this primitive and wonderful way.
Here in this district of seven miles, called the Pot-
teries, are kilns and smoke and desolation, with
shapes of beauty rising all the time from the turn-
ing wheel. All grades of workmen are busy here.
There is the journeyman " thrower " who is per-
Imps turning out cups. They come from the wheel
like bullets from a machine gun. He can read a
paper while he makes them. His hand moves
over and under, tightens here and " eases " there,
until the marvel is accomplished. Then, between
perhaps the hundredth dozen and the next, he be-
comes an artist, and turns his clay to the shape of
his fancy. It may be that he makes a vase, a bowl
or a chalice. Then, having for the moment given
rein to his fancy, he returns to his cups. Such
scope is there in this kingdom of wet clay that the
artisan may at any moment become the artist.

Wedgwood every one knows. His name is a
classic. But there are men working to-day who
have as good a chance of fame. At the Doulton
potteries those who are supreme in their art sign
their work. Each piece carries a cypher denoting
the author, but only those can read it who are
skilled in the tangled ways of pottery.

Some names have never been heard of in the
outer world. Who, even among well-equipped
and intelligent people, has heard of Grayler?
Hardly any one, except those who have tried to
buy his work. The potters have their kingdom to
themselves.
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"AN IMITATION MUST BE
VERY GOOD, OR IT IS

NO IMITATION"
Our imitations are so good and accurate that a

most rigid inspection is necessary to distinguish them
from the genuine. They have the same character of
distinct individuality as the high-priced platinum-set
diamond goods.

Each piece is made with the same touch of ex-
cellence as the genuine. They are worn without fear
of detection, and appeal to the most fastidious and
scrutinizing person.

The mountings are Sterling Silver and finished
in 14 K. gold.

Write for Illustrations and Prices

FISHEL, NESSLER & COMPANY
Silversmiths and Jewelers

Office and %Vorks 
Salesrooms

7o=85 Crosby Street NEW YORK 556 Broadway'
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The Ruby MRnea
©f BUTIMM

A City Built on Rubies - The Mining Town of Mogok Mining

Methods, Primitive and Otherwise—Beieweled Natives

The proud place which the ruby holds in the list of gems and
the high price of the stones, make this beautiful jewel especially
interesting to the jeweler. It has also gained much publicity in late
years from the persistent efforts to imitate it. Our readers will con-
sequently be entertained and amused by the following account of
the home of the rubies and the methods of mining them, published
in a recent issue of the Book/overs' Magazine:

Far away in a remote corner .of the earth is a
town of mushroom growth, called Mogok, built
on a table-land about 7000 feet above the level of
the sea, in a northern Shan State of Burma. It

has but one industry, the recovery of rubies from mud and sand.
You may be ever so hungry or thirsty, the first things offered or
mentioned to you are rubies. No matter what business may have
brought you to Mogok, the natives all assume you are there for
rubies—rubies, nothing but rubies. Poor, muddy little bits of red
glassy-looking stone they appear. Yet men have left home and
comforts, wife and family, and wandered through forest and moun-

tain, suffering untold hardships in search of them. Crimes of the
deepest and cruelest nature have been perpetrated to obtain them.

Mogok lies slightly to the northeast of Mandalay, from which it

is distant about fifty miles as the crow flies ; but it takes three

days to make the journey, and two nights must be spent at rest-

houses along the way.

Mogok, the
Ruby City

THOROUGH AND PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION IN ALL CLASSES OF ENGRAVING
AS USED IN THE JEWELRY TRADE

Instruction is under the direct supervision of Mg. A. J. CLOW, theproprietor, who is in attendance at all times. Would it not be wise, beforedeciding on a school, to send for our illustrated booklet, giving particulars?It might be to your best interests. Our tuition rates : First month, $25.00 ;second month, $20.00 ; third month, $15.00. When tuition is paid for threemonths in advance, a discount of Jo% will be allowed. Corresfiondence solicited.

ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF ENGRAVING

A. J. CLOW, Prop.

Western Methodist Book Concern Building
57 Washington Street, Suite 1020, CHICAGO,

P. C. HALL'S

WATCH MATERIAL
CABINET

Patented
Top drawer for mainsprings. Will con-

tain twenty-eight dozen springs.

Forty=eight Bottles
Forty=eight Trays

Divided into 183 spaces. Three bottles
for balance stank and balance jewels.
Cork is glued to tray. When drawer is
open every piece of material is visible.

Price, $12.00

Trays in bottles for balance staffs and balance jewels are dividedinto fifteen spaces each.
Trays in nine bottles divided into six spaces each.
Trays in twelve bottles divided into three spaces each.
Trays in twenty-four bottles divided into two spaces each.Bottles about four and one-half inches long and three-fourthcinches inside.

Mainspring Drawer
Is divided into four compartments ; each compartment intoseven spaces ; each space will hold one dozen springs.

The Cabinet
Assembles material in convenient and compact form. It has in)rival. If Acme was stamped on every tray and blown in every bottleit would take the words Eureka and Excel to further describe it.

Jobbing houses send for Prices and Electrotypes

P. C.HALL & CO., Saybrook, III.
eTEREOCIRAPH COPYRIGHT, 1904, IT UNDERWOOD & UNDERWOOD

WASHING-PLANT OF Tnic BURMA RUBY MININO COMPANY 
NEW YORK

The ruby-mud is placed in large circular tubs where the centrifugal force of the comb-like separators 
releases

the gems from the earth and refuse that cling to them

MIMEOGRAPH COPYRIGHT 1954, BY UNDERWOOD 4. uN .RWOOD

A RUBY MARKET 
NEW YORK

This is a ruby market every day, and once a week a public auction
is held. hundreds of precious stones change hands daily

Fair promise of gain will tempt men to go any-
where in search of it. Some go to burning South Africa
for diamonds. and others to frozen Alaska for gold.
Even so, men go to Burma for rubies. For the ruby
ranks next to the diamond among precious stones, and
holds a premiership all its own among the colored gems
with which men and women love to bedeck themselves.
It is not strange, therefore, that many should search for
a stone that is a brother to the amethyst, the sapphire
and the topaz, and which not infrequently outranks the
diamond in value ; being, in fact, the gem of gems of
the East. A flawless five-carat ruby will bring twice as
much as a diamond of equal weight, while a ten-carat
ruby will bring three times as much, and cannot be
bought for much less than five thousand dollars.

Arriving at Mogok before sunset
on the third day, we felt well repaid

Strange Location for the hardships and adventures we
had encountered. The situation of

the town is most beautiful, cradled in an amphitheater

of lovely hills. With bungalows and temples dotted

here and there on the surrounding slopes, and the

vegetation abundant mid luxurious, the whole made

quite a fairy scene, to which no camera-picture could

do proper justice. Perhaps the best is obtained from a

position looking right across the town toward the south-

west. From the formation of the plateau it is evident

that at a comparatively recent date it was all submerged.

At the present time it is well drained, and what was once

a wide river-bed is now the town-site. The river has

been diverted and its waters are carried off by means of

a deep canal.

It is undoubtedly true that the whole town is built

upon rubies. The precious earth which forms this

foundation is of a crystalline limestone formation, con-

taining numerous veins of gem-bearing gravel. Passing

right into the town we come upon open spaces where

the natives are busy with ancient lifts and instruments,

fetching up earth from the ruby strata. They present an

(Continued on page 471)

Quaint Town in



To THE RETAIL JEWELERS
Have you seen the new CHRONOGRAPH WATCH
manufactured by the NEW YORK STANDARD
WATCH CO., which is now in the market? If not,
ask your jobber to show it to you. Here are some of
the reasons

Because—It is of AMERICAN manufacture, and though very simple
in construction, the Chronograph attachment is mechanically
PERFECT and ACCURATE.

Because—Its very Simplicity insures its Durability.

Because—Every part is INTERCHANGEABLE, and can he dupli-
cated at once, at a nominal cost.

Because—It will compare Favorably in the Accuracy of its Chronograph
part, with the most expensive imported watch.

Because—These Chronograph Watches are cased only by the leading
manufacturers, with a guarantee that is a Guarantee.

Because—With all its advantages over the imported watch, it is by far
the CHEAPEST in the market.
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The Ruby Minen Buir.M.81
(Continued from page 460) •

odd appearance, stooping and squatting in various attitudes, each miner
almost hidden from view by an enormous woven straw-hat of conical
shape, that puts the most voluminous Panama hat quite into the shade.
Indeed, the hat is useful not only as a sun-shade, but can be used with
advantage as a receptacle in which may be carried the owner's belongings,
or the results of his activity or luck, as the case may be, at the close of
the day's work.

The Native

Old petroleum-tins, bags and baskets, and a few bamboo
poles make up the plant for a native ruby mine. When

Mining Plant the ruby-bearing soil is recovered, it is taken to a place
for washing, dignified by the name of mill. A great

deal of ingenuity is here displayed, and the economical use of water is
worthy of note, the situa-
tion chosen enabling the
miners to use the same
water over and over
again. By the same
method of lifts as used
at the mine, the water is
thrown back and rushes
down again into the
washing-pit. In some
cases the water is con-
veyed for miles through
pipes made of hollow
bamboos. The washing-
mill consists of a round
hole in which the ruby-
mud is placed ; and
when the water rushes
in men stir the mixture
up, until only clean sand
and stones are left. This
residuum is distributed
to another set of work-
ers, who sort out the
precious stones.

The Burma Ruby
Mining Company as a
monopoly under lease
from the Indian gov-
ernment, with a clause
to the effect that it
must grant licenses to
all natives who wish to
mine for rubies. Con-
sequently, there are rich
natives who employ the
above - mentioned an-
cient methods of min-
ing at the present day,
working side by side
with the great European company. This company employs a force of
about thirty Europeans, from whom no one need fear a hostile reception.

The mills separate the large stones from the mud ; and by an inge-
nious mechanical device most of the light and small stones are still further
separated, leaving the rubies, garnets, sapphires and heavy stones to be
discharged into a special room where only Europeans are employed, and
where all the large rubies are sorted out and kept under lock and key.
The material is then passed on to another room, where natives sort it over,
picking out all stones considered of value.

After all this is done the residue is sold to contractors to be dis-
tributed and re-sorted for the purpose of securing the rubies, garnets, and
other valuable stones missed by the previous sorters. There is usually
an enormous amount of refuse all round the mills—of which there are
several. Among this refuse can be found small rubies, chiefly those sold
for watchmaking purposes, which bring about two shillings per hundred.
Consequently, hundreds of natives can be seen daily searching among the
refuse to find these tiny stones.

To the south of Mogok is a fertile valley and river-bed. It is a most
picturesque place. The distant mountains, the wooded hills, the culti-
vated fields and the river below, the swarms of ruby-hunters dressed in

all the colors of the rainbow, making a charming scene. But what struck
us most was the amount of honor and honesty displayed by these natives.
They would collect their several heaps of sand from the rivulet, and
would leave their tins of collected stones with their umbrellas and hats
all unguarded ; and no one would touch them or intrude into another's
territory. You may go down among them, pick up their tins and examine
the contents without a remonstrance or a word of any kind from the owner.
He would probably offer to sell you the contents, but that would be all.
There is apparently no lack of demand for rubies ; and so, week in. and
week out, thousands are seeking for these small red stones. And from
what one would see all around, it must be a profitable occupation. Once
every week the rubies are sold at auction, when nearly every nationality
is represented ; and the demand is always greater than the supply. There
is also a ruby market every day, when hundreds of these stones change
hands. The market seems quite a primitive affair. The rubies are spread
out on brass trays and minutely examined. Previous to the British occu-

pation of Burma the king
claimed all stones over

STEREOGRAPH COPYRIGHT, 1904, SY UNDERWONCLAYOURHKOIERW000

A RUBY KINO AN It II 1$ M IN

RUM suicide is not t be rule in B11111111. The natives shown in the picture are the family of a " Ruby King," and every
one of the Inembers is decked with chains of rubies. The young lady with the parasol wears $100,000 worth of gems

a certain size, and, of
C ourse, none of the
proper size were to be
found. If they were
found by natives, they
were broken up into
regulation size ; if by
Europeans, they were
kept secret. And so,
although King Thebaw
had agents at the mines,
he had to reduce his
regulation size or get
none.

The value of the
ruby is not apparent
until one has visited the
cutting works. There
are no large cutting
factories. All the work
is done in little shanties
quite open to the street.
Here could be seen men
busy with these dirty
little bits of stone. Not
a finished stone could be
seen anywhere. When
we asked to see some,
one of the men untied
from his waist-cloth a
bag and emptied its con-
tents before us. Rubies,
moonstones, sapphires,
garnets and cats-eyes
rolled out all in a mass,
for which he asked quite
a little fortune. They
were brilliant beyond

description. Though the method of facing was crude, the result was truly
marvelous. We were introduced to a very rich native miner, called the
" Ruby King," and took a photograph of him and his family. One of his
daughters was wearing about one hundred thousand dollars' worth of
jewels at the time.

The custom of wearing jewels prevails among almost all classes of
natives. If a man becomes rich he must build a pagoda, temple or
monastery ; and a large number of these are now being built at Mogok,
showing the wealth to be obtained from rubies. On every hill—north, east,
south and west—are pagodas. The building of these is supposed to bring
the greatest good-luck to the pious builder.

It is said that a king would be ruling at Mandalay to-day if it had not
been for rubies ; and Mogok would still have been an obscure village with
a few score inhabitants had there been no rubies in the vicinity, whereas
now there are about forty thousand people of " every color and hue."
Mogok is so far removed from the ordinary tourist's track that few venture
there who are not on business bent, owing to the difficulty of transit in
Burma. Between Thabeikyng and Mogok there are three or four rest-
houses ; but no provisions can be obtained at any place on the way, and a
stock of tinned food is advisable. The road is fairly good, but very dusty.
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"The Yellow Blessing"

BY JOHN TWEEZER

To my desk, month after month, comes
a magazine from Tokio, Japan, which furnishes
me a continuous surprise, revelation and
enlightenment as to the scope of the marvel-
ous Japanese intellect. This magazine is of
the size of Harper's or The Centuu, is
plentifully illustrated, and its contents chal-
lenge comparison with the best that Western
civilization has produced in vital literary
values. It is especially strong in its presen-
tation of economic, political and philosophical
questions, and in these respects can be fairly
compared with The Forum or the North
American Review without disadvantage to
the Japanese monthly. About one-sixth of
the magazine is printed in English, five-
sixths in Japanese. It has too, 000 subscribers.

Of the many interesting editorials and
communications which tempt the reprinting
on this page to show " the other point of
view," I shall quote from one which has
unusual interest at this stage of international
movement. It is in answer to the Western
fear as to the eventual results of Japanese
victory over Russia, which is expressed in
the familiar phrase, " The Yellow Peril."

Racial Antipathy

The author frankly concedes the heredi-
tary racial antagonisms between the white
and yellow race, but dismisses as puerile the
fear that Japan even remotely contemplates
a unification of the Oriental peoples for
aggressive movement against the Western
nations. " The idea of invasion and con-
quest of Europe by the yellow race is simply
a hobgoblin of the Western imagination.
What the pro-Russian journals have named
as peril ' is really and indeed a yellow
blessing "—and he then proceeds to argue
his contention with logic that seems abso-
lutely unassailable.

The " Blessings"

Among the '' blessings '' which he enu-
merates as issuing from the present war are
these 

" I. The removal of the vain idea that
the Asiatic races are morally and physically
inferior to Western nations.
" 2. The proof of the fact that it is not

race or color which decides the moral worth
of a people, and that pagan populations are
not destitute of the highest moral and humani-
tarian conceptions.

it 3. The broadening of the spirit of
humanity, in contemplation of the evidence of
a universal conscience.
" 4. The evidence that a constitutional

formsltio oufgsnovernment has greater potency thanab

'

religious tolerance.
5. The showing of the advantages of

" 6. The value of education in the
masse 

. 

" 7. The benefits to the trade and com-
merce of the whole world when China is
developed under Japanese instruction.
" 8. The enormous benefit to Russia

herself when, as the result of defeat, her eyes
will be turned inward upon her domestic

shortcomings, her governmental policies
changed, her industrial development thereby
hastened and the happiness of her people
secured through an upsetting of the autocratic
idea and the establishment of a constitutional
form of government."

The Seventh " Blessing"

The author subsequently emphasizes and
enlarges on the seventh " blessing." He
calls attention to the fact that centuries ago
China and Korea gave to Japan her civiliza-
tion, arts and literature, and now Japan is
repaying her debt and fulfilling her obvious
destiny—the regeneration of all the Farthest
East. He says:
" China recognizes that her salvation

lies with Japan, and Chinese students have
been sent here, and Japanese teachers there,
to begin this work of regeneration. But the
shadow of the Russian Bear has lain over all,
and not until the tide of Russian aggression
has been stemmed and turned back can Japan
give to her neighbors a modern civilization
without let or hindrance. When her methods
of government, both national and municipal,
and her educational, commercial and military
systems have been introduced into China and
Korea, there will be peace, progress and
prosperity there instead of continual turmoil
and disorder. Contrast the yellow peril,'
as here outlined, with the Russian peril '
which would come with Russian victory—as
exemplified in every Russian dependency,
every Russian neighbor, even every com-
munity in Russia herself !
" Japan wishes, and intends, that China

shall have a fair chance to work out, under
Japan's instruction, her own salvation. She
has no wish, no thought, to conquer China.
It may sometime be advisable to form some
sort of political union with her. Everywhere
the process of state federation is going on.
Germany owes much to the union between
the German States and Prussia ; Great Britain
has made great progress since the union of
the English and Scotch Parliaments. If a
benevolent union is accomplished, it would
only be for the progress of the people as a
whole, if it would seem to bring with it
increased prosperity to the federated States
and to the individual."

" Instruction "

Note, " under Japan's instruction." The
crux of the question is " instruction." In
another article this matter is elaborated with
profound argument. The writer represents
the absolute inefficiency of China as a national
unit ; her great powers in helpless paralysis ;
her enormous population a mere aggregation,
not a force ; her energies needing direction ;
her potential strength waiting " a lever and
fulcrum ; " her nationality hanging on the
verge of dismemberment. Japan is to be
her beneficent counsellor, her guide, her
teacher—is to show her " the way out."
China is to realize the benefits of Japan's
teaching in these particulars:

I. Reforms in the military system.
2. Financial reforms—unification of cur-

rent money, stated periods for taxation, etc.
3. Supervision over government officials

in their public actions—punishment of bribery,
increase of salaries, curtailing of perquisites,
etc.
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4. Education in letters, trade, ethics, etc.
In other words, Japan is to teach China,

direct her, protect her from her own weak-
nesses as well as from outside aggressions
and be her " guide, philosopher and friend."
And the work is fast progressing. Japan is.
transforming the intellectual life of China.
The larger nation is being infused with the
Japanese ideas and spirit. Even in the tern-
pies the emissaries of Japan are at work.
Mentally, politically and economically, China
is being trailed in the wake of Japan and
between the two is a growing sentiment of
racial unity. It is one of the phenomena of
current human events ; and as the influence
of Japan is entirely beneficent, he must be a
pessimist of singular despair who sees in the
programme a " yellow peril."

The Real Spectre of " Peril"

The real source of peril in the East may
be found, not in the aggressions of the yellow
race but in the ambitions of the Russian
absolutist party ; in the imperialistic imagina-
tion of the Kaiser ; in the French desire to
expand the Indo-Chinese sphere ; in the
commercial and capitalistic impulse. The
spectre of the "yellow peril," evoked by
those who view with apprehension the grow-
ing prestige of Japan, is pronounced by
Professor Reinsch, of the University of Wis-
consin, " the most chimerical phenomenon
that has appeared in political thought since
the Middle Ages." It is equally fantastic
whether regarded from the military or indus-
trial standpoint. There has never appeared
ill political discussion a greater folly than to
conjure up a great warlike movement on the
part of these Oriental peoples who are essen-
tially peaceful, and to preach the Mechiavellian
doctrine, " Destroy them before they destroy
us."

Another article in this most interesting
magazine urges upon Oriental peoples the
adoption of the Roman alphabet of twenty-
six letters, as now in use in English-speaking
countries, and a discarding of the cumbrous
alphabet of China and Japan, each of which
has some twenty-thousand characters. It
takes as many years to learn the Chinese
alphabet as it takes weeks to learn the English.
The advantage of the change to China, Japan
and other Eastern peoples is obvious. The
time now spent in learning the names of the
tools of learning could then be expended in
learning the use of the tools. Moreover, it
would bring the West into closer touch with
the East, would facilitate trade and com-
merce, widen the horizon of the Oriental
student, make him contemporary with Chris-
tian scholarship and in all ways work out for
good. The suggestion of change in this
fundament of learning is in itself an augury of
the broadening of all Eastern concepts. It
speaks a people who are farthest from motive
or tendency of inflicting a " peril " upon
the white-skinned nations—unless, indeed,
there be peril to the supreme race in this
competition of brains, in this matching of
beneficences.
" The world do move," as brother Jasper

remarked. It is moving away from the moor-
ings of its old prejudices and spreading sail
in the free sea of thought. Japan is the
prophet of a new dispensation. J. T.
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rZeviews of Current Ophthalmo-
logical Literature of the World

The New Ophthalmology

The articles from the pen uf Dr. G. M.
Gould are well known to the readers of
THE KEYSTONE. We have published them
frequently, even if, to the reviewer, the opin-
ions of Dr. Gould would appear far too
sweeping and radical. But that even to the
advanced leaders of ophthalmology many of
the doctor's views seem improbable and one-
sided, is shown by the following editorial from
The Ophthalmic Record

" The New Ophthalmology"

It seems that Dr. George M. Gould, of Phila-
delphia, is a prophet ordained to enlighten the
world on new ocular truths. Numerous articles
from his pen have appeared of late which incline
us to that opinion. An article on " The New Oph-
thalmology " appears in the Journal of the A.M.A.,
which was read before the section on ophthal-
mology, International Congress of Arts and
Sciences, Universal Exposition, St. Louis, Sep-
tember 24, 1904. One would suppose from the
general tone of this article that Dr. Gould is
almost the only one in possession of the knowl-
edge that ametropia is capable of producing
morbid systemic consequences. Almost, if not
quite, all the ills that flesh is heir to, according
to Dr. Gould, not only may be but generally
are in some direct or indirect way caused by ame-
tropic eyes.

After a succession of dogmatic statements,
wherein he maintains that ametropia causes prac-
tically all ocular diseases, diseases of the frontal
sinus, appendicitis, all kinds of gastro-intestinal
diseases, anorexia, denutrition, spinal curvature,
kidney and liver diseases, heart affections and
pulmonary derangements and, last but not least,
M IGRAINE, he turns his binoculars upon his pro-
fessional brethren. The neurologist and psychiatrist
especially receive his attention. They are, as a
class, densely ignorant of the etiological importance
of ametropia in neurology and psychiatry. This
new truth comes as a surprise to us, as we have
hitherto been rather impressed with the idea that
neurologists of our acquaintance are very much
alive to the importance of ametropia and the
necessity for its correction.

Dr. Gould would have us believe also that
even the ophthalmologist does not recognize the
importance of ametropia, and that there are, as a
matter of fact, only a few of us that are capable
refractionists. Moreover, the average oculist is,
indeed, so afraid of not " standing well with the
profession" that he does not claim for his glasses
many cures he has actually effected. In fact, the
profession at large, whether doing special or
general work, is takes; to task for not having
accepted the " new truth."

Evidently Dr. Gould believes, and would like
to see the profession advise, that all patients first
consult an oculist, and then, providing the refrac-
tion be found normal, to return for such other
treatment as might be found indicated. In reality,
Si) runs the screed of Dr. Gould, the oculist is the
medicine man, the rest of the professional world
being merely adjuncts, capable only of treating
such patients as the oculist cannot handle. If Dr.
Gould has any idea of doing ophthalmology a good
turn he had better go about it in some other way.
It will require something more than dogmatic
statements, drastic and caustic remarks about neu-
rologists, gastrologists, gynecologists and all other
'ologists to make them have more respect for

ophthalmology than they now have. While Dr.
Gould may think that he is doing a good work, we
think he is calling down ridicule on our specialty.
Fortunately, he censures the oculist as much as
all others in the profession and, therefore, does not
make us a party to his theories.

The medical profession at large, we believe, is
constantly availing itself of the services of the
oculist, both for refraction work and for ocular
diseases. Further, it is through the recognition
by the medical profession of ophthalmology as one
of its branches that the latter stands to-day on a
firm basis.

Ophthalmology is a young science and has
much to learn. It has brilliant possibilities, but
needs wise and conservative guidance rather than
that of narrow enthusiasts. It has never posed as
a cure-all, and we hope it never will. It is not
capable of working miracles. Let us continue to
maintain a high standard, not by words so much
as by deeds ; and let us admonish those in our
ranks who become over-zealous to remember that
Rome was not built in a day, and that its fall was
due to causes that are just as active to-day as a
thousand years ago.

Ophthalmology is not a synonym for medical
science and, with all due respect to Dr. Gould, we
hope it will never try to be more than a very
humble member of the medical family. " The
New Ophthalmology," as portrayed by Dr. Gould,
is a very vain " 'ology." We hope he will lock
this vain " 'ology " in his refraction cabinet, where
we feel sure it will remain undisturbed and in per-
fect quiet. MELVI LLE BLACK.

Asthenopia Cured by the Elixir of Life

It was in 1889 Iv hen Brown-Sequard
recommended the juice of testicles in the
treatment of the mental and physical deteriora-
tion incident to old age. Experiments which
he had made upon himself had, he reported,
yielded most brilliant results. The medical
profession took it up at once, but it was not
very long before it was concluded that those
brilliant results were due to self-deception,
and very little, therefore, is heard at present
about this once-famous " elixir of life."
But now another French physician comes
forward to once more recommend the tes-
ticular juice, and this time not to rejuvenate
old men but to cure asthenopia. At the last
Ophthalmologic Congress at Luzerne, Switz-
erland, Dr. Dor, of Lyon, France, first pro-
posed this new treatment. He bases his
views on the experiments of Maisonnave,
who came to the conclusion that by the injec-
tion of testicular juice he could retard the
growth of rabbits. Dr. Dor now reasons
that it ought to be possible to cure by this
testicular juice asthenopia in all those young
people who grow too fast and suffer in the
power of their eyes from too rapid growth.
He used no injections but tablets, which
were given by mouth. In the five cases in
which he employed it he obtained retardation
of the growth and improvement in the asthe-
nopia. He himself admits, however, that the
number of cases is still too small to allow of
certain conclusions. Besides, in the opinion
of the reviewer, many young people will pre-
fer to sufer for a certain time from asthenopia
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rather than to retard their growth in those
years when alone growth is possible. Even,
therefore, allowing the general correctness of
the doctor's conclusions, which probably will
be challenged soon, as have so many of
the French observations—for example, the
N-rays—the reviewer believes that the doctor
will not find many followers, for the cure is
more dangerous than the disease.

Some Problems in Presbyopia

Presbyopia must always be the most
interesting subject for the refracting optician,
inasmuch as the bulk of his work is necessa-
rily done in the direction of this defect. It
will be therefore of decided interest to him
to know what has been said upon this subject
by one of the most brilliant writers on oph-
thalmologic matters, Dr. G. M. Gould, of
Philadelphia. This paper was read in the
section on Ophthalmology of the American
Medical Association at the fifty-fifth annual
session, and has been published lately in the
Journal of the American Medical Association.
We reprint it here in full, together with the
ensuing discussion, and give our critical
comments in the accompanying notes :

When I began practice I did as I had been
taught regarding the correction of presbyopia.
Text-books, teachers, and general custom agreed
that presbyopia began sometime after forty, and
that no mydriatic was needed in such patients.
There was a rough rule wandering about that plus
spherical lenses of one diopter were needed in
forty-five-year old patients, twos at fifty, threes at
sixty. This was about the time of the " Punch,
brother, punch with care, a blue slip ticket for a
five-cent fare, etc." Actual dealing with presby-
opic patients soon brought me up sharp. Rules
like those of the street-car conductors would not
work out in the oculist's office. If any rules at all
were admissible they had to be of a different kind
from those of the text-books ; in sonic ways far
more definite, in others more indefinite. Some of
these cautions I have brought to clearness are as
follows:

I. In oncoming and progressive
Cautions in the presbyopia, cycloplegia is gene-
Treatment of rally necessary to obtain the
Presbyopia static refraction on which the

presbyopic correction is based.
Precisely in eyes whose accommodation powers
is being narrowed and lessened is the mydriatic
most needed, in order that eyestrain may not be
increased by the close limits in which function is
being compressed. When there is youth and a
high range of accommodation, the refractive error
may not produce the injury taking place in the
presbyopic. This is a truth so self-evident, that it
is astonishing to find it utterly ignored in Europe
and too commonly ignored in our country.

The slightest misplacing of the axis of astig-
matism, the failure to get the accurate amount of
the error of refraction, the least imprecision in
correcting the slight anisometropia, insure more
trouble in the presbyopically lamed eyes than in
others with plasticity and with activity of neutral-
izing or compensating powers. If there are symp-
toms of eyestrain, and especially if accompanied
with any doubts in my mind as to accuracy, I do
not hesitate to use a mydriatic up to the ages of
fifty-five or sixty. I think almost all patients up to

(continued on page 477)
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fifty should have it. I mean homatropin and
cocain, and instilled in the office.

Discrimination as to those with latent or mani-
fest glaucomic tendencies is, of course, demanded.
The individual expertness of the oculist must also
be considered. The art of refraction requires a
skill, a judgment and a delicacy of preception, as
great and rare as in any other calling ; greater, I
believe, than in surgical or inflammatory condi-
tions. A highly exceptional mastery .of the art
may succeed in estimating the error of refraction
without a mydriatic when others would fail. None
may safely lay claim to such ability. None, at
least, may safely trust himself in its habitual em-
ployment. Easy going assumption of it is another
phasing of the characteristics which have duped us
since proverbs and folk tales and the ophthalmo-
meter were invented.'

2. The age at which presbyopic
Age a Misleading correction should first be given,
Guide depends on the pre-existing re-

fractive error. The old rules as
to forty-five etc., are nonsense. If the patient has
two diopters of hyperopia, the presbyopic correc-
tion will be needed much earlier than if he is em-
metropic. If he has myopia, the necessity will
arise later, as is well understood. But astigmatism
creates a greater indefiniteness, and especially if it
is unequal, or if unsymmetric. Anisometropia
further complicates all rules and makes them still
more indefinite. The onset of troublesome pres-
byopia also depends on whether the ametropia has
been corrected or not for years previous.2

3. The correction of the presbyopic error of
one or both eyes is often dependent on the exist-
ence in one eye of amblyopia from disuse.

This exclusion of one eye from function always
brings most difficult problems. If of high degree
and of long standing, it may not be possible to get
reaction or to stimulate the lost power into func-
tion. As a rule, I believe in saving partially ruined
eyes, and it is possible to do so more often than
has been supposed. Such eyes exist far more fre-
quently than text-books and teachers tell us about.
10 some rare cases at the presbyopic age the at-
tempt to save the eye and bring it into function is
not only possible, but will produce most decided
rebellion on the part of eye and brain. These
" hurt eyes," with stippled maculas which let you
stare at them, and which so plainly show neglect
and sin, both lay and medical, are daily visitors to
the oculist's office, and they make his hair gray
sooner than should be.

4. Less accommodation in
Inequality in one eye than in the other,
Accommodation
of the Eyes 

may condition the amount of
the presbyopic correction.
This inequality of function

may be the result of anisometropia, of right-eyed-
ness or left-eyedness, of a peculiarity of occupa-
tion, of monocular disease or injury, of hetero-

(1) The doctor argues that a mydriatic is necessary in
these eyes with lessened accommodation, " in order that eye-
strain may not be increased by the close limits in which func-
tion is being compressed." Now, this is very defective argu-
mentation I The question is not about the possibility of eye-
strain, but about the real fact of its occurrence in these cases.
There eau be no doubt that most, if not all of these cases, give
up to strain for distance and are content with a little less
distinct vision. They therefore easily accept the convex
glasses which increases their vision, although they may not be
willing to wear the far correction all the time. In the experi-
ence of the reviewer, and no doubt in that of the readers of
THE KEYSTONE, there is usually no difficulty at all to deter-
mine the static refraction at tub age if the examiner is patient
and begins his work with the proper method and without pre-
judice. The fact that the widely dilated pupil admits four
fillies as much light as before, and that through areas which
may deviate very much in their refraetive power front the
normal pupillary area, and furthermore the other fact that
acute glaucoma may be brought on by the mydriatie should
have sufficient weight with any calm observer to compare the
results obtained with a mydriatic with those obtained without
It. He will then find that the results obtained under perfectly
physiologic conditions very frequently will be preferred to
those found under a mydriatic.

(2) The old rules as to forty-five, of course, refer only to
emmetropic eyes, and the doctor should know that the term
presbyoma should be employed only in connection with those
cases where the actual accommodation has decreased to about
4.5 D. from causes incident to advancing years. If', therefore,
hypermetrope of about forty years needs a glass of about one

dioptry for comfortable reading, he Is in need el it not front
presbyopia but from his hypermetropia, as his real accommo-
dation amounts still to about 5.5 D. He needs no presbyople
glass as long as he wears the glasses correcting his hyperme-
tropia all the time.
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phoria, etc. It is of more frequency than is
suspected, and causes much ill-success in the
correction of presbyopia.

5. The onset of presbyopia demanding correc-
tion, may be delayed beyond the usual age by
hypertrophied accommodation.

This abnormalism of excessive accommoda-
tion is the result of lack of presbyopic lenses, with
the resultant over-function of the ciliary muscle
and abnormally retained elasticity of the lens.
Excessive use of any organ, or abnormally pro-
longed use, produces disease. That of the accom-
modation in presbyopia causes eyestrain and all of
its reflexes. The eye itself or the organs which
bear the brunt of the derouted reflexes must suffer.
I have heard of one oculist who attempted for
many years to postpone presbyopia requiring
correction into old age. That is a human vivisec-
tion experiment that would be somewhat interest-
ing to science, but which I should be far from
wishing to try in my own case. We see daily the
injury and the suffering it causes in old people who
indulge in the puerile vanity of ability to " read
without glasses." The result is that they do not
read much, their little intellect goes to seed, and
the little reading they do produces disease.3

6. The correction of presbyopia
Occupation an at an early or late age, and the
important high or low degree of the error
Consideration depends on the amount of near

work demanded of the eyes.
I n non-reading farmers, workmen, seamen, etc.,
the correction is not required to be made at so
early an age, nor perhaps in so high a degree as in
sewing-women, literary people, engravers etc. A
hurried test may also result in a too low correc-
tion, because the accommodation by a moment's
intense effort may prefer a lower lens than would
be required in more prolonged use of the eyes at
near range.

7. Presbyopes who deceive the oculist as to
their age, may suffer if he has not been alert-
minded to detect the error.

One must be on his guard in treating " women
of doubtful age."

8. The peculiarity of the habitual occupation
may necessitate a higher and earlier correction
than is usual.

Embroidering, " sewing on black," engraving,
watchmaking, measuring in sixty-fourths of an
inch, etc., are kinds of employment that make in-
ordinate demands on the accommodation.

9. The light, its quality, power, etc., must also
be inquired into.

If a patient works all day by artificial light, or
by poor daylight, in darkened rooms, if the angle
at which even a good light strikes the work is not
right, eyestrain is sure to result. If after a long
day of strain, under these hurtful conditions, read-
ing, sewing, etc., are continued at home, and
again perhaps with bad lights, the result must be
deplorable.

to. The position of the body
Position of Body and head in sewing, reading, or
When Using other near work, may be harm-
the Eyes ful to the eyes and the general

health. If the book, sewing
material, writing, etc., is placed in the lap, or in
such a position that the head is bent over, the spine
curved, and the chest flattened, the injury to the
patient's eyes is almost certain because of non-
illumination of the page, paper, etc., and also be-
cause of the improper position of the eyes and
head. The health generally must be harmed by
the compressed condition of the pelvic organs
and the lungs, poor respiration, etc.

Bookkeepers, etc., should stand at their work
as much as they may, and chairs at desks should
be low, the desk high, the writing leaf inclined, the
axis of vision as nearly as may be perpendicular to
the plane of work and of the spectacle lenses. The
single disadvantage of the bifocal lenses is that
they compel the axis of vision to be inclined down-

(3) The reviewer cannot see how disease is produced if
the onset of the presbyopia demanding correction may be de-
layed beyond the usual age by hypertrophied accommodation.
If in a healthy individual the ciliary muscle is very strong,
this is certainly not the result of lack of presbyopte lenses, but
of his individual constitution. Such a person may use his
eyes for near work much longer than other people and harms
his eyes by it as little as a man with strong legs hurts himself
If lie walks more than a person with weaker legs. If, however,
as the doctor seems to think, the lens In these cases may pos-
sess an abnormally retained elasticity, then there is just as
little reason to fear trouble from longer near work, because it
requires less work now to bring on the act of accommodation,
as the more elastic lens responds more easily to the action of
the ciliary muscle.

ward. For this reason they should be set high be-
fore the eyes, and the habit advised of "chin-up."
Book rests, book holders, etc., should be encour-
aged. In my boyhood "sewing-birds " screwed
to tables were common. They were most excel-
lent devices.

II. The state of the general health, the pre-
served vitality, the vigor of will and of body, will
also condition the early or high correction.

A flaccid muscular tone, anemia, denutrition,
care and worry, a melancholic or pessimistic dis-
position or philosophy of life, may not be entirely
overlooked. Patients so handicapped require a
fuller or earlier presbyopic correction than those
who are more vigorous. Their innervational power
is lessened, and sometimes nothing the oculist can
do will enable them to carry on severe near work
when presbyopia doubles their strain.

12. Failure to cure the re-
Argument in Favor flexes of eyestrain may be
of the Facts due to the want of bifocals.

Two separate pairs of lenses
cannot correct eyestrain as do the double lenses.
With a distant pair only, there is an hour or more
of strain every day in eating meals. There is also
forgetfulness to change or indifference to the need
of it, lenses are not repaired, are misplaced or lost,
etc. The one disadvantage of bifocal lenses is
counterbalanced a hundred times by the manifest
benefits over the distant and near glasses made
separate.

13. Eyeglasses being more prone to maladjust-
ment than spectacles, may be the cause of failure
to bring relief of the symptoms or sequels of pres-
byopic eyestrain.

There are few noses capable of retaining bifo-
cal eyeglasses in a correct position. The more
expert the optician, the more the attempt may be
tried. This is especially true if the patient can
consult the fitter at least once a month. Patients
who by reason of living at a distance cannot do so,
should not be allowed bifocal eyeglasses under any
circumstances. To those with high degrees of
astigmatism they must also be forbidden, except
for one nose in ten thousand. Vanity causes a deal
of suffering both to patient and oculist. It may
prevent the patient wearing any glasses, and thus
double the local and systemic reflexes. When, as
usual, vanity demands eyeglasses, and the result is
certain to prove bad, my custom is to tell the
patient to consult another oculist. No greater ill-
fortune could happen to your rival than to have
your patient go to him ! And there is no better
punishment for vanity than eyeglasses, unless it be
the rest cure.4

14. Premature presbyopia, or paresis of the
accommodation, may occur years before the usual
age, and explain failure to relieve s3mptoms when
none of the preceding causes will do so.

The patient may have contracted a chronic
habit of reading at too great a distance, and the
presbyopic lenses ordered may force him to hold
the page or sit at writing at a shorter distance than
is comfortable or perhaps best.

This is especially true if there is exophoria or
insufficient adduction power. If this is so, the
adduction should be increased until comfort is
secured, habitual reading or writing at, say, 20
inches, may itself be a source of eyestrain.

16. The patient may have supernormal adduc-
tion power, and the presbyopic lenses ordered

(4) In conjunction with these remarks, it will he only neces-
sary to reprint here what Dr. Knapp, of New York, said In the
discussion " Dr. Knapp said that he wears bifocals and his
eyes do not trouble him at all. Ile is hy permetropie and pres-
byopic, of course, and his sight with glasses is just as good as
when young. Ile looks at it distance and reads without even
bending his head, and operates with great comfort, even when
doing tine work like a capsulotomy. Ile recommends these
glasses as an immense comfort. The line where the segments
meet gives a prismatic eflbct, however, no matter what any
one may say to the contrary. This shows particularly in walk-
ing down stairs, when a person nntst be cautious in order not
to misstep. It N his habit to examine every patient who has
any nervous trouble with the ophthalmoscope, with glasses and
also with the phorometer. In all these anomalies of refraction
cure Is obtained. Dr. Knapp thinks that the trouble is not

in the muscle, and he is astonished that Dr. Savage speaks of
the weak ci I iary muscle. It is a lucre hypothesis which has
beets used to ex plain t he di Groot anomalies of refraction ; for
Instance, a myopic minim. Whim it patient collies to him with
asthenopic Sr mptiiIIIS, after using the ophthalmoscope lie tries
the glasses it everything is all right Wit I, the ophthalmoscope,
and, in the great majority of cases, he finds hypermetropia of
.50 or I D. ; it he goes further and examines them with
the phorometer he finds 2.50 or 3 degrees of esophoria ; when
he puts the convex glasses before these eyes the esophoria dis-
appears. The person who is hyperopic 2 or 3. D. must
matte a very strong ell'ort at convergence. He must send into
the ciliary muscle an impulse to do away wills the 2 or 3 D.
of hypermetropia, and in that way the latent hyperme-
tropia can be detected."

(Continued on page 479)



They Are All Nuisances
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A satisfied customer means much good advertising and future trade for you.Why not make all your customers "satisfed customers," by providing them with the com-fortable and convenient " Never-Wiggle " Eyeglasses ?
We will send you a sample pair at dozen rates, and our positive guarantee goeswith them.
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ProfessiGna I ism

"The tendency of the optometrist
to conduct his practice on a profes-
sional basis is becoming more apparent
every day. This is especially so in
our larger cities where the handsomely
equipped office of the professional
Practitioner is fast superseding the
store and counter of the optician we
have known so long. To practice
optometry successfully to-day requires
a much higher educational plane, than
was demanded only a few years ago,
and the public is not slow to perceive
the difference and to appreciate the
value of a skillful and reliable exami-
ner who is thoroughly familiar with
his subject. "—Trade Journal.
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The sante perfection of teaching
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may force him to read or write at too short a
distance.

In this case, at least until the adduction lessens,
the too weak lenses may cause discomfort.

17. The symptoms may not
Watch for be due to presbyopia, nor to
Systemic Diseases any eyestrain, but to systemic

diseases. Every oculist has
had many patients whose symptoms had been
treated by glasses alone, or whose ocular muscles
had been " clipped," when all the time there was
concealed or unknown systemic disease, e. g.,
nephritis, diabetes, anemia, etc., or some morbid
result of bad dietetic or other habits, which were
the only or chief causes of trouble. This does
not in the least excuse those wonderful oculists
who find that all eyestrain symptoms and reflexes
are due to systemic conditions. That is a good
way to please the referrer of cases, and to conceal
inaccurate refraction. But it is not the best way to
practice ophthalmology.

The preceding rules are, in fact, non-rules ;
they are, in truth, cautions to have no rules in
correcting presbyopia. Every case is exceptional
and individual, and requires a freedom of the mind
from bias or prejudice of any kind. Precision in
estimating the conditions, infinite patience, deli-
cacy and conscientiousness, in hunting out the
individual variation there before one, and inex-
haustible ingenuity in meeting all the varied and
varying phases and factors, are the prerequisites.

There is but one invariable rule : Have no
rule. Rules are the makeshifts of the lazy and un-
intelligent. The cunning rely on them, forgetting
that cunning is really stupidity. Optical machines
are often rules made into iron rods, scales and
wheels. They may be of service if used not as
dictators but as slight helpers, in the hands of the
intelligent and guiding machinist, but they may
serve as the excuse and ruin of those who rely on
them to the exclusion of intelligence and diagnos-
tic skill.

Any number of cases could be
Four Illustrative epitomized, illustrating the fore-
Cases going suggestions. I shall con-

tent myself with but few, be-
cause in every oculist's memory there doubtless
arises plenty of examples:

CASE t—A lawyer who carried on a tremen-
dous amount of eye work had an enormously high
and complicated compound hyperopic astigmatism.
Despite a perfect correction of his ametropia by
capable and good oculists, and despite the best
treatment by general physicians, his dyspepsia
persisted. In obedience to his demand his oculists
had allowed him to wear bifocal eyeglasses. A
difference of five degrees or ten degrees in his
astigmatic axes, inevitably caused by maladjusted
eyeglasses, rendered his ametropic correction
worse than useless. They failed to cure their
patient because they did not demand spectacles.

CASE 2.—A woman of thirty-nine had sick
headache which reappeared every few weeks
despite my best correction of her low compound
hyperopic astigtnatism. I had three times gone
over my work and found no change in her glasses
V315 to be made. I feared I had what I had always
been looking for—a typical migraine which I could
not cure with glasses. Inquiry elicited the fact that
the woman habitually did an enormous amount of
literary work. I ordered presbyopic correction
and bifocal spectacles to be worn constantly, and
the " migraine" has never shown a sign of itself
since.

CASE 3.—A healthy, clear-headed, intellectual
man was given two pairs of spectacles for his
myopic astigmatism, a stronger or higher correc-
tion for use at the theater, driving, etc., a weaker
correction for reading and daily or constant use.
For a year his wife and daughter observed, with-
out telling him, that whenever he wore the strong,
or accommodation-exciting glasses he " caught
cold " with coryza, hoarseness, etc., which at once
disappeared when the weaker lenses were used.
He used the stronger ones but few times a year.
When certain of the strange coincidence, his wife
told her husband. In the past ten years the cold
lias beets produced in this way, a hundred or more
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times. Now, if his weaker glasses get "crooked,"
or maladjusted, miscorrecting his axis of astigma-
tism by a few degrees, his cold promptly appears,
to vanish in an hour after a visit to the optician.

CASE 4.—A gentleman of fifty years of age
had consulted many of the most famous oculists
because of severe and frequently recurring sub-
conjunctival hemorrhages. Some of these had
refracted his eyes, some had not, but all had fol-
lowed a not uncommon custom of charging such
symptoms to gout. None had found any error of
refraction, except, of course, a couple of diopters
of presbyopia. By the most competent authority
his eyes had been pronounced mathematically em-
metropic and perfect. None, of course, had used
a cycloplegic. With paralyzed accommodation I
found .25 D. of simple myopic astigmatism axis
18o degrees in each eye. For several years he has
had no hemorrhages, and by his glasses he has had
also such relief from other cerebral symptoms, that
he has had heavy iron spectacles made for use in
his bath, so that he may not be without lenses for
a minute.

A Little Improvement in the Test
Frame

In order to insure a firmer position of the
test frame on the face of the patient, the opti-
cal firm Nitsche & Guenther, of Rathenow,
Germany, have made a little improvement.
At present the temples of the test frame press
against the head simply by reason of their
own elasticity. The new temples are held
firmly in the same relation to the face by a
little spring which presses against a prolonga-
tion of the temples in front of the joint. This
little spring presses the prolongation outward
and therefore the facial part of the temples
inward, thus insuring a uniform pressure
against the sides of the head.

What is the Relation of the Axis of the
Cylinder as Found by the Ophthalmoscope to

that Determined by Subjective Tests?

This question has been discussed often
ever since Donders published his observations
on the astigmatic cornea with the ophthal-
mometer of Helmholtz, almost forty years
ago. At the last Congress of Ophthalmology
in Switzerland, last year, the problem was
taken up again by Professor E. Emmert, of
Berne. He there reported a considerable
number of cases in which the patients pre-
ferred a position of the cylinder axis quite
different from that found by the ophthal-
mometer. He could not give an explanation
for this deviation, which is quite remarkable,
as Donders already had concluded from his
experimental investigations that " we have
no right whatever to consider the astigmatic
axis of the cornea as coincident with the
astigmatic axis of the whole eye." (On the
"Anomalies of Accommodation and Refrac-
tion of elle Eye," p. 467.) Furthermore,
Donders has even given the explanation of
this discrepancy by showing that the cause
must be a crystalline astigmatism with a dif-
ferent axis. In the discussion that followed
the reading of this paper, Landolt gave
the same view; namely, that the ophthal-
mometer only measured the astigmatism of
the cornea, which might be quite different
from that of the whole eye, and he also ex-
plained the fact that some patients would not
accept the same cylinder axis for reading, as
for distant sight, because the eyes in many
people underwent a slight torsion during the
act of convergence. In this connection it
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may be interesting to learn that Dr. Emmert,
in his astigmatic notation, used the same
system which is most prevalent in this
country; namely, to begin with o degrees on
the right and to end with t8o degrees on the
left of the horizontal line for each eye. At
the same congress, Knapp and Gullstrand
and Hummelshein argued for a change in the
potation for the meridians, but the members
could not decide in favor of a certain system.

Prevailing Color of Artifical Eyes

" We are still a blue-eyed race," said the man
who sells artificial eyes. " In spite of the tremen-
dous influx of dark-eyed races in the last few years
the call for blue eyes in our business overbalances
all the rest.
" Of course, artifical eyes are largely the re-

sult of accidents, and so are most in demand in the
hazardous callings. There is a permanent demand
for them in the Western mining regions, where the
miners are largely American and Irish. I should
think there must be 30,0420 glass eyes in use beyond
the Mississippi.
" Of all colors, blue eyes are the hardest to

match. There are many different shades of blue
eyes, and they melt into one another by imper-
ceptible gradations. There is the cat blue eye, the
common, pale blue eye, which is, so to speak, the
conventional blue eye.
" Then there is a blue-gray, a blue-brown and

a blue-green eye. But as to that pet of the novel-
ist, the violet eyed heroine, I never saw her. That
full, rich, liquid, deep blue eye, the color of violets,
which writers are so fond of giving their heroines,
does not exist in grown people. It is seen only in
very young children, where, indeed, it is the love-
liest thing in nature.
" Neither is there any such a thing as a black

eye. A negro's eye is not perfectly black. It is
simply a darker shade of brown.
" Hazel and gray eyes are the easiest to match.

Persons with one blue and one black eye are not
rare. There was a funny little incident one day
when a man came in here after an operation to
have a glass eye put in.
" His remaining eye was dark, and we matched

it very nicely. After he had taken a good look at
himself in the glass, Ise heaved a sigh of relief
and said :
" ' 'Well, it's an ill %rind that blows no good at

all. I've beets tormented with one blue eye and
one black one all my life. At last I've got them
both alike.'
" We have one customer who seems to luxu-

rate in glass eyes. She is a connoisseur. She
comes around several times a year and spends
hours sitting before that glass having new eyes
fitted and examining and discussing the effect.

"She seems to regard it as a privilege of
wealth to have a change of eyes, and her jewel
box must contain enough of them to stock a small
store. I often wonder if she wouldn't like them
to match her different costumes. But it's all in the
way of -business, so we have no complaint.
" No two pair of eyes in the world are just

alike in shape, size or color. But there is not a
human eye that cannot be matched perfectly.
" I knew one case in which a little girl here in

New York had an eye movement so natural that
even I myself couldn't distinguish between the
real eye and the false one the next time she came
in. But this is rare. Generally there is a bad
movement of the artificial eye, because the person
waits too long after the operation before being
fitted. It should be done within three weeks.
" Artificial eyes do not drop out, for they are

held in place by the lid and by the vacuum suction.
But they explode, which is a dealer's term to
signify that they break to pieces in the socket,
without any apparent reason.
" Do you see these eyes?" bringing out a tray

of distorted and discolored creations. " A recent
development of the art has provided exact repro-
ductions of diseased eyes for the benefit of medical
schools. This is very valuable, as the natural
specimens of any one variety of disease are so
rare that many students might pass their school=
days without learning to know theni."

—New Fork Sun. .
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(Continued. Part III)

By their direct attachments to the recti, too, they moderate the
power of these muscles on the eye even with respect to the muscular
tone in the absence of voluntary contraction. When a muscle con-
tracts they act very beautifully, extending in length and acting, no
doubt, according to Hooke's law, " ut tensio, sic vis," so as to oppose
greater and greater resistance to the further contraction of the
muscle, like an elastic " brake." (Compare Figs. 5, 6 and 7.)

Merkel* pointed out that when a check ligament is divided, an
excessive rotation. of the eye is permitted, and to this Motais t has
added proof that at every stage of rotation less muscular power is
required to produce the same effect on the eye after division of the

ligament than when it is intact, so that
it is not only a check ligament but also
a " moderating agent of the move-
ments of the globe during the whole
duration of muscular contraction."

My thought is that they help
to slow off the movements of the
eye towards their limits, so as to avoid
shock to its contents by sudden arrest
or by change of direction of motion.
For when a continuous force acts on
a moving body (unless the resistance
increases proportionately) there is a

Fig. IS constant acceleration of speed. Were
the muscles to act in an unrestrained
way on the eye, its motion would be

far more rapid at the end than at the beginning of each movement.

Owing to the provision made against this, I think that the motion

rather slows off as the limits of mobility are reached, a greater and

greater resistance being interposed.

tiotais) The Cluck Ligaments during
the primary position of the eye.

muscle which would require to produce a maximum excursion of
the eye, say, of 45° or 5o°.

The excursion does not cease because the eyeball itself is not
capable of a more extreme rotation, nor yet because the muscle
has attained its maximum contraction.

Of these two statements, the first is proved by the fact that
division of the check ligament allows a super-physiological effect
on the eyeball* (Merkel), and the second by the fact that the con-
traction of the rectus required for a maximum physiological excur-
sion of the eye is scarcely more than a quarter of its length, while
it is known that striped muscles are generally in their maximum
contraction shortened by half their length. Motais pointed this out.

A.E.G.
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(11Miais) The (1, ,•It Ligaments dur-
ing partial it action of the Ext.
Been's muscle, the Int. Cheek 1.14-
ament tieing in a state of nm xl-

1111l11 relaxation, and the Ext. one
being somewhat stretched.

Fig. 7

(.1Atuis.) To show how, during full
Econtraction of the xt. Rectum,

tile Ext. (*heck Ligament is
SI retched to its maximum length,
and the Int. is slightly stretched
also.

Indeed, we may think of the internal and external recti as

each possessing two tendons of insertion—one inextensible tendon

attached to the globe, and another highly extensible tendon attached

to the orbit, like the two limbs of a letter Y. When the stem of

the Y, which represents the belly of the muscle, contracts, let us

see what happens. At the commencement of a muscular contrac-
tion almost all the force acts on the globe, through the inextensible

limb of the Y, namely, the tendon, since the extensible one (the

check ligament) offers but little resistance, and thus the early part
of the movement of the eye takes place with that velocity which is

so valuable for the requirements of life ; but as the motion con-
tinues, more and more of the force is transferred from one limb of

the Y to the other, till at last it nearly all acts on the rigid bone of

the orbit. The eye is thus preserved from the development of

excessive kinetic energy, which, it will be remembered, varies not

as the speed merely, but as the square of the speed. It is also

preserved from excessive traction on its coats, which might distort it;

and the limitation of its arc of mobility is determined not so much by

impediments acting against the eyeball itself as by the restraint

imposed on the acting force. This is a perfect arrangement.
The maximum extensibility of a check ligament is to to 1 2 mm.

(Motais), and this exactly agrees with the known shortening of a

*Grade mid Saemisch, Bend T., p. 59.
tAlotels ; " A nototuie de Pepperell meteor de Pull."

Fig. 8

A horizontal section of the Globe and its Membranes (after Motaisl. E. C. L. and -T. C. L.—
External and Internal Check Ligaments. A. E. a and P. E. a—Anterior and Posterior

portions of the External Capsule. I., P., I. C., I. C'.—Refleetion of Internal Capsule on

the tendon. S. B.—Serous Bursa.

Internal Capsule of the Globe.—This thin, transparent mem-
brane, which is represented in Figs. 8 and 12, is lined on its sclerotic

side by endothelial cells, and envelopes the whole eye as far forward

as the insertions of the tendons.
By its outer surface, it is attached to the more resistant outer

capsule. Underneath the tendons of the muscles, however, it runs
forwards to the insertion of the tendon, and is then reflected back-

wards on to the under surface (Z C'. ) of the tendon and muscle, as far

as the collarette, and mounting round its edges to gain its upper sur-

face, it there forms a serous bursa (S. B.) which is elongated antero-
posteriorly, and partitioned inside by filaments of cellular tissue.

Between the inner capsule and the sclerotic is Tenon's space,
which is really a finely-divided multilocular lymph sac. It is in

principle the subarachnoid space of the eye, since the inner capsule
represents the arachnoid mater, and the outer capsule the dura

mater, of the globe. These peri-ocular membranes are indeed
continuous with the arachnoid and dural envelopes of the brain,

though the continuity cannot always be demonstrated. There are
thus two sheaths on the optic nerve, of which the inner is con-

tinuous anteriorly with the internal capsule of the globe and poster-

iorly with the arachnoid of the brain, and this sheath can be distended

by injection from the sub-arachnoid space ; the outer sheath of the

optic nerve is continuous anteriorly with Tenon's outer capsule of

the globe, and posteriorly with the dura mater of the brain.
Injections practiced into Tenon's space, by Schwalbe and

others, show that it communicates with the supra-chorioidal space,

through the openings of the sclerotic which transmit the vasa vor-

ticosa.t In the operation for strabismus, it is customary to pick up

Tenon's capsule in the forceps, together with the conjunctiva, and as

soon as the scissors have entered within the capsule their points move

freely within the space, for the fine filamentary and areolar tissue

which partially occupies it (" tunica adventitia oculi " ) offers almost

no resistance to their movement. Hemorrhage may take place into

this space from wounding one of the muscular arteries and may

sometimes envelope and protrude the whole of the posterior two-

thirds of the globe.
In certain conditions of health the presence of liquid in Tenon's

space can be demonstrated by pressing the eyelid against the globe from

the equator forwards. Tenon's space contains scarcely any free lymph,

or its pressure would be noticed during the-operation for strabismus.

*Graefe und Sampled), Band T., 1874.
1. One observer has denied that Tenon's space is a lymph space, on the ground tha

t he

could not find an open space at all but this is no proof, since the same might be said of the

lymph spaces in ordinary areolar tissue.

[TO BE CONTINUED]
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Monocular Vision

Among the patients who have applied to
us for treatment recently were three whose
visual defect was monocular vision, and the
thought occurred to us that it would not be
unprofitable to bring them together and pre-
sent them as the subject of this clinic.

Miss E. V. H. is thirty-five years of age.
She tells us she had convergent strabismus in
youth, at which time a tenotomy was per-
formed. She claims now that her eyes ache
continuously and have been doing so for the
past six months.

As we look at this lady's eyes we notice
at once that there is still a condition of con-
vergent strabismus, the right eye being the
deviating eye.

An examination of the acuteness of vision
results as follows :

R. E., unable to see any letters on the
test card.

L. E., -34 ? ? ?. You will notice that she
reads the No. 20 line, but that she mistakes
three of the letters on the line. •

We now proceed to make a more careful
examination. We cover the left eye and lead
the patient toward the card, asking her every
step or two she makes whether she is able to
see any of the letters on the card. It is not
until she gets within five feet of the card that
she is able to distinguish the largest letter,
and we have, therefore, made a record of the
acuteness of vision as

You will, perhaps, recall our method of
procedure in cases of extremely defective
vision, which we have so often described,
and that is to determine the possibility of
improvement in vision by means of the pin-
hole disk. If the pin-hole improves vision,
we can expect an equal (and sometimes a
greater) improvement by means of the lenses.
While, on the other hand, if the pin-hole
fails to afford an improvement, you will know
the case is hopeless and no benefit is to be
expected from glasses.

We will, therefore, take the pin-hole disk
from the trial case, and still keeping the
left eye covered, direct the patient to hold
the disk close in front of the sight of the
right eye. The sight is so greatly impaired
that patient finds considerable difficulty in
getting the disk in proper position. At first
she says everything is black because she is
trying to look through the opaque part of
the disk. But finally, after several trials,
she succeeds in placing it in the line of vision,
but the result is nil. We have allowed the
patient to remain at the distance at which
she could first see the large letter, but there
is so much loss of illumination and so few •
rays of light enter the eye, that even the
large letter at the top of the card now is
scarcely legible. This proves that the impaired
vision is not due to an error of refraction and
that no improvement is to be expected from
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lenses. We will now make an ophthalmoscopic
examination. We find that all the media are
clear and that there are no marked changes at
fundus of eye. The retina and optic disk
are paler than normal and the details are but
dimly seen. We diagnose the condition as
amblyopia.

Now a word in passing as to the cause
this amblyopic condition of the retina. It is
undoubtedly due to non-use and is present
to a greater or less extent in nearly every
case of strabismus. I can assure you, how-
ever, that it is a preventable condition, but is
allowed to become amblyopic from neglect,
from a failure to consult a specialist who
could have pointed out the dangers and
indicated the proper methods to be pursued
to preserve vision.

It is more than likely that this lady
started life with an equal amount of vision in
each eye. That her eyes were hypermetropic.
That at the age of three or four (or perhaps
a year or two later) a convergent strabismus
began to develop. That this excessive
convergence was caused by the extra accom-
modation required to overcome the hyperme-
tropia when she first commenced to use her
eyes for near vision. That the tenotomy
was probably not performed early enough
and that it failed to restore binocular vision.

We said that this amblyopia was pre-
ventable. When this operation was performed
in youth, the vision of each eye should have
been carefully examined. If that of the
right eye was found deficient, a special effort
should have been made to improve it. This
can be accomplished by covering the good
eye and compelling the defective eye to per-
form the act of vision, and continuing this
procedure until the vision of the two eyes is
nearly or quite equalized. Then binocular
vision can be cultivated, perhaps by the
assistance of prisms.

In the consideration of cases of this kind,
there are two things of which you may be
assured:

I. That when an eye fails to participate
in the act of vision, as in the deviating eye in
strabismus, it loses its sharpness of sight and
becomes amblyopic.

2. That if such an eye is compelled to
perform its function, under persistent and
intelligent direction, the sight can be very
greatly improved and in the majority of cases
restored to normal. We have been able to
accomplish this result in our work here in a
great many cases, the most favorable for
improvement, of course, being those who are
young and where the amblyopia is not of
long standing. But the older cases are not,
by any means, hopeless, as has been proven
several times to my knowledge, where an
accident in adult life has destroyed the sight
of the good eye, the amblyopic eye which
was formerly useless now begins to assume
the work of vision and soon develops into a
useful organ. But prevention is better than
cure always, and, therefore, I would impress
upon you the importance of recognizing- these
cases in early childhood in order that you
may be in position to give the proper advice
to prevent a failure of vision which is other-
wise inevitable.

In this case the right eye is practically
useless as an organ of vision. We call this
condition monocular vision, which literally

means one eye vision. The time for making
an effort to improve vision has long since
passed, because it would require more time,
patience and perseverance than a patient is
able or willing to give to it. Therefore, in
this case, our efforts must be directed to pre-
serving and conserving the sight of the other
eye.

We find the acuteness of vision of this
eye I% partly. Before commencing the test
with trial lenses, we will ask to see the
glasses Nvhich patient has been wearing, and
on neutralizing them find that the left lens is
+ .75 D., but which patient says is unsatis-
factory.

We place a + .50 D. sphere in the trial
frame. Patient says this makes no difference,
vision is just the same with it as without it.
We substitute a + .5o cylinder, which we
place with axis at 900. This we are told is
no better, but before removing it, as is our
usual custom, we will rotate it. As the axis
turns toward patient's left, she says it makes
vision notably worse. We now rotate in the
opposite direction and patient tells us this
begins to improve vision. After a few trials
we find that the proper position for the axis
is at 135°, when vision is at its best, and the
No. 20 line is quite legible.

The presence of the convergent strabis-
mus leads us to believe that there is more of
a hypermetropic element in the case than
is indicated by the convex cylinder that has
just been accepted. In order to prove or
disprove this supposition, we place convex
spheres in the trial frame in connection with
the cylinder. We commence with + .50,
with which patient says vision is the same ;
+ .75 and + I are accepted in turn, but
when + 1.25 is placed before the eye, she
says she cannot see the letters so well. We
therefore replace it with the + I, which in
combination with the cylinder, affords a vision
2 .-%, clearly and comfortably. This compound
lens then represents the manifest error of
refraction, which is a compound hyperme-
tropic astigmatism.

We have worked out the correction in
this case pretty carefully, and there is scarcely
any doubt that the formula mentioned would
be the proper one to prescribe, Doubtless
many of you think we have already spent too
much time in the examination of this case,
and would feel satisfied to dismiss it without
any further investigation. But we hope there
are some among you who feel that an edu-
cated optometrist should not rest content
with a simple test case examination and cor-
rection. And this is a sentiment I want to
encourage, in the hope that it will spread
until all of you are of the same mind. There
is no question that the man who is confined
to one method of examination and knows no
other, is not entitled to a front seat in the
profession of optometry, nor will he be able
to hold his own when he comes in competition
with more versatile refractionists.

Therefore, we will employ two other
methods of examination, in order to deter-
mine if the result obtained from the first
method is correct.

First, the fogging method. We place a
+ 5 D lens in the trial frame, which, of
course, greatly fogs the vision. We reduce
with concaves until we have 2. 25 value in
front of the eye with which the No. 20dine

(Continued on page 485)
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is partly legible. We then direct patient's
attention to the card of radiating lines, and
III answer to our question as to the difference
in their distinctness, she says the lines from
300 to 600 are dull as compared with the
others. With this as a clue, we place a
— .5o cylinder with its axis oblique in front
of the convex sphere. This at once clears

UI) the lines, and on directing her atten-
tion to the letters, we find that the No.
20 line has been made much clearer by the
addition of the cylinder. By transposing
this formula, the result of the fogging test is

1.75 S. C + .5o cyl. axis 135°.
We will now measure the refraction by

the retinoscope. As we cause the shadow
to move across the naked pupil, we see at
once the movement is " with." We place
a + I D. in the trial frame and the move-
ment is still with ; we replace this lens with
a + 2 D., with the same result. We increase
to + 2.50 D. with which the movement is
neutralized in some of the meridians. On
careful observation we find that the meridian
in which there is the most decided " with"
movement remaining, is the 45th. This calls
for a further increase in this meridian, and we
find that a + 3 D. " kills " the movement.
Now, what has the retinoscope given us?
Perhaps we can make the retinoscopic find-
ings clearer to you by a diagram on the
blackboard:

I35° 45°

+ 3 D. + 2.50 D.

After making allowance for the one
meter at which test is made, the result is as
follows : The refraction of the 45th meri-
dian is + 2 D., and of the i35th, + 1.50D.,
which would call for the following correction:
+ 1.50 D. C + .50 D. cyl. axis 335°.

A comparison of the results obtained by
these three methods, although at first sight
apparently disagreeing, really shows co dis-
crepancy.

The test case measures the manifest
error, while the retinoscope and the fogging
method bring out the latent error, the latter,
in this case, developing more of the latent
defect than does the retinoscope.

Mrs. S. W. K., aged sixty-seven years.
We have been unable to get much of a his-
tory from this old lady. All she has to say
is, that she thinks her glasses need changing.

2R. E., vision = O. With + 2 S. + .50
cyl. axis go° =

L. E. No letters can be seen on the
test card. The use of the pin-hole disk gives
a negative result, and, therefore, it is useless
to waste our time in trying lenses. For read-
ing we find that + 5.5o affords the best vision.
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An examination of her old glasses shows
them to be + 2 D., for distance, and + 5
for reading, and we are, therefore, justified in
changing them to correspond to our examin-
ation. Our special interest in this case, at
this time, lies in the fact that it is one of this
series of monocular vision.

H. K., aged twenty years. Telegraph
operator. Left eye diverges, twitches and
waters.

R. E., vision = H ? ? With + 2 cyl.,
20axis to° C, -F .5o S. =

L. E. , vision reduced to counting fingers.
Pin-hole disk gives a negative result. The
ophthalmoscope shows an atrophy of the
retina, which is very white and with but few
bloodvessels and these like small threads.

This little series of cases all present the
one feature of monocular vision. In two of
the cases the contributing cause is a strabis-
mus ; in one case convergent, in the other
case divergent. In the other case there is no
deviation of the visual axis, and hence the
cause of the loss of vision is in doubt.

In all these cases the one eye is beyond
our help, and our duty is confined to a care-
ful correction of the other eye, in order to
relieve it from undue strain and preset-7e it in
as good condition as possible. While the loss
of the sight of an eye may be considered
quite a serious matter, ya none of tIfese
patients seem to be inconvenienced by the
sight being confined to one eye, because they
have been so long accustomed to monocular
vision that it has become a second nature to
them.

The American Association of Opticians

ED. KEYSTONE :—The answers to the list of

questions sent out some time ago, regarding the

future policy of the American Association of Opti-
cians, are still coming in. As has been predicted,

the opinions are numerous and varied.
A few good thinkers and conservative mem-

bers favor an existence wholly separate and distinct

from the State organizations.
Their reasons for such are good,but are of a local

nature, emanating as they do from the far East.

The consensus of opinion is that, inasmuch as

there ought to be a head—a grand lodge, as it

were—to which all the State societies may look for

advice and counsel, and the further fact that the

A. A. 0. is already organized and is in affiliation

with many of the State societies, there is no use of

creating another grand body.
One leading thought appears to permeate the

whole system of communications : that the present

constitution has never had a fair trial and ought to

be put to the test.
It has been decided that the provisions of the

present constitution and by-laws will be carried

out to the best of the ability of the presiding

officer, and to do this he will need the unanimous

support of the delegates from all the State socie-

ties. There will be a house of delegates and, as

much of the business will be acted upon by this

body, it will be necessary for each society to elect

delegates, one for each twenty-five members or

fraction thereof.
A society of twenty-five members or less is

entitled to one delegate. One of twenty-six or

more, not exceeding fifty, is entitled to two dele-

gates, and so on.
The dues, or per capita tax, have been reduced

to fifty cents for each member in good standing.
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This should insure the affiliation of every Sate
and territorial association in America. It was de-
cided long ago that States and territories could not
govern themselves.

Every. church, every secret order, every mili-
tary organization, even the unions have a represen-
tative body to whom they are in a way responsible
and who is watchful of their interests when they,
perhaps, are careless or indifferent to pending
danger. We make no claim that there are smarter
men in the American Association than in the State
societies, but its deliberations are supposed to be
participated in by the brightest and best men of
all the State societies.

It is only a question of time until the A. A.O.
can pay the expenses of one delegate from each
State society, if all affiliate and the State societies
could easily set aside a certain sum for the use of
the other delegates.

Let us make the American Association what
it ought to be by affiliation and by personal attend-
ance, and then when any State is asking legisla-
tion a personal letter to every legislator of that
State, signed by the officers of this association,
would carry more weight than any one thing that
could possibly be done.

A committee or board, designed to promote
the educational interests of the profession, selected
from a representative organization composed of all
the State societies, would be more competent and
more effective than one selected from any one
State, for the two very pertinent reasons that there
is more material to select from, and such a board
would be farther removed from the little jealousies
incident to competition.

Other professions feel they must leave local,
State, national and international associations and
each, aside from the subordinate body, is corn-
posed of delegates from the others in their respec-
tive order.

We have in the A. A. 0. the nucleus of an
organization capable of wonderful possibilities.
Let us all join hands in making it permanent and
mighty, and in making the Minneapolis convention
the greatest event of its kind ever held in America.

Yours truly,
HARRY P. HoLmEs, President.

Des Moines, lows.

How to and How Not to Clean Your
Glasses

Did you ever see an elderly lady, who loves to
gossip with her neighbors, clean her glasses ? Well,
this is generally the way she does it. Seated in a
low rocker, she gets a good, hard grip on the nose-
piece of her spectacles, and gathering up a corner

of her apron, sets the chair rocking, her fingers
rubbing for dear life and her tongue busy entertain-

ing her neighbor—have you ever seen her? I have,

many times. If her spectacles are an old-fashioned

steel frame, it won't hurt them much ; but if they

are a gold or gold filled, or the new white-metal

frames, it won't be long before her glasses will

stand like a child's teter board, one end up and

the other end down, across her nose.
The proper way to handle them is in this way :

Take the glasses by one end-piece of the frame,

breathe on the lens and clean with soft cloth (free

from starch or dust) or chamois. Holding that

lens between folds of the cloth, turn the frame,

take hold of the other end-piece and clean that

lens in the same way.
Never hold the frames by the bridge or nose-

piece when cleaning. A little care in this respect

will save you lots of annoyance later on.



Who compose the Faculty of the

Northern Illinois College
Ophthalmology and Otology

HERE THEY ARE

No other College of Optometry in the World can make this showing

JAMES B. McFATRICH, M.S., M.D., President. Has enjoyed a large practice in the treatment of Eye, Ear, Nose andThroat ,iseases riff almost twenty years. Has had many years of experience as attending oculist to the largest hospitals inChicago. Has been a large contributor to ophthalmological literature. For more than ten years he was professor of thePrinciples of Ophthalmology in Bennett Medical College, of Chicago, which position he held until he assumed the duties ofPresident of the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology. That his past training peculiarly adapts himfor the chair of Ophthalmology in this College no one can gainsay.
CHALMERS PRENTICE, M.D., Oculist, Surgeon, Author and Teacher. Has published several books in order toelucidate his own ideas of the importance of the ' Eye in Relation to Health and Disease." Has also been a large cant, i-butor to the columns of the Optical, Ophthalmological and Medical Journals. His latest book, " The Eye, Mind Energyand Matter" now in the hands of the printer, is the most wonderful production of a master mind ever presented to theprofession. His ideas, so radical as to shock the medical world when he first made them public, are now universallyaccepted and have won for him an international reputation. He is the originator of the Fogging or Repression System.Doctor Prentice conducts the chair of Latent Brain Strain.
GEORGE A. ROGERS, too well and too favorably know to require an introduction. He is President of the Illinois OpticalSociety, a large contributor to optical literature, widely known for his knowledge of and ability to teach scientific optics.In this line he Ims no superior in the world, as all who know him can testify. Prof. Rogers conducts the chair of Optometry.E. G. TROWBRIDGE, M.D.. is Professor of Eye and Ear surgery at Bennett Medical College, which position he has heldwith credit for several years. He enjoys a large practice in his line. Before entering upon the study of medicine he spentmany years as a public school teacher, which training, together with his professional experience as an oculist for more thanten years, enables him to teach dioptrics in a very impressive and practical manner. He conducts the chair of Dioptrics inthe Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology.
HENRY S. TUCKER, A.M., M.D., Professor of Gynecological Surgery and Dean of the Faculty of the American Collegeof Medicine and Sfirgery, Of Chicago. Attending Surgeon to Cook County Hospital, Baptist and many other hospitals inChicago. Has just been appointed a member of the committee to select a staff of physicians and surgeons for Cook CountyHospital. For more than ten years before being elected Dean of the Faculty of the American Medical College he wasprofessor of Anatomy and Physiology in other medical colleges in Chicago. He enjoys a large professional practice. DoctorTucker conducts the chair of Anatomy and Physiology of the Eye and Brain in the Northern Illinois College of Ophthal-mology and Otology.

HON. LAWRENCE Y. SHERMAN, LL.D., Lieutenant-Governor of Illinois, enjoys a national reputation for hisknowledge of law in its various branches, and is a brilliant speaker and an able teacher. Judge Sherman is in charge of theLegal Department of the College.

ORRIS BOOTH, Oph.D., has, on account of his peculiar fitness as a teacher and the knowledge of optometry he hasdisplayed, been elected as quiz conductor, class teacher and dark-room instructor. He also has charge of the Free ClinicalDepartment of the College.

GEORGE WILBUR McFATRICH, M.D., Secretary. For more than ten years has enjoyed, and does at the presenttime, an extensive practice in the treatment of Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Diseases. H iHe graduated in medicine, n 1892,when he entered 'a competitive examination for a position as one of the House Physicians and Surgeons to Cook CountyHospital. He succeeded in winning first place and served as such for eighteen months, at the expiration of which time hewas appointed attending Surgeon and Oculist to the Hospital and was reappointed for eleven consecutive .years. Aftergraduating in medicine was elected professor of Clinical Ophthalmology and Otology in Bennett Medical College, whichposition he held until the organization of the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology. He now conductsthe chair of Clinical Ophthalmology and Optometry in the Northern Illinois College of Ophthalmology and Otology.

We give the best course of instruction in Ophthalmology,Optometry ;111(1 Neurology obtainable ;111(1 fur thc mostreasonable fee.
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glasses and how to obtain the best results

We teach you how to properly fit
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G. W. McFATRICH, M.D., Secretary
Tenth Floor Masonic Temple, Chicago, Ill.
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Toric Lenses

THE

raper read by A. PEI.Low before Ole Rochester Optical Society,
Rochester, N. Y.

Definition of a A toric lens is one which has
on one surface different radii,
the maximum and minimum

being at right angles to each other. To get an idea
of what a toric surface is like, compare it to that of
a bicycle tire in which the longitudinal radius is
fifteen inches and the lateral or transverse radius
one inch.

A toric surface can be considered as two
cylinders crossed at right angles on the one surface
of the lens. The first toric lens on record was
made to correct a high degree of myopic astigma-
tisin by an Italian optician over fifty years ago, so
that the idea is not by any means new.

It is, however, only within the last few years
that torics have been made with true curves and at
a cost low enough to place them before the public
as a regular commercial article.

The advantages of a toric lens
over an ordinary lens are—that

Toric Lens by their periscopic effect a
larger field of vision is obtained.

In an ordinarY flat lens the eye, when looking
through any other part of that lens than the center,
the object seen will be more or less distorted. A
magnified effect of this can be obtained by looking
through the outer edge of a strong convex lens.

There will be a prismatic effect, which in-
creases the more the eye is turned from the center
of the lens.

In a toric lens, the inner curve of which con-
forms more nearly to the radius of the arc of rota-
tion of the eye, the surface is more nearly to right
angles at any point of view and must be, therefore,
more optically correct.

There is a very great advantage in a toric lens,
in the fact that by the deep concave inner surface,
the periphery of the lens is brought much nearer
to the eye and does away with the large gap
between edge of lens and face.

The difference between the center and edge in
thickness, of a lens, minus 6 diopter focus ground
oo eye size, is over 24 mm., and in a 000 eye over
3 mm., so that edge of lens is brought of an
inch nearer to the eye.

Only those who have worn both kinds of
lenses, can thoroughly appreciate the benefit de-
rived from doing away with this fault.

I have found that an inset stud
is the most suitable for a toric

has Revealed lens, as it takes up that eighth
of an inch difference, between

center and edge of lens, without changing position
of guards.

I have also found, that the use of a 000 eye
gives better results than a oo eye. The tendency
is steadily toward the use of a larger size lens.

There is another form of lens in which a toric
surface is used to advantage, and that is a cataract
lens, or a lens with strong spherical element, com-
bined with a cylinder.

In a lens plus 14 sph. combined with plus 2 cyl.
ground in usual manner, the weight of the lens
is greater than when the curves are equally divided
on each side of the lens. The spherical aberration
of a lens whose curves are equal, is less than where
the curve is all on one side.

The appearance of a strong biconvex lens in a
spectacle is also better than in a piano convex.

The earlier efforts of toric lens manufacturers
was rather with the idea of using them for this

Toric Lens

Advantages of a

What Experience
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form of lens than in periscopic form ; but the ad-
vantage of the latter was readily seen and a steady
demand created.

I have here two lenses, both of which focus
+ sph. C 3 cyl. ax. 900. One in sph.-cyl.
form and the other in toric. Both were ground as
thin as possible for o eye size. The toric lens by
actual weight is about II grains or about a half
(krt. lighter in weight than the sphero cylinder.

In specifying the curves of a
toric lens we designate the

Toric Lenses curve of the weakest refractive
power as the base curve, and

the difference between the base curve and the
strongest curse is equal to the amount of the
cylinder. For instance, plus 6, combined with plus
8, toric. Here the 6 diopter is the base curve and
the.difference, viz., 2 diopters is the amount of the
cylinder.

In laying out the curves of a toric lens to the
best advantage, it is necessary to decide whether it
is advisable to have the toric surface convex or
concave.

If plane cylinder is required and toric is of the
same sign as that of cylinder, grind sphero surface,
same power, but opposite sign to that of weaker
curve of toric.

If toric is of opposite sign to that of cylinder,
grind sphero curve, same power, but opposite
sign to that of stronger curve of toric.

Example i : Plus 1 cylinder with convex toric
and the base curve plus 6. Then the stronger
meridian will be plus 7. The sphero curve should
then be minus 6.

Example 2 : Plus I cylinder with a concave
toric surface, with the base curve minus 6 and the
stronger meridian minus 7. Then the sphero sur-
face should be plus 7.

In a sphero-cylinder, if the toric surface is of
the same sign as that of cylinder, subtract the
sphero focus from that of base curve and prefix
opposite sign to obtain sphero surface.

Example : Plus i sphero combined with plus r
cylinder, and the toric surface plus 6, combined
with plus 7. Then the sphero surface should be
minus 5.

If the toric is of the opposite sign to that of
cylinder, transpose the lens making cylinder of
same sign as toric.

Example : Plus 1, combined with a plus i cylin-
der with a concave tonic surface minus 6 diopter,
combined with minus 7 diopter. By transposing
the lens, we obtain plus 2 sphero, combined with
minus i cylinder. Add sphero focus to base curve
and prefix opposite sign to obtain sphero surface.

If biconvex or biconcave form is desired,
make the toric surface of such base curve as will
most nearly divide up the refractive power of the
lens equally on each side.

Example : Plus 14 diopter sphero, combined
with plus 2 diopter cylinder. The combined power
of this lens is plus 16 diopter, the half of which is
plus 8. Then make the base curve plus 6 and the
stronger curve of toric plus 8. The sphero surface
should then be plus 8.

The standard base curves of toric lenses are
3, 4.50, 6 and 9 diopters, and it is necessary to
choose from this assortment.

To find the axis of a lens in
To find Axis of toric form, if lens is plane cylin-

der, plus with plus, or minus
with minus sphero cylinder,

center the lens, considering axis in that meridian
which has the least refractive power.

For plus with minus, or minus with plus, if
sphero focus is the stronger, axis of cylinder will

Curves of

a Toric Lens
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be in that meridian having greatest refractive
power.

If cylinder focus is the stronger, axis of cylin-
der will be in that meridian having the least refrac-
tive power.

It is well to note that toric lenses should be
ground in medium weight, not thin, as the strain
is greater on a curve of this description ; and con-
sequently, has greater liability of breaking if the
lens is made too thin.

The only objection worthy of note in a toric
lens is the fact that on the outer surface a greater
reflection is obtained, owing to the surface collect-
ing rays of light from a wider angle than a flat
lens, and while this may be detrimentary from an
observer's point of view, yet this defect is much
more than compensated to the wearer.

Filling Prescriptions

The successful tilling of prescriptions is a good
deal like a three-legged stool ; it stands on three
points, and it won't stand long if they're not
all there. The work in the first place must be
correct ; that includes a good deal more than you
might think at first sight, and it is first, last and
all the time ; it is the prime requisite of optical
work. To say that it includes more than you think
at first, means that the lenses must be correct, the
frames must be of the right material and the right
dimensions, and both the frames and lenses must
be free from defects, such as flaws and bubbles in
the lenses, and imperfections in the material and
workmanship of the frames.

The second point is style. Every year this is
more thought of, and every year the demands on
the manufacturer, in the way of producing stylish
glasses, become more pressing. Not only must
the design of the goods be neat and handsome,
but there must be care taken in fitting the lenses,
in polishing and truing up, in order to meet the
fastidious taste of to-day. The glasses must be
made as inconspicuous as possible, and when they
are noticed, it must be more as an ornament than
anything else.

The third consideration is promptness. The
public has become so spoiled in this respect, that
they want all their work turned out " while they
wait," almost ; and the competition which exists
in this line has beaten down the time to the very
least possible limit, rendering the difficulty of
keeping the first two points up to the standard
enormously greater.

Now it doesn't do to fill II orders and try to
neglect any of these requisites. If the orders are
not accurate nobody wants them ; if they're not
stylish your customer won't want them, and if
they are slow coming neither you nor your customer
will have the patience to wait for them.

—Brown's Our Own Idea.

Fast Photographing

An Italian inventor, Luciano I3utti, is credited
with having produced a photographic apparatus
with a film so sensitive that it will record 2000
impressions per second. This should possess much
value for scientific purposes, since even the motions
of an insect's wings might be made apparent by
a series of biographic pictures taken with such
extreme rapidity. At present, however, the new
film is said to be so costly that the expense of
using it, reckoning by the time of exposure, is Sto
per second.
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An Optician's Advertising
Experience

T a recent meeting of the Buffalo

Optical Society, E. A. Ludwigs read

the following instructive paper on

" Optical Advertising." Mr. Ludwigs is

well known as an enthusiast on the matter of

publicity and is an able advertisement writer.

His views being founded on experience, are

especially interesting :

Does advertising pay, and what kind of

advertising will pay the optician?

In my experience of several years in the

retail optical and jewelry business I have

used almost all kinds of advertising. I have

used hand-bills, fancy cards, booklets, nicely-

framed glass signs in hotels and public places,

tin fence signs, yard sticks, clocks with name

and business in gilt letters on the glass, hotel

register ads., billposters and newspaper ad-

vertising, and have spent all I made for

months. Several Eastern advertising jour-

nals and different newspapers have made

complimentary comments upon how I adver-

tised, and often my ads. were reproduced in

their publications. Good business men asked

me what my advertising cost me, and they

often remarked it would not pay me—but it

did.
I will state later which advertising paid

me best, and give my reasons why. Some

people think because they advertised when

they first opened in business and they are

now well known, there is no further necessity

for it. They forget that new people are con-

stantly coming in, and there trade goes some-

where. There is no better way to attract

attention and secure new trade than by adver-

tising every day in some manner. If you

put it off, these newcomers will go elsewhere.

For a newspaper ad. a good electro or

half-tone giving a description which shows

the article up before the eye of the prospec-

tive buYer, is good advertising, yet it re-

quires convincing and effective words from

the salesman to demonstrate to the customer

the advantage of a purchase in your store.

Don't write too much in an ad., for if

you tell a person a little at a time it is easily

remembered.
Good, steady advertising pays better

than large puffs at irregular intervals.

For an optician, I believe good newspa-

pers are the best means of reaching prospec-

tive buyers ; the larger the circulation, the

more territory the paper covers—the better

for the one advertising.

A great deal of advertising fails because

the advertiser becomes discouraged before

he has a right to expect returns. Advertis-

ing brings many patrons to your store;

KEYSTONE

salesmanship and the goods must do the rest.

Never put much money into advertising

cheap spectacles—a high-grade article for the

eye is what all intelligent people want.

Always have your name and the street

number and city in every advertisement of

your business.
Circulars (if you have any) laid in the

parcels you wrap are always helpful, as they

are read when the package is opened. All

your advertising should be considered and

read carefully and written slowly when you

have the time alone and are free from

interruption.
The merchant who thinks advertising

Why I Advertise in the
Newspapers

I advertise in the newspapers because
I am not ashamed of my goods or my
work, and to let people know about my-
self, my store and my stock.

Because I cater to the intelligent
class and they read the papers, and I be-
lieve in increasing my business.

Because I can talk to more people
through the newspapers at a greater dis-
tance in less time and at a more reasonable
price than in any other way.

Because my newspaper advertising
has brought me greater returns for the
least expenditure of any advertising I
have done.

Because when I write an ad. I am not
too stingy to pay for placing it in the best
possible medium or to have it inserted
so that it is attractive. Thus I know it
is seen and read by almost everyone ill
the house where the paper goes.

E. A. LUDWIGS, Optician

A Unique Adverti,. it

does not pay makes a mistake. An ad. is a

money-getter, a creator of prosperity. It is

an intelligent message to the people, increas-

ing trade and swelling the income.

Hand-bills are generally a poor adver-

tisement, as a large percentage of them con-

tain too much reading matter. If you doubt

this, think how many hand-bill ads. you pick

up and read thoroughly.

Satisfied customers are also a good ad-

vertisement but slow, as they can't spread

the news as quickly as an ad. in a good

newspaper.
Never, in your ads., run down your

competitors. Simply tell about your goods

just as if you weren't aware that there was

opposition.
Business nowadays is not attracted by

easy-going methods, as the people have

changed with the times, too. Advertising

carries the business man ahead, and the

livliest one gets there first.
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Your show window will attract people

if it is properly cleaned, dressed, lighted and

changed often. No matter how small it is,

make the best of it. A nice display con-

veys at a glance many ideas to people who

do not think of buying. It is advertising

while you are otherwise engaged. It will

sell goods and establish confidence.

Many people do not believe the signs :

such claims as " selling below cost," " 25 per

cent. discount," etc. If you are really giving

a bargain, quote prices. Be sure to pro-

duce the advertised article cheerfully when

called for.
When you can make people believe they

want an article in a way that will make them

come and ask for it, then you have done good

advertising.
Don't make a mistake and figure adver-

tising by what it costs. Don't think one or

two ads. will do it all, and sit and wait for

returns. Don't expect big results after your

first few ads., as people may have only seen

your ad. once or twice and are just beginning

to take notice of it.
When advertising a leader, don't feel

that you must make your usual profit on the

article mentioned. Remember first to get

the people to come to your store ; then if

the goods are satisfactory they will surely

come again.
Neatness in the appearance and the office

of the optician, as well as in his words, are

essential and is a good ad.

Saving a Broken Negative

Where the glass only and not the film is

broken, the best way is to strip the latter from

the former and lay it down on another glass.

There are various ways of doing this, but

the following is both certain and simple :

First harden the film by immersion for ten

minutes in a solution of formalin i to to,

wash and dry. Next cut through the gelatine

about inch from the edge all around, and

immerse for fifteen minutes in a solution of

sodium carbonate (crystals), 2 ounces in ten

ounces of water. Then, without washing or

much draining, transfer to a solution of hydro-

chloric acid, 30 minutes in ten ounces of

water. When the film begins to pucker and

get loose it should be gently assisted, when it

will float off the broken plate. We omitted

to say that from the start the broken negative

should be supported on a plate a little larger

than itself. The floating film should be washed

in several changes of water and transferred to

a plate that has been coated with collodion,

and squeezed in the usual way. After harden-

ing and drying and before cutting, it might be

well to give it a coat of enamel collodion,

although that is not absolutely necessary.
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The Hardy Ophthalmometer
Has Stood the Test of Time

IT has been on the market 14 14 years, and the ever-increasing
sales are an absolute proof of its utility and the need that every
refractionist has for this instrument of precision. No optical outfit
is complete without it.

PRICES

BACK
FRONT

 The 20th Century Model--

Arranged for city electric current
With dry cell battery

Less 6 per cent. cash discount

TT shows at once whether there is any corneal astigmatism (which is all of the astigmatism in the great
majority of cases), and shows the meridians of greatest and least curvature. It saves time, guarantees

accuracy and does away with the necessity of asking the many questions that so tire out the refractionist and his
patient when the instrument is not used.

SEND FOR DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET

$70.00
80.00

Wholesale and
Manufacturing

F. A. HARDY & CO.
AGENTS {

Opticians
California Optical Co., San Francisco, for Pacific Coast
Globe Optical Co„ Boston, Mass., for New England
D. V. Brown, Philadelphia, Pa., for Philadelphia
Sidney Richardson, London, for England

CHICAGO, ILL.
BRANCHES 

/ Atlanta, Ga.
Denver, Colo.
Paris, France
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Optical Questions an Answers

Subscribers wishing inquiries answered in this depart-

ment must send name and address—not for publication, but

as an evidence of good faith. Questions will be answered in

the order in which they are received. No attent
ion will be

paid to anonymous communications.
To enable us to answer questions satisfactorily and give

proper advice in the management of eases submitted to us, i
t

is essential that we be furnished with a co
mplete history of

each case and accurate information on the following points:

1. Age. (If not possible to give exact age, always approxi-

mate).
2. Have glasses been previously worn? How long and what

1111mber

3. Visual acuteness of each eye, and what improvement

glasses afford.
4. Range of accommodation (without glasses and with

them).
5. Evidence of astigmatism (as shown by radiating line

s).

6. Test for muscular insufficiency.

"W. H. C."—Pafient of mine, a lady, sixty-five
years old, has been troubled with drooping eye-
lids, has consulted several physicians and
taken medicine for her nerves for over a year,
although she says she does not think there is
anything wrong with them, as she is not at all
nervous. Another attributes the cause to the
kidneys. She is in good health and can gel
around and do her work equal to a person of
forty, drives here to do her shopping nearly
every week, a distance of ten miles. Quite an
intelligent old lady. When she is walking
around the house at her work they do not
bother her, but just as soon as she sits down
cannot read or sew more than a few minutes
until the lids droop and impossible to keep
Mem open, no matter how she may hy. Is
there anvil/lug- that can be done for her case,
anything Ma/ can be injected that would sfimu-

late the muscles?

The drooping of the upper lid is technically

known as " ptosis," and may be due to various

causes, as paralysis of the levator muscle, swelling

or hypertrophy of the tissues, or hysteria. When

due to paralysis, it is usually associated with other

symptoms of paralysis of the oculo-motor nerve.

The treatment will, of course, depend upon the

cause, if it can be ascertained. When due to

hypertrophy, the tissues which obstruct move-

ment may be excised, but such operation is fre-

quently useless, especially if there is loss of power

in the levator. The application of galvanism is

sometimes of benefit.
But a case of this kind does not legitimately

come within the province of the optometrist, but

should be promptly referred to a medical man.

We are told that several physicians have been con-

sulted, but this is no reason why an optical man

should take hold of the case or suggest any line of

treatment. An optometrist should confine himself

to optometry, as otherwise he goes beyond his

rights and trepasses on the field which is by law

reserved for physicians.

"M. V. de V."—Man, age about sixty, never had

any trouble with his eyes. Commenced using

glasses for his prebyopia when over forty-five,

now wears glasses for constant use in bifocals

for about four years. Always had his glasses

changed when necessary. He now complains

of eyestrain in L. E., sometimes on temporal

side in corner of eye and again in nasal side,

thinks oftener on his nasal side. I find his

lenses jirr his hypermetropia and presbyopia

right, but looking at test card for D. V., he

said the letters seen with L. E. are in a zigzag

position. I put a prism 8° base up over' his

L. E. and red over R. E.; he said white light

is toward left side, same side of prism. 1

fumed prism from qo° as per trial frame scale

to 800 inwards, both lights over each other, but

he sees the letter on test card in same position,

yet I tried prisms of different strength, but he

says that don't alter the position of the letters,

neither they have the same position, zigzag or

step-like. Is this a case of esophoria and why is

it that he cannot see any change in the position

of the letters. Shall I give him decentered

sph. lenses P

The acuteness of vision is a matter so indis-

pensable to the proper understanding of a case,

and we have so often on these pages complained
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of its omission, that we cannot understand why
our correspondents who desire help in the manage-
ment of their cases, will persist in their failure to

supply this important point of information.
The zigzag appearance of the letters seen by

the left eye at once raises the suspicion of astigma-
tism, but our ignorance of the visual acuity, of the
improvement afforded by the correcting lenses,

and whether such were simply spheres, prevents
us from arriving at any conclusion on this point.

This is a matter that should be looked into. Cylin-
drical lenses at first distort objects even when the

axis is in its proper position, and still more so if
axis is not properly placed.

The muscle test undoubtedly shows esophoria,
but we are not informed to what extent. If our

correspondent rotated the testing prism, he made
an error. This prism must remain untouched in
the vertical position, and another prism must be
taken and placed base out, and the number of such
prism that brings the white light under red light

will be the measure of the esophoria.

In order that a correct and definite

understanding may be had of each case

submitted, it is necessary that correspon-

dents should give ALL the particulars

asked for at the head of this page.

'C. W"—Gentleman, now seventy-two, about six

years ago required + .75 for distance and

+ 4.50 reading ; was satisfied with his distant

V, but of course used his readers. Two years

ago he could read best with + 2.50, his distance

— 1.75. Thinking Mis an unhealthy case, I

ordered an oculist. However, he never went,

but called again a week ago. Found him Mr-

Mer myopic, and could read best with + /. I

would be glad to know ?chat usually results

from such cases. He informs inc Ilial he is in

his usual health. Both eyes are alike.

The history of this case indicates commencing

cataract, and the explanation of the changes in

vision is as follows : In health, with the advance

of years, the crystalline lens becomes denser and

harder and flatter, but under certain conditions

(which are pathological, not pnysiologial) the lens

begins to imbibe fluid, and thus becomes soft and

swollen. This increase in its convexity adds to

the refractive power of the eye, and the patient is

now able to read with weaker convex lenses, or

perhaps with none at all. At the same time the

distant vision is correspondingly impaired. The

eye has really become myopic in its refraction, a

concave lens being necessary to clear up distant

vision, while near vision is possible with but little

assistance in the way of convex lenses. This is a

case of so-called " second sight." While it is

scarcely advisable to alarm and worry the patient

by telling him of the serious condition of his eyes,

yet it might be well to inform some member of the

family that cataract is threatened if patient lives

long enough.

"W B."-1. 1 have a case of hypermetropia in a

child of good health, age nine years. V
both eyes. No + improves. Sight for

distance, under atropine, after 24 hours and

even 48 hours, V., both eyes, ily5yy ; with d-
D., V. = -1J,,Af under atropine, Of rather

with a pretty dilated pupil, though atropine

has not been put in since three days. After

five days V. = ay ; but with -I- 5.50 V. =
What glass do you think could or should be

given?
2. Under mydriasis with atropine, do we

prescribe to children, lo or 12 years old, the

number plus or minus which gives best vision?

If not, how many diopters or part of diopten

plus, or less, should we give, and should such

glass be given for constant use?

I. In this case the hypermetropia is all latent.

The action of atropine is to reveal the full extent

of the defect. The strongest convex lens that

affords the best vision is the measure of the total

hypermetropia. If we properly understand this

case, + 5.50 D. represents the total error. Wea
re

not told of what symptoms this child complai
ns,

or why he was brought to the optometrist 
;how-

ever, we would say that it would not be wise to

commence with lenses stronger than + i D.

2. When atropine is used in myopia, the con-

cave lens that affords best vision under full cyclo-

plegia may, as a rule, be prescribed for distant

vision. If of high degree, such glasses must be

reduced for reading. In hypermetropia, on the

other hand, the glasses chosen under atropine are

much too strong to be worn after the effects of the

drug have passed away. But there is no rule to

guide us in the reduction of the glass in these

cases : we must rely practically upon our judgment

and past experience. If we were asked to make

an estimate, we would say, on general principles,

about one quarter of the latent 'defect, and some-

times even less than this to start with

111:"— Young lady, about twenty-two. She
complains Mat she can never recognize her

friends until they are close
 up to her. It is

also a great /rouble for her to read anything,

and small print she cannot read for many min-

utes. Sonic days her eyes are a Mlle better

than others. She very often has severe head-
aches, and has been troubled with indigestion

for a very long time. She wore glasses when

she was quite a little girl, but has lost them

long ago. V A., R. E., if. L. E.,
+ lenses make the vision worse with

R. E., so I tried the fogging method and the

weakest concave, which gave — fl (nearly)

was — .50. L. E., ± lenses would not be
accepted, but — .50 a.r. 130° gave vision ig
nearly. When using ba/hi her eyes I was able
to add + .25 to each eye, which made it R. E.,
— .25 ; L. E., + .2.5C— .50 (tr. 130°, which

gave vision distinctly, but after a few min-

utes they made her head ache. I then pAri.cd

the Maddo.r rod over the left eye, axis veil ica/,

and patient saw the red streak below Me /lame;
40 prism, base down, made the streak go

through the flame. There was not insuffi-

ciency of Me internal or external real. When
regarding the distant types 0. U., vision was
made much more comfortable when using the

prism. Should prisms be constantly worn in

this case, and how would you prescribe them ?

With this correction patient could read the
smallest of reading types distinctly.

In every case our first thought should be to

measure the error of refraction. With this young

lady we would suspect not genuine myopia but

simulated myopia, due to spasm of accommoda-

tion, and therefore we would advise withholding

concave lenses until this point can be definitely

determined.
The muscle test, as given, shows 4° of left

hyperphoria, but this single test must not be

depended upon. The muscle balance varies greatly

from day to day, and therefore the test must be

repeated on at least three different days. If the

existence of this amount of hyperphoria is verified,

we would advise the correction of three-quarters of

it by ordering a prism 2°, base down, over left eye,

and r°, base up, over right eye. We would order

simple prisms without any focal power for the

present, and advise their constant wear. It is pos-

sible that all the symptoms may be due to the

hyperphoria, in which case we would expect their

disappearance after peristent wearing of the prisms.

At any rate the prisms can be expected to relieve

a certain amount of strain and remove at least a

portion of the irritability of the nervous system.

This will probably relax the accommodative spasm

which seems to exist, and then the exact refractive

condition of the eyes can better be determined. If

any error is found to exist, the proper spheres or cyl-

inders can be combined with the prisms. We have

advised the correction of only three-quarters of the

heterophoria at first, but if this fails to afford the

expected relief, the total amount should be neu-

tralized by a 2° prism over each eye.

"We are mostly interested in optics. The

Keystone is truly multurn in parvo,"—Win.

Tale, Optician, Cranbrook, Canada.
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Why should you
st(wk and pull

Automobile
Goggles?

Because THERE IS MONEY
FOR YOU in selling them

Not only can you make a good profit
on the goggles themselves, but you bring
to your store a good class of trade—a class
that you can interest in (and that can
afford to buy) other high-grade optical
goods, such as lorgnettes, tonic lenses,
field glasses, etc.

We make a specialty
of Auto Goggles

and are prepared to show an especially
complete line of new models, some of
which we illustrate in the border. Over
50 styles—all the way from $1.25 a dozen
to $42.00 a dozen.

With all orders for one-half dozen
-or over we will send you a supply of illus-
trated booklets with space left for your
imprint.

From the Massachusetts and other
" State Registers " you can get a list of
names and addresses of all those in your
section who own automobiles and would
be interested to receive a copy of the
booklet. s

WRITE FOR A SAMPLE COPY

Globe Optical Co.
403 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

4
No. 2 No. 8

BY ALL MEANS
GET THE BEST

ALMOST INVISIBLE ON THE FACE

to K. Gold, per dozen pairs, $7.50
10 K. Gold Filled, 4, 4 1 

" 2.00 Less 6 per cent.(ierman Silver .. 4 4 4 t 1.00

Sample pairs, postpaid, Gold, 75c.; Gold Filled, 30C.;
German Silver, 15c.

Geo. Mayer de Co.
Mooritifa cturi xis; Optician

134 S. Eighth Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

What is
Your Income?

If it is not satisfactory there is no reason why it may not be, providedyou avail yourself of the advantages of our special offer.You can become a skilled optician---for a sum that is insignificantcompared to the benefits conferred by taking our regular $25.00 CollegeCourse by Correspondence for only $8.00 ($2.o° down, balance $1.00 aweek). Our course is especially thorough, and eminently practical. Wehave hundreds of graduates making big money. Why not you ? Every-thing defined in simple language, yet scientific and exact. We makeexperts of our guaduates. Write to-day.

AMERICAN OPTICAL COLLEGE
DETROIT, MICH.

THE PEERLESS
REFRACTOR anD RETINOSCOPE

The latest and most accurate Eye-Testing
Device for correcting errors of refraction with the
objective and subjective methods.

Accurate prescriptions will increase your
business.

The PEERLESS will do it for you.
For descriptive pamphlet and price write to the

Reinhard Mfg. CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.
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Georgia Optical Society

A special meeting of the Georgia State Optical
Association will occur on March 20th, at the Albion
Hotel, in Augusta, for the purpose of discussing
several matters that it is desirable to give some
attention to before the regular annual meeting in
J tine.

The two most important subjects to come up
at this time for consideration will be the report of
the committee on examinations and the report of
the committee on minimum price-list. With refer-
ence to the latter, there seems to be a general
unanimity of opinion, and no doubt a definite dis-
position of the question of the proper prices for
repair-work will be made at this meeting,

A number of interesting talks on the business,
as well as the scientific side of optometry, will be
made. Among others will be some remarks by C.
H. Kittrell, on " What the Jeweler-Optometrists
of the Smaller Towns May Do in the Way of Lens-
Grinding." Mr. Kittrell being located in one of
our smaller cities, and possessing a lens-grinding
equipment, is in position to offer definite and inter-
esting information.

M. B. Clason will have something to say as to
his observations of temporary color-blindness as
associated with acute amblyopia. Mr. Clason has
given some attention to this little-understood phase
of ophthalmic science, and what he has to say will
be the result of investigations made by himself.

The benefits of the organization are already
being felt by those associated with the State society,
and Southern opticians, who are not at present
members, will make no mistake in applying to the
secretary for membership application blank and
copy of constitution, as each successive meeting
will be more interesting than the last.

California State Association of
Optometrists

The annual meeting of the California State
Association of Optometrists was held in the Cali-
fornia Hotel, San Francisco, on February 6th,
President Wood in the chair. Recording Secretary
Hess was absent on account of sickness, and
Albert J. Schohay was appointed to officiate in his
place. The minutes of the previous meeting were
read and approved, and the application of Frank
C. Worrell for membership was upon motion
referred to the Los Angeles Association of Optome-
trists for a report. A suggestion having been
offered to make Dr. Ketchum, of Los Angeles, an
honorary member of this association, it was
moved and carried to refer this matter to the Los
Angeles Association of Optometrists, with a re-
quest to report at the next meeting.

A paper prepared by W. H. Hare, entitled
" A State Society formed by Local Societies," was
read by E. L. Lehanier. On motion of Mr. Meyer,
the board of directors were instructed to make
practical application, so far as lies in their power,
of the many good suggestions advanced by Mr.
Hare. In accordance with his notice of motion at
the last meeting of the association, Mr. Kuttner
offered a new section to the by-laws compelling
members to make a charge for examination. Upon
motion by Mr. Laufer, this was laid on the table.

The following officers were elected : Presi-
dent, F. W. Laufer, Oakland ; first vice-president,
Louis Kuttner, San Francisco ; second vice-presi-
dent, W. A. Meyer, Sacramento ; treasurer, W. R.
Johnston, San Francisco ; financial secretary,
Harry Nordman, San Francisco ; recording secre-
tary, Albert J. Schohay, San Francisco ; sergeant-

at-arms, L. B. Lawson, Santa Rosa. Two addit-
ional directors were elected, namely, E. M. Ackley,
Stockton, and H. W. Clark, Oakland.
" Conscience as a Factor of Skill in Optome-

try," was the subject of a paper read by Mr. Law-
son. The paper was highly appreciated, and
upon formal motion testimony of this was spread
upon the minutes and a vote of thanks extended
Mr. Lawson.

Mr. Cahn spoke on the future of optometry in
that State, fostered as it is hoped it will be, by the
law regulating its practice. He said incidentally,
a committee should be appointed from the State
Association to co-operate with the Board of
Optometry in running down illegal practitioners.
Mr. Meyer moved that the association be named as a
committee of the whole for the purposes mentioned
by the previous speaker, which included also
attendance at the board's examinations. The
motion was careied.

A satisfactory condition of finances was
revealed by the report of the financial secretary.
A vote of thanks was extended to the retiring
officers for their zeal in the association's behalf
during the preceding year.

Rochester Optical Society
The regular meeting of the Rochester Optical

Society was held Tuesday evening, February 14th.
The president called the meeting to order with
nine members present. The minutes of the last
meeting held January loth, were read and approved.

The committee appointed to wait upon
Min Bausch with reference to the examination of
school children's eyes, reported that their arrange-
ments had not been completed.

It was moved by Mr. Clark that the following
resolution be adopted and spread upon the minutes
of this society.

Resolved, That this society is unanimously in
favor of the proposed Optometry Bill, which seeks
to compel those who examine eyes for glasses to
qualify as to their ability before a board of ex-
aminers appointed by the State Board of Regents.
The motion was seconded by Mr. Benedict and
carried.

Mr. Kirstein then read an interesting paper on
" Commercialism," after which the meeting
adjourned.

Central New York Optical Society
The above society met at the office of Presi-

dent Watts, 210 S. Warren Street, Syracuse, N.Y.,
on Thursday, February 16th. The work of re-
vising the schedule of prices on optical work,
begun previously, was continued and a uniform
price-list unanimously adopted. This will shortly
be formally placed before the members.

Kentucky State Optical Association
The next convention of the Kentucky State

Optical Association will be held in Lexington, Ky.,
on May 16th. The programme for that occasion
will be an elaborate and interesting one. A num-
ber of papers of great interest to every optician
have been promised and another feature, certain
to prove popular, will be a question box, which
will be opened at the afternoon session. Many
questions of vital import to the profession will
come up for discussion, and officers for the en-
suing year will be elected. An agenda so -com-
prehensive and important should insure a large
attendance.
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To Make the Lenses Level

It is becoming more and more usual, in
fitting eyeglasses, to have the lenses drilled
above the center, in order to insure their
being level while on the face. Thus, if we
have an eyeglass with the lenses drilled in
the center, and they droop when on the face,
it can easily be seen that by drilling the holes
a little above the center, the lens will be, as
it were, revolved around its central point;
the end towards the nose will be lower on the
face, the end towards the temples raised cor-
respondingly: and in consequence of this the
lens, instead of drooping, will be brought up
to a horizontal position.

This method of raising the lenses, how-
ever, is not so necessary as might be sup-
posed. Unless the nose be remarkably thin,
the lenses can usually be brought up to the
right position by bending the spring. The
spring is grasped with the pliers just above
the stud, and bent So as to increase the angle
just at this point, where the spring turns
sharply over towards the top of the lens.
The effect of this is to bring the lenses
nearer the spring, or, in other words, to raise
them. But at the same time, the guards are
spread wider apart at the bottom; so that in
order that they may touch the nose along
their whole length, they must allow the
lenses to drop as before. But this may be
very easily obviated by bending the lower
ends of the guards closer together; this will
give the proper " cling," and at the same
time keep the lenses in the proper position.
A little experiment will show this very
easily.

But there are some noses which will
scarcely admit of this process, as there is so
little material to get a grip on that the guards
cannot be spread far enough apart, when on
the nose, to raise the lenses to a level posi-
tion: and in such a case it is often very con-
venient to have the lenses drilled slightly
above the center line. This does away with
a great deal of bending on the spring, be-
sides giving better results when finished.
But care must be taken not to drill the lenses
too far up, as this will tilt them up so much
when on the face that it will be impossible to
get them level. We sometimes see lenses
ordered "drill above center;" now a little
reflection will show that it would be almost
impossible to fit these lenses properly. By
taking a frameless lens and dotting it with
ink at this point, it will readily be seen what
a position the stud would occupy, and how
strongly the lens would be tipped up when
the stud is attached to the guard. As a rule,
a millimeter or two will be found sufficient to
make all the alteration necessary, except in
very extreme cases.

Brown's Our Own Idea.
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GOLD MEDAL
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Optical Organizations

NATIONAL

American Association of Opticians (1898)
C. lioLmEs, President, Des .\I is Iowa.

I .1. ES, Secretary, Sandusky, 4 rill,
cels annually. Next meeting oi be held at Minima-

WOrahni1;11 Company of Spectacle Makers (England)

(ALBAN G. II. GIBBS,146.2V., Master.DAviEs sEwELL, F. It A. S., Clerk, Guildhall,
London, E. C., England.

British Optical Association (1895)
3 W III'Nscomutc, F. B. 0. A., President.

-1 ii•LIFFE, F. ILS. L., F. BRA. Secretary, 17 Skates-
r) Avenue, London, W., England.

Canadian Association of Opticians (1896)
SAMUEL S. GRANT, President, Montreal.
T. II. BROWN, Secretary and Treasurer, Toronto.

Scottish Optical Association (1903)
JAMES CIA LITERS, President, Springlitirn, Glasgow.
D. L. MURRAY, Secretary, 621 luke Street, filasgow.

The Australasian Optical Association (1904)
IL A. BARRACLouGII, It. (). A., President.
A. A. C. COCKS, It. O. A., Seeret a ry, Sydney, N. S. IV.

Phi-Omicron Fraternity (1901)
JoirN C. EnEultARDT, President.
C. S. HART, Secretary, Lynn, Mass.

The Ophthalmologists' and Optometrists' Association
of America t I au I ,

J. C. CLARK, President, sionN l'i(y, Iowa.
G. E. Hoven, Secretary, \V ti erloo, Iowa.

INTERSTATE
New England Association of Opticians (1894)

EIIEN IIsanY, President, Boston, Mass.
G. A. BARRON, Secretary, 3 Winter St., Boston, Mass.

Meets third Tuesday of each month, except July and
August.

Northwestern Optical Association (1901)
J. W. GRAINGER, President, Rochester, Nlinn.
E. C. ROBERTS, Secretary, Red Wing, Minn.

STATE

Pennsylvania Optical Society (1895)
II. E. HERMAN, President, Williamsport, Pa.
C. A. LosiusTawrif, Secretary, 228 Market St., Phila., Pa.

New York State Optical Society (1896)

B B. CLARK, President, Rochester, N. Y.
Itomin le. WILLIANIS, Secretary, 455 Main St., Buffalo, N. 1'.

Indiana Optical Society (1896)
J. H. Ews, President, South Bend, Ind.
Miss MARGARET J. ERISMAN, Secretary, Lafayette, Ind.

Michigan Optical Society (1896)

P. SCHOLLER, President, Hancock, Mich.
E. EIMER, Secretary anti Treasurer, 105 Western Avenue,

Muskegon, Mich.

Iowa Optical Society (1897)
W. B. ANKENY, President, Corning, Iowa.
M. M. MILLR, Secretary, Vitititri, ices.

Illinois Optical Society (1898)
GEORalt A. Roottrts, President, Chicago, Ill.
0. .1. HALM.; Secretary, 501 Trude Building, Chicago,

California State Association of Optometrists (1899)
CHAS. H. WOOD, President, Oakland, Cal.
WILLIAM E. Hess, Secy., 505 Kearny St., San Francisco,Cal.

Oregon Association of Opticians (1899)

J. 0. WATTS, President, Eugene, Oregon.
C. L. HAYNES, Secretary, Portland, Oregon.

Washington Association of Opticians (1899)
H. CLAY EVERSOLE, President, Seattle, Wash.
LEAN DER Burr, Secretary, 715 First Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Granite State Optical Association (1900)
L. E. IVIIITli, President, Concord, N. II.
W. E. BURPICE, Secretary, Manchester, N. If.

Meets third Wednesday of January, March, May, Sep-
tember and November.

Wisconsin Association of Optometrists (1900)
IIENRY WALDEcK, President, Milwaukee, Wis.
I. M. ADDLEMAN, Secretary, Tonlall,

North Carolina Optical Society (1900)
F. W. MAULER, President, Raleigh, N. C.
SAMUEL RAPPORT, Secretary, Durham, N. C.

Minnesota Optical Association (1900)
J. M. CIIALMERS, President, Lake City, Minn.
C. A. SNELL, Secy., 608 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Maine Association of Opticians (1901)
H. E. MURDOCK, President, Portland, Maine.
ROBERT B. SWIFT, Secretary, Portland, Maine.

K EYS' TONE

Tennessee Optical Society (1901)
If. J. Cocnc, President, Knoxville, 'rout.
Gem. It. CALHOUN, Secretary, Union and Summer Stn.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Colorado Optical Association (1901)
R. B. FINCII, President, Denver, Colo.
It. 11. Be same., Secretary, 636 Sixteenth St., Denver, Colo.
Miss E.ii.CIIA est AN, Cor.Secy., 1655 Welton St., Imuver,('olo.

Kansas Association of Opticians 11901)
THOMAS GoWIINLOCK, President, Clay Center, Kans.
F. W. Km; Secretary and Treasurer, Wichita, Etta&

Missouri Association of Opticians (1901)
A. II. HAI(I', President, Jefferson City, Mo.
EtmAit II. Sei III I DT, Secy. and Treas., Washington, Mo.

Virginia State Optical Association (1902)
W. WA YT RoYALI„ President, Martinsville, Va.
.louts W. BUCHANAN, Secretary, Richmond, Va.

Ohio Optical Society (1902)
F. NV. WALLIS, President, Columbus, Ohio.
EDWIN L. JONES, Secretary, Sandusky, Ohio.

Kentucky Optical Society (1902)
.T. St. Dam EN, President, Louisville, Ky.
C. II. BOWEN, Secretary, Winchester, Ky.

mNext eeting in Lexington, May 16, 1905.

North Dakota Optical Association (1903)
C. G. CoNYN F., President, Niandan, N. Dak.
1,Y. R. BLAKELY, Secretary, Grafton, N. Dak.

New Jersey Optical Society (1903)
Gico. F. APPLIOiATI.:, Pr,idettl, Trenton, N. .1.
J. J. 11AarmAN, Seerelary, 16 I toward St., Ne, ark, N. J.

South Dakota Optical Association (
WILL1Am II. Ienyrz, President, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
D. G. GALLETT, Secretary, Aberdeen, S. Dak.

Texas Optical Association (1903)
DR. R. BEsEow, President, ttreenville, Texas.
.1, M, rItAwpottp, seereiary, Denison, Texas.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry (1903)
WALTER BLAK E, President, Providence, It. I.
G. FREDERIC BRAKE, Secretary, 139 Mathewson Street,

Providence, It. I.
Meets first Monday of each month.

South Carolina Optical Society (1903)
W. E. A veotv, President. Columbia, S. C.
M. It. Annie, Secretary, Columbia, S. C.

Quebec Optical Association (1904)
I o: NIEsi,E, President.

I,. I t. mot NT, seerciary, cor. St. Denis and Dorchester Sts.,
Imetwe.

Oeorgia State Optical Association (1904)
C. E. FoLSOM, President, 28 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.
C. IL EITTREI.I„ Secretary, Dublin, Ga.

Opticians' League of the State of New York (1004)
k Dispensing Opticians)

E. B. MEYROWITZ, President, New York City.
THEO. MUNDORFP, Secy., I 117 Broadway, New York City.

LOCAL 

Optical  Society (1895)Central New York
II. C. WATTS, President, syracuse, N. 1'.
JAMES HoLnEN, Secretary, Syracuse, N. Y.

Meets third Thursday of each month.

New York City Optical Society (1897)
E. LEROY RYER, President.
R.M.LocKwoon, Rec. Sec., 119W. Fifteenth St., New York.

Meets second and fourth Friday of eaeh month.

Rochester Optical Society (1897)
HARRY M. lis:wrote, President, Rochester, N. Y.
II RV C. M I II LK II, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.

Utica Optical Club (1901)
RICHARD PERTAIN, President.
C. T. EVANS, Secretary, Utica, N. Y.

Chicago Optical Society (1902)
W.F.Nawcomn, President, Stitt valid Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.
0..1. I IA lie, Seeretary, MI Trude Building, Chicago, Ill.

Niagara District Optical Society (1902)

JONAS Homes:, President, Welland, Ont.
F'. G. DUNLOP, Secretary and Treasurer, St. Catharines, Out..

Buffalo Optical Society (1903)
ERNEST V. Sractodt, President.
ROGER F. WILLI A M.:, Secret:try, .E55 Mail) Street, Buttalo,N.Y.

Seattle Optical Society (1903)
CHARLES G. HoLcom 8, Presidellt.
LEANDER BUTT, Secretary and Treasurer, 715 First Ave.,

Seattle, Wash.

Los Angeles Association of Opticians (1903)
FRED. DETMERS, President.
F. LEE letit.mue, Secretary, Los Angeles, Cal.

The Pueblo Optical Association (1908)

011EN II. HENRY, President, Pueblo, Cob.
JAMES A. Howard, Secretary, Pueblo, Cob.

Lowell Optical Society (1903)

NV. E. HICKS, President.
J. A. McAvGY, Secretary, Lowell, Mass.

The Movement for Optical Legislation

FIASURES for the regulation of the
practice of optometry are now before

the legislatures of several States. Naturally
interest centers in the efforts of the New
York optometrists to secure legal recognition
as a victory in the Empire State would estab-
lish a precedent which would have much
weight in sister States. In Kansas a bill is
also before the legislature, a comprehensive
measure somewhat different in its terms from
that framed for New York. A bill for the
regulation of optometry was also introduced
in Indiana, but failed of passage. In Massa-
chusetts a somewhat similar measure has been
formulated, but its fate is not known to us at
this writing. A carefully-prepared measure
has been drawn up for Illinois, and the optical
society of that State has acted wisely in sub-
mitting its terms to the opticians of the State
in the following list of queries :

Are you in favor of a bill to regulate the prac-
tice of optometry in the State of Illinois?

Does the inclosed bill meet with your approval?
State part that does not meet with your ap-

proval ; and give changes that you think ought to
be made.

Make suggestions that you think would be a
help in getting bill through the legislature.

As it is a good plan to hasten slowly in a
matter of such importance, we confess to a
liking for the practical mode of procedure
adopted by the Illinois society. In pushing
legislation of this character it is well to guard
against dissatisfaction afterwards. We are
informed that the law regulating the practice
of optometry in California is not working as
smoothly as might be, and much friction has
been engendered. In fact we have been
informed that a bill for the repeal of the law
is in process of formulation and may be pre-
sented to the legislature. Abortive legisla-
tion, which would eventuate in a consumma-
tion of this character, must be avoided at all
hazards. Optical laws must be constructive
and not destructive in their effects, and the
peculiar circumstances demand that they be
broadly framed and liberally interpreted during
the inevitable transition period.

The North Dakota law has also proved
somewhat unsatisfactory in its working, and
the framing of some suitable amendments
was one of the matters given attention at the
last meeting of the State optical society. It
would be well to guard beforehand against

such eventualities, and the pages of this
journal are open to a wide discussion of this
subject. Might we suggest also that there

would be great advantages in having the

State laws on the subject similar as far as
possible. Such similarity, as in the case of

the Medical Practice Acts, would have the

effect of a federal enactment and greatly
facilitate their practical application.
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Competing With the Optical "Fakir"

ED. KEYSTONE :—In the November, 1903,
issue of THE KEYSTONE, I noticed quite a lengthy
article on " The Optical Fakir and Itinerant Opti-
cian." It closed by saying : " Some of our readers
may have valuable suggestions for solution of the
difficulty." We have all had this kind of competi-
tion to meet, and although I have repeatedly
seen it mentioned, after over a year of waiting
I have failed to see any solution offered that will
"solute."

It is a fact that if two equally competent opti-
cians, living in near-by towns, will invade each
other's territories and advertise, they will get con-
siderable trade. They would probably have been
just as well off if they had both remained at home,
attended to their business and saved the extra
expense of travel and advertising. But they do
not know this, and so think they are getting some-
thing that belongs to the other fellow.

This is competition, " the life of trade." It is
trade sure enough—trading, trade for trade, with
good dollars thrown in. This kind of trade "com-
petition" is ruinous, and must sooner or later give
way to co-operation. You advise that " we meet
advertising with advertising." If the local optician
would do the same amount of hustling and adver-
tising he would of course get his share of the busi-
ness. But if it costs dollars for cents what is the
use? The fakirs are as ready to use the advertising
columns as the local man.

In the January, 1904, KEYSTONE, "Experi-
ences of a Traveling Optician," show that their
expenses are as great as those of the local man
who pays rent, taxes and supports the churches.
The traveling man pays about as much taxes as
anyone—indirectly ; he supports the railroads,
hotels, etc., and they take the money and pay
taxes with it ; at least they are supposed to do so.
Anyhow I haven't heard of any traveling optician
getting rich.

To find a solution for this question we must
first go back to original causes and ask ourselves
why these itinerant venders are on the road?
Either they are incompetent to do good work,
which prevents them from remaining long in
one place, or they have failed to find a place
where there is sufficient work to keep them busy,
being crowded out of the large places by corn-
petition.

Now, as to the first charge of incompetency, we
will find that to make a success of the business
traveling, one must be bright, shrewd and a supe-
rior hustler, or he will starve to death. I have
always found itinerants competent enough, though
not always strictly honest or responsible, but
probably this is caused by the irresponsible life
they lead. Likely with the same environments as
the local optician, they would be equally honest.
Conditions seem to have a great deal to do with
one's moral nature ; for corroboration I cite you
no less an authority than Dr. George M. Gould.
(Address before the Cleveland Academy of Medi-
cine. " Eyestrain and Civilization." December,
1903, KEYSTONE, page 1989). He asserts that
" high defects of the eye produce criminals," which
is a condition. Then why may not the condition
or kind of life led by the itinerant produce such
results as dishonesty and irresponsibility ? So the
first charge against them being dismissed, we pro-
ceed to the second, namely, lack of business in
one locality, caused by overcrowding of the pro-
fession.

This cause of overcrowding brings us back to
our defective industrial system, whereby some are

worked to death while others starve. Here again,
though not explained by Dr. Gould, is the main
cause of the making of criminals. Because of their
eye and other defects, thousands have an unequal
chance in the race for life with their more fortunate
brothers—get discouraged, and rather than starve,
transgress the moral code. Under a saner civiliza-
tion these unfortunates would be cared for by
experts and optometrists in the service of the
people, as Dr. Gould says, "they should be."
Now, in my estimation, it would be cheaper and
more sensible for the taxpayers of the country to
have all children's eyes examined on entering
school and fitted with the proper correcting lenses,
if such will make good and useful citizens of them,
than to have them turn out criminals and prey upon
the industrious and honest, with the attendant
expense of capture, conviction and keep for years
or life in some place of confinement.

So also under a saner system of competition
these wandering opticians would be provided for,
and all this worse than useless expense of travel,
hotel bills, advertising bills, etc., would be dispensed
with. The traveling optician does not choose that
mode of life in preference to home, except from
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The Pin-Hole Test

ED. KEYSTONE notice in your paper of
October an interesting article by H. W. Garrett,
on the pin-hole test. He very ably shows that by
noticing the movement of an object, when seen
through the pin-hole in motion, we get results as
to ametropia in much the same way as we do when
testing lenses by neutralization.

In one part he says : " I don't just understand
why an object appears to move when looked at
through a pin-hole with disk in motion."

From these remarks I fancy he is not clear
about the reasons of the movements and, consid-
ering that it is a method from its simplicity must be
very fascinating to a good many opticians, I think
it well worthy of a clear understanding.

From my diagram of the eye and parallel rays,
etc., we see that those rays, coming from a point
of distant object, which pass through the pin-hole
in the disk D, are brought to a focus upon the
yellow spot of the emmetropic eye. We can see
that for any eye the macula lutea, or that position
where it should be if the eye were normal, is, as it
were, the fulcrum of a luminous lever. If the eye

necessity. We have now found the cause that puts
him on the road—" necessity," and it were as
useless to meet him with advertising as to try to
sweep back the waves of the ocean with a broom.
Advertising will not do it, for in such a battle for
bread I see only one end, the mere existence of
both, while under a sensible, regulated, co-operative
system all these useless expenses could be dis-
pensed with, and there would be plenty of work
for all, and more abundance of the good things of
life. Co-operation must be the goal of the future.

Yours truly,
Fridley, Mout. H. C. WILLIAMS.

A New Kind of Glass for Photography

Ordinary glass, though transparent to light
rays, is almost entirely opaque to the invisible
short waves that act so powerfully on sensitive
photographic plates. In the ordinary camera, the
lens thus shuts out the part of the radiation that
would do its work most effectively. The glass-
makers of Jena, however, are now making a new
kind of glass that will allow a large proportion of
these highly actinic rays to pass. It is expected
that lenses made of this will not only increase the
rapidity of ordinary photography, but will also
lead to important astronomical discoveries. In a
recent experiment tried by Dr. Villiger, of Jena,
six hundred and nineteen stars were registered on
a photographic plate by a combination lens of the
new glass, whereas in the same time a lens of the
finest glass hitherto made, registered only three
hundred and fifty-one stars.

be emmetropic the movement of the disk does not
change the position of the image of the point of
the object, for then the fulcrum of our supposed
lever, the image of the point, the focus of the
luminous pencil and the yellow spot are always
coincident. But for ametropia, when the retina is
in another position with regard to the fulcrum, we
get a diffusion circle for an image of the point.
This image moves upon the retina with the disk
when the eye is hypermetropic, and vice versa
when myopic.

Now, the brain necessarily refers a movement
upon the retina to an opposite one externally ; this
is a property generally referred to as projection.
Therefore, when the object appears to move with
the disk, the retina is behind the focus and the eye
is myopic. When the movements of the disk and
object are the reverse of each other, the eye is
hypermetropic.

This optometer has the fault of a good many,
I. e., of making the myopia appear larger than it
really is, by a superinducement of an effort of the
accommodation. The more slowly the disk is
moved the more accurate appear to be the results
—a quickly-moving object probably too strongly
suggests nearness.

Yours truly,

A. E. BLACKMAN.
Castle Forbes Bay, Iluon, Tasmania.

"The Keystone is a great channel that helps
the jewelers and opticians to a higher and better
education."—N. C. Herr, jeweler-Optician, Bluji:
ton, Ohio.
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New England Association of Opticians

The regular monthly meeting of the New Eng-

land Association of Opticians was held in Young's

Hotel, Boston, Mass., on Tuesday evening, Feb-

ruary 21St, when the following amendments to the

by-laws were considered :
"No member shall use the membership certi-

ficate issued to him by this association as a means

of advertising himself or his business, other than

by the display of the same upon the walls of his

place of business.
" Nor shall he make use of, in his advertise-

ments, or on his stationery, the fact of his mem-

bership in this association except with the consent

of the executive committee."
Dr. W. C. Rucker, of the Marine Hospital,

Chelsea, who delivered a most interesting lecture in

December, gave another very instructive talk on a

similar subject, namely, "The Relation of Ophthal-

mology to other Branches of the Science."

The association has begun to plan for the

annual meeting which will be held in May.

Arrangements are being made for a two-days' con-

vention, which will include an exhibit of optical

instruments and lectures by well-known optome-

trists and oculists. A number of committees have

been appointed to make the necessary arrange-

ments for the convention, and it is expected that

the meeting will exceed that of last year, which, in

point of numbers and interest, was the most suc-

cessful ever held by the association.

Optical Society of the City of
New York

The above society met in the council room,

Lexington Assembly Hall, 155 East Fifty-eighth

Street, on Friday evening, February loth, when

the minutes of the previous meeting were read and

approved, the customary monthly expenses ordered

paid, and one applicant, namely, J. F. Hill, ad-

mitted to membership. The advisability of a fixed

price-list was the topic-in-chief, and from the views

expressed, it seemed that the consensus of opinion

favored the adoption of such a list. It was accord-

ingly decided that the executive board draw up

and submit to the next business meeting of the

society such a fixed price-list as the board deemed

worthy of adoption. It was pointed out that this

was a fixed, not a minimum price-list.

An informal meeting of the society was held

at the regular place of assembly on Friday, Feb-

ruary 24th. No ordinary business was transacted

at this meeting. An address was delivered by

Prof. R. M. Lockwood on the " Mutual Relations

of Oculists, Refracting Opticians and the Public."

This was the subject of an interesting subsequent

discussion.

Chicago Optical Society

The regular monthly meeting of the Chicago

Optical Society was held in the rooms of the

Jewelers' Club, 213 State Street, on Thursday

evening, February 9th. In the absence of Presi-

dent Newcomb, Vice-president Hunneman pre-

sided. The minutes of the last meeting were read

and approved, and the following applicants were

admitted to membership : C. M. Pfeiffer, La

Grange ; L. Katzesberger, Milford, Ill.; Herbert

Schmith, Clinton, Ill.; Max Goldberg, of Chicago.

The secretary read a list of the names of members

who, at his request, paid their dues In advance.

The committee which had been deputed at the

last meeting to engage a lecturer, reported that

Prof. Zouth, of the University of Chicago, had

agreed to deliver a course of six lectures on " His-

tology of the Eye." The meeting decided to

engage the professor. The time at which each

lecture shall be delivered will be announced at

the next meeting.
Methods for drawing up the proposed opto-

metry bill were then discussed, and on motion the

secretary read the bill section by section, and each

section was discussed in turn.
Mr. Halbe made an appeal for funds to be used

for legitimate expenses. He said : " That as each

and every optician in the State would benefit by a

law regulating the practice of optometry, it cer-

tainly needed their support, and only by their co-

operation could it be passed." A motion was then

made to give the executive committee full power

to act in the matter and to push the bill if sufficient

funds could be raised.

Rhode Island Society of Optometry

At the last regular monthly meeting of the

Rhode Island Society of Optometry, President

Walter Blake being absent on account of sickness,

first vice-president W. J. Davis, of Woonsocket

presided. The regular routine business was trans-

acted and fourteen applications for membership

were received, which shows the great progress the

society is making throughout the State.

The society extended a vote of thanks and

unanimously elected to honorary membership Rev.

C. M. Melden, Ph.D., of the Mathewson Street

Methodist Church, and Major Lester S. Hill, M.D.,

of Providence, for the part they took in the first

annual banquet held by the society, January 2d.

The president appointed as the examining

board for the ensuing year, Drs. J. F. Dodge,

H. D. Murray and W. T. Wilson, all of Providence.

After listening to interesting remarks by Drs.

J. F. Dodge, H. D. Murray and W. T. Wilson, of

Providence; H. Fellman, of Woonsocket, and T.H.

Tarbox, of Pawtucket, the meeting adjourned until

the first Monday in March.

Buffalo Optical Society

The regular monthly meeting of the Buffalo

Optical Society of Western New York, was held

on Friday evening, February 3d, in the New Gruener

Hotel, Washington and Huron Streets, Buffalo. A

number of interesting papers were read, among

them one by Frederick I). Lewis, M.D., on

" Refraction."

Photographing Nature's Colors

One of the latest devices for applying the

three-color principle to the reproduction in a photo-

graphic transparency of the hues of nature is the

invention of the Messrs. Lumiere, of Paris. In-

stead of using the three separate color screens to

produce the negative, they employ a single screen

on which the three colors are distributed in micros-

copic grains. For this purpose they take potato

starch granules, varying from fifteen to twenty-

thousandths of ,a millimeter in diameter, and color

separate lots of them red, green and violet, respect-

ively. When the colored grains are thoroughly

mixed and spread on a glass plate, they form a

triple-colored screen, having to the eye a uniform

gray tint. The effect of the screen on the light

passing through it is similar to that produced by

the use of three separate screens of different

colors.
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The Brain a Timekeeper

That a man may have a better idea of the time

of night when he awakens from a good sleep than

he would have of the time of day, provided he

were working unusually hard, with unusual intent-

ness of purpose, is one of the odd facts connected

with the operation of the human brain.

But, on the other hand, if a man may work
with such intensity of purpose as to forget the
lapse of two or three hours of daylight, so he may

sleep with a soundness that prevents the little time-
keeper of the brain from making subconscious note

of the hour-hand of the clock in the night. As

between the two conditions, however, it is the

opinion of Dr. 0. A. King, professor of nervous

diseases in the College of Physicians and Surgeons,

Chicago, that the awakened sleeper usually has a

better idea of the flight of the night than the other

may have of the flight of the day.
"Under ordinary circumstances the person

who is in normal sleep is not asleep," said the

doctor. " That one nook in the brain which takes

cognizance of time is alert to an extent not appre-

ciated by the layman. Awakening at any time of

the night the person in good health and condition

knows pretty closely whether it is midnight, or

whether it be nearer 2 in the morning than it is to

4 o'clock. Many persons have the faculty so culti-

vated that they know within the quarter hour of

the exact time.
" On the other hand, it is a common expres-

sion with persons in all lines of work suddenly to

look at the clock and express the keenest surprise

that it is so late in the afternoon or the evening ;

and occasionally one who has been working to

poor advantage and under difficulties will be sur-

prised on looking at his watch that it is so early.

" A person who has been profoundly under

the influence of any drug used for the purpose,

will be as utterly unconscious of the passing of ten

minutes as he will be unconscious of the passing

of an hour. He may be forgetful of all conditions

leading up to the state of anaesthesia and for the

time being may have forgotten the day of the week.

"As to the time measurement in sleep, it is

best represented in the person used to travel and

to the catching of trains in the night. Many of

these persons will be able to awaken at an hour

giving them just the margin needed for preparation.

"One of the peculiarities of a person's waking

for a train or for any such emergency, is that the

awakening always is sudden. There is none of

the preliminary yawning and stretching and slowly

returning sense of luxurious rest and comfort felt

by the man who has slept a full sleep. In this

awakening at a certain time, the person frequently

feels that impression of a certain sound which he

knows cannot be made or uttered. Not infre-

quently he has the sense that some one has called

his name. He may be almost certain that he has

heard his first name—' George ?'—called with the

characteristic rising inflection. In almost any case

his awakening is without any premonitory symp-

toms. It is with a sort of jolt that he comes into

full-fledged consciousness. In such cases as those

where the sleep is profound beyond any conscious-

ness of the time, the dream period of sleep is left

far behind ; the sleep has approached the depth of

anaesthesia."
One of the oddities of sleep was referred to, in

which a person may lie down for rest without in-

tending to sleep. It may be morning or afternoon,

but the fatigue that prompts the person to lie down

overcomes him, and after a sound sleep he awakens,

without any knowledge of time in any sense.
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The Usefulness of the Ophthal-
mometer

[Read before the Ophthalmological Section of the Americ
an

Medical Association by F. C. HEATH, M.D.]

HE ophthalmometer has gone through

various stages of appreciation, depre-

ciation and overpraise, back and forth

over the same ground again and again ; and

still we have its enthusiastic advocates, claim-

ing that it does away with the necessity of

using mydriatics, while others consider it as

merely an expensive scientific toy, utterly

unreliable and of no practical value. Is it

not worth while, then, to give the subject a

few minutes of dispassionate consideration?

Let us first take up the question : Is the

ophthalmometer of any practical use in refrac-

tion work?

Those who argue against its

For and Against the usefulness base their argu-
Ophthalmometer ment on the ground that it

only shows corneal astigma-

tism. The argument must turn largely, then,

on the frequency and amount of lenticular

astigmatism. Many authorities state that

most of the astigmatism is corneal, and Suter

and others explain the subtracting of half a

diopter from the finding with the instrument

in cases with the rule and adding the same

amount in those against the rule by the fact

that the lenticular astigmatism averages half

a diopter against the rule. There is abund-

ant testimony that this allowance should be

made, and this certainly accords with my

experience. A case will illustrate :

Miss C., aged eighteen, consulted me Septem-

ber 15, 1902. She had been operated on for internal

squint when a little child. For some time the left

eye had been turning up and a little out, worse

when the eye was tired. R. V. fa, L. v.ia, not
improved by any glass. In fact, she thought this

eye nearly useless. We talked of operating on the

muscle, as she was fond of going into society and

was much embarrassed by the disfigurement. Here

the ophthalmometer came to our rescue, showing

3 D. axis 30° or 1200 left eye and + 2.50 cyl. axis

120° with + I sph. brought vision in this eye up to

H- practically. A small amount of astigmatism was

found in the other eye. She has worn the glasses

then prescribed with greatest satisfaction ever since,

the eyes being perfectly straight under the glasses.

Who would say, after such

an experience, that the oph-

thalmometer was of no use?

In the cases so far cited no

mydriatic was used. Shall we say, then,

that this instrument makes it unnecessary to

use mydriatics ? While there are many cases

like the above where it seems safe to pre-

scribe without paralyzing the accommodation,

and while the ophthalmometer, by increasing

our confidence in the result already obtained,

or giving first clue to axis and amount of

Mydriatics in
Ophthalmometry
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astigmatism, confirmed later by other tests,

adds very greatly to the class that can be

fitted safely without a mydriatic, yet we feel

still greater confidence after an examination

under cycloplegia in any case, and in many

cases it is indispensable. For example:

C. T., wearing + 1.50 spit. without relief to

eyeache and with poor vision, seemed to accept

+ .75 sph. each eye, but the ophthalmometer

showed o, which means either + .50 cyl. axis 180
0,

or — .5o axis 90°. Under homatropin his full

correction was ± D. spit. C .p axis 1800

both, thus confirming the instrument as to the

astigmatism and correcting the mistake that would

have been made by prescribing from the test by

the lenses alone and showing what neither of the

other examinations did, that there was compound

hyperopic astigmatism.

But there is another advantage in using

a mydriatic ; it makes the examination with

the ophthalmometer easier and more reliable.

For example:

Miss J. A. came to me August 24, 1902, with

symptoms of eyestrain. She seemed to see best

with + .5o cyl. axis 105° right, .p axis 75°

left, and the ophthalmometer indicated the same.

These were prescribed and gave partial relief for a

year, when she returned to see if they could be

improved. This time homatropin was used and

the same amount of astigmatism was shown both

by the test lenses and ophthalmometer, but instead

of the oblique axis both methods gave 90°.

This shows that the axis of the corneal

astigmatism may be made to change probably

by the lids pressing on the balls in straining

to see, and this is avoided or lessened when

the eye is put at rest by the mydriatic. A

few other cases have shown different axes

under the mydriatic from those of first test.

In view of what has been

Value of the said it might seem unneces-

sary to consider the question:

Is the ophthalmometer an

infallible guide ? But it will be understood

that we mean subject to the limitations already

expressed. In other words, can we rely on

the ophthalmometer in all cases, both as

regards axis and amount of astigmatism,

even after use of mydriatics ? We can an-

swer this best from our case book :

Mrs. M., a sufferer from headache, had a small

astigmatism recognized by the ophthalmometer in

both eyes, axis 90° or 1800, while test lenses under

homatropin gave left axis 135°, which was ordered.

A little girl with frontal headache saw best

with + .50 axis 135° right, + .50 axis 45° left,

and homatropin confirming . this, they were pre-

scribed in spite of the fact that the ophthalmometer

did not give oblique axes, and they relieved the

symptoms.
Miss M., on first test, took .p axis 90°

right, + .50 axis 1800 left, which was apparently

confirmed by the ophthalmometer, but homatropin

showed simple hyperopia in left eye.

A few other similar cases have been

observed, and two in which the instrument

gave I D. more astigmatism than homatropin.

Ophthalmometer
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It is evident, then, that we have not an

infallible guide in the ophthalmometer. Some

one may ask, do not the cases just cited

prove as much against the instrument as the

others did in its favor? They would, if

numerous ; but these cases are exceptional,

not types of many found in every-day exper-

ience like those cited in the argument in

favor of the usefulness of the instrument. In

fact, I have given nearly all the exceptional

cases observed from June 1, 1901, to January

I, 1904, under this head, and most of these

can probably be explained as examples of

unusual amount of lenticular astigmatism, or

those where accurate ophthalmometric read-

ings were rendered impossible by undue

action of the lids, restlessness of the patient

or other similar difficulties.
If not infallible, what are the

limitations ? This has already

been answered, in part, at

least. It does not show len-

ticular astigmatism, which is an important

factor in some cases, and there is some liability

to mistakes from hasty work of the observer,

restlessness of the patients, contraction of

lids, failure to look in direction desired, etc.

Of course it does not show hyperopia or

myopia ; in fact, it does not even show

whether the astigmatism is hyperopic or

myopic, except that a long radius suggests

the former, a short one the latter. Yet it is

very useful in spite of these limitations, and

this leads to a comparison between this and

other methods of measuring refraction.

This comparison will be limited to use of

test lenses, with and without mydriatics, retin-

oscopy, the ophthalmoscope and the ophthal-

mometer. The objection to relying on the

test lenses without a mydriatic is that the

patient often accepts the wrong glass on

account of undue or irregular contraction of

the ciliary muscle. We do not need to cite

cases to show that this method alone is very

uncertain. Cases already cited bring out

the advantage of supplementing this by the

.ophthalmometer to confirm or correct the

result of the tests, and in many instances we

find vision better with the glass suggested by

the instrument.
However .doubtful we may be about

results of tests with lenses alone, there is

probably no other method so sure and satis-

factory when supplemented by the use of

homatropin, scopolamin, atropin or other

substances to control the accommodation.

In other words, what the patient sees best

with, when the eyes are under the influence

of a cycloplegic, is the measure of his refract-

ive error, to be relied on, if at variance with

the findings by other methods.

Yet even here we should be careful that

we have what the patient actually sees best

with, and not what he seems to see best with.

(continued on page 503)

Limitations of the
Ophthalmometer
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The Usefulness of the Ophthal-
mometer

(Continued from rage 501)

I have seen examinations under a myd
riatic

where astigmatism was found with axis perp
en-

dicular, apparently, in which the ophthalmo-

meter gave 15° off, and later trial of this

axis actually showed improvement in vis
ion.

It may be said that this ought to be dis
cov-

ered by trying the cylinders at various 
angles

in the ordinary tests, but we know that

patients often fail to detect small differences,

and it frequently takes several trials and

much care to bring them out, so that an

instrument which quickly suggests the axis is

of immense value.
The ophthalmoscope is of

greatest assistance in high

degrees of refractive error,

enabling us to measure them

approximately in a very short time, but it is

not of much account in small defects, which

form quite a large proportion of our work.

Retinioscopy would probably be voted by

the majority of oculists the best (objective)

method of measuring refraction. More is to

be learned from it than from any other one

(objective) method, as it shows hyperopia or

myopia as well as astigmatism, and its meas-

ure of the latter is not limited to corneal

astigmatism, but includes the lenticular as

well. Now, if this all be true, practically as

well as theoretically, and if we could all

measure by this method any kind of refractive

error down to .25 D., as some claim to do, no

other method would be necessary, and even

the trial case might be dispensed with. But

retinoscopy has its drawbacks, too ; it requires

a mydriatic in all cases, and even then one

has to be careful to get the refraction of the

center field, and not the periphery. The

method is also a slow one and necessitates

the awkward changes of lenses from the trial

case, or use of some cumbersome apparatus

like the Wiirdemann skiascope in the hands

of the patient, which cannot be used easily,

especially with children. Moreover, there is

ground for skepticism as to the skill claimed

by some to measure even .25 D. of any

kind of refractive error by this method in a

few minutes ; at least such skill is limited to

a few. Nevertheless it has some advantages,

and there is ground for much that is said in

its favor. It is especially valuable in exam-

ining little children and illiterates.

While the ophthalmometer gives less

information than retinoscopy, what it gives is

obtained more easily, more quickly and is

more positive. In other words, it is the

quickest and surest way of measuring corneal

astigmatism, and since we have a definite

rule for the majority of cases in regard to the
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relation between corneal and total astigmatism

and can determine the hyperopia or myopia

by the ophthalmoscope and test-lenses, w
e

have, in my judgment, in the ophthalmome-

ter, combined with these other means, a

method for general use not surpassed by any

other for accuracy of results or speed in exe-

cution. An additional point is the fact that

this instrument is so much more valuable in

those cases where a mydriatic is used, and

adds so largely to the number that can b
e

quite safely fitted without the annoyance an
d

loss of time due to paralysis of the accom
-

modation.
I. The ophthalmometer is

Merits of the 
At avnoti   merely 

very 
r an  

useful
e  x 

instrument.
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2. It shows the corneal astig-

matism, which in most cases is .5o D. more

than the total astigmatism if with the rule, or

the same amount less if against the rule.

3. It does not do away with the neces-

sity of using mydriatics, although it adds

largely to the number that can be fitted with

comparative safety without them.

4. It is not infallible as regards axis or

amount of astigmatism, but the cases in

which it misleads are exceptional and probabl
y

the result, chiefly, of unusual difficulties 
and

irregular or extraordinary lenticular astig-

matism.
5. It is one the quickest and surest

methods of determining astigmatism, eithe
r

axis w.or amount, frequently giving the first

c 
6. In connection with the ophthalmo-

scope and test lenses (in many cases with 
use

of a mydriatic), it is as good a routine metho
d

of measuring refraction as we possess.

This is submitted not dogmatically, but

with the hope of starting a discussion whic
h

will give us the exact truth.

Discussion

Dr. Wendel Reber, Philadelphia, said t
hat he

had used the ophthalmometer a gr
eat deal, but

that he is not so enthusiastic as Dr. He
ath. He

used it almost invariably in his office 
work, and,

while does not claim to be able to m
easure cases

to within a quarter diopter with it, he 
can measure

down to such a degree that he knows 
about what

the corneal astigmatism is. Mydriatics, of course,

are always refused by the patient a
t first. The

ophthalmometer is most valuable, he th
inks, as to

its negative evidence ; that is to say,
 in the lowest

errors one does not get reliable evidence, but

where there is one or more diopters 
one gets very

good results. In cases of cataract, of course, it is

important to know the amount of cor
neal astigma-.

tism. While it is an important office adjun
ct, at

the same time it is certainly not the 
faithful, accu-

rate servant that retinoscopy is.

Dr. J. M. Ray, Louisville, Ky., de
clared that,

while recognizing that the ophth
almometer does

not reveal the absolute amount of 
astigmatism in

all cases, yet in daily use he thinks it
 invaluable as

an aid in finding the astigmatic err
or. It is usually

accurate as to the axis. He has used it for 
fourteen
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years on several thousand cases and would feel
 lost

without it.
Dr. C. F. Clark, Columbus, Ohio, stated that

he had been a persistent user of the ophthalmo
-

meter, and feels as Dr. Reber does about it. He

asked why, in post-cataract cases, we do not obtai
n

a correct result with the ophthalmometer. If the

corneal astigmatism is accurately shown by the

instrument, he asked why, when the lens is removed,

we cannot get a correct reading. There may be

three diopters with the ophthalmometer, when only

two will be the correct estimate.

Dr. Edward Jackson, Denver, said in reference

to Dr. Clark's question, that the scale of the

ophthalmometer is made out for the complete eye ;

it does not fit the aphakic eye ; it does not give th
e

true curve. After cataract extraction, there is an

area toward the corneal section that shows th
e

greatest departure from the original curve. He

uses the ophthalmometer in every refraction case
,

but he does not depend on it. It is like the aver-

ages in presbyopia. One must test by the othe
r

methods afterward and see if it is correct.

Dr. F. C. Heath, Indianapolis, agreed with

Dr. Jackson that the oplithalmometer is not t
o be

relied on alone. It is not infallible. He does not

consider it an exaggeration to say that he finds i
n

75 per cent. of his cases of astigmatism that
 the

ophthalmometer is correct.

The Medical Uses of Light

The recent death of Dr. Nick Tinsel), of Copen-

hagen, recalls the wonderful results he obtained 
in

the cure of certain diseases of the skin by exp
os-

ing them to the action of concentrated sunli
ght.

One might rather say " sun dark," for it was
 the

rays at the violet end of the spectrum, and e
ven

those beyond it (which have no part in the pro
duc-

tion of light, but favor many chemical processes)
,

which had the most to do in producing his cu
res.

By means of a special apparatus, whereby the

heat of the sun's rays was abstracted, and the 
use-

ful rays were focused by a powerful lens 
and

directed on the part to be treated, Doctor Finse
n

and other physicians who used his method w
ere

able to cure many cases of skin disease, in
cluding

some forms of cancer, and 'especially lupus. '
The

same results were found to be produced by
 the

electric light as by sunlight, and as electric 
light is

more easily controlled and always at hand, in

cloudy weather as well as in clear, it is now ge
ne-

rally used by preference.
Light has curative action in other cases. Light-

baths, that is, exposure of the unclothed b
ody to

the sun, are found to be beneficial in geneal 
weak-

ness, in consumption and in various nervous

affections.
Light of a special color has also been used in

the treatment of disease. Some thirty-five 
yeats

ago a " blue-light craze" swept over the coun
try,

and everybody and everything were surr
ounded

by blue glass. The cure-all claims of thos
e who

preached blue light were so absurd and full
 of ex-

aggeration that the fad soon died. But there was

a germ of good in it, and to-day some scientific

physicians, in Europe especially, believe that it

is useful in consumption, neuralgia and other

affections.
Red light was, very many years ago, believ

ed

to be sovereign in the cure of smallpox. A
 son of

Edward I of England was said to have been 
cured

by being wrapped in red cloth. Doctor Finsen re-

vived this treatment, and it was found tha
t there

was little or no pitting of the skin after 
smallpox

when the patient was kept in a room with re
d glass

windows. The effect is believed to be due 
to a

shutting off of the chemical rays, and the 
same

result is said to follow keeping the patie
nt in a

dark room, or covering his face with a black
 mask.

It has been said that seasickness may be pre
vented

by the wearing of red glasses, but that is a st
ate-

ment rather hard to credit.
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Strabismus and its Treatment

Read before the Northwestern Medical Society o
f Philadelphia,

by C. M. HARRIS, M.D.

N spite of all that has been written in

regard to strabismus and its pre-

vention, we still find it a very fre-

quent condition and often at an age when the

time for preventive measures has passed.

The family of the patient is almost invariably

careless because of a wrong impression as to

its curability. It often remains for the

patient himself to arrive at the age of dis-

cretion before realizing the cosmetic and

visual disadvantages resulting from such a

condition. Even among people who are

usually quite careful as to the welfare of their

children, this deformity is allowed to develop

and become pronounced, because they feel

that the patient may outgrow it. The advice

of the family physician is not often sought

at the beginning of the trouble. When it is,

he cannot emphasize too strongly the im-

portance of treatment at this time.

The defect is commonly of

the convergent variety, and

in the vast majority of cases,

appears during the third

and fourth years of life. Those occurring at

this time are as a rule monolateral in type

and almost always associated with poor

vision in the deviating eye ; the poor vision

may be primary or secondary to the devia-

tion. Those occurring after five years are

often of the alternating type, 1. e., one or

the other eye will fix indifferently. Good

vision in both eyes is the rule, though the

deformity is of course as great. Those

squints, occurring as a result of opacities in

the refractive media, or of paralysis of cer-

tain extrinsic muscles, have no place in this

paper, and are only mentioned for the pur-

pose of excluding them.

The causes of strabismus have been

variously given, and those most commonly

accepted are given by de-Schweinitz, as

follows : I. " Disturbance of the relation

between accommodation and convergence by

errors of refraction. 2. Disparity in length,

thickness and tension of opposing muscles.

3. Inequality in the vision of the two eyes,

or amblyopia in one eye, which removes the

natural stimulus to exact convergence. 4.

Disturbance of innervation and defective

development of the fusion faculty."

The first cause given (that of errors of

refraction) is a very important one both

directly and indirectly. While high errors

are often responsible for the squint, it is just

as urgent that we correct them all, whether

high or low, or we cannot expect a proper

co-operation of all the factors concerned in

muscular equilibrium. In high hyper-

Strabismus
in Children

metropia when excessive accommodation

gives rise to increased stimulus to conver-

gence, the point of convergence is consider-

ably nearer than the point accommodated

for, and convergent squint results. The

second image is usually disregarded by the

brain, and the visual activity of the deviat-

ing eye markedly lessened on account of its

nonparticipation in the visual act. In myopia

the opposite condition of affairs exists ; in the

endeavor to relax accommodation, conver-

gence is accordingly decreased and a diver-

gence results.

When Due to
Muscular Defects

As to cause second (that of

physical defects in the mus-

cles) it is a condition often

coexisting with the other

causes given, and is one in which operative

treatment would seem to be indicated ; and

yet careful early treatment may give gratify-

ing results.

The third cause (relating to inequality

of vision in the two eyes, or practical absence

of vision in one eye) is probably the most

frequent one, and requires the most careful

treatment of the patient to develop the visual

power in the deviating eye.

Much argument has taken place as to

whether the low vision in the deviating eye

is primary or secondary to the squint ; con-

vincing evidence has been adduced in support

of either, but that it is primary seems more

likely. Careful training, however, will in

many instance develop a considerable degree

of visual activity, with a favorable influence

upon the squint.

The fourth cause (that of disturbance of

innervation and defective development of the

fusion faculty) is a factor which, according to

some authors, predominates in all conditions

of squint ; it is undoubtedly closely associa-

ted with the foregoing causes.

As the vast majority of squints make

their appearance during the third and fourth

years of life, this is the accepted time for

successful treatment, which should be begun

as soon as they are detected. According to

Jackson, the indications met by treatment

are as follows : " 1. To bring about normal

innervation of the muscles concerned in

ocular movements, by the removal and ex-

clusion of abnormal requirements and abnor-

mal overflow influences. 2. To place and

keep the eyes, as far as possible, upon the

best plane of visual acuteness and an equality

of required effort. 3. To eradicate abnor-

mal methods of using the eyes, especially

dependence upon one eye to the practical

exclusion of the other. 4. To develop

binocular vision—the method of combining

the visual sensations produced by the two

eyes and the habit of employing them both

in all ordinary seeing."
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The treatment in children of this early

age must be carried out with patience and

intelligence or failure will result. The inability

of young children to reliably help the physi-

cian in his work, makes especial care impera-

tive in such cases.
In correcting the errors in

Treating ngdrtehe Sight refraction, the patient canof c 
seldom be tested by the

usual subjective method,

and it must be done by the skillful use of the

retinoscope or ophthalmoscope. Under no

circumstances should it be done without the

eyes being under the full influence of atropin.

We have a choice of several treatments

which should be selected acccording to the

demands of each case ; they consist of proper

glasses, a pad for excluding the better eye

from participation in vision, cycloplegics as

atropin and exercises by some variety of

stereoscope.
The eyes having been carefully refracted

and found highly hypermetropic (with fair

vision in either eye) they should be fully

corrected and kept under atropin for a period

of from two to six months, according to the

progress made. Neither eye should be

covered, except by dark glasses when in

bright light.
If the vision in the deviating eye is quite

poor, as is frequently the case, full correc-

tion should be given and a pad should be

worn over the better eye several hours daily.

Another method is to instil atropin into the

better eye, throwing the burden of seeing

upon the other and giving it a constant

stimulus to development.

In myopes, in whom there is divergence

or a tendency to same, refraction should be

done under a mydriatic, full correction given

and the mydriatic discontinued. The stereo-

scope or Worth's amblyoscope (which pos-

sesses the same principles) are valuable means

of developing visual acuity and subsequent

fusion of the images, so that full binocular

vision may be hoped for in a fair percentage

of cases.
It seems conclusively proven that the

fusion faculty is fully developed prior to the

seventh year—this being the case, we must

obtain a cure before this time if it is to be

entirely satisfactory. However, our efforts

need not cease between this period and

puberty, as improvement and even cure have

resulted. When the foregoing treatment

can be properly applied, I believe it is best

to defer all operative measures until puberty ;

a cosmetic correction is all that can be hoped

for by this means, and even in this the re-

sults are sometimes disappointing.

"I am interested in The Keystone, from cover

to cover in general and the Optical Notes in par-

AI Ray, Optician, Springfield, Ohio.

•
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Procedure in Eye Examination

N a paper read before the Buffalo

Optical Society, Fred. D. Lewis,

ZeS M.D., of Buffalo, N. Y., gave the

following method of procedure in eye exami-

nation :

In making a refraction, the eye as a

whole must be taken into consideration.

First the condition of the lids and conjunct-

iva must be determined and if unhealthy,

treated. The transparency of the various

refractive media and the condition of the

retina and optive nerve may be ascertained

with a strong spherical lens and the ophthal-

moscope—and the strength of the recti

muscles and their balance must be deter-

mined with prisms and the Maddox rod.

Having taken the name, age, address

and occupation of the patient, and having

examined the lids, conjunctiva and muscles

of the eye, I proceed to the refraction. I

usually leave the ophthalmoscope examination

until the last. There is no particular reason

for this further than that the light thrown

into the eye will dazzle it some times if sensi-

tive, for quite awhile. In making the re-

fraction proper, I first take the reading of

ophthalmometer. This instrument gives the

curvatures of the cornea in its various angles

and is very valuable as a time saver.

As astigmia is, as a rule,

Detecting Astigmia due to a difference in curva-

ture of the cornea in its

different angles, it may be approximated b
y

this instrument. The rule is to deduct a half

diopter when the mires meet at 90
0 and

overlap at 1800 and to add a half diopter 
to

the astigmia when the reverse occurs or

there is no change.

.There is one precaution to take I find in

the' use of the ophthalmometer, and that 
is

to instruct the patient to hold the lids in

their natural position. The patient I think

is usually told to open the eyes as wide 
as

possible, and by so doing removes the

natural pressure of the lids on the globe
,

and may thus change the shape of the

cornea.
Next the patient is taken to the dark

room where a refraction is made by retino
-

scopy, or the shadow test. This is done by

throwing a light reflected from a small mirror

held at one meter from the eye to be ex-

amined, through the pupil and noting the

movements of the ray of light on the retina
e

on moving the mirror from side to side 
and

up and down. If the light moves with the

movements of the mirror, it shows hyper-

opia, and if against the movements of the

mirror, myopia ; consequently, there must

be a point between the two where the ligh
t

will stand still, which point is called the
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point of reversal, when emmetropia exists.

The mirror in this test may be held at

various distances when allowances must be

made for the divergence of the rays of light

for the distance employed.

At one meter, minus one diopter must

be added, to the spherical glass required to

obtain the point of reversal. If the point of

reversal is found to be different at different

angles, the difference in the glasses required

gives the amount of astigmia, and the band

of light shown in the illumination of the

pupil will give the angle.

The next step is the verifi-

cation of the two previous

tests by the test lenses. By

the way, how many of us

are familiar with the use of the stenopaic

slit, that is to be found in every test case?

Yet this is a valuable adjunct to determine

astigmia. If the slit is rotated before an

astigmic eye, the test letters at twenty feet

are seen plainer at one angle than at another.

Now placing the slit where the vision is the

best, spherical lenses are used to that point

where vision is bettered, then turning it to

the angle 900 from that point, spheres are

again added to obtain the clearest vision

there. The strength of lenses required in

the first position gives the amount of hyper-

opia or myopia, and the difference between

the two lenses used shows the amount of

astigmia, and the point where the patient

sees clearest, the angle for the cylinder.

The muscles are then tested, as I stated

earlier in this paper, by prisms and the

'..Maddox rod.
The ophthalmoscope is finally used to

determine any diseased condition of the

fundus, and in some hands may be used for

refraction. If the observer's eye is thorough-

ly relaxed, the lenses required to see the

retinal vessels clearest, gives the refraction

of the examined eye.

If the optic disk appears oval and differ-

ent lenses are required to see the vessels i
n

different angle* then astigmia is present and

the deduction is made the same as with the

stenopaic slit. I believe, however, that no

reliance can be placed in this test unless the

examiner has used a rnydriatic in his own

eye or his accommodation has been lost

by age.
One of the great oculists declared that he

could not depend on it until be was past

sixty years of age.

The refractions made by

opticians are usually hasty

and incomplete as they

necessarily must be where

business is going on to distract both exami
ner

and the examined, and in many cases 
prove

of great injury to the patient. I can cite

Use of the
Test Lenses

As to Hasty
Examinations
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from memory two cases that impressed me

greatly at the time :
Case I, was told by her family physician

that her headaches, which were frequent,

probably came from eyestrain, and advised

an examination. She consulted an optician,

who prescribed a pair of + .25 diopter

spherical glasses in a heavy gold mounting,

and she continued to have her headaches.

After some months one of my patients

persuaded her to see me. I found she re-

quired + .50 diopter cylinder for each eye

at 900, which relieved her at once. The

optician had evidently put in the weak

lenses for the sole purpose of selling the

frames.
Case 2. Refracted by an optician and

glasses given for right — .75 D sph., for left

— 1.25 D sph. No relief. My examination

revealed each eye needed + .75 D sph. ax.

9o°. Relief followed.

I expect to be criticised for insinuating

that the optician cannot make as good and

satisfactory refraction as the oculist, but facts

in my experience have proved it to be so.

Ambidexterity

In view of the article recently published in this

journal on the subject " Does left-handed mea
n

left-eyed ? " the following editorial from the journa
l

of the American Medical Association is inter-

esting :
The faculty of being able to use the right and

left hand interchangeably has long been consider-

ed desirable in surgeons, and by some has been

urged as a desideratum for all engaged in work re
-

quiring manual dexterity. In England the matter

has been carried so far that an " Ambidextral

Culture Society" has been formed, which dis-

tributes considerable literature on the subject. At

first sight such a faculty seems eminently desirable
,

and undoubtedly is so in a limited number of

callings. In any attempt to supersede a natural

and instinctive manner of doing things it is well t
o

dispassionately review the why and the wherefore

of the process before suggesting sweeping changes
,

and it is doubtful whether the Amdidextral Cultur
e

Society has done this. Harman has recently

sought to explain why we are naturally right-

handed, and to show that our apparent righth
and-

edness is in reality a form of ambidexterity. He

suggests that our righthandedness comes dow
n to

us from the period when human ascendency
 de-

pendent on physical prowess, and depends 
on the

knowledge of the vulnerable heart region. 
Under

such circumstances, he suggests, men lea
rned to

use his right arm as a fighting arm and his left

arm as a shield arm. This tendency has been

inherited, and is seen to-day in the use of th
e right

hand as the active agency, while the left is 
used as

a supplementary assistant. Harman's argument

is that the supplementary work performed 
by the

left hand its, in its way, just as important as the

active work performed by the right. In other

words, while we are not ambidextrous in th
e strict

sense of the word, we are eminently gifted 
with co-

ordination of bitnanual action. This being the

case, it would seem undesirable to advoca
te any

widespread training such as the Ambidextral

Culture Society suggests.
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photography for the Beginner

A great deal of the ultimate

Developin a success of a picture lies ing( 
Photoraph the manner in which the

dark room In the first place dust and bub-

bles are two of the worst obstacles in the

way of a perfectly developed plate. These

troubles can be obviated to a great extent by

carefully brushing each negative with a soft

camel's-hair brush before immersing in the

developer (this should also be done before

the plate is put into the plateholder), and by

flowing the developer quickly over the plate,

not placing the plate

in the developer. If,

after the developer

has been poured on,

a tuft of cotton is

gently passed over

the surface of the

plate it will effectu-

ally break any bub-

bles which may have

formed, and the dan-

ger from that source

will be passed.
When pouring

on the developer,

care must be taken

that it immediately

covers all parts of

the plate, or else

there will be a dis-

tinct line across the

negative at that point

where the developer

ceased to flow. Also

the tray must be con-

stantly rocked dur-

ing the process of

development, f o r,

usually, if a plate is allowed to lie still in a

fiat tray, the finished negatives will have a

mottled appearance which will show in the

print.
Too strong a light on any

The Right Kind 
plate during depelopment

of Light will fog it. Of course, the

slow plates can stand the

strongest light, but the orthochromatic plates

should be developed with almost no light, it

being turned on only occasionally for an

instant to ascertain if the development is

completed. Another source of fog is from

too strong developer and from forced develop-

ment of an under-exposed plate.

As to the question of how far to carry a

plate in the development, that is one that

can be learned only by experience, as it so

entirely depends on the plate used, the devel-

oper, and the style of negative wished. All

I can say on that subject is that the image on

K

the plate when it is held up to the light in the

dark room, must appear to be considerably

stronger than will be required in the finished

negative, for it becomes much thinner from

the action of the fixing bath. This is par-

ticularly true of double-coated (non-halation)

plates. Uusually the image can be distinctly

seen on the back of the plate when the devel-

opment is completed, but this is not always

the case, and so cannot be entirely depended

upon.
In some developers the negative requires

to be carried much farther than in others, and

with pyro the negative " fixes out '' but little,

while with metol it " fixes out " considerable,
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about the edges and often to leave the glass

entirely, while a colder developer works

slowly and gives a flat negative.

Old developer that has become discolored

by repeated use should be thrown away, for

its action is not perfect and it is liable to stain

the plates. When we find that our developer

is working slowly it should be thrown out and

new mixed, for developers are cheap and it

does not do to risk spoiling a negative with

old developer in order to save a few cents.

Tank development is often most succes-

ful and, where one is busy, is a most excellent

method, as the negatives do not have to be

constantly watched, and fifteen or twenty
may be developed at

the same time. It

consists in using a

tank, filled with de-
veloper, i n which

the plates may be

placed upright. On

the inside o f the

tank are slots in

which to slide the

negatives so that

they are kept from
touching each other.

The developer used
should be diluted

with about twenty

times the usual
amount o f water,
and after the nega-

tives have been
placed in it they may
be left to develop
themselves, which, if
they have been cor-
rectly exposed, will

be accomplished in

about an hour, when

they can be removed

to the fixing bath. The tank should never be

used, however, for anything but this work.

In all work in the dark room, cleanliness

is absolutely necessary to success. In mixing

the developers, it is well to use distilled water

if possible, and even then they should always

be filtered after being mixed.
—L. M. Brownell, in Outing

'Salver in Renascence Style, Executed in 
1tepouss6 Silver. Designed by Paulding Farnham

and therefore the development when using

metol must be carried much farther than

when pyro is being used. So it is necessary

to take into consideration both the plates and

the developer that is being used when judging

how far to carry the development, and a little

experience in this line is worth more than

many pages of written advice.
During the process of devel-

opment the plate should be

handled as little as possible,

and it should not be removed

from the tray to be held up to the light for

examination until the operator judges that

the development is nearing completion. The

developer should be kept at a temperature of

between 600 and 65°. This can be accom-

plished by adding a little warm water in the

winter, or ice water in the summer. If the

developer is warmer than this it softens the

film to such an extent as to cause it to " frill"

Hints on
Developing

Photographic Power of Wood

Experiments by Dr. William J. Russell in

England, have shown that a section of a tree

trunk, or of a branch, cut across the grain, p
os-

sesses the power to impress upon a photograp
hic

plate in the dark a distinct image of itself, plai
nly

showing the rings of growth. There is a great

difference in the intensity of this power among

different kinds of wood. The conifers—the pines

and firs—possess it in a high degree. The wo
od

is placed either in contact with the plate, or a
t a

short distance from it, and the exposure varies

from half an hour to eighteen hours. Boards long

exposed to the air, and oak box one hundred years

old, rotten wood from a stump, and even bogwo
od,

have been found still photographically active.
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Optical Notes
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J t F. W. Laufer, the optician, Tenth and

Washington Streets, Oakland, Cal., was presented

with a beautiful girl baby recently. Mr. and Mrs.

Laufer are the recipients of many congratulations,

ill which THE KEYSTONE iS happy to 
join.

at Among the recent graduates of the Phila-

delphia Optical College are : Edward Reid, of

Rochester, N. Y.; Sam. Levy, Charlotte, N. C.;

C. A. Hines, Vandergrift, Pa. G. W. Mull
iken, of

Burlington, Vt., a long-term student of the college,

has taken a temporary position with the Boyd

Optical Co., Lancaster, Pa. Among those who

have entered the college for an extended course

are : Samuel Weisman and Alex. Polikoff, of

Philadelphia ; Elliott B. Smith, Pittsfield, Mass.;

J. Oren Mickle, of Chester, Pa.; E. Eichlin,

Easton, Pa., and Jos. S. Galeski, Richmond, Va.

at The Bay State Optical Co., manufacturers

of gold filled optical goods, have recently moved

into new quarters in Chicago, at 15 Wabash Ave-

nue, which they are stocking up with a complete

line of their products, so that in the future the

Western trade can have their orders filled from

Chicago instead of waiting for shipments to come

from the factory at Attleboro, Mass. We believe

that this is the first time any of the Eastern optical

manufacturers have undertaken to carry a stock of

goods in the West, and no doubt it will be fully

appreciated by the Western trade. The Chicago

office is in charge of W. R. Stevens, who has made

a fine record with the company in the year in which

he has represented them in the West.

Correspondence course in optics, including

twenty typewritten lectures, quizzes and answers;

splendid lithographed diploma ; incorporated ; life

scholarship ; all for $7.50. For prospectus address,

National College of Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
—Adv.

American Association of Opticians

Among the names recently added to the mem-

bership of the national organization are the follow-

ing : Abraham Frank, Bridgeport, Cohn.; F. Mor-

row Planque, Bozeman, Montana ; Forest F. Shaw,

Buffalo, N. Y.; Walter A. Jackson, Brooklyn, N.Y.;

Gray M. Failing, Buffalo, N. Y.

From the Iowa Optical Society : J. J. Lewis,

Cedar Rapids ; Chas. A. Burkle, Sac City, and

W. L.'Smith, Malvern.
From the Minnesota Optical Society : H. M.

Hitchcock, Redwood Falls ; J. M. Chalmers, Lake

City ; C. A. Snell, Minneapolis ; J. L. Egleston,

Wadena ; Geo. B. Johnson, Pipestone ; Albert

Myer, Minneapolis ; F. W. Harper, Renville ; Geo.

W. Tuthill, St. Paul ; Wm. Blackner, Benson;

F. C. Wittenberg, Laverne ; I. M. Radabaugh,

Hastings ; E. E. Ostrem, Minneapolis ; Emil M.

Schwenke, New Richland ; Frank Heitzman, St.

Paul ; M. Morrison, Minneapolis ; E. D. Best,

Minneapolis ; J. C. Herdliska, Princeton ; C. H.

Anderson, Wilmar ; Neil C. Clemensen, Long

Prairie ; F. H. Straub, Fergus Falls.

A Warning to Michigan Opticians

The following postal, which speaks for itself,

has been mailed to the opticians of Michigan:

Muskegon, Mich., February 23, 1905.

TAKE WARNING!
Your attention is called to the " Bland Bill "

now before our State Legislature as an amendment

•
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to the general Medical laws. The bill reads as
follows : "Any person shall be regarded as prac-
ticing medicine within the meaning of this act who
shall operate on, profess to heal, or prescribe for

or otherwise treat any physical or mental ailment
of another."

Write or see your Senator or Representative
of your District, and oppose this bill now and for-
ever. Prompt action is necessary.

Yours truly,

Peter Scholler, President.
MICHIGAN Ezra Abbott, Vice-President.

OPTICAL SOCIETY, Ernest Eimer, Sec. and Treas.

This warning merits prompt attention on the

part of the opticians whose interests are thus

threatened.

Stereoscopy Without a Stereoscope

Stereoscopic pictures, with their start-

ling illusion of reality, are fascinating ; but

after a while one tires of the apparatus

through which they must be viewed to pro-

duce this illusion. Hence the numerous

attempts to employ the stereoscopic principle

in some way other than by the former use of

a stereoscope. These have been partly suc-

cessful, though all involve some special

effort or the use of some peculiar device,

which is as complex, or more so, than the

stereoscope itself. The latest of these,

which seems also to be the simplest, has just

been invented by an American photographic

expert, Ives, of Philadelphia. We translate

a description of his ingenious method con-

tributed to La Nature (Paris) by M. G.

Mareschal, who says : .

" We often find lovers of stereoscopy

who can produce the effect of stereoscopic

relief without the apparatus, by converging

the eyes toward the line of separation of the

two pictures. At the end of a few seconds

there is the impression of three images in-

stead of two, of which the central one is in

relief. But most of us have little time for

this kind of voluntary cross-eyedness, which

is quite fatiguing and which the majority

will attempt in vain. In general, it is much

preferable to use an apparatus.

" All devices that have been invented

for looking at stereoscopic images are so

arranged that each eye can see only the

image destined for it. Although Mr. Ives,

the inventor of the parallax stereogram,'

places no apparatus at all in the hands of the

observer, he also employs an arrangement

that answers this condition ; . . . it is suffi-

cient to place (his pictures) at a proper

distance from the eye to perceive the relief

with superb effect.

" To reach this result, Mr. Ives uses

two stereoscopic images obtained with a

camera furnished with two objectives slightly

deviated from their normal position, so that

the two resulting images are nearly super-

posed on the plate. Complete superposition

cannot take place, because the two images
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are taken from different points of view, but

it is designedly incomplete in another respect,

one of the images being about to to 15 milli-

meters (about 5 inch) to one side of the

other. Before the sensitive plate, at a dis-

tance of one or two millimeters (-215. to

inch), he places a sheet of glass on which

are traced vertically parallel lines to the num-

ber of about 4 to the millimeter ( too to the

inch), each line being larger than the interval

that separates them—a sort of grill with very

close bars. Its design is to mask part of

the image, and it may be understood that

this part cannot be the same for both

objectives.

"With the negative thus obtained, a

positive on glass is made by the ordinary

process ; a sheet of ground glass is placed

behind it, and in front of it, at a short dis-

tance, a grill identical with that used in

making the negative.

" The result of this arrangement is that

when the positive is observed, the opaque

lines of the grill will mask for each eye the

image that does not belong to it. This may

be seen by performing a very simple experi-

ment. Mark on a sheet of paper two lines,

one full the other dotted, at about a centi-

meter (4 inch) apart. Then hold before

the paper, and between the two lines, a

pencil at a distance of about 2 centimeters.

If the head is held still, the two lines are

seen perfectly, because both eyes are open ;

if one eye be closed, only one of the two

lines is seen. The experiment may be carried

further by taking several other lines and

several pencils in the same conditions ; we

may then suppose that the full lines are the

elements of the image to be seen by the

right eye, for example, while the dotted

lines are the elements of that intended for

the left eye, the pencils representing the

grill.
" To carry out the method of Mr. Ives,

the grill may be obtained by photographing

a sheet of white paper, on which lines are

traced with India ink. A negative will thus

be obtained which may serve to print other

grills when desired. It is clear that we must

have, at least in the negative, certain con-

ditions of opacity in the blacks and purity in

the whites, which collodion alone will give.

But it is probable that it will be simpler to

buy the typical grill of a specialist.

" Images in relief obtained by Ives'

method would seem to be especially valuable

in portraiture, and they will probably be ex-

ploited before long in these conditions."
—The Literary Digest.

"The Keystone is a monthly journal that no

jeweler, watchmaker or optician can very well

afford to do without. "—Frank McQuillan, Jeweler-

OPtician, Stamford, Connecticut.
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We Are in Position as Manu-
facturers and Importers

to offer the very lowest figure on
your Optical Goods. It \VIII be to

your advantage and Profit. This is
no idle boast and ■\.( can prove it.
You must have quality as well as
price. Send in your order for

estimate and quotations on anything
you need or want in OPTICAL

GOODS ; Cases, Frames, Lenses,

Chains, Auto Goggles. In fact, any.
thing in the Optical Line.

THIS IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS

Promptness and Accurate Service on Work. Low Prit e
QualityJ

PlatillOin AANSDUPF114113111 
QUALITY, STYLE

Extra fine white metal of hightemper that will not rust or corrode.

Alumno ripAerRioArNtTernEEpeDr. NOT TO TARNISH.

Will not lose its luster.
$1.90 per dozen. Cable, $2.90 per dozen.

Nickel Silve SPECTACLES AND EVE.
r GLASSES. High finish IInot rust. $1.44 per dozen ..o.

German Silver and Goldom
$t.to per dozen up. Superior goods for the pr. e,German Silver Frames in x eye only.All others in x, o and on eye sizes.

AUDEMAIR TRIAL CASES. From $10.00 to vs.(
For Office in oak, cherry and leather.
Also for Traveling, with divisions for stock and lens( s.

None better made. Send for pamphlet.
Most modern and up-to-date Trial Cases. Over 9000 in usc,No fault-finders. They make a friend wherever they go.

0

GOLD FILLED 10 K. SEAMLESS IN THREE QUALITIES-11u, Itzt, 3-1,1. Warranted.All styles, also frameless. From $3 5o to $6 50 per dozen.  
12 K. and 14 K. TIti. THNE AAA .1:g1 

GOLD 
 OPTICURA EYE WATER—the best.Cures sore eyes. $x 63 per dozen,

Spencer Optical Company, 12 Maiden Lane, New York

Rochester School of Optometry
A Thorough and Practical Optical School

40 Hours a Week Devoted to Lectures, Quizzes and Practical Work
YOU LEARN HERE the Theory and How to Conduct the Practice

YOU DET EXPERIENCE in the examination room and workshop
WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED COURSE you are capableof making a success in the Practice

If interested, write for terms and outline of
A.. IL BOWEN, M. Course

B. B. CLARKPresident
Seety.

Triangle Buildinp,,, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

LOOK!! READ !!

[Boston
01)11081

Goilipallll

CLEAN STOCK

PROMPT SERVICE

N. E. Agents for

MURINE.

Jobbers of Everything Optical

Superior

Work

Goods
That
Please

Optical Lens Grinders

373 Washington St., Jewelers' Building, Boston, Mass.
KLEIN SCHOOL OF OPTICS

185 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
The only Optical School ill the world where

students serve a regular apprenticeship on
beneli and in office. All instructions are pree-
n. Fees, $75.00 for whole course. N o

1.1.s pondent courses. Address,

Klein School of Optics
INS Summer St., Boston, Mass.

THE VISION PROVER
Vision Provers are Trade Getters

Distribute one of the new and
practical Ely Vision Provers to
every family within your center
of trade.
It tells them when they have out-

grown their glasses. Defective vision
quickly proved.
Made of a substantial bar of proper lengthto reach the cheek, nicely finished

for opticians' use

$1.00
Send two two-cent stamps for

samples and prices, or purchase
through your jobber.

Ely Eyeglass Mfg. Co.
Middletown, Conn.

Tito Opticians' Companion
a tool for holding spectacle frames i■ Ii i I, hard

soldering, without the aid of bent pins or screwI, 11111)1)5. Also holds rimless lenses while mount-
ing. The quickest and best article ever in-
vented An* t he optical repairer.

Price, 50 cents, by mail
Nickel.Plated, 75 cents

P. O. money order

A. IS. Lease,Mantifileturer
134 South Jefferson St., DAYTON, OHIO

PRF.SCRIPTION OPTICIAN
Promptness and Accuracy

Don't forget that there is more
than one place in New England
where they do Standard R Work.
Our shop is up to date. Try us.

EWINT HARDY
Room 405 21 Bromfield St., Boston

1..Irphon, 1:1Ill
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GEBBARDT BROS. OPEN CLOSED

Makers of .14 VICTORY

Diamond Mountings
Class Pins and Badges

Victory Button Back Victory Attachments Jobbing a Specialty
Samples and New Price-List on appliellti011 Lion BLDG., CINCINNATI

PAT'S.

AUTOMATI C
SAFETY
CATCH

Established 58 Years

James 11. Dederick's Sons
ASSAYERS AND BULLION DEALERS

ALL QUALITIES OF COLD AND SILVER, in Plate, Square and Round Wire,
Rolled to Any Gage.

BUYERS OF 
ALL QUALITIES oF omit AND SILVER SOLDER

OLD GOLD AND SILVER 16 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

Miniature Portraits
on WATCHES, DIALS, BROOCHES

and LOCKETS
iii work will not fade or peel off

Hand-Painted Miniatures Copied from any Photo.

THE GOLDSTEIN ENGRAVING CO.
45 Malden Lane, New York

larch, I oo5 T H E

How Electric Lamps Are Made

()ME things are not so simple as they

look. An electric lamp is one of

them. A small glass globe, bulged

and slightly pointed ; a 1-ickily looped fila-

ment, with tips of platimn.: ; a cap of brass

or vitrite—and that is all. t least, it should

be all ; but unfortunately it ry often isn't,

and that is just where a great Part of the

trouble comes in. Reade.rs of " Gulliver's

Travels " will recall the: grimy academician

of Lugado, who " had been engaged for

eight years upon a project for extracting sun-

beams out of cucumbers ; " but even the feat

of this worthy, had it suc-

ceeded, would have been no

more wonderful than that act-

ually accomplished by present-

day electricians in evolving

sunbeams, or their equivalents,

out of raw cotton. For the

basis of that radiant " inside

wire," as the uninitiated have

been known to call the filament,

is simply the harmless fibre of

the cotton plant which is elabo-

rately treated.

" This," said the manager

of a large manufactory, grasp-

ing a handful of fine raw cot-

ton, " is process number one,"

and he cast the offending ball

into a vat containing a solution

that looked like treacle or soft

soap, but proved on inquiry to

be a cellulose mixture of wool

and chloride of zinc. When

sufficiently cooked, this un-

promising stuff is squeezed,

sausage-like, through nozzles

of varying degrees of fineness into tall glass

jars containing spirit. The coils are left to

harden in the liquid for three or four days,

and are then immersed for twenty-four hours

in running water to remove all traces of

chemicals. They are next wound on large

revolving drums to dry.

The thread has now to undergo the

ordeal by fire by way of preparation for the

far worse ordeal of electrocution. Having

been cut into lengths, it is wound—being

still quite pliable—around " formers," which

answer the purpose of a lady's curling-tongs

and give the characteristic loop so necessary

to a self-respecting lamp. When filled, the

formers are snugly packed in crucibles con-

taining graphite and borne away to the

infernal regions, where they are baked in ovens

of varying temperatures of four-and-twenty

hours. The next step is to mount the two

ends on platinum wires. A machine cuts the

platinum wire into strips of the requisite

length, leaving at the end of each piece a
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tiny tube or socket into which the hairlike

filament is dexterously insinuated and then

tightened with a pinch of the tweezers. Plat-

inum, as well as being one of the heaviest and

most ductile of metals, is one of the dearest;

and it may surprise the uninitiated to know

that the scarcely seen platinum leads alone

cost from two to three cents, according to the

current market price.

But the joint between filament and plat-

inum is far from satisfactory yet. In the

next department—one of the most interesting

in the factory—each worker has by her side

a small tank of hydro-carbon. Having been

placed on an electrically connected clip, the
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for inclosure in the bulb which is to be its

home. To place it in is by no means so easy

an operation as might be thought. Each

man has before him a revolving fire-clay stand,

bearing a distant resemblance to the egg-

holders which grace our breakfast-tables.

Each holder will contain about sixteen bulbs.

Taking a bulb from the box in which it has

arrived from the glass factory, the operator

melts it at the nipple by means of a gas

flame and seals on a tube of glass. This is

handy later on for exhausting the air, and is

very useful in the present stage as a handle.

The bulb is now opened sufficiently at the

other end to enable the filament to be passed

in, after which the lips are

closed by means of the blow-

Exhausting the Air from the Bulbs

filament is lowered into the fluid, the opera-

tion automatically switching on the current
.

The platinum ends become white-hot, and

carbon is thereby deposited on the joints,

establishing a perfect electrical and mechanical

connection. The joint having been perfected,

it is still necessary to make the fil
ament of

even electrical resistance throughout, and

also to reduce that resistance to the 
proper

point. It is, therefore, passed to the " flash-

ing " room and placed under the glass

receiver of an air-pump. The air having been

exhausted, a hydro-carbon vapor is intro-

duced and the current switched on, causin
g

the filament to become incandescent 
and to

absorb the surrounding carbon. The thin

places get hotter than the rest and carbon 
is

more rapidly deposited on them, so that 
the

unevenness is soon removed. Not until the

galvanometer shows that the resistance has

been brought down to the required d
egree is

the filament withdrawn.

The thread is now considered at last fit

pipe, only the ends of the plat-

inum wires being left outside.

Now comes the difficulty

of the vacuum. To secure a

perfect light it is absolutely

necessary to exclude all air

from the bulb. In the next

room the tubes which were

sealed to the nipples of the

bulbs are stuck on the glass

orifices of the exhausting cham-

ber, and a mechanical pump is

set to work. After it has done

its best, or worst, there is still

plenty of air left, so the bulb is

passed on for twenty minutes

to a mercgry pump in order to

produce a finer state of ex-

haustion. When the exhaus-

tion is as nearly complete as it

can be made, the lamps are

treated to a strong current,

something like fifty per cent.

more than they will ever be

called uponto endure in actual use, the

object of this " over-running " being to drive

any remaining gases from the filaments, and

thus insure satisfactory performance.

The lamps which emerge successfully

from this preliminary test are then sealed

at the nipple end and passed along for furthe
r

tests. It is first necessary to make sure of

the vacuum. Another test is made for endur-

ance ; and the lamps are then taken to the

photometer, or light-measuring rooms, where,

by means of prisms and other devices, 
the

candle-power and consumption of each are

exactly measured. They are then classified,

and, after further independent tests to 
insure

that no error has been made in the 
record,

and that the vacuum is still perfect, the 
lamps

pass on to be capped. The lamp may now

at last be regarded as complete ; bu
t before

it is allowed to leave the factory, it is 
subjected

to still further tests, the most skillful and

experienced hands being employed as 
final

examiners. _Harry Gooding, in Pearson's Magazine



For A. H. RICHARDS, El Paso, Texas

HUNDREDS of Records like the above must convince
every jeweler of three things : the assured safety and success
of the Martin sale, the satisfaction always given the jeweler,
the thoroughness of my work, the high business morality of
my methods. I am now conducting my

and am achieving the usual satisfactory results. From Canada
to Texas, California to New York, it is the same story. My
every engagement means another and another. The moral is
plain ; but you must write me at once.

IT is 
self-evident that the directing power and value of a 

wholesale house

to the retail dealer must be governed 
by the sincerity of its purpose, the

degree of its ability and the consistency of 
its outlet. If these essentials are of

a high order of excellence and 
concentrated to one particular aim, the best

results may be expected.

THE success of this business and its growing influence is based on the

concord of these attributes. Our diamond 
department is pre-eminent for

highest achievement in this direction. 
Jewelers who send us their mail orders

for diamonds, and thus have the 
benefit of our quick e.nd intelligent service,

have an advantage over thoae who do 
not.

NORRIS, ALISTER & COMPANY
134-136 Wabash Avenue

CHICAGO

Model Escapement for the Show Whitlow
How to make a

large model of a lever
escapement for win-
dow display is one of
the things described
in the book

Watch and
Clock

Escapements
the in o s t masterly
treatise ever compiled
on the lever, cylinderand chronometer escapements. This book is a completeeducation on practical horology, and much superior to any

correspondence course yet devised. Nearly 200 originalillustrations elucidate the text. No watchmaker or studentof watchmaking should be without this book.
Sent postpaid to any part of the world on receipt of price, $1.50 (6s. 3d.)

PUBLISHED BY

The Keystone, '9th & Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

Are working day and night to fill
all their engagements

If you want the services of two of
the best Auctioneers in the U. S. and
at the cost of only one, Mr. Jeweler,
you must get busy and wire or write
us at once, for we are just about to

close dates for some of the
largest auction sales to be made
in this country this year.

NEW YORK BUFF COMPANY
anti ra,turers and Jobbers in 

Incorporated

Polislters', Platers' and Griorlers' Supplies, Motors ang Dgoamos
Proprietors of The " 0. G. S." Rouge, the best 

made for (II awl Silver Polishing

Factory and Salesroom, 85 Centre St., NEW 
YORK

.Spt3c3rt.s

BRICitiT CUT STYLE

FRED. A. HASKELL

206 Weybosset St., Providence, 
R. I.

THE KENNEDY OPTICAL CO.
Manufacturing Opticians

OCULISTS' PRESCRIPTIONS A 
SPECIALTY.

New Stock, New Equipment, 
Prompt Service. Over 20 Years' 

Experience

R Books sent on request. 
No goods sold at retail.

21 Rowland Street, cor. State, 
Detroit, Mich.

JEWELRY IN PARTICULAR
Enquiries solicited by

C. B. RICHARD & CO.

Freight Forwarders and Custom House 
Brokers

31 and 33 Broadway, NEW 
YORK

Watchmaker ill ?
Work piling up ?

That watch stopped again?

Let CRAFT make it pleasant for 
you to 210 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Established in 1892do business.

LIGNOM VIT/E

FILING BLOXMost practical for Jewelers.
15 cents each ; two for 25 

cents. By Mail

anywhere in United States. Registered 8 cents

additional.
Bowling Boll C.

Box No. 245, Station " C" Los Angeles, Cal.

ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH

YOUR TRADE WORK?

If not, send to

cidu.,oFecin CORAU
Tracio VVEttchmaker

722 chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Only best work and prompt

Our new method not only gets
the money in you till but gets
big profits. You'll never regret
employing

Elliot & Sprague
The World's Most Successful
Auctioneers and Appraisers
320 Locust St., St. Louis Mo.

or
704 Main St., Richmond Ind.

What is your

Name and Address?

We want to mail you a

catalogue that will interest

V. I I Ees, Proprietor and Instructor

REES ENGRAVING SCHOOL
Elmira, N. Y.

B. ROBERT & CO.

Watch Case Makers and Repairers

Springing, Finishing, Polishing

Engine-Turning, Engraving

Prompt attention given out-of-town 
customers

75-77 Nassau Street, NEW YORK

Send for price-list,

Permanent $1
Photographs
on Watches

Ivory Miniatures,
$7.50 up

AU work gnu rrrnteed

CHAS. ROSE
9,11,13 Maiden Lane

New York

Blowers Blow-Pipes

J. M. WESTM ACOTT CO.

mamas,- Jewelers' Gas Blast Furnacesturers of
for Soldering Plate, Melting, 

Annealing,

Enameling, Boiling Out, Etc.

I',,'. at Furnaces 
Send for Catalog A

.0,1e to order. I 67 Orange Street

Ingot Moulds Providence, R. i., U.S.A.

The Third Term Of

Jones.' Nationnil sk:Inool of
AUC.tioneering *ma Oratory

Opens April 3, 1905

All branches of tmetioneering 
taught. No

auctioneers command higher fees than 
Jewelry

auctioneers. Address, for catalogues, etc.,

CAREY M. JONES, President

6th and Brady Streets, Davenport, low.,
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Become an Expert Optician
A Thorough Course in Refraction, including Degree

e'Doctor of Optics," for $7.50. Lists for next class close
March 21st. Class begins on March 27th

"How to Become a Good Optician" is the name of our handsome 64-page
Prospectus.

It contains full particulars of our college and methods of instruction by mail.
It contains a reduced fac-simile of our highest degree diploma, Doctor of Optics,

Which we confer under authority of the Secretary of State.

It contains a long list of voluntary testimonials from nearly every State and
Territory in the United States and Canada as well as from foreign countries.

Many of these testimonials are from some of the most prominent .men in the
optical and medical professions.

They speak in enthusiastic terms of the thoroughness of our course of study and
of our practical system of imparting instruction through the mails.

We want every optician and jeweler in America to write us for a copy of this book.
We will mail it free for the asking, together with our circular "A Permanent

Reduction," which gives particulars of our recent reduction in price from $25.00
to $7.50.

Several thousand students have paid us $25.00 for this course during the past
eleven years, and have told us that it was really cheap at that price.

From now on you can secure the same course, including a life scholarship and our
highest degree diploma, for Seven Dollars and Fifty Cents.

When you consider that our course has stood the test since 1893 and that we
have a larger number of students in the field than any two other opticial colleges in the
world combined, you cannot make a mistake in taking it at such a price.

We do not want you to take our word for it.

We want you to write for our prospectus and then correspond with as many of
our students as you may wish and get their opinions of the work that we do.

It will only take a minute to write us a postal, and it will bring our circulars and
full particulars by return mail.

Write us to-day.

The South Bend College of Optics

No. i McDonald Building

(Incorporated)

South Bend, Indiana, U.S.A.

March, 1905

Manufacture of Antiques

T H

How Age is Given to Marble –Large Profit on Arms

and Pictures Steel Treated with Acids -

Bronzes Buried in Damp Earth- -
Trickery in Sale of a Painting

HE modern craze for collecting anything

old—or even anything having the appear-

ance of age—has not only swept England

clean of antiques, but also France and

uven Italy, the land which was, within our own

memories, the paradise of the curio hunter. The

English housewife nowadays delights in her old

oak, Chippendale or Sheraton—to which the fatal

word " style " should generally be added—while

the Englishman of means and the leisured Amer-

ican, knowing that our land has been denuded of

everything, turn their attention to Italy, the country

where Della Robbia plaques are set in the wayside

shrines, and where every contadino of the fields

possesses some smoke-blackened Madonna or

Pieta, and is ready to sell cheaply.

Misguided persons ! One can

Revelations of only smile at their ignorance.

As a resident in Italy throngh a

good many years, and as a col-

lector of antiques myself, I am personally acquainted

with a good many dealers, many of the mezzani,

or middlemen, and most of the manufacturers, says

William Le Queux in the London Daily Mail. I

have therefore obtained an insight into the fearful

and wonderful secrets of this ingenious trade, some

of which may not prove uninteresting to the ardent

collector who goes abroad after " finds."

Your average Tuscan looks upon the forestiero

as a born fool if he makes any inquiry for antiques

for sale. He knows that there are none, and only

a foreigner would ask such a ridiculous question.

His father's house was cleared of every stick that

was of value twenty years ago—old dowry chests,

Montelupo earthenware, the carved wardrobe, the

blue and white terra cotta Madonna from the house

wall, his mother's necklet of old pearls ; even to

the old copper vessel in which they drew water

from the well. The traveling agents took them all

and were welcome, for they paid prompt cash for

them. Yet the Inglese who spends the winter in

Italy still wants antiques, therefore he must be

supplied. Hence there has sprung up a trade of

forgery and imitation which is well nigh incredible.

I have stood in more than one

Process for sculptor's studio, both in Flor-

ence and in Carrara, and seen

" age " given to marble by a

newly-discovered process which, in twelve hours,

will give to a statue five hundred times its 
true

value. One sculptor, in whose studio fifty men

were hard at work making antiques, informed

me that the greater part of his output was

shipped to an agent in New York, who ju-

.diciously distributed it to dealers all over Amer-

ica. So clever is this mode of giving age that the

combination of acids applied is absorbed by the

marble and turns it yellow right through, so that

even experts can be deceived by those ingenious

imitations of Michael Angelo, Donatello and other

celebrated sculptors.

Old silver is a fashionable craze, and time was

when ones could find in those tiny shops on the

medival Ponte Vecchio genuine chalices, patens

and mass bells of the cinquecento, goblets of the

sixteenth century, and those curious old sugar

basins with the spoons hung around them. To-day,

the searcher for antiques can still find them all,

and more, beautifully hall-marked, and at a price

Fraud

Aging Marble
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much lower than he would pay a London dealer.

But examine your find when you get it home.

The English seventeenth century mark which

caught your eye does not stand alone, for it is

accompanied by the square Vienna date-mark, or

perhaps even the spread eagle of Frankfort-on-the

Main. You will find upon the goods offered you

a variety of irresponsible marks and countermarks

that bewilder you—French and German side by

side—and the articles all genuine, of course ! And

yet even this rubbish is eagerly purchased and

carried to England and America in ignorance that

it was made in Germany last year.

The largest profit is, however,

Spurious ArM3 made on arms and pictures.

The armory where the greater

part of the " ancient " arms sold

by dealers in Italy are forged is in a back street in

Leghorn, and its. proprietor is a veritable artist in

iron. Here, in a couple of tumble-down old black-

smith shops, every conceivable kind of armor is

made, from the fourteenth century helmet or

breastplate to the gauntlets, halberds, swords and

daggers of the various centuries and of the most

celebrated makers. I have watched those swords

being stamped with the marks or monograms of

the well-known Spanish armorers of the sixteenth

century ; the coronet in a shield of Dothingo, the

crossed scissors of Sanchez, the half moon of Juan

Martin, or the star of Gil de Alman, together with

good " selling " Latin inscriptions, or owners'

names with dates. I have stood by and seen how

the steel is treated with acids ; how the bronze

hilts are painted with some solution to render them

old, and how they are placed in troughs of damp

earth to induce rust and patina before being sold

to the dealers at so much a dozen, assorted.

Where the foreign enthusiast in Italy betrays

his greatest ignorance is in pictures. He is always

in ‘'ant of an old master, and, of course, he is sup-

plied. Munich, Siena and Perugia are the centers

of manufacture of false examples of the famous

masters. The works of Rubens, Raphael or Titian

are too well known, therefore• the forger resorts to

imitations cf such artists as Reni, Sodotna, Andrea

del Sarto, Van Dyck, the Gacidis or Ghirlandajo.

Each forger possesses his own particular style, one

turning out dark, time-stained portraits of Van

Dyck, another painting the wry-necked virgins of

one or other of the Gaddis, while the manufactory

of spurious Ghirlanclajos is in Perugia, where 
an

artist is busy year in and year out painting works

by that maestro, which, when complete and ready

for sale, are certainly marvels of ingenuity. 
His

main secret lies in the use of a special varnish,

which, if not used properly and applied at a certain

temperature, may spoil months of work ; but if put

on in the right manner, gives, in twenty-four 
hours,

such an appearance of age that even certain direc-

tors of the national collections have been deceiv
ed.

An amusing incident occurred

Instances of not long ago when an American

purchased one of the Ghir-

landajos through a dealer in

Siena, and on being taken to the Uffizi for the

official permit to allow it to leave Italy it was

actually detained as a genuine specimen.

Again, a case of clever trickery with regard to

a picture came before my notice a short time a
go.

A mezzano in Florence called upon a wel
l-known

and wealthy Englishman staying on the Lung Ar
no,

and in confidence informed him that there wa
s a

genuine Madonna and Child by Fra Bartolom
meo

in the private chapel of a villa up the Val di 
Pesa,

about twenty miles from the city, and that 
the

owner, a marquis who was hard pressed, was 
pre-

and Pictures
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pared to sell privately. The Englishman saw at

once the chance of securing a real art treasure, and

invoked the aid of a well-known Florentine expert.

In secrecy they went with the mezzano to the

great, old, half-ruined villa, where they found a mag-

nificent and genuine example of Fra 13artolommeo.

The Englishman was delighted, and after

much haggling a bargain was made next day for

40,000 lire. The picture was delivered to a firm of

unscrupulous exporters, who managed to smuggle

the treasure on board a ship at Spezzia, much to

the relief of the purchaser, who soon afterward left

for England to hang his " find " in his private

gallery. He is, however, in blissful ignorance that

the picture he first saw has since been sold by the

marquis to the Italian government, and that the

treasure delivered by the agent—who that same

day decamped with the 40,000 lire—was a copy

which had been carefully prepared for the purpose

of fraud.
The only reliable dealers in Italy are the priests,

to whom needy families sometimes sell their trea-

sures in confidence. There are certain priests in

Pistoja, in Pisa and in Leghorn of whom genuine

antiques can still be bought, while Etruscan gold

ornaments are still turned up by the plough in the

Maremma, But ancient art is certainly not to be

found in the shop of the antiquario, and the for-

eigner acts very foolishly if he attempts to discover it.

Treatment of Burns From Hot Water

or Steam
When a man is burned with hot water or steam

of course the first thing to do is to send for medical

assistance, but in the interim the injured man's

clothing should be removed, and bandages soaked

with sweet oil and lime water should be lightly

applied to the burned parts. If steam has been

inhaled, sweet oil should also be swallowed by the

patient in considerable quantity, as it will soothe

such of the burned parts as it can reach.

Sweet oil and lime water should be kept about

every steam plant, to provide for contingencies of

this sort. Cooking soda (saleratus) is also very

soothing when applied to burns, and castor oil in

moderate quantity may be given internally in the

place of sweet oil.

How to Work Steel into Tools

A blacksmith, successful in working steel into

tools, thus describes his method in the Mining. and

Scientific Press: The steel is worked at an orange

heat during the forging. When shaped, the next

step is refining. This is done by hammering in

water. A little water is put on the anvil and the

face of the hammer is wetted. The steel must
 be

at nearly red heat when this is done. The 
refining

is repeated by reheating several times. Afte
r finish-

ing this, the steel is reheated to a dark red, so 
that

it just shows the color, and dipped in raw 
linseed

oil. The tool is reheated and dipped three times.

The fourth time the reheat is carried to an 
orange

color and dipped in the oil until nearly cold. 
The

oil is then wiped off and the met
al polished, care

being taken not to break while polishing
, as the

metal is extremely hard. A large pie
ce of iron is

then heated to a red heat. The tool i
s laid on this

with the heavy side down, to draw 
whatever color

is desired, different tools requirin
g different colors.

"The Keystone is all good. I would not be w
ith.

out it."—Peler Engle, Jeweler, M
arysville, Cal.



The Business Builder
and Active, Engetic and Untiring

JEWELRY AUCTIONEER

Don't overlook the opportunity for securing EFFECTIVE SERVICE.

If you contemplate an Auction Sale, my twenty years of successful

experience as a JEWELRY AUCTIONEER justifies me in bringing
myself to your notice.

My record carries ample proof of my ability to conduct your sale with profit
for you and satisfaction for your customers.

No stock is too small and none too large for me to handle. My knowledge
of the business is thorough down to the smallest detail.

Write me for early dates and Booklet containing eight forcible reasons why
you should have an auction sale. Should it be requisite I furnish the
services of a competent assistant without extra charge.

Correspondence invited from all parts of the United States and Canada.
All communications treated with the strictest confidence

M. L. JALONACK, Chicago address-4339
Long Distance Phone,

Kansas City 'address-558 Main Street

Prairie Avenue
Gray 6343

FRENZIED FINANCE
The small boy, in trying

to solve the problem of
finance, said : " The thing
is, where can I buy the
mostest goods for the least-
est money?" The small
boy is not the only one who
is doing a little stunt in
figuring on this question.
An auction under my in-
imitable, plan solves the
.liole proposition for the

jeweler. My guaranteed
Profit plan on a percentage
basis is good, but my divi-
sion of the profit plan is
better. Any way you take
me, you %%ill find that I
have them all beat when it
comes to auctioneering.
Let me explain my method
and send you proof in the
way of personal letters
from well-pleased jewelers
from Maine to California
for whom I have conducted
record sales.

JOHN H. RAVEN, Holland, Mich.
NOTE have been asked so many times by Jewelers and watchmakers if I could teach them

to become auctioneers. Of late, I have been giving this considerable thought, and urged by my
Jeweler friends to do tm, I have planned and prepared a plain, practical and thorough course by
mail, explaining my original methods and all the secrets of the business,
which I am convinced will enable any one to bitcome an expert with a little
practice, providing be has some natural ability es a salesman. For the past
15 years 1- have only been able to accept about one sale in fifty offered me—
ttle field is large—pay big and there is room for competent men with nerve.

SUCCESS after
SUCCESS!

Ask the following, as to our ability

'To Got the Moog iv 1e Boy

F. A. WORCESTER

Jan. 8th, 1905—W. W. Tucker, Iligginsvil le,
Mo.

Jan. 11301, 1905—II. .T. Morey, Tama, Iowa
Jan. 25111, 1905—Douglas Jewelry Co.,

Guthrie, Okla,
Feb. SOL 1905—M. Maloney, of Birmingham,

Ala. our second sale, which we are
bringing to a close, one of the largest
and most successful sales ever held in
the South.

Who's Next for April or May?

Worcester & Glendore
AUCTIONEERS FOR THE

BETTER CLASS

.524 Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo.

AT A PROFIT

runzE Is OUR RECORD FOR THE
PAST FOUR MONTHS

014. 1st, 1904—J. L. Sievert & Co., Rich-
111011d, I lid.

Nov. 7111, 1904 —Joe Freelander, Memphis,
TI`llIl

25th, 1901—W. AV. Akenhead, Lake
V i tinge, rk.

Oec. ad, 1904 -W. E. Batter, Mt. Olive,
Dee. 10th, 1901—M. AlitIoney, Birming-

ham, Ala.

H. E. GLENDORE

THE AUCTIONEER
WHO NEVER HAS HAD A FAILURE

THE RED FLAG signifies auctions, but to have
a high-class and successful sale you must have the right
one to conduct it. Look into his past, see if he is a
man, honest, sober, has standing, reputation, conducts
sales on business principles, builds up the reputation of
the store and does not ruin the standing of the jeweler
forever. One who keeps all dates and personally makes
all sales.

1905, New Year NEW REFERENCES New Year, 1905

ROSENKRANS & THATCHER CO., Milwaukee, Wis.

DORR C. LEE, Bellevue, Ohio.

A. T. BREESE, Mt. Gilead, Ohio.

C. II. HANEY, Hampton, Iowa.

WRITE FOR TERMS, REFERENCES AND HINTS

5 I

E. R. TYLER
Room 1102

156 Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO

America's
Premier Jewelry Auctioneers

MANOR & MCCONNELL
Sales made in any part of the English-speaking world.

Established ISSo

1,\ 'rite

Now

for

Dates

and

Booklet

Office—
ST. LOUIS, MO.
634 Century Building

Long Distance Phone, Kinloch 1175C

All

Corres-

pondence

Strictly

Con-

fidential

Office—
KANSAS CITY, MO.

1016 Main Street

Long Distance Phone, 1765

Address all communications to

MANOR & McCONNELL, 1°16 Main St., Kansas City, Mo.

Auctioneer of
Widest
Experience

Acquainted with
every method
known to
the business.
Positively
guaranteeing the
results of sale to
please you.
Reference
furnished from
jewelers
all over the
United States.
The larger and
better your stock
the more
successful I will
make the sale.

D. 0. HERNDON
5o6 New York Life Building

KANSAS CITY, MO.Phone, 2341 Main
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I found a thing to do and I did it
and have been doing it ever since.

That was and is, making a square sale for square people, and I am still in the samebusiness.
You will notice a peculiar thing about my advertising, something you don't see inthat of any other man in the business.
FIRST—I don't blow my own horn so very much. I endeavor to get the tradeto write to those I have done business with, and get them to blow it for me. If theydo it, it ought to be authentic.
SECOND—and the most prominent.
If you have any cheap goods to sell don't send for me, I am not in that business.From a business standpoint are not these good points.
Now is the time you will want to unload and I can do it for you without hurtingyour future business or sacrificing your goods. I have done it, am doing it, and amgoing to continue doing it. When the time comes I cannot make a square sale I shallquit the business.
Send for my little book on

"Auction Talk Condensed"
with a special treatise on Guarantees. The question, what do you guarantee ?" isfully answered in this article. Have a few dates still open ; better write at once ; canonly sell for one man at a time. I can give you name of firms in your neighborhood Ihave done business with for references.

P. E. POPE
JEWELERS' AUCTIONEER

Canadian Address, Cobourg, Ontario
Home Address, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

My lifetime study has been the Auction business. My record proves I lead them all
First—In making large

profits.

Second.—In holding and
entertai fling large audiences
successfully.

I always guarantee large
profits.

I invite the trade to look
up my record. What more
can any person expect or
ask.
FREE. Write for one. A

booklet giving some valua-
ble information, daily paper
notices and many references.

A. L. Gottlieb & Co.
AUCTIONEERS

203 South Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
Central, 1610Phone, 
Automatic, 8929

VERY IMPORTANT
J ewelers, do not have

a sale for the sole ben-
efit of the auctioneers.

Protect yourself or
your goods may be
slaughtered. There-
fore, by all means em-
ploy some one who
will guarantee to make
money for you.

Jewelers, you can-
not be too careful if you
value your interests.

January Sales

$19,000.00
Net Profits

$21850.00
COL. J. b. LEWIS
America's Leading Auctioneer

FOR ESTABLISHED JEWELERS

Office, 901 Silversmiths' Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

January Sales

$19,000.00
Net Profits

$2,850.00

January Sales

$19,000.00
Net Profits

$21850.00

References from over

000 Established Jewelers
throughout the United States

28th year in the business

33

0

January Sales

$19,000.00
Net Profits

$21850.00



fliO-Class Auctcn Sales of Jewelry, Cut Class,
Bric-a-Brac, Antiques, eic., My Sfiecialty

829 East soth Street, Chicago, Ill.

In placing your next order with your
jobber for Necklace Snaps, no matter
what design, ask for the E. P. H. Pat.
Necklace Snap. Pat. in 5 cottntries

ERNEST PHILIP HAPPICH, Mnfr.

833 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

ION BARNHART Springfield, Ohio

Watch & Spectacle
EI,IHe Illuminated And

1/11 rabic, Elegant and Attractive

BEST SICINS ON EARTH
Send for Catalogue

REFERENCES CHEERFULLY ALL CORRESPONDENCE
FURNISHED STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SOMETHING NEW

CERAMIC
MINIATURES

)1inialores
burnt ia

vilriacd
enamel.

Absolutely indest rut.
Will last

forever.

MINIATURES ON WATCH DIALS AND
CAPS, plain and colored. Send live Iso-cent
stamps tor beautiful sample dial and price-list.

CARMAN ART COMPANY
115 Dearborn Street CHICAGO, ILL.

Souvenir
Spoons

of any locality.
litsibitss.ssgrs‘sa is

$3.010 per don.
CHAS. A. STAHL, JR., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

F. C. KLEIN Si BRO.
2'5 State Street CHICAGO

J. & H. BERGE 515

Sand Crucibles anD Covers
Hibbs ImprovedJewelers' Fluxes and manufactuie,, of

imu,nra ocveesdPolishing Materials 
l

95 John Street, NEW YORK

WILLHELM K. SANDBERG
Watchmaker to the Trade

Demagnetizing Watches a Specialty
Igive closediersonal attention to repairs sent me.
Promptness iny motto. send fill my printed
Price-List, IvItich is free for the asking.

Room 802 Columbus Memorial Bldg., CHICAGO

steam
Lapidary

DIAMONI) CUTTING
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

- The Artisan 24-page Illustrated Book, " How
In be a Watchmaker " free. STONE'S School of
Watchmaking, Globe Building, St. Paul, Minn.

A. E. GREGORY
THE WIZARD OP TIIE HAMMER

THE MAN WII0 TURNS JEWELRY INTO MONEY

A thorough knowledge of the jewelry business, and a record
of twenty-five successful years as a jewelry auctioneer, qualifies
me to make your sale a success.

I conduct sales for legitimate jewelers only, my methods being
on strictly business principles. I maintain the reputation of the
firm I represent, command the respect of my audiences and con-
vert your goods into cash, guaranteeing you large profits.

When considering holding an auction sale, bear in mind,
above statements are absolutely correct, and save needless delay
through correspondence.

Advise early inquires, as time fills rapidly.

_

i
1/4i 1)

1 RUDOLPH NOEL INA':_:•_•1 & CO. •-•<-I)
sl. Ps

(I 
1._4

-0,-e 37-39 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK r;.-.-
Ix
l'Ait

1D
Importers of

iamonbs, Pearis Tit
Precious i>v-

%out-precious anbf;,-!,
-5! imitation %tones 14
+. Fine Series of Scientific

RUBIES

One Quart Gasoline
burns IS hours in our

For Graduation and Wedding Presents

Made especially for the Jewelry Trade

If you have not used
or seen them, write
for our K.S.Catalog.
It tells allabout them
and our other lamps
and systems. Over
125,000 I3RILLIANTS
sold during the last
6 years.

EVERY LAMP
GUARANTEED

100-Candle

BRILLIANT OAS LAMP
42 State St., CHICAGO

CROUCH & FITZGERALD

No class of merchants to-day are as badly handi-
capped as jewelers, owing to stock depreciating in
value, caused by changes in style, rendering the goods
unsalable and valueless.

Jewelers are further handicapped by the few and
far -between seasons in which their goods are in demand,
all of which has a tendency to cause financial embarrass-
ment at various times, and the accumulation of unde-

44 
I sirable and unsalable goods. Thal is the Reason

Jewelry Auction Sales Have Come to Slay
They are as essential to the jeweler as anti-season

reduction sales are to merchants carrying quick-
moving and more salable stocks.

The Success of an Honestly and Intelligently
Conducted Auction Sale is assured and always proves a
future trade-building enterprise.

A sale conducted along questionable lines is bound
to have the opposite effect.

With your future business interests at heart, your
J. A. SINcLAIP plain duty is to employ none but thoroughly tried and

competent auctioneers and that is as essential as a
competent physician in the time of critical illness.

We are not the only competent jewelers' auctioneers in the United States, but that we are thoroughly reliable and cvoicing the opinion of every jeweler for whom we have conducted sales.
We consider their endorsement of our methods and ability a better advertisement for us than printer's ink.
We do not conduct sales on a commission basis, thus placing you at the mercy of the salesman, but instead will conductprofit-sharing plan, by which you are guaranteed against any loss.
To insure securing our service, write us well in advance of the time you desire to hold the sale.

All Correspondence Strictly Confidential References Furnished on Application

tiow PollsMllll 1illillJIlloMlle
This machine is designed especially to meet the

demands of the jeweler. It will carry emery and
buffing wheels up to 6 inches in diameter, and with
perfect ease speeds to 2500 revolutions a minute.

Economg of space reduced to the minimum

Jewelrg Sample Trunks and Cases
Extra Deep Trunks and Cases Always in Stock

z6z Broadway 688 Broadway
itnlow Cortland( Street Below Foil rt It Street

723 Sixth Avenue
Bel amen 414 and 42il Streets

NEW YORK

Louis Steiner, Importer
5211-522 Broadway NEW YORK

Best
El;=°

American-Made —
BALANCE STAFFS AND

HOLE JEWELS Dos.

Balance Stall's, gray finish . $1.00
Balance tine finished . 1.25
Hole Jewels, Garnets . . . . 1.00
Hole Jewels, Bully and Sap-
phire, time finish   1.50

Genuine Roller Jewels at cata-
logue prices. Imperial Main-

springs, $1.00 per dozen. Imperial Solderene
in thin sticksonade expressly for light Jell elry,
I tent:it and Electrical work of all kinds. sample
bundle by mail 24 cents. Mail orders solicited.

Jewelers' Guild Distributing Co.
J.F.McEwEN, Manager. Manchester, Iowa

We also make a line of Foi A-Power Lathes for
heavy jewelry work.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.
66o Ruby St., ROCKFORD, ILL.

51 & 53 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

NOTE—Our three-months' sale for the W. W. Hall Jewelry Co., 227 Main St., Salt Lake City,
extending from October 15th to January r5th, zgo5, is acknowledged to have been the largest
and most-successful Auction Sale ever held in the West. INVESTIGATE THIS.

Our patent fasten- Globe Lever and Globe Link Lever
ing on all rings. Button Back. For hard soldeling
Can be applied to Can be applied to any button.

any ring.
Write for our New Catalogue of Rings

Gold and
Silver
Plating,
Satin
Finishing,
Engraving
and
Engine-
Turning

Old English
and
Swiss Cases
changed to fit
American
Stem-Wind
Movements

ELGIN HOROLOGICAL
SCHOOL

Instructions in Watch and Jewelry
Rena i ring, Engravi lig and Optics.
Individual instruction.

Our 3-Years' Course
Is for the lsmetit of Ilu■se who wish
to tit 111(MR:elves for highest posi-
tions. Students in this course pay
tuition for I be first year, and we pay
them a small salary the second and
third years.

Semi for catalog to

ELCIN, ILL.

Special Cases made to order in Gold and Silver
for English, Swiss and American Movements

OLD CASES MADE NEW

F. H. JACOBSON CO.
209 State Street Chicago

Send for Our New Price-List

EMILE DREYER
I ormerly with Tell A. Beguelin

71 Nassau St. New York City
NEW HOUSE - -Prompt Service

Importer of

Watch Material
SPECIALTIES:

E. D. Extra Long 8-Day Mainsprings
Fine assortment of SwissWatch Material

also
NV B & Cie Watch Glasses

A TRIAL WILL CONVINCE YOU
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Do You Want to LEARN ENGRAVING
LEARN TO DO IT RIGHT

Mr' LEARN TO DO IT IN A SHORT TIMELEARN TO DO IT WITH LITTLE COST •
If so, look at the advertisement on page 428, this issue, then send for our propectus.

e teach Watchmaking, Engraving and optics thoroughly, practically and iu a short tone

Address THE PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF HOROLOGY
Ell'. Schuler, Principal Broad and Somerset Streets, Philadelphia

I'M AFTER THE LAST MAN.
DO YOU USE

SANGER'S RING BUFFS?

The Crohn Patent Safety (Ward

For scarf Phu, Studs and Lace
Pins. The most Practical and only ad-
justable one invented. Priee.81.50 per doz. For
salehyail wholesale jewelersandmaterialhouses.
Sampleby nutil,25c; in MK. gold 1.0m1.1 K .81.25.
M.CROHNdikr.s: 1.0,48 & 50 MaidenLane,N.Y.

LOUIS GOTTHOLD
Ilaker of Fine

HAIR JEWELRY
2345 Eighth Avenue

Send for catalogue NEW YORK

BARGAINS IN

Jewelry, American and
Swiss Movements
We carry the best material at reason-

able prices.
An assortment of discontinued move-

ments.
We do work for the trade and can fit

genuine staffs for 65 cents.
Send for Latest List

Philip Katz 0 Co.
51-53 Maiden Lane

New York

Watch Case
Manufacturer

and

Repairer
Everyt hing in
the line of
Watch Case
Repairing,

Gold and
SlIverPlatIng,
Satin Finish,
Engraving

and
Engine.

Turning
Changing Old

angli.handlinim
Case. to tak•

American 8. W.
Wovements lay

epeelnity.
OLD CA8E8

DADE raw
Silversmiths'
Building,
131-137
Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO

ELK TEETH
and CLAWS OF EAGLE,
MT. LION, LYNX, Etc.

WHOLESALE
Sent on selection to reliahle
manufacturing jewelers

L. W. STILWELL
Deadwood, South Dakota

Attractive Business Opportunity
The owner of one of the finest retail

Jewelry and optical stores in Central Mich-
igan, after a successful business career of
many years, has decided to retire.

The proposition is unusual. The busi-
ness, with annual sales of $20,000, com-
bined with comparatively small operating
expense Is profitable farabove the average.

The location is in one of the busiest
and most substantial small cities of the
Middle West. The county seat I ti it wealth y
farming community. The division point
of a large railway system, of whieli this
store has the " time inspection." Railroad
shops employing 300 skilled mechanics.
Several large factories and other important
Industries. Clean and up-to-date stock
and plate-glass fixtures. Amount required
about 810,000. Address,

"B746," care Keystone

AWARDS FOR

H. H. Heinrich's Marine Chronometers
CHICAGO, 1893 PARIS, 1509 BERNE, 1859

A large stock of Ilea
ell In INI 01 ETERS ill Ways us
hand : also second-hand I lire-
nometers made up ttIlliI It,
new for sale at model:tie

pr ices. 11e1,airing.
springing and adjust-
ing L'Ilrninitnelers.

also line 1Vateh repair-
ing for the I all

THE GEISSLER
WATCH CO.

Surcaloor.lo ii II. Ifolornli

192 Water Street, NEW YORK

In future

The Improved Separable
Collar Buttons

will be Known by
Ili e signature on
the card of

All others are imitations and are an infringe-
ment on patents. All infringements will be
prosecuted to the full extent of law.

0. W. YOUNG & CO.
Manufacturers

Office, 126 State Street, Chicago

Small Advertisements
No advertisement inserted for less

than 25 cents.
Under beading "Situations Wanted,"

ONE us.:',NT pPr WOrd for first twenty-five
words. Ad ii it Iona I words and ad ve rtise-
in t s, CENTS per word.

limier all headings except "Situations
Want e d ," T11 REE CENTs per word.

Name, address, initials and abbre-
viations count as WOrdS, anti OrIi charged
for ali 01 I Ii I. ad vert isem ti, t . No
display oh her t han t wo-1 ine I 11 it ial let ter.

To insltre insertion I tttttt ey IntOd ao-
 pany all Orders for advertisements,
and copy must reach us not list er t ban
the 25th of each tilihuier.n nisertio in
the following  

th.s ss

If answers, are to be forwarded,
TEN CENTS in postage stamps must be
eneloaed.

The real llanle and address of every
ads•ert bier must ace patty the copy of
the advertisement.

Advertisers svho are not subeerlbers
must send 15 cents (special homes 25
cents) if t bey desire a copy of the paper
in which their advertisement appears.

A d (1 Tess,
THE KEYSTONE,

19th & Brown Streets, Philadelphia. Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
toilrr I lit 11.111Ing,ONS et:se prr worth, for fleet

twenty•Ille words. Addlilood our& JONI aeo•rtioettoils,'mime 1E508 per ilord. Si ailverllemput Insertedfur he.. 11199 25 cents.

A STEADY position by a watch, clock and
/1 jewelry repairer. Fair salesman. Strictly
sober. No engraver. Chas. A. Troinly,Albion,III
WANTED, position by expert optician, watch-
', maker and engraver. Ite,4 of refs. furnished.
Address, Elmer Marshall, 1221 Harrison Street,
Kansas City, Ni.
AS WATCII II A K ER and engraver. Would ne-
n cept position as assistant. Own tools. Good
salesman and appearance. Best refs. Moderate
salary to start. Central Pennsylvania pref.
P. 0. Imx 501, Mechanicsburg, Pa.
kl'A NT to make my home with sonic we atch-
" maker and learn the trade. Can engrave
some. John Bergstrom, Murdock, Minn., route
No. 2.
AM not an optician, nor engraver. Am, first-
it watchmaker, used to railroad work,
etc. Would like exclusive watch work, but can
do all kinds of repairing, some manufacturing.
Salesman. Good character ; refs. Salary, 825.
Southwest pref. Am 50 years young. 32 years at
trade. Myron A. Miller, Los Alochis; Sinaloa,
Ilex CO.l 
VI it'Nt Pane, just over. Good watch and clock
1 repairer, with Swiss tools. Speaks Danish
only. Will start moderate until language is
mastered. Colorado, Denver pref. Address,
" IV:Itch:Halter," box 531, Colorado Springs,
col°.
liosrfltiN vranted, as head watchmaker and

manager of repair department in city store,
by reliable man of good haliits anti wide exp.
Competent to manage oil a paying basis. Thor-
oughly conyersa0t with 11. 11. watch inspection
and handling 01 11. IL 111111. Good Sale:41111ln.
tirade:no 'opt itiall. I :•,sI or Chicago preferred.
" P 722," care 1:ey•tone.. _
I Al)Y, experieneed in letter anil monogram
1/ engraving, watell and cleek repairing, 111-
,1.1111g lathe work, 11051-
I ittI INSISIalit it In31.1.. Ilesl rel. from present
employer. " C 7211," care Keystone.

%.i-co \I and plain engraver, also
" Jewelry repairer, doisires a steady position.
.\ " 11 730," eare 1:eystenu.
kk t•IIM AK I11, engraver, grailllate
" jeWelry repairer ; has ill he and tools. Shu-
t ion April 1st. Eastern Penneylvania pref.
Addles, " II 729," eare Key-cone.

101 NI; man a mos piTsit ion as assistant watch-maker. A in a good engraver, clock and
jewelry repairer. Best of refs Address, S. D.
Coon, Arlington, Potiglikeep.ie, N.Y.
POSITION, by first-el:1.s at , limaker. Com-
o: plete set of tools. I p Itt date on high-class
work. Refs. Address, "i 1 745," ear° Keystone.

IS man r ager or optician, engraver [id !talesman,
ls who has had exp. as manager, salesman,
engraver, watchmaker and optieian. Worked
the past two years in 111115'0r and Los Angeles.
Good appearance end habits. Salary and per
tent. or 825 week to begin, State particulars.
Address, "Engraver," 8423 Kerfoot Avenue,
Chicago, Ill. 

POSITION as pawnbroker or salesman In
jewelry store ; 18 years' exp. Can furnish

best ref. Address, Sam. Schwab, 15 Beacon St.,
Detroit, Mich.

THOROUGII, practical watchmaker, salesman,

• 

engraver and optician ; capable of taking
charge. 15 years' exp. Al refs. Own tools and
optical instruments. State salary and reqtii re-
meets. Address, " II. A. S.," box 28, Madison,
Ohio.

VNGRAVERS—We have several young men
Ii who desire positions as engravers, salesmen
and repair work. Write us your wants. Landis
School of Engraving, Detroit, Mich. 

Hy experienced optician, engraver and motet-
s, ant watchmaker, position In jewelry store.
Own optical case and engraving tools. State
wages. Dr. E. if. Prouty, Spring Green, Wis.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Tifoitou(I111.‘" experienced otlice man having
1 inside knowledge of the management of a
large and up-to-date jewelry store. Understand
stock system, bookkeeping, correspondence,
etc. Would like to change position for good
reason. Address, "II 740," care Keystone.
UV experienced, all-uround num In retail store;
Li good salesman, watchmaker and refractionist;
optician. Address, Jno. N. Flynn, 1619 Bed-
ford Avenue, Pittsburg, Pm 
IS watchmaker and plain engraver ; complete
Is set of tools. Highest refs. Age, 28. Only
permanent position considered. 4d. S. Niecoll,
2612N. Seventeenth Street,  Philadelphia, Pa.
WATCHMAKER, 12 years' exp.• 2 years' exp,
VI on railroad watchem. Unquestionable recom-
mendations from former employers. State salary
and particulars first letter. Box 75, Stoutsville,
Mo.
BBAuTICAL watch and clock repairer owns
1 steady position by April or May 1st. Good
ref. Pennsylvania or adjoining States. Address,
"C 753," care Keystone.
HOOD, thoroughly reliable man in Western
ul Minnesota, 27. Good salesman, capable of
running store. Good appearance, Indust riOUS,
awake. Al ref, State salary. " B 761," care
Keystone.
HPTICIAI., watchmaker and engraver. Ger-
1/ man, 25, with good tools, desires steady posi-
tion April 1st. Wisconsin or Michigan pref.
Address, " M 762," care Keystone.
ABOUT 3lay 1st, position as watehtnaker. Coi-
n tral or Western New York pref. Geed tools.
Satisfactory ref. Address, "II atchmaker," 411
Sibley Street, Cleveland, ()him
ATCHMAK experienced in all breaches
of watch and clock ; do little engraving and

jewelry repairing. 28 years old, single. Good
set tools. Steady position. "S 764," care Key-
stone.

IV

WATCHMAKER, clock and jewelry repairer,
25 years' exp., no engraver. Moderate

salary. First-class refs. Lathe and tools. J.
Butler, 859 Pine Street, Providence, R. I.
WATCHMAKER and engraver, 6 years' exp.,
11 desires permanent position. Can furnish
Al ref. as to honesty and ability ; strictly tem-
perate. ' it 749," care Keystone.
111C young man, 7 years' exp. Not an engraver,

otherwise good all-around man. Good refs.
Moderate wages. Michigan pref. Chas. C. Rice,
Fenton, Mich, 
DY young man of 21, Scandinavian 2 years'
U exp. in general store, mostly on watches and
clocks; Just finished course in engraving school;
had considerable training before. Strictly hon-
est, no bad habits, bard worker. Main object,
good chance to learn. Good refs. Photo. and
sample engraving on request. Address, " En-
graver," care 0. G. Heiberg, Duluth, Minn.
WATCIIMAK ER, optician and salesman, 18
11 years' exp. railroad work and inspection.
Go anywhere, prefer far South, Cuba or Mexico.
Al refs. "Watchmaker," box 175, Clinton, S.C.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler, engraver, graduate
'I optician : an all-around man ; experienced.
Have tools; refs. Address, "Jeweler and Opt i-
clan," 417 Phoenix Street, South Haven, Mich.
YOUNG man, first-class watchmaker, jeweler,
I engraver and optician. have full set tools.
Can furnish best of•refs. front present employer.
A ddrese, 505 Chest nut St reel, Attain ic, Iowa.
yOUNG man, first-el es a al chinak-er, engraver

and jeweler. I lits o• (MD tools and can
furnish best of refs. Add res)i, M. E. Wilkinson,
general delivery, A i laid it:, Iowa.
IAIAItRIED num wants permanent position. 16
Alt years at bench as first-class watchmaker,
jeweler and plain engraver. E. G. Wysarg, 311
South Twelfth St reet, Keokuk, Iowa.
VIRS'f-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler, salesman,
r also some knowledge of optics, Prefer Mis-
souri or Illinois. Give best refs. Steady 11(151.
huh. Want good salary. " G 752," care Key-
stone.
1/1 young num, watelonaker, jeweler, plain en-
1  graver. 7 years' exp. Good ref. Iowa pref.
" M 758," care Keystone.

ITSUNG single man, fair all-around workman,OWNS complete outfit tools, Al refs., desires
to finish with first-class jeweler. Moderate
salary. Prefer Northwest. Could buy interest
Ill small store. F. N. Tillinghast, 110 Eton
Twenty-fifth Street, AHnnonpolis.
AVATCHMAKER, graduate, practical refrac-
55 good salesman, of good address, to
locate with party desiring services of practii al,
reliable man. Refs. " D 780," care Keystone.
YOUNG man 22, 5 years' exp., desires position
a April 1st 119 second watchmaker and sales-
man. Own lathe and tools. S., 1406 Market St.,
Wheeling, W. Va.
Hy optician, watehmaker and engrave/ ; would
" buy interest or Wright. "W 17," care
Keystone.
A I WATCHMAKER 1(11(1 adjuster (Swiss), ex-
/11 pert on fine and complicated watches, wante
to take charge of repair depertment of reliable
firm. Married ; abstainer ; 'highest refs. Salary,
030. Address, " V 768," care Keystone.
A L ROU N I) man, age 34, married ; 11 years'
a exp. Capable taking charge. Best refs.;
own tools. 820 per week. About April 1st.
" E 767," care Keystone.

WAT 31C11A Is ER and jeweler ; 9 years exp. at
bench ; has Site set tools. Speak English

and German. Age, 27. Wants position, West
pref. Address, " It 733," care Keystoue.

SITUATIONS WANTED

THOROUGH, first-class watchmaker, good en-
' graver, salesman wants position with first-
elass house desiring thorough work and man of
ability at front. Virst-class direct refs. Rocky
Mountain or Pacific coast city pref. Address,
P. II. Box 152, Butte, Mout.
IA' ATCHMAK Eit and jeweler wants position
Ty on  or before May 1st. 9 years' exp. at
bench. Good salesman. has Site set tools.
Speak Engish and German, some Spanish. Age,
27. Wants position. West pref. Address," 11
732," care Keystone.
uARCII 1st, by good jewelry repairer ; can set
1" stones; 10 yearn' exp. .late wages limt let-
ter. Refs. exchanged. Address, " It 766," care
Keystone.
IS assistant under experienced man. Can do
a clock and fair watch work ; own tools. Mar-
ried ; age, 29. Best refs. No bad habits. "S 747,"
care Keystone.
YOUNG man, experieuced as manager of fille

retail business; is first-class watchmaker,
salesman nod engraver. A responsible position
with established house—wholesale or retail.
" G 620," care Keystone.
AS asistant watchmaker, 13 months' exp., with
tt tools. Strictly sober, reliable. Ref. Ad-
dress, John H. Barney, 1037 W. Thirtieth St.,
N. Indianapolis, Ind.
I ADY watchmaker, 10 years exp., as assistant.
Li Own tools. Moderate salary. Fannie H.
Barron, box 148, Wadsworth, Medina Co., Ohio.
yOUNCI man, 22, as assistant under good watch:
1 maker and engraver, where I can finish trade.
Have some tools. Refs. Chas. Spurlock, 500
Comm. Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
QALESMAN and stock clerk, 30 years old ;
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gle. Prefer a change. 12 years' exp. Best
of ref. " B 775," care Keystone.
VNGRAVER—young man, 3 years' exp., desires
" position at jewelry and silverwaxe engraving.
Good ref. Sample of fey work sent, if desired.
" H 759," care Keystone.
HY a young man, to start in and learn the
I, trade of a diamond buyer or merchant.
Have had 8 years' exp. in high-class jewelry
and diamoncl business. Can furnish best of
refs, Address, "B 783," care Keystone.
pOSITION wanted by watchmaker, engraver

▪ 

and optician. Own tools. Al refs. State
salary and requirements in first letter. Address,
L. A. Hart wig, Thornton, Iowa.
posrrit IN by first-class mfg. jeweler, diamond
I seller. Will start at 825 per week, nothing
less. Stale particulars in first reply. "L 782,"
care Keysione.

Vt II NI man would like position as letter en-
graver in store or shop. First-elass on script.

Moderate salary. N. L. Griede, 500 Commercial
Bldg, Minneapolis,•Minn
11/1" watehmaker, jewelry jobber, diamond Het-
i; Ill, 'tat oral mechanic, all-around man, good
sith•sman. Address, "T 785," care Keystone.
VI IIST-t 'I ,ASS watchmaker, graduate optician,
I plain engraver, 17 years' exp. as workman,
watch inspector and manager, permanent posi-
tion with hind-class house ; best of refs. Ad-
dress, Box 384, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

HELP WANTED
THIS HISAOI  GENTS PER WORD

QALESIMAN, to sell fine cut glass on liberal

• 

commission. Give ref. Newark Cut Glass
Co, Newark, N. J.
1VANTED, at once, good watchmaker and
" jeweler. Salary, 815. Permanent position
to right man. Send ref. with first letter. Jno.
L. Cowley Jewelry Company, Mansfield, Lic
lEWELERS—steady positions for competent
0 and reliable men. One, a good general work-
man on fine gold jewelry. One, accustomed to
fine repair work and special orders. Address,
with refs., Carter, Howe & Co., Park and Mul-
berry Sts., Newark, N. J.
IVANTED, first-class refractionist ; must have
" a thorough knowledge of objective and sub-
jective tests. Good salary to right man. Send
refs. in first letter. Tim Edward E. Dammers
Co., Inc., 169 Westminster St., Providence, It. I. 
WATCHMAKER, clock anti jewelry repairer
" for Western New York. "S 721," care Key-
stone.
WANTED, good watchmaker, one who can sell
" goods as well. Oskamp Jewelry Co., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio.
(IPTICIANS wanted. Good salary to right
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men. Boyd Optical Co., 149 E. King, Lau-
caster, Pa.
WATCRMAKER, New York State, 812 week.
IT Permanent. Single. Address, "C 731,"
care Keystone.

EXPERIENCED watch repairer and salesmanie stweiry store. AS owner is in poor health,
may be  opportunity to become partner or man-
ager with small capital. Address, "IV. A. It.,"
general delivery, New Bedford, Masa.
IURST-CLASS watchmaker, one who has a
I knowledge of stone setting, engraving and
general jewelrv work pref. Refs. Address, C.
Bauer, 27 N. Main Street, Paterson, N..1 .
IMMEDIATELY, a first-class watchmaker.

This is a permanent position and steady em-
ployment. Enclose refs. in first letter. B. II.
St ief Jewelry Co., Nashville, Tenn.
VIRST-CLASS engraver, second watchmaker.
I Send samples engraving. Permanent posi-
tion. Edward Vail & Co., IVichita, Kam,

HELP WANTED

VI RST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver, in
1: Altoona, I'm Pet ntantint isisition. Salary,
$20 per week. Write at rime to L. Lippman,
Altoona, Pa., or I. \V. Itutieuatein, 54 Maiden
Lane, New York City. 
pititsT-CLASS watchmaker, jeweler and eu-
r graver, Good salary ; permanent position
for all-around man. Refs. required. Hill &
Co., Rockdale, Texas.
WATCHMAKER and graduate optician ; must
1, be fine workman and experienced. Perma-
nent position to right man, who must be hustler
and furnish best of refs. Salary, $75 per month.
Finest climate in the West. Eddy Drug &
Jewelry Co., Carlsbad, N. Mex.
WA'IrCIIMAKER and jeweler thal is druggist,
'1 to take charge of drug and jewelry store in
Illinois. " Ir 736," care Keystone.

salesman of exp., ,If pleasing ad-
11 dress and reilable. Send OM. 11111.1 refs.
West. Address, " it 743," care Keystone.
TWO men, first-class watchmaker and optician,
I also a mfg. jeweler, one used to making class
and society phis, emblems, souvenir spoons:
must, be good (ammeter. Describe yourself, your
abilities in first letter, to save time. J. Jessop
A Sons, 942 Fifth Street, Sail Diego, Cal.

IVATCIIMAK ER and refracting optician.
Steady position. Must be well versed in

optics. Salary and conunission. Robert G.
Smith, 1361 Third Avenue, New York.
HY April 1st, watchmaker, capable of waiting
11 on trade, dressing windows and doing hard
soldering and clock work if neeessary. Fine
position to man wishing to perr,t mint:tor in
the business and vi ill mug to w iirk to do it.
McNamee, the jeweler, 1106 Ilarket Street,
Wheeling, W. Va.
WATCHMAKER. State age. exp., wages
1, wanted and ref. J. Await, .Toplin, MO.
HOOD watchmaker, willing to work in Site
u jewelry store in Minnesota, April 1st. "IS
773," care Keystone.
VOUNG man to finish trade, fine jewelry store
1 in ',Minnesota. " S 774," care Keystone
(1001) watchmaker, willing to work, April lot,
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flue store. A. Sweningsen, Moorhead, '1 1,111.
/NOD watchmaker, engraver and salesman,
U An all-around man. Permanent ion
to right mau with ref. C. A. (V i I I a t i, 3211
IVabasii Avenue, Terre Haute, Ind.
B001) watchmaker ; must be fair l'110.aver,

ti jeweler and salesman. Steady job ; s years
or more exp. 815 week. Address, "Jeweli•r,"
Carthage, N. Y. 

WATCHMAKER, who can engrave, repair
jewelry, salesmen, Oc. All-around help.

$12 le $15 week. Address, "B 744," care Key-
stone.
VI N E watchmaker, who can do plain engraving,
I some hard soldering anti stone setting, SIB
per week. Address, Box 194, Eagle Pass, Texas.

EXPERIENCED watchmaker and engraver. Agood permanent position is offered to good,
reliable BUM Address, with refs. and full par-
ticulars, E. C. Zimmerman, La Salle, ill.
WATCHMAKER for town 1000 , no competi-
1, t that III II earn his salary and be will-
ing save little money for his employer. Per-
manent position to right man. Habits must be
good. "M 789," care Keystone.
WATCHMAKER, jeweler and engraver, an
1, all-around man pref. Good wages and an
Interest in business to the right man. Address,
" K 786," care Keystone.
AN experienced watchmaker, permanent posi-
ts Ron. Must be able to wait on trade. Ref.
required. State salary. Carl Oesterle, Joliet, Ill.
1'1sToRAVER and assistant watchmaker wiilmt-
Ii competent doing letter and cipher mon-
ogram work, permanent position to right man,
wages 818. Send sample of etigraving, state
years of experience at watch work. Birely &
Son, Oshkosh, Wis.
VIRST-CLASS optician, salesman and engraver,
I one who has been a watchmaker and can
take in work, etc. A first-class all-round man,
good wages to right man. Give ref., salary and
all other information in first letter. " C 567,"
care Keystone.

WE want to employ a good road salesman forNorthwest trrritory. Must have some ex-
perience in selling watches. Salesmanship will
be backed with a well-assorted stock and im-
portant territory. Apple by letter only. All
communications will be heated as confidential.
Address, Elward Hemline & Company, Room
601 Columbus Alemorial Building, Chicago.

A WATCH and jewelry repairer and compe-
ls tent optician, also to net as clerk and sales-
man. Al not furnish hit lie and tools, also optical
trial ease, and testinioniale for ability and good
character. Young man, 25 to 30 pret Position
permanent to a valuable num. Irages will be
made salisfaetory. and liberal eommission on
all optical prescription work allowed, also com-
mission on sales in excess of 82000 per rear.
Application in person if practicable, or photo,
likeness aimil refs. must be sent. Geo. C. Allis,
Derby, Conn.

A BOUT May 1st, first-class watchmakerjeweler,
Is optician and plain engraver, competent for
R. It. work. Must. have best refs., good habits
and own took Top wages to right man. Only
store in new town of 2000 pop., trading center
for 2000 more, Delightful climate. Only first-
class workman need apply. Enclose photo. and
state salary in first letter. Address, "K 763,"
care Keystone.

HELP WANTED

TUE S. T. Little Jewelry Company, taunter-
s land, Md., want to employ a good engraver,
jeweler.

1st, first-class watchmaker, engraver
pref. Southern N. Y. Address, "S 779,"

care Keystone.
VIRSI-CLASSjeweler and engraver ; state exp.
I have had, also what capuble of doing, in first
letter. A. D. Norton, Gloversville, New York.
al A N I' EMITURING jewelcv, must be able to
In set stones, enamel, etc. Salary, iltu lair week.
Box 7'21, 1 Ill ver, Colo.

WANTED
UNDER THIS HEAPING THREE CENTS PER WORD

VERY kind of gold and silverware, jewelry.
54 watches, platinum. Ilarket value paid. Sent
by express or registereil Ill 1 1 I. l'rice not sat is-
factory I will return all art itl ,s..I.h,. Clark,
refiner and SNVI•Iii1,1111.11er of gold tool silver (es-
tablished 1870), 727 Satisom St., Philadelphia.
RTREET clock in 400d condition. State price-.
LI Bergman Co., Charleston, IV. Va.
LORING'S ophthalmoscope, optical books.

Iverson, 1140 North Eighth, Springfield, Ill.
QECOND-IIAN I) liardinge pivot polisher. Must

be in first-class order. Address, E. Moore,
601 Columbus Memorial Building, Chicago.

S regulator, with mercurial pendii-
11 him. IV. E. Osterwald, irestus, Mn.
TO buy established, good-paying jewelry busi-
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ness. Will invest. 81000 to 81500. l'erey
Wilkins, Marceline, Mo.
TO buy a jewelry store. " W 778," care Key-

• 

stone.
TO buy tools for mfg. gold jewelry in small
1 shop. II. D. Mills, 21 Broezel Street, finches-
tel, N. Y.
(AN E piece liardy or Chambers-1 inticeep oplithad-
s, mometer ; also Eaton-Glover engraving ma-
chine. State lowest cash price. A. 1'. Hirzy.,
Grand Rapids, Wis.
QU RV ha ORS' seeond-hand t re nsist s and levels.

• 

Address, "B 734," care Keystone.

FOR SALE
GNOSIS THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

AN established watch and jeweliT basin,— of
It 33 years' standing, in Baltimore, ICI iedt
required, 86000 to 88000. Reasiai t);,;
owner permanentiv retiring. I mai iie pat
lars ofJ. Engel & northeast III or Lexing-
ton and Charles Streets, 13altimere,

it "A "GAIN' 
complete stock and fixtures,

81500 to $2000. Good town. Two railroads.
Fine climate. Northern Texas. Address,
" W 713," care Keystone. _

3 ENV 1.11;fi-V-Stock for sale at a bargain ; clean
and staple lot. All kinds jewelry, solid

gold rings and some watches, bench tools and
material. All will be sold at greatly reduced
prices. Address, " A," box 124, Sawyer, Wis.
HEAD this ! Jewelry store—pop. 800, Eastern
" Iowa town, no coinietiti1111 ; III voice 81200.
Will sell location and fixtures without stock,
8450, or any amount of stock desired. Bench
work better than *70 per nionth. December
business, 8800. All oak fixtures, large safe, gas
plant, large side wall case. No such business
has been offered through 'rim KEYSTONE that
I have seen. A bargain and a good, clean busi-
ness for some one. Don't write unless you
mean business. " 31 728," care Keystone.

$2500 BEST location in city 30,000. Extra
fine large safe, regulator, wall eases, 7

show cases, fixtures, tools, 200 watches, 40
pieces diamonds, 500 rings, 1500 pieces silver
and plate, Chid 118, pins, clocks — everything.
Worth over 84000. Come quick. III health.
61 Remsen Street, Colioes, N. Y.
TEIVELRY store, stock, fixtures and all. Will
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sell cheap ; an old-established repair stand.
Inquire, John G. Wilkins, 122 West Ohio St.,
Allegheny, Pa.
TO Oregon ! The coming State in the West ; the

land of sunilllllle and flowers ; no blizzards
or cyclones. Our business is well established
and paying. We wish to retire. Do you want
it 7 Located ill the center of best dairy, farm-
ing and timber wet ion. County seat. New rail-
road surveyed. Eine chalice to step into est nh-
11,1101 trade. Address, with stamp, Box 97,
ciao] ille, Oregon.
k JEEWLRY store in one of the best towns ini 

Indiana. We have tile railroad watch inspec-
tion and the best trade in town. Stock Is new
and lirst-class. Stock must bring invoice price.
Stock and fixtures between 83500 and $4000.
Death the cause of sale. Must be sold before
June 1st. Address,  " N 726," care Keystone.

$-1541-(1 JEWELRY stock anti fixtures. Good
UV town Arkansas; county seat. Bench

work, 875 per month. Can reduce stock. Sell
at big discount; IS snap. "A 719," care Keystone.
PROSPEROUS jewelry and optical business in
1 Southern Texas town. Richest farming
county ill Stale. Fiat) trnde; no opposition.
Fit for German watchmaker especially. Reason,
8111 going abroad. Invoice about 82250. A. V.
Schaal), Shiner, Texas.

HALF interest in wholesale tool and material
" business, Western city, doing a good busi-
ness. Good reasons for selling. Address,
"T 725," care Keystone.

517
FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

A BARGA I N ill a jewelry and optical store. If
intercm,d, a rite to B. Vogle, Lompoc, Cul.

/11,1)_EsTA 1, Lip-to-date lowelry and
U optical stere inain block of city of 170,000
inhabitams i ii Western Pennsylvania. On au:-
count of fitilliug health. 3-vear lease from April
151 at reasonable reutal. Isfo old stock. Anyone
wishing to step into a good thing had better
write quickly. Ad., "It 718," care Keystone.
IF you want agoo(i ,prosperous jewel I)' business,

• 

stock invoicing about 86000, may terms if
desired, write at once to Lock box 504, Algona,
Iowa.
TORE for sale in 3Itissachusetts. Liberal
u terms. Good opportunity to build up a
profitable business. Address, 3I. J. Averbeck,
19 Maiden Lane, New York.
OCATEL) 25 years, best stand in lily ; pop.,

Li 15,000. Only two other jewelers. Fine op-
portunity. About 84000. Also extra jeweler's
safe. Write quick. Phil. Levy, Henderson, Ky.
(1001) jewelry and optical store in one of the
Sd best towns in Ohio ; pop., 1200. Invoice
stock anti fixtures, $1800. Must quit the busi-
noel for good reasons. " II.," care Swigart,
17 W. Fifth, Cincinnati, Ohio.
?",-1' E.\ lt-EsTABLISIIED jewelrv business, in
O down-town part of Chicago. 'The repairing
pays rem. I ;mid mesons for selling. Gettelson
;Jewelry l fg. Co., 55 Clark St., Aalilandl3.1ickof,
Chicago, 1 II. bush. 

Iii 

 
NessNess

jerm,y 

bull
U 6000. Repairs alone, 81800 a year. ((mai
prices. Price, 81500. Address, "1; 7:is,'' eare

niCA \s 'sNt 3.10-11(‘I':1111x. Ss111171014-c;
ebenchn,
pair work ; good opt bail litt•ittess. A tine chance
for 501111i ONO. 111111 dwelling for sale: both
111 11111. 1.01. IC S'1110 at

Nt; jewelry., /optical, looik 111(1
Li Stalionery l'arlieli-
Iltrs given i's " I.
Care Keystinio.

8'1111'1: 11,11 lure,
It ore of year,, City or 22,00d,

in I lb .\ " 737 t care Keystime.
IENCE1.1:1' :nine, ill g roe' Inwn of 1700. No

r;,, miles around. stoek and
1,1111 II -̀ 11;11,. till It F141111'1.11 `COSI. MM.

j II I 11.1 IgIll I. " 7.1'2." i.are Key-

_ _ . •

II 
N 1:1., and tools or old-established stele of

1 27 p.nr.' standing, in best mfg. city ls,tion.
In 5111 tI. I II,ito, I.,OW rent. .AtItIreSN: "1l

care Key ...toil,.
IIAV F1.1 -to. •I: and fixtures, invoice $25001
.1 Estaldi•lied yvars. Will be sold cheap.
it. A. Gros., s)a;:aese, Nebr.

1; 1.1sif jea ry Ililil opfical busl-
u 'less in up-to-date IS Iaansin town ; 1."1,
3000. lteasoo have 111111 Iti
A bargain ir taken at once. Address, " I I 561,"
care Keystone.
VSTA BUSH ED jewelry and optical business in
II growing Illinois town of 15.000, Stock in-
voices about $5500. Can reduce. Repair.work
more than pays all expenses. Lock box 42,
Mattoon, Ill 

BUYS clean stock ofjewelry, stationery,
optical goods, tools, regulator, safe anit 

fixtures, in town of 1600 pop.; Southern Minne-
sota. Splendid store location ; rent low. t'em-
petition easy. Have R. It. inspection.
country to draw trade from. Sleek can be re-
duced. ;Must have at least half Mali and good
security for balance. Good reason for selling.
"A 754," care Keystone.

$4500

TEIVELRY stock and fixtures in Iowa town of'

• 

5000. Invoice, 84500. Fine farming coun-
try. Ilann fact ming and college town. Good
opening ; light competition. Good reasons for
selling. Write for pari hailers. M. F. Barger
& Co., 103 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

TWO jewelry stores. We will give some man

• 

bargain I. 'r !Ile cash 82500 to 85000 needed.
Write fir part Mu lars. Pell & Sons, Girard, Knits.

RI' is jewelry stock and fixtures in
good I enlral Killnia8 town 1800 pop.,

Good school, publie library, electric. lights,
titiest store In town : t-vear *lease on building.
Bench work runs st 75. per 111011111. Photo. of
store interior upon risoiest. No trading ; must
be cash. Can redote. No auctioneer need up-
ply. Wish to go out of business. "II 727," care
Keystone.

$5500

filiD-E'STABLISRED business in best egricel-
u (ural section, Northern Colorado, town over
7000. Stock and fixtures, 86500 cash. Good open-
ing for practical mail. " 13 750," care Keystone.

ANLY jewelry store, German Catholic town,
u Southeastern Kansas. Invoice about 81500.
IVill reduce stork to suit. No competition in 18
miles. Ralph Campbell, IVestphalie, Kans.

A BONA FIDE proposition, no fake, but a nice,
ls clean, small, well-assorted stock for sale, in
city of 45,000. Good reason for selling. Ad-
dress, "R 748," care Keystone.

(Continued on page 518)
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FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

(Con/ I', from page 517)

RTOCK, fixt tires, [eels, in a good town. Death
I., of husband, reason for selling. Mary
Gruendler, 630 Main, Joplin, Mo.

IEW-ELER'S supply Ittisiness,locatQ (lIIciI1-
IJ nati, constst ing el full line of mated:118 and
tools with gum' imii I-order business. Sleek
new and istitiplete. Will inventory about =0500.
3000 catalogues, just ea Iv for distribution, ean
be used by purchaser. \ thlritss, "1'. C. B.," 1227
Union Trost Builtli II:4, 4 InCi111111 i, (

11EN011) opport lin i or a jeweler inid opt i-

• 

Ciall 1.1 buy a well-established business in a
prosperous Illinois idly 4 7000. Best lima! ion in
city, modern building, It, w expense. (toed repu-
tation ; established I I years. Stock and fix tit res
very good; good repair ;tint Ol)LiCal 111111C. Last
year's business, $6000 ; invoice about $4500. Iti-
vestIgate at once 'rpm mean business. Reasons
for selling, have real estate interests in far M'est.
Address, "T 755," care 1:eystomm.

WILL sell for cash, clean ,t■iwelry business, in-
', voice, $1200 to site°, in gas and oil town,
800 pop. All wttrk one man do. Address, J. A.
R(,binson, Toronto, I:ans.

IINLY jewelry store, mining town of 5000, 68
✓ miles !bent Chiitago. Stock and fixtures, $500.
A .good tipport ti !thy. Address, Thal, SIMI!) 1Vil
MingE011, III.

-flNI Of the hest loeations for a watehmaker
I and Jewel, i n Los Angeles, Cal., over 3
years' lease. Stock of jewelry invokes about
6000. Will sell at, wholesale cost. .1ildress,
" L.," 453 South Broadway, Los Angeles

' 
Cal.

Also an optical business which amounts to $7000
per annum, gross receipts, for $5000, or both for
$10,000.
IEWELRY store, best. location on one of the
11 prominent avenues i a New York City ; ele-
gant fixtures, good stock, valuable good will, 3
years' lease, Will sell for $4000. Good reason
for selling. Owner aceumulated 4-story tene-
ment house in 5 years ill this store. AIlarCSS,
"H 760," care Keystone. 

BESIRABLEjewelry busbies, in growing town.
Stock and fixtures, $3700 ; an redeem..

Clement, Barton Landing, Vt.

QTOCK of watches, clocks, jewelry, cut glass
LI and musical instruments will be sold cheap
for cash. F. E. Lenhart, Argyle, 3liiin.

(1,001) jewelry stand for sale cheap. Address,

• 

Box 55, Bath, Pa.

A WELL-ESTA BUSHED business in town of1600, in Northeastern Iowa. St oek Will in-
voice about $2500. Good run of repair work.
"B 763," care Keystone.
IN flourishing city of 2000. Established 20 years.
I Stock and fixtures invoice $4000. Bench
work, $100 per month. Annual sales, $5000.
Can reduce to $1000 if necessary. Owner going
to Denver. IL J. Cone, Darlington, Wis.

SO:M1E ONE'S opportunity, see I hint advert ise-
meat in February KEYS1'1INE. ;II:11,11111P

results as advertised or no sale. I I E. II n

& Co., 1Vilminglon,

1EWELItl steel: antEtools. 27 miles f roni son,:
0 pet it ion. Small stock. C. 'AI. Ayres, Leon-
ardv ill,
My health it must sell $1500 imlock rings,
Al jewelry, silverware, novelties, solid anti plate,
65e. I in the dollar. A. G. Diehl, Box 57, Elkton,
Va.
qNAP for someone in healthiest tt tmv it I 'eft isy I-

vaniim. Stock and fixtures invoice :thew -.hints,
Sales last year, =7000. Work about sill') per
month. "G I," earn Keystone.
STOCK and fix res, VV ill pay I I. per

• 

11101101. holarom time given. lit.ott
town between i ii- I I a iiiil Pittslatrg. 2000
PH!). Poor health. V. .k. I trexel, 83 1Vuotlward
Avenue, Det reit, \

$1500 ('-1s I I IIHY  ̀genuine little mint in live
Eastece II PWII il.))n of moo inhabitants,

doing $3200 Iiiiiii tointially tote side of mil-
linery store ; hest let, thin, clean stock, good
prices for work. " V 771,- ■-are Kry,h)ne.
$40fln  st,„.k,

Central Ittwa, pop. :tone ; eash part
cash and bankald, set:m.11M.. ;in reduce.
Good reasons. " II 770," care 1:,y.totio.

TOCK and fixtures, invoice $1.1no hest farnT-
o ing country, Central Ind. ; pelt. 10,000 ; 5
railroads, also shims. Reasons, chit i of climate
for health. " ..\ 769," care Keystone.

ItABE chance in live Illinoi iii i 121m,
IL store in town, established 10 years. t-dotdt and
fixtures will invoice$1300 ; buyer must !hive the
cash. If you mean business, address, b II 7tri,"
care of Keystone.

(1001) paying jewelry- and optical business ;
U Eastern town of 10,000 ; health resort. From
$2000 to $5000 required. Address, "II 776,"
Keystone.

nESIRABLEjewelry and repair business. Pros-
y perous Massachusetts town of 7000. Clean
stock and fixtures, about $900. Address, "11 771,"
care Keystone.
IN factory town of a jewelry, optical and

china business, established 15 years ; sales
average $6000 to $7000 a year. Wahl' work aver-
ages $100 per month ; stoek in good order and
will invoice $6000 to 87000, ineluding titres.
I1ood business with all IIIII1Cr resorted s. B 716,"
care Keystone.
BARGAIN. Fixtures and any amount of

;I stock customer wants, in best town I ii the
West. "P 787," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

1E11' ELRY stoek and fixtures, will invoice
about $1700. Good town, Northwestern Iowa.

Pop. 2500. Good business. Good reasons for
selling. " I I 781," care Keystone.

s■anie young man Ivants to buy a good jewelry
I business in a good-sized railroad. town, write

Lto . Werner, general delivery, D Mes oines,
Iowa.

A watchmaker and engraver to
lilly all jewelry business.

I e sold at a bargain. Lit I. cash required.
Fla rt her pa rt Mailers, address, C. II. Phelps, Bis-
marck., N. Dalt.

11111.1 NCH shire, jewelry and optical business.
Very profitable. Ohio town, 7000 pop. In

voice about $3000. Beason, can't attend two
stores. Address, " L 790," care Keystone.

A BA It I.: chance to secure a good business in a
town of 2700. Vill sell my stock, tools and

I rade elicap for cash. Hurry up and address,
C. C. Idesher, Morganfleld, Ky.

(Ill.\ NCI.: Air good watchmaker and optician to
good business in Colorado. (mood loca-

tion ; rent cheap; good repair business at good
prices. Healthy climate. Must have at icast
$1000 cash. Address, A. A. I lauisiiiaii, general
delivery, Colorado springs, Colorailo.

11111 bargain. Ilav
stock and fixtures

lug in position to roil
once at great siteritice.
at half price. F. Al.

I EA Di
IJ lowa city, :111110 ;

agrieulture.
Its tit is $2000. Ea it re
opposition. " M 7ss,

ing forcel.c.cd mortgage on
of 1„ B. ortim, and not be-
st ore, same will be sold at
I tim oice, $3000 ; will sell

Wilson, Anderson, Ind.
jemmtilry atid optical store,
n i lI rein I, ma n u fact tiring,

ork ,,.150 Mon( SI oviE and
I! li± I lil poor jeweler as
" care Keystone.

FOR SALE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

SAFE for sale. Hue, steel-lined, burglar-proofsafe, price ,325. For part icidars write the
S. 'I'. Little .lewelr3 Company, Cumberland, Md.
IATif Trui om lathe, warranted true, $1.3 cash.
IT E. \ I. Ifttet, Ceri land, Ohio.

Illt; ;RADE large burglar and fireproof safe,
" all improvements good as new, for half of new
price ; bargain. Ethers it: Co., 91 Maiden Lane,
New York. 

Itin GROSS watch crystals for $75; sizes, 17 to\iv 23 ; height, 1 to 8. Apply, R. 13. Smith,
195 N. Gay Street, Baltimore, Md.

FtANCIS engraving machine, 2 fonts type,
coffin plate, ring and hollowware attach-

ments, graver sharpener, in good shape. G. A.
McHenry, Mayfield, Wis.
TWO inediton safes, gas enameling furnace,

gasoline melting apparatus, small motor cast-
ings, small punching press, Crowell blower, coal
muffle furnace. Winship, 76 State Street, Chi-
cago, Ill.

aRANDFATIIElt (deck, over 100 years old,
U brass movement, inlaid case, in first-class
condition. Priee, $85. Genuine bargain. Wm.
Yates, Cold Spring, N. Y.

MEW Geneva traveling trial case No. 903%.
A Address, Mary Powell, Chadron, Nebr. 

$1.50 EinkeCve1116111,siinne, 
line

ey c. vdienrd naienrilealt

Jewels. Chrtrionieter hal. Money with order.
Broadbent, 4 S. Forty-second St., Philadelphia.

IT a bargain, brand-new Geneva ophthalmo-
scope and retinoscope,owith table. Gettelson

Jewelry Mfg. Co. 55 Clark Street, Ashland
Block, Chicago, Ill.
(INE 13oley lathe, style 2 Moseley, 10 chucks and
U speed countershaft adj.; worth $27.50. In
use 6 months; good as new. First draft for $15
takes it. A. R. Weaver & Co., Harvard, Nebr.

itHEAP, Hardy 201h Century ophthalmometer

• 

and table, guarauteed. P. C. Curtiss, Nor-
walk, Ohio.

IIPTICIAN'S trial ease, perfect condition,
U worth $100, only $40. Address, 5341 Wayne
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

PINE achromatic telescope, power 72 diameters
L or 5184 times ; cost, $35. First $15 cash takes
It. S. A. Weaver, Northville, N. Y.

BK ZENG refractometer, new ; also lirancis en-
graving machine. John Burri, New Phila-

delphia, Ohio.
SMALL Hendy planer, Barnes engine lathe,
✓ velocipede or power, both in first-class con-
dition. J. W. Spence, Racine, Wis.

VIXTURES, tools and stock one or all, at a
I bargain. Trial case, $28 ; Johnston eye
meter, $15 ; prisoptometer, $10 ; cabinet and
watch glasses, worth $25, for $15. Clark Bros.,
St. Cloud, Mirth.
(III EA P, small jewelry fixtures, also Francis en-

graving machine. A. C. Taylor & Son, Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.

fdlEAP, large McNeal' & Orton jeweler's safe,
V fireproof, Al condition ; 4 8-foot, 10-inch high
oak jeweler's show cases and tables, good as new;
10-foot oak wall case, new ; 1 portable cherry
and glass 24-11,11 partition, very fine, with (sirs
lain from veiling to partition. Goods iii Wil-
mont, Minn. Luck box 455, Bartow, Fla.

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

TWENTIETH Century polishing lathe, nearly

• 

new. L. W. Lewis, 90 N. thigh St., Colum-
bus, Ohio. _
itIGIITEEN Jewelry trays, new, used 2 months,
" cost $16.50. First $8 takes them. W. B.
Murray, East Tawas, Mich.

IIPTICIAN'S trial set, $28.50 ; 1 II. 1'. gas en-
v gine, $60; Cragleilli grindstone, shaft and
bearings complete, st:a mem w athth sign, 88,50;
Loring ophthulmoseagac ,:a .5o, 11. Brodhula, 30
IVeitzenkorn Bldg.,

till EA P. Geneva oplithalnieseolsi, isithinscope,

• 

DeZeng's !err:telemeter, trial east., Francis
engraving inachine, NVehster-Whitcomb No. 2
lathe, 17 chucks, hiceplate, con iitersha it , hiot-
wheel, large steel-lined safe. t Mod condition.
E. J. Price, Iteinbeck, lion.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE GENTS PER WORD

IEWELRY and optical Liminess, paid $2500 net

• 

in 1904. Town of 5000, Iowa. $2000 will
handle it, or exchange for good land. " 11 756,"
care Keystone.
PEST jewelry stere in county seat. Rave ma-
ll ural gas and plenty of good coal. Will trade
for a good farm or t i umber land. 13ox 164, Peters-
burg, Ind.

VOlt sale, or will trade for good-paying ',report y,
best paying jewelry store in Southern Colo-

rado. I ii voice $17,000. Correspondence solicited.
F. C I bilt, Trinidad, Colo. 

\VII AT have you to trade for good real estate,
growing in value. Suburb of largeEastern

city. Value, $8700. Factory stuck or store con-
sidered. Owner's business Vest. Make otter.
" 673," care Keystone.

WANTED, to exchange $800 equity in house
" and lot, located in hiansheld, Ohio, for
jewelry store ; pay difference. H. J. Wilby,
liot el Baltimore, St. Louis, Mo.

INB sale or exchange for merchandise, 1280
I acres Kansas, 1280 acres Texas, city property
Deliver, Colo. Address, "Owner, L 724,' care
Keystone.
1 10 COPIES of Tii V. EYSTONii for sale or

exchange. A. L. I3onewell, Gibsonburg,
Ohio.

L'ItilITEEN-VOoT gasoline launch, for burglar

• 

safe or jewelry fixtures. C. V. Stephens,
Carthage, Ind.

120-ACRE farm, Southern Iowa, for smallJewelry stock, tools and fixtures. Ad-
dress, Lock Box 30, Garden Grove, Iowa.
Qfl-ACRE improved farm in Northern Mime-
Um./ meta, for a stock of jewelry worth about
$1000. Address, J. J. Skiing, Battle Lake, Minn.

nENEVA retinoscope, oil-lighting, cost $67.50;
U practically new and perfect. 11, ill eXCilange
for anything Can use. What have you All
correspondence answered. D. L. Brown, Sparta,
Mich.
VINE slot graphophone, rare old violin. Want
I- regulator, lathe. Vin. Merrill, 'Washing-
ton, N. .1.

VRAN K 1,1 Is t ypewriter, tine condition ; mfrs.
E. H. Locke, Oketo, Kans.

HRICK store building, paying 10 per cent. net
LP in rent. Will exchange for good jewelry
business of $6000, or good land. " 13 757," care
Keystone.

$4000 TO trade modern poultry farm in Ohiofor jewelry store in good town. Ad.
Geneva Optical Co., Rolland Bldg., St. Looie,mo.

TENOR horn, bell up, good as new, cost $46-,
I Want to exchange for clarionet. L. 11.
Johnson, jeweler, Kennett, Mo.

IvATCH glasses, 10 gr., nil-concaves, 30 grosslunettes, 2 cabinets l'or sante. 'Want Geneva
retinoscope and oplithalmesettist, lir what have

N.
vou optical? J. II. Hathaway, Elizabeth City,

C.
I1P-TO-DATE brick sten. building, first-class,
U Iowa town of 5000,to exchangedorjewelry and
optical business, Western coast city. Building
leased term of years for $720 per year. "13 772,"
care Keystone.

11ARDY ophthalmometer for ship chronometer,or will buy chronometer. J. Await, Joplin,
Mo.

SPECIAL NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

WANTED to tub as mfrs. agents at city of Los
Angeles, Cal., for good line sterling Falvey,

silver plate, cut glass or any good line rings,
Chainfl or other jewelry, by an old experienced
and practical man in the 'business. Mfrs. ad-
dress, Lock box 258, Lancaster, Ky., till April
1st.

MONEY loaned to jewelers. Write for inform-
al. t ion. The Collateral Loan anal Banking Co.,
143 Euclid Avenue, Cliveland, Ohio

A LIFE scholarship in our college, ma-hiding Ill-
11 1/10111It and highest degree, for only $7.50. See
our advertisement, page 508, and write for new
Prospectus. South Bend College of Optics.

1  SPECIAL NOTICES

MOSELEY makes for moderate money the
at thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes.
11ORRESPONDENCE course in optics, includ-
v hug twenty type-written lectures ; quizzes
and answers ; splendid lithographed diploma ;
incorporated ; life scholarship ; all for 117.50.
For prospectus address, Nathional Collcge of
Optics, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
WANTED—To supply Moseley lathes to an un--

limited number of the 111011 at the bench
who have need for thoroughly reliable lathes
for moderato money. Your jobber will send
new list.. _
MONEY for you. All optical and jewelry tram'-
in tilers should carry our speciality. 11111 bring
you many extra dollars. All jewelers, oculists
and opticians only too glad to get it. Vrite at
once. Address, Dr. J. Harms, box 187,Chicago.
VOR exchange—All jobbers will exchange the
I. thoroughly reliable Moseley lathes for a
moderato atnount of money.

BUSINESS NOTICES
UNDER THIS HEADING THREE CENTS PER WORD

IEWELERS, watchmakers. FillO marine ehro-
11011101.1*S for sale at Mw prices. The best ad-

vertisement in a ,jeweler's window Is correct
time. Address, It. Itenitighatisen, chronometer
maker, Seat t le Wash._  
Ill E best demagnetizer. No outside power

needed. No batteries. Guaranteed to do the
work. Price, 2 50. Write for particulars. Edw.
.1. sebneiter, Jaisemille, Ind.
IA. HEN you gel 111,11 new lathe try a Moseley
u and you w i ll have a thoroughly reliable
lathe anti for namlerata. money.
WHY not send r watch ettses that need
vu repairing? Cali replace any part Ill a ease.
G.F.IVadswortli,Silversinitlis'iudg.,chkagemi.
A FORMER ftweler,•now in piano business, h
It 

as
a plan whereby jewelers Call make big money

selling pianos; uot necessairy I I taa, a musician
or have much. capital. Write rer partieulars.
Address, A. L. Creed, 69 Church Street, Hart-
ford, Comm.
THE. Golden Cross system of spectacle tilting
1 is the best. Try it. Lesson free. Address,
Golden Cross College of Advanced Ophthal-
mology, Chicago.

QITUATIONS wanted by Aloseley lathes with
kI workmen who desire thoroughly reliable

. lathes for moderate money. Your jobber for
new list.
TO int roduee the best =1..50.gray, 18 size, balance
I staffs ever placed on the market, we will sell
Pie 30 days, staffs for 65e. Iter doz., cash with or-
der. Special polished for high-grade watches .it
131. Every st aff guaranteed. We are prepared to
make 10 gross of one kind (gray) for 050, or
special stall's, 10 gross, for $05 ; 5 gross of each
for $57.50. Tarbox ,SE Goolim, staff manufac-
turers, Onittlitt, Nebr._ _ _
V017 are II i hg for mc g ii I, reliable firm to do

your watch work. 114.1, iS It PlaCe.. IV. K.
Sandberg, watchmaker to the It'ade, 802 C'olutn-
inis Memorial Building, Chicago.

gi,EcIA I llar buttons displayed as we sug-
gest, and retailed for 10e. instead of 25c., are

quick sellers ; % gross lots, $3; single doz., $1.
Look like diamonds! Six rings in special tray,
gentlemen's or ladies', $3. Guaranteed sellers
or looney returned. H. E. Thomas & Co., Jewel-
ers' spccialists, IVilmington, Del. Only have
Maulers, not a generahline. A postal or business
card Will place you on our mailing list.

WANTED—Jewelers to try the optician's coin-
" J/1111101). It holds lenses while ineunting,
and frames when soldering. PrieV, 50c., or
nickel, 75c., by mail. A. B. Lease, mfr., 151
S. Jefferson St., Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED — Postal from every watehmaker,
" asking for illustrated circular rebut i vi to best
gaging, poising and wheel-tnting bud—throe
in one—best ever made. G. A. Bailey, West
Brookfield, Mass.
HAVE you an old English watch case you want
II changed into American stem-wind 2 If so,
send it to me, and I will guarantee satisfaction.
G.F.Waelsworth,Silverstnitlis'llidg.,Chicago,I11.
11'.1 Tt 'II jeweling, pallet stones, balance plate

altil eciilor, compass or caliper Jewels reset,
J50e. ewels selected, 25c. Three-eernered pin

75e. Dia nem d eutters mounted Oar reducing
size of jewel, rine. send loos only %%Atli price
to A. F. Erceland, watch inid chronometer jewel
tnaker, :;76 Washington Street, Boston Jewels
MD&

a specialty ii hanging old antique
watch ca...es to stem-wind, Something I het

has been if loll bv allOrS. blare had 40 vears'
exp and eat' guarantee satisfaction. N. J.
Felix, Is John street, NMI. York.

I IC IN a Moseley it's all right.
WI1ERE' to receive the highest cash price for
" every kind of gold and silver. Refiner of
sweeps, filings, brushings, ledishings, every-
thing containing geld anal silver. Fine gold,
silver, copper for sale. .1. L. Clark (established
1870), 727 Samson' Street, PI, i 1 sdel Oda, Pa. Send
by mail or express ; 11E11111111 iltoult ion given. 

WE offer R thorough, eomplete etir.respondence
mm course III Witten reptitring, tisilig patented
chart s atm' drawings. \VI. 11 i II 10111 I'll' begin-
ner, the apprent the busy w ea man and any
one to ad viinee while still remaining with their
work or business. Terms easy. The DeSelms
Watch School, 105 l'erry Street, Attica, Indiana.

rego

BUSINESS NOTICES

CASIt paid for diamonds, watches, jewelry,
antiques. Entire stocks bought. We pay

more than InIlliUll value for old and broken

chains, jewelry, etc., both gold and silver. New

and second-hand goods for sale cheap. S.

Weintraub, mfg. jeweler, 129 S. Seventh Street,

Philadelphia.

WATCHMAKING taught by experts. Watch-

', making, engraving, jewelry work, optics,

complete courses, $85 ; only school working

exclusively for jewelers. Money made learn-

ing; 5200 square feet floor school room space.

Minneapolis School Engraving-Watchmaking,

Minneapolis.

AI'ANTED—Jewelry stocks for spot cash. If you
" are overstocked, in poor health, or for any
reason must raise intiliey, I will buy your entire
sleek and pay the eash tbr it. 1 will not pay
cost Mr it, but will pay more than you could
realize any ollwr way. U IL Morrison, Topeka,
Kans.

(;O LI) and ailver_pla(immg,aalt 11 Ii nish,engraving,engine-turning, everything hi the line of
watch case repairing. G. F. IV ads wort II, Silver-
smiths' Building, Chicago.

1;11.(iIN Horologieal Sallee!, the oldest and most
14 pract lead school I'M' watchmakers. Send for
catalegue to Elgin Herological School, 

it I Pim ewe; Im engra, course (10 lessons per
W I nimitli I imiti■ling Holler monogram book
eolitailling all cipher combinations, in 3 sizes.
Just pliblishol by us; only one on the market.
Cow-, titimplete in 4 months. Minneapolis
Seleual i I Engraving-Watchnutking. Minnea-
polis, Minn.

THE ()tuella Watch Repairing, Engraving and
I Optical I list It has been established and in-
corporated for many years. It is no experhuent
with us, as the many successful jewelers who
have taken our course of instructions can testify.
Our instructions and work are practical and
up to date from start to finish. None of our
graduat es earn less than 9320 per week, and many
of them Yours for business, Dr. Tarbox
& Gordon.

SITUATIONS WANTED

A POSITION as jeweler :and engraver. Address,
" E 791," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

STORES, STOCKS AND BUSINESSES

CASII will bay an old-established watch,
"" clock and jewelry repair business in a

Ii rosperous Virginia town with all necessary
hugs and material. For information write,
" It 7074," care Keystone.

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS MERCHANDISE AND
EQUIPMENT

/WE walnut regulator, weight, sweep second,
U Gilbert No. 9, good as new, 620. J. W.
Powers, 1811 Hull Street, Manchester, Va.

POLUMBIA, chainless $85 bicycle, used very
✓ little, $45. E. E. Lawrence, Doniphan, Mo.

PEARLS BOUGHT
FOR CASH

If a customer should bring you any Diamond
Jewelry or any Pearls to sell, and you do not
care to buy them yourself, send theni to

CHAS. S. CROSSMAN ab CO.
a Maiden Lathe Now York

where you can have an immediate Cash Offer
 Established 1880  

High.Class

Repairing
for tho TrEidle,

Our work is the kind yott call your own

L. E. WINSLOW
35-37 East Randolph Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Gold and Silver Plating
Old Gold and Silver Bought

We are Jewelers for the Trade
WILLIAM E. BECKER

Diamond Setter, Manufacturing Jeweler and
Engraver

195-199 South Clark Street, Chicago

Kentucky Building

It will pay you to use our business to build

up your own. We are experts in our line, and

we know we can increase your trade and profits

if you will only give us a trial. Send us an

order, no matter how small, so we can prove to
you our promptness, good work and reasonable
prices. We can repair anything and everything

in our line. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Repairing
For the Trade
of Complicated and ordinary

Watches, W heel and Pinion Cut-
ting, Demagnetizing, etc., care-
ful& and prompt& done by an

expert. A. JETTE

Establidted 1899 Lancaster, Pa.

LEARN
JEWELERS
ENGRAVING
"The Engraving School That Graduates

Experts." A fascinating, high-salaried and
easily learned trade, taught thoroughly and
practically by correspondence. Your i list rec-
tor is the foremost authority and master
workman in the world. We will teach the
beginner better engraving by correspond-
ence than he can gain in years of rigid ap-
prenticeship. We will improve the skill of
any engraver one hundred per cent and
make him master of the trade. The demand
for competent engravers far exceeds the sup-
ply. Send for handsome illustrated prospec-

tus- PAGIB.DAVIS COMPANY
Suite 7, 90 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO

WHAT HAVE WE DONE?
Send for our circulars and find out

what we have done for others—maybe you
will let its do the same for you.

Write to-day.

Canadian Nonlogical Institute
H. R. PLAYTNER

DIRECTOR

115 East King Street

Toronto, Ont.
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PROFIT IN A FLASH
You can sell them at a profit because they flash.
They flash because they are properly cut.
You can sell then-i in a flash because they flash.
As we cut the diamonds we offer we can sell them

at rock-bottom, first-cost prices.
Want some?

J. R. WOOD & SONS
DIAMOND CUTTERS

CUTTING WORKS
1327-1329 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn 2 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK
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ust now you will find, Mr. Jeweler, that a

NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE would

be of especial benefit to you.
You doubtless resolved at the close of your last

holiday season that you would surely see that you were

better equipped this coming year to meet the ever-

increasing demands for engraving than you were then.

The troubles from loss of time, money and patience

in trying to get along in the old way were still fresh in

your mind. Don't let this good resolution languish or

die with many others made at the close of the year, but

get right into line with the other progressive, up-to-date

jewelers who have bought NEW CENTURIES, and are

meeting with such good success with them that they

write us like the following, which has come in from one

of our many well-satisfied customers:

" The first job of engraving of any amount I did with the

• machine was to engrave fifty-three letters on a locket about the

size of a 50-cent piece. I have made the machine almost pay for

itself every month, that is, the payments due each month. I

engrave everything that comes along, and the machine wo,1,.s

excellently on everything. I'm a hand engraver, but have not

cut a letter by hand since I bought the machine."

Our NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE is equipped with ever
y mechan-

ical improvement for producing the finfft kind of engraving, and yet is
 so simple and

easily operated that one who knows ncching whatever about the art 
can soon become

proficient in the use of it.
The pattern letters have bc_en designed by the most expert letter 

designers in

this country, and by means of the NEW CENTURY you are enabled
 to reproduce the

work of these skilled.engravers with absolute fidelity. Old English, Gothic, Script,

Ribbon and Fancy Letteis, Landscapes, Monograms and Portraits o
n flat or irregular

surfaces, rings, spoons, hollowware, etc., can be easily engraved and 
shaded up equal

to the finest hand work.
The time to purchase a NEW CENTURY is NOW.
You have ample time now to advertise the engraving end of your 

business and

get thoroughly proficient in the use of the machine.

11111r Your spring trade is certain to be greatly increased if you have a

NEW CENTURY ENGRAVING MACHINE to help you out with 
it.

Don't wait for next week, or next month, or next season, but do it n
ow.

Your order will be shipped promptly if you send it in to-day.

Our finely illustrated catalogue describes the machine in every 
detail, and if you

have not seen samples of work done on the NEW CENTU
RY, we will send them if

you write immediately.

We have a special offer this month to fit your particular case
Don't delay. Write now

ftiV4~ftbse*Ws0;01.

THE EATON 0 GLOVER COMPANY, Sayre, Pa. 
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The Boss Case has saved many a jeweler's reputation
it has saved him from trouble it has saved him from
profanity and the smaller sins that grow out of the feel-
ing of disgust; it has saved him money, in securing
him in a profit. To these must now be added a new
item of saving for the Boss Case has saved a life!

The facts in the following narrative are
certified as correct by Chas. E. Goodrich,
Jeweler, Tunkhannock, Pa.

On the morning of Nov. Io, 1903,
Mr. C. L. Calahan, yardmaster of the Lehigh
Valley R. R. at Tunkhannock, Pa., was in his
office as the east-bound passenger train was
pulling into the station.

In order to superintend the loading of
baggage and express matter on this train he
had to cross the west-bound tracks. Hurrying
across on a run, he did not notice a fast
freight which was coming in on the west-
bound track at a speed of thirty miles an
hour. He was struck by it with great force

and carried about seventy-five feet on the
pilot of the engine before he rolled off to
the ground. He was hurried to the Wilkes-
Barre City Hospital.

It seemed miraculous that he was not
instantly killed, as he had been struck by a
sharp iron bolt on the pilot of the freight
engine. The doctors found that his life had
been saved by reason of the protection of
his watch case, which had received the
impact of the iron bolt; otherwise the bolt
would undoubtedly have punctured his
stomach and caused his death.

The case which saved Mr. Calahan's life
was Boss 14 K. Screw Back No. 6400275.

The Boss Case has always been justly credited with
doing many varieties of good. It has made possi-
ble an increased sale of watches from the day that
James Boss invented the Filled Case, and has furnished
all the grounds of the public's faith in the Filled Case
idea, by whatever maker exploited. It has served as
the gift which won Her, and Their babe has cut its teeth
on it. It has embodied the memory of the grandfather
as it passed to the father, and thence to the son. Now, in
addition to these and manifold other varieties of service,
it can be guaranteed to be an efficient life-preserver!

The Keystone Watch Case Co.
19th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia


